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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-EIGHTH SESSION -- 1993 

FIFTY-NINTH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, FRIDAY, MAy 14, 1993 

The House of Representatives convened at 9:00 a.m. and was called to order by Dee Long, Speaker of the House, 

Prayer was offered by Monsignor James D. Habiger, Executive Director, MiIm€sota Catholic Conference, st. Paul, 
Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Mmphy Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Tunheirn 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Radosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jeru\ings Lourey Olson, M. Seagren Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A Luther OImen Sekhon Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Simoneau Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Skoglund Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Smith Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Solberg Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Sparby Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Swenson 

A quorum was present. 

Sarna was excused. 

Peterson was excused until 10:50 a.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding day. Johnson, R., moved that further reading of 
the Journal be dispensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief Clerk. The motion 
prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

S. F. No. 1062 and H. F. No. 986, which had been referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and 
found to be identical with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES • 
Kelley moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1062 be substituted for H. F. No. 986 and that the 

House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 
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Anderson, 1., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Anderson, 1., and on the demand of 10 members, a call of the House was ordered. The following 
members answered to their names: 

Abrams DaWler Hausman Koppendrayer Munger Perlt Tompkins 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Krinkie Murphy Peterson Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dawkins H1.U1tley Krueger Neary Reding Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dehler Jacobs Lasley Nelson Rest Vellenga 
Bauerly Delmont Jaros Leppil< Ness Rhodes Vickerman 
Beard Dempsey Jefferson Lieder Olson, E. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Limmer Olson, K. Seagren Waltman 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Lindner Olson, M. Sekhon Weaver 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R. Luther Onnen Simoneau Wejcman 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Lynch Opatz Skoglund Welle 
Blatz Girard Kahn Macklin Orenstein Smith Wenzel 
Brown, C. Goodno Kalis Mariani Orfield Solberg Winter 
Brown, K. Greiling Kelley McCollum Osthoff Sparby Workman 
Carruthers Gruenes Kelso McGuire Ostrom Stanius Spk. Long 
Clark Gutknecht Kinkel Molnau Ozment Steensma 
Conuners Hasskamp Klinzing Morrison Pauly Swenson 
C;:ooper Haukoos Knickerbocker Mosel Pawlenty Tomassoni 

Anderson, I., moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed with and that the Sergeant at Arms be 
instructed to bring in the absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communication was received: 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House 
Minnesota House of Representatives 
463 State Office Building 
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155 

Dear Spealter Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 173, House File 163, a bill relating to campaign reform. 

May 11, 1993 
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I am committed to, and the people of Minnesota are demanding, comprehensive electoral and ethical practices 
reform. I am vetoing House File 163 not to engage in debate or combat with the Minnesota Legislature. I am vetoing 
House File 163 because this legislation is bad for the people of Minnesota and unhealthy for all of us who believe in 
a democratic elective process. The objections I hold are non-partisan. The objections I hold have been answered in 
a federal campaign reform proposal which has been endorsed by President Clinton. Why should I accept less for the 
people of this state than the President is willing to accept for the people of this nation? 

As I informed the legislature approximately six weeks ago, I expect any reform bill to include certain goals and 
principles. I have reviewed House File 163 in the light of those goals and principles. I have also reviewed the bill 
as a whole to see how the provisions relate to each other and to assess its overall impact upon Minnesota's electoral 
process. 

House File 163 has some good provisions which include the dissolution of "Friends of" committeesf the elimination 
of transfers among candidates' campaign committees, the lowering of contribution limits, and the elimination of public 
subsidies for unopposed candidates. However, when viewed as a whole, assessing the overall impact of the bill, it 
is clear that House File 163 does not achieve comprehensive reform. There are some who will argue that a bill that 
reforms even a little is worthy of becoming law, following the ~ld cliche that half a loaf is better than none at all. 
I must tell the people of this state that in this case, the half-loaf is moldy. This bill worsens the existing electoral 
process by giving the special interests who already hold undue influence, even more power than before. 

The disproportionate influence of special interest groups upon Minnesota's electoral process is one of the chief 
prctblems that must be effectively addressed in any comprehensive electoral reform package. House File 163, 
unforhmately, empowers special interests at the expense of individual contributors and voters. By failing to provide 
for any response to special interest independent expenditures, and failing to ban PACs or PAC contributions while 
simultaneously seriously reducing individual contribution limits and establishing a low 20 percer:tt aggregate 
contribution for PACs, lobbyists, and large individual contributors, the Legislature has handed over to the special 
interest groups the ability to control Minnesota elections. The net effect of these inter-related provisions is to drive 
special interest contributions from the area of regulated PAC contributions to the area of tmregulated independent 
expenditures. It is an arrogant abuse of power marked by a process that excluded compromise. I refuse to sign any 
bill that permits special interests to control Minnesota's electoral process. 

The Legislature's failure in House File 163 to create a means by which a candidate can respond to being targeted 
by special interest independent expenditures has resulted in a campaign finance system that is an unconstitutional 
violation of a candidate's right to free speech. Pursuant to both House File 163 and current law, a candidate must 
agree to abide by expenditure limits and receive public subsidies on or before September 1 preceding the General 
Election. However, once a candidate files an agreement to be bound by the expenditure limits, he or she is locked 
into those expenditure limits. As a result, the candidate cannot respond to special interest independent expenditures 
directly targeted- against that candidate prior to a post":'September 1 Primary or the General Election. The failure of 
House File 163 to provide a candidate who agrees to public subsidy relief from expenditure limits,after being targeted 
by special interest ~dependent expenditures is unconstitutional as a violation of that candidate's freedom of speech. 

A targeted candidate must be provided the opportunity to publicly debate and contest the contents of independent 
expenditure attacks. This right is protected by and embodied in the free speech clause of the First Amendment to 
the United States Constitution and is the essence of good goverrunent. The United States Supreme Court has so 
mandated in a ruling in which it stated that the central purpose of that clause is "to assure a society in which 
'uninhibited, robust and wide open' public debate concerning matters of public interest would thrive for only in such 
a society can a healthy representative democracy flourish." A system such as Minnesota'sf embodied in House File 
163, which denies a candidate the right to exceed expenditure limits in order to engage in an uninhibited wide-open 
public debate of the issues raised by independent expenditures is both unconstitutional and contrary to sOlUld public 
policy. 

The mere providing of notice as incorporated in House File 163 does not remedy the unconstitutional failure to 
provide a targeted candidate a means to respond to a special interest independent expenditure. Moreover, the notice 
provided in House File 163 is wholly inadequate to provide effective notice or protect against fraudulent notice. 

House File 163 also fails to achieve the goal and principle of restoring integrity and parity in Minnesota's electoral 
process. The bill fails to provide a "level playing field" for both incumbents and challengers, for candidates of all 
parties plus independent candidatesf and for all persons and groups who wish to express their political views in a 
lawful manner. 
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House File 163 has significant elements which provide protection for incumbents. These elements include the 
failure to provide pre-Primary public subsidies and the establishment of high threshold contribution amounts to be 
raised with low ($50 or less) contributions in order to be eligible for public subsidy. These features are unrealistic 
for challengers, especially when multiple challengers exist in the pre-Primary stage, and create significant advantages 
for incumbents. 

House File 163 also creates a significant unfair advantage to candidates of major parties at the expense of 
independent or third-party candidates. This bias is evident in the areas such as qualification for check-off dollar 
public subsidies, denial of pre-Primary public subsidies, continued allowance of PAC contributions, and access to 
enhanced public subsidies following an opponent's decision not to abide by spending limits. 

Finally, I wish to note two areas of concern which I would like to see addressed either directly in House File 163 
or as a companion to this bill. As I have travelled across our state, I have heard from citizens innumerable times the 
request for an opportunity to consider term limits for elected officials. I wholeheartedly endorse a referendum for 
term limits because I truly believe the heart of any campaign reform must deal with the temptations of protecting 
incumbency. 

I also feel the people of this state deserve a MilUlesota Legislature that does not exempt itself from the rules it 
promulgates for others. I believe no legislation that is called reform in any respect can omit the reference to ethics 
reform. 

For these omissions and the concerns I have highlighted above, I am vetoing and returning to you this bill. I go 
so very'regretfully on behalf of the citizens· of this state who want and deserve elected officials who serve only for 
the greater good. 

Because of my commitment to reform, I am unwilling to veto and return this bill to you and rely solely upon the 
Legislature to design a true electoral reform package. Therefore, I am today announcing that I will be appointing a 
bi-partisan electoral reform commission to design a true comprehensive multi·faceted electoral reform package. In 
order to avoid the partisanship which infected House File 163, current elected officials and officials of political parties 
will not be members of the commission but will be invited to offer testimony and input. It is my hope that such a 
commission will incorporate the good aspects of House File 163 while addressing those problems that remain, 
including those set forth above. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

Anderson, I., moved that H. F. No. 163, Chapter 173, be now reconsidered and repassed, the objections of the 
Governor notwithstanding, pursuant to Article IV, Section 23, of the Constitution of the State of Mirmesota. 

The question was taken on the motion to reconsider and repass H. F. No. 163, the objections of the Governor 
notwithstanding, pursuant to Article N, Section 23, of the Constitution of the State of Minnesota, and the roll was 
called. 

There were 84 yeas and 49 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 
Asch 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bergson 
Bertram 

Brown, C. 
Brown, K 
Carlson 
Carruthers 
Clark 
Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

Delmont 
Darn 
Evans 
Farrell 
Garcia 
Greenfield 
Greiling 
Hasskamp 

Hausman 
Huntley 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 
Jennings 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R. 

Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelley 
Kelso 
Kinkel 
Klinzing 
Krueger 
Lasley 

Lieder 
Lourey 
Luther 
Mahon 
Mariani 
McCollum 
McGuire 
Milbert 

Mosel 
Munger 
Murphy 
Neary 
Nelson 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Opatz 
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Orenstein Perlt Rest Sekhon Sparby Tunheim Welle 
Orfield Peterson Rice Simoneau Steensma Vellenga Wenzel 
Ostrom Pugh Rodosovich Skoglund Tomassoni Wagenius Winter 
Pelowski Reding Rukavina Solberg Trimble Wejcman Spk. Long 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dempsey Haukoos Leppik Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bettermann Erhardt Holsten Limmer Olson, M. Seagren Vickerman 
Bishop Frerichs Hugoson Lindner Onnen Smi~ Waltman 
Blatz Girard Johnson, V. Lynch Osthoff Stanius Weaver 
Commers Goodno Knickerbocker Macklin Ozment Sviggum Wolf 
Davids Gruenes Koppendrayer Molnau Pauly Swenson Warke 
Dehler Gutknecht Krinkie Morrison Pawlenty Tompkins Workman 

Not having received the required rno-thirds vote, the bill was not repassed. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1062 was read for the second time. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Anderson, I., moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Kahn; Krueger; Knickerbocker; Johnson, R, and Greiling introduced: 

H. F. No. 1778, A bill for an act relating to the board of investment; reqUInng the board to provide certain 
information about its investments; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 356. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

Kahn, Krueger, Long, Greiling and Bergson introduced: 

H. F. No. 1779, A bill for an act relating to state government; requiring disclosure by legislators and agency heads 
of certain expense reimbursements; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 15A. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

Huntley; Brown, K.; Louley; Kahn and Rhodes introduced: 

H. F. No. 1780, A bill for an act relating to health care; establishing a grant program for research on women's health 
issues; appropriating money. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services. 
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Milbert and Bishop introduced: 

H. F. No. 1781, A bill for an act relating to legislative enactments; providing for the correction of miscellaneous 
oversights, inconsistencies, ambiguities, unintended results, and technical errors of a noncontroversial nature; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148.181, subdivision 1, as amended. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration. 

Jaros introduced: 

H. F. No. 1782, A bill for an act relating to telephones; outlawing government-funded phone privileges for elected 
officials; requesting personal and written communication; making life more pleasant for politicians and their staff; 
reducing the state executive, legislative, judiciary, and local government budgets accordingly; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 237. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

Klinzing, Lynch, Blatz, Murphy and Rodosovich introduced: 

H. F. No. 1783, A bill for an act relating to abortions; providing rules for informed consent; providing for certain 
civil damages; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 145. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services. 

Carruthers, Macklin and Bergson introduced: 

H. F. No. 1784, A bill for an act relating to statutes of limitations; enacting the uniform conflict·of laws-limitations 
act; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 541. 

The biU was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Farrell and Sarna introduced: 

H. F. No. 1785, A bill for an act relating to commerce; prohibiting price discrimination between motor fuel retailers 
and wholesalers supplied by the same refiner; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 80C. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Economic Development. 

Pawlenty, Seagren, Ozment, Macklin and Tompkins introduced: 

H. F. No. 1786, A bill for an act relating to campaign reform; limiting noncampaign disbursements to items 
specified by law; requiring lobbyists and political committees and funds to include their registration number on 
contributions; prohibiting certain "friends of' committees; requiring reports by certain solicitors of campaign 
contributions; limiting certain contributions; changing the judicial ballot; regulating related committees; changing 
expenditure limits; limiting use of contributions carried forward; requiring unused postage to be carried forward as 
an expenditure; requiring certain notices; changing contribution limits; limiting contributions by political parties; 
prohibiting transfers from one candidate to another, with certain exceptions; limiting contributions by certain political 
committees, funds, and individuals; eliminating public subsidies to unopposed candidates; changing requirements 
for the income tax check-off; clarifying filing requirements for candidate agreements and the duration of the 
agreements; providing for distribution of public subsidies; requiring retUrn of public subsidies under certain 
conditions; prohibiting political contributions by certain nonprofit corporations and partnerships; requiring certain 
reports; providing transition language; defining certain terms; clarifying certain language; imposing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections IOA.OI, subdivisions lOb, lOc, 13, and by adding 
subdivisions; 10A.04, by adding a subdivision; lOA.065, subdivisions 1 and 5; 10A.14, subdivision 2; 10A.15, by adding 
subdivisions; 10A.16; lOA.17, subdivisions 4 and 5; 10A.19, subdivision 1; 10A.20, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding 
subdivisions; 10A.24, subdivision 1; lOA.2S, subdivisions 2, 6, 10, and by adding subdivisions; lOA.27, subdivisions 
1, 2, 9, and by adding subdivisions; IOA.28, subdivision 2; 10A.31, subdivisions 3a, 6, 7, 10, and by adding a 
subdivision; 10A.315; lOA.322, subdivisions 1 and 2; lOA.323; lOA.324, subdivisions I, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
204B.36, subdivision 4; 211B.12; 211B.15; and 290.06, subdivision 23; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 211A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 10A.27, subdivision 6; IOA.31, subdivisions 8 
and 9; 488A,021, subdivision 3; and 488A.19, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and 
Elections. 
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HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Osthoff introduced: 

H. A. ::'\rD. 28, A proposal to study transportation planning, management, operation and funding. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Transportation and Transit. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received trom the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House Files, herewith returned: 

3775 

H. F. No. 94, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; exempting certain manufacturers of snowmobile trailers 
from being required to have a dealer's license to transport the trailers; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 
168.27, subdivision 22. 

H. F. No. 1259, A bill for an act relating to the city of Minneapolis; extending authority to guarantee certain loans; 
amending Laws 1988, chapter 594, section 6, as amended. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby aIUlounc~ that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appOintment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 238, A bill for an act relating to towns; providing that metropolitan town elections may take place on the 
general election day; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 365.51, subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 
and 36559. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Johnston; Mr. Hottinger and Ms. Flynn. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to -the following House File: 

H. F. No. 795, A bill for an act relating to insurance; no-fault auto; excluding certain vehicles from the right of 
indemnity granted by the no-fault act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 65B.53, subdivision 1. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Anderson; Messrs. Chandler and Knutson. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1042, A bill for an act relating to human services; modifying provisions dealing with the administration, 
computation, and enforcement of child support; imposing penalties; amending "Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
136A.121, subdivision 2; 214.101, subdivision 1; 256.87, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and 5; 256.978; 256.979, by adding 
subdivisions; 256.9791, subdivisions 3 and 4; 257.66, subdivision 3; 257.67, subdivision 3; 349A.OS, subdivision 8; 
518.14; 518.171, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, and by adding a subdivision; 518.24; 518.54, subdivision 4; 518.551, 
subdivisions 1, 5, 5b, 7, 10, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 518.57, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
518.611, subdivision 4; 518.613, subdivision 1; 518.64, subdivisions 1,2,5, and 6; 519.11; 548.09, subdivision 1; 548.091, 
subdivisions 1a and 3a; 588.20; 595.02, subdivision 1; and 609.375, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 256; and 518; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 256.979; and 609.37. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Mr. Cohen; Ms. Reichgott and Mr, Knutson. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No, 1063, A bill for an act relating to commerce; currency exchanges; changing the date for submission of 
license renewal applications; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 53A.03, 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Wiener; Messrs. Frederickson and Solon. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker:' 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H, F. No. 287, A bill for an act relating to waste management; encouraging local government units to use 
purchasing techniques to reduce waste and develop markets for recycled products; prohibiting burning and burial 
of harmful materials on farms; defining packaging; prohibiting disposal of unprocessed mixed municipal solid waste; 
extending the time to construct certain projects with grant money; authorizing counties to count waste reduction 
toward 1996 recycling goals; providing for cOrultymanagement and service contracts; requiring local government units 
to separately account for all revenue and spending related to waste management; requiring collectors of commercial 
waste to disclose where the waste is deposited; prohibiting fluorescent and high intensity discharge lamps in solid 
waste; clarifying that organized waste collection is one of several tools for cities and cOrulties to use to collect waste; 
requiring reporting of tipping fee schedules at all waste facilities; requiring owners or operators of waste facilities that 
are publicly financed to account for charges and expenditures related to the facilities; regulating lamp recycling 
facilities; requiring electric utilities to encourage use of fluorescent and high intensity discharge lamps and to collect 
spent lamps; requiring a study of such lamps; extending by one year the solid waste field citation pilot program; 
providing for the postponement of certain waste collection fees; requiring a certain number of base units for 
homesteaded multiunit dwellings; clarifying the effects of the repeal of the metropolitan landfill siting process; 
providing for reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168.121; 16B.122, by adding a subdivision; 17.135; 
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115.071, subdivision 1; 115A.03, by adding a subdivision; 115A.034; 115A.54, subdivision 2a; 115A.5501, subdivision 
3; 115A.551, subdivisions 2a and 4; 115A.552, subdivision 2; 115A.557, subdivision 3; 115A.56; 115A.916; 115A.929; 
115A.932, subdivision 1; 115A.94, subdivisions 5 and 6; 115A.941; 115A.9651; 115A.981; 116.78, by adding a 
subdivision; 116.92, subdivision 7; 216B.241, by adding a subdivision; 325E.1151, subdivision 1; 325E.12; 325E.125, 
subdivision 1; 325E.1251; 400.04, subdivisions 3 and 4; 400.08, subdivision 3; 473.149, subdivision 6; 473.803, 
subdivision 3; 473.8441, subdivision 5; 473.846; and 473.848, subdivisions 2 and 3; Laws 1991, chapter 347, article 1, 
sections 15, subdivisions 1 and 6; and 20; Laws 1992, chapter 593, article 1, section 55; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters l1SA and 116. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 350, A bill for an act relating to education; prekindergarten through grade 12; providing for general 
education; transportation; special programs; early childhood, commWlity, and adult education; facilities; organization 
and cooperation; access to excellence; other education programs; miscellaneous provisions; choice programs; libraries; 
state agencies; and realignment of responsibilities; making conforming changes; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.873, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9; 120.06, subdivision 3; 120.062, subdivision 5, and 
by adding a subdivision; 120.0621; 120.064, subdivisions 3, 4, and 16; 120.0751, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 120.101, 
subdivisions 5 and 5b; 120.102, subdivision 1; 120.17, subdivision 7a; 120.73, subdivision 1; 120.75; 121.15, subdivision 
4; 121.16, subdivision 1; 121.201, subdivision 1; 121.585, subdivision 8; 121.612, subdivisions 2 and 4; 121.831; 121.88, 
subdivision 8; 121.882, subdivision 2b; 121.901, subdivisions 1 and 2; 121.902; 121.904, subdivisions 4a, 4e, and 14; 
121.912, subdivision 6, and by adding a subdivision; 121.9121; 121.914, subdivision 3; 121.934, subdivision 1; 121.935, 
subdivisions 2 and 5; 121.936; 122.22, by adding a subdivision; 122.242, subdivision 9; 122.531, subdivision 4a; 122.895, 
subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 123.34, subdivision 9; 123.35, subdivision 17; 123.351, subdivisions 6, 8, 
and 9; 123.3513; 123.3514, subdivisions 5, 6, 6b, 6c, and 8; 123.36, by adding a subdivision; 123.39, by adding a 
subdivision; 123.58, subdivisions 6, 7, 8, and 9; 123.702, subdivisions 1, la, 1b, 3, and 4; 123.7045; 123.71, subdivision 
1; 123.932, subdivision 7; 123.935, subdivision 7; 123.947; 124.09; 124.10, subdivision 1; 124.14, subdivisions 1 and 4; 
124.17, subdivisions L 2c, and by adding a subdivision; 124.19, subdivisions 1 and 4; 124.195, subdivisions 8 and 9; 
124.223, subdivision 3; 124.225, subdivisions 1, 3a, 7b, 7d, and 7e; 124.226, subdivisions 1, 3, 9, and by adding a 
subdivision; 124.243, subdivisions I, 2, 2a, 6, and 8; 124.248, subdivision 4; 124.26, subdivision 2; 124.2601, subdivisions 
4 and 6; 124.261, subdivision 1; 124.2615, subdivisions 2 and 3; 124.2711, subdivision 1; 124.2714; 124.2721, subdivisions 
1 and 3; 124.2725, subdivisions 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, and 13; 124.273, by adding a subdivision; 124.276, subdivision 3; 124.32, 
subdivision 1d; 124.322, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 124.332, subdivision 2; 124.37; 124.38, by 
adding a subdivision; 124.431, subdivisions I, la, 2, and 14; 124.48, subdivisions 1 and 3; 124.494, subdivisions I, 2, 
and by adding a subdivision; 124.573, subdivision 3; 124.574, by adding a subdivision; 124.625; 124.64; 124.645, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 124.69, subdivision 1; 124.73, subdivision 1; 124.79; 124.83, subdivisions I, 2, 4,' 6, and by adding 
a subdivision; 124.84, subdivision 3; 124.91, subdivision 3; 124.912, subdivisions 2 and 3; 124.95, subdivisions 1, 2, 2a, 
and 3; 124.961; 124A.03, subdivision 1c, and by adding a subdiviSion; 124A.22, subdivisions 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9; 
124A.23, subdivision 1; 124A.26, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 124A.27, subdivision 2; 124A.29, 
subdivision 1; 124A.70; 124A.72; 124C.08, subdivision 1; 125.05, subdivision 1a; 125.185, subdivisions 4 and 6; 125.1885, 
subdivision 3; 125.189; 126.151, subdivision 2; 126.22, subdivisions 2, 3, 3a, and 4; 126.239, subdivision 3; 126.267; 
126.268, subdivision 2; 126.52, subdivisions 8 and 9; 126.54, subdivision 1; 126.56, subdivisions 4a and 7; 126.665; 
126.67, subdivision 8; 126.70, subdivision 2a; 126A.07, subdivision 1; 127.15; 127.455; 127.46; 128A.024, subdivision 2; 
128A.03, subdivision 2; 128C.02, by adding a subdivision; 129C.10, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 134.31, 
subdivisions 1,2, and 5; 134.32, subdivision 8; 145A.10, subdivision 5; 256E.03, by adding subdivisions; 256E.08, 
subdivision 1; 256E.09, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 275.48; 473F.02, by adding a subdivision; and 
475.61, subdivision 3; Laws 1991, chapters 256, article 8, section 14, as amended; 265, articles I, section 30; and 2, 
section 19, subdivision 2; and Laws 1992, chapters 499, article 8, section 33; 571, article 10, section 29; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 4; 121; 124; 124A; 124C; 125; 126; 128A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 120.0621, subdivision 5; 121.87; 124.197; 124.2721, subdivisions 2 and 4; 124.32, subdivision 5; 124.615; 124.62; 
125.703; 126.22, subdivision 2a; 145.926; and Laws 1988, chapter 486, section 59. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 454, A bill for an act relating to economic development; requiring a sununary of performance measures 
for business loan or grant programs from the deparbnent of trade and economic development; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 116J.58, subdivision 1. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 931. A bill for an act relating to motor fuels; increasing minimum oxygen content in certain areas at 
certain times; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 239.791, subdivisions 1 and 2. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOW1ce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1039, A bill for an act relating to auctioneers; prohibiting certain cities and towns from requiring 
additional licenses of persons licensed as auctioneers by a county; proposing coding for new law in MilUlesota 
Statutes, chapter 330. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1133, A bill for an act relating to energy; directing the public service department to evaluate and 
implement a policy to promote the use of motor vehicles powered by alternate fuels; appropriating money; amending 
MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 216C.01, by adding subdivisions; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 216B; and 216C. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1151, A bill for an act relating to employment; requiring wage payments at certain times; amending 
Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 181.101. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOWlce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1496. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1496 

A bill for an act relating to health care and family services; the organization and operation of state government; 
appropriating money for human services, health, and other purposes with certain conditions; establishing and 
modifying certain programs; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
62A.045; 144.122; 144.123, subdivision 1; 144.215, subdivision 3; 144.226, subdivisiDn 2; 144.3831, subdivision 2; 144.802, 
subdivision 1; 144.98, subdivision 5; 144A.071; 144A.073, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 147.01, 
subdivision 6; 147.02, subdivision 1; 148C01, subdivisions 3 and 6; 148C02; 148C03, suqdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 148C04, 
subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 148C05, subdivision 2; 148C06; 148Cll, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 149.04; 
157.045; 198.34; 214.04, subdivision 1; 214.06, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 245.464, subdivision 1; 
245.466, subdivision 1; 245.474; 245.4873, subdivision 2; 245.652, subdivisions 1 and 4; 246.02, subdivision 2; 246.151, 
subdivision 1; 246.18, subdivision 4; 252.025, subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 252.275, subdivision 8; 252.50, 
by adding a subdivision; 253.015, subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 253.202; 254.04; 254.05; 254A.17, 
subdivision 3; 256.015, subdivision 4; 256.025, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 256.73, subdivisions 2, 3a, 5, and 8; 256.736, 
subdivisions 10, lOa, 14, 16, and by adding a subdivision; 256.737, subdivisions 1. la, 2, and by adding subdivisions; 
256.74, subdivision 1; 256.78; 256.9657, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9685, subdivision 
1; 256.969, subdivisions 1, 8, 9, as amended, and 22, as amended; 256.9695, subdivision 3; 256.983, subdivision 3; 
256B.042, subdivision 4; 256B.055, subdivision 1; 256B.056, subdivisions la and 2; 256B.0575; 256B.059, subdivisions 
3 and 5; 256B.0595, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 256B.0625, subdivisions 13, 13a, 15, 17, 25, 28, 29, and by adding 
subdivisions; 256B.0913, subdivision 5; 256B.0915, subdivision 3; 256B.15, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.19, subdivision 
Ib, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.37, subdivisions 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.421, subdivision 14; 
256B.431, subdivisions 2b, 20, 13, 14,15,21, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.432, by adding a subdivision; 256B.48, 
subdivision 1; 256B.50, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 2568.501, subdivisions 1, 3g, 3i, and by adding 
a subdivision; 256D.03, subdivisions 3, 4, and 8; 256D.05, by adding a subdivision; 256D.051, subdivisions 1, la, 2, 3, 
and 6; 256D.35, subdivision 3a; 256D.44, subdivisions 2 and 3; 256F.06, subdivision 2; 2561.01; 2561.02; 2561.03, 
subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.04, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.05, 
subdivisions I, la, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 2561.06; 257.3573, by adding a subdivision; 257.54; 257.541; 257.55, 
subdivision 1; 257.57, subdivision 2; 257.73, subdivision 1; 257.74, subdivision 1; 259.431, subdivision 5; 273.1392; 
273.1398, subdivision 5b; 275.07, subdivision 3; 326.44; 326.75, subdivision 4; 388.23, subdivision 1; 393.07, subdivisions 
3 and 10; 518.156, subdivision 1; 518.551, subdivision 5; 518.64, subdivision 2; 609.821, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626.559, 
by adding a subdivision; Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, section 57, subdivisions 1 ahd 3; and Laws 1992, chapter 
513, article 7, section 131; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 136A; 245; 246; 256; 256B; 
256E; 256F; 257; and 514; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 246B; and 2528; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 144A.071, subdivisions 4 and 5; 148B.72; 256.985; 2561.03, subdivision 4; 2561.05, 
subdivisions 4, 9, and 10; 2561.051; 273.1398, subdivisions 5a and 5c. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 12, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1496, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 
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That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1496 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

APPROPRIA nONS 

Section 1. [HUMAN SERVICES APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums shown in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are appropriated from the general fund, or any other 
fund named, to the agencies and for the purposes specified in the following sections of this article, to be available for 
the fiscal years indicated for each purpose. The figures "1994" and "1995" where used in this article, mean that the 
appropriation or appropriations listed under them are available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1994, or 
Jtme 30, ] 995, respectively. 

SUMMARY BY FUND 

1993 DEFICIENCY 

General 
$13,286,000 

APPROPRIATIONS 
1994 

General $2,126,783,000 
State Government Special Revenue 21,166,000 
Metropolitan Landfill Contingency 
Action Fund 191,000 

Trunk Highway 1,488,000 

TOTAL 2,149,628,000 

REVENUE 
General 36,219,000 

Sec. 2. COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SERVICES 

Subdivision 1. Appropriation by Fund 

General Fund 

Federal receipts as shown in the biennial budget document to be 
used for financing activities, programs, and projects under the 
supervision and jurisdiction of the commissioner must be credited 
to and become a part of the appropriations provided for in this 
section. 

BIENNIAL 
1995 TOTAL 

$2,249,286,000 $4,376,069,000 
20,367,000 41,533,000 

204,000 395,000 
1,510,000 2,998,000 

2,271,367,000 4,420,995,000 

53,308,000 89,527,000 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1994 1995 

2,071,736,000 2,192,990,000 
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The 1996-1997 general fund spending in the department of human 
services is limited to $2,340,864,000 in fiscal year 1996 and 
$2,522,864,000 in fiscal year 1997. Expenditures in the department 
may exceed these estimates only if forecast caseloads increase, base 
forecast spending increases, acuity or casemix results in increases, 
or other adjustments are made in accordance with the department 
of finance forecast methodology. After consultation with the 
legislature, the commissioner of finance may also adjust these limits 
to recognize any errors or omissions in the workpapers used to 
generate the figure. If the commissioner determines in the 
November or March forecast for fiscal year· 1996-1997 that the 
program expenditures will exceed the above limit .. then in fiscal 
years 19% or 1997 the commissioner may withhold provider 
payments, rateably reduce payments under the general assistance 
medical care program or the medical assistance program or propose 
statutory remedies to the legislature that will bring expenditures 
within this limit. 

Subd. 2. Finance and Management Administration 

General 
$21,815,000 $20,871,000 

Federal money received in excess of the estimates shown in the 
1994-1995 department of human services budget document reduces 
the state appropriation by the amount of the excess receipts, unless 
the governor directs otherwise, after consulting with the legislative 
advisory commission. 

If the amount of federal money anticipated to be received is less 
than the estimates shown in the 1994-1995 proposed biennial budget 
document for the department of human services, the commissioner 
of finance, shall reduce the amount available from the direct 
appropriation by a corresponding amount. The reductions must be 
noted in the budget document submitted to the 79th legislature, in 
addition to an estimate of similar federal money anticipated for the 
biennium ending June 30, 1997. At the end of fiscal years 1994 and 
1995, the chairs of the human services division of the house health 
and human services committee and the health care and family 
services finance division of the senate committees on health care 
and family services shall receive written notification explaining 
these reductions. 

The commissioner of human services, with the approval of the 
commissioner of finance and by direction of the governor after 
consulting with the legislative advisory conunission, may transfer 
lUlencurnbered appropriation balances among the aid to families 
with dependent children, aid to families with dependent children 
child care, Minnesota family investment, general assistance, general 
assistance medical care, medical assistance, Minnesota supplemental 
aid, group residential housing, and work readiness programs, and 
the entitlement portion of the chemical dependency consolidated 
treatment fund, and between fiscal years of the biennium. 

1994 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 
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Effective the day following final enactment, the commissioner may 
transfer unencumbered appropriation balances for fiscal year 1993 
among the aid to families with dependent children, general 
assistance, general assistance medical care, medical assistance, 
MiIUlesota supplemental aid, and work readiness programs, and the 
entitlement portion of the chemical dependency consolidated 
treabnent fund, with the approval of the commissioner of finance 
after notification of the chair of the senate family services and health 
care division and the chair of the house of representatives human 
services division. 

Appropriations and federal receipts for information system projects 
for MAXIS, child support enforcement, and the Minnesota Medicaid 
information system must be deposited in the state systems account 
authorized in Minnesota Statutes, section 256.014. Money 
appropriated for computer projects approved by the information 
policy office, funded by the legislature, and approved by the 
commissioner of finance may be transferred from one project to 
another and from development to operations as the commissioner 
of human services considers necessary. Any unexpended balance 
in the appropriation for these projects does not cancel but is 
available for ongoing development and operations. 

Any reduction in the base for GA or GAMC attributed to the 
movements of clients from those programs to the work readiness 
pilot projects creating the work experience component shall be 
reinstated as part of the base in the governor's proposed budget 
for 1996-1997. 

$75,000 is available in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1994, and 
$250,000 is available for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1995, for the 
crisis nursery program. Unexpended money appropriated for the 
crisis nursery program in fiscal year 1994 does not cancel but is 
available for fiscal year 1995. 

The conunissioner of human services shall establish a special 
revenue fund account to manage shared communication costs 
necessary for the operation of the programs the commissioner 
supervises. The conunissioner may distribute the costs of operating 
and maintaining communication systems to participants in a manner 
that" reflects actual system usage. Costs may include acquisition, 
licensing, insurance, maintenance, repair, staff time, and other direct 
costs as determined by the commissioner. The commissioner of 
human services may accept for and on behalf of the state any gift, 
bequest, devise, or personal property of any kind or money 
tendered to the state for any purpose pertaining to the 
communication activities of the department. Any money so 
received must be deposited in the state communication systems 
account. Money collected by the commissioner for the use of 
communication systems must be deposited in the state 
comnumication systems account and is appropriated to the 
commissioner for purposes of this section. 

Before hardware or software valued in excess of $100,000 can be 
purchased by the department of human services, there must be 
information policy office approval that all appropriate policies, 
standards, and budget review requirements and recorrunendations 
have been met. 

1994 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 
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Subd. 3. Social Services Administration 

General 

$68,565,000 $70,103,000 

All of the fees paid to the COmffilSSlOner for interpreter referral 
services for people with hearing impairments shall be used for 
direct client referral activities. None of the fees shall be used to pay 
for state agency administrative and support costs, 

The supplemental funding for nutrition programs serving counties 
where congregate and home-delivered meals were locally financed 
prior to participation in the nutrition program of the Older 
Americans Act shall be awarded at no less than the same levels as 
in fiscal year 1993. 

The MiImesota board on aging, in cooperation with the area 
agencies on aging and statewide senior citizen organizations, shall 
develop and present to the legislature by February 1, 1994, a plan 
for operating the Aging Ombudsman programs through grants to 
private, nonprofit organizations, wherever possible. The plan shall 
specify a request for proposals process to solicit applications for 
areas currently unserved by grantees. Goals of the plan and its 
implementation are to improve advocacy services for nursing home 
residents, acute care patients, and home care clients by 
strengthening quality, access, and independence, as well as by 
taking full advantage of local matching funds. The plan must 
include a formula and rationale for the allocation of state and 
federal ombudsman funds among regions within the state. 

For the purpose of transferring certain persons from the SILS 
program to the home and community-based waivered services 
program for persons with mental retardation or related conditions, 
the amount of funds transferred between the semi-independent 
living services (SILS) account or the state community social services 
account and the state medical assistance account shall be based on 
each county's participation in transferring persons to the waivered 
services program. No person for whom these funds are transferred 
shall be required to obtain a new living arrangement, 
notwithstanding Minnesota Stahltes, section 252.28, subdivision 3, 
paragraph (4), and Minnesota Rules, parts 9525.1800, subpart 25a, 
and 9525.1869, subpart 6. When supported living services are 
provided to persons for whom these funds are transferred, the 
commissioner may substitute the licensing standards of Minneso~a 
Rules, parts 9525.0500 to 9525.0660, for parts 9525.2000 to 2525.2140, 
if the services remain nonresidential as defined in Mirmesota 
Statutes, section 24SA.02, subdivision 10. For the purpose of 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 256G, when a service is provided under 
these substituted licensing standards, the status of residence of the 
recipient of that service shall continue to be considered excluded 
time. 

1994 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending june 30 
1995 
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Contingent upon federal approval of expanding eligibility for home 
and community-based services for persons with mental retardation 
or related conditions, the commissioner shall reduce the state 
semi-independent living services (SILS) payments to each county by 
the total medical assistance expendin.ues for nonresidential services 
attributable to former SILS recipients transferred by the county to 
the home and community-based services program for persons with 
mental retardation or related conditions. Of the reduced SILS 
payments determined above, the commissioner shall transfer to the 
state medical assistance account an amount equal to the nonfederal 
share of the nonresidential services under the home and 
community-based services for persons with mental retardation or 
related conditions. Of the remaining reduced SILS payments, 80 
percent shall be returned to the SILS grant program to provide 
additional SILS services and 20 percent shall be transferred to the 
general fund. 

An additional $20,000 each year is appropriated from the children's 
trust fund to the special revenue fund for administration and 
indirect costs of the children's trust fund program. 

From the money appropriated in this subdivision, the commissioner 
shall transfer $25,000 to the conunissioner of trade and economic 
development to be used for an area action planning grant to a city 
which has at least 30 percent renter-occupied housing. The 
planning grant must address an area within the city containing at 
least 20 percent of the city's population and at least three percent of 
its land. The median household income of the area must be 80 
percent of the county median, or less. The residential buildings in 
the area must be at least 50 percent renter-occupied and at least 50 
percent of them must have been built before 1970. 

The commissioner of human services shall study and report on the 
adequacy and effectiveness of investigations of child maltreahnent 
in day care centers licensed under Minnesota Rules, parts 9503.0005 
to 9503.0175. The conunissioner shall report back to the legislature 
by February I, 1994, with recommendations on whether the county 
or state agency should conduct such investigations. In preparing 
the study, the commissioner shall consult with providers and 
representatives of county social service agencies. 

$54,000 of the funds appropriated to the cOnmUssioner of human 
services for operation of the Early Childhood Care and Education 
Council under Minnesota Statutes, section 256H.195, shall be used 
to enable the commissioner to contract with the greater Minneapolis 
day care association to establish a pilot program for training child 
care workers. The program shall be subject to the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 178, regarding masters and apprentices, 
including but not limited to, the requirements for an apprenticeship 
agreement, the approval and registration of apprenticeship 
programs, and the certification of completion of apprenticeship. 

1994 
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The pilot project shall be designed to provide (1) in-service training, 
(2) coursework, and (3) salary upgrades, for child care workers 
employed in facilities licensed by the commissioner of human 
services under Minnesota Rules, chapters 9502 and 9503. Projects 
shall be designed to train child care workers to qualify as assistant 
teachers, teachers, and in-service trainers or mentors, in a sequenced 
professional development program. The commissioner shall 
evaluate the pilot projects and shall present a report to the 
legislature by, February 15, 1995. 

The report shall contain recommendatIons on the feasibility of 
establishing a statewide program for training child care workers. 

Of this appropriation, $250,000 is available for the planning and 
design stage for the social services information system, which shall 
include: 

(a) general requirements definition for the county-based system and 
the state system; 

(b) detailed design specifications; 

(c) system life cycle analysis, including detailed analysis of system 
size and scope during its life cycle; and 

(d) implementation plan, including detailed estimates of costs to 
implement and operate the system. 

The department shall prepare a report to the legislature in January 
1994 specifying the costs required to implement and operate the 
system and the federal financial participation rates expected, and 
seeking approval for continuation of development and 
implementation. 

Of this appropriation, $100,000 each year is for a grant to the New 
Chance demonstration project that provides comprehensive services 
to young AFDC recipients who became pregnant as teenagers and 
dropped out of high school. The commissioner shall provide an 
annual report on the progress of the demonstration project, 
including specific data on participant outcomes in comparison to a 
control group that received no services. The cOnuIDssioner shall 
also include recommendations on whether strategies or methods 
that have proven successful in the demonstration project should be 
incorporated into the STRIDE employment program for AFDC 
recipients. 

Of the appropriation for aging services grants, $50,000 each year is 
to increase the appropriation for home delivered meals. 

Of this appropriation, $3,500,000 is for collaboratives to be spent as 
follows: (1) $1,500,000 in fiscal year 1994 for planning grants to 
collaboratives, to be awarded according to procedures published by 
the children's cabinet; and (2) $1,000,000 each year of the biennium 
for implementation grants to collaboratives that have plans 
approved by the children's cabinet. The commissioner may transfer 
any unspent portion of the appropriation for planning grants to the 
fiscal year 1995 appropriation for program grants with the approval 
of the commissioner of finance. None of this appropriation shall 
become part of the base for the 1996-1997 biennium, 

1994 
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Subd. 4. Health Care Administration 

General 
$1,370,722,000 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

$1,514,593,000 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Stahltes, section 13.03, subdivision 5, 
the rate-setting computer program except the edits and screens for 
nursing home payment rates is not trade secret information and is 
public data not on individuals. If a person requests this data, the 
commissioner of human services shall require the requesting person 
to pay no more than the actual costs of searching for and retrieving 
the data, including the cost of employee time, and for making, 
certifying, compiling, and electronically transmitting the copies of 
the data or the data, but may not charge for separating public data 
from not public data. 

Medical assistance and general assistance medical care payments for 
mental health services provided by masters-prepared mental health 
professionals, except services provided by conununity mental health 
centers, shall be 75 percent of the rate paid to doctoral-prepared 
professionals for fiscal year 1994 and shall be 80 percent of the rate 
paid to doctoral-prepared professionals for fiscal year 1995. 

Money appropriated for preadmission screening and the alternative 
care program for fiscal year 1995 may be used for these purposes in 
fiscal year 1994. 

In the event that a large community-based facility licensed under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9525.0215 to 9525.0355, for more than 16 
beds, but not certified as an intermediate care facility for persons 
with mental retardation or related conditions, closes and alternative 
services for the residents are necessary, the commissioner may 
transfer on a quarterly basis to the state medical assistance accOlmt 
from each affected cowrty's commlffiity social service allocation an 
amolU1t equal to the state share of medical assistance reimbursement 
for such residential and day habilitation services funded by the 
medical assistance program and provided to clients for whom the 
county is financially responsible. 

The commissioner is authorized to collect information from 
providers of reF /MR, MR waiver, SILS, and day training and 
habilitation services regarding the total compensation paid to 
individuals who claim reimbursement of all or part of that 
compensation in any of those programs, including non-Minnesota 
services for developmentally disabled, if that individual's total 
compensation is in excess of $50,000. The information shall be 
provided in a manner specified by the conunissioner within 90 days 
of its request. 

For this purpose, an individual's total compensation includes wages, 
salary, wages or salaries from consultant contracts whether or not 
from related organizations, board of director fees, bonuses, deferred 
compensation, retirement plans such as IRA's, pension, and profit 
sharing plans, fringe benefits such as life insurance and health 
insurance, or other employee benefits such as use of a vehicle. The 
commissioner shall also collect the hours worked by the individual, 
the number facilities or programs served and the number of clients 
served within those facilities or programs by the individual. 
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The commissioner shall collect this information for calendar years 
1992 and 1993, and shall analyze and report the results of this study 
to the legislature on January 31, 1994, and January 31, 1995, 
respectively. If the total compensation information is not provided 
either in the manner specified by the commissioner or within 90 
days of the commissioner's request, the commissioner shall reduce 
that provider's payment rates by 5 percent until the information is 
provided. Upon submittal of the information, the commissioner 
shall retroactively reinstate the provider's 5 percent payment rate 
red uctions. 

The nonfederal share of the costs of case management services 
provided to persons with mental retardation -or related conditions 
who are relocated from nursing facilities as required by federal law 
and who receive home- and community-based services that are 
funded through the waiver granted under section 1915(c)(7)(B) of 
the Social Security Act may be provided from state-appropriated 
funding for medical assistance grants. The division of cost is subject 
to Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.19, and the services are included 
as covered programs and services lUlder Minnesota Statutes, section 
256.025, subdivision 2. 

Any money allocated to the alternative care program that is not 
spent for the purposes indicated does not cancel but shall be 
transferred to the medical assistance account. 

In the event that federal financial participation in the Minnesota 
medical assistance program is reduced as a result of a determination 
that Minnesota is out of compliance with Public Law Number 
102-234 or its implementing regulations or with any other federal 
law designed to restrict provider tax programs or intergovernmental 
transfers, the commissioner of human services shall appeal the 
determination to the· fullest extent permitted by law and may 
rateably reduce all medical assistance and general assistance medical 
care payments to providers other than the state of Minnesota by a 
like amount in order to eliminate any shortfall resulting from the 
reduced federal funding. Any amount later recovered through the 
appeals process shall be used to reimburse providers for any 
rateable reductions taken. 

Effective for money received on or after March 25, 1993, and during 
the biennium ending June 30, 1995, the state share of the settlement 
from the Sandoz company clozaril litigation shall be dedicated to 
the commissioner of human services to supplement the HN drug 
program that is funded through the federal Ryan White Act and is 
available until expended. 

The pharmacy dispensing fee shall be $4.10 per prescription. 

Medical assistance inpatient rates identified in Minnesota Statutes, 
sections 256.9685 to 256.9695, shall be increased as follows: for 
inpatient admissions to (1) a children's hospital, nine percent; (2) a 
public hospital with calendar year 1991 noncapitation medical 
assistance inpatient dollar volume in excess of 13 percent of total 
calendar year 1991 noncapitation medical assistance inpatient dollar 
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volume, six percent; and (3) a teaching hospital operated by the 
University of Minnesota and having calendar year 1991 
noncapitation medical assistance inpatient dollar volume in excess 
of eight percent of total calendar year 1991 noncapitation medical 
assistance dollar volume, three percent. For the purposes of this 
paragraph, a children's hospital is defined as one that is engaged in 
furnishing services to inpatients who are predominantly individuals 
under 18 years of age. 

Up to $40,000 of the appropriation for preadmission screening and 
alternative care for fiscal year 1994 may be transferred to the health 
care administration account to pay the state's share of county claims 
for conducting nursing home assessments for persons with mental 
illness or mental retardation as required by Public Law Number 
100-203. 

Money appropriated in fiscal year 1994 for the administration and 
handling of vaccinations purchased from the Centers for Disease 
Control shall be transferred to the commissioner of health and is 
available until expended. The administration and handling must be 
done in a cost-effective manner, either by using existing storage 
capacity at the department of health, or by contracting out to a 
private vendor. 

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1994, a newly constructed or 
newly established intermediate care facility for the mentally 
retarded that is developed and financed during that period shall not 
be subject to the equity requirements in Minnesota Statutes, section 
256B.501, subdivision 11, paragraph (d), or in Minnesota Rules, part 
9553.0060, subpart 3, item F, provided that the provider's interest 
rate does not exceed the interest rate available through state agency 
tax-exempt financing. 

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1994, if a facility which is in 
receivership under Minnesota Statutes, section 245A.12 or 245A.13, 
is sold to an unrelated organization: (a) notwithstanding Minnesota 
Statutes, section 256B.501, subdivision 11, the facility shall be 
considered a new facility for rate setting purposes; and (b) the 
facility's historical basis for the physical plant, land, and land 
improvements for each facility must not exceed the prior owner's 
aggregate historical basis for these same assets for each facility. The 
allocation of the purchase price between land, land improvements, 
and physical plant shall be based on the real estate appraisal using 
the depreciated replacement cost method. 

The preadmission screening payment to a county not participating 
in projects under Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.0917, shall be the 
greater of the county's fiscal year 1993 payment or the county's 
fiscal year 1993 estimate as provided to the commissioner of human 
services by February 15, 1992. Counties participating in projects 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.0917, and that did not 
receive an inflation adjustment for fiscal year 1993 shall receive a 
one-time five percent inflation adjustment to the payment that they 
were allotted in fiscal year 1993. 
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The COmmISSIOner of human services shall grant inflation 
adjustments for nursing facilities with rale years beginning during 
the biennium according to Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.431, 
subdivision 2], and shall grant inflation adjustments for 
intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation or 
related conditions with rale years beginning during the biennium 
according to -Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.501, subdivision 3c. 

Services provided by a physical therapy assistant shall be 
reimbursed at the same rale as services performed by a physical 
therapist when the services of the physical therapy assistant are 
provided under the direction of a physical therapist who is on the 
premises. Services provided by a physical therapy assistant that are 
provided under the direction of a physical therapist who is not on 
the premises shall be reimbursed at 65 percent of the physical 
therapist rate, Services provided by an occupational therapy 
assistant shall be reimbursed at the same rate as services performed 
by an occupational therapist when the services of the occupational 
therapy assistant are provided under the direction of the 
occupational therapist who is on the premises, Services provided by 
an occupational therapy assistant that are not provided under the 
direction of an occupational therapist who is not on the premises 
shall be reimbursed at 65 percent of the occupational therapist rate, 

Notwithstanding statutory provisions to the contrary, the 
commissioner of human services shall increase reimbursement rates 
for the following by three percent for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
1995: nursing services and home health aide services under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 2566.0625, subdivision 6a; personal care 
services, and nursing supervision of personal care services, under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.0625, subdivision 19a; private duty 
nursing services under Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.0625, 
subdivision 7; home- and community-based services waiver for 
persons with mental retardation 'and related conditions under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.501; community alternatives for 
disabled individuals waiver under Minnesota Statutes, section 
256B.49; community alternative care waiver under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 256B.49; home- and community-based services 
waiver for the elderly under Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.0915; 
alternative care program under Minnesota Statutes, section 
2568.0913; traumatic brain injury waiver under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 2568.093; adult residential program grants, under rule 12, 
under Minnesota Rules, parts 9535.2000 to 9535.3000; adult and 
family community support grants, under rules 14 and 78, under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9535.1700 to 9535.1760; day training and 
habilitation services for adults with mental retardation and related 
conditions under Minnesota Statutes, sections 252.40 to 252.47; and 
semi-independent living services under Minnesota Statutes, section 
252.275. 

$25,000 is appropriated for the biennium to the commissioner of 
human services for a planning grant for the 3D-bed hospital located 
in Chisago county. 
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The commissioner shall implement a point-of-sale electronic claims 
management system to process claims for medical assistance 
payment from pharmacy providers. The system must be able to 
perform on-line, real-time eligibility verifications, and enhanced 
claims data capture, for pharmacy providers by January 31, 1994. 
No later than 60 days after that date the system must be able to 
perform on-line real-time adjudication of pharmacy claims. If the 
system is not able to perform the claims adjudication within 60 days 
after January 31, 1994, the commissioner must, as soon as possible 
thereafter, enter into a contract with a private vendor for a similar 
system. 

The commissioner of human services may implement demonstration 
projects designed to create alternative delivery systems for acute 
and long-term care services to elderly and disabled persons which 
provide increased coordination, improve access to quality services, 
and mitigate future cost increases. Before implementing the 
projects, the commissioner must provide information regarding the 
projects to the appropriate committees of the house and senate. 

Money appropriated for the interagency long-term care planning 
committee (INTERCOM) activity may be transferred among all 
agencies specified in Minnesota Statutes, section 144A.31, 
subdivision 1, with the approval of the members and the 
commissioner of finance, 

The commissioner shall study modifications to Minnesota Rules, 
parts 9553.0010 to 9553.0080, governing the reimbursement system 
for intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation, 
and shall solicit advice from the public, including provider groups, 
advocates, and legislators when developing rule amendments. The 
commissioner shall report to the legislature by January 31, 1994, on 
the status of revision to these rule parts. 

Community social services act grant funds for case management 
shall be increased by $600,000 and the medical assistance account 
shall be decreased by the total amount appropriated to the medical 
assistance account for the purposes of preplacement planning for 
persons with mental retardation or related conditions. 

The commissioner shall study and report to the legislature by 
February 1, 1994, recommendations on the feasibility of developing 
a Medicaid inpatient hospital payment system similar to the current 
Medicare methodology. The study shall examine at least the 
following reimbursement options: (1) Medicare diagnostic related 
grouping methodology, (2) reimbursement of small volume 
Medicaid providers on a percentage-of-charges basis rather than on 
a prospective basis; (3) equitable methods for reimbursing the 
additional costs incurred by teaching hospitals, children's hospitals, 
and high-volume Medicaid hospitals; and (4) contracting with an 
outside agency for the administration of the Medicaid program. 
The study shall also develop a plan to combine the medical 
assistance inpatient hospital reimbursement system with the 
reimbursement system to be developed by the health care 
commission. The commissioner shall establish a task force 
including department staff, hospital industry representatives, and 
health care commission representatives to assist with the 
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preparation of the report and recommendations. The report shall 
include recommendations on the feasibility of implementing a new 
reimbursement system on July 1, 1994, and an estimate of the cost 
or savings associated with any recommended changes. 

The commissioner may not adjust hospital reimbursement rates to 
provide a new hospital payment for short length of stay mental 
health patients without the prior approval of the legislature W11ess 
the adjustment will result in budget savings. 

The commissioner shall apply to the federal government for a 
waiver from Code of Federal Regulations, parts 441.206 and 441.256, 
which require certain attachments be included with Medicaid 
provider billings, in order to enable the commissioner to allow 
providers to submit most or all bills electronically. 

The commissioner shall allocate money for home and 
community-based services to meet the needs of developmentally 
disabled individuals on the following priority basis: (1) to serve 
individuals on county waiting lists; and (2) to serve individuals who 
have been screened for discharge from regional treatment centers. 
In allocating waiver slots to counties under Minnesota Statutes, 
sections 2568.092 and 2568.501, the commissioner shall ensure that 
at least as many individuals are served from county waiting lists as 
the net census reduction from regional treatment centers. 

The commissioner of finance shall transfer $50,000 in fiscal year 1994 
and $50,000 in 1995 from the department of human services' 
training budget to the state technical college system. This transfer 
is to be used for customized training of staff who work directly 
with persons with developmental disabilities. Any unexpended 
money shall revert to the general fund. 

Effective for services rendered on or after July 1, 1993, the current 
medical assistance payment rate for ambulance services shall be 
increased by three percent. 

Money appropriated for a peer grouping study in fiscal year 1994 
but not expended does not cancel but is available for this purpose 
in fiscal year 1995. 

Subd. 5. Family Self-Sufficiency Administration 

General 
$350,863,000 $327,109,000 

Effective the day following final enactment, the appropriation in 
Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 1, section 2, subdivision 4, is 
increased by $13,286,000. Of this amount, $13,186,000 is to cover 
MAXIS operating deficiencies in fiscal year 1993 and $100,000 is to 
be transferred to the department of admini,stration information 
policy office for an independent information system review of 
MAXIS. The appropriation to the information policy office does not 
cancel but shall be available until June 30, 1994. The review shall 
determine if operating expenses can be reduced, if distributed 
processing can be used, and if system performance can be 
improved. Findings of the review shall be reported to the 
legislature by February 1, 1994. 
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The commissioner shall set the monthly standard of assistance for 
general assistance and work readiness assistance units consisting of 
an adult recipient who is childless and unmarried or living apart 
from his or her parents or a legal guardian at $203. 

Federal food stamp employment and training funds received for the 
work readiness program are appropriated to the commissioner to 
reimburse counties for work readiness service expenditures. 

Of the appropriation for aid to families with dependent children, 
the commissioner shall provide supplementary grants not to exceed 
$200,000 a year for aid to families with dependent children. The 
commissioner shall include the following costs in determining the 
amount of the supplementary grants: major home repairs; repair of 
major home appliances; utility recaps; supplementary dietary needs 
not covered by medical assistance; and replacements of furnishings 
and essential major appliances. 

Any federal money remaining from receipt of state legalization 
impact assistance grants, after reimbursing the department of 
education for actual expenditures, must be deposited in the aid to 
families with dependent children account. 

Unexpended money appropriated for (1) project STRIDE work 
experience activities under Minnesota Statutes, section 256.737; (2) 
work readiness employment and training services; (3) the MiIUlesota 
family investment plan; or (4) the child support restructuring 
initiative for fiscal year 1994 does not cancel but is available for 
fiscal year 1995. 

Of the appropriation for child support enforcement, $2,570,000 in 
fiscal year 1994 and $3,233,000 in fiscal year 1995 is for 
implementation of the child support restructuring initiative. 
Unexpended funds for fiscal year 1994 do not cancel but are 
available to the commissioner for fiscal year 1995. 

The commissioner may accept on behalf of the state any gift or 
bequest of money tendered to the state for the purpose of financing 
an evaluation of the Minnesota family investment plan. Any money 
so received must be deposited in the MFlP evaluation account in the 
department and is appropriated to the commissioner for financing 
of this evaluation. 

For the food stamp program error rate sanction for federal fiscal 
year 1986, the conunissioner is granted an exception to the 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes, section 256.01, subdivision 2, 
clause (14), requiring allocation of sanctions to county human 
service agencies. 

Payments to the commissioner from other governmental units and 
private enterprises for services performed by the issuance operations 
center shall be deposited in the state systems account authorized in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 256.014. The payments so received by 
the commissioner are appropriated for the purposes of that section 
for the operation of the issuance center, and are to be used 
according to the provisions of that section. 
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The commissioner of the department of human services is 
authorized to receive Hennepin county conversion contributions of 
$400,000 per year in calendar years 1994 and 1995 to be used for the 
expansion of electronic benefit transfer systems to Hermepin county. 
Money received from the county shall be added to the 
appropriation. Money received will be applied directly to project 
costs and shall not cancel, but shall remain available for expenditure 
until expansion is complete. 

The commissioner may accept assignment of an existing contract for 
electronic benefit transfer services, under terms and conditions 
approved by the attorney general. The term of any contract 
assigned to the state may not extend beyond June 30,1995, and the 
commissioner must publish a request for proposals for succeeding 
electronic benefit services in the State Register before 
January 1, 1995. 

The commissioner shall prepare materials for submission to the 
secretary of the United States Department of Health and Human 
Services and to the Minnesota congressional delegation to urge the 
congress to amend federal law to permit payment of AFDC benefits 
to otherwise eligible families with children in foster care, as was 
permitted prior to 1986 under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act. 

The commissioner shall submit electronic benefit transfer project 
plans to the information policy office for its review and approval. 
The plans shall include an evaluation of the Ramsey county system 
and a life cycle analysis of the project. The department shall 
examine ways to share network development and operating costs 
with businesses participating in the electronic benefits program, and 
ways that the system can be used for the delivery of other 
government services. 

Beginning July 1, 1993, the commissioner of human services shaH 
develop an intensive training program for county workers who do 
general assistance intake work. The program shall be designed to 
provide county workers with expertise in implementing the 
restrictions on eligibility in general assistance that will take effect on 
October 1, 1993. Those restrictions will affect the eligibility of 
undocumented aliens and nonimmigrants for these programs. The 
training programs must be provided to all county social workers 
who do general assistance intake. The programs shall include 
training in the following: federal immigration law, state and federal 
human rights and civil rights standards, and multi-cultural 
awareness and sensitivity. The commissioner shall report to the 
legislature by February 15, 1994, on the status of these training 
programs. 

Effective the day following final enactment, fiscal year 1993 
appropriations made to the commissioner of human services for 
computer projects may be transferred between operations and 
development. A transfer under this paragraph may be made at the 
discretion of the commissioner, but must not be made to any project 
not previously approved by the commissioner of finance and the 
information policy office. 
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For the fiscal year ending June 3D, 1995, $268,000 is transferred from 
the general assistance grants and $195,000 is transferred from the 
MSA grants to Hennepin county social services grants. This amount 
represents group residential housing payments for 32 persons 
receiving services in Hennepin county from a provider that on 
August 1, 1984, was licensed under Minnesota Rules, parts 
9525.0520 to 9525.0660, but funded as a group residence under 
general assistance or Minnesota supplemental aid. These 32 beds 
are to be permanently removed from the group residential census 
and not replaced by other group residential housing agreements. 

Subd. 6. Mental Health and Regional Treatment Center 
Administration 

General 
$259,771,000 $260,314,000 

For purposes of restructuring the regional treatment centers and 
state nursing homes, any regional treatment center or state nursing 
home employee whose position is to be eliminated shall be afforded 
the options provided in applicable collective bargaining agreements. 
All salary and mitigation allocations from fiscal year 1994 shall be 
carried forward into fiscal year 1995. Provided there is no conflict 
with any collective bargaining agreement, any regional treatment 
center or state nursing home position reduction must only be 
accomplished through mitigation, attrition, transfer, 'and other 
measures as provided in state or applicable collective bargaining 
agreements and "in Minnesota Statutes, section 252.50, subdivision 
11, and not through layoff. 

If the resident population at the regional treatment centers is 
projected to be higher than the estimates upon which the medical 
assistance forecast and budget recommendations for the 1994-95 
biennium were based, the amount of the medical assistance 
appropriation that is attributable to the cost of services that would 
have been provided as an alternative to regional treatment center 
services, including resources for community placements and 
waivered services for persons with mental retardation and related 
conditions, is transferred to the residential facilities appropriation. 

The commissioner of human services is prohibited from transferring 
any building on the campus of the Faribault regional trea tment 
center to any other state agency, or from declaring any building or 
acreage on the campus to be surplus, unless specifically authorized 
to do so by the legislature. 

The commissioner may determine the need for conversion of a 
state-operated home and community-based service program to a 
state-operated intermediate care facility for persons with mental 
retardation if the conversion will produce a net savings to the state 
general fund and the persons receiving home and community-based 
services choose to receive services in an intermediate care facility for 
persons with mental retardation. After the commissioner has 
determined the need to convert the program, the commissioner of 
health shall certify the program as an intermediate care facility for 
persons with mental retardation if the program meets applicable 
certification standards. 
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Of the state enhanced waiver slots authorized for regional treatment 
center downsizing, 32 in fiscal year 1994 and an additional 36 in 
fiscal year 1995 shall be for state--operated services. Of these a 
minimum of eight in fiscal year 1994 and an additional four in fiscal 
year 1995 shall be utilized by the Cambridge Regional Treatment 
Center and a minimum of eight in fiscal year 1994 and an additional 
four in fiscal year 1995 shall be utilized at the Fergus Falls regional 
treatment center. 

Of the enhanced waiver slots authorized for the Faribault regional 
treatment center, 64 shall be for state-operated services. 

Of the enhanced waiver slots authorized for the Moose Lake 
regional treatment center, 12 shall be for state-operated services. 

Any unexpended appropriations from the regional treatment center 
supplements for state enhanced waiver slots shall be transferred into 
the regional treatment center salary account. 

The commissioner may transfer unencumbered appropriation 
balances between fiscal years for the state residential facilities 
repairs and betterments account and special equipment. 

Wages for project labor may be paid by the commissioner of human 
services out of repairs and betterments money if the individual is to 
be engaged in a construction project or a repair project of short-term 
and nonrecurring nature. Compensation for project labor shall be 
based on the prevailing wage rates, as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 177.42, subdivision 6. Project laborers are excluded 
from the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, sections 43A.22 to 
43A.30, and shall not be eligible for state-paid insurance and 
benefits. 

When the operations of the regional treatment center chemical 
dependency fund created in Minnesota Statutes, section 246.18, 
subdivision 2, are impeded by projected cash deficiencies resulting 
from delays in the receipt of grants, dedicated income or other 
similar receivables, and when the deficiencies would be corrected 
within the budget period involved, the commissioner of finance 
shall transfer general fund cash reserves into this account as 
necessary to meet cash demands. The cash flow transfers must be 
returned to the general fund as SOon as sufficient cash balances are 
available in the account to which the transfer was made. Any 
interest earned on general fund cash flow transfers accrues to the 
general fund and not the regional treatment center chemical 
dependency fund. 

Money is appropriated from the mental health special projects 
account for adults and children with mental illness from across the 
state, for a camping program which utilizes the BOWldary Waters 
Canoe Area and is cooperatively sponsored by client advocacy, 
mental health treatment, and outdoor recreation agencies. 

Of this appropriation, $560,000 the first year is for children's 
integrated mental health grants. Any money not expended in the 
first year is available the second year. The three positions to 
provide technical assistance to counties are unclassified. 
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Funds received by the commissioner of human services from the 
state lottery director shall be used for the compulsive gambling 
treatment programs authorized by Minnesota Statutes, section 
245.98, subdivision 2, including programs operated at the following 
facilities: St. Mary's hospital, Minneapolis; Gamblers Choice, 
Intervention Institute, Minneapolis; Upper Mississippi Health 
Service, Bemidji; Gamestar, St. Cloud; Lake Superior Area Family 
Services, Duluth; and Project Turnabout, Granite Fans. In 
determining the amount of money to be given to each facility the 
commissioner shall consider the projected number of clients to be 
served, quality of services and whether the treatment will be 
inpatient or outpatient. 

Of the appropriation for compulsive gambling treatment programs 
and the council on compulsive gambling Wlder Minnesota Statutes, 
section 349.212, subdivision 2, $25,000 each year shall be designated 
for the Minnesota cOWlcil on compulsive gambling for the 
development of an information gathering and dissemination 
network. Any money allocated or contributed for the compulsive 
gambling treatment programs does not cancel but shall be available 
for compulsive gambling treahnent programs. 

The legislature recognizes that orderly transfer of buildings at the 
Moose Lake regional center from the commissioner of human 
services to the commissioner of corrections is necessary to assure the 
welfare of vulnerable persons, to facilitate a shared campus, and to 
abide by legislated policies concerning the future of regional 
treatment centers and state correctional facilities. 

In accordance with legislative policies, the transfer of buildings at 
the Moose Lake regional center from the commissioner of human 
services to the commissioner of corrections during fiscal year 1994 
shall be carried out as follows: 

(1) The commissioner of human services shall transfer buildings at 
the Moose Lake campus housing persons with mental illness and 
psychogeriatric patients to the commissioner of corrections upon the 
commencement of planning and design for construction of a lOO-bed 
psychopathic personality treahnent facility at the Moose Lake 
regional treatment center; 

(2) buildings that house developmentally disabled persons may be 
transferred by the commissioner of human services to the 
commissioner of corrections when the commissioner of human 
services certifies that all persons with developmental disabilities 
from the Moose Lake regional center have been placed in 
appropriate community-based programs and that at least 12 of the 
same residents have been placed in state operated comrrlUnity 
services; and 

(3) buildings housing programs for chemically dependent persons 
at the Moose Lake regional center may be transferred by the 
commissioner of human services to the commissioner of corrections 
after alternative facilities for state operated chemical dependency 
programs have been located off campus in the Moose Lake 
catchment area and all program residents and staff have been 
relocated to the new state operated commWlity-based program. 
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Construction on the 100 unit facility at Moose Lake for psychopathic 
personality patients may not be commenced until after construction 
has been commenced on the 50 bed facility at St. Peter, except that 
this limitation shall not restrict site preparation. The commissioner 
of administration shall report to the legislature by February 1, 1994, 
on the progress on both of the authorized facilities for psychopathic 
personality patients and other bonding projects related to regional 
treatment centers. 

It is the intent of the legislature that the transfer of vulnerable 
persons, construction of the psychiatric hospital, and the conversion 
of eXisting buildings at Moose Lake for use by the department of 
corrections shall be coordinated in order to minimize any disruptive 
impact on the care and treatment of vulnerable persons. 

$50,000 is appropriated for the biennium to the commissioner of 
human services for costs associated with establishing a consolidated 
financial record management facility at the Cambridge regional 
treatment center. This facility must be operational by July 1, 1994. 
By July 1, 1994, the commissioner shall report to the legislature on 
other opportunities to consolidate department records at the 
regional treatment center. 

The transfer of the hospital building at the Faribault regional 
treatment center to the department of administration, to the 
department of corrections, or to any other state agency, may take 
place only after alternative, state-operated, skilled nursing facility, 
or intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation and 
infirmary space has been developed for residents of the Faribault 
regional treatment center. 

Agreements between the commissioner of corrections and the 
commissioner of human services concerning operation of a 
correctional facility on the Moose Lake regional treatment center 
campus shall include provisions for the utilization of the regional 
laundry facilities at the Brainerd regional treatment center. 

Sec. 3. COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

Summary by Fund 

General 37,723,000 

Metropolitan Landfill 
Contingency Action 
Fund 191,000 

State Government 
Special Revenue 

Trunk Highway 

14,760,000 

1,488,000 

37,787,000 

204,000 

13,968,000 

1,510,000 
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The appropriation from the Metropolitan Landfill Contingency 
Action Fund is for monitoring well water supplies and conducting 
health assessments in the metropolitan area. ~ 

The appropriation from the trunk highway fund is for emergency 
medical services activities. 

Subd. 2. Health Protection 

Summary by Fund 

General 7,124,000 

State Government 
Special Revenue 9,448,000 

Metropolitan Landfill 
Contingency Action 
Fund 169,000 

6,978,000 

8,665,000 

182,000 

Of this appropriation, $150,000 is an increase for lead activities and 
programs of which $25,000 must be used to provide safe housing, 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 144.874, subdivision 4, to meet the 
relocation requirements of residential lead abatement and $25,000 
must be used to provide grants to nonprofit community-based 
organizations in areas at high risk for toxic lead exposure, for lead 
cleanup equipment and material grants under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 144.872, subdivision 4. 

Of this appropriation, $40,000 is appropriated each year to maintain 
lead inspector services outside the seven-county metropolitan area. 

Of this appropriation, $75,000 is for a grant to the World Health 
Organization collaborating center for reference and research on 
streptococci at the University of Minnesota to conduct a study to 
determine the efficacy of conducting throat cultures for evidence of 
streptococcal infection in selected symptomatic students. The study 
must be conducted in four schools, one of which is in rural 
Minnesota and one of which is in a core city. The study must be 
conducted with students in grades K-12. 

Subd. 3. Health Care Resources and Systems 

Summary by Fund 

General 

State Government 
Special Revenue 

350,000 

3,330,000 

350,000 

3,321,000 

Of this appropriation, $75,000 is appropriated each year to the 
commissioner of health for the purposes of occupational analysis 
under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 214. The commissioner may 
convene an advis~)I'Y committee to assist in developing 
recommendations. 

Any efforts undertaken by the Minnesota departments of health or 
human services to conduct periodic educational programs for 
nursing home residents shall build on and be coordinated with the 
resident and family advisory council education program established 
in Minnesota Statutes, section 144A.33. 

1994 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

16,741,000 15,825,000 

3,680,000 3,671,000 
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Notwithstanding the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, sections 
144.122 and 144.53, the commissioner of health shall increase the 
annual licensure fee charged to a hospital accredited by the joint 
commission on accreditation of health care organizations by $520 
and shall increase the annual licensure fee charged to nonaccredited 
hospitals by $225. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, sections 
144.122,144.53, and 144A.07, a health care facility licensed under the 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144 or 144A, may submit 
the required fee for licensure renewal in quarterly installments. 
Any health care facility requesting to pay the renewal fees in 
quarterly payments shall make the request at the time of license 
renewal. Facilities licensed under the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 144, shall submit quarterly payments by January 
1, April 1, July I, and October 1 of each year. Nursing homes 
licensed under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144A, shall submit the 
first quarterly payment with the application for renewal, and the 
remaining payments shall be submitted at three-month intervals 
from the license expiration date. The commissioner of health can 
require full payment of any outstanding balance if a quarterly 
payment is late. Full payment of the annual renewal fee will be 
required in the event that the facility is sold or ceases operation 
during the licensure year. Failure to pay the licensure fee is 
grounds for the nonrenewal of the license. 

The commissioner shall adjust the fees for hospital licensure renewal 
in such a way that fees for hospitals not accredited by the joint 
commission on accreditation of health care organizations are capped 
at $2,000, plus $100 per bed. Any loss of revenue that results from 
this cap must be evenly distributed to hospitals which are 
accredited by the joint conunission. 

The commissioner shall report to the chairs of the house of 
representatives health and housing finance division and the senate 
health and family services finance division by January 1, 1995, on 
progress in developing a revised cost allocation system to determine 
licensing fees for health care facilities and shall recommend 
language to modify hospital and nursing home fees accordingly. 

Effective the day following final enachnent, in the event that the 
commissioner of health is ordered by a court or otherwise agrees to 
assume responsibility for the handling of patient's medical records 
from a closed hospital, such recordS: shall be considered as medical 
data under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, section 13.42, 
subdivision 3. The commissioner of health is authorized to handle 
and to provide access to these records in accordance with the 
provisions of Minnesota Statutes, sections 145.30 to 145.32 and 
144.335. A written certification by the commissioner of health or the 
commissioner's designee that a photographic or photostatic copy of 
a record is a complete and correct copy shall have the same force 
and effect as a comparable certification of an officer or employee in 
charge of the records of the closed hospital Costs incurred for the 
handling of these records pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 
145.30 to 145.32, shall be considered as a lien on the property of the 
dosed hospital in accordance with the provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, section 514.67. At the commissioner of health's discretion, 
all or a portion of this lien may be released in consideration for 
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payment of a reasonable portion of the costs incurred by the 
commissioner. Any costs incurred by the commissioner for the 
handling of or providing access to the medical records must be 
recovered through charges for the access to records under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 144.335. The commissioner may contract 
for services for the handling of the medical records pursuant to 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 145.30 to 145.32, and for the provision 
of access to these records. Any revenues received by the 
commissioner through collections from the closed hospital or from 
charges for access shall be used to cover any contractual costs. Any 
remaining money shall be deposited into the state government 
special revenue fund. 

Minnesota Rules, parts 4655.1070 to 4655.1098, as in effect on 
September 1, 1989, are adopted as an emergency rule of the 
department of health. The commissioner of health shall publish in 
the State Register a notice of intent to adopt Minnesota Rules, parts 
4655.1070 to 4655.1098 [Emergency]. The same notice shall be mailed 
to all persons registered with the agency to receive notice of any 
rulemaking proceedings. The emergency rule is exempt from the 
requirements of Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.32 to 14.35, and shall 
take effect five working days after publication in the State Register. 
Those rules shall govern the process for granting exceptions to the 
moratorium on nursing homes under Minnesota Statutes, section 
144A.073, during the biennium. 

Subd. 4. Health Delivery Systems 

Summary by Fund 

General 
Trunk Highway 

28,242,000 
1,406,000 

28,394,000 
1,428,000 

Of this appropriation, $4,200,000 is an increase over the base for the 
WIC program. 

$150,000 in fiscal year 1995 is appropriated to the ambulance service 
personnel longevity award and incentive trust account. Of this 
appropriation, $40,000 is appropri,ated from the ambulance service 
personnel longevity award and incentive trust account to the 
commissioner of health to administer the ambulance service 
personnel longevity award and incentive program. Of this 
appropriation, $45,000 is appropriated from the ambulance service 
personnel longevity award and incentive trust accOlUlt to the 
commissioner of health to redesign and consolidate the volunteer 
ambulance attendant reimbursement database, to establish the 
database for the persOIUlellongevity award and incentive program, 
and to purchase computer equipment for fiscal year 1995. 

General fund appropriations for the women, infants and children 
food supplement program (WIC) are available for either year of the 
biennium. Transfers of appropriations between fiscal years must be 
for the purpose of maximizing federal funds or minimizing 
fluctuations in the number of participants. 

When cost effective, the commissioner may use money received for 
the services for children with handicaps program to purchase health 
coverage for eligible children. 
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In the event that MiIUlesota is required to comply with the 
provision in the federal maternal and child health block grant law, 
which requires 30 percent of the allocation to be spent on primary 
services for children, federal funds allocated to the commissioner of 
health under Minnesota Statutes, section 145.882, subdivision 2, may 
be transferred to the commissioner of human services for the 
purchase of primary services for children covered by 
MinnesotaCare. The commissioner of human services shall transfer 
an equal amount of the money appropriated for MinnesotaCare to 
the commissioner of health to assure access to quality child health 
services under Minnesota Statutes, section 145.88. 

General fund appropriations for treatment services in the services 
for children with handicaps program are available for either year of 
the biennium. 

Up to $50,000 of the appropriation for treatment services in the 
services for children with handicaps program may be used to 
conduct a needs assessment of children with special health care 
needs and their families, and $105,000 must be used to avoid 
reducing the nursing staff due to inflationary increases to the extent 
possible with this appropriation. 

Of this appropriation, $50,000 is to establish and administer a 
financial data collection program on ambulance services licensed in 
the state. The commissioner shall coordinate this program with the 
data collection initiatives of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62}. In 
designing the data collection program, the commissioner shall 
consult with the Minnesota Ambulance Association and regional 
emergency medical services programs. 

The financial data collection program must include, but is not 
limited to, ambulance charges, third-party reimbursements, sources 
of direct and indirect subsidies, and other costs involved in 
providing ambulance care in Minnesota. 

All licensed ambulance services shall be required to cooperate and 
report information requested by the commissioner. Information 
collected on individuals is nonpublic data. The commissioner may 
provide summary data under Minnesota Statutes, section 13.05, 
subdivision 7, and may release summary data in reports. 

The commissioner shall report to the legislature by February 1, 1995. 
The report must include an analysis of the financial condition of 
licensed ambulance services in Minnesota, including a description 
of: 

(1) the various organization models used to finance and deliver 
ambulance services; 

(2) the factors influencing the total revenues, rates charged, 
operational and other expenses; 

(3) limitations and barriers in collecting data on revenues and 
expenses; 

(4) the range of revenues collected and rates charged by type of 
organizational model and by region of the state; 

(5) any other significant findings relevant to the financial condition 
of ambulance services in the state. 
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The commissioner may contract for the collection of data and the 
creation of the financial data collection system. The commissioner 
shall rerart to the legislature on January 15 in each odd-numbered 
year al of the above information. The commissioner shall assist 
ambulance services which are llilable to comply with data requests. 
Money appropriated is available in either year of the biennium. For 
purposes of establishing the base for the next biennium, the 
commissioner of finance shall assume $70,000 to be available for 
each biennium. 

The commissioner may sell at market value, all nonsmoking or 
tobacco use prevention advertising materials. Proceeds from the sale 
of the advertising materials are appropriated to the department of 
heal th for its nonsmoking program. 

Effective the day following final enactment, fiscal year 1993 
appropriations for emergency medical technician training 
reimbursement under Minnesota Statutes, section 144.8091, do not 
cancel and are available until expended. 

Subd. 5. Health Support Services 

Summary by Fund 

General 2,007,000 

Metropolitan Landfill 
Contingency Action 
Fund 22,000 

Trunk Highway 82,000 

State Government 
Special Revenue 1,982,000 

2,065,000 

22,000 

82,000 

1,982,000 

Sec. 4. VETERANS NURSING HOMES BOARD 

The board may set costs of care at the Silver Bay and Luverne 
facilities based on costs of average skilled nursing care provided to 
residents of the Minneapolis veterans home. 

The veterans homes board shall limit the total administrative 
expenditures for the board and all the homes to no more than 17 
percent of total expenditures in fiscal year ending June 30, 1994, and 
16 percent of totar expenditures in fiscal year ending June 30, 1995. 
The board may transfer money between facilities after notifying the 
chairs of the health and housing finance division of the health and 
human services committee in the house of representatives and the 
chair of the health and family senrices finance division in the senate. 

The veterans homes board shall conduct an alternative site study for 
the Minneapolis veterans home. 

Of this appropriation .. $100 .. 000 in fiscal year 1995 is for an 
information system. All information policy office requirements 
must be met before hardware and software are purchased. 

The commissioner of health shall not apply the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes .. section 144.55, subdivision 6, paragraph (b), to 
the Minnesota veterans home at Hastings. 

The commissioner of health shall not reduce the licensed bed 
capacity for the Minneapolis veterans home in lieu of presentation 
to the legislature of building needs and options by the veterans 
homes board of directors. 

1994 
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4,093,000 4,151,000 

15,877,000 17,063,000 
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Sec. 5. HEALTH·RELATED BOARDS 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The appropriations in this section are from the state government 
special revenue fund. 

A board named in this article may transfer appropriated funds to 
the health-related licensing board administrative services unit within 
the board of chiropractic examiners for additional administrative 
support services. 

The commissioner of finance shall not permit the allotment, 
encumbrance, or expenditure of money appropriated in this section 
in excess of the anticipated biennial revenues from fees collected by 
the boards. Neither this provision nor Minnesota Statutes, section 
214.06, applies to transfers from the general contingent account, if 
the amount transferred does not exceed the amount of surplus 
revenue accumulated by the transferee during the previous five 
years. 

Subd. 2. Board of Chiropractic Examiners 

Of this appropriation from the state government special revenue 
fund, $63,000 the first year and 563,000 the second year is to provide 
administrative services to all health-related licensing boards. 

Subd.3. Board of Dentistry 

Subd.4. Board of Marriage and Family Therapy 

Subd.5. Board of Medical Practice 

Subd.6. Board of Nursing 

Subd.7. Board of Nursing Home Administrators 

Subd.8. Board of Optometry 

Subd.9. Board of Pharmacy 

Subd.10. Board of Podiatry 

Subd.11. Board of Psychology 

Subd.12. Board of Social Work 

Subd.13. Board of Veterinary Medicine 

Sec. 6. COUNCIL ON DISABILITY 

Sec. 7. OMBUDSMAN FOR MENTAL HEALTH AND 
MENTAL RETARDATION 

Sec. 8. CARRYOVER LIMITATION 

None of the appropriations in this act which are allowed to be 
carried forward from fiscal year 1994 to fiscal year 1995 shall 
become part of the base level funding for the 1995-1997 biennial 
budget. 
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6,406,000 6,399,000 

368,000 368,000 

665,000 652,000 

94,000 94,000 

2,045,000 2,045,000 

1,501,000 1,504,000 

171,000 171,000 

71,000 72,000 

600,000 602,000 

30,000 30,000 

315,000 315,000 

438,000 438,000 

108,000 108,000 

566,000 566,000 

881,000 880,000 
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Sec. 9. TRANSFERS 

Subdivision 1. Approval Required 

Transfers may be made by the commissioners of human services 
and health and the veterans nursing homes board to salary accounts 
and unencumbered salary money may be transferred to the next 
fiscal year in order to avoid layoffs with the advance approval of 
the commissioner of finance and upon notification of the chairs of 
the senate health care and family services finance division and the 
house of representatives human services finance and health and 
housing finance divisions. Amounts transferred to fiscal year 1995 
shall not increase the base funding level for the 1996-1997 
appropriation. The commissioners and the board shall not transfer 
money to or from the object of expenditure "grants and aid" without 
the written approval of the governor after consulting with the 
legislative advisory commission. 

Subd. 2. Transfers of Unencumbered Appropriations 

Positions and administrative money may be transferred within the 
departments of human services and health and within the programs 
operated by the veterans homes board as the commissioners or the 
board consider necessary, with the advance approval of the 
commissioner of finance. The commissioners and the board shall 
inform the chairs of the human services finance division of the 
house of representatives and the health care and family services 
division of the senate quarterly about transfers made under this 
provision. 

Sec. 10. PROVISIONS 

Money appropriated to the commissioner of human services and to 
the veterans nursing homes board for the purchase of provisions 
within the item "current expense" must be used solely for that 
purpose. Money provided and not used for the purchase of 
provisions must be canceled into the fund from which appropriated, 
except that money provided and not used for the purchase of 
provisions because of population decreases may be transferred and 
used for the purchase of medical and hospital supplies with the 
written approval of the governor after consultation with the 
legislative advisory commission. 

The allowance for food may be adjusted annually to reflect changes 
in the producer price index, as prepared by the United States 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, with the approval of the commissioner 
of finance. Adjustments for fiscal year 1994 and fiscal year 1995 
must be based on the June 1993 and June 1994 producer price index 
respectively, but the adjustment must be prorated if the wholesale 
food price index adjustment would require money in excess of this 
appropriation. 

Sec. 11. SUNSET OF UNCODIFIED LANGUAGE 

All uncodified language contained in this article expires on June 30, 
1995, unless a different expiration is explicit. All uncodified 
language contained in Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 5, expires on 
June 30, 1993, unless a different expiration is explicit. 
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ARTICLE 2 

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 
FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.025, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

3805 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT METHODS.] (a) Beginning july 1, 1991, the state will reimburse counties for the county share 
of county agency expenditures for benefits and services distributed under subdivision 2 aHa ~Rded by tHe filtmafl 
s€F.ie€s aEEel:l:ftt estaelishea l±fH:ier seEtisR 273.1392. 

(b) Payments under subdivision 4 are only for client benefits and services distributed under subdivision 2 and do 
not include reimbursement for COWlty administrative expenses. 

(c) The state and the county agencies shall pay for assistance programs as follows: 

(1) Where the state issues payments for the programs, the county shall monthly advance to the state, as required 
by the department of human services, the portion of program costs not met by federal and state funds. The advance 
shall be an estimate that is based On actual expenditures from the prior period and that is sufficient to compensate 
for the county share of disbursements as well as state and federal shares of recoveries; 

(2) Where the county agencies issue payments for the programs, the state shall monthly advance to counties all 
federal funds available for those programs together with an amount of state funds equal to the state share of 
expenditures; and 

(3) Payments made under this paragraph are subject to section 256.017. Adjustment of any overestimate or 
underestimate in advances shall be made by the state agency in any succeeding month. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.025, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [PAYMENT SCHEDULE.] Except as provided for in subdivision 3, beginning july 1, 1991, the state will 
reimburse counties, according to the following payment schedule, for the county share of county agency expenditures 
for the programs specified in subdivision 2. 

(a) Beginning July 1, 1991, the state will reimburse or pay the county share of county agency expenditures according 
to the reporting cycle as established by the commissioner, for the programs identified in subdivision 2. Payments for 
the period of january 1 through july 31, for calendar years 1991, 1992, arul1993, 1994, and 1995 shall be made on or 
before July 10 in each of those years. Payments for the period August through December for calendar years 1991, 
1992, are 1993" 1994, and 1995 shall be made on or before the third of each month thereafter through December 31 
in each of those years. 

(b) Payment for 1/24 of the base amount and the January 19941996 county share of county agency expenditures 
growth amount for the programs identified in subdivision 2 shall be made on or before January 3,l9941996. For the 
period of February 1, 1994 19%, through July 31, +9941996, payment of the base amount shall be made on or before 
July 10, +9941996, and payment of the growth amount over the base amount shall be made on or before July 10, 1994 
1996. Payments for the period August 1994 1996 through December +994 1996 shall be made on or before the third 
of each month thereafter through December 31, -1994 1996. 

(c) Payment for the county share of county agency expenditures during January 199§ 1997 shall be made on or 
before January 3, 199& 1997. Payment for 1/24 of the base amount and the February 1995 1997 CotUlty share of county 
agency expenditures growth amount for the programs identified in subdivision 2 shall be made on or before February 
3, l'l9!> 1997. For the period of March 1, l'l9!> 1997, through July 31, 19% 1997, payment of the base amount shall be 
made on or before July 10, .l99§ 1997, and payment of the growth amount over the base amount shall be made on or 
before july 10, l'l9!> 1997. Payments for the period August l'l9!> 1997 through December l'l9!> 1997 shall be made on 
or before the third of each month thereafter through December 31, 199§ 1997. 

(d) Monthly payments for the county share of county agency expenditures from January l-996 1998 through 
February .}..1}96 1998 shall be made on or before the third of each month through February 1996 1998. Payment for 
1/24 of the base amount and the March !-9% 1998 county share of county agency expenditures growth amount for 
the programs identified in subdivision 2 shall be made on or before March ±-9% 1998. For the period of 
April I, +996 1998, through July 31, .f..996 1998, payment of the base amount shall be made on or before 
July 10, 1-9% 1998, and payment of the growth amount over the base amount shall be made On or before 
july 10, J,ll9I; 1998. Payments for the period August W% 1998 through December W% 1998 shall be made on or 
before the third of each month thereafter through December 31, 1-996 1998. 
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(e) Monthly payments for the county share of county agency expenditures from January 1-9971999 through March 
1.-9971999 shall be made on or before the third of each month through March -1-9971999. Payment for 1/24 of the base 
amount and the April -l-997 1999 county share of county agency expenditures growth amount for the programs 
identified in subdivision 2 shall be made on or before April 3, W971999. For the period of May 1, 1.-9971999, through 
July 31, 19971999, payment of the base amount shall be made on or before July 10,.f-99.7 1999, and payment of the 
growth amount over the base amount shall be made on or before July 10, -1-9971999. Payments for the period August 
+997 1999 through December +997 1999 shall be made on or before the third of each month thereafter through 
December 31, = 1999. 

(f) Monthly payments for the county share of county agency expenditures from January +998 2000 through April 
+998 2000 shall be made on or before the third of each month through Aprill-998 2000. Payment for 1/24 of the base 
amount and the May -l-998 2000 county share of county agency expenditures growth amount for the programs 
identified in subdivision 2 shall be made on or before May 3, ±998 2000. For the period of June I, -l-998 2000, through 
July 31, +998 2000, payment of the base amount shall be made on or before July la, -l-998 2000, and payment of the 
growth amount over the base amount shall be made on or before July 10, -l-998 2000. Payments for the period August 
-l-998 2000 through December 1998 2000 shall be made on or before the third of each month thereafter through 
December 31, l.998 2000. 

(g) Monthly payments for the county share of county agency expenditures from January +999 2001 through May 
-±-999 2001 shall be made on or before the third of each month through May -!999 2001. Payment for 1/24 of the base 
amount and the June ±999 2001 county share of COWlty agency expenditures growth amount for the programs 
identified in subdivision 2 shall be made on or before June 3, 1-999 2001. Payments for the period July 1999 2001 
through December 1999 2001 shall be made on or before the third of each month thereafter through December 31, ±999 
2001. 

(h) Effective January 1, 2OOQ. 2002, monthly payments for the county share of county agency expenditures shall be 
made subsequent to the first of each month. 

Payments under this subdivision are subject to the provisions of section 256.017. 

Sec. 3. [256.026] [ANNUAL APPROPRIATION.] 

..@2 There shall be appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of human services in fiscal year 1994 
and each fiscal year thereafter the amount of $142,339,359, which i§. the sum of the amoWlt of human services aid 
determined for all counties in Minnesota for calendar year 1992 under Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1398, 
subdivision ~ before any adjustments for calendar year 1991. 

ill In addition to the amount in paragraph hl there shall also be annually appropriated from the general fund to 
the commissioner of human services in fiscal years 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 the amount of $5,930,807. 

ill The amounts appropriated under paragraphs ..@l and ill shall be used with other appropriations to make 
payments reguired under section 256.025 for fiscal year 1994 and thereafter. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1392, is amended to read: 

273.1392 [PAYMENT; SCHOOL DISTRICTS; CO~JTIllS.] 

(1) [l'A[)5 ro SCHOOL DIf3TRICTS.] The amounts of conservation tax credits under section 273.119; disaster or 
emergency reimbursement under section 273.123; attached machinery aid under section 273.138; homestead credit 
under section 273.13; aids and credits under section 273.1398; enterprise zone property credit payments under section 
469.171; and metropolitan agricultural preserve reduction under section 473H.10, shall be certified to the department 
of education by the department of revenue. The amounts so certified shall be paid according to section 124.195, 
subdivisions 6 and 10. 

(2) [AIDS 'I'O COUNTIHS.] The aFAsl:H.is sf RHntafl sefi iees aia iRErease seteI'ftl:iRea 1.i:Raer seeBsR 27a.1398, 
sHl9ai.isisR as, shall ae qepssilea H. a RHlI.aA sepr.ie€s aid aEES1.i:Rt herea) Ereated as an ae€sttnt within. tRe state's 
geReral klfls. The antSt:1:Rt II itRiR tRe aeesttnt shall aItAl:lall) ae tfilflsferrea is the ae}3aFtftteRi sf hl::lfflB:R serviees s l 
th:e aepartment sf re. eRtle. The iHRs\i:nts 58 transferl"ea shalll3e }3aia a€eSrsiRg is seEBsR 2§6.9:2§. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1398, subdivision Sb, is amended to read: 

Subd.5b. [STATE AID FOR COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES COSTS.] (a) Human services aid increase for each 
county equals an amount representing the county's costs for human services programs cited in subdivision 1., 
paragraph (i). The amount of the aid increase is calculated as provided in this section. The aid iflffease sflall ee 
aepBsilea in the ftHffiaR sef.iees aeeouRt EFeatea pHfsuaRt is seebeR 27.3.1392. 

(b) On July 15, 1990, each county shall certify to the department of revenue the estimated difference behveen the 
county's base amount costs as defined in section 256.025 for human services programs cited in subdivision 1, 
paragraph (i), for calendar year 1990 and human services program revenues from all nonproperty tax sources 
excluding revenue from state and federal payments for the programs listed in subdivision 1, paragraph (i), and 
revenue from incentive programs pursuant to sections 256.019, 256.98, subdivision 7, 256D.06, subdivision 5,256D.15, 
and 256D.54, subdivision 3, used at the time the levy was certified in 1989. At that time each county may revise its 
estimate for taxes payable in 1990 for purposes of this subdivision. The human services program estimates provided 
pursuant to this clause shall only include those costs and related revenues up to the extent the county provides 
benefits within statutory mandated standards: This amount shall be the county's human services aid amount under 
this section. . 

(c) On July 15, 1991, each county shall certify to the department of revenue the actual difference between the 
county's human services program costs and nonproperty tax revenues as provided in paragraph (b) for calendar year 
1990. If the actual difference is larger than the estimated difference as calculated in paragraph (b), the aid amount 
for the county shall be increased by that amount. If the actual difference is smaner than the estimated difference as 
calculated in paragraph (b), the aid amount to the county shall be reduced by that amount. 

(6) OR }aRl:laFj I, 1991, tfl:e sepaltmellt sf HHaRe€ shall e€rHry, ts the separtmeHt sf F€\ erHle the estimates amSl±Rt 
ef eel:H'J:t) reeeipts sesuetes {:rem eBWtt) Rlimar. ser.iees e3(peRsitlifes pUFsliaHt ts MiRResBta Statutes 1988, seeaBH 
287.12, ill ealellsar ) ear 199f"l. This amSl.:lRt shall be atlsetl te the hl.:lmaft seryiees ais iREfeaSe amBt:tP.t wttler this 
seffiefr. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 275.07, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. The county auditor shall adjust each local government's levy certified W1der subdivision 1, except for the 
equalization levies defined in section 273.1398, subdivision 2a, paragraph (a), by the amount of homestead and 
agricultural credit aid certified by section 273.1398, subdivision 2, Feal.:leea by the amS1:ffit l:1:flaer seeBeR 273.1398, 
subdi.isisR Sa; fiscal disparity homestead and agricultural credit aid under section 273.1398, subdivision 2b; and 
equalization aid certified by section 477 A.013, subdivision 5. 

Sec. 7. [REPEALEK] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1398, subdivisions Sa and ~ ~ repealed. 

ARTICLE 3 

SOCIAL SERVICES AND CHILD WELFARE PROGRAMS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 145.883, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [LOW INCOME.] "Low income" means an individual or family wttft-art. income determined to be at or 
below 175 percent of the ifteet:He official poverty line aefl:lteS established by the office of management and budget and 
revised annually in accordance with United States Code, title 42, section 9902, as amended tfl:ffll.:lgh DeeeH'tlger 31, 1982. 
With respect to an individual who is a high risk person, "low income" means that the income of the high risk person 
or the person's family is determined to be at or below 200 percent of the ffieeme official poverty line Eiefi.Re€l. 
established by the office of manageDJent and budget and revised annually in accordance with United States Code, title 
42, section 9902, as amended tflFSl.:lgR Deeembel' 31, 1982, or tflat the perssR is fllegRaflt aRa determined eligible fSF 
to meet the income eligibility reguirements of medical assistanceL MinnesotaCare, or the special supplemental food 
program for women, infants and children (WIC). The commissioner shall establish the low income level for eligibility 
for services to children with handicaps. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.Ol, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [OTHER TITLES.] For the purposes of sections 148C01 to 14SCl1 and 595.02, subdivision I, all 
individuals,!. except as provided in section 14SC.ll, who practice, as their maiR ; 8eatisR, chemical dependency 
counseling as defined in subdivision 2, regardless of their titles, shall be covered by sections 148C.01 to 148C.ll, This 
includes, but is not limited to, individuals who may refer to themselves as "alcoholism counselor," "drug abuse 
therapist," "chemical dependency recovery counselor," "chemical dependency relapse prevention planner," "addiction 
therapist," "chemical dependency intervention specialist," "family chemical dependency counselor," "chemical health 
specialist," "chemical health coordinator," and "substance abuse counselor." 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.01, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commissioner of Rl:lRlafl sePo iees health. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.02, is amended to read: 

148C02 ICHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELING LICENSING ADVISORY COUNCIL.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.'- STAFF. I ill The chemical dependency counseling licensing advisory council consists 
of 13 members. The geveFAoF commissioner shall appoint: 

(1) except for those members initially appointed, seven members who must be licensed chemical dependency 
counselors; 

(2) three members who must be public members as defined by section 214.02; 

(3) one member who must be a director or coordinator of an accredited chemical dependency training program; 
and 

(4) one member who must be a former consumer of chemical dependency counseling service and who must have 
received the service more than three years before the person's appointment. 

The American Indian advisory committee to the department of human services chemical dependency office shall 
appoint the remaining member. 

ill The provision of staff, administrative services, and office space are as provided in chapter 214. 

Subd. 2. [DUTIES.] The eOL:lFleiJ sHall study tfle fJfe.isien of efteRlieal depeRaefl0 eetHtseling aRe atchise the 
EOff'lmissioReF, tl'.e j3foiessioR, a:Jta tRe ri±l3lie. The conumssioner, after consultation with the advisory council, shall: 

ill develop rules for the licensure of chemical dependency counselors; and 

ill administer Q!. contract for the competency testing, licensing, and ethical review of chemical dependency 
counselors. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 14SC.03, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL.] The commissioner shall: 

(a) adopt and enforce rules for licensure of chemical dependency counselors and for regulation of professional 
conduct. The rules must be designed to protect the public; 

(b) adopt rules establishing standards and methods of detennining whether applicants and licensees are qualified 
under section 14SC04. The rules must provide for examinations aHa ffll::l:St.'- establish standards for professional 
conduct? including adoption of a professional code of ethics; and provide for sanctions as described in section 148C.09: 

(c) hold examinations at least twice a year to assess applicants' knowledge and skills. The examinations may must 
be written 6f and oral and may be administered by the commissioner or by a nonprofit agency under contract with 
the commissioner to administer the licensing examinations. Examinations must minimize cultural bias and must be 
balanced in various theories relative to practice of chemical dependency; 
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(d) issue licenses to individuals qualified under sections 148C.Ol to 148C.ll; 

(e) issue copies of the rules for licensure to all applicants; 

(f) establish and implement procedures, including a standard disciplinary process and a code of ethics, to ensure 
that individuals licensed as chemical dependency counselors will comply with the commissioner's rules; 

(g) establish, maintain, and publish alUlually a register of current licensees; 

(h) establish initial and renewal application and examination fees sufficient to cover operating expenses of ~he 
commissioner; 

(i) educate the public about the existence and content of the rules for chemical dependency counselor licensing to 
enable consumers to file complaints against licensees who may have violated the rules; and 

G) evaluate the rules in order to refine and improve the methods used to enforce the commissioner's standards. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.03 .. subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [CONTINUING EDUCATION COMMITTEE.] The commissioner shall appoint or contract for a continuing 
education committee of five persons .. including a chair .. which shall advise the commissioner on the administration 
of continuing education requirements in section 148C.05, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [RESTRICTIONS ON MEMBERSHIP.] A member or an employee of the a.rarlmeRt entity that carries 
out the functions under this section may not be an officer, employee, or paid consultant of a trade association in the 
counseling services industry. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.04, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [FEE.] Each applicant shall pay a nonrefundable fee set by the commissioner. Fees paid to the 
commissioner shall be deposited in the ~ special "revenue fund. . 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.04, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELOR; EVIDENCE.] (a) To be 
licensed as a chemical dependency counselor, an. applicant must meet the requirements in clauses (1) to (3). 

(1) Except as provided in subdivision 4, the applicant must have received an associate degree including 270 clock 
hours of chemical dependency education and 880 clock hours of chemical dependency practi.cum. 

(2) The applicant must have completed a written anEl Bfal case presentation and oral examination that demonstrates 
competence in the 12 core functions. 

(3) The applicant must have satisfactorily passed a written examiitation as established by the commissioner. 

(b) To be licensed as a chemical dependency counselor, an applicant must furnish evidence satisfactory to the 
commissioner that the applicant has met the requirements of paragraph (a). 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.04, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ADDITIONAL LICENSING REQUIREMENTS.] Beginning five years after the effective date of sectieRs 
148C.Gl ts 148C.ll the rules authorized in section 148C.03. subdivision 1, an applicant for licensure must have 
received a bachelor's degree in a human services area, and must have completed 480 clock hours of chemical 
dependency education and 880 clock hours of chemical dependency practicum. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.05, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [CONTINUING EDUCATION.] At the time of renewal, each licensee shall furnish evidence satisfactory 
to the commissioner that the licensee has completed aR:.J:l;lall) at least the equivalent of 40 clock hours of continuing 
professional postdegree education every tw'o years, in programs approved by the conunissioner, and that the licensee 
continues to be qualified to practice under sections 148C.Ol to 148C.ll. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.06, is amended to read: 

148C.06 [UCHI5B WITHOUT BXl\MI~Il\TION; TRANSITION PERIOD.] 

For two years from Jl:lly I, 1993 the effective date of the rules authorized in section 148C.03, subdivision 1 the 
commissioner shall issue a license without examination to an applicant if the applicant meets one of the following 
qualifications: 

(a) is credentialed as a certified chemical dependency counselor (CCDC) or certified chemical dependency counselor 
reciprocal (CCOCR) by the Institute for Chemical Dependency Professionals of Minnesota, Inc.; 

(b) has three years or 6,000 hours of supervised chemical dependency counselor experience ~ defined Qy the 12 
core functions, 270 clock hours of chemical dependency training, 300 hours of chemical dependency practicUID, and 
has successfully completed a written aRa SFa} test the requirements in section 148C.04. subdivision ~ paragraph fu1. 
clauses ill and ill; 

(c) has five years or 10,000 hours of chemical dependency counselor experience as defined by the 12 core functions, 
270 clock hours of chemical dependency training, and has successfully completed a ldFiti:en SF sFaI test the 
requirements in section 148C.04, subdivision ~ paragraph!s1 clause illQ£Q1 or is credentialed as a certified chemical 
dependency practitioner (CCDP) by the Institute for Chemical Dependency Professionals of Minnesota, Inc.; or 

(d) has seven years or 14,000 hours of supervised chemical dependency counselor experience as defined by the 12 
core functions and 270 clock hours of chemical dependency training with 60 hours of this training occurring within 
the past five years. 

AfteF July I, 1996, Beginning two years after the effective date of the rules authorized in section 148C.03. 
subdivision L. no person may be licensed without J3assing the eJE:8:H'IfRatisn meeting the requirements in section 
148C.04, subdivision:1. paragraph.w.. clauses ill and ill. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.U, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBES AND PRIVATE NONPROFIT AGENCIES WITH A MINORITY 
FOCUS.] (aJ The licensing of chemical dependency counselors who are employed by federally recognized tribes shall 
be voluntary. 

(b) The commissioner· shall develop special licensing criteria for issuance of a license to chemical dependency 
counselors who: (1) are members of ethnic minority groups; and (2) are employed by private, nonprofit agencies, 
including agencies operated by private, nonprofit hospitals, whose primary agency service focus addresses ethnic 
minority populations. These licensing criteria may differ from the licensing criteria specified in section 148C.04. To 
develop these criteria, the commissioner shall establish a committee comprised of but not limited to representatives 
from the council on hearing impaired, the council on affairs of Spanish-speaking people, the council on Asian-Pacific 
Minnesotans, the council on Black Minnesotans, and the Indian affairs counciL 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148C.1I, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [CITY, COUNTY, AND STATE AGENCY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELORS.] The licensing of 
~ county. and state mn£V. chemical dependency counselors shall be voluntary. Q!L county. and state agencies 
employing chemical dependency counselors shall not be required to employ licensed chemical dependency counselors. 
!!Q!. shall they require their chemical dependency counselors to be licensed. 
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Sec. 15. Minnesota Statut~s 1992, section 214,01, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [HEALTH-RELATED LICENSING BOARD.] "Health-related licensing board" means the board of 
examiners of nursing home administrators established pursuant to section 144A.19, the board of medical practice 
created pursuant to section 147.01, the board of nursing created pursuant to section 148.181, the board of chiropractic 
examiners established pursuant to section 148.02, the board of optometry established pursuant to section 148.52, the 
board of psychology established pursuant to section 148.90, the social work licensing board pursuant to section 
148B.19, the board of marriage and family therapy pursuant to section 148B.30, the mental health practitioner advisory 
council established pursuant to section 148B.62, the chemical dependency counseling licensing advisory council 
established pursuant to section 148C.02, the board of dentistry established pursuant to section lS0A.02, the board of 
pharmacy established pursuant to section 151.02, the board of podiatric medicine established pursuant to section 
153.02, and the board of veterinary medicine, established pursuant to section 156.01. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252A.101, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. ILETTERS OF GUARDIANSHIP.] Letters of guardianship or conservatorship must be issued by the court 
and contain: 

(1) tfle flame, aaaFess, a:f:a telephsf\e AtlHrBeF sf tHe peissR aelegatea By the csmmissisReF ts aet as tHe guaFaiaR 
Sf eSflseF.atsF, 

E21 the name, address, and telephone number of the ward or conservatee; and 

tJ1 ill the powers to be exercised on behalf of the ward or conservatee. 

The letters must be served by mail upon the ward or conservatee, the ward's counsel, the commissioner, and the 
local agency. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252A.ll1, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [APPOINTMENT OF GUARDIAN OR CONSERVATOR OF THE ESTATE.] If the ward has a personal 
estate beyond that which is necessary for the ward's personal and immediate needs, the commissioner shall determine 
whether a guardian of the estate 'Ras seeR should be appointed fur the .i afa. If HS guaiaiaf: sf l=Re estate 'Ras seeFl 
appsimea, The commissioner, after e8FlSUUhtg shall consult with the parents, spouse, or nearest relative of the ward,.:. 
The commissioner may petition the probate court for the appointment of a private guardian or conservator of the 
estate of the ward. The commissioner cannot act as guardian or consenrator of the estate for public wards or public 
conservatees. 

Sec. 18. [254A.085] [HENNEPIN COUNTY PILOT ALTERNATIVE FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES.] 

The commissioner of human services shall S@!!! variances from the requirements of Minnesota Rules, parts 
9530.4100 to 9530.4450, and the commissioner of health shall grant variances from the requirements of Minnesota 
Rules, parts 4665.0100 to 4665.9900, that are consistent with the provisions of this section and do not compromise the 
health Q!. safety of the clients, to establish a nonmedical detoxification pilot program in Hennepin county. The 
program shall be designed to provide care in ~ ~ shelter for persons diverted or referred from detoxification 
facilities, ~ ~ to prevent chronic recidivism and ensure appropriate treatment referrals for persons who are 
chemically dependent. For purposes of this section, ~ "secure shelter" ~ ~ facility licensed .!2Y the commissioner of 
human services under Minnesota Rules, parts 9530.4100 to 9530.4450, and this section, and Qy the commissioner of 
health as a supervised living facility to provide care for chemically dependent persons. A secure shelter is considered 
~ treatment facility under section 253B.02, subdivision 19. The secure facility authorized Qy this section shall be 
licensed Qy the commissioner of human services only after the county has entered into a contract for the detoxification 
program authorized Qy section 254A.086. 

_ The pilot program established under this section must have standards for using video and advocacy grQ!!E. 
members for monitoring and sunreillance to ensure the safety of clients and staff. In addition, in hiring staff, the 
program must ensure that the criminal background check reguirements of Minnesota Rules, part 9543.3040, are met; 
and the commissioner of human services must ensure compliance with Minnesota Rules, parts 9543.3000 to 9543.3090. 
The program administrator and all staff of ~~ shelter who observe or have personal knowledge of violations of 
section 626.556 Q!. 626.557 must report to the office of the ombudsman for mental health and mental retardation within 
24 hours of its occurrence, any serious ~ ~ defined in section 245.91, subdivision ~ 2!. the death of ~ person 
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admitted to the shelter. The ombudsman shall acknowledge in writing the receipt .of all reports made to the 
ombudsman's office under this section. Acknowledgment must be mailed to the facility and to the county social 
service agency within five working days of the s!.eY the report was made. In addition, the program administrator and 
staff of the facility must comply with all of the requirements of section 626.557, the vulnerable adults act. If the 
program administrator does not suspend the alleged perpetrator during the pendency of the investigation, reasons 
for not doing so must be given to the ombudsman in writing. 

The licenseholder, in coordination with the commissioner of human services, shall keep detailed records of 
admissions, length of ~ client outcomes according to standards set Qy the commissioner, discharge destinations, 
referrals, and costs of the program. The commissioner of human services shall report to the legislature Qy 
February ~ 1996, 2!l the operation of the program and shall include recommendations on whether such ~ program 
has been shown to be an effective, safe, and cost-efficient way to ~ clients. 

Sec. 19. [254A.086] [CULTURALLY TARGETED DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM.] 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 254A.17, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [STATEWIDE DETOXIFICATION TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM.] The commissioner shall provide 
grants to counties, Indian reservations, other nonprofit agencies, or local detoxification programs for provision of 
transportation of intoxicated individuals to detoxification programs,t. to open shelters, and to secure shelters as defined 
in section 254A.085 and shelters serving intoxicated persons. In state fiscal years 1994 and 1995, funds shall be 
allocated to counties in proportion to each COlUlty'S allocation in fiscal year 1993. In subsequent fiscal years, funds 
shall be allocated among counties annually in proportion to each county's average number of detoxification 
admissions for the prior two years, except that no county shall receive less than $400. Unless a county has approved 
a grant of funds under this section, the commissioner shall make quarterly payments of detoxification funds to a 
county only after receiving an invoice describing the number of persons transported and the cost of transportation 
services for the previous quarter. The program administrator and all staff of the program must report to the office 
of the ombudsman for mental health and mental retardation within 24 hours of its occurrence, ~ serious injury, ~ 
defined in section 245.91, subdivision ~ .Q£ the death of ~ person admitted to the shelter. The ombudsman shall 
acknowledge in writing the receipt of all reports made to the ombudsman's office under this section. 
Acknowledgment must be mailed to the facility and to the county social service agency within five working days of 
the day the report ~ made. In addition, the program administrator and staff of the program must comply with all 
of the requirements of section 626.557, the vulnerable adults act. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 254B.06, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FA YMENT; DENIAL. J The commissioner shall pay eligible vendors for placements made by local 
agencies under section 2548.03, subdivision I, and placements by tribal designated agencies according to 
section 2548.09. The commissioner may reduce or deny payment of the state share when services are not provided 
according to the placement criteria established by the commissioner. The commissioner may pay for all or a portion 
of improper county chemical dependency placements and bill the county for the entire payment made when the 
placement did not comply with criteria established by the commissioner. The commissioner may make payments to 
vendors and charge the county 100 percent of the payments if documentation of a county approved placement is 
received more than 30 _working davs, exclusive of weekends and holidays, after the date services began; or li the 
county approved invoice is received Qy the commissioner more than 120 days after the last date of service provided. 
The commissioner shall not pay vendors lUltil private insurance company claims have been settled. 
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Sec. 22. [256.8711] [EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE; INTENSIVE F AMIL Y PRESERVATION SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE OF SERVICES.} For .Q. family experiencing an emergency as defined in subdivision ~ and 
for whom the county authorizes services under subdivision.1. intensive family preservation services authorized under 
this section ~ 

ill crisis family-based services; 

ill counseling family-based services; and 

@ mental health family-based services. 

Intensive family preservation services also include family-based life management skills when i!!§. provided in 
conjunction with any of the three family-based services in this subdivision. The intensive family preservation services 
in clauses il1..G1. and ill and life management skills have the meanings given in section 256F.03, subdivision ~ 
paragraphs .@1 JQ1 ill. and hl . 

Subd. b. [DEFINITION OF EMERGENCY.1 For the purposes of this section, an emergency is a situation in which 
the dependent children are at risk for out of home placement due to abuse, neglect, or delinquencYi or when the 
children are returning home from placements but need services to prevent another placement; or when the parents 
are unable to provide care, 

Subd. J: [COUNTY AUTHORIZATION.] The county agency shall ~ current and prospective client families 
with a dependent under 21 years of ~ to determine if there i§. an emergency, as defined in subdivision b. and to 
determine if there is a need for intensive family preservation services. Upon such determinations, during the period 
October L.1993 to September ~ 1995, counties shall authorize intensive family preservation services for"!:!'p' to 90 days 
for eligible families under this section and under section 256.871, subdivisions 1 and 3: Effective October .1.1995, the 
counties' obligations to continue the base level of expenditures and to expand family preservation services as defined 
in section 256F .03, subdivision ~ are eliminated, with the termination of the federal revenue earned under this section. 

Subd.1:. [COST TO FAMILIES.] Family preservation services provided under this section Or sections 256F.01 to 
256F.07 shall be provided at no cost to the client and without regard to the client's available income or assets. 

Subd. ~ [EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE RESERVE.] The commissioner shall establish i!!l emergency assistance 
reserve for families who receive intensive family preservation services under this section. !l family!§. eligible to 
receive assistance once from the emergency assistance reserve if it received intensive family preservation services 
under this section within the past 12 months, but has not received emergency assistance under section 256.871 during 
that period. The emergency assistance reserve shall ~ the cost of the federal share of the assistance that would 
have been available under section 256.871, except for the provision of intensive family preservation services provided 
under this section. The emergency assistance reserve shall be authorized and paid in the same manner as emergency 
assistance is provided under section 256.871. Funds set aside for the emergency assistance reserve that are not needed 
as determined Qv. the commissioner shall be distributed Qy the terms of subdivision ~ paragraph .@1 

Subd. ~ [DISTRIBUTION OF NEW FEDERAL REVENUE.]M All federal funds not set aside under paragraph 
.ili1. and at least 50 percent of all federal funds earned under this section and earned through assessment activity under 
subdivision ~ shall be paid to each county based on its earnings and assessment activity, respectively, and shall be 
used Qv. each county to expand family preservation services as defined in section 256F.03, subdivision ~ and may be 
used to expand crisis nursery services. !f ~ county joins ~ local children's mental health collaborative as authorized 
Q.y the 1993 legislature. then the federal reimbursement received under this paragraph Qy the county for providing 
intensive family preservation services to children served Qy the local collaborative shan be transferred Qy the county 
to the integrated fund. The federal reimbursement transferred to the integrated fund Qy the county must be used for 
intensive family preservation services as defined in section 256F.03, subdivision ~ to the target population. 

ill The commissioner shall set aside a portion, not to exceed 50 percent, of the federal funds earned under this 
section and earned through assessment activity described under subdivision 3. The set aside funds shall be used to 
expand intensive family preservation services statewide and establish an emergency assistance reserve ~ provided 
in subdivision 5. Except for the portion needed for the emergency assistance reserve provided in subdivision ~ the 
commissioner may distribute the funds set aside -through grants to 2. county .2! counties to establish and maintain 
approved intensive family preservation services statewide. Funds available for crisis family-based services through 
section 256F.05, subdivision ~ shall be considered in establishing intensive family preservation services statewide. 
The commissioner may phase in intensive family preservation services in a county or group of counties as new federal 
funds become available. The commissioner's priority is to establish a minimum level of intensive family preservation 
services statewide. 
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Subd.7. [EXPANSION OF SERVICES AND BASE LEVEL OF EXPENDITURES.] ill Counties must continue the 
base leve~f expenditures for family preservation services as defined in section 256F.03, subdivision ~ from ~ state, 
county, or federal funding source, which, in the absence of federal funds earned under this section and earned 
through assessment activity described under subdivision ~ would have been available for these services. The 
commissioner shall review the county expenditures annually, using reports required under sections 245.482, 256.01, 
subdivision b. paragraph 1.!..Z1. and 256E.08, subdivision ~ to ~ that the base level of expenditures for family 
preservation services as defined in section 256F.03, subdivision.:2t. is continued from sources other than the federal 
funds earned under this section and earned through assessment activity described under subdivision 3. 

ill The commissioner may reduce, suspend, or eliminate either or both of a county's obligations to continue the 
base level of expenditures and to expand family preservation services as defined in section 256P.03, subdivision ~ 
if the commissioner determines that one Q!. more of the following conditions £2P1y to that county: 

ill imposition of ~ limits that significantly reduce availa.ble social service funds; 

ill reduction in the net tax capacity of the taxable property within !! county that significantly reduces available 
social service funds: 

ill reduction in the number of children under ~ 19 in the county 12Y. 25 percent when compared with the number 
in the base year using the most recent data provided Qy the state demographer's office; Q!. 

ill termination of the federal revenue earned under this section. 

l£l The commissioner may suspend for one year either or both of a county's obligations to continue the base level 
of expenditures and to expand family preservation services as defined in section 256F.03, subdivision ~ if the 
commissioner determines that in the previous year one or ~ of the following conditions applied to that county: 

ill the unduplicated number of families who received family preservation services under section 256F.03, 
subdivision ~ paragraphs .E!1..fQ1 hl and hl equals or exceeds the unduplicated number of children who entered 
placement under sections 257.071 and 393.07, subdivisions 1 and.f. during the year: 

ill the total number of children in placement under sections 257.071 and 393.07, subdivisions 1 and b. has been 
reduced Qy '50 percent from the total number in the base year: 2!:. 

ill the average number of children in placement under sections 257.071 and 393.07, subdivisions 1 and b. 2.!l the 
last day of each month i§. equal to Q!.less than ~ child ~ 1,000 children in the county. 

@ For the purposes of this section, the base year is calendar. year 1992. For the purposes of this section", the base 
level of expenditures is the level of county expenditures in the base year for eligible family preservation services under 
section 256F.03, subdivision 2t. paragraphs.@1.ili1.!..s1. and hl 

Subd. ~ [COUNTY RESPONSlBIUTIES.] ill Notwithstanding section 256.871, subdivision §,. for intensive family 
preservation services provided under this section, the county agency shall submit quarterly fiscal reports as required 
under section 256.01, subdivision b. clause 11.Z1. and provide the nonfederal share. 

ill County expenditures eligible for federal reimbursement under this section must not be made from federal funds 
Q!. funds used to match other federal funds . 

.!.d The conunissioner may suspend. reduce. or terminate the federal reimbursement to a county that does not meet 
the reporting or other requirements of this section. 

Subd . .2.. [PAYMENTS.] Notvvithstanding section 256.025, subdivision b. payments to counties for social service 
expenditures for intensive family preservation services under this section shall be made only from the federal earnings 
under this section ana. earned through assessment activity described under subdivision 3. Counties may ~.!!P. to 
ten percent of federal earnings received under subdivision ~ paragraph hl to cover costs of income maintenance 
activities related to the operation of this section and sections 256B.094 and 256F.095. 

Subd . .ill. [COMMISSIONER RESPONSIBILITIES.] The commissioner in consultation with counties shall analyze 
state funding options to ~ costs of counties' base level expenditures and ~ expansion of the nonfederal share 
of intensive family preservation services resulting from implementation of this section. The commissioner shall also 
study problems of implementation, barriers to maximizing federal revenue, and the impact on out-at-home placements 
of implementation of this section. The commissioner shall report to the legislature on the results of this analysis and 
study, together with recommendations, Qv. February lli 1995. 
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Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.32. [CHILD WELFARE TARGETED CASE MANAGEMENT.] Medical assistance. subject to federal approval. 
covers child welfare targeted case management services as defined in section 256B.094 to children under ~ 21 who 
have been assessed and determined in accordance with section 256F.I0 to be: 

ill at risk of placement or in placement as defined in section 257.071, subdivision 1L 

ill at risk of maltreahnent or experiencing rnaltreahnent as defined in section 626.556, subdivision IDe; Q£ 

ill in need of protection or services as defined in section 260.015, subdivision 2a. 

Sec. 24. [2568.094] [CHILD WELFARE TARGETED CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] "Child welfare targeted case management services" means activities that coordinate 
social and other services designed to help the child under ~ 21 and the ~hild~s family gain access to needed social 
services, mental health services. habilitative services, educational services. health services, vocational services, 
recreational services, and related services including, but not limited 12t. the areas of volunteer services, advocacy, 
transportation. and legal services. Case management services include developing an individual service plan and 
assisting the child and the child's family in obtaining needed services through coordination with other agencies and 
assuring continuity of care. Case managers must assess the delivery, appropriateness, and effectiveness of services 
on ~ regular basis. 

Subd.b. [ELIGIBLE SERVICES.] Services eligible for medical assistance reimbursement include: 

ill assessment of the recipient's need for case management services to gain access to medical, social, educational. 
and other related servicesi 

ill development, completion, and regular review of! written individual service plan based Q!! the assessment of 
need for case management services to ensure access to medical, social, educationaL and other related services; 

ill routine contact or other communication with the client, the client's family, primary caregiver, legal 
representative, substitute care provider, service providers, or other relevant persons identified as necessary to the 
development or implementation of the goals of the individual service plan. regarding the status of the client. the 
individual service plan, Q!. the goals for the client exclusive of transportation of the child; 

ill coordinating referrals 12!:t. and the provision £t. case management services for the client with appropriate service 
providers. consistent with section 1902(a)(23) of the Social Security Act; 

@ coordinating and monitoring the overall service delivery to ~ ~ of servicesj 

ffil monitoring and evaluating services on !. regular basis to ensure appropriateness and continued need; 

ill completing and maintaining necessary documentation that supports and verifies the activities in this subdivision; 

ill traveling to conduct .a visit with the client .Q!. other relevant person necessary to the development .Q£ 
implementation of the goals of the individual service plan; and 

m coordinating with the medical assistance facility discharge planner in the 30-day ~ before the client's 
discharge into the community. This case management service provided to patients or residents in a medical assistance 
facility ~ limited to a maximum of two 30-day periods ~ calendar year. 

Subd.;L [COORDINATION AND PROVISION OF SERVICES.] illl In!!. county where a prepaid medical assistance 
provider has contracted under section 256B.031 or 256B.69 to provide mental health services, the case management 
provider shall coordinate with the prepaid provider to ensure that all necessary mental health services required under 
the contract are provided to recipients of case management services. 

ill When the case management provider determines that a prepaid provider is not providing mental health services 
~ required under the contract. the ~ management provider shall assist the recipient to appeal the prepaid 
provider's denial pursuant to section 256.045, and may make other arrangements for provision of the covered services. 
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ill The case management provider may bill the provider of prepaid health care services for any mental health 
services provided to a recipient of case management services which the county arranges for or provides and which 
~ included in the prepaid provider's contract, and which were determined to be medically necessary as!!. result of 
an appeal pursuant to section 256.045. The prepaid provider must reimburse the mental health provider. at the 
prepaid provider's standard rate for that-service. for any services delivered under this subdivision. 

@!f. the county has not obtained prior authorization for this service, or an appeal results in ~ determination that 
the services were not medically necessary, the county may not seek reimbursement from the prepaid provider. 

Subd.4. [CASE MANAGEMENT PROVIDERR..~] illlJ~~~~~~~~~~r=~~~~~~~~~~~ 
management provider must meet all provider g 

Subd . .:2:. [CASE MANAGER.] To provide case management services, a ~ manager must be employed Qy and 
authorized £y the ~ management provider to provide case management services and- meet all requirements under 
section 256F.095. 

Subd. ~ [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE REIMBURSEMENT OF CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES.] ~ Medical 
assistance reimbursement for services under this section shall be made .Q!!. .!!. monthly basis. Payment is based on 
face-to-face or telephone contacts behveen the case manager and the client, client's family, primary caregiver, legal 
representative, or other relevant person identified as necessary to the development or implementation of the goals 
of the individual service plan regarding the status of the client. the individual service plan, or the goals for the client. 
These contacts must meet the minimum standards in clauses ill and..G..t 

.ill there must be a face-to-face contact at least once!! month except as provided in clause 1l1. and 

ill for .!!. client placed outside of the county of financial responsibility in !ill excluded time facility under section 
256G.02, subdivision .2.t. 2!. through the interstate compact on the placement of children. section 257.40. and the 
placement in either case is more than 60 miles beyond the county boundaries, there must be at least one contact ~ 
month and not more than two consecutive months without .! face-to-face contact. 

ill The payment rate is established using time study data on activities of provider service staff and reports required 
under sections 245.482, 256.01, subdivision ~ paragraph !121 and 256E.08, subdivision 8. 

reimbursement as 
periodically to be 

submission of 

Subd. '[. [DOCUMENTATION FOR CASE RECORD AND CLAIM.] ~ The assessment, ~ finding. and 
individual service plan shall be maintained in the individual case record under the data practices!£h chapter ~ The 
individual service plan must be reviewed at least aIUlually and updated as necessary. Each individual case record 
must maintain documentation of routine, ongoing, contacts and services. Each claim must be supported £y written 
documentation in the individual case record. 

ill Each claim must include: 

ill the name of the recipient; 

ill the date of the service; 

ill the name of the provider ~ and the person providing service; 

ill the nature and extent of services. and 

ill the place of the services. 
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Subd. ~ [PAYMENT LIMITATION.] Services that are not eligible for payment as a child welfare targeted case 
management service include, but are not limited to: 

ill assessments prior to opening a casej 

ill. therapy and treatment servicesi 

ill legal services, including legal advocacy. for the client; 

ill information and referral services that ~ part of Q county's community social services plan,. that are not 
provided to an eligible recipientj 

ill outreach services including outreach services provided through the community support services program; 

121 services that ~ not documented as required under subdivision Z and Minnesota Rules, parts 9505.1800 to 
9505.1880; 

ill services that are otherwise eligible for payment on a separate schedule under rules of the department of human 
services; 

.illl services to a client that duplicate the same case management service from another case manager: 

121 case management services provided to patients or residents in a medical assistance facility except ~ described 
under subdivision b. clause 2L and 

.ll.Ql for children in foster care, ~ homes, or residential care, payment for case management services is limited 
to case management services that focus on permanency planning or return to the family home and that do not 
duplicate the facility's discharge planning services. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256F.06, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [USES OF GRANTS.] The grant must be used exclusively for family-based services. The g£3flt me} Rst 
se tlsea as a matek fs£ sther feaeFa:l mSRey SF is meet the FeEIl;liFemeRts sf seetisR 2§6B.06, sl;li9ai.isisn 3. 

Sec. 26. [256F.095] [CHILD WELFARE TARGETED CASE MANAGEMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [ELIGIBILITY.} Persons under 21 years of ~ who ~ eligible to receive medical assistance are 
eligible for child welfare targeted case management services under section 256B.094 and this section if they have 
received an assessment and have been detennined Qy the local county agency to be: 

ill at risk of placement or in placement as described in section 257.071, subdivision .1. 

ill at risk of maltreatment or experiencing maltreatment as defined in section 626.556, subdivision IOe; .Q!: 

ill in need of protection or services as defined in section 260.015, subdivision 2a. 

Subd.1. [AVAILABILITY OF SERVICES.] Child welfare targeted case management services are available from 
providers meeting qualification requirements and the certification standards specified in subdivision.i. Eligible 
recipients may choose any certified provider of child welfare targeted case management services. 

Subd.2, [VOLUNTARY PROVIDER PARTICIPATION.] Providers may seek certification for medical assistance 
reimbursement to provide child welfare targeted case management services. The certification process is initiated Qy 
submitting a written statement of interest to the commissioner. 

Certified providers may elect to discontinue participation h a written notice to the commissioner at least 120 days 
before the end of the final calendar quarter of participation. 
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Subd . .i [PROVIDER QUALIFICATIONS AND CERTIFICATION STANDARDS.] The commissioner must certify 
each provider before enrolling i!. 9£ ~ child welfare targeted case management provider of services under 
section 256B.094 and this section. The certification process shall examine the provider's ability to meet the Qualification 
reguirements and certification standards in this subdivision and other federal and state requirements of this service . 
.:6. certified child welfare targeted case management provider is an enrolled medical assistance provider who ~ 
determined h the commissioner to have all of the following: 

ill the legal authority to provide public welfare under sections 393.01, subdivision ~ and 393.07; 

ill the demonstrated capacity and experience to provide the components of case management to coordinate and 
link community resources needed £y the eligible population; 

..Ql administrative capacity and experience in serving the target population for whom i! will provide services and 
in ensuring quality of services under state and federal requirements; 

ill the legal authority to provide complete investigative and protective services under section 626.556. subdivision 
~ and child welfare and foster ~ services under section 393.07. subdivisions 1 and b. 

ill ~ financial management system that provides accurate documentation of services and costs under state and 
federal requirements; and 

i§l the capacity to document and maintain individual case records under state and federal requirements. 

Subd. ~ [CASE MANAGERS.} Case managers are individuals employed Qy and authorized £y the certified child 
welfare targeted case management provider to provide case management services under section 2568.094 and this 
section. A case manager must have: 

ill skills in identifying and assessing a wide range of children's needs; 

ill knowledge of local child welfare and a variety of community resources and effective use of those resources for 
the benefit of the child; and 

..Ql a bachelor's degree in social work, psychology, soCiology, or a closely related field from an accredited four-year 
college or universityj or a bachelor's degree from an accredited four-year college Q£ university in ~ field other than 
social work. psychology. sociology or ~ closely related field, plus ~ year of experience in the delivery of social 
services to children as a supervised social worker in ~ public 2!. private social services agency. 

Subd. Q,. [DISTRIBUTION OF NEW FEDERAL REVENUE.] .@l Except for portion set aside in paragraph.lhl,. the 
federal funds earned under this section and section 256B.094 Qv. counties shall be paid to each county based 2!l its 
earnings. and must be used Qv. each county to expand preventive child welfare services. 

!f ~ county chooses to be a provider of child welfare targeted case management and if that county also joins ~ local 
children's mental health collaborative as authorized.Qy the 1993 legislature, then the federal reimbursement received 
Qv. the county for providing child welfare targeted case management services to children served Qy the local 

. collaborative shall be transferred Qv. the county to the integrated fund. The federal reimbursement transferred to the 
integrated fund £y the county must not be used for residential ~ other than respite ~ described under 
subdivision 'L.. paragraph !Q1. 

ill The commissioner shall set aside a portion of the federal funds earned under this section to ~ the special 
revenue maximization account under section 256.01, subdivision b. clause 11.21 The repayment is limited to: 

ill the costs of developing and implementing this section and sections 256.8711 and 2568.094; 

ill programming the information systemsj and 

..Ql the lost federal revenue for the central office claim directly caused £y the implementation of these sections. 

Any unexpended funds from the set aside under this paragraph shall be distributed to counties according to 
paragraph ll!1 
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Subd. L [EXPANSION OF SERVICES AND BASE LEVEL OF EXPENDITURES.]li!l. Counties must continue the 
base level of expenditures for preventive child welfare services from either or both of any state, county, or federal 
funding source, which, in the absence of federal funds earned under this section, would have been available for these 
services. The commissioner shall review the county expenditures annually using reports reguired under sections 
245.482,256.01, subdivision b. paragraph..!L. and 256E.OS, subdivision ~ to ~ that the base level of expenditures 
for preventive child welfare services is continued from sources other than the federal funds earned under this section. 

ill The commissioner may reduce, suspend, or eliminate either or both of a (mUlty's obligations to continue the 
base level of expenditures and to expand child welfare preventive services if the commissioner determines that one 
or more of the following conditions ~ to that county; 

ill imposition of kYY limits that significantly reduce available social service funds; 

ill reduction in the net tax capacity of the taxable property within !!. county that significantly reduces available 
social service funds; 

ill reduction in the number of children under ~ 19 in the county Qy25 percent when compared with the number 
in the base year using the most recent data provided Qy the state demographer'S office; 2!. 

ill termination of the federal revenue earned under this section. 

ill The commissioner may suspend for one year either or both of a county's obligations to continue the base level 
of expenditures and to expand child welfare preventive services if the commissioner determines that in the previous 
year one or ~ of the following conditions applied to that county: 

ill the total number of children in placement under sections 257.071 and 393.07, subdivisions 1 and b. has been 
reduced Qy 50 percent from the total number in the base year; .Q!. 

ill the average number of children in placement under sections 257.071 and 393.07, subdivisions 1 and b on the 
last day of each month ~ equal to or less than one child ~ LOOO children in the county. 

@ For the purposes of this section, child welfare preventive services are those services directed toward .!!. specific 
child Q!. family that further the goals of section 256F.01 and include assessments, family preservation services, service 
coordination, community-based treatment. crisis nursery services when the parents retain custody and there ~!!Q. 
voluntary placement agreement with a child placing agenCy, respite care except when it is provided under a medical 
assistance waiver, home-based services, and other related services. For the purposes of this section, child welfare 
preventive services shall not include shelter ~ placements under the authority of the court or public agency to 
address an emergency, residential services except for respite care, child ~ for the purposes of employment and 
training, adult services, services other than child welfare targeted case management when they are provided under 
medical assistance, placement services, or activities not directed toward a specific child.2!. family. Respite ~ must 
be planned, routine ~ to support the continuing residence of the child with its family or long-term primary 
caretaker and must not be' provided to address an emergency. 

W For the counties beginning to claim federal reimbursement for services under this section and section 2568.094, 
the base year is the calendar year ending £.!.least two calendar quarters before the first calendar quarter in which the 
county begins claiming reimbursement. For the purposes of this section, the base level of expenditures is the level 
of county expenditures in the base year for eligible child welfare preventive services described in this subdivision. 

1hl. Provider expenditures eligible for federal reimbursement under this section must not be made from federal 
funds 2!. funds used to match other federal funds. 

ill The commissioner may suspend, reduce, or terminate the federal reimbursement to a provider that does not 
meet the reporting or other reguirements of section 2568.094 and this section. 
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Subd. ~ [PAYMENTS.} Notwithstanding section 256.025, subdivision b. payments to certified providers for child 
welfare targeted case management expenditures under section 256B.094 and this section shall only be made of federal 
earnings from services provided under section 256B.094 and this section. 

Subd. ~ [CENTRALIZED DISBURSEMENT OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS.] Notwithstanding 
section 256B.04L county payments for the cost of child welfare targeted case management services shall not be made 
to the state treasurer. For the purposes of child welfare targeted case management services under section 256B.094 
and this section, the centralized disbursement of payments to providers under section 2568.041 consists only of federal 
earnings from services provided under section 256B.094 and this section. 

Sec. 27. [256F.I0] [GRANT PROGRAM FOR CRISIS NURSERIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [CRISIS NURSERIES.] The conunissioner of human services shall establish a grant program to assist 
private and public agencies and organizations to provide crisis nurseries to offer temporary care for children who are 
abused, neglected, and those children at high risk of abuse and neglect, and children who are in families receiving 
child protective services. This service shaH be provided without fee for a maximum of 30 days in ~ year. Crisis 
nurseries shall provide referral to support services and provide family support services as needed. 

Subd. b. IFUND DISTRIBUTION.] In distributing funds, the commissioner shall give priority consideration to 
agencies and organizations with experience in working with abused or neglected children and their families. and with 
children at high risk of abuse and neglect and their families, and serve communities which demonstrate the greatest 
need for these services. 

1£l The crisis nurseries must: 

ill be available 24 hours .§! ~ seven days .§! week 

ill provide services for children .!!p. to three days at anyone time; 

ill make referrals for parents to counseling services and other community resources to help alleviate the underlying 
~ of the precipitating stress or crisiS; 

ill provide services without a fee for .§! maximum of 30 days in.ill:!Y year; 

ill provide services to children from birth to 12 years of age; 

ill provide an initial assessment and intake interview conducted £y.§! skilled professional who will identify the 
presenting problem and make ~ immediate referral to an appropriate agency or program to prevent maltreatment 
and out-of-home placement of children: 

ill maintain the clients' confidentiality to the extent reguired Qv. law. and also comply with statutory reporting 
reguirements which may mandate a report to child protective services; 

ill contain ~ volunteer component; 

ill provide preservice training and ongoing training to providers and volunteers; 

ilQl evaluate the services provided Qv. documenting ~ of services. the result of family referrals made to 
community resources, and how the services reduced the risk of maltreatment; 

f1.1l provide S&f appropriate programming; 

@ provide developmental assessments; 

W provide medical assessments as determined Qy using ~ risk screening tool; 

i1..1l meet United States Department of Agriculture regulations concerning meals and provide three meals .§! day 
and three snacks during !!. 24-hour period; and 

!1..Ql provide appropriate sleep and nap arrangements for children. 
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ill The crisis nurseries are encouraged to provide; 

ill on-site support groups for facility model programs, or agency sponsored parent support ~ for volunteer 
family model programs; 

ill parent education classes or programs that include parent-child interaction; and 

ill opportunities for parents to volunteer, if appropriate, to assist with child care in a supervised setting in order 
to enhance their parenting skills and self-esteem, in addition to providing them the opportunity to give something 
back to the program. 

1£1 Parents shall retain custody of their children during placement in a crisis facility. 

The crisis nurseries are encouraged to include ~ or ~ parents who have used the crisis nursery services on 
the program's multidisciplinary advisory board. 

Subd. ~ [EVALUATIONS.] The commissioner of human services shall submit ~ annual report to the legislature 
evaluating the program. The report must include information concerning program costs, the number of program 
participants. the program's impact on family stability, the incidence of abuse and neglect, and all other relevant 
information determined tx the commissioner. 

Sec. 28. [256F.ll] [GRANT PROGRAM FOR RESPITE CARE.] 

Subdivision 1. [RESPITE CARE PROGRAM.} The commissioner of human services shall establish a grant program 
to provide respite care services to families or caregivers who are under stress and at risk of abusing or neglecting their 
children, families with children suffering from emotional problems, and families receiving child protective services, 

Subd. b. [SERVICE GOALS.1 Respite care programs shall provide temporary services for families or caregivers in 
order to: 

ill allow the family to engage in the family's usual daily activities; 

ill maintain family stability during crisis situationsj 

ill help preserve the family unit £.v. lessening pressures that might lead to divorce, institutionalization, neglect, .£!. 
child abuse; 

ill provide the family with rest and relaxation; 

ill improve the family's ability to cope with daily responsibilities; and 

ill make !!. possible for individuals with disabilities to establish independence and enrich their ~ growth and 
development. 

Subd. ~ [DEFINITION.} "Respite care" means in-home or out-of-home temporary, nonmedical child care for 
families and caregivers who are under stress and at risk of abusing or neglecting their children. and families with 
children suffering from emotional problems. Respite care shall be available for time periods varying from one hour 
to two weeks. 

In-home respite ~ is provided in the home of the person needing care. 

Out-oi-home respite ~ will be given in the provider's home or other facility, In these cases, the provider's horne 
or facility must be currently licensed for day ~ or foster home care. 

Subd.1, [SLIDING FEE SCALE.] The commissioner shall establish a sliding fee scale that takes into account family 
income, expenses, and ability to ~ Grant funds shall be used to subsidize the respite care of children. Funded 
projects must: 

ill prevent and reduce mental, physical, and emotional stress on parents and children; 

ill provide training for caregivers; 
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ill establish a network of community support groups and resources for families; 

ill conduct an intake assessment in order to identify the presenting problems and make appropriate referrals; 

ill provide ~ appropriate programming; and 

i§l ~ that respite care providers complete at least 120 hours of training in child development, child care, and 
related issues. 

Subd. ~ lEV ALUATIONS.] The commissioner of human services shall submit an annual report to the legislature 
evaluating funded programs. The report must include information concerning program costs, the number of program 
participants. the impact on family stability, the incidence of abuse and neglect, and all other relevant information 
determined Qy the commissioner. 

Sec. 29. [256F.12] [FAMILY SERVICES COLLABORATIVE.] 

Subdivision 1. [FEDERAL REVENUE ENHANCEMENT.] ill [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN 
SERVICES.] The commissioner of human services may enter into an agreement with ~ Q£ more family services 
collaboratives to enhance federal reimbursement under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act and federal administrative 
reimbursement under Title XIX of the Social Security Act. The commissioner shall have the following authority and 

c 
responsibilities regarding family services collahoratives: 

ill the commissioner shall submit amendments to state plans and seek waivers as necessary to implement the 
provisions of this section; 

ill the commissioner shall £!!Y. the federal reimbursement earned under this subdivision to each collaborative based 
on their earnings. Notwithstanding section 256.025. subdivision b payments to collaboratives for expenditures under 
this subdivision will only be made of federal earnings from services provided !?y the collaborative; 

ill the commissioner shall review expenditures of family services collaboratives using reports specified in the 
agreement with the collaborative to ensure that the base level of expenditures i§. continued and ~ federal 
reimbursement is used to expand education, sociaL health, Q£. health-related services to young children and their 
families; 

ill the commissioner may reduce, suspend. or eliminate a family services collaborative's obligations to continue 
the base level of expenditures or expansion of services if the commissioner determines that ~ Q£ more of the 
following conditions ~ 

.ill. imposition of levy limits that significantly reduce available funds for sociaL health, or health-related services to 
families and children; 

® reduction in the net tax capacity of the taxable property eligible to be taxed Qy the lead county or subcontractor 
that significantly reduces available funds for education, social, health, or health-related services to families and 
children; 

.iiill reduction in the number of children under ~ 19 in the county, collaborative service delivery area, 
subcontractor's district. or catchment area when compared to the number in the base year using the most recent data 
provided Qy the state demographer'S office: 2!:. 

i!Y2 termination of the federal revenue earned under the family services collaborative agreement; 

ill the commissioner shall not use the federal reimbursement earned under this subdivision in determining the 
allocation or distribution of other funds to counties or collaboratives; 

ill the commissioner may suspend, reduce, or terminate the federal reimbursement to a provider that does not meet 
the reporting or other requirements of this subdivisionj 

m the commissioner shall recover from the family services collaborative ~ federal fiscal disallowances or 
sanctions for audit exceptions directly attributable to the family services collaborative's actions in the integrated fund, 
or the proportional share if federal fiscal disallowances or sanctions are based on ~ statewide random sample; and 
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ill the commissioner shall establish criteria for the family services collaborative for the accounting and financial 
management system that will support claims for federal reimbursement. 

llil IF AMILY SERVICES COLLABORATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES. J The family services collaborative shall have the 
following authority and responsibilities regarding federal revenue enhancement: 

ill. the family services collaborative shall be the ~ with which the commissioner contracts. A lead county shall 
be designated as the fiscal agency for reporting, claiming, and receiving payments; 

ill the family services collaboratives may enter into subcontracts with other counties, school districts, special 
education cooperatives, municipalitiesr and other public and nonprofit entities for purposes of identifying and 
claiming eligible expenditures to enhance federal reimbursement. or to expand education. social, health, or 
health-related services to families and childrenj 

ill the family services collaborative must continue the base level of expenditures for education, social, health. 2!:. 
health-related services to families and children from ~ state, county, federal, or other public or private funding 
source which, in the absence of the ~ federal reimbursement earned under this subdivision, would have been 
available for those services, except ~ provided in subdivision .1. clause ill:. The base year for purposes of this 
subdivision shall be the four-quarter calendar year ending .§!! least two calendar quarters before the first calendar 
quarter in which the ~ federal reimbursement is earnedj 

ill the family services collaborative must use all ~ federal reimbursement resulting from federal revenue 
enhancement to expand expenditures for education, social, health, or health-related services to families and children 
beyond the base leveL except as provided in subdivision.1. clause i12L 

.ilil the family services collaborative must ensure that expenditures submitted for federal reimbursement are not 
made from federal funds.2!: funds used to match other federal funds. Notwithstanding section 2568.19, subdivision 
.1. for the purposes of family services collaborative expenditures under agreement with the department the nonfederal 
share of costs shall be provided Qy the family services collaborative from sources other than federal funds Q!. funds 
used to match other federal funds: 

@ the family services collaborative must develop and maintain an accOlUlting and financial management system 
adeguate to support all claims for federal reimbursement, including a clear audit trail and any provisions specified 
in the agreement; and 

m the family services collaborative shall submit ~ annual report to the commissioner as specified in the 
agreement. 

Subd. b. [AGREEMENTS WITH F AMIL Y SERVICES COLLABORATIVES. J At a minimum, the agreement between 
the commissioner and the family services collaborative shall include the following provisions: 

ill specific documentation of the expenditures eligible for federal reimbursement; 

ill the process for developing and submitting claims to the cOmmissionerj 

ill specific identification of the education, sociaL health, or health-related services to families and children which 
~ to be expanded with the federal reimbursement; 

ill reporting and review procedures ensuring that the family services collaborative must continue the base level 
of expenditures for the education, social, health, or health-related services for families and children as specified in 
subdivision b. clause ..@1. 

.ilil reporting and review procedures to ensure that federal revenue earned under this section !§. spent specifically 
to expand education, social, health, or health-related services for families and children as specified in subdivision b. 
clause i12L 

@ the period of time, not to exceed three years, governing the terms of the agreement and provisions for 
amendments ~ and renewal of the agreement; and 

ill ~ annual report prepared Qy the family services collaborative. 
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Subd.20 [WAIVER OF RULE REQUIREMENTS. J J.i!l. [REQUESTING WAIVERS OF STATE OR FEDERAL RULES. J 
Local family services collaboratives, including collaboratives in Becker, Cass. and Ramsey counties, shall be 
encouraged to seek waivers of state or federal rules, as necessary to carry out the purposes of this section. For 
purposes of this section, "family services collaborative" has the meaning given it in section 121.8355, subdivision 1a. 

ill IW ANER OF STATE RULES.] In order to receive ~ waiver of the requirements of ~ state rule. the 
collaborative shall submit !! request for !! variance to the appropriate commissioner. The request shall contain 
assurances that the waiver will not affect client entitlements to services, will not abridge ~ rights guaranteed to the 
client Qy state.2!:. federal law, and will not jeopardize the health or safety of the client. The commissioner shall grant 
2!. deny all waiver requests within 30 days of receiving those requests, Qy notice to the collaborative and published 
notice in the State Register. 

ill IWANER OF FEDERAL RULES.] A local collaborative seeking a waiver from ~ federal rule shall submit ~ 
request, in writing, to the appropriate commissioner who shall submit the waiver request to the relevant .P.Q.!!sy 
committees of the legislature. If the legislative committees approve the request they shall direct the appropriate state 
agency to make ~ reasonable effort to negotiate a waiver of the federal rule. If the legislative committees deny the 
request for ~ waiver, they shall jointly notify the local collaborative of the reason for denying the waiver. !f~ waiver 
request is approved for submission to federal authorities, the commissioner shall submit all necessary materials to the 
appropriate federal authorities. The commissioner shall notify the collaborative and the legislative committees of the 
outcome of the federal waiver request. In every instance in which a federal waiver is granted, the commissioner shall 
publish notice of receipt of the waiver in the State Register. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.3573, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. J.:. IREVENUE ENHANCEMENT.] The commissioner shall submit claims for federal reimbursement earned 
through the activities and services supported through Indian child welfare grants. The commissioner may set aside 
!!. portion of the federal funds earned lUlder this subdivision to establish and support ~ ~ Indian child welfare 
position in the department of human services to provide program development. The commissioner shall ~ ~ 
federal revenue not set aside to expand services lUlder section 257.3571. The federal revenue earned lUlder this 
subdivision is available for these purposes lUltil the funds are expended. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.803, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IAUTHORITY TO DISBURSE FUNDS.] The commissioner, with the advice and consent of the 
advisory cOlUlcil established lUlder this section, may disburse trust fund money to any public or private nonprofit 
agency to fund a child abuse prevention program. State funds appropriated for child maltreatment prevention grants 
may be transferred to the children's trust fund special revenue accolUlt and are available to carry out this section. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [f3UBf3IDY PAy}'4£Nlli ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.] The commissioner of hUlnan services ma) ffiahe 
stissie) pa) mERts as ReeessaF) after fhe sl:l:l9siei,..;ea aesptieR agreemeflt is appre. ea ts shall enter into an adoption 
assistance agreement with an adoptive parent or parents who adopt a child who meets the eligibility requirements 
under title IV-E of the Social Security Act, United States Code, title 42, seefl.erl: sections 670 to 679a, or who otherwise 
meets the requirements in subdivision 4, is a MiRfleseta resieieRt ar.e is I±Rder guareiaRship 8f the eemmissisREr sr 
sf a lieeRSed ehile plaeir.g agefley after the fiRal deeree sf adsptisR is issl:I:ee. The sussie) pay meRts and any 
Sl;lssEE}l;leRt mseifieatisRs ts fhe sl;lssie) pay meAts shall "Se sasee SA the Reeds sf the aaeptea perssA that the 
esmmissisREf has eetermiflea eafL ..... st se met I;lsffig sfr.er feSS1:l:fees iRell;laiAg prsgrams a"failasle ts t:fte aesfltea pefssfl 
aFta tfle aaeptiT. e flafePtt sr pareR-ts. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SUBSIDY ADOPTION ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT. J The placing agency shall certify a child as eligible 
for a sl;lssia) adoption assistance according to rules promulgated by the commissioner. When a parent or parents 
are found and approved for adoptive placement of a child certified as eligible for a sussie) adoption assistance, and 
before the final decree of adoption is issued, a written agreement must be entered into by the commissioner, the 
adoptive parent or parents, and the placing agency. The written agreement must be in the form prescribed by the 
commissioner and must set forth the responsibilities of all parties, the anticipated duration of the sl:H3sie) adoption 
assistance payments, and the payment terms. The sl:lssidy adoption assistance agreement shall be subject to the 
commissioner's approval. 
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The Es:ff'lffi:issisfler shall previEle aEisptisA st±esieies te the aasf'ti. e parent s£ par€Rts aEE8raiRg t8 the teFffiS sf the 
st±9sia) agreemeFl-t. The sl:tssia) ma) iAEltiae paynteflt fSf aasie malAteRaRee €)(f;leftses sf fesa, detfliflg, ar.d shelter; 
amount of adoption assistance is subject to the availability of state and federal funds and shall be determined through 
agreement with the adoptive parents. The agreement shall take into consideration the circumstances of the adopting 
parent or parents, the needs of the child being adopted and may provide ongoing monthly assistance, supplemental 
maintenance expenses related to the adopted person's special need5~L norunedical expenses periodically necessary for 
purchase of services, items, or equipment related to the special needs;L and medical expenses. The placing agency or 
the adoptive parent or parents shall provide written documentation to support feE[U€sts the need for sttbsia) adoption 
assistance payments. The commissioner may require periodic reevaluation of ~ adoption assistance payments. 
The amount of tHe s$sia) raymeRt ongoing monthly adoption assistance granted may in no case exceed that which 
would be allowable for the child under foster family care and iE. subject to the availability of state and federal funds. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [ANNUAL AFFIDAVIT.] When sl:lBsiaies adoption assistance agreements are for more than one year, the 
adoptive parents or guardian or conservator shall annually present an affidavit stating whether the adopted person 
remains under their care and whether the need for sttbsiay adoption assistance continues to exist. The commissioner 
may verify the affidavit. The ~ adoption assistance agreement shall continue in accordance with its terms as 
long as the need for ~ adoption assistance continues and the adopted person is unae! 22 ) ea!s et age aRa is 
the legal or financial dependent of the adoptive parent or parents or guardian or conservator and i§. under 18 years 
of ~ The adoption assistance agreement may be extended to ~ 22 as allowed .£y rules adopted h the 
commissioner. Termination or modification of the ~ adoption assistance agreement may be requested by the 
adoptive parents or subsequent guardian or conservator at any time. When the commissioner determines that a child 
is eligible for adoption assistance under Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, United States Code, title 42, sections 670 
to 676 679a, the commissioner shall modify the sl:lBsiay adoption assistance agreement in order to obtain the funds 
under that act. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS.] The placing agency shall determine the child's eligibility for adoption 
assistance under title IV-E of the Social Security Act. If the child does not qualify, the placing agency shall certify a 
child as eligible for a state ffiRaea sl:lBsiay state funded adoption assistance only if the following criteria are met: 

(a) A plaeemeRt agenEji Ras maEle feas8RaBle eHerts te plaee tP.e eRila fef aEie}3tisn .. itRel:lt st:H9siEi), a1:lt Ras \;leeR 
l:ffisHeeessfuJ; ef Due to the child's characteristics or circumstances it would be difficult to provide the child and 
adoptive home without adoption assistance . 

.ililill A placement agency has made reasonable efforts to place the child for adoption without subsidy adoption 
assistance, but has been unsuccessful; or 

fBiill the child's licensed foster parents desire to adopt the child and it is determined by the placing agency thah 

fl1 the adoption is in the best interest of the childy-afltl 

(2) 6lie ts tfle ehild's ehafaete!isBes ef ei!el;Hl'l:staRees it .. eti:lEl \;Ie eliffiel:llt te pre. iele the effilEl aft aaeJ9B Ie fleme 
"itftSlit suBsiEl); CHie. 

(c) The child has been a ward of the commissioner or lieeRsea a Minnesota-licensed child placing agency. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DETERMINATION OF RESIDENCY.] A child who is a resident of any county in this state when 
eligibility for s1:tlssiEl) adoption assistance is certified shall remain eligible and receive tHe sttbsiEi) adoption assistance 
in accordance with the terms of the ~ adoption assistance agreement, regardless of the domicile or residence 
of the adopting parents at the time of application for adoptive placement, legal decree of adoption, or thereafter. 
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Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [REIMBURSEMENT OF COSTS.] Subject to rules of the commissioner, and the provisions of this 
subdivision a Minnesota-licensed child placing agency Q!:. county social service agency shall receive a reimbursement 
from the commissioner equal to 100 percent of the reasonable and appropriate CDst of providing Sf }3l:ifERasiRg 
adoption services for a child certified as eligible for a 5liesiel) I iREh:laiflg adoption assistance. Such assistance may 
include adoptive family recruitment, counseling, and special training when needed. A Minnesota-licensed child 
placing agency shall receive reimbursement for adoption services it purchases for or directly provides to!!!l eligible 
child. A county social service agency shall receive such reimbursement only for adoption services it purchases for 
£!l eligible child, 

fl Minnesota-licensed child placing agency or county social service agency seeking reimbursement under this 
subdivision shall enter into ~ reimbursement agreement with the commissioner before providing adoption services 
for which reimbursement is sought. No reimbursement under this subdivision shall be made to an agency for services 
provided prior to entering a reimbursement agreement, Separate reimbursement agreements shall be made for each 
child and separate records shall be kept Q!! each child for whom ~ reimbursement agreement is made, Funds 
encumbered and obligated under such an agreement for the child remain available until the terms of the agreement 
are fulfilled or the agreement is terminated, 

Sec, 38, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.40, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd, 8, [INDIAN CHILDREN,] The commissioner is encouraged to work with American Indian organizations 
to assist in the establishment of American Indian child adoption organizations able to be licensed as child placing 
agencies, Children certified as eligible for a st±Bsicl.y adoption assistance under this section who are protected under 
the Federal Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 should, whenever possible, be served by the tribal governing body, tribal 
courts, or a licensed Indian child placing agency, 

Sec. 39, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259,40, subdivision 9, is amenq.ed to read: 

Subd, 9, [EFFECT ON OTHER AID,] Stffisiel) Adoption assistance payments received under this section shall not 
affect eligibility for any other financial payments to which a person may otherwise be entitled, 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 525.539, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2, "Guardian" means a person or entity who is appointed by the court to exercise all of the powers and 
duties designated in section 525.56 for the care of an incapacitated person or that person's estate, or both, 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 525.551, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [NOTIFICA nON 01-' COMMI6SIOMBR 01-' lIUMA~1 6ERVICE5.] If Ifle ".". er eenser'ralee is a patient 
of a state hospital isl' tfie ffieRtally ill, SF esmmitteei is theL regional center, Qf. ill!Y state-operated service has .e 
guardianship or conservatorship established, modified, or terminated, the head of the state hospitaL regional center, 
or state-operated service shall be notified, If a ward or conservatee is under the guardianship or conservatorship of 
the commissioner of human services as mentally retarded or dependent and neglected or is under the temporary 
custody of the commissioner of human services, the court shall notify the commissioner of human services ef-.tfte 
appSiflH'Aet it sf a g1:laFsiafl, eSRSeF\ atsl' Sf Sl:lE€eSSSf g1:laraiaR Sf eSRsefVaiSf sf fue estate sf the wara Sf eSRSer. atee 
if the public guardianship or conservatorship is established, modified, or terminated. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.559, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5. [TRAINING REVENUE. J The commissioner of human services shall submit claims for federal 
rei~ement earned through the activ~ and services suPrortedthrough dep~ent of human se~es child 
protection or child welfare training funds, Federal revenue earned must be used to improve and expand training 
services Qy the department. The department expenditures eligible for federal reimbursement under this section must 
not be made from federal funds or funds used to match other federal funds. The federal revenue earned under this 
ffiiliiliv~i~i~r thesepurp05es until the funds are exp€ndecr.-- -----
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Sec. 43. [BASIC SLIDING FEE; ALLOCATION.] 

Sec. 44. [PINE COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICE GRANT APPLICATION PROCESS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION FOR DEMONSTRATION PROJECT.] The commissioner of human services shall 
allow Pine county to send ~ letter of intent in lieu of completing a grant application to ~ for categorical social 
service funding as part of a four-year intergovernmental agreement demonstration project. The demonstration project 
~ an alternative method of obtaining social service funding which i§. part of £. larger project to simplify and 
consolidate social services planning and reporting in Pine county, The demonstration project is an effort to streamline 
plalUling and remove administrative burdens on smaller cOlUlties. 

Subd. b. [SOCIAL SERVICE PLAN.] Pine county must amend its social service plan within 12 months of receiving 
funding to incorporate the requirements of the grant application process into the social service plan. 

Subd.2" [COMPUANCE AND MONITORING.] The commissioner may terminate the demonstration project it Pine 
county ~ not using the categorical funding for the intended purpose. The commissioner shall send Pine county ! 
60-day notice and provide an opportunity for Pine county to appeal before terminating the project. 

Subd.1:. [REPORT.} The commissioner shall report to the legislature annually beginning Ianuary.1. 1995. The 
report shall evaluate Pine county's intergovernmental agreements project and also the advantages of the alternative 
funding process for counties with a population under 30,000. 

Sec. 45. [EFFECTNE DATES.] 

Sections 31 ~d 43 are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 4 

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.275, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PROGRAM.] The commissioner of human services shall establish a statewide program to provide 
support for persons with mental retardation or related conditions to live as independently as possible in the 
community. An objective of the program is to reduce UlUlecessary use of intermediate care facilities for persons with 
mental retardation or related conditions and home and community-based services. The commissioner shall reimburse 
county boards for the PF8visieR sf semi-independent living services lieeflsea By tfte esH1::T:'fl.issieRef fH:l:fStiaRt te 
provided Qy agencies or individuals that meet the applicable standards of sections 245A.01 to 245A.16 and 252.28, and 
for the provision of one-time living allowances to secure and furnish a home for a p'erson who will receive 
semi-independent living services under this section, if other public funds are not available for the allowance. 

For the purposes of this section, "semi-independent living services" means training and assistance in managing 
money, preparing meals, shopping, maintaining personal appearance and hygiene, and other activities which are 
needed to maintain and improve an adult with mental retardation or a related condition's capability to live in the 
community. Eligible persons.:. ill must be age 18 or older, f.t1l:lst Reealess tftBf'J: a 24 hem' filaR sf ERfe, ana.c.ffi must 
be Wlable to function independently without semi-independent living servicesi. and m must not be at risk of 
placement in an intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation in the absence of less restrictive services. 

Semi-independent living services costs and one-time living allowance costs may be paid directly by the county, or 
may be paid by the recipient with a voucher or cash issued by the county. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.275, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS AND TRANSFER OF FUNDS TO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.] ill The 
commissioner shall make every reasonable effort to maximize the use of federal funds for semi-independent living 
services. ' 

ill The commissioner shall reduce the payments to be made under this section to each county from Ianuary L,1994 
to Tune 29.z. 1996. Qy the amount' of the state share of medical assistance reimbursement for services other than 
residential services provided under the home- and community-based waiver program under section 256B.092 from 
Ianuary L 1994 to Tune ~ 1996, for clients for whom the county i§. financially responsible and who have been 
transferred £y the county from the semi-independent living services program to the home- and community-based 
waiver program. Unless otherwise specified, all reduced amoWlts shall be transferred to the medical assistance state 
account. 

!£l For fiscal year 1997, the base appropriation available under this section shall be reduced Qy the amount of the 
state share of medical assistance reimbursement for services other than residential services provided under the home
and community-based waiver program authorized in section 256B.092 from Ianuary .1.1995 to December R 1995, for 
persons who have been transferred from the semi-independent living services program to the home- and 
community-based waiver program. The base appropriation for the medical assistance state account shall be increased 
£y the same amount. . 

@ For purposes of calculating the guaranteed floor Wlder subdivision 4b and to establish the calendar year 1996 
allocations, each county's original allocation for calendar year 1995 shall be reduced Qy the amount transferred to the 
state medical assistance account under paragraph ill during the six ·months ending Q!l Iune 2!11995. For purposes 
of calculating the guaranteed floor under subdivision 4b and to establish the calendar year 1997 allocations. each 
county's original allocation for calendar year 1996 shall be reduced.£v. the amount transferred to the state medical 
assistance accOWlt under paragraph ill during the six months ending .Q!!. Iune ~ 1996. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992,-section 252.41, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [DAY TRAINING AND HABILITATION SERVICES FOR ADULTS WITH MENTAL RETARDATION, 
RELATED CONDITIONS.] "Day training and habilitation services for adults with mental retardation and related 
conditions" means services that: 

(1) include supervision, training, assistance, and supported employment, work-related activities, or other 
community-integrated activities des~gned and implemented in accordance with the individual service and individual 
habilitation plans required under Minnesota Rules, parts 9525.0015 to 9525.0165, to help an adult reach and maintain 
the highest possible level of independence, productivity, and integration into the community; 

(2) are provided under contract with the county where the services are delivered by a vendor licensed Wlder 
sections 245A.01 to 245A.16 and 252.28, subdivision 2, to provide day training and habilitation services; and 

(3) are regularly provided to one or more adults with mental retardation or related conditions in a place other than 
the adult's own home or residence unless medically contraindicated. 

Day training and habilitation services reimbursable under this section do not include special education and related 
services as defined in the Education of the Handicapped Act, United States Code, title 20, chapter 33, section 1401, 
clauses (6) and (17), or vocational services funded under section 110 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, United States 
Code, title 29, section 720, as amended. 

Sec.4. [252.450] [AGREEMENTS WITH BUSINESSES TO PROVIDE SUPPORT AND SUPERVISION OF PERSONS 
WITH MENTAL RETARDATION OR RELATED·CONDITIONS IN COMMUNITY-BASED EMPLOYMENT.] 
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Subd. b [VENDOR P ARTICIPA TION AND REIMBURSEMENT.] Notwithstanding reguirements in chapter 245A, 
and sections 252.28, 252.40 to 252.46, and 256B.501, vendors of day training and habilitation services may enter into 
written agreements with qualified businesses to provide additional training and supervision needed £y individuals 
to maintain their employment. 

Subd.l. [AGREEMENT SPECIFICATIONS.] Agreements must include the following: 

ill the ~ and amount of supervision and support to be provided Qy the business to the individual in accordance 
with their needs as identified in their individual service plan; 

ill the methods used to periodically assess the individual's satisfaction with their work, training, and support; 

ill the measures taken Qy the qualified business and the vendor to ensure the health, safety, and protection of the 
individual during working hours, including the reporting of abuse and neglect under state law and rules; 

ill the training and support services the vendor will provide to the qualified business, including the frequency of 
on-site supervision and support; and 

ill!!!Y payment to be made to the qualified business !!y the vendor. Payment to the business must be limited to: 

ill. additional costs of training coworkers and managers that exceed ordinary and customary training costs and are 
~ direct result of employing a person with mental retardation or a related condition; and 

ilil additional costs for training, supervising, and assisting the person with mental retardation or a related condition 
that exceed normal and customary costs required for performing similar tasks or duties. . 

Payments made to ~ qualified business under this section must not include incentive payments to the qualified 
business or salary supplementation for the person with mental retardation or a related condition. 

Subd . .i [CLIENT PROTECTION.] Persons receiving training and support under this section may not be denied 
their rights or procedural protections under section 256.045, subdivision ~ or 256B.092, including the county agency's 
responsibility to arrange for appropriate services, as necessary, in the event that persons lose their i2Q. or the contract 
with the qualified business is terminated. 

Subd. ~ [VENDOR PA YMENT.]li!l For purposes of this section, the vendor shall bill and the commissioner shall 
reimburse for full-day or partial-day services that would otherwise have been paid to the vendor for providing direct 
services provided that: 

ill the vendor provides services and payments to the business that enable the business to perform services for the 
client that the vendor would otherwise need to perform; and 

ill ~ client for whom ~ rate will be billed was receiving full-time services from the vendor Q!! or before h!!v. L. 
1993, and ~ rate will allow the client to work with support in a community business instead of receiving any other 
service from the vendor. 

ill Medical assistance reimbursement of services provided to persons receiving day training and habilitation 
services under this section i§. subject to the limitations on reimbursement for vocational services under federal law 
and regulation. 

Sec. 5. [252.451] [VENDOR REQUIREMENTS.] 

The requirements 'of MhUlesota Rules, parts 9525.1500 !Q. 9525.1690 governing vendors of day training and 
habilitation services are amended as provided in paragraphs !ill. to !!L 

!ill. Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9525.1620. subpart b item ~ orientation must be completed within the 
first 60 days of employment. 

ill Employees of a business who ~ subsequently employed Qv. the day training and habilitation program to 
provide i2Q. supports to ~ client at the business site are exempt from the requirements of Minnesota Rules, part 
9525.1620 except for the explanation required in subpart b. item &. subitem 111. 
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hlNotwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9525.1590. subpartb. vendors must annually collect data for each person 
receiving employment services that ~ current as of the last day of the calendar year and includes: 

ill the ~ of employment activity, location, and i2£ title; 

ill the number of hours the person worked ~ weeki 

ill the number of disabled coworkers receiving vendor services ill. the same work site where the person for whom 
the data is reported is working; and 

ill the number of nondisabled and nonsubsidized coworkers employed at the work site. 

@ Space owned or leased Qy £. vendor that .!§. used solely E! office space for a community-integrated program is 
exempt from MiIU1€Sota Rules, parts 9525.1520, subpart b. item ~ subitems 111. Q1. and H1. and 9525.1650. 

ill the services are temporary. with an anticipated duration of not more than 60 calendar days. for example when 
~ person begins services or is between community jobs and must spend some portion of each service day involved 
in the community; 

ill at least 75 percent of the service week is provided outside the office site in the community: 

ill the use of the space is for planning meetings or other individualized meetings with persons receiving support: 
2! 

ill the person.!§. in transit to ~i.QQ.-site or other community-based site. 

ill Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9525.1630. subparts 4 and ~ the vendor is required to assess and reassess 
persons in the areas specified in Minnesota- Rules, part 9525.1630, subpart ~ items.!! to!k as authorized ~ the case 
manager. Items not specifically authorized are not required. 

This section expires on the effective date of the consolidated licensing rules. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.46, is amended to read: 

252.46 [PAYMENT RATES.] 

Subdivision 1. [RATES.] Payment rates to vendors, except regional centers, for county-funded day training and 
habilitation services and transportation provided to persons receiving day training and habilitation services established 
by a county board are governed by subdivisions 2 to H 19. "Pay=t.Rel'1.t Fate" as usee Ht s1:il3eivlslsfls 2 ts 11 feiefs ts 
tftree 18:1 LeS si ~&yffieflt fates The commissioner shall approve the following three payment rates for services provided 
Qy!!, vendor: 

ill a full-day service rate for persons who receive at least six service hours a day, including the time it takes to 
transport the person to and from the service site; 

ill a partial-day service rate that must not exceed 75 percent of the full-day service rate for persons who receive 
less than a full day of service; and 

ill a transportation rate for providing, or arranging and paying for, transportation of a person to and from the 
person's residence to the service site. 

Medical assistance rates for home and community-based service provided under section 256B.50L subdivision ~ 
!?Y licensed vendors of day training and habilitation services must not be greater than the rates for the same services 
established ~ counties under sections 252.40 to 252.47. For ~ dependent persons with special needs the 
commissioner may approve an exception to the approved payment rate under section 256B.501. subdivision 4 or 8. 
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Subd. 2. IRATE MINIMUM.] Unless a variance is granted under subdivision 6, the minimum payment rates set 
by a county board for each vendor must be equal to the payment rates approved by the commissioner for that vendor 
in effect January 1 of the previous calendar year. 

Subd.3. [RATE MAXIMUM.] Unless a variance is granted under subdivision 6, the maximum payment rates for 
each vendor for a calendar year must be equal to the payment rates approved by the commissioner for that vendor 
in effect December 1 of the previous calendar year. The commissioner of finance shall include as a budget change 
request in each bieIUlial detailed expenditure budget submitted to the legislature under section 16A.ll annual inflation 
adjustments in reimbursement rates for each vendor, based upon the projected percentage change in the urban 
consumer price index, all items, published by the United States Department of Labor, for· the upcoming calendar year 
over the current calendar year. The commissioner shall not provide an annual inflation adjustment for the biennium 
ending June 30, 1993. 

Subd.4. [NEW VENDORS.] ii!l Payment rates established by a county for a new vendor for which there were no 
previous rates must not exceed 95 percent of the greater of 125 percent of the statewide median rates or 125 percent 
of the average payment rates in the regional development commission district under sections 462.381 to 462,396 in 
which the new vendor is located tmless the criteria in paragraph ill are met. VtReR at least §g pef€€flt sf tAe peFS8Rs 
ts ee sep;; Ea 13, tRe ne',. i eRasf are P€FSSRS aisEfiafgea Hsm a Fegisftal treafHlefl:t EeRter Sft 8F akeF Jaft1:laFY 1, 199G, 
tRe FeeSft\H\eRaea paym€ftt Fates fSF tRe fte';I veRasF shall RSt e3(eeeel R. i€e the EtiffeRt state'diele a-'". efage pa-,. BleRt 
ffileso 

Fer J91:ffj3ases sf tkis s~ ai. isiaR, r SFsaRS aisERargea tram tRe regieRal treatffieRt EeRteF as Ret H .Eleele peFSSRS ,i hs 
reEei. ea tsmflsFaFY eal'e I;;\RaeF seetisR 2s2A,111, stffieivisieR a, 

ill A payment rate equal to 200 percent of the statewide average rates shall be assigned to persons served Qy the 
new vendor when those persons are persons with Y£!Y severe self-injurious or assaultive behaviors, persons with 
medical conditions requiring delivery of physician-prescribed medical interventions at one-to-one staffing for at least 
15 minutes each time ~ are performed, or persons discharged from a regional treatment center after May .1.1993, 
to the vendor's program, All other persons for whom the new service is needed must be assigned a rate equal to 95 
percent of the greater of 125 percent of the statewide median ~ or 125 percent of the regional average rates, 
whichever is higher, and the maximum- payment rate that may be recommended is determined Qy multiplying the 
number of clients at each limit Qy the rate corresponding to that limit and dividing the sum Qv. the total number of 
clients, When the recommended payment rates exceed 95 percent of 125 percent of the greater of the statewide 
median£!: regional average rates, whichever is higher, the COtmty must include documentation verifying the medical 
or behavioral needs of clients, The approved payment rates must be based on 12 months budgeted expenses divided 
!!v. at least 90 percent of authorized service units associated with the new vendor's licensed capacity. The county~ 
include documentation verifying the person's discharge from a regional treatment center and that admission of new 
clients to existing services eligible for ~ ~ variance under subdivision ~ ~ considered before recommending 
payment rates for ~ new vendor. Nothing in this subdivision permits development of ~ new program that primarily 
results in refinancing of services for individuals already receiving services in existing programs. 

Subd,5. [SUBMITIING RECOMMENDED RATES.] The county board shall submit recommended payment rates 
to the commissioner on forms supplied by the commissioner at least 60 days before revised payment rates or payment 
rates for new vendors are to be effective. The forms must ~ include the COtmty board's written verification of 
the individual documentation required under section 252.44, clause (a). If the fi:L::H'J.'\l3el sf eia)S ef sep,'iee }9Fsdaea 
B} a HeeRSea • eRear Me J3rejeeted ts iRErease, tto.e EeHnty Bsale IftHst reeemmeRa fla'fiReRt Fates basea eft tRe 
}3l'ejeeteEi HteFeaSea aa) 5 sf atteRaBl'lee ana lesl;\ltiftg le.i eF fler 1:Iftit aJEea eests. ReeaHtftleRe1ea mEf'eases iH J3a) RleRt 
fates fSF • eRasFs WRase apple. ee raymeRt rates aFe ten SF mel'e tRB:lt teR rEf'EeRt sels .. t the state ii iee meElian 
fla) BleAt Fates ml:1:st be eEJ:l;;\al ta the manift\1;im iREFeases a:llsHea fel #tat • €f.esl ttltaef 6ttSei i isiSIt 6, If a vendor 
prOVides services at more than one licensed site, the county board may recommend the same payment rates for each 
site based on the average rate for all sites. The county board may also recommend differing payment rates for each 
licensed site if it would result in a total annual payment to the vendor that is equal to or less than the total annual 
payment that would result if the average rates had been used for all sites. For purposes of this subdivision, the 
average payment rate' for all service sites used by a vendor must be computed by adding the amounts that result 
when the payment rates for each licensed site are multiplied by the projected annual number of service units to be 
provided at that site and dividing the sum of those amounts by the total units of service to be provided by the vendor 
at all sites. 
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Subd. 6. [VARIANCES.} ill A variance from the minimum or maximum payment rates in subdivisions 2 and 3 
may be granted by the commissioner when the vendor requests and the cmmty board submits to the commissioner 
a written variance request on forms supplied £y the commissioner with the recommended payment rates. +I:te 
€sH'll".flissisfl:€r shall aevelst3 19y Oetei:Jel' I, 1989; a l;:IflifsffR fSrfl'lat ter StteH'liSSiSR sf aael;l:ffi€fttaUsR tSF file V'aFiar.ee 
F€EII;f€stS. This {enRat BRan ae I.:l:sea by eaeR i €Ra.SF F€ql:1:€SRRg a • BfiaFtee. The terRi s'Rall 1ge elevelsJ3ea e, fl:te 
esffift'tissiSR€r ana shall ae Fe. ieweel19) f'erF€S€Rtafiv€s af aa .. oeaey af'!a file. ieler grsl:l:f's ana est:lPtaes. A variance 
to the rate maximum may be utilized for costs associated with compliance with state administrative rules, compliance 
with court orders, capital costs required for continued licensure, increased insurance costs, start-up and conversion 
costs for supported employment, direct service staff salaries and benefits, aft€!: transportation. The setH tty eeaFs sftaH 
Fe. ie .. all '1eRaeFS' fla) meRt fates !:Rat iH'e teR 8F fA8Fe tftaR teR fleFeeRt Ie .. ef tHaFt fr.e statewiae meafaR pa)'ffieRt 
fates. If the eSl:l:1 ry eeteffl'l:iRes fAat fr.e fla) nLeftt fates ae RSt t'Feviee sl:J:#ieieRt Fe .. eftl:le ts tI=le • eRBsr FeF al:lllisFi:z:ea 
seFviee aeli. ery tHe ESl:1ftf} ffll:J:st FeeeR1:ffl:efte a • aFiaRee 1±r:u:i.eF tHis seetieR. V¥fl:efl fAe eeliP.fy= seaFe eSRtFaets fSF 
iReFeasee ser. iees kSffi aR) ; eReer FeF seffie SF all iAeh iEil:lals Feeeir:iAg sep\; iees kern tRe ; enaeF, tHe eSHnty seara 
sRall Fe. ie ... tR€ veReer's ~a)'ffi€Rt rates te aeteFftl::1Re '\ ffiether tfle iREFease reEfl:liFes tfiat a r:aFiaA€€ te tHe miflimHffi 
rates se Feeeffi:ffiefleeeHRaef tRis seefieR ts FeAeet tfte VeflaSf'S Ie, ler peF HAit fi)(ea e8sts'L and other program related 
~ when any of the criteria in clauses ill to ill!§. also met: 

ill change ~ necessary to comply with licensing citations; 

ill S. significant change i§. approved £y the commissioner under section 252.28 that i§. necessary to provide 
authorized services to new clients with ~ severe self-injurious 2!: assaultive behavior. or medical conditions 
requiring delivery of physician-prescribed medical interventions requiring one-to-one staffing for at least 15 minutes 
each time they are performed. or to new clients directly discharged to the vendor's program from a regional treatment 
center; or 

ill a significant increase in the average level of staffing is needed to provide authorized services approved £y the 
commissioner under section 252.28. that ~ necessitated £y a decrease in licensed capacity or loss of clientele when 
counties choose alternative services under Laws 1992. chapter 513, article 2t. section 4l. 

~ variance under this paragraph may be approved only it the costs .to the medical assistance program do not 
exceed the medical assistance costs for all clients served h the alternatives and all clients remaining in the existing 
services. 

ill A variance to the rate minimum may be granted when ill the county board contracts for increased services from 
a vendor for some or all individuals receiving services from the vendor lower ~ unit fixed costs result 2!:ill when 
the actual costs of delivering authorized service over a 12-month contract period have decreased. 

i£.l The written variance request under this subdivision must include documentation that all the following criteria 
have been met: 

(1) The commissioner and the county board have both conducted a review and have identified a need for a change 
in the payment rates and recommended an effective date for the change in the rate. 

(2) The pF8f'8sea eRimges aFe reEfl:l::iFea FeF the ; eRa SF te aeli. er al:ltflealiea inei naHal seFYiees iR aft effeetive afta 
effieieRt ataflReF. 

f4t The vendor documents ~at tRe eh8:Itges e8fb.st Be affiievee By reaHeeatiRg efforts to reallocate current staff eF 

sy realleeafiflg fina:A:eial lese l:lfees. 

(5) The ee",,!;, Bea,,! s..e,.,;!s e,iaeRee Ihalthe Reea ler and.om: additional stall staffing needs cannot be met by 
using temporary special needs rate exceptions lUlder Minnesota Rules, parts 9510.1020 to 9510.1140. 

ill The vendor documents that financial resources have been reallocated before applying- for ~ variance. No 
variance may be granted for equipment. supplies. or other capital expenditures when depreciation expense for repair 
and replacement of such items is part of the ~ rate. 

ill For variances related to loss of clientele. the vendor documents the other program and administrative expenses. 
if any. that have been reduced. 
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~ ill The county board submits verification of the conditions for which the variance is requested, a description 
of the nature and cost of the proposed changes, and how the county will monitor the use of money by the vendor 
to make necessary changes in services. 

(7) !ill. The county board's recommended payment rates do not exceed 95 percent of the greater of 125 percent of 
the Current €aleRaar ) eaT's statewide median or 125 percent of the regional average payment rates'L whichever is 
higher, for each of the regional commission districts under sections 462.381 to 462.396 in which the vendor ~ located 
except for the following: when a variance is recommended to allow authorized service delivery to new clients with 
severe self-injurious or assaultive behaviors or with medical conditions requiring delivery of physician prescribed 
medical interventions, or to persons being directly discharged from !!. regional treatment center to the vendor's 
program, those persons must be assigned a payment rate of 200 percent of the Current statewide average rates. All 
other clients receiving services from the vendor must be assigned a payment rate equal to the vendor's current rate 
illliess the vendor's current rate exceeds 95 percent of 125 percent of the statewide median or 125 percent of the 
regional average payment rates, whichever is higher. When the vendor's rates exceed 95 percent of 125 percent of 
the statewide median or 125 percent of the regional average rates, the maximum rates assigned to all other clients 
must be equal to the greater of 95 percent of 125 percent of the statewide median or 125 percent of the regional 
average rates. The maximum payment rate that may be recommended for the vendor illlder these conditions is 
determined £y multiplying the number of clients !!.! each limit £y the rate corresponding to that limit and then 
dividing the sum Qy the total number of clients. 

ill The vendor has not received a variance under this subdivision in the past II months. 

@ The commissioner shall have 60 calendar days from the date of the receipt of the complete request to accept 
or reject it, or the request shall be deemed to have been granted. If the commissioner rejects the request, the 
commissioner shall state in writing the specific objections to the request and the reasons for its rejection. 

Subd.7. [TIMB RilQUIRIlMIl~ITS AND APPBAL€ PRGCIlS5 FOR VARIANCIl5 RATE RECONSIDERATIONS.] 
The esfllR"IissisRer sliall Rstiry, in 'NFitiAg eSl±Rty Beards reE(l:lestir-tg varial.ees \dtkiA 69 flays sf r€eei. ing the. ariaREe 
refltlest frsm the eSUI\f} Bsarfl. The RstifieatisR shall gi. e reassRS ~r aemal sf the • ariaAEe, if it is aeRiea. A host 
county that disagrees with a rate decision of the commissioner under subdivision 6 or 9 may request reconsideration 
Qy the commissioner within 45 days after the date the host county received notification of the commissioner's decision. 
The request must state the reasons why the host county is requesting reconsideration of the rate decision and present 
evidence explaining the host county's disagreement with the rate decision. 

The conunissioner shall review the host county's evidence and provide the host county with written notification 
of the decision on the request within 60 days. The commissioner's decision on the request i§. final. 

Until a reconsideration request is decided, payments must continue at a rate the commissioner determines complies 
with this section. If. ~ higher rate is approved, the commissioner shall order ~ retroactive payment as determined in 
the commissioner's decision. 

Subd.8. [COMMISSIONER'S NOTICE TO BOARDS, VENDORS.] The conurussioner shall notify the county boards 
and vendors of.,. 

fl1 the average regional payment rates aR€i" 95 percent of 125 percent of the average regional payments rates for 
each of the regional development commission districts designated in sections 462.381 to 462.396~" 95 percent of 
125 percent of the statewide median rates, and 200 percent of the statewide average rates. 

(2) tke prejeeteel iftflatieR rate fer tile ) ear in. ... mEh the rates .. ill ee eUe€ave eql:laJ te the mest Ie€eflt pffljeetea 
Ehaflge iR tl=te tlrbafl eeRS1:tR"ler 13f'iee iRfle3E, all items, pl:l131isfied by the Uftited States DeJ3artffieRt ef Laasr, fst th:e 
1:tfJEemiRg ealeRaar year s. er fr.e EBneRt ealeRear ) ear. 

Subd.9, [APPROVAL OR DENIAL OF RATES.] The commissioner shall approve the county board's recommended 
payment rates when the rates and verification justifying the projected service units comply with subdivisions 2 to W 
18. The commissioner shall notify the county board in writing of the approved payment rates within 60 days of 
receipt of the rate recommendations. If the rates are not approved, or if rates different from those originally 
recommended are approved, the commissioner shall within 60 days of receiving the rate recommendation notify the 
county board in writing of the reasons for denying or substituting a different rate for the recommended rates, 
Approved payment rates remain effective until the commissioner approves different rates in accordance with 
subdivisions 2 and 3. 
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Subd. 10. [VENDOR'S REPORT; AUDIT.} The vendor shall report to the commissioner and the COllllty board on 
forms prescribed by the commissioner at times specified by the commissioner. The reports shall include programmatic 
and fiscal information. Fiscal information shall be provided in accordance with an annual audit that complies with 
the requirements of Minnesota Rules, parts 9550.0010 to 9550.0092. The audit must be done in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards to result in statements that include a balance sheet, income statement, changes 
in financial position, and the certified public accountant's opinion. The audit must provide supplemental statements 
for each day training and habilitation program with an approved unique set of rates. 

Subd. 11. [IMPROPER TRANSACTIONS. I Transactions that have the effect of circumventing subdivisions 1 to M 
18 must not be considered by the commissioner for the purpose of payment rate approval under the principle that 
the substance of the transaction previlils over the form. 

SHad. 12. [RATES ESTABLISHeD APTeR 1999,} Uflless a variaA,ee is grallted t:mder sl:lJ;.divisisR 6, pa)'HleRt rates 
established e) a eel1flly fer ealeRs.ar )e.u 199(;) ailS. · .... hieh are iR effeet Deeemeer 31,199(;), remaiR iH effeet lIHsl It:tHe 
39,1991. Pa)ffleRt rates estaBlisheS. By a ee~lty BearS. ts ee paiS. t8 a ,eAdsr SA ar after Jt:dy 1, 1991, ffll:lst ae 
aetermiFled lIflder perRlaAeR:t fHles adapted B) the eSfftflt:issieHer. UFl:til permaRERt rl1les are aEiopted, the pa)IReRt 
rates fflHst be aeterfRiFl:ed aeeofaiRg ta sU13di; isieRs 1 te 11 e3EEept for the peFied freRI ]l:lly 1, 1991, threllgh Deeem13er 
31, 1991, "heR the ffterease determffied lIRder sll13di. isiefl 3 ffil1st Ret e3(Eeed the prejeeted pereeRtage ehar.ge ift the 
I1reaH eeRSllRler priee iRde)" all iteRls, pllBlishes. B) the Unitea States DepartRleftt of LaBsr, fer the ellffeRt ealeRaar 
) ear '8, eF the pre. i8HS ealefldaf ) ear. PJ8 eSllftt) shall pay a rate that is less thaR the m1Rimllffl rate determ1fted 13y 
the EeHl1'RissioRer. 

1ft s.evelopiRg proEed1::lres fer settiAg miniHH:l:ffl paymeRt rates af\d pfSEedl:lfeS fer esta131ishiftg paymeRt rates, the 
eefRmissisRer shall eeRsider the fells" iflg faeters: 

(1) a veAder's payment rate aRd histsFieal ESSt ifl tl'le pre, iSl;;lS year; 

(2) E1::l:freRt eesflsmiE treRes altd eSRditioR:s; 

(3) essts that a '+ eREIsl mHst iRellr te sperate efREieRtiy, effeEt:i. el) aRe eeeRsmieall) aRa still pre :iee lrai:RiRg aHa 
Ra&ilitatistl sen iEes -!:hat eompl, '0 ith tJ:Hality staRsarss reEf:lIiree B) state aHa feeerA:I regl:llatisHs; 

(4) iAereases liaBility iRSl:l:raR€e eosts; 

(3) essts ifl€l:lrreS fsr the ae ... elopmeRt alia eStlSRHatieR of sl:lJ3perlea empIs) meRt serviees; 

(6) esst • ariatisAs iR pre. idiR:g seFco iees te fJesple 'lith: aiffereHt fleees; 

(7) the adeEf:Hae) ef reil"E'tl9l:lrSemeRt rates that are H.sre thai. 15 pereeRt J;.els .. ,' the state II i€le a'. erage; &Ra 

The esfflfFlissisfler me) ee V"elsfJ fJfseeal:lres ts €stai:JliSfl dilferiR-g heHrly rates that tal(e iRte aE€SHHt variatisfls i:t'. 
the AHmlger sf elieRts f3er staff hSllr, to assess the Reea fsr €lay l=Faiffif:tg altd haBililaaSfl serviees, aile ts eeAtroi the 
Htilizsatiofl: sf serviees, 

1ft ee ielSfJir.g prseeettfeS fsr settiftg traAs¥,srtatieR fates, the eeHlffiissiefler may eeRsider allel' iflg the eSl1fl~ beara 
ts set tRese fates sr ma) eeflsiaer se. elepiRg a "Hnifefm staR:aara. 

Mes..ieal assisffiRee rates fer kSffI£ aRe eSfflffi~til) eases.. seF\ iees prsvisea HRser seetieR 236"8 . .391 e) IieeRsea 
'1eRsot's of de) HaiRiRg aild ka13ilitatieR sep, iees ffiHSt Aet J;.e greater tRail the rates fer tRe same serviees estaelished: 
B) eSlHtries Hf'Iaer seeriefls 232.4Q te 2§2,47. 
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5.s,1. 13. [RBVIBW AND RBVI5ION Of PROCBDURES fOR RATE EXCEPTIO~JS POll. VERY DEPE~JDENT 
PER~OM~ ''\fITH SPBC!llL .NEE[)§,.] The eSfftmjssisfI€f' shall feyie',1 the pr8eeal:tfES establisheS. ifl Miru\essta Rldles, 
pafts 9319.1929 to 9519.1140, tftat eBl±FI:ties ffll;l;st fells,.' to seek al;ltR8fizatisR Esl' a meeiieal assista:rLEE fate EllE€paSR 

fer SEFIo iees fer • EFj aep€ReieRt p€rSBRS •• itR s)3eeial ReeaS. TRE ESffiffiissisREr BRaB Bt='flsiRt aR aeviset') tasle terEe 
ta ;. ed, Hit1=t tfi€ es:t=flifti:ssiSRer. Meffieers af thE tasle fSfEE ffil:lst rneluae ; fRS-SfS, pre'! iaeF5, aaV8eates, aRa 
e8RSl;lffiErs. After ESRsieleriRg tRE tEe8ff1HtEReiat=isfis sf ERe ael, iSBr) task fSIee aRa eSl:l:[tEj ratE setfiflg prS€eal:lf€S 

cie \ etefl eel t;lltee}' t-Ris sEetieR, tl IE EsHl:H'l::issisFter sRan: 

(1) FE. ise aamiRistTati\ e prseEelt:H'€S as R€eESsary; 

(2) ifftJ:3leflleHt He .. Fe; ieti J:3FSeeaI:l:FES tSF es 1::l:Fl~ apJ:3lieatisRs tSF meaieal assista:1.eE FatE E3(eeptisRs tSF seF. iees 
fSF ; eF) depeRaeF1:t perSSRS .. itR sfleeial Reeds iR a ffiaflFlEF tRat aeeSl:lRts tSF sen iees available ts t-Re FEFSSR , 'itRiR 
the aJ9tJrsves. raymeRt Fates sf tRe VeRaeF; 

(3) rFS. iae fFaiRiRg aRa teeRffi:eal assistaliee ts ; eReers, rFS. iaeFs, aRe eet:l:Rties iPl l:lse sf prSeeat:l:f'eS gsvemiRg 
meaieal assistaPlee rate elEeeptisRs feF • er) depeReeRt perssRs ';lith speeia:l Pleeas aRa iR eSI::l:Fll=y Fate settiFtg 
prseeal:l:res establisHea l-iPlaef' tRis sl-ibeh isisPl; ar.a 

(1) aevelsp a strategy aRa imrlemeRtat=isR plall fsr ltitifeFm aata eelleet:isFt fst t:l:se in establisftfRg eEj:l-iitaBle 
ra) meRt Fates aRa ffiedieal aBsist8:1lee rate e3EeeptisRs ter sErviees pre. iaea by veRa8rs. 

Sl-i~ a, 11. [PILOT STU9Y, 1 The ESlTl:ff'lfssisReF may H tiE ate a p Hst payffteRt rate Sy stem l:ffiaeF seetisPl 2§2.17, The 
pilet pFe;eet nt8J esta~lisH tFaiRiRg aRa aeffisRsl.=FatisA sites, The flilet pa)'ffieRt rate By stem ml:l:st iRell:l:ae aetl:l:af 
traRsfefB sf fttRaB, Rst siml:llateel tFalLsfErs. The rilst pay ffiERt rate By stEm may iRYsi. e T. eRaSrS rep FeseRtiRg aiHefERt 
gesgraf!Fde 1 egisRS, ana rates sf reiffiB l-iFSeBieRt. PaftieipatisR iR the pilet flfsjeet is • ell±Fl:taFj . SeleetisR st 
paf'tieipants By tfie esH"l:ff1tissieFlEf' is baseel 8R tHe. ERaer'S sl:l~ffiissi8R sf a esmISlete applieatisR fSFm flFsviaea By 
tfle esl'f\ll"tiBsieReF, The aJ9J:3lieatief'l: B:1:btst iReh:l~e lett-ef's sf agFEeffieRt f:Fem tfle fiest esl:tRl=y, eSl:l:l.ties st fiFt:a:fteial 
FEsJ:3eRSieility, ana Fesieiefl.tial sefviee rFB. iaers. Evall::l:atisR sf the pilet pfsjeet ffil:l:st iRell:lae eenSiael'atiSR sf the 
eHeeti. ePless sf J:3feeeal:l:feS gs. emiRg estasliBmeflt sf eEfl:l:itaBle Fa) ment rates. HfLFlemeRffitiefl: sf the pilst pay ffteflt 
Fate system is eeRtiRgefl:t lcIfJSR feeieFal aPFf'sval an,a systems feasiBility, The ~elieies 8::Ita pf'seea.l:l:fes gs. emiRg 
aaFflinisft'stisR, partieipstisR, E. all:l:al=isF1, sep;, iee l::l:tilii2:aesR, aRa paymeRt tSt sel'\: iees l:l:F.eief the flilst pay=meRt rate 
system ale Rst si:iSje€t ts tRe fHlemslar.g reEIl:l:iFemeRts st €RaJ:3teF 11. 

Subd.16. [PAYMENT RATE CRITERIA; ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURES.] Payment rates approved under 
subdivision 9 must reflect the payment rate criteria in paragraphs ill and ill and the allocation principles in 
paragraph 1£h 

ill Payment rates must be based Q!!. reasonable costs that are ordinary, necessary, and related !2. delivery of 
authorized client services. 

ill The commissioner shall not ~ for: ill unauthorized service deliveryj fill. services provided in accordance with 
receipt of .e. special grant: lliil services provided lU1der contract to .e. local school district; llYl extended employment 
services under Minnesota Rules, parts 3300.1950 to 3300.3050, or vocational rehabilitation services provided lU1der Title 
1 section 110 2!: Title VI-C, Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992, ~ amended, and not through use of medical 
assistance or county social service fundsj .Q!. ill services provided to .e. client Qv..e. licensed medicaL therapeutic, or 
rehabilitation practitioner or ill!Y other vendor of medical care which are billed separately on ~ fee for service basis. 

1£l On an annual basis, actual and projected contract year expenses must be allocated to standard budget line items 
corresponding to direct and other program and administrative expenses as submitted to the conunissioner with the 
host county's recommended payment rates, Central or corporate office costs must be allocated to licensed vendor sites 
within the &!.Q!!P. served Qv. the central or corporate office according to the cost allocation principles under section 
256B.432. 

@ The vendor ~ maintain records documenting that clients received the, billed services, 

Subd. 17. [HOURLY RATE STRUCTURE.] Counties participating as host counties under the pilot study of hourly 
rates established under Laws 1988, chapter 689, article b. section 117, may recommend continuation of the hourly ~ 
for participating vendors, The recommendation must be made aIUlually under subdivision 5 and according to the 
methods and standards provided Qv. the commissioner. The commissioner shall approve the hourly rates when service 
authorization, billing, and payment for services is possible through the Medicaid management information system 
and the other criteria in this subdivision are ~ 

Subd. ~ [PILOT STUDY RATES.] fuc Ianuary h 1994, counties and vendors operating under the pilot study of 
hourly rates established under Laws 1988, chapter 689, article b. section 117, shall work with the commissioner to 
translate the hourly rates and actual expenditures into rates meeting the criteria in subdivisions 1 to 16 Wlless hourly 
rates are approved under subdivision 17. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.47, is amended to read: 

252.47 [RULES.] 

To implement sections 252.40 to 252.47, the commissioner shall adopt permanent rules under sections 14.01 to 14.38L 

hfu!.y1.1995. The Hiles ma) Hlehu:le a filaR fer f'kasiRg ifl il.1'lflleffieRtafiBR sf tRe ]9f8eeaI;l:F€S aRd Fates estaeiisRea 
19)' tRe Fl:lles. The flhase iR may 9EEl:lF rrisf ts ealeRaar j ear 1991, The commissioner shall establish an advisory task 
force to advise and make recommendations to the commissioner during the rulemaking process. The advisory task 
force must include legislators, vendors, residential service providers, counties, consumers, department personnel, and 
others as determined by the commissioner. 

Sec. 8. [256B.0916] [EXPANSION OF HOME- AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES.] 

ill The conurussioner shall expand availability of home- and community-based services for persons with mental 
retardation and related conditions to the extent allowed Qy federal law and regulation and shall assist counties in 
transferring persons from semi-independent living services to home- and community-based services. The 
commissioner may transfer funds from the state semi-independent living services account available under section 
252.275, subdivision ~ and state community social services aids available under section 256E.20 to the medical 
assistance account to £.§!Y for the nonfederal share of nonresidential and residential home- and community-based 
services authorized under section 256B.092 for persons transferring from semi-independent living services. 

ill Upon federal approvaL county boards are not responsible for funding semi-independent living services as f!. 
social service for those persons who have transferred to the home- and conununity-based waiver program as a result 
of the expansion under this subdivision. The county responsibility for those persons transferred shall be assumed 
under section 256B.092. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 252.275, the commissioner shall continue to allocate 
funds under that section for semi-independent living services and county boards shall continue to fund services under 
sections 256E.06 and 256E.14 for those persons who cannot access home- and community-based services under section 
256B.092 . 

.,(g.lli..gb!y percent of the state funds made available to the commissioner under section 252.275 as a result of persons 
transferring from the semi-independent living services program to the home- and community-based services program 
shall be used to fund additional persons in the semi-independent living services program. 

Sec. 9. [256E.20] [TRANSFER OF FUNDS TO MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.] 

ill The commissioner shall reduce the payment to be made under sections 256E.06 and 256E.14 to each county on 
h!!y.1.1994, £Y. the amount of the state share of medical assistance reimbursement for residential services provided 
under the home- and community-based waiver program authorized in section 256B.092 from Ianuarv.1.1994 to March 
~ 1994, for clients for whom the county i§. financially responsible and have transferred from the semi-independent 
living services program to the home- and community-based waiver program. For the purposes of this section, 
residential services include supervised living, in-home support, and respite care services. The commissioner shall 
similarly reduce the payments to be made between October .1.1994 and December ~ 1996, for the quarters between 
April .1. 1994 and hIDe ~ 1996. All reduced amounts shall be transferred to the medical assistance state account. 

ill Beginning fiscal year 1997, the appropriation under sections 256E.06 and 256E.14 shall be reducedQv. the amount 
of the state share of medical assistance reimbursement for residential services provided under the home- and 
comrmmity-based waiver program under section 256B.092 from Ianuary.1.1995 to December;?1, 1995, for persons who 
have transferred from the semi-independent living services program to the home- and community-based waiver 
program. The base appropriation for the medical assistance state accoWlt shall be increased Qv. the ~ amount. 

Sec. 10. [EXEMPTION FROM RULES GOVERNING DAY TRAINING AND HABILITATION SERVICES FOR 
PERSONS WITH MENTAL RETARDATION OR RELATED CONDITIONS.] 

Until the commissioner of human services adopts amended licensing rules governing these services, providers of 
day training and habilitation services are exempt from the following Minnesota Rules: 

ill part 9525.1540; 

ill part 9525.1550, subparts b. items ~ and l2i ~ ~ items ~ to .s 2t..2. to.ll.L and 11t. 
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ill part 9525.1590, subpart 1. item Q 

ill part 9525.1600, subpart 2; 

ill part 9525.1610, subpart 1. 
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@ part 9525.1640, subparts 1. items A and..Ei. and b 

.0. part 9525.1650, subpart 1. 

.@l part 9525.1660, subparts 8 and lb. and 

ill part 9525.1670, subparts 1 to 2 and ,2, 

Sec. 11. [DEMONSTRATION PROJECT.] 
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ill The commissioner may establish a demonstration project to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of service 
provision for recipients of services from intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation or related 
(ondi tions. 

The commissioner shall establish procedures to implement the project. The demonstration project may be 
coordinated with other projects authorized in other areas. Participation Qy providers in the demonstration project .§ 
voluntary. The commissioner shall seek ~ necessary federal waivers to implement the pilot project. 

ill The commissioner may waive rules relating to the provision of residential services for persons with mental 
retardation or related conditions to the extent necessary to implement the demonstration project. In waiving rules, 
the commissioner shall consider the recommendations of persons who are and who' represent consumers and 
providers of service and of representatives of state and local agencies administering services. Individuals receiving 
services under the demonstration project may not be denied rights or procedural protections under Minnesota Statutes, 
sections 245.825; 245.91 to 245.97; 252.41, subdivision 2; 256.045; 256B.092; 626.556; and 626.557, including the county 
agency's responsibility to arrange for appropriate services and procedures for the monitoring of psychotropic 
medications. 

ill The project must meet the following requirements: 

ill persons and their legal representatives, if ~ must be provided with information about the ~ 

ill the project must comply with applicable federal requirements; 

ill the project proposal must include specific measures to be taken to ~ the health, safety, and protection of 
the persons participating; and 

ill persons participating in the project must be informed when £!!Y part of Minnesota Rules is waived. 

!.Ql The commissioner shall request and evaluate proposals from county agencies and provider organizations to 
participate, Upon federal approval, the commissioner shall enter into a performance-based contract with counties and 
existing licensed ICF /MR providers that specifies the amount and conditions of reimbursement, requirements for 
monitoring and evaluation, and expected client-based outcomes. Counties and providers shall present potential 
outcome indicators for consideration in the following areas: 

ill personal health, safety, and comfort 

ill personal growth, independence, and productivity; 

ill client choice and control over daily life decisionsj 

ill consumer, family, and the case manager's satisfaction with services; and 

ill community inclusion, including social relationships and participation in valued community roles. 

Outcome indicators must be determined .!2v. the person and the legal representative, if any, with assistance from 
the county case manager and provider. 
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iti The cost of services for intermediate ~ facilities for persons with mental retardation paid for under the 
contract must not exceed 95 percent of the cost of the services that would otherwise have been paid to the 
intermediate care facility or E.!:Q!!£ of intermediate care facilities during a biennium, including applicable special needs 
rates and rate adjustments, under the reimbursement system in effect at the time the contracted rate is effective. An 
intermediate care facility participating in the demonstration project must continue to be licensed. After participation 
in the project, the facility may be recertified as !!!!. intermediate ~ facility for persons with mental retardation, 
notwithstanding the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, section 252.291. or the services provided under the 
demonstration project may be converted to home- and community-based services authorized under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 236B.092, if the applicable standards ~ met. The rate paid to ~ recertified facility must not be 
greater than the rate paid to the facility before participation in the project. The commissioner may establish 
emergency rate setting procedures to allow for the transition back to intermediate care services for persons with 
mental retardation or related conditions. 

Sec. 12. [AUTHORITY TO SEEK FEDERAL WAfVEK] 

Subdivision.1. [AUTHORITY] The commissioner of human services may seek federal waivers necessary to 
implement an integrated management and planning system for persons with mental retardation or related conditions 
that would enable the commissioner to achieve the goals in subdivisions 2 to £ 

Subd, b. [COMPREHENSIVE REFORM.] The system shall include ~ methods of administering services for 
persons with mental retardation or related conditions that support the needs of the persons and their families in the 
community to the maximum extent possible, 

Subd. ~ [SERVICE ACCESS AND COORDINATION.] The system must include procedural requirements for 
accessing services that are simple and easily understood Qy the person Q!:. their legal representative, if any. Where 
duplicative, the requirements shall be unified or streamlined, as appropriate. Service coordination activities shall be 
flexible to allow the person's needs and preferences to be met. 

Subd.!. [REGULATORY STANDARDS AND QUALITY ASSURANCE.] Regulatory standards requiring 
unnecessary paperwork, determined to be duplicative, or which are ineffective in establishing accountability in service 
delivery must be eliminated. ~ assurance methods must continue to include safeguards to ensure the health 
and welfare of persons receiving services. 

Subd.:2.: [REPORT.] The commissioner shall report to the legislature Qy Ianuary .1.1994, 2.!l the results of the waiver 
request. !f the waiver 12. approved, the report must include recommendations to implement the waiver, including 
budget recommendations, proposed strategies, and implementation timelines. 

Sec. 13. [DOWNSIZING PILOT PROJECT.] 

ill The commissioner of human services shall establish a pilot project in Cottonwood county to downsize to 21 beds 
an existing 45 bed intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation or related conditions. The project 
must be approved Qy the commissioner under Minnesota Statutes, section 252.28, and must include criteria for 
determining how individuals are selected for alternative services and the ~ of ~ request for proposal process in 
selecting the vendors for alternative services. The project must include: 

ill alternative services for the residents being relocated; 

ill timeJines for resident relocation and decertification of beds; and 

ill adjustment of the facility's operating cost rate under Minnesota Rules, part 9553.0050, as necessary to implement 
the project. 

ihl. The facility's aggregate investment-per-bed limit in effect before downsizing must be the facility's 
investment-per-bed limit after downsizing. The facility's total revenues after downsizing must not increase as a result 
of the downsizing project. The facility's total revenues before downsizing are determined Qy multiplying the payment 
rate in effect the ~ before the downsizing is effective Qy the number of resident days for the reporting year 
preceding the downsizing project. For the purpose of this project, the average medical assistance rate for home- and 
community-based services must not exceed the rate made available under Laws 1992, chapter 513, article ~ 
section b. 

Sec. 14. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.46, subdivisions ..!b g and ..!.i. ~ repealed. 

Sec. 15. [EFFECTfVE DATE.] 

Section 13 is effective l!!!v.1. 1994. 
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ARTICLE 5 

HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62A.045, is amended to read: 

62A.045 [PAYMENTS ON BEHALF OF WELFARE RECIPIENTS.] 

No policy of accident and sickness insurance regulated under this chapter; vendor of risk management services 
regulated under section 60A.23; nonprofit health service plan corporation regulated under chapter 62C; health 
maintenance organization regulated under chapter 62D; or self-insured plan regulated under chapter 62E shall contain 
any provision denying or reducing benefits because services are rendered to a person who is eligible for or receiving 
medical benefits pursuant to chapter 256; 256B1 or 256D or services pursuant to section 252.27; 256,9351 to 256.9361; 
260.251, subdivision 1a; or 393.07, subdivision 1 or 2. No insurer providing benefits under policies covered Qy this 
section shall use eligibility for medical programs named in this section as ~ underwriting guideline or reason for 
nonacceptance of the risk. 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, when a person covered under a policy of accident and sickness insurance, 
risk management plan, nonprofit health service plan, health maintenance organization, or self-insured plan receives 
medical benefits according to any statute listed in this section, payment for covered services or notice of denial for 
services billed by the provider must be issued directly to the provider. If a person was receiving medical benefits 
through the department of human services at the time a service was provided, the provider must indicate this benefit 
coverage on any claim forms submitted by the provider to the insurer for those services. If the commissioner of 
human services notifies the insurer that the commissioner has made payments to the provider, payment for benefits 
or notices of denials issued by the insurer must be issued directly to the commissioner. $ubmission by the department 
to the insurer of the claim on a department of human services claim form is proper notice and shall be considered 
proof of payment of the claim to the provider and supersedes any contract requirements of the insurer relating to the 
form of submission. Liability to the insured for coverage is satisfied to the extent that payments for those benefits 
are made by the insurer to the provider or the commissioner. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144A.071, is amended to read: 

144A.071 [MORATORIUM ON CERTIFICATION OF NURSING HOME BEDS.] 

Subdivision 1. [FINDINGS.} The legislah:iFe fittas that meelieal assistar.ee eJf(,eRaitl:lFeS afe iREfeasing at a ffi1:lEfi 
fasteF fate tRa:tt tt-.e state's asilitj te pa) them; that reimBl;l:'E'SeffleRt fSf R1:l:FSiRg 'Rsffie eal'e M.el ar.eillaF) sen=iees 
eSffl}?Fises sver 'Ral( sf ffleaieal assistaltee essts, &r.a, theleiere, eSRfFslli:rtg eJ(FlI:!ftaiffifeS fer RI:lf'Sir.g hsme eaIe is 
esseRtial ts pl'li:aeRt fflaF.agefReRt sf -the state's B1:leiget; -that eSRstFl:letisR sf £lew FtI:lIsiftg hsmes atta the aael:itisR sf 
mSf'e f\\:l£sirg 'Rame seas ts the state's IsFtg tef'ffl eaf'e £esa\:lf'ees ir_L....iSits the aeilit) ts eSRtl'al elffleflaiftues; that 
MiRf'leseta alfeaa) leaas the RatisR iR R1:lrsing fisfRe e)(fleF!elit1:lres }3 eF earita, 'Ras F.r.e fHth hlgRest Ftl:lfRser sf seels fief 
eapita eleief'ly, aRa tfl:at private J93:)'ing iRai. ial:lals Mel meElieal assistMlee reEipieF!ts fia. e EfJHi. aleRt aeeess te fll:IfSiR-g 
Rame eMe; aFta-that ir. Ute asseREe ef a mSIateFhlm tRe ir.EFeasea Ft1:l:l3."l:5eIS af fltl:fSiRg RSffles alta RtlFSiRg Rame seas 
"dill eef\5l:tffie reSSI;:IFeeS tftat ;;s1:ldd ather"ise Be availaBle ts aevelsfl a ESEI:lf'f'eReflSi; e lsftg teFfFt eMe system t'Rat 
iRelli:aes a eSfl:tiRI:l1:l:ffi sf eare. UFtless aetisR is takeR, fftis e3EflMlsieR af sea earaeit)· is likely ts aeeeleIate 'Nitr. tfl:e 
Fereal ef -the eertifieate sf fteea flISgFB:ffi effeetive Mal'efi 19, 1981. The legislaftH'e alss fiRes that M:imleseta's 
aereRaeRee eft iRstitl:ltieRal eare fsr eleieFl) }3erssfls is al:1:e if'l raFt ts -the aeaf'tR ef altemative sel'. iees iR tRe !=teme 
aRa eSl'f\ffi1:l::lti~. The legislaffi£e alse fiRas that hut!=ter inefeases ifl tfie Rl:l:Hl-i3eI sf lieEfl:5eel Rl:ll'Si:rtg !=tsme seas, 
espeeially iF! R1:l:f'siRg Rames Ret eef'tifiea fer }?aItieipatiePt iR the meelieal assistar.ee f'rsgram, is eSRtfap) ts fll:lslie 
pelie) , seeal:tse: (1) RI:lf'siflg !=tefRe l'esiaeRts ,I it-Ft limitea Fessurees fRa) eJH-.ali:st tl .eir FeSSI:lFeeS mare Fapielly iF. these 
faeilities, eFeati.lg tRe Reea fsf' a fFar.sfef ts a eef'tifieel RI:l'fSiRg Reme, \lit!=t the esfteeffiitant l'islE sf tf'af'ltsfer fFBl:lma; 
(2) a esRfi.. ..... l:lHtg ir.erease iR tke Rl±FllseF sf ft1:l:FsiRg fiaffle seas "iiI €esteF eSRfutl::l:iRg FeiiaRee 8R iflstitl::l:tieRal eaFe fe 
meet the lsftg tefflt eMe Reeas ef FesieieRts ef tke state; (a) a Fu!'tfteF eJf(3afl5ieR af Rl:lrsiRg !=teme seas 'I, I ill eiiR'l:iR-ish 
iFt€eRti. es ts ae, elef! fltSFe af'f'fspriate aRei eest effeefi. e alteFRati; e sErv=iees; aRa ai'-. eFt eSffffi'\l:l:flit) reSSli:FeeS tftat 
,.sl;:Ila etfteR .... isE se a.ailasle ts NRa alterRative servie€s; (4) tftFB\:lgfl ESF]9sFete resIgani:z:atiSft l'esl:lltiRg iR tl:te 
separatisR sf eeIt:ifiea alta lieeRseel seas, a R1:l:F5mg heme ata) e laae t!=te rIS. isieRs sf seefiSR 29613,48, s1:l:l9eii'; isisR 
I, elal:lse (a), aita (9) it is ir. t!=te eest iRterests sf t!=te state te eRStife tRat tl:te ISRg teIffi eal'e s)stem is aesigrteel ts 
fJreteet fl=te f'f'i , al:e reSSI;:lIeeS ef iFleli.ial:lals as ,.ell as ts L::l:se state FeSSl;l:'E'ees mest eHeetively aRa effieieFl:fly. 

The legislature declares that a moratorium on the licensure and medical assistance certification of new nursing 
home beds and construction projects that exceed the lesser of $500,000 or 25 percent of 2. facility's appraised value 
is necessary to control nursing home expenditure growth and enable the state to meet the needs of its elderly by 
providing high quality services in the most appropriate manner along a continuum of care. 
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Subd. ~ [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of sections 144A.071 to 144A,073, the following terms have the meanings 
given them: 

!ill. "attached fixtures" has the meaning given in Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0020, subpart.2.:. 

ill "buildings" has the meaning given in Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0020, subpart 7. 

ill "capital assets" has the meaning given in section 256B.421, subdivision 16. 

@ "commenced construction" means that all of the following conditions were met: the final working drawings 
and specifications ~ approved Qy the commissioner of health; the construction contracts were .kt ~ timely 
construction schedule ~ developed, stipulating dates for beginning, achieving various stages, and completing 
construction; and all zoning and building permits were applied for. 

ill "completion date" means the date on which ~ certificate of occupancy is issued for a construction project, or if 
~ certificate of occupancy is not reguired, the date 2!l which the construction project i? available for facility use. 

ill. "construction" means any erection, building, alteration, reconstruction, modernization, or improvement necessary 
to comply with the nursing home licensure rules, 

!.&l "construction project" means: 

ill~ capital asset addition ~ or replacement of a nursing home or certified boarding care home that results in new 
space 2!. the remodeling of or renovations to existing facility space; 

ill the remodeling or renovation of existing facility space the ~ of which is modified as f! result of the project 
described in clause ill This existing space and the project described in clause ill must be used for the functions as 
designated on the construction plans on completion of the project described in clause ill for ~ period of not less than 
24 months; or 

ill capital asset additions or replacements that are completed within 12 months before or after the completion date 
of the project described in clause l1.h 

ill "new licensed" or "new certified beds" ~ 

ill newly constructed beds in s facility or the construction of a new facility that would increase the total number 
of licensed nursing horne beds Q!. certified boarding care or nursing home beds in the state; Q! 

ill newly licensed nursing home beds 2!. newly certified boarding care or nursing home beds that result from 
remodeling of the facility that involves relocation of beds but does not result in an increase in the total number of 
beds, except when the project involves the upgrade of boarding care beds to nursing home beds, as defined in section 
144A.073, subdivision 1. "Remodeling" includes ~ of the ~ of conversion, renovation, replacement, or upgrading 
projects as defined in section 144A.073, subdivision 1. 

.ill. "project construction costs" means the cost of the facility capital asset additions, replacements, renovations, or 
remodeling projects, construction site preparation costs, and related soft costs. Project construction costs also include 
the cost of any remodeling or renovation of existing facility space which i.§. modified as a result of the construction 
project. 

Subd.2. [MORATORIUM.] The commissioner of health, in coordination with the commissioner of human services, 
shall deny each request By a fH:l:FSiRg Reme eF Bsarsing faFe Reme, EHEEpt M ffiteFf.f\ESia~e EaFE faeilit} feF tRe fflERtall) 
FetaFaee, for assitieR ef new licensed Q! certified. nursing home Q!. certified boarding care beds eF fSF a ffiar.ge eF 
el=tar.ges iR tRe eEFtifieaaeR statl;l:S ef el(istiRg seas except as provided in subdivision 3 or ~ or section 144A.073. ~ 
tetal RI:lff1Bef' af eEFtifiea seas ffi tHE state sRan feffiaH. at eF aeeFease fioafR the RI;l:FRfeF ef Beas eertifiea 8Ft: Mary 23, 
1983, elEeS}?t as aHe .. eEl l;l:F;aEr SHBEk.isieR 3. "Certified bed" means a nursing home bed or a boarding care bed 
certified by the commissioner of health for the purposes of the medical assistance program, under United States Code, 
Ii tle 42, sections 1396 et seq, 

The commissioner of human services, in coordination with the commissioner of health, shall deny any request to 
issue a license under sEetiaRs 21§.\,Q1 te 21§A.16 a:t.s section 252.28 and chapter 245A to a nursing home or boarding 
care home, if that license would result in an increase in the medical assistance reimbursement amount. +fie 
eaffi:HtissisREr ef Realt:l=t sRall seFt) eaeR FeEJiiest fef iieeR5l:l:Fe af Rl;H'si:r'g RSfflE Bess e),eeflt as pre /ises iFt: 
sI;l:Bai.isisFt:3. 
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In addition, the commissioner of health must not approve any construction project whose cost exceeds $500,000, 
or 25 percent of the facility's appraised value, whichever is less, unless,: 

i£l any construction costs exceeding the lesser of $500,000 or 25 percent of the facility's appraised value are not 
added to the facility's appraised value and are not included in the facility's payment rate for reimbursement under 
the medical assistance program; or 

ill the project; 

(1) has been approved through the process described in section 144A.073; 

(2) meets an exception in subdivision 3 Q!: ~ 

(3) is necessary to correct violations of state or federal law issued by the commissioner of health; 

(4) is necessary to repair or replace a portion of the facility that was destroyed by fire, lightning, or other hazards 
provided that the provisions of subdivision ; ~ clause fgj ill, are met; ef 

(5) as of May 1, 1992, the facility has submitted to the commissioner of health written documentation evidencing 
that the facility meets the "commenced construction" definition as specified in subdivision; Q, clause fbt.!ill, Or that 
substantial steps have been taken prior to April 1, 1992, relating to the construction project. "Substantial steps" require 
that the facility has made arrangements with outside parties relating to the construction project and include the hiring 
of an architect or construction firm, submission of preliminary plans to the department of health or documentation 
from a financial institution that financing arrangements for the construction project have been made,,- or 

ill ~,being proposed .£y ~ licensed nursing facility that ~ not certified to participate in the medical assistance 
program and will not result in new licensed or certified beds. 

Prior to the final plan approval of any construction project, the commissioner of h~alth shall be provided with an 
itemized cost estimate for the project construction ~ costs. If a construction project is anticipated to be completed 
in phases, the total estimated cost of all phases of the project shall be submitted to the commissioner and shall be 
considered as one construction project. Once the construction project is completed and prior to the final clearance 
by the commissioner, the total aEtt:ffil. project construction costs for the construction project shall be submitted to the 
commissioner. If the final project construction cost exceeds the dollar threshold in this subdivision, the commissioner 
of human services shall not recognize any of the project construction costs or the related financing costs in excess of 
this threshold in establishing the facility's property-related payment rate. 

The dollar thresholds for construction projects are as follows: for construction projects other than those authorized 
in clauses ill to 1.§1. the dollar threshold is $500,000 or 25 percent of appraised value, whichever is less. For projects 
authorized after MY.1.1993, under clause i.!1. the dollar threshold is the cost estimate submitted with a proposal for 
!!!! exception under section 144A.073, plus inflation ~ calculated according to section 256B.431. subdivision ~ 
paragraph hl For projects authorized under clauses ill to 1.11. the dollar threshold is the itemized estimate project 
construction costs submitted to the commissioner of health at the time of final plan approval, plus inflation !!§. 

calculated according to section 2568.431. subdivision 2t. paragraph ll!l 
The commissioner of health shall adopt emergency or pennanent rules to implement this section or to amend the 

emergency rules for granting exceptions to the moratorium on nursing homes under section 144A.073. The authority 
to adopt emergency rules continues to December 30, 1992. 

Subd. 3. [EXCEPTIONS AUTHORIZING AN INCREASE IN BEDS.] The commissioner of health, in coordination 
with the commissioner of human services, may approve the addition of a new certified bed or the addition of a new 
licensed nursing home bed, under the following conditions: 

(a) to f'ej'-"'::1~~~@~~~ certify!!.~ bed in place of = decertified after M.} 23, 1983l!!!y.11993, as long 

~
~s~t~h~e~~~~~~~~~~ newly certified or recertified beds does not exceed the number of beds licensed or 

or to address an extreme hardship situation, in a particular county that, together with all 
counties, has fewer nursing home beds per 1,000 elderly than the number that is ten percent 

higher than the national average of nursing home beds per 1,000 elderly individuals. For the purposes of this section, 
the national average of nursing home beds shall be the most recent figure that can be supplied by the federal health 
care financing administration and the number of elderly in the county or the nation shall be determined by the most 
recent federal census or the most recent estimate of the state demographer as of July 1, of each year of persons age 
65 and older, whichever is the most recent at the time of the request for replacement. IF. alIa oViRg replaeeffieflt sf a 
deeertifies 1ges, the esR'I:B'1:i:ssisflefs shall efl5l:lFe tilat tfie Al:llT\-Bef sf added Sf FeeeFtifiea seas ases flSt eJEeeea #le tstal 
fll:l'A'l13ef sf deeertifiea seas ifl the state ifl #tat Ie. el sf eafe. An extreme hardship situation can only be found after 
the county documents the existence of unmet medical needs that cannot he addressed by any other alternatives; 
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(h) to e€rtiij a fl:e'd sea in a faeilif:) that EOHtffi€fleed eonstFHdiofl: aefeFe Ma) 23, 198.3. POF the pl.:lFj3oses of this 
seeboR, "eOf'f1:R'l€REea EOAstfHEflOfl" meaRS tEtat all of tf:te followiRg eORditioflS Here Hlet: tRe fiRal Ii eFlciRg cira .. iAgS 
3fld speeiaeatioAS Here apprevea B) tl:te EOffiffiissioner of Health; the EOflSffl:lEHOfl EORtr3ets Ii ere let; a timel) 
EBflSfflfEtiOR sEReal;:lle was de. elorea, stipHlabflg sates for eegiAAiflg, aeRie", iflg • ariotls stages, aRa EompletiRg 
eORSffHetioR; aRa all ~oRif\g and IHiih4iRg permits •• ere s€eurea; 

(e) to e€rtif) Beas iR a He .. RHFSing ROffle that is Reeaea iR SHiel' t8 meet tRe speeial dietary Reeas sf its r€SieieRts, 
if: the Al:1fSing Rome pro, es to the €ommissiBfl€r'S satiSFaetioR t4:tat the Reeas of its r€sideRts EaRRet etfler,dse be met; 
elemeRts ef fr.e speeial diet are Ret available tflrOtlgfl mest foed distrib'Hters; aRd proper preparat=:ioR of tfle speeial 
diet reqtlires iRel:lffiRg ; ario'Hs operating e)(peRSeS, inell:ldiRg e)(tra feod preparation sr serving items, flOt iAe'Hued 
te a sifflilar e3deRt 13) filest RHFsing flemes; , 

(d) ie Jieeftse a Re .. AHfSiAg Rome l3ed iR a iaeihty tRat meets eRe ef tfle e)(eeptions eontained iR elaHses (a) ts (E); 

(e) ts lieeRse Rl:IFSHlg heme beds iR a faeilit) tAat has sl:Ibmitted eitfler a esmpleted lieeRsl:Ire applieation sr a 
written reql:lest fer lieeASHf€ te tA-e ESfFIfi.issiener eefere Jvtarefl 1, 19813, aAd has eitheF esmmeReed aRy FeE}Hired 
EOf'lstrl:lftieR as d.eRAea in Elal:lse (13) aefere Ma) 1, 19813, sr has, "Befsre May 1, 19813, feeei, ea from the eeRI:fl.issisRer 
appFo .'al of plans fer J3flased in eeRstrl:letisn aRd .. fitteR autflefizatisR te begin Eel strl:lel=ieR en a phased 1£1: basis. 
Per tA-e pHF}30se ef fuis elaHse, "eeRstFl:IEtiOfl" meaRS aRy efeetieR, bHilding, alteratiofl, feeeRsffuetisR, meaerRizatieR, 
Sf impFS, EmeRt Reeessary to eompl) .. itA the RHFSH.g hsme lieeRsHre fHles; 

fi) ill to certify or license new beds in a new facility that is to be operated by the commissioner of veterans affairs 
or when the costs of constructing and operating the new beds are to be reimbursed by the commissioner of veterans 
affairs or the United States Veterans Administration; or 

(g) ts lieeFtse SF eeFtif)' beds iR a flew faeili'!:) eSRst=rtleted to replaee a faeilit) tAat ., as destra) ed after Jl:lF.e 3G, 1987, 
b) fire, ligFI:'EA:Hlg, ar etfter hazard prs, ieed: 

(1) desiFHeiisR 'has Rot edusea by iRe iRteAtieRal aet of sr at the direetisR sf a ee-RtrolliRg pefseR af the taeili'!:); 

(2) at the time the faeihty '".>,as aestro) eEl t=fl:e ESRirslliRg perssRS sf tRe taeili'!:) H'laiRtaiRea iRsHraflEe EO. efage fSf 
tRe '!:)jge sf RaJ2':ara fuat aeet:lFFea iR aR aH'lOl:ffit tRat a reasoRa"Ble pefssR del:dEl e8Relude was aeet:}Hate; 

(3) ffie net proeeeas kSRt aft H.sufaRee settlemeflt fSf tRe damages ea1:lsed by tRe LaJ2':are are appliea ta tRe east sf 
tRe Re., iaeili'!:); 

(4) tfle Re .. taeili!) is eSRst=rHetea 8ft the same site as tRe eestrsyeEl taei.i!) Sf SR 8:P.stheF site sHBjeet ta the 
festrieHsRs in seeHsR H4I'i.Q73, sH"Bai {)SiSR 5; ana 

(13) the RHncl3ef sf lieeftseEl afta eertifieEl "Beas iR the Re .. faeilif) ases Rot e)Eeeea the RHm.Ber sf lieeftseEl aRd 
e€ftifiea beds iFt the aest=ro) ed. faeility; 

(R) te lieeRse SF Eefaf), beds that are ms, eEl frsm sRe laeatiaR ta aRatfteF '.1 itRiR a oHrsiRg Rsme taEili~, pFS. ieea 
tRe tstal essts sf reffisaelHlg peFfeFmea in eaRjHfletisR '.1 ith tRe reloeatioR af beEls Elees Ret elEeeee 213 peF€eftt sf the 
appffiisea .ah:t€ af fue faeilif) Sf $SgQ,OOQ, 'i.ftiehe,eF is less, ar te lieeRse SF eert=:if) heEls iR a faali'!:) reF ,.ftieR the 
tatal eests af feffiseeliPog Sf refts. aBoR elEeeea 213 pereeRt sf the appraisea • alHe of the iaeilit) ar $§gQ,QGG, · •• ·ftieheveF 
is less, if tfle taeili~ fRakes a .. FitteR esf'Fffi'l:itmeflt ts tRe eORtftlissioRer of RHffiaR sefviees that it .. ill RSt seek ts 
reeei'le aR iREfeas€ ir. its pfspefi) related 'Payment rate b} feaSSR sf tRe remaaeliRg Sf FeRsvat=:ioR; 

fit ill to license or certify beds in a facility that has been involuntarily delicensed or decertified for participation 
in the medical assistance program, provided that an application for relicensure or recertification is submitted to the 
commissioner within 120 days after delicensure or decertification;..:. 

G) ts lieeRse Of eeftiry, seas in a pFsjeet reesmmeRaee fsr af'pFs; al B} tRe interageRey lSf'lg term fafe planffir.g 
esmffiittee l:l:I'J:aer seEBoR 144A.G7$; 

(k) to lieeflse RHrsHlg hSRte "Beas iR a fi8spital meilit) tAat are Feloeatee fFsm e difiereRt Rsspitel faeility unaer 
eSRtHtaR a'i; ReFship Sf afiiliaaoFt, prs, iaea: 

(1) tfte R\:ifSiRg R8ffi€ Beas we Rst eertifiea fef paftieipatieft iA the meaiea:1 assistaAee pragfam; aRs 
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(2) tHe reloeatioR of R1;:1FSiFlg ROffi€ seas tlAaer tRio elal:tse shOl:lid Rot €)(Eeea a raailis of si)( miles; 

(1) to lieense Of e€rtifj bees tHat are movea hoff'\: ORe leeatioR to ai9:0fRer sitru.n aft €)(istiRg ideRtifiaeIe e0FFlf31e)( 
of flos}?ital19l:iilEliRgs, hom a l:tospital attaEflea fUIFsing 'Rome to tR€ Rospital13uildiAg, Of fFOffi a separate RUfsing Rome 
to a BtlildiRg former!) l:l:S€S: as a Rospital, j3f8viclea tHe ofigiRai fHJ:fsiRg Rome 9ttilEliRg '0;, ill flO lORger ee operated 
as a RI:lFsing Rome aW3 tR€ Builcling to .. RieR the eees are mo. eEl .. ill flO longer be operates as a Rosrital. As a 
EonEiiFioR of f€Eei. ing a lie€nse Of eertiHEaHoR I:Htder fuio dal:ls€, tHe ~Eility ffI:tlst make a written Eofftfflitm€Rt to the 
EOfflHH5Siofl€r of fUlffiffit 5£1"0 ie€s fl=tat it NiH Rot seek to f€€ei c'€ aA iA:Efease iR its prsperfy relatea pay ment rate as a 
result sf the releeaHoFi. At tl=te time sf tRe lieeRsl::lre aAd eertiJfeatisFi sf tl=te R1i:rsiA:g .Rome seds, tHe eoml'FlissioRer sf 
.RealtR sRall aelieeAse tHe same RIil".fTger of anlte care seas '" ithif'. the e)(istiRg compleJ{ of Rospital suilaiRgs OF 
Bl:lilaiRg. Relocation of R1i:rsiFtg Rome seas l:lnaer tRis clal:l:se is sl:lsject to tIte limitatioRs iFt section 141AJI73, 
Sl::lsdivisioR §, . 

(m) to liceRse or cerlii) Beds tRat are mo. ea Hom aft e)dstiRg state nursiRg Rome to a ai#ereRt state facility, 
prO. iaed tHere is RO Ret iRcrease if! tRe Rl::lmSer of state Rl:lrsiRg home Beas. The reloEated seas Reea Rot se liceRsea 
aRa Eertifiea at tRe Re .. loeatioR sinrtlltafieousl) "it}; tRe aeliC€flSiRg aRd aeeertifieatiofi of Ehe elaseas aRa may se 
licensed aRa certifies at ait) Hme after tRe old seds are aelieeRsed aile decertifiea; 

(n) to liceltse fie .. RlfrsiRg Rome Beds iR a cORtinl::ling care retirement comffil:lftit) affiliate a .. itR a RaaoRal referral 
eeRter engaged fR sl:l±1star.tial pfOgfaFPtS of patient care, meaical researeR, aRa meaieal eal:leatioR meetiRg state aRa 
AatioAal Reeas tRat Fecei. es more than 4G peFceRt of its resicleRts kom ol:ltside the state for tRe pl:lFpose of meetiRg 
eOFltl=aekial oaligatiBfls te resiaeflts of H:te FeHFeffiffit C0fF!:l'11rHtif], pFOvitiea the faeilit} ma1ces a wfitt€'fl eommiffii€flt 
to the coffiffi:issioReF of fll:lmaR services that it .. ill not seek medical assistaRce certification for tRe ne",,' seas; 

(0) to certi£) or lieeRse Re'. seds iR aRe" facili!) OR tfle Rea Lake IRaiffit Resef.atisR fur 'NRich pa)flteRts ,.ill se' 
maae lffider tRe IRaiffit Health Care ImprWT eHteflt Aet, PI:iBlic Lald Nl:lmSer 94 137, at fhe rates speeiaea ifl URited 
!>tales Csse, title 'hl, sectis" 13969(5); 

(p) ts cera£) and. liceRse as Rl:lrsiRg hsme Beas BsaFaiRg cafe Beels iF. a cediHea soardiRg fare facility if tRE' seas 
meet tRe statidards fSf Rl:irsiRg flome lifeflstlFe, sr iR a faeility tRat was graRtea aft eJ(eepfiOR te the meratefil:lfl' l;lAaef 
seetieR 144A.G73, aRti if fhe eost sf aPl:) FemsdeliRg of the facility ases Ret e~(€eea 25 perceRt of tt-.e appraises • all:le 
sf tRe faeili~ er $§GG,99G, · ... Ricfte .. er is less; or tslieeflse as Rl:lfsHrg flsme beas BsardHtg eare seas iF. a faeili!) .. itR 
aR adaeRal:lht ts its pFS. iaer agFeement effeetive begiFI:f'I:iRg July 1, 1983, if tRe BsardiRg eaFe seas to se upgraded 
meet the stffi'laaFaS fOF nl:irsiRg Reme lieeRsHf'e. If Bsardir.g caFe seds are lifeflsea as Rl±1"siRg heffle Beas, fhe RtlfRSef 
sf BeardiRg caFe seas irt tRe faeiliiJ must Rot iReFease ifl the fUture. The pr8\ iSfeRs eSRtaiR.ea ift secHeR 1 i4A.Q73 
regard:iflg tlge I:lpgraaif'ig of tfie facilities do fLSt apply to fueilities that sa tis£)' these feEJ:l:liremefLts; 

(EJ:) ts lieefLse ailS eemf) tip ts 4G seas Rar.sferres kOHt an el(istir.g faeilit) s,.Rea aRd eperated By tRe AmheFst 
H. "vilder PSl:H'ldatioR iR the cit) sf €3aiRt PaL±l to aRe;, tlr.it at tfie S8:I'Re IseatisR as the el(isHRg faeili!)' tRat ,. ill serle 
peFssRs II itfi AI""heimer's disease ar.d stRer felatea diseFdeFs. The tFansief of Beds ffiily eCfUF gradually ef iR stages, 
prw:ided the total Rl:la::Hger ef beas traRsfef'fea does RSt el(Ceea 4G. At 'Ehe time sf licefLsHf'e aRd €eFtiaeaaOfl: of a sed: 
SF aees m the Hel. l:trut, tfle €eflcrnissisReF of ReaUR shall aeliEffise ana aeE€Ftit, tHe same flumeef ef Beds iR Ehe 
el(istH tog facilit). As a cSRditieR sf Feeei. iRg a liceRse OJ' certifieatisfI: tiRaef fhis elal:lse, the faeility ffil:lSt make a 
;;ritten csft'tntitmeRt ts tRe esffiIl"l:isSiBf'lef of humaR sel .. iees tHat it •• ill RSt seek ts reeei.e ait iRcrease iR its 
pfoper!) relates Pff) meRt Fate as a fes!;ldt sf tRC traF.sfeFs ans Ii ea l±F.aer this elause; 

(F) te lieense aila ceftify ftl::lFsiRg :hsme Beas t~ replaee curreRtl) lieeRBea atta cerafied aeard:iRg farE beds ,; hiEh 
may Be leeatea eitlteF iR a fEmeaeled SF fef\8'lated Beard:i:ng cafe sr RI:I:FsiRg heme faeili!) sr i:R a remsdeled, 
FeRS. ated, newl) eSfl:SHl:letea, OF Feplaeemeffi RursiRg Rsme facility IAt:h:iR the identifiable csmplel{ of Realth carE 
faeilities iR riO hieR the el::H'feRUy lieeRsea BoaFaiRog care Beas are pfeseRtly lscated, pre. iaed: tRat t:Re R\:lfRSer sf 
ssaFairig care beds m tRc facilii) OJ' cSffiple)( are decFeascd B) the n\:lfftBef ts Be liCEnsed: as R\:lrsmg :hsRte aeds and 
htrtRer pFe. iaca frial, iftfle tetal essts sf ftC'I CeRSffl:lctieR, rcplaeemeflt, FcmeacliRg, sr reRs" aHSfl elEEeea reft per€ertt 
sf fhe ilflpFaised • all:le ef tlte facility sr $2GG,GGQ, T •• mEhE. er is less, the facili!) flta:lces a · ... riMeR eomm:itffteRt ts the 
Esmm:issioRcr sf RHmaA: serc'iees that it .. ill RSt seek ts feeei"le at. iRerease iR its pfspef!) Felatea payRieRt fate by 
reaSOR ef the RC 10' eORSHl:I:ctieR, replaeemeRt, remsaeliRg, Sf reAovatioR. The pre. isisRS eSRtaHled Ht SE€aOR 144i\.G73 
regaraiRg the I::lpgFadiFtg af facilities as Ret appl) ts faciliscs that satisfY these reEJ:1:lifements; 

(s) ts lieeRse or c€rtii) Beds tP.at Me mo. ea Hsm a R1:lfsiRg flome ts a separate faeilit"y l±F.aef eOffl:B-"leR 0 .. Rersffl:}9 
SF €eRffel that 'das fsrmeFly lieeRsed as a Ros}9ital aBa is curfeflUy liceRsed as a nl:lfsing faeility ai ta tRat is 1scatea 
',vithiR eight l'FIiles sf tRe enginal facili!) , }9fO. idea the erigiRal R1:lFSir.g Reme Buildiftg II ill RS leRger Be operated as 
a nUFsir.g Rsme. As a eSRaises af recei. iRg a lieeRse sr eertiheatisR l:lMCf this elatisE, tRe faeility R.tlst make a 
,. FitteR csH'l:m:itm:eRt ta the €SfRfl'l:i:SSiSREF sf hHffiai. sel. ices tfl:at it ' •• ill RSt seek ts reeeivc aR iRerEasE iR its 
pfeper!) Felatea }9Bj mERt rate as a resl::llt ef the relocatisf!:; 
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(t) to lie€fl:s€ as a fHlfsing Rome aRa eeFtify as a RHfSiFlg faeility a faeility fRat is lieensee as a eearciiRg fare faeilitj 
B I:lt Ptet eef'BJiee \ffi:eer fue meEiieal a~5ista:FtEe rregrare, Bl:1t 6f\1) Of tfie eSffi-ffiissisReF sf fttlFf'tM t seI • lees eertifies ts 
tAe E8Hlffi:issieR€r of :Aealtl:t 'fRat lie€RSiFlg tl=te [a6ili!) as a Fll:l:fsing Rome aRa €efti~. iRg tRe faeility as a fll;ffSiflg faeilit) 
.\ ill resl:::l:1t ift a Ret aFlfll:lal saviRgs t8 the state geR€ral :hm.d of $29(;),999 Of FRore; 

(Hc) to e€riify, after §ie)3temB€r 3(;), 1992, aHd prisr to J1:11) 1, 1993, €)(istif1:g RUfSiRg hOfR€ seas in a faeility tRat II as 
lie€Rsed ana in op€ratieR J9Fiof to JaflUafY 1, 1992; 

(,) to lie€nse aRe e€rtif) He., Rl:1fsing heme eeds to r€)31ae€ €leas in a faeilit:} eORJeffit:ed as part of aft €EOflOmie 
reee. elopmeflt plaR iR a fity of tHe first flass, pfOvided fue Re •• fuEililry is IOEated '" itHiR OHe m:ile of tHe site of tHe 
ole faeili1o:t. OperatiRg aRd pfo'tlerfoj €OSfs for tHe Re .. faEili~ must he detenRiaea iH1:a allo ... o{ea URder eH:iSaRg 
reimB tlrSemeAt I ules; or 

(w) to lieeHse aRd eeftif) l:lr to 20 He· .. · RtlrsiRg Heme Beds iA a EOmml:Htil] (Jperated Hospital eAd attaEl=l:ed 
fOA. aleseeAt aRE! Rl:lfSiRg Eare fueilit) 1ditfl 10 Bees OR April 21, 1991, tHat suspeAded operatioA of tHe Hespitai ifl 
Apri11986. The Eoffiffl::issioRer of HumeR ser; iEes SHall pro. ide the fuEility .... itH the _'ame ref diem proper!} related 
pa)l'fleRt Fate fer eaeh aElditioRal lieeHsea aRa eertifiea sea as it .. ill feEei. e fOf its e)(istiRg 10 seas. 

Subd.4. [MONITORING EXCEPTIONS FOR REPLACEMENT BEDS.] The commissioner of health, in coordination 
with the commissioner of human services, shall implement mechanisms to monitor and analyze the effect of the 
moratorium in the different geographic areas of the state. The commissioner of health shall submit to the legislature, 
no later than January 15, 1984, and annually thereafter, an assessment of the impact of the moratorium by geographic 
area, with particular attention to service deficits or problems and a corrective action plan. 

Subd. 4a. [EXCEPTIONS FOR REPLACEMENT BEDS.].!! i§. in the best interest of the state to ensure that nursing 
homes and boarding care homes continue to meet the physical plant licensing and certification reguirements Qy 
permitting certain construction projects. Facilities should be maintained in condition to satisfy the physical and 
emotional needs of residents while allowing the state to maintain control over nursing home expenditure growth. 

The commissioner of health in coordination with the commissioner of human services, may approve the renovation, 
replacement, upgrading, or relocation of a nursing home or boarding care home, under the following conditions: 

~ to license .Q!. certify beds in ~ new facility constructed to replace ~ facilitY .Q!. to make repairs in .£!l existing 
facility that ~ destroyed or damaged after Tune ~ 1987, Qy fire, lightning, or other hazard provided: 

ill destruction was not caused Qy the intentional act of or at the direction of a controlling person of the facilityj 

@ at the time the facility was destroyed or damaged the controlling persons of the facility maintained insurance 
coverage for the ~ of hazard that occurred in an amount that ~ reasonable person would conclude was adeguatej 

.illi1 the net proceeds from an insurance settlement for the damages caused Qy the hazard are applied to the cost 
of the ~ facility .Q!. repairsj 

..fud. the new facility ~ constructed on the ~ site .!!§. the destroyed facility or 2!!. another site subject to the 
restrictions in section 144A.073, subdivision Z. 

hl the number of licensed and certified beds in the ~ facility does not exceed the number of licensed and 
certified beds in the destroyed facility; and 

M the commissioner determines that the replacement beds are needed to prevent an inadequate ~ of beds. 

Project construction costs incurred for repairs authorized under this clause shall not be considered in the dollar 
threshold amount defined in subdivision ~ 

ill to license or certify beds that are moved from ~ location to another within a nursing home facility, provided 
the total costs of remodeling performed in conjunction with the relocation of beds does not exceed 25 percent of the 
appraised value of the facility or $500,000, whichever is less; 

ill to license or certify beds in ~ project recommended for approval under section 144A.073j 
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@ to license Q!. certify beds that ~ moved from !!!!. existing state nursing home to ~ different state facility, 
provided there ~ no net increase in the number of state nursing home bedsj 

ill to certify and license as nursing home beds boarding care beds in a certified boarding care facility if the beds 
meet the standards for nursing home licensure, or in a facility that was granted an exception to the moratorium under 
section 144A.073, and if the cost of ~ remodeling of the facility does not exceed 25 percent of the appraised value 
of the facility or $500,000, whichever is less. If boarding care beds are licensed as nursing home beds, the number 
of boarding care beds in the facility must not increase beyond the number remaining at the time of the upgrade in 
licensure. The provisions contained in section 144A.073 regarding the upgrading of the facilities do not ~ to 
facilities that satisfy these requirements; 

ill to license and certify !!£ to 40 beds transferred from an existing facility owned and operated ~ the Amherst 
H. Wilder Foundation in the £!tv. of St. Paul to !!. new unit at the same location as the existing facility that will ~ 
persons with Alzheimer's disease and other related disorders. The transfer of beds may occur gradually or in stages, 
provided the total number of beds transferred does not exceed 40. At the time of licensure and certification of a bed 
or beds in the ~ unit, the commissioner of health shall delicens;-and decertify the same number of beds in the 
existing facility. As!!. condition of receiving a license or certification under this clause, the facility must make ~ 
written commitment to the commissioner of human services that it will not seek to receive an increase in its 
~ty-related payment rate as a result of th~ers allowed under thisParagr;ph; --- - - -

1&2. to license and certify nursing home beds to replace currently licensed and certified boarding care beds which 
may be located either in !!. remodeled Q!. renovated boarding care or nursing home facility Q!. in !!. remodeled, 
renovated, newly constructed, or replacement nursing home facility within the identifiable complex of health care 
facilities in which the currently licensed boarding care beds are presently located. provided that the number of 
boarding care beds in the facility or complex are decreased £v. the number to be licensed as nursing home beds and 
further provided that if the total costs of new construction, replacement remodeling, or renovation exceed ten percent 
of the appraised value of the facility 2!: $200,000, whichever is less, the facility makes ~ written commitment to the 
commissioner of human services that it will not seek to receive an increase in its property-related payment rate £v. 
reason of the new construction, replacement, remodeling, or renovation. The provisions contained in section 144A.073 
regarding the upgrading of facilities do not ~ to facilities that satisfy these reguirements; 

ill to license as a nursing home and certify as a nursing facility !!. facility that is licensed as a boarding care facility 
but not certified under the medical assistance program, but only if the commissioner of human services certifies to 
the commissioner of health that licensing the facility as a nursing home and certifying the facility as a nursing facility 
will result in ~ net annual savings to the state general fund of $200.000 or more; 

ill to certify. after September ]!1. 1992. and prior to.h!!v.1. 1993. existing nursing home beds in a facility that ~ 
licensed and in operation prior to Ianuary.1. 1992; 

.ill. to license and certify new nursing home beds to replace beds in ~ facility condemned as part of ~ economic 
redevelopment plan in !!. £!.tv. of the first class. provided the new facility i2 located within ~ mile of the site of the 
old facility. Operating and property costs for the ~ facility must be determined and allowed under existing 
reimbursement rules; 

ill to license and certify .!:!E. to 20 ~ nursing home beds in .e. community-operated hospital and attached 
convalescent and nursing care facility with 40 beds Q!! April ~ 1991, that suspended operation of the hospital in April 
1986. The commissioner of human services shall provide the facility with the same £..IT diem property-related payment 
rate for each additional licensed and certified bed as it will receive for its existing 40 beds; 

ill to license Q!. certify beds in renovation, replacement. or upgrading projects as defined in section 144A.073, 
subdivision.1. so!Qng as the cumulative total costs of the facility's remodeling projects do not exceed 25 percent of 
the appraised value of the facility or $500,000, whichever is less; 

l!!:!l to license and certify beds that are moved from one location to another for the purposes of converting .!:!E. to 
five four-bed wards to single 2!. double occupancy !.QQ.!!!§. in .§!. nursing home that. as of Ianuary 1. 1993. was 
county-owned and had a licensed capacity of 115 beds; 

ful to allow ~ facility that on April ~ 1993, was ~ 106-bed licensed and certified nursing facility located in 
Minneapolis to layaway all of its licensed and certified nursing home beds. These beds may be relicensed and 
recertified in a newly-constructed teaching nursing home facility affiliated with !!. teaching hospital upon approval 
Qv. the legislature. The proposal must be developed in consultation with the interagency committee on long-tenn care 
planning. The beds Q!llayaway status shall have the ~ status as voluntarily delicensed and decertified beds, 
except that beds on layaway status remain subject to the surcharge in section 256.9657. This layaway provision expires 
.l!ili:.1. 1995; 
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i2l to allow £. project which will be completed in conjunction with an approved moratorium exception project for 
~ nursing home in southern Cass county and which i§. directly related to that portion of the facility that must be 
repaired, renovated, or replaced, to correct an emergency plumbing problem for which £. state correction order has 
been issued and which must be corrected £y August R 1993; 2!. 

i£} to allow £. facility that on April ~ 1993, was !!. 368-bed licensed and certified nursing facility located in 
Minneapolis to layaway, upon 30 days prior written notice to the commissioner,.!:!£ to 30 of the facility's licensed and 
certified beds.!2y converting three-bed wards to single or double occupancy. Beds on layaway status shall have the 
~ status ~ voluntarily delicensed and decertified beds except that beds on layaway status remain subject to the 
surcharge in section 256.9657, remain subject to the license application and renewal fees under section 144A.07 and 
shall be subject to ~ $100 £g£ bed reactivation fee. In addition, at ~ time within three years of the effective date of 
the layaway, the beds on layaway status may be: 

ill relicensed and recertified upon relocation and reactivation of some or all of the beds to an existing licensed and 
certified facility or facilities located in Pine River, Brainerd, or International Falls; provided that the total project 
construction costs related to the relocation of beds from layaway status for any facility receiving relocated beds may 
not exceed the dollar threshold provided in subdivision 2 unless the construction project has been approved through 
the moratorium exception process under section 144A.073. 

ill relicensed and recertified, upon reactivation of some or all of the beds within the facility which placed the beds 
in layaway status, if the commissioner has determined a need for the reactivation of the beds on layaway status. 

The property-related payment rate of a facility placing beds on layaway status must be adjusted £y the incremental 
change in its rental Efr diem after recalculating the rental .P.£ diem as provided in section 256B.43L subdivision ~ 
paragraph i41. The property-related payment rate for a facility relicensing and recertifying beds from layaway status 
must be adjusted Qy the incremental change in its rental ~ diem after recalculating its rental ~ diem using the 
number of beds after the relicensing to establish the facility's capacity day divisor, which shall be effective the first 
day of the month following the month in which the relicensing and recertification became effective. Any beds 
remaining on layaway status ~ than three years after the date the layaway status became effective must be 
removed from layaway status and immediately delicensed and decertified. 

Subd. S. IREPORT.} The eomffMSSiOReF of tfie state plaFlfl:iRg ageRey, in €ORSUUafl8R ;.it-R tHe commissioners of 
health and human services, shall report to the senate health aRa oomar. sef"J. iees care committee and the house health 
and weI-fare human services corrunittee by January 15, 1986 and biennially thereafter regarding: 

(1) projections on the number of elderly Minnesota residents including medical assistance recipients; 

(2) the number of residents most at risk for nursing home placement; 

(3) the needs for long-term care and alternative home and noninstitutional services; 

(4) availability of and access to alternative services by geographic region; and 

(5) the necessity or desirability of continuing, modifying, or repealing the moratorium in relation to the availability 
and development of the continuum of long-term care services. 

Subd. ~ [PROPERTY-RELATED PAYMENT RATES OF NEW BEDS.] The property-related payment rates of 
nursing home or boarding care home beds certified or recertified under subdivision J. or ~ shall be adjusted 
according to Minnesota nursing facility reimbursement laws and rules unless the facility has made a conunitment in 
writing to the commissioner of human services not to seek adjustments to these rates due to property-related expenses 
incurred as ~ result of the certification or recertification. Any licensure or certification action authorized under 
repealed statutes which were approved Qy the commissioner of health prior to .Mv. L. 1993, shall remain in effect. 
Any conditions pertaining to property rate reimbursement covered £Y. these repealed statutes prior to.h!!v. L. 1993, 
remain in effect. 

Subd. Zc [SUBMISSION OF COST INFORMATION.] Before approval of final construction plans for a nursing home 
Q!. !!. certified boarding care home construction project, the licensee shall submit to the conunissioner of health an 
itemized statement of the project construction cost estimates. 
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!f the construction project includes a capital asset addition, replacement, remodeling, or renovation of space such 
as E hospitaL apartment or shared 2!. common areas, the facility must submit to the conunissioner an allocation of 
capital asset costs, soft costs, and debt information prepared according to Minnesota Rules, part 9549. 

Project construction cost estimates must be prepared Qy ~ contractor or architect and other licensed participants 
in the development of the project. 

Subd. ~ [FINAL APPROVAL.] Before conducting the final inspection of the construction project required Qy 
Minnesota Rules, part 4660.0100, and issuing final clearances for use, the licensee shall provide to the commissioner 
of health the total project construction costs of the construction project. If total costs are not available, the most recent 
cost figures shaH be provided. Final cost figures shall be submitted to the commissioner when available. The 
commissioner shall provide a £2£Y of this information to the commissioner of human services. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144A.073, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS.] At the intervals specified in rules, the interagency conunittee shall publish 
in the State Register a request for proposals for nursing home projects to be licensed or certified under section 
144A.071, subdivision 3 ~ clause ® ill. The notice ,must describe the information that must accompany a request 
and state that proposals must be submitted to the interagency committee within 90 days of the date of publication. 
The notice must include the amount of the legislative appropriation available for the additional costs to the medical 
assistance program of projects approved under this section. If no money is appropriated for a year, the notice for that 
year must state that proposals will not be requested because no appropriations were made. To be considered for 
approval, a proposal must include the following information: 

(1) whether the request is for renovation, replacement, upgrading, or conversion; 

(2) a description of the problem the project is designed to address; 

(3) a description of the proposed project; 

(4) an analysis of projected costs, including initial construction and remodeling costs, site preparation costs, 
financing costs, and estimated operating costs during the first two years after completion of the project; 

(5) for proposals involving replacement of all or part of a facility, the proposed location of the replacement facility 
and an estimate of the cost of addressing ,the problem through renovation; 

(6) for proposals involving renovation, an estimate of the cost of addressing the problem through replacement; 

(7) the proposed timetable for commencing construction and completing the project; and 

(8) other information required by rule of the commissioner of health. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144A.073, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF PROPOSALS.] Within the limits of money specifically appropriated to 
the medical assistance program for this purpose, the interagency long-term care planning conunittee fef EJ:l::iali~ 
aSSl:ifaRee may recommend that the commissioner of health grant exceptions to the nursing home licensure or 
certification moratorium for proposals that satisfy the requirements of this section. The interagency committee shall 
appoint an advisory review panel composed of representatives of consumers and providers to review proposals and 
provide comments and recorrunendations to the committee, The commissioners of human services and health shall 
provide staff and technical assistance to the committee for the review and analysis of proposals. The interagency 
committee shall hold a public hearing before submitting recommendations to the commissioner of health on project 
requests. The committee shall submit recommendations within 150 days of the date of the publication of the notice, 
based on a comparison and ranking of proposals using the criteria in subdivision 4. The commissioner of health shall 
approve or disapprove a project within 30 days after receiving the committee's recommendations. The cost to the 
medical assistance program of the proposals approved must be within the limits of the appropriations specifically 
made for this purpose. Approval of a proposal expires 18 months after approval by the commissioner of health unless 
the facility has commenced construction as defined in section 144A.071, subdivision;; § paragraph W @. The 
committee's report to the legislature, as required under section 144A.31, must include the projects approved, the 
criteria used to recommend proposals for approval, and the estimated costs of the projects, including the costs of 
initial construction and remodeling, and the estimated operating costs during the first two years after the project is 
completed. 
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Sec. 5. MiIIDesota Statutes 1992, section 144A.073, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3b. [AMENDMENTS TO APPROVED PROJECTS.] .w. Nursing facilities that have received approval on or 
after .ill!Y.1. 1993, for exceptions to the moratorium on nursing homes through the process described in this section 
~ request amendments to the designs of the projects Qy writing the commissioner within 18 months of receiving 
approval. Applicants shall submit supporting materials that demonstrate how the amended projects meet the criteria 
described in paragraph .!.Q1 

..chl The commissioner shall approve requests for amendments for projects approved on 2!. after l!!ly 1. 1993, 
according to the following criteria: 

ill the amended project designs must provide solutions to all of the problems addressed Qy the original application 
that ~ ill least as effective as the original solutions; 

ill the amended project designs may not reduce the space in each resident's living ~2!. in the total amount of 
common space devoted to resident and family ~.tY ~ than five percent; 

ill the costs recognized for reimbursement of amended project designs shall be the threshold amount of the original 
proposal as identified according to section 144A.071, subdivision b. except under conditions described in clause 111. 
and 

ill total ~.!:!.E to ten percent greater than the cost identified in clause m may be recognized for reimbursement 
it the proposer can document that one of the following circumstances is true: 

ill changes are needed due to ~ natural disaster; 

ill conditions that affect the safety or durability-bf the project that could !1Q!. have reasonably been known prior 
to approval are discovered; 

..ili1 documentable circumstances occur that are beyond the control of the ~ and require changes in the design. 

hl Approval of ~ request for an amendment does not alter the expiration of approval of the project according to 
subdivision 3. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 147.01, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [LICENSE SURCHARGE.] In addition to any fee established under section 214.06, the board shall assess 
an annual license surcharge of $400 against each physician licensed under this chapter~ The surcharge applies to ~ 
physician who is licensed as of Q!. after the effective date of this section in Laws 1992. and whose license ~ issued Q!. 
renewed on or after April 1. 1992. and ~ assessed as follows: 

(1) a physician whose license is issued or renewed betvveen April 1 and September 30 shall be billed on or before 
November 15, and the physician must pay the surcharge by December 15; and 

(2) a physician whose license is issued or renewed betvveen October 1 and March 31 shall be billed on or before 
May 15, and the physician must pay the surcharge by June 15. 

The board shall provide that the surcharge payment must be remitted to the commissioner of human services to 
be deposited in the general fund under section 256.9656, The board shall not renew the license of a physician who 
has not paid the surcharge required under this section. The board shall promptly provide to the commissioner of 
human services upon request information available to the board and specifically required by the commissioner to 
operate the provider surcharge program. The board shall limit the surcharge to physicians residing in Minnesota and 
the states contiguous to Minnesota upon -notification from the commissioner of human services that the federal 
government has approved a waiver to allow the surcharge to be applied in that manner. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 147.02, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [UNITED STATES OR CANADIAN MEDICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES.] The board shall, with the 
consent of six of its members, issue a license to practice medicine to a person who meets the following requirements: 

(a) An applicant for a license shall file a written application on forms provided by the board, showing to the 
board's satisfaction that the applicant is of good moral character and satisfies the requirements of this section. 

(b) The applicant shall present evidence satisfactory to the board of being a graduate of a medical or osteopathic 
school located in the United States, its territories or Canada, and approved by the board based upon its faculty, 
curriculum, facilities, accreditation by a recognized national accrediting organization approved by the board, and other 
relevant data, or is currently enrolled in the final year of study at the schooL 

(c) The applicant must have passed a comprehensive examination for initial licensure prepared and graded by the 
national board of medical examiners or the federation of state medical boards. The board shall by rule determine 
what constitutes a passing score in the examination. 

(d) The applicant shall present evidence satisfactory to the board of the completion of one year of graduate, clinical 
medical training in a program accredited by a national accrediting organization approved by the board or other 
graduate training approved in advance by the board as meeting standards similar to those of a national accrediting 
organization. 

(e) The applicant shall make arrangements with the executive director to appear in person before the board or its 
designated representative to show that the applicant satisfies the requirements of this section. The board may 
establish as internal operating procedures the procedures or requirements for the applicant's personal presentation. 

(f) The applicant shall pay a fee established by the board by rule. The fee may not be refunded. Upon application 
2!. notice of license renewal, the board must provide notice to the applicant and to the person whose license ~ 
scheduled to be issued or renewed of i!!!Y additional fees, surcharges. or other costs which the person is obligated to 
~ as a condition of licensure. The notice must: 

ill state the dollar amount of the additional costSj 

ill clearly identify to the applicant the payment schedule of additional costs; and 

m advise the applicant of the right to ~ to be excused from the surcharge if a waiver is granted under section 
256.9657, subdivision lli or relinguish the license to practice medicine in lieu of future payment if applicable. 

(g) The applicant must not have engaged in conduct warranting disciplinary action against a licensee. If the 
applicant does not satisfy the requirements of this paragraph, the board may refuse to issue a license unless it 
determines that the public will be protected through issuan.ce of a license with conditions and limitations the board 
considers appropriate. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Stahltes 1992, section 246.18, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [COLLECTIONS DEPOSITED IN MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ACCOU~JT THE GENERAL FUND.] Except 
as provided in subdivisions 2 and 5, all receipts from collection efforts for the regional treahnent centers, state nursing 
homes, and other state facilities as defined in section 246.50, subdivision 3, must be deposited in the ffieaieal assistanee 
aeeS1:lAt and are apIHBpriateti fer that fH:HpeSe general fund. The commissioner shall ensure that the departmental 
financial reporting systems and internal accounting procedures comply with federal standards for reimbursement for 
program and administrative expenditures and fulfill the purpose of this paragraph. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.015, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [NOTICK] The state agency must be given notice of monetary claims against a person, firm, or 
corporation that may be liable in damages to the injured person when the state a'gency has paid for or become liable 
for the cost of medical care or payments related to the injury. Notice must be given as follows: 

(a) Applicants for public assistance shall notify the state or county agency of any possible claims they may have 
against a person, finn, or corporation when they submit the application for assistance. Recipients of public assistance 
shall notify the state or county agency of any possible claims when those claims arise. 
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(b) A person providing medical care services to a recipient of public assistance shall notify the state agency when 
the person has reason to believe that a third party may be liable for payment of the cost of medical care. 

(c) A person who is a party to a claim upon which the state agency may be entitled to a lien under this section shall 
notify the state agency of its potential lien claim before filing a claim, commencing an action, or negotiating a 
settlement. A person who ~i!~ to a claim includes the plaintiff, the defendants, and any other ~ to the ~ 
of action. 

Notice given to the county agency is not sufficient to meet the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c). 

Sec. 10. [256.027] [USE OF VANS PERMITTED.] 

The commissioner, after consultation with the commissioner of public safety, shall prescribe procedures to permit 
the occasional use of lift-equipped vans that have been financed, in whole or in ~ Qy public money to transport 
an individual whose own lift-equipped vehicle is unavailable because of equipment failure and who is thus unable 
to complete a.!!!r. home or· to.§!. medical facility. For purposes of prescribing these procedures, the commissioner is 
exempt from the provisions of chapter.l1:. The commissioner shall encourage publicly financed lift-equipped vans 
to be made available to ~ county sheriff's department, and to other persons who arc qualified to drive the vans and 
who ~ also gualified to assist the individual in need of transportation, for this purpose. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NURSING HOME LICENSE SURCHARGE.] ill Effective Odober 1, 1992 b!lY.1. 1993, each 
non-state-operated nursing home licensed under chapter 144A shall pay to the commissioner an annual surcharge 
according to the schedule in subdivision 4. The surcharge shall be calculated as ~ $620 per licensed bed lieeftsea 
eft tRe flFe. ieus Jul) I, €3(eept tRat.!.1f the number of licensed beds is reduced afteF Jli:l) 1 eut flIisI ts August I, the 
surcharge shall be based on the number of remaining licensed beds the second.!!!2!!!h following ~~Qf~ 
notice Qy the commissioner of human services that beds have been delicensed. A Rli:FSi:A:g Reme eRHtlea ts a Feal:l€tisR 
in tRE Rli:mher sf Beas suajeet te tRE sUfERargE HP.aEf this pIS. isieR must aemsRstFate ts tRE saHsiaetisR sf tRE 
e~ssiEffiel' by i\l:lgl:lst § fuM the ftl±ffi.eel' sf beds has beeR feal:leea, The nursing home must notify the 
commissioner of health in writing when beds ~ delicensed. The commissioner of health must notify the 
commissioner of human services within ten working days after receiving written notification. !f. the notification is 

, received Qy the commissioner of human services hv. the 15th of the month, the invoice for the second following month 
must be reduced to recognize the delicensing of beds. Beds on layaway status continue to be subject to the surcharge. 
The commissioner of human services must acknowledge a medical care surcharge appeaJ within 30 days of receipt 
of the written ~ from the provider. 

ill Effective h!!y L. 1994, the surcharge in paragraph.@l shall be increased to $625. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [PHYSICIAN SURCHARGE WAIVER REQUEST.] ill The commissioner shall reguest;! waiver from the 
secretary of health and human services to exclude from the surcharge under section 147.01, subdivision.£t. a physician 
whose license ~ issued or renewed on or after April L. 1993, and who: 

ill provides physician services at a free clinic, community clinic, Q!:. in an underdeveloped foreign nation and does 
not charge for any physician services; 

ill has taken !!.leave of absence of at least one year from the practice of medicine but who intends to return to the 
practice in the fuhlre; 

ill ~ unable to practice medicine because of terminal illness Q!:. permanent disability as certified J2v. an attending 
physician; 

ill is unemployed; or 

ill If a waiver is approved under this subdivision, the commissioner shall direct the board of medical practice to 
adjust the physician license surcharge under section 147.01, subdivision ~ accordingly. 
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Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. k [WAIVER IMPLEMENTATION.) !f~ waiver i§. approved under subdivision Th. the commissioner shall 
implement subdivision Ib as follows: 

ill The commissioner, in cooperation with the board of medical practice, shall notify each physician whose license 
i§. scheduled to be issued 2.!. renewed between April}. and September 30 that an application to be excused from the 
surcharge must be received !2y the commissioner prior to September 1 of that year for the period of 12 consecutive 
calendar months beginning December 15. For each physician whose license is scheduled to be issued or renewed 
betvveen October 1 and March 21. the application must be received from the physician Qy March 1 for the period of 
12 consecutive calendar months beginning Tune .l0. For each physician whose license i§. scheduled to be issued 2!:. 
renewed between April 1 and September ~ the commissioner shall make the notification required in this paragraph 
Qv.l..!:!b:.l. For each physician whose license is scheduled to be issued or renewed between October 1 and March R 
the commissioner shall make the notification required in this paragraph Qy Ianuary 1. 

ihl The commissioner shall establish an application form for waiver applications. Each physician who applies to 
be excused from the surcharge under subdivision lli paragraph ~ clause .il1. must include with the application: 

ill .!! statement from the operator of the facility at which the physician provides services, that the physician 
provides services without charge; and 

ill a statement Qy the physician that the physician will not charge for ~ physician services during the period for 
which the exemption from the surcharge is granted. 

Each physician who applies to be excused from the surcharge ill\der subdivision lli paragraph hl clauses ill to 
121. must include with the application: 

.ill. the physician's own statement certifying that the physician does not intend to practice medicine and will not 
charge for any physician services during the period for which the exemption from the surcharge is granted; 

.illl the physician's own statement describing in general the reason for the leave of absence from the practice of 
medicine and the anticipated date when the physician will resume the practice of medicine, if applicable; 

lliil an attending physician's statement certifying that the applicant has a terminal-illness or permanent disability, 
if. applicable; and 

.lli1 the physician's ~ statement indicating Q!!. what date the physician retired or became lUlemployed, if 
applicable. 

ill The commissioner shall notify in writing the physicians who are excused from the surcharge under subdivision 
lb. 

@A physician who decides to charge for physician services prior to the end of the period for which the exemption 
from the surcharge has been granted under subdivision lli paragraph .@1. clause .il1. 2!:. to return to the practice of 
medicine prior to the end of the period for which the exemption from the surcharge has been granted under 
subdivision lli paragraph ~ clause 1£1.111. or 121. may do ~Qv.notifying the commissioner and shall be responsible 
for payment of the full surcharge for that period. 

1ti Whenever the commissioner determines that the number of physicians likely to be excused from the surcharge 
under subdivision 1b may cause the physician surcharge to violate the requirements of Public Law Number 102-234 
or regulations adopted under that law, the commissioner shall immediately notify the chairs of the senate health care 
committee and health care and family services funding division and the house of representatives human services 
committee and human services funding division. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [HOSPITAL SURCHARGE.] hl Effective October 1, 1992, each Minnesota hospital except facilities of the 
federal Indian Health Service and regional treahnent centers shall pay to the medical assistance account a surcharge 
equal to 1.4 percent of net patient revenues excluding net Medicare revenues reported by that provider to the health 
care cost information system according to the schedule in subdivision 4. 

ihl Effective l!:!!v.1. 1994, the surcharge under paragraph W is increased to 1.56 percent. 
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Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION SURCHARGE.]ii'l Effective October 1, 1992, each health 
maintenance organization with a certificate of authority issued by the commissioner of health under chapter 62D shall 
pay to the commissioner of human services a surcharge equal to six-tenths of one percent of the total premium 
revenues of the health maintenance organization as reported to the commissioner of health according to the schedule 
in subdivision 4. 

ill For purposes of this subdivision, total premium revenue means: 

ill premium revenue recognized on a prepaid basis from individuals and groups for provision of a specified range 
of health services over a defined period of time which ~ normally one month, excluding premiums paid to ~ health 
maintenance organization from the Federal Employees Health Benefit Program; 

ill premiums from Medicare wrap-around subscribers for health benefits which supplement Medicare coverage; 

ill Medicare revenue, as a result of an arrangement between a health maintenance organization and the health ~ 
financing administration of the federal Department of Health and Human Services, for services to ~ Medicare 
beneficiary; and 

ill medical assistance revenue, as !!. result of an arrangement between a health maintenance organization and ~ 
Medicaid state ~ for services to!!. medical assistance beneficiary. 

If advance payments are made under clause ill or ill to the health maintenance organization for more than ~ 
reporting period, the portion of the payment that has not ~ been earned must be treated as a liability. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota'Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [COLLECTION; CIVIL PENALTIES.] The provisions of sections 289A.35 to 289A.50 relating to the 
authority to audit, assess, collect, and pay refunds of other state taxes may be implemented by the commissioner of 
human services with respect to the tax, penalty, and interest imposed by this section and section 147.01, subdivision 
6. The commissioner of human services shall impose civil penalties for violation of this section or section 147.01, 
subdivision 6, as provided in section 289A.60, and the tax and penalties are subject to interest at the rate provided 
in section 270.75. The commissioner of human services shall have the power to abate penalties and interest when 
discrepancies occur resulting from, but not limited.!2t. circumstances of error and mail delivery. The commissioner 
of human services shall bring appropriate civil actions to collect provider payments due under this section and section 
147.01, subdivision 6. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9685, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The commissioner shall establish procedures for determining medical assistance 
and general assistance medical care payment rates under a prospective payment system for inpatient hospital services 
in hospitals that qualify as vendors of medical assistance. The commissioner shall establish, by rule, procedures for 
implementing this section and sections 256.9686, 256.969, and 256.9695. The medical assistance payment rates must 
be based on methods and standards that the commissioner finds are adequate to provide for the costs that must be 
incurred for the care of recipients in efficiently and economically operated hospitals. Services must meet the 
requirements of section 256B.04, subdivision 15, or 256D.03, subdivision 7, paragraph (b), to be eligible for payment 
except the commissioner may establish exemptions to specific requirements based on diagnosis, procedure, or service 
after notice in the State Register and a 3D-day comment period. 

Subd. 1a. [ADMINISTRATIVE RECONSIDERATION.] Notwithstanding sections 256B.04, subdivision ~ and 
256D.D3, subdivision 'L. the commissioner fI'tftY shall establish an administrative reconsideration process for appeals 
of inpatient hospital services determined to be medically unnecessary. The reconsideration process shall take place 
prior to the €8Rtestea ease procedures of €flarteJ:' 11 subdivision 1 b and shall be conducted by physicians that are 
independent of the case under reconsideration. A majority decision by the physicians is necessary to make a 
determination that the services were not medically necessary. 
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Subd.11:c. [APPEAL OF RECONSIDERATION.] Notwithstanding section 256B.72, the commissioner may recover 
inpatient hospital payments for services that have been determined to be medically unnecessary tlft6.ef after the 
reconsideration pre€es5 and determinations. 1l physician or hospital may ~ the result of the reconsideration 
process Qy submitting a written request for review to the commissioner within 30 days after receiving notice of the 
action. The commissioner shall review the medical record and information submitted during the reconsideration 
process and the medical review agent's basis for the determination that the services were not medically necessary for 
inpatient hospital services. The commissioner shall issue £!l order upholding or reversing the decision of the 
reconsideration process based Q!l the review. ~ hospital or physician who ~ aggrieved !?y !ill order of the 
commissioner may ~ the order to the district court of the county in which the physician or hospital is located 
Qy serving ~ written f.Q£Y of the notice of ~ upon the commissioner within 30 days after the date the 
commissioner issued the order. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [HOSPITAL COST INDEX.] (aJ The hospital cost index shall be obtained from an independent 
source and shall represent a weighted average of historical, as limited to statutory maximums, and projected cost 
change estimates determined for expense categories to include wages and salaries, employee benefits, medical and 
professional fees, raw food, utilities, insurance including malpractice insurance, and other applicable expenses as 
determined by the commissioner. The index shall reflect Minnesota cost category weights. Individual indices shall 
be specific to Minnesota if the commissioner determines that sufficient accuracy of the hospital cost index is achieved. 
The hospital cost index may be used to adjust the base year operating payment rate through the rate year on an 
aIUlually compounded basis. Notwithstanding section 256.9695, subdivision 3, paragraph (c), the hospital cost index 
shall not be effective under the general assistance medical care program and shall be limited to five percent under 
the medical assistance program for admissions occurring during the biennium ending June 30, 1993, tHla"f.:ke fi8spiffil 
esst iRaeJE: l:l:Ftelef meaieal assistaI'lee, eJtehlaiI'lg general assistaRee RteeliEal eare, SRaUBe iRereased By SI'le pereeRtage 
psiI'lt ts refleet eRaPlges iI'l teefiRsIsg} fsr adm:i:ssisI'ls 8eEl:l:FriI'lg after SeptemBer 38, 1992: 1995, 

(b) For fiscal years beginning on or after July 1, 1993, the commissioner of human services shall not provide 
automatic arumal inflation adjustments for hospital payment rates un'der medical assistance, e){eludiRg tRe teefiReleg} 
iaetsr ill ,,=ler paragrapfl ta), nor under general assistance medical care. The commissioner of finance shall include as 
a budget change request in each biennial detailed expenditure budget submitted to the legislature under section 
16A,11 annual adjustments in hospital payment rates under medical assistance and general assistance medical care, 
based upon the hospital cost index. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [UNUSUAL COST OR LENGTH OF STAY EXPERIENCE.] The commissioner shall establish day ai," Eest 
outlier thresholds for each diagnostic category established under subdivision 2 at two standard deviations beyond 
the mean length of stay er alle'\;'aBle esst. Payment for the days and eest beyond the outlier threshold shall be in 
addition to the operating and property payment rates per admission established under subdivisions 2, 2b, and 2c. 
Payment for outliers shall be at 70 percent of the allowable operating cost, after adjustment by the case mix index, 
hospital cost index, relative values and the disproportionate population adjustment The outlier threshold for neonatal 
and burn diagnostic categories shall be established at one standard deviation beyond the mean length of stayer 
aIle •• aBle eest, and payment shall be at 90 percent of allowable operating cost calculated in the same manner as other 
outliers. A hospital may choose an alternative to the 70 percent outlier payment that is at a minimum of 60 percent 
and a maximum of 80 percent if the commissioner is notified in writing of the request by October 1 of the year 
preceding the rate year. The chosen percentage applies to all diagnostic categories except burns and neonates, The 
percentage of allowable cost that is unrecognized by the outlier payment shall be added back to the base year 
operating payment rate per admission. Cest e~tliel"s sRallBe ealelilated l:l:sing hesrital speeifie aIls,. aBle Eest aata, 
]f a stay is setA a day and a eestel:l:tlief, Btltlier pa; ments shall se Based en the Righef eutlier paymeI'lt, 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes, section 256.969, subdivision 9, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 20, section 1, is 
amended to read: 

Subd.9. [DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBERS OF LOW-INCOME PATIENTS SERVED.],W, For admissions occurring 
on or after October I, 1992, through December 31,1992, the medical assistance disproportionate population adjustment 
shall comply with federal law and shall be paid to a hospital, excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of 
the federal Indian Health Service, with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate "in excess of the arithmetic mean, 
The adjustment must be determined as follows: 
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(1) for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above the arithmetic mean for all hospitals 
excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service but less than or equal to one 
standard deviation above the mean, the adjustment inust be determined by multiplying the total of the operating and 
property payment rates by the difference between the hospital's actual medical assistance inpatient utilization rate 
and the arithmetic mean for all hospitals excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian 
Health Service; and 

(2) for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above one standard deviation above the mean, 
the adjustment must be determined by multiplying the adjustment that would be determined under clause (1) for that 
hospital by 1.1. If federal matching funds are not available for all adjustments under this subdivision, the 
commissioner shall reduce payments on a pro rata basis so that all adjustments qualify for federal match. The 
commissioner may establish a separate disproportionate population operating payment rate adjustment under the 
general assistance medical care program. For purposes of this subdivision medical assistance does not include general 
assistance medical care. The commissioner shall report annually on the number of hospitals likely to receive the 
adjustment authorized by this seetieft paragraph. The commissioner shall specifically report on the adjustments 
received by public hospitals and public hospital corporations located in cities- of the first class. 

fQl For admissions occurring on or after fu!y.1.1993, the medical assistance disproportionate population adjustment 
shall comply with federal law and shall be paid to a hospitaL excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of 
the federal Indian Health Service, with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate in excess of the arithmetic mean. 
The adjustment must be determined as follows: 

ill for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above the arithmetic ~ for all hospitals 
excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service but less than Qf. equal to one 
standard deviation above the mean, the adjustment must be determined Qy multiplying the total of the operating and 
property payment rates Qy the difference between the hospital's actual medical assistance inpatient utilization rate 
and the arithmetic ~ for all hospitals excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian 
Health Service. 

ill for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above one standard deviation above the mean, 
the adjustment must be determined Qy multiplying the adjustment that would be determined under clause ill for that 
hospital Qy 11.:. The commissioner may establish a separate disproportionate population operating payment rate 
adjustment under the general assistance medical care program. For purposes of this subdivision, medical assistance 
does not include general assistance medical care. The commissioner shall report annually on the number of hospitals 
likely to receive the adjustment authorized Qy this paragraph. The commissioner shall specifically report on the 
adjustments received Qy public hospitals and public hospital corporations located in cities of the first class; and 

ill for a hospital that.ill. had medical assistance fee-for-service payment volume during calendar year 1991 in excess 
of 13 percent of total medical assistance fee-for-service payment volume; or ill had medical assistance fee-for-service 
payment volume during calendar year 1991 in excess of eight percent of total medical assistance fee-for-service 
payment volume and is affiliated with the University of Minnesota, a medical assistance disproportionate population 
adjustment shall be paid in addition to any other disproportionate payment due under this subdivision as follows: 
$1.010,000 due.Q!l the 15th of each month after noon, beginning l.!:!!y ~ 1993. 

hl The commissioner shall adjust rates paid to !!. health maintenance organization under contract with the 
commissioner to reflect rate increases provided in paragraph M clauses ill and ill .Q!l !!. nondiscounted 
hospital-specific basis, but shall not adjust those rates to reflect payments provided in clause ..@1 

@ IT federal matching funds ~ not available for all adjustments under paragraph .i.!21. the commissioner shall 
reduce payments under paragraph 1..Q1 clauses ill and G1.2!l!!.£!2. rata basis so that all adjustments under paragraph 
Jhl.!ll§!i!y for federal match. 

hl For purposes of this subdivision, medical assistance does not include general assistance medical care. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, subdivision 9a, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 20, section 
2, is amended to read: 

Subd.9a. [DISPROPORTIONATE POPULATION ADJUSTMENTS AFTeR JA-JUARY UNTIL IULY 1, 1993.] (a) 
For admissions occurring between January I, 1993, and June 3D, 1993, the adjustment under this subdivision shall be 
paid to a hospital, excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service, with a 
medical assistance inpatient utilization rate in excess of one standard deviation above the arithmetic mean. The 
adjushnent must be determined by multiplying the total of the operating and property payment rates by the difference 
between the hospital's actual medical assistance inpatient utilization rate and the arithmetic mean for all hospitals 
excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service, and the result must be 
multiplied by 1.1. 
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(B) Por admiss'ioFl:5 oeEI::l:Friflg 8R ElF after Jl:loly 1, 1993, tfle meeieal assistaREE dispro13ortioRate )38}31:1:1atiofl acljt:l:5fnlERt 
sRall eOHLflI) 'i.it-l=l feaeralla'i. ar.e snalllge paid to a Rospital, e~(Eh:lair.g rEgioF\al treaFffi€Rt e€Plters aRa faeilities of 
tRe federal Ifldiafl: I {eaIth SeF\ iEe, ., itA. a reedieal assistafl€€ iflpatieRt HHlizatioR rate iR €)[eess of ORe staRaara 
deviatioR al9o. e f.:.Re arithffi€aE mean. ThE aajl:l:stmef'lt ffltlst Be eietel"EfliReell3y IDHltipl) iRg tRe operatiRg raJ ffl€flt fate 
B} ffi€' di#ereflEE BEk. eeFl tRe hespita}'s aernal meaieal assistaRe€ iRflatieRt I:l:tilizatioR rate ffiLa onE standars: Ele, iation 
aBo; e tfl.e arithmetir;:: meafl fef all hospitals €J(eluciiRg fegiofl:al treai'f.h€Rt eERter!:> aRa faeilities of the federal ffiEliaR 
Healili: Se!. iee. 

(c) If feaeral matefHRg f\:lflas are Ret available Fer all aEljHstmeflts ~flaer t=J:.Hs subai. isisfl, the csmmissisfl€r sRall 
reachCe 13a) meRts eR a pm rata basis ss fuat all adj1:lstmeRts E]:l:lalif)' for feaeral matcR. The cSffimissisfler may 
estai9lisfl a se13arat,e disprsperHsRate pepHlatisR s13eratiflg payaLeRt Fate adjusl:meftt f:l:A:aer the geHera:l assis(:af'lce 
meaical care pregraR •. Per p ~Ff!0ses sf tms s~BaivisieR, ffieaical assistaflce ases Ret iRCluae geReral assistance meaical 
care. The eeHl:ffl:i:ssisRer shall repert af\fluall) eR tRe R~meef sf Res}3itals likely ts recei. e tfle adjustfHeRt a~tRSlizea 
by this secHsR. The cem:missisfl€r sRall speciHcally Tepert eft tRe adjustHLeRts recei. ea By public Rsspitals erA public 
hsspital csr13sraHsfls lscatea iR cities ef tfte Hrst elass. The provisions of this paragraph are effective only if federal 
matching funds are not available for all adjustments under this subdivision and it is necessary to implement ratable 
reductions under subdivision 9b. 

Sec. 22 .. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, subdivision 20, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 20, section 
4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [INCREASES IN MEDICAL ASSISTANCE INPATIENT PAYMENTS; CONDITIONS.] (a) Medical 
assistance inpatient payments shall increase 20 percent for inpatient hospital originally paid admissions, excluding 
Medicare crossovers, that occurred between July 1, 1988, and December 31, 1990, if: (i) the hospital had 100 or fewer 
Minnesota medical assistance annualized paid admissions, excluding Medicare crossovers, that were paid by March 
1, 1988, for the period January 1, 1987, to June 30, 1987; (ii) the hospital had 100 or fewer licensed beds on March 1, 
1988; (iii) the hospital is located in Minnesota; and (iv) the hospital is not located in a city of the first class as defined 
in section 410.01. For purposes of this paragraph, medical assistance does not include general assistance medical care. 

(b) Medical assistance inpatient payments shall increase 15 percent for inpatient hospital originally paid admiSSions, 
excluding Medicare crossovers, that occurred between July 1, 1988, and December 31, 1990, if: (i) the hospital had 
more than 100 but fewer than 250 Minnesota medical assistance annualized paid admissions, excluding Medicare 
crossovers, that were paid by March 1, 1988, for the period January 1, 1987, to June 30, 1987; (ii) the hospital had 100 
or fewer licensed beds on March 1, 1988; (iii) the hospital is located in Minnesota; and (iv) the hospital is not located 
in a city of the first class as defined in section 410.01. For purposes of this paragraph, medical assistance does not 
include general assistance medical care. 

(c) Medical assistance inpatient payment rates shall increase 20 percent for inpatient hospital originally paid 
admissions, excluding Medicare crossovers, that occur on or after October 1, 1992, if: (i) the hospital had 100 or fewer 
Minnesota medical assistance alUlualized paid admissions, excluding Medicare crossovers, that were paid by March 
1,1988, for the period January 1, 1987, to June 30, 1987; (ii) the hospital had 100 or fewer licensed beds on March 1, 
1988; (iii) the hospital is located in Minnesota; and (iv) the hospital is not located in a city of the first class as defined 
in section 410.01. For a hospital that qualifies for an adjustment under this paragraph and under subdivision 9,-9a, 
~ Q!.ll, the hospital must be paid the adjustment under subdivisions 9, 9a, eRa 22 and ll, as applicable, plus any 
amount by which the adjustment under this paragraph exceeds the adjustment under those subdivisions. For this 
paragraph, medical assistance does not include general assistance medical care. 

(d) Medical assistance inpatient payment rates shall increase 15 percent for inpatient hospital originally paid 
admissions, excluding Medicare crossovers, that occur after September 30,1992, if: (i) the hospital had more than 100 
but fewer than 250 MilUlesota medical assistance annualized paid admissions, excluding Medicare crossovers, that 
were paid by March 1, 1988, for the period January 1, 1987, to June 30, 1987; (ii) the hospital had 100 or fewer licensed 
beds on March 1, 1988; (iii) the hospital is located in Minnesota; and (iv) the hospital is not located in a city of the 
first class as defined in section 410.01. For a hospital that qualifies for an adjustment under this paragraph and under 
subdivision 9, 9a, SF 22 Q!.ll, the hospital must be paid the adjusbnent under subdivisions 9, 9a, ana 22 and ~ as 
applicable, plus any amount by which the adjustment under this paragraph exceeds the adjustment under those 
subdivisions. For purposes of this paragraph, medical assistance does not include general assistance medical care. 
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Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, subdivision 22, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 20, 
section 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 22. [HOSPITAL PAYMENT ADjUSTMENT.J For admissions occurring from january 1, 1993, until 
June 3D, 1993, the commissioner shall adjust the medical assistance payment paid to a hospital, excluding regional 
treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service, with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate 
in excess of the arithmetic mean. The adjustment must be determined as follows: 

(1) for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above the arithmetic mean for all hospitals 
excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service, the adjustment must be 
determined by multiplying the total of the operating and property payment rates by the difference between the 
hospital's actual medical assistance inpatient utilization rate and the arithmetic mean for all hospitals excluding 
regional treahnent centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service; and 

(2) for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above one standard deviation above the mean, 
the adjustment must be determined by multiplying the adjustment under clause (1) for that hospital by 1.1. Any 
payment under this clause must be reduced by the amount of any payment received under subdivision 9a. For 
purposes of this subdivision, medical assistance does not include general assistance medical care. 

This subdivision i§. effective only if. federal matching funds are not available for Q!! adjushnents under this 
subdivision and i!!§. necessary to implement ratable reductions under subdivision 9b. 

Sec. 24, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 23. [HOSPITAL PAYMENT ADJUSTMENT AFTER JUNE 30, 1993.J ill For admissions occurring after June 
lliL,1993. the commissioner shall adjust the medical assistance payment paid to a hospital, excluding regional treatment 
centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service. with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate in excess 
of the arithmetic mean. The adjustment must be determined as follows: 

ill for a hospital with !! medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above the arithmetic mean for all hospitals 
excluding regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service. the adjustment must be 
determined Qy multiplying the total of the operating and property . payment rates Qy the difference between the 
hospital's actual medical assistance inpatient utilization rate and the arithmetic ~ for all hospitals excluding 
regional treatment centers and facilities of the federal Indian Health Service; and 

ill for a hospital with a medical assistance inpatient utilization rate above one standard deviation above the mean, 
the adjustment must be determined Qy multiplying the adjustment under clause ill for that hospital Qy 1.:.1. 

ill Any payment under this subdivision must be reduced Qy the amount of any payment received under 
subdivision ~ paragraph fQ1. clause ill.Q!.@ For purposes of this subdivision, medical assistance does not include 
general assistance medical care. 

i£l The commissioner shall adjust rates paid to !! health maintenance organization under contract with the 
commissioner to reflect rate increases provided in this section. The adjustment must be made on a nondiscounted 
hospital-specific basis. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.969, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 24. [HOSPITAL PEER GROUPS.J For admissions occurring on or after the later of l!!hc h 1994, or the 
implementation date of the upgrade to the Medicaid management information system. payment rates of each hospital 
shall be limited to the payment rates within its peer &!:Q!:!]2. ~ that the statewide payment level.!§. reduced .I2.v. ten 
percent under the medical assistance program and Qv. 15 percent under the general assistance medical care program. 
For subsequent rate years. the limits shaH be adjusted Qy the hospital cost index. The corrunissioner shall contract 
for the development of criteria for and the establishment of the peer grOUps. Peer groups must be established based 
on variables that affect medical assistance cost such as scope and intensity of services, acuity of patients, location, and 
capacity. Rates shall be standardized Qv. the ~ mix index and adjusted. if applicable. for the variable outlier 
percentage. The peer groups may exclude and have separate limits or be standardized for operating cost differences 
that are not common to all hospitals in order to establish a minimum number of groups. 
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Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9695 .. subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TRANSITION.] Except as provided in section 256.969, subdivision 8, the commissioner shan establish 
a transition period for the calculation of payment rates from July I, 1989, to the implementation date of the upgrade 
to the Medicaid management infonnation system or July 1, 1992, whichever is earlier. 

During the transition period: 

(a) Changes resulting from section 256.969, subdivisions 7, 9; la, 11, and 13, shan not be implemented, except as 
provided in section 256.969, subdivisions 12 and 20. 

(b) The beginning of the 1991 rate year shall be delayed and the rates notification requirement shall not he 
applicable. 

(c) Operating payment rates shall be indexed from the hospital's most recent fiscal year ending prior to January 
1, 1991, by prorating the hospital cost index methodology in effect on January 1, 1989. For payments made for 
admissions occurring on or after June 1, 1990, until the implementation date of the upgrade to the Medicaid 
management information system the hospital cost index excluding. the technology factor shall not exceed five percent. 
This hospital cost index limitation shall not apply to hospitals that meet the requirements of section 256.969, 
subdivision 20, paragraphs (a) and (b). 

(d) Property and pass-through payment rates shall be maintained at the most recent payment rate effective for June 
1, 1990. However, all hospitals are subject to the hospital cost index limitation of subdivision 2c, for two complete 
fiscal years. Property and pass-through costs shan be retroactively settled through the transition period. The laws 
in effect on the day before July 1, 1989, apply to the retroactive settlement. 

(e) If the upgrade to the Medicaid management information system has not been completed by July 1, 1992, the 
commissioner shall make adjustments for admissions occurring on or after that date as follows: 

(1) provide a ten percent increase to hospitals that meet the requirements of section 256,969, subdivision 20, or, 
upon written request from the hospital to the commissioner, 50 percent of the rate change that the conunissioner 
estimates will occur after the upgrade to the Medicaid management information system; and 

(2) adjust the Minne_sota' and local trade ~ rebased payment rates that are established after the upgrade to the 
Medicaid management information system to compensate for a rebasing effective date of July I, 1992. The adjustment 
shall be eased: eft the Eflaftge iR fates ff'effi }l::ll} I, 1992, ts fr.e Fel:lases Fates iR effeet I;tftSef determined using claim 
specific payment changes that result from the rebased rates .and revised methodology in effect after the systems 
upgrade. +fte Any adjustment that is greater than zero shall be rateably reduced 12Y. 20 percent. In addition. every 
adjustment shall refleet be reduced for payments Wlder clause (1), and differences in the hospital cost index ftftEI 
sissimilaf Fate estaBlisflffieRt flfseeeil:H'ES Sl::leA: as tt.e • ariaale stitlier aRei the l3"eat=rneRt sf l:Iirfr.s aRa. Hospitals shall 
revise claims so that services provided ~ rehabilitation units of hospitals are reported separately. The adjustment 
shall be in effect ier a ressa :Ret te eJ'leeea lfte affi8tlfit sf time fi:sm ]t:lly 1; 1992, ts tHe 53 stems tl:fIgt'atie until the 
amotmt due to or owed Qv. the hospital is fully paid over a number of admissions that i.§. ~ to the number of 
admissions tmder adjustment multiplied 12Y..1§.:. The adjustment for admissions occurring from MY. 1. 1992, to 
December ~ 1992. shall be based 2!l claims paid as of August L. 1993. and the adjustment shall begin with the 
effective ·date of rules governing rebasing. The adjustment for admissions occurring from Ianuary L. 1993, to the 
effective date of the rules shall be based .Q!l claims paid ~ of February L. 1994. and shall ~ after the first 
adjustment period ~ fully paid. For purposes of appeals under subdivision L. the adjustment shall be considered 
payment at the time of admission. 

Sec. 27. [256B.037] [PROSPECTNE PAYMENT OF DENTAL SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [CONTRACT FOR DENTAL SERVICES.] The commissioner may conduct a demonstration project 
to contract. on a prospective ~ capita payment basis, with an organization or organizations licensed under chapter 
62C.Q!. 62D. for the provision of all dental care services begilUling .h!!v.1.1994. under the medical assistance, general 
assistance medical care. and MinnesotaCare programs, or when necessary waivers are granted 12Y. the secretary of 
health and human services, whichever occurs later. The commissioner shall identify a geographic area or areas. 
including both urban and rural areas, where ~ to dental services has been inadequate. in which to conduct 
demonstration projects. The commissioner shall seek any federal waivers or approvals necessary to implement this 
section from the secretary of health and human services. 

The commissioner may exclude from participation in the demonstration project ~ or all ~ currently excluded 
from participation in the prepaid medical assistance program under section 256B.69. 
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Subd. L [ESTABLISHMENT OF PREPAYMENT RATES.] The commissioner shall consult with an independent 
actuary to establish prepayment rates, but shall retain final authority over the methodology used to establish the rates. 
The prepayment rates shall not result in payments that exceed the ~ capita expenditures that would have been made 
for dental services £y the programs under a fee-for-service reimbursement system. The package of dental benefits 
provided to individuals under this subdivision shall not be less than the package of benefits provided under the 
medical assistance fee-for-service reimbursement system for dental services . 

• 
Subd. 2:. [APPEALS.] All recipients of services under this section have the right to appeal to the commissioner 

under section 256.045. 

Subd.:l [INFORMATION REQUIRED BY COMMISSIONER.] !l contractor shall submit encounter-specific 
information as required Qy the commissioner r including. but not limited 12L information required for assessing client 
satisfaction. ~ of care, and cost and utilization of services. 

Subd. ~ [OTHER CONTRACTS PERMITTED.] Nothing in this section prohibits the commissioner from contracting 
with an organization for comprehensive health services. including dental services. under section 256B.03L 2568.035. 
256B,69. or 256D.03, subdivision ~ paragraph & 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.04, subdivision 16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [PERSONAL CARE SERVICES.] (aJ Notwithstanding any contrary language in this paragraph, the 
commissioner of hwnan services and the commissioner of health shall jointly promulgate rules to be applied to the 
licensure of personal care services provided under the medical assistance program. The rules shall consider standards 
for personal care services that are based on the World Institute on Disability's recommendations regarding personal 
care services. These rules shall at a minimum consider the standards and requirements adopted by the commissioner 
of health under section 144A.45, which the commissioner of human services determines are applicable to the provision 
of personal care services, in addition to other standards or modifications which the commissioner of human services 
determines are appropriate. 

The commissioner of human services shall establish an advisory group including personal care consumers and 
providers to provide advice regarding which standards or modifications .should be adopted. The advisory group 
membership must include not less than 15 members, of which at least 60 percent must be consumers of personal care 
services and representatives of recipients with various disabilities and diagnoses and ages. At least 51 percent of the 
members of the advisory group must be recipients of personal care. 

The commissioner of human services may contract with the commissioner of health to enforce the jointly 
promulgated licensure rules for personal care service providers. 

Prior to final promulgation of the joint rule the commissioner of human services shall report preliminary findings 
along with any comments of the advisory group and a plan for monitoring and enforcement by the department of 
health to the legislature by February 15, 1992. 

Limits on the extent of personal care services that may be provided to an individual must be based on the 
cost-effectiveness of the services in relation to the costs of inpatient hospital care, nursing home care, and other 
available types of care. The rules must provide, at a minimum: 

(1) that agencies be selected to contract with or employ and train staff to provide and supervise the provision of 
personal care services; 

(2) that agencies employ or contract with a qualified applicant that a qualified recipient proposes to the agency as 
the recipient's choice of assistant; 

(3) that agencies bill the medical assistance program for a personal care service by a personal care assistant and 
supervision by the registered nurse supervising the personal care assistant; 

(4) that agencies establish a grievance mechanism; and 

(5) that agencies have a quality assurance program. 

(b) The commissioner may waive the requirement for the provision of personal care services through an agency 
in a particular county, when there are less than two agencies providing services in that COWlty and shall waive the 
requirement for personal care assistants required to join!ill~ for the first time during 1993 when personal care 
services are provided under !. relative hardship waiver under section 2568.0627. subdivision ~ paragraph f£1. 
clause !21. and at least MO agencies providing personal care services have refused to employ or contract with the 
independent personal care assistant. 
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Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.042, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [NOTICE.] The state agency must be given notice of monetary claims against a person, firm, or 
corporation that may be liable to pay part or all of the cost of medical care when the state agency has paid or become 
liable for the cost of that care. Notice must be given as follows: 

(a) Applicants for medical assistance shall notify the state or local agency of any possible claims when they submit 
the application. Recipients of medical assistance shall notify the state or local agency of any possible claims when 
those claims arise. 

(b) A person providing medical care services to a recipient of medical assistance shall notify the state agency when 
the person has reason to believe that a third party may be liable for payment of the cost of medical care. 

(c) A person who is a party to a claim upon which the state agency may be entitled to a lien under this section shall 
notify the state agency of its potential lien claim before filing a claim, conunencing an action, or negotiating a 
settlement. A person who i§.!!.~ to a claim includes the plaintiff, the defendants, and ~ other ~ to the cause 
of action. 

Notice given to the local agency is not sufficient to meet the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c). 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.055, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [CHILDREN ELIGIBLE FOR SUBSIDIZED ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.] Medical assistance may be 
paid for a child eligible for or receiving adoption assistance payments under title IV-E of the Social Security Act, 
United States Code, title 42, sections 670 to 676L and to ~ child who i§. not title IV-E eligible but who ~ 
determined eligible for adoption assistance under Minnesota Statutes, section 259.40 SF 2§9.131L subdivision ~ clauses 
ill to f£1. and has .§!. special need for medical or rehabilitative care. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.056, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd,2, [HOMESTEAD; EXCLUSION FOR INSTITUTIONALIZED PERSONS.] The homestead shall be excluded 
for the first six calendar months of a person's stay in a long-term care facility and shall continue to be excluded for 
as long as the recipient can be reasonably expected to return, as pFeYiaea I±ILaeF the ffletfleaelogies ter the 
sl:l:pplemeFltal seEI:l:Fity iflEsme pmgFam to the homestead. For purposes of this subdivision, "reasonably expected to 
return to the homestead" means the recipient's attending physician has certified that the expectation is reasonable, 
and the recipient can show that the cost of ~ upon returning horne will be met through medical assistance or other 
~. The homestead shall continue to be excluded for persons residing in a long-term care facility if it is used 
as a primary residence by one of the following individuals: 

(a) the spouse; 

(b) a child under age 21; 

(c) a child of any age who is blind or permanently and totally disabled as defined in the supplemental security 
income program; 

(d) a sibling who has equity interest in the home and who resided in the home for at least one year immediately 
before the date of the person's admission to the facility; or 

(e) a child of any age, or, subject to federal approval, a grandchild of any age, who resided in the horne for at least 
two years immediately before the date of the person's admission to the facility, and who provided care to the person 
that permitted the person to reside at home rather than in an institution. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0575, is amended to read: 

2568.0575 [AVAILABILITY OF INCOME FOR INSTITUTIONALIZED PERSONS,] 

When an institutionalized person is determined eligible for medical assistance, the income that exceeds the 
deductions in paragraphs (a) and (b) must be applied to the cost of institutional care. 
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(a) the following amounts must be deducted from the institutionalized person's income in the following order: 

(1) the personal needs allowance under section 256B.35 or, for a veteran who does not have a spouse or child,.QE. 
a surviving spouse of!!. veteran having no child, the amount of aR) ,eteraf\'s peRsisR an improved pension received 
from the veteran's administration not exceeding $90 per month; 

(2) the personal allowance for disabled individuals under section 256B.36; 

(3) if the institutionalized person has a legally appointed guardian or conservator, five percent of the recipient's 
gross monthly income up to $100 as reimbursement for guardianship or conservatorship services; 

(4) a monthly income allowance determined under section 256B.058, subdivision 2, but only to the extent income 
of the institutionalized spouse is made available to the community spouse; 

(5) a monthly allowance for children under age 18 which, together with the net income of the children, would 
provide income equal to the medical assistance standard for families and children according to section 256B.056, 
subdivision 4, for a family size that includes only the minor children. This deduction applies only if the children do 
not live with the community spouse and only if the children resided with the institutionalized person immediately 
prior to admission; 

(6) a monthly family allowance for other family members, equal to one-third of the difference between 122 percent 
of the federal poverty guidelines and the monthly income for that family member; 

(7) reparations payments made by the Federal Republic of Germany; and 

(8) amounts for reasonable expenses incurred for necessary medical or remedial care for the institutionalized spouse 
that are not medical assistance covered expenses and that are not subject to payment by a third party. 

For purposes of clause (6), "other family member" means a person who resides with the community spouse and 
who is a minor or dependent child, dependent parent, or dependent sibling of either spouse. "Dependent" means a 
person who could be claimed as a dependent for federal income tax purposes under the Internal Revenue Code. 

(b) Income shall be allocated to an institutionalized person for a period of up to three calendar months, in an 
amount equal to the medical assistance standard for a family size of one if: 

(1) a physician certifies that the person is expected to reside in the long-term care facility for three calendar months 
or less; 

(2) if the person has expenses of maintaining a residence in the community; and 

(3) if one of the following circumstances apply: 

(i) the person was not living together with a spouse or a family member as defined in paragraph (a) when the 
person entered a long-term care facility; or 

(ii) the person and the person's spouse become institutionalized on the same date, in which case the allocation shall 
be applied to the income of one of the spouses. 

For purposes of this paragraph, a person is determined to be residing in a licensed nursing home, regional treatment 
center, or medical institution if the person is expected to remain for a period of one full calendar month or more. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.059, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [COMMUNITY SPOUSE ASSET ALLOWANCE.] (a) An institutionalized spouse may transfer assets to 
the community spouse solely for the benefit of the community spouse. Except for increased amounts allowable under 
subdivision 4, the maximum amount of assets allowed to be transferred is the amount which, when added to the 
assets otherwise available to the community spouse, is tfte gI'eateF sf as follows: 

(1) $±¥lOO prior to MY.1. 1994, the greater of: 

ill $14,148; 

~ ill the lesser of the spousal share or $6O;GOO $70,740; or 
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f3t li.ill. the amount required by court order to be paid to the community spouse" and 

ill for persons who begin their first continuous period of institutionalization Q!l or after .h!!y .L. 1994, the 
greater of: 

ill $20,000; 

@ the lesser of the spousal share 2!. $70,740; or 

.iliil the amount required Qy court order to be paid to the community spouse. 

If the assets available to the community spouse are already at the limit permissible under this section, or the higher 
limit attributable to increases under subdivision 4, no assets may be transferred from the institutionalized spouse to 
the community spouse. The transfer must be made as soon as practicable after the date the institutionalized spouse 
is determined eligible for medical assistance, or within the amount of time needed for any court order required for 
the transfer. On January I, ±99Q 1994, and every January 1 thereafter, the $12,009 ana $60,900 limits in this 
subdivision shall be adjusted by the same percentage change in the consumer price index for all urban consumers (all 
items; United States city average) between the two previous Septembers. These adjustments shall also be applied to 
the $12,009 ana $69,009 limits in subdivision 5. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.059, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [ASSET AVAILABILITY.] (a) At the time of application for medical assistance benefits, assets considered 
available to the institutionalized spouse shall be the total value of all assets in which either spouse has an ownership 
interest, reduced by the greater ef following: 

(1) $U,QQQ; er prior to l!!!y1. 1994, the greater of: 

ill $14,148; 

~ .illl the lesser of the spousal share or $6G,OOO $70,740; or 

(3) .iliil the amount required by court order to be paid to the community spouse" 

ill for persons who begin their first continuous period of institutionalization QE!:. or after l..!!!y.1. 1994. the greater 
of: 

ill $20,000; 

@ the lesser of the spousal share or $70,740; or 

..liill the amount required .!2Y court order to be paid to the community spouse. If the community spouse asset 
allowance has been increased under subdivision 4, then the assets considered available to the institutionalized spouse 
under this subdivision shall be further reduced by the value of additional amounts allowed under subdivision 4. 

(b) An institutionalized spouse may be found eligible for medical assistance even though assets in excess of the 
allowable amount are found to be available under paragraph (a) if the assets are owned jointly or individually by the 
community spouse, and the institutionalized spouse cannot use those assets to pay for the cost of care without the 
consent of the commlUlity spouse, and if: (i) the institutionalized spouse assigns to the commissioner the right to 
support from the community spouse lUlder section 256B.14, subdivision 2- J.; (ii) the institutionalized spouse lacks the 
ability to execute an assignment due to a physical or mental impairment; or (iii) the denial of eligibility would cause 
an imminent threat to the institutionalized spouse's health and well-being. 

(c) After the month in which the institutionalized spouse is determined eligible for medical assistance, during the 
continuous period of institutionalization, no assets of the community spouse are considered available to the 
institutionalized spouse, unless the institutionalized spouse has been found eligible lUlder clause (b). 

(d) Assets determined to be available to the institutionalized spouse Wlder this section must be used for the health 
care or personal needs of the institutionalized spouse. 

(e) For purposes of this section, assets do not include assets excluded lUlder section 256B.056, without regard to 
the limitations on total value in that section. . 
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Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0595, is amended to read: 

256B.0595 [PROHIBITIONS ON TRANSFER; EXCEPTIONS.J 

Subdivision 1. [PROHIBITED TRANSFERS.] (a) If a person or the person's spouse has given away, sold, or 
disposed of, for less than fair market value, any asset or interest therein,- except assets other than the homestead that 
are excluded under section 2568.056, subdivision 3, within 30 months before Of any time after the date of 
institutionalization if the person has been determined eligible for medical assistance, or within 30 months before or 
any time after the date of the first approved application for medical assistance if the person has not yet been 
determined eligible for medical assistance, the person is ineligible for long-term care services for the period of time 
determined under subdivision 2. 

ill Effective for transfers made on or after MY L. 1993, Q£ upon federal approval. whichever is later , ~ person, ~ 
person's spouse, or a person's authorized representative may not give away, sell, or dispose 2t. for less than fair 
market value,~ asset or interest therein, for the purpose of -establishing or maintaining medical assistance eligibility. 
For purposes of determining eligibility for medical assistance, ~ transfer of ~ asset within 60 months preceding 
application for medical assistance or during the period of medical assistance eligibility, including assets excluded 
under section 256B.056, subdivision 1. for less than fair market value may be considered. Any transfer for less than 
fair market value made within 60 months preceding application for medical assistance or during the period of medical 
assistance eligibility is presumed to have been made for the purpose of establishing or maintaining medical assistance 
eligibility and the person ~ ineligible for medical assistance for the period of time determined under subdivision b. 
unless the person furnishes convincing evidence to establish that the transaction was exclusively for another purpose, 
or unless the transfer 1£ permitted under subdivisions 3 or 4. 

Eb1 hl This section applies to transfers, for less than fair market value, of income or assets that are considered 
income in the month received, such as inheritances, court settlements, and retroactive benefit payments. 

f€1 @ This section applies to payments for care or personal services provided by a relative, unless the 
compensation was stipulated in a notarized, written agreement which was in existence when the service was 
performed, the care or services directly benefited fue person, and the payments made represented reasonable 
compensation for the care or services provided. A notarized written agreement is not required if payment for the 
services was made within, 60 days after the service was provided. 

fd1 hl This section applies to the portion of any asset or interest fuat a person or a person's spouse transfers to an 
irrevocable trust, annuity, or other instrument, that exceeds the value of the benefit likely to be returned to the person 
or spouse while alive, based on estimated life expectancy using the life expectancy tables employed by the 
supplemental security income program to determine fue value of an agreement for services for life. The commissioner 
may adopt rules :educing life expectancies based on the need for long-term care. 

(et ill For purposes of this section, long-term care services include nursing facility services, and home- and 
community-based services provided pursuant to section 256B.491. For purposes of this subdivision and subdivisions 
2,3, and 4, "institutionalized person" includes a person who is an inpatient in a nursing facility, or who is receiving 
home- and community-based services under section 256B.491. 

Subd. 2. [PERIOD OF INELIGIBILITY.J .@lFor any uncompensated transfer, the number of months of ineligibility 
for long-term care services shall be the lesser of 30 months, or the uncompensated transfer amount divided by the 
average medical assistance rate for nursing facility services in fue state in effect on the date of application. The 
amount used to calculate the average medical assistance payment rate shall be adjusted each July 1 to reflect payment 
rates for the previous calendar year. The period of ineligibility begins with the month in which the assets were 
transferred. If the transfer was not reported to fue local agency at fue time of application, and the applicant received 
long-term care services during what would have been the period of ineligibility iflhe transfer had been reported, a 
cause of action exists against the transferee for the cost of long-term care services provided during the period of 
ineligibility, or for the uncompensated amount of the transfer, whichever is less. The action may be brought by the 
state or the local agency responsible for providing medical assistance under chapter 256G. The uncompensated 
transfer amount is the fair market value of the asset at the time it was given away, sold, or disposed of, less the 
amount of compensation received. 
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ill For uncompensated transfers made on or after MY.1.1993, or upon federal approval. whichever is later. the 
number of mon:ths of ineligibility, including partial months, for medical assistance services shall be the total 
uncompensated value of the resources transferred divided Qy the average medical assistance rate for nursing facility 
services in the state in effect on the date of application. If a calculation of a ~ period results in ~ partial month. 
payments for medical assistance services will be reduced in an amount equal to the fraction, except that in calculating 
the value of uncompensated transfers! uncompensated transfers not!2. exceed $1,000 in total value ~ month shall 
be disregarded for each month prior to the month of application for medical assistance. The amount used to calculate 
the average medical assistance payment rate shall be adjusted each l!!!Y 1 to reflect payment rates for the previous 
calendar year. The period of ineligibility begins with the month in which the assets were transferred except that if 
one or more uncompensated transfers are made during ~ period of ineligibility, the total assets transferred during the 
ineligibility period shall be combined and a penalty period calculated to begin in the month the first uncompensated 
transfer was made. The ~ in this paragraph shall not!!P£!y to uncompensated transfers of assets not to exceed 
~ total of $1,000 £!;!: month during a medical assistance eligibility certification period. If the transfer was riot reported 
to the local agency at the time of application. and the applicant received medical assistance services during what 
would have been the period of ineligibility if the transfer had been reported, a cause of action exists against the 
transferee for the cost of medical assistance services _provided during the period of ineligibility. or for the 
uncompensated amount of the transfer. whichever is less. The action may be brought £v. the state Q!. the local agency 
responsible for providing medical assistance under chapter 256G. The uncompensated transfer amount is the fair 
market value of the asset ill. the time !! ~ given away, sold, .Q!. disposed .Qt. less the amount of compensation 
received. 

!.£l If the total value of all uncompensated transfers made in a month exceeds $1,000. the disregards allowed under 
paragraph ill do not ~ 

Subd. 3. [HOMESTEAD EXCEPTION TO TRANSFER PROHIBITION.] (a) An institutionalized person is not 
ineligible for. long-term care services due to a transfer of assets for less than fair market value if the asset transferred 
was a homestead and: 

(1) title to the homestead was transferred to the individual's 

(i) spouse; 

(ii) child who is under age 21; 

(iii) blind or permanently and totally disabled child as defined in the supplemental security income program; 

(iv) sibling who has equity interest in the home and who was residing in the home for a period of at least one year 
immediately before the date of the individual's admission to the facility; or 

(v) son or daughter who was residing in the individual's home for a period of at least two years immediately before 
the date of the individual's admission to the facility, and who provided care to the individual that permitted the 
individual to reside at home rather than in an institution or facility; 

(2) a satisfactory showing is made that the individual intended to dispose of the homestead at fair market value 
or for other valuable consideration; or 

(3) the local agency grants a waiver of the excess resources created by the uncompensated transfer because denial 
of eligibility would cause undue hardship for the individual, based on imminent threat to the individual's health and 
well-being. 

(b) When a waiver is granted under paragraph (a), clause (3), a ca,use of action exists against the person to whom 
the homestead was transferred for that portion of long-term care services granted within 30 months of the transfer 
or the amount of the uncompensated transfer, whichever is less, together with the costs incurred due to the action. 
The action may be brought by the state or the local agency responsible for providing medical assistance under 
chapter 256G. 
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ill Effective for transfers made 2!l 2!: after .h!!y .1. 1993, or upon federal approval. whichever ~ later, ~ 
institutionalized person ~ not ineligible for medical assistance services due to 2. transfer of assets for less than fair 
market value it the asset transferred was a homestead and: 

ill title to the homestead was transferred to the individual's 

illil blind or permanently and totally disabled child ~ defined in the supplemental security income program; 

.!iYl sibling who has ~ interest in the home and who was residing in the home for a period of at least one year 
inunediately before the date of the individual's admission to the facilityj 2£ 

ill son or daughter who was residing in the individual's home for a period of at least MO years immediately before 
the date of the individual's admission to the facility, and who provided care to the individual that permitted the 
individual to reside ~ home rather than in an institution or facility; 

ill ~ satisfactory showing is made that the individual intended. to dispose of the homestead at fair market value 
or for other valuable consideration; or 

ill the local agency grants ~ waiver of the excess resources created !2y the uncompensated transfer because denial 
of eligibility would cause undue hardship for the individual, based on imminent threat to the individual's health and 
well-being. 

@ When a waiver is granted under paragraph l£1. clause m ~ cause of action exists against the person to whom 
the homestead was transferred for that portion of medical assistance services granted during the period of ineligibility 
under subdivision b. or the amount of the uncompensated transfer, whichever is less. together with the costs incurred 
due to the action. The action may be brought £x. the state Q!:. the 12£& ~ responsible for providing medical 
assistance under chapter 256G. 

Subd. 4. [OTHER EXCEPTIONS TO TRANSFER PROHIBITION.lll!l. An institutionalized person who has made, 
or whose spouse has made a transfer prohibited by subdivision 1, is not ineligible for long-term care services if one 
of the following conditions applies: 

(1) the assets were transferred to the community spouse, as defined in section 256B.059; or 

(2) the institutionalized spouse, prior to being institutionalized, transferred assets to a spouse, provided that the 
spouse to whom the assets, were transferred does not then transfer those assets to another person for less than fair 
market value. (At the time when one spouse is institutionalized, assets must be allocated between the spouses as 
provided under section 256B.059); or 

(3) the assets were transferred to the individual's child who is blind or permanently and totally disabled as 
determined in the supplemental security income program; or 

(4) a satisfactory showing is made that the individual intended to dispose of the assets either at fair market value 
or for other valuable consideration; or 

(5) the local agency determines that denial of eligibility for long-term care services would work an Wldue hardship 
and grants a waiver of excess assets. When a waiver is granted, a cause of action exists against the person to whom 
the assets were transferred for that portion of long-term care services granted within 30 months of the transfer, or the 
amOWlt of the Wlcompensated transfer, whichever is less? together with the costs incurred due to the action. The 
action may be brought by the state or the local agency responsible for providing medical assistance under this chapter. 

ill Effective for transfers made .Q!! Q!. after MY. L. 1993. Q!. upon federal approval, whichever i§.-later. !!!. 
institutionalized person who has made . .Q!. whose spouse has made ~ transfer prohibited h subdivision L. ~ not 
ineligible for medical assistance services if one of the following conditions applies: 

ill the assets were transferred to the community spouse. as defined in section 256B.059; or 
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ill the institutionalized spouse, prior to being institutionalized, transferred assets to !!. spouse. provided that the 
spouse to whom the assets were transferred does not then transfer those ~ to another person for less than fair 
market value. !tJ the time when ~ spouse i2 institutionalized, ~ must be allocated between the spouses as 
provided under section 256B.059); or 

ill the assets were transferred to the individual's child who ~ blind or permanently and totally disabled ~ 
determined in the supplemental security income program; or 

ill~ satisfactory showing is made that the individual intended to dispose of the assets either ~ fair rnarket"value 
2I for other valuable considerationj or 

@ the local agency determines that denial of eligibility for medical assistance services would work an undue 
hardship and grants ~ waiver of excess ~ When ~ waiver i§. granted, a cause of action exists against the person 
to whom the assets ~ transferred for that portion of medical assistance services granted during the period of 
ineligibility determined under subdivision 2 or the amount of the uncompensated transfer, whichever is less, together 
with the costs incurred due to the action. The action may be brought Qv. the ~ QI the local agency responsible for 
prOViding medical assistance under this chapter. 

Subd,!L [NOTICE OF RECEIPT OF FEDERAL WAIVER] In every instance in which il federal waiver that allows 
the implementation of a provision in this section ~ granted,- the commissioner shall publish notice of receipt of the 
waiver in the state register. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. IPHYSICIANS' SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers physicians' services. Rates paid for anesthesiology 
services provided Qv. physicians shall be according to the formula utilized in the Medicare program and shall use a 
conversion factor "at percentile of calendar year ~ Qy legislahlre." 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 6a, is amended to read: 

Subd,6a. [HOME HEALTH SERVICES,] Home health services are those services specified in Minnesota Rules, part 
9505.0290. Medical assistance covers home health services at a recipient's home residence. Medical assistance does 
not cover home health services at for residents of a hospital, nUrsing facility, intermediate care facility, or a health care 
facility licensed by the commissioner of health, unless the program is funded under a home- and commWlity-based 
services waiver or lUlless the commissioner of human services has prior authorized skilled nurse visits for less than 
90 days for a resident at an intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation, to prevent an admission 
to a hospital or nursing facility .2!: Wlless ~ resident who is otherwise eligible i§. Q!lleave from the facility and the 
facility either ~ for the home health services or forgoes the facility ~ diem for the leave days that home health 
services are used. Home health services must be provided by a Medicare certified home health agency. All nursing 
and home health aide services must be provided according to section 256B.0627. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Stahltes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. IPRIVATE DUTY NURSING.] Medical assistance covers private duty nursing services in a recipient's 
home. Recipients who are authorized to receive private duty nurSing services in their home may use approved hours 
outside of the home during hours when normal life activities take them outside of their home and when, without the 
provision of private duty nursing, their health and safety would be jeopardized. Medical assistance does not cover 
private duty nursing services at for residents of a hospital, nursing facility, intermediate care facility, or a health care 
facility licensed by the corrurussioner of health, except as authorized in section 256B.64 for ventilator-dependent 
recipients in hospitals or unless a resident who is othenvise eligible ~ on leave from the facility and the facility either 
~ for the private duty nursing services Q!: forgoes the facility E..tt diem for the leave days that private duty nursing 
services are used. Total hours of service and payment allowed for services outside the home cannot exceed that which 
is othenvise allowed in an in-home setting according to section 256B.0627. All private duty nursing services must 
be provided according to the limits established under section 256B.0627. Private duty nursing services may not be 
reimbursed if the nurse is the spouse of the recipient or the parent or foster care provider of a recipient who is under 
age 18, or the recipient's legal guardian. 
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Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [NURSE ANESTHETIST SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers nurse anesthetist services. Rates paid 
for anesthesiology services provided .Qy certified registered nurse anesthetists shall be according to the formula 
utilized in the Medicare program and shall ~ the conversion factor that is used Qy the Medicare program. 

Sec. 40. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [DRUGS.} (a) Medical assistance covers drugs if prescribed by a licensed practitioner and dispensed by 
a licensed pharmacist, or by a physician enrolled in the medical assistance program as a dispensing physician. The 
commissioner, after receiving recommendations from tRe ~4iFlFlessta professional medical assseiaasR associations and 
the Hifb:lessta flhaFffiaeists asseeiaasR professional pharmacist associations, shall designate a formulary committee 
to advise the commissioner on the names of drugs for which payment is made, recommend a system for reimbursing 
providers on a set fee or charge basis rather than the present system, and develop methods encouraging use of generic 
drugs when they are less expensive and equally effective as trademark drugs. The eeB'lll-1:issisRe!' skall appsiftt the 
feFml;tlat:. EeffilitiFtee memaeFS Re latel tkail 38 days felle' .• iftg Jl;tl) 1,1981. The formulary committee shall consist 
of nine members, four of whom shall be physicians who are not employed by the department of human services, and 
a majority of whose practice is for persons paying privately or through health insurance, three of whom shall be 
pharmacists who are not employed by the department of human services, and a majority of whose practice is for 
persons paying privately or through health insurance, a consumer representative, and a nursing home representative. 
Committee members shall serve ft. e ) eaF three-year terms and shall serve without compensation. Members may be 
reappointed once. The commissioner shall establish a drug formulary. Its establishment and publication shall not 
be subject to the requirements of the administrative procedure act, but the formulary committee shall review and 
comment on the formulary contents. The formulary committee shall review and recommend drugs which require 
prior authorization. The formulary committee may recommend drugs for prior authorization directly to the 
commissioner, as long as opportunity for public input is provided. Prior authorization may be requested by the 
commissioner based on medical and clinical criteria before certain drugs are eligible for payment. Before a drug may 
be considered for prior authorization at the request of the commissioner: 

(1) the drug formulary committee must develop criteria to be used for identifying drugs; the development of these 
criteria is not subject to the requirements of chapter 14, but the formulary committee shall provide opportunity for 
public input in developing criteria; 

(2) the drug formulary committee must hold a public forum and receive public conunent for an additional 15 days; 
and 

(3) the commissioner must provide information to the formulary committee on the impact that placing the drug 
on prior authorization will have on the quality of patient care and information regarding whether the drug is subject 
to clinical abuse or misuse. Prior authorization may be required by the commissioner before certain formulary drugs 
are eligible for payment. The formulary shall not include: drugs or products for which there is no federal funding; 
over-the-counter drugs, except for antacids, acetaminophen, family planning products, aspirin, insulin, products for 
the treatment of lice, and vitamins for children lUlder the age of seven and pregnant or nursing women; or any other 
over-the-counter drug identified by the commissioner, in consultation with the drug formulary committee as necessary, 
appropriate and cost effective for the treatment of certain specified chronic diseases, conditions or disorders, and this 
determination shall not be subject to the requirements of chapter 14, the administrative procedure act~ Fll:ltFitieftal 
pFea.I;tEts, eJee€flt fSF #lese }3Fea.l;l:E'S Reea.ea ieF iTeatffieRt ef pkeFl) llEeteFlI:lEa, ft.ypea) sHlem:ia, maf91e S)'£Hf9 1:H'ir.e 
a.isease, a eef'fT1:liftea. alleFg) te kl:imaR f'fIilk, ee .. m:ilh, aRa. sey fSFffil*la, SF ail) et:l=ter EkilelJ=-.eea. eF eat'llt aiseas€s, 
e8Fla.itieRs, Sf aiseFaeFs ia€Rtifiea By tl!\e Eefflft1:issieFl€F as F€EJ:l:ii!'iRg a sim:ilaFl) ReeeSSaF) Rl;l:tFitieFlcti flFSa1:1et; 
anorectics; and drugs for which medical value has not been established. ptJ1:1tFitieRaI fllSa1:1ets Reeaea ie!' eke t£eatfReRt 
ef a ESffil:!iRea alleF~' ts fll;l:ffi:aFl miH" ee'i. 's mille, aRa se) feFffil:ila reE{l±iFe }3FieF al;l:#leFi~aaeR. 6epsFate pa) IILeRt sRall 
ftet Be mase ieF ftl;ttFitisRal flresl;l:ets ~ar Fesiaeftts ef ISRg ten19: eaFe faeiHties; flaymeRt ~e!' sietar) FeEJ:l:t:irea €ftts is a 
eSffifleReRt s~ t'R€ fieF ai€ffi Fate flaiEl ta FRese faeilities. Pa}flteRt te srl:l:g VeftaeFS SRan Ret ae f.f1:saifiea BefsF€ tRe 
feFmttlary is estaBlished e)(eeflt #'tat tr.€ ee!ff'tffl.issieR€F sRall Ret peFf'fI:it pay meRt fSF aRY ElFl::1gs 'I; IkiEk may ftst a) la;. 
ae iftBl:t:SeS iit the feFffil:llary, afts ti=te eefflJ'fti:ssiSR€F'S seteFmrnatieFl skall Ret ae sl:lajeet te €kaflteI 11, tke 
aaffi::iFt:istFative flFeeeEhlFe aet. The conurUssioner shall publish conditions for prohibiting payment for specific drugs 
after considering the formulary conunittee's reconunendations. 
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(b) The basis for determining the amount of payment shall be the lower of the actual acquisition costs of the drugs 
plus a fixed dispensing fee established by the commissioner, the maximum allowable cost set by the federal 
government or by the commissioner plus the fixed dispensing fee or the usual and customary price charged to the 
public. Actual acquisition cost includes quantity and other speCial discounts except time and cash discounts. The 
actual acquisition cost of a drug may be estimated by the commissioner. The maximum allowable cost of a 
multisource drug may be set by the commissioner and it shall be comparable to, but no higher than, the maximum 
amount paid by other third party payors in this state who have maximum allowable cost programs. Establishment 
of the amount of payment for drugs shall not be subject to the requirements of the administrative procedure act. An 
additional dispensing fee of $.30 may be added to the dispensing fee paid to pharmacists for legend drug prescriptions 
dispensed to residents of long-term care facilities when a unit dose blister card system, approved by the department, 
is used. Under this type of dispensing system, the pharmacist must dispense a 30-day supply of drug. The National 
Drug Code (NDC) from the drug container used to fill the blister card must be identified on the claim to the 
department. The unit dose blister card containing the drug must meet the packaging standards set forth in Minnesota 
Rules, part 6800.2700, that govern the retmn of unused drugs to the pharmacy for reuse. The pharmacy provider will 
be required to credit the department for the actual acquisition cost of all unused drugs that are eligible for reuse. 
Over-the-counter medications must be dispensed in the manufacturer's unopened package. The commissioner may 
permit the drug clozapine to be dispensed in a quantity that is less than a 3D-day supply. Whenever a generically 
equivalent product is available, payment shall be on the basis of the actual acquisition cost of the generic drug, unless 
the prescriber specifically indicates "dispense as written - brand necessary" on the prescription as required by section 
151.21, subdivision 2. Implementation of any change in the fixed dispensing fee that has not been subject to the 
administrative procedure act is limited to not more than 180 days, unless, during that time, the conunissioner initiates 
rulemaking through the administrative procedure act. 

(c) entil ]aAuaFY 1, 199:3, SF the date the on-line, real-time Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) 
upgrade is successfully implemented, ~ determined Qy the commissioner of administration, wHiEfle. eF SEEtlFS last, 
a pharmacy provider may require individuals who seek to become eligible for medical assistance under a one-month 
spend-down, as provided in section 256B.056, subdivision 5, to pay for services to the extent of the spend-down 
amount at the time the services are provided. A pharmacy provider choosing this option shall file a medical 
assistance claim for the pharmacy services provided. If medical assistance reimbursement is received for this claim, 
the pharmacy provider shall return to the individual the total amount paid by the individual for the pharmacy 
services reimbursed by the medical assistance program. If the claim is not eligible for medical assistance 
reimbursement because of the provider's failure to comply with the provisions of the medical assistance program, the 
pharmacy provider shall refund to the individual the total amount paid by the individual. Pharmacy providers may 
choose this option only if they apply similar credit restrictions to private payor privately insured individuals. A 
pharmacy provider choosing this option must inform individuals who seek to become eligible for medical assistance 
Wlder a one-month spend-down of (1) their right to appeal the denial of services on the grounds that they have 
satisfied the spend-down requirement, and (2) their potential eligibility for the health right program or the children's 
health plan. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 13a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13a. [DRUG lTTILiZATION REVIEW BOARD.] A 12-member drug utilization review board is established. 
The board is comprised of six licensed physicians actively engaged in the pJ;'actice of medicine in Minnesota; five 
licensed pharmacists actively engaged in the practice of pharmacy in Minnesota; and one consumer representative. 
The board shall be staffed by an employee of the dep~rtment who shall serve as an ex officio nonvoting member of 
the board. The members of the board shall be appointed by the commissioner and shall serve three-year terms. The 
physician members shall be selected from a-list lists submitted by tRe }'4iIUleseta professional medical assseiatieFl: 
associations. The pharmacist members shall be selected from a-list lists submitted by the MffiFtessta profeSSional 
pharmacist AsssEiassR associations. The commissioner shall appoint the initial members of the hoard for terms 
expiring as follows: four members for terms expiring June 30, 1995; four members for terms expiring JlUle 30, 1994; 
and four members for terms expiring June 30, 1993. Members may be reappointed once. The board shall annually 
elect a chair from among the members. 

The commissioner shall, with the advice of the board: 

(1) implement a medical assistance retrospective and prospective drug utilization review program as required by 
United States Code, title 42, section 1396r-8(g)(3); 

(2) develop and implement the predetermined criteria and practice parameters for appropriate prescribing to be 
used in retrospective and prospective drug utilization review; 
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(3) develop, select, implement, and assess interventions for physicians, pharmacists, and patients that are 
educational and not punitive in nature; 

(4) establish a grievance and appeals process for physicians and pharmacists under this section; 

(5) publish and disseminate educational information to physicians and pharmacists regarding the board and the 
reVIew program; 

(6) adopt and implement procedures designed to ensure the confidentiality of any information collected, stored, 
retrieved, assessed, or analyzed by the board, staff to the board, or contractors to the review program that identifies 
individual physicians, pharmacists, or recipients; 

(7) establish and implement an ongoing process to (i) receive public comment regarding drug utilization review 
criteria and standards, and (ii) consider the comments along with other scientific and clinical information in order to 
revise criteria and standards on a timely basis; and 

(8) adopt any rules necessary to carry out this section. 

The board may establish advisory committees. The corrunissioner may contract with appropriate organizations to 
assist the board in carrying out the board's duties. The commissioner may enter into contracts for services to develop 
and implement a retrospective and prospective review program. 

The board shall report to the commissioner annually on December 1. The commissioner shall make the report 
available to the public upon request. The report must include information on the activities of the board and the 
program; the effectiveness of implemented interventions; administrative costs; and any fiscal impact resulting from 
the program. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd.15. [HEALTH PLAN PREMIUMS AND COPAYMENTS.] Medical assistance covers health care prepayment 
plan premiums aft€iL insurance premiums if raia ai!Eetly to a VeRaO! ffiLa sHflplemeAtary ffiEaieal iRsH!aR€e aERetits 
lH'taer Title XVIII of tHE Soeia} Seel:l:fity AetL and copayments if determined to be cost-effective!2y the commissioner. 
For purposes of obtaining Medicare part A and part B, and copayments, expenditures may be made even if federal 
funding is not available. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 17, is amended to read: 

Subd. 17. [TRANSPORTATION COSTS.] (aJ Medical assistance covers transportation costs incurred solely for 
obtaining emergency medical care or transportation costs incurred by nonambulatory persons in obtaining emergency 
or nonemergency medical care when paid directly to an ambulance company, common carrier, or other recognized 
providers of transportation services. For the purpose of this subdivision, a person who is incapable of transport by 
taxicab or bus shall be considered to be nonambulatory. 

(b) Medical assistance covers special transportation, as defined in Minnesota Rules, part 9505.0315, subpart 1, item 
F, if the provider receives and maintains a current physician's order by the recipient's attending physician. The 
commissioner shall establish maximum medical assistance reimbursement rates for special transportation services for 
persons who need a wheelchair lift van or stretcher-equipped vehicle and for those who do not need a wheelchair 
lift van or stretcher-equipped vehicle. The average of these two rates must not exceed $+3 $14 for the base rate and 
S..f. $1.10 per mile. Special transportation provided to nonambulatory persons who do not need a wheelchair lift van 
or stretcher-equ~pped vehicle, may be reimbursed at a lower rate than special transportation provided to persons who 
need a wheelchair lift van or stretcher-equipped vehicle. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 19a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19a. [PERSONAL CARE SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers personal care services in a recipient's home. 
Recipients who can direct their own care, or persons who cannot direct their own care when authorized by the 
responsible party, may use approved hours outside the home when normal life activities take them outside the home 
and when, without the provision of personal care, their health and safety would be jeopardized. Medical assistance 
does not cover personal care services at for residents of a hospital, nursing facility, intermediate care facility Sf--&L 

health care facility licensed by the commissioner of health, or unless a resident who is otherwise eligible i§. Q!lleave 
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from the facility and the facility either ~ for the personal care services or forgoes the facility ~ diem for the leave 
days that personal care services are used except as authorized in section 256B.64 for ventilator-dependent recipients 
in hospitals. Total hours of service and payment allowed for services outside the home cannot exceed that which is 
otherwise allowed for personal care services in an in-home setting according to section 2568.0627. All personal care 
services must be provided according to s~ction 256B.0627. Personal care services may not be reimbursed if the 
personal care assistant is the spouse of the recipient or the parent of a recipient Wlder age 18, the responsible party 
or the foster care provider of a recipient who cannot direct the recipient's own care or the recipient's legal guardian 
unless, in the case of a foster provider, a county or state case manager visits the recipient as needed, but no less than 
every six months, to monitor the health and safety of the recipient and to ensure the goals of the care plan are met. 
Parents of adult recipients, adult children of the recipient or adult siblings of the recipient may be reimbursed for 
personal care services if they are granted a waiver under section 256B.0627. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 27, is amended to read: 

Subd. 27. [ORGAN AND TISSUE TRANSPLANTS.] Medical assistance coverage for organ a:ael tissue transplant 
procedures is limited to those procedures covered by the Medicare program, pfG/icleel tR8se heart-lung transplants 
for persons with primary pulmonary hypertension and performed at Minnesota transplant centers meeting united 
network for organ sharing criteria to perform heart-lung transplants; lung transplants using cadaveric donors and 
performed at Minnesota transplant centers meeting united network for organ sharing criteria to perform lung 
transplants; pancreas transplants for uremic diabetic recipients of kidney transplants and performed at Minnesota 
facilities meeting united network for organ sharing criteria to perform pancreas transplants; and allogeneic bone 
marrow transplants for persons with state III 2!. IV Hodgkin's disease. Transplant procedures must comply with all 
applicable laws, rules, and regulations governing (1) coverage by the Medicare program, (2) federal financial 
participation by the Medicaid program, and (3) coverage by the Minnesota medical assistance program. Transplant 
centers must meet american society of hematology and clinical oncology criteria for bone marrow transplants and be 
located in Minnesota to receive reimbursement for bone marrow transplants. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 28, is amended to read: 

Subd. 28, [CERTIFIED NURSE PRACTITIONER SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers services performed by a 
certified pediatric nurse practitioner, a certified family nurse practitioner, a certified adult nurse practitioner, a certified 
obstetric/gynecological nurse practitioner, or a certified geriatric nurse practitioner in independent practice, if the 
services are otherwise covered under this chapter as a physician service, and if the service is within the scope of 
practice of the nurse practitioner's license as a registered nurse, as defined in section 148.171. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 29, is amended to read: 

Subd.29. [PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING CLINIC SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers the services of a certified 
public health nurse or a registered nurse practicing in a public health nursing clinic that is a department of, or that 
operates under the direct authority of, a unit of government, if the service is within the scope of practice of the public 
health or registered nurse's license as a registered nurse, as defined in section 148.171. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0625, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 32. INUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS.] Medical assistance covers nutritional products needed for treatment of 
phenylketonuria, hyperlysinemia, maple ~ urine disease, a combined allergy to human milk, cow's milk, and ~ 
formula, or ~ other childhood or adult diseases, conditions, or disorders identified Qv. the commissioner as requiring 
~ similarly necessary nutritional product. Nutritional products needed for the treatment of ~ combined allergy to 
human milk, cow's milk, and ~ formula require prior authorization. Separate payment shall not be made for 
nutritional products for residents of long-term care facilities; payment for dietary requirements is a component of the 
E..!:£ diem rate paid to these facilities. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 33. [AMERICAN INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES FACILITIES.] Medical assistance payments to American 
Indian health services facilities for outpatient medical services billed after June ~ 1990, must be in accordance with 
the rate published £y the United States Assistant Secretary for Health under the authority of United States Code, title 
.1b. sections 248(3) and ~ General assistance medical care payments to American Indian health services facilities 
for the provision of outpatient medical care services billed after Tune ~ 1990, must be in accordance with the general 
assistance medical care rates paid for the same services when provided in ~ facility other than an American Indian 
health service facility. 
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Sec. 50. [256B.0626J [ESTIMATION OF 50TH PERCENTILE OF PREVAILING CHARGES.J 

ill The 50th percentile of the prevailing charge for the base year identified in statute must be estimated Qy the 
commissioner in the following situations: 

ill there were less than ten billings in the calendar year specified in legislation governing maximum payment rates; 

ill the service ~ not available in the calendar year specified in legislation governing maximum payment rates; 

ill the payment amount is the result of .§. provider ~ 

ill the procedure code description has changed since the calendar year specified in legislation governing maximum 
payment rates, and, therefore, the prevailing charge information reflects the ~ code but ~ different procedure 
description: or 

ill the 50th percentile reflects ~ payment which ~ grossly inequitable when compared with payment rates for 
procedures or services which are substantially similar. 

ill When one of the situations identified in ~~¥\!£~ ill occurs. the commissioner shall ~ the following 
methodology to reconstruct a rate comparable to percentile of the prevailing rate: 

ill refer to information which exists for the first nine billings in the calendar year specified in legislation governing 
maximum payment rates; 2!. 

ill refer to surrounding or comparable procedure codes; or 

ill refer to the 50th percentile of years subseguent to the calendar year specified in legislation governing maximum 
payment rates. and reduce that amount !!v. applying an appropriate Consumer Price Index formula: or 

ill refer to relative value indexes; or 

ill refer to reimbursement information from other third parties, such as Medicare. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0627, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IDEFINITION.} (a) "Home care services" means a health service, determined by the commissioner 
as medically necessary, that is ordered by a physician and documented in a care plan that is reviewed by the 
physician at least once every 60 days for the provision of home health services, or private duty nursing, or at least 
once every 365 days for personal care. Home care services are provided to the recipient at the recipient's residence 
that is a place other than a hospital or long-term care facility or as specified in section 256B.0625. 

(b) "Medically necessary" has the meaning given in Minnesota Rules, parts 9505.0170 to 9505.0475. 

(c) "Care plan" means a written description of the services needed which is sigRe€l- developed by the supervisory 
nurse together with the recipient or responsible party and includes a detailed description of the covered home care 
services, who is providing the services, frequency and duration of services, and expected outcomes and goals 
ffieli:lI:iiflg elfF'eeteEl Elate ef geal aeeemrlisfimeflt. The provider must give the recipient or responsible ~ ~.£QE.Y 
of the completed care plan within 30 days of beginning home ~ services. 

(d) "Responsible party" means an individual residing with a recipient of personal care services who is capable of 
providing the supportive care necessary to assist the recipient to live in the community, is at least 18 years old, and 
is not a personal care assistant. Responsible parties who are parents of minors or guardians of minors or incapacitated 
persons may delegate the responsibility to another adult during a temporary absence of at least 24 hours but not more 
than six months. The person delegated as a responsible party must be able to meet the definition of responsible party, 
except that the delegated responsible party is required to reside with the recipient only while serving as the 
responsible party. Foster care license holders may be designated the responsible party for residents of the foster care 
home if case management is provided as required in section 256B.0625, subdivision 19a. For persons who, as of April 
1,1992, are sharing personal care services in order to obtain the availability of 24-hour coverage, an employee of the 
personal care provider organization may be designated as the responsible party if case management is provided as 
required in section 256B.0625, subdivision 19a. 
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Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0627, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd, 4. [PERSONAL CARE SERVICES.] (a) The personal care services that are eligible for payment are the 
following: 

(1) bowel and bladder care; 

(2) skin care to maintain the health of the' skin; 

(3) delegated therapy tasks specific 12 maintaining a recipient's optimal level of functioning, including range of 
motion and muscle strengthening exercises; 

(4) respiratory assistance; 

(5) transfers and amhulation: 

(6) bathing, grooming, and hairwashing necessary for personal hygiene; 

(7) turning and positioning; 

(8) assistance with furnishing medication that is normally self-administered; 

(9) application and maintenance of prosthetics and orthotics; 

. (10) cleaning medical equipment; 

(11) dressing or lU1dressing; 

(12) assistance with food, nutrition, and diet activities; 

(13) accompanying a recipient to obtain medical diagnosis or treatment; 

(14) helfliRg the FeeipieRt te eSff'lplete e.aily Ii. iRg shills Sl:leR as f1eFSeRal ana eFal h) gieRe M=ta l"lteaieatieR seheel:1des 
assisting, monitoring, or prompting the recipient to complete the services in clauses ill to @; 

(15) sl:lpeFio isisfl: redirection, monitoring, and observation that are medically necessary eeealdse sf ~e IeeipieRt's 
eiiagp.ssis 6F eisaaili~; at te. and ~ integral part of compl,eling the personal cares described in clauses ill to iH1. 

(16) redirection and intervention for behavior, including observation and mOnitoring; 

.llZl interventions for seizure disorders including monitoring and observation if the recipient has had a seizure that 
requires intervention within the past three monthsj and 

l1.§l incidental household services that are an integral part of a personal care service described in clauses (1) to ~ 
@. 

For purposes of this subdivision, monitoring and observation means watching for ounvard visible ~ that ~ 
likely to 2£9:!!. and for which there ~ a covered personal ~ service 2!:. ~ appropriate personal care intervention. 

(b) The personal care services that are,not eligible for payment are the following: 

(1) personal care services that are not in the care plan developed by the supervising registered nurse in consultation 
with the personal care assistants and the recipient or the responsible party directing the care of the recipient; 

(2) services that are not supervised by the registered nurse; 

(3) services provided by the recipient's spouse, legal guardian, or parent of a minor child; 

(4) services provided by a foster care provider of a recipient who calUlot direct their own care, unless monitored 
by a county or state case manager under section 256B.0625, subdivision 19a; 
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ill services provided .£y the residential or program license holder in a residence for ~ than four persons; 

i§l services that ~ the responsibility of ~ residential or program license holder under the terms of !!. service 
agreement and administrative rules; 

f§f ill sterile procedures; 

f67 ill injections of fluids into veins, muscles, or skin; 

A ill services provided by parents of adult recipients, adult children, or siblings, unless these relatives meet one 
of the following hardship criteria and the commissioner waives this requirement: 

(i) the relative resigns from a part-time or full-time job to provide personal care for the recipient; 

(ii) the relative goes from a full-time to a part-time job with less compensation to provide personal care for the 
recipient; 

(iii) the relative takes a leave of absence without pay to provide personal care for the recipient; 

(iv) the relative incurs substantial expenses by providing personal care for the recipient; or 

(v) because of labor conditions, the relative is needed in order to provide an adequate number of qualified personal 
care assistants to meet the medical needs of the recipient; 

f81 f1Ql homemaker services that are not an integral part of a personal care services; and 

f91 illl home maintenance, or chore services. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0627, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. S. [LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS.] Medical assistance payments for home care services shall be limited 
according to this subdivision. 

(a) [EXEMPTION FROM PAYMENT LIMITATIONS.] The level, or the number of hours or visits of a specific 
service, of home care services to a recipient that began before and is continued without increase on or after December 
1987, shall be exempt from the payment limitations of this section, as long as the services are medically necessary. 

(b) [LIMITS ON SERVICES WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION.] A recipient may receive the following amounts 
of home care services during a calendar year: 

(1) a total of 40 home health aide visits or skilled nurse visits under section 256B.0625, subdivision 6a; and 

(2) a tetal sf tef\ RSHf'S sf FLHf'Sir.g Sl;:lfJeF. i~isR l:ti.aeF seeasFL 2.§'6B.G62§', sttlsEii. isisfl 7 SF 19a !!£ to two assessments 
.Qy!l supervising registered nurse to determine a recipient's need for personal care services, develop .e ~ plan, and 
obtain prior authorization. Additional visits may be authorized Qy the commissioner if there are circumstances that 
necessitate a change in provider. 

(c) [PRIOR AUTHORIZATION; EXCEPTIONS.] All home care services above the limits in paragraph (b) must 
receive the commissioner's prior authorization, except when: 

(1) the home care services were required to treat an emergency medical condition that if not immediately treated 
could cause a recipient serious physical or mental disability, continuation of severe pain, or death. The provider must 
request retroactive authorization no later than five working days after giving the initial service. The provider must 
be able to substantiate the emergency by documentation such as reports, notes, and admission or discharge histories; 

(2) the home care services were provided on or after the date on which the recipient's eligibility began, but before 
the date on which the recipient was notified that the case was opened. Authorization will be considered if the request 
is submitted by the provider within 20 working days of the date the recipient was notified that the case was 
opened; eF 
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(3) a third party payor for home care services has denied or adjusted a payment. Authorization requests must be 
submitted by the provider within 20 working days of the notice of denial or adjustment, A copy of the notice must 
be included with the request, or 

ill the commissioner has determined that a county or state human services agency has made an error. 

(d) [RETROACTIVE AUTHORIZATION.] A request for retroactive authorization under paragraph (c) will be 
evaluated according to the same criteria applied to prior authorization requests. Implementation of this provision shall 
begin no later than October 1, 1991, except that recipients who are currently receiving medically necessary services 
above the limits established under this subdivision may have a reasonable amount of time to arrange for waivered 
services under section 256B.49 or to establish an alternative living arrangement. All current recipients shall he phased 
down to the limits established under paragraph (b) on or before April 1, 1992. 

(e) [ASSESSMENT AND CARE PLAN.] The home care provider shall conduct aft initially, and at least annually 
thereafter, ~ face-to-face assessment of the recipient and complete a care plan using forms specified by the 
commissioner. For the recipient to receive, or continue to receive, home care services, the provider must submit 
evidence necessary for the commissioner to determine the medical necessity of the home care services. The provider 
shall submit to the commissioner the assessment, the care plan, and other information necessary to determine medical 
necessity such as diagnostic or testing information, social or medical histories, and hospital or facility discharge 
summaries. To continue to receive home ~ services when the recipient displays !!Q significant change. the 
supervising nurse has the option to review with the commissioner, or the commissioner's designee. the care plan on 
record and receive authorization for !!E. to ~ additional 12 months. 

(f) [PRIOR AUTHORIZATION.] The commissioner, or the commissioner's designee, shall review the' assessment, 
the care plan, and any additional information that is submitted. The commissioner shall, within 30 days after 
receiv~ng a complete request, assessment, and care plan, authorize home care services as follows: 

(1) [HOME HEALTH SERVICES.] All home health services provided by a nurse or a home health aide that exceed 
the limits established in paragraph (b) must be prior authorized by the commissioner or the commissioner's designee. 
Prior authorization must be based on medical necessity and cost-effectiveness when compared with other care options. 
When home health services are used in combination with personal care and private duty nursing, the cost of all home 
care services shall be considered for cost-effectiveness. The commissioner shall limit nurse and home health aide visits 
to l!Q. ~ than ~ visit each £!:!: day. 

(2) [PERSONAL CARE SERVICES.] (i) All personal care services must be prior authorized by the commissioner 
or the commissioner's designee except for the limits on supervision established in paragraph (b). The amount of 
personal c:;:are services authorized must be based on the recipient's ease ft'l3J( elassifieatieR aeeef'Elffig, te seetieR 
2.68.9911, e"eepl thai home care rating. A child may not be found to be dependent in an activity of daily living if 
because of the child's age an adult would either perform the activity for the child or assist the child with the activity 
and the amount of assistance needed is similar to the assistance appropriate for a typical child of the same age. Based 
on medical necessity, the cOrrurUssioner may authorize: 

(A) up to two times the average number of direct care hours provided in nursing facilities for the recipient's 
comparable case mix level; .Q!: 

(B) up to three times the average number of direct care hours provided in nursing facilities for recipients who have 
complex medical needs .Q!: ~ dependent in at least seven activities of daily living and need physical assistance with 
eating or have a neurological diagnosis; .Q!: 

(C),up to 60 percent of the average reimbursement rate, as of July 1, 1991, lili!§.~ inflation adjustment provided, 
for care provided in a regional treatment center for recipients who have e8mpielE sel=ta.isFs Level! behavior; or 

(D) up to the amount the commissioner would pay, as of July I, 1991, plus ~ inflation adjustment provided. for 
care provided in a regional treatment center for recipients referred to the commissioner by a regional treatment center 
preadmission evaluation team. For purposes of this clause, home care services means all services provided in the 
home or community that would be included in the payment to a regional treatment center; or 

(E) up to the amount medical assistance would reimburse for facility care for reCipients referred to the 
commissioner by a preadmission screening team established under section 256B.0911 or 256B.092~.L and 
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ill a reasonable amount of time for the necessary provision of nursing supervision of personal care services. 

(ii) The number of direct care hours shall be determined according to the annual cost fef3eF~s ":flieR are report 
submitted to the department by nursing facilities ea€fl yeaf. The average number of direct care hours, as established 
by May I, 1992. shall be calculated and incorporated into the home care limits on July 1 eaek} ealL 1992. These limits 
shall be calculated to the nearest quarter hour. 

(iii) The ease :mi3( Ie. el home care rating shall be determined by the commissioner or the commissioner's designee 
based on information submitted to the commissioner by the personal care provider on forms specified by the 
commissioner. The .feFms home ~ rating shall be a combination of current assessment tools developed lUlder 
sections 256B.0911 and 256B.501 with an addition for seizure activity that will assess the frequency and severity of 
seizure activity and with adjustments, additions, and clarifications that are necessary to reflect the needs and 
conditions of children and nonelderly adults who need home care. The commissioner shall establish these forms and 
protocols tmder this section and shall use the advisory group established in section 256B.04, subdivision 16, for 
consultation in establishing the forms and protocols by October I, 1991. 

(iv) A recipient shall qualify as having complex medical needs if the care required is difficult to perform and 
because of recipient's medical condition requires more time than community-based standards allow 8F i:Re FeeipieRt's 
€8Raia8R 8F ifealHteR-t F€EJ:tffi'es f'R8f€ tfaiRiRg or requires ~ skill than would ordinarily be required and the 
recipient needs or has one or more of the following: 

(A) daily tube feedings; 

(B) daily parenteral therapy; 

(C) wound or decubiti care; 

(D) postural drainage, percussion, nebulizer treatments, suctioning, tracheotomy care, oxygen, mechanical 
ventilation; 

(E) catheterization; 

(F) ostomy care; 

(G) quadriplegia; or 

(H) other comparable medical conditions or treatments the commissioner determines would otherwise require 
institutional care. 

(v) A recipient shall qualify as having e8ftlple){ Level! behavior if there is reasonable supporting evidence that the 
recipient exhibits 8ft a Eiail} 19asisL or that without supervision. observation. or redirection would exhibit. ~Q!. more 
of the following behaviors that cause, or have the potential to ~: 

(A) self iRjl:H'iel:lS aefta. i8F i!:!.h!!:Y to his.Q!: her ~ body; 

(B) 1:IRl:lst:lal 8f' Fepeaa. e Raaits physical injury to other people; or 

(C) •• itharB\.Bl BeftB.isf'; 

(Q) Rl:tf'tffil eellavi8f' i8 8i:Refs; 

(E) sseiall} eifeRSi"le 1gefta. ief'; 

tB destruction of property;-e< 

(C) a Reea fer eeftsi8::lct sRe ts eRe sl:l13eF.isisft fef self 13f'eSer'BtisR. 

(vi) The ee""1'leJ< SeRaV,e,S iF, ela~5es (A) Ie (C) Rave IRe ",eaRiF,gs Ele, elerea ""Elo, seelieR 2568.59. Time 
authorized for personal care relating to Levell behavior in subclause lY1. items ® to !£L. shall be based .Q!l the 
predictability, frequency, and amount of intervention required. 
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(vii) A recipient shall ~ ~ having Level !! behavior if the recipient exhibits on a daily basis one 2!: more of 
the following behaviors that interfere with the completion of personal care services under subdivision 1t. 
paragraph t!t 

111 unusual or repetitive habits: 

ill withdrawn behavior: or 

1Q. offensive behavior. 

(viii) A recipient with E. home care rating of Level II behavior in subclause (vin, items i&l to ~ shall be rated ~ 
comparable to a recipient with complex medical needs under subclause (iv) . .!f~ recipient has both complex medical 
needs and Level II behavior I the home care rating shall be the next complex category!!E. to the maximum rating under 
subclause ll1. item ill1. 

(3) [PRIVATE DUTY NURSING SERVICES.] All private duty nursing services shall be prior authorized by the 
commissioner or the commissioner's designee. Prior authorization for private duty nursing services shall be based 
on medical necessity and cost-effectiveness when compared with alternative care options. The corrunissioner may 
authorize medically necessary private duty nursing services in quarter-hour units when: 

(i) the recipient requires more individual and continuous care than can be provided during a nurse visit; or 

(ii) the cares are outside of the scope of services that can be provided by a home health aide or personal care 
assistant. 

The commissioner may authorize: 

1hl!!£ to two times the average amount of direct care hours provided in nursing facilities statewide for case mix 
classification "K" ~ established £Y. the aIUlual cost report submitted to the department £l::. nursing facilities in 
May 1992; 

illl private duty nursing in combination with other home care services .!:!£ to the total cost allowed under 
clause gJL 

The commissioner may authorize up to 16 hours per day of private duty nursing services or up to 24 hours per 
day of private duty nursing services until such time as the commissioner is able to make a detennination of eligibility 
for recipients who are cooperatively applying for home care services under the community alternative care program 
developed under section 256B.49, or until it is determined by the appropriate regulatory agency that a health benefit 
plan is or is not required -to pay for appropriate medically necessary health care services. Recipients or their 
representatives must cooperatively assist the commissioner in obtaining this determination. Recipients who are 
eligible for the community alternative care program may not receive more hours of nursing under this section than 
would otherwise be authorized under section 256B.49. 

(4) [VENTILATOR-DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS.] If the recipient is ventilator-dependent, the monthly medical 
assistance authorization for home care services shall not exceed what the comniissioner would pay for care at the 
highest cost hospital designated as a long-term hospital under the Medicare program. For purposes of this clause, 
home care services means all services provided in the home that would be included in the payment for care at the 
long-term hospitaL "Ventilator-dependent" means an individual who receives mechanical ventilation for life support 
at least six hours per day and is expected to be or has been dependent for at least 30 consecutive days. 

(g) [PRIOR AUTHORIZATION; TIME LIMITS.] The commissioner or the commissioner's designee shall determine 
the time period for which a prior authorization shall Feffiam • alia be effective. If the recipient continues to require 
home care services beyond the duration of the prior authorization, -the home care provider must request a new prior 
authorization through the process described above. Under no circumstancesL other than the exceptions in 
subdivision 2t. paragraph 1£1. shall a prior authorization he valid prior to the date the commissioner receives the 
request.Q!. for more than 12 months. A recipient who appeals a reduction in previously authorized home care services 
may fequest tl=tat the continue previously authorized services, other than temporary services under paragraph (i), Be 
eBflmu:lea pending an appeal under section 256.045, s1:lBdi V'isieFL lQ. The corrunissioner must provide a detailed 
explanation_of why the authorized services are reduced in amount from those reguested £l::. the home care provider. 
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(h) [APPROVAL OF HOME CARE SERVICES.] The commissioner or the commissioner's designee shall determine 
the medical necessity of home care services, the level of caregiver according to subdivision 2, and the institutional 
comparison according to this subdivision, the cost-effectiveness of services .. and the amount, scope, and duration of 
home care services reimbursable by medical assistance, based on the assessment, the care plan, the recipient's age, 
the cost of services, the recipient's medical condition, and diagnosis or disability. The commissioner may publish 
additional criteria for determining medical necessity according to section 256B.04. 

(i) [PRIOR AUTHORIZATION REQUESTS; TEMPORARY SERVICES.] Providers may request a temporary 
authorization for home care services by telephone. The commissioner may approve a temporary level of home care 
services based on the assessment and care plan infonnation provided by an appropriately licensed nurse. 
Authorization for a temporary level of home care services is limited to the time specified by the commissioner, but 
shall not exceed gQ 45 days. The level of services authorized under this provision shall have no bearing on a future 
prior authorization. 

G) [PRIOR AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED IN FOSTER CARE SETTING.] Home care services provided in an adult 
or child foster care setting must receive prior authorization by the department according to the limits established in 
paragraph (b). 

The commissioner may not authorize: 

(1) home care services that are the responsibility of the foster care provider under the terms of the foster care 
placement agreement and administrative rules; 

(2) personal care services when the foster care license holder is also the personal care provider or personal care 
assistant unless the recipient can dired the recipient's own care, or case management is provided as required in 
section 256B.0625, subdivision 19a; 

(3) personal care services when the responsible party is an employee of, or under contract with, or has any direct 
or indirect financia1 relationship with the personal care provider or personal care assistant, unless case management 
is provided as required in section 2568.0625, subdivision 19a; 

(4) home care services when the number of foster care residents is greater than four unless the county responsible 
for the recipient's foster placement made the placement prior to April 1, 1992, requests that home care services be 
provided, and case management is provided as required in section 256B.0625, subdivision 19a; or 

(5) home care services when combined with foster care payments, other than room and board payments plus the 
cost of home- and community-based waivered services unless the costs of home care services and waivered services 
are combined and managed under the waiver program, that exceed the total amount that public funds would pay for 
the recipient's care in a medical institution. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0628, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [COHI'AACIDR DUTIES.] (a) The cOrrmUssioner may contract with or employ qualified registered nurses 
and necessary support staff. or contract with qualified agencies, to provide home care prior authorization and review 
services for medical assistance recipients who are receiving home care services. 

(b) Reimbursement for the prior authorization function shall be made through the medical assistance administrative 
authority. The state shall pay the nonfederal share. The eeRft'aetef' ffil;lst functions will be to; 

(1) assess the recipient's individual need for services required to be cared for safely in the conununity; 

(2) ensure that a care plan that meets the recipient's needs is developed by the appropriate agency or individual; 

(3) ensure cost-effectiveness of medical assistance home care services; 

(4) recommend te ~e eeffl:fflissieRef' the approval or denial of the use of medical assistance funds to pay for home 
care services when home care services exceed thresholds established by the conunissioner under Minnesota Rules, 
parts 9505.0170 to 9505.0475; 
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(5) reassess the recipient's need for and level of home care services at a frequency determined by the 
commissioner; and 

(6) conduct on-site assessments when determined necessary by the commissioner and recommend changes to care 
plans that will provide more efficient and appropriate home ~. 

(c) In addition, the E8RffaeteF ffiaj se FeEJ:l:l€stea"6) hl:te commissioner ffi .Q!. the commissioner's designee may: 

(1) review care plans and reimbursement data for utilization of services that exceed conununity-based standards 
for home care, inappropriate home care services, medical necessity, home care services that do not meet quality of 
care standards, or unauthorized services and make appropriate referrals toe #:ie eeff'l:ft'lissiefl€f' within the department 
or to other appropriate entities based on the findings; 

(2) assist the recipient in obtaining services necessary to allow the recipient to remain safely in or return to the 
community; 

(3) coordinate home care services with other medical assistance services under section 256B.0625; 

(4) assist the recipient with problems related to the provision of home care services; and 

(5) assure the quality of home care services. 

(d) For the purposes of this section, "home care services" means medical assistance services defined under section 
256B.0625, subdivisions 6a, 7, and 19a, 

Sec. 55, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B,0629, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd, 4, [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMISSIONER] ~ The commissioner shall.periodically: 

(1) Reconunend to the legislature criteria governing the eligibility of organ and tissue transplant procedures for 
reimbursement from medical assistance and general assistance medical care. Procedures 'approved by Medicare are 
automatically eligible for medical assistance and general assistance medical care reimbursement. Additional 
procedures are eligible for reimbursement only HrSft appFs. al ay the legislaft:l:fe. ():nly }9Fseeal;lfes if they ~ 
reconunended by both the task force and the commissioner may !:le eSRSiaefea S) tfte legislatufe. 

(2) Recommend to the legislature criteria for certifying transplant centers within and outside of MiIUlesota where 
Minnesotans receiving medical assistance and general assistance medical care may obtain transplants. Additional 
centers may be certified only upon approval of the legislature. Only centers reconunended by the task force and the 
commissioner may be considered by the legislature. 

Sec. 56. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0911, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd, 2, [PERSONS REQUIRED TO BE SCREENED; EXEMPTIONS,] All applicants to Medicaid certified nursing 
facilities must be screened prior to admission, regardless of income, assets, or funding sources, except the following: 

(1) patients who, having entered acute care facilities from certified nursing facilities, are returning to a certified 
nursing facility; 

(2) residents transferred from other certified nursing facilities; 

(3) iRai.ial:l:als ,.kese leRg~ sf stay is eJE}geeteei ts!:le 39 aa;s SF less !:lasea Sft a f!ft.)sieiar.'s eeFfiJieaaeft, if the 
faeilit) Rsaf.ies tAe seFeeMtg team I3fisf ts aan~ssisft aRa f3Fsi:iaes aA l;lf!aate ts tke seFeeRmg team Sft tP.e 39&. aa) 
afteF aamissisR; 

f41 individuals who have a contractual right to have their nursing facility care paid for indefinitely by the veteran's 
administration; or 
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f§j ill individuals who are enrolled in the Ebenezer /Group Health social health maintenance organization project 
at the time of application to a nursing homey-ef-

(6) iRai. iel:l;lals .; fle are SEl'eeftea "By aRotRef state,;. ifr.iR fRf'ee mOfltl=ts SEfOFE aamissioR to a eEf'titiea fll:l:fSiRg 
1affiHy. 

Regardless of the exemptions in clauses (2) to ~ ill, persons who have a diagnosis or possible diagnosis of mental 
illness, mental retardation, or a related condition must be screened before admission unless the admission prior to 
screening is authorized by the local mental health authority or the local developmental disabilities case manager, or 
unless authorized by the county agency according to Public Law Number 101-508, 

PefS0l:15 traRsteFfea !:rem aT. aEtl:te eaf'e faeilifry te a eertifiea Atl:fsiAg faeilily may Be aaf'f'l:ittea te the fltl:rsiRg faeility 
Befere sEreeRiRg, if al;ttheri~ea B} tile eetl:Rty ageA€Y; ROli lever, the persell ffi1;lSt Be seE eeRea './itffiR tefl •• erldRg days 
after the aafflfssieR Before admission to a Medicaid certified nursing home or boarding care home, all persons must 
be screened and approved for admission through an assessment process. The nursing facility is authorized to conduct 
~ mix assessments which are not conduded Qy the county public health nurse under MiIUlesota Rules, part 
9549.0059. The designated county agency i§. responsible for distributing the ~ assurance and review form for 
all new applicants to nursing homes. 

Other persons who are not applicants to nursing facilities must be screened if a request is made for a screening. 

Sec. 57. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0911, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [SCREENING REQUIREMENTS.] Persons may be screened be telephone or in l! face-to-face consultation. 
The screener will identify each individual's needs according to the following categories: ill needs !lQ face-to-face 
screening; ill needs an immediate face-ta-face screening interview; or ill needs a face-to-face screening interview after 
admission to a certified nursing facility Q!: after ~ return home. Persons who are not admitted to a Medicaid certified 
nursing facility ~ E£. screened within ten working days after the date of referraL Persons admitted 2!!. ~ 
nonemergency basis to ~ Medicaid certified nursing facility must be screened prior to the certified nursing facility 
admission. Persons admitted to the Medicaid certified nursing facility from the community on an emergency basis 
Q!: from £!l acute ~ facility.Q!!. ~ nonworking day must be screened the first working day after admission and the 
~ for the emergency admission must be certified ~ the attending physician in the person's medical record. 

Sec. 58. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0911 r subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PERSONS RESPONSIBLE FOR CONDUCTING THE PREADMISSION SCREENING.] (a) A local 
screening team shall be established by the county ageRey ar.a tRe eel:H'.1ry fltl:Blie heal~ Rl;tfSiRg seFo iee ef the leeal 
BeaTa ef RealtR board of commissioners. Each local screening team shall Be eel'Rflesea consist of screeners who ~ 
a social worker and a public health nurse from their respective county agencies. If a county does not have a public 
health nurse available, it may request approval from the conurussioner to assign a county registered nurse with at 
least one year experience in home care to participate on the team. Two or more counties may collaborate to establish 
a joint local screening team or teams. 

(b) BetR flteffieers ef tile team l'Rl;tst eeflal;tet tRe s€reeRiRg. HeT .. e. er, iftai. ial:iais •• Re are BeiRg tFaitsferf'ea keffi 
afl aeHte edf'e faeilifry te a eert:ifiea fll±FSir.g faeility ar.el iflai. ial:lais Ii he arE aelfl:tittea te a eertifiEa Rl:lrsiRg faeili~ eR 
afl effiergeRe, Basis may Be sefeeRea By eRl) eRe l'ReIR13er ef tRe sereeRiflg teMft lit eeRs1:i::ltatieR .. itR the eti9:eF 
memBeF. 

W In assessing a person's needs, ea€R S€rEeRiRg team screeners shall have a physician available for consultation 
and shall consider the assessment of the individual's attending physician, if any. The individual's physician shall be 
included eR tfle seFEeRiPtg team if the physician chooses to participate. Other personnel may be included on the team 
as deemed appropriate by the county agencies. 

~a) If a perseFl >;.Re Rasl3eeR sereeReEl ffil:1:st se reassessed toe assigTl a ease l."f\4:J[ elassifieaasR eeeaL:tSe ea.n issieR toe 
a Rl::l:FSHtg faEilit} eeel::lfS later tRaR the tiffie aIle>;. ea By rHle felle;riRg tr.e iR:itial sEFeeRiRg aFla asSeSSFfteRt, the 
reaSSeSSl'ReRt fRay Be eSft'1t}9letea B) tfle fll:1:Bli€ 'Realtfl fl1;lrSe FReJ:Ri3er sf tHe seFeeRiRg teafFl:. 
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Sec. 59. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0911, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COUNTY AGBNCY AND THE SCREENING TEAM.] (a) The county age..ey 
shall: 

(1) provide information and education to the general public regarding availability of the preadmission screening 
pro!?ram; 

(2) accept referrals from individuals, families, human service and health professionals, and hospital and nursing 
facility personnel; 

(3) assess the health, psychological, and social needs of referred individuals and identify services needed to 
maintain these persons in the least restrictive environments; 

(4) determine if the individual screened needs nursing facility level of care; 

(5) assess a€tive a:eat=fftcRt specialized service needs if\ EoopeFafioft 'witfi based upon .§!:!2 evaluation Qy: 

(i) a qualified independent mental health professionai for persons with a primary or secondary diagnosis of ~ 
serious mental illness; and 

(ii) a qualified mental retardation professional for persons with a primary or secondary diagnosis of mental 
retardation or related conditions. For purposes of this clause, a qualified mental retardation professional must meet 
the standards for a qualified mental retardation professional in Code of Federal Regulations, title 42, section 483.430; 

(6) make recommendations for individuals screened regarding cost-effective community services which are available 
to the individual; 

(7) make recommendations for individuals screened regarding nursing home placement when there are no 
cost-effective conununity services available; 

(8) develop an individual's community care plan and provide follow-up services as nee'ded; and 

(9) prepare and submit reports that may be required by the commissioner of human services. 

The eouftty ageftE) may eeteFmiRe Hi eOO'(3eFafioft Til it!; -fr.e loeal eoan:! of fiealth that fr.e pHebe health ftl:lFsiftg 
ageftE) of Eke Ieeal BeaFe of fiealtft is the leaa agef1ey '",ThieR is FeS)30flSiele fOf all of tlte aeti Rees aeo, e e~(ee)3t 

elo"se (5). 

(b) The seFeeruftg tearn screener shall document that the most cost-effective alternatives available were offered to 
the individual or the individual's legal representative. For purposes of this section, "cost-effective alternatives" means 
community services and living arrangements that cost the same or less than nursing facility care. 

The seFeeftiftg shall Be eOfla:l:letea T.dfuiPl teft 'i OFhiftg aays afteF tfle aate of FefeFFal OF, fOF tflose 8J9)3Foved reF 
tFar.sfeF fFom aft aeute eaFe faeilitj to a eeFtifiea ItI:lFsiftg faeility, ., ithir. teft woFlar.g ela) s aftef aaH't:issioft to the 
fltH'SHig faeility. 

f£l For persons who are eligible for medical assistance or who would be eligible within 180 days of admission to 
a nursing facility and who are admitted to a nursing facility, the nursing facility must include the sEFeef'l:i:tig team a 
screener or the case manager in the discharge planning process for those individuals who the team has determined 
have discharge potential. The seFeel'l:i:l tg team screener or the case manager must ensure a smooth transition and 
follow-up for the individual's return to the conununity. 

Loeal seFeeffiRg teams Screeners shall cooperate with other public and private agencies in the conununity, in order 
to offer a variety of cost-effective services to the disabled and elderly. The SEFeeruflg team screeners shall encourage 
the use of volunteers from families, religious organizations, social clubs, and similar civic and service organizations 
to provide services. 
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Sec. 60. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0911, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [RI-iIMllUR5I-iMI-i~IT PAYMENT FOR PREADMISSION SCREENING.] (al The total screening res; payment 
for each county must be paid monthly by certified nursing facilities in the county. The monthly amolUlt to be paid 
by each nursing facility for each fiscal year must be determined by dividing the county's €Sn1"lLate sf the total annual 
Ee5f-e.f allocation for screenings aIle., ea ir. tHe eSI;;l:fl:t) fer t:Re fells Ii iflg rate year by 12 to determine the monthly €65f 
eSHffiate payment and allocating the monthly Eest eSHmate payment to each nursing facility based on the number of 
licensed beds in the nursing facility. ~ 

(b) The rate aIls>;, ea fur a sEfeeRiFlg • Rere h\!o teaRt memaeFs are F'FeseRt sftall ae tRe aEt\:lal Eests tIp te $193. The 
l'ate a~lBwea fBI' a 5EreeRi~g .. Ptere eRi) eRe team memBer is preseRt sHall Be fue aEtttal fests I:lfl te If,117. i\rtRuaH/ 
en Jl:lI) 1, tPte €BffiffiissielLer sRall aeijtlst tfle l'ate U:p to the rereeRtage ehaflge {ere East ifl tRe {el:lrt"R €(\1arter ef t:A:€ prier 
ealendar year B) the Heme HealtR AgeAE) Market BaslEet of Operating Costs, l±f'I:l:ess et:A:er .. ise adjl:lstea B) staRtte. 
The l-IeHLe Health AgeHE) ~4arl~et Basket ef Operatiflg Cests is pu:l9lisheEl B) Data ResoHrees, IRE. 

(e) TBe meRtflly fest estimate fer eae1=l eertitied RHfSiRg fa€ility fRl:lst Be sHBFR:itted to the state B) the E8\11'1t)' flO 
later than Pebrli:ffi"y 13 ef earn) ear fer :fTtel\;l:siEffi iR tRe F\L:lrSiRg faeilit) 's pa)ffieru rate SF tRE fsllewiltg rate) ear. TR€ 
eemHtissieRer sRall iREIl:lde tfle repsrtea ttItRl:l:al estimated eest ef sEreeRiHgs fer eaeB RursiRg faEility as an. operatiRg 
Eest ef that f1tlrSi1'1g faeility in aeeeraaJ'tEe 'ilit'A seEtieR 2:96B.431, su19divisieA 219, paragrapl=t (g). The meRtl=tly Eest 
eSHmates appre. ed by tl-te €effiIl"l'issieR€r ml:l:st be seRt t8 t-l:le RHrsing iaeilif) By tl=te €mmt) Re later tflaR April 13 ef 
eaffi year. 

(cl) If in mere thaR teR peFfent ef tlote tetal Rli:ffiSer of r.EreeRiRgs performed By a eBl:lRt:y m a B5€a1 year fef all 
iRElividuals regardless ef paymeRt Setlrfe, tRe sEreeHiRg tim:eliRes were Rot met beEause a EOl:l:f)ty ';taslate iR sereeRiflg 
the indi. iEll:lal, the €BURty is solely responsible fsr payifl:g fue Eest sf fuose delayed sEreeRiflgs tRat e3feeea teR pefEeRt. 

ill Payments for screening activities are available to the county or counties to cover staff salaries and expenses to 
provide the screening function. The lead agency shall employ, or contract with other agencies to employ, within the 
limits of available funding, sufficient personnel to conduct the preadmission screening activity while meeting the 
state's long-term care outcomes and objectives as defined in section 2568.0917, subdivision 1. The local agency shall 
be accountable for meeting local objectives as approved Qv. the commissioner in the CSSA biennial plan. 

te) hl Notwithstanding section 2568.0641, overpayments attributable to payment of the screening costs under the 
medical assistance program may not be recovered from a facility. 

ff1 @ The commissioner of human services shall amend the Minnesota medical assistance plan to include 
reimbursement for the local screening teams. 

Sec. 61. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0911, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [REIMBURSEMENT FOR CERTIFIED NURSING FACILITIES.].@lMedicalassistancereimbursementfor 
nursing facilities shall be authorized for a medical assistance recipient only if a preadmission screening has been 
conducted prior to admission or the local county agency has authorized an exemption. Medical assistance 
reimbursement for nursing facilities shall not be provided for any recipient who the local sefeeRffig teafR screener has 
determined does not meet the level of care criteria for nursing facility placement QL. if. indicated, has not had a level 
!! PASARR evaluation completed unless an admission for a recipient with mental illness ~ approved .!2v. the local 
mental health authority or an admission for a recipient with mental retardation or related condition is approved Qy 
the state mental retardation authority. The commissioner shall make ~ request to the health ~ financing 
administration for a waiver allowing screening team approval of Medicaid payments for certified nursing facility care. 
An individual has a choice and makes the final decision between nursing facility placement and community placement 
after the screening team's recommendation", except as provided in paragraphs.ilil and ill. Her-.e.ef, 

ill The local county mental health authority or the leeal state mental retardation authority under Public Law 
Numbers 100-203 and 101-508 may prohibit admission to a nursing facility, if the individual does not meet the nursing 
facility level of care criteria or dees Heed aeH'. e treaffileRt needs specialized services as defined in Public Law 
Numbers 100-203 and 101-508. For purposes of this section, "specialized services" for a person with mental retardation 
Q£ ~ related condition ~ "active treatment" as that term i§. defined in Code of Federal Regulations, title .1b. 
section 483.440(a)(1). 
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ill Upon the receipt Qy the commissioner of approval Qy the secretary of health and human services of the waiver 
reguested under paragraph.ll!1. the local screener shall deny medical assistance reimbursement for nursing facility care 
for ~ individual whose long-term care needs ~ be met in !l community-based setting and whose cost of 
community-based home care services is less than 75 percent of the average payment for nursing facility ~ for that 
individual's case mix classification, and who ~ either: 

ill!l current medical assistance recipient being screened for admission to a nursing facility; or 

iill. an individual who would be eligible for medical assistance within 180 days of entering a nursing facility and 
who meets a nursing facility level of ~ 

iill. Appeals from the screening team's recommendation or the county agency's final decision shall be made 
according to section 256.045, subdivision 3, 

Sec. 62, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0913, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [ELIGIBILITY FOR FUNDING FOR SERVICES FOR NONMEDICAL ASSISTANCE RECIPIENTS.] (a) 
Funding for services under the alternative care program is available to persons who meet the following criteria: 

(1) the person has been screened by the county screening team or, if previously screened and served under the 
alternative care program, assessed by the local county social worker or public health nurse; 

(2) the person is age 65 or older; 

(3) the person would be financially eligible for medical assistance within 180 days of admission to a nursing facility; 

(4) the person meets the asset transfer requirements of the medical assistance program; 

@ the screening team would reconunend nursing facility admission or continued stay for the person if alternative 
care services were not available; 

fS1 ill the person needs services that are not available at that time in the county through other county, state, or 
federal funding sources; and 

f61 ill the monthly cost of the alternative care services funded by the program for this person does not exceed 75 
percent of the statewide average monthly medical assistance payment for nursing facility care at the individual's case 
mix classification to which the individual would be assigned under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0059. 

(b) Individuals who meet the criteria in paragraph (a) and who have been approved for alternative care funding 
are called lBO-day eligible clients. 

(c) The statewide average payment for nursing facility care is the statewide average monthly nursing facility rate 
in effect on July 1 of the fiscal year in which the cost is incurred, less the statewide average monthly income of 
nursing facility residents who are age 65 or older and who are medical assistance recipients in the month of March 
of the previous fiscal year, This monthly limit does not prohibit the 180-day eligible client from paying for additional 
services needed or desired. 

(d) In. determining the total costs of alternative care services for one month, the costs of all services funded by the 
alternative care program, including supplies and equipment, must be included. 

(e) Alternative care funding under this subdivision is not available for a person who is a medical assistance 
recipient or who would be eligible for medical assistance without a spend-down if the person applied, unless 
authorized by the commissioner. The eemmissieRer me) el:l:tP.erize eIteFfleR-. e eMe ffieRey tel:le 'lfsee te meet a 
pertieR sf a meaieal assistaRee iflesme SpeRa aWl. R fsr J3 efseRS resis:ir.g iR aeult fastef eare " iRe 'i. effie etP.eF\: vise 
Be seft ea l::tP.de£ the aiteFfleRT.; e eaFe p£egram. The aIterRaRve ee"'t pa) m€Rt is liRLitee te tHe ei#ereRee aeFiNeen tlte 
reeipieRt's Regetiatea fasteF eaFe rBsm aiLe BBaFe rate aRe tlte med:ieel assisiaRee HLeeH.e staRe-aFa fer eRe eleeFl) 
pers8fl pll:l:s the medieal essistaf'lee perseRel Reeds alisHaI.ee fer a f3efseR resiElir.g iFt a leng term eafe faeilit). A 
person whose application for medical assistance is being processed may be served under the alternative care program 
for a period up to 60 days. If the individual is found to be eligible for medical assistance, the county must bill 
medical assistance ",eReaeR. e te from the date ef eligiBilit) the individual was found eligible for the medical 
assistance services provided tha~ are reimbursable under the elderly waiver program. 

(f) Alternative care funding is not available for a person who resides in a licensed nursing home or boarding care 
home, except for case management services which are being provided in support of the discharge plarming process. 
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Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0913, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [SERVICES COVERED UNDER ALTERNATIVE CARE.] (a) Alternative care funding may be used for 
payment of costs of: 

(1) adult foster care; 

(2) adult day care; 

(3) home health aide; 

(4) homemaker services; 

(5) personal care; 

(6) case management; 

(7) respite care; 

(8) assisted living; aHd 

(9) residential care services; 

11..Ql care-related supplies and equipment~L 

(13) The e8l±1.ty ageflE) ma) I;l:se 1:1]3 ts teft peffeRt sf tRe amlHal allsEaasFI sf alternati. e fare funaing fer fla) meRt 
ef essts sf 

1.1.ll meals delivered to the home,L 

@ transportation,,," 

@ skilled nursing'L 

.Ll.1l chore services,,, 

@ companion services'L 

.li.§l nutrition services'L and 

.L!Zl training for direct informal caregivers. 

The €eft'llfl"l:issisfler sRan aeterffl::iAe tke impaet 8R altemative €El:Fe ESsts sf alls>;, fig tflese aaaitisnal sen leES ts Be 
pFevieea afte sflall Feport the ffilEliftgs to the legislahtre By feBruary le, 1993, ifteluaiAg ftlt) I'eeem£hEfteatisRS 
rEgareiP.g PI's. isisfl sf the aeeitisflal sErviees. 

tet ill The county agency must ensure that the funds are 'used only to supplement and not supplant services 
available through other public assistance or services programs. 

(e) These sel .lees must Be pF8.iaea B) a lieeftsea prs.ieel', a Hsme ReadEh ageney eertifiee fer reiml.H:1fSemeRt 
lffiaer Titles XVITI al~e XIX sf the Sseial Seetirlt) Aet, SF B) hl Unless specified in statute, the service standards for 
alternative care services shall be the same as the service standards defined in the elderly waiver. Persons or agencies 
must be employed by or eBRffaEtea under a contract with the county agency or the public health nursing agency of 
the local board of health in order to receive funding under the alternative care program. 

fet @ The adult foster care rate shall be considered a difficulty of care payment and shall not include room and 
board. The adult foster care daily rate shall be negotiated between the county agency and the foster care provider. 
The rate established under this section shall not exceed 75 percent of the state average monthly nursing home payment 
for the case mix classification to which the individual receiving foster care is assigned, and it must allow for other 
alternative care services to be authorized by the case manager. 
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fB ill Personal care services may be provided by a personal care provider organization. A county agency may 
contract with a relative of the client to provide personal care services, but must ensure nursing supervision. Covered 
personal care services defined in section 256B.0627, subdivision 4, must meet applicable standards in Mirm€sota Rules, 
part 9505.0335. 

fgt .ill. Costs for supplies and equipment that exceed $150 per item per month must have prior approval from the 
commissioner. A county may use alternative care funds to purchase supplies and equipment from a non-Medicaid 
certified vendor if the cost for the items is less than that of a Medicaid vendor. 

!.gl For purposes of this section, residential care services are services which are provided to individuals living in 
residential care homes. Residential care homes are currently licensed as board and lodging establishments and are 
registered with the department of health as providing special services. Residential ~ services are defined ~ 
"supportive services" and "health-related services." "Supportive services" means the provision of 1!£ to 24-hour 
supervision and oversight. Supportive services includes: ill transportation, when provided Qv. the residential care 
center only; ill. socialization, when socialization is part of the plan of care, has specific goals and outcomes established, 
and ~ not diversional or recreational in nature; Ql assisting clients in setting'!:!p' meetings and· appointments; ill 
assisting clients in setting 1!£ medical and social services; ill providing assistance with personal laundry, such ~ 
carrying the client's laundry to the laundry room. Assistance with personal laundry does not include any laundry, 
such ~ bed linen, that ~ included in the IQQlli and board rate. Health-related services are limited to minimal 
assistance with dressing, grooming, and bathing and providing reminders to residents to take medications that are 
self-administered or providing storage for medications, if requested. Individuals receiving residential care services 
cannot receive both personal care services and residential care services. 

(h) For the purposes of this section, "assisted living" refers to supportive services provided by a single vendor to 
R.8 8£ Hlsre alte£Rafive EarE clients who reside in the same apartment building of teft three or more units. Htese 
ser'lie€s may iReh:l:ae ea!:'e €ee£eiRaf.::isR, tl=Je €ests ef flret9aring SRe or more R1:tkit.:i8Rall) aalaReea l'f\eals per eay, 
geRE£al o. e!:'sigftt, a:FU;l effier sl;l:ppeffive seFliees ,.lcieR fue ,eRao!:' is lieeRSea ts t910viae aeeo£c:lif.g te seetisRs 144:!'.r.43 
to 1'141\.19, aRe "Hiek .. ol;l:la ot:l9:er .. ise lJe a.a:ilable to ineiivisl;l:al alterRatioe fare elieRts. Reim.·l:HiFsEHleRt £:reft. the 
leae ageRE) shall Be maee t6 the vel'\esr as a ffiSRthly eapitatea fate Regotiatee ,.it!-. tHe eS1±FI:t) ageRe). The eapitatea 
ffite sRaH RSt snseea the SEate shaFt sf the gFeafel' sf eHfleF ilie sffitel .. iae OF My af f'.fte gesgraflhie grOl:lJ9s' 'I,Ieigfitee 
average mORtftly meeieal assistar.ee Ft I:iFSH.g [aeility }3 a) ffieRt rate af the ease min Fesiel: eRt €lass ta "0; fiiEk the 18Q aa)' 
eligilJle ElieRt Ii 8\:dei lJe assig'Ree I:i:ReE£ MinRessta Rl:iles, rafts 9§49.gG§G ta 9§49.GG§9. The eat'itatea fate may RSt 
faVEr refit aRa eiirEet fooa fests. Assisted living services are defined as !!£ to 24-hour supervision, and oversight 
supportive services as defined in clause il1. individualized home care aide tasks as defined in clause J11. and 
individualized home management tasks as defined in clause ill provided to residents of a residential center living 
in their lU1its or apartments with a full kitchen and bathroom. A full kitchen includes a stove. oven, refrigerator. food 
preparation cOW1ter space, and ~ kitchen utensil storage compartment. Assisted living services must be provided £y 
the management of the residential center or £y providers under contract with the management or with the county. 

ill Supportive services include: 

ill. socialization, when socialization is part of the plan of care, has specific goals and o~tcomes established, and is 
not diversional or recreational in nature; 

@ assisting clients in setting .!:!p. meetings and appointments; and 

.iliil. providing transportation, when provided Qx. the residential center only. 

Individuals receiving assisted living services will not receive both assisted living services and homemaking 2!. 
personal care services. Individualized means services are chosen and designed specifically for each resident's needs, 
rather than provided or offered to all residents regardless of their illnesses. disabilities, or phYSical conditions. 

ill preparing modified diets, such as diabetic or low sodium diets; 

@ reminding residents to take regularly scheduled medications or to perform exercises; 

.iliil. household chores in the presence of technically sophisticated medical equipment or episodes of acute illness 
or infectious disease; 
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i.i.y2 household chores when the resident's ~ requires the prevention of exposure to infectious disease 2!: 
containment of infectious disease; and 

M assisting with dressing, oral hygiene, hair care, grooming. and bathing, if the resident is ambulatory, and if the 
resident has no serious acute illness or infectious disease. Oral hygiene means care of teeth, gums. and oral prosthetic 
devices. 

ill Home management tasks means: 

ill housekeeping; 

ful.laundry; 

.illil preparation of regular snacks and meals; and 

ili1 shopping. 

A person's eligibility to reside in the building must not be contingent on the person's acceptance or use of the 
assisted living services. Assisted living services as defined in this section shall not be authorized in boarding and 
lodging establishments licensed according to sections 157.01 to 157.031. 

Reimbursement for assisted living services and residential care services shall be made Qy the lead agency to the 
vendor ~ ~ monthly rate negotiated with the county agency. The rate shall not exceed the nonfederal share of the 
greater of either the statewide or ~ of the geographic groups' weighted average monthly medical assistance nursing 
facility payment rate of the case mix resident class to which the lBO-day eligible client would be assigned under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0059, except for alternative care assisted living projects established under 
chapter 256 whose rates may not exceed 65 percent of either the statewide or ~ of the geographic groups' weighted 
average monthly medical assistance nursing facility payment rate of the case mix resident class to which the lBO-day 
eligible client would be assigned under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0059. The rate may not ~ rent 
and direct food costs. 

(i) For purposes of this section, companion services are defined as nonmedical care, supervision and oversight, 
provided to a functionally impaired adult. Companions may assist the individual with such tasks as meal preparation, 
laundry and shopping, but do not perform these activities as discrete services. The provision of companion services 
does not entail hands-on medical care. Providers may also perform light housekeeping tasks which are incidental 
to the care and supervision of the recipient. This service must he approved by the case manager as part of the care 
plan. Companion services must be provided by individuals or nonprofit organizations who are under contract vvith 
the local agency to provide the service. Any person related to the waiver recipient by blood, marriage or adoption 
cannot be reimbursed under this service. Persons providing companion services will be monitored by the case 
manager. 

G) For purposes of this section, training for direct informal caregivers is defined as a classroom or home course of 
instruction which may include: transfer and lifting skills, nutrition, personal and physical cares, home safety in a 
home environment, stress reduction and management, behavioral management, long-term care decision making, care 
coordination and family dynamics. The training is provided to an informal unpaid caregiver of a lBO-day eligible 
client which enables the caregiver to deliver care in a home setting with high levels of quality. The training must be 
approved by the case manager as part of the individual care plan. Individuals, agencies, and educational facilities 
which provide caregiver training and education will be monitored by the case manager. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0913, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [CONTRACTING PROVISIONS FOR PROVIDERS.] The lead agency shall document to the commissioner 
that the agency made reasonable efforts to inform potential providers of the anticipated need for services under the 
alternative care program or waiver programs under sections 256B.0915 and 2568.49, including a minimum of 14 days' 
written advance notice of the opportunity to be selected as a service provider and an arulUal public meeting with 
providers to explain and review the criteria for selection. The lead agency shall also document to the conunissioner 
that the agency allowed potential providers an opportunity to be selected to contract with the county agency. Funds 
reimbursed to counties under this subdivision are subject to audit by the cOnurUssioner for fiscal and utilization 
control. 
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The lead agency must select providers for contracts or agreements using the following criteria and other criteria 
establishecl by the county: 

(1) the need for the particular services offered by the provider; 

(2) the population to be served, including the number of clients, the length of time services will be provided, and 
the medical condition of clients; 

(3) the geographic area to be served; 

(4) quality assurance methods, including appropriate licensure, certification, or standards, and supervision of 
employees when needed; 

(5) rates for each service and unit of service exclusive of cmmty administrative costs; 

(6) evaluation of services previously delivered by the provider; and 

(7) contract or agreement conditions, including billing requirements, cancellation, and indemnification. 

The county must evaluate its own agency services under the criteria established for other providers. The county 
shall provide a written statement of the reasons for not selecting providers. 

Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0913, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [CLIENT PREMIUMS.] (a) A premium is required for alll80-day eligible clients to help pay for the cost 
of participating in the program. The amount of the premium for the alternative care client shall be determined as 
follows: 

(1) when the alternative care client's gress income less recurring and predictable medical expenses is greater than 
the medical assistance income standard but less than 150 percent of the federal povertY guideline, and total assets are 
less than $6,000, the fee is zero; . 

(2) when the alternative care client's gress income less recurring and predictable medical expenses is greater than 
150 percent of the federal poverty guideline and total assets are less than $6,000, the fee is 25 percent of the cost of 
alternative care services or the difference between 150 percent of the federal poverty guideline and the client's gress 
income less recurring and predictable medical expenses, whichever is less; and 

(3) when the alternative care client's total assets are greater than $6,000, the fee is 25 percent of the cost of 
alternative care services. 

For married persons, total assets are defined as the total marital assets less the estimated community spouse asset 
allowance, under section 256B.059, if applicable. For married persons, total income is defined as the client's income 
less the monthly spousal allotment, under section 256B.058. 

All alternative care services except case management shall be included in the estimated costs for the purpose of 
determining 25 percent of the costs. 

The monthly premium shall be calculated and be payable in the month in which the alternative care services begin 
and shall continue unaltered for six months until the semiannual reassessment unless the actual cost of services falls 
below the fee. 

(b) The fee shall be waived by the commissioner when: 

(1) a person who is residing in a nursing facility is receiving case management only; 

(2) a person is applying for medical assistance; 

(3) a married couple is requesting an asset assessment under the spousal impoverishment provisions; 

(4) a person is a medical assistance recipient, but has been approved for alternative care-funded assisted living 
services; 
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(5) a person is fOlUld eligible for alternative care, but is not yet receiving alternative care services; 

(6) a person is an adult foster care resident for whom alternative care funds are being used to meet a portion of 
the person's medical assistance spend-down, as authorized in subdivision 4; and 

(7) a person's fee under paragraph (a) is less than $25. 

(c) The county agency must coIled the premium from the client and forward the amounts collected to the 
commissioner in the manner and at the times prescribed by the commissioner. Money collected must be deposited 
in the general fund and is appropriated to the commissioner for the alternative care program. The client must supply 
the county with the cli~nt's social security number at the time of application. If a client fails or refuses to pay the 
premium due, the county shall supply the commissioner with the client's social security number and other information 
the commissioner requires to collect the premium from the client. The commissioner shall collect unpaid premiums 
using the revenue recapture act in chapter 270A and other methods available to the commissioner. The commissioner 
may require counties to inform clients of the collection procedures that may be used by the state if a premium is not 
paid. 

(d) The commissioner shall begin to adopt emergency or permanent rules governing client premiums within 30 days 
after Ju~y 1, 1991, including criteria for determining when services to a client must be terminated due to failure to pay 
a premlUID. 

Sec. 66. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0913, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [COUNTY ALTERPJATPlB CARE BIENNIAL PLAN.] The eemmissieAer s"all eslaBlis" Bj n.le, iA 
aEEBraa:rtEe .i ith Efiapter 11, proEeaHres for tHe sHemiUal ar.a 8:J9J9FO. alof a eieRFt:ial eSUflty J91a:rt fsr tke aaF.A:iHisti'atisR 
sf tRe aHef'flae.e EarE J9fogTam aRa the essraiHaHOH "itfi otHer plar~lir.g J9rseesses fOT tke slaEr aaHlt. 1Ft aaaitisH 
to the J9FseeatlFeS iPt rl:lle, The county biennial plan for the preadmission screening program, the alternative ~ 
program, waivers for the elderly under section 256B.0915, and waivers for the disabled under section 256B.49, shall 
be incorporated into the biennial community social services act plan and shall meet the regulations and timelines of 
that plan. This county biennial plan shall alse include: 

(1) information on the administration, of the preadmission screening program; 

(2) information on the administration of the home- and community-based services waivers for the elderly under 
section 256B.0915, and for the disabled under section 256B.49; and 

(3) 8it apJ91ieatiePt for targeted fur.as l:HtaeF sl:lsaivisioPt 11; 8:fla 

(4) aPt 8J9tioFtal PtoHee af ir.tePtt to apply to J9arHeipate Ht fr.e ISA:g term eare J9rejeets 1d:A:ser seetisPt 2§i6B.Q917 
information on the administration of the alternative care program. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0913, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [REIMBURSEMENT AND RATE ADJUSTMENTS.] (a) Reimbursement for expenditures for the 
alternative care, services shall be through the invoice processing procedures of the department's Medicaid Management 
Information System (MMIS), only with the approval of the client's case manager. To receive reimbursement, the 
county or vendor must submit invoices within 120 days following the month of service. The county agency and its 
vendors under contract shall not be reimbursed for services which exceed the county allocation. 

(b) If a county collects less than 50 percent of the client premiums due under subdivision 12, the commissioner may 
withhold up to three percent of the county's final alternative care program allocation determined under subdivisions 
10 and 11. 

(c) Beginning July 1, 1991, the state will reimburse counties, up to the limits of state appropriations, according to 
the payment schedule in section 256.025 for the county share of costs incurred under this subdivision on or after 
January 1, 1991, for individuals who would be eligible for medical assistance within 180 days of admission to a 
nursing home. 
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(d) For fiscal years beginning on or after July I, 1993, the commissioner of human services shall not provide 
automatic annual inflation adjushnents for alternative care services. The commissioner of finance shall include as a 
budget change request in each biennial detailed expenditure budget submitted to the legislature under section 16A.l1 
aIU1ual adjustments in reimbursement rates for alternative care services based on the forecasted percentage change 
in the Home Health Agency Market Basket of Operating Costs, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, compared to the 
previous fiscal year, unless otherwise adjusted by statute. The Home Health Agency Market Basket of Operating 
Costs is published by Data Resources, Inc. The forecast to be used is the one published for the calendar quarter 
beginning January 1, six months prior to the beginning of the fiscal year for which rates are set. 

W. The county shall negotiate individual rates with vendors and may be reimbursed for actual costs !:!£ to the 
greater of the county's current approved rate or 60 percent of the maximum rate in fiscal year 1994 and 65 percent 
of the maximum rate in fiscal year 1995 for each alternative care service. Notwithstanding any other rule or statutory 
provision to the contrary, the commissioner shall not be authorized to increase rates Qy ~ annual inflation factor, 
unless so authorized .£v. the legislature, 

ill On h!!y 1. 1993, the commissioner shall increase the maximum rate for horne delivered meals to $4.50 ~ meal, 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B,0915, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [AUTHORITY.] The commissioner is authorized to apply for a home- and conununity-based services 
waiver for the elderly, authorized under section 1915(c) of the Social Security Act, in order to obtain federal financial 
participation to expand the availability of services for persons who are eligible for medical assistance, The 
commissioner may apply for additional waivers or pursue other federal financial participation which is advantageous 
to the state for funding home care services for the frail elderly who are eligible for medical ·assistance, The provision 
of waivered services to elderly and disabled medical assistance recipients must comply with the criteria approved in 
the waiver, 

Sec. 69, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0915, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [ELDERLY WAIVER CASE MANAGEMENT SERVICES,] Elderly ~ management services W1der the 
home and community-based services waiver for elderly individuals are available from providers meeting qualification 
requirements and the standards specified in subdivision lb, Eligible recipients may choose ~ qualified provider 
of elderly case management services. 

Sec, 70. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0915, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 1b, [PROVIDER QUALIFICA nONS AND STANDARDS,] The commissioner must enrol! qualified providers 
of elderly case management services wtder the horne and community-based waiver for the elderly under section 
19l5(c) of the Social Security Act, The enrollment process shall ensure the provider's ability to meet the qualification 
requirements and standards in this subdivision and other federal and state requirements of this service, ~ elderly 
case management provider is an enrolled medical assistance provider who is determined.b: the commissioner to have 
all of the following characteristics: 

ill the legal authority for alternative care program administration Wlder section 256B.0913; 

ill the demonstrated capacity and experience to provide the components of case management to coordinate and 
link community resources needed .£v. the eligible population; 

ill administrative capacity and experience in serving the target population for whom i!. will provide services and 
in ensuring ~ of services under state and federal requirements; 

ill the legal authority to provide preadmission screening under section 2568.0911, subdivision 1L 

.illl ~ financial management system that provides accurate documentation of services and costs under state and 
federal requirements; and 

ill the capacity to document and maintain individual case records under state and federal requirements, 
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Sec. 71. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0915, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1c. [CASE MANAGEMENT ACTNITIES UNDER THE STATE PLAN.] The commissioner shall seek an 
amendri1er:rt to the home and community-based services waiver for the elderly to implement the proviSiOnS of 
subdivisions 1a and lli If the commissioner is unable to ~ the approval of the secretary of health and human 
services for the requested waiver amendment Qy December J.1. 1993, the commissioner shall amend the medical 
assistance state plan to provide that case management provided under the home and community-based services 
waiver for the elderly i§. performed !?y counties ~ ~ administrative ftmction for the proper and effective 
administration-of the state medical assistance plan. Notwithstanding section 256.025, subdivision ~ the state shall 
reimburse counties for the nonfederal share of costs for ~ management performed as an administrative function 
under the home and community-based services waiver for the elderly. 

Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0915, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LIMITS OF CASES, RATES, REIMBURSEMENT, AND FORECASTING.] (a) The number of medical 
assistance waiver recipients that a county may serve must be allocated according to the number of medical assistance 
waiver cases open on July 1 of each fiscal year. Additional recipients may be served with the approval of the 
commissioner. 

(b) The monthly limit for the cost of waivered services to an individual waiver client shall be the statewide average 
payment rate of the case mix resident class to which the waiver client would be assigned under medical assistance 
case mix reimbursement system. The statewide average payment rate is calculated by determining the statewide 
average monthly nursing home rate effective July 1 of the fiscal year in which the cost is incurred, less the statewide 
average monthly income of nursing home residents who are age 65 or older, and who are medical assistance recipients 
in the month of March of the previous state fiscal year. The following costs must be included in determining the total 
monthly costs for the waiver client: 

(1) cost of all waivered services, including extended medical supplies and equipment; and 

(2) cost of skilled nursing, home health aide, and personal care services reimbursable by medical assistance. 

(c) Medical assistance funding for skilled nursing services, home health aide, and personal care services for waiver 
recipients must be approved by the case manager and included in the individual care plan. 

(d) Expenditures for extended medical supplies and equipment that cost over $150 per month for both the elderly 
waiver and the disabled waiver must have the commissioner's prior approvaL 

(e) For the fiscal year begirming on July I, 1993, and for subsequent fiscal years, the commissioner of human 
services shall not provide automatic annual inflation adjustments for home- and community-based waivered services. 
The corrunissioner of finance shall include as a budget change request in each bierutial detailed expendihue budget 
submitted to the legislature under section 16A.ll annual adjustments in reimbursement rates for home- and 
community-based waivered services, based on the forecasted percentage change in the Home Health Agency Market 
Basket of Operating Costs, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, compared to the previous fiscal year, unless otherwise 
adjusted by statute. The Home Health Agency Market Basket of Operating Costs is published by Data Resources, Inc. 
The forecast to be used is the one published for the calendar quarter beginning January I, six months prior to the 
beginning of the fiscal year for which rates are set. The adult foster care rate shall be considered a difficulty of care 
payment and shall not include room and board. 

ill The adult foster care daily rate for the elderly and disabled waivers shall be negotiated between the county 
agency and the foster care provider. The rate established under this section shall not exceed the state average monthly 
nursing home payment for the case mix classification to which the individual receiving foster care is assigned, and 
it must allow for other waiver and medical assistance home care services to be authorized by the case manager. 

W The assisted living and residential care service rates for elderly and disabled waivers shall be made to the 
vendor as a monthly rate negotiated with the county agency. The rate shall not exceed the nonfederal share of the 
greater of either the statewide or any of the geographic groups' weighted average monthly medical assistance nursing 
facility payment rate of the case mix resident class to which the elderly or disabled client would be assigned under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0059. The rate may not cover direct rent or food costs. 
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ilil The county shall negotiate individual rates with vendors and may be reimbursed for actual costs !!£. to the 
greater of the county's current approved rate 2!. 60 percent of the maximum rate in fiscal year 1994 and 65 percent 
of the maximum rate in fiscal year 1995 for each service within each program. 

ill. On l!!!Y.1. 1993, the commissioner shall increase the maximum rate for home-delivered meals to $4.50 ~ meal. 

f:f1 .ill Reimbursement for the medical assistance recipients under the approved waiver shall be made from the 
medical assistance account through the invoice processing procedures of the department's Medicaid Management 
Information System (MMIS), only with the approval of the client's case manager. The budget for the state share of 
the Medicaid expenditures shall be forecasted with the medical assistance budget, and shall be consistent with the 
approved waiver. 

fg1 ill Beginning July 1, 1991, the state shall reimburse counties according to the payment schedule in section 
256.025 for the county share of costs incurred under this subdivision on or after January 1, 1991, for individuals who 
are receiving medical assistance. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0917, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE, MISSION, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES.] (a) The purpose of implementing seniors' 
agenda for independent living (SAIL) projects under this section is to demonstrate a new cooperative strategy for the 
long-term. care system in the state of Minnesota. 

The projects are part of the initial13ieR:.-jal plan -for a 20-year strategy. The mission of the 20-year strategy is to 
create a new community-based care paradigm for-lang-term care in Minnesota in order to maximize independence 
of the older adult population, and to ensure cost-effective use of financial and human resources. The goals for the 
20-year strategy are to: 

(1) achieve a broad awareness and use of low-cost home care and other residential alternatives to nursing homes; 

(2) develop a statewide system of information and assistance to enable easy access to long-term care services; 

(3) develop sufficient alternatives to nursing homes to serve the increased number of people needing long-term care; 

(4) maintain the moratorium on new construction of nursing home beds and to lower the percentage of elderly 
persons served in institutional settings; and 

(5) build a community-based approach and community commitment to delivering long-term care services for elderly 
persons in their homes. 

(b) The objective for the fiscal years 1-992- 1994 and -l99J 1995 biennial plan is to ifRplemeflt continue at least four 
but not more than six projects in anticipation of a statewide program. These projects will gegffi continue the process 
of implementing: (1) a coordinated planning and administrative process; (2) a refocused function of the pre?-dmission 
screening program; (3) the development of additional home, community, and residential alternatives to nurs'ing homes; 
(4) a program to support the informal caregivers for elderly persons; (5) programs to strengthen the use of volunteers; 
and (6) programs to support the building of community commitment to provide long-term care for elderly persons. 

This is done in conjunction with an expanded role of the interagency long-term care planning committee as 
described in section 144A.31. The services offered through these projects will be available to those who have their 
own funds to pay for services, as well as to persons who are eligible for medical assistance and to persons who are 
lBO-day eligible clients to the extent authorized in this section. 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0917, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DESIGN OF SAIL PROJECTS; LOCAL LONG-TERM CARE COORDINATING TEAM.] (a) The 
commissioner of human services in conjunction with the interagency long-term care planning committee's long-range 
strategic plan shall esta191isft contract with SAIL projects in four to six counties or groups of counties to demonstrate 
the feasibility and cost-effectiveness of a local long-term care strategy that is consistent with the state's long-term. care 
goals identified in subdivision 1. The commissioner shall publish a notice in the State Register announcing the 
availability of project funding and giving instructions for making an application. The instructions for the application 
shall identify the amount of funding available for project components. 
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(b) To be selected for the project, a county board or boards must establish a long-term care coordinating team 
consisting of county social service agencies, public health nursing service agencies,local boards of health, and the area 
agencies on aging in a geographic area which is responsible for: 

(1) developing a local long-term care strategy consistent with state goals and objectives; 

(2) submitting an application to be selected as a project; 

(3) coordinating planning for funds to provide services to elderly persons, including funds received under Title III 
of the Older Americans Act, Community Social Services Act, Title XX of the Social Security Act and the Local Public 
Health Act; and 

(4) ensuring efficient services provision and nonduplication of funding. 

(c) The board or boards shall designate a public agency to serve as the lead agency. The lead agency receives and 
manages the project funds from the state and is responsible for the implementation of the local strategy. If selected 
as a project, the local long-term care coordinating team must semiannually evaluate the progress of the local long-term 
care strategy in meeting state measures of performance and results as established in the contract. 

(d) Each member of the local coordinating team must indicate its endorsement of the local strategy. The local 
long-term care coordinating team may include in its membership .. other units of government which provide funding 
for services to the frail elderly. The team must cooperate with consumers and other public and private agencies, 
including nursing homes, in the geographic area in order to develop and offer a variety of cost-effective services to 
the elderly and their caregivers. 

(e) The board or boards shall apply to be selected as a project. If the project is selected, the commissioner of human 
services shaH contract with the lead agency for the project and shaH provide additional administrative funds for 
implementing the provisions of the contract, within the appropriation available for this purpose. 

(f) Projects shall be selected according to the following conditionSi-.:. 

fB No project may be selected unless it demonstrates that: 

(i) the objectives of the local project will help to achieve the state's long-term care goals as defined in 
subdivision 1; 

(ii) in the case of a project submitted jointly by several counties, all of the participating counties are contiguous; 

(iii) there is a designated local lead agency that is empowered to make contracts with the state and local vendors 
on behalf of all participants; 

(iv) the project proposal demonstrates that the local cooperating agencies have the ability to perform the project 
as described and that the implementation of the project has a reasonable chance of achieving its objectives; 

(v) the project will serve an area that covers at least four counties or contains at least 2,500 persons who are 85 
years of age or older, according to the projections of the state demographer or the census if the data is more recent; 
and 

(vi) the local coordinating team documents efforts of cooperation with consumers and other agencies and 
organizations, both public and private, in planning for service delivery. 

(2) If eRly R. s prejeets are seleetea, at least eRe sf tHem midst be ffSR a meffepelitar. statistieal area as aeteln~ea 
B) tRe Unitea ~tates Censl:l:s Bl:l:real:l:; it tHree sr {SblY }3yejeets are seleetea, at least eRe but Rst FRere thaR R0'8 f'£sjeets 
ffil:l:st 13e freFR a meffspslitaF! statistieal a£ea; ana if mere tRan fel:l:f' }9rsjeets a£e seleetea, at least R. s13C1t Ret mere tflaft 
tffiee prejeets mtlst l3e ff'em a meffsflelitaR statistieal area. 
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(3) CSl::lRties Sf gfBl:If'S af €S\::lRties fuat 51:lSftl:it a 19rs}3Bsal reF a flFejeet shall ae assigRea ~8 ~fles aefifiea By 
instiffi:R8flal1::lt=ili~HeH mre aRa psptIlaHBfl greh tR pate ill the iellewmg ffiBflflei': 

(i) :gaek €8tl:ftt} 81' gF91:lf! sf ESHftties shall Be ffieaSl:ifeel19) the klHli'l:aH8R Fate af Fl:l:iFsiRg RamES afleilseaFeliftg eafe 
kemes ane!~)' Ike I'reieelee! greHlh ,ale ef ils I'el'"lalien agee! 85 ane! e, er aelween 1999 ane!2999. Fe. Ike 1''''I'eses 
at #tis sesHaR, "1:lt=ilizafisR rate" meaRS the flFBP8ftiSR af the semSIS agee 65 SF slEier in "fhe eSl:iRty SF gFBHfl a£ 
€Ol:lFtties Ii fie resiae iF!: a lieeRsea19:l;l:fsffig flame SF BSBFaiRg EaFE flemE as eletenniReel19) the mest FEEERl SERSUS af 
resiaeRts availaBle ksm the aepal'HlIERt 8£ fiealtl=t aRe tke flep I:I:laa8R estimates af U\e state aemegFapkeF SF thE eeRSl::lS, 
\ lmeRe. SF is mel'S FeseRt. Tke "19FejeeteEl gF8r.lfP. Fate" is tRE Fate sf eRaRge irt tRe eSHRty SF gFSl;:lP sf eet:W.ties sf tRe 
J3sJ:?Hlatief1: gfSl:lJ:? agea 8§ eF elaef ae1?t.'.'eeR 1999 er.s. 2G99 aeeSfaHlg ts tke }3Fsjeetisns sf tRe state aefItSgFaflReF. 

(ii) The instiffitisflal Htili:liatiefl Fate sf a eetH.~ Sf grel:lfl sf es1:ffit:ies sRaH l3e esItvet'tea te a eategsF) f=l) assigRing 
a "ftigR Hti1i~atisfl" eategsF) if tRe Fate is aesve tRe ffiecliffil Fate sf aY estf:nties, ffi.a a "Ie;, tf:tili2aaefl" eategsry 
sffiel'" ise. The f'Fejeetea gl'e •• tA Fate sf a €SHnt) SF greHj9 sf eSl:lflHeS shall ae eSflveFtea ts a eategefY a) assigHir.g 
a seSFe sf "high gFSNth" eategsF, if the Fate is aas'; e tIte meaiaR Fate sf all eSl:lRties, er.a a "ISH gre· ... tfl." eategsry 
stheF .. ise. 

(iii) TyJ;Ies sf aFeas sRall ae aeHRea By the fSl:lF es~iRatisRs sf tfl.e seSFes aefinea iR item (ii). fyre 1 is ISH 
t:ttili~atisR high gFS.vtR, tYf!e 2 is ftigh HtiH2atisR kig4=t grs;,tfl.r t)'f'e a is ftigh tf:tili~aHsR Is .. gfeT

, tfl, aRa type 
4 is Is;. tt:tHi2atisR Is;. gFs;.tfl. eaeR eSlffi~ SF gfSl:lJ:? sf ESHnBeS ffiilhiRg a JHsflssal sRall ae assigfl:ea ts SRe sf 
tRese tyres. 

(4) PFsjeets sBall ae seleetea f.fSHl eaeR sf tfle tYfJes in Mote sfaef tRat tRe t)'f'es al'e listea iR flaFagfaf'A (a), item (iii), 
;, ith a. ailaale ftiRaiRg allseatea te pFejeets l;H.til it is e3£F.al:1stea, Ii ith RS mepe tker. a9 fleFEeRt sf a; ailallie hmaiRg 
a:llseatea ts af'lj eRe pFejeet. A. ailaele kmaiRg iRal:laes state aaft'liRistl'ati. e mRas wRiefl fia Ie seeR appFspFiatea 
feF Sefe€RiRg iuTtetisRs iR stffiaivisieR 4, paFagFapfi EJ;l), elal;:lse (3), aRa fsr seF"liee aevelspeFs aRa iReeflti. e grar.4:s iF. 
sl:lBai, isisfl §. 

(§) If ffiSfe thaft SRe eSHflt) SI' gTsH}3 sf eSHflties Til HhiR SRe sf tfte *fres eleiiReel ay pBf'agt'apk (3) pFsflsses a 
Sf'eeial prejeet that Ineets all sf tfte sthef eSRaitieRs irt p81'agFaJ3Rs (1) aRiel (2), tke flifsjeet tRat aeffteRstf"ates the mest 
eest ef~eti. e fll'sflesals ifl tefffiS Sf tk:e Rl:Ift'tI3er Sf R1:ifsiflg hsme fllaeemeRts tfiat eaR ee e3Epeetea te l3e ai'. eriea er 
eSR. ertea ts altemati. e eaFe sel"Vi ees flieF W lit Sf esst sftall ae seleetea. 

(6) If msre thBfl eRe eSl;H,t:; a}3plies fer a speeiiie J=lE'ejeet l:1l'laer this sHosai.'4siefl, all flBFtieiflatir.g eBl±Rt)' asaras 
mHost iRsieate iRteftt te werle eeepefati. ely thf'sHgh ifleli. ial:1al asara resell:ltisfls SE' a jsiftt fls;, el"S agpeemeRt. 

Sec. 75. Minnesota Statutes' 1992, section 256B.0917, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LOCAL LONG-TERM CARE STRATEGY] The local long-term care strategy must list performance 
outcomes and indicators which meet the state's objectives. The local strategy must provide for: 

(1) accessible infonnationr assessment" and preadmission screening activities as described in subdivi;;ion 4; 

(2) an af'f'lieatieR fer e~(flar.siefl increase in numbers of alternative care targetea fl:1ftas clients served under section 
256B.0913, fel' Bel"\; iflg 189 aa) eligil3le eHeRts, including those who are relocated from nursing homes" which results 
in a reduction of the medical assistance nursing home caseload; and 

(3) the development of additional services such as adult family foster care homes; family adult day care; assisted 
living projects and congregate housing service projects in apartment buildings; expanded home care services for 
evenings and weekends; expanded volunteer services; and caregiver support and respite care projects. 

The county or groups of counties selected for the projects shall be required to comply with federal regulations, 
alternative care funding policies in section 256B.0913, and the federal waiver programs' policies in section 256B.0915. 
The requirements for preadmission screening as ~ defined in section 256B.0911, subdivisions 1 to 6, aFe T .... ai. ea fsl" 
thsse e8ttFtUeS seleetea as part sf a lSRg teFm eare stFateg) J=ll'ejeet. Fsr p2rssFlS ;,hs aFe eligiBle fSF meaieal assistar.ee 
SF ,ffie aFe 189 aa} eligiBle elieRts afla ;.hs are seFeeReel BfteF ffiH'siflg iaeilit:; aelFAi:ssieR, tRe flW'Si:r;:g iaeility ml:1st 
iRel1:iae a SeFeeR€F iH tfl:e aiseAarge flilaRfliRg pfeeess fel' 'fr.8se illeli. iel1:lills I, AB tRe sereeReF has eletermiRea have 
elisekBf'ge pet€fttial. The ageRe) le~8Flsihle feF tke saeeflffig fmletieR ifl sl:1l9elil'isieR 4 ftl1:ist eRStile a SHl8Stft 
tFaRSitieJ'l ana feHe'h HJ3 .feE the iflelil'ial:lal's retl:ll'ft te the esfflffttf:f'l:it. Requirements for an access, screening, and 
assessment function replaee tfl:e I9feaaffl:issisR sefeeRH Ig feEJol:liF2meftts aRa are defined in subdivision 4. Requirements 
for the service development and service provision are defined in subdivision 5. 
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Sec. 76. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0917, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [ACCESSIBLE INFORMATION, SCREENING, AND ASSESSMENT FUNCTION.] (a) The projects selected 
by and under contract with the commissioner shall establish an accessible information, screening, and assessment 
function for persons who need assistance and infonnation regarding long-term care. This accessible information, 
screening, and assessment activity shall include information and referral. early intervention, follow-up contacts, 
telephone tfiase as aefH:tea if!: paFagtapk ~A screening, home visits, assessments, preadmission screening, and 
relocation case management for the frail elderly and their caregivers in the area served by the county or cOWlties. 
The purpose is to ensure that infonnation and help is provided to elderly persons and their families in a timely 
fashion, when they are making decisions about long-term care. These functions may be split among various agencies, 
but must be coordinated by the local long-term care coordinating team. 

(b) Accessible information, screening, and assessment functions shall be reimbursed as follows: 

(1) The screenings of all persons entering nursing homes shall be reimbursed By tRe RI;l::l'SiRg Rsmes iR tRe eS1:lf1ties 
sf tRe pl'ejeet, tffi'el;tgR the saffle }3sliey that is iR plaee iR Rseal )' eal' 1992 as eSfa:BlisRee as defined in section 
2568.0911. The aHlsHRt a RI;l::l'siRg hsaae pa) s ts tfle ee1:lRty ageR€) is tl=-.at afRet:lRt ieeRtiFiea aRa appl'e; ea iR the 
FeBruary Is, 1991, estimatea Rul'lll3er sf sereeruRgS aREl asss€iatea €)(peRElitu£€s. This amSWtt lema-iRS the same -teF 
Fissal year 1993L subdivision f!.; and 

(2) The leyel I s .. eenings ana IRe level II assessH,enls FeEjtHpea S) p..alie La .. ~J~...aeF5 199293 ... ,a 191 598 
toBRi\) fel' perssfl5 "iti=t meRtal il:flaess, ffieRml retaFaaeSR, SF Felatea eSRsitisRS, are reim19l;l::rsea tl:trslclgfi 
admiRistTative ~es .. itR 75pereeRt feaeFal f=LtRas aRel2§ peFeeRt state fw.ds, as allswed ay fedeFal regHlat=isfts aRa 
estaBlished iR tfle eSRtraet; ffi'l:8. 

t31 Additional state administrative funds shall be available for the access, screening, and assessment activities that 
are not reimbursed under cliH:tses clause (1)~. This amount shall not exceed "the amount authorized in the 
guidelines and in instructions for the application and must be within the amount appropriated for this activity. 

(c) The amst:U1t5 availaBle 1:lftaer paJ'agrapl=l ES) <we a. ailaele te ll=te ee1:lftf) SF ee1::tf'lties iRvelveei iR tfl.e prejeet ts 
ea. er staH salaf'ies ar.a e)~enses ts }?l'e. iele tRe seF\ iees in tRis sl;l::aeli. isieR. The leaa ageRey sl-lall empley, ef eeRHaet 
TNitfi etfiel ageReies te elR-f31ay, .\ ifR:iR ffie' limits sf avaidaaie ~fI aiftg, s1:lHieieRt p erseMel te PI's. iee tlle sep; iees listes 
Hi tftis slcl:bdi. isisR 

t41 Any information and referral functions funded by other sources, such as Title III of the Older Americans Act 
and Title XX of the Social Security Act and the Community Social Services Act, shall be considered by the local 
long-term care coordinating team in establishing this function to avoid duplication and to ensure access to information 
for persons needing help and information regarding long-term care. 

(e) The staffing fer the S€reefliRg Ma assessffieRt fur.etiaR must iRelHde, aut is Rst lim:itea ta, a eetmty sseial TNelleer 
BRa a es1:lP.1.=) pl:t6lie Aealth R1:iFse. The saeial 'NeaCeF 8fla }? ~He health ffi:H'se <we respef1siele teF all assessm:eRts that 
are reEJ:1:liFea te be esmpietea 1:3:y a pl'efessisRitl. Hewever, emy eRe sf fuese pl'sfessiaMls is re'1:t:lirea ts ae }3reseRt 
isF tAe assessmeRt. If a es~ dees flet l.=ta. e a pl:ll9lie l.=tealtl=t RHFSe availaale, it ma) Fefll;l::est appFeT:al hem tl.=te 
eSHlB'HssisRel' te assigrt a estfP.t=y Fegisterea Rl±I'Se ,.ith at least efte )e8:f' sf e)(pefieRee iR heme EaFe ts eefu3:liet tRe 
assessmeRt. 

(fj All pefseRs ffiterffig a ~feelieaid eertiFiea ft1:lFSHtg heme aF eSaFaing e<we heme mHst Be seeeRea tl=treligh aR 
assessftl€l it preeess, altheugh. the deeisieR te eeREit:let a Eaee ta faee H iteF\ ie'ii'l is left •• itR the es~ saeial • I epter aRei 
tl.=te eelH'lt} pl:lSlie health. 1'H:H'5e. All Bf'rlieatats ts ft1:lI'Siftg l.=tames ftlt:lst Be seFeeftea aF.9: a}9f'fsves: -teF aamissieR e) 
the esl:tR1ry seeial,. srlter SF tke eet:lftty f't:lBlie l\ealtlt ftl:lrse RaH'ea B) tl.=te leaS: ageRey sr tRe ag€f\eies .1 hieh af'e l.:IFJ:eer 
eeRffaet 'i.itk tRe leael ageRe) ts maRage tft:e aeeess, seFeePt:i:Rg, B:Ra assessffi€ftt: ~a.eM. FSE BfJplieaRts 'Ah9 Mie 
a diagRssis ef aaeRtal illRess, meRtal retafaatien, SF a relatee eeRaitieR, ana aFe stWjeet te the }9FevisisRS sf PHBlie 
La,l "P'JI;l::l'fl:1geFS 199 2Qa ar.a191 s98, theif aalftissieR B'H;lst Be 8¥}9l'e, ea ay tRe leeai meatal healtk al:rtherity eF tRe lseal 
elevelepmeRtal disaBilities ease maRager. 

The eemmissisftel' shall develep iMtRtstieRs EH.eI assessmeJ"tt isrms isF telepRsfte triage EHaa SR site SefeeftiRgs te 
eRS1:lf'e that feeleFaI reguiatieRs aRS: .. ai. ef prs 04sieRS are met. 

FeF pHfpsses sf this seeBeR, the tela. "telerhefte triage" fefefB ts a teleplleRe Sl' iaee te iaee eeftst:t:itatiefl BetheeR 
health eMe aRa see-ial seFViee }9rsfessisftals al±I'Htg ..... lfiiel:t the e1ieRts' effe1:l:HaSfat=tees aFe re. ie" eel aREI tAe ee1:H\ty 
ageREj }9fsiessieftcM ssrts the iR4ivLalia! iR-te eate~eries: (1) ReeEts R9 sEfeeffi-R.g, (2) Reees aft ilRfflea..l:eAe seeenffi:g, 
sr fa) Reeds a sereeftiRg aftef admissisFl te a RI;l::Fsing ASRae 81' anel' a Fett:lffl hSB.e. 'ffle eew.1.=) ageRe) pfsfessieRal 
sRall al;l::tftsHZ!le aaRl:issisR ts a F1-1:iFSiRg heme aeesreiRg te the pFe. isieRS iR seetieR 2§e8.991l, sl:laai-visieR 7. 
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(g) The r€'ili:ir€HtEFlts fsr Ease ml][ assessmeFlts By a rreaamissioR SEF€€RiRg team ffi:a) be waivea aHa the fi1::lFSiRg 
home sRall eomplete tfi€ Ease milE: assessmeRts .vruEfl are Rot eORa\;l:Etea By the EOI:HLty pul=Jlie fiealtfl. Ht:lFSe ae€8l'aiRg 
to the proeedl;:l:f€s estaBlished !;tRaer HiR:fl:€sota Rl:iles, flaFt 9319.99139. The appropriate €O\:lflty or tl=te leaa ageRE) is 
rEspof\sible fOF aistri€Jl:ltiAg the f{t:l:ality aSSI:l:FanE€ afle Fe'.ie .. form fOf all fW\o aprlieants to Rt:lFSiftg flomes. 

W @ The lead agency or the agencies lUlder contract with the lead agency which are responsible for the accessible 
information, screening, and assessment function must complete the forms and reports required by the commissioner 
as specified in the contract. 

Sec. 77. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0917, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [SERVICE DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICE DELIVERY.] (a) In addition to the access, screening, and 
assessment activity, each local strategy may include provisions for the following: 

(1) e:<pansioR of alterRati. e fare to serve ail iR:freaSea easeioae, m. er tHe fisfal ) ear 1991 average easeloae, of at 
least IGG persoRs eaeA ) ear WRO aFe assessee prior to Rlfrsiflg Home aamissioR ana persoRs u HO are reloeatea ITOR'!: 
flHrsHlg Romes, uRfeR restllts iR a real:letioR of fr.e meaieal assistaRee Rl:lrsiF.g Rome easelead; 

~ the addition of a full-time staff person who is responsible to develop the following services and recruit providers 
as established in the contract: 

(i) additional adult family foster care homes; 

(ii) family adult day care providers as defined in section 256B.0919, subdivision 2; 

(iii) an assisted living program in an apartment; 

(iv) a congregate housing service project in a subsidized housing project; and 

(v) the expansion of evening and weekend coverage of home care services as deemed necessary by the local 
strategic plan; 

~ ill small incentive grants to new adult family care providers for renovations needed to meet licensure 
requirements; 

(4) ill a plan to apply for a congregate housing service project as identified in section 256.9751, authorized by the 
Minnesota board on aging. to the extent that funds are available; 

fet ill. a plan to divert new applicants to nursing homes and to relocate a targeted population from nursing homes, 
using the individual's own resources or the funding available for services; 

f61,ill one or more caregiver support and respite care projects, as described in subdivision 6; and 

A 1§l one or more living-at-home/block nurse projects, as described in subdivisions 7 to 10. 

(b) The expansion of alternative care clients under paragraph (a) shall be accomplished with the funds provided 
under section 256B.0913, and includes the allocation of targeted funds. The hmding for all participating counties must 
be coordinated by the local long-term care coordinating team and must be part of the local long-term care strategy. 
T1ugetea Alternative care funds reeei ;'ea 'l"F1rol:lgR tRe SAIL projeet af3pro. ad prseess may be transferred from one SAIL 
county to another within a designated SAIL project area during a fiscal year as authorized by the local long-term care 
coordinating team and approved by the commissioner. The base allocation used for a future year shall reflect the final 
transfer. Each county retains responsibility for reimbursement as defined in section 256B.0913, subdivision 12, All 
other requirements for the alternative care program must be met unless an exception is provided in this section. The 
commissioner may establish by contract a reimbursement mechanism for alternative care that does not require invoice 
processing through the Medical Assistance Management Information System (MMIS). The commissioner and local 
agencies must assure that the same client and reimbursement data is obtained as is available under MMIS .. 

(c) The administration of these components is the responsibility of the agencies selected by the local coordinating 
team and under contract with the local lead agency. However, administrative hmds for paragraph (a), clauses (2) 
to (5), and grant funds for paragraph (a), clauses (6) and (7), shall be granted to the local lead agency. The funding 
available for each component is based on the plan submitted and the amount negotiated in the contract. 
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Sec. 78. Minnesota Statutes -1992, section 256B.0917, subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd.11. [SAIL EVALUATION AND EXPANSION.] The commissioner shall evaluate the success of the SAIL 
projects against the objective stated in subdivision 1, paragraph (b), and recommend to the legislature the continuation 
or expansion of the long-term care strategy by February 15, ±993 1995. 

Sec. 79. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0917, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGN.] The commissioner, with assistance from the commissioner of 
health and with the advice of the long-term care planning committee, shall contract for a public awareness campaign 
to educate the general public, seniors, consumers, caregivers, and professionals about the aging process, the long-term 
care system, and alternatives available including alternative care and residential alternatives. Particular emphasis will 
be given to informing consumers on how to access the alternatives and obtain information on the long-term care 
system. The commissioner shall pursue the development of new names for preadmission screening, alternative care, 
iffid foster careL and other services as deemed necessary for the public awareness campaign. 

Sec. 80. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.093, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [STATE TRAUMA TIC BRAIN INJURY CASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.] The commissioner of 
human services shall: 

(1) establish and maintain statewide traumatic brain injury ease maRagemeRt program; 

(2) designate a full-time position to supervise and coordinate services and policies for persons with traumatic brain 
injuries; 

(3) contract with qualified agencies or employ staff to provide statewide administrative case management; ~ 

(4) establish an advisory committee to provide recommendations in a report to the department commissioner 
regarding program and service needs of persons with traumatic brain injuries. The advisory committee shall consist 
of .!2Q.less than ten members and no more than 30 members. The commissioner shall appoint all advisory committee 
members to one- or two-year terms and appoint one member as chair; and 

ill investigate the need for the development of rules or statutes for: 

.ill. traumatic brain injury home and community-based services waiver; and 

.illl traumatic brain injury services not covered Qv. ~ other statute ..Q!. ru1e. 

Sec. 81. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.093, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CASE MANAGEMENT TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY PROGRAM DUTIES.] The department shall fund 
case management under this subdivision using medical assistance administrative funds. Case mat'lageIttent The 
traumatic brain injury program duties include: 

(1) assessing the person's individual needs for services required to prevent institutionalization; 

(2) ensuring that a care plan that addresses the person's needs is developed, implemented, and monitored on an 
ongoing basis by the appropriate agency or individual; 

(3) assisting the person in obtaining services necessary to allow the person to remain in the community; 

(4) coordinating home care services with other medical assistance services under section 2568,0625; 

(5) ensuring appropriate, accessible, and cost-effective medical assistance services; 

(6) recommending to the conunissioner the approval or denial of the use of medical assistance funds to pay for 
home care services when home care services exceed thresholds established by the commissioner under 
section 256B.0627; 
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(7) assisting the person with problems related to the provision of home care services; 

(8) ensuring the quality of home care services; 

(9) reassessing the person's need for and level of home care services at a frequency determined by the 
commissioner; aft€i 

(10) recommending to the commissioner the approval or denial of medical assistance funds to pay for out-of-state 
placements for traumatic brain injury services and in-state traumatic brain injury services provided by designated 
Medicare long-term care hospitals,,-

ilil coordinating the traumatic brain injury home and community-based waiver; and 

@ approving traumatic brain injury waiver care plans. 

Sec. 82. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.15, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For purposes of this section, "medical assistance" includes the medical assistance 
program under this chapter and the general assistance medical care program under chapter 256D, but does not include 
the alternative care program uflElef foRis efl8rter for nonmedical assistance recipients under section 2568.0913, 
subdivision 4. 

Sec. 83. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.15, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LIMITATIONS ON CLAIMS.] The claim shall include only the total amount 01 medical assistance 
rendered after age 65 or during a period of institutionalization described in subdivision t § clause (b), and the total 
amount of general assistance medical care rendered, and shall not include interest. Claims that have been allowed 
but not paid shall bear interest according to section 524.3-806, paragraph (d). A claim against the estate of a surviving 
spouse who did not receive medical assistance, for medical assistance rendered for the predeceased spouse, is limited 
to the value of the assets of the estate that were marital property or jointly owned property at any time during the 
marriage. 

Sec. 84. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.19, subdivision 1b, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [PORTION OF NONFEDERAL SHARE TO BE PAID BY GOVERNMENT HOSPITALS.] ill In addition 
to the percentage contribution paid by a county under 'subdivision 1, the governmental units designated in this 
subdivision shall be responsible for an additional portion of the nonfederal share of medical assistance costs 
attributable to them. For purposes of this subdiviSion, "designated governmental Wlit" means HeIUlepin county:;-ilftEl 
the fll::l:Slie eSFf!8Fatisfl l~ts'i.'fl as RaffiSe) .Health eMe, IDe. ',flieR is 8re!ateel up.ele! tRe a\:ttf-.sFity sf eRa}9te! 216A and 
the University of Minnesota. For purposes of this subdivision, "public hospital" means the Hennepin COWlty Medical 
Center, and the University of MiIUlesota hospital 8::Itd the 6t. Patil Ramsey Meeliea~ CeRtef. 

ill EaeR sf the gs. ef:RflteRtal w-.its elesigTtatea ift this Stll3e1ir. isisR From l.!!!y 1. 1993 through IWle ~ 1994, 
HeIUlepin county shall on a monthly basis transfer an amount equal to fwe 1.8 percent of the public hospital's net 
patient revenues, excluding net Medicare revenue to the state Medicaid agency. 

ill Effective MY.1. 1994, each of the governmental units designated in paragraph ill shall on ~ monthly basis 
transfer an-amount equal to 1.8 percent of the public hospital's net patient revenues, excluding net Medicare revenue, 
to the state Medicaid agency. 

@ These sums shall be part of-the Ieeal designated governmental unit's portion of the nonfederal share of medical 
assistance costs, but shall not be subject to payback provisions of section 256.025. 

Sec. 85. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.19, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Is [ADDITIONAL PORTION OF NONFEDERAL SHARE.] In addition to i!!!Y payment required under 
subdivision lli Hennepin county and the University of MiIUlesota shall be responsible for ~ monthly transfer payment 
01 $1,000,000, due belore = 2!l the 15th 01 each month beginning ll!!v 12,. 1993. These sums shall be part 01 the 
designated goverrunental unit's portion of the nonfederal share of medical assistance costs, but shall not be subject 
to payback provisions of section 256.025. 
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Sec. 86. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B,19, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ld. [PORTION OF NONFEDERAL SHARE TO BE PAID BY CERTAIN COUNTIES.] In addition to the 
percentage contribution paid £y~ county under subdivision.1. the governmental Wlits designated in this subdivision 
shall be responsible for an additional portion of the nonfederal share of medical assistance cost. For purposes of this 
subdivision, "designated governmental unit" ~ the counties of Becker, Beltrami, Clearwater. Cook, Dodge, 
Hubbard, Itasca, Lake, Mahnomen, Pennington, Pipestone, Ramsey, St. Louis, Steele, Todd, Traverse, and Wadena. 

Beginning in 1994, each of the governmental units designated in this subdivision shall transfer before noon on May 
31 to the state Medicaid agency an amount egual to the number of licensed beds in any nursing home owned.!2.y the 
county multiplied £v. $5,723. !i MO or more counties own ~ nursing home, the payment shall be prorated. These 
sums shall be part of the designated governmental unit's portion of the nonfederal share of medical assistance costs, 
but shall not be subject to payback provisions of section 256.025. 

Sec. 87. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.37, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE.] The state agency must be given notice of monetary claims against a person, firm, or 
corporation that may be liable in damages, or otherwise obligated to pay part or all of the cost of medical care when 
the state agency has paid or become liable for the cost of care. Notice must be given as follows: 

(a) Applicants for medical assistance shall notify the state or local agency of any possible claims when they submit 
the application. Recipients of medical assistance shall notify the state or local agency of any possible claims when 
those claims arise. 

(b) A person providing medical care services to a recipient of medical assistance shall notify the state agency when 
the person has reason to believe that a third party may be liable for payment of the cost of medical care. 

(c) A person who is party to a claim upon which the state agency may be entitled to subrogation under this section 
shall notify the state agency of its potential subrogation claim before filing a claim, commencing an action, or 
negotiating a settlement. f!. person who i§. 2. E..ru:!Y to ~ claim includes the plaintiff, the defendants, and any other 
~ to the ~ of action. 

Notice given to the local agency is not sufficient to meet the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c). 

Sec. 88. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.37, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.S. [PRIVATE BENEFITS TO BE USED FIRST.] Private accident and health care coverage for medical services 
is primary coverage and must be exhausted before medical assistance is paid. When a person who is otherwise 
eligible for medical assistance has private accident or health care coverage, including a prepaid health plan, the private 
health care benefits available to the person must be used first and to the fullest extent. 5\:ifJ}?lemeRtal paye em ffia) 
Be mass B} meeHeal assistaRee, Slit tRe eemsiflea tetal affietiF.t pais ffil;tSt Ret e)(eees tfle affiel:lF.t }?B)able \i:llaef' 
ffleaieal assistaRes iR ~e aeseRee sf etftEf' ES. EFage. ~4eai€a:l assistanee ffil;tst RSt tlLal~e sH}?pleffleRta:l pa) mERt fef' 
SS. sf'ea sef'viees FEftaeFea '8) a • efh4sF .. IRe paf'8:eiflates Sf eSt1tFaets •• itft a Realtfl eeveFage filM if tfle fllaR f'etlwFes 
tfle • ERaSf' te aeEeflt the pIaR's pa) meItt as flaymeRt ift iHll, 

Sec. 89. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.37, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. [SUPPLEMENTAL PAYMENT BY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.] Medical assistance payment will not be 
made when either covered charges are paid in full .£y .2. third E.2.!!Y or the provider has ~ agreement to accept 
payment for less than charges as payment in full. Payment for patients that are simultaneously covered :!2.v. medical 
assistance and .2. liable third E!!iY other than Medicare will be determined as the lesser of clauses ill to f2..t 

ill the patient liability according to the provider I insurer agreement; 

ill covered charges minus the third .E!!!Y payment amount; or 

ill the medical assistance rate minus the third P.2.!:tv. payment amount. 

f!. negative difference will not be implemented. 
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Sec. 90. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 

Subd.2b. [OPERATING COSTS, AFTER JULY 1, 1985.1 (a) For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1985, the 
commissioner shall establish procedures for determining per diem reimbursement for operating costs. 

(b) The commissioner shall contract with an econometric firm with recognized expertise in and access to national 
economic change indices that can be applied to the appropriate cost categories when determining the operating cost 
payment rate. 

(c) The commissioner shall analyze and evaluate each nursing facility's cost report of allowable operating costs 
incurred by the nurSing facility during the reporting year immediately preceding the rate year for which the payment 
rate becomes effective. 

(d) The commissioner shall establish limits on actual allowable historical operating cost per diems based on cost 
reports of allowable operating costs for the reporting year that begins October I, 1983, taking into consideration 
relevant factors including resident needs, geographic location, size of the nursing facility, and the costs that must be 
incurred for the care of residents in an efficiently and economically operated nursing facility. In developing the 
geographic groups for purposes of reimbursement under this section, the commissioner shall ensure that nursing 
facilities in any county contiguous to the Minneapolis-St. Paul seven-county metropolitan area are included in the 
same geographic group. The limits established by the commissioner shall not be less, in the aggregate, than the 60th 
percentile of total actual allowable historical operating cost per diems for each group of nursing facilities established 
under subdivision 1 based on cost reports of allowable operating costs in the previous reporting year. For rate years 
beginning on or after July 1, 1989, facilities located in geographic group I as described in Minnesota Rules, part 
9549.0052, on January 1, 1989, may choose to have the commissioner apply either the care related limits or the other 
operating cost limits calculated for facilities located in geographic group II, or both, if either of the limits calculated 
for the group II facilities is higher. The efficiency incentive for geographic group I nursing facilities must be calculated 
based on geographic group I limits. The phase-in must be established utilizing the 'chosen limits. For purposes of 
these exceptions to the geograp~ic grouping requirements, the definitions in Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 
9549.0059 (Emergency), and 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, apply. The limits established under this paragraph remain in 
effect until the commissioner establishes a new base period. Until the new base period is established, the 
commissioner shall adjust the limits annually using the appropriate economic change indices established in paragraph 
(e). In determining allowable historical operating cost per diems for purposes of setting limits and nursing facility 
payment rates, the commissioner shall divide the allowable historical operating costs by the actual number of resident 
days, except that where a nursing facility is occupied at less than 90 percent of licensed capacity days, the 
commissioner may establish procedures to adjust the computation of the per diem to an imputed occupancy level at 
or below 90 percent. The commissioner shall establish efficiency incentives as appropriate. The commissioner may 
establish efficiency incentives for different operating cost categories. The commissioner shall consider establishing 
efficiency incentives in care related cost categories. The commissioner may combine one or more operating cost 
categories and may use different methods for calculating payment rates for each operating cost category or 
combination of operating cost categories. For the rate year beginning on July 1, 1985, the commissioner shall: 

(1) allow nursing facilities that have an average length of stay of 180 days or less in their skilled nursing level of 
care, 125 percent of the care related limit and 105 percent of the other operating cost limit established by rule; and 

(2) exempt nursing facilities licensed on July 1, 1983, by the commissioner to provide residential services for the 
physically handicapped under Minnesota Rules, parts 9570.2000 to 9570.3600, from the care related limits and allow 
105 percent of the other operating cost limit established by rule. 

For the purpose of calculating the other operating cost efficiency incentive for nursing facilities referred to in clause 
(1) or (2), the commissioner shall use the other operating cost limit established by rule before application of the 105 
percent. 

(e) The commissioner shall establish a composite index or indices by determining the appropriate economic change 
indicators to be applied to specific operating cost categories or combination of operating cost categories. 

(f) Each nursing facility shall receive an operating cost payment rate equal to the sum of the nursing facility's 
operating cost payment rates for each operating cost category. The operating cost payment rate for an operating cost 
category shall be the lesser of the nursing facility's historical operating cost in the category increased by the 
appropriate index established in paragraph (e) for the operating cost category plus an efficiency incentive established 
pursuant to paragraph (d) or the limit for the operating cost category increased by the same index. If a nursing 
facility's actual historic operating costs are greater than the prospective payment rate for that rate year, there shall 
be no retroactive cost settle-up. In establishing payment rates for one or more operating cost categories, the 
commissioner may establish separate rates for different classes of residents based on their relative care needs. 
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(g) The commissioner shall include the reported actual real estate tax liability or payments in lieu of real estate tax 
of each nursing facility as an operating cost of that nursing facility. Allowable costs under this subdivision for 
payments made by a nonprofit nursing facility that are in lieu of real estate taxes shall not exceed the amolUlt which 
the nursing facility would have paid to a city or township and county for fire, police, sanitation services, and road 
maintenance costs had real estate taxes been levied on that property for those purposes. For rate years beginning on 
or after July I, 1987, the reported actual real estate tax liability or payments in lieu of real estate tax of nursing 
facilities shall be adjusted to include an amount equal to one-half of the dollar change in real estate taxes from the 
prior year. The commissioner shall include a reported actual special assessment, and reported actual license fees 
required by the Minnesota department of health, for each nursing facility as an operating cost of that nursing facility. 
For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1989, the commissioner shall include a nursing facility's; reported public 
employee retirement act contribution for the reporting year as apportioned to the care-related operating cost categories 
and other operating cost categories multiplied by the appropriate composite index or indices established pursuant to 
paragraph (e) as costs under this paragraph. Total adjusted real estate tax liability, payments in lieu of real estate tax, 
actual special assessments paid, the indexed public employee retirement act contribution, and license fees paid as 
required by the Minnesota deparhnent of health, for each nursing facility (1) shall be divided by actual resident days 
in order to compute the operating cost payment rate for this operating cost category, (2) shall not be used to compute 
the care-related operating cost limits or other operating cost limits established by the conunissioner, and (3) shall not 
be increased by the composite index or indices established pursuant to paragraph (e), unless otherwise indicated in 
this paragraph. 

(h) For rate years beginning on or after July 1, 1987, the conunissioner shall adjust the rates of a nursing facility 
that meets the criteria for the special dietary needs of its residents as sreeiaed in seetieR IHA.G71, st:l13di',isisFl 3, 
elal:ise (e), and the requirements in section 31.651. The adjushnent for raw food cost shall be the difference between 
the nursing facility's allowable historical raw food cost per diem and 115 percent of the median historical allowable 
raw food cost per diem of the corresponding geographic group. 

The rate adjustment shall be reduced by the applicable phase-in percentage as provided under subdivision 2h. 

Sec.91. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd.20. [SPECIAL PAYMENT RATES FOR SHORT-STAY NURSING FACILITIES.] Notwithstanding contrary 
provisions of this section and rules adopted by the commissioner, for the rate years beginning on or after July 1,-1-992-
1993, a nursing facility whose average length of stay for the ffite preceding reporting year beginfliRg Jt:ll} 1, !991, is 
ill less than ISO daysi. or ill less than 225 days in !!. nursing facility with ~ than 315 licensed beds must be 
reimbursed for allowable costs up to 125 percent of the total care-related limit and 105 percent of the 
other-operating-cost limit for hospital-attached nursing facilities. +fie 11 nursing facility that received the benefit of 
this limit during the rate year beginningh!!yL.1992, continues to receive this rate during the rate year beginning.h!!y 
.L.1993, even if the facility's average length of stay is more than ISO days in the rate years subsequent to the rate year 
beginning July 1, 1991. For purposes of this subdivision, a nursing facility shall compute its average length of stay 
Qy dividing the nursing facility's actual resident days for the reporting year Qy the nursing facility's total resident 
discharges for that reporting year. 

Sec. 92. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2s. [PAYMENT RESTRICTIONS ON LEAVE DAYS.] Effective h!!y.1. 1993, the commissioner shall limit 
payment for leave days in a nursing facility to 79 percent of that nursing facility's total payment rate for the involved 
resident. 

Sec. 93. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [HOLD-HARMLESS PROPERTY-RELATED RATES.] (a) Terms used in subdivisions 13 to 21 shall be 
as defined in Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, and this section. 

(b) Except as provided in this subdivision, for rate periods beginning on October I, 1992, and for rate years 
beginning after June 30, 1993, the property-related rate for a nursing facility shall be the greater of $4 or the 
property-related payment rate in effect on September 30, 1992. In addition, the incremental increase in the nursing 
facility's rental rate will be determined under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, and this section. 
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(c) Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 13, item F, a nursing facility that has a sale permitted 
under subdivision 14 after June 30, 1992, shall receive the property-related payment rate in effect at the time of the 
sale or reorganization. For rate periods beginning after October 1, 1992, and for rate years beginning after 
June 30, 1993, a nursing facility shall receive, in addition to its property-related payment rate in effect at the time of 
the sale, the incremental increase allowed under subdivision 14. 

@ For rate years beginning after Tune ~ 1993, the property-related rate for! nursing facility licensed after 
.h!!y1.1989, after relocating its beds from a separate nursing home to a building formerly used as a hospital and sold 
during the cost reporting year ending September llih 1991. shall be its property-related rate prior to the sale in addition 
to the incremental increases provided under this section effective on October 1. 1992, of 29 ~ ~ ~ and any 
incremental increases after October .1. 1992, calculated Ex. using its rental rate under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549,0010 
to 9549,0080, and this section, recognizing the current appraised value of the facility at the new location, and induding 
as allowable debt otherwise allowable debt incurred to remodel the facility in the new location prior to the relocation 
of beds. 

Sec, 94, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [LIMITATIONS ON SALES OF NURSING FACILITIES.] (a) For rate periods beginning on October 1, 
1992, and for rate years beginning after June 30, 1993, a nursing facility's property-related payment rate as established 
under subdivision 13 shall be adjusted by either paragraph (b) or (c) for the sale of the nursing facility, induding sales 
occurring after June 30, 1992, as provided in this subdivision, 

(b) If the nursing facility's property-related payment rate under subdivision 13 prior_ to sale is greater than the 
nursing facility's rental rate under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, and this section prior to sale, the 
nursing facility's property-related payment rate after sale shall be the greater of its property-related payment rate 
Wlder subdivision 13 prior to sale or its rental rate under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, and this 
section calculated after sale. 

(c) If the nursing facility's property-related payment rate Wlder subdivision 13 prior to sale is equal to or less than 
the nursing facility's rental rate under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080, and this section prior to sale, 
the nursing facility's property-related payment rate after sale shall be the nursing facility's property-related payment 
rate Wlder subdivision 13 plus the difference between its rental rate calculated under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 
to 9549.0080, and this section prior to sale and its rental rate calculated under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 
9549.0080, and this section calculated after sale. 

(d) For purposes of this subdivision, "sale" means the purchase of a nursing facility's capital assets with cash or 
debt. The term sale does not include a stock purchase of a nursing facility or any of the following transactions: 

(1) a sale and leaseback to the same licensee that does not constitute a change in facility license; 

(2) a transfer of an interest to a trust; 

(3) gifts or other transfers for no consideration; 

(4) a merger of two or more related organizations; 

(5) a change in the legal form of doing business, other than a publicly held organization that becomes privately held 
or vice versa; 

(6) the addition of a new partner, owner, or shareholder who owns less than 20 percent of the nursing facility or 
the issuance of stock; and 

(7) a sale, merger, reorganization, or any other transfer of interest between related organizations other than those 
permitted in this section. 
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1rl For purposes of this subdivision. "sale" includes the sale or transfer of !!. nursing facility to !!. close relative ~ 
defined in Minnesota Rules. part 9549.0020. subpart ~ item ~!!£Q!l the death of an owner. due to serious illness 
or disability, as defined under the Social Security Act. under United States Code, title.1b section 423(d)(1)(A), or upon 
retirement of .@f! owner from the business of owning or operating a nursing home at 62 years of ~.2!: older, For 
sales to !!. close relative allowed under this paragraph. otherwise nonallowable debt resulting from seller financing 
of all £[!!. portion of the debt resulting from the sale shall be allowed and shall not be subject to Minnesota Rules. 
part 9549.0060. subpart ~ item.s provided that in addition to existing reguirements for allowance of debt and interest. 
the debt!§. subject to repayment through annual principal payments and the interest mk2!l the related organization 
debt does not exceed three percentage points above the posted yield for standard conventional fixed rate mortgages 
of the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation for delivery in 60 days in effect Q!l the day of sale. !f at any time. 
the seller forgives the related organization debt allowed Wlder this paragraph for other than equal amount of payment 
Q!l that debt. then the buyer shall ~ to the state the total revenue received £v. the nursing facility after the sale 
attributable to the amount of allowable debt which has been forgiven. Any assignment, sale, or transfer of the debt 
instrument entered into £v. the close relatives, either directly or indirectly, which grants to the close relative buyer the 
right to receive all or ~ portion of the payments under the debt instrument shalL effective on the date of the transfer. 
result in the prospective reduction in the corresponding portion of the allowable debt and interest expense. Upon 
the death of the close relative seller, ~ remaining balance of the close relative debt ~ be refinanced and such 
refinancing shall be subject to the provisions of Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart L. item G. This paragraph 
shall not .ru2£!y to sales occurring on Q!: after Tune ~ 1997. 

fe1 ill For purposes of this subdivision, "effective date of sale" means the later of either the eLite on which legal title 
to the capital assets is transferred or the date on which closing for the sale occurred. 

~ .!.gl The effective day for the property-related payment rate determined under this subdivision shall be the first 
day of the month following the month in which the effective date of sale occurs or October 1, 1992, whichever is later, 
provided that the notice requirements under section 256B.47, subdivision 2, have been met. 

tm ilil Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subparts 5, item A, subitems (3) and (4), and 7, items E 
and F, the commissioner shall limit the total allowable debt and related interest for sales occurring after June 3D, 1992, 
to the sum of clauses (1) to (3): 

(1) the historical cost of capital assets, as of the nursing facility's most recent previous effective date of sale or, if 
there has been no previous sale, the nursing facility's ini tial historical cost of constructing capital assets; 

(2) the average annual capital asset additions after deduction for capital asset deletions, not including depreciations; 
and 

(3) one-half of the allowed inflation on the nursing facility's capital assets. The conunissioner shall compute the 
allowed inflation as described in paragraph (h). 

tk1 ill For purposes of computing the amount of allowed inflation, the conunissioner must apply the following 
principles: 

(1) the lesser of the Consumer Price Index for all urban consumers or the Dodge Construction Systems Costs for 
Nursing Homes for any time periods during which both are available must be used. If the Dodge Construction 
Systems Costs for Nursing Homes becomes unavailable, the commissioner shall substitute the index in subdivision 
3f, or such other index as the secretary of the health care financing administration may designate; 

(2) the amount of allowed inflation to be applied to the capital assets in paragraph (g), clauses (1) and (2), must 
be computed separately; 

(3) the amount of allowed inflation must be determined on an annual basis, prorated on a monthly basis for partial 
years and if the initial month of use is not determinable for a capital asset" then one-half of that calendar year shall 
be used for purposes of prorating; 

(4) the amount of allowe.d inflation to be applied to the capital assets in paragraph (g), clauses (1) and (2), must 
not exceed 300 percent of the total capital assets in anyone of those clauses; and 

(5) the allowed inflation must be computed starting with the month following the nursing facility's most recent 
previous effective date of sale or, if there has been no previous sale, the month following the date of the nursing 
facility's initial occupancy, and ending with the month preceding the effective date of sale. 
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fB.ill If the historical cost of a capital asset is not readily available for the date of the nursing facility's most recent 
previous sale or if there has been no previous sale for the date of the nursing facility's initial occupancy, then the 
commissioner shall limit the total allowable debt and related interest after sale to the extent recognized by the 
Medicare intermediary after the sale. For a nursing facility that has no historical capital asset cost data, available and 
does not have allowable debt and interest calculated by the Medicare intermediary, the commissioner shall use the 
historical cost of capital ass,et data from the point in time for which capital asset data is recorded in the nursing 
facility's audited financial statements, 

61 ill The limitations in this subdivision apply only to debt resulting from a sale of a nursing facility occurring after 
June 30, 1992, including debt assumed by the purchaser of the nursing facility. 

Sec. 95. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd.15. [CAPITAL REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT COST REPORTING AND RATE CALCULATION.] For rate 
years beginning after June 30, 1993, a nursing facility's capital repair and replacement payment rate shall be 
established annually as provided in paragraphs (a) to (d). 

(a) Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 9549.0060, subpart 12, the costs of acquiring!!!!y of the following items, 
including cash payment for equity investment and principal and interest expense for debt financing, shall be reported 
in the capital repair and replacement cost category when the cost of the item exceeds $500: 

(1) wall coverings; 

(2) paint; 

(3) floor coverings; 

(4) window coverings; 

(5) roof repair; 

(6) heating or cooling system repair or replacement; 

(7) window repair or replacement; 

(8) initiatives designed to reduce energy usage by the facility if accompanied by an energy audit prepared by a 
professional engineer or architect registered in Minnesota, or by an auditor certified under Minnesota Rules, part 
7635.0130, to do'energy audits and the e'nergy audit identifies the initiative as a conservation measure; and 

(9) eaf9Hali2ee repair or replacement of capital assets not included in the equity incentive computations under 
subdivision 16. 

(b) To compute the capital repair and replacement payment rate, the allowable annual repair and replacement costs 
for the reporting year must be divided by actual resident days for the reporting year. The arumal allowable capital 
repair and replacement costs shall not exceed $150 per licensed bed. The excess of the allowed capital repair and 
replacement costs over the capital repair and replacement limit shall be a cost carryover to succeeding cost reporting 
periods, except that sale of a facility, under subdivision 14, shall terminate the carryover of all costs except those 
incurred in the most recent cost reporting year. The termination of the carryover shall have effect on the capital repair 
and replacement rate on the same date as provided in subdivision 14, paragraph (f), for the sale. For rate years 
beginning after June 30, 1994, the capital repair and replacement limit shall be subject to the index provided in 
subdivision 3f, paragraph (a). For purposes of this subdivision, the number of licensed beds shall be the number used 
to calculate the nursing facility's capacity days. The capital repair and replacement rate must be added to the nursing 
facility's total payment rate. 

(c) Capital repair and replacement costs under this subdivision shall not be counted as either care-related ,or other 
operating costs, nor subject to care-related or other operating limits. 

(d) If costs otherwise allowable under this subdivision are incurred as the result of a project approved under the 
moratorium exception process in section 144A.073, or in connection with an addition to or replacement of buildings, 
attached fixtures, or land improvements for which the total historical cost of these assets exceeds the lesser of $150,000 
or ten percent of the nursing facility's appraised value, these costs must be claimed under subdivision 16 or 17, as 
appropriate. 
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Sec. 96. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, subdivision 21, is amended to read: 

Subd.21. [INDEXING THRESHHGb±}6 THRESHOLDS.] Beginning January 1, 1993, and each January 1 thereafter, 
the commissioner shall annually update the dollar fuFeshltele!s thresholds in subdivisions 15, paragraph (d), 16, and 
17, and in section 144A.071, s~se!i,isi"" subdivisions 2 and g ~ clauses W ill and m.w, by the inflation index 
referenced in subdivision 3f, paragraph (a). 

Sec. 97. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.22. [CHANGES TO NURSING FACILITY REIMBURSEMENT.] The nursing facility reimbursement changes 
in paragraphs.w. to.w.~ to Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0010 to 9549.0080. and this section, and are effective for 
rate years beginning on or after lJ:!!y, 1. 1993. unless otherwise indicated. 

!ill. In addition to the approved pension .Q! profit sharing plans allowed £Y. the !£j¥'l?,g,~'!!!!~ rule. the 
commissioner shall allow those plans specified in Internal Revenue Code. sections 403(b) 

ill. The commissioner shall allow as workers' compensation insurance costs under section 256B,421, subdivision 
~ the costs of workers' compensation coverage obtained under the following conditions: 

ill!!. plan approved .Qy the commissioner of commerce as !!. Minnesota &:.Q!!£ or individual self-insurance plan as 
provided in sections 79A.03: 

ill the nursing facility, directly or indirectly, purchases workers' compensation coverage in compliance with section 
176.18L subdivision b. from an authorized insurance carrier: 

.ill.l a related organization to the nursing facility reinsures the workers' compensation coverage purchased. directly 
or indirectly.l!Y, the nursing facility: and 

.illll all of the conditions in clause ill are metj 

ill the nursing facility, directly or indirectly. purchases workers' compensation coverage in compliance with section 
176.18L subdivision b. from ill!. authorized insurance carrier; 

.ill.l the insurance premium is calculated retrospectively, including! maximum premium limit. and paid using the 
paid loss retro method: and 

!.till all of the conditions in clause ill ~ met; 

ill additional conditions are: 

ill the costs of the plan are allowable Wlder the federal Medicare program: 

.ill.l the reserves for the plan are maintained in an accoWlt controlled and administered l!Y.! person which !§. not 
a related organization to the nursing 'facility; 

!ilil the reserves for the plan cannot be used. directly or indirectly, as collateral for debts incurred or other 
obligations of the nursing facility or related organizations to the nursing facility; 

.ili1 if the plan provides workers' compensation coverage for non-Minnesota nursing facilities. the plan's cost 
methodology must be consistent among all nursing facilities covered Qv. the plan. and if reasonable, is allowed 
notwithstanding !m: reimbursement laws regarding cost allocation to the contraryj 

bd central, affiliated, corporate, or nursing faCility costs related to their administration of the plan are costs which 
must remain in the nursing facility's administrative cost category and must not be allocated to other cost categories: 
and 

!Yll required security deposits, whether in the form of cash, investments. securities. assets, letters of credit. .Q!. in 
any other form are not allowable costs for purposes of establishing the facilities payment rate. 
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ill any costs allowed pursuant to clauses ill to ill ~ subject to the following reguirements: 

.ill If the nursing facility is sold or otherwise ceases operations, the plan~s reserves must be subject to an actuarially 
based settle-up after 36 months from the date of sale or the date on which operations ceased. The facility's medical 
assistance portion of the total excess plan reserves must be paid to the state within 30 days following the date on 
which excess plan reserves are determined, 

.illl Any distribution of excess plan reserves made to or withdrawals made Qy the nursing facility or ~ related 
organization are applicable credits and must be used to reduce the nursing facility's workers' compensation insurance 
costs in the reporting period in which ~ distribution or withdrawal is received. 

fllil!f reimbursement for the plan ~ sought under the federal Medicare program, and is audited pursuant to the 
Medicare program, the nursing facility must provide a £Qpy of Medicare's final audit report, including attachments 
and exhibits, to the commissioner within 30 days of receipt Qv. the nursing facility or any related organization. The 
commissioner shall implement the audit findings associated with the plan upon receipt of Medicare's final audit 
report. The deparhnent's authority to implement the audit findings is independent of its authority to conduct ~ field 
audit. 

ill the commissioner shall have authority to adopt emergency rules to implement this paragraph. 

!sl In the determination of incremental increases in the nursing facility's rental rate ~ required in subdivisions 14 
to.£1. except for ~ refinancing permitted under subdivision ~ the commissioner must adjust the nursing facility's 
property-related payment rate for both incremental increases and decreases in recomputations of its rental rate . 

.!ill. A nursing facility's administrative cost limitation must be modified as follows: 

ill if the nursing facility's licensed beds exceed 195 licensed beds, the general and administrative cost category 
limitation shall be 13 percent; 

ill if the nursing facility's licensed beds ~ ~ than 150 licensed beds, but less than 196 licensed beds, the 
general and administrative cost category limitation shall be 14 percent; or 

mit the nursing facility's licensed beds is less than 151 licensed beds, the general and administrative cost category 
limitation shall remain at 15 percent. 

hl The ~ related operating rate shall be increased :2Y ~ cents to reimburse facilities for unfunded federal 
mandates, including costs related to hepatitis B vaccinations. 

Sec. 98. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431 is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.23. [COUNTY NURSING HOME PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS.Jill Beginning in 1994, the commissioner shall 
E.!!Y. a nursing home payment adjustment on May 31 after !!2Q!l to ~ county in which i§.located a nursing home that. 
as of Tanuary 1 of the previous year, was county-owned and had ~ 40 beds and medical assistance occupancy in 
excess of 50 percent during the reporting year ending September ~ 1991. The adjustment shall be an amount egual 
to $16 ~ calendar day multiplied £y the number of beds licensed in the facility ~ of September ;!Q,. 1991. 

illPayrnents under paragraph ware excluded from medical assistance ~ diem rate calculations. These payments 
are required notwithstanding any rule prohibiting medical assistance payments from exceeding payments from private 
~ residents. b. facility receiving a payment under paragraph ill may not increase charges to private ~ residents 
Qv.!!!!' amount equivalent to the ~ diem amount payments under paragraph 1& would ~ if converted to .! m 
diem. 

Sec. 99. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.431, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.24. [MODIFIED EFFICIENCY INCENTNE.J Notwithstanding section 256B.74, subdivision ~ for the ~ year 
beginning h!!y,h 1993, the maximum efficiency incentive is $2.20, and for rate years begiIming on or after l.!:!!x.1.1994, 
the commissioner shall determine a nursing facility's efficiency incentive !2y first computing the amount 12Y which the 
facility's other operating cost limit exceeds its nonadjusted other operating cost ~ diem for that rate year, The 
commissioner shall then use the following table to compute the nursing facility's efficiency incentive. Each increment 
or partial increment the nursing facility's nonadjusted other operating ~ diem is below its other operating cost limit 
shall be multiplied £Y. the corresponding percentage for that ~ diem increment. The £W of each of those 
computations shall be the nursing facility's efficiency incentive. 
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The maximum efficiency incentive is $2.44 ~ resident day. 

Percentage At)plied 
to Each Per lem 
- IflCremenr-

70 percent 
10 percent 
15 percent 
20 percent 
25 percent 
30 percent 
35 percent 
40 percent 
45 percent 
50 percent 
55 percent 
60 percent 
65 percent 
70 percent 
75 percent 
80 percent 
85 percent 
90 percent 
95 percent 

100 percent 

Sec. 100, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.432, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

[59TH DAY 

Subd.5. [ALLOCATION OF REMAINING COSTS; ALLOCATION RATIO.] (a) After the costs that can be directly 
identified according to subdivisions 3 and 4 have been allocated, the remaining centrat affiliated, or corporate office 
costs must be allocated between the long-term care facility operations and the other activities or facilities unrelated 
to the long-term care facility operations based on the ratio of e3Epefl:SeS total operating costs. 

(b) For purposes of allocating these remaining central, affiliated, or corporate office costs, the numerator for the 
allocation ratio shall be determined as follows: 

(1) for long-term care facilities that are related organizations or are controlled by a central, affiliated, or corporate 
office under a management agreement, the numerator of the allocation ratio shall be equal to the sum of the total 
operating costs incurred by each related organization or controlled long-term care facility; 

(2) for a central, affiliated, or cbrporate office providing goods or services to related organizations that are not 
long-term care facilities, the numerator of the allocation ratio shall be equal to the sum of the total operating costs 
incurred by the non-long-term care related organizations; 

(3) for a central, affiliated, or corporate office providing goods or services to unrelated long-term care facilities 
under a consulting agreement, the numerator of the allocation ratio shall be equal to the greater of directly identified 
central, affiliated, or corporate costs or the contracted amount; or 

(4) for business activities that involve the providing of goods or services to unrelated parties which are not 
long-tenn care facilities, the numerator of the allocation ratio shall be equal to the greater of directly identified costs 
or revenues generated by the activity or function. 

(c) The denominator for the allocation ratio is the sum of the numerators in paragraph (b), clauses (1) to (4). 

Sec. 101. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.432, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §" [ADEQUATE DOCUMENTATION SUPPORTING LONG-TERM CARE FACILITY PAYROLLS.] Beginning 
h!h: 1. 1993, payroll records supporting compensation costs claimed Qy long-term care facilities must be supported 
h affirmative time and attendance records prepared h each individual at intervals of not ~ than ~ month. 
The affirmative time and attendance record must identify the individual's name; the days worked during each ~ 
period; the number of hours worked each day; and the number of hours taken each day !!v. the individual for vacation, 
sick, and other leave. The affirmative time and attendance record must include a signed verification h the individual 
and the individual's supervisor, if ill!L that the entries reported on the record ~ correct. 
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Sec. 102. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.47, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [ALLOCATION OF COSTS.] To ensure the avoidance of double payments as required by section 256B.433, 
the direct and indirect reporting year costs of providing residents of nursing facilities that are not hospital attached 
with therapy services that are billed separately from the nursing facility payment rate or according to Minnesota 
Rules, parts 9500.0750 to 9500.1080, must be determined and deducted from the appropriate cost categories of the 
annual cost report as follows: 

(a) The costs of wages and salaries for employees providing or participating in providing and consultants providing 
services shaH be allocated to the therapy service based on direct identification. 

(b) The costs of fringe benefits and payroll taxes relating to the costs in paragraph (a) must be allocated to the 
therapy service based on direct identification or the ratio of total costs in paragraph (a) to the sum of total allowable 
salaries and the costs in paragraph (a). 

(c) The costs of housekeeping, plant operations and maintenance, real estate taxes, special assessments, and 
insurance, other than the aIIlounts classified as a fringe benefit, must be allocated to the therapy service based on the 
ratio of service area square footage to total facility square footage. 

(d) The costs of bookkeeping and medical records must be allocated to the therapy service either by the method 
in paragraph (e) or based on direct identification. Direct identification may be used if adequate documentation is 
provided to, and accepted by, the commissioner. 

(e) The costs of administrators, bookkeeping, and medical records salaries, except as provided in paragraph (d), 
must be allocated to the therapy service based on the ratio of the total costs in paragraphs (a) to (d) to the sum of total 
allowable nursing facility costs and the costs in paragraphs (a) to (d). 

(f) The cost of property must be allocated to the therapy service and removed from the feRtal fief ateHt nursing 
facility's property-related payment ~ based on the ratio of service area square footage to total facility square footage 
multiplied by the el::tilcliI'lg eapi!al allsL afle€ property-related payment rate. 

Sec. 103. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.48, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PROHIBITED PRACTICES.] A nursing facility is not eligible to receive medical assistance payments 
unless it refrains from all of the following: 

(a) Charging private paying residents rates for similar services which exceed those which are approved by the state 
agency for medical assistance recipients as determined by the prospective desk audit rate, except tmder the following 
circumstances: the nursing facility may (1) charge private paying residents a higher rate for a private room, and (2) 
charge for special services which are not included in the daily rate if medical assistance residents are charged 
separately at the same rate for the same services in addition to the daily rate paid by the corrunissioner. Services 
covered by the payment rate must be the same regardless of payment source. Special services, if offered, must be 
available to all residents in all areas of the nursing facility and charged separately at the same rate. Residents are free 
to select or decline special services. Special services must not include services which must be provided by the nursing 
facility in order to comply with licensure or certification standards and that if not provided would result in a 
deficiency or violation by the nursing facility. Services beyond those required to comply with licensure or certification 
standards must not be charged separately as a special service if they were included in the payment rate for the 
previous reporting year. A nl;lrsing facility that charges a private paying resident a rate in violation of this clause is 
subject to an action by the state of Minnesota or any of its subdivisions or agencies for civil damages. A private 
paying resident or the resident's legal representative has a cause of action for civil damages against a nursing facility 
that charges the resident rates in violation of this clause. The damages awarded shall include three times the 
payments that result from the violation, together with costs and disbursements, including reasonable attorneys' fees 
or their equivalent. A private paying resident or the resident's legal representative, the state, subdivision or agency, 
or a nursing facility may request a hearing to determine the allowed rate or rates at issue in the cause of action. 
Within 15 calendar days after receiving a request for such a hearing, the conunissioner shall request assigrunent of 
an administrative law judge tmder sections 14.48 to 14.56 to conduct the hearing as soon as possible or according to 
agreement by the parties. The administrative law judge shall issue a report within 15 calendar days following the 
close of the hearing. The prohibition set forth in this clause shall not apply to facilities licensed as boarding care 
facilities which are not certified as skilled or intermediate care facilities level I or II for reimbursement through 
medical assistance. 
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(b) Requiring an applicant for admission to the facility, or the guardian or conservator of the applicant, as a 
condition of admission, to pay any fee or deposit in excess of $100, loan any money to the nursing facility, or promise 
to leave all or part of the applicant's estate to the facility. 

(c) Requiring any resident of the nursing facility to utilize a vendor of health care services ·.,.1'\6 is a lieef\sea 
pfiysleiaR Sf }9FtaFflLaeist chosen by the nursing facility. 

(d) Providing differential treatment on the basis of status with regard to public assistance. 

(e) Discriminating in admissions, services offered, or room assignment on the basis of status with regard to public 
assistance or refusal to purchase special services. Admissions discrimination shall include, but is not limited to: 

(1) basing admissions decisions upon assurance by the applicant to the nursing facility, or the applicant's guardian 
or conservator, that the applicant is neither eligible for nor will seek public assistance for payment of nursing facility 
care costs; and 

(2) engaging in preferential selection from waiting lists based on an applicant's ability to pay privately or an 
applicant's refusal to pay for a special service. 

The collection and use by a nursing facility of financial information of any applicant pursuant to a preadmission 
screening program established by law shall' not raise an inference that the nursing facility is utilizing that information 
for any purpose prohibited by this paragraph. 

(f) Requiring any vendor of medical care as defined by section 256B.02, subdivision 7, who is reimbursed by 
medical assistance under a separate fee schedule, to pay any amount based on utilization or service levels or any 
portion of the vendor's fee to the nursing facility except as payment for renting or leasing space or equipment or 
purchasing support services from the nursing facility as limited by section 256B.433. All agreements must be disclosed 
to the commissioner upon request of the commissioner. Nursing facilities and vendors of ancillary services that are 
found to be in violation of this provision shall each be subject to an action by the state of Minnesota or any of its 
subdivisions or agencies for treble civil damages on the portion of the fee in excess of that allowed by this provision 
and section 256B.433. Damages awarded must include three times the excess payments together with costs and 
disbursements including reasonable attorney's fees or their equivalent. 

(g) Refusing, for more than 24 hours, to accept a resident returning to the same bed or a bed certified for the same 
level of care, in accordance with a physician's order authorizing transfer, after receiving inpatient hospital services. 

The prohibitions set forth in clause (b) shall not apply to a retirement facility with more than 325 beds including 
at least 150 licensed nursing facility beds and which: 

(1) is owned and operated by an organization tax-exempt lU1der section 290.05, subdivision I, clause (i); and 

(2) accounts for all of the applicant's assets which are required to be assigned to the facility so that only expenses 
for the cost of care of the applicant may be charged against the account; and 

(3) agrees in writing at the time of admission to the facility to permit the applicant, or the applicant's guardian, 
or conservator, to examine the records relating to the applicant's account upon request, and to receive an audited 
statement of the expenditures charged against the applicant's individual account upon request; and 

(4) agrees in writing at the time of admission to the facility to permit the applicant to withdraw from the facility 
at any time and to receive, upon withdrawal, the balance of the applicant's individual account. 

For a period not to exceed 180 days, the commissioner may continue to make medical assistance payments to a 
nursing facility or boarding care home which is in violation of this section if extreme hardship to the residents would 
result. In these cases the commissioner shall issue an order requiring the nursing facility to correct the violation. The 
nursing facility shall have 20 days from its receipt of the order to correct the violation. If the violation is not corrected 
within the 20-day period the commissioner may reduce the payment rate to the nursing facility by up to 20 percent. 
The amount of the payment rate reduction shall be related to the severity of the violation and shall remain in effect 
until the violation is corrected. The nursing facility or boarding care home may appeal the conunissioner's action 
pursuant to the provisions of chapter 14 pertaining to contested cases. An appeal shall be considered timely if written 
notice of appeal is received by the commissioner within 20 days of notice of the conunissioner's proposed 'action. 
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In the event that the commissioner determines that a nursing facility is not eligible for reimbursement for a resident 
who is eligible for medical assistance, the commissioner may authorize the nursing facility to receive reimbursement 
on a temporary basis until the resident can be relocated to a participating nursing facility. 

Certified beds in facilities which do not allow medical assistance intake on July 1, 1984, or after shall be deemed 
to be decertified for purposes of section 144A.071 only. 

Sec. 104. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.48, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.] No later than December 31 of each year, a skilled nursing facility or 
intermediate care facility, including boarding care facilities, which receives medical assistance payments or other 
reimbursements from the state agency shall: 

(a) Provide the state agencY'with a copy of its audited financial statements. The audited financial statements must 
include a balance sheet, income statement, statement of the rate or rates charged to private paying residents, statement 
of retained earnings, statement of cash flows, notes to the financial statements, audited applicable supplemental 
information, and the certified public accountant's or licensed public accountant's opinion. The examination by the 
certified public accountant or licensed public accountant shall be conducted in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards as promulgated and adopted by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.:. BegiIming 
with the reporting year which begins October .1. 1992, e. nursing facility is no longer reguired to have a certified audit 
of its financial statements. The cost of a certified audit shall not be an allowable cost in that reporting yeaL ~ in 
subseguent reporting years unless the nursing facility submits its certified audited financial statements in the manner 
otherwise specified in this subdivision. d nursing facility which does not submit £. certified audit must submit its 
working trial balance; 

(b) Provide the state agency with a statement of ownership for the facility; 

(c) Provide the state agency with separate, audited financial statements as specified in clause (a) for every other 
facility owned in whole or part by an individual or entity which has an ownership interest in the facility; 

(d) Upon request, provide the state agency with separate, audited financial statements as specified in clause (a) for 
every organization with which the facility conducts business and which is owned in whole or in part by an individual 
or entity which has an ownership interest in the facility; 

(e) Provide the state agency with copies of leases, purchase agreements, and other documents related to the lease 
or purchase of the nursing facility; 

(f) Upon request, provide the state agency with copies of leases, purchase agreements, and other documents related 
to the acquisition of equipment, goods, and services which are claimed as allowable costs; and 

(g) Permit access by the state agency to the certified public accountant's and licensed public accountant's audit 
workpapers which support the audited financial statements required in clauses (a), (c), and (d). 

Documents or information provided to the state agency pursuant to this subdivision shall be public. 1£ the 
requirements of clauses (a) to (g) are not met, the reimbursement rate may be reduced to 80 percent of the rate in 
effect on the first day of the fourth calendar month after the close of the reporting year, and the reduction shall 
continue until the requirements are met. 

Both nursing facilities and intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded must maintain statistical and 
accounting records in sufficient detail to support information contained in the facility's cost report for at least fl¥e six 
years, including the year following the submission of the cost report. For computerized accounting systems, the 
records must include copies of electronically generated media such as magnetic discs and tapes. 

Sec. 105. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.49, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.5. [PROVIDE WAIVER ELIGffiILITY FOR CERTAIN CHRONICALLY ILL AND CERTAIN DISABLED 
PERSON5.j Chronically ill or disabled individuals, who ~ likely to reside in acute care if waiver services were not 
provided, could be found eligible for services under this section without regard to age. 
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Sec. 106. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 236B.30, subdivision Ib, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [FlUNG AN APPEAL.] To appeal, the provider shall file with the commissioner a written notice of 
appeal; the appeal must be postmarked or received Qy the commissioner within 60 days of the date the determination 
of the payment rate was mailed or personally received Qy a provider. whichever is earlier. The notice of appeal must 
specify each disputed item; the reason for the dispute; the total dollar amount in dispute for each separate 
disallowance, allocation, or adjustment of each cost item or part of a cost item; the computation that the provider 
believes is correct; the authority in statute or rule upon which the provider relies for each disputed item; the name 
and address of the person or firm with whom contacts may be made regarding the appeal; and other information 
required by the commissioner. The commissioner shall review an appeal by a nursing facility, if the appeal was sent 
by certified mail and postmarked prior to August 1, 1991, and would have been received by the conunissioner within 
the 60-day deadline if it had not been delayed due to an error by the postal service. 

Sec. 107. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ih. [APPEALS REVIEW PROJECT.] ill The appeals review procedure described in this subdivision ~ 
effective for desk audit appeals for rate years beginning between b:!!y.1. 1993, and Tune ~ 1997, and for field audit 
appeals filed during that time period. For appeals reviewed under this subdivision. subdivision lc applies only to 
contested case demands under paragraph @ and subdivision 1d does not ~ 

ill The commissioner shall review appeals and issue ~ written determination on each appealed item within one 
year of the due date of the ~ Upon mutual agreement. the commissioner and the provider may extend the time 
for issuing ~ determination for ~ specified period. The commissioner shall notify the provider Qy first class mail of 
the determination. The determination takes effect 30 days following the date of issti'ance specified in the determination. 

ill In reviewing the ~ the commissioner may request additional written or oral information from the provider. 
The provider has the right to present information .£y telephone or in person concerning the ~ to the 
commissioner prior to the issuance of the determination if a conference is requested within six months of the date the 
appeal ~ received £v. the commissioner. Statements made during the review process ~ not admissible in ~ 
contested case hearing under paragraph @ absent an express stipulation.£y the parties!Q the contested case. 

@ For an ~ item on which the provider disagrees with the determination. the provider may file with the 
commissioner a written demand for! contested case hearing to determine the proper resolution of specified appeal 
items. The demand must be postmarked or received Qy the commissioner within 30 days of the date of issuance 
specified in the determination. The commissioner shall refer any contested cas'e demand to the office of the attorney 
general. When a contested case demand is referred to the office of the attorney general. the contested case procedures 
described in subdivision lc ~ and the written determination issued Qy the commissioner is of no effect. 

~ The commissioner has discretion to issue to the provider a proposed resolution for specified appeal items upon 
! request from the provider filed separately from the notice of ~ The proposed resolution is final upon written 
acceptance Qy the provider within 30 days of the date the proposed resolution was mailed to Q£ personal1y received 
.£y the provider, whichever is earlier. 

ill The commissioner may ~ the procedures described in this subdivision to resolve appeals filed prior to 
MY 1. 1993. 

Sec. 108. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

[TIME AND ATTENDANCE DISPUTED ITEMS.] 
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Sec. 109. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.50], subdivision 3g, is amended to read: 

Subd.3g. [ASSESSMENT OF RESIDENTS.] ~Of rale yeafs Beginning on Of aflef OdoBef 1, 1999, the eommissioftef 
sHall estai3lisR f!fOgJ:'aFft Sr€rating Eest rates for Eilf€ of r€siacnts ifl ~Eilities tHat talte into cORsideratisH sErviee 
cHaraderisHcs of rcsiecAts jfl FRese facilities. To establish the service characteristics of residents, the quality assurance 
and review teams in the department of health shall assess all residents aJUlually beginning January 1, 1989, using a 
uniform assessment instrument developed by the commissioner. This instrument shall include assessment of the 
~ services identified as needed and provided to each client to address behavioral needs, integration into the 
community, ability to perform activities of daily living, medical and therapeutic· needs, and other relevant factors 
determined by the commissioner. The e8fl.FflfssisRer ffia) aEljl:lst tRe prsgFaffi sfleratit.g ESSt rates sf ~€ilities easea 
Sft a EsmpafisSR sf elieRt s€rviee Eharaeteristies, ressl:l:ree Reeds, alU:i EsstS. TRe ESffimissisR€r may adjHst a faeility's 
flaymeflt rate al:l:riflg tRe Fate year "heR aeel:l:mulated ERaflges ifl the ~eility/5 avefage seF\ iee Hflits e)(Eeea the 
Fflfflimu-ms estaslished ifl the Fl:l:les req1:l:irea b) sl:l:fJaivisisR 3j. ~ Ianuary ~ 1994, the commissioner shall report to 
the legislature on: 

ill the assessment process and scoring system utilized; 

ill possible utilization of assessment information Qy facilities for management purposes; and 

ill possible application of the assessment for purposes of adjusting the operating cost rates of facilities based 2!! 
~ comparison of client services characteristics, resource needs, and costs. 

Sec. 110. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.501, subdivision 3i, is amended to rcad: 

Subd. 3i. [SCOPE] Subdivisions 3a to 3e and 3h do not apply to facilities whose payment rates are governed by 
Minnesota Rules, part 9553.0075. 

Sec. 111. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.501, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 5a. [CHANGES TO ICF /MR RElMBURSEMENT.] The reimbursement rule changes in paragraphs li!l to!!D. 
~ to Minnesota Rules, parts 9553.0010 to 9553.0080, and this section, and are effective for rate years beginning on 
or after October 1. 1993, unless otherwise specified. 

~ The maximum efficiency incentive shall be $1.50 ~ resident ££[. day . 

.ili1 If a facility's capital debt reduction allowance is greater than 50 cents ~ resident ~ day, that facility's capital 
debt reduction allowance in excess of 50 cents .Qf!. resident day shall be reduced Qv. 25 percent. 

ill Beginning with the biennial reporting year which begins Ianuary.1. 1993, ~ facility i§. no longer reguired to have 
a certified audit of its financial statements. The cost of a certified audit shall not be an allowable cost in that reporting 
year, !!Q!. in subsequent reporting years unless the facility submits its certified audited financial statements in the 
manner otherwise specified in this subdivision. A nursing facility which does not submit ~ certified audit must 
submit its working trial balance. 

@ In addition to the approved pension or profit sharing plans allowed Qy the reimbursement rule, the 
commissioner shall allow those plans specified in Internal Revenue Code, sections 403(b) and 408(k). 

ll:l The commissioner shall allow as workers' compensation insurance costs under this section, the costs of workers' 
compensation coverage obtained under the following conditions: 

ill ~ plan approved Qy the commissioner of commerce as ~ Minnesota.&:Q!!£. or individual self-insurance plan ~ 
provided in sections 79A.03; 

ill the facility, directly or indirectly, purchases workers' compensation coverage in compliance with section 176.181, 
subdivision b. from ~ authorized insurance carrier; 

ilil ~ related organization to the facility reinsures the workers' compensation coverage purchased, directly or 
indirectly, Qy the facility; and 
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iilil all of the conditions in clause ill are met: 

ill ~ plan in which: 

l59TH DAY 

ill the facility, directly or indirectly, purchases workers' compensation coverage in compliance with section 176.181, 
subdivision b. from an authorized insurance carrier; 

.llil the insurance premium is calculated retrospectively, including a maximum premium limit, and paid using the 
paid loss fetrD method; and 

.G.ill all of the conditions in clause ill ~ metj 

ill additional conditions are: 

ill the reserves for the plan are maintained in an account controlled and administered ~~ person which i2. not ~ 
related organization to the facility; I 

ill the reserves for the plan cannot be used, directly Of indirectly, as collateral for debts incurred Q!. other 
obligations of the facility .2£ related organizations to the facility; 

.!.ilili! the plan provides workers' compensation coverage for non-Minnesota facilities, the plan's cost methodology 
must be consistent among ~ facilities covered £y the plan, and if reasonable, 12 allowed notwithstanding ~ 
reimbursement laws regarding cost allocation to the contrary; 

.fu:l central, affiliated, corporate, or nursing facility costs related to their administration of the plan are costs which 
must remain in the nursing facility's administrative cost category, and must not be allocated to other cost categories; 
and 

M required security deposits. whether in the form of cash, investments, securities. assets, letters of credit, Q£ in 
any other form are not allowable costs for purposes of establishing the facilities payment rate; 

ill any costs allowed pursuant to clauses ill to ill ~ subject to the following requirements: 

illlf the facility i2 sold or otherwise ceases operations, the plan's reserves must be subject to an actuarially based 
settle-up after 36 months from the date of sale or the date Q!l which operations ceased. The facility's medical 
assistance portion of the total ~ plan reserves must be paid to the state within 30 days following the date on 
which excess plan reserves are determined; 

llil Any distribution of excess plan reserves made to or withdrawals made Qy the facility or a related organization 
are applicable credits and must be used to reduce the facility's workers' compensation insurance costs in the reporting 
period in which a distribution or withdrawal is received; and 

.iliil!f the plan i§. audited pursuant to the Medicare program, the facility must provide a S.QPY of Medicare's final 
audit report, including attachments and exhibits. to the commissioner within 30 days of receipt Qv. the facility or ~ 
related organization. The commissioner shall implement the audit findings associated with the plan upon receipt of 
Medicare's final audit report. The department's authority to implement the audit findings is independent of its 
authority to conduct a field audit; and 

® the commissioner shall have authority to adopt emergency rules to implement this paragraph. 

Sec. 112. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.501, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [ICF/MR SALARY ADJUSTMENfS.] For the rate period beginning January 1, 1992, and ending 
September 3D, 1993, the commissioner shall add the appropriate salary adjushnent cost per diem calculated in 
paragraphs (a) to (d) to the total operating cost payment rate of each facility. The salary adjustment cost per diem 
must be determined as follows: 

(a) [COMPUTATION AND REVIEW GUIDELINES.] Except as provided in paragraph (c), a state-operated 
community service, and any facility whose payment rates are governed by closure agreements, receivership 
agreements, or Minnesota Rules, part 9553.0075, are not eligible for a salary adjustment othenvise granted under this 
subdivision. For purposes of the salary adjustment per diem computation and reviews in this subdivision, the term 
"salary adjustment cost" means the faciJity's allowable program operating cost category employee training expenses, 
and the facility's allowable salaries, payroll taxes, and fringe benefits. The term does not include these same 
salary-related costs for both administrative or central office employees. 
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For the purpose of detennining the amount of salary adjustment to be granted under this subdivision, the 
commissioner mllst use the reporting year ending December 31, 1990, as the base year for the salary adjustment per 
diem computation. For the purpose of eaeh) ear's both years' salary adjustment cost review, the commissioner must 
use the facility's salary adjustment cost for the reporting year ending December 31, 1991, as the base year. If the base 
year and the reporting y&lf years subject to review include salary cost reclassifications made by the department, the 
commissioner must reconcile those diffc::rences before completing the salary adjustment per diem review. 

(b) [SALARY ADJUSTMENT PER DIEM COMPUTATION.] For the rate period beginning January 1, 1992, each 
facility shall receive a salary adjustment cost per diem equal to its salary adjustment costs multiplied by 1-1/2 percent, 
and then divided by the facility's resident days, 

(c) [ADJUSTMENTS FOR NEW FACILITIES.] For newly constructed or newly established facilities, except for 
state-operated community services, whose payment rates are governed by Minnesota Rules, part 9553.0075, if the 
settle-up cost report includes a reporting year which is subject to review under this subdivision, the commissioner 
shall adjust the rule provision governing the maximum settle-up payment rate by increasing the .4166 percent for each 
full month of the settle-up cost report to .7083, For any subsequent rate period which is authorized for salary 
adjustments under this subdivision, the commissioner shall compute salary adjustment cost per diems by annualizing 
the salary adjustment costs for the settle-up cost repQrt period and treat that period as the base year for purposes of 
reviewing salary adjustment cost per diems. 

(d) [SALARY ADJUSTMENT PER DIEM REVIEW.] The commissioner shall review the implementation of the 
salary adjustments on a per diem basis, For reporting years ending December 31, 1992, and December 31, 1993, the 
commissioner must review and determine the amount of change in salary adjustment costs in eaeh: both of the above 
reporting years over the base year after the reporting year ending December 2.1.1993. l:R fF,e ,ease sf eaeh: re" ien , The 
commissioner must inflate the base year's salary adjustment costs by the cumulative percentage increase granted in 
paragraph (b), plus three percentage points for each of the two years reviewed. The commissioner must then compare 
each facility's salary adjustment costs for the reporting year divided by the facility's resident days for tftat both 
reporting ~ years to the base year's inflated salary adjustment cost divided by the facility's resident days for the 
base year. If the facility has had a one-time program operating cost adjustment settle-up during any of the reporting 
years subject to review, the commissioner must remove the per diem effect of the one-time program adjustment before 
completing the review and per diem comparison. 

The review and per diem. comparison must be done by the c~nunissioner eaeh ) ear felle II ing after the reporting 
yeal's sl:lsjeet te Fe I ie'".., year ending December 2.1.1993, If the salary adjusbnent cost per diem for the reporting year
years being reviewed is less than the base year's inflated salary adjustment cost per 'diem, the commissioner must 
recover the difference within 120 days after the date of written notice. The amount of the recovery shall he equal to 
the per diem difference multiplied by the facility's resident days in the reporting yem' years being reviewed. Written 
notice of the amount subject to recovery must be given by the commissioner following eaeft both reporting yeat' years 
reviewed. Interest charges must be assessed by the commissioner after the 120th day of that notice at the same 
interest rate the commissioner assesses for other balance outstanding. 

Sec. 113. Minnesota Stamtes 1992, section 2560.03, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [GENERAL ASSISTANCE MEDICAL CARE; SERVICES.] (a) For a person who is eligible under 
subdivision 3, paragraph (a), clause (3), general assistance medical care covers: 

(1) inpatient hospital services; 

(2) outpatient hospital services; 

(3) services provided by Medicare certified rehabilitation agencies; 

(4) prescription drugs and other products recommended through the process established in section 256B,0625, 
sUbdiyision 13; 

(5) equipment necessary to administer insulin and diagnostic supplies and equipment for diabetics to monitor blood 
sugar level; 

(6) eyeglasses and eye examinations provided by a physician or optometrist; 
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(7) hearing aids; 

(8) prosthetic devices; 

(9) laboratory and X-ray services; 

(10) physician's services; 

(11) medical transportation; 
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(12) chiropractic services as covered under the medical assistance program; 

(13) podiatric services; 

(14) dental services; 

[59TH DAY 

(15) outpatient services provided by a mental health center or clinic that is under_ contract with the county board 
and is established under section 245.62; 

(16) day treatment services for mental illness provided under contract with the county board; 

(17) prescribed medications for persons who have been diagnosed as mentally ill as necessary to prevent more 
restrictive institutionalization; 

(18) case management services for a person with serious and persistent mental illness who would be eligible for 
medical assistance except that the person resides in an institution for mental diseases; 

(19) psychological services, medical supplies and equipment, and Medicare premiums, coinsurance and deductible 
payments; "'*' 

(20) medical equipment not specifically listed in this paragraph when the use of the equipment will prevent the 
need for costlier services that are reimbursable Wlder this subdivision;. and 

@ services performed EY,e certified pediatric nurse practitioner, a certified family ~ practitioner, ~ certified 
adult nurse practitioner. a certified obstetric/gynecological nurse practitioner. or a certified geriatric nurse practitioner 
in independent practice. if the services are otherwise covered under this chapter ~ ~ physician service, and if the 
service!§. within the scope of practice of the ~ practitioner's license as!! registered nurse. ~ defined in section 
148.171. 

(b) For a recipient who is eligible under subdivision 3, paragraph (a), clause (1) or (2) .. general assistance medical 
care covers the services listed in paragraph (a) with the exception of special transportation services. 

(c) In order to contain costs, the commissioner of human services shall select vendors of medical care who can 
provide the most economical care consistent with high medical standards and shall where possible contract with 
organizations on a prepaid capitation basis to provide these services. The commissioner shall consider proposals by 
counties and vendors for prepaid health plans, competitive bidding programs, block grants, or other vendor payment 
mechanisms designed to provide services in an economical manner or to control utilization, with safeguards to ensure 
that necessary services are provided. Before implementing prepaid programs in counties with a county operated or 
affiliated public teaching hospital or a hospital or clinic operated by the University of Minnesota, the commissioner 
shall consider the risks the prepaid program creates for the hospital and allow the county or hospital the opportunity 
to participate in the program in a manner that reflects the risk of adverse selection and the nature of the patients 
served by the hospital, provided the terms of participation in the program are competitive with the terms of other 
participants considering the nature of the population served. Payment for services provided pursuant to this 
subdivision shall be as provided to medical assistance vendors of these services under sections 256B.02, subdivision 
8, and 256B.0625. For payments made during fiscal year 1990 and later years, the commissioner shall consulfwith 
an independent actuary in establishing prepayment rates, but shall retain final control over the rate methodology. 

(d) The corrunissioner of human services may reduce payments provided under sections 256D.01 to 2S6D.21 
and 261.23 in order to remain within the amoWlt appropriated for general assistance medical care, within the 
following restrictions. 
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For the period July 1, 1985, to December 31, 1985, reductions below the cost per service unit allowable under 
section 256.966, are permitted only as follows: payments for inpatient and outpatient hospital care provided in 
response to a primary diagnosis of chemical dependency or mental illness may be reduced no more than 30 percent; 
payments for all other inpatient hospital care may be reduced no more than 20 percent. Reductions below the 
payments allowable under general assistance medical care for the remaining general assistance medical care services 
allowable under this subdivision may be reduced no more than ten percent. 

For the period January 1, 1986, to December 31, 1986, reductions below the cost per service unit allowable under 
section 256.966 are permitted only as follows: payments for inpatient and outpatient hospital care provided in 
response to a primary diagnosis of chemical dependency or mental illness may be reduced no more than 20 percent; 
payments for all other inpatient hospital care may be reduced no more than 15 percent. Reductions below the 
payments allowable under general assistance medical care for the remaining general assistance medical care services 
allowable under this subdivision may be reduced no more than five percent. 

For the period January I, 1987, to June 3D, 1987, reductions below the cost per service unit allowable under section 
256.966 are permitted only as follows: payments for inpatient and outpatient hospital care provided in response to 
a primary diagnosis of chemical dependency or mental illness may be reduced no more than 15 percent; payments 
for all other inpatient hospital care may be reduced no more than ten percent. Reductions below the payments 
allowable under medical assistance for the remaining general assistance medical care services allowable tmder this 
subdivision may be reduced no more than five percent. 

For the period July 1, 1987, to June 3D, 1988, reductions below the cost per service unit allowable under section 
256.966 are permitted only as follows: payments for inpatient and outpatient hospital care provided in response to 
a primary diagnosis of chemical dependency or mental illness may be reduced no more than 15 percent; payments 
for all other inpatient hospital care may be reduced no more than five percent. Reductions below the payments 
allowable under medical assistance for the remaining general assistance medical care services allowable tmder this 
subdivision may be reduced no more than five percent. 

For the period July I, 1988, to June 3D, 1989, reductions below the cost per service unit allowable under section 
256.966 are permitted only as follows: payments for inpatient and outpatient hospital care provided in response to 
a primary diagnosis of chemical dependency or mental illness may be reduced no more than 15 percent; payments 
for all other inpatient hospital care may not be reduced. Reductions below ~he payments allowable tmder medical 
assistance for the remaining general assistance medical care services allowable under this subdivision may be reduced 
no more than five percent. 

There shall be no copayment required of any recipient of benefits for any services provided under this subdivision. 
A hospital receiving a reduced payment as a result of this section may apply the unpaid balance toward satisfaction 
of the hospital's bad debts. 

(e) Any county may, from its own resources, provide medical payments for which state payments are not made. 

(f) Chemical dependency services that are reimbursed lUlder chapter 2548 must not be reimbursed under general 
assistance medical care. 

(g) The maximum payment for new vendors enrolled in the general assistance medical care program after the base 
year shall be determined from the average usual and customary charge of the same vendor type enrolled in the base 
year. 

(h) The conditions of payment for services under this subdivision are the same as the conditions specified in rules 
adopted tmder chapter 256B governing the medical assistance program, unless otherwise provided by statute or rule. 

Sec. 114. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.03, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [PRIVATE INSURANCE POLICIES.] (aJ Private accident and health care coverage for medical services 
is primary coverage and must be exhausted before general assistance medical care is paid. When a person who is 
otherwise eligible for general assistance medical care has private accident or health care coverage, including a prepaid 
health plan, the private health care benefits available to the person must be used first and to the fullest extent. 
~l;tPfJlem€Rt:a1 pa)"frtef't-t may se fflaae B) geRefal assistaRee meElieal €afe, Sl::lt tRE eeR.sHteS: tetal amel;l:F.t paiS. RtliSt 
Rst €Jt€eea tfte affi8l:titt pa) aBle Uftaer general assistar.ee ffieelieal eare ir. tRe abs€nee sf et-R€r €S i €Fage. GelteFal 
assistaRee m€eiieal eal'e ffilist Rst ffia:lee sl:ipplemeRtal pa)'ffl:eRt fel' €e. EFea sel'viees l'eRa€ree S) a veRs:eF 'i, RS 
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raFtieirates st' E8Rffaets Hit'A ar.) Realtk sa. erage plar. if tHe piaR P€€jlfir€s t-l=L€ • ERdsr te aseept tl=te :r:llaR's Faj'lT't€Rt 
as tJa) fFt€Rt iF!: fuJI. General assistance medical care payment will!lQ!. be made when either covered charges are paid 
in full Qy ~ third 12£!!y or the provider has an agreement to accept payment for less than charges as payment in full. 
Payment for patients that are simultaneously covered Qy general assistance medical care and a liable third £ill:!Y other 
than Medicare will be determined as the lesser of clauses ill to Qt 

ill the patient liability according to the provider/insurer agreement; 

ill covered charges minus the third ~ payment amount; or 

ill the general assistance medical care rate minus the third ~ payment amount. 

A negative difference will not be implemented. 

(b) When a parent or a person with an obligation of support has enrolled in a prepaid health care plan under 
section 518.171, subdivision I, the commissioner of human services shall limit the recipient of general assistance 
medical care to the benefits payable under that prepaid health care plan to the extent that services available under 
general assistance medical care are also available under the prepaid health care plan. 

(c) Upon furnishing general assistance medical care or general assistance to any person having private accident or 
health care coverage, or having a cause of action arising out of an occurrence that necessitated the payment of 
assistance, the state agency shall be subrogated, to the extent of the cost of medical care, subsistence, or other 
payments furnished, to any rights the person may have under the terms of the coverage or under the cause of action. 

This right of subrogation includes all portions of the cause of action, notwithstanding any settlement allocation or 
apportionment that purports to dispose of portions of the cause of action not subject to subrogation, 

(d) To recover under this section, the attorney general or the appropriate county attorney, acting upon direction 
from the attorney general, may institute or join a civil action to enforce the subrogation rights established under this 
section, 

(e) The state agency must be given notice of monetary claims against a person, firm, or corporation that may be 
liable in damages, or otherwise obligated to pay part or all of the costs related to an injury when the state agency has 
paid or become liable for the cost of care or payments related to the injury, Notice must be given as follows: 

(i) Applicants for general assistance or general assistance medical care shall notify the state or county agency of 
any possible claims when they submit the application. Recipients of general assistance or general assistance medical 
care shall notify the state or county agency of any possible claims when those claims arise, 

(ii) A person providing medical care services to a recipient of general assistance medical care shall notify the state 
agency when the person has reason to believe that a third party may be liable for payment of the cost of medical care, 

(iii) A person who is party to a claim upon which the state agency may be entitled to subrogation lU1der this section 
shall notify the state agency of its potential subrogation claim before filing a claim, conunencing an action, or 
negotiating a settlement. A person who i§. ~ ~ to ~ claim includes the plaintiff, the defendants, and any other 
~ to the cause of action, 

Notice given to the county agency is not sufficient to meet the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c). 

(f) Upon any judgment, award, or settlement of a cause of action, or any part of it, upon which the state agency 
has a subrogation right, including compensation for liquidated, lU1liquidated, or other damages, reasonable costs of 
collection, including attorney fees, must be deducted first. The full amount of general assistance or general assistance 
medical care paid to or on behalf of the person as a result of the injury must be deducted next and paid to the state 
agency, The rest must be paid to the public assistance recipient or other plaintiff. The plaintiff, however, must receive 
at least one-third of the net recovery after attorney fees and collection costs. 
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Sec. 115. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.431, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SERVICES.] The 
commissioner of human services shall: 

(a) Issue a medical assistance identification card to 'any child with special needs who.!§. title IV-E eligible, or who 
i§. not title IV-E eligible but was determined Qy another state to have ~ special need for medical or rehabilitative care, 
and who is a resident in this state and !§. the subject of an adoption assistance agreement with another state when a 
certified copy of the adoption assistance agreement obtained from the adoption assistance state has been filed with 
the commissioner. The adoptive parents shall be required at least annually to show that the agreement is still in force 
or has been renewed. 

(b) Consider the holder of a medical assistance identification card under this subdivision as any other recipient of 
medical assistance under chapter 256B; process and make payment on claims for the recipient in the same manner, 
as for other recipients of medical assistance. 

(c) Provide coverage and benefits for a child who !§. title IV-E eligible 2I who!§. not title IV-E eligible but ~ 
determined to have a special need for medical or rehabilitative care and who is in another state and who is covered 
by an adoption assistance agreement made by the commissioner for the coverage or benefits, if any, which is not 
proVided by the resident state. The adoptive parents acting for the child may subntit evidence of payment for services 
or benefit amounts not payable in the resident state and shall be reimbursed. However, there shall be no 
reimbursement for services or benefit amounts covered under any insurance or other third party medical contract or 
arrangement held by the child or the adoptive parents. 

(d) Publish emergency and permanent rules implementing this subdivision. Such rules shall include procedures 
to be followed in obtaining prior approvals for services which are required for the assistance. 

Sec. 116. MilU1esota Statutes 1992, section 393.07, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FEDERAL SOCIAL SECURITY.] The county welfare board shall be charged with the duties of 
administration of all forms of public assistance and public child welfare or other programs within the purview of the 
federal Social Security Act, other than public health nursing and home health services, and which now are, or 
hereafter may be, imposed on the commissioner of human services by law, of both children and adults. The duties 
of such county welfare board shall be performed in accordance with the standards and rules which may be 
promulgated by the commissioner of human services in order to achieve the purposes of the law and to comply with 
the requirements of the federal Social Security Act needed to qualify the state to obtain grants-in-aid available under 
that act. Notvvithstanding the prOvisions of any other law to the contrary, the welfare board may shall delegate to 
the director the authority to determine eligibility and disburse funds without first securing board action, provided 
that the director shall present to the board, at the next scheduled meeting, any such action taken for ratification by 
the board. , 

Sec. 117. [514.980] [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE LIENS; DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section i!EEh: to sections 514.980 to 514.985. 

Subd. b. [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AGENCY OR AGENCY.] "Medical assistance agency" or "agency" means the 
state Q!: any county medical assistance agency that provides a medical assistance benefit. 

Subd.2" [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE BENEFIT.] "Medical assistance benefit" means a benefit provided under chapter 
256B!Q.~ person while in ~ medical institution. A "medical institution" is defined as a nursing facility, intermediate 
care facility for persons with mental retardation, or inpatient hospital. 

Sec. 118. [514.981] [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE LIEN.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROPERTY SUBJECT TO LIEN; LIEN AMOUNT.] ~ Subject to sections 514.980 to 514.985, 
payments made £y~ medical assistance agency to provide medical assistance benefits to a medical assistance recipient 
who Q!YMproperty in this state or to the recipient's spouse constitute a lien in favor of the agency upon all real 
property that is owned £y the medical assistance recipient on or after the time when the recipient is institutionalized. 

ill The amount of the lien !§. limited !Q. the same extent ~ ~ claim against the estate under section 256B.15, 
subdivision 2. 
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Subd. b. IATTACHMENT.] ill!l medical assistance lien attaches and becomes enforceable against specific real 
property as of the date when the following conditions are met: 

ill payments have been made Qy an agency for !!. medical assistance benefit; 

ill notice and ill!. opportunity for !!. hearing have been provided under paragraph .ili1 

ill !!,lien notice has been filed as provided in section 514.982i 

ill if the property is registered property, the lien notice has been memorialized on the certificate of title of the 
property affected Qy the lien notice; and 

ill all restrictions against enforcement have ceased to ~ 

fhl. An agency may not file a medical assistance lien notice until the medical assistance recipient and the recipient's 
spouse 2!. their legal representatives have been sent, Qy certified or registered maiL written notice of the agency's lien 
rights and there has been ~ opportunity for a hearing under section 256.045. In addition, the agency may not file 
~ lien notice unless the ~ determines as medically verified Qy the recipient's attending physician that the medical 
assistance recipient cannot reasonably be expected to be discharged from a medical institution and return home. 

II An agency may not file ~ medical assistance lien notice against real property while it i§. the home of the 
recipient's spouse. 

@ An agency may not file a medical assistance lien notice against real property that was the homestead of the 
medical assistance recipient or the recipient's spouse when the medical assistance recipient received medical institution 
services if any of the following persons are lawfully residing in the property: 

ill ~ child of the medical assistance recipient if the child ~ under ~ 21 or ~ blind Q!. permanently and totally 
disabled according to the supplemental security income criteria; 

ill ~ child of the medical assistance recipient if the child resided in the homestead for at least tvvo years 
inunediately before the date the medical assistance recipient received medical institution services, and the child 
provided ~ to the medical assistance recipient that permitted the recipient to live without medical institution 
services; or 

ill ~ sibling of the medical assistance recipient if the sibling has ~ ~ interest in the property and has resided 
in the property for at least ~ year inunediately before the date the medical assistance recipient began receiving 
medical institution services. 

ill 12:. medical assistance lien applies only to the specific real property described in the lien notice. 

Subd.l, [CONTINUA nON OF LIEN NOTICE AND LIEN.] A medical assistance lien notice remains effecti;'e from 
the time!!!§. filed until i! ~ be disregarded under sections 514.980 to 514.985. 11 medical assistance lien that has 
attached to specific real property continues until the lien is satisfied, becomes Wlenforceable under subdivision ~ 2!. 
~ released and discharged under subdivision 5. 

Subd.1:, [LIEN PRIORITY.] ,A medical assistance lien that attaches to specific real property is subject to the rights 
of ~ other person whose interest in the real property is perfected before a lien notice has been filed under section 
514.982, including: 

i.§U an owner, other than the recipient or recipient's spousej 

.ilil ~ purchaser; 

II ~ holder of a mortgage or security interestj or 

@£. judgment lien creditor. 

The rights of the other person have the ~ protections against a medical assistance lien as are afforded against ~ 
judgment lien that arises out of an unsecured obligation and that arises as of the time of the filing of the medical 
assistance lien notice under section 514.982. A medical assistance lien ~ inferior to .e lien for taxes or special 
assessments or other lien that would be superior to the perfected lien of a judgment creditor. 
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Subd. ~ [RELEASE.I ful An ~ that files a medical assistance lien notice shall release and discharge the lien 
in full if: 

ill the medical assistance recipient is discharged from the medical in~titution and returns home; 

ill the medical assistance lien is satisfied; 

ill"the agency has received reimbursement for the amount secured Qy the lien Q!. !!.legally enforceable agreement 
has been executed providing for reimbursement of the agency for that amolUlt; or 

ill the medical assistance recipient, if single, or the recipient's s'urviving spouse, has died, and £. claim may not be 
filed against the estate of the decedent under section 2568.15. subdivision 3. 

ill Upon request. the agency that files a medical assistance lien notice shall release a specific parcel of real property 
from the lien if: 

ill the property is 2r. ~ the homestead of the recipient's spouse during the time of the medical assistance 
recipient's institutionalization. or the property is or was attributed to the spouse under section 256B.059, subdivision 
2 or ~ and the spouse l§. not receiving medical assistance benefits; 

ill the property would be exempt from!! claim against the estate under section 256B.15. subdivision ic. 

ill the ~ receives reimbursement, or other collateral sufficient to secure payment of reimbursement. "in ~ 
amount equal to the lesser of the amount secured Qy the lien. or the a-mount the ~ would be allowed to recover 
upon enforcement of the lien against the specific parcel of property if the ~ attempted to enforce the lien on the 
date of the request to release the lien; or 

ill the medical assistance lien cannot lawfully be enforced against the property because of an error. omission. or 
other material defect in procedure. description. identity, timing. or other prerequisite to enforcement. 

!£l The agency that files a medical assistance lien notice may release the lien if the attachment or enforcement of 
the lien !§. determined -£V the agency to be contrary to the public interest. 

@ The agency that files a medical assistance lien notice shall execute the release of the lien and file the release !!§. 

provided in section 514.982. subdivision 2. 

Subd . .§:. [TIME LIMITS; CLAIM LIMITS,] ill Ii medical assistance lien ~ not enforceable against specific real 
property if any of the following occurs: 

ill the lien i§. not satisfied .Q!. proceedings are not lawfully commenced to foreclose the lien within 18 months of 
the agency's receipt of notice of the death of the medical assistance recipient or the death of the surviving spouse. 
whichever Occurs later; or 

ill the lien i§.. not satisfied or proceedings are not lawfully commenced to foreclose the lien within three years of 
the death of the medical assistance recipient or the death of the surviving spouse. whichever occurs later. This 
limitation !§. tolled during any period when the provisions of section 514.983. subdivision b. ~ to delay 
enforcement of the lien. 

Sec. 119. [514.982] [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE LIEN NOTICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CONTENTS.] A medical assistance lien notice must be dated and must contain: 

ill the full name, last known address. and social security number of the medical assistance recipient and the full 
name. address. and social security number of the recipient's spouse; 
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ill ~ statement that medical assistance payments have been made to Q!. for the benefit of the medical assistance 
recipient named in the notice. specifying the first date of eligibility for benefits; 

ill 2. statement that all interests in real property owned !!y the persons named in the notice may he subject to Q!: 
affected Qy the rights of the agency to be reimbursed for medical assistance benefits; and 

ffi the legal description of the real property upon which the lien attaches. and whether the property is registered 
property. 

Sec. 120. [514.983J [LIEN ENFORCEMENT; LIMITATION.J 

Subdivision 1. [FORECLOS)5~U~R~E~P~R~O~C~E~D~U~~R~E~.J~~~1@~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~ !!y the agency that filed i!!!Y!! 

Subd. 1. [HOMESTEAD PROPERTY. J .@l A medical assistance lien may not be enforced against homestead 
property of the medical assistance recipient 2!. the spouse while II remains the lawful residence of the medical 
assistance recipient's spouse. 

ill A medical assistance lien remains enforceable as provided in sections 514.980 to 514.985, notwithstanding ~ 
law limiting the enforceability of a judgment. 

Sec. 121. [514.984J [LIEN DOES NOT AFFECT OTHER REMEDIES.J 

Sections 514.980 to 514.985 do not limit the right of ~ agency to file !!. claim against the estate of £!. medical 
assistance recipient or the estate of the spouse QIlimit any other claim for reimbursement of agency expenses or the 
availability of ~ other remedy provided to the agency. 

Sec. 122. [514.985J [AMOUNTS RECEIVED TO SATISFY LIEN.J 

Amounts received Qy the state to satisfy !!. medical assistance lien filed Qy the state must be deposited in the state 
treasury and credited to the fund from which the medical assistance payments were made. AmOlUlts received Qy! 
county medical assistance agency to satisfy a medical assistance lien filed Qv. the county medical assistance agency 
must be deposited in the COlUlty treasury and credited to the fund from which the medical assistance payments were 
made. 

Sec. 123. Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 7, section 131, is amended to read: 

Sec. 131. [PHYSICIAN AND DENTAL REIMBURSEMENT.J 

(a) The physician reimbursement increase provided in Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.74, subdivision 2, shall not 
be implemented. Effective for services rendered on or after October 1, 1992, the commissioner shall make payments 
for physician services as follows: 

(1) payment for level one Health Care Finance Administration's common procedural coding system (HepeS) codes· 
titled "office and other outpatient services," "preventive medicine new and established patient," "delivery, antepartum, 
and postpartum care," "critical care," caesarean delivery and pharmacologic management provided to psychiatric 
patients, and HCPCS level three codes for enhanced services for prenatal high risk, shall be paid at the lower of (i) 
submitted charges, or (ii) 25 percent above the rate in effect on June 30,1992: If the rate on any procedure code within 
these categories is different than the rate that would have been paid under the methodology in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 256B.74, subdivision 2, then the larger rate shall be paid; 
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(2) payments for all other services shall be paid at the lower of (i) submitted charges~ or (ii) 15.4 percent above the 
rate in effect on June 30, 1992; and 

(3) all physician rates shall be converted from the 50th percentile of 1982 to the 50th percentile of 1989, less the 
percent in aggregate necessary to equal the above increases except that payment rates for horne health agency services 
shall be the rates in effect on September ~ 1992. 

(b) The dental reimbursement increase provided in Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.74, subdivision 5, shall not be 
implemented. Effective for services rendered on or after October 1, 1992, the commissioner shall make payments for 
dental services as follows: 

(1) dental services shall be paid at the lower of (i) submitted charges, or (ii) 25 percent above the rate in effect on 
June 30, 1992; and 

(2) dental rates shall be converted from the 50th percentile of 1982 to the 50th percentile of 1989, less the percent 
in aggregate necessary to equal the above increases. 

ill An entity that operates both a Medicare certified comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facility and ~ facility 
which was certified prior to January.1. 1993, that is licensed under Minnesota Rules, parts 9570.2000 to 9570.3600, and 
for whom at least 33 percent of the clients receiving rehabilitation services in the most recent calendar year are 
medical assistance recipients, shall be reimbursed Qy the commissioner for rehabilitation services at rates that are 38 
percent greater than the maximum reimbursement rate allowed under paragraph .@1. clause m when those services 
are ill provided within the comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facility and ill provided to residents of nursing 
facilities owned Qy the entity. 

Sec. 124. Laws 1993, chapter 20, is amended by adding a section to read: 

Sec. Z. [HOSPITAL REIMBURSEMENT FOR INPATIENT SERVICES,] 

The corrunissioner may consider indigent care payments as disproportionate population adjusbnents for eligible 
hospitals, if so permitted Qy the secretary of health and human services. 

Sec, 125, [REPORT ON LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE,) 

The interagency long-term ~ planning committee must report to the legislature Qv. January ~ 1994, on the 
feasibility of implementing a long-term care insurance program. The report shall evaluate the potential impact on the 
medical assistance budget of allowing persons with at least two years of long-tenn care insurance coverage to waive 
the asset test for medical assistance eligibi1ity, or of other incentives to encourage the purchase of long term care 
insurance. The report shall also evaluate the availability of private long-term care insurance, and the feasibility of 
state-sponsored long-term ~ insurance if inadequate private long-term care insurance exists. 

Sec, 126, [REPORT ON HOSPITAL PEER GROUPING.] 

The commissioner of human services shall report to -the legislature Qv. November ~ 1993, on the peer grouping 
plan developed under Minnesota Statutes, section 256.969, subdivision 24. The report shall describe the peer grouping 
plan in detail, including the variables used to create the groups and the treatment of operating cost differences that 
are not common to all hospitals. The report must also indicate how the peer grouping plan will affect each individual 
hospital. The commissioner shall form.!!. task force of representatives from the department of human services and 
from the hospital industry to provide technical assistance in the development of the peer grouping plan. 

Sec. 127, [pHYSICIAN SURCHARGE STUDY,] 

The corrunissioner of human services, in cooperation with the commissioner of revenue, shall study and recommend 
to the legislature Qy January ~ 1994, ~ plan to replace the physician license surcharge with !!. surcharge on the tax 
levied on physicians under Minnesota Statutes, section 295.52. The plan must be designed to take effect l!!!y.1. 1994, 
and to raise an amount of revenue equal to the amount anticipated from the current surcharge. 

Sec, 128, [STUDY OF BED REDISTRIBUTION,] 

The interagency long-term ~ planning committee shall present to the legislature, Qy January ~ 1994, 
recommendations for redistributing existing nursing home beds and certified boarding care home beds to meet 
demographic need. The recommendations must include, but are not limited ~ comment on the concepts of bed 
layaway and bed transfer. The interagency long-term care planning committee shall convene a task force comprised 
of providers, consumers, and state agency staff to develop these recommendations. 
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Sec. 129. [LEGISLATIVE INTENT.] 

Sections 6 and ~ paragraph ..cQt and the amendment to paragraph .@1 clause .Q1 in section 123, ~ intended to 
clarify, rather than to change, the original intent of the statutes amended. 

Sec. 130. [WAIVER REQUEST TO LIMIT ASSET TRANSFERS.] 

The commissioner of human services shall seek federal law changes and federal waivers necessary to implement 
the amendments to Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.0595. 

Sec. 131. [NURSING HOME SURCHARGE DISCLOSURE.] 

A nursing home licensed under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144A, and not certified to participate in the medical 
assistance program shall include the following in lO-point ~ in ~ rate notice issued after the effective date of this 
section: THE NURSING HOME SURCHARGE THAT APPLIES TO THIS FACILITY EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1. 1992. 
THROUGH rUNE ;)!11993, IS $035 PER BED PER YEAR, OR $1.47 PER DAY. THE SURCHARGE IS INCREASED 
EFFECTIVE rUL Y 1. 1993, TO $620 PER BED PER YEAR, OR A TOTAL OF $1.70 PER DAY AND EFFECTIVE ill1X 
1. 1994, TO $625 PER BED PER YEAR, OR "" TOTAL OF $1.72 PER DAY. ANY RATE IN EXCESS OF THESE 
AMOUNTS IS NOT DUE TO THE NURSING HOME SURCHARGE. 

Sec. 132. [REPORT TO THE LEGISLATURE.] 

Sec. 133. [ALTERNATIVE CARE PROGRAM PILOT PROJECTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROJECT PURPOSE.] !ill!!Y September .1. 1993, the commissioner of human services shall select 
!!£. to six pilot projects for the alternative care program. The purpose of the pilot projects is to simplify program 
administration and reduce documentation, increase service flexibility, and more clearly identify program outcomes. 
The pilot projects must begin January.1. 1994, and expire June ~ 1995. 

ill Projects must be selected based on their ability to improve client outcomes, broaden service choices, and reduce 
average ~ client costs and administrative costs. If sufficient satisfactory applications are received, the commissioner 
shall approve three projects in the seven-county metropolitan area and three projects outside the metropolitan area. 
II sufficient satisfactory applications ~ not received, ~ than three projects may be approved in either the 
metropolitan or nonmetropolitan areas. 1!e. to two projects may include SAIL counties. 

Subd. b. [TERMS·1 A county or counties may ~ to participate in the pilot project Qy submitting to the 
commissioner an amendment to the biennial plan that identifies measurable outcomes to be achieved under the pilot 
project. Participating counties shall detennine the ~ of services to be reimbursed with alternative care program 
grant funds and ~ individual client reimbursement limits. Participating counties shall determine the payment rates 
for all services under the pilot project. Participating counties will maintain their average monthly alternative care 
expenditures £!:!. client at their calendar 1993 averages adjusted for .!!!!y overall increase in the case mix complexity 
of their case1oad. t:.. county may spend !!£. to five percent of grant funds for needed client services that are not listed 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 256B.0913, subdivision 5. The average expenditure ~ client in ~ pilot project must 
not exceed 75 percent of the statewide individual average nursing home costs. 
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Subd. J,;. [DOCUMENTATION.] Beginning January h 1994, ~ county or counties participating in a pilot project shall 
not submit invoices for processing through the medical assistance management information system (MMIS) or other 
individual client service and reimbursement data for services delivered after December J1. 1993. A pilot project 
county must provide to the commissioner the minimum client-specific characteristics reguired to make nursing facility 
occupancy and alternative care program cost forecasts and the minimum client-specific data necessary for long-term 
~ planning and alternative care pilot project evaluation. The client-specific characteristics must be submitted to 
the commissioner quarterly. The commissioner shall minimize the reporting required from cOlUlties. 

Subd. ~ [FUNDING.] On March .L.1994, and monthly thereafter untillune ~ 1994, the commissioner shall issue 
to counties participating in the pilot projects an amount of money equal to_one-sixth of each county's unexpended 
allocation of base and targeted alternative care appropriations under Minnesota Statutes, section 2568.0913, 
subdivisions 10 and 11. On h!!v. h 1994, and monthly thereafter, the corrunissioner shall issue ~ amount of money 
equal to one-twelfth of the fiscal year 1994 allocation. Additional targeted funds may be allocated based on the 
criteria established in Mirmesota Statutes, section 2568.0913, to the extent that money is available. Targeted funds 
will be equally distributed over the remaining months of the fiscal year. Counties participating in the pilot projects 
must submit to the commissioner quarterly expenditure reports and reconcile the actual expenditure on 
September .1. 1995. 

Subd. ~ [REPORT.} The commissioner must evaluate the pilot projects and report findings to the legislature Qy 
February h 1995. The report must evaluate client outcomes and service utilization. total spending and average ~ 
client costs. administrative cost reductions, changes in the ~ of services provided. and any border problems with 
contiguous nonpilot counties. 

Sec. 134. [REPEALER.) 

Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 252.478 ~ repealed. 

Sec. 135. [EFFECTIVE DATES.) 

Subdivision 1. Sections z.. ~ and 45 are effective the day following final enactment. Sections 12 and 131 ~ 
effective the day following final enactment. 

Subd. b Section 127 is effective the day following final enactment. 

Subd.2:. Section 126 is effective the day following final enactment. 

Subd. ~ Section 35 i2. effective for transfers made for less than fair market value 2!!:. or after h!!v..1. 1993, 2!. after 
the effective date of ~ applicable federal waivers. whichever ~ later, except that those portions of section 35 that 
may be implemented without federal waivers are effective for transfers made for less than fair market value 2!!:. or 
after b!ly~ 1993. 

Subd. ~ Section 32 is effective retroactive to October .1. 1992. 

Subd. &:. Section.§1. paragraph .!.!:1. ~ effective upon the receipt Qy the commissioner of human services of the 
requested waiver from the secretary of human services, for persons screened for admission to a nursing facility 2!!. 
or after the date the waiver is received. 

Subd. L. Sections 6 and 129 are effective the day following final enacbnent and !!£Ply to cases pending or brought 
2!!:. Or after their effective date. 

Subd. §.:. Section 42 is effective retroactive to I..!:!:!y.1. 1992. 

Subd. ~ The definition of total premium revenue in section ~ paragraph.1.!!1. applies to all health maintenance 
organization surcharges effective October .1. 1992. 
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ARTICLE 6 

F AMIL Y SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
AND CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.215, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [FATHER'S NAME; CHILD'S NAME.] In any case in which paternity of a child is determined by a court 
of competent jurisdiction, Of i:tp8F\ eompliaflee 1i.itl=l tAe pfo.isioRS of a declaration of parentage is executed under 
section 237.003, sHeai. isieFl 1. elal:lse (e) 257.34, or a recognition of parentage is executed under section 257.75, the name 
of the father shall be entered on the birth certificate. If the order of the court declares the name of the child, it shall 
also be entered on the birth certificate. If the order of the court does not declare the name of the child, or there is 
no court order, then upon the request of both parents in writing, the surname of the child shall be that of the father. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.215, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!. [SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER REGISTRATION.] M Parents of!! child bOom within this state shall give 
their social security numbers to the office of vital statistics at the time of filing the birth certificate, but the numbers 
shall not appear on the certificate. 

ill The social security numbers are classified as private data. as defined in section 13.02, subdivision 1b on 
individuals, but the office of vital statistics shall provide the social security number to the public authority responsible 
for child support services upon request Qy the public authority for use in the establishment of parentage and the 
enforcement of child support obligations. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.032, subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd.l1. [SIGNIFICANT CHANGE.1 "Significant change" means a cHaRge iR iRcsffie a.ailaale ts tHe family so 
tHat #toe sum of the iflcsffie aRe!: tHe glaHt fSl the el:ifleRt ffiofltR HOl:ilel13e less tRffi: the tFaRsitisRal star:.e!:ani as aefiRea 
iR sl:iseli isisR 13 decline in gross income of 38 percent or more from the income used to determine the grant for the 
current month. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.73, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ALLOWANCE BARRED BY OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY.] Ownership by an assistance unit of property 
as follows is a bar to any allowance under sections 256.72 to 256.87: 

(1) The value of real property other than the homestead, which when combined with other assets exceeds the limits 
of paragraph (2), unless the assistance unit is making a good faith effort to sell the nonexcludable real property. The 
time period for disposal must not exceed nine consecutive months arui.:. The assistance unit sRall elEeel:ite must ~ 
an agreement to dispose of the property and to repay assistance received during the nine months ~ that would 
not have been paid had the property been sold at the beginning of such period, but not to exceed the amount of the 
net sale proceeds. The paymeRt mt:tst be maele ovfiefl the J:1ffipeFt}' is sela family has five working days from the date 
it realizes cash from the sale of the property to ~ the overpayment. If the property is not sold within the required 
time or the assistance unit becomes ineligible for any reason tRe entire amOWlt reeei. eel el\i:fing tRe RiRe mOAtRs is 
aA S terpaymeRt ar.el s\i:bjeet ts fees. efY during the nine-month period, the amount payable under the agreement will 
not be determined and recovery will not begin until the property is in fact sold. !f the property is intentionally sold 
at less than fair market value or if£:. good faith effort to sell the property is not being made, the overpayment amount 
shall be computed using the fair market value determined at the beginning of the nine-month period. For the 
purposes of this section, "homestead" means the home that is owned by, and is the usual residence of, the child, 
relative, or other member of the assistance unit together with the surrounding property which is not separated from 
the home by intervening property owned by others. "Usual residence" includes the home from which the child, 
relative, or other members of the assistance unit is temporarily absent due to an employability development plan 
approved by the local human service agency, which includes education, training, or job search within the state but 
outside of the immediate geographic area. Public rights-of-way, such as roads which run through the surrounding 
property and separate it from the home, will not affect the exemption of the property; or 

(2) Personal property of an equity value in excess of $1,000 for the entire assistance unit, exclusive of personal 
property used as the horne, one motor vehicle of an equity value not exceeding $1,500 or the entire equity value of 
a motor vehicle determined to be necessary for the operation of a self-employment business, one burial plot for each 
member of the assistance unit, one prepaid burial contract with an equity value of no more than $1,000 for each 
member of the assistance unit, clothing and necessary household furniture and equipment and other basic 
maintenance items essential for daily living, in accordance with rules promulgated by and standards established by 
the commissioner of human services. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.73, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [PERSONS INELIGffiLE.] No assistance shall be given under sections 256.72 to 256.87; 

(1) on behalf of any person who is receiving supplemental security income under title XVI of the Social Security 
Act unless permitted by federal regulations; 

(2) for any month in which the assistance unit's gross income, without application of deductions or disregards, 
exceeds 185 percent of the standard of need for a family of the same size and composition; except that the earnings 
of a dependent child who is a full-time srudent may be disregarded for six ealeRaaF months per calendar year and 
the earnings of a dependent child l iRS is a fuJI l=iflte smaeRt that are derived from the jobs training and partnership 
act (JTPA) may be disregarded for six ealeReaf months per calendar year. These two earnings disregards cannot be 
combined to allow more than! total of six months ~ calendar year when the earned income of a full-time student 
~ derived from participation in ! program under the ITPA. If a stepparent's income is taken into account in 
determining need, the disregards specified in section 256.74, subdivision la, shall be applied to determine income 
available to the assistance unit before calculating the unit's gross income for purposes of this paragraph; 

(3) to any assistance unit for any month in which any caretaker relative with whom the child is living is, on the 
last day of that month, participating in a strike; 

(4) on behalf of any other individual in the assistance unit, nor shall the individual's needs be taken into account 
for any month in which, on the last day of the month, the individual is participating in a strike; 

(5) on behalf of any individual who is the principal earner in an assistance unit whose eligibility is based on the 
unemployment of a parent when the principal earner, without good cause, fails or refuses to accept employment, or 
to register with a public employment office, unless the principal earner is exempt from these work requirements. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.73, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [AID FOR UJ>180RoN CHIbDRE~1 PREGNANT WOMEN.] (a) For the purposes olsedions 256.72 to 256.87, 
assistance payments shall be made e1±F..ng the flRB} tMee ffieHtfts af pFegtlft:l I€} to a pregnant woman "i Re Res with 
no other children am v.ke etften\'ise EJo\laliftes faf assistffiLee e!Eeept fat' medieal assistaRee flaynleftts ,.flieR skall ae 
made at tke -effie tflat pfegtlaney is eeRftfffiee ay a 19k) sieiaH if tP.e flfeg'Rffitt lJ8ffiaR kas ft8 ethef ffiildfeft aFlei 
etfter~; ise EJolaalifies fef assista:Ree as pfe. ieleel ir. see-eeRs 2§6RQ§§ ffiLel2§'68.Q§6 who are receiving assistance. !!. must 
be medically verified that the unborn child is expected to be born in the month the payment is made .Q!. within the 
three-month period following the month of payment. Eligibility must be determined as it the unborn child had been 
born and was living with her, considering the needs, income. and resources of all individuals in the filing unit. 'If 
eligibility exists for this fictional unit, the pregnant woman is eligible and her payment amount is determined based 
solely Q!l her needs. income. including deemed income. and resources. No payments shall be made for the needs of 
the unborn or for any special needs occasioned by the pregnancy except as provided in eIattse paragraph (b). The 
commissioner of human services shall promulgate, pursuant to the administrative procedures act, rules to implement 
this subdivision. 

(b) The commissioner may, according to rules, make payments for the purpose of meeting special needs occasioned 
by or resulting from pregnancy both for a pregnant woman with no other children receiving assistance as well as for 
a pregnant woman receiving assistance as provided in sections 256.72 to 256.87. The special needs payments shall be 
dependent upon the needs of the pregnant woman and the resources allocated to the county by the conunissioner and 
shall be limited to payments for medically recognized special or supplemental diet needs and the purchase of a crib 
and necessary clothing for the future needs of the unborn child at birth. The eefttiflissiefteF SRall, aeeefaing te fl::HeS, 
malE:e flaymeftts fSf ffieeiieallj fleeessary preftatal sare sf the flregrlilflt ~;SE:Ra:fk atka the I:H..eSl."fl: emlei. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.73, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

. Subd. 8. [RECOVERY OF OVERPAYMENTS.] (a) If an amount 01 aid to lamilies with dependent children 
assistance is paid to a recipient in excess of the payment due, it shall be recoverable by the county agency. The 
agency shall give written notice to the recipient of its intention to recover the overpayment. 
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(b) When an overpayment occurs, the county agency shall recover the overpayment from a current recipient by 
reducing the amount of aid payable to the assistance unit of which the recipient is a member for one or more monthly 
assistance payments until the overpayment is repaid. Fer aft) fFt9Rth if1HRiffi aft eveJ-"FlB) meRt H.l;1St Be feES. eree, 
f€e8HptRt€nt may Be ffiaae B) feal:lEiRg fk€ graat 1:)"l:It sfll) if tfle feaH:€ea assistaRee p~ mERt, tegethef •• i.fh: tfle 
assista-Ree l:H'lit' 5 tetal il"l:eeme aftef eleel1::l:€HRg 1;, eFlc e~(fl ERses as aUm, eel 1::H'.a.er seetieR 236.74, 5 I:lB eli i isisR I, 
ela\i:ses (3) aria (1), eEJ:I:l~ls at least 93 f'€reeflt sf fhe staflaare sf Rees fer the assisffiFlee uRit, €3Eee19t ht if the 
e. ElF'S} RieRt is 6l:1€ seIely te ageF\€} eff8f, ihis tetal alter aeeh,:letiFlg aIls •• able I. spl, e~fJ3eRses ffiHst e~al at least 99 
pereeflt sf tfte stffi.aarel sf Reeel. Mst=\.itftstanaiRg tfte pfeeeeling seR-teRee, 1ge9if'l:ftiRg eft tfle elate SR HmeR tl<te 
eSa:l:l!'l'l:i:ssieRer iffi}3lemeRts a eSfflJ9l:l:teFi~eel flieRt eligi19i1it; aRei iRfsf'ffl:atisR system iR eRe 8f' ffl:8f'e e8tIDties, All county 
agencies in the state shall reduce the assistance payment by three percent of the assistance unit's standard of need 
or the amount of the monthly payment, whichever is less, for all overpayments whether or not the overpayment is 
due solely to agency error. If the overpayment is due solely to having wrongfully obtained assistance. whether based 
on ~ court order, the finding of an administrative fraud disqualification hearing 2!: ~ waiver of such a hearing, or ~ 
confession of judgment containing an admission of an intentional program violation, the amount of this reduction shall 
be ten percent. In cases when there is both an overpayment and underpayment, the county agency shall offset one 
against the other in correcting the payment. 

(c) Overpayments may also be voluntarily repaid, in part or in full, by the individual, in addition to the above aid 
reductions, until the total amount of the overpayment is repaid. 

(d) The county agency shall make reasonable efforts to recover overpayments to persons no longer on assistance 
in accordance with standards adopted in rule by the commissioner of human services. The county agency need not 
attempt to recover overpayments of less than $35 paid to an individual no longer on assistance if the individual does 
not receive assistance again within three years, unless the individual has been convicted of fraud under section 256.98. 

Sec. 8. [256.734J [WANER OF AFDC BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT.J 

Subdivision 1. [REQUEST.] ful The commissioner of human services shall seek from the United States Department 
of Health and Human Services a waiver of the existing requirements of the AFDC program as described below, in 
order to eliminate barriers to employment for AFOC recipients. 

ill The commissioner shall seek a waiver to set the maximum ~ value of !!.licensed motor vehicle which ~ 
be excluded as a resource under United States Code, title g section 602(a)(7)(Bl. at $4.500 because of the need of 
AFDC recipients for reliable transportation to participate in education. work, and training to become economically 
self-sufficient. 

!£l The commissioner shall seek a waiver of the counting of the earned income of dependent children and minor 
caretakers who are attending school at least half time, in order to encourage them to save at least part of their earnings 
for future education or employment needs. Savings set aside in ~ separate account under this paragraph shall be 
excluded from the AFDC resource limits in Code of Federal Regulations, title ~ section 233.20(a)(3). 

Subd.1. [IMPLEMENTATION.J If approval from the Department of Health and Human Services indicates that 
the requested program changes are· cost neutral to the federal government and the state. the commissioner shall 
implement the program changes authorized!2v. this section promptly. If approval indicates that the program changes 
~ not cost neutraL the commissioner shall report the costs to the 1994 legislature and delay implementation until 
such time as an appropriation to cover additional costs becomes available. . 

Subd.1. [EVALUATION.J If the federal waiver is granted, the commissioner shall evaluate the program changes 
according to federal waiver requirements and submit a report to the legislature within a time frame consistent with 
the evaluation criteria that are established. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.736, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [COUNTY DUTIES.J (a) To the extent of available state appropriations, county boards shall: 

(1) refer all mandatory and eligible volunteer caretakers fet)~ifea ts f'egistef' permitted to participate under 
subdivision g. 3a to an employment and training service provider for participation in employment and training 
services; 

(2) identify to the employment and training service provider eftf'etal~er5 ,.Re fall iRte tRe taf'geteel gf'S\ipS the target 
group of which the referred caretaker is ! member: 
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(3) provide all caretakers with an orientation which meets the requirements in subdivisions lOa and lOb; 

(4) work with the employment and training service provider to encourage voluntary participation by caretakers 
in the targetea target groups; 

(5) work with the employment and training service provider to collect data as required by the commissioner; 

(6) to the extent permissible under federal law, require all caretakers coming into the AFDC program to attend 
orientation; 

(7) encourage R8RtaFgetea nontarget caretakers to develop a plan to obtain self-sufficiency; 

(8) notify the commissioner of the caretakers required to participate in employment and training services; 

(9) inform appropriate caretakers of opportunities available through the head start program and encourage 
caretakers to have their children screened for enrollment in the program where appropriate; 

(10) provide transportation assistance using available funds to caretakers who participate in employment and 
training programs; 

(11) ensure that orientation, job search, services to custodial parents under the age of 20, educational activities and 
work experience for AFDC-UP families, and case management services are made available to appropriate caretakers 
lU1der this section, except that payment for case management services is governed by subdivision, 13; 

(12) explain in its local service unit plan under section 268,88 how it will ensure that targeteEi target caretakers 
determined to be in need of social services are provided with such social services, The plan must specify how the 
case manager and the county social service workers will ensure delivery of needed services; 

(13) to the extent allowed by federal laws and regulations, provide a job search program as defined in subdivision 
14 ffitEl at least eRe sf the feYeliHtg effifl1eYJlteRt a:1ta traiRiFlg ser=.iees:" ~ community work experience program 
(C'AlEP) as defined in section 256,737, grant diversion as defined in section 256,739, and on-the-job training as defined 
in section 256,738,er-,:. A county may also provide another work and training program approved by the commissioner 
and the secretary of the United States Department of Health and Human Services, Planning and approval for 
employment and training services listed in this clause must be obtained through submission of the local service unit 
plan as specified under section 268,88, eaef'. €Sl::ffity is tugeel te aelsf3t grant eli; ersieR as tl=te seE8REl f3fegraHt reflli:iree 
l:tlH:ier tffi:s Elal:lse A county i§. not required to provide a conununity work experience program if the COlU1ty agency 
is successful in placing at least 40 percent of the monthly average of all caretakers who are subject to the .i2Q search 
requirements of subdivision 14 in grant diversion or on-the-job training program; 

(14) prior to participation, prOVide an assessment of each AFDC recipient who is required or volunteers to 
participate in an approved employment and training service, The assessment must include an evaluation of the 
participant's (i) educational, child care, and other supportive service needs; (ii) skills and prior work experience; and 
(iii) ability to secure and retain a job which, when wages are added to child support, will support the participant's 
family, The assessment must also include a review of the results of the early and periodic screening, diagnosis and 
treatment (EPSDT) screening and preschool screening under chapter 123, if available; the participant's family 
circumstances; and, in the case of a custodial parent under the age of 18, a review of the effect of a child's 
development and educational needs on the parent's ability to participate in the program; 

(15) develop an employability development plan for each recipient for whom an assessment is required Wlder 
clause (14) which: (i) reflects the assessment required by clause (14); (ii) takes into consideration the recipient's 
physical capacity, skills, experience, health and safety, family responsibilities, place of residence, proficiency, child 
care and other supportive service needs; (iii) is based on available resources and local employment opportunities; (iv) 
specifies the services to be provided by the employment and training service provider; (v) specifies the activities the 
recipient will participate in" including the worksite to which the caretaker will be assigned, if the caretaker is subject 
to the requirements of section 256,737, subdivision b (vi) specifies necessary supportive services such as child care; 
(vii) to the extent possible, reflects the preferences of the participant; and (viii) specifies the recipient's long-term 
employment goal which shall lead to self-sufficiency; aftE1. 
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(16) obtain the written.Q!. oral concurrence of the appropriate exclusive bargaining representatives with respect to 
i2Q duties covered under collective bargaining agreements to assure that no work assignment under this section or 
sections 256.737, 256.738, and 256.739 results in: (i) termination, layoff, or reduction of the work hours of an employee 
for the purpose of hiring an individual under this section or sections 256.737, 256.738, and 256.739; (ii) the hiring of 
an individual if any other person is on layoff from the same or a substantially equivalent job; (iii) any infringement 
of the promotional opport1.U1ities of any currently employed individual; (iv) the impairment of existing contracts for 
services or collective bargaining agreements; or (v) except for on-the-job training under section 256.738, a participant 
filling an established unfilled position vacancy~" and 

llZl assess each caretaker in ~ AFDC-UP family who ~ under ~ g has not completed high school or ~ high 
school equivalency program. and who _would otherwise be required to participate in a work experience placement 
under section 256.737 to determine if an appropriate secondary education option ~ available for the caretaker. !f ill!. 
appropriate secondary education option is determined to be available for the caretaker, the caretaker must, in lieu of 
participating in work experience. enroll in and meet the educational program's participation and attendance 
reguirements. "Secondary education" for this paragraph means high school education 2!. education designed to 
prepare a person to ~ for ~ high school equivalency certificate, basic and remedial education. and English as ~ 
second language education. A caretaker reguired to participate in secondary education who. without good cause, fails 
to participate shall be subject to the provisions of subdivision 4a and the sanction provisions of subdivision it. clause 
f.§1. For purposes of this clause, "good cause" ~ the inability to obtain licensed or legal nonlicensed child care 
services needed to enable the caretaker !Q attend, inability to obtain transportation needed to attend, illness Q!. 
incapacity of the caretaker or another member of the household which requires the caretaker to be present in the 
home, 2!. being employed for more than 30 hours ~ week. 

(b) Funds available under this subdivision may not be used to assist, promote, or deter union organizing. 

(c) A county board may provide other employment and training services that it considers necessary to help 
caretakers obtain self-sufficiency. 

(d) Notwithstanding section 256G.07, when a tafgetea target caretaker relocates to another county to implement 
the provisions of the caretaker's case management contract or other written employability development plan approved 
by the county human service agency, its case manager or employment and training service provider, the county that 
approved the plan is responsible for the costs of case management and other services required to carry out the plan, 
including employment and training services. The county agency's responsibility for the costs ends when all plan 
obligations have been met, when the caretaker loses AFDC eligibility for at least 30 days, or when approval of the 
plan is withdrawn for a reason stated in the plan, whichever occurs first. Responsibility for the costs of child care 
must be determined under chapter 256H, A county human service agency may pay for the costs of case management, 
child care, and other services required in an approved employability development plan when the RORfaFgetea 
nontarget caretaker relocates to another county or when a taFgetea target caretaker again becomes eligible for AFDC 
after having been ineligible for at least 30 days. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.736, subdivision lOa, is amended to read: 

Subd. lOa. [ORIENTATION.] (a) Each county agency must provide an orientation to all caretakers within its 
jurisdiction \.Ro Bf'e aetefmiRea eligiele foF AmG OR Of aFteF J~l) 1, 1989, alta 'dRO afe fe€{~ifea to ai:teRa ar. 
ofieFJ.-tatioR. The eol:fftfj agePley s'Aan l'eEI't:HFe atfeRaar.ee at I3fieRtatioR of all eafetal~efs eneej9t in the time limits 
described in this paragraph: 

(1) eafetal~eFs .. 'Ao afe eJEeH'tJ3t fFom fe~istfaeoR I:titaef sHeai.isioR.1 within 60 days of being determined eligible 
for AFDC for caretakers with ~ continued absence or incapacitated parent basis of eligibility; aftEl. or 

(2) eafetal~eFs wRo aFe Rot within 30 days of being determined eligible for AFDC for caretakers with an unemployed 
parent basis of eligibility . 

.ill Caretakers are required to attend an in-person orientation if the caretaker is a member of one of the groups 
listed in subdivision 3a, paragraph (a), 8::Ita ",'Ao aFe eiJheF FesJ3oRsil31e fOf tRe eafe of 8ft ifteaj9aeitatea f3ersoR Of' a 
aejgeliaeRt effila 1;l:Raef tRe age of shE of eRFollea at least 'AaH time iR aRY peeegTl:i:i!iea seReoI, tfaiftir.g f3FO~8:ffi, Of 
fflst=iftifioR of fligl=teF leaFRH tg lU1less the caretaker is exempt from registration under subdivision 3 and the caretaker's 
exemption basis will not expire within 60 days of being determined eligible for AFDC, .Q! the caretaker is enrolled 
at least half time in ~ recognized schooL training program. or institution of higher learning and the in-person 
orientation cannot be scheduled at a time that does not interfere with the caretaker's school or training schedule. The 
county agency shall require attendance at orientation of caretakers described in subdivision 3a, paragraph (b) 2!.i£1 
if fr:.e) aeeoflLe the conunissioner determines that the groups are eligible for participation in employment and training 
services. 
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('6) E3E:Eept as prB. idea iii -paragraph (e)f ill The orientation must consist of a presentation that informs caretakers 
of: 

(1) the identity, location, and phone numbers of employment and training and support services available in the 
county; 

(2) the types and locations of child care services available through the county agency that are accessible to enable 
a caretaker to participate in educational programs or employment and training services; 

(3) the child care resource and referral program designated by the commissioner providing education and assistance 
to select child care services and a referral to the child care resource and referral when assistance is requested; 

(4) the obligations of the county agency and service providers under contract to the county agency; 

(5) the rights, responsibilities, and obligations of participants; 

(6) the grounds for exemption from mandatory employment and training services or educational requirements; 

(7) the consequences for failure to participate in mandatory services or requirements; 

(8) the method of entering educational programs or employment and training services available through the county; 

(9) the availability and the benefits of the early and periodic, screening, diagnosis and treatment (EPSDT) program 
and preschool screening under chapter 123; 

(10) their eligibility for transition year child care assistance when they lose eligibility for AFDC due to their 
earnings; ana 

(11) their eligibility for extended medical assistance when they lose eligibility for AFDC due to their earningsi. and 

.Q1l the availability and benefits of the Head Start program. 

W @ Orientation must encourage recipients to view AFDC as a temporary program providing grants and services 
to individuals who set goals and develop strategies for supporting their families without AFDC assistance. The 
content of the orientation must not imply that a recipient's eligibility for AFDC is time limited. Orientation may be 
provided through audio-visual methods, but the caretaker must be given an opportunity for face-to-face interaction 
with staff of the county agency or the entity providing the orientation, and an opportunity to express the desire to 
participate in educational programs and employment and training services offered through the county agency. 

W ill County agencies shall not require caretakers to attend orientation for more than three hours during any 
period of 12 continuous months. The county agency shall also arrange for or provide needed transportation and child 
care to enable caretakers to attend. 

(e) Dfiffitatiefl fef €afetakefS Ret eligiBle fSF paFtieipatieR iR e1"R'f3leymeRt er.e t=raifliRg seFT iees l:lfleeF tfte pFe .<lSieRS 
ef SHBei riSiSR 3a, pafagFapftS (a) aRe (a), sAall pFeseRt iflfermatisR eRly eR th:ese e1"R'f3leymeRt, aa:iflir.g, aRe sllPpeFt 
seffiees ""ailaele te !flese earetal,.rs, ami ini<l,,,,atieft eR da,wes (2), (3), (9), (lQ), ana (11) ef I'arag'aph (a) ana all 
ef paragrapH (e), iH\a ma) Ret last mere #-.aR Fwe fiel:l:Fs. The county 2L. under contract, the county's employment 
and training service provider shall mail written orientation materials containing the information specified in paragraph 
1f1 clauses ill to ill and ill to i111. to each caretaker exempt from attending an in-person orientation or who has good 
cause for failure to attend after at least two dates for their orientation have been scheduled. The county or the 
county's employment and training service provider shall follow.!:!£ with ~ phone call Q!:. in writing within two weeks 
after mailing the material. 

(f) Persons required to attend orientation must be informed of the penalties for failure to attend orientation, support 
services to enable the person to attend, what constitutes good cause for failure to attend, and rights to appeal. Persons 
required to attend orientation must be offered a choice of at least two dates for their first scheduled orientation. No 
person may be sanctioned for failure to attend orientation until after a second failure to attend. 
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.!.gl Good cause for failure to attend!!!! in-person orientation exists when ~ caretaker cannot attend because of: 

ill temporary illness or injury of the caretaker or of a member of the caretaker's family that prevents the caretaker 
from attending an orientation during the hours when the orientation is offered; 

ill i! judicial proceeding that requires the caretaker's presence in court during the hours when orientation is 
sched uled; or 

ill ~ nonmedical emergency that prevents the caretaker from attending ~ orientation during the hours when 
orientation is offered. "Emergency" for the purposes of this paragraph means i!. sudden, unexpected occurrence Of 

situation of a serious 2!. urgent nature that requires immediate action. 

ill Caretakers must receive ~ second orientation only when: 

ill there has been ~ 3D-day break in AFDC eligibility; and 

ill the' caretaker has not attended an orientation within the previous 12-month period, excluding the month of 
reapplication for AFDe. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.736, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd.14. DOB SEARCH.] (a) TAe eo:ffl:ffl:issiOfler of Rumer. seF.iees sRall Each county agency must establish and 
operate a job search program as provided under Pt:lblie Law Numeer 100 4gB this section. Unless exempt, the 
principal wage earner in an AFDC-UP assistance unit must be referred to and begin participation in the job search 
program within 30 days of being determined eligible for AFDC, ana ffil:l:st Begin paraeipaHon \ I itAiR four montRs of 
eeMLg aeterminee eligiele. If the principal wage ~ ~ exempt from participation in jQQ search, the other caretaker 
must be referred to and begin participation in the jQQ search program within 30 days of being determined eligible for 
AFDC, The principal wage earner or the other caretaker is exempt from job search participation if: 

(1) tAe earetaker is alreaa) part=ieipaaftg in aRot-Rer approvea employment aRa trai:r.iRg serviee; 

(2) the earetalEer's eHlplo) aailif=) plafl sp€eiHeS other activities; 

f3j the caretaker is exempt from registration under subdivision 3; or 

(4) tfte earetal,er is l.i:Aa13le to seeHre emplo) meRt due to inilflility to eommuflieate in the ERglish lar.gHage, is 
partieipatiRg ifl all Eilglis.A: as a seeoRa langt:tage eOl:ifSe, and is m-akiRg satisfa.etef) rH'a::5l'ess ta Ii MaS eOffipleaaPt af 
t.A:e eSl;:lrse. If aft £Rglish as a seeoRa language eaHrse is Rot availa~le to tRe earetal,et, the ear€tah:et is eJeempt frOA'\: 
partieipatioR l:ti'l:t=il a eOl:1rse seeemes availilflle ill the caretaker is Wlder ~ ~ has not completed a high school 
diploma or an equivalent program, and ~ participating in a secondary education program as defined in subdivision 
1!1. paragraph hl. clause DZ1. which i§. approved Qy the employment and training service provider in the 
employability development plan. 

(b) The job search program must provide the fello\vfflg sefviees: 

(1) aiL iRitial petioe of up to four consecutive weeks of job search activities for D.Q.less than 20 hours Qfr week but 
not more than 32 hours per week. The employment and training service provider shall specify for each participating 
caretaker the number of weeks and hours of job search to be conducted and shall report to the COWlty Bear4 agency 
if the caretaker fails to cooperate with the job search requirement~ 

(2) aft aaaitisflal periee of joa sEafeh foUa,;. MLg the first reriaei at tAe eiiseretioR af t.A:e €HlfIlo) HLeflt aRa traiRiflg 
ser.iee pre.iaer. The tetal sf these RIO pefisas ofje13 seaTeh ERa) ItOt eJ{eeecl eigHt •• eel,s for aft) 12 eSRseeHtive 
ERaRtfl f'erioa ~egiflfliRg TNit.A: tfte ffiaRth of applieatiofl. 

(c) The job search program may provide services to non-AFDC-UP_ caretakers. 

@ After completion of jQQ search requirements in this section, nonexempt caretakers shall be placed in and must 
participate in and cooperate with the work experience program under section 256.737, the on-the-job training program 
under section 256.738, or the grant diversion program under section 256.739. Caretakers must be offered placement 
in ~ grant diversion or on-the-job training program, if either such employment is available, before being required to 
participate in!!. community work experience program under section 256.737. 
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Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.736, subdivision 16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [ALLOCATION AND USE OF MONEY.] (aJ State money appropriated for employment and training 
services under this section must be allocated to counties as specified in paragraphs (b) to fi1.ill.. 

(b) For purposes of this seefl.eFt- subdivision, "targeted caretaker" means a recipient who: 

(1) is a custodial parent under the age of 24 who: (i) has not completed a high school education and at the time 
of application for AFDC is not enrolled in high school or in a high school equivalency program; or (ii) had little or 
no work experience in the preceding year; 

(2) is a member of a family in which the youngest child is within two years of being ineligible for AFDC due to 
age; or 

(3) has received 36 months or more of AFOC over the last 60 months. 

(c) One hundred percent of the money appropriated for case management services as described in subdivision 11 
must be allocated to counties based on the average number of cases in each county described in clause (1). Money 
appropriated for employment and training services as described in subdivision la, paragraph (d), other than case 
management services, must be allocated to counties as follows: 

(1) Forty percent of the state money must be allocated based on the average number of cases receiving AFDC in 
the county which either have been open for 36 or more consecutive months or have a caretaker who is under age 24 
and who has no high school or general equivalency diploma. The average number of cases must be based on counts 
of these cases as of March 31, June 30, September 3D, and December 31 of the previous year. 

(2) Twenty percent of the state money must be allocated based on the average number of cases receiving AFDC 
in the county which are not counted under clause (1). The average number of cases must be based on counts of cases 
as of March 31, June 3D, September 3D, and December 31 of the previous year. 

(3) Twenty-five percent of the state money must be allocated based on the average monthly number of assistance 
units in the county receiving AFOC-UP for the period ending December 31 of the previous year. 

(4) Fifteen percent of the state money must be allocated at the discretion of the commissioner based on participation 
levels for ttlfgetea target group members in each county. ' 

(d) No more than 15 percent of the money allocated under paragraph (b) and no more than 15 percent of the money 
allocated under paragraph (c) may be used for administrative activities. 

(e) At least 55 percent of the money allocated to counties under paragraph (c) must be used for employment and 
training services for caretakers in the tafgetea target groups, and up to 45 percent of the money may be used for 
employment and training services for R8RffHgetea nontarget caretakers. One hundred percent of the money allocated 
to counties for case management services must be used to provide those services to caretakers in the tafgetea target 
groups. 

(f) Money appropriated to cover the nonfederal share of costs for bilingual case management services to refugees 
for the employment and training programs under this section are allocated to counties based on each county's 
proportion of the total statewide number of AFDC refugee cases. However, counties with less than One percent of 
the statewide number of AFDC refugee cases do not receive an allocation. 

(g) Counties a£H3:L the department of jobs and trainin& and entities under contract -with either the department of 
jobs and training or the department of human services for provision of Project STRIDE related services shall bill the 
commissioner of human services for any expenditures incurred by the county, the county's employment and training 
service provider, or the department of jobs and training that may be reimbursed by federal money. The commissioner 
of human services shall bill the United States Deparbnent of Health and Human Services and the United States 
Department of Agriculture for the reimbursement and appropriate the reimbursed moriey to the county, the 
department of jobs and training, or employment and training service provider that submitted the original bill, The 
reimbursed money must be used to expand employment and training services. 
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(h) The commissioner of human services shall review county expenditures of case management and employment 
and training block grant money at the end of the fettt:tfl third quarter of the biennium and each quarter after that, and 
may reallocate unencumbered or unexpended money allocated under this section to those counties that can 
demonstrate a need for additional money. Reallocation of funds must be based on the formula set forth in 
paragraph (a), excluding the counties that have not demonstrated a need for additional funds. 

(i) The county agency may continue to provide case management and supportive services to a participant for up 
to 90 days after the participant loses AFDC eligibility and may continue providing a specific employment and training 
service for the duration of that service to a participant if funds for the service are obligated or expended prior to the 
participant losing AFDC eligibility. 

ill One hundred percent of the money appropriated for an unemployed parent work experience program under 
section 256.737 must be allocated to cOWlties based on the average monthly number of assistance units in the county 
receiving AFDC-UP for the period ending December 31 of the previous year. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.736, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.l2:. [EVALUATION.] In order to evaluate the services provided under this section, the commissioner may 
randomly assign no more than 2,500 families to ~ control ~ Families assigned to the control Z£2!!E. shall not 
participate in services under this section, except that families participating in services under this section at the time 
they are assigned to the control g!Ql!P. may continue such participation. Recipients assigned to the control ~ who 
are included under subdivision & paragraph .@1 shall be guaranteed child care assistaO(~e under chapter 256H for 
~ educational plan authorized .£y the county. Once assigned to the control ~ ~ family must remain in that 
Z£2!!E. for the duration of the evaluation period. The evaluation period shall coincide with the demonstration 
authorized in section 256.031, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 14. [256.7366] [FEDERAL WAIVEK] 

The commissioner of human services shall make changes in the state plan and seek waivers or demonstration 
authority needed to minimize the barriers to effective and efficient use of grant diversion under section 256.739 as 
!!. method of placing AFDC recipients in suitable employment. The commissioner shall implement the federally 
approved changes as soon as possible. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT AND PURPOSE.] It: SHier that peFssRs feeeiviRg aiEl mlsef this ffiaptef RLa), 
Be assisteEl iR aehievir.g self sl:lfHeieRej B) eR:..\aReing their eRtpl8yaBilif:) tfl:f8l:1gh meaRrngfl:i] .... 8rlo: e)(pefieR€e aRa 
tr:aiRiRg aREl tfl:e Ele/e1e)3FReRt af JSB SeMeR sla-lls, ttte e8H'1ff'lissiSRer sf p,l;HRaF. serviees s!lall eePltiRl:Ie tP.:e pilet 
eSftlffiL±1tif:) 'i. 8dc experieRee ElemsRstFatieR pFegrams tRat were apple. eEl By Janl:laf) 1, 1984. The esmR'lissi8Rer may 
estaBlish aaaitieRal e8R"'.m'l:H.ity w8Fl~ e)(perieRee prsgraftls iA as mar.y e8Hf'tties as Ree€Ssaf) ts eeftlpl) .. ifu the 
partieipatieA reE}uirem€Itts ef the PafAilj Suppert Aet ef 1988, Pl:I19lie La .. Num-lger 199 483. Pregraffis estaBlishee eA: 
Sf aiteF July 1, 1989, ft'\:\:1st Be srefatea 8A a T.'slL±1lteef Basis alia ffi\:1st Be sperateei aeesreiiRg ts tfte PafAilj Sl:lppert 
Aft sf 1988, PI:i19lie Law ~h:ll:'Fl:-lger 199 485. To the degree reguired!?y federal law or regulation, each county agency 
must establish and operate ~ community work experience program to assist nonexempt caretakers in AFDC-UP 
households achieve self-sufficiency .£y enhancing their employability through participation in meaningful work 
experience and training, the development of jQQ. search skills and the development of marketable jQQ. skills. This 
subdivision does not 2P£!y to AFIX recipients participating in the Minnesota family investment plan under sections 
256.031 to 256.0361. 

Sec. 16. MiIIDesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [COMMISSIONER'S DUTIES.] The commissioner shall: (aJ assist counties in the design and 
implementation of these programs; (b) promulgate, in accordance with chapter 14, emergency rules necessary for the 
implementation of this section, except that the time restrictions of section 14.35 shall not apply and the rules may be 
in effect until June 3D, 1993, unless superseded by permanent rules; (c) seek any federal waivers necessary for proper 
implementation of this section in accordance with federal law; and (d) prohibit the use of participants in the programs 
to do work that was part or all of the duties or responsibilities of an authorized public employee bargaining unit 
position established as of January 1, 1989 1993. The exclusive bargaining representative shall be notified no less than 
14 days in advance of any placement by the community work experience program. Written or oral concurrence with 
respect to job duties of persons placed under the community work experience program shall be obtained from the 
appropriate exclusive bargaining representative within seven days. The appropriate oversight committee shall be 
given monthly lists of all job placements under a community work experience program. 
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Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737~ subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.] (aJ P,eg<ams.Worksites developed under this section are limited to 
projects that serve a useful public service such as: health, social service, environmental protection, education, urban 
and rural development and redevelopment, welfare, recreation, public facilities, public safety." community service, 
services to aged or disabled citizens. and child care. To thE! extent possible, the prior training, skills, and experience 
of a recipient must be used in making appropriate work experience assignments. 

(b) As a condition to placing a person receiving aid to families with dependent children in a program under this 
subdivision, the county agency shall first provide the recipient the opportunity t8 l?aftieipate iTo tfle fslls\, iRg seFViees: 

(1) for placement in suitable subsidized or unsubsidized employment through participation in job search under 
section 256.736, subdivision 14; or 

(2) aasie eaHeatieRal SF .. eeatisF\al SF eee~atiBRal tfair.iRg fSF aFt iaeRL=ifiable jeb sJ9JgeFhtr.il:y for placement in 
suitable employment through participation in on-the-job training under section 256.738 Q!: grant diversio-n under 
section 256.739, if such employment is available. 

(c) A Feeirient ',:AS has e8Ffl{'Jletea a caretaker referred !Q.job search under section 256.736, subdivision 14, ~ who 
)5 ~le has failed to secure suitable employment, ana .. hs is Ast €AFellea iF. 8fl apple. ea ffaiRiRg I'Fsglam may 
must participate in a community work experience program. 

(d) The county agency shall limit the maximum number of hours any participant under this section may work in 
any month to,!. 

ill for counties operating an approved mandatory comrnlUlity work experience program as of Ianuary1.1993, who 
elect this method for countywide operations, a number equal to the amount of the aid to families with dependent 
children payable to the family divided by the greater of the federal minimum wage or the applicable state minimum 
wage';'Q!: 

ill for all other ·counties, a caretaker must participate in ~ week 20 hours with .!!Q less than 16 hours spent 
participating in ~ work experience placement and no ~ than four of the hours ,spent in alternate activities as 
described in the caretaker's employability development plan. Placement in a work experience worksite must be based. 
Q!!. the assessment required under section 256.736 and the caretaker's employability development plan. Caretakers 
participating under this clause may be allowed excused absences from the assigned :i2!! site of .!:!£ to eight hours ~ 
month. For the purposes of this clause, ·"excused absence" means absence due to temporary illness 2!: injury of the 
caretaker or ~ member of the caretaker's family, the unavailability of licensed child care or transportation needed to 
participate in the work experience placement, a i2P. interview, or ! nonmedical emergency. For purposes of this 
clause, "emergency" has the meaning given !! in section 256.736, subdivision lOa, paragraph 19l. 

(e) After a participant has been assigned to a position under *is seeBsR paragraph1Q1. clause 111. for nine months, 
the participant may not continue in that assignment unless the maximum number of hours a participant works is no 
greater than the amount of the aid to families with dependent children payable with respect to, the family divided 
by the higher of (1) the federal minimum wage or the applicable state minimum wage, whichever is greater, or (2) 
the rate of pay for individuals employed in the same or similar occupations by the same employer at the same site. 

(f) After each six months of a recipient's participation in an aSSignment, and at the conclusion of each assignment 
under this section, the county agency shall reassess and revise, as appropriate, each participant's employability 
development plan . 

.!g! Structured, supervised volunteer work with an agency or organization which is monitored £v. the county service 
provider may, with the approval of the commissioner of jobs and training, be used as a work experience placement. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. J:. IEXEMPTIONS.} A caretaker is exempt from participation in ! work experience placement under this 
section if the caretaker i§. exempt from participation in i.2!2. search under section 256.736, subdivision ~ or the 
caretaker is suitably employed in a grant diversion or an on-the-job training placement. Caretakers who, as of October 
L 1993, are participating in an education or training activity approved under ! Project STRIDE employability 
development plan are exempt from participation in! work experience placement until h!!v.1. 1994. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.i. [GOOD CAUSE.] A caretaker shall have good cause for failure to cooperate if: 

ill the worksite participation adversely affects the caretaker's physical or mental health as verified Qy a physician, 
licensed or certified psychologist. physical therapist vocational expert. 2!. Qy other sound medical evidence: QI 

ill the caretaker does not possess the skill or knowledge required for the work. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .2.:. [FAILURE TO COMPLY.] A caretaker required to participate lUlder this section who has failed without 
good cause to participate shall be provided with notices, appeal opportunities, and offered a conciliation conference 
under the provisions of section 256.736, subdivision ~ and shall be subject to the sanction provisions of section 
256.736. subdivision ~ clause 1§1. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.737, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §, [FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS.] If the Family Support Act of 1988, Public Law Number 100-485, is revised 
2!:. if federal implementation of that law ~ revised so that MiImesota is !:!Q.longer obligated to operate a mandatory • 
work experience program for AFDC-UP families. the commissioner shall operate the work experience program under 
this section as a volunteer program. and shall utilize the funding authorized for work experience to improve and 
expand the availability of other employment and training services authorized under this section. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.74, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AMOUNT.] The amount of assistance which shall be granted to or on behalf of any dependent 
child and mother or other needy eligible relative caring for the dependent child shall be determined by the county 
agency in accordance with rules promulgated by the conunissioner and shall be sufficient, when added to all other 
income and support available to the child, to provide the child with a reasonable subsistence compatible with decency 
and health. The amount shall be based on the method of budgeting required in Public Law Number 97-35, section 
2315, United States Code, title 42, section 602, as amended and federal regulations at Code of Federal Regulations, 
title 45, section 233. Nonrecurring lump sum income received by an assistaR€e liftit AFDC family must be budgeted 
in the nonnal retrospective cycle. The R1:ill."'tBer sf msntfts sf ifleligisilit} is aetemtIDed By divieling the ameWlt sf the 
IHfR}9 SHfR ineen e afla all ether When the family's income, after application of the applicable disregards, By exceeds 
the staftaafa ef need standard for the assistaftee Iffiit family because of receipt of earned or unearned lump ~ 
income. the family will be ineligible for the full number of months derived Qy dividing the ~ of the lump sum 
income and other income Qy the monthly need standard for a family of that size. lL-. affiSHftt Any income remaining 
a#ep from this calculation is income in the first month following the ~ of eligi-"Bili*, ineligibility. If tP.e tetaJ 
mSRthly iAesme inehteliRg the Itl:lRfl SHfR m.eeme is larger #laP. the sffinaaf'a ef Aeea fsr a single m9flth The first 
month of ineligibility is the payment month that corresponds with the budget month in which the lump sum income 
was received. For purposes of applying the lump sum provision. family includes those persons defined in the Code 
of Federal Regulations, title ~ section 233.20(a)(3)(ii)(F). A period of ineligibility must be shortened when the 
standard of need increases and the amount the family would have received also changes. an amoWlt is documented 
~ stolen. an amount is unavailable because a member of the family left the household with that amount and has not 
returned. an amount is paid Qy the family during the period of ineligibility to cover ~ cost that would otherwise 
~ for emergency assistance. or the family incurs and ~ for medical expenses which would have been covered 
Qy medical assistance if eligibility existed. In making its determination the county agency shall disregard the 
following from family income: 

(1) all the earned income of each dependent child applying for AFDC if the child is a full-time student and all of 
the earned income of each dependent child receiving aia te families with aereFLaeRt el tilelFen AFDC who is a full-time 
student or ~ ~ part-ti~e student:;-iffiti who ~ not a full-time employee,.:. A student ~ ~ who .i§. attending a school, 
college, or university, or a course of vocational or technical training designed to fit students for gainful employment 
as 'i. ell as and includes a participant in the.IQQ. Corps program under the l2£ Training Partnership Act.fIIE&. The 
county agency shall also disregard all the eaF'.f'l:ea income aef'iveel a-sm the JSB tFaifling a:FI:a parmel'sRi}9 aet GTPA) 
ffir.-a of each dependent child fer applying for or receiving AFDC when the income is derived from! program carried 
out under ITPA. except that disregard of earned income may not exceed six ealeflaaf months per calendar year, 
tegether ".vitA l;Uieal'f\eel inesme aeFi. ed fioeR. tP.e jes ft'aiffiRg afla flaFtReFshifl aet; 
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(2) all educational grants and loans; 

(3) the first $90 of each individual's earned income. For self-employed persons, the expenses directly related to 
producing goods and services and without which the goods and services could not be produced shall be disregarded 
pursuant to rules promulgated by the commissioner; 

(4) thirty dollars plus one-third of each individual's earned income for individuals found otherwise eligible to 
receive aid or who have received aid in one of the four months before the month of application. With respect to any 
month, the county welfare agency shall not disregard lUlder this clause any earned income of any person who has: 
(a) reduced earned income without good cause within 30 days preceding any month in which an assistance payment 
is made; (b) refused without good cause to accept an offer of suitable employment; (c) left employment or reduced 
earnings without good cause and applied for assistance so as to be able later to return to employment with the 
advantage of the income disregard; or (d) failed without good cause to make a timely report of earned income in 
accordance with rules promulgated by the commissioner of human services. Persons who are already employed and 
who apply for assistance shall have their needs computed with full account taken of their earned and other income. 
If earned and other income of the family is less than need, as determined on the basis of public assistance standards, 
the county agency shall determine the amount of the grant by applying the disregard of income provisions. The 
county agency shall not disregard earned income for persons in a family if the total monthly earned and other income 
exceeds their needs, unless for anyone of the four preceding months their needs were met in whole or in part by a 
grant payment. The disregard of $30 and one-third of earned income in this clause shall be applied to the individual's 
income for a period not to exceed four consecutive months. Any month in which the individual loses this disregard 
because of the provisions of sub clauses (a) to (d) shall be considered as one of the four months. An additional $30 
work incentive must be available for an eight-month period beginning in the month .. following the last month of the 
combined ~30 and one-third work incentive. This period must be in effect whether or not the person has earned 
income or is eligible for AFDC. To again qualify for the earned income disregards .under this clause, the individual 
must not be a recipient of aid for a period of 12 consecutive months. When an assistance unit becomes ineligible for 
aid due to the fact that these disregards are no longer applied to income, the assistance unit shall be eligible for 
medical assistance benefits for a 12-month period beginning with the first month of AFDC ineligibility; 

(5) an amount equal to the actual expenditures for the care of each dependent child or incapacitated individual 
living in the same home and receiving aid/ not to exceed: (a) $175 for each individual age two and older, and $200 
for each individual under the age of two, • !-heR tAe ~ftkil) meffH3eF ,; l=tese Pleeas aFe iP.el~aea iFt the eligieilify 
aeterm.-ir.aasPl is eR"tf'lsyes fSF 3G 8f mSfe fisl:HS reF '\. eel(; SF EB) $171 fSF eaefi iPlsiviatfal age ~,\:; 8 8F sieler, aPl8 $199 
fSF eaek iFtel:idsl:lal l:HlaeF \:he age sf t'I;'s, ""heR tRe famil) memeer .. Rsse Pleeas aFe iPlEl~aea ifl tLe eligieili~ 
aetenffiPlatisPl is Plst eft9:J91s)ea th:fOl:lgRel:l:~ the mSRtA Sf lifteR ef'l'lt31s)me£tt is less tkar. aG kSl:l:ps !3er •• eek. The 
dependent care disregard must be applied after all other disregards under this subdivision have been applied; 

(6) the first $50 per assistance unit of the monthly support obligation collected by the support and recovery (IV-D) 
unit. The first $50 of periodic support payments collected by the public authority responsible for child support 
enforcement from a person with a legal obligation to pay support for a member of the assistance unit must be paid 
to the assistance unit within 15 days after the end of the month in which the collection of the periodic support 
payments occurred and must be disregarded when determining the amount of assistance. A review of a payment 
decision under this clause must be requested within 30 days after receiving the notice of collection of assigned support 
or within 90 days after receiving the notice if good cause can be shown for not making the request within the 3D-day 
limit; 

(7) that portion of an insurance settlement earmarked and used to pay medical expenses, funeral and burial costs, 
or to repair or replace insured property; and 

(8) all earned income tax credit payments received by the family as a refund of federal income taxes or made as 
advance payments by an employer. 

All payments made pursuant to ~ court order for the support of children not living in the assistance unit's 
household shall be disregarded from the income of the person with the legal obligation to ~ support provided that 
if there has been ~ change in the financial circumstances of the person with the legal obligation to £EY support since 
the support order was entered, the person with the legal obligation to ~ support has petitioned for ~ modification 
of the support order. 
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Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.78, is amended to read: 

256.78 [ASSISTANCE GRANTS RECONSIDERED.] 

All assistance granted under sections 256.72 to 256.87 shall be reconsidered as frequently as may be required by 
the rules of the state agency. After such further investigation as the county agency may deem necessary or the state 
agency may require, the amount of assistance may be changed or assistance may be entirely withdravm if the state 
or county agency find that the child's circumstances have altered sufficiently to warrant such action. The rEl'ieei sf 
ineligibility fel' APDC ;,!=tieR fESl::l:ltS ;:fleR afl assistaR€€ HPjt l'eeei, ES 1l;l:1:Ttf sum iFl€9ffie ffil;lst se fe8l::l:Eee 'ilfleA: 

(1) tfle assistaflee 1:lF;it's staRaaFei sf f'leea iFlEl'eaSeS al7lE 1:8 €flanges iR state l&'\, sr aldoe ta ffiar,ges if\: the sice 8r 
EempesitieR ef ti=t:e assistaREe l:tPtit, sa that the ameuRt sf aia tHe assistal'1Ee ur.it \, eidola fla. e rEEei. Ee lIaula fla. e 
iREfeasea flaa it Ret SEESfRe iReligi"Ble; 

(2) tHe lldoffiF! 61doffi iRESfRe, SF a psrtisR sf it eeeemes IdoRa; aila:ele te tHe assistar,ee uRit al:le ts eJEt3eReiffifes ts a. sie 
a life tffieateffiRg eiFeldomst-aRee, tRen, Sf ei.ssipatisFl: •• hieR is eeyeRa tHe family's eSRt-FsI"By a memeeF sf the .famoi1) 
.. :he is He 181tger part sf the assistaRee I:Htit .. heR the }-1:lFRf' sum iREeffie is RSt usee! te meet tRe fleeeB sf members 
ef tRE assistaRee l;Htit; Sf 

(3) tHE aBsistaflee l*ltit if'!:eliFS ar.a pa} s meeieal eHpeRBes fer eare aHa seFviees sfJeeifiee if'!: Beet-isRs 2§'6B.G2, 
sldo"Bai, isieR 8, ana 2§6B.G62§'. 

The COWlty agency may for cause at any time revoke, modify, or suspend any order for assistance previously made. 
When assistance is thus revoked, modified, or suspended the county agency shall at once report to the state agency 
such decision together with supporting evidence required by the rules of the state agency. All such decisions shall 
be subject to appeal and review by the state agency as provided in section 256.045. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256,983, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBILITIES.] The commissioner shall establish training programs which shall 
be attended by all investigative and supervisory staff of the involved county agencies. The conunissioner shall also 
develop the necessary operational guidelines, forms, and reporting mechanisms, which shall be used by the involved 
county agencies. An individual's application or redetermination form shall include an authorization for release Qy 
the individual to obtain documentation for any information on that form which ~ involved in ! fraud prevention 
investigation. The authorization for release would be effective until six months after public assistance benefits have 
ceased, 

Sec. 25. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.056, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. la. [INCOME AND ASSETS GENERALLY.] Unless specifically required by state law or rule or federal law 
or regulation, the methodologies used in counting income and assets to determine eligibility for medical assistance 
shall be as fsHews: (a) for persons whose eligibility category is based on blindness, disability, or age of 65 or more 
years, the methodologies for the supplemental security income program shall be used; aRa fBJL except that payments 
made pursuant to a court order for the support of children shall be excluded from income in an amount not to exceed 
the difference between the applicable income standard used in the state's medical assistance program for aged, blind, 
and disabled persons and the applicable income standard used in the state's medical assistance program for families 
with children. Exclusion of court-ordered child support payments is subject to the condition that if there has been 
~ change in the financial circumstances of the person with the legal obligation to £§..Y. support since the support order 
was entered. the person with the legal obligation to ~ support has petitioned for modification of the support order, 
For families and children, which includes all other eligibility categories, the methodologies for the aid to families with 
dependent children program under section 256.73 shall be used. For these purposes, a "methodology" does not 
include an asset or income standard, or accounting method, or method of determining effective dates, 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.01, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [STANDARDS,] (a) A principal objective in providing general assistance is to provide for persons 
ineligible for federal programs who are unable to provide for themselves. The minimum standard of assistance 
determines the total amount of the general assistance grant without separate standards for shelter, utilities, or other 
needs. 
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(b) The commissioner shall set the standard of assistance for an assistance unit consisting of an adult recipient who 
is childless and unmarried or living apart from children and spouse and who does not live with a parent or parents 
or a legal custodian. When the other standards specified in this subdivision increase, this standard must also be 
increased by the same percentage. 

(c) For an assistance unit consisting of a single adult who lives with a parent or parents, the general assistance 
standard of assistance is the amount that the aid to families with dependent children standard of assistance would 
increase if the recipient were added as an additional minor child to an assistance unit consisting of the recipient'S 
parent and all of that parent's family members, except that the standard may not exceed the standard for a general 
assistance recipient living alone. Benefits received by a responsible relative of the assistance unit under the 
supplemental security income program, a workers' compensation program, the Minnesota supplemental aid program, 
or any other program based on the responsible relative's disability, and any benefits received by a responsible relative 
of the assistance unit under the social security retirement program, may not be counted in the determination of 
eligibility or benefit level for the assistance unit. Except as provided below, the assistance unit is ineligible for general 
assistance if the available resources or the countable income of the assistance unit and the parent or parents with 
whom the assistance unit lives are such that a family consisting of the assistance unit's parent or parents, the parent 
or parents' other family members and the assistance unit as the only or additional minor child would be financially 
ineligible for general assistance. For the purposes of calculating the countable income of the assistance unit's parent 
or parents, the calculation methods, income deductions, exclusions, and disregards used when calculating the 
countable income for a single adult or childless couple must be used. 

(d) For an assistance unit consisting of a childless couple, the standards of assistance are the same as the first and 
second adult standards of the aid to families with dependent children program. If one member of the couple is not 
included in the general assistance grant, the standard of assistance for the other is the second adult standard of the 
aid to families with dependent children program. 

(e) For an assistance unit consisting of all members of a family, the standards of assistance are the same as the 
standards of assistance that apply to a family under the aid to families with dependent children program if that family 
had the same number of parents and children as the assistance unit under general assistance and if all members of 
that family were eligible for the aid to families with dependent children program. If one or more members of the 
family are not included in the assistance unit for general assistance, the standards of assistance for the remaining 
members are the same as the standards of assistance that apply to an assistance unit composed of the entire family, 
less the standards of assistance for a family of the same number of parents and children as those members of the 
family who are not in the assistance unit for general assistance. In no case shall the standard for family members who 
are in the assistance unit for general assistance, when combined with the standard for family members who are not 
in the general assistance unit, total more than the standard for the entire family if all members were in an AFDC 
assistance unit. A child may not be excluded from the assistance unit unless income intended for its benefit is 
received from a federally aided categorical assistance program or supplemental security income. The income of a 
child who is excluded from the assistance unit may not be counted in the determination of eligibility or benefit level 
for the assistance unit. 

(f) An assistance unit consisting of one or more members of a family must have its grant determined using the 
policies and procedures of the aid to families with dependent children program" except that until Tune 1!1. 1995, in 
~ where ~ county agency has developed or approved a case plan that includes reunification with the children, 
foster ~ maintenance payments made under state QL local law for ~ child who ~ temporarily absent from the 
assistance unit must not be considered income to the child and the payments ~ not be counted in the 
determination of the eligibility or benefit level of the assistance unit. Hm. e. er Otherwise, the standard of assistance 
must be determined according to paragraph (e),l. the first $50 of total child support received by an assistance unit in 
a month must be excluded and the balance counted as unearned income,,, and nonrecurring lump sums received by 
the family must be considered income in the month received and a resource in the following months. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2560.02, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. "Family" means the applicant or recipient and the following persons who reside with the applicant or 
recipient: 

(1) the applicant's spouse; 

(2) any minor child of whom the applicant is a parent, stepparent, or legal custodian, and that child's minor 
siblings, including half-siblings and stepsiblings; 
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(3) the other parent of the applicant's minor child or children together with that parent's minor children, and, if 
that parent is a minor, his or her parents, stepparents, legal guardians, and minor siblings; and 

(4) if the applicant or recipient is a minor, the minor's parents, stepparents, or legal guardians, and any other minor 
children for whom those parents, stepparents, or legal guardians are financially responsible. 

A minor child who ~ temporarily absent from the applicant's or recipient's home due to placement in foster ~ 
paid for from state 2I local funds, but who is expected to return within six months of the month of departure, is 
considered to be residing with the applicant or recipient. 

A "family" must contain at least one minor child and at least one of that child's natural or adoptive parents, 
stepparents, or legal custodians. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [GENERAL ASSISTANCE MEDICAL CARE; ELIGIBILITY] (aJ General assistance medical care may be 
paid for any person who is not eligible for medical assistance under chapter 256B, including eligibility for medical 
assistance based on a spend-down of excess income according to section 2568.056, subdivision 5, and: 

(1) who is receiving assistance under section 256D.OS or 2S6D.OSl; or 

(2)(i) who is a resident of Minnesota; and whose equity in assets is not in excess of $1,000 per assistance unit. 
Exempt assets, the reduction of excess assets, and the waiver of excess assets must conform to the medical assistance 
program in chapter 256B, with the following exception: the maximum amount of undistributed funds in a trust that 
could be distributed to or on behalf of the beneficiary by the trustee, assuming the full exercise of the trustee's 
discretion under the terms of the trust, must be applied toward the asset maximum; and 

(ii) who has countable income not in excess of the assistance standards established in section 2568.056, subdivision 
4, or whose excess income is spent down pursuant to section 2568.056, subdivision 5, using a six-month budget 
period, except that a one-month budget period must be used for recipients residing in a long-term care facility. The 
method for calculating earned income disregards and deductions for a person who resides with a dependent child 
under age 21 shall be as specified in section 256.74, subdivision 1. However, if a disregard of $30 and one-third of 
the remainder described in section 256.74, subdivision 1, clause (4), has been applied to the wage earner's income, 
the disregard shall not b~ applied again until the wage earner's income has not been considered in an eligibility 
determination for gener,al assistance, general assistance medical care, medical assistance, or aid to families with 
dependent children for 12 consecutive months. The earned income and work expense deductions for a person who 
does not reside with a dependent child under age 21 shall be the same as the method used to determine eligibility 
for a person under section 256D.06, subdivision 1, except the disregard of the first $50 of earned income is not 
allowed; or 

(3) who would be eligible for medical assistance except that the person resides in a facility that is determined by 
the commissioner or the federal health care financing administration to be an institution for mental diseases. 

(b) Eligibility is available for the month of application, and for three months prior to application if the person was 
eligible in those prior months. A redetermination of eligibility must occur every 12 months. 

(c) General assistance medical care is not available for a person in a correctional facility unless the person is 
detained by law for less than one year in a county correctional or detention facility as a person accused or convicted 
of a crime, or admitted as an inpatient to a hospital on a criminal hold order, and the person is a recipient of general 
assistance medical care at the time the person is detained by law or admitted on a criminal hold order and as long 
as the person continues to meet other eligibility requirements of this subdivision. 

(d) General assistance medical care is not available for applicants or recipients who do not cooperate with the 
county agency to meet the requirements of medical assistance. 

(e) In determining the amount of assets of an individual, there shall be included any asset or interest in an asset, 
including an asset excluded under paragraph (a), that was given away, sold, or disposed of for less than fair market 
value within the 30 months preceding application for general assistance medical care or during the period of 
eligibility. Any transfer described in this paragraph shall be presumed to have been for the purpose of establishing 
eligibility for general assistance medical care, unless the individual furnishes convincing evidence to establish that 
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the transaction was exclusively for another purpose. For purposes of this paragraph, the value of the asset or interest 
shall be the fair market value at the time it was given away, sold, or disposed of, less the amount of compensation 
received. For any uncompensated transfer, the number of months of ineligibility, including partial months, shall be 
calculated by dividing the uncompensated transfer amount by the average monthly per person payment made by the 
medical assistance program to skilled nursing facilities for the previous calendar year. The individual shall remain 
ineligible until this fixed period has expired. The period of ineligibility may exceed 30 months, and a reapplication 
for benefits after 30 months from the date of the transfer shall not result in eligibility unless and until the period of 
ineligibility has expired. The period of ineligibility begins in the month the transfer was reported to the county 
agency, or if the transfer was not reported, the month in which the county agency discovered the transfer, whichever 
comes first. For applicants, the period of ineligibility begins on the date of the first approved application. 

illill Beginning October .1. 1993, an undocumented alien or ~ nonimmigrant is ineligible for general assistance 
medical care other than emergency services. For purposes of this subdivision, a nonimmigrant is an individual in one 
Q£ ~ of the classes listed in United States Code, title ~ section 1101(a)(15), and an undocumented alien .i§. an 
individual who resides in the United States without the approval Q!. aCquiescence of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 

ill This subdivision does not ~ to ~ child under ~~ to a Cuban or Haitian entrant as defined in Public Law 
Number 96-422, section 501(e)(l) Q[.G.l..@1 or to ~ alien who ~ aged, blind, or disabled as defined in United States 
Code, title ~ section 1382da)(1). 

m For purposes of paragraph!f.h "emergency services" has the meaning given in Code of Federal Regulations, title 
~ section 440.255(b)(1). 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.04, is amended to re"ad: 

256D.04 [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER.] 

In addition to any other duties imposed by law, the commissioner shall: 

(1) Supervise according to section 256.01 the administration of general assistance and general assistance medical 
care by county agencies as provided in sections 256D.01 to 2S6D.21; 

(2) Promulgate uniform rules consistent with law for carrying out and enforcing the provisions of sections 256D.Ol 
to 256D.21, including section 256D.05, subdivision 3, and section 256.01, subdivision 2, paragraph (16), to the end that 
general assistance may be administered as uniformly as possible throughout the state; rules shall be furnished 
immediately to all county agencies and other interested persons; in promulgating rules, the provisions of sections 
14.001 to 14.69, shall apply; 

(3) Allocate money appropriated for general assistance and general assistance medical care to county agencies as 
provided in section 256D.03, subdivisions 2 and 3; 

(4) Accept and supervise the disbursement of any funds that may be provided by the federal government or from 
other sources for use in this state for general assistance and general assistance medical care; 

(5) Cooperate with other agencies including any agency of the United States or of another state in all matters 
concerning the powers and duties of the commissioner under sections 256D.Ol to 2560.21; 

(6) Cooperate to the fullest extent with other public agencies empowered by law to provide vocational training, 
rehabilitation, or similar services; 

(7) Gather and study current information and report at least annually to the governor and legislature on the nature 
and need for general assistance and general assistance medical care, the amounts expended under the supervision of 
each county agency, and the activities of each county agency and publish such reports for the information of the 
public;aR<! 

(8) Specify requirements for general assistance and general assistance medical care reports, including fiscal reports, 
according to section 256.01, subdivision 2, paragraph (17)2 and 

f2l Ensure that every notice of eligibility for general assistance or work readiness includes a notice that women who 
are pregnant may be eligible for medical assistance benefits. 
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Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.05, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §.:. [PERSONS INELIGIBLE.] hl Beginning October 1. 1993, ~ undocumented alien or a nonimmigrant is 
ineligible for work readiness and general assistance benefits. For purposes of this subdivision, a nonimmigrant is an 
individual in one or more of the classes listed in United States Code, title ~ section 1101(a)(1:))' and an undocumented 
alien iE. an individual who resides in the United States without the approval or aCquiescence of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 

ill This subdivision does not ~ to ~ child under ~Th. to a Cuban or Haitian entrant as defined in Public Law 
Number 96-422, section 501(e)(1) or ~Q!. to i!!!. alien who i§. aged, blind, or disabled as defined in United States 
Code, title.1b. section 1382c(a)(I). 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.051, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [WORK REGISTRATION.] (a) Except as provided in this subdivision, persons who are residents 
of the state and whose income and resources are less than the standard of assistance established by the commissioner, 
but who are not categorically eligible under section 256D.05, subdivision 1, arc eligible for the work readiness program 
for a maximum period of six calendar ,months during any 12 consecutive calendar month period, subject to the 
provisions of paragraph (d), subdivision 3, and section 256D.052, subdivision 4. The person's eligibility period begins 
on the first day of the calendar month following the date of application for assistance or following the date all 
eligibility factors are met, whichever is later; however, the person may voluntarily continue to participate in work 
readiness services for up to three additional consecutive months immediately following the last month of benefits to 
complete the provisions of the person's employability development plan. After July 1, 1992, if orientation is available 
within three weeks after the date eligibility is determined, initial payment will not be made until the registrant attends 
orientation to the work readiness program. Prior to terminating work readiness assistance the county agency must 
provide advice on the person's eligibility for general assistance medical care and must assess the person's eligibility 
for general assistance under section 256D.05 to the extent possible, using information in the case file, and determine 
the person's eligibility for general assistance. A determination that the person is not eligible for general assistance 
must be stated in the notice of termination of work readiness benefits. 

(b) Persons, families, and married couples who are not state residents but who are otherwise eligible for work 
readiness assistance may receive emergency assistance to meet emergency needs. 

(c) Except for family members who must participate in work readiness services under the provisions of section 
256D.05, subdivision 1, clause fl41 ill1 any person who would be defined for purposes of the food stamp program 
as being enrolled or participating at least half-time in an institution of higher education or a post-secondary program 
is ineligible for the work readiness program. Post-secondary education does not include the following programs: ill 
high school equivalency; ill adult basic education; ill English £§. !!. second language; ill literacy training; and @ 
skill-specific technical training that has !!. course of study of less than three months, that ~ not paid for using work 
readiness funds, and that ~ specified in the work readiness employability development plan developed with the 
recipient prior to the recipient beginning the training course. 

(d) Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 256.045 and 256D.I0, during the pendency of an appeal, work 
readiness payments and services shall not continue to a person who appeals the termination of benefits due to 
exhaustion of the period of eligibility specified in paragraph (a) or (d). 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.051, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. ISERVICE COSTS.] The commissioner shall reimburse 92 percent of county agency expenditures for 
providing work readiness services including direct participation expenses and administrative costs, except as provided 
in section 256.017. State work readiness funds shall be used only to pay the county agency's and work readiness 
service provider's actual costs of providing participant support services, direct program services~ and program 
administrative costs for persons who participate in work readiness services. BegiA::.-.iflg Jafll:laf'j 1,1991, tt.e a, erage 
reif'Rel:lfsal91e Eest pel' l"eeipieRt fRl:lst Ret e)<eeea $283 am·H:lall). Beginning July I, 1991, the average annual 
reimbursable cost for providing work readiness services to a recipient for whom an individualized employability 
development plan is not completed must not exceed $60 for the work readiness services, and $223 for necessary 
recipient support services such as transportation or child care needed to participate in work readiness services. If an 
individualized employability development plan has been completed, the average annual reimbursable cost for 
providing work readiness services must not exceed $283,L except that the total annual average reimbursable cost shall 
not exceed $804 for recipients who participate in a pilot project work experience program under section & for all 
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services and costs necessary to implement the plan, including the costs of training, employment search assistance, 
placement, work experience, on-the-job training, other appropriate activities, the administrative and program costs 
incurred in providing these services, and necessary recipient support services such as tools, clothing, and 
transportation needed to participate in work readiness services. Beginning July 1, 1991, the state will reimburse 
counties, up to the limit of state appropriations, according to the payment schedule in section 256.025 for the county 
share of costs incurred under this subdivision on or after January 1, 1991. Payment to counties under this subdivision 
is subject to the provisions of section 256.017. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.54, is amended to read: 

257.54 [HOW PARENT AND CHILD RELATIONSHIP ESTABLISHED.] 

The parent and child relationship between a child and 

(a) the biological mother may be established by proof of her having given birth to the child, or under sections 
257.51 to 257.74 or section 257.75; 

(b) the biological father may be established under sections 257.51 to 257.74 2!. section 257.75; or 

(c) an adoptive parent may be established by proof of adoption. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.541, is amended to read: 

257.541 [CUSTODY AND VISITATION OF CHILDREN BORN OUTSIDE OF MARRIAGE.] 

Subdivision 1. [MOTHER'S RIGHT TO CUSTODY.] The biological mother of a child bom to a mother who was 
not married to the child's father neither when the child was born nor when the child was conceived has sole custody 
of the child until paternity has been established under sections 257.51 to 257.74, QI. until custody is determined in a 
separate proceeding under section 518,156. 

Subd.2. [FATHER'S RIGHT TO VISITATION AND CUSTODY.l <a) If paternity has been acknowledged lll1der 
section 257,34 and paternity has been established under sections 257.51 to 257.74, the father's rights of visitation or 
custody are determined under sections 518,17 and 518.175, 

(b) If paternity has not been acknowledged under section 257.34 and paternity has been established under sections 
257.51 to 257.74, the biological father may petition for rights of visitation or custody in the paternity proceeding or 
in a separate proceeding under section 518,156. 

Subd.l. [FATHER'S RIGHT TO VISITATION AND CUSTODY; RECOGNITiON OF PATERNITY.].!f paternity 
has been recognized under section 257,75, the father may petition for rights of visitation or custody in an independent 
action under section 518,156. The proceeding must be treated as ~ initial determination of custody under section 
518.17. The provisions of chapter 518 ~ with respect to the granting of custody and visitation. These proceedings 
may not be combined with any proceeding under chapter 518B. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.55, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. {pRESUMPTION.] A man is presumed to be the biological father of a child if: 

(a) He and the child's biological mother are or have been married to each other and the child is born during the 
marriage, or within 280 days after the marriage is terminated by death, annulment, declaration of invalidity, 
dissolution, or divorce, or after a decree of legal separation is entered by a court; 

(b) Before the child's birth, he and the child's biological mother have attempted to marry each other by a marriage 
solemnized in apparent compliance with law, although the attempted marriage is or could be' declared void, voidable, 
or otherwise invalid, and, 

(1) if the attempted marriage could be declared invalid only by a court, the child is born during the attempted 
marriage, or within 280 days after its termination by death, annulment, declaration of invalidity, dissolution or 
divorce; or 
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(2) if the attempted marriage is invalid without a court order, the child is born within 280 days after the termination 
of cohabitation; 

(c) After the child's birth, he and the child's biological mother have married, or attempted to marry, each other by 
a marriage solemnized in apparent compliance with law, although the attempted marriage is or could be declared 
void, voidable, or otherwise invalid, and, 

(1) he has acknowledged his paternity of the child in writing filed with the state registrar of vital statistics; 

(2) with his consent, he is named as the child's father on the child's birth certificate; or 

(3) he is obligated to support the child under a written voluntary promise or by court order; 

(d) While the child is under the age of majority, he receives the child into his home and openly holds out the child 
as his biological child; at' 

(e) He and the child's biological mother acknowledge his paternity of the child in a writing signed by both of them 
under section 257.34 and filed with the state registrar of vital statistics. If another man is presumed under this clause 
to be the child's father, acknowledgment may be effected only with the written consent of the presumed father or after 
the presumption has been rebutted.~ 

(f) Evidence of statistical probability of paternity based on blood testing establishes -tA:at the likelihood that tfl.e mar. 
he is the father of the child, calculated with a prior probability of no more than 0.5 (50 percent), is 99 percent or 
greater" 

fgl He and the child's biological mother have executed a recognition of parentage in accordance with section 257.75 
and another man is presumed to be the father under this subdivision; or 

ill He and the child's biological mother have executed a recognition of parentage in accordance with section 257.75 
and another man and the child's mother have executed a recognition of parentage in accordance with section 257.75. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.57, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. The child, the mother, or personal representative of the child, the public authority chargeable by law with 
the support of the child, the personal representative or a parent of the mother if the mother has died or is a minor, 
a man alleged or alleging himself to be the father, or the personal representative or a parent of the alleged father if 
the alleged father has died or is a minor may bring an action: 

(1) at any time for the purpose of declaring the existence of the father and child relationship presumed under 
section 257.55, subdivision 1, clause (d), (e), 6f (f), ig1.2!...ili1. or the nonexistence of the father and child relationship 
presumed under clause (d) of that subdivision; . 

(2) for the purpose of declaring the nonexistence of the father and child relationship presumed under section 257.55, 
subdivision 1, clause (e) 2!.i&1. only if the action is brought within three years after the date of the execution of the 
declaration 2!. recognition of parentage; or 

(3) for the purpose of dedaring the nonexistence of the father and child relationship presumed under section 257.55, 
subdivision 1, paragraph (f), only if the action is brought within three years after the party bringing the action, or the 
party's attorney of record, has been provided the blood test results. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.59, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The action may be brought in the county in which the child or the alleged ffit:r,er defendant resides or is 
found or, if the ~ defendant is deceased, in which proceedings for probate of ffis the defendant's estate have been 
or could be commenced. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.73, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Upon compliance with the provisions of section 257.55, subdivision 1, clause (e)L 257.75, or upon 
order of a court of this state or upon request of a court of another state, the local registrar of vital statistics shall 
prepare a new certificate of birth consistent with the acknowledgment or the findings of the court and shall substitute 
the new certificate for the original certificate of birth. 
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Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.74, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If a mother relinquishes or proposes to relinquish for adoption a child who has 

(a) a presumed father under section 257.55, subdivision 1, 
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(b) a father whose relationship to the child has been determined by a court or established under section 257.75, or 

(c) a father as to whom the child is a legitimate child under prior law of this state or under the law of another 
jurisdiction, the father shall be given notice of the adoption proceeding as provided in section 259.26. 

Sec. 40. [257.75] [RECOGNITION OF PARENTAGE.] 

Subdivision 1. [RECOGNITION BY PARENTS.] The mother and father of i! child bom to i! mother who was not 
married to the child's father !!2!. to 2:!!Y. other man when the child was conceived nor, when the child was born may, 
in ~ writing signed Qy both of them before! notary public and filed with the state registrar of vital statistics, state 
and acknowledge under oath that they ~ the biological parents of the child and wish to be recognized as the 
biological parents. The recognition must be in the form prepared £J:. the commissioner of human services under 
subdivision 5. 

Subd. b [REVOCATION OF RECOGNITION.] Ii recognition may be revoked in i! writing signed £y the mother 
2!. father before ~ notary public and filed with the state registrar of vital statistics within 30 days after the recognition 
i§. executed. Upon receipt of a revocation of the recognition of parentage, the state registrar of vital statistics shall 
forward a .£2PY of. the revocation to the nonrevoking parent. ' 

Subd.;L [EFFECT OF RECOGNITION.] Subject 1£ subdivision ~ and section 257.55, subdivision 1. paragraph W 
or .ili1. the recognition has the force and effect of a judgment or order determining the existence of the parent and child 
relationship under section 257.66. !f the conditions in section 257.55, subdivision .1. paragraph W 2!. i..h1. exist. the 
recognition creates only a presumption of paternity for purposes of sections 257.51 to 257.74. Until an order is entered 
granting custody to another, the mother has sole custody, The recognition is: 

ill a basis for bringing an action to award custody or visitation rights !2. either parent. establishing a child support 
obligation, ordering ~ contribution .l2.v.!l parent under section 256.87, or ordering a contribution 12. the reasonable 
expenses of the mother's pregnancy and confinement as provided under section 257.66, subdivision ~ 

ill determinative for all other purposes related to the existence of the parent and child relationshipi and 

Ql entitled to full faith and credit in other jurisdictions, 

Subd. ~ [ACTION TO VACATE RECOGNITION.] An action to vacate a recognition of paternity may be brought 
.£y the mother, father, Q!. child. f!. mother Q!. father must bring the action within one year of the execution of the 
recognition or within six months after discovery of evidence in support of the action, whichever is later. !1. child ~ 
bring ~ action to vacate within six months of discovery of evidence, in support of the action or within one year of 
reaching the ~ of majority, whichever is later. If the court finds ~ prima facie basis for vacating the recognition, the 
court shall order the child, mother, and father to submit to blood tests. If the £Q.'8!1 issues an order for the taking of 
blood tests, the court shall require the ~ seeking to vacate the recognition to make advance payment for the costs 
of the blood tests. !! the f@!!V. fails !2. Pill: for the costs of the blood tests, the £Q!!!i shall dismiss the action to vacate 
with prejudice. The court may also order the ~ seeking to vacate the recognition to ~ the other ~ 
reasonable attorney fees. costs, and disbursements. !f the results of the blood tests establish that the ~ who 
executed the recognition is not the father. the court shall vacate the recognition. The court shall terminate the 
obligation of a ~ to ~ ongoing child support based .Q!l the recognition. f!. modification of child support based 
on a recognition may be made retroactive with respect!Q S!!Y. period during which the moving P.N!Y. has pending a 
motion to vacate the recognition but only from the date of service of notice of the motion on the responding ~ 

Subd. ~ [RECOGNITION FORM.1 The commissioner of human services shall prepare a form for the recognition 
of parentage under this section. In preparing the form, the conunissioner shall consult with the individuals specified 
in subdivision 6. The recognition form .!ill!§! be drafted ~ that the force and effect of the recognition and the benefits 
and responsibilities of establishing paternity are clear and understandable. The form must include a notice regarding 
the finality of a recognition and the revocation procedure under subdivision 2. The form must include ~ provision 
for each parent to verify that the parent has read or viewed the educational materials prepared £v. the commissioner 
of human services describing the recognition of paternity, Each parent must receive !l f2PY of the recognition. 
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Subd. £., [PATERNITY EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS.] The commissioner of human services shall prepare 
educational materials for new and prospective parents that describe the benefits and effects of establishing paternity. 
The materials must include a description and comparison of the procedures for establislunent of paternity through 
~ recognition of parentage under this section and an adjudication of paternity under sections 257.51 to 257.74. The 
commissioner shall consider the use of innovative audio or visual approaches to the presentation of the materials to 
facilitate illlderstanding and presentation. In preparing the materials, the commissioner shall consult with child 
advocates and support workers, battered women's advocates, social service providers, educators, attorneys, hospital 
representatives, and ~ who work with parents in making decisions related to paternity. The commissioner shall 
consult with representatives of communities of color. On and after Ianuary 1.1994, the commissioner shall make the 
materials available without cost to hospitals, requesting agencies, and other persons for distribution to new parents. 

Subd. L [HOSPITAL DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS; RECOGNITION FORM.] Hospitals that 
provide obstetric services shall distribute the educational materials and recognition of parentage forms prepared Qy 
the commissioner of human services to ~ parents and shall assist parents in understanding the recognition of 
parentage form. On and after January 1. 1994, hospitals may not distribute the declaration of parentage fonns. 

Subd.'§':' [NOTICE.Ill the state registrar of vital statistics receives more than one recognition of parentage for the 
~ child, the registrar shall notify both signatories on each recognition that the recognition is!!Q longer final and 
that each..!!:@!l has only!! presumption of paternity W1der section 257.55, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 388.23, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. {AUTHORITY.] The COWlty attorney, or any deputy or assistant county attorney whom the COW1ty 
attorney authorizes in writing, has the authority to subpoena and require the production of any records· of telephone 
companies, cellular phone companies, paging companies, electric companies, gas companies, water utilities, chemical 
suppliers, hotels and motels, airlines, buses, taxis, and other entities engaged in the business of transporting people, 
and freight companies, warehousing companies, package delivery companies, and other entities engaged in the 
businesses of transport, storage, or delivery, and records of the existence of safe deposit box account numbers and 
customer savings and checking account numbers maintained by financial institutions and safe deposit companies" 
inslUance records relating to the monetary payment or settlement of claims, and wage and employment records of 
an applicant or recipient of public assistance who is the subject of a welfare fraud investigation relating to eligibility 
infonnation for public assistance programs. Subpoenas may only be issued for records that are relevant to an ongoing 
legitimate law enforcement investigation .Q! welfare fraud investigation and there is probable cause that a crime has 
been committed. This provision applies only 12. the records of business entities and does not extend to private 
individuals Q!. their dwellings. Subpoenas may only be served Qv. peace officers as defined Qy section 626.84, 
subdivision 1. paragraph isl· 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 393.07, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [FEDERAL FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.] (a) The county welfare board shall establish and administer the 
food stamp program pursuant to rules of the corrunissioner of human services, the supervision of the commissioner 
as specified in section 256.01, and all federal laws and regulations. The commissioner of human services shall monitor 
food stamp program delivery on an ongoing basis to ensure that each COWlty complies with federal laws and 
regulations. Program requirements to be monitored include, but are not limited to, number of applications, number 
of approvals, number of cases pending, length of time required to process each application and deliver benefits, 
number of applicants eligible for expedited issuance, length of time required to process and deliver expedited 
issuance, number of terminations and reasons for terminations, client profiles by age, household composition and 
income level and SOlUces, and the use of phone certification and home visits. The commissioner shall determine the 
county-by-coWlty and statewide participation rate. 

(b) On July 1 of each year, the commissioner of human services shall determine a statewide and cOWlty-by-coW1ty 
food stamp program participation rate. The commissioner may designate a different agency to administer the food 
stamp program in a COWlty if the agency administering the program fails to increase the food stamp program 
participation rate among families or eligible individuals, or comply with all federal laws and regulations governing 
the food stamp program. The commissioner shall review agency perfonnance annually to determine compliance with 
this paragraph. 
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(c) A person who commits any of the following acts has violated section 256.98 or 609,821. or both, and is subject 
to both the criminal and civil penalties provided under tHat seetiefl those sections: 

(1) Obtains or attempts to obtain, or aids or abets any person to obtain by means of a willfully false statement or 
representation, or intentional concealment of a material fact, food stamps to which the person is not entitled or in an 
amount greater than that to which that person is entitled; or 

(2) Presents or causes to be presented, coupons for payment or redemption knowing them to have been received, 
transferred or used in a manner contrary to existing state or federal law; er 

(3) Willfully uses~ possesses, or transfers food stamp coupons or authorization to purchase cards in any manner 
contrary to existing state or federal law ~ rules, Q!. regulations; or 

ffi Buys Q!. sells food stamp coupons, authorization to purchase cards Q!. other assistance transaction devices for 
cash or consideration other than eligible food. 

@A peace officer or welfare fraud investigator may confiscate food stamps, authorization to purchase cards, or 
other assistance transaction devices found in the possession of ~ person who is neither a recipient of the food stamp 
program nor otherwise authorized to possess and ~ such materials. Confiscated property shall be disposed of as 
the commissioner may direct and consistent with state and federal food stamp law. The confiscated property must 
be retained for ~ period of not less than 30 days to allow any affected person to appeal the confiscation under section 
256.045. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.156, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. In a court of this state which has jurisdiction to decide child custody matters, a child custody 
proceeding is commenced: 

(a) by a parent 

(1) by filing a petition for dissolution or legal separation; or 

(2) where a decree of dissolution or legal separation has been entered or where none is sought, or when paternity 
has been recognized under section 257.75, by filing a petition or motion seeking custody or visitation of the child in 
the county where the child is permanently resident or where the child is found or where an earlier order for custody 
of the child has been entered; or 

(b) by a person other than a parent, where a decree of dissolution or legal separation has been entered or where 
none is sought by filing a petition or motion seeking custody or visitation of the child in the county where the child 
is permanently resident or where the child is found or where an earlier order for custody of the child has been 
entered. A person seeking visitation pursuant to this paragraph must qualify under one of the provisions of 
section 257.022. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [NOTICE TO PUBLIC AUTHORITY; GUIDELINES.] (a) The petitioner shall notify the public authority 
of all proceedings for dissolution, legal separation, determination of parentage or for the custody of a child, if either 
party is receiving aid to families with dependent children or applies for it subsequent to the commencement of the 
proceeding. After receipt of the notice, the court shall set child support as provided in this subdivision. The court 
may order either or both parents owing a duty of support to a child of the marriage to pay an amount reasonable or 
necessary for the child's support, without regard to marital misconduct. The court shall approve a child support 
stipulation of the parties if each party is represented by independent counsel, unless the stipulation does not meet 
the conditions of paragraph (h). In other cases the court shall determine and order child support in a specific dollar 
amount in accordance with the guidelines and the other factors set forth in paragraph (b) and any departure 
therefrom. The court may also order the obligor to pay child support in the form of a percentage share of the 
obligor's net bonuses, commissions, or other forms of compensation, in addition to, or if the obligor receives no base 
pay, in lieu of, an order for a specific dollar amount. 
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The court shall derive a specific dollar amount by multiplying the obligor's net income by the percentage indicated 
by the following guidelines: 

Net Income Per Number of Children 
Month of Obligor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 70r 
more 

$400 and Below Order based on the ability of the 
obligor to provide support 
at these income levels, or at higher 
levels, if the obligor has 
the earning ability. 

$401 - 500 14% 17% 20% 22% 24% 26% 28% 

$501 - 550 15% 18% 21% 24% 26% 28% 30% 

$551 - 600 16% 19% 22% 25% 28% 30% 32% 

$601 - 650 17% 21% 24% 27% 29% 32% 34% 

$651 - 700 18% 22% 25% 28% 31% 34% 36% 

$701 - 750 19% 23% 27% 30% 33% 36% 38% 

$751 - 800 20% 24% 28% 31% 35% 38% 40% 

$801 - 850 21% 25% 29% 33% 36% 40% 42% 

$851 - 900 22% 27% 31% 34% 38% 41% 44% 
$901 - 950 23% 28% 32% 36% 40% 43% 46% 
$951 - 1000 24% 29% 34% 38% 41% 45% 48% 

$1001- 4000 25% 30% 35% 39% 43% 47% 50% 

Guidelines for support for an obligor with a monthly income of $4,001 or more shall be the same dollar amounts 
as provided 'for in the guidelines for an obligor with a monthly income of $4,000. 

Net Income defined as: 

Total monthly 
income less 

"Standard 
Deductions apply
use of tax tables 
recommended 

'(i) 
'(ii) 
(iii) 

Federal Income Tax 
State Income Tax 
Social Security 
Deductions 

(iv) Reasonable 

(v) 
(vi) 

(vii) 

Pension Deductions 

Union Dues 
Cost of Dependent Health 
Insurance Coverage 

Cost of Individual or Group 
Health/Hospitalization 
Coverage or an 
Amount for Actual 
Medical Expenses 

(viii) A Child Support or 
Maintenance Order that is 
Currently Being Paid. 
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"Net income" does not include: 

(1) the income of the obligor's spouse, but does include in-kind payments received by the obligor in the course of 
employment, self-employment, or operation of a business if the payments reduce the obligor's living expenses; or 

(2) compensation received by a party for employment in excess of a 40-hour work week, provided that: 

(i) support is nonetheless ordered in an amount at least equal to the guidelines aIDolUlt based on income not 
excluded lUlder this clause; and 

(ii) the party demonstrates, and the court finds, that 

(A) the excess employment began after the filing of the petition for dissolution; 

(B) the excess employment reflects an increase in the work schedule or hours worked over that of the two years 
immediately preceding the filing of the petition; 

(C) the excess employment is voluntary and not a condition of employment; 

(D) the excess employment is in the nature of additional, part-time or overtime employment compensable by the 
hour or fraction of an hour; and 

(E) the party's compensation structure has not been changed for the purpose of affecting a support or maintenance 
obligation. 

(b) In addition to the child support guidelines, the court shall take into consideration the following factors in setting 
or modifying child support: 

(1) all earnings, income, and resources of the parents, including real and personal property, but excluding income 
from excess employment of the obligor or obligee that meets the criteria of paragraph (a), clause (2)(ii); 

(2) the financial needs and resources, physical and emotional condition, and educational needs of the child or 
children to be supported; 

(3) the standards of living the child would have enjoyed had the marriage not been dissolved, but recognizing that 
the parents now have separate households; 

(4) the amount of the aid to families with dependent children grant for the child or children; 

(5) which parent receives the income taxation dependency exemption and what financial benefit the parent receives 
from it; afttI 

(6) the parents' debts as provided in paragraph (c). and 

m the obligor's receipt of assistance under sections 256.72 to 256.87 or 256B.Ol to 256B.40. 

(c) In establishing or modifying a support obligation, the court may consider debts owed to private creditors, but 
only if: 

(1) the right to support has not been assigned under section 256.74; 

(2) the court determines that the debt was reasonably incurred for necessary support of the child or parent or for 
the necessary generation of income. If the debt was incurred for the necessary generation of income, the court shall 
consider only the amount of debt that is essential to the continuing generation of income; and 

(3) the party requesting a departure produces a sworn schedule of the debts, with supporting docwnentation, 
showing goods or services purchased, the recipient of them, the amount of the original debt, the outstanding balance, 
the monthly payment, and the number of months until the debt will be fully paid. 

(d) Any schedule prepared under paragraph (c), clause (3), shall contain a statement that the debt will be fully paid 
after the number of months shown in the schedule, barring emergencies beyond the party's control. 
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(e) Any further departure below the guidelines that is based on a consideration of debts owed to private creditors 
shall not exceed 18 months in duration, after which the support shall increase automatically to the level ordered by 
the court. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit one or more step increases in support to reflect debt 
retirement during the 18-month period. 

(f) Where payment of debt is ordered pursuant to this section, the payment shall be ordered to be in the nature 
of child support. 

(g) Nothing shall preclude the court from receiving evidence on the above factors to determine if the guidelines 
should be exceeded or modified in a particular case, 

(h) The guidelines in this subdivision are a rebuttable presumption and shall be used in all cases when establishing 
or modifying child support. If the court does not deviate from the guidelines, the court shall make written findings 
concerning the amount of the obligor's income used as the basis for the guidelines calculation and any other 
significant evidentiary factors affecting the determination of child support. If the court deviates from the guidelines, 
the court shall make written findings giving the amount of support calculated under the guidelines, the reasons for 
the deviation..!. and shall specifically address the criteria in paragraph (b) and how the deviation serves the best interest 
of the child. The provisions of this paragraph apply whether or not the parties are each represented by independent 
counsel and have entered into a written agreement. The court shall review stipulations presented to it for conformity 
to the guidelines and the court is not required to conduct a hearing, but the parties shall provide the documentation 
of earnings required under subdivision 5b. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.611, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision I .. [ORDER.] Whenever an obligation for support of a dependent child or maintenance of a spouse, 
or both, is deterntined and ordered by a court of this state, the amount of child support or maintenance as determined 
by court order must be withheld from the income, regardless of source, of the person obligated to pay the support 
or maintenance. Every order for maintenance or support must include..:. 

ill the obligor's social security number and date of birth and the name and address of the obligor's employer or 
other payor of funds", and 

ill provisions for the obligor to keep the public authority informed of the name and address of the obligor's current 
employer or ~ of funds. and whether the obligor has access to employment-related health insurance coverage and, 
if ~ the health insurance EQ.li£v. information. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.611, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CONDITIONS OF INCOME WITHHOLDING.] (aJ Withholding shall result "heR"'", when: 

ill the obligor requests it in writing to the public authorityi 

ill the custodial parent reauests it Qy making S. motion to the court; or 

ill the obligor fails to make the maintenance or support payments, and the following conditions are met: 

fl) ill the obligor is at least 30 days in arrears; 

(21 !ill. the obligee or the public authority serves written notice of income withholding, showing arrearage, on the 
obligor at least 15 days before service of the notice of income withholding and a copy of the court's order on the 
payor of funds; 

\3t ilill within the IS-day period, the obligor fails to move the court to deny withholding on the grounds that an 
arrearage of at least 30 days does not exist as of the date of the notice of income withholding, or on other grounds 
limited to mistakes of fact, and, ex parte, to stay service on the payor of -funds until the motion to deny withholding 
is heard; 

f41.liYl the obligee or the public authority serves a copy of the notice of income withholding, a copy of the court's 
order 2!. notice of order. and the provisions of this section on the payor of funds; and 

t§1 ill the obligee serves on the public authority a copy of the notice of income withholding, a copy of the court's 
order, an application, and the fee to use the public authority's collection services. 
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For those persons not applying for the public authority's IV-D services, a monthly service fee of $15 must be charged 
to the obligor in addition to the amount of child support ordered Qy the court and withheld through automatic income 
withholding, or for persons applying for the public authority's IV-D services, the service fee under section 518.551, 
subdivision L. applies. The county agency shall explain to affected persons the services available and encourage the 
applicant to ~ for IV-D services. 

(b) To pay the arrearage specified in the notice of income withholding, the employer or payor of funds shall 
withhold from the obligor's income an additional amount equal to 20 percent of the monthly child support or 
maintenance obligation until the arrearage is paid. 

(c) The sMigel may, at ffit) time, •• aiTe tfte 'I;\FiUeR Rsaee leE(HiFea By this st:tl3eii'.isiefl. 

f€l1 The obligor may move the court, under section 518.64, to modify the order respecting the amount of 
maintenance or support. 

tet @ Every order for support or maintenance shall provide for a conspicuous notice of the provisions of this 
subdivision. An order without this notice remains subject to this subdivision. 

00 hl Absent a court order to the contrary, if an arrearage exists at the time an order for ongoing support or 
maintenance would otherwise terminate, income withholding shall continue in effect in an amount equal to the former 
support or maintenance obligation plus an additional amount equal to 20 percent of the monthly child support 
obligation, until all arrears have been paid in full. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.611, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PRIORITY.] An order for withholding under this section or execution or garnishment upon a judgment 
for child support arrearages· or preadjudicated expenses shall have priority over an attachment, execution, 
garnishment, or wage assignment and shall not be subject to the statutory limitations on amounts levied against the 
income of the obligor. Amounts withheld from an employee's income must not exceed the maximum perrnitted under 
the Consumer Credit Protection Act, United States Code, title 15, section 1673(b)(2). If there is more than one 
withholding order on a single employee,. the eRif31s) el BRall p,,:tt tfleHL iRts effeet, gil iRg plisfii) fiFSt ts Bffl8lffits 
eHPfefltl) aae BHEl Ret iR Bfl'eaFS alia theft ts stRel am-Sl:lRtS, Hi the S€EflfeREe ift Hhiek tfte 'oitRfieleiing elae,s 'dIe 

l'eeePJea tip te the ft'lffiMftHffl aRewea Hi the Censt:lHleF Cleait PTetee:tisR f-.. d. the ~ of funds shall comply with 
all of the orders to the extent that the total amount withheld from the payor's income does !!Q! exceed the limits 
imposed under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. giving priority to amounts designated in each order as current 
support as follows: 

ill If the total of the amounts designated in the orders as current support exceeds the amount available for income 
withholding. the payor of funds shall allocate to each order ~ amount for current support ~!2. the amount 
designated in that order ~ current support. divided Qy the total of the amounts designated in the orders as current 
support multiplied Qy the amount of the income available for income withholding; and 

ill!! the total of the amounts designated in the orders ~ current support does not exceed the amount available 
for income withholding. the ~ of funds shall E!r the amounts designated as current support. and shall allocate 
to each order an amount for past due support egual to the amount designated in that order !§. past due support. 
divided Qy -the total of the amounts designated in the orders as past due support, multiplied Qy the amount of income 
remaining available for income withholding after the payment of current support. 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, funds from income sources included in section 518.54, subdivision 6, 
whether periodic or lump sum, are not exempt from attachment or execution upon a judgment for child support 
arrearages. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.611, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. [INTERSTATE INCOME WITHHOLDING.] Upon receipt of an order for support entered in another 
state. with the specified documentation from ~ authorized agency. the public authority shall implement income 
withholding under subdivision 2. !! -the obligor requests a hearing under subdivision 3 to contest withholding, the 
court administrator shall ~ the order. fu!!:v. of the order shall not confer jurisdiction on -the courts QE. 
administrative agencies of this state for any purpose other than contesting implementation of income withholding. 
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Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.613, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ORDER; COLLECTION SERVICES.] Every order for child support must include the obligor's social 
security number and date of birth and the name and address of the obligor's employer or other payor of funds. In 
addition, every order must contain provisions reguiring the obligor to keep the public authority informed of the name 
and address of the obligor's current employer, 2!: other ~ of funds and whether the obligor has access to 
employment-related health insurance coverage and. if~ the health insurance policy information. Upon entry of the 
order for support or maintenance, the court shall mail a copy of the court's automatic income withholding order and 
the provisions of section 518.611 and this section to the obligor's employer or other payor of funds and to the public 
authority responsible for child support enforcement. An obligee who is not a recipient of public assistance sRalI must 
decide to either apply for the IV-D collection services of the public authority 2!: obtain income withholding only 
services when an order for support is entered unless the requirements of this section have been waived under 
subdivision 7. t>Ie later tfl:aR ]aRHar) 1~ 199Q, The supreme court shall develop a standard automatic income 
withholding form to be used by all MiIUlesota courts. This form shall be made a part of any order for support or 
decree by reference. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.613, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [WITHHOLDING.] The employer or other payor shall withhold and forward the child support or 
maintenance ordered in the manner and within the time limits provided in section 518.611. Amounts received from 
employers or other payors under this section by the public agency responsible for child support enforcement that are 
in excess of public assistance received by the obligee must be remitted to the obligee. The pHblie agffi:Ej' fftHst featit 
J9~'H\effis te tfte Mligee at least sPtee ffie~ 6Pt a st6:PL6.afB: paymeR-t aate set 'Sy t!=te ageRey. A county in which this 
section applies may contract for services to carry out the provisions of this section. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.613~ subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [APPLICATION.] OR OfId alte. "'''11''.11,1989, this .oelieR applie. iR a eeHP.~ seleeted ""de. la. •• 1987, 
efiarfeF 400:, aFaele 3, seeasR N, ana iR a eewlty that EkBBses te have tfl:is seeasR af'fll} B} resaffitiaR af a majesty 
vate ef its €al;lAi) ~eafft. On and after November 1, 1990, this section applies to all child support and maintenance 
obligations that are initial1y ordered or-modified on and after November 1, 1990, and that are being enforced by the 
public authority. Effective Ianuary .1. 1994, this section applies to all child support and maintenance obligations 
ordered or modified £y the court. Those persons not applying for the public authority's N-D services must I@Y.!!. 
monthly service fee of $15. The fee will be charged to the obligor in addition to the amount of the child support 
which was ordered !!v. the court. Persons applying for the public authority's IV -D services will ~ the service fee 
under section 518.551. subdivision 7. 

Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.64, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [MODIFICATION.] (a) The terms of an order respecting maintenance or support may be modified upon 
a showing of one or more of the following: (1) substantially increased or decreased earnings of a party; (2) 
substantially increased or decreased need of a party or the child or children that are the subject of these proceedings; 
(3) receipt of assistance under sections 256.72 to 256.87 or 256B.01 to 256B.40; or (4) a change in the cost of living for 
either party as measured by the federal bureau of statistics, any of which makes the terms unreasonable and unfair. 

The terms of a current support order shall be rebuttably presumed to be unreasonable and Wlfair if the application 
of the child support guidelines in section 518.551, subdivision 5, to the current circumstances of the parties results in 
a calculated court order that is at least 20 percent and at least $50 per month higher or lower than the current support 
order. 

(bY On a motion for modification of maintenance, including a motion for the extension of the duration of a 
maintenance award, the court shall apply, in addition to all other relevant factors, the factors for an award of 
maintenance Wlder section 518.552 that exist at the time of the motion. On a motion for modification of support, the 
court: 

(1) shall apply section 518.551, subdivision 5, and shall not consider the financial circumstances of each party's 
spouse, if any; and 
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(2) shall not consider compensation received by a party for employment in excess of a 40-hour work week, 
provided that the party demonstrates, and the court finds, that: 

(i) the excess employment began after entry of the existing support order; 

(ii) the excess employment is voluntary and not a condition of employment; 

(iii) the excess employment is in the nature of additional, part-time employment, or overtime employment 
compensable by the hour or fractions of an hour; 

(iv) the party's compensation structure has not been changed for the purpose of affecting a support or maintenance 
obligation; 

(v) in the case of an obligor, current child support payments are at least equal to the guidelines amount based on 
income not excluded under this clause; and 

(vi) in the case of an obligor who is in arrears in child support payments to the obligee, any net income from excess 
employment must be used to pay the arrearages until the arrearages are paid in full. 

(c) A modification of support or maintenance may be made retroactive only with respect to any period during 
which the petitioning party has pending a motion for modification but only from the date of service of notice of the 
motion on the responding party and on the public authority if public assistance is being furnished or the county 
attorney is the attorney of record. However, modification may be applied to an earlier period if the court makes 
express findings that the party seeking modification was precluded from serving a motion by reason of a significant 
physical or mental disability, a material misrepresentation of another party, or fraud upon the court and that the party 
seeking modification, when no longer precluded, promptly served a motion. 

(d) Except for an award of the right of occupancy of the homestead, provided in section 518.63, all divisions of real 
and personal property provided by section 518.58 shall be final, and may be revoked or modified only where the court 
finds the existence of conditions that justify reopening a judgment under the laws of this state, including motions 
under section 518.145, subdivision 2. The court may impose a lien or charge on the divided property at any time 
while the property, or subsequently acquired property, is owned by the parties or either of them, for the payment of 
maintenance or support money, or may sequester the property as is provided by section 518.24. 

(e) The court need not hold an evidentiary hearing on a motion for modification of maintenance or support. 

(f) Section 518.14 shall govern the award of attorney fees for motions brought under this subdivision. 

Sec 53. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.821, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IDEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings given 
them: 

(a) "Financial transaction card" means any instrument or device, whether known as a credit card, credit plate, 
charge plate, courtesy card, bank services card, banking card, check guarantee card, debit card, electronic benefit 
system (EBS) card, electronic benefit transfer (EBT) card, assistance transaction card, or by any other name, issued with 
or without fee by an issuer for the use of the cardholder in obtaining credit, money, goods, services, public assistance 
benefits, or anything else of value, and includes the account or identification number or symbol of a financial 
transaction card. 

(b) "Cardholder" means a person in whose name a card is issued. 

(c) "Issuer" means a person ef'L firm, or governmental agency, or a duly authorized agent or designee. that issues 
a financial transaction card. 

(d) "Property" includes money, goods, services, public assistance benefit, or anything else of value. 

-'-~!"'_!!J!?J!~~~benefit" ~ ~ money, goods 2!. services, Q!. anything else of value, issued under 
or section 393.07, subdivision 10. 
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Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.821, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. IVIOLA TIONS; PENALTIES.] A person who does any of the following commits financial transaction card 
fraud: 

(1) without the consent of the cardholder, and knowing that the cardholder has not given consent, uses or attempts 
to use a card to obtain the property of anotherL or ~ public assistance benefit issued for the ~ of another; 

(2) uses or attempts to use a card knowing it to be forged, false, fictitious, or obtained in violation of clause (6); 

(3) sells or transfers a card knowing that the cardholder and issuer have not authorized the person to whom the 
card is sold or transferred to use the card, or that the card is forged, false, fictitious, or was obtained in violation of 
clause (6); 

(4) without a legitimate business purpose, and without the consent of the cardholders, receives or possesses, with 
intent to use, or with intent to sell or transfer in violation of clause (3), two or more cards issued in the name of 
another, or two or more cards knowing the cards to be forged, false, fictitious, or obtained in violation of clause (6); 

(5) being authorized by an issuer to furnish money, goods, services, or anything else of value, knowingly and with 
an intent to defraud the issuer or the cardholder: 

(i) furnishes money, goods, services, or anything else of value upon presentation of a financial transaction card 
knowing it to be forged, expired, or revoked, or knowing that it is presented by a person without authority to use 
the card; or 

(ii) represents in writing to the issuer that the person has furnished ~ money, goods, services, or anything else of 
value which has not in fact been furnished; 

(6) upon applying for a financial transaction card to an issuerL or for flpublic assistance benefit which is distributed 
Qy means of a financial transaction card: 

(i) knowingly gives a false name or occupation; ffi' 

(ii) knowingly and substantially overvalues assets ·or substantially undervalues indebtedness for the purpose of 
inducing the issuer to issue a financial transaction card; 2!:. 

..liill knowingly makes a false statement or representation for the purpose of inducing an issuer to issue a financial 
transaction card used to obtain ~ public assistance benefit; 

(7) with intent to defraud, falsely notifies the issuer or any other person of a theft .. loss .. disappearance, or 
nonreceipt of a financial transaction card; or 

(8) without the consent of the cardholder and knowing that the cardholder has not given.,consent .. falsely alters, 
makes, or signs any written document pertaining to a card transaction to obtain or attempt to obtain the property of 
another. 

Sec. 55. [PILOT PROJECT; WORK EXPERIENCE COMPONENT OF WORK READINESS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner of human services may establish a pilot project 
to implement the work experience component in subdivision 2 for persons participating in work readiness. The 
commissioner may select ~ county within the seven-county metropolitan area and one or more counties outside the 
seven-county metropolitan area to participate in the pilot project. The commissioner may grant waivers to any county, 
whether Q£ not i!. i§. selected, to establish and implement ~ comprehensive work readiness pilot project. The 
commissioner shall allocate a proportionate number of participant slots to each pilot county based on the amount of 
funding available and the estimated ~ participant cost. Pilot counties shall assign recipients to participate in the 
project who have !!2. recent work experience or local work reference on a first-come, first-served basis, .QI who the 
county determines will benefit from the work experience component Qv. improving their employability. Recipients 
assigned to project participation shall be eligible for work readiness benefits and services for a maximum period of 
eight' months during ~ 12-consecutive-calendar-month period rather than the six-month period specified in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 256D.051, subdivision.1. The work experience pilot project may not begin before 
Ianuary 1. 1994. The funds for the project ~ limited to the amount appropriated Qy the legislature. 
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Subd. b. [WORK EXPERIENCE COMPONENT.] ill The purpose of the pilot project'.!!;, to develop ~ work 
experience component that helps recipients achieve self-sufficiency. 

ill Recipients selected to participate in the pilot project must cooperate with all work readiness reguirements, 
including the requirement to participate in ~ work experience component. Work readiness recipients who would be 
required to participate in the work experience component for less than eight hours ~ month Wlder the provisions 
of paragraph iQ1 or who are attending high school. .Q!: who ~ functionally illiterate and participating in literacy 
training, and family general assistance recipients who are required to participate in work readiness services under 
Minnesota Statutes. section 256D.OS, subdivision .1. clause l121. may not participate in the pilot project and must 
instead participate in standard work readiness employment and training services. 

1d Selected recipients shall be referred to the work experience component at the end of their third month of work 
readiness eligibility and must participate in the component until the recipient finds suitable employment or until work 
readiness benefits terminate. Permanent suitable employment offered through grant diversion under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 256D,09, subdivision.1. during this time period shall substitute for work experience participation, 
The participant's employability development plan must ~ the ~ of work experience position the recipient will 
be placed .!!:1. the begirming date of mandatory participation in work experience, and identify other services necessary 
to help the participant become employed, including the reguirement to participate for a minimum of eight hours ~ 
week in i2£ search activities if the participant is not suitably employed, 

@ Each project recipient is required to participate in a work experience jQ£ placement for that number of hours 
calculated £v. dividing the assistance unit's work readiness assistance payment £v. the state minimum wage, The 
county shall provide for a participant's support services costs of transportation. child care, and other work related 
expenses incurred in order to participate in the work experience activity, 

~ The county shall assign work to the participant that the participant ~ able to perform. Work experience 
positions may be developed with public and private nonprofit employers. Structured, supervised volunteer work with 
~ agency or organization which is monitored £v. the county service provider may be used as ~ work experience 
placement. The COWlty must provide workers' compensation Q!. other comparable protection for a work experience 
participant. ~ participant is not eligible for unemployment compensation, and ~ not .ill! employee of the state of 
Minnesota within the meaning of Minnesota Statutes, section 43A.02, subdivision 2. The commissioner of jobs and 
training shall assist in the design and implementation of the work experience program. 

ill An eligible employer may not terminate, ~ 2ft..Q!. reduce the regular working hours of an employee for the 
purpose of hiring an individual with money available under this program. An eligible employer may not hire an 
individual with money available through this program if any other person l§.Q!llayoff from the same or substantially 
equivalent jQ£ or to fill ~ established vacant position. Written or oral concurrence shall be obtained from the 
appropriate exclusive bargaining representative with ~ to jQQ. duties covered Wlder collective bargaining 
agreements. 

!gl Recipients assigned to a work experience placement must participate and cooperate in the placement and meet 
all work readiness requirements. The county shall terminate assistance payments provided under this section ~ 
specified in Minnesota Statutes, section 256D.051. subdivision 1& for a nonexempt recipient who refuses without good 
cause to participate in a work experience placement. 

.ilil The commissioner shall provide a report to the legislature on the operation of the pilot project !?y March 1. 1995. 

Subd.1. [EXPIRATION DATE.] The pilot projects established under this section terminate on June ~ 1995. 

Sec. 56. [REPEALEK] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.985 is repealed. 

Sec. 57. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Subdivision.1. Section M1. subdivisions .2. and ~ ~ effective the day following final enactm~nt. All other 
subdivisions in section 40 are effective Ianuary 1. 1994. 

Subd. £: Sections 53 and 54 ~ effective for crimes conunitted.Q!l or after Mv..1. 1993. 

Subd. 1. Sections 7 and 2 to 21 are effective October .11993. 

Subd.!. Sections .133 to ~ and 47 ~ effective January .11994. 
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ARTICLE 7 

REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTERS 
AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 

[59TH DAY 

Section 1. [245.037] [LEASES FOR REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER AND STATE NURSING HOME 
PROPERTY.] 

Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, money collected as rent under section 16B.24, subdivision ~ for state 
property at any of the regional treatment centers or state nursing home facilities administered £y the commissioner 
of human services is dedicated to the regional treatment center or state nursing home from which it is generated. Any 
balance remaining at the end of the fiscal year shall not cancel and is available until expended. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.462, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CASE MANAGER.] "Case manager" means an individual employed by the county or other entity 
authorized by the COWlty board to provide case management services specified in section 245.4711. A case manager 
must have a bachelor's degree in one of the behavioral sciences or related fields from an accredited college or 
university and have at least 2,000 hours of supervised experience in the delivery of services to adults with mental 
illness, must be skilled in the process of identifying and assessing ~ wide range of client needs, and must be 
knowledgeable about local community resources and how to use those resources for the benefit of the client. The case 
manager shall meet in person with a mental health professional at least once each month to obtain clinical supervision 
of the case manager's activities. Case managers with a bachelor's degree but without 2,000 hours of supervised 
experience in the delivery of services to adults with mental illness must complete 40 hours of training approved by 
the commissioner of human services in case management skills and in the characteristics and needs of adults with 
serious and persistent mental illness and must receive clinical supervision regarding individual service delivery from 
a mental health professional at least once each week tmtil the requirement of 2,000 hours of supervised experience 
is met. Clinical supervision must be documented in the client record. 

Until JlU1e 30, 19911996, a refugee who does not have the qualifications specified in this subdivision may provide 
case management services to adult refugees with serious and persistent mental illness who are members of the same 
ethnic group as the case manager if the person: (1) is actively pursuing credits toward the completion of a bachelor's 
degree in one of the behavioral sciences or a related field from an accredited college or university; (2) completes 40 
hours of training as specified in this subdivision; and (3) receives clinical supervision at least once a week until the 
requirements of obtaining a bachelor's degree and 2,000 hours of supervised experience are met. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.462, subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd.20. [MENTAL ILLNESS.] (a) "Mental illness" means an organic disorder of the brain or a clinically significant 
disorder of thought, mood, perception, orientation, memory, or behavior that is listed in the clinical manual of the 
International Classification of Diseases (ICD-9-CM), current edition, code range 290.0 to 302.99 or 306.0 to 316.0 or the 
corresponding code in the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-MD), current edition, Axes I, II, or III, and that seriously limits a person's capacity to function in primary 
aspects of daily living such as personal relations, living arrangements, work, and recreation. 

(b) An "adult with acute mental illness" means an adult who has a mental illness that is serious enough to require 
prompt intervention. 

(c) For purposes of case management and community support services, a "person with serious and persistent mental 
illness" means an adult who has a mental illness and meets at least one of the following criteria: 

(1) the adult has tmdergone two or more episodes of inpatient care for a mental illness within the preceding 24 
months; 

(2) the adult has experienced a continuous psychiatric hospitalization or residential treatment exceeding six months' 
duration within the preceding 12 months; 

(3) the adult: 

(i) has a diagnosis of schiwphrenia, bipolar disorder, major depression, or borderline personality disorder; 
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(ii) indicates a significant impairment in functioning; and 

(iii) has a written opinion from a mental health professional", in the last three years. stating that the adult is 
reasonably likely to have future episodes requiring inpatient or residential treatment, of a frequency described in 
clause (1) or (2), unless aft ongoing case management or community support services f'fegfam is are provided; 6f 

(4) the adult hasL in the last three years, been coinmitted by a court as a mentally ill person under chapter 253B, 
or the adult's commitment has been stayed or continued, Q!:. 

ill the adult ill ~ eligible under clauses ill to H1. but the specified time period has expired or the adult was 
eligible as ~ child under section 245.4871. subdivision 2L and !.ill. has! written opinion from .a mental health 
professional, in the last three years. stating that the adult ~ reasonably likely to have future episodes requiring 
inpatient or residential treatment, of ~ frequency described in clause ill Q£ Q1 unless ongoing case management or 
community support services are provided. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.464, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COORDINATION.] The commissioner shall supervise the development and coordination of locally 
available adult mental health services by the county boards in a manner consistent with sections 245.461 to 245.486. 
The commissioner shall coordinate locally available services with those services available from the regional treatment 
center serving the area including state-operated services offered at sites outside of the regional treatment centers. The 
commissioner shall review the adult mental health component of the community social services plan developed by 
county boards as specified in section 245.463 and provide teclmical assistance to county boards in developing and 
maintaining locally available mental health services. The commissioner shall monitor the county board's progress in 
developing its full system capacity and quality through ongoing review of the county board's adult mental health 
component of the community social services plan and other infonnation as required by sections 245.461 to 245.486. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.466, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEVELOPMENT OF SERVICES.] The county board in each county is responsible for using all 
available resources to develop and coordinate a system of locally available and affordable adult mental health services. 
The COWlty board may provide some or all of the mental health services and activities specified in subdivision 2 
directly through a county agency or under contracts with other individuals or agencies. A county or counties may 
enter into an agreement with a regional treatment center under section 246.57 or with any state facility or program 
as defined in section 246.50, subdivision ~ to enable the COlUlty or counties to provide the treatment services in 
subdivision 2. Services provided through an agreement between a county and a regional treatment center must meet 
the same requirements as services from other service providers. County boards shall demonstrate their continuous 
progress toward full implementation of sections 245.461 to 245.486 during the period July 1, 1987, to January 1, 1990. 
County boards must develop fully each of the treatment services and management activities prescribed by sections 
245.461 to 245.486 by January 1, 1990, according to the priorities established in section 245.464 and the adult mental 
health component of the commW1.ity social services plan approved by the commissioner under section 245.478. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.474, is amended to read: 

245.474 [REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER INPATIENT SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AVAILABILITY OF REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER INPATIENT SERVICES.] By July 1, 1987, 
the cOnmUssioner shall make sufficient regional treatment center inpatient services available to adults with mental 
illness throughout the state who need this level of care. Inpatient services may be provided either on the regional 
treatment center campus or at any state facility or program as defined in section 246.50, subdivision 3. Services must 
be as close to the patient's county of residence as possible. Regional treatment centers are responsible to: 

(1) provide acute care inpatient hospitalization; 

(2) stabilize the medical and mental health condition of the adult requiring the admission; 

(3) improve ftmctioning to the point where discharge to community-based mental health services is possible; 

(4) strengthen family and community support; and 

(5) facilitate appropriate discharge and referrals for follow-up mental health care in the commW1.ity. 
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Subd.2. [QUALITY OF SERVICE.] The commissioner shall biennially deterntine the needs of all adults with mental 
illness who are served by regional treatment centers or at any state facility or program as defined in section 246.50. 
subdivision ~ by administering a client-based evaluation system. The client-based evaluation system must include 
at least the following independent measurements: behavioral development assessment; habilitation program 
assessment; medical needs assessment; maladaptive behavioral assessment; and vocational behavior assessment. The 
commissioner shall propose staff ratios to the legislature for the mental health and support units in regional treatment 
centers as indicated by the results of the client-based evaluation system and the types of state-operated services 
needed. The proposed staffing ratios shall include professional, nursing, direct care, medical, clerical, and support 
staff based on the client-based evaluation system. The commissioner shall recompute staffing ratios and 
recommendations on a biennial basis. 

Subd.3. [TRANSITION TO COMMUNITY.] Regional treatment centers must plan for and assist clients in making 
a transition from regional treatment centers and other inpatient facilities or programs, as defined in section 246.50, 
subdivision ~ to other community-based services. In coordination with the client's case manager, if any, regional 
treatment centers must also arrange for appropriate follow-up care in the community during the transition period. 
Before a client is discharged, the regional treatment center must notify the client's case manager, so that the case 
manager can monitor and coordinate the transition and arrangements for the client's appropriate follow-up care in 
the commlUlity. 

Sec. 7. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 245.484, is amended to read: 

245.484 [RULES.] 

The commissioner shall adopt emergency rules to govern implementation of case management services for eligible 
children in section 245.4881 and professional home-based family treatment services for medical assistance eligible 
children, in section 245.4884, subdivision 3, by January 1, 1992, and must adopt permanent rules by January 1, 1993. 

The commissioner shall adopt pennanent rules as necessary to carry out sections 245.461 to 245.486 and 245.487 
to 245.4888. The commissioner shall reassign agency staff as necessary to meet this deadline. 

By January 1, 19931994, the commissioner shall adopt permanent rules specifying program requirements for family 
community support services. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.4871, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CASE MANAGER.] (a) "Case manager" means an individual employed by the county or other entity 
authorized by the county board to provide case management services specified in subdivision 3 for the child with 
severe emotional disturbance and the child's family. A case manager must have experience and training in working 
with children. 

(b) A case manager must: 

(1) have at least a bachelor's degree in one of the behavioral sciences or a related field from an accredited college 
or university; 

(2) have at least 2,000 hours of supervised experience in the delivery of mental health services to children; 

(3) have experience and training in identifying and assessing a wide range of children's needs; and 

(4) be knowledgeable about local corrununity resources and how to use those resources for the benefit of children 
and their families. 

(c) The case manager may be a member of any professional discipline that is part of the local system of care for 
children established by the county board. 

(d) The case manager must meet in person with a mental health professional at least once each month to obtain 
clinical supervision. 
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(e) Case managers with a bachelor's degree but without 2,000 hours of supervised experience in the delivery of 
mental health services to children with emotional disturbance must: 

(1) begin 40 hours of training approved by the commissioner of human services in case management skills and in 
the characteristics and needs of children with severe emotional disturbance before begirnting to provide case 
management services; and 

(2) receive clinical supervision regarding individual service delivery from a mental health professional at least once 
each week until the requirement of 2,000 hours of experience is met. 

(f) Clinical supervision must be documented in the child's record. When the case manager is not a mental health 
professional, the county board must provide or contract for needed clinical supervision. 

(g) The county board must ensure that the case manager has the freedom to access and coordinate the services 
within the local system of care that are needed by the child. 

(h) Until June 30, .f..99.:l- 1996, a refugee who does not have the qualifications specified in this subdivision may 
provide case management services to child refugees with severe emotional disturbance of the same ethnic group as 
the refugee if the person: 

(1) is actively pursuing credits toward the completion of a bachelor's degree in one of the behavioral sciences or 
related fields at an accredited college or university; 

(2) completes 40 hours of training as specified in this subdiviSion; and 

(3) receives clinical supervision at least once a week lUltil the requirements of obtaining a bachelor's degree and 
2,000 hours of supervised experience are met. 

Sec. 9. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 245.4873, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [STATE LEVEL; COORDINATION.] The state coordinating council consists of the corrunissioners or 
designees of commissioners of the departments of human services, health, education, state plaflf"tiRg, and corrections, 
and a representative of the Minnesota district judges association juvenile committee, in conjunction with the 
commissioner of commerce or a designee of the commissioner, and the director or designee of the director of the office 
of strategic and long-range plalU1ing. The members of the council shall annually alternate chairing the council 
beginning with the commissioner of human services and proceeding in the order as listed in this subdivision. The 
council shall meet at least quarterly to: 

(1) educate each agency about the policies, procedures, funding, and services for children with emotional 
disturbances of all agencies represented; 

(2) develop mechanisms for interagency coordination on behalf of children with emotional disturbances; 

(3) identify barriers including policies and procedures within all agencies represented that interfere with delivery 
of mental health services for children; 

(4) recommend policy and procedural changes needed to improve development and delivery of mental health 
services for children in the agency or agencies they represent; 

(5) identify mechanisms for better use of federal and state funding in the delivery of mental health services for 
children; and 

(6) 1:lP.til fel'H'l:la~ 19,1992, flFerafe aR aftRl;lal tepeFt eR the pelie) ai.e! rfeeeal:ifal eHaf'ges fl:eee!eel te imI"left.eRt 
a eesFetiRateel, efteeti. e, Mel eest eHieieRt ekile.HeR's FReRtal Healt-l=t aeli. ery eysteR •. 

This feflsFt sl1all Be si:l:Bl'flittea te the legislatl±Fe aRa the state meRtal Healtk a€hise~ eel;lfl:eil aiu''lially as raFt sf 
tHe rersft refll;liFeel tlRaer seel=ieR 219.187, sti19eli. isisfl: 1. The rep SFt shall if'! ell:l8e: iRf8FH'lal=isR ff8ffl eael=t eleparhFteRt 
f'epFeseRte8 Sftl 

(1) the Rl:lffiBef sf eftilaFeR iR eaek aeraFtffieRt's s) stem ' •• He reflloHre ffieRt:al keaHk sen iees; 
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(2) tll€ Rl:l:HrBEF e£ el;ilsrEFI in eaefi 5) s~enl 'I,iAB reeei. e H"t€Rtalfiealfr. seT .iees; 

(3) l=tS'i\T meRtal fiealtl t s€rvie€s fer eh:ilar€R are ffinsea ,;itfliR eael=!: system; 

(1) hew ffi£Rtal health se!". iees feI Ehll~b:eR ESl:llel ae essfaiRatea te Ill'S. iae ffi8fe eHeffi. cl) a'flfrf6f1fia-te meffia! 
fiealtfi se!, iees fer effileh:€fl:; aTta 

~9) reesffiffi€F1aatisFls isr tfi€ In's. isisPI: sf ea}'l) sEfeefliflg BFtei iaeRfifieaH8R sf ffi€Rtal illness iR eael. S} stem perform 
the duties required under sections 245.494 to 245.496. 

Sec. 10. MiIUl€Sota Statutes 1992, section 245.4882, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [SPECIALIZED RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT SERVICES.] The commissioner of human services shall 
estaelisH 8F e8Fltraet fSf continue efforts to further interagency collaboration to develop a comprehensive system of 
services, including family community support and specialized residential treatment services for children. The services 
shall be designed for children with emotional disturbance who exhibit violent or destructive behavior and for whom 
local treatment services are not feasible due to the small number of children statewide who need the services and the 
specialized nature of the services required. The services shall be located in community settings. If no appropriate 
services are available in Minnesota or within the geographical area in which the residents of the county normally do 
business, the commissioner is responsible", effective MY 1. 1995, for 50 percent of the nonfederal costs of out-of-state 
treatment of children for whom no appropriate resources are available in MiIUlesota. Counties are eligible to receive 
enhanced state funding under this section only if they have established juvenile screening teams Wlder section 260.151, 
subdivision 3L and if. the out-of-state treatment has been approved Qv. the commissioner. .fu:. Ianuary .1. 1995, the 
commissioners of human services and corrections shall jointly develop a plan, including ~ financing strategy, for 
increasing the in-state availability of treatment within a secure setting . .fu:. I.!:!!y.1. 1994, the commissioner of human 
services shall also: 

ill conduct a study and develop a plan to meet the needs of children with both a developmental disability and 
severe emotional disturbance; and 

ill study the feasibility of expanding medical assistance coverage to include specialized residential treatment for 
the children described in this subdivision. 

Sec. 11. [245.491] [CITATION; DECLARATION OF PURPOSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CITATION.] Sections 245.491 to 245.496 may be cited as "the children's mental health integrated 
fund." 

Subd. k. IPURPOSE.1 The legislature finds that children with emotional or behavioral disturbances or who ~ at 
risk of suffering such disturbances often require services from multiple service systems including mental health. social 
services, education, corrections, juvenile court. health, and jobs and training. In order to better meet the needs of these 
children, it i? the intent of the legislature to establish an integrated children's mental health service system that; 

ill allows local service decision makers to draw funding from a single 10cal~.§Q that funds follow clients and 
eliminates the need .!2 match clients. funds. services. and provider eligibilities; 

ill creates ~ local pool of state. local. and private funds to procure a greater medical assistance federal financial 
participation; 

ill improves the efficiency of use of existing resources; 

ill minimizes or eliminates the incentives for cost and risk shifting; and 

ill increases the incentives for earlier identification and intervention. 

The children's mental health integrated fund established under sections 245.491.12 245.496 ~ be used to develop 
and support this integrated mental health service system. In developing this integrated service system. i! i? not the 
intent of the legislature to limit ~ rights available to children and their families through existing federal and state 
laws. 
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Sec. 12. [245.492] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] The definitions in this section !!£Ely to sections 245.491 to 245.496. 

Subd. b [BASE LEVEL FUNDING.] "Base level funding" means funding received from state, federal, or local 
~ and expended across the local system of ~ in fiscal year 1993 for children's mental health services or for 
special education services for children with emotional or behavioral disturbances. 

In subsequent years, base level hmding may be adjusted to reflect decreases in the numbers of children in the target 
population. 

Subd.1. [CHILDREN WITH EMOTIONAL OR BEHAVIORAL DISTURBANCES.] "Children with emotional or 
behavioral disturbances" includes children with emotional disturbances as defined in section 245.4871. subdivision 
~ and children with emotional or behavioral disorders as defined in Minnesota Rules. part 3525.1329, subpart.1. 

Subd . .i. [FAMILY.] "Family" has the definition provided in section 245.4871, subdivision 16. 

Subd.1. [F AMIL Y COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES.] "Family community support services" has the definition 
provided in section 245.4871, subdivision 17. 

Subd.2" [INITIAL TARGET POPULATION.] "Initial target population" means a population of children that the 
local children's mental health collaborative agrees to serve in the start-up phase and who meet the criteria for the 
target population. The initial target population may be less than the target population. 

Subd. L [INTEGRATED FUND.] "Integrated fund" j§. i! pool of both public and private'local. state, and federal 
resources, consolidated at the local leveL to accomplish locally agreed upon service goals ·for the target population. 
The fund ~ used to help the local children's mental health collaborative to serve the mental health needs of children 
in the target population £v. allowing the local children's mental health collaboratives to develop and implement an 
integrated service system. 

Subd.!h [INTEGRATED FUND TASK FORCE.] "The integrated fund task force" means the statewide task force 
established in Laws 1991, chapter 292, article ~ section 57. 

Subd.2:. [INTEGRATED SERVICE SYSTEM.] "Integrated service system" means a coordinated set of procedures 
established.£y the local children's mental health collaborative for coordinating services and actions across categorical 
systems and agencies that results in: 

ill integrated funding; 

ill improved outreach! early identification. and intervention across systems; 

ill strong collaboration between parents and professionals in identifying children in the target population 
facilitating ~ to the integrated system! and coordinating care and services for these children; 

ill .!! coordinated assessment process ~ systems that detennines which children need multiagency care 
coordination and wraparound services; 

ill rnultiagency plan of care; and 

@ wraparound services. 

Services provided Qy the integrated service system must meet the requirements set out in sections 245.487 to 245.4887. 
Children served Qy the integrated service system must be economically and culturally representative of children in 
the service delivery area. 

Subd. 10. [INTERAGENCY EARLY INTERVENTION COMMmEE.] "Interagency early intervention committee" 
refers to the committee established under section 120.17, subdivision 12. 

Subd.!1. [LOCAL CHILDREN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL.] "Local children's advisory council" refers to the council 
established under section 245.4875, subdivision 5, 
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Subd. 12. [LOCAL CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH COLLABORATIVE.] "Local children's mental health 
co11abOra~" or "collaborative" means an entity ~ Qy the agreement of repre~ves of the local system of 
~ including mental health services. social services, correctional services. education services, health services. and 
vocational services for the purpose of developing and governing an integrated service system. fllocal coordinating 
council, a community transition interagency committee as defined in section 120.17. subdivision ~ or an interagency 
early intervention committee may serve as ~ local children's mental health collaborative if its representatives are 
capable of carrying out the duties of the local children's mental health collaborative set out in sections 245.491 to 
245.496'- Where a local coordinating council is not the local children's mental health collaborative. the local children's 
mental health collaborative must work closely with the local coordinating cOlUlcil in designing the integrated service 
system. 

Subd. 13. [LOCAL COORDINATING COUNCIL.] "Local coordinating council" refers to the council established 
under section 245.4875. subdivision 6. 

Subd. 14. [LOCAL SYSTEM OF CARE.] "Local system of care" has the definition provided in section 245.4871, 
subdivision 24. 

Subd.15. [MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES.] "Mental health services" has the definition provided in section 245.4871, 
subdivision 28. 

Subd.16. [MULTIAGENCY PLAN OF CARE.] "Multiagency plan of care" means i! written plan of intervention 
and integrated services developed !?y!!. multiagency team in conjlUlction with the child and family based Q!l their 
unique strengths and needs as determined Qy !!. multiagency assessment. The plan must outline measurable client 
outcomes and specific services needed to attain these outcomes. the agencies responsible for providing the specified 
services, funding responsibilities, timelines. the judicial or administrative procedures needed to implement the plan 
of care. the agencies responsible for initiating these procedures and designate one person with lead responsibility for 
overseeing implementation of the plan. 

Subd. 17. [RESPITE CARE.] "Respite care" is plalU1ed routine care to support the continued residence of a child 
with emotional or behavioral disturbance with the child's family or long-term primary caretaker. 

Subd.18. [SERVICE DELNERY AREA.] "Service delivery area" means the geographic area to be served!zy the local 
children's mental health collaborative and must include at !!. minimum a part of !!. county and school district or ~ 
special education cooperative. 

Subd.19. [START-UP FUNDS.] "Start-up funds" means the funds available to assist a local children's mental health 
collaborative in planning and implementing the integrated service system for children in the target population, in 
setting :!!p. !!,local integrated fund, and in developing procedures for enhancing federal financial participation. 

Subd.20. [STATE COORDINATING COUNCIL.] "State coordinating council" means the council established under 
section 245.4873. subdivision 2. 

Subd. 21. [TARGET POPULATION.] "Target population" means children .!!£ to ~ 18 with i!!l emotional or 
behavioral disturbance or who ~ at risk of suffering an emotional or behavioral disturbance as evidenced !?y .!! 
behavior or condition that affects the child's ability to function in a primary aspect of daily living including personal 
relations. living arrangements, work. schooL and recreation, and !!. child who ~ benefit from: 

ill multiagency service coordination and wraparolUld services: or 

ill informal coordination of traditional mental health services provided on a temporary basis. 

Children between the ages of 18 and 21 who meet these criteria may be included in the target population at the 
option of the local children's mental health collaborative. 

Subd. 22. [THERAPEUTIC SUPPORT OF FOSTER CARE.] "Therapeutic support of foster care" has the definition 
provided in section 245.4871. subdivision 34. 

Subd.23. [WRAPAROUND SERVICES.] "Wraparound services" are alternative, flexible, coordinated, and highly 
individualized services that are based on.!! multiagency plan of care. These services are designed to build on the 
strengths and respond to the needs identified in the child's multiagency assessment and to improve the child's ability 
to function in the home. school, and community. Wraparound services may include, but are not limited ~ residential 
services, respite services. services that assist the child or family in enrolling in or participating in recreational activities. 
assistance in purchasing otherwise unavailable items or services important to maintain a specific child in the family, 
and services that assist the child to participate in more traditional services and programs. 
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Sec 13. [245,493] [LOCAL LEVEL COORDINATION,] 

Subdivision L [REQUlREMEt--'TS TO QUALIFY AS A LOCAL CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH 
COLLABORATIVE.] In order to ~ as ~ local children's mental health collaborative and be eligible to receive 
start-up funds. the representatives of the local system of care, Q!. at ~ minimum one county, one school district or 
special education cooperative, and one mental health entity must agree !Q. the following: 

ill to establish a local children's mental health collaborative and develop an integrated service system; and 

ill to commit resources to providing services through the local children's mental health collaborative. 

Subd,1, [GENERAL DUTIES OF THE LOCAL CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH COLLABORATIVES,] Each local 
children's mental health collaborative must 

ill identify a service delivery area and ~ initial target population within that service delivery area. The initial 
target population must be economically and culturally representative of children in the service delivery area to be 
served Qy the local children's mental health collaborative. The size of the initial target population must also be 
economically viable for the service delivery area; 

ill seek to maximize federal revenues available to ~ children in the target population Qy designating local 
expenditures for mental health services that can be matched with federal dollars; 

ill in consultation with the local children's advisory cOWlcil and the local coordinating council, if it is not the local 
children's mental health collaborative, design, develop, and ensure implementation of an .integrated service system 
and develop interagency agreements necessary to implement the system; 

ill expand membership to include representatives of other services in the local system of ~ including prepaid 
health plans under contract with the conurussioner of human services to ~ the mental health needs of children 
and families; 

ill create .Q!. designate a management structure for fiscal and clinical responsibility and' outcome evaluation; 

f§l spend funds generated Qy the local children's mental health collaborative as required in sections 245.491 to 
245,496; and 

o explore methods and recommend changes needed at the state level to reduce duplication and promote 
coordination of services including the use of uniform forms for reporting, billing, and planning of services. 

Sec. 14. [245.4931] [INTEGRATED LOCAL SERVICE SYSTEM] 

The integrated service system established £y the local children's mental health collaborative must: 

ill include ~ process for communicating to agencies in the local system of care eligibility criteria for services 
received through the local children's mental health collaborative and a process for determining eligibility. The process 
shall place strong emphasis on outreach to families, respecting the family role in identifying children in need, and 
valuing families as partners; 

ill include measurable outcomes, timelines for evaluating progress, and mechanisms for ~ assurance and 
appeals; 

ill involve the family, and where appropriate the individual 
extent required in sections 120.17, subdivision ~ 245.4871, 
subdivision ZL 257.071, subdivision.1. and 260.191, subdivision k 

ill meet all standards and provide all mental health services as required in sections 245.487 to 245.4888, and ensure 
that the services provided are culturally appropriatej 

ill spend funds generated Qy the local children's mental health collaborative ~ required in sections 245.491 
to 245,496; 
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ill encourage public-private partnerships to increase efficiency, reduce redundancy, and promote .9..b@.lliy of care; 
and 

ill ensure that, if the county participant of the local children's mental health collaborative is also a provider of child 
welfare targeted case management as authorized Qy the 1993 legislah.ne, then federal reimbursement received Qy the 
county for child welfare targeted case management provided to children served!2.y the local children's mental health 
collaborative must be directed to the integrated fund. 

Sec. 15. [245.4932] [REVENUE ENHANCEMENT; AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROVIDER RESPONSIBILITIES.] The children's mental health collaborative shall have the 
following authority and responsibilities regarding federal revenue enha~n-t:--

ill the collaborative shall designate a lead county or other qualified entity as the fiscal agency for reporting, 
claiming, and receiving payments; 

ill the collaborative 2! lead county may enter into subcontracts with other counties, school districts, special 
education cooperatives, municipalities, and other public and nonprofit entities for purposes of identifying and 
claiming eligible expenditures to enhance federal reimbursement; 

ill the collaborative must continue the base level of expenditures for services for children with emotional or 
behavioral disturbances and their families from illlY. state, county, federal. 2!:. other public 2!:. private funding source 
which, in the absence of the new federal reimbursement earned under sections 245.491 to 245.496, would have been 
available for those services. The base year for purposes of this subdivision shall be the accounting period closest to 
state fiscal year 1993; 

ill the collaborative or lead county must develop and maintain an accounting and financial management system 
adequate to support all claims for federal reimbursement including a clear audit trail and any provisions specified 
in the contract; 

ill the collaborative shall .P!Y. the nonfederal share of the medical assistance costs for services designated .£y the 
collaborative; 

i§l the lead county or other qualified entity may not ~ federal funds 2! local funds designated as matching for 
other federal funds to provide the nonfederal share of medical assistance. 

Subd. b [COMMISSIONER'S RESPONSIBILITIES.] ill Notwithstanding sections 256B.19, subdivision 1. and 
2568,0625, the commissioner shall be required to amend the state medical assistance plan to include ~ covered 
services eligible for medical assistance reimbursement those services eligible for reimbursement under federal law 
2! waiver, which £!. collaborative elects to provide and for which the collaborative elects to'p!y' the nonfederal share 
of the medical assistance costs. 

ill The commissioner may suspend, reduce, 2!:. terminate the federal reimbursement to ! provider that does not 
meet the reguirements of sections 245.493 to 245,496. 

ill The commissioner shall ~ from the collaborative any federal fiscal disallowances or sanctions for audit 
exceptions directly attributable to the collaborative's actions or the proportional share if federal fiscal disallowances 
2! sanctions are based on a statewide random sample. 

Subd.2c [PAYMENTS.] Notwithstanding section 256.025, subdivision b,payments under sections 245.493 to 245.496 
to providers for wraparound service expenditures and expenditures for other services for which the collaborative 
elects to ~ the nonfederal share of medical assistance shall only be made of federal earnings from services provided 
under sections 245.493 to 245.496. 

Subd. ~ [CENTRALIZED DISBURSEMENT OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS.] Notwithstanding section 
2568.041, and except for family community support services and therapeutic support of foster care, COWlty payments 
for the cost of wraparound services and other services for which the collaborative elects to ~ the nonfederal share, 
for reimbursement under medical assistance, shall not be made to the state treasurer. For purposes of wraparound 
services under sections 245.493 to 245,496, the centralized disbursement of payments to providers under section 
2568.041 consists only of federal earnings from services provided under sections 245.493 to 245.496. 
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Sec. 16. [245.494] [STATE LEVEL COORDINATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [STATE COORDINATING COUNCIL.] The state coordinating council, in consultation with the 
integrated fund task force, shall: 

ill assist local children's mental health collaboratives in meeting the requirements of sections 245.491 to 245.496, 
Qy seeking consultation and technical assistance from national experts and coordinating presentations and assistance 
from these experts to local children's mental health collaboratives; 

ill assist local children's mental health collaboratives in identifying an economically viable initial target population; 

ill develop methods to reduce duplication and promote coordinated services including uniform forms for reporting, 
hilling. and planning of services;. 

ill. Qy September L 1994, develop a model multiagency plan of care that ~ be used !?y local children's mental 
-health collaboratives in place of an individual education plan. individual family community support plan. individual 
family support plan, and an individual treabnent plan; 

@ assist in the implementation and operation of local children's mental health collaboratives Qy facilitating the 
integration of funds, coordination of services. and measurement of results, and !!v. providing other assistance as 
needed; 

.ffi.l Qy.h!!y.L 1993. develop a procedure for awarding start-up funds. Development:of this procedure shall be 
exempt from chapter Hi 

ill develop procedures and provide technical assistance to allow local children's mental health collaboratives to 
integrate resources for children's mental health services with other resources available to serve children in the target 
population in order to-maximize federal participation and improve efficiency of hmding; 

!ID. ensure that local children's mental health collaboratives and the services received through these collaboratives 
meet the requirements set out in sections 245.491 to 245.496; 

m identify base level funding from state and federal sources across systems; 

il.Ql explore ways to access additional federal funds and enhance revenues available to address the needs of the 
target population; 

.llll develop a mechanism for identifying the state share of funding for services to children in the target population 
and for making these funds available on a ~ capita basis for services provided through the local children's mental 
health collaborative to children in the target population. Each year beginning January.L 1994, forecast the growth 
in the state share and increase funding for local children's mental health collaboratives accordingly; 

(12) identify barriers to integrated service systems that arise from data practices and make recommendations 
including legislative changes needed in the data practices act to address these barriers; and 

1!.ill. annually review the expenditures"of local children's mental health collaboratives to ensure that funding for 
services provided to the target population continues from sources other than the federal funds earned under sections 
245.491 to 245.496 and that federal funds earned are spent consistent with sections 245.491 to 245.496. 

Subd. ~ [STATE COORDINATING COUNCIL REPORT.] Each year, beginning February !.. 1995, the state 
coordinating council must submit !!. report to the legislature .Q!! the status of the local children's mental health 
collaboratives. The!!l!Q!! must include the number of local children's mental health collaboratives. the amount and 
~ of resources conunitted to local children's mental health collaboratives. the additional federal revenue received 
~ !!. result of local children's mental health collaboratives. the services provided, the number of children served. 
outcome indicators, the identification of barriers to additional collaboratives and funding integration, and 
recommendations for further improving service coordination and funding integration. 
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Subd.;h [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SERVICES.] The commissioner of human services, in 
consultation with the integrated fund task force. shall: 

ill beginning January.1. 1994. in areas where !!.local children's mental health collaborative has been established, 
based Q!!. an independent actuarial analysis. separate all medical assistance. general assistance medical care, and 
MinnesotaCare resources devoted to mental health services for children and their families including inpatient. 
outpatient. medication management. services under the rehabilitation option. and related physician services from the 
total health capitation from prepaid plans, including plans established Wlder section 256B.69. for the target population 
as identified in section 245.492. subdivision IL. and develop guidelines for managing these mental health benefits that 
will require all contractors to: 

ill provide mental health services eligible for medical assistance reimbursement; 

@meet performance standards established Qy the commissioner of human services including providing services 
consistent with the reguirements and standards set out in sections 245.487 to 245.4888 and 245.491 to 245.4%; 

the commissioner of human services with data consistent with that collected under sections 245.487 
and 

ll.!1 in service delivery areas where there is a local children's mental health collaborative for the target population 
defined Qy local children's mental health collaborative: 

W participate in the local ,children's mental health collaborative; 

lID. commit resources to the integrated fund that are actuarially equivalent to resources received for the ~ 
population being served Qy local children's mental health collaboratives; and 

19 meet the requirements and the performance standards developed for local children's mental health 
collaboratives; 

ill ensure that ~prepaid health plan that is operating within the jurisdiction of a local children's mental health 
collaborative and that is able to' meet all the requirements -under section 245.494. subdivision.1. paragraph.li1. items 
ill to (iv). shall have -60 days from the date of receipt of written notice of the establishment of the collaborative to 
decide whether it will participate in the local children's mental health collaborative: the prepaid health plan shall 
notify the collaborative and the ___ commissioner_of its decision to participate: 

ill develop a mechanism for integrating medical assistance resources for mental health service with resources for 
general assistance medical care. MinnesotaCare. and any other state and local resources available for services for 
children and develop a procedure for making these resources available for use .Qv. !!. local children's mental health 
collaborative; 

ill gather data needed to manage mental health care including evaluation data and data necessary to establish a 
separate capitation rate for children's mental health services if that option is selected; 

ill Qv. January 1..1994. develop a model contract for providers of mental health managed care that meets the 
reguirements set out in sections 245.491 to 245.496 and 256B.69. and utilize this contract for all subsequent awards. 
and before January L 1995. the commissioner of human services shall not enter into or extend any contract for any 
prepaid plan that would impede the implementation of sections 245.491 to 245.4%: 

.ffil develop revenue enhancement or rebate mechanisms and procedures to certify expenditures made through local 
children's mental health collaboratives for services including administration and outreach that may be eligible for 
federal financial participation under medical assistance. including expenses for administration. and other federal 
programs; 

m ensure that ~ contracts and extensions or modifications to existing contracts under section 256B.69 do not 
impede implementation of sections 245.491 to 245.496; 

ill provide technical assistance to help local children's mental health collaboratives certify local expenditures for 
federal financial participation. using due diligence in order to meet implementation timelines for sections 245.491 
to 245.496 and recommend necessary legislation to enhance federal revenue. provide clinical and management 
flexibility. and otherwise meet the ~ of local children's mental health collaboratives and request necessary state 
plan amendments to maximize the availability of medical assistance for activities undertaken Qy the local children's 
mental health collaborative; 
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f2l take all steps necessary to ~ medical assistance reimbursement under the rehabilitation option for family 
community support services and therapeutic support of foster care, and for residential treatment and wraparound 
services when these services are provided through a local children's mental health collaborative; 

i1.Ql provide a mechanism to identify separately the reimbursement to i! county for child welfare targeted case 
management provided to children served-h the local collaborative for purposes of subsequent transfer Qy the county 
to the integrated fund: and 

illl where interested and qualified contractors are available, finalize contracts within 180 days of receipt of written 
notification of the establishment of ~ local children's mental health collaborative. 

Subd.1:. [RULEMAKING.] The commissioners of human services, health, and corrections, and the state board of 
education shall adopt or amend rules as necessary to implement sections 245.491 to 245.496. 

Subd.2.:. [RULE MODIFICATION.} ~ January ~ 1994, the commissioner shall report to the legislature the extent 
to which claims for federal reimbursement for case management as set out in Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0900 to 
9520.0926 and 9505.0322, as they pertain to mental health case management are consistent with the number of children 
eligible to receive this service. The report shall also identify how the commissioner intends to increase the numbers 
of eligible children receiving this service, including recommendations for modifying rules or statutes to improve access 
to this service and to reduce barriers to its provision. 

In developing these recommendations, the commissioner shall: 

ill review experience and consider alternatives to the reporting and claiming requirements, such as the rate of 
reimbursement, the claiming unit of time, and documenting and reporting procedures set out in Mirmesota Rules, 
parts 9520.0900 to 9520.0926 and 9505.0322, as they pertain to mental health case management; 

ill consider experience gained from implementation of child welfare targeted case management; 

..Ql determine how to adjust the reimbursement rate to reflect reductions in caseload size; 

ill determine how to ensure that provision of targeted child welfare case management does not preclude an eligible 
child's right .Q!:.limit access, to case management services for children with severe emotional disturbance as set out 
in Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0900 to 9520.0926 and 9505.0322, as they pertain to mental health case management; 

@ determine how to include cost and time data collection for contracted providers for rate setting, claims, and 
reimbursement purposes; 

ill evaluate the need for cost control measures where there ~ no county share; and 

ill determine how multiagency teams may share the reimbursement. 

The commissioner shall conduct a study of the cost of county staff providing case management services under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0900 to 9520.0926 and 9505.0322, as they pertain to mental health case management. !! 
the average cost of providing case management services to children with severe emotional disturbance is determined 
.£Y. the conunissioner to be greater than the average cost of providing child welfare targeted case management, the 
commissioner shall ensure that ~ higher reimbursement rate i§. provided for case management services under 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0900 to 9520.0926 and 9505.0322, to children with severe emotional disturbance. The total 
medical assistance funds expended for this service in the biennium ending in state fiscal year 1995 shall not exceed 
the amount projected in the state Medicaid forecast for case management for children with serious emotional 
disturbances. 

Sec. 17. [245.495] [ADDITIONAL FEDERAL REVENUES.] 

W Each local children's mental health collaborative shall report expenditures eligible for federal reimbursement 
in ~ manner prescribed.£Y. the commissioner of human services under section 256.01, subdivision b clause D..ZL The 
commissioner of human services shall lli!X. all funds earned.Qy, each local children's mental health collaborative to the 
collaborative. Each local children's mental health collaborative must ~ these funds to expand the initial target 
population or to develop or provide mental health services through the local integrated service system to children 
in the target population. Funds may not be used to supplant funding for services to children in the target population. 
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For purposes of this section, "mental health services" are community-based, nonresidential services, which may 
include respite care, that ~ identified in the child's multiagency plan of ~ 

ill The commissioner may set aside !!. portion of the federal funds earned under this section to ~ the special 
revenue maximization account under section 256.01. subdivision ~ clause.illl The set-aside must not exceed five 
percent of the federal reimbursement earned Qy collaboratives and repayment is limited to: 

ill the costs of developing and implementing sections 245.491 to 245,496, including the costs of technical assistance 
from the deparhnents of human services, education, health. and corrections to implement the children's mental health 
integrated fund; 

ill programming the information systems; and 

ill any lost federal revenue for the central office claim directly caused Qy the implementation of these sections. 

i£l Any unexpended funds from the set-aside described in paragraph ill shall be distributed to counties according 
to section 245.496, subdivision 2. ~ 

Sec. 18.[245.496] [IMPLEMENTATION.] 

Subdivision L [APPLICATIONS FOR START-UP FUNDS FOR LOCAL CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH 
COLLABORATIVES.] !!Yb:!lY.1.1993, the commissioner of human services shall publish the procedures for awarding 
start-up funds. Applications for local children's mental health collaboratives shall be obtained through the 
commissioner of human services and submitted to the state coordinating council. The application must state the 
amount of start-up funds reguested Q.y the local children's mental health collaborative and how the local children's 
mental health collaborative intends on using these funds. 

Subd. b [DISTRIBUTION OF START-UP FUNDS.]llY October h 1993, the state coordinating council must ensure 
distribution of start-up funds to local children's mental health collaboratives that meet the reguirements established 
in section 245.493 and whose applications have been approved .Qy the council. The remaining appropriation for 
start-up funds shall be distributed Qy February .1. 1994. If. the number of applications received exceed the number 
of local children's mental health collaboratives that can be funded, the funds must be geographically distributed across 
the state and balanced between the seven county metro ~ and the rest of the state. Preference must be given to 
collaboratives that include the juvenile court and correctional systems, multiple school districts, or other multiple 
government entities from the local system of care. In rural areas, preference must also be given to local children's 
mental health collaboratives that include multiple counties. 

Subd. 3. [SUBMISSION AND APPROVAL OF LOCAL COLLABORATIVE PROPOSALS FOR INTEGRATED 
SYSTEMSl !!v. December J.1. 1994, .e local children's mental health collaborative that received start-up funds must 
submit to the state coordinating council its proposal for creating and funding an integrated service system for children 
in the target population. Within 60 days of receiving the local collaborative proposal the state coordinating council 
must review the proposal and notify the local children's menta] health collaborative as to whether or not the proposal 
has been approved. If the proposal is not approved, the state coordinating council must indicate changes needed to 
receive approval. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.652, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE.] The regional treatment centers shall provide services designed to end a person's 
reliance on chemical use or a person's chemical abuse and increase effective and chemical-free functioning. Clinically 
effective programs must be provided in accordance with section 246.64. Services may be offered on the regional center 
campus or at sites elsewhere in the catchment area served Qy the regional treatment center. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.652, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SYSTEM LOCATIONS.] Programs shaIl be located in Anoka, Brainerd, Fergus FaIls, Meese Lal<e, 
St. Peter, and Willmar and may be offered at other selected sites. 
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Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.73, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [APPLICATION; CRITERIA.] County boards may submit an application and budget for use of the money 
in the form specified by the commissioner. The commissioner shall make grants only to counties whose applications 
and budgets are approved by the commissioner for residential programs for adults with mental illness to meet 
licensing requirements pursuant to sections 245A.Ol to 245A.16. State fu:t as l'eeeivea sy a EBl±Rty fll;lPSl;laRt is this 
S€etisfl BRaH ee HS€S: enl, fel eiiF€et set; iee Essffi. 8etfi aileet S€f"\: iee ana etfl€r fSSts, iflell;lsir-lg En:lt Fist lil."fHtea is 
leRS. aReR, ESRstf1:letisR Sf feRt sf a I:lilarr.gs, fll;tfeflaSe SF lease sf • €hiEles 8f €Ej:1::l:i}9ITl:€flt as reEJOl:Hfea fSF lieeRsl;tf€ as 
a f€siaeR-tial fJfSgFaffi fSF as\;l:!ts 'q'ith ffiefltal illRess IMHaeF seeaStlS 2:4§A.Gl te 249/\.16, ma) be paia etft sf fke 
FPtateftitlg funas FeEJ:l:lireei l:lRaer su:sai, isieR 3. ~Jeit-fter t'Ae state fur.as ReF the mateRiRg fl:lR8:S These grants shall not 
be used for room and board costs. For calendar year 1994 and subsequent years, the commissioner shall allocate the 
money appropriated under this section .Q!!!! calendar year basis. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.73, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FORMULA.] Grants made pursuant to this section shall finance 75 to 100 percent of the county's costs 
of expanding or providing services for adult mentally ill persons in residential facilities as provided in 
subdivision 2. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245.73, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [TRANSFER OF FUNDS.] The commissioner may transfer money from adult mental health residential 
program grants to community support program grants under section 256E.12 if the county requests such a transfer 
and if the commissioner determines the transfer will help adults with mental illness to remain and function in their 
own commtmities. The commissioner shall consider past utilization of the residential program in determining which 
counties to include in the transferred fund. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 246.0135, is amended·to read: 

246.0135 [OPERATION OF REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTERS.] 

ill The commissioner of human services is prohibited from closing any regional treatment center or state-operated 
nursing home or any program at any of the regional treatment centers or state-operated nursing homes, without 
specific legislative authorization. For persons with mental retardation or related conditions who move from one 
regional treatment center to another regional treatment center, the provisions of section 256B.092, subdivision 10, must 
be followed for both the discharge from one regional treatment center and admission to another regional treatment 
center, except that the move is not subject to the consensus requirement of section 256B.092, subdivision la, 
paragraph (b). 

ill Prior to closing 2!: downsizing !! regional treatment center, the commissioner of human services shall be 
responsible for assuring that community-based alternatives developed in response are adequate to meet the program 
needs identified Qv. each county within the catchment area and do not require additional local county property tax 
expenditures. 

1£2. The nonfederal share of the cost of alternative treatment or care developed as the result of the closure of !! 
regional treatment center, including costs associated with fulfillment of responsibilities under chapter 253B shall be 
paid from state funds appropriated for purposes specified in section 246.013. 

@ Counties in the catchment area of a regional treatment center which has been closed or downsized may not at 
any time be required to ~ ~ greater cost of care for alternative care and treatment than the county share set Qv. the 
commissioner for the cost of care provided Qv. regional treatment centers. 

ill The commissioner may not divert state funds used for providing for care or treatment of persons residing in 
~ regional treatment center for purposes tmrelated to the ~ and treatment of such persons. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 246.02, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The commissioner of human services shall act with the advice of the medical policy directional committee 
on mental health in the appointment and removal of the chief executive officers of the following institutions: 
Anoka-Metro Regional Treatment Center, Ah-Gwah-Ching Center, Fergus Falls Regional Treatment Center, Meese 
Laite RegisRal Treatm-eRt Cef'lter, Oal:; Terraee N1::lFSiFlg Heme, Reefiester ~tate Wespital, St. Peter Regional Treatment 
Center and Minnesota Security HospitaL Willmar Regional Treatment Center, Faribault Regional Center, Cambridge 
Regional Human Services Center, aft6- Brainerd Regional Human Services CenterLand until Tune ~ 1995, Moose Lake 
Regional Treatment Center, and after Tune illL. 1995, Minnesota Psychopathic Personality Treatment Center. 
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Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 246.151, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMPENSATION.] Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the commissioners of human services 
and veterans affairs are authorized to provide for the payment to patients or residents of state institutions under their 
management and control of such pecuniary compensation as ~e; ncar Eleeffi }?FB}3er, required £y the United States 
Department of Labor. Payment of subminimum wages shall meet all reguirements of United States Department of 
Labor Regulations, Code of Federal Regulations, title ~ part 525. The amoilllt of compensation ts aepeRa depends 
upon the quality and character of the work performed as determined by the commissioner and the chief executive 
officer, Bl;tt iR fie Ease less thar. 29 }?el'EeRt ef tr.e miRimHFfl: Tdage estaBlishea pursuant to section 177.24. 

Sec. 27. [246B.01] [MINNESOTA PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY TREATMENT CENTER; DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section @£!y to this chapter. 

Subd. b. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commissioner of human services or the commissioner's 
designee. 

Subd.l, [PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY.] "Psychopathic personality" has the meaning given in section 526.09. 

Sec. 28. [246B.02] [ESTABLISHMENT OF MINNESOTA PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY TREA lMENT CENTER.] 

The conunissioner of human services shall establish and maintain !!. ~ facility located in Moose Lake. The 
facility shall be known as the Minnesota Psychopathic Personality Treatment Center. The facility shall provide care 
and treatment to 100 persons committed Qy the courts ~ psychopathic personalities. or persons admitted there with 
the consent of the commissioner of human services. 

Sec. 29. [246B.03] [LICENSURE.] 

The conunissioner of human services shall @£!y to the corrunissioner of health !Q license the Minnesota 
Psychopathic Personality Treatment Center as a supervised living facility with applicable program licensing standards. 

Sec. 30. [246B.04] [RULES; EVALUATION.] 

The conunissioner of human services shall adopt rules to govern the operation, maintenance, and licensure of the 
program established at the Minnesota Psychopathic Personality Treatment Center for persons committed ~ !!. 
psychopathic personality. The commissioner shall establish an evaluation process to measure outcomes and behavioral 
changes as a result of treatment compared with incarceration without treatment. to determine the value, li any. of 
treatment in protecting the public. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.025, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [STATE-PROVIDED SERVICES.] (a) It is the policy of the state to capitalize and recapitalize the regional 
treatment centers as necessary to prevent depreciation and obsolescence of physical facilities and to ensure they retain 
the physical capability to provide residential programs. Consistent with that policy and with section 252.50, and within 
the limits of appropriations made available for this purpose, the conurussioner may establish, by June 3D, 1991, the 
following state-operated, community-based programs for the least vulnerable regional treatment center residents: at 
Brainerd regional services center, MO residential programs and MO day programs; at Cambridge regional treatment 
center, four residential programs and two day programs; at Faribault regional treatment center, ten residential 
programs and six day programs; at Fergus Falls regional treatment center, two residential programs and one day 
program; at Moose Lake regional treatment center, four residential programs and two day programs; and at Willmar 
regional treahnent center, two residential programs and one day program. 

(b) By January IS, 1991, the commissioner shall report to the legislarure a plan to provide continued regional 
treatment center capacity and state-operated, community-based residential and day programs for persons with 
developmental disabilities at Brainerd, Cambridge, Faribault, Fergus Falls, :Meese Lake, St. Peter, and Willmar, as 
follows: 

(1) by July 1, 1998, continued regional treatment center capacity to serve 350 persons with developmental disabilities 
as follows: at Brainerd, 80 persons; at Cambridge, 12 persons; at Faribault, 110 persons; at Fergus Falls, 60 persons; 
at l\4eese bake, 12 rel'sel'ls; at St. Peter, 35 persons; at Willmar, 25 persons; and up to 16 crisis beds in the Twin Cities 
metropolitan area; and 
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(2) by July 1, 1999, continued regional treatment center capacity to serve 254 persons with developmental disabi1ities 
as follows: at Brainerd, 57 persons; at Cambridge, 12 persons; at Faribault, 80 persons; at Fergus Falls, 35 persons; 
at Meese Lal~e, 12 f!efS6FtS; at St. Peter, 30 persons; at Willmar, 12 persons, and up to 16 crisis beds in the Twin Cities 
metropolitan area. In addition, the plan shall provide for the capacity to provide residential services to 570 persons 
with developmental disabilities in 95 state-operated, community-based residential programs. 

The commissioner is subject to a mandamus action under chapter 586 for any failure to comply with the provisions 
of this subdivision. 

Sec. 32. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 252.025, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.5. [SERVICES FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED PERSONS: MOOSE LAKE REGIONAL TREATMENT. 
CENTERCATCHMENT AREA.] Notwithstanding subdivision.1:. the commissioner shall develop in the Moose Lake 
regional treatment center catchment area for persons with developmental disabilities at least 12 beds in state-operated 
waivered homes, eight state-operated crisis beds, one state-operated ~ training and habilitation facility, and 21 beds 
in other community settings. These services must be established Qy October .1. 1993, to serve persons relocated from 
the Moose Lake regional treatment center. 

These services shall be in addition !2. any state-operated, community services and day treatment ~ in 
operation in the Moose Lake catchment area during state fiscal year 1993. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.025, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2., [DEVELOPMENT OF STATE-OPERA TED SERVICES.] Notwithstanding subdivision 1,. during the 
biennium ending Tune ~ 1995, the commissioner shall establish the following services for persons with developmental 
disabilities: 

ill Qy Tune ~ 1994, eight state-operated, community-based waivered homes located anywhere in the state for 32 
persons and two state-operated day training and habilitation facilities for persons leaving regional treatment centers 
~ ~ result of downsizing; 

IDgy June iill. 1994, 16 state-operated, community-based waivered homes at Faribault !2!: 64 persons, four 
state-operated ~ training and habilitation facilities, and 38 beds in community settings for persons leaving the 
Faribault regional treatment center; 

ill Qy Tune ~ 1995, 78 beds in private community settings for persons leaving the Faribault regional treatment 
center; 

ill Qy hme ~ 1995, eight state-operated crisis beds in the Faribault regional treatment center catdunent area; 

@Qy rune ~ 1994, private community-based beds located anywhere in the state to achieve S. net reduction of 93 
persons leaving regional treatment centers as.! result of downsiZing; and . 

® Qy Tune ~ 1995, nine state--operated waivered homes for 36 persons and two state-operated day training and 
habilitation facilities for persons leaving regional treatment centers as .! result of downsizing, and sufficient beds in 
private community settings to achieve a net reduction of 84 beds in regional treatment centers. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 252.50, is amendec;i by adding a subdivision to read; 

Subd.2a. [USE OF ENHANCED WANERED SERVICES FUNDS.] The commissioner may, within the limits of 
appropriations made available for this pwpose, ~ enhanced waivered services funds under the home- and 
community-based waiver for persons with mental retardation or related conditions to ~ to state-operated 
community programs and to private facilities. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 253.015, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [STATE HOSPITALS FOR PERSONS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS.] The state hospitals located at 
Anoka, Brainerd, Fergus Falls, Meese balie, St. Peter, aft€! Willmar. and Moose Lake until June iill. 1995, shall 
constitute the state hospitals for persons with mental illness, and shall be maintained under the general management 
of the commissioner of human services. ,The commissioner of human services shall determine to what state hospital 
persons with mental illness shall be committed from each county and notify the probate judge thereof, and of changes 
made from time to time. The chief executive officer of each hospital for persons with mental illness shall be known 
as the chief executive officer. 
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Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 253.015, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1. [SERVICES FOR PERSONS WITH MENTAL ILLNESS FROM MOOSE LAKE REGIONAL TREATMENT 
CENTER.] ill The commissioner shall develop the following services in the Moose Lake catchment area for patients 
with mental illness relocated from the Moose Lake regional treatment center and must promote a mix of state-operated 
and private services to include the following: 

ill Qy September 1. 1994, services in community nursing facilities for 45 patients with mental illness; 

illQy December 1.1994, 24 state-operated community service slots, which may be a combination of residential and 
crisis services, designed to serve persons with mental illness and at least 75 percent of these state-operated community 
service slots shall be residential services; 

ill Qy December 1. 1994. 16 service slots in other community settings: and 

ill.Qy December 1. 1994, 25 inpatient psychiatric beds in community hospitals for adult patients who are acutely 
ilL. particularly those under judicial commitment. 

ill ~ October 1. 1994. 15 inpatient acute care state-operated psychiatric beds in the Moose Lake catchment area: 

ill!!Y h!1y.1. 1995. the commissioner shall establish 60 beds at Brainerd regional human services center to ~ 
persons with mental illness being relocated from the Moose Lake regional treatment center, 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 253.015, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [SERVICES FOR PERSONS WITH TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY.].!!y June ~ 1994, the commissioner 
shall develop 15 beds at Brainerd regional human services center for persons with traumatic brain injury. including 
patients relocated from the Moose Lake regional treatment center. 

Sec: 38. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 253.202, is amended to read: 

253.202 [MANAGEMENT.] 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sed ion 253.201, or any other law to the contrary, the Minnesota Security Hospital 
shall be under the administrative management of a hospital administrator, to be appointed by the commissioner of 
human services, who shall be a graduate of an accredited college giving a course leading to a degree in hospital 
administration, and the commissioner of human services, by rule, shall designate such colleges which in the 
commissioner's opinion give an accredited course in hospital adm,inistration. The aekRffiislfam. e EftaRagemeRt ef the 
~4iffi\e5eta eeelifit'Y Hesf!ital shaH Ret eeR~RHe 1::ffiaef the ftlaftagemeRt: ef the SHf!eriIlteRaeRt sf t:fl:e at. PeteF Fegienal 
tfealHleR-t eeAtef. In addition to a hospital administrator, the conunissioner of human services may appoint a licensed 
doctor of medicine as chief of the medical staff and the doctor shall be in charge of all medical care, treatment, 
rehabilitation, and research. This section is effective on July 1, 1963. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section ?54.04, is. amended to read: 

254.04 [TREATMENT OF I~JIlIlRlATIlS CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT PERSONS.] 

The commissioner of human services is hereby authorized to continue the treatment of ineeFiat:es chemically 
dependent persons at h state MSflital taf'Hl fer iReBriat:es Ah-Gwah-Ching ~ ~ ~ regional treatment ~ 
located at Anoka. Brainerd, Fergus Falls. Moose Lake. St. Peter. and Willmar as ReN fife o<iaea B} la\" aAa iA aelelitieR 
Ulerete the ee1ftff'tissisRef is &1:lthel:'ti!:ea te filS; iele fSf fr.e lfeal:nleRt sf w.elH'iates at: {he A'Issse Lake regisAaIl:FealHleflt 
eeRteF, B1:lt Ae inel9riat:e sRaIl be esl'flffi:i.ttea fef iTeatfneRt ts eit:P.ei faeility e)Eeert as may Be al;:lt:fl:eAi!!eel aAa reffl'l:ittea 
By fr.e eSfflffiissisRer ef ft.l:tman sef. iees. During the year ending Tune ~ 1994. the commissioner shall relocate. in the 
catchment area served £v. the Moose Lake regional treatment center. MO state-operated off-campus programs designed 
to serve patients who are relocated from the Moose Lake regional treatment center. One program shall be a 35-bed 
program for women who are chemically dependent; the other shall be!. 25-bed program for men who are chemically 
dependent. The facility space housing the Liberalis chemical dependency program (building C-35) and the men's 
chemical dependency program (4th floor main) may not be vacated until suitable off-campus space for the women's 
chemical dependency program of 35 beds and the men's chemical dependency program of 25 beds ~ located and 
clients and staff ~ relocated. 
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Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 254.05, is amended to read: 

254.05 [DESIGNATION OF STATE HOSPITALS.] 

The state hospital fer the inS8R€ located at Anoka shall hereafter be known and designated as the Anoka-metro 
regional treatment center; the state Rospital {tH' the iRSaR€ Ieeatea at HaSftRgs SRall R€reafter Be late" R aRB elesigRiltea 
as the HassAgs state Rospital; the state hospital fur the iRS8f\€ 8f16 the l:tospital faFffl fOf iRebFiateslocated at Willmar 
'shall hereafter be known and designated as the Willmar regional treatment center; until Tune ~ 1995, the state 
hospital tor iRe iRsar.e located at Moose Lake shall R€reafier be known and designated as the Moose Lake regional 
treatment center; after TtUle ~ 1995, the newly established state facility at Moose Lake shall be known and designated 
as the Minnesota psychopathic personality treatment center; the state hospital fer tRe iR5aHe located at Fergus Falls 
shall hereafter be known and designated as the Fergus Falls regional treatment center; the state ksspital feI the HtSaRe 
leeateel at Reffiester SRan Rereafter se letS ,.R aRa elesigRateei as the ReeHester state ksspital; and the state hospital 
fer tke iRsane located at St. Peter shall hereafter be known and designated as the St. Peter regional treabnent center. 
Each of the foregoing state hospitals shall also be known by the name of regional center at the discretion of the 
commissioner of human services. The terms "human services" or "treatment" may be included in the designation. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0625, subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [MENTAL ILLNESS CASE MANAGEMENT.]!i!l To the extent authorized by rule of the state agency, 
medical assistance covers case management services to persons with serious and persistent mental illness or subject 
to federal approval, children with severe emotional disturbance. Entities meeting program standards set out in rules 
governing family community support services as defined in section 245.4871. subdivision .!Z. are eligible for medical 
assistance reimbursement for case management services for children with severe emotional disturbance when these 
services meet the program standards in Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0900 to 9520.0926 and 9505.0322, excluding' 
subpart 6. 

ill In counties where fewer than 50 percent of children estimated to be eligible under medical assistance to receive 
case management services for children with severe emotional disturbance actually receive these services in state fiscal 
year 1995, community mental health centers serving those counties, entities meeting program standards in Minnesota 
Rules, parts 9520.0570 to 9520.0870, and other entities authorized .Qy the commissioner are eligible for medical 
assistance reimbursement for case management services for children with severe emotional disturbance when these' 
services meet the program standards in Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0900 to 9520.0926 and 9505.0322, excluding 
subpart 6. 

Sec. 42, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0625, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.32. [FAMILY COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES.] Medical assistance covers family conununity support 
services as defined in section 245.4871, subdivision 17. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0625, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.33. [THERAPEUTIC SUPPORT OF FOSTER CARE.] Medical assistance covers therapeutic support of foster 
~ as defined in section 245.4871, subdivision 34. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0625, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 34. [WRAPAROUND SERVICES.] Medical assistance ~ wraparound services as defined in section 
245.492. subdivision ~ that are provided through a local children's mental health collaborative. as that entity.!§. 
defined in section 245.492. subdivision 11. 

Sec. 45. Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, section 54, is amended to read: 

Sec. 54. [RULE REVISION.] 

The cOnurUssioner must revise Minnesota Rules, parts 9545.0900 to 9545.1090, which govern facilities that provide 
residential services for children with emotional handicaps. The rule revisions must be adopted ...... ithiR 12 ffieRtfts ef 
the eHeeth e elate ef this seetief'l Qy Ianuary 1. 1994. 
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Sec. 46. Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, section 57, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [STATEWIDE TASK FORCE.] The commissioner of human services shaH convene a task force to 
study the feasibility of establishing an integrated children's mental health fund. The task force shall consist of mental 
health professionals, county social services personnel, service providers, advocates, and parents of children who have 
experienced episodes of emotional disturbance. The task force shall also include representatives of the children's 
mental health subcommittee of the state advisory cOlmcil and local coordinating cOWlcils established under Minnesota 
Statutes, sections 245.487 to 245.4887. The task force shall include the corrunissioners of education, health, and human 
services; two members of the senate; and two members of the house of representatives. The task force shall examine 
all possible county, state, and federal sources of funds for children's mental health with a view to designing an 
integrated children's mental health fund, improving methods of coordinating and maximizing all funding sources, 
and increasing federal funding. Programs to be examined shall include, but not be limited to, the following: medical 
assistance, title JV-E of the social security act, title XX social service programs, chemical dependency programs, 
education and special education programs, and, for children with a dual diagnosis, programs for the developmentally 
disabled. The task force may consult with experts in the field, as necessary. The tash: tspee shall ffl8lce 8 rFeliffl:iR8FY 
FepSEt afU! peeSHlffi:eRaaHSRfi 8R:)eea) eesFaiRatieR sf ffi:r.Elir.g 5Sl::iFeeS a) JaPtli8FY 1, 1992, te faeilitat:e the se'lels}3ffleRt 
sf leeal }3Fsteeels 8Ra }3FseeS1:H'es I±I .a.eF s!:tbsi v-isisR 2. The -task FSFee shall sHefFlit 8 fiRa. persFt ts the legislamF€ 
ay Jaft~ 1, 1993, ',nth its iiRa.iRgS aRa FeeSffIfl:'I:efl:aaHsRs. ~ January .1.1994, the task force shall provide a report 
to the legislature with recommendations of the task force for promoting integrated funding and services for children's 
mental health. The report must include the following recommendations: ill how to phase in all delivery systems, 
including the juvenile court and correctional systems; ill how to expand the initial target population so that the state 
eventually has a statewide integrated children's mental health service system that integrates funding regardless of 
source for children with emotional or behavioral disturbances or those at risk of suffering such disturbances; ill 
proposed outcome measures for local children's mental health collaboratives; and ill any necessary legislative changes 
in the data practices act. The task force shall continue through June ~ 1995, and shall advise and assist the state 
coordinating council and local children's mental health collaboratives as reguired in MiJUlesota Statutes, sections 
245.491 to 245.496. 

Sec. 47. Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, section 57, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FINM REPORT.] By February 15, 1993, the commissioner of human services shall provide a report to 
the legislature that describes the reports'and'recOlnmendations of the statewide task force under subdivision 1 and 
of the local coordinating councils tmder subdivision 2, and provides the commissioner's recommendations for 
legislation or other needed changes. 

Sec. 48. [ADULT MENTAL REALlH SERVICES AND FUNDING.] 

Subdivision 1. [STATEWIDE TASK FORCE.] The commissioner of human services shall convene a task force to 
study and make recommendations concerning adult mental health services and funding. The task force shall consist 
of the corrunissioners of health, jobs and training. corrections, and commerce. the director, of the housing finance 
agency, two members of the house of representatives, and hve members of the senate. The task force shall also 
include persons diagnosed with mental illness. family members of persons diagnosed with mental illness, mental 
health professionals, county social services personnel, public and private service providers. advocates for persons with 
mental illness, and representatives of the state advisory council established \U1der Minnesota Statutes, section 245.697, 
and of the local advisory council established under Minnesota Statutes. section 245.466, subdivision 5. The task force 
must also include public employee representatives from each of the state regional treatment centers that treat adults 
with mental illness. the division of rehabilitative services, and county public employee bargaining units whose 
members serve adults with mental illness. Public employee representatives must be selected Qv. their exclusive 
representatives. The commissioner of human services shall contract with a facilitator-mediator chosen Qy agreement 
of the members of the task force. The task force shall examine all possible county, state, and federal sources of funds 
for adult mental health with ! view to improving methods of coordinating services and maximizing all funding 
sources and community support services. and increasing federal funding. Programs to be examined shall include. 
but not be limited!2t. the following: medical assistance, title XX social services programs, jobs and training programs. 
corrections programs, and housing programs. The task force may consult with experts in the field, as necessary. The 
task force shall make ~ preliminary report and recommendations on coordination of services and funding sources Qy 
January L.1994. to facilitate the development of local protocols and procedures under subdivision 2. The task force 
shall submit ~ final report to the legislature Qy January.1. 1995. with its findings and recommendations. Once this 
report has been subn;itted, the task force will expire. 
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Subd. ~ [DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL PROTOCOLS AND PROCEDURES.] ill!hclanuary h 1994, each local adult 
mental health advisory council established under Minnesota Statutes, section 245.466, subdivision :2t. may establish 
a task force to develop recommended protocols and procedures that will ensure that the planning, case management 
and delivery of services for adults with severe mental illness are coordinated and make the most efficient and effective 
use of available funding. The task force must include, at a minimum, representatives of county medical assistance 
and mental health staff and representatives of state and county public employee bargaining units. The protocols and 
procedures must be designed to: 

ill ensure that services to adults ~ adeguately funded to meet the adult's needsj 

ill ~ that planning for services, case management. service delivery, and payment for services involves 
coordination of all affected agencies, providers, and funding sources; and 

ill maximize available funding Qv. making full use of all available funding, including medical assistance. 

ill fu::. hme .1. 1994, each council may make recommendations !Q. the statewide task force established Wlder 
subdivision 1 regarding the feasibility and desirability of existing or proposed methods of service delivery and 
funding sources to ensure that services are tailored to the specific needs of each adult and to allow where feasible 
greater flexibility in ~ for services. 

i£l fu::. Tune .1. 1994, each local advisory cOWlcil may report to the commissioner of human services the cOWlcil's 
findings and the recommended protocols and procedures. The cOWlcil may also recorrunend legislative changes or 
rule changes that will improve local coordination and further maximize available funding. 

Subd. ~ [FINAL REPORT.] fu::. February ~ 1995, the commissioner of human services. shall provide a report to 
the legislature that describes the reports and recommendations of the statewide task force lUlder subdivision 1 and 
of the local advisory councils under subdivision b. and provides the commissioner's recommendations for legislation 
Q!. other needed changes. 

Sec. 49. [MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES DELNERY SYSTEM PILOT PROJECT IN DAKOTA COUNTY.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION FOR CONTINUATION OF PILOT PROJECT.] ill The reviously authorized 
mental health services delivery system pilot project in Dakota county shall be continued Or £. two-year period 
commencing on l.!:!!y.1. 1993, and ending Q!l Iune ~ 1995. 

ill Dakota county shall receive ~ grant from the department of human services in the amount of $50,000 ~ year 
to E.ru::: related expenses associated with the pilot project during fiscal years 1994 and 1995. 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORIZATION FOR INTEGRATED FUNDING OF STATE-SUPPORTED MENTAL HEALTH 
SERVICE5.1 ill The commissioner of human services shall establish an adult mental health services integrated fund 
for Dakota county to permit flexibility in expenditures based on local needs with local control. 

ill The revenues and expendihlres included in the integrated fund shall be as follows: 

ill residential services funds administered under Minnesota Rules, parts 9535.2000 to 9535.3000, in an amount to 
be determined .£y mutual agreement between Dakota county and the commissioner of human services after an 
examination of the cotmty's historical utilization of Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520.0690, facilities located 
both within and outside of the COWlty: 

ill conununity support services funds administered under Minnesota Rules. parts 9535.1700 to 9535.1760: 

ill Anoka alternatives grant fundsj 

ill housing support services grant funds: 
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ill As part of the pilot project Dakota county may study the feasibility of adding medical assistance, general 
assistance I general assistance medical care, and Minnesota supplemental aid to the integrated fund. The commissioner 
of human services, with the express consent of the Dakota county board of conunissioners, may add medical 
assistance, general assistance, general assistance medical care, and Minnesota supplemental aid to the integrated fund. 

@ Dakota county must provide the conurussioner of human services with timely and pertinent information about 
the county's adult mental health service delivery system through the following methods: 

ill submission of community social services act plans and plan amendments; 

ill submission of social service expenditure and grant reconciliation reports. based on !! coding format to be 
determined Qy mutual agreement between the county and the commissioner; 

ill compliance with the community mental health reporting system and with other state reporting systems 
necessary for the production of comprehensive statewide information; 

ill submission of the data on clients. services. costs, providers, human resources, and outcomes that the state needs 
in order to compile information on a statewide basis; and 

ill participation in semiannual meetings convened Qy the commissioner for the purpose of reviewing Dakota 
county's adult mental health program and assessing the impact of integrated funding. 

ill. The commissioner of human services shall waive 2!: modify ~ administrative rules. regulations, or guidelines 
which are incompatible with the implementation of the integrated' fund. 

ill The integrated fund may be subject to the following conditions and understandings. 

ill Dakota county may EEE.!Y for ~ new or expanded mental health service funds which may become available 
in the future, 2!! ~ equal basis with other counties. 

ill The integrated fund may be adjusted at least biennially to reflect any increase in the population of Dakota 
county. using a method to be determined £v. mutual agreement between the county and the commissioner of human 
services. 

ill!! the level of state funding for mental health services in other counties is adjusted upward or downward, an 
adjustment at the equivalent rate shall be made to Dakota county's integrated fund, to the extent that the adjustment 
made elsewhere applies to the revenue and expendin.ue categories included in the integrated fund. 

ill Payments to Dakota county for the integrated fund shall be made in 12 equal installments ~ year !!t the 
beginning of each month, or Qy another method to be determined Qv. mutual agreement between the county and the 
commissioner of human services. 

ill The commissioner of human services shall exempt Dakota county from fiscal and other sanctions for 
noncompliance with ~ requirements in ~ rules, regulations, or guidelines which ~ incompatible with the 
implementation of the integrated fund. 

ill The integrated fund may be discontinued for ~ reason Qy the Dakota county board of commissioners or the 
conunissioner of human services, after 90 days' written notice to the other ~ 

ill !! the integrated fund i§. discontinued, !!!y. expenses incurred Qy Dakota county in order to ~ full 
compliance with state rules, regulations, and guidelines, shall be covered Qy the state, to the extent allowed £v. rules 
and appropriation funding. 

ill The integrated fund shall be established on l!!!y 1. 1993, or later £y mutual agreement between the COlUlty and 
the commissioner of human services. 

f2l11.~ of the revenues included in the integrated fund are-federal in ~~federal requirements for the use 
and reporting of those funds shall remain in force, unless such requirements are waived Q!. modified QJ::. the 
appropriate federal agency. 
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Sec, 50. [REPEALER, COUNTY GRANTS, FEDERAL BLOCK GRANTS.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 245.711 and 245.712, are repealed. 

Sec. 51. [EFFECTNE DATES.] 

Subdivision 1. Section 49 is effective l!!1y.1. 199,3, 

Subd. ~ Section 10 .!? effective b!ly 1. 1993. 
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Subd. ~ Sections ~ subdivision 1.:. clause 121. and ~ subdivision.1. are effective the day following final enactment. 

Subd, ~ Section.11. paragraph .ili.1 ~ effective October 1. 1995. 

Subd. ~ Sections 42 and 43 ~ effective October 1. 1994. 

Subd. ~ Section 44 i§. effective Ianuary.1. 1994. 

ARTICLE 8 

GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.025, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IDEFINITIONS.] (a) For purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings given them. 

(b) "Base amoW1t" means the calendar year 1990 county share of county agency expenditures for all of the programs 
specified in subdivision 21, except for the programs in subdivision b. clauses i11fZ1. and ill1 The 1990 base amount 
for subdivision b. clause ~ shall be reduced 12Y one-seventh for each cmmty, and the 1990 base amount for 
subdivision b. clause ill shall" be reduced 12Y seven-tenths for each county, and those amounts in total shall be the 1990 
base amount for grQ!!l2, residential housing in subdivision b. clause i1Jl. 

(c) "County agency expenditure" means the total expenditure or cost incurred by the county of financial 
responsibility for the benefits and services for each of the programs specified in subdivision 2. The tenn includes the 
federal, state, and county share of costs for programs in which there is federal financial participation. For programs 
in which there is no federal financial participation, the term includes the state and county share of costs. The term 
excludes county administrative costs, unless otherwise specified. 

(d) "Nonfederal share" means the sum of state and county shares of costs of the programs specified in 
subdivision 2. 

(e) The "county share of county agency expenditures growth amount" is the amount by which the county share of 
county agency expenditures in calendar years 1991 to 2000 has increased over the base amount. 

Sec. 2. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 256.025, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [COVERED PROGRAMS AND SERVICES.] The procedures in this section govern payment of county 
agency expenditures for benefits and services distributed under the following programs: 

(1) aid to families with dependent children under sections 256.82, subdivision I, and 256.935, subdivision 1; 

(2) medical assistance under sections 256B.041, subdivision 5, and 256B.19, subdivision Ii 

(3) general assistance medical care lUlder section 256D.03, subdivision 6; 

(4) general assistance under section 256D.03, subdivision 2; 

(5) work readiness under section 256D.03, subdivision 2; 
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(6) emergency assistance under section 256.871, subdivision 6; 

(7) Minnesota supplemental aid under section 256D.36, subdivision 1; 

(8) preadmission screening and alternative care grants; 

(9) work readiness services under section 256D,QSl; 

(10) case management services under section 256.736, subdivision 13; 

(11) general assistance claims processing, medical transportation and related costs; aH4 

(12) medical assistance, medical transportation and related costs", and 

.1..J1l ZIQ.!:!£ residential housing under section 2561.05, subdivision ~ transferred from programs in clauses ill 
and .0.. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GENERAL ASSISTANCE MEDICAL CARE; ELIGIBILITY.] (aJ General assistance medical care may be 
paid for any person who is not eligible for medical assistance under chapter 256B, including"eligibility for medical 
assistance based on a spend-down of excess income according to section 256B.056, subdivision 5, and: 

(1) who is receiving assistance under section 256D.05 or 256D.05IL 2!. who ~ having ~ payment made on the 
person's behalf under sections 2561.01 to 2561.06; or 

(2)(i) who is a resident of Minnesota; and whose equity in assets is not in excesS of $1,000 per assistance unit. 
Exempt assets, the reduction of excess assets, and the waiver of excess assets must conform to the medical assistance 
program in chapter 256B, with the following exception: the maximum amount of undistributed funds in a trust that 
could be distributed to or on behalf of the beneficiary by the trustee, assuming the full exercise of the trustee's 
discretion under the terms of the trust, must be applied toward the asset maximum; and 

(ii) who has countable income not in excess of the assistance standards established in section 256B.056, subdivision 
4, or whose excess income is spent down pursuant to section 256B.056, subdivision 5, using a six-month budget 
period, except that a one-month budget period must be used for recipients residing in a long-term care facility. The 
method for calculating earned income disregards and deductions for a person who resides with a dependent child 
under age 21 shall be as specified in section 256.74, subdivision 1. However, if a disregard of $30 and one-third of 
the remainder described in section 256.74, subdivision 1, clause (4), has been applied to the wage earner's income, 
the disregard shall not be applied again until the wage earner's income has not been considered in an eligibility 
determination for general assistance, general assistance medical care, medical assistance, or aid to families with 
dependent children for 12 consecutive months. The earned income and work expense deductions for a person who 
does not reside with a dependent child under age 21 shall be the same as the method used to determine eligibility 
for a person under section 256D.06, subdivision 1, except the disregard of the first $50 of earned income is not 
allowed; or 

(3) who would be eligible for medical assistance except that the person resides in a facility that is determined by 
the commissioner or the federal health care financing administration to be an institution for mental diseases. 

(b) Eligibility is available for the month of application, and for three months prior to application if the person was 
eligible in those prior months. A redetermination of eligibility must occur every 12 months. 

(c) General assistance medical care is not available for a person in a correctional facility unless the person is 
detained by law for less than one year in a county correctional or detention facility as a person accused or convicted 
of a crime, or admitted as an inpatient to a hospital on a criminal hold order, and the person is a recipient of general 
assistance medical care at the time the person is detained by law or admitted on a criminal hold order and as long 
as the person continues to meet other eligibility requirements of this subdivision. 

(d) General assistance medical care is not available for applicants or recipients who do not cooperate with the 
county agency to meet the requirements of medical assistance. 
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(e) In determining the amount of assets of an individual, there shall be included any asset or interest in an asset, 
including an asset excluded under paragraph (a), that was given away, sold, or disposed of for less than fair market 
value within the 30 months preceding application for general assistance medical care or during the period of 
eligibility. Any transfer described" in this paragraph shall be presumed to have been for the purpose of establishing 
eligibility for general assistance medical care, unless the individual furnishes convincing evidence to establish that 
the transaction was exclusively for another purpose. For purposes of this paragraph, the value of the asset or interest 
shall be the fair market value at the time it was given away, sold, or disposed of, less the amount of compensation 
received. For any uncompensated transfer, the number of months of ineligibility, including partial months, shall be 
calculated by dividing the uncompensated transfer amount by the average monthly per person payment made by the 
medical assistance program to skilled nursing facilities for the previous calendar year. The individual shall remain 
ineligible until this fixed period has expired. The period of ineligibility may exceed 30 months, and a reapplication 
for benefits after 30 months from the date of the transfer shall not result in eligibility unless and until the period of 
ineligibility has expired. The perIod of ineligibility begins in the month the transfer was reported to the county 
agency, or if the transfer was not reported, the month in which the county agency discovered the transfer, whichever 
comes first. For applicants, the period of ineligibility begins on the date of the first approved application. 

Sec. 4. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 2560.35, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [ASSISTANCE UNIT.] "Assistance unit" means the individual applicant or recipient 2!. an eligible 
applicant married couple or recipient married couple who live together. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2560.44, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [STANDARD OF ASSISTANCE FOR SHELTER.] The state standard of assistance for shelter provides for 
the recipient's shelter costs. The monthly state standard of assistance for shelter must be determined according to 
paragraphs (a) to (e) ill. 

(a) If tfte an applicant or recipient does not reside with another person.Q!: persons, the state standard of assistance 
is the actual cost for shelter items or $124, whichever is less. 

(b) If the reeiflieAt resiaes II itl:t aReti=ter flerseR, the state siaRaara sf assistaRee is ti=te aemal e8sts fsr SHelter iteff15 
SF $93, .. hieHe. er is less. !f. ~ applicant married couple Q!. recipient married couple. who live together, does not 
reside with others, the state standard of assistance is the actual cost for shelter items or $186, whichever is less. 

(c) ll" .. emal si=telter essts fef ilflflliear..ts Sf reeifJieRts are aetermfRea 13} ai.iaiRg the tetal HLSRtftl} sflelteF esstsl3} 
tRe Rl:lmeer sf pef'S8RS ,.Re share the resiaeRee. If an applicant or recipient resides with another person Q!. persons, 
the state standard of assistance is the actual cost for shelter items .2!. $93, whichever is less. 

@ !f. an applicant married couple or recipient married couple, who live together, resides with others, the state 
standard of assistance is the actual cost for shelter items.2!. $124, whichever is less. 

ill Actual shelter costs for applicants or recipients, who reside with others, are determined Qy dividing the total 
monthly shelter costs Qy the number of persons who share the residence. 

ill Married couples, living together and receiving MSA Q!! January L. 1994, and whose eligibility has not been 
terminated for a full calendar month, are exempt from the standards in paragraphs ill and M1. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2560.44, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [STANDARD OF ASSISTANCE FOR BASIC NEEDS.] The state standard of assistance for basic needs 
provides for the applicant's or recipient's maintenance needs, other than actual shelter costs. Except as provided in 
subdivision 4, the monthly state standard of assistance for basic needs is as follows: 

(a) Fef. !f an applicant or recipient who does not reside with another person or persons, the state standard of 
assistance is $W§ $371. 

(b) fsr aR iRai'lis'I:lal Hfis resiaes I.ith anether !'JerseR Sf flerssRs, the state staIlaara sf assistaRee is $21:2. If ~ 
applicant married couple or recipient married couple who live together, does not reside with others. the state standard 
of assistance is $557. 
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hl.!! an applicant or recipient resides with another person 2!:. persons, the state standard of assistance is $286. 

@!! ~ applicant married couple or recipient married couple who live together, resides with others, the state 
standard of assistance is $371. .. 

l!;l Married couples, living together and receiving MSA on Ianuary .1. 1994, and whose eligibility has not been 
terminated a full calendar month, are exempt from the standards in paragraphs ill and i41. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.01, is amended to read: 

2561.01 [CITATION.] 

Sections 2561.01 to 2561.06 shall be cited as the "group residential housing Fate act." 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.02, is amended to read: 

2561.02 [PURpOSE.] 

The group residential housing fate act establishes a comprehensive system of rates and payments for persons who 
reside in a group residence and who meet the eligibility criteria of the geFleFal assis1aFlee J9F8gram HRaeF seeaoRs 
236D.91 to 236D.21, or tfle l\1iFhlesota sHJ3plemeRtcli aid program I:HlaeF seeaORS 236D.33 to 236D.s1 under section 
2561.04, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.03, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING RATE.] "Group residential housing rate" means a monthly rate set 
for shelter, fuel, food, utilities, household supplies, and other costs necessary to provide room and board for eligible 
individuals eligible ~F geR€l'al assistanee llRaer seeaoRs 2§eD.Gl to 2§61).21 OF sllJ3plemeRtal aia tmeler seeaoRs 
2§60.33 to 2§6D.§4. Group residential housing rate does not include payments for foster care for children who are 
not blind, child welfare services, medical care, dental care, hospitalization, nursing care, drugs or medical supplies, 
program costs, or other social services. Hm'lever, the gFOHp resieleRtial ROllsiRg fate fer FeeirieRts liviRg in FesiaeRees 
lR seeaoA 236I.G§, 5li:13ai. ISleR 2, f3aragfapR (e), etause (2), il elHaes all items eo. erea B~ that resideflee's meaieal 
a5sistaRee pel' diem fate. The rate is negotiated by the county agency OF the state according to the provisions of 
sections 2561.01 to 2561.06. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING.] "Group residential housing" means a group living situation that 
provides at a minimum room and board to unrelated persons who meet the eligibility requirements of section 2561.04. 
This definition includes foster care settings for a single adult. To receive payment for a group residence rate, the 
residence must be lieeR5ea sy eifr.ef I.'-Re depaftment of health OF hHfiLilR ser. iees aIlS mli:st eO'FRflly 'dith af'plieal3le 
la\.5 aRe FHles estaBliSHing staneafels fOf Health, safety, and lieeAsHFe. SeetHe ef'isis shell:eFs foF Ba-tterea women aRa 
theif ffiilaFen aesignatea By the aepalft:Rent of eOffeeaons are Rot gfOHp FesieeREes H:lldef iliis ffiaptef meet the 
reguirements under section 2561.04, subdivision 2a. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [MSA EQUIVALENT RATE.] "MSA equivalent rate" means.!!!! amount equal to the total of: 

ill the combined maximum shelter and basic needs standards for MSA recipients living alone specified in section 
256D.44. subdivisions b paragraph f!!1. and ~ paragraph .!!!t plus 

ill for persons who are not eligible to receive food stamps due to living arrangement, the maximum allotment 
authorized h the federal Food Stamp Program for a single individual which is in effect on the first day of MY. each 
year; less 

ill the personal needs allowance authorized for medical assistance recipients under section 256B.35. 

The MSA equivalent rate ~ to be adjusted on the first day of MY. each year to reflect changes in any of the 
component rates under clauses ill to !ill.:. 
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Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.6. [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ROOM AND BOARD RATE.] "Medical assistance room and board rate" means 
an amount equal to the medical assistance income standard for a single individual living alone in the community less 
the medical assistance personal needs allowance under section 256B.35. For the purposes of this section, the amount 
of the group residential housing rate that exceeds the medical assistance room and board rate is considered a remedial 
~ cost. A remedial ~ cost may be used to meet !!. spend dovvn obligation under section 256B,056. 
subdivision 5. The medical assistance room and board rate is to be adjusted on the first day of Ianuary of each year. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [INDIVIDUAL ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS.] Ts ee eligiele leT a gro,,1' Tesieenflal fi8Hsing 
pa)fiteRt, tRe iRdividl:lal must Be eligiele fer geReFal assistffitEe l±I.deF seEtieRs 236D.01 te 2&16D.21, SF supplemeRtal 
aid Idfider seEtisRs 236D.23 ts 2&160.134. If tRe ifiEh vidual is ifi tRe gFSldf' resiaenEe a Ide ts illt.ess sr iflEapaEil7), tRe 
indi, idl:lal must be HL tHe resideflee l:lflaer a FlaIl ae. elsFea SF aflFrs. ea By tHe eSl±IL~ ageAey. Resiaeflee ifl etRer 
grel:tp resiaeIlEes ffil:lst Be arpreveEl By tfle ESl:iRty agefle}. An individual is eligible for and entitled to ~ group 
residential housing payment to be made on the individual's behalf if the county agency has approved the individual's 
residence in a S!Q!!E. residential housing setting and the individual meets the reguirements in paragraph ill or ili1. 

W The individual ~ aged, blind, or ~~ 18 years of ~ and disabled as determined under the criteria used Qy 
the title !! program of the Social Security Act, and meets the resource restrictions and standards of the supplemental 
security income program, and the individual's countable income after deducting the exclusions and disregards of the 
SSt program and the medical assistance personal needs allowance under section 2568.35 is less than the monthly rate 
speCified in the county agency's agreement with the provider of group residential housing in which the individual 
resides. 

ill The individual's resources ~ less than the standards specified Qy section 256D.08, and the individual's 
countable income as determined under sections 256D.Ol to 256D.21, less the medical assistance personal needs 
allowance under section 2568.35 is less than the monthly rate specified in the county agency's agreement with the 
provider of group residential housing in which the individual resides. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.la. [COUNTY APPROVAL.] A county agency may not approve a.&:Q!!E. residential housing payment for 
an individual in any setting with ~ rate in excess of the MSA eguivalent rate for more than 30 days in ~ calendar year 
unless the county ~ has developed or approved a plan for the individual which specifies that: 

ill the individual has ~ illness Q!. incapacity which prevents the person from living independently in the 
commOOity; and 

ill the individual's illness or incapacity reguires the services which are available in the &:Q!!£ residence. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

5ubd. lb. [OPTIONAL STATE SUPPLEMENTS TO S5!.] Group residential housing payments made on behalf of 
persons eligible under subdivision h paragraph .@1. ~ optional state supplements to the SSI program. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1.f.:. [INTERIM ASSISTANCE.] Group residential housing payments made on behalf of persons eligible under 
subdivision .1. paragraph .lli1 are considered interim assistance payments to applicants for the federal SSI program. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [DATE OF ELlGIBILITY.] Per a persBfllioing in a gFBl:lp resiEleRee .... RB is eligiBle fSf geflefal assistanee 
llREler seeasAs 256D.91 ts 236D.21, paymeflt shall se maae iFsm tRe Elate a signee applieaH8R fulfiL is FeeeiveEl B) tHe 
ool:lntj' ageft€} Br the €late the aJ9f1li€a:At meets all eligibiliFy fadm's, wflieh:e\ €f' is latef'. fef' a pef5eH lh jflg iH a gf'eHp 
resiaeflee wne is eligiBle f8f sHpplemeAtal aiEl HflEler seeasRs 256D.33 t8 2&16D.S1, pa)meflt sflall be maEle hem the 
first s£ tRe fl.efttfl itt •• mffi afl apple. ea arplieaaeft is reeei\ eEl By a €8l:lRtj' ageney. An individual who has met the 
eligibility requirements of subdivision h shall have ~ group residential housing payment made on the individual's 
behalf from the first ~ of the month in which!!. signed application form is received.Qv.!!, county agency, or the first 
day of the month in which all eligibility factors have been met, whichever is later. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. ILICENSE REQUIRED.] Ii county agency may not enter into £!l agreement with an establishment to 
provide ~ residential housing unless: 

ill the establishment !§. licensed Qy the department of health ~ ~ hotel and restaurant; ~ board and lodging 
establishment: a residential care home: a boarding care home before March .1.1985; or a supervised living facility, and 
the service provider for residents of the facility is licensed under chapter 245Aj 2!. 

ill the residence is licensed £y the commissioner of human services under Minnesota Rules, parts 9555.5050 to 
9555.6265, or certified Qy~ county human services agency prior to .ll!1x..1.1992, using the standards under Minnesota 
Rules, parts 9555.5050 to 9555.6265 .. 

The reguirements under clauses ill and ill do not ~ to establishments exempt from state licensure because they 
~ located on Indian reservations and subject to tribal health and safety reguirements. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2b. [GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING AGREEMENTS.] Agreements between county agencies and 
providers of ~ residential housing must be in writing and must ~ the name and address under which the 
establishment subject to the agreement does business and under which the establishment, or service provider, if. 
different from the &.Q!!P. residential housing establishment, is licensed Qy the department of health or the department 
of human services; the address of the location or locations at which group residential housing is provided under this 
agreement the ~ diem and monthly rates that ~ to be paid from ~ residential housing funds for each eligible 
resident at each location; the number of beds at each location which are subject to the group residential housing 
agreement and a statement that the agreement is subject to the provisions of sections 2561.01 to 2561.06 and subject 
to ~ changes to those sections. 

Sec. 20. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, is.amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2c. [CRISIS SHELTERS.] Secure crisis shelters for battered women and their children designated Qy the 
Minnesota department of corrections are not group residences under this chapter. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.04, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [MORATORIUM ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING BEDS.] i;!l County 
agencies shall not enter into agreements for new geHefal assis@nee er MiFtfleseta sHpplemeRtal aid group resideR€e 
residential housing beds except: (1) for aatHt fester Hsmes lieeHses "By tfle €SR'l:m:issisfler sf Human ser.9.ees l:HiSer 
J\4iRflessH1 RL±1es, parts 9333.31Q5 ts 9399.6265 for ~ residential housing establishments meeting the reguirements 
of subdivision ~ clause ill (2) for faeiJities.8!Q!!£. residential housing establishments licensed under Minnesota Rules, 
parts 9525.0215 to 9525.0355, provided the facility is needed to meet the census reduction targets for persons with 
mental retardation or related conditions at regional treatment centers; (3) to ensure compliance with the federal 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act alternative disposition plan requirements for inappropriately placed persons with 
mental retardation or related conditions or mental illness; or (4) up to 80 beds in a single, specialized facility located 
in Hennepin county that will provide housing for chronic inebriates who are repetitive users of detoxification centers 
and are refused placement in emergency shelters because of their state of intoxication. Planning for the specialized 
facility must have been initiated before July 1, 1991, in anticipation of receiving a grant from the housing finance 
agency under section 462A.05, subdivision 20a/ paragraph (b). 

illh.. county ~ may enter into ~grQ!:!E. residential housing agreement for beds in addition to those currently 
covered under ~ group residential housing agreement if the additional beds are only a replacement of beds which 
have been made available due to closure of ~ setting, ~ change of licensure or certification which removes the beds 
from group residential housing payment, or as a result of the downsizing of a..8!:Q!!Q residential housing setting. The 
transfer of available beds from one county to another can only occur !!y the agreement of both counties. 
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Sec. 22. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.05, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1, [MONTHbY MAXIMUM RATES,] ill Monthly I'a) ",ent, ler room and board rates negotiated by 
a county agency, 8f set B) tke aepaFtmeFl-t l±F.ee£ Hlles ele; elBJ9Ea f1l:l:FSl:laT.t fa sl±esivisisfl 6, 8ft aehalf sf for a 
recipient living in a group F€siaeRee residential housing must Be paia at t-fle fates i:A e#eet 8tl Jl:lFlE 3(1, 1991, not te 
exceed $966.37 fs£ a gF81:lp FEsiaeREE fRat ERtefea iRte ait iRifial gf81=lf! rEsiaeFl:'aal flBl:lsiRg agFeeH.ERt .. ith a eSttRf) 
ag-eRE) aeferE JI:l:F.:€ 1, 1989 the MSA eguivalent rate specified under section 2561.03, subdivision ~ with the exception 
that ~ county agency may negotiate a room and board rate that exceeds the MSA eguivalent rate Qy.!:!E. to $426.37 for 
recipients of waiver services under title XIX of the Social Security Act. This exception is subject to the following 
conditions: 

ill that the secretary of health and human services has not approved a state reguest 12 include I22!!!. and board 
costs which exceed the MSA eguivalent rate in an individual's set of waiver services under title XIX of the Social 
Security Act; QL 

ill that the secretary of health and human services has approved the inclusion of room and board costs which 
exceed the MSA equivalent rate, but in an amount that ~ insufficient to ~ costs which ~ included in £.8!.Q!!£ 
residential housing agreement in effect on Tune ~ 1994, and the amount of the rate that ~ above the MSA equivalent 
rate has been approved £y the commissioner. The county agency may at any time negotiate a lower pa) ffieRt room 
and board rate than the rate that would otherwise be paid under this subdivision. 

ill The maximum monthly rate for an establishment that enters into an initial group residential housing agreement 
with £ county agency.Q!l or after Tune .1. 1989, may not exceed 90 percent of the maximum rate established under 
subdivision 1. This is effective until Tune lli1. 1994. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.05, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd, la, [WWER M,',XIII'.,ij.4 SUPPLEMENTARY RATES,] (a) The malE;",.", ",eRtF.I; Fate ler a general 
assiSMflEe SF A4fnHessffI sl;ippleH:Eflffil aid gE8Hp lESiaeflE€ iJ::Jat e1'I:teFS Hite aR ifritial gfSI::tP fesiaeRtial hSl:lsiRg: 
a~eemeflt dith a eSI.otFlf) ageR~ BPt Sf after JURe 1, 1989, ffia) RSt €Heeea 99 pefeeRt ef tfle maltift'tld:ffi rate estaelishes 
URSEF sttsai .9:sisR 1. This is eifeea'; e I::tRtil Jl:me aQ, 199a, SF l:I:Ittil tfle state'\\ ise system al:l:tksfi2ea l:illaeF sl:IsaivisisR 
e is estaelishea, TNhlehe. ef seel:lrs first. 

('8) The ffiaHiHtld:fh ffieRth:l} Fate fer a geReFal assistaRee er M:iru:t€seta sl:lf!pleHLeRtal aiel gF13l:l:f3 fesiaeRee fl:tat is 
R€ifr.:eF lieefl:sea B) fl9f' Fegistet'ea 1jritk tfle .MirJ-leseta a€paFfffieRt ef health, eF lieel:1:SeEl B} #'te aepaFtmeRt ef hl:lffiafl: 
seF.'iees, te pre'i'iae f3regrams 81' ser.iees iR aaaitieR te Feem ar.s eeara is ar. aaLetHLt e€J:l:lad t13 tke teta1 ef: 

(1) tke ee1:'f'tBiRea ffialtiffittffi Sk€lt€F a:JLa '8asie l'teeels sta:JtaaFes fer ~4iFffie5eta sl:lppl€ffi€rttal ais FeeipieRts liviRg: 
aleR€ sf3eeifiea ir. seetieR 2:56D.44, sld:eai.isieRs 2, paragraf3k (8), afla 3, paragfapk (a); f3h:l:s 

f2) ieF peF58RS Vrfl8 at'e FlBi eligiBle fe :reeei. € feBS stamps slie ttl li riRg aHEtrtgemeI'tts, tkE ffiaJaffil:lffi allehiieRt 
atltr.eri2ea B} tl=te feaeral fsee staflrJ3 }9FegFaffi fer a siRgle Htsi; ielttal'Nmek is itt eifeet eR tfle first aay ef Jl::tl) eaffi 
} ear; less 

(3) the perseflal f\eeas alle" artEe al:ltherii;es fsr ffieaiead asSiStaRee Feeil3ieRts Id:ftser seeaBFl 2:5613.3:5. In addition 
ill the room and board rate specified in subdivision .1. the county ~ may negotiate ~ payment not to exceed 
$426.37 for other services necessary to provide room and board provided Qy the &2.!:!.£ residence if the residence is 
licensed Qy or registered £y the department of health, or licensed £v. the department of human services to provide 
services in addition to room and board, and II the recipient of services is not also concurrently receiving services 
under £. home and conununity-based waiver under title XIX of the Social Security Act or residing in a setting which 
receives funding under MiImesota Rules, parts 9535.2000 to 9535.3000. The registration and licensure requirement 
does not ~ to establishments which ~ exempt from state licensure because they ~ located on Indian 
re'servations and for which the tribe has prescribed health and safety requirements. Service payments under this 
section may be prohibited under rules to prevent the supplanting of federal funds with state funds. The commissioner 
shall pursue the feasibility of obtaining the approval of the secretary of health and human services to provide home 
and community-based waiver services under title XIX of the Social Security Act for residents who are not eligible for 
an existing horne and community-based waiver due to a primary diagnosis of mental illness or chemical dependency, 
and shall ~ for £. waiver till. i§. determined to be cost effective. 
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Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.05, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ie. [RATE INCREASES.] A county agency may not increase the rates negotiated for ZI2!!£ residential 
housing above those in effect ~ Tune ~ 1993, except: 

illl !.i county may increase the rates for &Q!!E. residential housing settings to the MSA eguivalent rate for those 
settings whose current rate i§. below the MSA eguivalent rate. 

iliA county agency may increase the rates for residents in adult foster ~ whose difficulty of care has increased. 
The total &Q!!£ residential housing rate for these residents must not exceed the maximum rate specified in 
subdivisions 1 and 1a. County agencies must not include nor increase ~ residential housing difficulty of care rates 
for adults in foster ~ whose difficulty of care i§. eligible for funding .£y home and corrununity-based waiver 
programs under title XIX of the Social Security Act. 

ill The IQ2!!l and board ~ will be increased each year when the MSA eguivalent rate i§. adjusted for 551 
cost-of-living increases £y the amount of the annual 551 increase. less the amount of the increase in the medical 
assistance personal needs allowance under section 256B.35. 

@ VVhen ~ group residential housing rate ~ used to P£Y for an individual's room and board. Q!:. other costs 
necessary to provide room and board, the rate payable to the residence must continue for .!:!£ to 18 calendar days ~ 
incident that the person i&. temporarily absent from the residence. not to exceed 60 days in ~ calendar year. if the 
absence or absences have received the prior approval of the cotmty agency's social service staff. Prior approval is not 
reguired for emergency absences due to crisis. illness 2!: injury. 

M For facilities meeting substantial change criteria within the prior year. Substantial change criteria exists l! the 
group residential housing establishment experiences a 25 percent increase or decrease in the total number of its beds. 
l! the net cost of capital additions or improvements i§. in excess of 15 percent of the current market value of the 
residence, or if. the residence physically moves, or changes its licensure. and incurs ~ resulting increase in operation 
and property costs. 

ill Until Tune ~ 1994, E!. county ~ may increase J2y!!£. to five percent the total rate paid for recipients of 
assistance under sections 256D.Ol to 256D.21 or 256D.33 to 256D.54 who reside in residences that are licensed.£y the 
commissioner of health ~ E!. boarding care home. but ~ not certified for the purposes of the medical assistance 
program. However, an increase under this clause ~ not exceed ~ amount equivalent to 65 percent of the 1991 
medical assistance reimbursement rate for nursing home resident class .& in the geographic grouping in which the 
facility ~ located, as established under Minnesota Rules, parts 9549.0050 to 9549.0058. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.05, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [MONTHLY RATES; EXEMPTIONS.] fat The maximum group residential housing rate does not apply 
to a residence that on August 1, 1984, was licensed by the commissioner of health only as a boarding care home, 
certified by the commissioner of health as an intermediate care facility, and licensed by the commissioner of human 
services under Minnesota Rules, parts 9520.0500 to 9520,0690. 

fa) The maJEtH'l:lFfl: gFel:lI9 fesiaential RetisiRg fate aees nst arJ31y te a FesiaeneE !flat sn Al:lgtist 1, 1984, •• as lieeRsea 
By the eSffiffiissisneF sf fttiffiar. serriees tlF.aeF Minfl:eseta Rl:lles, I9arts 9§2§.9§29 te 9§2§.Qee9, 19b1t fl:tRaea as a gre1:iI9 
Fesiaenee l:if'.aeF general assista:ttee Sf ~4irtRessta sl:lI9f!lefftental aia. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.05, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [STATE PARTICIPATION.] For a resident of a group residence who is eligible fsr geneFal assistar.ee under 
seetisns 2§6D,91 te 2§6D.21 section 2561.04, subdivision.1. paragraph ill, state participation in the.group residential 
housing fate payment is determined according to section 256D.03, subdivision 2, For a resident of a group residence 
who is eligible under seeasns 2§6D.33 te 2§€iD.§i section 2561.04, subdivision.1. paragraph hl state participation in 
the group residential housing rate is determined according to section 256D.36. 
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Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2561.06, is amended to read: 

2561.06 [PAYMENT METHODS.] 

lA'fl.en a grB«}3 r€siEleRtial fiBHsiRg Fate is Hsea ts pay tfle [88Ftt ana aaara ESsts sf a J9€rSOR eligiBle uAder 
seelie"s 206D.91 Ie 206D.21, IRe Ms"lftI) pal meAl ma) Subdivision 1. [MONTHLY PAYMENTS.] Monthly payments 
made on an individual's behalf for Z!:Q!:!£ residential housing must be issued as a voucher or vendor payment. Wfteft 
a gf8Up r€SieleFltial RBl:l:sing fate is used to pa) tRe fOom ffi.d Beard Essts sf a pelsoR eligible HF.aer S€etisRs 2§6D.33 
ts 2.§6D.§4, payments mtl:st Be macle ts tRe r€eipieRt. If a r€eipieRt is Ret a131e is ffiBflage the r€eipieRt's ARffit€€S, a 
T€preS€Frffit=i Ie fie) ee ffil:lst Be apf'siRted. 

Subd. b ITIME OF PAYMENT.] 1:; county ~ may make payments to a W!!Q residence in advance for an 
individual whose stay in the group residence is expected to last beyond the calendar month for which the payment 
l§. made and who does not expect to receive countable earned income during the month for which the payment is 
made. Group residential housing payments made Qv.~ county agency on behalf of an individual who is not expected 
to remain in the group residence beyond the month for which payment is made must be made subsequent to the 
individual's departure from the g!2!:!P. residence. Group residential housing payments made Qv.!!' county ~£!!. 
behalf of an individual with earned income must be made subsequent to receipt of a monthly household report form, 

Subd, ~ {FILING OF APPLICATION.1 The county agency must immediately provide an application form to ~ 
person requesting 1£Q!!£ residential housing. Application for g!Q!!£ residential housing must be in writing 2!l!!. form 
prescribed Qv. the commissioner, The county agency must determine an applicant's eligibility for Z!2!!P. residential 
housing as soon as the required verifications are received Qy the county agency and within 30 days after ~ signed 
application is received Qy the county agency for the aged Q!. blind or within 60 days for the disabled. 

Subd. ~ [VERIFICATION.] The county agency must request, and applicants and recipients must provide and 
verify, all information necessary to determine initial and continuing eligibility and group residential housing payment 
amounts. !f. necessary, the county agency shall assist the applicant or recipient in obtaining verifications, !f the 
applicant or recipient refuses or fails without good cause to provide the information or verification, the county agency 
shall deny or terminate eligibility for group residential housing payments. 

Subd. ~ [REDETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY.] The eligibility of each recipient must be redetermined at least 
~ every 12 months. 

Subd. §.:. [REPORTS.1 Recipients must report changes in circumstances that affect eligibility or g!2!:!P. residential 
housing payment amounts within ten days of the change. Recipients with earned income must complete a monthly 
household report form. !f the report form i§. not received before the end of the month in which iti§. due, the county 
~ must terminate eligibility for .8!Q!!£ residential housing payments. The tennination shall be effective on the 
first day of the month following the month in which the report ~ due. If a complete report is received within the 
month eligibility was terminated. the individual is considered to have continued an application for Z!2!!£ residential 
housing payment effective the first day of the month the eligibility was terminated. 

Subd. L [DETERMINATION OF RATES.] The county in which i! ~ residence is located will determine the 
amount of group residential housing rate to be paid 2!l behalf of an individual in the Z!Q!!E. residence regardless of 
the individual's county of financial responsibility. 

Subd. l!o [AMOUNT OF GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING PAYMENT.] The amount of i! ~ residential 
housing payment to be made 2!! behalf of ~ eligible individual i§. determined Qv. subtracting the individual's 
countable income under section 2561.04. subdivision L. for a whole calendar month from the group residential housing 
charge for that same month. The group residential housing charge is determined Qv. multiplying the Z!2!!£ residential 
housing rate times the period of time the individual was ~ resident or temporarily absent under section 2561.05, 
subdivision ls paragraph iQ1 

Sec. 28. [TRANSFER OF GROUP RESIDENTIAL HOUSING FUNDS.] 

Upon federal approval of payment under the home and community-based waiver provisions for room and board 
costs in addition to the MSA eguivalent rate defined in Minnesota Starutes. section 2561.03. the commissioner of 
human services shall transfer anticipated .8!.2!!P. residential housing expenditures to the medical assistance account 
to meet the nonfederal share reguirement of funding these additional costs as home and community-based services. 
Any transfer of group residential housing funds to the medical assistance account shall correspond to the increase in 
the waiver rates resulting from medical assistance payment for unusual room and board costs in ~ of the MSA 
equivalent rate. 
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Sec. 29. [REPEALER.] 

MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, sections 2561.03, subdivision 1L 256L05, subdivisions .it. ~ and l2L and 2561.051, are 
repealed. 

Sec. 30. [EFFECTIVE DATES.] 

Subdivision 1. Section 25 is effective.l!!.!y.1. 1994. 

Subd. b. Sections 1 to l.t..& ~ 13 to 1L ~ ~ and 26 to 29 are effective h!!y.1. 1994, contingent upon federal 
recognition that ~ residential housing payments ~ ~ optional state supplement payments to the 
supplemental security income program under title XVI of the Social Security Act and confer categorical eligibility for 
medical assistance under the state plan for medical assistance. 

Subd. J.:. Sections 4 to Q. are effective Ianuary.1. 1994. 

Subd.1:. Implementation of section 12 is contingent upon approval Qy the Secretary of Health and Human Services 
of the definition and procedure contained in that section. 

ARTICLE 9 

HEALTH DEPARTMENT 

Section 1. [l1SC.082] [LEAD FUND.] 

Subdivision 1. [FUND ESTABLISHED.} A lead fund !§. created in the state treasury. The fund consists of all 
revenue deposited in the fund under sections 11SC.08l and 297E.01. subdivision 11. and all other money and interest 
made available to the fund Qy law. 

Subd. b [USES OF FUND.] ill Money in the lead fund may be appropriated for: 

ill all lead programs administered .Qy the commissioner of jobs and training; 

ill all lead activities and programs administered Qy the commissioner of health; and 

ill all lead programs administered Q.y the commissioner of the housing finance ~ 

ill Money in the lead fund must be annually distributed for lead abatement as follows: 

ill 25 percent to the commissioner of health for lead activities and programs including contracting with community 
health boards; 

ill ten percent to the housing development fund for lead programs; and 

ill the remainder to the commissioner of jobs and training for lead abatement programs. 

kl In expending funds under this program. the commissioner of health shall abide Qy the following requirements: 

ill.!!Q funds shall be spent for lead screening unless the board of health Q!. grantee meets the center for disease 
control proficiency requirements and the analytical requirements specified in section 144.873. subdivision ~ The 
commissioner may make grants that include providing the appropriate analytical equipment in order to meet this 
condition; 

ill .!!Q money shall be provided to boards of health who issue abatement orders inconsistent with the rules 
promulgated under section 144.878; and 

ill before issuing a contract to boards of health. outside ~ 9!v. of the first class. the commissioner of health shall 
evaluate the need and cost effectiveness of contracting for sanitarian and public health ~ services to determine 
whether the contract grant should be with an individual board of health. or ~~ of boards of health. or whether 
services should be delivered Qy the commissioner. Nothing in this provision is designed to restrict grants for lead 
education or lead screening. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.76, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [PATHOLOGICAL WASTE.] "Pathological waste" means human tissues and body parts removed 
accidentally or during surgery or autopsy intended for disposaL Patholegieal" aste does Rot ifl:ell:1de teetfl. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.78, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SHARPS.] Sharps, except those generated from a household or from a farm operation or agricultural 
business: 

(1) must be placed in puncture-resistant containers; 

(2) may not be compacted or mixed with other waste material whether or not the sharps are decontaminated unless 
it is part of an infectious waste decontamination process approved by the eommfssioner sf RealER sr the commissioner 
of the pollution control agency that will prevent exposure during transportation and disposal; and 

(3) may not be disposed of at refuse-derived fuel facilities or at other facilities where waste is hand sorted. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.78, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [COMPACTION AND MIXTURE WITH OTHER WASTES.] Infedious waste may not be compacted or 
mixed with other waste materials prior to incineration or disposal. Compaction is acceptable if it is part of an 
infectious waste system, approved by the eommis5ioner of healtH or the commissioner of the pollution control agency, 
that is designed to prevent exposure during storage, transportation, and disposal. . 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.79, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PREPARATION OF MANAGEMENT PLANS.] (al To the extent applicable to the facility, a person 
in charge of a facility that generates, stores, decontaminates, incinerates, or disposes of infectious or pathological waste 
must prepare a management plan for the infectious or pathological waste handled by the facility. A person may 
prepare a common management plan for all generating facilities owned and operated by the person. If a single plan 
is prepared to cover multiple facilities, the plan must identify common policy and procedures for the facilities and 
any management procedures that are facility speCific. The plan must identify each generating facility covered by the 
plan. A management plan must list all physicians, dentists, chiropractors, podiatrists; veterinarians, certified nurse 
practitioners, certified nurse midwives, or physiCian assistants, employed by, under contract to, or working at the 
generating facilities, except hospitals or laboratories. A management plan from a hospital must list the number of 
licensed beds and from a laboratory must list the number of generating employees. 

(b) The management plan must describe, to the extent the information is applicable to the facility: 

(1) the type of infectious waste and pathological waste that the person generates or handles; 

(2) the segregation, packaging, labeling, collection, storage, and transportation procedures for the infectious waste 
or pathological waste that will be followed; 

(3) the decontamination or disposal methods for the infectious or pathological waste that will be used; 

(4) the transporters and disposal facilities that will be used for the infectious waste; 

(5) the steps that will be taken to minimize the exposure of employees to infectious agents throughout the process 
of disposing of infectious or pathological wastes; and 

(6) the name of the individual responsible for the management of the infectious waste or pathological waste. 

(c) The management plan must be kept at the facility. 

(d) To the extent applicable to the facility, management plans must be accompanied by a.statement of the quantity 
of infectious and pathological waste generated, decontaminated, stored, incinerated, or disposed of at the facility 
during the previous two-year period. Quantities shall be reported in gallons er pounds. The eemFfl::issioner of healt"A 
SHall flre}3are a sl:1ff\:ffial)' ef tHe fJ:l::lantiees of iflieEeol:1s ana flat-floiegieal '"Ii aste generates, sy faeility type. 

(e) A management plan must be updated ana restffifflittea at least once every two years. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.79, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [PLANS FOR STORAGE, DECONTAMINATION, INCINERATION, AND DISPOSAL FACILITIES.] (a) 
A person who storesL incinerates, or decontaminates infectious or pathological waste, other than at the facility where 
the waste was generated, or a person who incinerates 8F elispss€s sf infectious or pathological waste 2!l ~ must 
submit a copy of the management plan to the commissioner of the pollution control agency with a fee of $225. The 
fee must be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the general fund. 1\ peIseR'. he ifl:EiAerates 8ft site must 
SHBRtit an attaehmeflt to the geR€rater's maRagem€nt plffit Eietailiflg tfi€ iflEifl€ratisR epefatisR. 

(b) The commissioner shall review the plans and may require a plan to be modified within 180 days after the plan 
is submitted if the commissioner detennines that the plan is not consistent with state or federal law or that the plan 
is not adequate to minimize exposure of persons to the waste. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.80, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. ITRANSFER OF INFECTIOUS WASTE.] (a) A generator may not transfer infectious waste to a 
commercial tran~porter unless the transporter is registered with the commissioner. 

(b) A transporter may not deliver infectious waste to a facility prohibited to accept the waste. 

(c) A person who is registered to transport infectious waste may not refuse waste generated from a facility that is 
properly packaged and labeled as "if'lfeEHe~s .. aste.",:, 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.80, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PREPARATION OF MANAGEMENT PLANS.] (a) A commercial transporter in charge of a business that 
transports infectious waste must prepare a management plan for the infectious waste handled by the commercial 
transporter. 

(b) The management plan must describe, to the extent the information is applicable to the commercial transporter: 

(1) the type of infectious waste that the commercial transporter handles; 

(2) the transportation procedures for the infectious waste that will be followed; 

(3) the disposal facilities that will be used for the infectious waste; 

(4) the steps that will be taken to minimize the exposure of employees to infectious agents throughout the process 
of transporting and disposing of infectious waste; and 

(5) the name of the individual responsible for the transportation and management of the infectious waste. 

(c) The management plan must be kept at the commercial transporter's principal place of business. 

(d) Management plans must be accompanied by a statement of the quantity of infectious waste transported during 
the previous two-year period. Quantities shall be reported in gallsRs sr pounds. 

(e) A management plan must be updated and resubmitted at least once every two years. 

(f) The commissioner shall review the plans and may require a plan to be modified within 180 days after the plan 
is submitted if the commissioner determines that the plan is not consistent with state or federal law or that the plan 
is not adequate to minimize exposure of persons to the waste. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.81, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision J. [AGENCY RL~LES.] The agency, in consultation with the commissioner of health, may adopt rules 
to implement sections 116.76 to 116.82. The ageflEj Ras pfimary reSP8flSiaility fBt' rl:lles relatir.g tB tFaflspBfmtiBfl sf 
ffifeffisld:s Ii aste aPlEi facilities stsrffig, flffi"lSf'srmg, aeesflt.aH'liAamg, ifleiflera-tiRg, Bf'tS siSf'ssffig sf ffifeeRBl.i:s ?,laste. 
The agency, before adopting rules affecting animals or research animal waste, must consult the commissioner of 
agriculture and the board of animal health. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.82, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LOCAL ENFORCEMENT.] Sections 116.76 to 116.81 may be enforced by a county by delegation of 
enforcement authority granted to the eeffiffi:i:ssisReF sf Realtfi aRa the agency in section 116.83. Separate enforcement 
actions may not be brought by a state agency and a county for the same violations. The state or county may not bring 
an action that is being enforced by the federal Office of Safety and Health Administration. 

Sec. 1 L Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.83, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [STATli RliSPOHSIIHUTIIiS ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY.] The agency sf!fle eS_SS;SA .. sf 
~ may enforce sections 116.76 to 116.81. The EsmrnissieReF sf healtk is J9I'iffiaFil) respsflsil::Jle fsl' eFlfsFeemeHt 
if'll ely iRg geReFatsfs. Tl?te ageRE) is primarily rest'sRsiele fer eRJOereeFAeRt ir .• sl i if Ig e#ter perseRs sl:lsjeet ts seeHsRs 
118.78 Is 118.81. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116.83, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND PROPERTY.] Subject to section 144.651, the commissioner of the 
pollution control agency Sf' tke eSFltH1:i:ssisRer sf Realth mayan presentation of credentials, during regular business 
hours: 

(1) examine and copy any books, records, memoranda, or data that is related to compliance with sections 116.76 
to 116.81; and 

(2) enter public or private property regulated by sections 116.76 to 116.81 for the purpose of taking an action 
authorized by this section including obtaining information and conducting investigations. 

Sec. 13. [116.87] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [RESIDENTIAL LEAD PAINT WASTE.] "Residential lead paint waste" ~ waste produced Qy 
removing lead paint from the interior or exterior structure or the ground surface of! residence. Residential lead paint 
waste does not include; 

ill lead paint waste removed with the aid of ~ chemical paint strIpper: or 

ill lead paint waste that i§. mixed with water and that contains ~ free liquid. 

Subd. b [RESIDENCE.} The term "residence" has the meaning given in rules adopted lUlder sections 144.871 to 
144.879. 

Sec. 14. [116.88] [AUTHORIZED MANAGEMENT METHODS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DISPOSAL1 Notwithstanding~ other law,! person who disposes of residential lead paint waste 
in the state may dispose of the waste at: 

ill! land disposal facility that meets the requirements of Minnesota Rules. chapter 7045; 

ill ! facility that meets the requirements for ! ~ mixed municipal solid waste land disposal facility under 
Minnesota Rules. chapter 7035 that began operation after Ianuary.1. 1989: 

ill a demolition debris land disposal facility equipped with! clay or artificial liner and leachate collection system; 

ill! solid waste incinerator ash landfill if disposal is approved !2Y the corrunissioner in accordance with agency 
rules. 

Subd. b. [MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY; NOT TRANSFERABLE TO OCCUPANT.] ill A person whose 
activities produce residential lead paint waste ~ responsible for the management and proper disposal of the waste. 

ill When residential lead paint waste is produced.!2.v. activities of a person other than the occupant of the residence 
from which the waste i§. removed, the person shall not leave the residential lead paint waste at that residence and 
shall not transfer responsibility for managing or disposing of the waste to the occupant. 
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Subd. ~ [WASTE PRODUCED BY OCCUPANT.] Residential lead paint waste produced £y activities of the 
occupant of the residence from which the ~ ~ removed must be managed as provided £y law for household 
hazardous waste. 

Subd. ~ [DEMOLITION DEBRIS.] Residential lead paint waste attached to woodwork, walls, or other elements 
removed from the structure of !!. residence that constitute demolition debris may be disposed of at any permitted 
demolition debris land disposal facility. 

Sec. 15. [116.89] [PROHIBITED METHODS OF MANAGEMENT.] 

Subdivision 1.:. [UNLINED LANDFILLS.] Except ~ provided in section 116.88. subdivision ~ !l2 person shall 
dispose of residential lead paint ~ at an unlined land disposal facility. 

Subd. b. IIKCINERA TION.] No person shall send .Q! accept residential lead paint waste for incineration ~~ mixed 
municipal solid waste incinerator. 

Sec. 16. [116.90] [RECYCLING AND TREATMENT.] 

Nothing in sections 116.87 to 116.91 is intended to prevent or discourage treatment or recycling of residential lead 
paint waste. The commissioner shall encourage treatment and recycling of residential lead paint waste. 

Sec. 17. [116.91] [ENFORCEMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [RULES.1 The MiIU1esota pollution control agency may adopt rules necessary to implement and 
enforce the provisions of sections 116.87 to 116.90, including rules to regulate the transportation, storage, disposal. 
and other management of residential lead paint ~ after the waste leaves the site where i! ~ produced. 

Subd. ~ [LICENSE REVOCATION.] In addition to enforcement £y the Minnesota pollution control agency, the 
commissioner of health may revoke the license of ~ abatement contractor that violates any provision of sections 
116.87 to 116.90 2!. the rules adopted tmder subdivision 1. . 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.122, is amended to read: 

144.122 [LICENSE AND PERMIT FEES.] 

(a) The state corrunissioner of health, by rule, may prescribe reasonable procedures and fees for filing with the 
commissioner as prescribed by statute and for the issuance of original and renewal permits, licenses, registrations, 
and certifications issued under authority of the commissioner. The expiration dates of the various licenses, permits, 
registrations, and certifications as prescribed by the rules shall be plainly marked thereon. Fees may include 
application and examination fees and a penalty fee for renewal applications submitted after the expiration date of the 
previously issued permit, license, registration, and certification. The commissioner may also prescribe, by rule, 
reduced fees for permits, licenses, registrations, and certifications when the application therefor is submitted during 
the last three months of the permit, license, registration, or certification period. Fees proposed to be prescribed in the 
rules shall be first approved by the department of finance. All fees proposed to be prescribed in rules shall be 
reasonable. The fees shall be in an amount so that the total fees collected by the commissioner will, where practical, 
approximate the cost to the commissioner in administering the program. All fees collected shall be deposited in the 
state treasury and credited to the ~ state government special revenue fund Wlless otherwise specifically 
appropriated by law for specific purposes. 

(b) The commissioner may charge a fee for voluntary certification of medical laboratories and envirorunental 
laboratories, and for envirorunental and medical laboratory services provided by the department, without complying 
with paragraph (a) or chapter 14. Fees charged for environment and medical laboratory services provided by the 
department must be approximately equal to the costs of providing the services. 

(c) The commissioner may develop a schedule of fees for diagnostic evaluations conducted at clinics held by the 
services for children with handicaps program. All receipts generated by the program are annually appropriated to 
the conunissioner for use in the maternal and child health program. 
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(d) The commissioner, for fiscal years 1993 and beyond, shall set license fees for hospitals and nursing homes that 
are not boarding care homes at a level sufficient to recover, over a two-year period, the deficit associated with the 
collection of license fees from these facilities. The license fees for these facilities shall be set at the following levels: 

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations OCAHO hospitals) 

Non-jCAHO hospitals 

Nursing home 

$2,142 

$2,228 plus $138 pef bed 

$324 plus $76 pef bed 

For fiscal years 1993 and beyond, the commissioner shall set license fees for outpatient surgical centers, boarding 
care homes, and supervised living facilities at a level sufficient to recover, over a four-year period, the deficit 
associated with the collection of license fees from these facilities. The license fees for these facilities shall be set at 
the following levels: 

Outpatient surgical centers $1,645 

Boarding care homes $249 plus $58 pef bed 

Supervised living facilities $249 plus $58 pef bed. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.123, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [WHO MUST PAY.] Except for the limitation contained in this section, the commissioner of health 
shall charge a handling fee for each specimen submitted to the department of health for analysis for diagnostic 
purposes by any hospital, private laboratory, private clinic, or physician. No fee shall be charged to any entity which 
receives direct or indirect financial assistance from state or federal hmds administered by the department of health, 
including any public health department, nonprofit community clinic, venereal disease clinic, family planning clinic, 
or similar entity. The commissioner of health may establish by rule other exceptions to the handling fee as may be 
necessary to gather information for epidemiologic purposes. All fees collected pursuant to this section shall be 
deposited in the state treasury and credited to the geH€fi1l- state government special revenue hmd, 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.226, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [FEES TO Gl-i~jl-iRAb STATE GOVERNMENT SPECIAL REVENUE FUND.] Pees collected undef this 
section by the state registrar shall be deposited to the geH€fi1l- state government special revenue fund. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.3831, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OF FEE.] The public water supply descfibed in subdivision 1 shall: 

(1) collect the fees assessed on its service connections; 

(2) pay the department of revenue an amount equivalent to the fees based on the total number of service 
connections. The service connections for each public water supply described in subdivision 1 shall be verified every 
four years by the department of health; and 

(3) pay one-fourth of the total yearly fee to the department of revenue each calendar quarter, The first quarterly 
payment is due on or before September 30, 1992. In lieu of quarterly payments, a public water supply described in 
subdivision 1 with fewer than 50 service connections may make a single annual payment by June 30 each year, 
starting in 1993. The fees payable to the department of revenue shall be deposited in the state treasury as 
nondedicated geH€fi1l- state government special revenue fund revenues. 
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Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.802, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LICENSES; CONTENTS, CHANGES, AND TRANSFERS.] No natural person, partnership, 
association, corporation or unit of government may operate an ambulance service within this state unless it possesses 
a valid license to do so issued by the commissioner. The license shall specify the base of operations, primary service 
area, and the type or types of ambulance service for which the licensee is licensed. The licensee shall obtain a new 
license if it wishes to establish a new base of operation, or to expand its primary service area, or to provide a new 
type or types of service. A license, or the ownership of a licensed ambulance service, may be transferred only after 
the approval of the conunissioner, based upon a finding that the proposed licensee or proposed new owner of a 
licensed ambulance service meets or will meet the requirements of section 144.804. If the proposed transfer would 
result in a change in or addition of a new base of operations, expansion of the service's primary service area, or 
provision of a new type or types of ambulance service, the conunissioner shall require the prospective lice!lsee or 
owner to comply with subdivision 3. The commissioner may approve the license or ownership transfer prior to 
completion of the application process described in subdivision 3 upon obtaining written assurances from the proposed 
licensee or proposed new owner that no change in the service's base of operations, expansion of the service's primary 
service area, or provision of a new type or types of ambulance service will occur during the processing of the 
application. The cost of licenses shall be in an amount prescribed by the commissioner pursuant to section 144.122. 
Licenses shall expire and be renewed as prescribed by the commissioner pursuant to section 144.122. Fees collected 
shall be deposited to the trunk highway fund. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.8091, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REPAYMENT FOR VOLUNTEER TRAINING.] Any political subdivision, or nonprofit hospital or 
nonprofit corporation operating a licensed ambulance service shall be reimbursed by the commissioner for the 
necessary expense of the initial training of a volunteer ambulance attendant upon successful completion by the 
attendant of a basic emergency care course, or a continuing education course for basic emergency care, or both, which 
has been approved by the commissioner, pursuant to section 144.804. Reimbursement may include tuition, 
transportation, food, lodging, hourly payment for the time spent in the training course, and other necessary 
expenditures, except that in no instance shall a volunteer ambulance attendant be reimbursed more than ~ $450 
for successful completion of a basic course, and $±4G $225 for successful completion of a continuing education course. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [ABATEMENT.} "Abatement" means removal of, replacement of, or encapsulation of deteriorated paint, 
bare soil, dust, drinking water, or other lead-containing materials that are or may become readily accessible during 
the lead abatement process and pose an immediate threat of actual lead exposure to people. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [ELEVATED BLOOD LEAD LEVEL.] "Elevated blood lead level" in a child fle me.e 11-, .. , siJE ,eaFs elEi 
before the sixth birthday or in a pregnant woman means a blood lead level that exceeds the federal Centers for 
Disease Control guidelines for preventing lead poisoning in young children, unless the commissioner finds that a 
lower concentration is necessary to protect public health. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, subdivision 7a, is amended to read: 

Subd.7a. [HIGH RISK FOR TOXIC LEAD EXPOSURE.] "High risk for toxic lead exposure" means eilfleIo!!~ 
tract that meets ~ 2!. ~ of the following criteria: 

(1) tfta.t ~ census tract where elevated blood lead levels have been diagnosed in a population of children or pregnant 
women; 

(2) 'Ii,itRStlt blseelleaa eata, FRat a p8pL±latisR sf ERilelfeR Sf pfegAffitt 'Ii,sme!A fesicles iF.: 

fit a census tract with many residential structures known to have or suspected of having deteriorated lead-based 
paint; or 

W ill a census tract with a: median soil lead concentration greater than 100 parts per million for any sample 
collected according to Minnesota Rules, part 4761.0400, subpart 8, and rules adopted under section 144.878:--& 

t3~ t4te pFisfities aelsptea 19)' tRe esffifl'I:issisflef l:H.aef seetisR 114.878, sl:l:sai'lisisR 2, sRaIl apply ts this sl:ilaai visisR. 
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Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, subdivision 7b, is amended to read: 

Subd.7b. [PRIMARY PREVENTION FOR TOXIC LEAD EXPOSURE.] '"Primary prevention for toxic lead exposure'" 
meaRS perfsfF.Ra:ftee sf S\. ab team sel. iees, eftea13s~latieft, ana feffie. al aRe fef'iaeem€Rt aeatelueffi, iRehuiir.g leae 
elea,Cl:Ip aHa health eaHeaaBft, eeieR e1tildFefl aevelap ele. ales slesa leBa levels. includes any or all of the following: 

ill education of the general public in populations where children under six years of ~ and pregnant women have 
been identified with blood lead levels greater than nine micrograms ~ deciliter; 

ill education for property owners and renters concerning in-place management of potential lead hazards to create 
lead-safe housing; 

ill in-place management of potential lead hazards using swab team services or property owner Q!. renter lead 
abatement activities; and 

ill encapsulation. and removal and replacement abatement where necessary to make the residence lead safe. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.7c. [LEAD INSPECTOR.] "Lead inspector" means a person who has successfully completed a training course 
in investigation of residences for possible sources of lead exposure and who is licensed £y the commissioner under 
section 144.877 to perform this activity. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7d. [PERSON.] "Person" has the meaning given in section 1031.005, subdivision 16. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [SWAB TEAM.] "Swab tearn" means a person or persons who implement in-place management of lead 
exposure sources, ..... kieh iHell:l:aes.:. Swab team services include ~.Q!. all of the following: 

(1) eavefmg SF feplaeHtg safe sail that Ras a lead eSfleefltl'aBSR af 199 Palts fief milliSR, a:ttt:l €staSlisRir.g safe 
entefisl' pIa) MEl gal'EleR M€aS; removing-lead dust Qy washing. vacuuming, and cleaning the interior of residential 
property; 

• (2) other means that immediately protect children who engage in mouthing or pica behavior from lead sources. 
including cleanup and health education, advice and assistance to help !. family locate and move to E:. temporary 
lead-safe residence while abatement is being completed. or to help 2. family locate and .!!!QY£ to alternate lead-safe 
housing when abatement is not completed!'!y the property owner, and any other assistance necessary to meet the 
family's immediate needs ~~ resUlt of the relocation; 

ill removing loose paint artd paint chips and installing guards to protect intact paint; and 

(3) feffi8. iRg Ieaa atlst s) wasfting, vaeutlffiiftg, aRe eleaR:iRg the iRt:eFier af fesiseFlBal }9faperty iRebteliRg eafJ3ets; 

(4) stfl:ef fl'\€ans, iIteltlelHtg eleafttl}9 aRa kealtk eeitleaB8R, that iftlffteel:iatel} pf8teet eflilekeR ",\1'1:8 eFlgage in 
fR81:1:tRiRg 8f t:'iea seRa", is! iFsm Ieae setH'ees covering or replacing bare soil that has a lead concentration of 100 parts 
~ million. and establishing safe exterior :r.b!Y. and garden ~. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.871, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.10. [VENOUS BLOOD SAMPLE.] "Venous blood sample" means i! quantity of blood drawn from i! vein. 
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Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.872/ subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [HOME ASSESSMENTS.] ~ The commissioner shall, within available federal or state appropriations, 
contract with boards of health, who may determine priority for responding to cases of elevated blood lead levels, to 
conduct assessments to determine sources of lead contamination in the residences of pregnant women whose blood 
lead levels are at least ten micrograms per deciliter and of children whose blood lead levels are at least 20 micrograms 
per deciliter or whose blood lead levels persist in the range of 15 to 19 micrograms per deciliter for 90 days after 
initial identification to the board of health or the commissioner. Assessments must be conducted within five working 
days of the board of health receiving notice that the criteria in this subdivision have been met. The commissioner or 
boards of health must be notified of all violations of standards under section 144.878, subdivision b. that are identified 
during !!. home assessment. 

ill The commissioner or boards of health must identify the known addresses for the previous 12 months of the 
child or pregnant woman with elevated blood lead levels and notify the property' owners at those addresses. The 
commissioner may also collect information on the race, sex, and family income of children and pregnant women with 
elevated blood lead levels. 

f£l Within the limits of appropriations, a board of health shall conduct home assessments for children and pregnant 
women whose confirmed blood lead levels are in the range of ten to 19 micrograms per deciliter. 

@ The commissioner shall also provide educational materials on all sources of lead to boards of health to provide 
education on 'ways of reducing the danger of lead contamination. The commissioner may provide, laboratory or field 
lead testing equipment to a board of health or may reimburse a board of health for direct costs associated with 
assessments. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.872, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SAFE HOUSING.] The commissioner shallL within the limits of available appropriations, contract with 
boards of health for safe housing to be used in meeting relocation requirements in section 144.874, subdivision 4. The 
commissioner shall, within available federal or state appropriations, award grants to boards of health for the purposes 
of paying housing and relocation costs under section 144.874, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.872, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [LEAD CLEANUP EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL GRANTS.] ~ Within the limits of available state or 
federal appropriations, funds shall be made available under a grant program to nonprofit community-based 
organizations in areas at high risk for toxic lead exposure. Grantees shall use the money to purchase lead cleanup 
equipment af'ld: e€h:lea~i8f\al ffl:a~efials, and to pay for training for staff and volunteers for lead abatement certification. 
Grantees may work with licensed lead abatement contractors and certified trainers in order to ft\ee~ the feEftlifemeRts 
at lflis pFagFafR receive training necessary for certification under section 144.876. subdivision 1. Lead cleanup 
equipment shall include: high efficiency particle accumulator and wet vacuum cleaners, drop cloths, secure containers, 
respirators, scrapers, dust and particle containment material, and other cleanup and containment materials to ~ 
loose paint and plaster. patch leese ~aiRt ana plaster, control household dust, wax floors, clean carpets and sidewalks, 
and cover bare soil. 

ill Upon certification, the gfaR~ees grantee's staff and volunteers may make equipment and educational materials 
available to residents and property owners and instruct them on the proper use. Equipment shall be made available 
to low-income households on a priority basis at!!Q~ and other households on a sliding fee scale. Equipment shall 
not be made available to any person. licensed lead abatement contractor. or certified trainer who charges or intends 
to charge ~ fee for services performed using equipment or materials purchased Qv. a nonprofit community-based 
organization through a grant obtained under this subdivision. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.872, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [SWAB TEAMS.] Boards of health may determine priority for responding to cases of elevated blood lead 
levels. 
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Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.873, is amended to read: 

144.873 [REPORTING OF MEDICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLE ANALYSES.] 

Subdivision 1. [REPORT REQUIRED.] Medical laboratories performing blood lead analyses must report to the 
commissioner finger stick and venipuncture blood lead results and the method used to obtain these results. Boards 
of health must report to the commissioner the results of analyses from residential samples of paint, soit dust, and 
drinking water. The commissioner shall require the date of the test, and the current address and birthdate of the 
patient, and, other related iriformation from medical laboratories and boards of health as may be needed to monitor 
and evaluate blood lead levels in the public. If i! clinic or physician sends a blood lead test to a medical laboratory 
outside of Minnesota, that clinic or physician must meet the reporting requirements under this subdivision. 

Subd.2. [TEST OF CHILDREN IN HIGH RISK AREAS.] Within limits of available state and federal appropriations, 
the commissioner shall promote and subsidize a blood lead test of all children tffiaeF si1e yeaFs af age before the sixth 
birthday who live in all areas of high risk for toxic lead exposure that are currently known or subsequently identified. 
Within the limits of available appropriations, the commissioner shall conduct surveys, esreeiall) sail aSSeSSffieRts 
laFger tt.aFl: a FesiaeRse, as aeHReB 19) the eeffiffi:issisRef, to determine probable sources of lead exposure in greater 
MiIUlesota communities where a case of elevated blood lead levels has been reported. 

Surveys conducted under this subdivision must consist of evaluating census tracts to determine whether or not they 
are at high risk for toxic lead exposure. The evaluation shall consist of a priority response determination under 
section 144.878. subdivision 2a. In making this evaluation. the commissioner shall: 

ill conduct a soil survey in the manner provided for under MiIUlesota Rules. part 4761.0400. subpart.fu and 

ill evaluate housing quality, if data is available. 

The commissioner may also conduct a blood lead screening of children under six years of ~ within the census 
~ 

Subd.3. [STATEWIDE LEAD SCREENING.] Statewide lead screening by blood lead assays in conjunction with 
routine blood tests analyzed Qy laboratories that meet the center for disease control laboratory proficiency standards, 
by' atomic absorption equipmentL or other equipment with equivalent or better accuracy shall be ad, aeates used by 
boards of health. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, subdivision 1 .. is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [RESIDENCE ASSESSMENT.] (a) A board of health must conduct a timely assessment of a residence 
and all common areas, if the residence is located in!. building with two or more residential units. within five working 
days of receiving notification that the criteria in this subdivision have been met .. as confirmed .Qy lead analysis of a 
~ blood sample, to determine sources' of lead exposure if: 

(1) a pregnant woman in the residence is identified as having a blood lead level of at least ten micrograms of lead 
per deciliter of whole blood; 

(2) a child in the residence is identified as having a blood lead level at or above 20 micrograms per deciliter; or 

(3) i! child in the residence is identified as having a blood lead level that persists in the range of 15 to 19 
micrograms per deciliter for 90 days after initial identification. 

ill Within the limits of available state and federal appropriations .. a board of health shall also conduct home 
assessments for children whose confirmed. blood lead levels are in the range of ten to 19 micrograms per deciliter. 
d board of health may ~! residence even if. ~ of the three criteria in this subdivision are met. 

1£l If a child regularly spends several hours ~ at .Qll£..Q!:. more other sites such as another residence .. Sti€ft-as. 
Q£ a residential or commercial child care facility, the board of health must also assess the other FesiseRee sites. The 
board of health shall have one additional day to complete the assessment for each additional site. 

The board of health must conduct the residential assessment according to rules 
section 144.878. board 
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Sec. 38, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [RESIDENTIAL LEAD ASSESSMENT GUIDE.] (a) The commissioner of health shall develop or purchase 
a residential lead assessment guide that enables parents and other caregivers to assess the possible lead sources 
present and that suggests lead abatement actions. The guide must provide information on safe abatement and 
disposal methods, sources of equipment, and telephone numbers for additional information to enable the persons to 
either perform the abatement or to intelligently select an abatement contractor. In addition, the guide must: 

(1) meet the requirements of Minnesota laws and rules; 

(2) be understandable at not more than an eighth grade reading level~ 

(3) include information on all necessary safety precautions for all lead source cleanup; and 

(4) be the best available educational material. 

(b) A board of health must provide the re~identiallead assessment guide at no cost to: 

(1) parents and other caregivers of children who are identified as having blood lead levels of at least ten 
micrograms per deciliter; and 

(2) all property owners aRd sEEt:tpants who are issued housing code orders requiring aiSf1:lpBSR abatement of lead 
sourcesL and aU occupants of those residences. . 

(c) A board of health must provide the residential lead assessment guide on request to owners or ~ occupants 
of residential property within the jurisdiction of the board of health. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 19921 section 144.874, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [SWAB TEAMS; LEAD ASSESSMENT; LEAD ABATEMENT ORDERS.] A board of health must order a 
property owner to perform abatement on a lead source that exceeds a standard adopted according to section 144.878 
at the residence of a child with an elevated blood lead level or a pregnant woman with a blood lead level of at least 
ten micrograms per deciliter. Lead abatement orders must require that any source of damage, such as leaking roofs, 
plumbing, and windows, must be repaired or replaced, as needed, to prevent damage to lead-containing interior 
surfaces. The board of health i§. not required to f@Yfor lead abatement. With each lead abatement order, the board 
of health must coordinate with swab team abatement and provide a residential lead abatement guide. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3a. [SWAB TEAM SERVICES.] After issuing abatement orders for a residence of a chlld or pregnant women 
with elevated blood lead levels, the commissioner or a board of health ~ send ~ swab team within five working 
days to the residence to perform swab' team services as defined in section 144.871. subdivision 9. If the commissioner 
or board of health provides swab team services after an assessment. but before the issuance of an abatement order. 
swab team services do not need to be repeated after the issuance of an abatement order. Swab team services are not 
considered completed until the reassessment required under subdivision .§. shows no violation of one Q!: ~ of the 
standards under section 144.878, subdivision 2. If assessments and abatement orders are conducted at times when 
weather or soil conditions do not permit the assessment or abatement of lead in soiL the residences shall have their 
soil assessed and abated, !f. necessary, at the first opporhmity that weather and soil conditions allow. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [RELOCA nON OF RESIDENTS.] ill A board of health must ensure that residents are relocated from 
rooms or dwellings during abatement that generates leaded dust, such as removal or disruption of lead-based paint 
or plaster that contains lead. Residents must be allowed to return to the residence or dwelling after completion of 
abatement. A board of health shall use grant funds under section 144.872, subdivision 3, in cooperation with local 
housing agencies, to pay for moving costs and rent for a temporary residence for any low-income resident temporarily 
relocated during lead abatement, RSt ts eneeea $2§G pel:' fist:tsefiela. For purposes of this section, "low-income 
resident" means ~ resident whose gross household income is at Q!: below 185 percent of the federal poverty level. 
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ill Any resident of rental property who ~ notified £.y the board of health !Q. vacate the premises during lead 
abatement nonvithstanding any rental agreement or lease provisions: 

ill shall not be required to ~ rent due the landlord for the period of time the tenant ~ vacate the premises; 
and 

ill may elect to immediately terminate the tenancy effective on the date the tenant ~ the premises for lead 
abatement. and shall not be liable for any further rent or other charges due under the terms of the tenancy. 

1£1. h.. landlord of rental property in which ~ must vacate the premises during lead abatement must: 

ill allow ~ tenant to return to the dwelling after lead abatement and retesting, as reguired under subdivision ~ 
i2. completed unless the tenant has elected to terminate the tenancy under paragraph D22L and 

ill return any security deposit due under section 504.20 to ~ tenant who terminates tenancy under paragraph 
f.!2l within five days of the date the tenant vacates the unit. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [WARNING NOTICEL FINE.] A warning notice must be posted on all entrances to properties for which 
an order to abate a lead source has been issued by a board of health. +ffis. Ii person who unlawfully removes a 
warning notice posted under this section may be subject to !!:. fine .!!£ to $250. The warning notice must be at least 
8-1/2 by 11 inches in size and must include the following language, or substantially similar language: 

(a) "This property contains dangerous amounts of lead to which children under age six and pregnant women 
should not be exposed." 

(b) "It is Wllawful to remove or deface this warning. 'fffis 'i; aFF1H:.g ffta~ ee FeffiS • eel sRI) l:i}9Slt tke a:iFeeRSFt sf fue 
ssara sf ftealth." 

ill "Persons who remove .Q!. deface this warning are subject to !!, $250 fine. This warning may be removed only 
upon the direction of the board of health. " 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [SERVICES AND RETESTING REQUIRED.] After completion of swab team services and the abatement 
as ordered, including ~ repairs -ordered Qy !!,local housing or building inspector, the board of health must retest 
the residence to assure the violations no longer exist. The board of health is not required to test a residence after lead 
abatement that was not ordered Qy the board of health. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [PRIMARY PREVENTION.] Although children who are found to already have elevated blood lead levels 
must have the highest priority for intervention, the commissioner shall pursue primary prevention sf leaa }9SiS8ffir.g 
for toxic lead exposure within the limits of appropriations. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.874, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lla. [LEAD ABATEMENT DIRECTIVES.] In order to achieve statewide consistency in the application of lead 
abatement standards. the commissioner shall issue program directives that interpret the application of rules tmder 
section 144.878 in ambiguous or unusual lead abatement situations. These directives are guidelines to local boards 
of health. The conunissioner shall periodically review the evaluation of lead abatement orders and the program 
directives to determine if the rules Wlder section 144.878 need to be amended to reflect new understanding of lead 
abatement practices and methods. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.876, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1, [NOTICE OF ABATEMENT.] At least five days before starting work at each lead abatement worksite, a 
lead abatement contractor shall give vvritten notice to the commissioner and the board of health. 
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Sec. 47. [144.877] [LEAD INSPECTORS; LICENSING.] 

Subdivision 1. [LICENSE REQUIRED.] A lead inspector must obtain a license within 180 days of the effective date 
of this section and ~ renew it annually. The license must be readily available at assessment sites for inspection 
£y the commissioner 2!. Qy staff of ! board of health with jurisdiction ~ ! work site. ;i license cannot be 
transferred. 

Subd. b. [LICENSE APPLICATION.] An application for license 2!.license renewal must be on a form provided £y 
the commissioner and must include: 

ill ! ~ nonrefundable ~ in the form of ! check; 

ill evidence that the applicant has successfully completed a lead inspector training course approved in subdivision 
~ 2!: has, within the previous 180 days, successfully completed an initial lead inspection training course. 

The fee required in this subdivision is waived for an employee of a board of health. 

Subd.1. [LICENSE RENEWAL} t:,.license ~ valid for 2!1£ year from the issuance date unless the conunissioner 
revokes it. An applicant must successfully complete either ~ initial lead inspection training course or ~ annual 
refresher lead inspection training course to !!P.PlY for license renewal. 

Subd.1:. [LICENSE REPLACEMENT.} A licensed lead inspector may obtain a replacement license £y reapplying 
for ~ license. A replacement expires Q!l the ~ date ~ the original license. A nonrefundable $25 fee is required 
with each replacement application. 

Subd.2c [DENIAL OF LICENSE APPLICATION.] The commissioner may deny an application, revoke, or impose 
limitations or conditions on ! license, if the applicant or licensed lead inspector: 

ill violates rules adopted under sections 144.871 to 144.879; 

ill submits an application that is incomplete, inaccurate, or lacks the required ~ or submits an invalid check; 

ill obtains .e,license, certificate, or approval through error, fraud, or cheating; 

ill provides false or fraudulent information on forms; 

@ aids £!. allows an unlicensed or uncertified person to engage in activities for which! license or certificate is 
required: 

1§l endangers public health 2!: safety; 

m has been convicted during the previous five years of .@" felony Q!: gross misdemeanor related to residential lead 
assessment or residential lead abatement: or 

ilil has been convicted during the previous five years of a violation of section 270.72, 325F.69, or 325F.71. 

An application for licensure that has been denied may be resubmitted when the reasons for denial have been 
corrected. Ii person whose license ~ revoked may not !!P.PlY for .@" license within ~ year of the date of revocation. 
After one year, the application requirements must be followed Qy an applicant for .@" license. certificate, .Q!. course 
approval. An applicant who submits an approvable application within 60 days of initial denial is not required to £§Y 
~ second fee. 

Subd.2,. [APPROVAL OF LEAD INSPECTION COURSE.] A lead inspection course sponsored be the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency is .e.!l approved course for the purpose of this section. 

Subd. L [LEAD INSPECTION; RULES.] The commissioner may adopt rules to implement this section. The 
commissioner may also approve lead inspector courses offered Qy groups other than those approved £y the United 
States Environmental Protection Agency and shall charge ~ fee to cover the costs of approving courses. 
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Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.878, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LEAD STANDARDS AND ABATEMENT METHODS.] (a) The commissioner shall adopt rules 
establishing standards and abatement methods for lead in paint, dust, and drinking water in a manner that protects 
public health and the environment for all residences, including residences also used for a commercial purpose. +fie 
eeHlffl:issisRer sRall Beept priorities fer pFB • iEliAg aaatem€Rt sec. iees ts areas d€HRed ts Be at RigA fi51~ feF tSllie lead 
€HpeSl:l:F€. In adsfltiRg prisFities, tRe eSFflll'lfssisfI shall eSFlsicier tRe :Al:lmlger sf fRilereR aHa pregnant .. emeR 
diagnesea " itA ele. atee Bleed leaElle\ els aRa fu:e meclia:FL E9ReeRHatisR sf leaa iFt iRe seil. The EefltEFtfssisR€r shall 
giee JHisFitj to areas Ra,IRg tRe largest }?s}?tIlatisR sf EhilareR a£ta pregRaRt 'mmeR ha.iRg elevates blssa leae 
levels, areas .. itfl Ule ftigftest meaiaR ssillead EOREeRtratioR, ar.a areas ,\ Rere it Ras BeeR deterHtiRea tftat there are 
]aFge FlHfflBe:fS of resisE'FIE'es that fli'we deterisrating paiRt. The commissioner shall differentiate between intact paint 
and deteriorating paint. The commissioner and political subdivisions shall require abatement of intact paint only if 
the commissioner or political subdivision finds that the intact paint is 2!l a chewable or lead-dust producing surface 
that is a known source or reasonably expected to be a source of actual lead exposure to a specific person. In adopting 
rules under this subdivision, the commissioner shall require the best available technology for lead abatement methods, 
paint stabilization, and repainting. 

(b) The commissioner of health shall adopt standards and abatement methods for lead in bare soil on playgrounds 
and residential property in a manner to protect public health and the environment. The commissioner shall adopt 
a maximum standard of 100 parts of lead ~ million in bare soiL unless i.!12 proven that a different standard provides 
greater protection of public health. 

(c) The commissioner of the pollution control agency shall adopt rules to ensure that removal of exterior lead-based 
coatings from residential property by abrasive blasting methods alLa Eiisf'osal of a£t) RaZ':arasl:l:s ,t, asle are is conducted 
in a manner that protects public health and the environment. 

(d) All standards adopted under this subdivision must provide aaeEJ:uate reasonable margins of safety that are 
consistent with a detailed review of scientific evidence and an emphasis on overprotection rather than underprotection 
when the scientific evidence is ambiguous. The rules must apply to any individual performing or ordering the 
performance of lead abatement. 

hl No unit of local government may have an ordinance or regulation governing lead abatement methods for lead 
in paint, dust. or soil for residences and residential land that require a different lead abatement method than the lead 
abatement standards established under sections 144.871 to 144.879. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.878, subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd.2a. [PRIORITIES FOR RESPONSE ACTION.]Il) J.n~.'J 1,1988, The commissioner of health must adopt 
~ rules establishing tfte a priority list of census tracts at !:!lgh risk for toxic lead exposure for primary prevention 
response actions. The rufes mu.st e8RSiaer tRe ]3stefltial fsF effilaFffi'S eSRtaet .,ith tl-.e sOH ana fr.e eHistiflg level sf 
leaa iR tfle seil aHa ffia) eSRsiaeF tfle Ielati.e rish to tRe flLclslie Realtfl, 'tl;.e size af 'tl;.e ¥18f.l1:HatisR at rish, artS siese 
lead Ie. els Sf resiaeFlt f'sf'1:l:iatisftS. In establishing the ~ the commissioner shall award points under this 
subdivision to each ~ tract on which information is available. The priority for primary prevention response 
actions in census tracts !!! high risk for toxic lead exposure shall be based on the cumulative points awarded to each 
~ tract. A greater number of points ~ ~ higher priority. !t ~ tie occurs in the number of points, priority 
shall be given to the ~ tract with the higher percentage of population with blood lead levels greater than ten 
micrograms of lead ~ deciliter. All local governmental units and boards of health shall follow the priorities under 
this subdivision. The commissioner shall revise and update the priority list !!! least every five years. Points shall be 
awarded to each census tract for each criteria, considered independently, defined in section 144.871. subdivision 7a. 
Points shall be awarded as follows: 

.@l In ~ census tract where at least 20 children have been screened in the last five years, one point shall be awarded 
for each five percent of children who were under six years old at the time they were screened for lead in blood and 
whose blood lead level exceeds ten micrograms of lead ~ deciliter. An additional point shall be awarded if one 
percent of the children had blood levels greater than 20 micrograms ~ deciliter of blood. Two points shall be 
awarded to a census tract, where the blood lead screening has been inadequate. that is contiguous with a census tract 
where ~ than ten percent of the children under six years of ~ have blood lead levels exceeding ten micrograms 
~ deciliter. 
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ill One point shall be awarded for every five percent of housing that is defined as dilapidated or deteriorated Qy 
the planning department or similar agency of the 9!Y. in which the housing is located. Where data .i§. available Qy 
neighborhood or section within 2.~ the percent of dilapidated or deteriorated housing shall ~ egually to each 
~ tract within the neighborhood or section. 

ill One point shall be awarded for every 100 parts ~ million of lead soiL based on the median soil lead values 
of fOlmdation soil samples, calculated on 100 parts ~ million intervals, or fraction thereof. For the cities of St. Paul 
and Minneapolis, the commissioner shall use the June 1988 census tract version of the houseside map entitled 
"Distribution of Household Lead Content of Soil Dust in the Twin Cities," prepared Qy the center for urban and 
regional affairs. Where the map displays a census tract that i2. crossed Qy two 2£ more intervals, the commissioner 
shall make a reasoned determination of the median fOlmdation soil lead value for that tract. Values for census tracts 
may be updated Qy surveying the tract according to the proce~es under Minnesota Rules, part476J.MOD, 
subpart 8. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.878, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [LEAD ABATEMENT CONTRACTORS AND EMPLOYEES.] The commissioner shall adopt rules to license 
lead abatement contractors, to certify employees of lead abatement contractors who perform abatement, and to certify 
lead abatement trainers who provide lead abatement training for contractors, employees, or other lead abatement 
trainers. The ntles ffil:lst iRehtae stanaards af\a f'f8eeal:lFeS for Sf! the JOB traiftiRg fer WdaB teafflS. A person who 
performs painting, renovation, rehabilitation, remodeling, or other residential work that is not lead abatement need 
not be ~ licensed lead abatement contractor . .!h. fu1y .11994, ~ person who performs work that removes intact paint 
on residences built before February ~ 1978, must determine whether lead sources are present and whether the 
planned work would be lead abatement as defined in section 144.871, subdivision 2. This determination may be made 
Qy quantitative chemical analysis, X-ray fluorescence analyzer, or chemical spot test using sodium rhodizonate. If lead 
~ arc identified, the work must be performed £y .§. licensed lead abatement contractor. An owner of £!! 
owner-occupied residence with one or two lUlits i§. not subject to the requirements under this subdivision. All lead 
abatement training must include a hands-on component and instruction on the health effects of lead exposure, the 
use of personal protective equipment, workplace hazards and safety problems, abatement methods and work practices, 
decontamination procedures, cleanup and waste disposal procedures, lead monitoring and testing methods, and legal 
rights and responsibilities. The commissioner shall adopt rules to approve lead abatement training courses and to 
charge a fee for approval. At least 30 days before publishing initial notice of proposed rules under this subdivision 
on the licensing of lead abatement contractors, the commissioner shall submit the rules to the chairs of the health and 
human services committees in the house of representatives and the senate, and to any legislative committee on 
licensing created by the legislature. 

Sec. 51. [144.8781] [ENFORCEMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [CEASE AND DESIST ORDER.} ill The commissioner may issue ~ order requiring a person to 
~ lead abatement if the commissioner determines that a condition exists that poses ~ immediate danger to the 
public health. For purposes of this subdivision, an immediate danger to the public health exists if the commissioner 
detennines that: 

ill lead abatement is being performed in .§. manner that violates applicable state or federal law Q£ related rules; 

ill the person performing lead abatement is not currently licensed or certified as required £y rules adopted under 
sections 144.871 to 144.879; or 

, ill the lead abatement contractor has not given prior written notice required Qy section 144.876 to the commissioner 
and board of health. 

ill An order to cease lead abatement is effective for a maximum of 60 days. Following issuance of the order, the 
commissioner shall provide the contractor or individual with an opportunity for a hearing under the contested case 
provisions of chapter 14. Within ten days of the hearing. the commissioner shall decide whether to rescind, modify, 
or reissue the previous order. A modified or reissued order is effective for a maximum of 60 days from the date of 
modification or reissuance. 

Subd. b. [ORDER FOR CORRECTNE ACTION.} ill The commissioner may issue ~ order requiring a person 
violating sections 144.871 to 144.879 or .§. rule adopted under sections 144.871 to 144.879 to take the corrective action 
the commissioner determines will accomplish the purpose of the project and prevent future violation. The order for 
corrective action shall state the conditions that constitute the violation, the specific statute Q£ rule violated. and the 
time !?v. which the violation must be corrected. 
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Mll the person believes that the information contained in the commissioner's order for corrective action is in error, 
the person may ask the commissioner to reconsider the parts of the order that are alleged !.Q. be in ~ The request 
must be in writing, delivered to the commissioner Qy certified mail within five working days of receipt of the order, 
and: 

ill ~ which parts of the order for corrective action are alleged to be in error; 

ill provide documentation to support the allegation of ~ 

The commissioner shall respond to a request made under this subdivision within 15 working days after receipt of 
the request. t:. request for reconsideration does not stay the order for corrective action but the commissioner may 
provide additional time to comply with the order after reviewing the request. The commissioner's disposition of !! 
request for reconsideration is final. 

Subd. ~ [INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.] In addition to ~ other remedy provided £y law. the commissioner may bring 
an action for injunctive relief in the district court in Ramsey county ~ at the commissioner's discretion. in the district 
court in the county in which the lead abatement is being undertaken, to halt the work 2!: ~ activity connected with 
it. ~ temporary restraining order or other injunctive relief may be granted Qy the 9lli!! if. continuation of the lead 
abatement or an activity connected with it would result in an imminent risk of harm to !!lY. person. 

Subd.!. [PENALTIES.] iliA person who violates ~ of the requirements of sections 144.871 to 144.879 or any 
requirement, rule, or order issued under this section 1& subject to!! civil penalty of not more than $5,000 ~ day of 
violation. Penalties may be recovered in a civil action in the name of the state brought Qv. the attorney general. 

ill The commissioner may issue !!:!l order assessing a ~ of not ~ than $5,000 ~ violation to ~ person 
who violates !!lY. of the requirements of sections 144.871 to 144.879 Q! ~ requirement rule, or order issued under 
this section. a person subject to an administrative ~ order may request a contested case hearing under chapter 
14 within 20 days from date of receipt of the penalty order. It the ~ order is not contested within 20 days of 
receip!, it becomes final and may not be contested. 

ill The amount of ~ shall be based .Q!l the past history of violations, the severity of violation, the culpability 
of the person. and other relevant factors. 

@ Penalties assessed under sections 144.871 to 144.879 shall be paid to the commissioner for deposit in the general 
fund. Unpaid penalties shall be increased to 125 percent of the original assessed amolUlt if not paid within 60 days 
after the ~ order becomes final. After 60 days. interest shall ~ 2!! the unpaid ~ balance !!! the rate 
established in section 549.09. 

Subd. ~ [MISDEMEANOR PENAL TY.J A person ~ g!!illY of a misdemeanor and may be sentenced to payment 
of !! fine of not ~ than $700, imprisonment for not more than 30 davs, Q! both, for each violation if that person: 

ill hinders Q!: delays the commissioner or the commissioner's authorized representative in the performance of the 
duty!Q. enforce sections 144.871 to 144.879; 

ill undertakes lead abatement without a current, valid license; 

ill refuses to make ~ license 2!. certificate accessible to either the commissioner or the commissioner's authorized 
representative; 

ill employs a person to do lead abatement who does not have!! valid certificate; 

ill fails to report lead abatement as reguired £v. section 144.876; or 

i2l makes !!. false material statement related to ~ license, certificate. ~.Q! other documents required Wider 
sections 144.871 to 144.879. 

Subd. §.:. [DISCRIMINATION.} ~ person who discriminates against or otherwise sanctions an employee who 
complains to or cooperates with the commissioner in administering sections 144.871 to 144.879 i§. ~ of !! 
misdemeanor. 
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Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.98, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [LABORATORY CeRTIFICATION ACCOUNT STATE GOVERNMENT SPECIAL REVENUE FUND.] 
There is art aEE8l::tRt iFt !:t.e speeial FE ,'Ef'll:f€ ~l:l:lta Ealled tRe la~erat811 eertHieatisR aee8l:l:Rt. Fees collected under this 
section and apflfspFiatisf1s fer FRe ]9I:iFreSeS sf this seetisR must be deposited in the laeoratery eef'l!if:ieaasA a€S8tH.t. 
:M:sHer if} 'ERe laaeratery eeFfiJieatisFl aeesl:H.t is aF.J'\ually Etj9J:3F8J9Fiateel te t"R€ eSfflmfsslsRer sf :Realt1=-. te aemiRister 
tftis sEefieR state government special revenue fund. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144A.04, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [MINIMUM NURSNG STAFF REQUIREMENT.] Notwithstanding the provisions of Minnesota Rules, 
part 4655.5600, the minimum staffing standard for nursing personnel in certified nursing homes is as follows: 

(a) The minimum number of hours of nursing personnel to be provided in a nursing home is the greater of two 
hours per resident per 24 hours or 0.95 hours per standardized resident day. 

(b) For purposes of this subdivision, "hours of nursing personnel" means the paid, on-duty, productive nursing 
hours of all nurses and nursing assistants, calculated on the basis of any given 24-hour period. "Productive nursing 
hours" means all on-duty hours during which nurses and nursing assistants are engaged in nursing duties. Examples 
of nursing duties may be found in Minnesota Rules, parts 4655.5900, 4655.6100, and 4655.6400. Not included are 
vacations, holidays, sick leave, in-service classroom training, or lunches. Also not included are the nonproductive 
nursing hours of the in-service training director. In homes with more than 60 licensed beds, the hours of the director 
of nursing are excluded. "Standardized resident day" means the sum of the number of residents in each case mix class 
multiplied by the case mix weight for that resident class, as found in Minnesota Rules, part 9549,0059, subpart 2, 
calculated on the basis of a facility's census for any given day. For the purpose of determining a facility's census. the 
commissioner of health shall exclude the resident days claimed Qy the facility for resident therapeutic leave 2!: bed 
hold days. 

(c) Calculation of nursing hours per standardized resident day is performed by dividing total hours of nursing 
personnel for a given period by the total of standardized resident days for that same period. 

(d) A nursing home that is issued a notice of noncompliance under section 144A.10, subdivision 5, for a violation 
of this subdivision, shall be assessed a civil fine of $300 for each day of noncompliance, subject to section 144A.10, 
subdivisions 7 and B. 

Sec. 54. [144C.01] [AMBULANCE SERVICE PERSONNEL LONGEVITY AWARD AND INCENTIVE PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. IESTABLISHMENT,] An ambulance service personnel longevity award and incentive program is 
established, The program is intended to recognize the service rendered to state and local government and the citizens 
of Minnesota .Qy qualified ambulance service personneL and to reward qualified ambulance service personnel for 
significant contributions to state and local government and to the public. The purpose, of the ambulance service 
personnel longevity award and incentive trust is to accumulate resources to allow for the payment of longevity awards 
to qualified ambulance service personnel upon the completion of ~ substantial ambulance service career, 

Subd·1o [ADMINISTRATION.] ill Unless paragraph.l.£l. applies, consistent with the responsibilities of the state 
board of investment and the various ambulance services, the ambulance service personnel longevity award and 
incentive program must be administered Qy the commissioner of health, The administrative responsibilities of the 
commissioner of health for the program relate solely to the record keeping, award application, and 'award payment 
functions, The state board of investment ~ responsible for the investment of the ambulance service personnel 
longevity award and incentive trust. The applicable ambulance service is responsible for determining, consistent with 
this chapter, who is a qualified ambulance service person, what constitutes a year of credited ambulance service. what 
constitutes sufficient documentation of !!. year of prior service. and for submission of all necessary data to the 
commissioner of health in!!. manner consistent with this chapter. Determinations of an ambulance service are final. 

ill The commissioner of health may administer the conunissioner's assigned responsibilities regarding the program 
directly or may retain a qualified governmental or nongovernmental plan administrator under contract to administer 
those responsibilities regarding the program. !l contract w-ith a qualified plan administrator must be the result of an 
open competitive bidding process and must be reopened for competitive bidding at least ~ during every five-year 
period after the effective date of this section, 

ill The commissioner of employee relations shall review the options within state government for the most 
appropriate administration of pension plans or similar arrangements for emergency service personnel and recommend 
to the governor the most appropriate future pension plan or nonpension plan administrative arrangement for this 
chapter. !! the governor concurs in the recommendation, the governor shall transfer the future administrative 
responsibilities relating to this chapter to that adIhinistrative agency. 
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Sec. 55. [144C.02] [PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY; QUALIFIED AMBULANCE SERVICE PERSONNEL.] 

!ill. Persons eligible to participate in the ambulance service personnel longevity award and incentive program are 
qualified ambulance service personnel. 

ill Qualified ambulance service personnel are ambulance attendants, ambulance drivers, and ambulance service 
medical directors or medical advisors who meet the following reguirements: 

ill employment of the person £y or provision Qy the person of service to an ambulance service that is licensed as 
such Qy the state of Minnesota and that provides ambulance services that are generally available to the public and 
are free of unfair discriminatory practices under chapter 363; 

ill performance Qy the person during the 12 months ending as of the immediately previous Tune 30 of all .2!. ~ 
predominant portion of the person's services in the state of Minnesota or on behalf of Minnesota residents, as verified 
Qy August 1 annually in an affidavit from the cruef administrative officer of the ambulance servicej 

ill ~ certification of the person during the 12 months ending ~ of the immediately previous Tune 30 Qy the 
Minnesota department of health as an ambulance attendant, ambulance driver. or ambulance service medical director 
.2!. medical advisor under section 144.804. and supporting rules, and current active ambulance service employment 
or service provision status of the person. as verified Qy August 1 annually in an affidavit from the chief administrative 
officer of the ambulance service; and 

ill conformance Qy the person with the definition of the phrase "volunteer ambulance attendant" under section 
144.809L subdivision b. except that for the salary limit specified in that provision there must be substituted, for 
purposes of this section only, ~ limit of $3,000 for calendar year 1993. and $3,000 multiplied Qy the cumulative 
percentage increase in the national Consumer Price Index, all items, for urban wage ~ and clerical workers. as 
published Qy the federal Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. since December 11. 1993. and for an 
ambulance service medical director, conformance based solely 2!l the person's hourly stipends or salary for service 
as ~ medical director. 

hl The term "active ambulance service employment or service provision status" means being in good standing with 
and Q!l the active roster of the ambulance service making the certification, 

@ The maximum period of ambulance service employment or service provision for which ~ person may receive 
credit towards an award under this chapter. including prior service credit under section 144C.07, subdivision b. 
paragraph f£1 t! 20 years. 

1£l For ~ person who is employed Qy or provides service to more than one ambulance service concurrently during 
~ period during the 12-month period, credit towards an award under this chapter ~ limited to one ambulance 
service during ~ period. The creditable period ~ with the ambulance service for which the person undertakes the 
greatest portion of employment or service hours. 

Sec. 56. [144C.03] [AMBULANCE SERVICE PERSONNEL LONGEVITY AWARD AND INCENTIVE TRUST; 
TRUST ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision 1. [TRUST.] There is established an ambulance service persormellongevity award and incentive trust. 

Subd. b [TRUST ACCOUNT.] There ~ established in the general fund an ambulance service personnel longevity 
award and incentive trust account. The trust account must be credited with appropriations for that purpose, and 
investment earnings on those accumulated proceeds. The assets and income of the trust account must be held and 
managed Qy the commissioner of finance and the state board of investment for the benefit of the state of Minnesota 
and its general creditors. 

Subd.1. [PRIORITY OF CLAIMS.] The state of Minnesota intends that this program, trust, and trust account not 
constitute a separate fund for ~ legal purpose, including the federal Internal Revenue Code, as amended, and the 
federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended. Qualified ambulance service personnel have 
only an Wlsecured promise of the state of Minnesota to.p£y. a longevity award upon meeting entitlement requirements 
set forth in section 144C.08, and qualified ambulance service persormel meeting those entitlement reguirements have 
the status of general illlsecured creditors with respect to an ambulance service personnel longevity award, if and when 
awarded. 
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Sec. 57. [144C.05] [DISTRIBUTIOr\S FROM ACCOUNT.] 

Subdivision 1, [AWARD PAYMENTS.} ill The commissioner of health Q!. the commissioner's designee under 
section 144C.Ol r subdivision b. shall ~ ambulance service personnel longevity awards to qualified ambulance service 
personnel determined to be entitled to an award Wlder section 144C.08!2.y the commissioner based on the submissions 
£y the various ambulance services. AmoW1ts necessary to £.§!Y the ambulance service personnel longevity award are 
appropriated from the ambulance service personnel longevity award and incentive trust account to the commissioner 
of health. 

ill!! the state of Minnesota is unable to meet its financial obligations as they become due, the commissioner of 
health shall undertake all necessary steps to discontinue ~ ambulance service personnel longevity awards until 
the state of Minnesota is again able to meet its financial obligations as they become due. 

Subd. 1. [GENERAL CREDITORS OF THE STATE.] The trust account is ~ all times subject to i! ~ under an 
execution of any general creditor of the state of Minnesota, and if no other funds are available to satisfy that ~ the 
~ has priority for payment from the trust account before ~ ambulance service personnel longevity award. 

Sec. 58. [144C.06] [TRUST ACCOUNT INVESTMENT.] 

The trust account must be invested .£v. the state board of investment, as provided in section lIA.20. 

Sec. 59. [144C.07] [CREDITING QUALIFIED AMBULANCE PERSONNEL SERVICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [SEPARATE RECORD KEEPING.] The commissioner of health or the commissioner's designee 
under section 144C.Ol, subdivision b. shall maintain a separate record of potential award accumulations for each 
qualified ambulance service person under subdivision 2. 

Subd. 1. [POTENTIAL ALLOCATIONS.] ttl On September .h annually, the corrunissioner of health or the 
commissioner's designee under section 144C.OL subdivision b. shall determine the amount of the allocation of the 
prior year's accumulation to each qualified ambulance-service person. The prior year's net investment gain or loss 
under paragraph fhl must be allocated and that year's appropriation, after deduction of administrative expenses, also 
must be allocated. 

ill The difference in the market value of the assets of the ambulance service personnel longevity award and 
incentive trust account as of the immediately previous Tune 30 and the Tune 30 occurring 12 months earlier must be 
reported on Q!. before August 15 Qy the state board of investment. The market value gain or loss must be expressed 
as a percentage of the total potential award accumulations as of the immediately previous Tune ~ and that positive 
Q£ negative percentage must be applied to increase or decrease the recorded potential award accumulation of each 
qualified ambulance service person. 

1£l The appropriation for this purpose, after deduction of administrative expenses, must be divided Qy the total 
number of additional ambulance service personnel years of service recognized since the last allocation or 1,000 years 
of service, whichever is greater. A qualified ambulance service person must be credited with a year of service it the 
person is certified £Y. the chief administrative officer of the ambulance service ~ having rendered active ambulance 
service during the 12 months ending ~ of the immediately previous Tune 30. II the person has rendered prior active 
ambulance service, the person must be additionally credited with one-fifth of a year of service for each year of active 
ambulance service rendered before June ~ 1993, but not to exceed in any year one additional year of service.Q!.!Q 
exceed in total five years of prior service. Prior active ambulance service means employment Qy or the provision of 
service to ,!licensed ambulance service before Tune ~ 1993, as determined Qy the person's current ambulance service 
based £!1 records provided Qy the person that were contemporaneous to the service. The prior ambulance service 
must be reported on or before August 15 to the commissioner of health in an affidavit from the chief administrative 
officer of the ambulance service. 

Sec. 60. [l44C.OB] [AMBULANCE SERVICE PERSONNEL LONGEVITY AWARD.] 

!ill. A qualified ambulance service person who has terminated active ambulance service, who has at least five years 
of credited ambulance service, who !§. at least 50 years old, and who .!§. among the 400 persons with the greatest 
amount of credited ambulance service applying for a longevity award during that year,!§. entitled, upon application, 
to ~ ambulance service personnel longevity award. An applicant whose application is not approved because of the 
limit £!1 the number of annual awards may ~ in a subsequent year. 
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l£l.!f a qualified ambulance service person who meets the ~ and service requirements specified in paragraph iil 
dies before applying for !!,longevitv award, the estate of the decedent is entitled, upon application, to the decedent's 
ambulance service personnel longevity award, without reference to the limit Q!l the number of annual awards. 

ill An ambulance service personnel longevity award i§. the total amount of the person's accumulations indicated 
in the person's Heparate record under section 144C07 as of the August 15 preceding the application. The amount is 
payable only in !!. lump sum. 

@ Applications for an ambulance service personnel longevity award must be received gy the commissioner of 
health or the commissioner's designee under section 144C.01, subdivision b Qy August Th. annually. Ambulance 
service personnel longevity awards are payable only ~ of the last business s§y in October annually. 

Sec. 61. [144C.09] [EFFECT OF CHANGES.] 

Subdivision 1. [MODIFICATIONS.] The ambulance service personnel longevity award and incentive program is 
a gratuity established Qy the state of Minnesota and may be modified Qy subsequent legislative enactment at £!!Y time 
without creating ~ ~ of action for any ambulance service personnel related to the program as ~ result. No 
provision of this act and no subsequent amendment may be interpreted as causing or resulting in the program to be 
funded for federallnternal Revenue Code or federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 purposes, or 
~ causing or resulting in any contributions to or investment income earned .£y the ambulance service personnel 
longevity award and incentive trust accOlmt to be subject to federal income tax to ambulance service personnel or their 
beneficiaries before actual receipt of a longevity award under section 144C.08. 

Subd. b. [NONASSIGNABILITY·1 No entitlement or claim of a qualified ambulance service person or the person's 
beneficiary to an ambulance service personnel longevity award is assignable, or subject to garnishment, attachment, 
execution, levy, or legal process of ~ kind, except ~ provided in section 518.58, 518.581, 2!: 518.611. The 
commissioner of health may not recognize any attempted transfer, assignment, or pledge of an ambulance service 
personnel longevity award. 

Subd.2:. [PUBLIC EMPLOYEE STATUS.1 Recognizing the important public function performed Qy ambulance 
service personnel, only for purposes of this act and the receipt of ~ state sponsored gratuity in the form of ~ 
ambulance service personnel longevity award, all qualified ambulance service personnel are considered to be public 
employees. 

Sec. 62. [144C.l0] [SCOPE OF ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES.] 

For purposes of administering the award and incentive program, the commissioner of health cannot hear appeals. 
direct ambulance services to take ~ specific actions, investigate or take action on individual complaints, or otherwise 
act on information beyond that submitted Qy the licensed ambulance services. 

Sec. 63. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 149.04, is amended to read: 

149.04 [RENEWAL OF LICENSE.] 

Any license may be renewed from time to time and shall be in force after such renewal for a period specified by 
the state commissioner of health upon the payment of a renewal fee in an amount prescribed by the commissioner 

.pursuant to section 144.122. 

All fees received under this chapter shall be paid by the state commissioner of health to the credit of the get=tffal 
state government special revenue fund in the state treasury. The salaries of the necessary employees of the 
commissioner, the per diem of the inspectors and examiners, their expenses, and all incidental expenses of the 
commissioner in carrying out the provisions of this chapter shall be paid from the appropriations made to the state 
commissioner of health, but no expense or claim shall be incurred or paid in excess of the amount received from the 
fees herein provided. 

Sec. 64. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 157.045, is amended to read: 

157.045 [INCREASE IN FEES.] 

For licenses issued for 1989 and succeeding years, the commissioner of health shall increase license fees for facilities 
licensed under this chapter and chapter 327 to a level sufficient to recover all expenses related to the licensing, 
inspection, and enforcement activities prescribed in those chapters. In calculating the fee increase, the commissioner 
shall include the salaries and expenses of 5.5 new positions required to meet the inspection frequency prescribed in 
section 157.04. Fees collected must be deposited in the speeial Fe. efll:le aeee\±fl:t state government special revenue 
fund. 
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Sec. 65. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 198.34, is amended to read: 

198.34 [DEPOSIT OF RECEIPTS.] 

Federal money received by the board for the care of veterans in a veterans home, aHeF "Bemg ereclitea ts a feaeFal 
Feeeipt 8eeOI:l:Rt, ffiHst be fF8:IiSfeneEf is tfle gefleFal reV€fll:le ~.El iFl: tRe state H'easl:l:fj must be deposited into £. 
dedicated account in the state treasury and ~ appropriated to the veterans homes board of directors for the 
operational needs of the veterans homes and the board of directors. Money paid to the board by a veteran or by 
another person on behalf of a veteran for care in a veterans home must be deposited in the state treasury afta E£eaited 
to tRe geflefal ~fla in !!. dedicated account and ~ appropriated to the veterans homes board of directors for the 
operational needs of the veterans homes and the board of directors. 

Sec. 66. [198.345] [VETERANS HOME; FERGUS FALLS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The board shall establish a veterans home in Fergus Falls to provide at least 
60 beds for skilled nursing care in conformance with licensing rules of the department of health. 

Subd. b [FUNDING.] The home must be purchased or built with funds, 65 percent of which must be provided 
Qy the federal government, and 35 percent Qy other nons tate sources, including local Wlits of government, veterans' 
organizations, and corporations or other business entities. 

Subd. ~ [SUPPORT SERVICES.] Upon reguest, the department of human services shall arrange for the extension 
of support services to the veterans home in Fergus Falls including, but not limited ~ the provision of utilities, and 
kitchen and laWldry services. 

Sec. 67. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.04, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SERVICES PROVIDED.] The commissioner of administration with respect to the board of electricity, 
the commissioner of education with respect to the board of teaching, the commissioner of public safety vvith respect 
to the board of private detective and protective agent services, and the' board of peace officer standards and training, 
and the commissioner of revenue with respect to the board of assessors, shall provide suitable offices and other space, 
joint conference and hearing facilities, examination rooms, and the following administrative support services: 
purchasing service, accoWlting service, advisory personnel services, consulting services relating to evaluation 
procedures and techniques, data processing, duplicating, mailing services, automated printing of license renewals, and 
such other similar services of a housekeeping nature as are generally available to other agencies of state government. 
Investigative services shall be provided the boards by employees of the office of attorney general. The commissioner 
of health with respect to the health~related licensing boards aftti shall provide mailing and office ~ services and 
may provide other facilities and services listed in this subdivision at ~ central location upon request of the 
health-related licensing boards. The ffiair at the eepartmeRt commissioner of commerce with respect to the remaining 
non-health~related licensing boards shall provide the above facilities and services at a central location for the 
kealth relates aRe remaining non~health-related licensing boards. The legal and investigative services for the boards 
shall be provided by employees of the attorney general assigned to the departments servicing the boards. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the attorney general shall not be precluded by this section from assigning other 
attorneys to service a board if necessary in order to insure competent and consistent legal representation. Persons 
providing legal and investigative services shall to the extent practicable provide the services on a regular basis to the, 
same board or boards. 

Sec. 68. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.06, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [FEE ADJUSTMENT.] NOtw"ithstanding any law to the contrary, the commissioner of health as 
authorized by section 214.13? all health-related licensing boards and all non-health-related licensing boards shall by 
rule, with the approval of the commissioner of finance, adjust any fee which the commissioner of health or the board 
is empowered to assess a sufficient amount so that the total fees collected by each board will as closely as possible 
equal anticipated expenditures during the fiscal biennium, as provided in section 16A.128. For members of an 
occupation registered after July 1, 1984, by the commissioner of health under the provisions of section 214.13, the fee 
established must include an amount necessary to recover, over a five-year period, the commissioner's direct 
expenditures for adoption of the rules providing for registration of members of the occupation. All fees received shall 
be deposited in the state treasury. Fees received by the commissioner of health or health-related licensing boards must 
be credited to the health occupations licensing account in the state government special revenue fund. 
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Sec. 69. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.06, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1. [HEALTH-RELATED LICENSING BOARDS.] Notwithstanding section 14.22, subdivision 1. clause m 
~ public hearing is not required to be held when the health-related licensing boards need to raise fees to ~ 
anticipated expenditures in ~ biennium. The notice of intention to adopt the rules, ~ reguired under section 14.22, 
must state that no hearing will be held. 

Sec. 70. [214.103] [HEALTH-RELATED LICENSING BOARDS; COMPLAINTS; INVESTIGATION AND HEARING.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION.] For purposes of this section, "board" means "health-related licensing board" arid 
does not include non-health-related licensing boards. Nothing in this section supersedes section 214.10, subdivisions 
§ 1. ~ and ~ ~ they ~12 the health-related licensing boards. 

Subd. b. [RECEIPT OF COMPLAINT.1 The boards shall receive and resolve complaints or other communications, 
whether oral or written, against regulated persons. Before resolving an oral complaint, the executive director or ~ 
board member designated £J:. the board to review complaints may require the complainant to state the complaint in 
writing. The executive director or the designated board member shall determine whether the complaint alleges.2!. 
implies ~ violation of ~ statute .Q!. rule which the board i§. empowered to enforce. The executive director or the 
designated board member may consult with the designee of the attorney general ~ to £. board's jurisdiction over a 
complaint. If the executive director or the designated board member determines that it is necessary, the executive 
director may seek additional information to detennine whether the complaint is jurisdictional or to clarify the nature 
of the allegations £y obtaining records or other written materiaL obtaining a handwriting sample from the regulated 
person. clarifying the alleged facts with the complainant. and reguesting a written response from the subject of the 
complaint. 

Subd. 1. [REFERRAL TO OTHER AGENCIES.] The executive director shall forward to another governmental 
agency any complaints received .£y the board which do not relate to the board's jurisdiction but which relate to 
matters within the jurisdiction of another governmental agency. The agency shall advise the executive director of the 
disposition of the complaint. A complaint or other information received £y another governmental agency relating 
to ~ statute .Q!. rule which! board is empowered to enforce must be forwarded to the executive director of the board 
to be processed in accordance with this section. 

Subd. ~ [ROLE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.] The executive director or the designated board member shall 
forward .a complaint and any additional information to the designee of the attorney general when the executive 
director or the designated board member determines that a complaint is jurisdictional and ill requires investigation 
before the executive director .Q!. the designated board member may resolve the complaint: ill that attempts at 
resolution for disciplinary action or the initiation of a contested case hearing is appropriate; ill that an agreement for 
corrective action is warranted; or ill that the complaint should be dismissed, consistent with subdivision 8. 

Subd.2,. [INVESTIGATION BY ATTORNEY GENERAL.] If the executive director or the designated board member 
determines that investigation is necessary before resolving the complaint. the executive director shall forward the 
complaint and ~ additional information to the designee of the attorney general. The designee of the attorney general 
shall evaluate the communications forwarded and investigate as appropriate. The designee of the attorney general 
may also investigate ~ other complaint forwarded under subdivision 3 when the designee of the attorney general 
determines that investigation is necessary. In the process of evaluation and investigation. the designee shall consult 
with or seek the assistance of the executive director or the designated board member. The designee may also consult 
with .Q!:. seek the assistance of other qualified persons who are not members of the board who the designee believes 
will materially aid in the process of evaluation or investigation. Upon completion of the investigation, the designee 
shall forvvard the investigative report to the executive director. 

Subd.2., [ATTEMPTS AT RESOLUTION.] illl At any time after receipt of a complaint, the executive director or 
the designated board member may attempt to resolve the complaint with the regulated person. The available means 
for resolution include .a conference £!. any other \\ITitten 2!. oral communication with the regulated person. ~ 
conference may be held for the purposes of investigation. negotiation. education. or conciliation. The results of 
attempts at resolution with the regulated person may include £:. recommendation to the board for disciplinary action, 
an agreement between the executive director or the designated board member and the regulated person for corrective 
action. or the dismissal of E complaint. If attempts at resolution are not in the public interest or are not satisfactory 
to the executive director or the designated board member. then the executive director or the designated board member 
may initiate a contested case hearing. 
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ill The designee of the attorney general shall represent the board in all attempts at resolution which the executive 
director or the designated board member anticipate may result in disciplinary action. The available remedies for 
disciplinary action Qy consent with the regulated person ~ those listed in section 214.108, subdivision i. A 
stipulation between the executive director 2!:. the designated board member and the regulated person shall be 
presented to the board for the board's consideration. An approved stipulation and resulting order shall become public 
data. 

ill The designee of the attorney general shall represent the board upon the request of the executive director or the 
designated board member in all attempts at resolution which the executive director or the designated board member 
anticipate may result in corrective action. Any agreement betvveen the executive director or the designated board 
member and the regulated person for corrective action shall be in writing and shall be reviewed.£y the designee of 
the attorney general prior to its execution. The agreement for corrective action shall provide for dismissal of the 
complaint upon successful completion.£y the regulated person of the corrective action. 

ill Upon receipt of a complaint alleging sexual contact or sexual conduct with ~ client. the board must forward 
the complaint to the designee of the attorney general for an investigation. It. after it i.§. investigated, the complaint 
appears to provide a basis for disciplinary action, the board shall resolve the complaint .!2.Y. disciplinary action or 
initiate ~ contested case hearing. Notwithstanding paragraph .@1. clause QL. ~ board may not take corrective action 
or dismiss ~ complaint alleging sexual contact or sexual conduct with ~ client unless, in the opinion of the executive 
director, the designated board member. and the designee of the attorney generaL there i.§. insufficient evidence to 
justify disciplinary action. 

Subd. L [CONTESTED CASE HEARING.] !! the executive director or the designated board member determines 
that attempts at resolution of a complaint are not in the public interest or are not satisfactory to the executive director 
or the designated board member, the executive director or the designated board member, after consultation with the 
designee of the attorney generaL may initiate ~ contested case hearing under chapter 14. The designated board 
member 2!. any board member who ~ consulted during the ~ of ~ investigation may participate at the 
contested case hearing. A designated or consulted board member may not deliberate or vote in ~ proceeding before 
the board pertaining to the case. 

Subd . .!h [DISMISSAL OF A COMPLAINT.] A complaint may not be dismissed without the concurrence 01 two 
board members. The designee of the attorney general must review before dismissal any complaints which allege any 
violation of chapter 609, ~ conduct which would be required to be reported under section 626.556 or 626.557, any 
sexual contact or sexual conduct with ~ client any violation of ~ federal law. any actual 2!. potential inability 12. 
practice the regulated profession 2!. occupation .Qy reason of illness, ~ of alcohol, drugs, chemicals. or ~ other 
materials, or as a result of any mentalQ!. physical condition, any violation of state medical assistance laws, or any 
disciplinary action related to credentialing in another jurisdiction or country which was based on the ~ Q!. related 
conduct specified in this subdivision. 

Subd. ~ [INFORMATION TO COMPLAINANT.] & board shall furnish !2.a person who made .a complaint a 
description of the actions of the board relating to the complaint. 

Subd.10. [PROHIBITED PARTICIPATION BY BOARD MEMBER.] A board member who has actual bias or a 
current or former direct financial or professional connection with a regulated person may not vote in board action-; 
relating to the regulated person. 

Sec. 71. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd.14. [DIAGNOSTIC, SCREENING, AND PREVENTIVE SERVICES.]l.al Medical assistance covers diagnostic, 
screening, and preventive services. 

ill "Preventive services" include services related to pregnancy, including services for those conditions which may 
complicate a pregnancy and which may be available to a pregnant woman determined to be at risk of poor pregnancy 
outcome. Preventive services available to a woman at risk of poor pregnancy outcome may differ in an amount, 
duration, or scope from those available to other individuals eligible for medical assistance. 

ill. "Screening services" include, but are not limited 12.t. blood lead tests. 

o 
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Sec. 72. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 326.44, is amended to read: 

326.44 [FEES PAID TO GllHllRAb STATE GOVERNMENT SPECIAL REVENUE FUND.] 

All fees received under sections 326.37 to 326.45 shall be deposited by the state commissioner of health to the credit 
of the ~ state government special revenue fund in the state treasury. The salaries of the necessary employees 
of the commissioner and the per diem of the inspectors and examiners hereinbefore provided, their expenses and all 
incidental expenses of the commissioner in carrying out the provisions of sections 326.37 to 326.45, shall be paid, from 
the appropriations made to the state commissioner of health, but no expense or claim shall be incurred or paid in 
excess of the amount received from the fees herein provided. 

Sec. 73. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 326.75, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEPOSIT OF FEES.] Fees collected under this section shall be deposited in the ~ state government 
special revenue fund. 

Sec. 74. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 462A.03, subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [REHABILITATION.] "Rehabilitation" means the repair, reconstruction, or improvement of existing 
residential housing with the object of making such residential housing decent, safe, sanitary and more desirable to 
live in, of greater market value or in conformance with state, county, or city health, housing, building, fire prevention, 
and housing maintenance codesL and lead and other public standards applicable to housing, as determined by the 
agency. 

Sec. 75. [REPEALER.] 

Subdivision 1. [LEAD ABATEMENT.] Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision l!1 and 
144.878, subdivision ~ are repealed. 

Subd. b [INFECTIOUS WASTE.] Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116.76, subdivision Zi. 116.79, subdivision £; 
116.81, subdivision b. and 116.83, subdivision bare repealed. 

Minnesota Rules, parts 4622.0100; 4622.0300; 4622.0400; 4622.0600; 4622.0700; -4622.0900; 4622.1000; 4622.1050; 
4622.1100; 4622.1150; and 4622.1200, are repealed. 

Subd . .1 [MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICE EXPENSES.] Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 148B.72, is repealed 
effective !une.:2Q,. 1993. 

Subd.1, [ADVISORY COUNCIL.] Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.141, is repealed. 

Sec. 76. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .L 13 to 1L. 24 to & Z1. ~ and ~ subdivision .L ~ effective the day following final enactment. 
Section 60 is effective l!!!y.1. 1995." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to human services; appropriating money for human services; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 62A.045; 116.76, subdivision 14; 116.78, subdivisions 4 and 7; 116.79, subdivisions 1 and 4; 116.80, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 116.81, subdivision 1; 116.82, subdivision 3; 116.83, subdivisions 1 and 3; 144.122; 144.123, 
subdivision 1; 144.21,5, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 144.226, subdivision 2; 144.3831, subdivision 2; 
144.802, subdivision 1; 144.8091, subdivision 1; 144.871, subdivisions 2, 6, 7a, 7b, 9, and by adding subdivisions; 
144.872, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 144.873; 144.874, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, and by 
adding subdivisions; 144.876, by adding a subdivision; 144.878, subdivisions 2, 13, and 5; 144.98, subdivision 5; 
144A.04, subdivision 7; 144A.071; 144A.073, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 145.883, subdivision 5; 
147.01, subdivision 6; 147.02, subdivision 1; 148C.Ol, subdivisions 3 and 6; 148C.02; 148C.03, subdivisions 1, 2, and 
3; 148C.04, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 148C.05, subdivision 2; 148C.06; 148C.11, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 149.04; 157.045; 198.34; 214.01, subdivision 2; 214.04, subdivision 1; 214.06, subdivision 1, and by adding 
a subdivision; 245.462, subdivisions 4 and 20; 245.464, subdivision 1; 245.466, subdivision 1; 245.474; 245.484; 245.4871, 
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subdivision 4; 245.4873, subdivision 2; 245.4882, subdivision 5; 245.652, subdivisions 1 and 4; 245.73, subdivisions 2, 
3, and by adding a subdivision; 246.0135; 246.02, subdivision 2; 246.151, subdivision 1; 246.18, subdivision 4; 252.025, 
subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 252.275, subdivisions 1 and 8; 252.41, subdivision 3; 252.46; 252.47; 252.50, 
by adding a subdivision; 252A.I01, subdivision 7; 252A,1l1, subdivision 4; 253.015, subdivision I, and by adding 
subdivisions; 253.202; 254.04; 254.05; 254A.17, subdivision 3; 254B.06, subdivision 3; 256.015, subdivision 4; 256.025, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, and 4; 256.032, subdivision 11; 256.73, subdivisions 2, 3a, 5, and 8; 256.736, subdivisions 10, lOa, 
14, 16, and by adding a subdivision; 256.737, subdivisions 1, la, 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256.74, subdivision 
1; 256.78; 256.9657, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9685, subdivision 1; 256.969, subdivisions 
I, 8, 9, as amended, 9a, as amended, 20, as amended, 22, as amended, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9695, 
subdivision 3; 256.983, subdivision 3; 256B.04, subdivision 16; 2568.042, subdivision 4; 256B.055, subdivision 1; 
256B.056, subdivisions 1a and 2; 256B.0575; 256B.059, subdivisions 3 and 5; 256B.0595; 256B.0625, subdivisions 3, 6a, 
7,11, 13, 13a, 14, 15, 17, 19a, 20, 27, 28, 29, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.0627, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5; 256B.0628, 
subdivision 2; 256B.0629, subdivision 4; 256B.0911, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.0913, 
subdivisions 4, 5, 9, 12, 13, and 14; 256B.0915, subdivisions 1,3, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.0917, subdivisions 
1,2,3,4,5,11, and 12; 256B.093, subdivisions 1 and 3; 256B.15, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.19, subdivision 1b, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256B.37, subdivisions 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.431, subdivisions 2b, 20, 13, 14, 
IS, 21, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.432, subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.47, subdivision 3; 
256B.48, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.49, by adding a subdivision; 256B.50, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 
256B.501, subdivisions 3g, 3i, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.01, subdivision 1a; 256D.02, subdivision 5; 
256D.03, subdivisions 3, 4, and 8; 256D.04; 256D.05, by adding a subdivision; 256D.051, subdivisions 1 and 6; 256D.35, 
subdivision 3a; 256D.44, subdivisions 2 and 3; 256F.06, subdivision 2; 2561.01; 2561.02; 2561.03, subdivisions 2, 3, and 
by adding subdivisions; 2561:04, subdivisions 1,2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.05, subdivisions 1, la, 2, 8, and 
by adding a subdivision; 2561.06; 257.3573, by adding a subdivision; 257.54; 257.541; 257.55, subdivision 1; 257.57, 
subdivision 2; 257.59, subdivision 3; 257.73, subdivision 1; 257.74, subdivision 1; 257.803, subdivision 1; 259.40, 
subdivisions 1,2,3,4,5,7, 8, and 9; 259.431, subdivision 5; 273.1392; 273.1398, subdivision 5b; 275.07, subdivision 3; 
326.44; 326.75, subdivision 4; 388.23, subdivision 1; 393.07, subdivisions 3 and 10; 462A.03, subdivision 15; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.551, subdivision 5; 518.611, subdivisions 1, 2, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 518.613, subdivisions 
2,3, and 4; 518.64, subdivision 2; 525.539, subdivision 2; 525.551, subdivision 7; 609.821, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626.559, 
by adding a subdivision; Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, sections 54; and 57, subdivisions 1 and 3; Laws 1992, 
chapter 513, article 7, section 131; and Laws 1993, chapter 20, by adding a section; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115C; 116; 144; 198; 214; 245; 252; 254A; 256; 256B; 256E; 256F; 257; 514; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 144C; and 246B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116.76, 
subdivision 7; 116.79, subdivision 3; 116.81, subdivision 2; 116.83, subdivision 2; 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision 10; 
144.878, subdivision 2a; 148B.72; 214.141; 245.711; 245.712; 252.46, subdivisions 12, 13, and 14; 252.478; 256.985; 2561.03, 
subdivision 4; 256I.05, subdivisions 4, 9, and 10; 256I.051; 273.1398, subdivisions Sa and 5c." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: DoN SAMUELSON, LINDA BERGLIN, PAT PWER, DICK DAY AND DALLAS C. SAMS. 

House Conferees: LEE GREENFIELD, BOB ANDERSON, WAYNE SIMONEAU, BECKY LoUREY AND DAVE GRUENES. 

Greenfield moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1496 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1496, A bill for an act relating to health care and family services; the organization and operation of state 
government; appropriating money for human services, health, and other purposes with certain conditions; establishing 
and modifying certain programs; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 62A.045; 144.122; 144.123, subdivision 1; 144.215, subdivision 3; 144.226, subdivision 2; 144.3831, subdivision 
2; 144.802, subdivision 1; 144.98, subdivision 5; 144A.071; 144A.073, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 
147.01 .. subdivision 6; 147.02 .. subdivision 1; 148C.01, subdivisions 3 and 6; 148C.02; 148C.03, subdivisions 1, 2, and 
3; 14SC.04, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 148C.05, subdivision 2; 148C.06; 148C.ll, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 149.04; 157.045; 198.34; 214.04, subdivision 1; 214.06, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 245.464, 
subdivision 1; 245.466, subdivision 1; 245.474; 245.4873, subdivision 2; 245.652, subdivisions 1 and 4; 246.02, 
subdivision 2; 246.151 .. subdivision 1; 246.18, subdivision 4; 252.025, subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 
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252.275, subdivision 8; 252.50, by adding a subdivision; 253.015, subdivision 1, and by adding subdivisions; 253.202; 
254.04; 254.05; 2S4A.17, subdivision 3; 256.015, subdivision 4; 256.025, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 256.73, subdivisions 
2, 3a, 5, and 8; 256.736, subdivisions 10, lOa, 14, 16, and by adding a subdivision; 256.737, subdivisions 1, la, 2, and 
by adding subdivisions; 256.74, subdivision 1; 256.78; 256.9657, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 
256.9685, subdivision 1; 256.969, subdivisions 1, 8, 9, as amended, and 22, as amended; 256.9695, subdivision 3; 
256.983, subdivision 3; 2568.042, subdivision 4; 2568.055, subdivision 1; 2568.056, subdivisions 1a and 2; 256B.0575; 
256B.059, subdivisions 3 and 5; 256B.0595, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 256B.0625, subdivisions 13, 13a, 15, 17,25,28, 
29, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.0913, subdivision 5; 256B.0915, subdivision 3; 256B.15, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
256B.19, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.37, subdivisions 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 
256B,421, subdivision 14; 256B,431, subdivisions 2b, 20, 13, 14, 15,21, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.432, by adding 
a subdivision; 256B.48, subdivision 1; 256B.50, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.501,.subdivisions I, 
3g, 3i, and by adding a subdivision; 2560.03, subdivisions 3, 4, and 8; 2560.05, by adding a subdivision; 2560.051, 
subdivisions I, la, 2, 3, and 6; 256D.35, subdivision 3a; 256D.44, subdivisions 2 and 3; 256F.06, subdivision 2; 2561.01; 
2561.02; 2561.03, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.04, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding 
subdivisions; 2561.05, subdivisions 1, la, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 2561.06; 257.3573, by adding a subdivision; 
257.54; 257.541; 257.55, subdivision 1; 257.57, subdivision 2; 257.73, subdivision 1; 257.74, subdivision 1; 259.431, 
subdivision 5; 273.1392; 273.1398, subdivision 5b; 275.07, subdivision 3; 326.44; 326.75, subdivision 4; 388.23, 
subdivision 1; 393.07, subdivisions 3 and 10; 518.156, subdivision 1; 518.551, subdivision 5; 518.64, subdivision 2; 
609.821, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626.559, by adding a subdivision; Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, section 57, 
subdivisions 1 and 3; and Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 7, section 131; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 136A; 245; 246; 256; 256B; 256E; 256F; 257; and 514; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 246B; and 252B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 144A.071, subdivisions 4 and 5; 148B.72; 
256.985; 2561.03, subdivision 4; 2561.05, subdivisions 4, 9, and 10; 2561.051; 273.1398, subdivisions 5a and Sc. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 106 yeas and 25 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dauner Jaros Lourey Olson, K Rukavina Vickerman 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jefferson Luther Opatz Seagren Wagenius 
Asch Delmont Jennings Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Walhnan 
Battaglia Dempsey Johnson, A. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Weaver 
Bauerly Dom Johnson, R. Mariani Ostrom Skoglund Wejcman 
Beard Erhardt Johnson, V. McCollum Ozment Smith Welle 
Bergson Evans Kahn McGuire Pawlenty Solberg Winter 
Bertram Farrell Kelley Milbert Pelowski Sparby Wolf 
Bettermann Garcia Kelso Molnau Perlt Steensma Worke 
Bishop Goodno Kinkel Mosel Peterson Swenson Spk. Long 
Brown, C. Greenfield Klinzing Munger Pugh Tomassoni 
Brown, K. Greiling Koppendrayer Murphy Reding Tompkins 
Carlson Gruenes Krueger Neary Rest Trimble 
Carruthers Hausman Lasley Nelson Rhodes Tunheim 
Clark Huntley Leppik Ness Rice Van Dellen 
Cooper Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Vcllenga 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Frerichs Haukoos Knickerbocker Lynch Pauly Workman 
Blatz Girard Holsten Krinkie Morrison Stanill5 
Comrn.ers Gutknecht Hugoson Limmer Olson, M. Sviggum 
Davids Hasskamp Kalis Lindner Onnen Wenzel 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker called Bauerly to the Chair. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 443, A bill for an act relating to taxation; abolishing certain local government levy limitations; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 12.26, subdivision 2; 18.022, subdivision 2; 18.111, subdivision 1; 88.04, subdivision 
3; 1038.635, subdivision 2; 103B.691, subdivision 2; I03G.625, subdivision 3; 138.053; 164.04, subdivision 3; 164.05, 
subdivision 1; 174.27; 193.145, subdivision 2; 237.35; 268A.06, subdivision 2; 375.167, subdivision 1; 375A.13, 
subdivision 2; 383A.03, subdivision 4; 383A.411, subdivision 5; 383B.245; 383C.42, subdivision 1; 398.16; 410.06; 412.251; 
412.531, subdivision 1; 449.06; 449.08; 450.19; 459.06, subdivision 1; 459.14, subdivision 2; 465.54; 469.053, subdivision 
7; 469.188; 471.191, subdivision 2; 471.24; 471.57, subdivision 1; 471.61, subdivisions 1 and 2a; and 473.711, subdivision 
2; Laws 1933, chapter 423, section 2; Laws 1943, chapters 196, section 6, as amended; 367, section I, as amended; 510, 
section 1; Laws 1947, chapters 224, section 1; 340, section 4; Laws 1949, chapters 215, section 2; 252, section 1; and 668, 
section 1; Laws 1953, chapters 154, section 3; and 545, section 2; Laws 1957, chapters 213, section 1; and 629, section 
1; Laws 1959, chapters 298, section 2; 520, section 1; and 556, section 1, as amended; Laws 1961, chapters 80, section 
1; 81, section 1; 82, section 1; 151, section 1; 209, section 4; 317, section 1; 352, section 1, as amended; 616, section 1, 
subdivision 1; and 643, section 1; Laws 1961, extra session chapter 33, section 3; Laws 1%3, chapters 29, section 1; 56, 
section 1; 103, section 1; and 603, section 1; Laws 1965, chapters 6, section 2, as amended; 442, section 1; 451, section 
2; 512, section 1, subdivision 1; 527, section 1; and 617, section 1; Laws 1967, chapters 501, section 1; 526, section 1, 
subdivision 3; 542, section 1, subdivision 3; 611, section 1; 660, section 2, subdivision 2; and 758, section 1; Laws 1969, 
chapters 192, section I, as amended; 534, section 2; 538, section 6, as amended; 602, section 1, subdivision 2; 652, 
section 1; 659, section 3; and 730, section 1; Laws 1971, chapters 404, section 1; 424, section 1; 573, sections 1 and 2, 
as amended; and 876, section 3; Laws 1973, chapter 81, section 1; Laws 1977, chapter 61, section 8; Laws 1979, chapters 
I, section 3; 303, article 10, section 15, subdivision 2, as amended; and 253, section 3; Laws 1981, chapter 281, section 
1; Laws 1983, chapter 326, section 17, subdivision 1; Laws 1984, chapters 380, section 1; and 502, article 13, section 8; 
Laws 1985, chapters 181, section 1; 289, sections 1, 3, 5, subdivision 1, and 6, subdivision 1; Laws 1986, chapters 392, 
section 1; and 399, article I, section 1, as amended; Laws 1988, chapters 517, section 1; and 640, section 3; Laws 1990, 
chapter 604, article 3, sections 59, subdivision 1, and 60; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 373.40, subdivision 
6; 469.053, subdivision 6; 469.107, subdivision 1; 471.1921; and 471.63, subdivision 2; Laws 1915, chapter 316, section 
I, as amended; Laws 1939, chapter 219, section 1; Laws 1941, chapter 451, section 1; La.ws 1961, chapters 30, section 
1; 119, section 1; 276, section 1; and 439, section 1; Laws 1963, chapter 228, section 1; Laws 1971, chapters 168; 356, 
section 2; 515, section 1; and 770; Laws 1973, chapter 445, section 1; Laws 1974, chapter 209; Laws 1977, chapter 246; 
Laws 1982, chapter 523, article XII, section 8; Laws 1984, chapter 502, article 13, section 10, as amended; Laws 1986, 
chapter 399, article 1, section 4; Laws 1989, First Special Session chapter 1, article 5, section 50, as amended; Laws 1990, 
chapter 604, article 3, sections 50 and 55; and Laws 1991, chapters 3, section 2, subdivision 3; and 291, article 4, 
section 21. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Sviggum and on the demand of 10 members, a call of the House was ordered. The following 
members answered to their names; 

Abrams Clark Girard Johnson, A. Lieder Munger Pelowski 
Anderson, I. Commers Goodna Johnson, R Limmer Murphy Perlt 
Anderson, R. Cooper Greenfield Johnson, V. Lindner Nelson Peterson 
Asch Dauner Greiling Kahn Lourey Ness Pugh 
Battaglia Davids Gruenes Kalis Luther Olson, E. Reding 
Bauerly Dawkins Gutknecht Kelley Lynch Olson, K. Rest 
Bergson Dehler Hassk.amp Kelso Macklin Olson, M. Rhodes 
Bertram Delmont Haukoos Kinkel Mahon Onnen Rice 
Bettermann Dempsey Hausman Klinzing Mariani Opatz Radosovich 
Bishop Dorn Holsten Knickerbocker McCollum Orenstein Rukavina 
Blatz Erhardt Hugoson Koppendrayer McGuire Orfield Seagren 
Brown, C. Evans Huntley Krinkic Milbert Ostrom Sekhon 
Brown, K. Farrell Jacobs Krueger Molnau Ozment Simoneau 
Carlson Frerichs Jefferson Lasley Morrison Pauly Skoglund 
Carruthers Garcia Jennings Leppik Mosel Pawlenty Smith 
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Anderson, I., moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed with and that the Sergeant at Arms be 
instructed to bring in the absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Olson, E., moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 443 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. 

Sviggum moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 443, that the Speaker 
appoint a Conference Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House requests that a like committee be 
appointed by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses, 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Sviggum motion and the roll was called. 

Long moved that those 'I10t voting be excused from voting. The motion prevailed. 

There were 57 yeas and 74 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dempsey Hugoson Limmer Olson, M. Smith Wolf 
Asch Erhardt Johnson, V.' Lindner Ormen Stanius Worke 
Bergson Frerichs Kelley Lynch Opatz Sviggum Workman 
Bettermann Girard Kelso Macklin Ozment Swenson 
Blatz Cooeino Klinzing McCollum Pauly Tompkins 
Commers Cruenes Knickerbocker Molnau Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Dauner Gutknecht Koppendrayer Morrison PerIt Vickerman 
Davids Haukoos Krinkie Nelson Rhodes Waltman 
Dehler Holsten Leppil< Ness Seagren Weaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, 1. Cooper Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Rice Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jacobs Lourey Olson, K. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Battaglia Delmont Jefferson Luther Orenstein Rukavina Wagenius 
Bauerly Dom Jennings Mahon Orfield Sekhon Wejcman 
Beard Evans Johnson, A. Mariani Osthoff Simoneau Welle 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R. McGuire Ostrom Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, C. Garda Kahn Milbert Pelowski Solberg Winter 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kalis Mosel Peterson Sparby Spk. Long 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel Munger Pugh Steensma 
Carruthers Hasskamp Krueger Mmphy Redlng Tomassoni 
Clark Hausman Lasley Neary Rest Trimble 

The motion did not prevaiL 

The question recurred on the Olson, E., motion that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 443 
and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 443, A bill for an act relating to taxation; increasing certain income tax rates and using the proceeds of 
the tax increase to reduce school district property tax levies and to reduce class sizes; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 124A.22, subdivision 6; 290.06, subdivisions 2c and 2d; and 290.091,_ 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 6. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. 

Anderson, L, moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The motion prevailed. 

There were 73 yeas and 59 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Cooper Huntley Lieder Olson, K. Radosovich Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jacobs Lourey Orenstein Rukavina Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Jaros Luther Orfield Sekhon Wejcman 
Bauerly Dom Jefferson Mahon Osthoff Simoneau Welle 
Beard . Evans Jennings Mariani Ostrom Skoglund Wenzel 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R. McGuire Pelowski Solberg Winter 
Brown,e Garcia Kahn Milbert Peterson Sparby Spk. Long 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kalis Mosel Pugh Steensma 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel Munger Reding Tomassoni 
Carruthers Hasskamp Krueger Murphy Rest Trimble 
Clark Hausman Lasley Olson, E. Rice Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dempsey Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rhodes Waltman 
Asch Erhardt Johnson, A. Limmer Ness Seagren Weaver 
Bergson Frerichs Johnson, V. Lindner Olson, M. Smith Wolf 
Bettermann Girard Kelley Lvnch Onnen Stanius Worke 
Blatz Goodno Kelso Macklin Opatz Sviggum Workman 
Commers Gruenes Klinzing McCollum Ozment Swenson 
Dauner Gutknecht Knickerbocker Molnau Pauly Tompkins 
Davids Haukoos Koppendrayer Morrison Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Dehler Holsten Krinkie Neary Perlt Vickerman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Brown, C., moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby armounce that the Senate has conq.rrred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1205, A bill for an act relating to courts; making the housing calendar consolidation projects in the second 
and fourth judicial districts permanent law; providing that the law requiring that fines collected. for violations of 
building repair orders must be used for the housing calendar consolidation projects is pennanent; amending Laws 
1989, chapter 328, article 2, section 17; repealing Laws 1989, chapter 328, article 2, sections 18 and 19. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1437, A bill for an act relating to utilities; requiring cooperative electric associations and municipal utilities 
to comply with standards set by public utilities commission relating to electrical current or voltage; regulating public 
utility commission procedures and filings; regulating affiliated interests of public utilities; providing for interim rates; 
providing that primary fuel source determines whether power generating plant is a large energy facility for purposes 
of certificate of need process; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 216B.h216B.2421, subdivision 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 216B.43; and 216B.48, subdivisions 1 and 4. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Mr. Novak; Mses. Johnson, J. B., and Anderson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Jacobs moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the two houses on S. F. No. 1437. The motion prevailed. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1320, A bill for an act relating to education; requiring changes in college preparation requirements. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Messrs. Murphy, Janezich and Pogemiller. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Olson, K., moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the two houses on S. F. No. 1320, The motion prevailed. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 532, A bill for an act relating to courts;-conciliation court; adopting one body of law to govern conciliation 
courts; increasing the jurisdictional limit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 481.02, subdivision 3; and 549.09, 
subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 550; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 491A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 487.30; 488A.12; 488A.13; 488A.14; 
488A.15; 488A.16; 488A.17; 488A.29; 488A.30; 488A.31; 488A.32; 488A.33; and 488A.34; and Laws 1992, chapter 591, 
section 21. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Messrs. Finn, Marty and Ms. Kiscaden. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Dawkins moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the two houses on S. F. No. 532. The motion prevailed. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 31, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for gender balance in multimember agencies; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0597, by adding subdivisions. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Kahn moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 31, that the Speaker appoint 
a Conference Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests that a like committee be appointed 
by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlffice the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H, F. No. 1529, A bill for an act relating to state government; reviewing the possible reorganization and 
consolidation of agencies and departments with environmental and natural resource functions; creating a legislative 
task force; requiring establishment of worker participation committees before possible agency restructuring. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Hausman moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1529, that the Speaker 
appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests that a like committee be 
appointed by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Madam Speaker: 

I, hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1225, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; authorizing use of money in the agricultural chemical 
response and reimbursement account for administrative costs; exempting certain pesticides from the ACRRA 
surcharge; requiring a report; appropriating money; repealing the hazardous substance labeling act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B.01, by adding subdivisions; 188.135; 18B.14, subdivision 2; 18B.26, subdivision 
3; 18B.31, subdivision 1; 18B.36, subdivision 2; 18B.37, subdivision 2; 18C.00S, subdivisions 13 and 35; 18C.lIS, 
subdivision 2; 18C.211, subdivision 1; 18C.215, subdivision 2; 18C.30S, subdivision 2; 18E.03, subdivisions 2 and S; 
21.85, subdivision 10; 325F.19, subdivision 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B.07, subdivision 3; 
18C211, subdivision 3; 18C.215, subdivision 3; 24.32; 24.33; 24.34; 24.35; 24.36; 24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; 24.42; 
25.46; and 25.47. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Steensma moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1225, that the Speaker 
appoint a Conference Conunittee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests that a like committee be 
appointed by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 860 and 553. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 860, A bill for an act relating to retirement; providing coverage for unclassified managerial employees in 
temporary, acting, or interim positions; providing default plan for employee selection; adding conforming language 
to clarify eligibility between plans; relating to the individual retirement account plan; providing for repayment of 
missed contributions; providing for administrative expenses; providing for contributions during period of sabbatical 
leave; relating to the supplemental retirement plan; providing conforming language for previous oversight of eligible 
members; relating to marriage dissolutions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 352D.02, subdivisions 1 and 
1a; 3548.01, by adding a subdivision; 354B.02, subdivisions 1, 3a, and by adding a subdivision; 354B.04, by adding 
a subdivision; 3546.05, by adding a subdivision; 356.24, subdivision 1; and 518.58, subdivision 4; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354B; repealing MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 354B.02, subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

Johnson, R., moved that S. F. No. 860 and H. F. No. 1131, now on General Orders, be referred to the Chief Clerk 
for comparison. The motion prevailed. 

S, F, No. 553, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Minneapolis and St. Paul teacher retirement fund associations; 
providing additional ftmding from various sources; assessing active and retired members for certain teacher retirement 
fund associations supplemental administrative expenses; modifying certain post retirement adjustments; authorizing 
contributions by the city of Minneapolis; appropriating money; authorizing certain tax levies by special school district 
No.1; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 354A.12, subdivisions 2, 2a, and by adding subdivisions; and Laws 
1959, chapter 462, section 3, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354A; 
repealing Laws 1987, chapter 372, article 3, section 1. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker annoWlced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 532: 

Dawkins, Skoglund and Macklin. 

The Speaker annoLU\ced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1320: 

Olson, K.; Tunheim and Ness. 

Anderson, 1., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by Speaker pro tempore Bauerly. 

Cooper was excused while in conference. 
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The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

COKFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1709 

A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state goverrunent; appropriating money for the 
department of transportation and other agencies with certain conditions; fixing and limiting aCcOllllts and fees; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections llA.21, subdivision 1; 161.081; 161.39, by adding a subdivision; 169.121, 
subdivision 7; 169.123, subdivision Sa; 171.02, subdivision 1; 171.06, subdivisions 2 and 4; 171.07, by adding a 
subdivision; 171.11; 171.22, subdivision 1; 174.02, by adding a subdivision; 296.02, subdivision 1a; 296.025, subdivision 
1a; Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 3, section 77; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 161; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 171.20, subdivision 1; 296.01, subdivision 4; and 296.026. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 13, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1709, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 1709 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [TRANSPORTATION AND OTHER AGENCIES; APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums shown in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are appropriated from the general fund, or another 
named fund, to the agencies and for the purposes specified in this act, to be available for the fiscal years indicated 
for each purpose. The figures "1993," "1994," and "1995," where used in this act, mean that the appropriation or 
appropriations listed under them are available for the year ending June 30, 1993, June 30, 1994, or June 30, 1995, 
respectively. 

General 
Airports 
C.S.A.H. 
Environmental 
Highway User 
M.S.A.5. 
Special Revenue 
Trunk Highway 

Transfers to Other 

Direct 

TOTAL 

1993 

$630,000 
385,000 

1,015,000 

SUMMARY BY FUND 

1994 

$ 74,582,000 
16,884,000 

246,890,000 
240,000 

11,551,000 
71,990,000 
1,252,000 

754,472,000 

(2,398,000) 

1,173,767,000 

1995 TOTAL 

$ 66,851,000 $142,063,000 
15,681,000 32,950,000 

247,890,000 494,780,000 
240,000 480,000 

11,458,000 23,009,000 
71,990,000 143,980,000 
1,252,000 2,504,000 

760,022,000 1,514,494,000 

(2,346,000) (4,744,000) 

1,174,734,000 2,349,516,000 
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1993 

Sec. 2. TRANSPORTATION 

Subdivision L Total Appropriation 385,000 

The appropriations in this section are from the trunk highway fund, 
except when another fund is named. 

385,000 
General 
Airports 
C.S.A.H. 
Environmental 
M.5.A.5. 
Trunk Highway 

Summary by Fund 

11,659,000 
16,884,000 

246,890,000 
200,000 

71,990,000 
688,488,000 

9,192,000 
15,681,000 

247,890,000 
200,000 

71,990,000 
695,250,000 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
program are specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Aeronautics 385,000 

This appropriation is from the state airports fund. 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
activity are as follows: 

(a) Airport Development and Assistance 

1993 1994 1995 

385,000 11,005,000 10,841,000 

$385,000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1993 from the state airports 
fund, to be used in 'conjunction with funds provided by the 
Canadian government for airport construction at the Piney-Pine 
Creek Border Airport, and is available until the project is either 
completed or abandoned. 

$1,887,000 the first year and $2,146,000 the second year are for 
navigational aids. 

$6,810,000 the first year and $6,387,000 the second year are for 
airport construction grants. 

$2,100,000 the first year and $2,100,000 the second year are for 
airport maintenance grants. 

If the appropriation for either year for navigational aids, airport 
construction grants, or airport maintenance grants is insufficient, the 
appropriation for the other year is available for it. The 
appropriations for construction grants and maintenance grants must 
be expended only for grant-in-aid programs for airports that are not 
state owned. 

1994 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

4015 

1,036,111,000 1,040,203,000 

16,692,000 15,487,000 
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These appropriations must be expended in accordance with 
Minnesota Statutes, section 360.305, subdivision 4. 

The commissioner of transportation ~ay transfer unencumbered 
balances among the· appropriations for airport development and 
assistance with the approval of the governor after consultation with 
the legislative advisory commission. 

$8,000 the first year and $8,000 the second year are for maintenance 
of the Pine Creek Airport. 

$200,000 the first year and $200,000 the second year are for air 
service grants. 

(b) Civil Air Patrol 

65,000 65,000 

(c) Aeronautics Administration 

5,622,000 4,581,000 

Of the appropriation for the first year, $1,200,000 is for the purchase 
of an office building to house the office .of aeronautics. 

for the 
The 
the 

$15,000 the first year and $15,000 the second year are 
advisory council on metropolitan airport planning. 
commissioner of transportation shall transfer these funds to 
legislative coordinating commission by July 15 of each year. 

Subd. 3. Transit 

General 
Trunk Highway 

Summary by Fund 

11,239,000 
298,000 

8,789,000 
300,000 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
activity are as follows: 

(a) Greater Minnesota Transit Assistance 

10,644,000 

This appropriation is from the general fund. 

(b) Transit AdministratiQn 

General 
Trunk Highway 

693,000 

Sununary by Fund 

395,000 
298,000 

8,394,000 

695,000 

395,000 
300,000 

1994 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

11,537,000 9,089,000 
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(c) Light Rail Transit 

200,000 

This appropriation is from the general fund and is to match federal 
funds for the planning and design of a metropolitan light rail transit 
system. This amount is available only if Hennepin county provides 
$400,000 and Ramsey county provides $200,000 to the commissioner 
of transportation for this purpose. 

Subd.4. Railroads and Waterways 

1,134,000 

Summary by FW1d 

General 241,000 
TrW1k Highway 893,000 

Subd.5. Motor Carrier Regulation 

2,177,000 

Summary by FW1d 

General 107,000 
Trunk Highway 2,070,000 

Subd. 6. Local Roads 

C.S.A.H. 
M.S.A.S. 
Trunk Highway 

319,950,000 

Sununary by FW1d 

246,890,000 
71,990,000 

1,070,000 

1,134,000 

241,000 
893,000 

2,177,000 

107,000 
2,070,000 

320,950,000 

247,890,000 
71,990,000 

1,070,000 

The amoWlts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
activity are as follows; 

(a) COW1ty State Aids 

246,890,000 247,890,000 

This appropriation is from the county state-aid highway fund and 
is available until spent. 

(b) Municipal State Aids 

71,990,000 71,990,000 

This appropriation is from the mWlicipal state-aid street fund and 
is available until spent. 

1994 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

4017 
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If an appropriation for either county state aids or municipal state 
aids does not exhaust the balance in the fund from which it is made 
in the year for which it is made, the commissioner of finance, upon 
request of the commissioner of transportation, shall notify the 
committee on finance of the senate and the committee on ways and 
means of the house of representatives of the amount of the 
remainder and shall then add that amount to the appropriation. 
The amount added is appropriated for the purposes of county state 
aids or mlUlicipai state aids, as appropriate. 

(c) State Aid Technical Assistance 

1,070,000 

Subd. 7. State Road Construction 

Environmental 
Trunk Highway 

Summary by Fund 

200,000 
360,761,000 

1,070,000 

200,000 
363,135,000 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
activity are as follows: 

(a) State Road Construction 

Environmental 
Trunk Highway 

338,295,000 

Summary by Fund 

200,000 
338,095,000 

337,863,000 

200,000 
337,663,000 

It is estimated that the appropriation from the trunk highway fund 
will be funded as follows: 

Federal Highway Aid 

185,000,000 185,000,000 

Highway User Taxes 

153,095,000 152,663,000 

The conunissioner of transportation shall notify the chair of the 
committee on finance of the senate and chair of the corrunittee on 
ways and means of the house of representatives promptly of any 
events that should cause these estimates to change. 

This appropriation is for the acrual construction, reconstruction, and 
improvement of trunk highways. This includes the cost of actual 
payment to landowners for lands acquired for highway 
right-of-way, payment to lessees, interest subsidies, and relocation 
expenses. 

1994 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

360,961,000 363,335,000 
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(b) Highway Debt Service 

14,380,000 17,186,000 

$14,380,000 the first year and $12,486,000 the second year are for 
transfer to the sta te bond fund. 

If this appropriation is insufficient to make all transfers required in 
the year for which it is made, the commissioner of finance shall 
notify the committee on finance of the senate and the committee on 
ways and means of the house of representatives of the amount of 
the deficiency and shall then transfer that amount under the 
statutory open appropriation. 

Any excess appropriation must be canceled to the trunk highway 
fund. 

(c) Highway Program Administration 

2,042,000 2,042,000 

$243,000 the first year and $243,000 the second year are available for 
grants for transportation studies outside the metropolitan area for 
transportation studies to identify critical concerns, problems, and 
issues. These grants are available to (1) regional development 
commissions, and (2) in regions where no regional development 
commission is functioning, joint-powers boards established under 
agreement of two or more political subdivisions in the region to 
exercise the planning functions of a regional development 
commission. 

$180,000 the first year and $180,000 the second year are available for 
grants to metropolitan . planning organizations outside the 
seven-county metropolitan area. 

(d) Transportation Data Analysis 

3,279,000 3,279,000 

(e) Research and Strategic Initiatives 

2,965,000 2,965,000 

$75,000 the first year and $75,000 the second year are for a 
transportation research contingent account to finance research 
projects that are reimbursable from the federal government or from 
other sources. If the appropriation for either year is insufficient, the 
appropriation for the other year is available for it. 

Subd. 8. Highway Program Delivery 

(a) Design Engineering 

50,493,000 50,538,000 

1994 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

4019 

115,223,000 115,268,000 
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(b) Construction Engineering 

64,730,000 

Subd. 9. State Road Operations 

Trunk Highway 
General 

Summary by Fund 

167,554,000 
26,000 

(a) State Road Operations 

157,994,000 

(b) Electronic Communications 

General 
Trunk Highway 

3,365,000 

Summary by Fund 

26,000 
3,339,000 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

64,730,000 

171,941,000 
9,000 

162,381,000 

3,348,000 

9,000 
3,339,000 

$26,000 the first year and $9,000 the second year are for equipment 
and operation of the Roosevelt signal tower for Lake of the Woods 
weather broadcasting. 

(c ) Traffic Engineering 

6,221,000 

Subd. 10. Equipment 

General 
Airports 
Trunk Highway 

Summary by Fund 

5,000 
59,000 

15,429,000 

6,221,000 

5,000 
59,000 

15,429,000 

If the appropriation for either year is insufficient, the appropriation 
for the other year is available for it. 

Subd, 11. General Administration 

General 
Airports 
Trunk Highway 

Summary by Fund 

41,000 
133,000 

25,190,000 

41,000 
135,000 

25,144,000 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
activity are as follows: 

(a) General Management 

15,022,000 15,022,000 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1994 1995 

167,580,000 171,950,000 

15,493,000 15,493,000 

25,364,000 25,320,000 
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(b) General Services 

General 
Airports 
Trunk Highway 

8,718,000 

Summary by Fund 

41,000 
75,000 

8,602,000 

FRIDAY, MAy 14, 1993 

8,672,000 

41,000 
75,000 

8,556,000 

$2,045,000 the first year and $2,045,000 the second year are for data 
processing development. If the appropriation for either year is 
insufficient, the appropriation for the other year is available for it. 

The conurussioner of transportation shall manage the department of 
transportation in such a manner as to provide seasonal employees 
of the department with the maximum feasible amount of 
employment security consistent with the efficient delivery of 
department programs. 

(c) Legal Services 

1,566,000 1,566,000 

This appropriation is for the purchase of legal services from or 
through the attorney general. 

(d) Air Transportation Services 

58,000 60,000 

This appropriation is from the state airports fund. 

Subd. 12. Transfers 

The conunissioner of transportation with the approval of the 
commissioner of finance may transfer unencumbered balances 
among the appropriations from the trunk highway fund and the 
state airports fund made in this section. No transfer may be made 
from the appropriation for trunk. highway development. No 
transfer may be made from the appropriations for debt service to 
any other appropriatio:r:a-. Transfers may not be made between funds. 
Transfers must be reported immediately to the committee on finance 
of the senate and the committee on ways and means of the house 
of representatives. 

Subd. 13. Contingent Appropriation 

The commissioner of transportation, with the approval of the 
governor after consultation with the legislative advisory 
commission, may transfer all or part of the unappropriated balance 
in the trunk highway fund to an appropriation for trunk highway 
design, construction, or inspection in order to take advantage of an 
tulanticipated receipt of income to the trunk highway fund, or to 
trunk highway maintenance in order to meet an emergency, or to 
pay tort or environmental claims. The amotult transferred is 
appropriated for the purpose of the account to which it is 
transferred. 

1994 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 
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1993 

Sec. 3. REGIONAL TRANSIT BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

Subd. 2. Regular Route 

15,492,000 12,307,000 

Of this amotult, $14,692,000 the first year and $12,307,000 the second 
year are for the metropolitan transit commission. The regional 
transit board must not reduce this appropriation to the metropolitan 
transit commission. 

Subd. 3. Metro Mobility 

13,800,000 12,974,000 

The regional transit board must not spend any money for metro 
mobility outside this appropriation. 

Subd. 4. Commtulity Based and Agency Costs 

3,500,000 2,610,000 

Sec. 4. TRANSPORTATION REGULATION BOARD 

This appropriation is from the trtulk highway ftrnd. 

Sec. 5. PUBLIC SAFETY 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 630,000 

Summary by Ftuld 

1993 1994 1995 

General 630,000 30,064,000 29,701,000 
Highway User 11,426,000 11,333,000 
Special Revenue 1,252,000 1,252,000 
Trunk Highway 64,412,000 63,198,000 
Environmental 40,000 40,000 

Transfers to Other 

Direct (2,398,000) (2,346,000) 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
program are specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Administration and Related Services 

General 
Highway User 
Trtulk Highway 

4,640,000 

Summary by Ftuld 

552,000 
19,000 

4,069,000 

4,473,000 

522,000 
19,000 

3,932,000 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending jtule 30 
1994 1995 

32,792,000 27,891,000 

705,000 707,000 

104,796,000 103,178,000 
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$326,000 the first year and $326,000 the second year are for payment 
of public safety officer survivor benefits under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 299A.44. If the appropriation for either year is insufficient, 
the appropriation for the other year is available for it. 

Subd. 3. State Patrol 

General 
Highway User 
Trunk Highway 

43,781,000 

Summary by Fund 

389,000 
90,000 

43,302,000 

42,214,000 

389,000 
90,000 

41,735,000 

During the biennium ending June 30, 1995, no more than five 
positions, excluding the chief patrol officer, in the state patrol 
support activity may be filled by state troopers. 

During the biennium ending June 30, 1995, the corrunissioner may 
purchase other motor fuel when gasohol is not available for the 
operation of state patrol ve~icles. 

The state patrol shall not reduce the hours of operation or the level 
of service at the Saginaw I Worthington, and Erskine weigh stations. 
The Moorhead weigh station shall be opened by January 31, 1995~ 

Subd. 4. Driver and Vehicle Services 

General 
Highway User 
Trunk Highway 
Special Revenue 

29,680,000 

Summary by Fund 

3,567,000 
10,152,000 
15,905,000 

56,000 

30,058,000 

3,534,000 
10,074,000 
16,394,000 

56,000 

The appropriation from the special revenue fund is from the bicycle 
transportation account. 

$43,000 the first year and $43,000 the second year are transferred to 
the corrunissioner of human services for reimbursement for chemical 
use assessments of juveniles under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 260.151. 

Subd. 5. Traffic Safety 

General 
Trunk Highway 

223,000 

Summary by Fund 

61,000 
162,000 

223,000 

61,000 
162,000 

1994 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 

4023 
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Subd. 6. Pipeline Safety 

736,000 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

736,000 

This appropriation is from the pipeline safety account in the special 
revenue fund. 

Subd. 7. Emergency Management 

630,000 2,005,000 1,941,000 

Summary by Fund 

General 630,000 1,965,000 1,901,000 
Environmental 40,000 40,000 

Subd.8. Criminal Apprehension 

14,647,000 14,461,000 

Summary by Fund 

General 13,213,000 13,026,000 
Special Revenue 460,000 460,000 
Trunk Highway 974,000 975,000 

$200,000 the first year and $200,000 the second year are for use by 
the bureau of criminal apprehension for the purpose of investigating 
cross-jurisdictional criminal activity. Any unencumbered balance 
remaining in the first. year does not cancel but is available for the 
second year of the biennium. 

$366,000 the first year and $366,000 the second year from the bureau 
of criminal apprehension account in the special revenue fund are for 
laboratory activities. 

$94,000 the first year and $94,000 the second year from the bureau 
of criminal apprehension account in the special revenue fund are for 
grants to local officials for the cooperative investigation of 
cross-jurisdictional criminal activity. Any unencumbered balance 
remaining in the first year does not cancel but is available for the 
second year. 

$25,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $25,000 in fiscal year 1995 are 
appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of public 
safety to reimburse local correctional agencies for costs incurred to 
comply with section 29. 

Of this appropriation, $110,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $101,000 in 
fiscal year 1995 are for the implementation of the seven-day 
fingerprint identification service. 

Of this appropriation, $175,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $152,000 in 
fiscal year 1995 are for the costs of addressing workload increases 
in maintaining the BeA's computerized criminal history data 
system. 

1994 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 
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Of this appropriation, $129,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $99,000 in 
fiscal year 1995 are for the costs of addressing workload increases 
in maintaining the criminal justice data communications network. 

Of this appropriation, $125,000 is for the development of a 
community data model for state .. county, and local criminal justice 
information systems. 

$50,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $47,000 in fiscal year 1995 are 
appropriated from the general fund for transfer to the supreme 
court for the costs of addressing workload increases in maintaining 
the supreme court information system. 

Subd. 9. Fire Marshal 

2,495,000 2,481,000 

Subd. 10. Capitol Security 

1,420,000 1,420,000 

Subd. 11. Liquor Control 

636,000 636,000 

Subd. 12. Gambling Enforcement 

1,131,000 1,133,000 

Subd. 13. Drug Policy and Violence Prevention 

1,494,000 1,494,000 

Of this appropriation, $852,000 in each year of the biennium is to be 
distributed by the commissioner, after consulting with the chemical 
abuse prevention resource council, as follows: 

$66,000 each year to support the work of the chemical abuse 
prevention resource council. These funds may not be spent until 
the cOlUlcil's recommendation concerning the planned expenditures 
has been submitted to and considered by the commissioner of 
public safety; 

$174,000 each year to the commissioner of health to implement work 
plans regarding fetal alcohol syndrome research, training, public 
outreach, and policy development. These funds may not be spent 
until the council's recommendation concerning the plarmed 
expenditures has been submitted to and 'considered by the 
commissioner of health! and 

$612,000 each year to the corrunissioner of human services. These 
funds may not be spent until the council's reconunendation 
concerning the planned expenditures has been submitted to and 
considered by the commissioner of human services. Of this amount, 
$100,000 shall be used to develop a chemical health index model as 

1994 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 
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required by Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299A.325, or other law; 
$75,000 shall be used to encourage treatment programs to expand 
their diagnostic methods and treatment scope to treat individuals 
using combined mental health and chemical dependency programs; 
$75,000 is for treatment programs for pregnant women and women 
with children; $75,000 is for treatment programs for chemically 
dependent children from ages six to 12; and $287,000 is for 
treatment programs for high-risk youth under Minnesota Statutes 
1992, section 254A.14, subdivision 3, 

Subd. 14. Crime Victims Services 

1,835,000 1,835,000 

Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the crime victims 
reparations board shall, to the extent possible, distribute the 
appropriation in equal monthly increments. 

In no case shall the total awards exceed the appropriation made in 
this subdivision. 

Subd, 15, Crime Victims Ombudsman 

73,000 73,000 

Subd, 16, Deficiency Appropriation 

$630,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner 
of public safety for fiscal year 1993, Of this appropriation, $545,000 
is to match federal funds, for tornado damage in Southwestern 
Minnesota as provided by Presidential Disaster Declaration DSR946, 
awarded on June 22, 1992, and $85,000 is to match federal funds for 
winter storm damage as provided by Presidential Disaster 
Declaration DSR929, awarded December 26, 1991. 

Subd, 17, Transfers 

The commissioner of public safety may transfer unencumbered 
balances among the programs specified in this section after getting 
the approval of the conunissioner of finance. The commissioner of 
finance shall not approve a transfer unless the commissioner 
believes that it will carry out the intent of the legislature. The 
transfer must be reported immediately to the committee on finance 
of the senate and the house of representatives ways and means 
corrunittee. 

Subd. 18. Reimbursements 

(a) $1,233,000 the first year and $1,196,000 the second year are 
appropriated from the general fund for transfer by the 
commissioner of finance to the trunk highway fund on January 1, 
1994, and January 1, 1995, respectively, in order to reimburse the 
trunk highway fund for expenses not related to the fund. These 
represent amounts appropriated out of the trunk highway fund for 
general fund purposes in the administration and related services 
program. 

1994 

[59TH DAY 

APPROPRIA nONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1995 
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(b) $449,000 the first year and $434,000 the second year are 
appropriated from the highway user tax distribution fund for 
transfer by the commissioner of finance to the trunk highway fund 
on January 1, 1994, and January 1, 1995, respectively, in order to 
reimburse the trunk highway fund for expenses not related to the 
fund. These represent amounts appropriated out of the trunk 
highway fund for highway user fund purposes in the administration 
and related services program. 

(c) $716,000 the first year and $716,000 the second year are 
appropriated from the highway user tax distribution ftmd for 
transfer by the commissioner of finance to the general fund on 
January 1, 1994, and January 1, 1995, respectively, in order to 
reimburse the general fund for expenses not related to the fund. 
These represent amounts appropriated out of the general fund for 
operation of the criminal justice data network related to driver and 
motor vehicle licensing. 

Sec. 6. PRIVATE DETECTIVE AND PROTECTIVE AGENT 
SERVICES BOARD 

Sec. 7. MINNESOTA SAFETY COUNCIL 

This appropriation is from the trunk highway fund. 

Sec. 8. GENERAL CONTINGENT ACCOUNTS 

The appropriations in this section may only be spent with the 
approval of the governor after consultation with the legislative 
advisory commission pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 3.30. 

If an appropriation in this section for either year is insufficient, the 
appropriation for the other year is available for it. 

Summary by Fund 

Trunk Highway Fund 

200,000 

Highway User Tax Distribution Fund 

125,000 

Sec. 9. TORT CLAIMS 

To be spent by the commissiOIler of finance. 

200,000 

125,000 

This appropriation is from the trunk highway fund. 

If the appropriation for either year is insufficient, the appropriation 
for the other year is available for it. 

Sec. 10. UNCODlFJED LANGUAGE 

All uncodified language contained in sections 1 to 9 expires on 
June 30, 1995, unless a different expiration is explicit. 

4027 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1994 

67,000 

67,000 

325,000 

600,000 

1995 

67,000 

67,000 

325,000 

600,000 
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Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE FOR 1993 APPROPRIATIONS.] 

Any appropriation in this act for fiscal year 1993 !§. effective the day following final enactment. 

Sec. 12. [STONE ARCH BRIDGE; REVERSION.] 

Nornrithstanding ~ law to the contrary,!!!!y provision in a deed of conveyance of legal title to the lames 1.: Hill 
stone arch bridge from Hennepin county to the commissioner of transportation that provides for reversion of the 
bridge to the county i? void. 

Sec. 13. Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 3, section 77, is amended to read: 

Sec. 77. [STONE ARCH BRIDGE.] 

Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the board of Hennepin county commissioners, in its capacity as 
the county board or as the Hennepin county regional rail authority, shall transfer legal title to the James J. Hill stone 
arch bridge to the commissioner of transportation for a consideration of $1,001. The Eleecl ef eeR. e) a-ItEe ffiall pre', iae 
for Fe.EIsisR sf tfle pF8feFfy ts Ute €81;lfify Ht the eveflt rRe €SURty flas Reea sf Ute BFiage fef light faillFffitsit The 
commissioner shall Qy order prohibit use of the bridge Qy motorized traffic, except that the commissioner may permit 
~ of the bridge Qy the following vehicles if the commissioner determines that such use will not adversely affect the 
design of the bridge: ill vehicles used exclusively to transport persons with physical disabilities; ill maintenance 
vehicles; and ill !!.low-speed, motorized, rubber-tire bus that ~ the bridge not more than ten times each day. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section llA.21, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CERTIFICATION OF HIGHWAY FUNDS.] The commissioner of transportation shall certify to the 
state board those portions of the highway user tax distribution fund established pursuant to article XIV, section 2. of 
the Constitution of the state of Minnesota; the trunk highway fund established pursuant to article XIV, section 6 of 
the Constitution of the state of Minnesota,,, the county state-aid highway fund established pursuant to article XIV, 
section 7 of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota" and the municipal state-aid street fund established pursuant 
to article XIV, section 8 of the Constitution of the state of MinnesotaL which in the judgment of the commissioner are 
not required for immediate use. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 161.081, is amended to read: 

161.081 [HIGHWAY USER TAX, DISTRIBUTION OF PORTION OF PROCEEDSL INVESTMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [DISTRIBUTION OF FIVE PERCENT.] Pursuant to article 14, section 5, of the constitution, five 
percent of the net highway user tax distribution fund is set aside, and apportioned as follows: 

(1) 28 percent to the trunk highway fund; 

(2) 64 percent to.a separate account in the county state-aid highway fund to be known as the county turnback 
account, which account in the state treasury is hereby created; 

(3) 8 percent to a separate account in the municipal state-aid street fund to be known as the municipal tumback 
account, which account in the state treasury is hereby created. 

Subd. b. [INVESTMENT.] Upon the reguest of the commissioner. money in the highway user tax distribution fund 
shall be invested Qv. the state board of investment in those securities authorized for that purpose in section llA.21. 
All interest and profits from the investments must be credited to the highway user tax distribution fund. The state 
treasurer shall be the custodian of all securities purchased under this section. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16139, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sb. [REIMBURSEMENT FOR SERVICES.] The office of electronic communication in the department of 
transportation may perform work for other state agencies and. to the extent that these services are performed beyond 
the level for which money was appropriated, may deposit revenue generated from this source as dedicated receipts 
to the account from which it was ~ 
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Sec. 17. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 168.345, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.;h [REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION; SURCHARGE ON FEE.] The commissioner shall impose a surcharge 
of 25 cents on each fee charged £y the commissioner under section 13.03, subdivision ~ for copies .Q!. electronic 
transmittal of public information concerning motor vehicle registrations. This surcharge only applies to a fee imposed 
in responding to ~ request made in person.Q!. .l2Y maiL or to 2. request for transmittal through a computer modem. 
The commissioner shall forward the surcharges collected under this subdivision to the commissioner of finance on 
~ monthly basis. Upon receipt, the commissioner of finance shan credit the surcharges to the general fund. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [LICENSE REVOCATION; COURT PROCEDURES.] On behalf of the commissioner of public safety a 
court shall serve notice of revocation on a person convicted of a violation of this section Wlless the commissioner has 
already revoked the person's driving privileges or served the person with a notice of revocation for a ·violation of 
section 169.123 arising out of the same incident. 1fte eBI:tFt BRall talEe tfie lieefts€ Sf' pef'ffiit sf tHe aA eF, jf aft}, Sf' 
sataH. a So. 8m a#.iela. it statif:l:g that fr.e lieeRse ef' peFlftit €aflRet ee Pf'eal:leea, a:tta SeAa it te tt-.e e8mH"tissisfteF ./ith 
a Fesel'a sf the seA.isaeR ana iss1:l€ a tempeFa~ liseRse effesti'.e eAl) feF the reFieel atH'iRg ..... flieR aft appeal!Fent 
the eeR. ietieft ma) Be taheA. J>Je pefseR .. he is .. itfiel;lt ekh iRg f'Fivileges at the time shaH ee issl:lea a t€'f'ftJ3emry 
lieeRse aRa aft) teffipsraFY lieeRse issl;lea shall Bear tfle same FestfieHeRs BRa lim-ita-tieRS as the flFi.€F'S liseRse Sf 
P€FHMt feF "'flieR it is e:(ehaRgeel. 

The seftUlMssieRel' sMII issue aaaiasRal teft<f!ef8~ lieeRses tlRel tRe fiRB:l aetel'f.l"tiftatisR sf \.hetr.eF fuel'e sHall he 
a feve€atieR tlftaef this seeaeR. 

The court shall invalidate the driver's license or permit in such ~ way that no identifying information is destroyed. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.123, subdivision Sa, is amended to read: 

Subd. Sa. [PEACE OFFICER AGENT FOR NOTICE OF REVOCATION OR DISQUALIFICATION.] On behalf of 
the commissioner of public safety a peace officer requiring a test or directing the administration of a chemical test 
shall serve inunediate notice of intention to revoke and of revocation on a person who refuses to permit a test or on 
a person who submits to a test the results of which indicate an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more. On behalf of 
the commissioner of public. safety, a peace officer requiring a test or directing the administration of a chemical test 
of a person driving, operating, or in physical control of a commercial motor vehicle shall serve immediate notice of 
intention to disqualify and of disqualification on a person who refuses to permit a test, or on a person who submits 
to a test the results of which indicate an alcohol concentration of 0.04 or more. The officer shall either: 

ill take the driver's license or permit sf tAe ciFi; eF, if any, aRa issl:le a tempsPBf'Y lieeRse effeee. e eRl) fer se-Jeft 
eays. The pease etfteeF shall send tke pefseR's ari.,.ef's J..ie€RSe it to the commissioner of public safety along with the 
certificate required by subdivision 4L and issue ~ temporary license effective only for ~ daysi or 

ill invalidate the driver's license or permit in such ~ way that!!Q. identifying information is destroyed. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.02, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LICENSE REQUIRED.] No person, except those hereinafter expressly exempted, shall drive any 
motor vehicle upon any street or highway in this state Wlless such person has a license valid under the provisions 
of this chapter for the type or class of vehicle being driven. No person shall receive a driver's license unless and until 
the }gefSefl: StH'feRa€rS ~e tl.=te eepadfftEf'lt aU valia ari, EP'S lieeftses fft psssessieR issl;l:ea te the refseR b) ar.yetAef 
j1:lfiseietiBft. 1'\:11 s1.iffeFta€realisefl5es shall BE fEmFftea. person's license from ~ jurisdiction has been invalidated 
by the department.:. The department shall provide to the issuing department tBgetA€f ,..4th of any jurisdiction, 
information that the licensee is now licensed in ReVi jL±l"isaietieR Minnesota. No person shall be permitted to have 
more than one valid driver's license at any time. No person to whom a current MiIUlesota identification card has been 
issued may receive a driver's license, other than an instruction permit or a limited license, unless the ~ 
S1:lFfeRaefS ~e the aepafftft€Rt aft)' person's Minnesota identification card issl:Iee te the pefseR l:ffiaef SEeBeR 171.97, 
stl13aivisieR a has been invalidated ~ the department. 
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Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.06, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. IFEES.} (a) The fees for a license and Minnesota identification card are as follows: 

Classified Driver License 

Classified Under 21 D.L. 

Instruction Permit 
Duplicate Driver or Under 21 License 

Minnesota identification card, except 
as otherwise provided in section 171.07, 
subdivisions 3 and 3a 

~ 
C-$18.S0 
~ 

C-$18.50 

~ 
CC-$22.50 
~ 

CC-$22.S0 

-I4U 
6-$29.50 
~ 

6-$29.50 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.06, subdivision 4 .. is amended to read: 

M&4 
A-$37.S0 

M±4 
A-$17.50 
$ e 9.50 

$-4,;G 
!8.00 

[59TH DAY 

Subd.4. [APPLICATION, FlLINGL FEE RETAINED FOR EXPENSES.] Any applicant for an instruction permit, a 
drivers license, restricted license, or duplicate license may file an application with a court administrator of the district 
court or at a state office. The administrator or state office shall receive and accept the application. To cover all 
expenses involved in receiving, accepting, or forwarding to the department applications and fees, the court 
administrator of the district court may retain a county fee of $-l $3.50 for each application for a Minnesota 
identification card, instruction permit, duplicate license, driver license, or restricted license. The amount allowed to 
be retained by the court administrator of the district court shall be paid into the county treasury and credited to the 
general revenue fund of the county. Before the end of the first working day following the final day of an established 
reporting period, the court administrator shall forward to the department all applications and fees collected during 
the reporting period, less the amount herein allowed to be retained for expenses. The court administrators of the 
district courts may appoint agents to assist in accepting applications, but the administrators shall require every agent 
to forward to the administrators by whom the agent is appointed all applications accepted and fees collected by the 
agent, except that an agent may retain eRe half sf the $I- county fee to cover the agent's expenses involved in 
receiving, accepting or forwarding the applications and fees. The court administrators shall be responsible for the 
acts of agents appointed by them and for the forwarding to the department of all applications accepted and those fees 
collected by agents and by themselves as are required to be forwarded to the department. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.07, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .2:. [IMPROVED SECURITY.] The commissioner shall develop new drivers' licenses and identification cards. 
to be issued beginning January L. 1994, that must be as impervious to alteration as is reasonably practicable in their 
design and quality of material and technology. The driver's license security laminate shall be made from materials 
not readily available to the general public. The design and tedmology employed must enable the driver's license and 
identification card to be subject to two Q!. ~ methods of visual verification capable of clearly indicating the 
presence of tampering or counterfeiting. The driver's license and identification card ~ !!Q!. be susceptible to 
reproduction 2Yphotocopying or simulation and must be highly resistant to data or photograph substitution and other 
tampering. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.11, is amended to read: 

171.11 [CHANGE OF DOMICILE OR NAME.] 

When any person, after applying for or receiving a driver's license, shall change permanent domicile from the 
address named in such application or in the license issued to the person, or shall change a name by marriage or 
otherwise, such person shall, within 30 days thereafter, ftl:a:he a}3}3lieaaert!l2P!Y for a duplicate driver's license upon 
a form furnished by the department~ and ~ the required fee. The application or duplicate license shall show 
both the licensee's old address and new address or the former name and new name as the case may be. ~ 
Bpplieaaert fer a dbl}3lieate lieeRse, ti}3Sl"L efiange sf aeh4fess sr e'RaRge sf RaB,e, shall ee aeesmpaRieel B} all eeftifieates 
sf tiFi.ef's lieeRse theft ill the psssessisft sf the B}3}3lieaRt tegethef • ..ith t'Re feEJ:liifea fee. 
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Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.12, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION; SURCHARGE ON FEK[ The commissioner shall impose i'. surcharge 
of 25 cents .2!:! each fee charged Qy the commissioner under section 13.03, subdivision ~ for copies 2.!. electronic 
transmittal of public information concerning driver's license and Minnesota identification card applicants. This 
surcharge only applies to !:! fee imposed in responding to !!. request made in person 2!. .Qy mail, Q£ to !:! request for 
transmittal through !!. computer modem. The commissioner shall forward the surcharges collected under this 
subdivision to the commissioner of finance on a monthly basis. Upon receipt, the commissioner of finance shall credit 
the surcharges to the general fund. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.22, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [VIOLATIONS.] With regard to any driver's license, including a commercial driver's license, it shall 
be unlawful for any person: 

(1) to display, cause or permit to be displayed, or have in possession, any: 

(i) canceled, revoked, or suspended driver's license; 

(ii) driver's license for which the person has been disqualified; or 

(iii) fictitious or fraudulently altered driver's license or Minnesota identification card; 

(2) to lend the person's driver's license or Minnesota identification card to any other person or knowingly permit 
the use thereof by another; 

(3) to display or represent as one's own any driver's license or Minnesota identification card not issued to that 
person; 

(4) ts fail Sf feNse ts Sl:lffeRaef ts the aeJ9aFtfReRt, I:lpSR its la .. Nl aemaREt aR) aFivep's lie€Rse Sf M-iFl:Ressta 
iaeRAfi€aasfl €are ,.fliER flas seeFt SHSp€flclea, p€veleea, EaH€e1ea, SF ier vlkiffi tfle flelEler flas eeeR Elisqualifiea; 

f§1 to use a fictitious name or date of birth to any police officer or in any application for a driver's license or 
Mi1Ulesota identification card, or to knowingly make a false statement, or to knowingly conceal a material fact, or 
otherwise commit a fraud in any such application; 

(61 ill to alter any driver's license or Minnesota identification card; 

f7) i§l to take any part of the driver's license examination for another or to permit another to take the examination 
for that person; 

f8j ill to make a counterfeit driver's license or Minnesota identification card; or 

f911§l to use the name and date of birth of another person to any police officer for the purpose of falsely identifying 
oneself to the police officer. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.26, is amended to read: 

17126 [MONEY CREDITED TO FUNDS.] 

All money received under the pFsvisisRS sf this chapter sftal.l- must be paid into the state treasury 'witfl 9Q pefeeRt 
sf sum mSILe), and credited to the trunk highway fund, aRa teFl pereeRt €feditea ts tP.e geReFal fuRs, except as 
provided in sections 171.06, subdivision 2a; 171.12, subdivision.§L and 171.29, subdivision 2L paragraph ill. 
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Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 174.02, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .2.:. [AGREEMENTS.] To facilitate the implementation of intergovernmental efficiencies, effectiveness. and 
cooperation, and to promote and encourage economic and technological development in transportation matters within 
and between governmental and nongovernmental entities: 

ill The commissioner may enter into agreements with other governmental or nongovernmental entities for research 
and experimentation; for sharing facilities, equipment, staff, data, or other means of providing transportation-related 
services; or for other cooperative programs that promote efficiencies in providing governmental services or that further 
development of innovation in transportation for the benefit of the citizens of Minnesota. 

ill In addition to funds otherwise appropriated Qy the legislature. the commissioner may accept and spend funds 
received under ~ agreement authorized in paragraph.@2 for the purposes set forth in that paragraph, subject to!!. 
report of receipts to the commissioner of finance at the end of each fiscal year and, if receipts from the agreements 
exceed $100,000 in a fiscal year. the commissioner shall also notify the governor and the committee on finance of the 
senate and the committee on ways and ~ of the house of representatives. 

hl Funds received under this subdivision must be deposited in the special revenue fund and are appropriated to 
the commissioner for the purposes set forth in this subdivision. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 241.021, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SUPERVISION OVER CORRECTIO"lAL INSTITUTIONS.] (1) The commissioner ofcorrechons shall 
inspect and license all correctional facilities throughout the state, whether public or private, established and operated 
for the detention and confinement of persons detained or confined therein according to law except to the extent that 
they are inspected or licensed by other state regulating agencies. The commissioner shall promulgate pursuant to 
chapter 14, rules establishing minimum standards for these facilities with respect to their management, operation, 
physical condition~ and the security, safety, health, treatment, and discipline of persons detained or confined therein. 
Commencing September 1, 1980, no individual, corporation, partnership, voluntary association, or other private 
organization legally responsible for the operation of a correctional facility may operate the facility unless licensed by 
the commissioner of corrections. The commissioner shall annually review the correctional facilities described in this 
subdivision, except as otherwise provided herein, to determine compliance with the minimum standards established 
pursuant to this subdivision. The commissioner shall grant a license to any facility found to conform to minimum 
standards or to any facility which, in the commissioner's judgment, is making satisfactory progress toward substantial 
conformity and the interests and well-being of the persons detained or confined therein are protected. The 
commissioner shall have access to the buildings, grounds, books, records, staff, and to persons detained or confined 
in these facilities. The commissioner may require the officers in charge of these facilities to furnish all information 
and statistics the commissioner deems necessary, at a time and place designated by the commissioner. The 
commissioner may require that ~ or all such information be provided through the department of corrections 
detention information system. 

(2) Any state agency which regulates, inspects, or licenses certain aspects of correctional facilities shall, insofar as 
is possible, ensure that the minimum standards it requires are substantially the same as those required by other state 
agencies which regulate, inspect, or license the same aspects of similar types of correctional facilities, although at 
different correctional facilities. 

(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed to limit the commissioner of corrections' authority to promulgate rules 
establishing standards of eligibility for counties to receive funds under sections 401.01 to 401.16, or to require counties 
to comply with operating standards the commissioner establishes as a condition precedent for counties to receive that 
funding. 

(4) When the commissioner finds that any facility described in clause (1), except foster care facilities for delinquent 
children and youth as provided in subdivision 2, does not substantially conform to the minimum standards 
established by the commissioner and is not making satisfactory progress toward substantial conformance, the 
commissioner shall promptly notify the chief executive officer and the governing board of the facility of the 
deficiencies and order that they be remedied within a reasonable period of time. The commissioner may by written 
order restrict the use of any facility which does not substantially conform to minimum standards to prohibit the 
detention of any person therein for more than 72 hours at one time. When, after due notice and hearing, the 
commissioner finds that any facility described in this subdivision, except county jails and lockups as provided in 
sections 641.26, 642.10, and 642.11, does not conform to minimum standards, or is not making satisfactory progress 
toward substantial compliance therewith, the commissioner may issue an order revoking the license of that facility. 
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After revocation of its license, that facility shall not be used until its license is renewed. When the cOnmUssioner is 
satisfied that satisfactory progress towards substantial compliance with minimum standard is being made, the 
commissioner may, at the request of the appropriate officials of the affected facility supported by a written schedule 
for compliance, grant an extension of time for a period not to exceed one year. 

(5) As used in this subdivision, "correctional facility" means any facility, including a group home, having a 
residential component, the primary purpose of which is to serve persons placed therein by a court, court services 
department, parole authority, or other correctional agency having dispositional power over persons charged with, 
convicted, or adjudicated to be guilty or delinquent. . 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 296.02, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [eXCePTIONS fOR TRANSIT AND ALTeRNATIVE fUELS SYSTEMS EXEMPT,] The provisions of 
subdivision 1 do not apply to f±1 gasoline purchased by a transit system receiving financial assistance under section 
174.24 or 473.384, 0f' (2) sales sf esmpressea HaRual gas SF prepaHe fsr use iR: vefiieles aispla)iltg a valia aFlfll:lal 
altemate ~el p ermft. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 296.025, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd, 1a. [EXCEPTIO~IS fOR TRANSIT AND ALTER.'IATIVE fUELS SYSTEMS EXEMPT.] The prOVisions of 
subdivision 1 do not apply to fl1 special fuel purchased by a transit system receiving financial assistance under section 
174.24 or 473.384, sr (2) sales sf esmpFessea HamFal gas SF prspaRe fst' tise iR: • efiieles Eiisplayir.g a .. aliEl aFlflual 
alteTRate fuel permit. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299C.10, is amended to read: 

299C.10 [IDENTIFICATION DATA.] 

Subdivision 1. [LAW ENFORCEMENT DUTY.] It is hereby made the duty of the sheriffs of the respective counties 
and of the police officers in cities of the first, second, and third classes, under the direction of the chiefs of police in 
such cities, to take or cause to be taken immediately finger and thumb prints, photographs, and such other 
identification data as may be requested or required by the superintendent of the bureau; of all persons arrested for 
a felony, gross misdemeanor, of all juveniles committing felonies as distinguished from those committed by adult 
offenders, of all persons reasonably believed by the arresting officer to be fugitives -from justice, of all persons in 
whose possession, when arrested, are found concealed firearms or other dangerous weapons, burglar tools or outfits, 
high-power explosives, or articles, machines, or appliances usable for an unlawful purpose and reasonably believed 
by the arresting officer to be intended for such purposes, and within 24 hours thereafter to forward such fingerprint 
records and other identification data on such forms and in such manner as may be prescribed by the superintendent 
of the bureau of criminal apprehension. 

Subd, 1. [LAW ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION,] The sheriffs and police officers who take finger and thumb prints 
must obtain training in the proper methods of taking and transmitting finger prints under this section consistent with 
bureau reguirements. 

Subd. ~ {BUREAU DUTY.} The bureau must enter in the criminal records system finger and thumb prints within 
five working days after they are received under this section. 

Sec. 33, [299C.65] [CRIMINAL AND JUVENILE JUSTICE INFORMATION POLICY GROUP.] 

Subdivision 1. {ESTABLISHING GROUP.} The criminal and juvenile information policy.8!..Q.!!E. consists of the chair 
of the sentencing guidelines commission, the commissioner of corrections, the commissioner of public safety, and the 
state court administrator. 

The policy group shall study and make recommendations to the governor, the supreme court. and the legislature 
Q!!..:. 

ill ~ framework for integrated criminal justice information systems, including the development and maintenance 
of ~ community data model for state, county, and local criminal justice information; 

ill the responsibilities of each entity within the criminal and juvenile justice systems concerning the collection, 
maintenance, dissemination, and sharing of criminal justice information with one another; 
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@actions necessary to ensure that information maintained in the criminal justice information systems is accurate 
and up-ta-date; 

ill the development of an information system containing criminal justice information on felony-level juvenile 
offenders that is part of the integrated criminal justice information system framework; 

ill the development of an information system containing criminal justice information on misdemeanor arrests, 
prosecutions, and convictions that ~ part of the integrated criminal justice information system framework; 

ill comprehensive training programs and reguirements for all individuals in criminal justice agencies to ensure the 
~ and accuracy of information in those systems; 

ill continuing education reguirements for individuals in criminal justice agencies who are responsible for the 
collection, maintenance, dissemination, and sharing of criminal justice data; 

ill ~ periodic audit process to ~ the ~ and accuracy of information contained in the criminal justice 
information systems; 

1.22 the eguipment, training, and funding needs of the state and local agencies that participate in the criminal justice 
information systems; 

llQl the impact of integrated criminal justice information systems on individual privacy rights; and 

.!1.l2. the impact of proposed legislation on the criminal justice system, including ~ fiscal impact, need for training, 
changes in information systems, and changes in processes. 

Subd. ~ [REPORT.1 The policy &.Q!!E. shall file ~ annual report with the governor, supreme court. and legislature 
Qy December 1 of each even-numbered year. 

The report must make recommendations concerning any legislative changes or appropriations that ~ needed to 
~ that the criminal justice information systems operate accurately and efficiently. To assist them in developing 
their recommendations, the chair, the commissioners, and the administrator shall appoint a task force consisting of 
the members of the criminal and juvenile justice information .P2!.!.£y g!:Q!!£ 2!:. their designees arid the following 
additional members: 

ill the director of the office of strategic and long-range planning; 

ill two sheriffs recommended Qy the Minnesota sheriffs association; 

ill two police cruefs recommended Qy the Minnesota cruefs of police association; 

ill two county attorneys recommended Qy the Minnesota county attorneys association; 

@ two Qtv. attorneys recommended :!2v. the Minnesota league of cities; 

@ two public defenders appointed Qy the board of public defense; 

ill two district judges appointed Qv. the conference of cruef judges, one of whom i§. currently assigned to the 
juvenile court; 

ill two community corrections administrators recommended Qy the Minnesota association of counties, one of whom 
represents a community corrections act county; 

m two probation officers; 

flQl two public members, one of whom has been ~ victim of crimej 

..Qll two court administrators; 

@ two members of the house of representatives appointed Qy the speaker of the housej and 

@ two members of the senate appointed Qy the majority leader. 
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Subd.;L [CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM.] The criminal and juvenile information £2li£l gEQ!!£ shall 
explore the feasibility of developing and implementing a continuing education program for state, countv, and local 
criminal justice information agencies. The £2li£l.&!Q.!:!£ shall consult with representatives of public and private 
post-secondary institutions in determining the most effective manner in which the training shall be provided. The 
£2li£l,g!Q!!£ shall include recommendations in the 1994 report to the legislature. 

Subd.1o [CRIMINAL CODE NUMBERING SCHEME.] The £2li£lgEQ!!£ shall study and make recommendations 
2!l a structured numbering scheme for the criminal code to facilitate identification of the offense and the elements of 
the crime and shall include recommendations in the 1994 report to the legislature. 

Sec. 34. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 171.20, subdivision h 296.01, subdivision:t and 296.026 are repealed." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state government; appropriating money for the 
department of transportation and other agencies with certain conditions; modifying flmds; creating a justice 
information policy group; providing for regulation of certain activities and practices; increasing fees; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 11A.21, subdivision 1; 161.081; 161.39, by adding a subdivision; 168.345, by adding 
a subdivision; 169.121, subdivision 7; 169.123, subdivision 5a; 171.02, subdivision 1; 171.06, subdivisions 2 and 4; 
171.07, by adding a subdivision; 171.11; 171.12, by adding a subdivision; 171.22, subdivision 1; 171.26; 174.Q2, by 
adding a subdivision; 241.021, subdivision 1; 296.02, subdivision 1a; 296.025, subdivision 1a; and 299C.10; Laws 1992, 
chapter 513, article 3, section 77; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 299C; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 171.20, subdivision 1; 296.01, subdivision 4; and 296.026." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: JAMES I. RICE, CARLOS MARIANI, ANDY STEE"SMA, JOHN j. SARNA AND 
BERNARD 1. "BERNIE" LIEDER. 

Senate Conferees: KEITH LANGSETH, PAULA E. HANSON, JIM VICKERMAN, STEVE DILLE AND CAROL FLYNN, 

Rice moved that the report of the Conference Conunittee on H. F. No. 1709 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1709, A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state government; appropriating 
money for the department of transportation and other agencies with certain conditions; fixing and limiting accounts 
and fees; amending Mirrnesota Statutes 1992, sections llA.21, subdivision 1; 161,081; 161.39, by adding a subdivision; 
169.121, subdivision 7; 169.123, subdivision 5a; 171,02, subdivision 1; 171.06, subdivisions 2 and 4; 171.07, by adding 
a subdivision; 171.11; 171.22, subdivision 1; 174.02, by adding a subdivision; 296.02, subdivision 1a; 296.025, 
subdivision 1a; Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 3, section 77; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 161; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 171.20, subdivision 1; 296.01, subdivision 4; and 296.026. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called, There were 89 yeas and 37 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, 1. Bergson Clark Evans Holsten Johnson, A Kinkel 
Anderson, R. Bertram DaW1er Farrell HW1tley Johnson, R Knickerbocker 
Asch Brown, C. Dawkins Garcia Jacobs Johnson, V. Krueger 
Battaglia Brown, K Delmont Greiling Jaros Kahn Lasley 
Bauerly Carlson Dempsey Hasskamp Jefferson Kalis Lieder 
Beard Carruthers Dam Hausman Jennings Kelso Lourey 
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Luther Mosel Opatz Pelowski Radosovich Swenson Welle 
Mahon Munger Orenstein Perlt Rukavina Tomassoni Wenzel 
Mariani Mmphy Orfield Peterson Sekhon Trimble Winter 
McCollum Neary Osthoff Pugh Simoneau Tunheim Wolf 
McGuire Nelson Ostrom Reding Skoglund Vellenga Spk. Long 
Milbert Olson, E. Ozment Rhodes Solberg Wagenius 
Morrison Olson, K Pauly Rice Steensma Wejcman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dehler Haukoos Lindner OlU1en Tompkins Workman 
Bettermann Erhardt Hugoson Lynch Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Bishop Girard Klinzing Macklin Seagren Vickerman 
Blatz Goodno Koppendrayer Molnau Smith Waltman 
Commers Gruenes Krinkie Ness Stanius Weaver 
Davids Gutknecht Limmer Olson, M. SViggum Worke 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to, 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H, F, NO, 584 

A bill for an act relating to utilities; regulating telephone services to conununication-impaired persons; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 237,49; 237.50, subdivision 3; 237,51, subdivision 2; and 237.52, subdivision 2; 
repealing Laws 1987, chapter 308, section 8, 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H, Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 12, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H, F, No, 584, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendment and that H, F, No, 584 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. ,Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.49, is amended to read: 

237,49 [COMBINED LOCAL ACCESS SURCHARGE.] 

Each local telephone company shall collect from each subscriber an amount 9f €tHL91;l;f\~5 ~ telephone access line 
representing the total of the surcharges required under sections 237.52, 237.70, and 403,11. Amounts collected must 
be remitted to the deparhnent of administration in the manner prescribed in section 403.11. The department of 
administration shall divide the amounts received proportional to the individual surcharges and deposit them in the 
appropriate accounts, A company or the billing agent for !!. company shall list the surcharges as one amount on £. 
billing statement sent to a subscriber, 

Sec, 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.50, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd, 3, [COMMUNICATION IMPAIRED,] "Communication impaired" means certified as deaf, severely hearing 
impaired, Rala sf fieafHLg hard-of-hearing, speech impaired, e£ deaf and blind", or mobility impaired if the mobility 
impairment significantly impedes the ability to use standard customer premises eguipment. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.50, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [COMMUNICATION DEVICE.] "Communication device" means a device that when connected to a 
telephone enables a communication-impaired person to communicate with another person utilizing the telephone 
system. A "communica,tion device" includes a ring signaler, an amplification device, a telephone device for the deaf 
witt. aF\.')' atBEiliaF} eEttiiflm€RtL.e. brailling device for ~ with a telephoner and ~ other device the board deems 
necessary, aRa a teleBfaille l±FI:it. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. IDEAF.] "Deaf" means a hearing impairment of such severity that the individual must depend primarily 
upon visual communication such as writing, li£ reading, manual communication, and gestures. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [HARD-OF-HEARING.} "Hard-of-hearing" means ~ hearing impairment resulting in ~ functional loss, 
but not to the extent that the individual must depend primarily upon visual communication. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.50, subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd.11. [MIi55AGIi TELECOMMUNICATION RELAY SERVICE.] "Message Telecommunication relay service" 
means a c~ntral statewide service through which a communication-impaired person, using a communication device, 
may send and receive messages to and from a non-communication-impaired person whose telephone is not equipped 
with a communication device and through which a non-communication-impaired person may, by using voice 
communication, send and receive messages to and from a communication-impaired person. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.51, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] The telecommunication access for communication-impaired persons board is 
established to establish and administer a program to distribute communication devices to eligible 
communication-impaired persons and to create and maintain a Htessage telecommunication relay service. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes '1992, section 237.51, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERS.] The board consists of 12 persons to include: 

(1) tt,e €BHl:ffit:issisReF ef tRe aepaItHt€flt af flClffiB:fl s€niees B1' t1=r-e ooffUH:issiBflep's aesigt=tee; 

f21 the commissioner of the deparhnent of administration or the commissioner's designee; 

~ ill seven communication-impaired persons appointed by the governor at least three of whom reside outside 
a metropolitan county, as defined in section 473.121, subdivision ~ at the time of appointment, at least four of whom 
are deaf, one of whom .!§. speech impaired, one of whom is mobility impaired, and ~ of whom ~ hard-of-hearing; 

f41 .@l one person appointed by the governor who is a professional in the area of communications disabilities; 

~ ill one person appointed by the governor to represent the telephone company providing local exchange service 
to the largest number of persons; 

f6j ill one member of the Minnesota Telephone Association appointed by the governor to represent other affected 
telephone companies; and 

t71 ® one person appointed by the governor to represent companies providing inter-LATA interexchange telephone 
service~ 

(8) SIte peFSSFt ts represent the srgaf1i>1:atien epel'ating the message lela) serviee te ee appsiRtea 1;1) the gS'leFfts£ 
at the tiffie the seal'S eSRtFaets TNith the sFgar.izatisR }3l:ll'Sl:lart-t te seetieR 2.37.54 if the company with whom the person 
is employed does not have !!. contract to operate!!. telecommunication relay service under section 237.54 and agrees 
not to enter such a contract for at least ~ year after the person leaves the board. 
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Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.51, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MEETINGS.] The board shall meet at least ffi8Rlhly HP.t;1 geeemeef 31, 1988, aRa at least ~ .. afte£ly 
tflefeafte£ annually. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.51, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DUTIES.] In addition to any duties specified elsewhere in sections 237.51 to 237.56, the board shall: 

(1) define economic hardship, special needs, and household criteria so as to determine the priority of eligible 
applicants for initial distribution of devices and to determine circumstances necessitating provision of more than one 
communication device per household; 

(2) establish a method to verify eligibility requirements; 

(3) establish specifications for communication devices to be purchased under section 237.53, subdivision 3; 

(4) enter contracts for the establishment and operation of the message telecommunication relay service pursuant 
to section 237.54; 

(5) inform the public and specifically the community of communication-impaired persons of the program; 

(6) prepare the reports required by section 237.55; 

(7) administer the fund created in section 237.52; 

(8) reestablish and fill the position of program administrator whose position is in the unclassified service and 
establish and fill other positions in the classified service reguired to conduct the business of the board: 

(9) adopt rules, including emergency rules, under chapter 14 to implement the provisions of sections 237.50 to 
237.56; and 

(10) shu;l:y iRe psteRtial eesRsmie impaet sf fue pFsgFam,sR lseal eSffift'LtlP.ieaHsR ae.iee FeffiileFs aRa aispeRseFs. 
notwithstanding any provision of chapter 16B, the aeaFa sRall develop guidelines for the purchase of some 
communication devices from local retailers and dispensers if the stuely board determines that otherwise they will be 
economically harmed by implementation of sections 237.50 to 237.56. 

Sec, 11. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 237.51, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [ADMINISTRATNE SUPPORT.] The commissioner of the department of administration shall provide staff 
assistance not including the program administrator and other board staff who is ~ to be chosen by the board, 
administrative services, and office space under a contract with the board. The board shall reimburse the commissioner 
for services, staff, and space provided. The board may request necessary information from the supervising officer 
of any state agency. 

Sec. 12. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 237.52, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd,2, IASSESSMENT.] The board shall annually recommend to the commission an adequate and appropriate 
mechanism to implement sections 237.50 to 237.56. The public utilities commission shall review the board's budget 
for reasonableness and may mcx:iify the budget to the extent i!. i§. unreasonable. The commission shall annually 
determine the funding mechanism to be used within 60 days of receipt of the recommendation of the program 
administrator and shall order the imposition of surcharges effective on the earliest practicable date. The commission 
shall establish a monthly charge no greater than feR 20 cents for each customer access line, including trunk equivalents 
as designated by the commission pursuant to section 403.11, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.52, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [EXPENDITURES.] Money in the fund may only be used for: 

(1) expenses of the board, including persoIUlel cost, public relations, board members' expenses, preparation of 
reports, and other reasonable expenses not to exceed 20 percent of total program expenditures; 
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(2) reimbursing the commissioner of human services for purchases made or services provided pursuant to 
section 237.53; 

(3) reimbursing telephone companies for purchases made or services provided under section 237.53, 
subdivision 5; and 

(4) contracting for establishment and operation of the message telecommunication relay service required by 
section 237.54. 

All costs directly associated with the establishment of the board and program, the purchase and distribution of 
communication devices, and the establisrunent and operation of the message telecomnumication relay service are 
either reimbursable or directly payable from the fund after authorization by the board. Notwithstanding section 
16A,41, the board may advance money to the contractor of the message telecommunication relay service if the 
contractor establishes to the board's satisfaction that the advance payment is necessary for the operation of the service. 
The advance payment may be used only for working capital reserve for the operation of the service. The advance 
payment must be offset or repaid by the end of the contract fiscal year together with interest accrued from the date 
of payment. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.54, is amended to read: 

237.54 [ME€i6AGIl TELECOMMUNICATION RELAY SERVICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The hoard shall contract with an inter-LATA interexchange telephone service 
provider to establish a third-party message telecommunication relay' service with an "BOO" number to enable 
telecommunication between conununication-impaired persons and non-comrnunication-impaired persons. 

Subd. 2. [OPERATION.] The board shall contract with a local consum~r organization that serves 
communication-impaired persons for operation of the message telecorrununication relay system. The board shall 
contract with a local consumer organization that serves commW1ication-impair~d persons for operation of the message 
telecommunication relay system. The board may contract with other than a local consumer organization if the board 
finds .Qy at least a two-thirds majority vote that no local consumer organization is available to enter into or perform 
~ reasonable contract to operate a telecommunications relay system. The operator of the system shall keep all 
messages confidential, shall train personnel in the unique needs of communication-impaired people, and shall inform 
communication-impaired persons and the public of the availability and use of the system. The operator shall not relay 
a message unless it originates or terminates through a communication device for the deaf or a telesFCMlle aeviee 
brailling device for use with a telephone. 

Sec. .15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.55, is amended to read: 

237.55 [REPORTS; PLANS,] 

The asal'(4 sRall plepare a fepsrt fSf I='lesentaBsR ts the esfflfttissisR RSt later thar. geeeRrBeF aI, 1987, ts 'iRell;lele 
}?1aR5 feF aisft-ilHHHLg eSffiffiHnieatisR ele>iees aRa estasliSftHLg a j;hlFa paFt} message lelay sefaee aRe a 
f'eesfttHl£flaatis:A fef a ffiRtiiRg meeRaRism P1::U'S\:lB:lLt ts seetisR 2$7.32, sai:!a.i. isisR 2. The PfS o<iSiSR Sf sel riee l'eEtl;lirea 
l;1Raef seeB6Rs 2a7.3Q te 237.&6 ffli'tY tJegiR ... fleR tfle plaR: is SfI}3P8' ea"By tfte esfftftlfssisR Sf MaleR 1, 1988, t, {hleke. et' 

is eaFlief. 

BegiflRing itt 1988, The board mu;t prepare a report for presentation to the commission by geeemeeF Tanuary 31 
of each year tlHsttgi=l tfte ) eaf 1992. Each report must review the accessibility' of the telephone system to 
communication-impaired pe~ns, review the ability of non-commWlication-impaired persons to communicate with 
communication-impaired persons via the telephone system, describe services provided, account for money received 
and disbursed annually for each aspect of the program to date, and include predicted future operation .... Ii! the fifta! 
""f"'rl. 

The fiflal l€pSlt m\:lst, iR detail, aeseriee plSgle.:tTI: spePSBsR aRa mahe FeeSfFl£fleR:aaaSRS fSF tl1e fu:RdiRg atia seryiee 
Ie, el I9F R€eessary Sflg-eiflg set"\; iees. The eSRlftdSsisR nl:a}' FeeSfRftieRa efiart:ges in tl1e Pl'sgFatR ts the legislak:l:re 
tffi'Sl;lgRSl;lt its spelatisR aitEi sRall mahe a feeSffi::ffieRaatieR ts tl1e legisla-Me e) Fehll;lafY 1, 1993, fey tl1e fatufe 
}?lS • isiSR aftd maw.teRaI tee sf tHe sef'/iees. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 595.02, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMPETENCY OF WITNESSES.] Every person of sufficient understanding, including a party, may 
testify in any action or proceeding, civil or criminal, in court or before any person who has authority to receive 
evidence, except as provided in this subdivision: 

(a) A husband cannot be examined for or against his wife without her consent, nor a wife for or against her 
husband without his consent, nor can either, during the marriage or afterwards, without the consent of the other, be 
examined as to any communication made by one to the other during the marriage. This exception does not apply to 
a civil action or proceeding by one against the other, nor to a criminal action or proceeding for a crime committed 
by one against the other or against a child of either or against a child W1der the care of either spouse~ nor to a criminal 
action or proceeding in which one is charged with homicide or an attempt to commit homicide and the date of the 
marriage of the defendant is subsequent to the date of the offense, nor to an action or proceeding for nonsupport, 
neglect, dependency, or termination of parental rights. 

(b) An attorney cannot, without the consent of the attorney's client, be examined as to any communication made 
by the client to the attorney or the attorney's advice given thereon in the course of professional duty; nor can any 
employee of the attorney be examined as to the communication or advice, without the client's consent. 

(c) A member of the clergy or other minister of any religion shall not, without the consent of the party making the 
confession, be allowed to disclose a confession made to the member of the clergy or other minister in a professional 
character, in the course of discipline enjoined by the rules or practice of the religious body to which the member of 
the clergy or other minister belongs; nor shall a member of the clergy or other minister of any religion be examined 
as to any communication made to the member of the clergy or other minister by any person seeking religious or 
spiritual advice, aid, or comfort or advice given thereon in the course of the member of the clergy's or other minister's 
professional character, 'without the consent of the person. 

(d) A licensed physician or surgeon~ dentist, or chiropractor shall not without the consent of the patient, be allowed 
to disclose any information or any opinion based thereon which the professional acquired in attending the patient in 
a professional capacity, and which was necessary to enable the professional to act in that capacity; after the decease 
of the patient, in an action to recover insurance benefits, where the insurance has been in existence two years or more, 
the beneficiaries shall be. deemed to be the personal representatives of the deceased person for the purpose of waiving 
this privilege, and no oral or written waiver of the privilege shall have any binding force or effect except when made 
upon the trial or examination where the evidence is offered or received. 

(e) A public officer shall not be allowed to disclose communications made to the officer in official confidence when 
the public interest would suffer by the disclosure. 

(f) Persons of unsound mind and persons intoxicated at the time of their production for examination are not 
competent witnesses if they lack capacity to remember or to relate truthfully facts respecting which they are examined. 

(g) A registered nurse, psychologist or consulting psychologist shall not, without the consent of the professional's 
client, be allowed to disclose any information or opinion based thereon which the professional has acquired in 
attending the client in a professional capacity, and which was necessary to enable the professional to act in that 
capacity. 

(h) An interpreter for a person handicapped in commW1ication shall not, without the consent of the person, be 
allowed to disclose any communication if the communication woUld, if the interpreter were not present, be privileged. 
For purposes of this section, a "person handicapped in communication" means a person who, because of a hearin~ 
speech or other communication disorder, or because of the inability to speak or comprehend the English language, 
is Wlable to Wlderstand the proceedings in which the person is required to participate. The presence of an interpreter 
as an aid to communication does not destroy an otherwise existing privilege. 

(i) Licensed chemical dependency counselors shall not disclose information or an opinion based on the information 
which they acquire from persons consulting them in their professional capacities, and which was necessary to enable 
them to act in that capacity~ except that they may do so: 

(1) when informed consent has been obtained in writing, except in those circumstances in which not to do so would 
violate the law or would result in clear and inuninent danger to the client or others; 

(2) when the communications reveal the contemplation or ongoing commission of a crime; or 

(3) when the consulting person waives the privilege by bringing suit or filing charges against the licensed 
professional whom that person consulted. 
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G) A parent or the parent's minor child may not be examined as to any communication made in confidence by the 
minor to the minor's parent. A communication is confidential if made out of the presence of persons not members 
of the child's immediate family living in the same household. This exception may be waived by express consent to 
disclosure by a parent entitled to claim the privilege or by the child who made the communication or by failure of 
the child or parent to object when the contents of a communication are demanded. This exception does not apply 
to a civil action or proceeding_ by one spouse against the other or by a parent or child against-the other, nor to a 
proceeding to commit either the child or parent to whom the communication was made or to place the person. or 
property or either under the control of another because of an alleged mental or physical condition, nor to a criminal 
action or proceeding in which the parent is charged with a crime committed against the person or property of the 
communicating child, the parent's spouse, or a child of either the parent or the parent's spouse, or in which a child 
is charged with a crime or act of delinquency committed against the person or property of a parent or a child of a 
parent, nor to an action or proceeding for termination of parental rights, nor any other action or proceeding on a 
petition alleging child abuse, child neglect, abandonment or nonsupport by a parent. 

(k) Sexual assault counselors may not be' compelled to testify about any opinion or information received from or 
about the victim without the consent of the victim. However,.a counselor may be compelled to identify or disclose 
information in investigations or proceedings related to neglect or termination of parental rights if the court determines 
good cause exists. In determining whether to compel disclosure, the court shall weigh the public interest and need 
for disclosure against the effect on the victim, the treatment relationship, and the treatment services if disclosure 
occurs. Nothing in this clause exempts sexual assault counselors from compliance with the provisions of sections 
626.556 and 626.557. 

"Sexual assault counselor" for the purpose of this section means a person who has W1dergone at least 40 hours of 
crisis counseling training and works W1der the direction of a supervisor in a crisis center, whose primary purpose is 
to render advice, counseling, or assistance to victims of sexual assault. 

(I) A person cannot be examined as to any communication or document, induding worknotes, made or used in the 
course of or because of mediation pursuant to an agreement to mediate. This does not apply to the parties in the 
dispute in an application to a court by a party to have a mediated settlement agreement set aside or reformed. A 
communication or document otherwise not privileged does not become privileged because of this paragraph. This 
paragraph is not intended to limit the privilege accorded to conummication during mediation by the common law. 

(m) A child W1der ten years of age is a competent witness unless the court finds that the child lacks the capacity 
to remember or to relate truthfully facts respecting which the child is examined. A child describing any act or event 
may use language appropriate for a child of that age. 

!ill. A communication assistant for So telecommunications relay system for communication-impaired persons shall 
not, without the consent of the person making the comnuUlication, be allowed to disclose communications made to 
the communication assistant for the purpose of relaying. 

Sec. 17. Laws 1987,.chapter 308, section 8, is amended to read: 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 7 are effective July I, 1987, afta at=e Pep ealea efteeti. e Jl:Ifte sQ, 19903. 

Sec. 18. [REPORT BY TACIP BOARD.] 

The telecommunication access for communication-impaired persons board shall report to the legislature E,v.Pebruary 
.11994, on the reasonableness of charging for toll calls made through the telecommunication relay service. The report 
shall include the economic and policy factors considered .£Y. the board. 

Sec. 19. [PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION TRANSITIONAL AUTHORITY.] 

The public utilities commission is authorized to do all things necessary to ~ that So surcharge increase 
authorized !2y section 11 is implemented !2y hili:: 1.. 1993. 

Sec. 20. [TELEPHONE SERVICE FOR THE BLIND.] 

The department of public service shall study the feasibility of providing free directory and operator services to 
blind individuals. The study shall analyze the cost to rate payers if the cost of the free services is included as part 
of the rate for local service !!.v. a telephone company. 
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Sec. 21. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 2 to Z. 2. to ~ Th·and 18 are effective h!!y.1. 1993. Sections ~ llL.1.Z. and 19 are effective the day 
following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to utilities; regulating telephone services to communication-impaired persons; requiring 
studies and reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 237.49; 237.50, subdivisions 3, 4, 11, and by adding 
subdivisions; 237.51, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6; 237.52, subdivisions 2 and 5; 237.54; 237.55; and 595.02, 
subdivision 1; Laws 1987, chapter 308, section 8." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LOREN JENNINGS, TERESA LYNCH AND THOMAS PUGH, 

Senate Conferees: JANET B. JOHNSON, JOHN MARTY AND DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON. 

Jennings moved that the ·report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 584 be- adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 584, A bill for an act relating to utilities; regulating telephone services to communication-impaired 
persons; amending MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 237.49; 237.50, subdivision 3; 237.51, subdivision 2; and 237.52, 
subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 308, section 8. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 124 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hugoson Krueger Murphy Peterson Tompkins 
Anderson, I. Dawkins Huntley Lasley Neary Pugh Trimble 
Anderson, R Dehnont Jacobs Lieder Nelson Reding Tunheim 
Asch Dempsey Jaros Limmer Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dom Jefferson Undner Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
BauerIy Erhardt Jennings Lourey Olson, K Rodosovich Vickerman 
Beard Evans Johnson, A. Luther Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bertram Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Bettermann Girard Kahn Mahon Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Bishop Goodno Kalis Mariani Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, C. Greiling Kelley McCollum Osthoff Smith Winter 
Brown, K Gruenes Kelso McGuire Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Carlson Gutknecht Kinkel Milbert Ozment Stanius Worke 
Carruthers Hasskamp Klinzing Molnau Pauly Steensma Workman 
Clark Haukoos Knickerbocker Morrison Pawlenty Sviggum Spk. Long 
Commers Hausman Koppendrayer Mosel Pelowski Swenson 
Dauner Holsten Krinkie Munger Perlt Tomassoni 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dehler Walhnan 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 574 

A bill for an act relating to retirement; administrative changes, age discrimination act compliance, 
death-while-active surviving spouse benefit improvements by the Minnesota state retirement system, the public 
employees retirement association, and teachers retirement association; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
3A.02, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 352.01, subdivisions 2b, and by adding a subdivision; 352.03, 
subdivisions 4, 4a, and 6; 352.04, subdivision 9; 352.113, subdivisions 2, 4, and 7; 352.115, subdivision 8; 352.12, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 13; 352.15, subdivision la, and by adding subdivisions; 352.22, subdivisions 1 and 
2; 352.23; 352.85, 5ubdivision 4; 352.93, subdivision 2a; 352.94; 352.95, 5ubdivi5ions 1, 2, 3, and 5; 352.951; 352.96, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; 352B.Ol, subdivisions 3 and 11; 3528.08, subdivisions 1 and 2a; 352B.I0, subdivisions 1, 2, and 
5; 352B.101; 352B.105; 352B.11, subdivi5ion 2; 352C.01; 352C.021; 352C.031; 352C.033; 352C.04; 352C.051; 352C.09; 
3S2D.015, subdivision 4; 352D.02, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 352D.04, subdivision 1; 352D.05, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 352D.09, subdivision 5, and by adding subdivisions; 353.01, subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b, 6, 7, 10, 
11a, 12, 16, 28, 31, 32, and by adding subdivi5ion5; 353.017; 353.27, 5ubdivi5ion 7; 353.29, 5ubdivi5ion 1; 353.32, 
subdivision 1a; 353.33, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, and by adding a subdivision; 353.34, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
353.35; 353.37; 353.64, subdivisions 1 and Sa; 353.656, subdivisions I, la, 3, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 353A08, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 353A.1O, subdivision 4; 353B.11, subdivision 6; 353C.08, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353D.02; 
353D.04; 353D.05, subdivision 3; 353D.07, subdivision 2; 354.35; 354.46, subdivisions 1 and 2; 354.48, subdivisions 3 
and 10; 356.302, subdivisions 4 and 6; 356.453; 356.61; and 490.124, subdivisions 1 and 4; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 3A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3A.06; 352.01, subdivision 7; 352.12, 
5ubdivi5ion 5; 352.22, subdivi5ion 9; 352.73; 352B.01, subdivi5ion 2a; 352B.131; 3528.14; 352B.261; 352B.262; 352B.28; 
352D.05, subdivision 5; and 353.656, subdivision 6. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 12, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 574, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
reconunend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendments 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LEO J. REDING, PHYLLIS KAHN, JERRY KNICKERBOCKER, MINDY GREILING AND BOB JOHNSON. 

Senate Conferees: LERoy A. STUMPF, PHIL J. RIVENESS, ROY W. TERWILLIGER, STEVEN MORSE AND CAL LARSON, 

Reding moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 574 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 574, A bill for an act relating to retirement; administrative changes, age discrimination act compliance, 
death-while-active surviving spouse benefit improvements by the Minnesota state retirement system, the public 
employees retirement association, and teachers retirement association; amending MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 
3A.02, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 352.01, subdivisions 2b, and by adding a subdivision; 352.03, 
subdivisions 4, 4a, and 6; 352.04, subdivision 9; 352.113, subdivisions 2, 4, and 7; 352.115, subdivision 8; 352.12, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 13; 352.15, subdivision la, and by adding subdivisions; 352.22, subdivisions 1 
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and 2; 352.23; 352,85, subdivision 4; 352.93, subdivision 2a; 352.94; 352.95, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 5; 352.951; 352.96, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; 352B.Ol, subdivisions 3 and 11; 352B.08, subdivisions 1 and 2a; 3528.10, subdivisions 1, 2, and 
5; 352B.101; 352B.105; 352B.11, subdivision 2; 35ZC.01; 35ZC.021; 352C.031; 352C.033; 352C.04; 352C.051; 352C.09; 
352D.OlS, subdivision 4; 352D.02, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 352D.04, subdivision 1; 352D.05, 
subdivisions I, 3, and 4; 352D.09, subdivision 5, and by adding subdivisions; 353.01, subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b, 6, 7, 10, 
lla, 12, 16, 28, 31, 32, and by adding subdivisions; 353.017; 353.27, subdivision 7; 353.29, subdivision 1; 353.32, 
subdivision la; 353.33, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, and by adding a subdivision; 353.34, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
353.35; 353.37; 353.64, subdivisions 1 and Sa; 353.656, subdivisions 1, la, 3, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 353A.08, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 353A.10, subdivision 4; 353B.11, subdivision 6; 353C.08, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353D.02; 
353D.04; 353D.05, subdivision 3; 353D.07, subdivision 2; 354.35; 354.46, subdivisions 1 and 2; 354.48, subdivisions 3 
and 10; 356.302, subdivisions 4 and 6; 356.453; 356.61; and 490.124, subdivisions 1 and 4; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 3A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3A.06; 352.01, subdivision 7; 352.12, 
subdivision 5; 352.22, subdivision 9; 352.73; 352B.01, subdivision 2a; 352B.131; 352B.14; 352B.261; 352B.262; 352B.28; 
352D.05, subdivision 5; and 353.656, subdivision 6. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was cal1ed. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dawkins Huntley Leppik Ness Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, I. Dehler Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickennan 
Anderson, R. Delmont Jaros Limmer Olson, K Rukavina Wagenius 
Asch Dempsey Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Seagren Waltman 
Battaglia Darn Jennings Lourey Onnen Sekhon Weaver 
Bauerly Erhardt Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Simoneau Wejcman 
Beard Evans Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Welle 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Smith Wenzel 
Bertram Garcia Kahn Mahon Osthoff Solberg Winter 
Bettennarm Girard Kalis Mariani Ostrom Sparby Wolf 
Bishop Coodno Kelley McCollum Ozment Stanius Worke 
Blatz Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Steensma Workman 
Brown, C. Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Sviggum Spk. Long 
Brown, K. Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Swenson 
Carlson Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Tomassoni 
Clark Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tompkins 
Commers Hausman Krinkie Murphy Pugh Trimble 
Dauner Holsten Krueger Neary Redjng Tunhcim 
Davids Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1114 

A bill for an act relating to game and fish; stamp design; training of hunting dogs; clothing requirements; raccoon 
season; rough fish taking by nonresidents; muskie size limits; taking of mussels; advance of matching funds; financing 
waterfowl development; defining "undressed bird"; regulating the taking of deer; regulating seasons on muskrat, mink, 
otter, and beaver; required license to take and condition of fish brought into the state from Canada; authorizing 
suspension of requirements upon action by Canadian authorities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 84.085, 
by adding a subdivision; 97 A.DIS, subdivision 49, and by adding a subdivision; 97 A.D45, subdivision 7; 97 A.091, 
subdivision 2; 97 A.531; 97B.005, subdivisions 2 and 3; 97B.041; 97B.071; 97B.621, subdivision 1; 978.911; 978.915; 
97B.921; 975.925; 97C.375; 97CA05; and 97C.701, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 97 A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 97 A.541; 97C.701, subdivisions 3, 4, and 5; 97C.7D5; 
and 97C.711. 
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May 12, 1993 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1114, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 1114 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [84.085] [ADVANCE OF MATCHING FUNDS.] 

The commissioner may advance funds appropriated for fish and wildlife programs to government agencies, the 
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, federally recognized Indian tribes and bands, and private, nonprofit 
organizations for the purposes of securing nonstate matching funds for projects involving acquisition and 
improvement of fish and wildlife habitat and related research and management. The commissioner shall ~ 
agreements for contracts with the matching parties under section 16B.06 prior to advancing any state funds. The 
agreement or contract shall contain provisions for ~ of the state's share and the matching funds within a period 
of time specified Qy the commissioner. The state's funds and the nonstate matching funds must be deposited in a 
separate account and expended solely for the purposes set forth in the agreement or contract. The commissioner shall 
enter into agreements or contracts only with the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and federal and nonprofit 
authorities deemed Qy the commissioner to be dedicated to the purposes of the project. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 86B.305, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [UNDER AGE 13.} Except in case of an emergency, a person under age 13 may not operate or be 
allowed to operate a watercraft propelled by a motor with a factory rating of more than ;M 30 horsepower unless there 
is present in the watercraft, in addition to the operator, the operator's parent or legal guardian or at least one person 
of the age 18 or older. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 86B.305, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AGE 13 TO 17; PERMIT REQUIRED.] Except as provided in this subdivision, a person age 13 or older 
and younger than age 18 may not operate a motorboat powered by a motor over 24 30 horsepower without possessing 
a valid watercraft operator's pennit from this state or from the operator's state of residence unless there is a person 
age 18 or older in the motorboat. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Sta~tes 1992, section 97 A.OlS, is amended by adding a 'subdivision to read: 

Subd.26a. [IN-THE-ROVND.] "In-the-round" means fish with heads, tails, fins, skins, and scales intact. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97 A.DlS, subdivision 49, is amended to read: 

Subd. 49. [UNDRESSED BIRD.] "Undressed bird" means: 

(1) a bird, excluding migratory waterfowl, pheasant, HWlgarian partridge, or grouse, with feet and feathered head 
intact; 6f 

(2) a migratory waterfowl with a fully feathered wing and head attachedL.2! 

ill a pheasant, Hungarian partridge, or grouse with one .kg and foot or the fully feathered head or wing intact. 
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Sec. 6. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 97A.045, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [DUTY TO ENCOURAGE STAMP DESIGN AND PURCHASES.] hl The commissioner shall encourage 
the purchase of: 

(1) Minnesota migratory waterfowl stamps by nonhunters interested in the migratory waterfowl preservation and 
habitat development; 

(2) pheasant stamps by persons interested in pheasant habitat improvement; and 

(3) trout and salmon stamps by persons interested in trout and salmon stream and lake improvement. 

ill The commissioner shall make rules governing contests for selecting a design for each stamp. 

Sec. 7. [97A.127] [FINANCING WATERFOWL DEVELOPMENT.] 

The commissioner may ~ funds appropriated for fish and wildlife programs for the purpose of developing, 
preserving, restoring, and maintaining waterfowl breeding gro\..U1ds in Canada under agreement or contract with my 
nonprofit organization dedicated to the construction, maintenance, and repair of projects that are acceptable to the 
goverrunental agency having jurisdiction ~ the land and water affected Qy the projects. The commissioner may 
execute agreements and contracts if the commissioner determines that use of the funds will benefit the migration of 
waterfowl into the state. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97 A.531, is amended to read: 

97A.531 [SHIPMENT OF WILD ANIMALS TAKEN IN CANADA.] 

Subdivision 1. [SHIPPING COUPONS.] A person may ship, within or out of the state, wild animals lawfully taken 
and possessed in Canada and that have lawfully entered the state. The shipment must have the shipping coupons 
required for a shipment originating in the province where the animals were taken. 

Subd. b [CONDITION OF FISH.] Fish that are lawfully taken and possessed in Canada may must be brought into 
the state tel' filleattg a:t lEi paehiRg aRa in-the-roWld. A violation of this subdivision is a misdemeanor, and in addition 
to.ill!Y criminal ~ imposed, fish brought into or transported within the state contrary to this subdivision must 
be confiscated, and a ~ of $10 for each fish must be imposed. 

Subd.;L [TRANSPORTATION.] Fish lawfully taken in Canada may be transported within the state or out of the 
state Qy a nonresident and Qy a resident possessing a Minnesota angling license. 

Subd. 1:. [NOTICE.] Any advertisement of fishing resorts or facilities in Canada in printed or broadcast form 
originating or distributed within the state must contain.a summary of the requirement of subdivision b. and ~ 
for noncompliance. 

Subd.2:. [CONDITIONS SUSPENDED.] The commissioner of natural resources may suspend the requirements of 
subdivisions b. ~ and 4 whenever Canadian laws or regulations imposing certain fees known ~ DA VT, or the "daily 
angling validation gg:: ~ repealed, rescinded, or modified. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Stahltes 1992, section 97B.005, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [RESTRICTION ON AMMUNITION WHILE TRAINING.] A person fuaHs training a dog afield and 
carrying a firearm may only have blank cartridges and shells in personal possession when the season is not open for 
any game bird" except ~ provided in subdivision 3. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 978.005, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [PERMITS FOR ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS TO USE GAME BIRDS AND FIREARMS.] The 
commissioner may issue special permits, without a fee, to organizations and individuals to use firearms and live 
anununition on domesticated birds or banded game birds from game farms for holding field trials and training 
petfie; iRg hunting dogs. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.041, is amended to read: 

97B.041 [POSSESSION OF FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION RESTRICTED IN DEER ZONES.] 

A person may not possess a firearm or ammunition outdoors during the period beginning the teffifl fifth day before 
the open firearms season and ending the second day after the close of the season within an area where deer may be 
taken by a firearm, except: 

(1) during the open season and in an area where big game may be taken, a firearm and ammunition authorized 
for taking big game in that area may be used to take big game in that area if the person has a valid big game license 
in possession; 

(2) an unloaded firearm that is in a case or in a closed trunk of a motor vehicle; 

(3) ~a shotgWl and shells containing No.4 buckshot or smaller diameter lead shot or steel shot; 

(4) a handgun or rifle and only short, long, and long rifle cartridges that are caliber of .22 inches; 

(5) handguns possessed by a person authorized to carry a handgun under sections 624.714 and 624.715 for the 
purpose authorized; and 

(6) on a target range operated under a permit from the commissioner. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.045, is amended to read: 

97B.045 [TRANSPORTATION OF FIREARMS.] 

Subdivision 1. IRESTRICTIONS,] A person may not transport a firearm in a motor vehicle unless the firearm is: 

(1) unloaded and in a gun case expressly made to contain a firearm, and the case fully encloses the firearm by being 
zipped, snapped, buckled, tied, or otherwise fastened, and without any portion of'the firearm exposed; 

(2) unloaded and in the closed trunk of a motor vehicle; or 

(3) a handgun carried in compliance with sections 624.714 and 624.715. 

Subd.;L [EXCEPTION FOR DISABLED PERSONS.] The restrictions in subdivision 1 do not i!El2lY. to a disabled 
person if: 

ill the person possesses a permit under section 97B.055, subdivision J.L 

ill the person ~ participating in ~ hunt sponsored Qy .i! nonprofit organization under .i! permit from the 
commissioner or is hunting on property owned or leased Qy the person; and 

ill the firearm i§. not loaded in the chamber until the vehicle ~ stationary, or ~.2. hinge action firearm with the 
action open until the vehicle ~ stationary. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.071, is amended to read: 

97B.071 [RED OR BLAZE ORANGE REQUlREMENTS.] 

A person may not hunt or trap during the open season in a zone or area where deer may be taken by firearms, 
unless the visible portion of the person's cap and outer clothing above the waist, excluding sleeves and gloves, is 
bright red or bla:ze orange, Blaze orange includes a camouflage pattern of at least 50 percent blaze orange within each 
foot square, This section does not ~ to migratory waterfowl hunters on waters of this state .Q!. in ~ stationary 
shooting location. 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.111, is amended to read: 

97B.111 [SPECIAL FIREARM HUNTING SEASONS FOR PHYSICALLY DISABLED.] 

Subdivision 1. IESTABLISHMENT; REQUIREMENTS.] The commissioner may establish criteria, special seasons, 
and limits for persons who have a physical disability to take big game and small game with firearms and by archery 
in designated areas. A person hunting under this section who has a physical disability must have a verified statement 
of the disability by a licensed physician and must be participating in a program for physically disabled hunters 
sponsored by a nonprofit organization that ~ permitted under subdivision 2. A license is not required for a person 
to assist a physically disabled person hunting during a special season under this section. 

Subd. b {PERMIT FOR ORGANIZATION.].@l The commissioner may issue ~ special permit without a fee to ~ 
nonprofit organization to provide e!l assisted hunting opportunity to physically disabled hunters. The assisted 
hunting opportunity may take place: 

ill in ~ designated Qy the commissioner under subdivision .1. or 

ill on private property or a licensed shooting preserve. 

ill. The sponsoring organization shall provide a physically capable person to assist each disabled hunter with 
safety-related aspects of hunting. 

ill The conunissioner may impose reasonable pennit conditions. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.211, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [POSSESSION OF FIREARMS PROHIBITED.]ill Except as provided in paragraph(\ch. a person may 
not take big game by archery while in pos,session of a firearm. 

ill A person may take bear Qy archery while in possession of !!. handgun specified in section 97B,Q3L 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 16, MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 97B.301, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [TAKING +WG MORE THAN ONE DEER.] The commissioner may, by rule, allow a person to take <we 
more than ~ deer. The commissioner shall prescribe the conditions for taking the 5eEefl€l additional deer including: 

(1) taking by firearm or archery; 

(2) obtaining aft additional fi.eeftse licenses: and 

(3) payment of a fee not more than the fee for a firearms deer licensei. and 

ill the total number of deer that an individual may take. 

Sec. 17, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.301, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. £,. [RESIDENTS UNDER AGE 16 MAY TAKE DEER OF EITHER SEX.] ill A resident under the ~ of 16 
may take ~ deer of either sex. This subdivision does not authorize the taking of an antlerless deer Qy another member 
of ~ ~ under subdivision 3. 

ill This subdivision is repealed effective December J1. 1994, 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.311, is amended to read: 

97B.311 [DEER SEASONS AND RESTRICTIONS.] 

ill The commissioner may, by rule, prescribe restrictions and designate areas where deer may be taken. The 
commissioner may, by rule, prescribe the open seasons for deer within the following periods: 

(1) taking with firearms, other than muzzle-loading firearms, between November 1 and December 15; 
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(2) taking with muzzle-loading firearms between September 1 and December 31; and 

(3) taking by archery between September 1 and December 31. 

ilil Notwithstanding paragraph ill1. the commissioner may establish special seasons within designated areas 
between September 1 and Ianuary 15. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.621, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SEASON.] The statewide open season for raccoon may be presEfisea set by the conunissioner 
aeRi eeR Oeteeer 15 aiia DeCeffi:Sef .:n. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97R901, is amended to read: 

97B.901 [COMMISSIONER MAY REQUIRE TAGS ON FUR-BEARING AKIMALS.] 

The commissioner may, by rule, require persons takin& possessing, and transporting fur-bearing animals to tag 
the animals "\; ReTe tl=tej are takeR. The commissioner shall prescribe the manner of issuance and the type of tag, 
which must show the year of issuance. The commissioner shall issue the tag, without a fee, upon request. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 978.911, is amended to read: 

97B.911 [MUSKRAT SEASONS.] 

The commissioner may establish open seasons and restrictions for ~ muskrat eeft. eeIt GeteeeF 23 aF\9 A¥,l:il 
30. The epeR seaSSF\ iFt a:l I area ma; Ret e3teeea 90 aays. The eemFl"tissieRer may presEfiae :F€sh'iEtisRS fer the talt:iRg 
ef ml;l:slacat. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 978.915, is amended to read: 

97B.915 [MINK SEASONS.] 

The commissioner may establish open seasons and restrictions for taking mink eeft. eeF\ GetSeef 19 aF\So April 30. 
The epeF\ seaseR HI aF\ area ma, Ret €)t"eeeel90 da;s. The eeRtfI.issisReF ffia; pl:esEriee restrieaSRS tel' the taleing sf 
ffIffiI<. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 978.921, is amended to read: 

97B.921 [OTTER SEASONS.] 

The cornririssioner may establish open seasons and restrictions for ~ otter aePi. eeR Getsser 19 a:t Ie Papfi! 30. 
Ottef may ae takeR eru; 19) "tFappiRg a:tlel the -takiftg is sletl9jeet te res"tFieasRs preseriaea By the esnMssiener. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 978.925, is amended to read: 

97B.925 [BEAVER SEASONS.] 

The commissioner may establish open seasons and restrictions for taking beaver 1get\ leeR Geteeer 19 ar.a lr}3ril 30, 
Bea. eF may Be taJ;:eR eFtl; e) tTaJ3piRg Mel t:fte tal<:iftg is stffijeet te rest:fieaeRs presEFiBea B) the eeftd'lclssiener, 

Sec, 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C.081, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1,. [ICE FISHING CONTEST IN CONJUNCTION WITH RAFFLE.] An organization that is permitted under 
this section and licensed £y the lawful gambling control board to conduct raffles may conduct a raffle in conjW1ction 
with !!!l ice fishing contest. The organization may sell a combined ticket for a single price for the ice fishing contest 
and raffle, provided that the combined ticket states in at least 8-point !Yo!:. the amolUlt of the price that applies to the 
ice fishing contest and the amount that applies to the raffle, All other provisions of sections 349.11 !Q 349,23 ~ 
to the raffle, 
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Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C.375, is amended to read: 

97C.375 [TAKING ROUGH FISH BY SPEARING OR ARCHERY.] 

A resident Q!. nonresident may take rough fish by spearing or archery during the times, in waters, and in the 
manner prescribed by the commissioner. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C.515, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2:. [SPECIAL PERMITS.} ill The commissioner may issue ~ special permit, without a ~ to allow ~ person 
with ~ private fish hatchery license to import milU10WS from other states for export. .d. permit under this subdivision 
i§. not reguired for importation authorized under subdivision 4. 

D2l An applicant for ~ permit under this subdivision shall submit to the conunissioner sufficient information to 
identify potential threats to native plant and animal species and an evaluation of the feasibility of the proposal. The 
permit may include reasonable restrictions on importation, transportation, possession, containment and disposal of 
minnows to ensure that native species ~ protected. The permit may have ~ term of l:!E to two years and may be 
modified, suspended, or revoked 2v. the commissioner for cause, including violation of a condition of the permit. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C701, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMMISSIONER'S AUTHORITY.] The commissioner may .!2Y. rule set size limits and prescribe 
conditions for the takin&. possession, transportation, sale, and purchase of mussels. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C701, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [HAND-PICKING REQUIRED.]!l person may only harvest mussels!2v hand-picking. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C705, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [OPEN SeASON SEASONS.] ill The open season for taking mussels is from May 16 to the last day 
of February. 

ill The commissioner may Qv. rule restrict the open ~ for taking mussels for commercial purposes. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97C711, is amended to read: 

97C.711 [Mlliiolib .Ibe L1HIT. UNDERSIZED MUSSELS.] 

A J:?€FSSR ffia) Ret take rr.l;lss€ls less tflaR 1 3/4 iRER€s iR the greatest aim€flSisR, e)EEept pigtees. A person must 
return undersized mussels to the water without injury. 

Sec. 32. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 97 A.541; and 97C.701, subdivisions bl.t. ~ and ~ are repealed. 

Sec. 33. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1. and 2. are effective Tune 1. 1993. Section §. i.§. effective March.1. 1994." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to game and fish; funding for wildlife habitat; defining terms; possession of firearms in 
deer zones; stamp design; financing waterfowl development; shipment of wild animals taken in Canada; training 6f 
hunting dogs; transportation of firearms by disabled hunters; clothing requirements; firearms permits for disabled; 
taking of deer; nonresident fish house license fees; seasons for taking raccoon, muskrat, mink, otter, and beaver; 
seasons for and tagging of fur-bearing animals; ice fishing contests in conjunction with raffles; rough fish taking by 
nonresidents; importation of minnows; taking, possession, transportation, sale~ and purchase of mussels; use of certain 
appropriated funds; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 86B.30S, subdivisions 1 and 2; 97 A.OlS, subdivision 
49, and by adding a subdivision; 97 A.045, subdivision 7; 97 A.531; 97B.005, subdivisions 2 and 3; 97B.041; 97B.045; 
97B.071; 97B.111; 97B.211, subdivision 1; 97B.301, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivision; 97B.311; 97B.621, 
subdivision 1; 97B.901; 97B.911; 97B.915; 97B.921; 97B.925; 97C.081, by adding a subdivision; 97C.375; 97C.515, by 
adding a subdivision; 97C.701, subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 97C.70S, subdivision 1; and 97C.711; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 84; and 97 A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
97 A.541; and 97C.701, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 5." 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

House Conferees: BOB MILBERT, IRV ANDERSO:-.r A).JD CHARLIE WEAVER. ' 

Senate Conferees: CHARLES A. BERG, BOB LESSARD AND ,PAT PARISEAU. 

Milbert moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1114 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1114, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; stamp design; training of hunting dogs; clothing 
requirements; raccoon season; rough fish taking by nonresidents; muskie size limits; taking of mussels; advance of 
matching funds; financing waterfowl development; defining "undressed bird"; regulating the taking of deer; regulating 
seasons on muskrat, mink, otter, and beaver; required license to take and condition of fish brought into the state from 
Canada; authorizing suspension of requirements upon action by Canadian authorities; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 84.085, by adding a subdivision; 97 A.015, subdivision 49, and by adding a subdivision; 97 A.045, 
subdivision 7; 97 A.091, subdivision 2; 97 A.531; 97B.005, subdivisions 2 and 3; 97B.041; 97B.071; 97B.621, subdivision 
1; 97B.911; 97B.915; 97B.921; 975.925; 97C375; 97C405; and 97C70l, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 97A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 97A.541; 97C,701, subdivisions 
3,4, and 5; 97C705; and 97C711. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 3 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Holsten Krueger Neary Rhodes Van Dellen 
Anderson, I. Dawkins Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dehler Huntley Lieder Ness Rodosovich Vickerman 
Asch Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rukavina Wageruus 
Battaglia Dempsey Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Seagren Waltman 
Bauerly Dam Jefferson Lourey OIson, M. Sekhon Weaver 
Beard Erhardt Jennings Luther Onnen Simoneau Wejcman 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A Lynch Opatz Skoglund Welle 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Smith Wenzel 
Bettermann Frerichs Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Solberg Winter 
Bishop Garcia Kahn Mariani Ostrom Sparby Wolf 
Blatz Girard Kalis McCollum Ozment Stanius Worke 
Brown, C. Goodno Kelley McGuire Pauly Steensma Workman 
Brown, K: Greiling Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Sviggum Spk Long 
Carlson Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Swenson 
Carruthers Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Peterson Tomassoni 
Clark Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Pugh Tompkins 
Commers Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Reding Trimble 
Dauner Hausman Krinkie Murphy Rest Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Lasley Osthoff Perlt 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 988 

A bill for an act relating to game and fish; allowing the taking of two deer in designated counties; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.301, subdivisions 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 12, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 988, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 988 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [AUTHORIZATION TO TAKE TWO DEER IN CERTAIN COUNTIES.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 97B.301, subdivision b. during the 1993 and 1994 hunting seasons, in 
Kittson, Lake of the Woods, Marshall, and Roseau counties a person may obtain one firearms deer license and ~ 
archery deer license in the ~ license year and may take one deer tmder each license." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to game and fish; allowing the taking of two deer in designated counties during the 1993 
and 1994 htmting seasons." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: WALLY SPARBY, JIM TlJl'\HEIM AND BRAD STANIVS. 

Senate Conferees: LEROY A. STUMPF, BOB LESSARD AND DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON. 

Sparby moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 988 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 988, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; allowing the taking of two deer in-designated counties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.301, subdivisions 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bergson Carruthers Delmont Garcia Haukoos Jennings 
Anderson, 1. Bertram Clark Dempsey Girard Holsten Johnson, A. 
Anderson, R. Bettermann Commers Dorn Goodno Hugoson Johnson, R 
Asch Blatz Dauner Erhardt Greiling Huntley Johnson, V. 
Battaglia Brown, C. Davids Evans Gruenes Jacobs Kahn 
Bauerly Brown, K. Dawkins Farrell Gutknecht Jaros Kalis 
Beard Carlson Dehler Frerichs Hasskamp Jefferson Kelley 
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Kelso LOUTey Murphy Ostrom Rodosovich Swenson Welle 
Kinkel Luther Neary Ozment Rukavina Tomassoni Wenzel 
Klinzing Lynch Nelson Pauly Seagren Tompkins Winter 
Knickerbocker Mahon Ness Pawlenty Sekhon Trimble . Wolf 
Koppendrayer Mariani Olson, E. Pelowski Simoneau Tunheim Worke 
Krinkie McCollum Olson, K. PerIt Skogltmd Van Dellen Workman 
Krueger McGuire Olson, M. Peterson Smith Vellenga Spk. Long 
Lasley Milbert Onnen Pugh Solberg Vickerman 
Leppik Molnau Opatz Reding Sparby Wagenius 
Lieder Morrison Orenstein Rest Stanius Waltman 
Limmer Mosel Offield Rhodes Steensma Weaver 
Lindner Munger Osthoff Rice Sviggum Wejcman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1524 

A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing conditions and requirements for the issuance of public debt and for 
the financial obligations of authorities; providing an exemption from the mortgage registration tax; providing an 
exemption from an ad valorem taxation for certain lease purchase property; providing a property tax exemption for 
certain property devoted to public use; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 80A.12, by adding a subdivision; 
275.065, subdivision 7; 287.04; 447.45, subdivision 2; 475.67, subdivisions 3 and 13; and 501B.25; repealing Minnesota 
Rules, part 2875.3532. 

May 12, 1993 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1524, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its Rule 49 amendment labeled SCSF1419, adopted by the Senate May 4, 1993, and that 
the House concur in the Pogemiller amendments labeled SH1524A-6 and SH1524A50, adopted by the Senate 
May 10, 1993. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: ANN H. REST, STEVE DEHLER AND JEAN WAGENIUS. 

Senate Conferees: LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER, CAROL FLYNN AND GEN OLSON. 

Rest moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1524 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1524, A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing conditions and requirements for the issuance of 
public debt and for the financial obligations of authorities; providing an exemption from the mortgage registration 
tax; providing an exemption from an ad valorem taxation for certain lease purchase property; providing a property 
tax exemption for certain property devoted to public use; amending Minnesota StahItes 1992, sections 80A.12, by 
adding a subdivision; 275.065, subdivision 7; 287.04; 447.45, subdivision 2; 475.67, subdivisions 3 and 13; and 501B.25; 
repealing Minnesota Rules, part 2875.3532. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. 
follows: 

There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Loufey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Seagren Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R Lynch Opatz Sekhon Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Wejcman 
Blatz ~arda Kahn Mahon Orfield Skogltmd Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis Mariani Osthoff Smith Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno Kelley McCollum Ostrom Solberg Winter 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Sparby Wolf 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski SViggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appoinhnent of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1225: 

Steensma, Wenzel and Hugoson. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Corrunittee on 
H. F. No. 1529: 

Hausman, Munger and Wagenius. 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Corrunittee on 
S. F. No. 1437: 

Jacobs, Jennings and Gruenes. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned; 

H. F. No. 74, A bill for an act relating to local government; authorizing the city of Minneapolis, special school 
district No.1, the city library board, and the city park and recreation board to impose residency requirements. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOWlce ~e passage by. the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1436, A bill for an act relating to the environment; appropriating money from the metropolitan landfill 
contingency trust fund to the commissioner of the pollution control agency for reimbursement to the city of Hopkins 
for remediation of methane at the city landfill; amending Laws 1991, chapter 182,' section 7. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 413. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 413 

A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing the sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border public water 
in St. Louis COtmty; authorizing the conveyance of certain Willmar regional treatment center land to Kandiyohi county. 

The Honorable Allan H; Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 12, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 413, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JERRY R. JANEZICH, HAROLD R. "SKIP" FINN AND STEVEN G. NOVAK. 

House Conferees: TOM RUKAVINA, DAVID TOMASSONI AND THOMAS HUNTLEY. 

Rukavina moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 413 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 413, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing the sale of certain tax-forfeited lands that border 
public water' in St. Louis county; authorizing the conveyance of certain Willmar regional treatment center land to 
Kandiyohi county. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roU was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Holsten Krueger Nelson Rest Vellenga 
Anderson, 1. Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Ness Rhodes Vic~erman 
Anderson, R. Dehler Huntley Leppil< Olson, E. Rice Wagenius 
Asch Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Waltman 
Battaglia Dempsey Jaros Lindner Olson,M. Seagren Weaver 
Bauerly Darn Jefferson Laurey Onnen Sekhon Wejcman 
Beard Erhardt Jennings Luther Opatz Simoneau Welle 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Wenzel 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R. Macklin Orfield Smith Winter 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Solberg Wolf 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mariani Ostrom Stanius Worke 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis McCollum Ozment Steensma Workman 
Brown, K. Goodno Kelley McGuire Pauly Sviggum Spk. Long 
Carlson Greiling Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison PerIt Tompkins 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Trimble 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Murphy Pugh Tunheim 
Dauner Hausman Krinkie Neary Reding Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 571, A bill for an act relating to education; extending dates for per pupil revenue option; authorizing 
certain contracts with school board members and with the spouses of school district employees; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 124A.029, subdivision 4; 127.15; and 471.88, by adding a subdivision. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Greiling moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 571 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 571, A bill for an act relating to education; authorizing certain contracts with school board members and 
with the spouses of school district employees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 127.15; and 471.88, by 
adding a subdivision. 

The ~ill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 124 yeas and 7 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 
Asch 
Battaglia 

Bauerly 
Beard 
Bergson 
Bertram 
Bettermann 

Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown, C. 
Brown, K. 
Carlson 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Commers 
Dauner 
Dawkins 

Dehler 
Delmont 
Dempsey 
Dorn 
Erhardt 

Evans 
Farrell 
Frerichs 
Garcia 
Girard 

Greiling 
Gutknecht 
Haukoos 
Hausman 
Holsten 
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Hugoson Kinkel Lynch Nelson Peterson Solberg Wagenius 
Hlllltley Klinzing Macklin Olson, E. Pugh Sparby Waltman 
Jacobs Knickerbocker Mahon Olson, K. Reding Stanius Weaver 
Jaros Koppendraycr Mariani Onnen Rest Steensma Wejcman 
Jefferson Krinkie McCollum Opatz Rhodes Sviggum Welle 
Jennings Krueger McGuire Orenstein Rice Swenson Wenzel 
Johnson, A. Lasley Milbert Offield Rodosovich Tomassoni Winter 
Johnson, R. Leppik Molnau Osthoff Rukavina Tompkins Wolf 
Jolmson, V. Lieder Morrison Ozment Seagren Trimble Worke 
Kahn Limmer Mosel Pauly Sekhon Tunheim Workman 
Kalis Lindner Munger Pawlenty Simoneau Van Dellen Spk. Long 
Kelley Laufey Mmphy Pelowski Skoglund Vellenga 
Kelso Luther Neary Perlt Smith Vickerman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Davids Coodno Gruenes Hasskamp Ness Olson, M. Ostrom 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 236. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 236 

A bill for an act relating to domestic abuse; requiring a report on victims of domestic abuse and eligibility for 
unemployment compensation benefits. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 11, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 236, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 236 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [DOMESTIC ABUSE; CHILD CARE; UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [DOMESTIC ABUSE; INTERIM POLlCY.] The commissioner of jobs and training shall develop and 
implement an interim policy to address the issue of employees forced to leave employment due to domestic abuse 
as defined in Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision b. paragraph.ill1. The commissioner shall provide 
opportunities for members of the public to be fully involved in developing the interim policy. The department shall 
report to the labor-management relations committee of the house of representatives and the jobs, energy, and 
community development committee for the senate bimonthly until January !2t.1994r on its progress in developing the 
interim policy and its experience in implementing it. 
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Subd. ~ [STUDY; DOMESTIC ABUSE; CHILD CARE.] The commissioner of jobs and training shall study the issues 
of employees separated from employment due to problems with child ~ and domestic abuse as defined in 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 5188.01, subdivision b. paragraph ill The commissioner of jobs and training shall 
consult with the commissioner of human services, the unemployment advisory council, and members of the public 
in preparing the study. The study shall include a review of case histories in which unemployment compensation was 
sought. The study shall investigate whether legislation is necessary to address the issues and whether the issues are 
best addressed as employment, human services, criminal. Wlemployment compensation, or other problems. The 
results of the study shall be reported to the legislature ~ January l2:. 1994, along with any recommendations for 
legislation. 

Sec. 2. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1!2. effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to Wlemployment compensation; requiring the development of an interim policy and a 
report on the issue of employees forced to leave employment due to domestic abuse; requiring a study on issues of 
employees separated from employment due to problems with child care and domestic abuse." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

Senate Conferees: ELLEN R. ANDERSON, DENNIS R. FREDERlCKSON AND SANDRA L. PAPPAS. 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN SEKHON, ALICE M. JOHNSON AND TOM RUKAVINA. 

Sekhon moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 236 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 236, A bill for an act relating to domestic abuse; requiring a report on victims of domestic abuse and 
eligibility for unemployment compensation benefits. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, 1. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Seagren Walbnan 
Bettermann Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Weaver 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Wejcman 
Blatz Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Skoglund Welle 
Brown, C. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Smith Wenzel 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Solberg Winter 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Sparby Wolf 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cornmers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOUI)ce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: ' 

S. F. No. 512. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FtAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 512 

A bill for an act relating to telecommunications; providing for regulation of telecommunications carriers; limiting 
discriminatory practices, services, rates, and pricing; providing for investigation, hearings, and appeals regarding 
telecommunications services; delineating telecommunications practices allowed; providing penalties and remedies; 
amending MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 237.01, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 237; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.59, subdivision 7. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of ,.the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Lorig 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 13, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 512, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 512 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.01, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [TELEPHONE COMPANY.] "Telephone company," means and applies to any person, firm, association 
or any corporation, private or municipal, owning or operating any' telephone line or telephone exchange for hire, 
wholly or partly within this state, or furnishing any telephone service to the public. 

A "telephone company" does not include a radio common carrier as defined in subdivision 4. A telephone 
company which also conforms with the definition of a radio common carrier is subject to regulation as a tel~phone 
company. However, none of chapter 237 applies to telephone company activities which conform to the definition of 
a radio common carrier. 

A "telephone company" does not include ~ telecommunications carrier as defined in subdivision ~ except that 2. 
telecommunications carrier is a telephone company for the purposes of section 222.36. A telephone company is not 
subject to section 237.74. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER.] "Telecommunications carrier" means a person, firm, association, 
QE. corporation authorized to furnish telephone service to the public but !}Q! authorized to furnish local exchange 
service. Telecommunications carrier does not include entities that derive more than 50 percent of their revenues from 
operator services provided to transient locations such as hotels, motels, and hospitals. In addition, tele
communications carrier does not include entities that provide centralized ~ ~ services. 
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Sec. 3. [237.035] [TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER EXEMPTION.] 

Telecommunications carriers are not subject to regulation under this chapter, except that telecommunications 
carriers shall comply with the reguirements of section 237.74. 

Sec. 4. [237.74] [REGULATION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [FILING REQUIREMENTS.] Every telecommunications carrier shall elect and keep ~ file with the 
department either a tariff or a price list for each service on or before the effective date of the tariff or price, containing 
the rules, rates, and classifications used Qy i! in the conduct of the telephone business, including limitations on 
liability, The filings are governed Qy chapter 13. The department shall require each telecommunications carrier to keep 
open for public inspection at designated offices so much of these rates, tariffs or price lists, and rules !!? the 
department considers necessary for public information. 

Subd.;1" [DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED; PRACTICES, SERVICES, RATES.] No telecommunications carrier shall 
offer telecommunications service within the state upon terms 2£ rates that illt unreasonably discriminatory. No 
telecommunications carrier shall unreasonably limit its service offerings to particular geographic areas unless facilities 
necessary for the service ~ not available and cannot be made available at reasonable costs. The rates of .§! 
telecommunications carrier must be the same in all geographic locations of the state unless for good ~ the 
commission approves different rates. A company that offers long-distance services shall charge uniform rates and 
charges on .e!llong-distance routes and in all geographic areas in the state where.!!. offers the services. However, a 
carrier may offer .QI provide volume or term discounts or may offer or prov'ide unique pricing to certain customers 
Q£ to certain geographic locations for special promotions, and may pass through any state, municipal, or local taxes 

. in the specific geographic areas from which the taxes originate. 

Notwithstanding ~ other provision of this subdivision, a telecommunications carrier may furnish service free or 
at reduced rates to its officers, agents, or employees in furtherance of their employment. 

Subd.1. [SPECIAL PRICING.] Except as prohibited £y this section, prices unique to a particular customer or ~ 
of customers may be allowed for services when differences in the cost of providing a service or .§! service element 
justify ~ different price for £. particular customer .Q£ &.!:Q.!!£ of customers. Individual pricing for services may be 
allowed when!!. uniform price should not be required because of market conditions. Unique or individual prices for 
services Q!. service elements in effect before the effective date of this section are deemed to be lawful under this 
section. 

Subd.,1:. [lNVESTIGATIONS.].@l When the commission or the department believes that an investigation of ~ 
matter relating to .§!!}y. telephone service should for any ~ be made, .!!. may 2!l its ~ motion investigate the 
service or matter upon notice to the carrier. However, telecommunications carriers are not subject to rate or rate of 
return regulation and neither the commission nor the department may investigate ~ matter relating to .§! 
telecommunications carrier's costs, rates, or rate of return, except the commission and the department may investigate 
whether a rate is unreasonably discriminatory under subdivision 2. 

ill Upon ~ complaint made against ~ telecommunications carrier Qy ~ telephone company. Qy another 
telecommunications carrier, Qv. the governing body of a political subdivision, or Qy!!Q fewer than five percent Q!. 100. 
whichever is the lesser number, of the subscribers .Q!: spouses of subscribers of the particular telecommunications 
carrier. that any of the rates, tolls, tariffs or price lists, charges, or schedules is in £!!Y respect unjustly discriminatory, 
.Q£ that~ service is inadeguate or cannot be obtained, the commission, after notice to the telecommunications carrier, 
shall investigate the matters raised Qy the complaint. 

1sl!t. after making an investigation under paragraph E!l or .1.£1. the commission finds that a significant factual issue 
raised has not been resolved to its satisfaction, the commission may order that a contested case hearing be conducted 
under chapter 14 unless the complainant, the telecommunications carrier, and the commission agree that an expedited 
hearing under section 237.61 .!§. appropriate. 

@ In .2!:!Y complaint proceeding authorized under this section, telecommunications carriers shall bear the burden 
of proof consistent with the allocation of the burden of proof to telephone companies in sections 237.01 to 237.73. 

ful.d. full and complete record must be kept £y. the commission of all proceedings before .!!. upon any formal 
investigation or hearing and all testimony received or offered must be taken down Qy the stenographer appointed Qy 
the commission. and a transcribed £QPY. of the record furnished to .2!:!Yl@!.iy. to the investigation upon the payment 
of the expense of furnishing the transcribed £QE.Y.:. 
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.!f the commission finds !2.y ~ preponderance of the evidence presented during the complaint proceeding that 
existing rates, tolls, tariffs Q£ price lists, charges! or schedules are unjustly discriminatory, or that ~ service ~ 
inadeguate or cannot be obtained, the commission may issue its order requiring termination of the discrimination or 
making the service adeguate or obtainable. 

ill !l fQ2Y of £!!!. order issued under this section must be served upon the person against whom i!. runs or the 
person's attorney, and notice of the order must be given to the other parties to the proceedings or their attorneys. 

fgl Any ~ to a proceeding before the commission or the attorney general may make and perfect ~ appeal from 
the order in accordance with chapter 14. 

If the court finds from an examination of the record that the commission erroneously rejected evidence that should 
have been admitted, it shall remand the proceedings to the commission with instructions to receive the evidence 
rejected and .illlY rebutting evidence and to make new findings and return them to the court for further review. Then 
the commission, after notice to the parties in interest. shall proceed to rehear the matter in controversy and receive 
the wrongfully rejected evidence and ~ rebutting evidence offered and make ~ findings, as upon the original 
hearing, and transmit it and the new record properly certified to the court of appeals, when the matter shall be again 
considered Qy the court in the same manner as in an original appeal. 

ill When!!!! appeal ~ taken from ~ order of the commission Wlder this chapter, the commission shall, without 
delay, have a certified transcript made of all proceedings, pleadings and files, and testimony taken or offered before 
i! upon which the order ~ based, showing particularly what,!.t£!!YL evidence offered was excluded. The transcript 
must be made and filed with the court administrator of the district court where the appeal ~ pending. 

Subd.2.:. IEXTENSION OF FACILITIES.] A telecommunications carrier may extend its facilities into or through a 
statutory or home rule charter £llv. Q!. town of this state for furnishing its services, subject to the regulation of the 
governing body of the £!!y or town relative to the location of poles and wires and the preservation of the safe and 
convenient use of streets and alleys Qy the public. Nothing in this subdivision shall be construed to allow or prohibit 
facilities bypass of the local exchange telephone company, nor shall it be construed to prohibit the commission from 
issuing orders concerning facilities bypass of the local exchange telephone company. 

Subd. ~ [TARIFF OR PRICE LIST CHANGES.lill Telecommunications carriers may: 

ill decrease the rate for ~ service, .Q!. make ~ change in ~ tariff .Q!. price list that results in ~ decrease in rates, 
effective without notice to its customers or the commissionj and 

ill offer ~ ~ service, increase the rate for a service, or change the terms, conditions, rules, and regulations of its 
service offering effective upon notice to its customers. Subject to subdivisions 2 and ~ a telecommunications carrier 
may discontinue a service, except that a telecommunications carrier must first obtain prior commission approval before 
discontinuing service to another telecommunications carrier if end users would be deprived of service because of the 
discontinuance. 

ill A telecommunications carrier may give notice to its customers Qy bill inserts, £y publication in newspapers of 
general circulation, or h ~ other reasonable means. 

Subd. Z:.. [OCCASIONAL USE.] A telecommunications carrier shall not be deemed to provide local exchange 
services within the meaning of sections 237.01 and 237.035 merely because of occasional ~ of the service Qy the 
customer for local exchange service related to the provision of interexchange services. 

Subel . .§.:. [UNIFORM RULES.] Telecommunications carriers are subject to uniform rules pertaining to the conduct 
of intrastate telephone services Qy telecommunications carriers that the commission has prescribed and may prescribe, 
to the extent the rules are not inconsistent with this section. Rules, forms,.Q!. reports required £y the commission must 
conform as nearly as practicable to the rules, forms,,QE reports prescribed Qy the Federal Communications Commission 
for interstate business. 

Subd.2.: [DISCONTINUANCE.] If a physical connection exists between a telephone exchange system operated EY 
~ telephone company and the toll line or lines operated Qy ~ telecommunications carrier, neither of the companies 
shall have the connection severed or the service between the companies discontinued without first obtaining an order 
from the commission upon an application for permission to discontinue the physical connection. Upon the filing of 
£.!!. application for discontinuance of the connection, the department shall investigate and ascertain whether public 
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convenience requires the continuance of the physical connection, and if the department so finds, the commission shall 
fix the compensation, terms, and conditions of the continuance of the physical connection and service between the 
telephone company and the telecommunications carrier. Prior commission approval ~ not required for severing 
connections where multiple local exchange companies are authorized to provide service. However, the commission 
may require the connections it it finds that the connections are in the public interest. 

Subd.JiL [COST OF EXAMINATION; ASSESSMENT OF EXPENSES; LIMITATION; OBJECTIONS.] Section 237.295 
applies to telecommunications carriers ~ i!. does to telephone companies. 

Subd . .!l [ENFORCEMENT; PENALTIES AND REMEDIES.] ill This section and rules and orders of the 
commission adopted 2!: issued under this section may be enforced Qy criminal prosecution, action to recover civil 
penalties, injunction, action to compel performance, other appropriate action, or any combination of penalties and 
remedies. 

fhl. A person who knowingly and intentionally violates this section or a rule or order of the commission adopted 
Q!. issued under this section shall forfeit and ~ to the state a penalty, in an amount to be determined .£y the court, 
of at least $100 and not more than $1.000 for each day of each violation. The civil penalties provided for in this 
paragraph may be recovered Qy ~ civil action brought .£y the attorney general in the name of the state. Amounts 
recovered under this paragraph must be paid into the state treasury. 

Subd.12. [CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT.] No telecommunications carrier shall construct or operate any line. 
plant, or system, or any extension of it. or acquire ownership or control of it. either directly or indirectly, without first 
obtaining from the commission a determination that the present Q! future public convenience and necessity require 
Q!: wiJI reguire the construction, operation, or acguisition. and ~ new certificate of territorial authority. Nothing in 
this subdivision reguires a telecommunications carrier that has been certified Qy the commission to provide telephone 
service before the effective date of this section, to be recertified under this subdivision. Nothing in this subdivision 
shall be construed to allow or prohibit facilities bypass of the local exchange telephone company, !l2!: shall i! be 
construed to prohibit the commission from issuing orders concerning facilities bypass of the local exchange telephone 
company. 

Sec. 5. [237.75] [CLASS SERVICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For purposes of this section, "CLASS" or "custom local area signaling service" means 
~ custom calling telephone service that is enabled through the installation or use of Signaling System Z or similar 
signaling system and that includes at least the following features: 

ill automatic call back; 

ill automatic recall; 

ill calling number delivery, commonly known ~ "caller identification"; 

ill calling number delivery blocking; 

ill customer originated call tracing; 

ill distinctive ringing/call waiting; 

ill selective call acceptance; 

ill selective call forwarding; and 

i2l selective call rejection. 

Subd.;h [CLASS; TERMS AND CONDmONS.] fu:lanuaryJ. 1994, the commission shall determine the terms and 
conditions under which CLASS services may be provided J2y telephone companies in this state. 

Subd.1. [CLASS; CAPABILITY AND OFFERING OF SERVICE.] Each telephone company that provides local 
telephone service to persons located in the counties of Anoka, Carver. Dakota. Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and 
Washington shall obtain the capability to offer CLASS services in those counties £y Ianuary L. 1995. unless the 
commission approves an extension to a date certain. 
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Sec. 6. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.59, subdivision z.~ repealed." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to telecommunications; providing for regulation of telecomrnunic~tions carriers; limiting 
discriminatory practices, services, rates, and pricing; providing for investigation, hearings, and appeals regarding 
telecommunications services; delineating telecommunications practices allowed; mandating availability of custom local 
area signaling service in metropolitan area; providing penalties and remedies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 237.01, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 237; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.59, subdivision 7." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: STEVEN G. NOVAK, JANET B. JOHNSON AND KEVIN M. CHANDLER. 

House Conferees: JOEL JACOBS, STEVE KELLEY AND DAVE GRUENES. 

Jacobs moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 512 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 512, A bill for an act relating to telecommunications; providing for regulation of telecommunications 
carriers; limiting discriminatory practices, services, rates, and pricing; providing for investigation, hearings, and 
appeals regarding telecommunications services; delineating telecommunications practices allowed; providing penalties 
and remedies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 237\01, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 237; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 237.59, 
subdivision 7. 

The biB was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 129 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Anderson, I. Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Asch Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Battaglia Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bauerly Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Beard Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Seagren Waltman 
Bergson Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Weaver 
Bertram Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Bettermann Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Bishop Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Brown, K. Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Sparby Worke 
Carlson Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Workman 
Carruthers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Spk. Long 
Clark Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum 
Commers Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Dawkins Holsten Krueger Mmphy Pugh Tompkins 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dauner Wejcman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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Bauerly was excused between the hours of 5:55 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on; 

S. F. No. 1046. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1046 

A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting persons from interfering with access to medical facilities; prescribing 
penalties; authorizing civil and equitable remedies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 488A.101; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 12, 1993 

We, the tmdersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1046, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 1046 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 488A.IOl, is amended to read: 

488A.101 [COUNTY ATTORNEY AS PROSECUTOR, NOTICE TO COUNTY.] 

A municipality or other subdivision of government seeking to use the county attorney for violations enumerated 
in section 488A.10, subdivision 11 shall notify the county board of its intention to use the services of the county 
attorney at least 60 days prior to the adoption of the board's annual budget each year. 11 municipality may enter into 
an agreement with the COtmty board and the COtmty attorney to provide prosecution services for ~ criminal offense 
on a case-by-case basis. 

Sec. 2. [609.749] [PHYSICAL INTERFERENCE WITH SAFE ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.1 For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings given 
them. 

W "Facility" means i!I!:Y of the following: 

ill a hospital or other health institution licensed tmder sections 144.50 to 144.56; 

ill a medical facili tv as defined in section 144.561; 

ill ~ agency, clinic, or office operated under the direction of or under contract with the commissioner of health 
or a community health board, as defined in section 145A.02; 
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ill ~ facility providing counseling regarding options for medical services or recovery from ~ addiction; 

ill§:. facility providing emergency shelter services for battered women, as defined in section 611A.3L subdivision 
~ or !!. facility providing transitional housing for battered women and their children; 

12l a residential care home 2!. home as defined in section 144B.Ol, subdivision .2L 

ill £. facility as defined in section 626.556. subdivision ~ paragraph 1ft 

i.§l £. facility as defined in section 626.557, subdivision b. paragraph ~ where the services described in that 
paragraph are provided; 

m~ place to or from which ambulance service, as defined in section 144.801, is provided or sought to be provided; 
and 

.liQl £. hospice program licensed under section 144A,48. 

ill "Aggrieved ~ ~ ~ person whose access to or egress from ~ facility i§. obstructed in violation of 
subdivision b. 2!. the facility. 

Subd.1. [OBSTRUCTING ACCESS PROHIBITED.] A person i§.ID!.illY of!!. gross misdemeanor who intentionally 
and physically obstructs any individual's access to or egress from ~ facility. 

Subd. ~ [NOT APPLICABLE.] Nothing in this section shall be construed to impair the right of!!'!!y individual or 
~ to engage in speech protected £y the United States Constitution, the Minnesota Constitution, or federal or state 
law, including but not limited to peaceful and lawful handbilling and picketing, 

Subd.1, [CIVIL REMEDIES.] hlA £illjy who is aggrieved Ev an act prohibited Ev this section, or Evi!!l attempt 
or conspiracy to commit an act prohibited Qy this section, may bring!!!!. action for damages, injunctive or declaratory 
relief, as appropriate, in district court against ~ person or entity who has violated or has conspired to violate this 
section, 

ill A ~ who prevails in ~ civil action under this subdivision is entitled to ~ from the violator damages, 
costs, attorney fees, and other relief as determined £y the.£Q!!!1 In addition to all other damages, the court may 
award to the aggrieved £9!tv. ~ civil ~ of .1!£ 1Q $1.000 for each violation. If the aggrieved £9!tv.!§.~ facility and 
the political subdivision where the violation occurred incurred law enforcement or prosecution expenses in connection 
with the same violation, the court shall award ~ civil ~.!!. imposes to the political subdivision instead of !2 
the facility. 

1£2. The remedies provided £y this subdivision are in addition to ~ other legal or equitable remedies the aggrieved 
~ may have and are not intended to diminish or substitute for those remedies or to be exclusive. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and £ are effective the day following final enactment and ~ to acts committed on or after that date," 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 3, delete "medical facilities" and insert "health care" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

Senate Conferees: SANDRA L. PAPPAS, JOHN C. HOTTINGER AND SHEILA M. KISCADE:"J. 

House Conferees: HOWARD ORENSTEIN, MARY Jo MCGUIRE Al'lD CHARLIE WEAVER, 
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CALL OF THE HOUSE 

On the motion of Weaver and on the demand of 10 members, a call of the House was ordered. The following 
members answered to their names: 

Anderson, I. Davids Haukoos Krinkie Nelson Reding Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hausman Krueger Kess Rest Vickerman 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lieder Olson, E. Rhodes Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Htmtley Limmer Olson, K. Rice Waltman 
Beard Dempsey Jacobs Lindner Olson, M. Radosovich Weaver 
Bergson Darn Jaros Laurey Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Bertram Erhardt Jefferson Luther Opatz Sekhon Welle 
Bettermann Evans Jennings Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Wenzel 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, A. Macklin Orfield Skoglund Winter 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, R. Mahon Osthoff Smith Wolf 
Brovvn, C. Garcia Johnson, V. McCollum Ostrom Solberg Worke 
Brown, K. Girard Kahn McGuire Ozment Sparby Workman 
Carlson Goodno Kelley Milbert Pauly Stanius Spk. Long 
Carruthers Greenfield Kelso Molnau Pawlenty Steensma 
Clark Greiling Kinkel Morrison Pelowski Swenson 
Commers Gruenes Klinzing Mosel PerIt Tomassoni 
Cooper Gutknecht Knickerbocker Murphy Peterson Tompkins 
Dauner Hasskamp Koppendrayer Neary Pugh Tunheim 

Anderson, I., moved that further proceedings of the roll call be dispensed with and that the Sergeant at Arms be 
instructed to bring in the absentees. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Orenstein moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1046 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. 

Bertram moved that the House refuse to adopt the Conference Committee report on S. F. No. 1046, and that the 
bill be returned to the Conference Committee. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Bertram motion and the roll was called. 

Anderson, I., moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The motion prevailed. 

There were 57 yeas and 72 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dehler Jacobs Limmer Onnen Steensma Wolf 
Battaglia Dempsey Johnson, V. Lindner Opatz Sviggum Worke 
Bertram Girard Kalis Macklin Ozment Swenson Workman 
Bettermann Goodno Kelso Molnau Pawlenty Tompkins 
Brown, C. Gruenes Klinzing Mosel Pelowski Tunheim 
Commers Gutknecht Koppendrayer Murphy Peterson Vickerman 
Cooper Hasskamp Krinkie Nelson Rodosovich Waltman 
Dauner Haukoos Krueger Ness Seagren Wenzel 
Davids Hugoson Lieder Olson, M. Smith Winter 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dawkins Holsten Leppik Neary Rhodes Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dehnant Huntley Laurey Olson, K Rukavina Wagenius 
Asch Darn Jaros Luther Orenstein Sekhon Weaver 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lynch Orfield Simoneau Wejcman 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A. Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Welle 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, R. Mariani Ostrom Solberg Spk. Long 
Blatz Frerichs Kahn McCollum Pauly Sparby 
Brown, K. Garcia Kelley McGuire PerIt Stanius 
Carlson Greenfield Kinkel Milbert Pugh Tomassoni 
Carruthers Greiling Knickerbocker Morrison Reding Trimble 
Clark Hausman Lasley Munger Rest Van Delien 

The motion did not prevail. 

The question recurred on the Orenstein motion that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1046 be 
adopted and that the bill be repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

The Speaker called Bauerly to the Chair. 

Sparby was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

S. F. No. 1046, A bill for an act relating to crimes; prohibiting persons from interfering with access to medical 
facilities; prescribing penalties; authorizing civil and equitable remedies; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 
488A.101; proposing coding for new law in MiIU1esota Statutes, chapter 609. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. 

Anderson, I., moved that those not voting be excused from voting. The motion prevailed. 

There were 84 yeas and 47 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dawkins Holsten Lasley Morrison Perlt 
Anderson, 1 Delmont Huntley Leppik Mosel Pugh 
Anderson, R. Oom Jaros Lieder Munger Reding 
Asch Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Neary Rest 
Beard Evans Jennings Luther Olson, E. Rhodes 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Ol'>On, K. Rukavina 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley Mariani Osthoff Skoglund 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel McCollum Ostrom Smith 
Carruthers Hasskamp Knickerbocker McGuire Pauly Solberg 
Clark Hausman Krinkie Milbert Pawlenty Stanius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Battaglia Dauner Gutknecht Klinzing Nelson Peterson 
Bauerly Davids Haukoos Koppendrayer Ness Rodosovich 
Bertram Dehler Hugoson Krueger Olson, M. Seagren 
Bettermann Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Onnen Steensma 
Brown, C. Girard Johnson, V. Lindner Opatz Sviggum 
Commers Goodno Kalis Molnau Ozment Tompkins 
Cooper Gruenes Kelso Mmphy Pelowski Vickennan 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Swenson 
Tomassoni 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Van DeUen 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Welle 
Winter 
Spk. Long 

Walhnan 
Wenzel 
Wolf 
Worke 
Workman 
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CALL OF THE HOUSE LIFTED 

Brown, c., moved that the call of the House be dispensed with. The motion prevailed and it was so ordered. 

Speaker Long was excused between the hours of 6:50 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has c~mcurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1709, A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state government; appropriating 
money for the department of transportation and other agencies with certain conditions; fixing and limiting accounts 
and fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections llA.21, subdivision 1; 161.081; 161.39, by adding a subdivision; 
169.121, subdivision 7; 169.123, subdivision Sa; 171.02, subdivision 1; 171.06, subdivisions 2 and 4; 171.07, by adding 
a subdivision; 171.11; 171.22, subdivision 1; 174.02, by adding a subdivision; 296.02, subdivision la; 296.025, 
subdivision la; Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 3, section 77; proposing coding for new law in MilUlesota Statutes, 
chapter 161; repealing MilUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 171.20, subdivision 1; 296.01, subdivision 4; and 296.026. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1407. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1407 

A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for education and related purposes to the higher 
education coordinating board, state board of technical colleges, state board for community colleges, state university 
board, University of Minnesota, higher education board, and the Mayo medical foundation, with certain conditions; 
creating an instructional telecommunications network; providing for grants from the· higher education coordinating 
board for regional linkages, regional coordination, courseware development and usage, and faculty training; 
authorizing the state board of community colleges to use higher education facilities authority revenue bonds to 
construct student residences; creating three accounts in the permanent university fund and making allocations from 
the accounts; providing tuition exemptions at technical colleges for Southwest Asia veterans; prescribing changes in 
eligibility and in duties and responsibilities for certain financial assistance programs; establishing grant programs to 
promote recruitment and retention initiatives by nurses training and teacher education programs directed toward 
persons of color; establishing grant programs for nursing students and students in teacher education programs who 
are persons of color; establishing an education to employment transitions system; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 136A.I0l, subdivisions 1 and 7; 136A.121, subdivision 9; 136A.1353, subdivision 4; 136A.1354, subdivision 4; 
136A.15, subdivision 6; 136A.1701, subdivision 4; 136A.233, subdivisions 2 and 3; 136C.13, subdivision 4; 136C.61, 
subdivision 7; and 137.022, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 136A; and 137; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126B; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, subdivision 17; and 136A.I34. 
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May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1407, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 1407 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert 

"ARTICLE 1 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Section 1. HIGHER EDUCATION APPROPRIATIONS 

The sums in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are appropriated from the general fund, or other named 
fund, to the agencies and for the purposes specified in this article. The listing of an amount under the figure "1994" 
or "1995" in this article indicates that the amount is appropriated to be available for the fiscal year ending 
June 3D, 1994, or June 3D, 1995, respectively. "The first year" is fiscal year 1994. "The second year" is fiscal year 1995. 
"The biennium" is fiscal years 1994 and 1995. 

SUMMARY BY FUND 

1994 1995 TOTAL 

General $1,005,181,000 $1,037,819,000 $2,043,000,000 

SUMMARY BY AGENCY - ALL FUNDS 

Higher Education Coordinating Board 
State Board of Technical Colleges 
State Board for Community Colleges 
State University Board 
Board of Regents of the University of Minnesota 
Mayo Medical Foundation 
Higher Education Board 

1994 

122,248,000 
165,109,000 
95,751,000 

175,399,000 
444,966,000 

808,000 
900,000 

Sec. 2. HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
purpose are specified in the following subdivisions. 

1995 

119,498,000 
170,525,000 
104,248,000 
179,621,000 
462,187,000 

840,000 
900,000 

TOTAL 

241,746,000 
335,634,000 
199,999,000 
355,020,000 
907,153,000 

1,648,000 
1,800,000 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1994 1995 

122,248,000 l19,498,000 
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Subd. 2. Agency Administration 

3,216,000 3,166,000 

The higher education coordinating board, in cooperation with the 
commissioner of finance and the commissioner of revenue, shall 
determine if there is an economically feasible way to encourage 
families to save money for their children's education. Particular 
effort shall be directed at the education savings plans contained in 
S.F. No. 468 and S.F. No. 1346 to determine if the tax revenue losses 
predicted in the fiscal notes are accurate, and if the benefits to an 
individual and the state are of greater value than the state's lost 
revenues. The higher education coordinating board shall report its 
findings to the governor and the education and tax committees of 
the legislature before September 15/ 1993. The report shall include 
specific options for financing the recommendations, any necessary 
tax form and instruction changes/ and any other information 
necessary for the proposals to be enacted into law. 

The higher education coordinating board shall examine the 
feasibility of reducing the minimum amount a student can borrow 
under the SELF program, and allowing SELF recipients who return 
to school during their repayment phase to reenter the in-school 
phase of payments. The board may change the SELF loan 
requirements based on the results of the examination. 

This appropriation includes money to provide technical advice and 
other support for child care innovation at eligible institutions/ and 
to review biennial plans submitted by institutions. Plans must 
include strategies to supplement state money with community 
resources. 

Subd. 3. State Grants 

101,950,000 97,950,000 

If the appropriation in this subdivision for either year is insufficient, 
the appropriation for the other year is available for it. 

The legislature intends that the higher education coordinating board 
make full grant awards in each year of the biennium. 

This appropriation contains money for increasing living allowances 
for state grants to $4,115 each year. 

Beginning in the 1994-1995 academic year, the legislature intends to 
adopt the private college cap of $6,814 recommended by the higher 
education coordinating board and the department of finance, 
pending alternative recommendations of the financial aid task force. 

The higher education coordinating board shall meet with the 
nursing community in order to evaluate consolidating all nursing 
grant programs administered by the state, and report its findings to 
the legislature by February 1, 1994. 
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This appropriation includes $250,000 each year for grants to nursing 
programs to recruit persons of color and to provide grants to 
nursing students who are persons of color. Of this amount, 
$100,000 each year is for recruitment and retention of students of 
color in nursing programs leading to licensure as a registered nurse. 
Other than the grants to students, all grants shall be matched with 
at least the same amount from grantee sources or nonstate money. 

This appropriation includes money to begin postservice benefit 
accounts for the youth works program. By October 1, 1993, the 
higher education coordinating board, in consultation with the 
youthworks task force, shall design a plan to administer the 
postservice benefit accounts of the youthwork..<; program. The plan 
shall include strategies to augment the appropriation by maximizing 
federal and other nonstate money. The board shall report the plan 
to the education committees of the legislature by October I, 1993. 
In the event that federal money becomes available for 
post-secondary initiatives involving community service, the board 
may use this money for any state contribution required. 

Subd. 4. Interstate Tuition Reciprocity 

5,050,000 5,050,000 

If the appropriation in this subdivision for either year is insufficient, 
the appropriation for the other year is available to meet reciprocity 
contract obligations. 

The higher education coordinating board is authorized to enter into 
a reciprocity agreement with the province of Ontario. 

By February I, 1994, the higher education coordinating board and 
the deparhnent of finance shall jointly report on the fiscal and 
policy implications of tuition reciprocity agreements to the higher 
education finance divisions. The report shall examine the costs to 
the state, the effects on Minnesota public post-secondary systems 
and campuses, enrollment patterns of Minnesota students in 
reciprocity states, and the enrollment patterns of reciprocity 
students in Minnesota institutions. The pUblic post-secondary 
systems shall be consulted throughout the study. 

Subd. 5. State Work Study 

8,219,000 8,219,000 

Increases in the appropriation for the state work-study program 
shall be used, to the extent possible, for campus work that is 
relevant to a student's academic program or that otherwise provides 
a meaningful academic experience, or for public service work in the 
community. . 

Subd. 6. Minitex Library Program 

2,063,000 2,063,000 
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Subd. 7. Telecommunications 

1,750,000 3,050,000 

(1) $642,000 the first year and $1,028,000 the second year is for the 
purposes of article 5, section 2. 

(2) $758,000 the first year and $1,322,000 the second year is for 
grants for regional linkages in article 5, section 3. 

(3) $350,000 the first year and $700,000 the second year is for grants 
for regional coordination in article 5, section 4. 

The appropriations in this subdivision may be transferred among 
the clauses and between fiscal years. 

Subd. 8. Income Contingent Loans 

The higher education coordinating board shall administer an income 
contingent loan repayment program to assist graduates of 
Minnesota schools in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, chiropractic 
medicine, public health, and veterinary medicine, and Minnesota 
residents graduating from optometry and osteopathy programs. 
Applicant data collected by the higher education coordinating board 
for this program may be disclosed to.a consumer credit reporting 
agency under the same conditions as apply to the supplemental loan 
program under Minnesota Statutes, section 136A.162. 

Subd. 9. Balances Forward 

An unencumbered balance in the first year under a subdivision in 
this section does not cancel but is available for the second year. 

Subd. 10. Transfers 

The higher education coordinating board may transfer 
unencumbered balances from the appropriations in this section to 
the state grant appropriation and the interstate tuition reciprocity 
appropriation. 

Sec. 3. STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL COLLEGES 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
purpose are specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Instructional Expenditures 

The legislature estimates that instructional expenditures will be 
$225,758,000 the first year and $234,386,000 the second year. 

The technical colleges and community colleges shall ensure that a 
participating business or agency compensates for as much of the 
cost of the customized training services as possible, in the form of 
money or in-kind contributions. The state's share shall not exceed 
50 percent of the systemwide costs of these services, 

The state board of technical colleges is requested to continue its 
policy of assisting students who are refugees. 
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Subd. 3. Noninstructional Expenditures 

The legislarure estimates that noninstructional expenditures will be 
$1,647,000 the first year and $1,606,000 the second year. 

$462,000 the first year and $421,000 the second year are for debt 
service payments to school districts for technical college buildings 
financed with district bonds issued before January 1, 1979. 

$150,000 each year is for southwest Asia veterans tuition relief. 

Subd. 4. State Council on Vocational Technical Education 

This appropriation includes funding for the state council on 
vocational education. 

Sec. 4. STATE BOARD FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
purpose are specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Instructional Expenditures 

The legislah.Ire estimates that instructional expenditures will be 
$129,095,000 the first year and 5141,698,000 the second year. 

$134,000 each year is for administrative and instructional support at 
the Anoka-Ramsey Community College extension center in 
Cambridge. The legislature intends that Cambridge continue to be 
operated as an extension center and not be developed into an 
independent college. 

Subd. 3. Noninstructional Expenditures 

The legislature estimates that noninstructional expenditures will be 
$22,229,000 each year. 

Sec. 5. STATE UNIVERSITY BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
purpose are specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Instructional Expenditures 

The legislature estimates that instructional expenditures will be 
$241,285,000 the first year and $247,587,000 the second year. 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 136.09, subdivision 3, 
during the biennium neither the state university board nor the state 
university campuses shall plan or develop doctoral level programs 
or degrees until after they have received the recommendation of the 
house and senate committees on education, finance, and ways and 
means. 
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The state university board shall review the internal allocation 
formula used to distribute appropriations to its campuses. The 
legislature anticipates that the board will provide funding consistent 
with its overall appropriation to the Winona State University 
campus for the unique costs associated with upper division 
offerings at the Rochester center. Winona State University, in 
cooperation with Rochester CommLU1.ity College and the University 
of Minnesota, shall develop and implement a plan to reduce the 
duplication and cost of administrative and student services at the 
Rochester center. All savings that result from implementing the 
plan may be retained by the three systems in proportion to the 
amount that each saved, and shall be redirected to improving 
programs, acquiring better equipment, and improving the retention 
and graduation rates. 

Subd. 3. Noninstructional Expenditures 

The legislature estimates that noninstructional expenditures will be 
$26,654,000 each year. 

Sec. 6. BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
OF MINNESOTA 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
purpose are'specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Operations and Maintenance 

(a) Instructional Expenditures 

The legislature estimates that instructional expenditures will be 
$385,040,000 the first year and $405,863,000 the second year. 

(b) Noninstructional Expenditures 

J 
The legislature estimates that noninstructional expenditures will be 
$115,289,000 each year. 

Subd. 3. Special Appropriation 

The amounts expended for each program in the four categories of 
special appropriations shall be separately identified in the 1995 
biennial budget document. 

(a) Agriculture and Extension Service 

44,247,000 45,997,000 

This appropriation is for the Agricultural Experiment Station and 
MilUlesota Extension Service. 

Any salary increases granted by the university to persolUlel paid 
from the MilUlesota Extension appropriation must not result in a 
reduction of the county portion of the salary payments. 
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During the biennium, the university shall maintain an advisory 
council system for each experiment station. The advisory councils 
must be broadly representative of range of size and income 
distribution of farms and agribusinesses and must not 
disproportionately represent those from the upper half of the size 
and income distributions. 

(b) Health Sciences 

16,758,000 17,458,000 

This appropriation 'is for Indigent Patients (County Papers), Rural 
Physicians Associates Program, Medical Research, Special Hospitals 
Service and Educational Offset, the Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory, Institute for Human Genetics, and the Biomedical 
Engineering Center. 

(c) Institute of Technology 

2,911,000 3,021,000 

This appropriation is for the Geological Survey, Underground Space 
Center, Talented Youth Mathematics Program, Microelectronics and 
Information Science Center, and the Productivity Center. 

(d) System Specials 

18,931,000 19,731,000 

This appropriation is for Fellowships for Minority and 
Disadvantaged Students, General Research, Intercollegiate Athletics, 
Student Loans Matching Money, Industrial Relations Education, 
Natural Resources Research Institute, Sea Grant College Program, 
Biological Process Technology Institute, Supercomputer Institute, 
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, Museum of Natural History, 
and the Humphrey Exhibit. 

This appropriation includes money to improve the programs and 
resources available to women and to ensure that campuses are in 
compliance with Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and 
Minnesota Statutes, section 126.21. Of this appropriation, no less 
than the following amounts must be allocated to each campus: 

Duluth 
Morris 
Crookston 

$ 551,600 
$ 66,100 
$ 65,000 

$ 551,600 
$ 66,100 
$ 65,000 

Prior to selling its shares in the supercomputer center, the board of 
regents shall present its plan for the sale and for meeting its 
supercomputing needs to the higher education finance divisions. To 

, the extent possible, the plan must ensure that the university receives 
a reasonable value for the public investment in the center. 
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Sec. 7. MAYO MEDICAL FOUNDA nON 

Subdivision 1. Total Appropriation 

The amounts that may be spent from this appropriation for each 
purpose are specified in the following subdivisions. 

Subd. 2. Medical School 

504,000 493,000 

The state of Minnesota shall pay a capitation of $9,882 in the first 
year and $10,270 in the second year fo'r each student who is a 
resident of Minnesota. The appropriation may be transferred 
between years of the biennium to accommodate enrollment 
fluctuations. 

The legislature intends that during the biennium the Mayo 
foundation use the capitation money to increase the number of 
doctors practicing in rural areas in need of doctors. 

Subd. 3. Family Practice and Graduate Residency Program 

304,000 347,000 

The state of Minnesota provides a capitation of $15,222 the first year 
and $15,780 the second year for each student. 

Sec. 8. HIGHER EDUCA nON BOARD 

Subdivision 1. Appropriations; Availability 

The appropriation in fiscal year 1993 for the operation of the higher 
education board shall not cancel, but shall be available for fiscal 
year 1994. 

Any unexpended balance remaining in the first year shall not 
cancel, but is available for the second year. 

Subd. 2. Student Members 

By July 1, 1993, the governor shall appoint one student from the 
state university system, one student from the community college 
system, and one student from the technical college system to the 
higher education board. The tenns of the appointments shall expire 
June 30, 1995. 

Subd. 3. Personnel 

The legislature intends that the higher education board, during the 
biennium, rely on the expertise of persOIUlel in the existing 
post-secondary systems, and elsewhere in state government to the 
extent possible. 

Subd. 4. Task Forces; Working Groups 

During the biennium, the board must include a representative of 
faculty and a representative of students on all task forces or 
working groups it establishes. 
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Sec. 9. POST-SECONDARY SYSTEMS 

Subdivision 1. Library and equipment expenditures 

In each year of the biennium, each post-secondary system shall 
spend no less on libraries and instructional equipment than in the 
previous bieIU1ium. 

Subd. 2. Importance of Teaching 

The legislature recognizes the importance of each faculty member's 
contributions in the classroom, and is aware of the profound effect 
a quality teacher has on a student's learning. The legislature 
encourages each board to place greater emphasis on the teaching 
mission at each campus. 

Subd. 3. Educational Enhancements 

The legislature provided full funding for each post-secondary 
system, using the fonnula contained in Minnesota Statutes, section 
135A.03, The appropriation to each post-secondary governing board 
includes funding to enhance the quality of education in that system 
without placing an undue burden on students through large tuition 
increases. The legislature anticipates that any revenue raised from 
tuition increases greater than three percent of the previous year's 
tuition level must be used for educational enhancements. 

Educational enhancements include: 

(1) system initiatives to improve quality, namely, access to 
excellence, Q-7, student success, and campaign 2001. The legislature 
supports their continuation and refinement; 

(2) legislative initiatives to improve quality including, but not 
limited to, enhancements in libraries, instructional equipment, and 
technology; faculty training in telecommunication instruction; 
development and use of courses to be delivered via 
telecommunication; availability and size of classes; student services; 
facilities; curriculum or teaching innovations; mechanisms to 
improve retention and timely graduation; and career information or 
counseling to srudents including information on opporrunities and 
prospects for employment; and 

(3) pilot projects to test the use of different types of performance 
indicators to measure educational quality. Up to two campuses in 
each system may be designated as pilots by the task force on 
post-secondary funding according to the recommendations of each 
chancellor. Pilots shall begin in the 1993-1994 academic year and 
continue into the following year. Campuses must internally 
reallocate money to at least match new state money for this 
purpose. 

By January 15, 1995, each system must provide a succinct report in 
the 1995 biennial budget document on the results achieved through 
its investment in educational enhancements. 
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Subd. 4. Post-Secondary Enrollment Options 

The higher education advisory council shall examine costs and 
funding of students enrolled in post-secondary enrollment options 
courses offered by agreement between a college and a school 
district. The higher education advisory council shall submit 
recommendations to the higher education financial divisions on fair 
and fiscally prudent funding for these students by February 1, 1994. 

Subd. 5. Title IX 

Each campus with a men's varsity level hockey team and women's 
club level hockey shall analyze the campus responsibility for Title 
IX equity as it applies to this situation and shall report to the 
education committees by January 15, 1994. 

Subd. 6. POST Board 

BegilUling in fiscal year 1996, money for law enforcement education 
that is currently provided through the POST board shall be 
provided through general fund appropriations to be calculated at 
the same initial base as the previous POST funding, except that the 
base adjustment for the community colleges shall be $290,000. The 
legislature intends that penalty surcharge dollars under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 626.861, subdivision I, shall continue to be 
appropriated to the POST account for other lawful purposes. 

Subd. 7. Funding Mechanisms 

For purposes of determining system budgets and appropriations for 
1996-1997, the legislature intends to adopt new funding mechanisms 
in 1994. 

Subd. 8. Post-secondary Appropriations for Fiscal Years 
1996 and 1997 

Notwithstanding any other section of Minnesota Statutes to the 
contrary, general fund appropriations for .the University of 
Minnesota, the higher education board, the higher education 
coordinating board, and Mayo medical shall be $2,040,000,000 for 
the biennium beginning July I, 1995. Unless otherwise 
recommended by the future funding task force, this amoWlt shall be 
allocated in equal amounts each year among these entities in 
proportion to their fiscal year 1995 appropriations or the fiscal year 
1995 appropriations of the systems that comprise them. 

The conurussioner of finance shall calculate the base budget for 
these entities according to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 135A. If any 
adjustments to the base calculations are necessary in order to arrive 
at an appropriation of $2,040,000,000, the conunissioner shall 
provide clear information in the 1996-1997 biennial budget 
document showing those adjustments. 

Sec. 10. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section b. subdivision .& i§. effective the day following final enactment. 
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ARTICLE 2 

HECB AND FINANCIAL AID 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.02, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [ADVISORY GROUPS.} The board may appoint advisory task forces to assist it in the study of higher 
education within the state or in the administration of federal programs. The task forces expire and the terms, 
compensation, and removal of members are as provided in section 15.059, €)(Eept that tRe task fOfE€ estaalishes l:Htaer 
S€etioA 13§A.G§ fl:f'l:a fr.€ aelvisory E81.±F1:Eils esta13lishea t:maer sl:ll9divisioFlS 6 aile 7 €?<pir€ JHR€ 39, 1993. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.02, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [HIGHER EDUCATION ADVISORY COUNCIL.] A higher education advisory council is established. The 
council is composed of the president of the University of Minnesota, the chancellor of the state universities, the 
chancellor of the community colleges, the chancellor of • seaasRal the technical eaHeatisR colleges, the commissioner 
of education, the president of the private college council, and a representative from the Minnesota association of 
private post-secondary schools. The advisory council shaH (1) bring to the attention of the board any matters that the 
council deems necessary, (2) make appropriate recommendations, (3) review and comment upon proposals and other 
matters before the board, and (4) provide other assistance to the board. The board shall periodically inform the 
council of matters under consideration by the board. The board shall refer all proposals to the council before 
submitting recommendations to the governor and the legislature. The board shall provide time for a report from the 
advisory council at each meeting of the board. 

The council shall report to the board at least quarterly. The council shall determine its meeting times, but it shall 
also meet within 30 days after a request by the executive director of the board. The council expires-June 30, -1-99-31995. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.02, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL.] A student advisory council to the board is established. The members 
of the council shall include the chair of the University of Minnesota university student senate, the state chair of the 
Minnesota state university student association, the president of the Minnesota community college student association, 
the president of the Minnesota ,seatieRal technical college student association, the president of the Minnesota 
association of private college students, and a student who is enrolled in a private vocational school registered under 
this chapter, to be appointed by the Minnesota association of private post-secondary schools. A member may be 
represented by a designee. 

The advisory council shall: 

(1) bring to the attention of the board any matter that the council believes needs the attention of the board; 

(2) make recommendations to the board as the council deems appropriate; 

(3) review and comment upon proposals and other matters before the board; 

(4) appoint student members to board advisory groups as provided in subdivision 5a; 

(5) provide any reasonable assistance to the board; and 

(6) select one of its members to serve as chair. The board shall inform the council of all matters under 
consideration by the board and shall refer all proposals to the council before the board acts or sends the proposals 
to the governor or the legislature. The board shall provide time for a report from the advisory council at each meeting 
of the board. 

The student advisory council shall report to the board quarterly and at other times that the council considers 
desirable. The council shall determine its meeting time, but the council shall also meet with the executive director 
of the board within 30 days after the director's request for a council meeting. The student advisory council shall meet 
quarterly with the higher education advisory council and the board executive committee. The council expires 
June 30, ±993 1995. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.0411, is amended to read: 

136A.04J1 [COLLECTING FEES.] 

The board may charge fees for seminars, conferences, workshops, services, and materials. The board may collect 
fees for registration and licensure of private institutions under sections 136A.61 to 136A.71 and chapter 141. The 
money is annually appropriated to the board. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.08, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [AUTHORIZATION.] The Minnesota higher education coordinating boardL in consultation with the 
commissioner of finance and each affected public post-secondary board, may enter into agreements, on subjects that 
include remission of nonresident tuition for designated categories of students at public post-secondary institutions, 
with appropriate state or provincial agencies and public post-secondary institutions in other states or provinces. The 
agreements shall be for the purpose of the mutual improvement of educational advantages for residents of this state 
and other states or provinces with whom agreements are made. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.OB, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [APPROVAL.] An agreement made by the board under this section is not valid as to a particular 
institution without the approval of that institution's state or provincial governing board. A valid agreement under 
this subdivision that incurs additional financial liability to the state or to any of the Minnesota public post-secondary 
boards, beyond enrollment funding adjustments, must be submitted to the commissioner of finance and to the chairs 
of the higher education finance divisions of the senate ffi:taH.ee and house appropfiati8RS Esfftffi:ittees for review. The 
agreement remains valid unless it is disapproved in law. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.I01, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. For purposes of sections 136A.095 to 136A.IJ1136A.132, the terms defined in this section have the 
meanings ascribed to them. 

Sec. B. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.I01, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. URAl J~Le aQ, 1993, "stuaeRt" meaFtS a pefseR •• Rs is e:R£ellea at least RaU time iR a program sr eS1:lrse 
sf st1:lay tRat applies ts a aegree, aiplsffia, sr eertifieate, e)(eept #lat fSf pl:l:rpsses sf seetiSft 136A.132:, sffiaeRt ffia) 
iJ1el1:lae a peFssR ERfsllea fsr at least three eFeaits peF '11:l:8FteF SF semester, s£ tRe eEIw, aleRt, but less thar. Half time. 

EegiRRiflg July 1, 1993, "Student" means a person who is enrolled for at least three credits per quarter or semester, 
or the equivalent, in a program or course of study that applies to a degree, diploma, or certificate. Credit 
equivalencies assigned Qy!ill institution that are applicable to federal Pell grant calculations shall be counted as part 
of !!. student's credit load. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.121, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [COST OF ATTENDANCE.] ill The cost of attendance consists of allowances specified by the board for 
room and board and miscellaneous expenses, and 

(1) for public institutions, tuition and fees charged by the institution; or 

(2) for private institutionsr an allowance for tuition and fees equal to the lesser of the actual tuition and fees charged 
by the institution, or the instructional costs per full-year equivalent student in comparable public institutions. 

ill For the purpose of paragraph..@1 clause ~ "comparable public institutions" to both two- and four-year, private, 
residentiaL liberal arts, degree-granting colleges and universities must be the ~ 

1£1 For a student attending less than full time, the board shall prorate the cost of attendance to the actual number 
of credits for which the student is enrolled. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.121, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [1~IITIAb AWARDS.] An undergraduate student "he has nel~", ie.sly re.ei, eel a grant ane! who meets 
the board's requirements is eligible to apply for and receive an iRHial ~ grant in any year of undergraduate study 
unless the student has obtained .s baccalaureate degree or previously has been enrolled full time or the equivalent for 
eight semesters or 12 quarters. 

Sec. 11. [136A.122] [AKITA GRANTS.] 

The higher education coordinating board may provide grants to Minnesota resident srudents participating in the 
Akita program. Grants,must be awarded on the ~ basis ~ other state grants. except that the cost of attendance 
!lli:!2i be adjusted to incorporate the state university tuition level and the Akita fee level. An individual grant must 
not exceed the state grant maximum award for ~ student at i! four-year private college. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1353, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD.] The higher education 
coordinating board shall distribute funds each year to the schools, colleges, or programs of nursing applying to 
participate in the nursing grant program based On the last academic year's enrollment of students in educational 
programs that would lead to licensure as a registered nurse. Money not used by a recipient nursing program must 
be returned to the higher education coordinating board for redistribution under this section. The board shall establish 
an application process for interested schools, colleges, or programs of nursing. Idfial aF'plieafions aFE ell:l:E ay Jaf>tl:l:aPy 
1 of eaffi ) eaF. 13) ]l:HtE 39 of eaeR ) eaF, the aoan] sRaH fl:otiiy eeeR a}9}9lieafl:t SERosl, esllege, el IHegFaffi of fl:I:l:Fsifl:g 
of its appFOllift'tate alleeat'iefl: sf Mias ifl: epaeF ts a1lS'i1 tAoe seResl, esllege, OF flIsgFanl to aeteFffiiRe the fl:HffieeF sf 
sfliaefl:ts fRat eafl: se SH}9}9sFtea a) tRe alloeatiofl:. The aOaFel sRaH elisffHll:l:te fuFtas to tRe seHssIs, eolleges, OF 
}9FogFan:s- of FtI:l:Fsifl:g ay Al::l:gHst 1 of eaeR) eaF. Interested schools, colleges, or programs of nursing education must 
complete and return the annual participation request form provided ~ the board, 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1354, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD.] The higher education 
coordinating board shall distribute funds each year to the schools or colleges of nursing, or programs of advanced 
nursing education, applying to participate in the nursing grant program based on the last academic year's enrollment 
of registered nurses in schools or colleges of nursing, or programs of advanced nursing education. Money not used 
by a recipient nursing program must be returned to the higher education coordinating board for redistribution under 
this section. The board shall establish an application process for interested schools or colleges of nursing, or programs 
of advanced nursing education. lPIiaad a}9}9lieatielts aFe al:l:E ay Jafl:l:l:af) 1 of eaeR) eaf. 13y J1:tPie 39 of eaeh yeal', fRe 
aOal'S: sRall Refit, eaeR a}9}9liear.t sffiool eF eellege of Rt:H'siLg, Of }9Fog'faffi of aelvaReea Ftl:H'siFtg eal;:l:eaaoFt, sf its 
afl}9IoHimate aIleeatiofl: ef flIeFte) to allo .. tRe sa-eol, eollege, eF j:3Fogfaffi to aeteFft'l:ine the FtHF.i..eer of st=l::l::eleRts tHat 
ear: se sH}9peFtea \1) fRe alleeatieR. The seafa BRaIl aisffisHte ffiOFte} ts fRe seRools ef eolleges of Ftl:l:fsiflg, eF 
pfegral".FtS of ael. an:eea fl:I;:l:Fsifl:g eal:l:eatioFt, a) AI:l:g-u.est 1 of eaeH yeaF. Interested schools, colleges, or programs of 
advanced nursing education must complete and return the annual participation request form provided ~ the board. 

Sec. 14. [136A.1358] [GRANTS FOR NURSING STUDENTS WHO ARE PERSONS OF COLOR.] 

Subdivision h [ESTABLISHMENT.]!i nursing grant program is established under the authority of the higher 
education coordinating board to provide grants to students who are persons of color who are entering or enrolled in 
an educational program that leads to licensure as! registered nurse. 

ill a resident of the state of Minnesotaj 

ill an Asian Pacific-American, African-American. American Indian. or Hispanic-American (Latino, Chicano, or 
Puerto Rican); 

ill entering or enrolled in a nursing program in Minnesota that leads to licensure as a registered nurse; and 
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ill eligible under any additional criteria established !2:l:: the schooL college. or program of nursing in which the 
student is enrolled. Students applying for ~ grant must be willing to practice in Minnesota for at least three years 
following licensure. 

The grant must be awarded for one academic year but i§. renewable for ~ maximum of six semesters or nine 
quarters of full-time study. or their equivalent. 

Subd.,1. [RESPONSIBILITY OF NURSING PROGRAMS.] Each schooL college. or program of nursing that wishes 
to participate in the student nursing grant program shall ill2.E.!Y. to the higher education coordinating board for grant 
money. according to policies established 2Y the board. f::.. school, college. or program of nursing shall establish criteria 
to ~ in awarding the grants. The criteria must include consideration of the likelihood of ~ student's success in 
completing the nursing educational program and must give .P.!l2r.it:: to students with the greatest financial need. 
Grants must be $2,500 ~ year. Each schooL college. £!: program of nursing shall agree that the money awarded 
through this grant program musfnot be used to replace any other grant or scholarship money for which the student 
would be otherwise eligible. 

Subd. ic [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD.] The higher education 
coordinating board shall distribute money each year to Minnesota schools, colleges. or programs of nursing that lead 
to licensure as !! registered nurse. Money not used !2Y.!! recipient nursing program must be returned to the higher 
education coordinating board for redistribution Wlder this section. The board shall establish an application process 
for interested schools. colleges. or programs of nursing. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992,'section 136A.1701, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LOANS.] The board may loan money upon such terms and conditions 
as the board may prescribe. The principal amount of a loan to an Wldergraduate student for a single academic year 
mary' shall not exceed $4;GOO $6,000, The aggregate principal amount of all loans made under this section to an 
undergraduate student may shall not exceed $t6;GOO $25,000. The principal amount of a loan to a graduate student 
for a single academic year shall not exceed $6;OOG $9,000. The aggregate principal amount of all loans made under 
this section to a student as a graduate student shall not exceed ~ $40.000. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1701, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 9a, The board shall develop an appeals process for recipients of loans made under this section who believe 
there i§. an unresolved error in the servicing of the loan. The board shall provide recipients with a description of the 
appeals process, 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.233, is amended to read: 

136A.233 [WORK-STUDY GRANTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ALLOCATION TO INSTITUTIONS.] The higher education coordinating board "'.j "'eF shall 
allocate work-study gpaMs money to eligible post-secondary institutions according to the resident full-time equivalent 
enrollment of all eligible post-secondary institutions that apply to participate in the program. The Be.Fe! ."an seel. 
~e eEt~ali2e 1j {efl~ s~l;la) jes eJ9Jgeffl:H:tf~ies ay alse tah:i:fl:g Htte aeesW".t stl;laefl:t en19leymefl:t Reeels at eligi!:lle iRsriffiaeRs. 
Each institution wishing to reeei. e a participate in the work-study gt'arJ sk&ll program must submit ~s ~he aeara, in 
accordance with policies and procedures established by the board, an estimate of the arnoWlt of funds needed by the 
institution. The itR9:el:l:fl:t alleeatea te 9::1.) H.s~itutisfl: sflall Ret e;:eeea !:he estiffia~e sf fl:eea Stia:m:iUea a) ~he iRset1:l:aefl:. 
Any funds wftiefl1itel;lla ae allocated to an institution aeeerair.g te Rill aHle eEj:tiivaleRt efl:rellmefl:t a~t Hhlek that 
exceed the eSHmate ef fl:eea ay tfte iflsRt1:l:eefl ef fr.e actual need of the institution may be reallocated by the board 
to other institutions fer '4 R4eR ~Re estimate ef Reea eHeeeas the amsl:lF.t ef alleeaae:fl aeesl:'aifl:g te eRrellffieflt The 
iRsat1:l:tiefl: f.RI;lS~ fl:e~ I:'eeeive less thaT. it ;,{stila Rave f'eeei. eEl tiItaef' I:fte aJleeaaefl: fef'fFtl;lIa ttSea sefere fiseal ) eal:' 1988. 
~Ie Mel:'e tr.sr. e:fle Half ef sr.) H.ef'eaSe ir. Sflf-'fepfiaaeRs, a'K'Pial;ltaele te 'tftis eeetisfl, aaeve tHe Ie 4 el!:lefsre fleeal) ear 
1988 ftla) se alleeatea eR the !:Iasis ef iaeRtifiea stuaent ea:tpls)'ftlefl:t Reeas at eligi!:lle ifl:SattitieRs, 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of sections 136A.231 to 136A.~31 136A.233, the words defined in this 
subdivision have the meanings ascribed to them, 

(a) "Eligible student" means a Minnesota resident enrolled or intending to enroll ffill tifne at least half time ~ 
defined in section 136A.I0L subdivision ~ in ~ degree, diploma, or certificate program in a Minnesota 
post-secondary institution. ' 
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(b) "Minnesota resident" means a student who meets the conditions in section 136A.I01, subdivision 8. 

(c) "Financial need" means the need- for financial assistance in order to attend a post-secondary institution as 
determined by a post-secondary institution according to guidelines established by the higher education coordinating 
board. 

(d) "Eligible employer" means any eligible post-secondary institution and any nonprofit, nonsectarian agency or 
state institution located in the state of MiIUlcsota, including state hospitals, and also includes a handicapped person 
or a person over 65 who employs a student to provide personal services in or about the residence of the handicapped 
person or the person over 65. 

(e) "Eligible post-secondary institution" means any post-secondary institution eligible for participation in the 
Minnesota state grant program as specified in section 136A.101, subdivision 4. 

(f) "Independent student" has the meaning given it in the Higher Education Act of 1965, United States Code, title 
20, section 1070a-6, and applicable regulations. 

Subd.3. [PAYMENTS.] Work-study payments shall be made to eligible students by post-secondary institutions 
as provided in this subdivision. 

(a) Students shall be selected for participation in the program by the post-secondary institution on the basis of 
student financial need. 

(b) ~Je eligiBle stuclent sRall Be emplsyecl tlftcle£ the state" erk stHa) pFsgram ',Rile nst a full time stuaent; 
previclea, '.itA the appfsval sf t:Re institl:ltisn, a fHll time stuaent w'hs Beeemes a part time stuclent clUEing an 
aeaclemie ) ear ma) €SntinHe ts Be emplsyea lifl:der t.fle state .. srl~ smcl) prsgran. fsr tfle remaincler sf the aeaaemie 
year In selecting students for participation, priority must be given to students enrolled for at least 12 credits. 

(c) Students will be paid for hours actually worked and the maximum hourly rate of pay shall not exceed the 
maximum hourly rate of pay permitted under the federal college work-study program. 

(d) Minimum pay rates will be determined by an applicable federal or state law. 

(e) PL-. eligiBle emplsyer sllall }3a) at least ,3G pereeRt sf tF.e stuaent's €empensatisfl. The board shall annually 
establish a minimum percentage rate of student compensation to be paid Qy ~ eligible employer. 

(f) Each post-secondary institution receiving money for state work-study grants shall make a reasonable effort to 
place work-study students in employment with eligible employers outside the institution. However ( ~ public 
employer other than the institution may not tenninate, lay-off, or reduce the working hours of a pennanent employee 
for the purpose of hiring a work-study student, or replace a permanent employee who!§. .Q!!.layoff from the same Q£ 
substantially the same jQQ Qy hiring ~ work-study student. 

(g) The percent of the institution's work-study allocation provided to graduate students shall not exceed the percent 
of graduate student enrollment at the participating institution. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.653, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A school wfiiefi ases FlSt grar.! a aegree ana "meR that is subject to licensing by the state board 
sf eali:€atisR pl:H'sl:lar.t te under chapter 141, is exempt from the provisions of sections 136A.61 to 136A.71. The 
determination of the eSffiHdssisflet sf edl::leatieR board as to whether a particular school is subject to regUlation under 
chapter 141 is final for the purposes of this exemption. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.69, is amended to read: 

136A.69 [FEES.] 

The board may collect reasonable registration fees not to exceed $4GQ $450 for an initial registration of each school 
and $2-5G $350 for each annual renewal of an existing registration. 
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Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.87, is amended to read: 

136A87 [ASPECTS OP THE PROCRAM PLANNING INFORMATION.] 

S~Bai, isisR 1. [ASSESSMENT I~15TRlJMENT5 ,\NJ) QUESTIONNAIRES.] The !J£8~,al" shall pfS'.'iae 1m 
aa:fRiftistfation of edl:teatiOfl: aILa E6f€€r assessment iFlstFl:lfRenL ana E{l::I€sRoR:ttair€s to residents in graaes 8 furol:tgh 
12, and to adl:llts. The Boare shall aeterff1::in€ tl=le iRstnlfR€nts ana E[l:t€stioFl:l9:aires fRat are af'f'Fopriate to seT. e the 
pHFpeS€S of S€eBORS 13191...88 to 136A.88. 

S"M. 2. [HIGH SCHOOL ASSESSME~ITS.] The pfSgfa,.. shall P's, iae Is, aamiflisffatisfl sl ee~EatisRal 
meaS1:fF€m€Rt inSffl:l:FR€nts at'\d qu€stiolU ,aires to fiigh selleel 5tH-cleRts eefore their sEnior) ear. At least the feUml'ing 
may se iFlEluded: 

(1) an aphtHae assessment for Sh::lSeRts a:lLHEipating eRR) to eollegiate pfOgrams; 

(2) an iF\; €Rtery of interEsts, eaFeeF eiiFeetions, saEl<gro~La inFormation, ana ea1:leation fllaAs; anEi 

(3) a pFelimin03:fY matFtematie::; rlaeefflent test to aia in hitHFe e01:lrse seleetioRs, ana, as aeteFmiRed appropriate By 
the soaFci, preliIRiRary p}aeemeRt tests iR otheF sl:iBjeets. 

6~Ba. 3. [PROVIDI~IG INfORMATIO~I.] The board shall make available to all residents from 8th grade through 
adulthood information about planning and preparing for post-secondary opportunities. Information must be provided 
to all 8th grade students and their parents by January 1 of each year about the need to plan for their post-secondary 
education. The board may also provide information to high school students and their parents, to adults, and to 
out-of-school youth. The information provided may include the following: 

(1) the need to start planning early; 

(2) the availability of assistance in educational planning from educational institutions and other organizations; 

(3) suggestions for studying effectively during high school; 

(4) high school courses necessary to be adequately prepared for post-secondary education; 

(5) encouragement to involve parents actively in planning for all phases of education; 

(6) information about post-high school education and training opportunities existing in the state, their respective 
missions and expectations for students, their preparation requirements, admission requirements, and student 
placement; 

(7) ways to evaluate and select post-secondary institutions; 

(8) the process of transferring credits among Minnesota post-secondary institutions and systems; 

(9) the costs of post-secondary education and the availability of financial assistance in meeting these costs; 

(10) the interrelationship of assistance from student financial aid, public assistance, and job training programs; and 

(11) financial planning for education beyond high school. 

BliSS.. 1. {DATA BASK] A aata sase of iRfoFffiatioR frOffi the f'Fogram's assessments aRa seFViEes sl:t:aY se 
ffiaintaiHea to: 

(1) pFO. iae iflai ... is.t:lal fepoFts Of results to the stliaeRts, filgfi sehools ifl ,\, RiER stl;laents aFe eR:FOllea, ar.a, if 
atltf'lOfizea By the shu:ieflts, post seEoRaary ealiEal=ioflal iAstitutioRs; 8:ILa 

(2) pFeriae aIbLt:lal statediae Sliffiffia:Fj FepoFts Of fesHlts to rugh sEhools, post seesAsaFY inSl=itutiORS, tfi€ 
depaFt=ffieRt Of eal;lEatieR, tAe efiairs Of tF.e ealiEatioR, ffigfier eaHeatisn, appFopriatisFts ar.a Hnanee eOfIffi'rittees Of tfie 
legislatUFe, anEi tfie go, EffiOF. 

S~a. §. [COORDINATION.] The bsa,a shall eesram.te ellerts ar.a ee. elep .daitisnal me!hsas sf pre. iaiRg 
iRfonnatioR, gttiaaRee, aRa testing seF\ iees to 01d:t Of seRoo} j 13litFt aRd aal;llts. 
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Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 141.25, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd,8, [FEES AND TERMS OF LICENSE,] (a) Applications for initial license under sections 141.21 to 141.36 shall 
be accompanied by $eeG $650 as a nonrefundable application fee. 

(b) All licenses shall expire SR DeeeFl"l.-8er 31 sf eaeR yeaF one year from the date issued.Qy the board. Each renewal 
application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable renewal fee of ~ $650. 

(c) Application for renewal of license shall be made SR SF sefsre OetsBer 1 sf eaefi ealefl:aar year at least 30 days 
before the expiration of the school's current license. Each renewal form shall be supplied by the board. It shall not 
be necessary for an applicant to supply all information required in the initial application at the time of renewal unless 
requested by the board, 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 141.26, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIRED.] A solicitor representing a school must obtain a solicitor's permit from the board 
before soliciting students to enroll in such school. Such permit shall expire 9R DeeeffiBeF alone year following the 
date of issuance. Application for renewal of permit shall be made eft eF 19efeFe PIe'femlgeF 1§ af ea€ft ealeftaaF } ear 
annually. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 141.26, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [FEE.] The initial and renewal application for each permit shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable fee 
of~$250, 

Sec, 24, [FINANCIAL AID TASK FORCE,] 

Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE.] A task force is established to study and make recommendations on Minnesota's system 
of financial aid, focusing particularly on the ~ grant program. The 'purpose of the task force ~ to evaluate state 
financial aid ~ examine alternative policies, and recommend changes to the legislature. The task force shall 
consider current resource constraints among other factors. 

Subd. b. [MEMBERSHIP.] The speaker of the house and the subcommittee on committees of the committee on rules 
and administration of the senate shall each appoint four members, including representatives of public and private 
post-secondary systems and campuses. The governor shall appoint two public members and two students, at least 
one of whom must be ~ public college student. 

Subd. ~ [SUPPORT.] The higher education coordinating board shall provide technical and clerical support to the 
task force as determined Qv. the task force. The task force, through the board, may contract for consulting services, 
but !§. not subject to the provisions of Mirmesota Statutes, chapter 16B. 

Subd, ~ [CONTENT OF STUDY.] The task force shall consider whether Minnesota's financial aid program, as it 
operates in conjunction with the federal Pell grant program, is meeting the state goal of removing economic barriers 
to education for economically disadvantaged citizens of the state. The task force shall further consider whether the 
state program needs to be made ~ progressive and, if ~ whether this should be accomplished through 
adjustments to the shared responsibility ~ or adoption of ~ new policy. The study additionally shall consider 
the advantages and disadvantages of linking the state grant program. to federal policies and programs. The task force 
also shall consider effective ways to integrate grants. loans. work-study. and other aid to create aid packages for 
students and to deliver different ~ of aid to students with different" needs. Finally. the task force shall consider 
efficient ways !Q. deliver aid to students. induding more rapid decentralization to the campus leveL 

Subd.:2:. [REPORT.] The task force shall report its findings and recommendations to the education committees of 
the legislature Qy February L,1994. The task force shall expire 2!!. Tune ~ 1994. 

Sec, 25, [GRANTS TO NURSING PROGRAMS FOR PERSONS OF COLOR.] 

Subdivision.L. [ESTABLISHMENT.1 A pilot grant program is established under the authority of the higher 
education coordinating board to provide grants 12. Minnesota schools, colleges. and other institutions that offer 
programs of nursing, to fund initiatives designed to ~ the recruitment and retention of nursing students who 
are Asian-Pacific. African-American, American Indian. or Hispanic American (Latino. Chicano, or Puerto Rican). 
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Subd. b. [ELIGIBILITY.] To be eligible to receive E. grant an applicant must: 

ill be a Minnesota schooL college. or program of nursing that offers educational programs leading to licensure as 
£. registered nurse; 

ill have in place a program of activities that provides faculty with knowledge of the history, practices. and health 
needs of persons of color: and 

ill have in place a program advisory paneL a majority of whom are persons of color. 

Subd. ~ [RESPONSIBILITY OF NURSING PROGRAMS.] Each school, college, or program of nursing that wishes 
to participate in the grant program shall ~ to the higher education coordinating board for grant money. according 
to policies established Qy the board. Each applicant shall outline the specific programs it intends to implement and 
demonstrate the likelihood that those programs will result in increased recruitment and retention of students who are 
persons of color. 

Subd . .i. [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD.] The board shall 
establish an application process for interested schools. colleges. or programs of nursing. 

The board shall establish written criteria to ~ in awarding the grants. The criteria must include consideration 
of whether: 

ill the proposed program is likely to actually increase the recruitment and retention of nursing students who are 
persons of color; 

ill the proposed program creates ~ support network for persons of color; 

ill the nursing program employs persons of color Q!1 its staff and faculty; 

ill the proposed program has initiatives to reach persons of color while still in high school; and 

ill the proposed program establishes a mentoring program for nursing students who are persons of color. 

The board shall establish written guidelines to ensure that grants ~ used only for board-approved initiatives. The 
board shall provide the written guidelines to grant recipients at the time i!. distributes the money. The board shall 
require each ~ recipient to report to the board on its program activity and use of grants. 

Sec. 26. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121. subdivision lQ;, 136A.134; 136A.234; 136A.70; and Laws 1991. chapter 
356, article 1:!t. section ~ ~ repealed. 

Sec. 27. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Section 15 ~ effective immediately for applicants for loans for enrollment periods beginning after l!:!!y L 1993. 

ARTICLE 3 

POST-SECONDARY SYSTEMS 

Section 1. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 3.9741, is amended to read: 

3.9741 [COST OF EXAMINATION, BILLING, PAYMENT.] 

Subdivision 1.: [METROPOLITAN COMMISSION.] Upon the audit of the financial accounts and affairs of a 
commission under section 473.413, 473.595, 473.604, or 473.703, the affected metropolitan commission is liable to the 
state for the total cost and expenses of the audit, including the salaries paid to the examiners while actually engaged 
in making the examination. The legislative auditor may bill the metropolitan commission either monthly or at the 
completion of the audit. All collections received for the audits must be deposited in the general fund. 

Subd. ~ [POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION BOARD.] The legislative auditor may enter into !!!l interagency 
agreement with the community college board, state university board. or the state board of technical colleges to conduct 
financial audits, in addition to audits conducted under section 3.972. subdivision 2. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16A.127, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [EXEMPTION.] W Except for the costs of the legislative auditor to conduct financial audits of federal 
funds, this section does not apply to the community college system board, statel:H.i ;'ersities university board, or the 
state board of technical colleges. Indirect cost receipts attributable to financial audits conducted Qy the legislative 
auditor of federal funds administered Qy these post-secondary education boards shall be deposited in the general 
fund. 

ill Except for federal funds, this section does not apply to the department of natural resources for agency indirect 
costs. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 126.56, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] An advisory committee shall assist the state board of education in approving 
eligible programs and shall assist the higher education coordinating board in planning, implementing, and evaluating 
the scholarship program. The committee shall consist of 11 members, to indude the executive director of the higher 
education coordinating board or a representative, the commissioner of education or a representative, two secondary 
school administrators and two secondary teachers appointed by the commissioner of education, the executive director 
of the academic excellence foundation, a private college representative appointed by the president of the Minnesota 
private college council, a community college representative appointed by the community college chancellor, a state 
university representative appointed by the state university chancellor, and a University of Minnesota representative 
appointed by the president of the University of Minnesota. The committee expires June 30, ~ 1995. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 135A.03, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [RESIDENCY RESTRICTIONS.] In calculating student enrollment for appropriations, only the following 
may be induded: 

(1) students who resided in the state for at least one calendar year prior to applying for admission Qf. dependent 
students whose parent Q£ legal guardian resides in Minnesota at the time the student applies; 

(2) Minnesota residents who can demonstrate that they were temporarily absent from the state'without establishing 
residency elsewhere; 

(3) residents of other states who are attending a Minnesota institution under a tuition reciprocity agreement; and 

(4) students who have been in Minnesota as migrant farmworkers, as defined ill Code of Federal Regulations, title 
20, section 633.104, over a period of at least two years immediately before admission or readmission to a Minnesota 
public post-secondary institution, or students who are dependents of such migrant farmworkers. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 135A.06, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PLANNING REPORTS.] It is the intention of the legislature that the planning efforts of the public 
post-secondary education systems be summarized and reported to the legislature. It is the further intention that the 
system missions be differentiated from one another to best serve the needs of the citizens of. Minnesota. To 
accomplish these goals, the University of Minnesota board of regents, the state university board, the state board for 
community colleges, and the state board of technical colleges shall each submit to the governor and the legislature 
on December 1 of each even-numbered year a planning report for its system. The report shall contain the mission 
of the system and short- and long-range plans for programs, staff, and facilities. It sRan sf'eeify t:fte mission aRa plaRs 
[OF R. 0, H. e, and ten) ears. The assumptions used in developing the plans shall be included. The report sRall also 
iflelHse plibis keF ar-ta progress to';. ara aehie. iRg mission ai#erentiaaoR whlle ffiainffiiniRf; the state's o. erall 
post seeoftaary osjeeti. es. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 135A.061, is amended to read: 

135A.061 [INTERSYSTEM COUNCIL.] 

An intersystem council is established to improve communications among post-secondary systems on relevant policy 
issues. The council is composed of officers or other representatives of each public post-secondary governing board 
aRa of the higReF eS'-l:leation eoorainating Boara. The council chair shan be rotated among the systems each ~ 
corresponding to the rotation of the chair of the higher education advisory council. The council shall aetel'f'fl:i:ne its 
meeting times Sl:H sRaII meet at least twice each year. Members shall report on discussions and actions of the council 
to their respective governing boards. The council shall determine its agenda from issues that affect more than one 
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system. These may include: transfer of credit, efficiency of campus and system operations, duplication of programs 
and courses, mission delineation, cooperative arrangements, academic quality initiatives, and the effects of a system's 
proposed plans on the other systems. The eSI;l:REil sRall Rstif) tRe ERairs of the eel:l:EaFioR, apprspriatioAs, aRt! fiRar.e€ 
esmmittees sf tl t€ legislatHF€ iF!: aavaRee sf its meetiRgs. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136C.15, is amended to read: 

136C.15 [STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS.] 

Every school board governing a technical college shall give recognition as an authorized extracurricular activity 
to a technical college student association affiliated with the Minnesota ,BeatisRal technical college student association. 
The student association is authorized to collect a reasonable fee from students to finance the activities of the 
association in an amoilllt determined by the governing board of the technical college which has recognized it. 

Every governing body which recognizes a student association shall deposit the fees in a student association fillld. 
The money in this fund shall be available for expenditure for recreational, social, welfare, charitable, and educational 
activities approved by the student association. The money in the fund is not public money. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136C.61, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [MEETINGS.] Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the joint board may hold meetings at any location 
convenient to the member districts and the public, whether or not that meeting site is located within the boundaries 
of a member district. The joint board may also conduct meetings • ia iRteraetive tele. isisH Qy means of 
telecommunications if the board complies with section 471.705 in each location where board members arc present. 
The joint board shall establish and maintain a schedule of the time and place of its meetings and shall give notice of 
regular and special .meetings in the same manner as required for other public bodies. 

Sec. 9. [137.41] [INDIRECT COST RECOVERIES.] 

Indirect cost recovery money received Qv. the University of Minnesota must be used exclusively for the direct 
support of research or the financing of support activities directly contributing to the receipt of indirect cost recovery 
money. !! may be used for debt retirement for research-related buildings. It may not be used for teaching or service. 

Sec. 10. Laws 1990, chapter 591, article 3, section 10, as amended by Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 3, section 13, 
is amended to read: 

Sec. 10. [CONDITIONS.] 

(a) The state university board, the state board for community colleges, the state board of vocational technical 
education, and their respective campuses must not enter into new long-term lease arrangements for facilities, 
significantly increase the course offerings at off-campus sites, enter any 2 + 2 arrangements, or significantly increase 
staffing levels for off-campus sites between the effective date of this section and the end of the 1992 1993 1994-1995 
academic year. A current long-term lease may be renewed if it expires during this period. The board of regents is 
requested to abide by these conditions until the end of the 1992 1993 1994-1995 academic year. 

(b) This section does not apply to actions of Metropolitan State University that are part of its plan to consolidate 
its sites in the seven-county metropolitan area. The state university board shall consult with the chairs of the house 
appropriations and senate finance committees in carrying out its plans. For purposes of this paragraph, "plan to 
consolidate" does not include entering into any 2 + 2 arrangements. 

Sec. 11. Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 6, section 4, as amended by Laws 1992, chapter 513, article 1, section 25, 
is amended to read: 

Subd.3a. [CURRENT EMPLOYEES.] It is the policy of the state of Minnesota that restructuring of peace officer 
education be accomplished while ensuring that fair and equitable arrangements are carried out to protect the interests 
of higher education system employees, and while facilitating the best possible service to the public. The affected 
governing boards shall make every effort to train and retrain existing effipleyees full-time law enforcement training 
center administrators for a changing work environment. 

Options presented to empleyees full-time law enforcement training center administrators whose positions might 
be eliminated by integrating peace officer education programs must include, but not be limited to, job and training 
opportunities necessary to qualify for another job within their current institution or a similar job in another institution. 
This subdivision shall expire on December J1. 1993. 
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Sec. ]2. [SHARED STUDENT SERVICES.] 

To improve the efficient delivery of services to students and to reduce unnecessary expenditures, each technical 
college and community college, located in the same 2I. nearby communities, as provided in Laws 1983, chapter 258, 
section ~ subdivision.1. shall jointly develop a plan to consolidate, to the extent possible, administrative positions 
and the delivery of noninstructional and administrative services including, but not limited ~ bookstores, food 
services, financial ~ registration and records, parking services, libraries, and counseling. 

Each joint plan shaH be submitted to the higher education board, the state board for community colleges, and the 
state board of technical colleges Qy December ]L 1993. The state boards shall jointly submit an integrated plan to 
the education committees of the legislature Qy February ~ 1994, that includes proposals to redirect savings from 
shared services to instruction at the co-located campuses. 

Sec. 13. [EMPLOYEE PROVISIONS.] 

During the biennium, the legislature intends that ~ layoffs at post-secondary institutions be distributed equitably 
behNeen management! supervisory personnel and line/ support personnel. Where restructuring and retrenchment may 
involve Q. decrease in existing positions, institutions shall assist employees in finding suitable employment through 
such options ~ training and retraining opportunities. Nothing in this section shall be construed as diminishing any 
rights defined in collective bargaining agreements under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 179A. 

Sec. 14. [PERFORMANCE MEASURES.] 

Subdivision 1. [TECHNICAL COLLEGES.] For budget considerations in 1995, the technical college board shall: 

ill report to the education committees on administrator (instructor ratios for each technical college for fiscal ~ 
]992,1993,1994, and 1995; 

ill report the actual placement rate, which should be no less than 60 percent for each program at each campus over 
a hNo-year period; and 

ill report how savings from 2. campus initiated program closure are reallocated. 

Subd.b. [COMMUNITY COLLEGES.] For budget considerations in 1995, the community college board shall: 

ill report the process used to evaluate occupational programs with Q. less than 60 percent placement rate; 

ill report the number and percent of students transferring to four-year colleges and universities, the percent 
retained one year later, and their academic success. 

Subd. 1. [COMMUNITY COLLEGES AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES.] For budget considerations in 1995, the 
community college and technical college board shall report jointly on: 

ill their plans regarding duplicative programs at co-located campusesj and 

ill the process used to reduce duplicative nonhealth occupational programs, that are less than 35 miles apart, with 
student-teacher ratios below '15-1 for the ~ offered in that program. 

Subd . .!. [STATE UNIVERSITIES.] For budget considerations in 1995, the state university board shall report 2!l its 
~ in increasing: 

ill the number of students of color who graduate; and 

ill the percentage of graduates who have completed a senior project 2I. other capstone experience. 

Sec. 15. [FEE STATEMENT.] 

Beginning in the 1993-1994 academic year r fee statements at all public post-secondary campuses shall indicate the 
state-paid portion of the cost of an average student's education in that system Qy including the following statement: 
"Tuition ~ for approximately.:..:..:. % of the cost of Q. student at Q. public college. The State of Minnesota ~ 
approximately $ ....... of the average cost for full-time students. " 

Sec. 16. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section ± is effective the day following final enactment. 
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ARTICLE 4 

ENDOWMENT FOR SCHOLARSHIP, RESEARCH, AND CHAIRS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.022, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [ENDOWED CHAIRS CHAIR ACCOUNT.} (a) For purposes of this section, the permanent university fund 
has three accounts. The sources of the money in the endowed mineral research and scholarship accounts are set out 
in paragraph ill and subdivision 4. All ~ in the fund that!§. not otherwise allocated is in the endowed chair 
account. The income from the pefffiafleRt I:,u,j, eFsi'l) fUl'\d endowed chair account must be used, and capital gains 
of tHe fl±f Ie allocated to that account may be used, to provide endowment support for professorial chairs in academic 
disciplines. The endowment support for the chairs from the income and the capital gains must not total more than 
six percent per year of the 36-month trailing average market value of the endowed chair account of the fund, as 
computed quarterly or otherwise as directed by the regents. The endowment support from the income and the capital 
gains must not provide more than half the sum of the endowment support for all chairs endowed, with nonstate 
sources providing the remainder. The endowment support from the income and the capital gains may provide more 
than half the endowment support of an individual chair. 

(b) If any portion of the annual appropriation of the income is not used for the f3urpese purposes specified in 
paragraph (a) or subdivision i, that portion lapses and must be added to the principal of the three accounts of the 
permanent university fund in proportion to the market value of each account. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.022, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. i. [MINERAL RESEARCH; SCHOLARSHIPS.]M AU income credited after I!!lY: :11992, to the permanent 
university fund from royalties for mining under state mineral leases from and after l.!:!ly.1. 1991, must be allocated 
~ provided in this subdivision. 

fQ1ill fill:v. percent of the income,.!:!£ to $25,000,000, must be credited to the mineral research account of the fund 
to be allocated for the Natural Resources Research Institute-Duluth and Coleraine facilities, for mineral and 
mineral-related research including mineral-related environmental researchj and 

ill The remainder must be credited to the endowed scholarship account of the fund for distribution annually for 
scholastic achievement as providedQy the board ofregents to undergraduates enrolled at the University of Minnesota 
who ~ resident students as defined in section 136A.101, subdivision 8. 

k2 The annual distribution from the endowed scholarship account must be allocated to the various campuses of 
the University of Minnesota in proportion to the number of undergraduate resident students enrolled on each campus. 

@ The board of regents must report to the education committees of the legislature biennially at the time of the 
submission of its budget request 2!!. the dispersal of money from the endowed scholarship account and to the 
environment and natural resources committees on the use of the mineral research account .. 

ill Capital gains and losses and portfolio income of the permanent university fund must be credited to its three 
accounts in proportion to the market value of each account. 

ill The endowment support from the income and capital gains of the endowed mineral research and endowed 
scholarship accounts of the fund must not total more than six percent ~year of the 36-month trailing average market 
value of the account from which the support is derived. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATK] 

Sections 1 and 2 are effective retroactively to h!!v..1. 1992, for income and allocations into the three accounts of the 
permanent university fund and h!!y L. 1993, for distributions from the endowed mineral research account and 
endowed scholarship accounts of the fund. 
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ARTICLE 5 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Section 1. [PURPOSE.] 

The purpose of sections 1 to .1 i§. to expand the availability of ~ broad range of courses and degrees to shtdents 
throughout the state to improve access, quality, and efficiency !?y. enhancing and expanding the ~ of 
telecommunications and other instructional technologies. 

Sec. 2. [TELECOMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL.] An instructional telecommunications council shall be established 
and composed of: two representatives selected Qy each public higher education system, a representative of the higher 
education board, a regional telecommunications coordinator, one member of the senate appointed Qy the subconunittee 
on committees of the committee on rules and administration, one member of the house of representatives appointed 
£Y. the speaker. one private college representative selected 12Y the Minnesota private college council, a representative 
of the information policy office of the department of administration, the commissioner of education or designee to 
represent K-12 education, and 2!!!:. higher education coordinating board representative. The council shall: 

ill develop a statewide vision and plans for the ~ of distance learning technologies and provide leadership in 
implementing the use of such technologies; 

ill develop educational £.2!i.£y relating to telecommunications; 

ill determine priorities for use; 

~ oversee coordination with campuses, K-12 education. and regional educational telecommunications; 

ill reguire the use of the statewide telecommunications access and routing system where operationally, technically, 
and economically feasible in order to maximize the state's telecommunication resources; and 

ill determine priorities for grant funding proposals. 

The council shall consult with representatives of the telecommunication industry in implementing this subdivision. 

Sec. 3. [REGIONAL LINKAGES.] 

Subdivision 1. [GRANTS.] The higher education coordinating board shall award grants to regional organizations 
of higher education institutions to establish or complete telecommunications links among campuses in a region and 
among campuses in different regions. 

, The regional organizations shall ~ the statewide telecommunications access and routing system where 
operationally, technically, and economically feasible in order to maximize the state's telecommunication resources. 

Subd. b. [APPLICATION PROCESS.] The higher education coordinating board shall develop and publicize the 
process .Qy which regional organizations may ~ for grants. The instructional telecommunications council shall 
review and comment on the proposals. 

Subd. 3. (CRITERIA.} The higher education coordinating board shall evaluate proposals using the following 
cri~-

ill evidence of cooperative arrangements with other post-secondary institutions and school districts in the 
geographic region; 
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ill plans for shared classes and programsj 

ill evidence of efficiencies to be achieved in delivery of instruction due to ~ of telecommunications; 

ill evidence of !!. formal governing structure; and 

ill~plan to assume the ongoing costs following the initial development for the continued operation of the project. 

Sec. 4. [REGIONAL COORDINATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [GRANTS.] The higher education coordinating board shall award grants to regional organizations 
of higher education instihltions to coordinate and manage regional telecommunications arrangements. 

Subd. b. [APPLICATION PROCESS.] The higher education coordinating board shall develop and publicize the 
process Qy which regional organizations may ~ for grants. The instructional telecommunications council shall 
review and comment on the proposals. 

Subd. 2:. [CRITERIA.] The higher education coordinating board shall evaluate proposals using the following 
criteria: 

ill evidence of cooperative arrangements with other post-secondary institutions and school districts in the 
geographic region; 

ill plans for shared classes and programs; 

ill avoidance of program and course duplication; 

ill evidence of efficiencies to be achieved in delivery of instruction due to ~ of telecommunications; 

ill ~ plan for development of £. list of all ~ available in the region for delivery at a distance; 

ill £. plan for coordinating and scheduling courses; 

ill ~ plan for evaluation of costs, access, and outcomes; and 

ill £. plan to assume the ongoing costs following the initial development for the continued operation of the project, 

Sec. 5. [EVALUATION.] 

The higher education coordinating board shall evaluate the results of the grants provided under sections J. and ~ 
and make reconunendations to the legislature and governor regarding future funding, the success rate of the various 
grants, and other relevant information £.y Ianuary ~ 1995. 

Sec. 6. [GRANT LIMITATIONS; PROPOSALS.] 

All grants shall be used for direct costs only and shall not include indirect costs. The higher education coordinating 
board shall advise grant applicants that money used for regional linkages in section J. and regional coordination in 
section i ~ for pilot projects. State money for the pilot projects shall be 90 percent of costs. 
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ARTICLE 6 

FARMER-LENDER MEDIATION SERVICES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 583.24, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [DEBTS.] The farmer-lender mediation act does not apply to a debt: 

(1) for which a proof of claim form has been filed in bankruptcy by a creditor or that was listed as a scheduled 
debt, of a debtor who has filed a petition in bankruptcy after July I, 1987, under United States Code, title 11, 
chapter 7, 11, 12, or 13; 

(2) if the debt was in default when the creditor received a mediation proceeding notice under the farmer-lender 
mediation act and the creditor filed a claim form, the debt was mediated during the mediation period under section 
583.26, subdivision 8, and (i) the mediation was unresolved; or (ii) a mediation agreement with respect to that debt 
was signed; 

(3) for which the creditor has served a mediation notice, the debtor has failed to make a timely request for 
mediation, and within 4§ 60 days after the debtor failed to make a timely request the creditor began a proceeding to 
enforce the debt against the agricultural property of the debtor; 

(4) for which a creditor has received a mediation proceeding notice and the creditor and debtor have restructured 
the debt and have signed a separate mediation agreement with respect to that debt; or 

(5) for which there is a lien for rental value of farm machinery under section 514.661 or a lien. for rental value 
relating to a contract for deed subject to the farmer-lender mediation act under section 559.2091. 

Sec. 2. Laws 1986, chapter 398, article I, section 18, as amended by Laws 1987, chapter 292, section 37, Laws 1989, 
chapter 350, article 16, section 8, Laws 1990, chapter 525, section I, and Laws 1991, chapter 208, section 2, is amended 
to read: 

Sec. 18. [REPEALER.] 

Sections 1 to 17 and Minnesota Statutes, section 336.9-501, subsections (6) and (7), and sections 583.284, 583.285, 
583.286, and 583.305, are repealed on July 1, ±993 1995. 

ARTICLE 7 

STUDENT HOUSING 

Section 1. [VERMILION COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT HOUSING.] 

The state board for community colleges may aCquire a site and construct, own, operate, furnish, and maintain one 
or ~ dormitories or other student residence facilities at illY. for the use and benefit of Vermilion Community 
College. Selection of a designer for the ~i.§. not subject to Minnesota Statutes, section 16B.33, subdivision 4. The 
higher education facilities authority may issue revenue bonds .Q£ other financial instruments for the facilities under 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 136A.25 to 136A.42, and the state board for community colleges may borrow the proceeds 
of the revenue bonds or other financial instruments to finance the aCquisition, construction, and equipping of the 
student housing facilities. The board may enter into agreements and pledge revenues of the facilities as may be 
necessary to provide security for the bonds and may mortgage the financed facilities to the higher education facilities 
authority or to a trustee for the bondholders if considered necessary Qy the board or the authority for the successful 
marketing of the bonds. The state board for community colleges shall establish, maintain, revise when necessary, and 
collect rates and charges for the use of the student housing facilities. The rates and charges must be sufficient, as 
estimated Qy the board, to ~ all expenses of operation and maintenance of the facilities, to ~ principal 2L. and 
interest .2!k revenue bonds or other obligations or instruments when due, and to ~ customary fees and charges of 
the higher education facilities authority and to establish and maintain the reserve funds that the board considers 
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necessary for repair, replacement. and maintenance of the facilities. Funds and accounts established in furtherance 
of these purposes are not subject to Minnesota Statutes, section 136.67, subdivision b. and ~ not subject to the 
budgetary control of the commissioner of finance. The board shall~, be obligated to ~ other revenues of the 
board 2!:. funds of the state to ~ the costs of construction, operation, maintenance, and repair of the facilities or to 
£§.Y principal of and interest on obligations issued for these purposes. Notwithstanding any other law or rule or the 
Q!y charter, the Q!y of.fu may, without complying with the procedures set forth in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 475, 
guarantee all or .e.I!Y part of the loan repayment obligation of the board to the authority, .£y pledging its full faith and 
credit and taxing power. The guarantee is not subject to any limitatioh on net debt of the Q!L. and taxes required to 
make ~ payment under the guarantee may be levied without limit as to rate or amount. 

ARTICLE 8 

SOUTHWEST ASIA VETERANS TRAINING 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136C.13, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [VIIlTNAM SOUTHWEST ASIA VETERAN'S EXEMPTION.] A Vietnam Southwest Asia veteran who 
enrolls in a tl:l:iEiOf-1 kee technical college program SefOF€ Jl:l:l) 1, 199Q, and who is a Minnesota resident whose entire 
education has not included completion of at least one tuition bee technical college program is e)(eftLpt from tuitiof-1 
eligible for ~ state grant of $500 ~ year if. the veteran has GI Montgomery bill benefits, or $1,000 ~ year if the 
veteran does not have GI Montgomery bill benefits, until the veteran has completed the lesser of (a) 41-Q tedmieal 
eollege seRool aa) 5, or tl=le eEJl:l:i, alent as determineS. e) tfle state Boara 115 credits in a technical college program, or 
(b) one technical college program. The grant .!§. based on full-time attendance and shall be prorated if the student is 
attending less than full time. To be eligible for the tuition relief, a veteran who is discharged before h!..!y.1.1993, must 
enroll in ~ technical college Qv. h!!v..1. 1995, and ~ veteran who i§. discharged on 2!. after h!!y.1. 1993, must enroll in 
~ technical college within two years of the date of discharge. All veterans enrolled lU1der this program must maintain 
~ minimum of six credits ~ quarter. Total grants may not exceed the available appropriation. 

"Vietnam Southwest Asia veteran" for the purpose of this subdivision means a person who served in the active 
military service in any branch of the armed forces of the United States after JI:l:I) 1,1961, 6rU3: seiere July 1, 1978, ~ 
time between August.1. 1990, and February ~ 1992, who became eligible for the Viemam E)<jges.itionaf) ~,'Ieaal or 
the Viemam Southwest Asia Service Medal as a result of the service, was a Minnesota resident at the time of induction 
into the armed forces and for the SilE mentfls one year immediately preceding induction, and has been separated or 
discharged from active military service under conditions other than dishonorable. 

ARTICLE 9 

HIGHER EDUCATION BOARD 

Section 1. UOINT LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE ON MERGING POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION SYSTEMS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] .:&.ioint legislative committee on merging the post-secondary systems is created 
to provide a forum for communication between the higher education board and the legislature related to merging the 
state university. community college and technical college systems. 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP.] The committee consists of ten members. Five members from the house shall be 
apj?crintedQy the speaker of the house. Five members from the senate shall be appointed Qy the subCOffilru--uee on 
committees of the committee on rules and administration. The committee must have representatives from the minority 
caucus of each house and from both rural and metropolitan areas. 

Subd. J.:. [OFFICERS.] The committee shall elect a chair and vice-chair from among its members. The chair must 
alternate annually between" a member of the house and a member of the senate. When the chair .!§. from one body. 
the vice-chair must be from the other body. 

Subd . .i. [STAFF.] The committee shall use existing legislative staff to provide legal counsel. research, fiscal, 
secretariaL and clerical assistance. 
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Subd.2:. IDUTIES.] The committee may review proposals. plans, and information provided.:Qy the higher education 
board. The committee shall give particular attention to: the educational ill£lliy and missions of the higher education 
system, the needs of students and system and campus employees, and fiscal considerations. The committee shall 
report on its work and its recommendations to the education committees of the 1994 and 1995 legislatures. 

Subd. ~ [INFORMATION COLLECTIONS; INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION.] ill The committee may 
conduct public hearings and otherwise collect data and information necessary to its purposes. 

ill To facilitate coordination between executive and legislative authorities, the governor shall appoint a person to 
act as liaison behveen the committee and the governor. 

Sec. 2. [HIGHER EDUCATION BOARD BUDGET.] 

The higher education board shall submit to the governor and legislature a unified budget request for the biennium 
ending Iune ~ 1997. The request shall compare the budgets of each merged system in 1994-1995 to the unified 
budget for 1996-1997. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136E.03, is amended to read: 

136E.03 ]MISSION.] 

The mission of the board is to provide programs of study that meet the needs of students for o.ccupational, general, 
baccalaureate, and graduate education. The state universities, community colleges! and technical colleges shall have 
distinct missions. The board shall develop administrative arrangements that make possible the efficient use of the 
facilities and staff of the fefmer- technical colleges, community colleges, and state universities for providing these 
several different programs of study, so that students may have the benefit of improved and broader course offerings, 
ease of transfer among schools and programs, integrated Course credit, coordinated degree programs, and coordinated 
financial aid. In carrying out the merger of the three separate systems, the board shall control administrative costs 
by eliminating duplicative administrative positions and course offerings. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136E.04, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL AUTHORITY.1 The board shall manage, supervise, and control the ffil'mer technical 
colleges, corrununity colleges, and state universities and all related property. It shall prescribe courses of study and 
conditions of admission, prepare and confer diplomas, and adopt suitable policies for the institutions it manages. 
Sections 14.01 to 14.47 do not apply to policies and procedures of the board. 

Sec. 5. Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 9, section 8, is amended to read: 

Sec. 8. [TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPOINTMENTS TO BOARD.] Appointments to the higher education board must be made by 
July I, 1991. Notwithstanding section 2, the initial higher education board consists of two members each from the state 
board of technical colleges, state board for community colleges, and the state university board, appointed by their 
re~pective hoards and six members appointed by the governor. The governor's appointees may also be members of 
tl;le current governing boards. The members appointed by boards must have been confirmed by the senate to the 
board from which they are appointed and served for at least one year on the board from which they were appointed. 
Initial higher education board members appointed by boards are not subject to further senate confirmation. Initial 
appointees of the governor are not subject to section 3. The governor shall appoint the student member July I, 1995. 
Notwithstanding section 2, subdivision 2, the initial members of the higher education board must be appointed so 
that an equal number will have terms expiring in three, five, and seven years. To the extent possible, the initial board 
must have the geographic balance required by section 2. 

Subd.2. [INTERIM CHANCELLOR.] By November 1, 1991, the board shall hire a chancellor on an interim basis 
for the period ending June 30, 1995. Thereafter, the board shall conduct a search and hire a chancellor to serve on 
a continuing basis. 
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Subd.3. IPERSOJ\TNEL.] The chancellor may hire employees necessary to carry out the transitional duties imposed 
by this section. The commissioner of employee relations shall cooperate with the chancellor to expedite hiring these 
employees. The board shan report to the legislature on its staffing plans Qy l!!!Y ~ 1993. 

Subd. 4. [TRANSITIONAL PLANNING PROCESS.] The board shall immediately after appointment commence 
planning for the merger of the technical college, community college, and state university systems. As part of the 
planning process, the board shall consult with the local advisory committees, representatives of student government 
organizations, and exclusive representatives of the employees of the state universities, community colleges, and 
technical colleges. The board shall complete a preliminary merger plan and timetable for the plan on or before Mafffl 
+r----l-992: September 1. 1993. Copies of the plan shall be submitted to the chairs of the education, arpFopriatioR ways 
and means, and finance committees of the leg~slature. . 

Subd.5. [RESTRUCTURING.] ~January .1.1994, the board shall submit a proposal to the legislature concerning 
the appropriate administrative structure for the educational institutions it governs. The board shall give special 
attention to the need to integrate the administration of programs of study now offered at institutions from different 
systems. The board, in cooperation with the department of employee relations and the department of administration, 
shall give special attention to the need to integrate administrative functions of the educational institutions it governs, 
including: (1) personnel, labor, and compensation policies; (2) purchases of supplies; and (3) management of property, 
and construction and repair of facilities. Plans for the integration of each of these functions must be included in the 
proposal. -

Subd. 6. [SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] J2y January 1. 1994, the board shall, in cooperation with the commissioner of 
employee relations, submit proposals to the legislature concerning labor and other issues related to the transfer of 
technical colleges from school board governance. 

~ January .1.1994, the board shall, in cooperation with the commissioner of administration, submit a proposal to 
the legislature concerning reimbursement to school districts for technical college property transferred to the board 
pursuant to section 9. 

Subd. 7. [LEGAL SERVICES.]!!y January .1. 1994, !he board shall submit to the legislature proposals for providing 
the board with adequate legal services. 

Subd. 8. [ACCOUNTING SYSTEM.]!!y January .1.1995 the commissioner of finance shall submit proposals to the 
legislature that will enable the board to use a single accounting system in accord with generally accepted accounting 
principles for colleges and universities and eliminate the need to have a second system to account for its money in 
the state treasury. 

Subd.9. IBUDGET REQUESTS.] The board shall consult with the commissioner of finance, the chair of the senate 
finance committee, and the chair of the house apflF8f!FiaeoRs ways and means committee and.!, Qy lanuary.1. 1994, 
submit to the legislature a proposed format for its 1995 budget request. The higher education board shall use the 
format, as revised in accordance with instructions from the legislature, to present its budget request to the governor 
and the 1995 legislature. 

Subd. 10. IINFORlvtAT10N.] All plans and proposals required in this section must include timetables for 
implementation. 

Subd . .1..l [INITIAL ADVISORY COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS.] Notwithstanding section 3, the initial members of 
the higher education board candidate advisory council must be appointed so that an equal number will have terms 
expiring in two, four, and six years. 

Sec. 6. Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 9? section 10, is amended to read: 

Sec. 10. [CURRENT EMPLOYEES.] 

It is the policy of the state of Minnesota that any restructuring of the higher education systems be accomplished 
while ensuring that fair and equitable arrangements are carried out to protect the interests of higher education system 
employees? and while facilitating the best possible service to the public. The higher education board shall make every 
effort to train and retrain existing employees for a changing work environment and shall report to the legislature 2!! 
plans for this training Qy September 1. 1994. 

For employees whose positions will be eliminated by merging higher education systems, options presented to 
employees must include but not be limited to job and training opportunities necessary to qualify for another job 
within their current institution or a similar job in another institution. The board shall report QE!. its plans to eliminate 
positions Qy lanuary 1. 1995. 
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Implementation of this section, as well as procedures for notifying employees affected by the merger, must be 
negotiated in good faith under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 179A. Nothing in this section shall be construed as 
diminishing any rights defined in collective bargaining agreements under this chapter or Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 179A." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for education and related purposes to the higher 
education coordinating board, state board of technical colleges, state board for community colleges, state university 
board, University of Minnesota, higher education board, and the Mayo medical foundation, with certain conditions; 
prescribing changes in eligibility and in duties and responsibilities for certain financial assistance programs; 
prescribing fees; adjusting certain duties and powers of the higher education coordinating board; prescribing certain 
changes for post-secondary systems; establishing an instructional telecommunications council; providing for grants 
from the higher education coordinating board for regional linkages and coordination; authorizing the state board of 
community colleges to use higher education facilities authority revenue bonds to construct student residences; creating 
three accounts in the permanent university fund and making allocations from the accounts; providing tuition 
exemptions at technical colleges for Southwest Asia veterans; establishing grant programs to promote recruitment and 
retention initiatives by nurses training programs directed toward persons of color; establishing grant programs for 
nursing students who are persons of color; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.9741; 16A.127, subdivision 
8; 126.56, subdivision 5; 135A.03, subdivision 7; 135A.06, subdivision 1; 135A.061; 136A.02, subdivisions 5, 6, and 7; 
136A.0411; 136A.08, subdivisions 2 and 6; 136A.101, subdivisions 1 and 7; 136A.121, subdivisions 6 and 9; 136A.1353, 
subdivision 4; 136A.1354, subdivision 4; 136A.1701, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.233; 136A.653, 
subdivision 1; 136A.69; 136A.87; 136C.13, subdivision 4; 136C.15; 136C.61, subdivision 7; 136E.03; 136E.04, subdivision 
1; 137.022, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 141.25, subdivision 8; 141.26, subdivisions 1 and 5; and 583.24, 
subdivision 4; Laws 1986, chapter 398, article I, section 18, as amended; Laws 1990, chapter 591, article 3, section 10, 
as amended; Laws 1991, chapter 356, articles 6, section 4, as amended; and 9, sections 8 and 10;-proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 136A; and 137; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, 
subdivision 10; 136A.134; 136A.234; and 136A.70; Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 8, section 23." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LERoy A. STUMPF, DEANNA WIENER, LEONARD R. PRICE, JOANNE E. BENSON AND SAM G. SOLON. 

House Conferees: PETER RODOSOVICH, JOHN DaRN, GENE PELOWSKI, JR., ANTHONY G. "ToNY" KINKEL AND 
CO}\.NIE MORRISON. 

Rodosovich moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1407 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1407, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for education and related purposes to 
the higher education coordinating board, state board of technical colleges, state board for community colleges, state 
university board, University of Minnesota, higher education board, and the Mayo medical foundation, with certain 
conditions; creating an instructional telecommunications network; providing for grants from the higher education 
coordinating board for regional linkages, regional coordination, courseware development and usage, and faculty 
training; authorizing the state board of community colleges to use higher education facilities authority revenue bonds 
to construct student residences; creating three accounts in the permanent university fund and making allocations from 
the accounts; providing tuition exemptions at technical colleges for Southwest Asia veterans; prescribing changes in 
eligibility and in duties and responsibilities for certain financial assistance programs; establishing grant programs to 
promote recruitInent and retention initiatives by nurses training and teacher education programs directed toward 
persons of color; establishing grant programs for nursing students and students in teacher education programs who 
are persons of color; establishing an education to employment transitions system; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 136A.I01, subdivisions 1 and 7; 136A.121, subdivision 9; 136A.1353, subdivision 4; 136A.1354, subdivision 4; 
136A.15, subdivision 6; 136A.1701, subdivision 4; 136A.233, subdivisions 2 and 3; 136C.13, subdivision 4; 136C.61, 
subdivision 7; and 137.022, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 136A; and 137; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126B; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, subdivision 17; and 136A.134. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the,roll was called. There were 126 yeas and 3 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Hasskamp Koppcndra yer Morrison Pelowski Swenson 
Anderson, I. Dauner Hausman Krinkie Mosel PerIt Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Davids Holsten Krueger Munger Peterson Tompkins 
Asch Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Murphy Pugh Trimble 
Battaglia Dehler Huntley Leppik Neary Reding Tunheirn 
Bauerly Delmont Jacobs Lieder Nelson Rest Van Dellen 
Beard Dempsey Jaros Limmer Ness Rhodes Vcllenga 
Bergson Dam Jefferson Lindner Olson, E. Rice Vickerman 
Bertram Erhardt Jennings Laufey Olson, K Radosovich Wagenius 
Bettermann Evans Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Rukavina Waltman 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Garcia Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Girard Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Goodno Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greenfield Kinkel McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Greiling Klinzing Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gruenes Knickerbocker Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Gutknecht Haukoos Olson, M. 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Morrison was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 31: 

Kahn, Evans and Orenstein. 

The Speaker armOlmced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 427: 

Winter; Rest; Long; Anderson, I., and Osthoff. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1074. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1074 

A bill for an act relating to natural resources; management of state-owned lands by the department of natural 
resources; deletion of land from Moose Lake state recreation area; private use of state trails; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 84.0273; 84.632; 85.015, by adding a subdivision; 86A.OS, subdivision 14; 
92.06, subdivision 1; 92.14, subdivision 2; 92.19; 92.29; 92.67, subdivision 5; 94.10; 94.11; 94.13; 94.343, subdivision 3; 
94.348, subdivision 2; and 97A.13S, subdivision 2, arid by adding a subdivision. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 13, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1074, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1074 be further amended as follows: 

Page 11, after line 24, insert: 

"Sec. 18. Laws 1992, chapter 502, section 4, is amended to read: 

Sec. 4. [PRIVATE SALE OF STATE LAND; WASHINGTON COUNTY.] 

Notwithstanding the public sale provisions of Minnesota Statutes, sections 94.09 to 94.16 or any other law to the 
contrary, the commissioner of natural resources may sell land in Washington county described in this section by 
private sale to the purchaser. The conveyance shall be in a form approved by the attorney general. The consideration 
received for the conveyance shall be the market value of the land of $1,160,000 as established by a state appraisal 
certified by the commissioner on January 27, 1992, plus an additional 18 percent of an amount equal to the market 
value less any environmental cleanup funds provided by the purchaser prior to the conveyance, as described in 
section 5. The consideration and 18 percent additional payment shall be deposited in the state treasury and credited 
to the wildlife land acquisition account. The basic purchase consideration is appropriated to the commissioner for 
acquisition of replacement wildlife management area lands in Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Scott, or Washington 
counties and for cleanup of contamination on wildlife management area lands adjacent to the land conveyed. Of this 
appropriation, at least $560,000 must be used for acguisition of replacement wildlife management area lands. The 18 
percent additional payment is appropriated to the commissioner to cover the commissioner's professional service costs 
to acquire the replacement lands and the cost of appraisals for the state lands sold to the purchaser. The 
commissioner shall return any portion of the 18 percent additional payment remaining after acquisition of replacement 
lands to the purchaser. 

The land that may be sold is in the Bayport state wildlife management area and is described as follows: 

All that part of Sections 10 and 15, in Township 29 North, Range 20 West, described as follows: Commencing at 
the southeast comer of said Section 10; thence west along the south line of said Section 10 a distance of 270 feet 
to the point of beginning; thence north parallel with and 270 feet westerly from the east line of said Section 10 a 
distance of 1,296 feet; thence west a distance of 360 feet; thence north parallel with the east line of said Section 10 
a distance of 740 feet; thence west 160 feet; thence north parallel with the east line of said Section 10 a distance of 
580 feet; thence west 140 feet; thence north along the west line and the same extended southerly of Block 80, in 
South Stillwater, (Bayport), according to the recorded plat thereof in the office of the County Recorder for 
Washington county, 360 feet to the northwest comer of said Block 80; thence west on a continuation of the north 
line of said Block 80 a distance of 185 feet; thence south and parallel with the west line of Block 81 of said South 
Stillwater (Bayport) 100 feet; thence west and parallel with the north line of said Block 81 to the west line of said 
Block 81 a distance of 175 feet; thence north along the west line of said Block 81 to the northwest comer of said 
Block 81 a distance of 100 feet; thence west on a continuation of the north line of said Block 81 a distance of 30 feet 
to the west line of the Southeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 10; thence north along said west 
line of the Southeast Quarter of the Northeast Quarter to the south line of the North 900 feet of the Southwest 
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Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 10; thence west along the south line of the North 900 feet of the 
Southwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 10 to the west line of the Southwest Quarter of the 
Northeast Quarter of said Section 10; thence north along said west line to the north line of the South 30 acres of 
the Southeast Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 10; thence West along the north line of the South 
30 acres of the Southeast Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 10 to the Northwest comer of the South 
30 acres of the Southeast Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of said section; thence south along the west line of the 
Southeast Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of said Section 10 to the center line of the Stillwater and Point Douglas 
Road (aka County State Aid Highway 21); thence southeasterly along said center line of said Stillwater and Point 
Douglas Road (aka County State Aid Highway 21) to a point on a line drawn parallel and 11 chains and 92 links 
southerly from the north line of said Section 15; thence east parallel with the north line of the Northwest Quarter 
of said Section 15 to the west line of the Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 15; thence east 
parallel with the north line of the Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter of said Section 15 a distance of 
202.76 feet; thence north parallel with the west line of said Northwest Quarter of the Northeast Quarter to the south 
line of said Section 10; thence east along said south line to the point of beginning. Excepting from the land within 
the above described boundaries, the right~ot-way of the Chicago and North Western Railway across said parts of 
Sections 10 and 15. And also all that part of the Southwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of Section 10, 
Township 29 North, Range 20 West, lying east of Stillwater and Point Douglas Road (aka County State Aid 
Highway 21), excepting that part thereof heretofore deeded by Frank L. Barrett and wife to John Zabel, by deed 
dated 9th day of December, 1893, and recorded 16th day of December, 1893, in the office of the County Recorder 
for said Washington county, in Book 40 of Deeds, Page 133. Said lands containing 244.81 acres, more or less. 

The commissioner may reserve to the state an easement across the above described property for ingress and egress 
to lands to be retained by the commissioner in Section 15, Township 29 North, Range 20 West. 

Sec. 19. [SHORELAND LOT TRANSFER.] 

.w. Notwithstanding Minnesota Rules, part 6120.3300, subpart b. item 2t. adopted under Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 103F.201 to 103F.221, Otter Tail county may allow the sale 2!. transfeL as a separate parceL of !!.lot within 
shoreland, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 103F.20S, subdivision :it. that: 

ill i§. one of !!. ~ of two or .!!!..Q!!;. contiguous lots that have been under the same common ownership since 
February ~ .1992; and 

ill does not meet the requirements of Minnesota Rules, part 6120.3300, subpart b. items A to ~ and subparts 2a 
and 2b. 

ill Before a contiguous lot is sold under the authority granted in this section, the seller shall inform the buyer in 
writing of the extent to which the lot does not meet the requirements of Minnesota Rules. part 6120.3300. subpart b. 
items A to E.t. and subparts 2a and 2b. 

1£1 This section i§. repealed effective fu!y.L. 1994. 

Sec. 20. [REPORTS.]' 

Subdivision 1. [PRIVATE FOREST MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.] The commissioner of natural 
resources shall track the financial effects of changes occurring in department policy.Q!! the private forest management 
assistance program. The commissioner shall review any regional differences. and the cost and ~ of services 
provided Qy the division of forestry timber appraisers. The commissioner shall report Qy February .12t. 1994. and 
February .12t.1995, to the house environment and natural resources finance committee and the senate environment and 
natural resources finance division. 

Subd. b. [NATIVE PLANTINGS ON PUBLIC LANDS; REPORT.] The commissioner of natural resources shall, in 
cooperation with other state agencies and interested persons, propose ~ plan to increase the amount of native 
plantings .Q!l public lands. The coinmissioner shall submit the plan to the environment and natural resources 
committees of the legislature Qy February.12t. 1994." 

Page 11, line 2S, delete "18" and insert "21" 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 5, after the second semicolon insert "use of proceeds from private sale of state land in Washington 
county; transfer of shoreland lots in Otter Tail county; reporting and planning by commissioner of natural resources;" 

Page 1, line 12, before the period insert "; Laws 1992, chapter 502, section 4" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: LEONARD R. PRlCE, GENE MERRIAM AND STEVEN MORSE. 

House Conferees: I:;ATHLEEN SEKHON, VIRGIL J. JOHNSON AND WILLARD MUNGER. 

Sekhon moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1074 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1074, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; management of state-owned lands by the department 
of natural resources; deletion of land from Moose Lake state recreation area; private use of state trails; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 84.0273; 84.632; 85.015, by adding a subdivision; 86A.OS, 
subdivision 14; 92.06, subdivision 1; 92.14, subdivision 2; 92.19; 92.29; 92.67, subdivision 5; 94.10; 94.11; 94.13; 94.343, 
subdivision 3; 94.348, subdivision 2; and 97A.135, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 122 yeas and 5 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Gutknecht Kinkel Milbert Pelowski Trimble 
Anderson, 1 Dauner Hasskamp Klinzing Molnau Perlt Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Davids Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Van Dellen 
Asch Dawkins Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Vellenga 
Battaglia Dehler Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Vickerman 
Bauerly Delmont Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Wagenius 
Beard Dempsey Huntley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Weaver 
Bergson Dam Jacobs lieder Ness Rice Wejcman 
Bertram Erhardt Jaros Limmer OL<;on, E. Rodosovich Welle 
Bettermann Evans Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Seagren Wenzel 
Bishop Farrell Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Sekhon Winter 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Simoneau Wolf 
Brown, C. Garcia Johnson, R Lynch Opatz Skoglund Worke 
Brown, K Girard Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Smith Workman 
Carlson Goodno Kahn Mahon Orfield Stanius 
Carruthers Greenfield Kalis Mariani Ostrom Steensma 
Clark Greiling Kelley McCollum Pauly Swenson 
Commers Gruenes Kelso McGuire Pawlenty Tompkins 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Osthoff Rukavina Solberg Tomassoni Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 273. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 273 

A bill for an act relating to highways; changing description of legislative Route No. 279 in state trunk highway 
system after agreement to transfer part of old route to Dakota county. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 13, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 273, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 273 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 6, insert: 

"Section 1. [TELECOMMUTlNG STUDY.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For purposes of this section, "telecommuting" means the practice of performing 
work at a residence rather than a worksite, through video, telephone, computer, or other electronic connection. 

Subd. b. [STUDY DIRECTED.] The commissioner of transportation is urged to conduct a study of telecommuting 
in the seven-county metropolitan area as an alternative to vehicle commuting between residence and worksite. The 
commissioner may contract with ~ person, firm, or organization knowledgeable in telecommuting to perform the 
study. 

Subd. ~ [STUDY CONTENTS.] The study must include: 

ill the present extent of telecommuting in the metropolitan area; 

ill the potential of telecommuting to substitute for vehicle commuting in the area, alleviate traffic congestion. and 
reduce the need for highway expansioni 

ill present legal and public policy obstacles to telecommutingi and 

ill legal and public .P.Q.!.ky alternatives that would expand telecommuting or telecommuting options in the ~ 

Subd.1:, [REPORTS.] The commissioner shall report on the findings of the study to the governor and legislature 
not later than March 1. 1994." 
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Page 1, after line 24, insert: 

"Notwithstanding £!!Y law m: rule to the contrary, the commissioner of transportation shall add to the county 
state-aid highway system in Dakota county ~ trunk highway that is removed from the trunk highway system under 
this act and transferred to Dakota county." 

Page 2, line 8, delete "Section 1 if and insert "Sections 1 and ~ are" 

Renurnber.the sections in sequence 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 5, before the period insert "; providing for a telecommuting study" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: DAVID L. KNUTSON, FLORIAN CHMIELEWSKI AND GE;\[ OLSON. 

House Conferees: EILEE:'\[ TOMPKll\:S, THOMAS PuGH AND MARY }o MCGUIRE. 

Tompkins moved that the report of the Conference Corrunittee on S. F. No. 273 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 273, A bill for an act relating to highways; changing description of legislative Route No. 279 in state trunk 
highway system after agreement to transfer part of old route to Dakota county. . 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 129 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams DaW\er Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Trimble 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Murphy Pugh Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Neary Reding Van Dellen 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rest Vellenga 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppil< Ness Rhodes Vickerman 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rice Wagenius 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rodosovich Waltman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Weaver 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Sekhon Welle 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Wenzel 
Blatz Garda Johns~n, V. Macklin Orfield Skoglund Winter 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Smith Wolf 
Brown, K. Gaodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Solberg Worke 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Stanius Workman 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Steensma 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Tompkins 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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Madam Speake" 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1105. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1105 

A bill for an act relating to health; extending the expiration date of certain advisory COW1cils and committees; 
modifying provisions relating to lead abatement; changing regulation provisions for hotels, resorts, restaurants, and 
manufactured homes; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 15.059, subdivision 5; 144.73, 
subdivision 3; 144.871, subdivisions 2, 6, 7a, and by adding subdivisions; 144.872, subdivision 2; 144.873, subdivision 
2; 144.874, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and 6; 144.878, subdivisions 2 and 5; 157.01, subdivision 1; 157.03; 157.08; 157.081, 
subdivision 1; 157.09; 157.12; 157.14; 245.97, subdivision 6; 327.10; 327.11; 327.16, subdivision 5; 327.20, subdivision 
1; 327.26, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 144; and 157; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision 10; 144.878, subdivision 2a; and 157.05, 
subdivisions 2 and 3. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 11, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1105, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
reconunend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1105 be further amended as follows: 

Page 22, after line 4, insert: 

"Sec. 33. [MANUFACTURED HOME PARK ZONING STUDY.] 

f!. municipality, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 462.352. subdivision b. may not adopt an ordinance after 
May ~ 1993 and before August L. 1994. that establishes setback requirements for manufactured homes in ~ 
manufactured home park if the ordinance would have the effect of prohibiting replacing a home in a park with! 
home approved Qy the department of housing and urban development. 

Setback requirements adopted Qy ordinance £y a municipality after April L.1991. are suspended and have no effect 
until August L. 1994. if the setback requirements have the effect of prohibiting replacing a manufactured home in ~ 
manufactured home park with a home approved £y the department of housing and urban development." 

Page 22, line 12, delete "and 33" and insert "L.8 and 34" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct the internal references 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 6, after the semicolon insert "requiring a manufactured home park zoning study;" 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: DON BETZOLD, JOHN C. HOTTINGER AND EDWARD C. OLIVER. 

House Conferees: WAYNE SIMONEAU, ALICE M. JOHNSON AND DENNIS OZMENT. 

Simoneau moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1105 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1105, A bill for an act relating to health; extending the expiration date of certain advisory councils and 
committees; modifying provisions relating to lead abatement; changing regulation provisions for hotels, resorts, 
restaurants, and manufactured homes; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 15.059, 
subdivision 5; 144.73, subdivision 3; 144.871, subdivisions 2, 6, 7a, and by adding subdivisions; 144.872, subdivision 
2; 144.873, subdivision 2; 144.874, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and 6; 144.878, subdivisions 2 and 5; 157.01, subdivision 1; 
157,03; 157,08; 157.08], subdivision 1; 157.09; 157,12; 157.14; 245.97, subdivision 6; 327,10; 327.11; 327,16, subdivision 
5; 327.20, subdivision 1; 327.26, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 144; and 

, 157; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision 10; 144.878, subdivision 2a; and 157.05, 
subdivisions 2 and 3. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage .. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Pugh Ttmheim 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Neary Reding Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Nelson Rest Vellenga 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Ness Rhodes Vickerman 
Battaglia Delmont HWltley Lieder Olson, E. Rice Wagenius 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, K. Rodosovich Waltman 
Beard Dorn Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Weaver 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Opatz Sekhon Welle 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Wenzel 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R Macklin Orfield Skoglund Winter 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Smith Wolf 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Ostrom Solberg Worke 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis McCollum Ozment Stanius Workman 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Pauly Steensma 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Mosel PerIt Tompkins 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Trimble 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 1275. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1275 

A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing protection from liability for releases of hazardous substances 
to lenders and owners for redevelopment of property under an approved cleanup plan; providing authority to issue 
determinations regarding association with a release; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115B.175, 
subdivisions 4, 7, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes~ chapter 115B. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 12, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1275, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
. recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: TED A. MONDALE~ GENE MERRIAM AND DEANNA WIENER. 

House Conferees: JEAN WAGENIUS, ALlCE HAUSMAN AND CHARLIE WEAVER. 

Wagenius moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1275 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1275, A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing protection from liability for releases of 
hazardous substances to lenders and owners for redevelopment of property under an approved cleanup plan; 
providing authority to issue determinations regarding association with a release; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 1158.175, subdivisions 4, 7, and by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 115B. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krinkie Mmphy Reding Van Del1en 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Krueger Neary Rest Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rhodes Vickerman 
Asch Dehler Huntley Leppik Ness Rice Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Lieder Olson, K. Radosovich Waltman 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, M. Rukavina Weaver 
Beard Dorn Jefferson Lindner Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Lourey Opatz Sekhon Welle 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A Luther Orenstein Simoneau Wenzel 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Orfield Skoglund Winter 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Osthoff Smith Wolf 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mahon Ostrom Solberg Worke 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis Mariani Ozment Stanius Workman 
Brown, K Goodno Kelley McCollum Pauly Steensma 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pawlenty Swenson 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pelowski Tomassoni 
Clark Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Perlt Tompkins 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Trimble 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Tunheim 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

s. F. No. 1315, 

'The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee .. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1315 

A bill for an act relating to burial grounds; creating a council of traditional Indian practitioners to make 
recommendations regarding the management, treatment, and protection of Indian burial grounds and of human 
remains or artifacts contained in or removed from those grounds; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 307. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 11, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1315, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1315 be further amended as follows: 
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Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [307.082] [CIVIL ACTIONS.] 

The attorney general 2!. the county attorney may maintain a civil action seeking ~ temporary or permanent 
injunction or other appropriate relief against ~ person who.!§. alleged to have committed a violation of section 307.08, 
subdivision 2. The action must be brought within one year after the alleged violation is discovered and reported to 
the state archeologist or the Indian affairs council. The action must be filed in either the district court of the county 
in which the alleged violation occurred or in which the alleged violator resides." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to burial grOlmds; providing for a civil action; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 307." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: DON BETZOLD, JOANNE E. BENSON AND HAROLD R. "SKIP" FINN. 

House Conferees: KAREN CLARK, THOMAS PUGH AND DAVE BISHOP. 

Clark moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1315 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1315, A bill for an act relating to burial grounds; creating a council of traditional Indian practitioners to 
make recommendations regarding the management, treahnent, and protection of Indian burial grounds and of human 
remains or artifacts contained in or removed from those grounds; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 307. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 126 yeas and a nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Hasskamp Klinzing Milbert Pawlenty Steensma 
Anderson, 1. Dauner Haukoos Knickerbocker Molnau Pelowski Swenson 
Anderson, R Davids Hausman Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Tomassoni 
Asch Dawkins Holsten Krinkie Munger Peterson Tompkins 
Battaglia Dehler Hugoson Krueger Murphy Pugh Trimble 
Bauerly Delmont Huntley Lasley Neary Reding Tunheim 
Beard Dempsey Jacobs Leppik Nelson Rest Van Dellen 
Bergson Dom Jaros Lieder Ness Rhodes Vellenga 
Bertram Erhardt Jefferson Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vickerman 
BeUermann Evans Jennings Lindner Olson, M. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, A. Lourey Onnen Rukavina Waltman 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, R Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Brown, C. Garcia Johnson, V. Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Bro'WTl, K Girard Kahn Macklin Orfield Simoneau Wenzel 
Carlson Goodno Kalis Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelley Mariani Ostrom Smith Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kelso McCollum Ozment Solberg Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Kinkel McGuire Pauly Stanius Workman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Bishop moved that the vote whereby the House on Wednesday, May 12, 1993, refused to concur in the Senate 
amendments to H. F. No. 208 and that the Speaker appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members be now 
reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

The message from the Senate relating to H. F. No. 208 was again reported to the House. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Bishop moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 208 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 208, A bill for an act relating to human rights; prohibiting discrimination against certain persons who 
have physical or sensory disabilities and who use service animals; clarifying certain language governing transportation 
of disabled persons; clarifying the commissioner's acceptance of charges; amending MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 
363.01, subdivisions 30a, 35, 41b, and by adding a subdivision; 363.03, subdivisions 2, 4, and 10; and 473.144. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Trimble 
Anderson, 1. Davids Hausman Krinkie Mw:phy Pugh Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Neary Reding Van Dellen 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rest Vellenga 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Ness Rhodes Vickerman 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rice Wagenius 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rodosovich Walbnan 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Weaver 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, A Luther Opatz Sekhon Wenzel 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Winter. 
Blatz Garda Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Skoglund Wolf 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Smith Worke 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Solberg Workman 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Stanius 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Steensma 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Tompkins 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 869, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; providing for the prevention and suppression of 
wildfires; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 88.01, subdivisions 2, 6, 8, 15, 23, and by 
adding subdivisions; 88.02; 88.03; 88.04; 88.041; 88.05; 88.06; 88.065; 88.067; 88.08; 88.09, subdivision 2; 88.10; 88.11, 
subdivision 2; 88.12; 88.14; 88.15; 88.16; 88.17, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 88.18; and 88.22; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 88; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 88.17, subdivision 
2; and 88.19; and Laws 1992, chapter 556, sections 10 and 11. 
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The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Messrs. Lessard, Chmielewski and Frederickson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Ozment moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the two houses on S. F. No. 869. The motion prevailed. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 574, A bill for an act relating to retirement; administrative changes, age discrimination act compliance, 
death-while-active surviving spouse benefit improvements by the Minnesota state retirement system, the public 
employees retirement association, and teachers retirement association; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
3A.02, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 352.01, subdivisions 2b, and by adding a subdivision; 352.03, 
subdivisions 4, 4a, and 6; 352.04, subdivision 9; 352.113, subdivisions 2, 4, and 7; 352.115, subdivision 8; 352.12, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 13; 352.15, subdivision la, and by adding subdivisions; 352.22, subdivisions 1 and 
2; 352.23; 352.S5, subdivision 4; 352.93, subdivision 20; 352.94; 352.95, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 5; 352.951; 352.96, 
subdivisions 3 and 4; 352B.Ol, subdivisions.3 and 11; 352B.08, subdivisions 1 and 2a; 352B.I0, subdivisions I, 2, and 
5; 3526.101; 352B.105; 352B.11, subdivision 2; 352C.01; 352C.021; 352C.031; 352C.033; 352C.04; 352C.051; 352C.09; 
352D.015, subdivision 4; 3520.02, subdivision "3, and by adding a subdivision; 352D.04, subdivision 1; 352D.05, 
subdivisions 1,3, and 4; 3520.09, subdivision 5, and by adding subdivisions; 353.01, subdivisions 2, 2a, 2b, 6, 7, 10, 
11a, 12, 16, 2S, 31, 32, and by adding subdivisions; 353.017; 353.27, subdivision 7; 353.29, subdivision 1; 353.32, 
subdivision la; 353.33, subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, and by adding a subdivision; 353.34, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
353.35; 353.37; 353.64, subdivisions 1 and 5a; 353.656, subdivisions 1, la, 3, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 353A.OS, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 353A.1O, subdivision 4; 3536.11, subdivision 6; 353C.OS, subdivisions 1 and 2; 353D.02; 
353D.04; 3530.05, subdivision 3; 353D.07, subdivision 2; 354.35; 354.46, subdivisions 1 and 2; 354.4S, subdivisions 3 
and 10; 356.302, subdivisions 4 and 6; 356.453; 356.61; and 490.124, subdivisions 1 and 4; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 3A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3A.06; 352.01, subdivision 7; 352.12, 
subdivision 5; 352.22, subdivision 9; 352.73; 3526.01, subdivision 2a; 352B.131; 352B.14; 352B.261; 3526.262; 352B.2S; 
352D.05, subdivision 5; and 353.656, subdivision 6. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of th~ Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 584, A bill for an act relating to utilities; regulating telephone services to corrununication-impaired 
persons; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 237.49; 237.50, subdivision 3; 237.51, subdivision 2; and 237.52, 
subdivision 2; repealing Laws 1987, chapter 308, section 8. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 988, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; allowing the taking of two deer in designated counties; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97B.301, subdivisions 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1114, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; stamp design; training of hunting dogs; clothing 
requirements; raccoon season; rough fish taking by nonresidents; muskie size limits; taking of mussels; advance of 
matching funds; financing waterfowl development; defining "undressed bird "; regulating the taking of deer; regulating 
seasons on muskrat, mink, otter, and beaver; required license to take and condition of fish brought into the state from 
Canada; authorizing suspension of requirements upon action by Canadian authorities; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 84.085, by adding a subdivision; 97 A.01S, subdivision 49, and by adcling a subdivision; 97 A04S, 
subdivision 7; 97 A091, subdivision 2; 97 A.S31; 97B.00S, subdivisions 2 and 3; 97B.041; 97B.071; 97B.621, subdivision 
1; 97B.911; 97B.91S; 97B.921; 975.925; 97C.37S; 97C.40S; and 97C.701, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 97 A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 97 AS41; 97C.701, 
subdivisions 3, 4, and 5; 97C.705; and 97C.711. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recorrunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1524, A bill for an act relating to taxation; providing conditions and requirements for the issuance of 
public debt and for the financial obligations of authorities; providing an exemption from the mortgage registration 
tax; providing an exemption from an ad valorem taxation for certain lease purchase property; providing a property 
tax exemption for certain property devoted to public use; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 80A.12, by 
adding a subdivision; 275.065, subdivision 7; 287.04; 447.45, subdivision 2; 475.67, subdivisions 3 and 13; and SOIB.2S; 
repealing Minnesota Rules, part 2875.3532. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recorrunendation and report of the Conference Comrnittee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H, F. No. 427, A bill for an act relating to taxation; making technical corrections and administrative changes to sales 
and use taxes, income and franchise taxes, property taxes, and tax administration and enforcement; changing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82B.035, by adding a subdivision; 84.82, subdivision 
10; 86B.401, subdivision 12; 270.071, subdivision 2; 270.072, subdivision 2; 271.06, subdivision 1; 271.09, 
subdivision 3; 272,02, subdivisions 1 and 4; 272.025, subdivision 1; 272.12; 273.03, subdivision 2; 273.061, subdivision 
8; 273.124, subdivisions 9 and 13; 273.13, subdivision 25; 273.138, subdivision 5; 273.1398, subdivisions I, 3, and 5b; 
274.13, subdivision 1; 274.18; 275.065, subdivision Sa; 275.07, subdivisions 1 and 4; 275.28, subdivision 3; 275.295; 
277.D1, subdivision 2; 277.15; 277.17; 278.D1, subdivision 1; 278.02; 278.03; 278.04; 278.08; 278.09; 287.21, subdivision 
4; 287.22; 289A08, subdivisions 3, 10, and 15; 289A09, subdivision 1; 289A11, subdivisions 1 and 3; 289A12, 
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subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14; 289A.18, subdivisions 1 and 4; 289A.20, subdivision 4; 289A.2S, 
subdivisions 1,2, Sa, 6, 8, 10, and 12; 289A,26, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; 290A.04, subdivisions 1 and 2h; 296.14, 
subdivision 2; 297A.01, subdivision 3; 297B.01, subdivision S; 297B.03; 347.10; 348.04; 469.17S, subdivision S; and 
473H.I0, subdivision 3; Laws 1991, chapter 291, article I, section 65, as amended; Laws 1992, chapter 511, article 2, 
section 61; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 273; 289A; and 297; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 60A.13, subdivision 1a; 273.49; 274.19; 274.20; 277.011; 289A.08, subdivisions 9 and 12; 297 A.2S8; 
and 348.03. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Pappas; Mr. Johnson, D. J.; Mses. Flynn and Reichgott, and Mr. Belanger. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby arulOlll1Ce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H, F, No, 514, A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing for passive bioremediation; providing for 
review of agency employee decisions; increasing membership of petroleum tank release compensation board; 
establishing a fee schedule of costs or criteria for evaluating reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement; 
modifying petroleum tank release cleanup fee; modifying reimbursements; modifying consultant and contractor 
registration requirements; authorizing board to delegate its reimbursement powers and duties to the commissioner 
of commerce; requiring a report; authorizing rulemaking; appropriating money; amending MilUlesota Statutes 1992, 
sections l1SC02, subdivisions 10 and 14; lISC03, by adding subdivisions; lISC07, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 11SC08, 
subdivisions 1,2,3, and 4; 115C.09, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, 3c, and by adding a subdivision; and 115c.n, subdivision 
1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115C; repealing MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 
lISC01; lISC02; 11SC021; lISC03; 11SC04; lISC04S; lISCOS; lISC06; 11SC06S; lISC07; 115C.08; lISC09; l1SC10; 
lISCll; and lISC.12. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs, Novak, Morse and Dille. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H, F. No. 1225, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; authorizing use of money in the agricultural chemical 
response and reimbursement account for administrative costs; exempting certain pesticides from the ACRRA 
surcharge; requiring a report; appropriating money; repealing the hazardous substance labeling act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B.Ol, by adding subdivisions; 18B.135; 18B.14, subdivision 2; 18B.26, subdivision 
3; 18B.31, subdivision 1; 188.36, subdivision 2; 18B.37, subdivision 2; 18COOS, subdivisions 13 and 3S; 18CllS, 
subdivision 2; 18C.211, subdivision 1; 18C.215, subdivision 2; 18C.305, subdivision 2; 18E.03, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
21.85, subdivision 10; 325F.19, subdivision 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B.07, subdivision 3; 
18C21l, subdivision 3; 18C21S, subdivision 3; 24.32; 24.33; 24.34; 24.3S; 24.36; 24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; 24.42; 
2S.46; and 2S.47. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Morse; Bertram and Ms, Krentz. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1529, A bill for an act relating to state government; reviewing the possible reorganization and 
consolidation of agencies and departments with environmental and natural resource functions; creating a legislative 
task force; requiring establishment of worker participation committees before possible agency restructuring. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Pogemiller, Stumpf and Morse. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVE:I:\;, Secretary of the Senate 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLA TNE ADMINISTRA nON 

Anderson, 1., from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration, pursuant to rule 1.09, designated the 
following bill as a Special Order to be acted upon immediately preceding printed Special Orders for 
Friday, May 14, 1993: 

S, F. No, 1624, 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 1624, A bill for an act relating to claims against the state; providing for payment of various claims; 
appropriating money. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Tunheim 
Anderson, L Davids Hausman Krinkie Murphy Reding Van Dellen 
Anderson, R Dawkins Holsten Krueger Neary Rest Vellenga 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rhodes Vickerman 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppil< Ness Rice Wagenius 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Waltman 
Beard Dam Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Weaver 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Seagren Wejcman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Onnen Sekhon Welle 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A Luther Opatz Simoneau Wenzel 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Winter 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Smith Wolf 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Solberg Worke 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Stanius Workman 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Steensma 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Swenson 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Tomassoni 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing MoInau Pelowski Tompkins 
Cooper Hasskarnp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Peterson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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S. F. No. 1081 was reported to the House. 

Carruthers; Osthoff; Pugh; Stanius; Abrams; Anderson, 1.; Skoglund; Macklin; Mahon and Ozment moved to amend 
S. F. No.1 081, as follows: 

Pages 1 to 7, delete section 2, and insert: 

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.123, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3c. [DISTRICT BOUNDARIES.] The council district boundaries are ill!. follows: 

ill The first council district consists of that portion of Hennepin county consisting of the cities of Champlin, 
Corcoran, Dayton, Greenfield, Independence, Loretto, Maple Grove, Maple Plain, Medicine Lake, Medina, Minnetrista, 
Mound, Osseo, Plymouth, Rockford, Rogers, and St. Bonifacius, and the town of Hassan. 

ill The second council district consists of that portion of Hennepin COWlty. consisting of the citit's of Brooklyn 
Center, Brooklyn Park. CrystaL New Hope. and Robbinsdale. 

ill The third council district consists of that portion of Hennepin county consisting of the cities of Deephaven, 
Edina, Excelsior, Greenwood, Hopkins, Long Lake, MilUletonka, Minnetonka Beach, Orono. Shorewood, Spring Park, 
Tonka ~ Wayzata, and Woodland. 

ill The fourth council district consists of Carver county, that portion of Dakota county consisting of the £itv. of 
Lakeville, that portion of Hennepin county consisting of the cities of Chanhassan and Eden Prairie. and that portion 
of Scott county in the metropolitan area not included in the fifth council district . 

.L2l The fifth council district consists of that portion of Hennepin county consisting of the cities of Bloomington and 
Richfield and the unorganized territory of Fort Snelling, and that portion of Scott county consisting of the cities of 
Savage and Shakopee. 

ill The sixth council district consists of that portion of Hennepin county consisting of the cities of Golden Valley 
and Sf. Louis Park and that portion of the .9!Y of Minneapolis .!Y!!lg west and south of ~ line described as follows: 
commencing at the intersection of the southern boundary of the .Q!y of Minneapolis and Interstate Highwav 35W, 
northerly along Interstate Highway 35W to Minnehaha Parkway, northeasterly along Minnehaha Parkway to 50th 
Street S westerly along 50th Street E. to Stevens Avenue ~ northerly along Stevens Avenue S. to 46th Street L 
westerly along 46th Street E. to Nicollet Avenue ~ northerly along Nicollet Avenue S. to 36th Street ~ westerly 
along 36th Street W. to Blaisdell Avenue ~ northerly along Blaisdell Avenue S. to 34th Street YY..:..t.. westerly along 34th 
Street VIo". to Grand Avenue & northerly along Grand Avenue S. to 32nd Street ~ westerly along 32nd Street W. to 
Harriet Avenue ~ northerly along Harriet Avenue .§.:. to 31st Street ~ westerly along 31st Street W. to Garfield 
Avenue ~ northerly along Garfield Avenue S. to Lake Street ~ westerly along Lake Street W. to Lyndale Avenue 
~ northerly along Lyndale Avenue S. to the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks, westerly along the northern branch 
of the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks to Glenwood Avenue & westerly along Glenwood Avenue N. to the 
western boundary of the 9!y of Minneapolis. 

ill The seventh council district consists of that portion of the .Q!y of Minneapolis !Y!!:!g within ~ line described as 
follows: commencing at the intersection of the northern boundary of the .£i!y, of Minneapolis and the Mississippi 
River. southerly along the east bank of the Mississippi River to State Highway 122 southwesterly along State Highway 
122 to Cedar Avenue ~ southerly along Cedar Avenue S. to Minnehaha Avenue, southeasterly along Minnehaha 
Avenue to Cedar Avenue ~ southerly along Cedar Avenue S. to Hiawatha Avenue, southerly along Hiawatha 
Avenue to 28th Street L westerly along 28th Street E. to 21st Avenue ~ southerly along 21st Avenue S. to 32nd Street 
1h westerly along 32nd Street E. to 19th Avenue ~ southerly along 19th Avenue S. to 34th Street 1h westerly along 
34th Street E. to Bloomington Avenue ~ southerly along Bloomington Avenue S. to 36th Street L westerly along 36th 
Street.li:. to 10th Avenue ~ southerly along 10th Avenue S. to 38th Street 1h westerly along 38th Street E. to Elliot 
Avenue ~ southerly along Elliot Avenue S. to 44th Street 1h westerly along 44th Street E. to Chicago Avenue ~ 
southerly along Chicago Avenue S. to 50th Street L westerly along 50th Street E. to Park Avenue ~ southerly along 
Park A venue S. to Minnehaha Parkway, westerly along Minnehaha Parkway to the eastern boundary of the sixth 
council district. northerly and westerly along the boundary of the sixth council district to the western boundary of 
the.£!tv. of Minneapolis, northerly and then easterly along the boundaries of the .£i!Y. of Minneapolis to the point of 
origin. 
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ill The eighth council district consists of that portion of the fi!y of Minneapolis not included in the sixth or seventh 
council district. 

.f2l The ninth council district consists of that portion of Anoka county not included in the tenth council district and 
that portion of Ramsey county consisting of the cities of Blaine and Spring Lake Park. 

11.Ql The tenth council district consists of that portion of Anoka county consisting of the cities of Columbia Heights! 
Coon Rapids! Fridley, and Hilltop, that portion of Hennepin county consisting of the .9!.y of St. Anthony, and that 
portion of Ramsey county consisting of the cities of Mounds View, New Brighton, and St. Anthony. 

f11l The eleventh council district consists of that portion of Ramsey county consisting of the cities of Arden Hills, 
Gem LakecLittle Canada, North Oaks, Roseville, Shoreview, Vadnais Heights, and White Bear Lake and the town of 
White Bear, and that portion of the fi!y of Maplewood not included in the hvelfth council district, and that portion 
of Washington county consisting of the fi!y of White Bear Lake . 

.Q.1l The twelfth council district consists of that portion of Ramsey county consisting of the £!y of North St. Paul 
and that portion of the Q.!y of Maplewood 1Yi!!g east and south of ~ line described as follows: commencing at the 
intersection of the southern boundary of the si!v. of Maplewood and White Bear Avenue, northerly along White Bear 
Avenue to North St. Paul Road, northeasterly along North St. Paul Road to the eastern boundary of the .£!it of 
Maplewood, and that portion of Washington county not included in the eleventh or sixteenth council district. 

@ The thirteenth council district consists of that portion of Ramsey county consisting of that portion of the Qtv. 
of St. Paul !Y!!::!g south of ~ line described as follows: commencing at the intersection of the eastern boundary of the 
9.tv. of St. Paul and Old Hudson Road, westerly along Old Hudson Road to White Bear Avenue, northerly along White 
Bear Avenue to East 3rd Street westerly along East 3rd Street to Tohnson Parkway, northerly along Tohnson Parkway 
to East 4th Street westerly along East 4th Street to Mounds Boulevard, southeasterly along Moimds Boulevard to East 
3rd Street, southeasterly along East 3rd Street to the Burlington Northern Railroad tracks, northerly along the 
Burlington Northern Railroad tracks to the east-west Burlington Northern Railroad tracks, westerly along the east-west 
Burlington Northern Railroad tracks to Interstate Highway 35E, southerly along Interstate Highway 35E to University 
Avenue, westerly along University Avenue to Cleveland Avenue, southerly along Cleveland Avenue to Interstate 
Highway .2i. westerly along Interstate Highway 94 to the western boundary of the si!v. of St-;' Paul. 

1Hl The fourteenth council district consists of that portion of Ramsey county consisting of the cities of Falcon 
Heights and Lauderdale, and that portion of the £i!y of St. Paul not included in the thirteenth council district. 

@ The fifteenth council district consists of that portion of Dakota county consisting of the cities of ~ Valley, 
Burnsville, Eagan, Lilydale, Mendota, and Mendota Heights. 

ll..§l The sixteenth council district consists of that portion of Dakota cOlmty in the metropolitan area not included 
in the fourth or fifteenth council district, and that portion of Washington county consisting of the cities of Cottage 
Grove, Hastings, and St. Paul Park and the towns of Denmark and Grey Cloud Island." 

Page 8, line 28, strike "Following each" and delete "redrawing" 

Page 8, line 29, strike "of metropolitan council districts" and insert "Within 120 days after ~ redistricting plan takes 
effect" 

Page 9, line 13, strike everything after the period 

Page 9, line 14, strike the old language 

Page 10, line 30, reinstate the stricken "The members shall be appointed by the governor" 

Page 11, line 1, reinstate the stricken period 

Pages 11 and 12, delete sections 7 and 8 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Carruthers, Knickerbocker and Abrams moved to amend S. F. No. 1081, as amended, as follows: 
/ 

Page 8, line 34, strike "A," and reinstate the stricken "B," 

Page 8, line 36, delete "]2." and insert "~" and strike the comma after the stricken "G" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

[59TH DAY 

S. F. No. 1081, A bill for an act relating to the metropolitan council; redrawing the boundaries of council districts; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 473.123, subdivision 3a, and by adding a subdivision; 473,141, 
subdivisions 2 and 4a; 473.373, subdivision 4a; 473.604, subdivision 1; and 473.703, subdivisions 1 and 2; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.123, subdivision 3b. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 111 yeas and 18 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Gutknecht 
Anderson, I. Dauner Haukoos 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hausman 
Asch Dehler Holsten 
Battaglia Dehnont Jacobs 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros 
Beard Darn Jefferson 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R. 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. 
Blatz Garcia Kahn 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis 
Carlson Goodno Kinkel 
Carruthers Greenfield Klinzing 
Clark Gruenes Knickerbocker 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Commers 
Davids 
Greiling 

Hasskamp 
Hugoson 
Huntley 

Kellev 
Kelso 
McCollum 

Koppendrayer 
Krinkie 
Krueger 
Lasley 
Leppik 
Lieder 
Limmer 
Lindner 
Lourey 
Luther 
Lynch 
Macklin 
Mahon 
Mariani 
Milbert 
Mosel 

Molnau 
Olson, M. 
Orfield 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 580 was reported to the House. 

Pugh moved to amend S. F. No. 580, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

Munger 
Murphy 
Neary 
Nelson 
Ness 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Onnen 
Opatz 
Orenstein 
Osthoff 
Ostrom 
Ozment 
Pawlenty 
Pelowski 
Peterson 

Pauly 
PerIt 
Seagren 

Pugh 
Reding 
Rest 
Rhodes 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Smith 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

Tomassoni 
Trimble 
Workman 

Tompkins 
Tunheirn 
Van Dellen 
Vellenga 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
Worke 
Spk. Long 

"Section 1. [6.551] [EXAMINATION OF GRANTEES AND CONTRACTORS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.] 

The state auditor may examine the books, records, documents, and accounting procedures and practices of !!. 
contractor or grantee of !!. local government pursuant to section 16B.06, subdivision.1:. The examination shall be 
limited to the books, records, documents, and accounting procedures and practices that are relevant to the contract 
or transaction with the local government. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 6.56, is amended to read: 

6.56 [COST OF EXAMINATION, PAYMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION,] As used in this section. "political subdivision" means ~ county, home rule charter 
or statutory ~ town, school district, metropolitan or regional agency. or other special purpose district of the state 
of Minnesota. 

Subd. b. [BILLINGS BY STATE AUDITOR.] Upon the examination of the books, records, accounts, and affairs of 
any eeliPL*, , eity, tST .. R, SF seAee} a:isft'iet political subdivision, as provided by law, such esl::t:Fj'Y, eif}, tSV\7Fl:, SF sEResl 
eHsffief political subdivision shall be liable to the state for the total cost and expenses of such examination, including 
the salaries paid to the examiners while actually engaged in making such examination. The state auditor may bill 
such ee\:tR~, eit,., ls'i. H, SF seRssl ais~pie~ political subdivision monthly for service rendered and the officials 
responsible for approving and paying claims are authorized to pay said bill promptly. Said payments shall be without 
prejudice to any defense against said claims that may exist or be asserted. The general fund shall be credited with 
all collections made for any such examinationsL including interest payments made pursuant to subdivision 3. 

Subd.2, [PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON LATE PAYMENTS REQUIRED.] .w.;i political subdivision shall ~ 
interest to the state auditor for undisputed billings when the political subdivision has not paid the billing within 60 
days folloWing receipt of the invoice. A negotiated contract or agreement between .s.political subdivision and the state 
auditor which requires an audit !?v. the political subdivision before acceptance and payment of the state auditor's 
invoice shall not be considered past due' until 60 days after the completion of the audit .Qy the political subdivision. 
Before any interest payment is made, the state auditor must invoice the political subdivision for the interest. 

ill The rate of interest paid £y the political subdivision on undisputed bills not paid within 60 days shall be 1.5 
percent ~ month Q!. ~ part of .s. month. 

1£l No interest penalties may ~ against .s. political subdivision that delays payment of .! bill due to .s. 
disagreement with the state auditor over the validity of the bill if the dispute ~ settled within 60 days after the bill 
became due. Upon the resolution of the dispute, the political subdivision must ~ the state auditor accrued interest 
on all proper invoices for which payment was not received within 60 days following the receipt of the original invoice. 

!.Ql The minimum monthly interest penalty payment that! political subdivision shall R!Y the state auditor for the 
unpaid balance for W one overdue bill equal to or in ~ of $100, ~ $10. For unpaid balances of less than $100, 
the political subdivision shall ~ the actual penalty due to the state auditor .. 

Sec. 3. [6.745] [SUMMARY BUDGET DATA TO THE STATE AUDITOR.] 

Subdivision 1. [CITIES.] Annually, upon adoption of the.£!h:: budget, the.£!h:: council of each home rule charter 
or statutory fib:: shall forward summary budget information to the office of the state auditor. The summary budget 
information shall be provided on forms prescribed Qy the state auditor. The office of the state auditor shall work with 
representatives of .9!v. government to develop a budget reporting form that conforms with £!tv budgeting practices 
and provides the necessary summary budget information to the office of the state auditor. The summary budget data 
shall be provided to the office of the state auditor no later than December 31 of the year preceding each budget year. 

Subd. b. [COUNTIES.] Annually, upon adoption of the county budget, the county board shall forward summary 
budget information to the office of the state auditor. The summary budget information shall be provided on forms 
prescribed.Qy the state auditor. The office of the state auditor shall work with representatives of county government 
to develop .s. budget reporting form that conforms with coun!y budgeting practices and provides the necessary 
summary budget information to the office of the state auditor. The summary budget data shall be provided to the 
office of the state auditor !!Q later than December 31 of the year preceding each budget year. 

Sec. 4. [6.77] [COUNTY FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING STANDARDS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.];i county financial accounting and reporting standards task force is established 
to assist Minnesota counties to maintain and revise the county financial accounting and reporting standards system 
based .Q!l generally accepted governmental accounting principles. The task force shall also provide! forum for 
representatives of the counties and state to work together to develop uniform standards for financial reporting. 
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Subd. b. [MEMBERSHIP.] The task force shall be composed of 13 members. Members shall be selected as follows . 

.!.ill. The commissioners of revenue, health. human services. and transportation shall each appoint an individual to 
serve Q!l the task force. The commissioners of each department shall give priority consideration to appointing 
individuals who are familiar with county financial reporting standards and generally accepted accounting principles. 

ill The state court administrator shall appoint! district court administrator representing a judicial district in which 
the responsibility for all district court operations has not been assumed !:!Y. the state, 

!£l The state auditor, after consulting with statewide county associations. shall appoint seven representatives of 
county government. All representatives of county government shall be familiar with county financial reporting 
standards and generally accepted accounting principles. The county representatives shall include at least one county 
auditor, one county administrator, one county financial officer, one representative familiar with financing of county 
highway departments. and ~ representative familiar with financing of county human services. 

@ The state auditor. or a designee of the state auditor, 'shall chair the task force, 

. Subd.1. [DUTIES.] The task force shall meet periodically at the call of the chair. The task force shall recommend 
to the state auditor changes in the chart of accounts necessitated l2.Y. changes in financial reporting standards. !! shall 
assist counties to implement new accounting and reporting requirements necessitated l2.Y.law .Q!£.v. generally accepted 
governmental accounting principles. All agencies of state government are directed to submit to the task force for its 
review and comment any proposed changes in their fiscal reporting requirements for counties. The task force shall 
undertake other advisory duties related to county accounts and data standards as it deems necessary and shall make 
recommendations to the state auditor and other appropriate individuals and agencies. 

Sec. 5. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 16B.06, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SUBJECT TO AUDIT.] A contract or any disbursement of public funds to a provider of services or a 
grantee made by or under the supervision of the commissioner, an agency, or any county or lilit of local government 
must include, expressly or impliedly, an audit clause that provides that the books, records, documents, and accounting 
procedures and practices of the contractor or other party, relevant to the contract or transaction are subject to 
examination by the contracting agency, and either the legislative auditor or the state auditor as appropriate. !f the 
contracting agency i§.! local unit of government. and the governing body of the local unit of government requests 
that the state auditor examine the books. records. ,documents. and accounting procedures and practices of the 
contractor Q!. other E!!:tv. pursuant to this subdivision, the contracting agency shall be liable for the ~ of the 
examination. If the contracting agency.!§.! local mtit of government, and the grantee, contractor, or other ~ 
requests that the state auditor examine all books, records, documents. and accounting procedures and practices related 
to the contract. the grantee, contractor, or other e!!v that requested the examination shall be liable for the cost of the 
examination. A state contract made for purchase, lease, or license of software and data from the state is not required 
to contain that audit clause. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 43A.17, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [POLmCAL SUBDNISION 6AbA~Y COMPENSATION LIMIT.] The salary and the value of all other 
forms of compensation of a person employed by a statutory or home rule charter city, county, town, school district, 
metropolitan or regional agency, or other political subdivision of this state, or employed under section 422A.03, may 
not exceed 95 percent of the salary of the governor as set under section 15A.082, except as provided in this 
subdivision. Deferred compensation and payroll allocations to purchase an individual annuity contract for an 
employee are included in determining the employee's salary. Other forms of compensation which shall be included 
to determine an employee'S total compensation are all other direct and indirect items of compensation which are not 
specifically excluded 12Y. this subdivision. Other forms of compensation which shall not be included in! determination 
of ill! employee's total compensation for the purposes of this subdivision are: 

ill employee benefits that are also provided for the majority of all other fullMtime employees of the political 
subdivision, vacation and sick leave allowances, health and dental insurance. disability insurance. term life insurance, 
and pension benefits; 

ill dues paid to organizations that ~ of ! civic. professionaL educationaL or governmental nature; and 

ill reimbursement for actual expenses incurred l2.Y. the employee which the governing body determines to be 
directly related to the performance of i.QQ. responsibilities, including any relocation expenses paid during the initial 
year of employment. 
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The value of other forms of compensation shall be the annual cost to the political subdivision for the provision of 
the compensation. The salary of a medical doctor or doctor of osteopathy occupying a position that the governing 
body of the political subdivision has determined requires an M.D. or D.O. degree is excluded from the limitation in 
this subdivision. The commissioner Olay increase the limitation in this subdivision for a position that the 
commissioner has determined requires special expertise necessitating a higher salary to attract or retain a qualified 
person. The commissioner shall review each proposed increase giving due consideration to salary rates paid to other 
persons with similar responsibilities in the state and nation. The commissioner !flay not increase the limitation until 
the commissioner has presented the proposed increase to the legislative commission on employee relations and 
received the conunission's recommendation on it. The recommendation is advisory only. If the corrunission does not 
give its recommendation on a proposed increase within 30 days from its receipt of the proposal, the commission is 
deemed to have recommended approvaL 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.602, is amended to read: 

340A.602 [CONTINUATION.] 

In any city in which the report of the operations of a municipal liquor store has sho\AlIl a net loss prior to interfund 
transfer in any two of three consecutive years i:3sl'lt (1) a Ret less alta (2) ERat RS eSRtriel;ltisfl ts eEReF ml;lJ1:ieipal funas 
.Ras BeeR ffiaele ffsm tl=te Ret iR€Sft.e sf tRe 8F'eFaa8fl, the city council shall, not more than 45 days prior to the end 
of the fiscal year following the three-year period, hold a public hearing on the question of whether the city shall 
continue to operate a municipal liquor store. Two weeks notice, written in clear and easily understandable language, 
of the hearing must be printed in the city's official newspaper. Following the hearing the city council mayan its own 
motion or shall upon petition of five percent or more of the registered voters of the city, submit to the voters at a 
general or special municipal election the question of whether the city shall continue or discontinue municipal liquor 
store operations by a date which the city <;ouncil shall designate. The date designated by the city council must not 
be more than 30 months following the date of the election. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 375.162, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The county board may authorize an imprest fund for the purpose of advancing money to officers or 
employees to pay their actual and necessary expenses in attending meetings outside the county or for other travel that 
i§. related to the performance of their jQQ. duties. The county board shall appoint a custodian of the fund who shall 
be responsible for its safekeeping and disbursement according to law. Attendance at meetings and other travel 
outside the county shall be authorized in advance by the county board. At a meeting of the county board in the 
month after a meetiflg approved travel outside the county, the officer or employee shall submit an itemized claim for 
the actual and necessary expenses incurred and paid iR atteflEliRg the ffieeHflg related to the approved travel. The 
county board shall act upon it as in the case of other claims and a warrant shall be issued to the officer or employee 
for the amount allowed. The officer or employee shall use the proceeds of the warrant to repay the amount advanced 
from the fund. If the amount approved by the county board is insufficient to repay the advance, the officer or 
employee shall be personally res'ponsible for the difference. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 375.18, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [DEFINmON.] For purposes of this section, !! "county administrative official" shall ~!! county 
auditor. treasurer. auditor-treasurer. administrator. coordinator. manager. a clerk/administrator. or !. senior fiscal 
officer. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 375.18, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY FOR PAYING CERTAIN CLAIMS.] Ii county board, at its discretion, 
may delegate its authority to e!Y certain,claims made against the county to ~ county administrative official. County 
boards opting to delegate their authority to review claims before payment pursuant to this subdivision shall have 
internal accounting and administrative control procedures to ensure the proper disbursement of public funds. The 
procedures shall include regular and frequent review of the county administrative officials' actions .l2y the board. A 
list of all claims paid under the procedures established .Qy the county board shall be presented to the board for 
informational purposes only at the next regularly scheduled meeting after payment of the claim. ~ county board that 
delegates its authority to J2.2Y certain claims made against the county must adopt a resolution authorizing! specified 
county administrative official to ~ the claims that meet the standards and procedures established Qy the board. This 
subdivision does not!!pp!y to ~ home rule charter county for which the county charter provides an alternative method 
for ~ claims made against the county. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 412.271, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IMETHOD.] No disbursement of city funds, including funds of any mW1icipalliquor dispensary 
operated by the city, shall be made except by an order drawn by the mayor and clerk upon the treasurer. Except 
when issued for the payment of judgments, salaries and wages previously fixed by the councilor by statute, principal 
and interest on obligations, rent and other fixed charges, the exact amoWlt of which has been previously determined 
by contract authorized by the council, and except as otherwise provided in subdivisions 4 aft6.L 5L and.§., no order shall 
be issued until the claim to which it relates has been audited and allowed by the council. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 412.271, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Z:. [DEFINITION.J For purposes of this section, !! :Qty administrative official" ~!! city manager, 
administrator, treasurer, senior fiscal officer, clerk, or clerk-treasurer. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 412.271, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!h [DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY FOR PAYING CERTAIN CLAIMS.] A.9lY COlUlcil, at its discretion, may 
delegate its authority to ~ certain claims made against the Q!y to!!£!!y administrative official. City councils opting 
to delegate their authority to review claims before payment pursuant to this subdivision shall have internal accounting 
and administrative control procedures to ensure the proper disbursement of public funds. The procedures shall 
include regular and freguent review of the.Q!y administrative officials' actions Qy the council. A list of all claims paid 
under the procedures established .Qy the.£i.!Y. council shall be presented to the council for informational purposes only 
at the next regularly scheduled meeting after payment of the claim. A,.£i.!y council that delegates its authority to ~ 
certain claims made against the £tty must adopt a resolution authorizing a specified Q!y administrative official to ~ 
the claims that meet the standards and procedures established Qy the council. A.9!v. council of!!.Q!y that does not 
prepare annual audited financial statements which have been attested to Qy !!!l independent certified public 
accountant, public accountant. or the state auditor. may not delegate its authority for ~ certain claims against 
the .£!tv. pursuant to this subdivision. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 412.641, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The city manager shall be chosen by the council solely on the basis of training, experience, and 
administrative qualifications and need not be a resident of the city at the time of appointment. The manager shall 
be appointed for an indefinite period and may be removed by the' council at any time, but after having served as 
manager for one year the city manager may demand written charges and a public hearing on the charges before the 
council prior to the date when final removal takes effect. A demand for written charges and a hearing must be made 
within ~ days of notification of the council's intent to remove the.9!v manager. The ,council shall set! date and 
a reasonable time for a public hearing. which must be held within 30 days of the demand and may not be reconvened 
or recessed until a further date, absent approval of the COlUlcii. The council shall notify the .£tiy manager within five 
days of the hearing, of the council's decision to retain or remove the .£!!v. manager. The decision of the council is finaL 
Pending such hearing and removalL the council may suspend the managerL with or without E!!Yt. at the council's 
discretion. from office. The council may designate some properly qualified person to perform the duties of the 
manager during absence or disability. 

Sec. 15, [465.722] [SEVERANCE PAY FOR HIGHLY COMPENSATED EMPLOYEES.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.J For the purposes of this section, the terms defined in this subdivision have the 
meanings given them. 

1& "Local unit of government" means !! statutory or home rule charter £i!L. county. town. school district, 
metropolitan or regional agency, or other political subdivision. 

ill "Wages" has the meaning provided Qy section 3401(a) of the Intemal Revenue Code of 1986, ~ amended 
through December ~ 1992. 

1£1 "Highly compensated employee" means an employee of a local unit of government with estimated annual wages 
that: 

ill!!!!: greater than 60 percent of the governor's annual ~ and 

ill ~ egual !2t. Q!. greater than, 80 percent of the estimated annual wages of the second highest paid employee of 
the local unit of government. 
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Subd. b. ILIMITS ON SEVERANCE PAY.1 Notwithstanding any contrary provision of section 465.72, 
subdivision.1. severance f@X. for Q. highly compensated employee includes benefits or compensation with a guantifiable 
monetary value, that are' provided for an employee upon termination of employment and ~ not part of the 
employee's annual wages and benefits and are not specifically excluded!zy this subdivision. Severance m!Y shall not 
include payments for accumulated vacation, accumulated sick leave, and accumulated sick leave liguidated to cover 
the cost of ~ term insurance provided under section 471.61 to retiring employees. Severance a:. for i! highly 
compensated employee does not include payments of periodic contributions Qy 2!!. employer toward premiums for 
~ insurance policies. The severance .I2£Y for !!. highly compensated employee must be excluded from retirement 
deductions and from any calculations of retirement benefits. Severance I@.Y. for !!. highly compensated employee must 
be paid in a manner mutually agreeable to the employee and the governing body of the local unit of government over 
£ period not to exceed five years from retirement or termination of employment. If a retired or terminated employee 
dies before all or £. portion of the severance ~ has been disbursed, the balance due must be paid to £. named 
beneficiary 2!L lacking one, to the deceased's estate. Except as provided in subdivision.1. severance ~ provided for 
£. highly compensated employee leaving employment may not exceed an amount equivalent to six months of wages. 

Subd. ~ [EXCEPTIONS TO MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SEVERANCE PAY FOR A HIGHLY COMPENSATED 
EMPLOYEE.] Severance ~ for £. highly compensated employee may exceed ~ amount equivalent to six months of 
wages if: 

ill the severance I@.Y. benefit is included in an employment contract between the employee and the local unit of 
government that is in effect on the effective date of this section, and the termination of employment occurs before the 
expiration date of said contract; 

ill the severance ~i§.part of an early retirement incentive offer approved ~ the governing body of the local unit 
of government and the offer results in a net salary and benefit savings to the budget of the local unit of government 
upon retirement of the employee and hiring of a replacement employee in the vacant position; or 

ill the commissioner of employee relations has determined a position within a specific local unit of government 
requires special expertise necessitating a larger severance ~ guarantee to attract or retain !!. qualified person. The 
commissioner shall develop a process for the governing body of !!,local unit of government to use when applying for 
an exemption under this clause. The commissioner shall review each proposed exemption giving due consideration 
to severance ~ guarantees that are made to other persons with similar responsibilities in the state and nation. 

Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to allow total severance payments for a highly compensated employee 
that exceed the limits established in section 465.72. 

Subd.!. [GOVERNING BODY MUST APPROVE CERTAIN PAYMENTS; TIME FOR RECISION.] Notwithstanding 
section 13.43, subdivision b. any payment to £. highly compensated employee for settling disputed claims, whether 
or not the claims have been filed, or any payment to £. highly compensated employee for terminating a written 
employment contract, must be approved Qy the governing body of the local unit of government during ~ public 
meeting. The financial terms of a payment made pursuant to this subdivision must be made public at the meeting. 
The effective date of the governing body's approval of a payment made pursuant to this subdivision shall be 15 days 
after the date of the public meeting. The governing body of a local unit of government approving a payment pursuant 
to this subdivision, or the employee to whom the payment is to be made. may rescind 2!. reject the payment, prior 
to the effective date of the governing body's approval. 

Sec. 16. [471.666] [PERSONAL USE OF PUBLICLY-OWNED AUTOMOBILES PROHIBITED.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.} For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall ~ 

icl "Local government vehicle" means a vehicle owned or leased Qy a political subdivision of the state of Mirmesota 
2!. loaned to a political subdivision. 

ru "Political subdivision" means a statutory or home rule charter £i!L. county, town, school district. metropolitan 
2!. regional ~ 2!. other special purpose district of this state. 

19 "Local government employee" or "employee" means an individual who is appointed or employed EY a political 
subdivision, including all elected officials of political subdivisions. 
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Subd. b. [RESTRICTED USES.] A local government vehicle may be used only for authorized local government 
business, including personal use that is clearly incidental to the use of the vehicle for local government business. A 
local government vehicle may not be used for transportation to or from the residence of a local government employee, 
except as provided in subdivision 3. 

Subd.2:. [PERMIITED USES.] A local government vehicle may be used Qy a local government employee to travel 
to or from the employee's residence: 

ill in connection with work-related activities during hours when the employee is not working; 

ill if. the employee has been assigned the ~ of ~ local government vehicle for authorized local government 
business on an extended basis, and the employee's primary place of work is not the local government work station 
to which the employee is permanently assigned; or 

ill if the employee has been assigned the use of ~ local government vehicle for authorized local government 
business away from the work station to which the employee ~ permanently assigned, and the number of miles 
traveled. or the time needed to conduct the business, will be minimized if the employee uses ~ local government 
vehicle to travel to the employee's residence before or after traveling to the place of local government business. 

Subd.!. [EXCEPTIONS.] This section does not ~ to public safety vehicles that are owned or leased Qy ~ 
political subdivision. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 475.66, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Subject to the provisions of any resolutions or other instruments securing obligations payable from a debt 
service fund, any balance in the fund may be invested 

(a) in governmental bonds, notes, bills, mortgages, and other securities, which are direct obligations or are 
guaranteed or insured issues of the United States, its agencies, its instrumentalities, or organizations created by an 
act of CongressL excluding mortgage-backed securities that are defined as high risk pursuant to subdivision 2., or in 
certificates of deposit secured by letters of credit issued by federal home loan banks, 

(b) in shares of an investment company (1) registered under the Federal Investment Company Act of 1940, whose 
shares are registered under the Federal Securities Act of 1933, and (2) whose only inveshnents are in (i) securities 
described in the preceding clause, except that mortgage-backed securities defined as high risk pursuant to subdivision 
.:2 do not ~ to shares of an investment company, (ii) general obligation tax-exempt securities rated A or better by 
a national bond rating service, and (iii) repurchase agreements or reverse repurchase agreements fully collateralized 
by those securities, if the repurchase agreements or reverse repurchase agreements are entered into only with those 
primary reporting dealers that report to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and with the 100 largest United States 
commercial banks, 

(c) in any security which is (1) a general obligation of the state of Minnesota or any of its municipalities, or (2) a 
general obligation of another state or local government with taxing powers which is rated A or better by a national 
bond rating service, or (3) a general obligation of the Minnesota housing finance agency, or (4) a general obligation 
of a housing finance agency of any state if it includes a moral obligation of the state, or (5) a general or revenue 
obligation Qf any agency or authority of the state of Minnesota other than a general obligation of the Minnesota 
housing finance agency. Investments under clauses (3) and (4) must be in obligations that are rated A or better by 
a national bond rating service and investments tmder clause (5) must be in obligations that are rated AA or better by 
a national bond rating service, 

(d) in bankers acceptances of United States banks eligible for purchase by the Federal Reserve System, 

(e) in commercial paper issued by United States corporations or their Canadian subsidiaries that is of the highest 
quality and matures in 270 days or less, or 

(f) in guaranteed investment contracts issued or guaranteed by United States commercial banks or domestic 
branches of foreign banks or United States insurance companies or their Canadian or United States subsidiaries; 
provided that the investment contracts rank on a parity with the senior unsecured debt obligations of the issuer or 
guarantor and, (1) in the case of long-term inveshnent contracts, either (i) the long-term senior unsecured debt of the 
issuer or guarantor is rated, or obligations backed by letters of credit of the issuer or guarantor if forming the primary 
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basis of a rating of such obligations would be rated, in the highest or next highest rating category of Standard & 
, Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or a similar nationally recognized rating agency, or (ii) if the 
issuer is a bank with headquarters in Minnesota, the long-term senior unsecured debt of the issuer is rated, or 
obligations backed by letters of credit of the issuer if forming the primary basis of a rating of such obligations would 
be rated in one of the three highest rating categories of Standard & Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors Service, 
Inc., or similar nationally recognized rating agency, or (2) in the case of short-term investment contracts, the short-term 
unsecured debt of the issuer or guarantor is rated, or obligations backed by letters of credit of the issuer or guarantor 
if forming the primary basis or a rating of such obligations would be rated, in the highest two rating categories of 
Standard and Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors Service, Inc., or similar nationally recognized rating agency. 

The fund may also be used to purchase any obligation, whether general or special, of an issue which is payable 
from the fund, at such price, which may include a premium, as shall be agreed to by the holder, or may be used to 
redeem any obligation of such an issue prior to maturity in accordance with its terms, The securities representing 
any such investment may be sold or hypothecated by the municipality at any time, but the money so received remains 
a part of the fund until used for the purpose for which the fund was created. 

Sec, 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 475.66, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2:. For the pUrposes of this section, "high risk mortgage-backed securities" are: 

.@2 interest-only or principal-only mortgage-backed securities; and 

ill ~ mortgage derivative security that: 

ill has an expected average life greater than ~ years; 

ill has an expected average life that: 

ill will extend Qv.~ than four years as the result of an immediate and sustained parallel shift in the yield~ 
of plus 300 basis points; or 

!.ill will shorten Qv. ~ than six years as the result of an immediate and sustained parallel shift in the yield ~ 
of minus 300 basis points; 2!: 

ill will have!!!l estimated change in price of ~ than 17 percent. as the result of an immediate and sustained 
parallel shift in the yield curve of plus or minus 300 basis points. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 475,66, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ .@2 For the purpose of this subdivision, the term "broker" means.! broker-dealer, broker, 2!. agent of .! 
municipality, who transfers, purchases, sells, or obtains securities f2L. Q!. 2!! behalf 2ft.! municipality. 

ill Prior to completing an initial transaction with .! broker, .! municipality shall provide to the broker .! written 
statement of investment restrictions which shall include! provision that all future investments are to be made in 
accordance with Minnesota Statutes governing the investment of public funds, 

A broker must acknowledge receipt of the statement of investment restrictions in writing and agree to handle the 
municipality's account in accordance with these restrictions. A municipality may not enter into a transaction with 
.! broker until the broker has provided this written agreement to the municipality. 

The state auditor shall prepare Wliform notification forms which shall be used £y the mWlicipalities and the brokers 
to meet the reguirements of this subdivision, 

Sec. 20. [ROLLOVER EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] This section applies only to employment contracts that ~ in effect 2!! the 
effective date of this ~ or have been signed prior to the effective date of this S£h and does not ~ to employment 
contracts that are signed 2!! 2!. after the effective date of this act. 
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Subd. ~ [ACTIONS BY GOVERNING BODY.] li!l. The governing body of a political subdivision may not agree 
to extend .§!!! existing employment contract with an employee of the political subdivision, or ~ ~ of employees 
of the political subdivision. If the governing body of ~ political subdivision is a ~ to ~ existing employment 
contract which requires the governing body lQ take action to prevent an automatic extension of the contract, the 
governing body shall take the action specified in the contract to prevent the automatic extension of the contract. 

ill The governing body of a political subdivision that is ~ f@.!!y to an employment contract affected Qy paragraph 
~ may, at its sole discretion, agree to enter into So ~ employment contract with the affected employee or 
employees. The ~ employment contract shall conform to the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 21. [EXEMPTION FROM ANNUAL AUDIT.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 412.591, subdivision b. the £i!Y. of Hazel Run ~ exempt from the 
annual audit of the city's financial affairs for the 1992 year. 

Sec. 22. [SEVERABILITY.] 

!!~ section of this act is found unconstitutionaL that finding does not affect the constitutionality of the remaining 
sections. 

Sec. 23. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 19 is effective Ianuary 1. 1994." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to local goverrunent; providing for the preparation and review of accounts; providing for 
duties of the state auditor; providing for the costs of examinations; defining the limits to various types of 
compensation; providing procedures for the satisfaction of claims; providing procedures for the removal of city 
managers; limiting certain high risk investments; exempting Hazel Run from annual audit for the year 1992; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 6.56; 16B.06, subdivision 4; 43A.17, subdivision 9; 340A.602; 375.162, subdivision 2; 
375.18, by adding subdivisions; 412.271/ subdivision I, and by adding subdivisions; 412.641, subdivision Ii and 475.66, 
subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 6; 465; and 
471." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

Pugh moved to amend S. F. No. 580, as amended, as follows: 

Pages 4 and 5, delete section 4 

Page 6, line 25, before the semicolon insert "or like benefits the cost of which i§. borne Qy the employee or which 
~ not subject to tax as income under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986" 

Page 12, delete lines 29 to 34 and insert: 

"ill the severance ~ i§. part of !!!l early retirement incentive offer approved Qy the governing body of the local 
wtit of government and the same early retirement incentive offer is also made available to all other employees of the 
local Wlit of government who meet generally defined criteria relative to ~ Q!: length of service; 

ill the governing body of ~ local Wlit of government adopts a resolution certifying that: 

.ill the highly-compensated employee was a full-time employee of the local unit of government for the entire period 
between Ianuary.1. 1983, and December J.L. 1992; 

illl the highly-compensated employee was covered Qy one or more employment contracts or agreements which 
entitled the employee to specified severance ~ benefits throughout the entire ten-year period specified in clause.ill.L 
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!lli.l the employment contract or agreement in effect on December 21. 1992, will. at the time of the employee's 
separation from employment with the local unit of government. result in! severance payment that exceeds the limits 
specified in subdivision.fL and 

ilid. the amount of severance ~ that exceeds the limits specified in subdivision 2 was based.Q!!. a commitment to 
provide the employee with ! specified severance guarantee in lieu of !!:. higher level of ~ other form of 
compensation; ot" 

Page 12, line 35, delete "ill" and insert "ill" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
~ .. 

. ' 
Reding moved to amend S. F. No. 580, as amended, as follows: 

Page 7, after line 16, insert: 

"Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 43A.17, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lh [SEVERANCE PAY FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES.j1El. For purposes of this subdivision, "highly 
compensated employee" means an employee of the state whose estimated annual compensation is greater than 60 
percent of the governor's annual salary, and who is not covered.Qy,! collective bargaining agreement negotiated under 
chapter 179A. 

ill Severance W for .! highly compensated employee includes benefits Q!. compensation with .! quantifiable 
monetary value, that ~ provided for !!!l employee upon termination of employment and ~ not' part of the 
employee's annuaL wages and benefits and are not specifically excluded.Qy this subdivision, Severance E!Y. does not 
include payments for accumulated vacation, accumulated sick leave, and accumulated sick leave liquidated to cover 
the cost of i!:Q!!£ term insurance, Severance E!Y. for.! bi&h!v. compensated employee does not include payments of 
periodic contributions £x. an employer toward premiums for group insurance policies, The severance W. for .!mghly 
compensated employee must be exCluded from retirement deductions and from any calculations of retirement benefits, 
Severance E!Y. for! highly compensated employee must be paid in a marmer mutually agreeable to the employee and 
the employee's appointing authority ~ .! period not !Q exceed five years from retirement Q!. termination of 
employment. If a retired or terminated employee dies before all or a portion of the severance W. has been disbursed, 
the balance due.!!!!:!§! be paid to! named beneficiary 2IL lacking one, to the deceased's estate, Except!§. provided 
in paragraph !£1. severance .PID::. provided for .! highly compensated employee leaving employment may not exceed 
2!l amount equivalent to six months of ~ 

!£l Severance W for .! highly compensated employee may exceed an amount equivalent to six months of W if 
the severance W. i§. part of !!!l early retirement mcentive offer approved £y the state and the ~ early retirement 
incentive offer is also made available to all other employees of the appointing authority who meet generally defined 
criteria relative to ~ Q!.length of service." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

, Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 
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S. F. No. 580, A bill for an act relating to state and local government; providing for the preparation and review of 
accounts; providing for duties of the state auditor; providing for the costs of examinations; defining the limits to 
various types of compensation; providing procedures for the satisfaction of claims; providing procedures for the 
removal of city managers; limiting certain high risk inveshnents; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 6.56; 
16B.06, subdivision 4; 43A.17, subdivision 9, and by adding a subdivision; 340A.602; 375.162, subdivision 2; 375.18, 
by adding subdivisions; 412.271, subdivision I, and by adding subdivisions; 412.641, subdivision 1; and 475.66, 
subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota.5tatutes, chapters 6; 465; 
and 471. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage, 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called, There were 128 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krinkie Murphy Pugh Trimble 
Anderson, 1. Davids Holsten Krueger Neary Reding Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rest Van Dellen 
Asch Dehler Huntley Leppik Ness Rhodes Vellenga 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Lieder 01so~f' Rice Vickerman 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Beard Oorn Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Waltman 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Lourey Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V, Macklin Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Blatz Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Solberg Worke 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Stanius Spk. Long 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Steensma 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Sviggum 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Swenson 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel PerIt Tomassoni 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tompkins 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Wolf Workman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S, F, No, 880, A bill for an act relating to the environment; changing methods for assessing and collecting hazardous 
waste administration fees; providing for rulemaking; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116.12; and 473,811, 
subdivision Sb, 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 126 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Beard Brown, C. Cooper Dom Goodno Hausman 
Anderson, 1. Bergson Brown, K. Davids Erhardt Greiling Holsten 
Anderson, R. Bertram Carlson Dawkins Evans Gruenes Hugoson 
Asch Bettermann Carruthers Dehler Farrell Gutknecht Huntley 
Battaglia Bishop Clark Delmont Garcia Hasskamp Jacobs 
Bauerly Blatz Commers Dempsey Girard Haukoos Jaros 
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Jefferson Koppendrayer Mahon Olson, K. Perlt Skoglund Vellenga 
Jennings Krinkie Mariani Olson, M. Peterson Smith Vickerman 
Johnson, A. Krueger McCollum Onnen Pugh Solberg Wagenius 
Johnson, R. Lasley McGuire Opatz Reding Stanius Waltman 
Johnson, V. Leppik Milbert Orenstein Rest Steensma Weaver 
Kahn Lieder Molnau Orfield Rhodes Sviggum Wejcman 
Kalis Limmer Mosel Osthoff Rice Swenson Welle 
Kelley Lindner Munger Ostrom Radosovich Tomassoni Wenzel 
Kelso Lourey Murphy Ozment Rukavina Tompkins Winter 
Kinkel Luther Neary Pauly Seagren Trimble Warke 
Klinzing Lynch Nelson Pawlenty Sekhon Tunheim Workman 
Knickerbocker Macklin Ness Pelowski Simoneau Van Dellen Spk. Long 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dauner Olson, E. 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 566, A bill for an act relating to retirement; removing the requirement for periodic review of the 
rule of 90; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 356.85. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Holsten 
Anderson, I. Davids Hugoson 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Huntley 
Asch Dehler Jacobs 
Battaglia Delmont Jaros 
Bauerly Dempsey Jefferson 
Beard Dom Jennings 
Bergson Erhardt Johnson, A. 
Bertram Evans Johnson, R. 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, V. 
Bishop Garcia Kahn 
Blatz Girard Kalis 
Brown, C. Goodno Kelso 
Brown, K. Greiling Kinkel 
Carlson Gruenes Klinzing 
Carruthers Gutknecht Knickerbocker 
Clark Hasskamp Koppendrayer 
Commers Haukoos Krinlde 
Cooper Hausman Krueger 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Perlt was excused while in conference. 

S. F. No. 663 was reported to the House. 

Lasley 
Leppik 
Lieder 
Limmer 
Lindner 
Lourey 
Luther 
Lynch 
Macklin 
Mahon 
Mariani 
McCollum 
McGuire 
Milbert 
Molnau 
Mosel 
Munger 
Murphy 
Neary 

Nelson 
Ness 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 
Opatz 
Orenstein 
Orfield 
Osthoff 
Ostrom 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pawlenty 
Pelowski 
Perlt 
Peterson 
Pugh 
Reding 

Rest 
Rhodes 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Seagren 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Smith 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tomassoru 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim. 

Wejcman moved that S. F. No. 663 be continued on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

Van Delien 
Vellenga 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 
Walbnan 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
Worke 
Workman 
Spk. Long 
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S. F. No. 1000 was reported to the House. 

Knickerbocker moved to amend S. F. No. 1000, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.17, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. "Real estate broker" or "broker" means any person who: 

(a) for another and for commission, fee or other valuable consideration or with the intention or expectation of 
receiving the same directly or indirectly lists, sells, exchanges, buys or rents, manages, or offers or attempts to 
negotiate a sale, option, exchange, purchase or rental of an interest or estate in real estate, or advertises or holds out 
as engaged in these activities; 

(b) for another and for commission, fee or other valuable consideration or with the intention or expectation of 
receiving the same directly or indirectly negotiates or offers or attempts to negotiate a loan, secured or to be secured 
by a mortgage or other encumbrance on real estate; 

(c) for another and for commission, fee or other valuable consideration or with the intention or expectation of 
receiving the same directly or indirectly lists, sells, exchanges, buys, rents, manages, offers or attempts to negotiate 
a sale, option, exchange, purchase or rental of any business opportWlity or business, or its good will, inventory, or 
fixtures, or any interest therein; 

(d) for another and for commission, fee or other valuable consideration or with the intention or expectation of 
receiving the same directly or indirectly offers, sells or attempts to negotiate the sale of property that is subject to the 
registration requirements of chapter 83, concerning subdivided land; 

(e) eRgages iPi iRe BliosiAess sf eRargiItg aA edvar.ee fee Sf eSAtFaetiAg fsr eslleetisA sf a fee iF. eSFlReetisA 'lith aft)' 

€8Atraet Ii fieFeB) tRe rerseA ttFl8ertakes te }?rsmste tRe sale sf real estate FRr8l:l:gh its listiAg iA a ptiohlieatisA issl:l:ed 
primarily fer tflis f'liof]98se; for another and for commIssion, ~ or other valuable consideration or with the intention 
or expectation of receiving the same, promotes the sale of real estate Qy advertising it in a publication issued primarily 
for this purpose, if the person: 

ill negotiates on behalf of !!:!!Y ~ to a transaction; 

ill disseminates ~ information regarding the property to any ~ or potential ~ to a transaction subsequent 
to the publication of the advertisement, except that in response to an initial inquiry from a potential purchaser, the 
person may forward additional written information regarding the property which has been prepared prior to the 
publication Qy the seller or broker or a representative of either; 

ill cOWlsels, advises, or offers suggestions to the seller Q!. ~ representative of the seller with regard to the 
marketing, offer. sale, or lease of the real estate, whether prior to Q!. subsequent to the publication of the 
advertisement; 

ill counsels, advises, or offers suggestions to a potential buyer 2!. a representative of the seller with regard to the 
purchase or rental of ~ advertised real estate; 2!. 

ill engages in ~ other activity otherwise subject to licensure under this chapter; 

(f) engages wholly or in part in the business of selling real estate to the extent that a pattern of real estate sales is 
established, whether or not the real estate is owned by the person. A person shall be presumed to be engaged in the 
business of selling real estate if the person engages as principal in five or more transactions during any 12-month 
period, Wlless the person is represented by a licensed real estate broker or salesperson; 

(g) offers or makes more than five loans secured by real estate during any 12-month period and who is not a bank, 
savings bank, mutual savings bank, building and loan association, or savings and loan association organized under 
the laws of this state or the United States, trust company, trust company acting as a fiduciary, or other financial 
institution subject to the supervision of the commissioner of commerce, or mortgagee or lender approved or certified 
by the secretary of housing and urban development or approved or certified by the administrator of veterans affairs, 
or approved or certified by the administrator of the Farmers Home Administration, or approved or certified by the 
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, or approved or certified by the Federal National Mortgage Association. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.17, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .11. [DUAL AGENCY.} "Dual agency" means ~ situation in which!! licensee owes il~ to ~ than ~ 
£!!I!Y to the transaction. 

Circumstances which establish dual agency include the following: 

ill when one licensee represents both the buyer and the seller in ~ real estate transaction; or 

ill when mo Of ~ licensees, licensed to the ~ broker, each represent a f@!!Y.. to the transaction. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.17, is amended by adding a subdivision.to read: 

Subd, R [RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY OR RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATK] "Residential real property" or 
"residential real estate" means property occupied ~ or intended to be occupied .£L. one to four families as their 
residence. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.19, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.4a. [SELF-SERVING PROVISION PROHIBITED.] No purchase agreement, earnest money contract, or similar 
contract for the purchase, rentaL or lease of real property may contain ill!Y hold harmless clause or arbitration clause 
which addresses the rights or liabilities of persons required to be licensed pursuant to this chapter unless the person 
required to be licensed is .§!. principal in the transaction. 

This does not prohibit separate and independent written agreements between any of the parties and persons 
required to be licensed pursuant to this chapter. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.19, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5, [DISCLOSURE REGARDING REPRESENTATION OF PARTIES.] (aJ No person licensed pursuant to this 
chapter or who otherwise acts as a real estate broker or salesperson shall represent any party or paTties to a real estate 
transaction or otherwise act as a real estate broker or salesperson unless that person makes an affirmative written 
disclosure to all parties to tRe tFaflsaetioR as to which party that person represents in the transaction, In.§!. residential 
real property transaction, the disclosure must be made at the first substantive ~ between ~ licensee !!llii ~ 
~ 2!. potential ~ to the transaction. The disclosure shall be printed in at least 6 peiftt Bela type Bft tlle 
plif€hase agfeemeRt aRe aelmmvle€lgee S) separate sigRalxues of the SH) er afla sellef as a separate document. and 
acknowledged Qy the signature of the buyer, seller, or customer. 

(b) The disclosure required by this subdivision must be made by the licensee priof to ar.) offer seiRg ffiaae to or 
ae€eptee B) t4=te sHyef. A Efiaflge if'[ lie€RSee'S fepFeS€RtatioR that malE€s tfie iftit=ial eiselesl:H'e iReomplete, ffiislea€liRg, 
or iRaEeHfate feEJ:l:lires that a He ... diselosHfe Be maee at ORe€. with respect to ~ residential property transaction: 

ill when representing the seller, ~ the signing of ,elisting agreement; 

ill when representing the buyer, at the signing of .§!. buyer'S broker agreement; 

ill £§. to all other parties (potential buyers 2!. sellers) who are not represented Qy the licensee. before discussion of 
financial information or the commencement of negotiations. which could affect that ~ bargaining position in the 
transaction. 

d change in the licensee's representation, including dual agency, that makes the initial disclosure reguired Qy this 
paragraph incomplete, misleading, or inaccurate reguires that a ~ disclosure be made at once. 

(c) The seller may, in the listing agreement, authorize the seller's broker to disburse part of the broker's 
compensation to other brokers, including the buyer's brokers solely representing the buyer. A broker representing 
a buyer shall make known to the seller or the seller's agent the fact of the agency relationship before any showing 
or negotiations are initiated. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.19, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [CLOSING SERVICES.] No real estate broker. salesperson, or closing agent shall require ~ person to use 
~ particular lender. licensed attorney, real estate broker, real estate salesperson, real estate closing agent, or title 
company in connection with a residential real estate closing. 

Sec. 7. [82.195] [LISTING AGREEMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1, [REQUIREMENT.] Licensees shall obtain a signed listing agreement from the owner of real property 
or from another person authorized to offer the property for sale 2£ lease before advertising to the general public that 
the real property is available for sale or lease. 

For the purposes of this section "advertising" includes placing.Q. sign on the owner's property that indicates that 
the property is being offered for sale 2E lease. 

Subd. b. [CONTENTS.} All listing agreements must be in writing and must include: 

ill a definite expiration date; 

ill a description of the real property involved; 

ill the list price and any terms required Qy the seller; 

ill the amount of any compensation or commission or the basis for computing the commission; 

@.Q. clear statement explaining the events or conditions that will entitle .§!. broker to a commission; 

f2.l information regarding an override clause, if applicable, including a statement to the effect that the override 
clause will not be effective unless the licensee supplies the seller with .§!. protective list within 72 hours after the 
expiration of the listing agreement; 

ill the following notice in not less than ten point boldface ~ immediately preceding Q!!Y provision of the listing 
agreement relating to compensation of the licensee: 

"NOTICE: THE COMMISSION RATE FOR THE SALE, LEASE, RENTAL, OR MANAGEMENT OF REAL 
PROPERTY SHALL BE DETERMINED BETWEEN EACH INDIVIDUAL BROKER AND ITS CLIENT."; 

ill if the broker chooses to represent both buyers and sellers in connection with residential property transactions, 
a "dual agency" disclosure statement; 

i2l ~ notice requiring the seller to indicate in writing whether it i§. acceptable to the seller to have the licensee 
arrange for closing services or whether the seller wishes to arrange for others to conduct the closing. The notice must 
also include the disclosure of ~ controlled business arrangement, as the term is defined in United States Code, title 
lb.section 1602, between the licensee and the real estate closing agent through which the licensee proposes to arrange 
closing services; and 

llQl for residential listings, a notice stating that after the expiration of the listing agreement, the seller will not be 
obligated to ~ the licensee a fee or commission if the seller has executed another valid listing agreement pursuant 
to which the seller is obligated to ~!!. fee or commission to another licensee for the sale, lease, or exchange of the 
real property in question. This notice may be used in the listing agreement for any other ~ of real estate. 

Subd. ~ [PROHIBITED PROVISIONS.] Except as otherwise provided in subdivision ~ paragraph .!.Q1licensees shall 
not include in ~ listing agreement a holdover clause, automatic extension, or any similar provision, or ~ override 
clause the length of which i§. ~ than six months after the expiration of the listing agreement. 

Subd . .i. [OVERRIDE CLAUSES.] ill Licensees shall not seek to enforce ~ override clause unless ~ protective list 
has been furnished to the seller within 72 hours after the expiration of the listing agreement. 

ill A listing agreement may contain an override clause of!!£. to two years in length when used in conjunction with 
the purchase or sale of a business. The length of the override clause must be negotiable between the licensee and the 
seller of the business. The protective list provided in connection with the override clause must include the written 
acknowledgment of each ~ named £!J. the protective !i§.t. that the business which i§. the subject of the listing 
agreement was presented to that ~ Qv. the licensee. 
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Subd. ~ [PROTECTIVE LISTS.] Ii broker or salesperson has the burden of demonstrating that each person Q!!. the 
protective list has, during the period of the listing agreement either made an affirmative showing of interest in the 
property Qy responding to an advertisement or Qy contacting the broker 2!. salesperson involved 2!: ha~ been 
physically sho1NTI the property Qy the broker or salesperson. For the purpose of this section, the mere mailing or other 
distribution Qy ~ licensee of literature setting forth information about the property in question does not, of itself, 
constitute an affirmative showing of interest in the property on the part of ~ subsequent purchaser. 

For listings of nonresidential real property which do not contain the notice described in subdivision b. clause f1..Q1 
the protective list must contain the following notice in boldface ~ 

"IF YOU RELIST WITH ANOTHER BROKER WITHIN THE OVERRIDE PERIOD AND THEN SELL YOUR 
PROPERTY TO ANYONE WHOSE NAME APPEARS ON THIS LIST, YOU COULD BE UABLE FOR FULL 
COMMISSIONS TO BOTH BROKERS. IF THIS NOTICE IS NOT FULLY UNDERSTOOD, SEEK COMPETENT 
ADVICE," - -- - -- - -- --- --

Sec, 8, [82,196J [BUYER'S BROKER AGREEMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENTS.] Licensees shall obtain £. signed buyer'S broker agreement from £. buyer before 
performing any acts.§!2. £. buyer's representative. 

Subd. b ICONTENTS.] All buyer's broker agreements must be in writing and must include: 

ill a definite expiration date; 

ill the amount of £!!Y compensation or commission, or the basis for computing the co~ssion; 

ill a clear statement explaining the services to be provided to the buyer b:. the broker, and the events or conditions 
that will entitle £. broker to £. commission or other compensation; 

ill a provision for cancellation of the agreement £y either'~ upon tenns agreed upon b:. the parties; 

ill infonnation regarding an override clause, if applicable. including a statement to the "'effect that the override 
clause will not be effective Wlless the licensee supplies the buyer with a protective list within 72 hours after the 
expiration of the buyer's broker agreement; 

ill the following notice in not less than ten point bold face ~ immediately preceding £!!Y provision of the buyer's 
broker agreement relating to compensation of the licensee: 

"NOTICE, THE COMMISSION RATE FOR THE PURCHASE, LEASE, RENTAL. OR MANAGEMENT OF REAL 
PROPERTY IS NEGOTIABLE AND SHALL BE DETERMINED BETWEEN EACH INDIVIDUAL BROKER AND ITS 
CLIENT,"; -

ill if. the broker chooses to represent both buyers and sellers, ~ "dual agency" disclosure statement; and 

ill for buyer's broker agreements which involve residential real property, a notice stating that after the expiration 
of the buyer's broker agreement, the buyer will not be obligated to ~ the licensee a fee or conunission if. the buyer 
has executed another valid buyer'S broker agreement pursuant to which the buyer i§. obligated to ~ ~ fee or 
commission to another licensee for the purchase, lease, or exchange of real property. 

Subd.2.:. [PROHIBITED PROVISIONS.] Licensees shall not include in a buyer's broker agreement a holdover clause, 
automatic extension, or ~ other similar provision, or an override clause the length of which ~~ than six months 
after the expiration of the buyer's broker agreement. 

Subd.1:, [OVERRIDE CLAUSES.] Licensees shall not seek to enforce an override clause unless a protective list has 
been furnished to the buyer within 72 hours after the expiration of the buyer's broker agreement. 

Subd. ~ [PROTECTIVE LISTS.] A licensee has the burden of demonstrating that each property Q!! the protective 
list has been shown to the buyer, or specifically brought to the attention of the buyer, during the time the buyer's 
broker agreement was in effect. 

Subd . .§;. [APPLICATION.] This section applies only to residential real property transactions. 
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Sec. 9. [82.197] [DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS.] 

Sub~ivision 1. [AGENCY DISCLOSURE.] The listing agreement or a buyer's broker agreement must include a clear 
and complete explanation of how the broker will represent the interests of the seller 2r buyer. and, if the broker 
represents both sellers and buyers, state how that representation would be altered in ~ dual agency situation, and 
require the seller 2!. buyer to choose whether to authorize the broker to initiate any transaction which would give rise 
to dual agency. Disclosure to a customer of a licensee's agency relationship with other parties must be made at ~ time 
and in a manner sufficient to protect the customer's bargaining position. 

Subd. b. [CREATION OF DUAL AGENCY] If circumstances create a dual agency situation, the broker must make 
full disclosure to all parties to the transaction as to the change in relationship of the parties to the broker due to dual 
agency . .&. broker, having made full disclosure, must obtain the consent of all parties to these circumstances before 
accepting the dual agency. 

Subd. ~ [SCOPE AND EFFECT.} The requirements for disclosure of agency relationships set forth in this chapter 
are intended only to establish a minimum standard for regulatory purposes, and are not intended to abrogate common 
law. 

Subd.:l [AGENCY DISCLOSURE FORMS.] hl Disclosures of agency relationships shall be made in substantially 
the form set forth in paragraphs ill to hl 

lhl ADDENDUM TO LISTING AGREEMENT 

.... (Broker) .... will be representing you as your broker in the sale of your property located at ...................... This 
relationship is called ~ agency. As your agent. .... (Broker) .... owes you the duties of ~ obedience, disclosure, 
confidentiality, reasonable care and diligence, and full accounting. However, .... (Broker) .... also represents buyers 
looking for properties. l.f i! buyer represented Qy .... (Broker) .... becomes interested in your property, a dual agency 
will be created. This means that .... (Broker) .... will owe the ~ duties to the buyer that ~ owe to you. This conflict 
of interest will prohibit .... (Broker) .... from advocating exclusively on your behalf when attempting to effect the sale 
of your property. Dual agency will limit the level of representation which .... (Broker) .... can provide. 

l.f i! dual ~ should arise, you will need to agree that confidential information about price, terms, and 
motivation will still be kept confidential unless you instruct .... (Broker) .... in writing to disclose specific information 
about you 2!. your property. All other information will be shared. Regardless of whether a dual ~ occurs, 
.... (Broker) .... must disclose to the buyer any material facts of which .... (Broker) .... is ~ that may adversely and 
significantly affect the buyer'S use or enjoyment of the property. In addition, .... (Broker) .... must disclose to both 
parties any information of which .... (Broker) .... is ~ that .!!. ~ will not perform in accordance with the terms 
of the purchase agreement or similar written agreement to convey real estate . 

.... (Broker) .... cannot act as a dual agent unless both you and the buyer agree to the dual agency after it is disclosed 
to you. ~ agreeing to i! possible dual agency, you will be giving !!p. the right to exclusive representation in an 
in-house transaction. However, if you should decide not to agree to .!!. possible dual agency, and you want 
.... (Broker) .... to represent .Y.2!!L.Y2!! may give !!p. the opportunity to sell your property to buyers represented Qy 
.... (Broker) ... .. 

SELLER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO BROKER 

Having read and understood this information about dual agency, you now instruct .... (Broker) .... as follows: 

.:..:..:..:. Seller agrees to dual ~ representation and will consider offers made !!v. buyers represented Qy .... (Broker) ..... 

.:..:..:..:. Seller does not agree to dual ~ representation and will not consider offers made !!v. buyers represented £y 
.... (Broker) ..... 

(Broker) 
BY: 

Seller Salesperson 
Dated: ........................... . 
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ill ADDENDUM TO BUYER REPRESENTATION AGREEMENT 

.... (Braker) .... will be representing you as your broker to assist you in finding and purchasing a property. This 
relationship is called ill!. agency. As your agent, .... (Braker) .... owes you the duties of ~ obedience, disclosure, 
confidentiality, reasonable care and diligence, and full accounting. However. .... (Broker) .... also represents sellers!2.y 
listing their property for sale. !.f you become interested in a property listed .!2..Y .... (Broker) .... , a dual agency will be 
created. This ~ that .... (Broker).. .. will ~ the same duties to the seller that .... (Broker) .... owes to you. This 
conflict of interest will prohibit .... (Broker) .... from advocating exclusively on your behalf when attempting to effect 
the purchase of the property. Dual agency wi11 limit the level of representation .... (Broker) .... can provide. 

If !!. dual agency should arise, you will need to agree that confidential information about price, terms, and 
motivation will still be kept confidential unless you instruct .... (Broker) .... in writing to disclose specific information 
about you. All other information will be shared. Regardless of whether a dual agency occurs, .... (Broker} .... must 
disclose to the buyer ~material facts of which .... (Broker} .... is aware that may adversely and significantly affect the 
buyer's use or enjoyment of the property. In addition, .... (Broker} .... must disclose to both parties §!!Y information of 
which .... (Broker} .... is aware that !!. ~ will not perform in accordance with the terms of the purchase agreement 
Q!. similar written agreement to convey real estate . 

.... (Broker) .... cannot act as a dual agent unless both you and the seller agree to the dual agency after i!~ disclosed 
to you. ~ agreeing to !! possible dual agency, you will be giving .!:!E. the right to exclusive representation in an 
in-house transaction. However, if you should decide not to agree to 2. possible dual agency, and you want 
.... (Broker) .... to represent you, you may give.!:!E the opportunity to purchase the properties listed h .... (Broker) .. 

BUYER'S INSTRUCTIONS TO BROKER 

Having read and understood this information about dual agency, you now instruct .... (Broker) .... as follows: 

.:..:..:..:. Buyer will agree to!! dual agency representation and will consider properties listed Qy .... (Broker) ..... 

.:..:..:..:. Buyer will not agree to !! dual agency representation and will not consider properties listed Qy .... (Broker) ..... 

(Broker) 
BY: 

Buyer Salesperson 
Dated: ........................... . 

@ DISCLOSURE TO CUSTOMER 

Before ... ,(Broker) .... begins to assist you in finding and purchasing a property, ~ must disclose to you that 
.... (Broker) .... will be representing the seller in the transaction . 

.... (Broker).. .. will disclose to you all material facts about the property of which .... (Broker) .... is aware, that could 
adversely and significantly affect your use or enjoyment of the property ..... (Broker) .... will also assist you with the 
mechanics of the transaction. 

When i!. comes to the price and terms of @ offer, .... (Broker) .... will ask you to make the decision as to how much 
to offer for any property and upon what terms and conditions ..... (Broker) .... can explain your options to you, but the 
ultimate decision is yours. ....(Braked .... will attempt to show you properties in the price range and category you 
desire so that you will have information on which to base your decision . 

.... (Broker).. .. will present to the seller ~ written offer that you ask .... {Broker) .... to present. .... (Broker).. .. asks you 
to keep to yourself any information about:fug, price Q!. terms of your offer, or your motivation for making an offer. 
that you do not want the seller to know ..... (Broker) .... would be required, .£§. the seller's agent, to disclose this 
information to the seller. You should carefully consider sharing any information with .... (Broker) .... that you do not 
want disclosed to the seller. 

Customer (Broker) 
BY: 

Customer Salesperson 
Dated: ......... 
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M DISCLOSURE TO BUYER AND SELLER AT TIME 
OF OFFER TO PURCHASE 

.... (Broker) .... represents the seller at the property located at ........................................... ,,, ................ . 

. (Broker) .... also represents a buyer who offered to purchase the seller's property. 

[59TH DAY 

When .... (Broker) .... represents both the buyer and the seller in a transaction, a dual agency ~ created. This means 
that .... (Broker) .... and its agents owe a fiduciary.9.!:!!y to both buyer and seller. Because buyer and seller may have 
conflicting interests, .... (Broker) .... and its agents are prohibited from advocating exclusively for either ~ 

.... (Broker), ... cannot represent both the buyer and seller in this transaction W1less both the buyer and seller agree 
to this dual agency. 

Buyer and seller acknowledge and agree that: 

1.:. Confidential information communicated to .... (Broker) .... which regards price, terms, or motivation to buy or sell 
will remain confidential unless buyer or seller instructs .... (Broker) .... in writing to disclose this information about the 
buyer Q!. seller. Other information will be shared. 

~ .... (Broker} .... and its salespersons will disclose to buyer all material facts of which they ~ aware which could 
adversely and significantly affect the buyer's use or enjoyment of the property or ~ intended use of the property 
of which .... (Broker} .... or its salespersons are aware (this disclosure is reguired £v. law whether or not ~ dual agency 
11 involved). 

;L .... (Broker) ... and its salespersons will disclose to both parties all information of which they are ~ that either 
~ will not perform in accordance with the terms of the purchase agreement or other written agreement to convey 
real estate (this disclosure is required .hylaw whether or not ~ dual agency i§. involved). 

4 ..... (Broker) ... and its salespersons will not represent the interests of either ~ to the detriment of the other. 

2. Within the limits of dual agency, .. ,,(Broker) .... and its salespersons will work diligently to facilitate the 
mechanics of the sale. 

With the knowledge and understanding of the explanation above, buyer and seller authorize and instruct 
.... (BrOke~. and its salespersons to act as dual agents in this transaction. 

Buyer 
Date: 

Seller 
Date: ................. . 

Subd. 2. [APPLICATION.} The disclosures required !!v. subdivision .1 ~ only to residential real property 
transactions. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.20, subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [EXEMPTION.} The following persons, when acting as closing agentsL are exempt from the requirements 
of sections 82.19 and 82.24 unless otherwise required in this section or chapter: 

(1) a direct employee of a title company, or a person who has an agen'iJ agreement with a title company in which 
the agent agrees to perform closing services on the title company's behalf and the title company assumes responsibility 
for the actions of the agent as if the agent were a direct employee of the title company; 

(2) a licensed attorney or a direct employee of a licensed attorney; 

(3) a licensed real estate broker or salesperson; 

(4) a direct employee of a licensed real estate broker if the broker maintains all funds received in connection with 
the closing services in the broker's trust account; and 
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(5) any bank, trust company, savings and loan association, credit union, industrial loan and thrift company, 
regulated lender under chapter 56, public utility, or land mortgage or farm loan association organized under the laws 
of this state or the United States, when engaged in the transaction of businesses within the scope of its corporate 
powers as provided by law. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.21, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IAMOUNTS.] The following fees shall ,be paid to the commissioner: 

(a) A fee of $100 ~ year for each initial individual broker's license, and a fee of $50 ~ year for each a:flffi:lttl 
renewal thereof; 

(b) A fee of $50 ~ year for each initial salesperson's license, and a fee of $20 ~ year for each ~ renewal 
thereof; 

(c) A fee of $55 ~ year for each initial real estate closing agent license, and a fee of $30 ~ year for each aHH-I:ial 
renewal; 

(d) A fee of $100 ~ year for each initial corporate or partnership license, and a fee of $50 £.IT year for each aftfttlal
renewal thereof; 

(e) A fee Fist te eJ<€ees: of $40 per year for payment to the education, research and recovery fund in accordance with 
section 82.34; 

(f) A fee of $20 for each transfer; 

(g) A fee of $50 for a corporation or partnership name change; 

(h) A fee of $10 for an agent name change; 

(i) A fee of $20 for a license history; 

G) A fee of $10 for a duplicate license; 

(k) A fee of $50 for license reinstatement; 

(1) A fee of $20 for reactivating a corporate or partnership license without land; 

(m) A fee of $100 for course coordinator approval; and 

(n) A fee of g;:w $20 for each hour or fraction of one hour of course approval sought. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.21, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. IBROKER PAYMENT CONSOLIDATION.] For all license renewal fees, recovery fund renewal fees, and 
recovery fund assessments pursuant to this section and section 82.34, the broker must remit the fees or assessments 
for the company, broker, and all salespersons licensed to the broker, in the fonn of ~ single check. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.22, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [INSTRUCTION; NEW LICENSES.] (a) Aller J."",ar~ 1, 1987, Every applicant for a salesperson's license 
shall be required to successfully complete a course of study in the real estate field consisting of 30 hours of instruction 
approved by the commissioner before taking the examination specified in subdivision 1. AtteF }aR-l:laF) 1,1987, Every 
applicant for a salesperson's license shall be required to successfully complete an additional course of study in the 
real estate field consisting of 60 hours of instruction approved by the commissioner, of which three hours shall consist 
of training in state and federal fair housing laws, regulations, and rules, before filing an application for the license .. 
Every salesperson lieeAseEi atteF }aRl;l6Fj 1, 1987, shall, within one year of licensure, be required to successfully 
complete a course of study in the real estate field consisting of 30 hours of instruction approved by the commissioner. 
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(b) After Dee€fl'l:B€r 31, 1983, aREi seiere Jar.tiar; I, 1987, e .. ef) applieaHt fer a salesp€fsofl'S lie€Rse sRall be required 
ts sl:l€Eessffill) EB:B'I.fllete a eSI;lFS€ sf stl:l:EI) iR tRe real estate field e8A:sistiftg sf 39 kBt:iFS sf iRSffl:lEtisR ClfIpfB. ed B) 
tRe E8ffiffiissioR€f eeiere takiAg tA:e €)(amiAatioR speeified iR sul3di, isisR 1. After Deeemeer 31, 1983, aRd eefsre 
Jaf\l:Jaf) 1,1987, e.ef) apflli€a:I:t fsr a sales}gers8R'slie€flse GRall Be r€EIuireei. ts stlEEessft:lll) e8F.Flf'lete art aaEliasRal 
€surse sf stHdy iR tfie feal estate field EOAsistir.g sf 39 Rours of instfl:fEHSFl tippEe. eel hy the esmmissiOR€r before filiRg 
aft aJ3plieatisfl feT tAE lieeRS€. E; e1') salesperssR lieeRsea after Deeeme€r 31, 1983, aRa eefere JaR\:laF) 1, 1987, shall, 
WitP.iR eRe), ear sf tRe elate a liEeRse "as first iss~ea, €Ie reEJ:~ireel to sUEEeSsfullj EOffiplete a Eo~rse of sffielj iR tRe 
real estate field EORSisHflg of dO R81:trs of inSfr~EHOfl appro. ed Bj tflE Eommissiofler. 

fe1 The commissioner may approve courses of study in the real estate field offered in educational institutions of 
higher learning in this state or courses of study in the real estate field developed by and offered under the auspices 
of the national association of realtors, its affiliates, or private real estate schools. The commissioner shall not approve 
any course offered by, sponsored by, or affiliated with any person or company licensed to engage in the real estate 
business. The commissioner may by rule prescribe the curriculum and qualification of those employed as instructors. 

(d) After Jafll::l:afY I, 1988, ill An applicant for a broker's license must successfully complete a course of study in 
the real estate field consisting of 30 hours of instruction approved by the commissioner, of which three hours shall 
consist of training in state and federal fair housing laws, regulations, and rules. The course must have been completed 
within six months prior to the date of application for the broker's license. 

(e) After Al::l:gl:tst 1, 1989, .fill An applicant for a real estate closing agent's license must successfully complete a 
course of study relating to closing services consisting of eight hours of instruction approved by the commissioner. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.22, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [CONTINUING EDUCATION.] (aJ Afto, J~Jy 1, 1987, All real estate salespersons and all real estate 
brokers shall be required to successfully complete 15 hours of real estate education, either as a student or a lecturer, 
in courses of study approved by the commissioner, each year after their initial annual renewal date or after the 
expiration of their currently assigned three year continuing education due date. All salespersons and brokers shall 
report continuing education on an annual basis no later than JUfle 3D, 1990 May 31. Hours in excess of 15 earned in 
anyone year may be carried forward to the following year. 

(b) The commissioner shall adopt rules defining the standards for course and instructor approval, and may adopt 
rules for the proper administration of this subdivision. 

(c) Any program approved by Minnesota continuing legal education shall be approved by the commissioner of 
commerce for continuing education for real estate brokers and salespeople if the program or any part thereof relates 
to real estate. 

(d) As part of the continuing education requirements of this section, the commissioner shall require that all real 
estate brokers and salespersons receive at least two hours of training every even-numbered year in courses in state 
and federal fair housing laws, regulations, and rules, or other antidiscrimination laws. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.24, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] .@lAll trust funds received by a broker or the broker's salespeople or closing agents 
shall be deposited forthwith upon receipt in a trust account, maintained by the broker -for such purpose in a bank, 
savings and loan association, credit union, or an industrial loan and thrift company with deposit liabilities designated 
by the broker or closing agent, except as such money may be paid to one of the parties pursuant to express written 
agreement between the parties to a transaction, The depository bank shall be a Minnesota bank or trust company or 
any foreign bank and shall authorize the commissioner to examine its records of such deposits upon demand by the 
commissioner, The industrial loan and thrift company shall be organized under chapter 53. The savings and loan 
association or credit union shall be organized under the laws of any state or the United States. 

MAil trust accounts opened or maintained pursuant to reguirements of paragraph.@l must be established through 
the use of an employer identification number, Any trust account currently identified with a broker's personal social 
security number must be changed to reflect the broker's employer's identification number rather than the broker's 
personal social security number. 
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Sec. 16. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 82.27, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The commissioner may by order deny, suspend or revoke any license or may censure a licensee if 
the commissioner finds (1) that the order is in the public interest, and (2) that the applicant or licensee Of, in the case 
of a broker, any officer, director, partner, employee or agent or any person occupying a -similar status or performing 
similar functions, or any person directly or indirectly controlling the broker or closing agent or controlled by the 
broker or closing agent: 

(a) has filed an application for a license which is incomplete in any material respect Of contains any statement 
which, in light of the circumstances under which it is made, is false or misleading with respect to any material fact; 

(b) has engaged in a fraudulent, deceptive, or dishonest practice; 

(c) is permanently or temporarily enjoined by any court of competent jurisdiction from engaging in or continuing 
any conduct or practice involving any aspect of the real estate business; 

(d) has failed to reasonably supervise brokers, salespersons, or closing agents so as to cause injury or harm to the 
public; 

(e) has violated or failed to comply with any provision of this chapter or any rule or order under this chapter; ef 

(f) has, in the conduct of the licensee's affairs under the license, been shown to be incompetent, untrustworthy, or 
financially irresponsibleL 2!: . 

W has acted Q!l behalf of any ~ to ~ transaction, where the licensee has !. conflict of interest that may affect 
the licensee's ability to represent that ~ without the knowledge and consent of the I@!!V.. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.33, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. No person required by this chapter to be licensed shall be entitled to or may bring or maintain any action 
in the courts for any commission, fee or other compensation with respect to the purchase, sale, lease or other 
disposition or conveyance of real property, or with respect to the negotiation or attempt to negotiate any sale, lease 
or other disposition or conveyance of real property unless there is a written agreement with the person 19rir.gffig 81' 

maintaifling the aetiefl required to be licensed. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.33, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ No person required £y this chapter to be licensed shall be entitled to bring any action to recover any 
commission, ~ or other compensation with respect to the purchase, sale, lease, or other disposition or conveyance 
of residential real property, or with respect to the negotiation or attempt to negotiate any sale, lease! 2!: other 
disposition or conveyance of residential real property unless the person's agency relationships have been disclosed 
to the parties to the transaction in accordance with the requirements of this chapter. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.33, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!. No person reguired to be licensed Qy this chapter may maintain an action in the courts of this state to 
enforce any provision of a purchase agreement. earnest money contract, or similar contract for the purchase, rental, 
.Q!.lease of real property if the provision to be enforced violates section 82.19, subdivision 4a. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.34, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FEE FOR REAL ESTATE FUND.] Each real estate broker, real estate salesperson, and real estate closing 
agent entitled under this chapter to renew a license shall pay in addition to the appropriate renewal fee a further fee 
of $25 m year which shall be credited to the real estate education, research, and recovery fund. Any person who 
receives a an initial license shall pay the fee of $50 in addition to all other fees payable. 
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Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.34, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7, When any aggrieved person obtains a final judgment in any court of competent jurisdiction regardless 
of whether the judgment has been discharged by a bankruptcy court against an individual licensed under this chapter, 
on grounds of fraudulent, deceptive, or dishonest practices, or conversion of trust funds arising directly out of any 
transaction when the judgment debtor was licensed and performed acts for which a license is required under this 
chapter, or performed acts pennitted by section 327B.04, subdivision 5, the aggrieved person may, upon the judgment 
becoming final, and upon termination of all proceedings, including reviews and appeals, file a verified application 
in the court in which the judgment was entered for an order directing payment out of the fund of the amount of 
actual and direct out of pocket loss in the transaction, but excluding any attorney's fees, interest on the loss and on 
any judgment obtained as a result of the loss, up to the sum of $150,000 of the amount unpaid upon the judgment, 
provided that nothing in this chapter shall be construed to obligate the fund for more than $150,000 per claimant, per 
transaction, subject to the limitations set forth in subdivision 14, regardless of the number of persons aggrieved or 
parcels of real estate involved in the transaction, provided that regardless of the number of claims against a licensee, 
nothing in this chapter may obligate the fund for more than $250,000 per licensee. An aggrieved person who has a 
cause of action Wlder section 80A.23 shall first seek recovery as provided in section SOA.05, subdivision 5, before the 
commissioner may order payment from the recovery fund. For purposes of this section, persons who are joint tenants 
or tenants in common are deemed to be a single claimant. A copy of the verified application shall be served upon 
the commissioner and upon the judgment debtor, and a certificate or affidavit of service filed with the court. For the 
purpose of this section, "aggrieved person" shall not include a licensee unless (1) the licensee is acting in the capacity 
of principal in t1"!e sale of interests in real property owned by the licenseei or (2) the licensee is acting in the capacity 
of principal in the purchase of interests in real property to be owned by the licensee. Under no circumstances shall 
a licensee be entitled to payment lUlder this section for the loss of a commission or similar fee. 

For the purposes of this section, recovery is limited to transactions where the property involved is intended for the 
direct personal habitation or commercial use of the buyer. 

Except for securities permitted to be sold Qy a licensee pursuant to section 82.19. subdivision L. for any action 
commenced after h!!v.1. 1993, recovery under this section ~ not available where the buyer'S participation i§. for 
investment purposes only, and i§.limited to providing capital to fund the transaction. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82B.02, is amended by adding a subdivision to read; 

Subd. 14. [TRANSACTION VALUE.] "Transaction value" means: 

ill for loans or other extensions of credit. the amount of the loan or extension of credit; 

ill for sales. leases. purchases. and investments in 2!. exchanges of real property. the market value of the real 
property interest involved; and 

ill for the pooling of loans 2!. interests in real property for resale Q!. purchase. the amount of the loan .Q!. market 
value of the real property calculated with respect to each such loan 2!. interest in real property. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 828.05, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [CONDUCT OF MEETINGS.] Places of regular board meetings must be decided by the vote of members. 
Written notice must be given to each member of the time and place of each meeting of the board at least ten days 
before the scheduled date of regular board meetings. The board shall establish procedures for emergency board 
meetings and other operational procedures, subject to the approval of the commissioner. 

The members of the hoard shall elect a chair from among the members to preside at board meetings. 

A quorum of the board is eight members. 

The board shall meet at least elt:1aFteFl), e)(eet9t that a meet=iRg ma) l3e eaneelea, Bt:1Bjeet ts tfle BJ9pFsvall3) tfl:e 
eemm.issisReF if as determined .Qx a majority vote of the members aetel'ftl::iRe that the meetiRg is Rst fleeessBf) or a 
call of the commissioner. 

The esH'tftlissiafl€F at' a majsfity sf tI,e meml3eFs ffiB) sffieslile aaeiitiaRal meetHags as fteeessaf). 
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Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82B.11, is amended to read; 

82B.11 [CLASSES OF LICENSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] There are five classes of license for real estate appraisers. 

Subd. 2. [S+A+E REGISTERED REAL PROPERTY APPRAISER] When a net income capitalization analysis is not 
required by the uniform standards of professional appraisal practice, a stafe registered real property appraiser may 
appraise residential real property or agricultural property. 

Subd.3. [PIiDIiRAl RIiSIDIiHFIAl LICENSED REAL PROPERTY APPRAISER] A feae .. 1 resiaefltiallicensed real 
property appraiser may appraise noncomplex eRe te tSl:lF residential ttrti-ls property or agricultural property having 
a transaction value less than $1,000,000 and complex eRe to tel:lF residentiall::lfti.6 or agricultural property having a 
transaction value less than $250,000. 

Subd.4. [CERTIFIED FEDERAL RESIDENTIAL REAL PROPERTY APPRAISER] A certified feae<aI residential real 
property appraiser may appraise ene te Wt:lF residential tifti..ts property or agricultural property without regard to 
transaction value or complexity. 

Subd. 5. [CERTIFIED FIiDIiRAl GENERAL REAL PROPERTY APPRAISER] A certified feae<aI general real 
property appraiser may appraise all types of real property. 

Subd.6. [TEMPORARY PRACTICE] The commissioner shall issue a license for temporary practice as a real estate 
appraiser under subdivision 3, 4, or 5 to a person certified or licensed by another state if: 

(1) the property to be appraised is part of a federally-related transaction and the person "is licensed to appraise 
property limited to the same transaction value or complexity provided in subdivision 3, 4, or 5; 

(2) the appraiser's business is of a temporary nature; and 

(3) the appraiser registers with the commissioner to obtain a temporary license prief--te before conducting appraisals 
within the state. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82B.14, is amended to read: 

82B.14 [EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT.] 

(a) A license under section 82B.ll, subdivision 3, 4, or 5, may not be issued to a person who does not have the 
equivalent of two years of experience in real property appraisal supported by adequate written reports or file 
memoranda. 

(b) Each applicant for license under section 82B.ll, subdivision 3, 4, or 5, shall give under oath a detailed listing 
of the real estate appraisal reports or file memoranda for each year for which experience is claimed by the applicant. 
Upon request, the applicant shall make available to the commissioner for examination, a sample of appraisal reports 
that the applicant has prepared in the course of appraisal practice. 

ill Applicants may not receive credit for experience accumulated while unlicensed, if the experience is based on 
activities which required a license under this section. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82B.19, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [RULES.1 illl The commissioner may adopt rules to assure that persons renewing their licenses as licensed 
real estate appraisers have current knowledge of real property appraisal theories, practices, and techniques that will 
provide a high degree of service and protection to those members of the public with whom they deal in a professional 
relationship under authority of their license. The niles ffitlst iReh:u:le tJ:-,e f8118'\\ iRg: 

(1) pslieies ffiLa pr8eeat:l:res fSf eMaifling apflI'e.al 8f eSUfses sf instruetiefl; 

(2) staflaiuas, m8ffitsring metheas, &f.a 5) steftl5 fer reeeFair.g atteRaar.ee ts Be emple,. ea By €eurse speRs8rs as 
a pFere€]:uisite t8 appr8. al ef eSUFses f8F Efeait; aRa 
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(3) eeSf'aiflatisR .. iffi Feal estate eSfltiRuing eal:leaR8fl F€Ej:1:IiFemeAts 58 tRat as tfle €efflFf'lissiSR€F €sRsiaefS €StiFSeS 
SF raFts sf e8l:lFSeS ap}3F8f'fiate tr.e} may Be I:lsea to satisfy 13etR feal estate afld appraiser €8AHAUiRg eaueatisR 
F€E).l;;liFemeRts. 

ill To the extent the commissioner considers it appropriate, courses or parts of ~ may be considered to satisfy 
both continuing education reguirements under this section and continuing real estate education reguirements. 

19 As ~ prerequisite for ~ approval, sponsors shall submit proposed monitoring methods! and systems for 
recording attendance sufficient to ensure that participants receive course credit only for portions actually attended. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 507.45, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CHOICE OF CLOSING AGENT; LISTING NOTICE; RULES.] (al No real estate salesperson, broker, 
attorney, auctioneer, builder, title company, financial institution, or other person making a mortgage loan may require 
a person to use any particular licensed attorney, real estate broker, real estate salesperson, or real estate dosing agent 
in connection with a residential real estate closing. 

(b) All listing agreements must include a notice informing sellers of their rights under this subdivision. The notice 
must require the seller to indicate in writing whether it is acceptable to the seller to have the licensee arrange for 
closing services or whether the seller wishes to arrange for others to conduct the closing. The notice must also include 
the disclosure of any controlled business arrangement, as the term is defined in United States Code, title 12, section 
1602, between the licensee and the real estate closing agent through which the licensee proposes to arrange closing 
services. 

(e) The eOffiffiissisReF sf €SffiHleree may aEloJ3t Tules l:lI1aer eflapter 14 to implemeflt, aElHl:iflisteF, alta eRfsFee tRis 
s L±B Eli. isioR. 

Sec. 28. Laws 1992, chapter 555, article 1, section 12, is amended to read: 

Sec. 12. [PENDING CLAIMS.] 

The change in the per year limit contained in section 6 does not apply to a eause of aetiofl civil Q!. administrative 
proceeding that was commenced before August 1, 1992. 

Sec. 29. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$27,000 for fiscal year 1994 and $27,000 for fiscal year 1995 ~ appropriated from the general fund to the 
commissioner of commerce for implementation of sections 1 to 28. 

Sec. 30. [REVISOR INSTRUCTION.] 

The revisor shall change terms in Minnesota Statutes and Minnesota Rules to reflect the changes in the names of 
the five classes of licenses for real estate appraisers made in section 24. 

Sec. 31. [REPEALER.] 

.@1 Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82.22, subdivision ~ and 462A.20I, subdivision ~ are repealed. 

ill Minnesota Rules, part 2805.1200, is repealed. 

Sec. 32. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to ~ lli l2.t. and 31 are effective October .1. 1993. 

Sections 10 to 1L 20 to.fL. and 30 ~ effective h!!y L. 1993. 

Section 28 ~ effective retroactive to the effective date of the section being amended." 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to real estate; regulating fees, licenses, and agreements; requiring certain disclosures; 
providing for meetings of the real estate appraiser advisory board; changing terms; regulating fees and licenses; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82.17, subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 
82.19, subdivision 5, and by adding subdivisions; 82.20, subdivision 15; 82.21, subdivision I, and by adding a 
subdivision; 82.22, subdivisions 6 and 13; 82.24, subdivision 1; 82.27, subdivision 1; 82.33, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 82.34, subdivisions 3 and 7; 82B.02, by adding a subdivision; 82B.OS, subdivision 5; 82B.11; 82B.14; 
82B'.19, subdivision 2; and 507.45, subdivision 4; Laws 1992, chapter 555, article 1, section 12; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 82; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82.22, subdivision 7; and 
462A.201, subdivision 5; Minnesota Rules, part 2805.1200." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Knickerbocker moved to amend S. F. No. 1000, as amended, as follows: 

Page 19, line 17, after "receive" insert "..:. 

ill at least two hours of training every year in courses in laws 2!. regulations on agency representation and 
disclosure; and 

ill" 
Page 19, after line 20, insert: 

"Clause ill does not ~ to real estate salespersons and real estate brokers engaged solely in the corrunercial real 
estate business who file with the commissioner a verification of this status on an annual basis no later than May 31 
as part of the annual report under paragraph ..@1" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Knickerbocker moved to amend S. F. No. 1000, as amended, as follows: 

Page 23, after line 36, insert: 

"Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82B.035, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [GEOLOCISTS OR ENGINEERS.] This chapter does not ~ to !ill appraisal, analysis, opinion. or 
conclusion as to the value of Q& ~ coal, and other mineral resources performed Qy an engineer registered ~ 
provided in sections 326.01 to 326.15 or Qy a certified professional geologist, unless the appraisal, analysis. opinion, 
Q!:. conclusion of value is' performed in connection with a federally related transaction subject to the requirements of 
United States Code. title.!b section 3331. et~ the federal Financial Institutions Reform. Recovery, and Enforcement 
Act of 1989," 

Renumber the remaining sections 

Page 27, line 24, delete "28" and insert "29" 

Page 27, line 29, delete "24" and insert "25" 

Page 27, line 35, delete "31" and insert "32" 

Page 28, line 1, delete "~ and 30" and insert "~ and 31 " 

Page 28, line 3, delete "28" and insert "29" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 28, line 14, after the first semicolon insert "828.035, by adding a subdivision;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1000, A bill for an act relating to real estate; regulating fees, licenses, and agreements; requiring certain 
disclosures; providing for meetings of the real es'tate appraiser advisory board; changing terms; regulating fees and 
licenses; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82.17, subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 82.19, 
subdivision 5, and by adding subdivisions; 82.20, subdivision 15; 82.21, subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 
82.22, subdivisions 6 and 13; 82.24, subdivision 1; 82.27, subdivision 1; 82.33, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 82.34, subdivisions 3 and 7; 82B.02, by adding a subdivision; 828.035, by adding a subdivision; 828.05, 
subdivision 5; 82B.ll; 828.14; 82B.19, subdivision 2; and 507.45, subdivision 4; Laws 1992, chapter 555, article I, section 
12; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 82; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82.22, 
subdivision 7; and 462A.201, subdivision 5; Minnesota Rules, part 2805.1200. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Reding Tunheim 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Neary Rest Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Ness Rice Vickerman 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Radosovich Wagenius 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, K Rukavina Walbnan 
Beard Darn Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Seagren Weaver 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Ormen Sekhon Wejcman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Opatz Simoneau Wenzel 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Winter 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orfield Smith Wolf 
Blatz Garda Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Solberg Worke 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Ostrom Stanius Workman 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis McCollum Ozment Steensma 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pauly Sviggum 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Clark Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Commers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Trimble 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOWlce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Conunittee on: 

S. F. No. 653. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. ' 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 653 

A bill for an act relating to town roads; permitting cartways to be established on alternative routes; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 164.08, subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 653, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 653 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 164.08, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MANDATORY ESTABLISHMENT; CONDITIONS.] Upon petition presented to the town board by the 
owner of a tract of land containing at least five acres, who has no access thereto except over the lands of others, or 
whose access thereto is less than two rods in width, the town board by resolution shall establish a cartway at least 
two rods wide connecting the petitioner's land with a public road. The town board may select an alternative route 
other than that petitioned for if the alternative is deemed £y the town board to be less disruptive and damaging to 
the affected landowners and in the public's best interest. In an unorganized territory, the board of county 
commissioners of the county in which the tract is located shall act as the town board. The proceedings of the town 
board shall be in accordance with section 164.07. The amount of- damages shall be paid by the petitioner to the town 
before such cartway is opened. For the purposes of this subdivision damages shall mean the compensation, if any, 
awarded to the owner of the land upon which the cartway is established together with the cost of professional and 
other services which the town may incur in connection with the proceedings for the establishment of the cartway. 
The town board may by resolution require the petitioner to post a bond or other security acceptable to the board for 
the total estimated damages before the board takes action on the petition. 

Town road and bridge funds shall not be expended on the cartway unless the town board, or the county board 
acting as the town board in the case of a cartway established in an unorganized territory, by resolution determines 
that an expenditure is in the public interest. If no resolution is adopted to that effect, the grading or other 
construction work and the maintenance of the cartway is the responsibility of the petitioner, subject to the provisions 
of section 164.10. After the cartway has been constructed the town board, or the county board in the case of 
unorganized territory, may by resolution designate the cartway as a private driveway with the written consent of the 
affected landowner in which case from the effective date of the resolution no town road and bridge funds shall be 
expended for maintenance of the driveway; provided that the cartway shall not be vacated without following the 
vacation proceedings established under section 164.07. 

Sec. 2. [ESTABLISHMENT OF AN OFFICE OF DEPUTY REGISTRAR OF MOTOR VEHICLES IN DEER RIVER.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 168.33, and rules adopted £y the commissioner of public safety, 
limiting sites for the office of ~ registrar, the Itasca county auditor may, with the approval of the registrar of 
motor vehicles, appoint an officer or employee of the Q!v. of Deer River to operate ~ registration and motor vehicle 
tax collection bureau in the .£i!Y. of Deer River. All other provisions regarding the appointment and operation of a 
~ registrar office under Minnesota Statutes, section 168.33, and Minnesota Rules, chapter 7406, ~ to the 
office. 

Sec. 3. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 2 shall become effective the day following final enactment without local approval as provided in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision L paragraph ~" 
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Delete the ti tle and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to local government; providing conditions for the establishment of town roads; providing 
for a deputy registrar of motor vehicles; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 164.08, subdivision 2." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the hill. 

Senate Conferees: BOB LESSARD AND STEVE DILLE. 

House Conferees: IRV ANDERSON, LoREN A. SOLBERG AND KEVIN GOODNO. 

Anderson, L, moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. P. No. 653 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 653, A bill for an act relating to town roads; permitting cartways to be established on alternative routes; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 164.08, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krueger Neary Rest Van Dellen 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Lasley Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hugoson Leppik Ness Rice Vickerman 
Asch Dehler Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Walbnan 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Seagren Weaver 
Beard Dom Jefferson Lourey Onnen Sekhon Wejcman 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Luther Opatz Simoneau Wenzel 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Winter 
BeUermann Farrell Johnson, R. Macklin Orfield Smith Wolf 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Solberg Worke 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mariani Ostrom Stanius Workman 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis McCollum Ozment Steensma Spk. Long 
Brown, K Goodno Kelso McGuire Pauly Sviggum 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Carruthers Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Clark Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Commers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Trimble 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Reding Tunheim 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

s. F. No. 1320. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITIEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1320 

A bill for an act relating to education; requiring changes in college preparation requirements. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

4145 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for 5. F. No. 1320, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1320 be further amended as follows: 

Page 1, after line 4, insert 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 129C.1O, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3b. [APPEAL.]!l parent who disagrees with a board action that adversely affects the academic program of 
an enrolled £E.£i!may appeal the board's action to the commissioner of education within 30 days of the board's action. 
The decision of the commissioner shall be binding on the board. The board shall inform each £!!Ei! and parent at the 
time of enrolling of ~ parent's right to appeal!!. board action affecting the pupil's academic program." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to education; requesting consultation on, and requiring consideration of content about, 
college preparation courses; providing an appeal procedure; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 129C.1O, by 
adding a subdivision." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: STEVE L. MuRPHY, JERRY R. JANEZICII AND LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER. 

House Conferees: KATY OLSON, JIM TUNHEIM AND ROBERT NESS. 

Olson, K., moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1320 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1320, A bill for an act relating to education; requiring changes in college preparation requirements. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 119 yeas and 8 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, L Cooper Haukoos Knickerbocker Mosel Pawlenty Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dauner Hausman Koppendrayer Munger Pelowski Tompkins 
Asch Davids Holsten Krinkie Murphy Peterson Trimble 
Battaglia Dawkins Hugosan Krueger Neary Pugh Tunheim 
Bauerly Dehler Huntley Lasley Nelson Reding Van Dellen 
Beard Delmont Jacobs Leppik Ness Rest Vellenga 
Bergson Dempsey Jaros Lieder Olson, E. Rhodes Vickerman 
Bertram Dom Jefferson Limmer Olson, K. Rice Wagenius 
Bettermann Evans Jennings Lourey OJson,M. Radosovich Waltman 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Oratz Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Girard Kahn Mariani Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Goodno Kalis McCollum Osthoff Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greenfield Kelso McGuire Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Clark Greiling Kinkel Milbert Ozment Steensma Worke 
Commers Hasskamp Klinzing Molnau Pauly Swenson Spk. Long 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Gruenes Lindner Sviggum 
Erhardt Gutknecht Stanius Workman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

The foHowing Conference Conunittee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 994 

A bill for an act relating to children; foster care and adoption placement; specifying time limits for compliance with 
placement preferences; setting standards for changing out-of-home placement; requiring notice of certain adoptions; 
clarifying certain language; requiring compliance with certain law; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992 .. sections 257.071 .. 
subdivisions 1 and la; 257.072 .. subdivision 7; 259.255; 259.28, subdivision 2 .. and by adding a subdivision; 259.455; 
260.012; 260.181 .. subdivision 3; and 260.191 .. subdivisions la, ld, and Ie; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 257; and 259. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 994, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendments and that H. F. No. 994 be further amended as follows: 
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Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [257.0651] [COMPLIANCE WITH INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT.] 

Sections 257.03 to 257.075 must be construed consistently with the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, United States 
Code. title a sections 1901 !Q 1963. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.071, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PLACEMENT; PLAN.] A case plan shall be prepared within 30 days after any child is placed in 
a residential facility by court order or by the volLU1tary release of the child by the parent or parents. 

For purposes of this section, a residential facility means any group home, family foster home or other publicly 
supported out-af-home residential facility, including any out-af-home residential facility under contract with the state, 
county or other political subdivision, or any agency thereof, to provide those services or family foster ~~ defined 
in section 260.015, subdivision Z. 

For the purposes of this section, a case plan means a written document which is ordered by the court or which is 
prepared by the social service agency responsible for the residential facility placement and is signed by the parent 
or parents, or other custodian, of the child, the child's legal guardian, the social service agency responsible for the 
residential facility placement, and, if possible, the child. The document shall be explained to all persons involved in 
its implementation, induding the child who has signed the document, and shall set forth: 

(1) The specific reasons for the placement of the child in a residential facility, including a description of the 
problems or conditions in the home of the parent or parents which necessitated removal of the child from home; 

(2) The specific actions to be taken by the parent or parents of the child to eliminate or correct the problems or 
conditions identified in clause (1), and the time period during which the actions are to be taken; 

(3) The financial responsibilities and obligations, if any, of the parents for the support of the child during the period 
the child is in the residential facility; 

(4) The visitation rights and obligations of the parent or parents or other relatives as defined in section 260.181, if 
such visitation is consistent with the best interest of the child, during the period the child is in the residential facility; 

(5) The social and other supportive services to be provided to the parent or parents of the child, the child, and the 
residential facility during the period the child is in the residential facility; 

(6) The date on which the child is expected to be returned to the home of the parent or parents; 

(7) The nature of the effort to be made by the social service agency responsible for the placement to reunite the 
family; and 

(8) Notice to the parent or parents that placement of the child in foster care may result in termination of parental 
rights but only after notice and a hearing as provided in chapter 260. 

The parent or parents and the child each shall have the right to legal counsel in the preparation of the case plan 
and shall be informed of the right at the time of placement of the child. The child shall also have the right to a 
guardian ad litem. If unable to employ counsel from their own resources, the court shall appoint counsel upon the 
request of the parent or parents or the child or the child's legal guardian. The parent or parents may also receive 
assistance from any person or social service agency in preparation of the case plan. 

After the plan has been agreed upon by the parties involved, the foster parents shall be fully informed of the 
provisions of the case plan. 

When an agency accepts a child for placement, the agency shall determine whether the child has had a physical 
examination by or 1.Ulder the direction of a licensed physician within the 12 months immediately preceding the date 
when the child came into the agency's care. If there is documentation that the child has had such an examination 
within the last 12 months, the agency is responsible for seeing that the child has another physical examination within 
one year of the documented examination and annually in subsequent years. If the agency determines that the child 
has not had a physical examination within the 12 months immediately preceding placement, the agency shall ensure 
that the child has the examination within 30 days of coming into the agency's care and once ayear in subsequent 
years. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.071, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd.la. [PROTECTION OF HERITAGE OR BACKGROUND.] The authorized child placing agency shall ensure 
that the child's best interests are met by giving dueL 2 sole, consideration of the child's race or ethnic heritage in 
making a family foster care placement. The authorized child placing agency shall place a child, released by court 
order or by voluntary release by the parent or parents, in a family foster home selected by following the preferences 
described in section 260.181, subdivision 3. 

In instances where a child from a family of color is placed in a family foster home of a different racial or ethnic 
background, the local social service agency shall review the placement after 30 days and each 30 days thereafter for 
the first six months to determine if there is another available placement that would better satisfy the requirements 
of this subdivision. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.071, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [LIMIT ON MULTIPLE PLACEMENTS.]!fi! child has been placed in a residential facility pursuant to 
~ court order under section 260.172 Q! 260.191, the social service agency responsible for the residential facility 
placement for the child may not change the child's placement unless the ~ specifically documents that the 
current placement is unsuitable or another placement is in the best interests of the child. This subdivision does not 
~ if the new placement is in an adoptive home or other permanent placement. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.071, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [REVIEW OF VOLUNTARY PLACEMENTS.] S..ajeel Is Ihe I'fs.isisRS sl 5..aai.4sisRs 3 or.a Except!!£ 
provided in subdivision 4, if the child has been placed in a residential facility pursuant to a voluntary release by the 
parent or parents, and is not returned home within R- six months after initial placement in the residential facility, the 
social 'service agency responsible for the placement shall: 

(a1 ill return the child to the home of the parent or parents; or 

fbt ill file an appropriate petition pursuant to section 260.131, subdivision 1, or 260.231, ana if l'he J3etitisR is 
aismissea, ¥,etitisR tRe €Sl:lFt Hithi:R R\'S ) eaFS, fll:lf'Sl:laRt ts seeBeR 26Q.Bl, sHbai. isisR la, te aeteFftline if tlt-e 
fllaeemeRt is iF. tfte best iftteFests sf the eRila. ' 

The case plan must be updated when a petition is filed and must include a specific plan for permanency. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.071, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §, [RULES ON REMOVAL OF CHILDREN.] The commissioner shall adopt rules establishing criteria for 
removal of children from their homes and return of children to their homes. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.072, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [RECRUITMENT OF FOSTER FAMILIES.] Each authorized child placing agency shall make special 
efforts to recruit a foster family from among the child's relatives, except as authorized in section 260.181, subdivision 
3, and among families of the same mir.sFity racial or ff'l:iR8Fifj ethnic heritage. Special efforts include contacting and 
working with corruitunity organizations and religious organizations and may include contracting with these 
organizations, utilizing local media and other local resources, conducting outreach activities, and increasing the 
number of minority recruitment staff employed by the agency. The requirement of special efforts in this section.!§. 
satisfied if the responsible child placing ~ has made appropriate efforts for six months following the child's 
placement in a residential facility and the court approves the agency's efforts pursuant to section 260.191. subdivision 
3a. The agency may accept any gifts, grants, offers of services, and other contributions to use in making special 
recruitment efforts. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.072, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [DUTIES OF CHILD-PLACING AGENCIES.] Each authorized child-placing agency must: 

(1) develop and follow procedures for implementing the order of preference prescribed by section 260.181, 
subdivision 3, and the Indian Child Welfare Act, United States Code, title 25, sections 1901 to 1923; 
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(a) In implementing the order of preference, an authorized child-placing agency may disclose private or confidential 
data, as defined in section 13.02, to relatives of the child for the purpose of locating a suitable placement. The agency 
shall disclose only data that is necessary to facilitate implementing the preference. If a parent makes an explicit 
request that the relative preference not be followed, the agency shall bring the matter to the attention of the court to 
determine whether the parent's request is consistent with the best interests of the child and the agency shall not 
contact relatives unless ordered to do so by the juvenile court; and 

(b) In iffl}91emeRtiRg t'R€ Braef of FlfefeFER€e, the al;l:tRori""ee emlel pla€i1.g agePtey sRan ae\ eie)? .. FitteR staRaaFas 
fer aeteFFFdPliRg the sl:l:itaeilit) ef pFS)?eseel )?laeemeRts. The stafl:aafas Reea Ret hteei all reEtHiremeRts fer fester eare 
lieeRsiRg, Sl:it ml:l:st eRSl:l:re tRat the safety, Realtt., alia II elfaFe sf tfte Eftila is safegl:iaraea. IR the Ease In determining 
the suitability of a proposed placement of an Indian child, the standards to be applied must be the prevailing social 
and cultural standards of the Indian child's conununity, and the agency shall defer to tribal judgment as to suitability 
of a particular home when the tribe has intervened pursuant to the Indian Child Welfare Act; 

(2) have a written plan for recruiting minority adoptive and foster families. The plan must include (a) strategies 
for using existing resources in minority communities, (b) use of minority outreach staff wherever possible, (c) use of 
minority foster homes for placements after birth and before adoption, and (d) other techniques as appropriate; 

(3) have a written plan for training adoptive and foster families of minority children; 

(4) if located in an area with a significant minority population, have a written plan for employing minority social 
workers in adoption and foster care. The plan must include staffing goals and objectives; 

(5) ensure that adoption and foster care workers attend training offered or approved by the department of human 
services regarding cultural diversity and the needs of special needs children; and 

(6) develop and implement procedures for implementing the requirements of the Indian Child Welfare Act and the 
Minnesota Indian family preservation act. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.072, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ IRULES.] The commissioner of human services shall adopt rules to establish standards for relative foster 
care placement, conducting relative searches. and recruiting foster and adoptive families of the same racial or ethnic 
heritage as the child. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.255, is amended to read: 

259255 [PROTECTION OF HERITAGE OR BACKGROUND,] 

The policy of the state of MiIUlesota is to ensure that the best interests of the child are met by requiring dueL not 
sale. consideration of the child's race or ethnic heritage in adoption placements. For purposes of intercountry 
adoptions, due consideration is deemed to have occurred if the appropriate authority in the child's country of birth 
has approved the placement of the child. 

The authorized child placing agency shall give preference, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to placing 
the child with (a) a relative or relatives of the child, or, if that would be detrimental to the child or a relative is not 
available, (b) a family with the same racial or ethnic heritage as the child, or, if that is not feasible, (c) a family of 
different racial or ethnic heritage from the child which is knowledgeable and appreciative of the child's racial or ethnic 
heritage, 

If the child's genetic parent or parents explicitly request that the preference described in clause (a) or clauses (a) 
and (b) not be followed, the authorized child placing agency shall honor that request consistent with the best interests 
of the child, 

If the child's genetic parent or parents express a preference for placing the child in an adoptive home of the same 
or a similar religious background to that of the genetic parent or parents, in following the preferences in clause (a) 
or (b), the agency shall place the child with a family that also meets the genetic parent's religious preference. Only 
if no family is available that is described in clause (a) or (b) may the agency give preference to a family described in 
clause (c) that meets the parent's religious preference. 
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Sec. 11. [259.2565] [NOTICE REGARDING PERMANENT PLACEMENT OF CERTAlN CHILDREN.] 

\tVhen a termination of parental rights order regarding a child becomes finaL the agency with guardianship of the 
child shall give the notice provided in this section to any adult with whom the child i§. currently residing, ~ adult 
with whom the child has resided for ~ year £!. longer in the past and ~ adults who have maintained ~ 
relationship or exercised visitation with the child as identified in the agency ~ plan for the child £!. demonstrated 
~ interest in the child. This notice ~ not be provided to a parent whose parental rights to the child have been 
terminated under section 260.221. subdivision 1. The notice must state that.a permanent home is sought for the child 
and that individuals receiving the notice may indicate to the agency their interest in providing a permanent home. 
The agency with guardianship of the child shall review the child's custodial history and relationships with siblings, 
relatives, foster parents, and ~ other person who may significantly affect the child in determining an appropriate 
permanent placement. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.28, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PROTECTION OF HERITAGE OR BACKGROUND.] The policy of the state of Minnesota is to ensure 
that the best interests of children are met by requiring dueL not sale, consideration of the child's race or etlmic heritage 
in adoption placements. For purposes of intercountry adoptions, due consideration is deemed to have occurred if the 
appropriate authority in the child's country of birth has approved the placement of the child. 

In reviewing adoptive placement, the court shall consider preference, and in determining appropriate adoption, 
the court shall give preference, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to (a) a relative or relatives of the child, 
or, if that would be detrimental to the child or a relative is not available, to (b) a family with the same racial or ethnic 
heritage as the child, or if that is not feasible, to (c) a family of different racial or ethnic heritage from the child that 
,is knowledgeable and appreciative of the child's racial or ethnic heritage. 

If the child's genetic parent or parents explicitly request that the preference described in clause (a) or in clauses 
(a) and (b) not be followed, the court shall honor that request consistent with the best interests of the child. 

If the child's genetic parent or parents express a preference for placing the child in an adoptive home of the same 
or a similar religious background to that of the genetic parent or parents, in following the preferences in clause (a) 
or (b), the court shall place the child with a family that also meets the genetic parent's religious preference. Only if 
no family is available as described in clause (a) or (b) may the court give preference to a family described in clause 
(c) that meets the parent's religious preference. 

Sec. 13. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 259.28, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!h [COMPLIANCE WITH INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT.] The provisions of this chapter ~ be 
construed consistently with the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, United States Code, title ~ sections 1901 to 1963. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 259.455, is amended to read: 

259.455 [FAMILY RECRUITMENT.] 

Each authorized child placing agency shall make special efforts to recruit an adoptive family from among the 
child's relatives, except as authorized in section 259.28, subdivision 2, and among families of the same racial or ethnic 
heritage. Special efforts include contacting and working with community organizations and religious organizations 
and may include contracting with these organizations, utilizing local media and other local resources, and conducting 
outreach activities. The requirement of special efforts in this section is satisfied if the efforts have continued for six 
months after the child becomes available for adoption .Q!. if special efforts have been satisfied and approved £Y. the 
court pursuant to section 260,191, subdivision 3a. The agency may accept any gifts, grants, offers of services, and 
other contributions to use in making special recruitment efforts, 

Sec. 15. [260.157] [COMPLIANCE WITH INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT.] 

The provisions of this chapter must be construed consistently with the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, United 
States Code, title a sections 1901 to 1963. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.181, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PROTECTION OF HERITAGE OR BACKGROUND.] The policy of the state is to ensure that the best 
interests of children are met by requiring duel. not sole, consideration of the child's race or etlmic heritage in foster 
care placements. 

The court, in transferring legal custody of any child or appointing a guardian for the child under the laws relating 
to juvenile courts, shall place the child, in the following order of preference, in the absence of good cause to the 
contrary, in the legal custody or guardianship of an individual who (a) is the child's relative, or if that would be 
detrimental to the child or a relative is not available, who (b) is of the same racial or ethnic heritage as the child, or 
if that is not possible, who (c) is knowledgeable and appreciative of the child's racial or ethnic heritage. The court 
may require the county welfare agency to continue efforts to find a guardian of the child's racial or ethnic heritage 
when such a guardian is not immediately available. For purposes of this subdivision, "relative" includes members 
of a child's extended family and important friends with whom the child has resided or had significant contact. 

If the child's genetic parent or parents ,explicitly request that the preference described in clause (a) or in clauses 
(a) and (b) not be followed, the court shall honor that request consistent with the best interests of the child. 

If the child's genetic parent or parents express a preference for placing the child in a foster or adoptive home of 
the same or a similar religious background to that of the genetic parent or parents, in following the preferences in 
clause (a) or (b), the court shall order placement of the child with an individual who meets the genetic parent's 
religious preference. Only if no individual is available who is described in clause (a) or (b) may the court give 
preference to an individual described in clause (c) who meets the parent's religious preference. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.191, subdivision 1d, is amended to read: 

Subd.1d. [FARI-i~ITAb VISITATION.] If the court orders that the child be placed outside of the child's home or 
present residence, it shall set reasonable rules for supervised or unsupervised parental visitation that contribute to 
the objectives of the court order and the maintenance of the familial relationship. No parent may be denied visitation 
unless the court finds at the disposition hearing that the visitation would act to prevent the achievement of the order's 
objectives or that it would endanger the child's physical Or emotional well-being. The court shall set reasonable rules 
for visitation for any relatives ~ defined in section 260.181, subdivision ~ if visitation is consistent with the best 
interests of the child. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.191, subdivision Ie, is amended to read: 

Subd. Ie. [CASE PLAN.] For each disposition ordered, the court shall order the appropriate agency to prepare a 
written case plan developed after consultation with any foster parents, and consultation with and participation by the 
child and the child's parent, guardian, or custodian, guardian ad litem, and tribal representative if the tribe has 
intervened. The case plan shall comply with the requirements of section 257.071, where applicable. The case plan 
shall, among other matters, specify the actions to be taken by the child and the child's parent, guardian, foster parent, 
or custodian to comply with the court's disposition order, and the services to be offered and provided by the agency 
to the child and the child's parent, guardian, or custodian. The court shall review the case plan and, upon approving 
it, incorporate the plan into its disposition order. The court may review and modlfy the terms of the case plan in the 
manner provided in subdivision 2. For each disposition ordered, the written case plan shall specify what reasonable 
efforts shall be provided to the family. The case plan must include a discussion of: 

(1) the availability of appropriate prevention and reunification services for the family to prevent the removal of the 
child from the home or to reunify the child with the family after removal; 

(2) any services or resources that were requested by the child or the child's parent, guardian, foster parent, or 
custodian since the date of initial adjudication, and whether those services or resources were provided or the basis 
for denial of the services or resources; 

(3) the need of the child and family for care, treatment, or rehabilitation; 

(4) the need for participation by the parent, guardian, or custodian in the plan of care for the child; 

(5) the visitation rights and obligations of the parent Or other relatives, as defined in section 260.181, subdivision 
~ during any period when the child ~ placed outside the home; and 

ill a description of any services that could prevent placement or reunify the family if such services were available. 

A party has a right to request a court review of the reasonableness of the case plan upon a showing of a substantial 
change of circumstances. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.191, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ORDER DURATION.} Subject to subdivisions 3a and & all orders under this section shall be for a 
specified length of time set by the court not to exceed one year. However, before the order has expired and upon its 
own motion or that of any interested party, the court shall, after notice to the parties and a hearing, renew the order 
for another year or make some other disposition of the case, until the individual is no longer a minor. Any person 
to whom legal custody is transferred shall report to the court in writing at such periods as the court may direct. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.191, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3a. [COURT REVIEW OF OUT-OF-HOME PLACEMENTS.]!f the court places a child in a residential facility, 
the court shall review the out-of-home placement at least every six months to determine whether continued 
out-of-home placement is necessary and appropriate or whether the child should be returned home. The court shall 
review agency efforts pursuant to section 257.072, subdivision.1. and order that the efforts continue if the agency has 
failed to perform the duties under that section. The court shall review the'~ plan and may modify the ~ plan 
as provided under subdivisions Ie and b. If the court orders continued out-of-home placement. the court shall notify 
the parents of the provisions of subdivision 3b. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.191, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3b. [REVIEW OF COURT ORDERED PLACEMENTS; PERMANENT PLACEMENT DETERMINATION.] 
.@l!f. the court places ~ child in a residential facility, the court shall conduct a hearing to determine the permanent 
status of the child not later than 12 months after the child ~ placed out of the home of the parent. Not later than 
30 days prior to this hearing the responsible social service ~ shall file pleadings to establish the basis for the 
permanent placement determination. Notice of the hearing and copies of the pleadings must be provided pursuant 
to sections 260.135 and 260.141. !f ~ termination of parental rights petition is filed before the date reguired for the 
permanency planning determination, no hearing need be conducted under this section. The court shall determine 
whether the child i§. to be returned home QEL if not. what permanent placement is consistent with the child's best 
interests. The "best interests of the child" ~ all relevant factors to be considered and evaluated. 

!! the child i§. not returned to the home, the dispositions available for permanent placement determination are 
permanent legal and physical custody to a relative, adoption, or permanent foster care. The court may order ~ child 
into permanent foster care only if!! finds that neither ~ award of legal and physical custody to a relative, termination 
of parental rights, nor adoption is in the child's best interests. 

ill The court may extend the time period for determination of permanent placement to 18 months after the child 
~ placed in a residential facility if: 

ill there i.§. ~ substantial probability that the child will be returned home within the next six months; 

ill the agency has not made reasonable, QEL in the ~ of ~ Indian child, active efforts, to correct the conditions 
that form the basis of the out-of-home placement; or 

ill extraordinary circumstances exist precluding a permanent placement detennination, in which case the court shall 
make written findings documenting the extraordinary circumstances and order one subseguent review after six months 
to detennme permanent placement. 

1£l If the court determines that an adoptive placement is in the best interests of the child, the social service ~ 
shall file!!. petition for termination of parental rights under section 260.231. Nothing in this subdivision waives the 
reguirements of sections 260.221 to 260.245 with respect to termination of parental rights. 

@ In ordering a permanent placement of a child, the court must be governed Qy the best interests of the child, 
including a review of the relationship between the child and relatives and the child and other important persons with 
whom the child has resided or had significant contact. 

ill Once ~ permanent placement determination has been made and permanent placement has been established, 
further reviews are only necessary if otherwise reguired Qy federal law , ~ adoption has not ~ been finalized, or 
there ~!!. disruption of the permanent placement. These reviews must take place no less frequently than every six 
months. 
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ill An order tu\der this subdivision must include the following detailed findings: 

ill how the child's best interests are served!2y the order; 

ill the narure and extent of the responsible social service agency's reasonable efforts, Q!L in the ~ of 2!!. Indian 
child, active efforts, to reunify the child with the parent or parents; 

ill the parent's or parents' efforts and ability to use services to correct the conditions which led to the out-of-home 
placement; 

ill whether the conditions which led to the out-oE-home placement have been corrected so that the child can return 
home; and 

ill if the child cannot be returned home, whether there is a substantial probability of the child being able to return 
home in the next six months. 

It the court orders the child placed in permanent foster care, the court shall make findings that neither an award 
of legal and physical custody to ~ relative, termination of parental rights, nor adoption is in the child's best interests. 

A court finding that extraordinary circumstances exist precluding a permanent placement determination must be 
supported Qy detailed factual findings regarding those circumstances. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.192, is amended to read: 

260.192 [DISPOSITIONS; VOLUNTARY FOSTER CARE PLACEMENTS.] 

Upon a petition for review of the foster care status of a child, the court may: 

(a) In the case of a petition required to be filed under section 257.071, subdivision & find that the child's needs are 
being met aRti", that the child's placement in foster care is in the best interests of the child and that the child will be 
returned home in the next six months, in which case the court shall approve the voluntary arrangement and continue 
the matter for six months to assure the child returns to the parent's home. The ESHFt shall srEleF tfle sseial serviee 
ageflEY respsFlsi\:Jle fer the plaeemeRt ts \:JFiRg a f'etitisFl fll:IFsHar.t ts eitr.er seetisR 269.131, sl::ffiEli.isisR 1 SF seetisR 
269.131, s1:iSElivisisR la, as apf'fspFiate, IT itftiR R. 8 } eafS if eSl1:Ft Fe, ievl vias fH:lFSl:laFlt ts seetisn 2:97.Q71, SH\:JaivisisFl 
d ef 4, ef Ii itkiR SRe } eaf if ESHft Fe. ie Ii was PHfSHaFlt ts seetien 2:97.971, sl::ffiai. isieR 2. 

(b) In the case of a petition required to be filed under section 257.071, subdivision 1.t. find that the child's needs ~ 
being met and that the child's placement in foster care is in the best interests of the child, in which case the court shall 
approve the voluntary arrangement. The court shall order the social service agency responsible for the placement to 
bring a petition under section 260.131. subdivision 1 or § as appropriate, within two years. 

1£1 Find that the child's needs are not being met, in which case the court shall order the social service agency or 
the parents to take whatever action is necessary and feasible to meet the child's needs, including, when appropriate, 
the provision by the social service agency of services to the parents which would enable the child to live at home, and 
shall Sraef an aafFl:inistrative Fe.ie\. ef the ease again withiFl 5i)( R'Sftl:ft5 at.a a Fe,ie\{ \:Jy tHe ESHf't .. itkin SRe }eaf 
order a disposition under section 260.191. 

W @Find that the child has been abandoned. by parents financially or emotionally, or that the developmentally 
disabled child does not require out-of-home care because of the handicapping condition, in which case the court shall 
order the social service agency to file an appropriate petition pursuant to sections 260.131, subdivision 1, or 260.231. 

Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit bringing a petition pursuant to section 260.131, subdivision 
1 or 2, sooner than required by court order pursuant to this section. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.221, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [VOLUNTARY AND INVOLUNTARY.} The juvenile court may upon petition, terminate all rights 
of a parent to a child in the following cases: 

(a) With the written consent of a parent who for good cause desires to terminate parental rights; or 
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(b) If it finds that one or more of the following conditions exist: 

(1) That the parent has abandoned the child, Abandonment is presumed when: 

(i) the parent has had no contact Of merel, iReiaeRtal eORtaet with~ the child on .§!. regular basis and no 
demonstrated, consistent interest in the child's well-being for six months in tfle ease of a eftilcl I::tRder sin) ears of age, 
OF fOF 12 ffiORtfis fA the Ease of a effilEl ages sb( to 11; and 

(ii) the social service agency has made reasonable efforts to facilitate contact, unless the parent establishes that an 
extreme financial or physical hardship or treatment for mental disability or chemical dependency or other good cause 
prevented the parent from making contact with the child. This presumption does not apply to children whose custody 
has been determined under chapter 257 or 518. The court is not prohibited from finding abandonment in the absence 
of this presumption; or 

(2) That the parent has substantially, continuously, or repeatedly refused or neglected to comply with the duties 
imposed upon that parent by the parent and child relationship, including but not limited to providing the child with 
necessary food, clothing, shelter, education, and other care and control necessary for the child's physical, mental, or 
emotional health and development, if the parent is physically and financially able, and reasonable efforts by the social 
service agency have failed to correct the conditions that formed the basis of the petition; or 

(3) That a parent has been ordered to contribute to the support of the child or financially aid in the child's birth 
and has continuously failed to do so without good cause. TIlls clause shall not be construed to state a grolUlds for 
termination of parental rights of a noncustodial parent if that parent has not been ordered to or cannot financially 
contribute to the support of the child or aid in the child's birth; or 

(4) That a parent is palpably lUlfit to be a party to the parent and child relationship because of a consistent pattern 
of specific conduct before the child or of specific conditions directly relating to the parent and child relationship either 
of which are determined by the court to be of a duration or nature that renders the parent unable, for the reasonably 
foreseeable future, to care appropriately for the ongoing physical, men tat or emotional needs of the child. It is 
presumed that a parent is palpably lUlfit to be a party to the parent and child relationship upon a showing that: 

(i) the child was adjudicated in need of protection or services due to circumstances described in section 260.015, 
subdivision 2a, clause (1), (2), (3), (5), or (8); and 

(ii) within the three-year period immediately prior to that adjudication, the parent's parental rights to one or more 
other children were involuntarily terminated under clause (1), (2), (4), or (7) of this paragraph, or under clause (5) of 
this paragraph if the child was initially determined to be in need of protection or services due to circumstances 
described in section 260.015, subdivision 2a, clause (1), (2), (3), (5), or (8); or 

(5) That following upon a determination of neglect or dependency, or of a child's need for protection or services, 
reasonable efforts, under the direction of the court, have failed to correct the conditions leading to the determination. 
It is presumed that reasonable efforts under this clause have failed upon a showing that: 

(i) a child under the age of 12 has resided out of the parental home under court order for more than one year 
following an adjudication of dependency, neglect, need for protection or services under section 260.015, subdivision 
2a, clause (1), (2), (6), (8), or (9), or neglected and in foster care, and an order for disposition under section 260.191, 
including adoption of the case plan required by section 257.071; 

(ii) conditions leading to the determination will not be corrected within the reasonably foreseeable future; and 

(iii) reasonable efforts have been made by the social service agency to rehabilitate the parent and reunite the family. 

This clause does not prohibit the termination of parental rights prior to one year after a child has been placed out 
of the home. 

It is also presumed that reasonable efforts have failed under this clause upon a showing that: 

(i) the parent has been diagnosed as chemically dependent by a professional certified to make the diagnosis; 

(ii) the parent has been required by a case plan to participate in a chemical dependency treatment program; 
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(iii) the treatment programs offered to the parent were culturally, linguistically, and clinically appropriate; 

(iv) the parent has either failed two or more times to successfully complete a treatment program or has refused at 
two or more separate meetings with a caseworker to participate in a treatment program; and 

(v) the parent continues to abuse chemicals. 

Provided, that this presumption applies only to parents required by a case plan to participate in a chemical 
dependency treatment program on or after July 1, 1990; or 

(6) That the parent has been convicted of causing the death of another of the parent's children; or 

(7) That in the case of a child born to a mother who was not married to the child's father when the child was 
conceived nor when the child was born the person is not entitled to notice of an adoption hearing under section 259.26 
and either the person has not filed a notice of intent to retain parental rights under section 259.261 or that the notice 
has been successfully challenged; or 

(8) That the child is neglected and in foster care. 

In an action involving an American Indian child, sections 257.35 to 257.3579 and the Indian Child Welfare Act, United 
States Code, title 25, sections 1901 to 1923, control to the extent that the provisions of this section are inconsistent with 
those laws. 

Sec. 24. [REPORT.] 

The commissioner of human services shall prepare a report for the legislature which includes a comprehensive plan 
to ensure compliance Qy county. social services departments with the foster care and adoption placement statutes and 
rules. The report must include an analysis of possible financial incentives and sanctions for county compliance and 
also address the feasibility of providing timely hearings for families affected .Qy the foster care and adoption rules and 
statutes in the administrative process. The report ~ due Qy February.a 1994. 

Sec. 25. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$135,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of human services to implement this act. 
$73.000.!§. for fiscal year 1994 and $62,000!§. for fiscal year 1995." 

Amend the title as follows: 

"A bill for an act relating to children; foster care and adoption placement; specifying time limits for compliance with 
placement preferences; setting standards for changing out-of-home placement; requiring notice of certain adoptions; 
clarifying certain language; requiring compliance with certain law; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 257.071, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 257.072, subdivision 1 and 7, and by adding 
a subdivision; 259.255; 259.28, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 259.455; 260.181, subdivision 3; 260.191, 
subdivisions 1d, Ie, 2, and by adding subdivisions; 260.192; and 260.221, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 257; 259; and 260." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: KATHLEEN A. BLATZ, WESLEY J. "WES" SKOGLUND, CHUCK BROWN, RICHARD H. JEFFERSO!\J AND 
BECKY LOUREY. 

Senate Conferees: ALLAN H, SPEAR, SHEILA M. KISCADEN, HAROLD R. "SKIP" FINN, DAVID L. KNUTSON AND 
PAT PIPER. 

Blatz moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 994 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 994, A bill for an act relating to children; foster care and adoption placement; specifying time limits for 
compliance with placement preferences; setting standards for changing out-oi-home placement; requiring notice of 
certain adoptions; clarifying certain language; requiring compliance with certain law; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 257.071, subdivisions 1 and la; 257.072, subdivision 7; 259.255; 259.28, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 259.455; 260.012; 260.181, subdivision 3; and 260.191, subdivisions la, ld, and Ie; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 257; and 259. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Rest Vellenga 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Neary Rhodes Vickerman 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley NeL'>on Rice Wagenius 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Olson, E. Rodosovich Waltman 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Olson, K. Rukavina Weaver 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, M. Seagren Wejcman 
Beard Dam Jaros Lindner Onnen Sekhon Welle 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Opatz Simoneau Wenzel 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Orenstein Skoglund Winter 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Lynch Orfield Solberg Wolf 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Osthoff Stanius Worke 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Ostrom Steensma Workman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Ozment Sviggum Spk. Long 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis McCollum Pauly Swenson 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pawlenty Tomassoni 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pelowski Tompkins 
Clark Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Peterson Trimble 
Commers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel Pugh Tunheim 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Reding Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Conunittee on 
S. F. No. 869: 

Ozment; Johnson, R., and Hasskamp. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 1221 was reported to the House. 

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Sviggum moved that the action whereby S. F. No. 1221, as amended, was given its third reading on Thursday, 
May 13, 1993, be now reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 
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Sviggum moved to amend S. F. No. 1221, the unofficial engrossment, as follows: 

Page 7, delete lines 10 to 24 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Osthoff moved to amend S. F. No. 1221, the unofficial engrossment, as amended, as follows: 

Page 1, delete lines 20 to 32 

Page 2, delete lines 1 to 28 

Renumber the sections in sequen-ce 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1221, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; requiring license plates to stay with motor carrier on 
prorate truck; changing the registration period for prorate vehicles; excepting prorate vehicles from renewal notice 
requirements; making owner-operator subject to suspension of plates and international fuel tax agreement license for 
certain delinquent filings or payments; authorizing warning lamps on solid waste collection vehicles; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168.09, subdivisions 3 and 5; 168.12, subdivision 1; 168.187, subdivision 26; 168.31, 
subdivision 4a; and 169.64, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Reding Tunheim 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Neary Rest Van Dellen 
Anderson, R Dawkins Holsten Lasley Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Ness Rice Vickerman 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Waltman 
Beard Dorn Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Seagren Weaver 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Onnen Sekhon Wejcman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Opatz Simoneau Wenzel 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Winter 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orfield Smith Wolf 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Solberg Worke 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Ostrom Stanius Workman 
Brown,K Goodno Kalis McCollum Ozment Steensma Spk. Long 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pauly Sviggum 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Clark Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Commers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Trimble 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its' title agreed to. 
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S. F. No. 625 was reported to the House. 

Reding moved to amend S. F. No. 625, as follows: 

Page 10, after line 4, insert: 

"ARTICLE 6 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 352.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.26. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] "Dependent child" means!! biological or adopted child of a deceased employee 
who has not reached the ~ of 20 and is dependent upon the employee for more than one-halt of the child's support 
at the time of the employee's death. II also means ~ child of the member conceived during the member's lifetime and 
born after the member's death. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 352.12, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [SURVNING SPOUSE BENEFIT.] ill If an employee or former employee is at least;9 yea,s 816 aR6 has 
credit for at least three years allowable service 8F ., Pte has €Feait fer at least 30 years sf aIls daele seL iee, regarelless 
ef-a.ge; and dies before an annuity or disability benefit has become payable, notwithstanding any designation of 
beneficiary to the contrary I the surviving spouse of the employee may elect to receive, in lieu of the refund with 
interest flr8vieleel iR under subdivision I, an annuity equal to the joint and 100 percent survivor annuity which the 
employee could have qualified for had the employee terminated service on the date of death. 

ilil!f. the employee was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least 30 years of allowable service on the date of death, 
the surviving spouse may elect to receive ~ 100 percent joint and survivor annuity based on the ~ of the employee 
and surviving spouse 2!l the date of death. The annuity is payable using the full early retirement reduction under 
section 352.116, subdivision .1. paragraph .@1 to ~ 55 and one-half of the early retirement reduction from ~ 55 to 
the ~ payment begins. 

f£l!f the employee was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least- three years of allowable service credit on the date 
of death but did not ~ ~ for retirement. the surviving spouse may elect to receive ~ 100 percent joint and 
survivor annuity based on the ~ of the employee and surviving spouse at the time of death. The annuity is payable 
using the full early retirement reduction under section 3.32.116, subdivision 1 or § to ~ 55 and one-half of the early 
retirement reduction from ~ 55 to the ~ payment begins. 

The surviving spouse eligible for surviving spouse benefits lU1der paragraph ill may apply for the annuity at any 
time after the date on which the deceased employee would have attained the required age for retirement based on 
the employee's allowable service. The surviving spouse eligible for surviving spouse benefits under paragraph ill 
QE.f£l may ~ for the annuity at ~ time after the employee's death. The annuity must be computed as pF8. ieee 
in under sections 352.115, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3, and 352.116, subdivisions 1, la, and 3. Sections 352.22, subdivision 
3, and 352.72, subdivision 2, apply to a deferred annuity 2!. surviving spouse benefit payable under this subdivision. 
The annuity must cease with the last payment received by the surviving spouse in the lifetime of the surviving spouse, 
or upon expiration of a term certain benefit payment to a surviving spouse under subdivision 2a. An amount equal 
to the excess, if any, of the accumulated contributions credited to the account of the deceased employee in excess of 
the total of the benefits paid and payable to the surviving spouse must be paid to the deceased employee's last 
designated beneficiary or, if none, ts fl:te Sl:l:F. i. iRg eflileFeR sf tfle eeeeasee Sj3sI:lse ir. eql:lal SflaFes OF, if RaRe, to the 
S1;:1F. i. iRg paFeRts sf the eeeeasee Sflolise SF, if RSRe, te the FepFeseRtative of tfle estate sf the eeeeasee spsl:l:se as 
specified lU1der subdivision 1. 

Any employee may request in writing that this subdivision not apply and that payment be made only to a 
designated beneficiary as otherwise provided by this chapter. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 352.12, i.s amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2 •. [SURVNING SPOUSE COVERAGE TERM CERTAIN.] In lieu of the 100 percent optional annuity under 
subdivision b. .Q£ refund under subdivision .1. the surviving spouse of ~ deceased employee may elect to receive 
survivor coverage in a term certain of five. ten, ~.Q!. 20 years, but monthly payments must not exceed 75 percent 
of the average high-five monthly salary of the deceased employee. The monthly term certain annuity must be 
actuarially eguivalent to the 100 percent optional annuity under subdivision 2. 

If!!. survivor elects ~ term certain annuity and dies before the expiration of the specified term certain period, the 
commuted value of the remaining annuity payments must be paid in £! lump sum to the survivor's estate. 
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Sec. 4. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 352.12, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2b. [DEPENDENT CHILD SURVNOR COVERAGE.].!f there i?!'Q surviving spouse eligible for benefits 
under subdivision b. a dependent child ,or children as defined in section 352.01, subdivision ~~ eligible for monthly 
payments. Payments to ~ dependent child must be paid from the date of the employee's death to the date the 
dependent child attains ~ 20 if the child ~ under ~ ~ !f. the child i§. 15 years or older Q!!. the date of death, 
payment must be made for five years. The payment to !! dependent child is an amount actuarially equivalent to the 
value of £.100 percent optional annuity under subdivision 2 using the ~ of the employee and ~ of the dependent 
child at the date of death in lieu of the ~ of the surviving spouse. !! there i2. ~ than one dependent child, each 
dependent child shall receive a proportionate share of the actuarial value of the employee's account. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 353.01, subdivision IS, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] For the purpose of survivor benefit eligibility under sections 353.31, subdivision 
L and 353.657, subdivision ~ "dependent child" means a ftafl:H=a-l- biological or adopted child of a deceased member 
who is unmarried, and under the age of 18, or age 18 to 23, so long as the child submits evidence of full-time 
enrollment in an accredited educational institution. "Dependent child" also includes a child of the member conceived 
during the member's lifetime and born after the member's death. It also means a dependent child who is the subject 
of adoption proceedings filed by a member, and who within two years after death of the member, by judgment and 
decree duly entered, is adjudged to be the adopted child of the deceased member; subject, however, to the qualifying 
conditions of age and dependency under this subdivision. The dependency of the child dates from the decree of 
adoption. "Dependent child" also includes a child age 18 to 23 who had submitted evidence of full-time enrollment 
in an accredited educational institution but was determined to be medically unable to continue school on a full-time 
basis. The board of trustees shall adopt written procedures to make determinations regarding eligibility based on a 
student being medically unable to continue school, and may not continue a benefit for medical reasons for a period 
greater than one year. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 353.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 15a. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] For the pUIpose of survivor benefit eligibility under section 353.32, 
subdivision ls. "dependent child" means ~ biological or adopted child of a deceased member who has not reached 
the ~ of 20 and is dependent for more than one-half of support upon the member. n alsO' includes!!!:!y child of the 
member conceived during the member's lifetime and born after the member's death. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 353.32, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [SURVNlNG SPOUSE OPTIONAL ANNUITY.] M If a member or former member who has aUaiRea 
at lE!ast age §g aRa flas credit for not less than three years of allowable service Of lithe has €feait feE' Ret less -iliaH ag 
) ea~5 sf alle1; aale seF\ iee, FegaFsless sf age attail tea, and dies before the annuity or disability benefit begins to accrue 
under section 353.29, subdivision 7, or 353.33, subdivision 2, notwithstanding any designation of beneficiary to the 
contrary, the surviving spouse may elect to receive, instead of a refund with interest under subdivision 1, or surviving 
spouse benefits otherwise payable under section 353.31, an annuity equal to the 100 percent joint and survivor annuity 
that the member could have qualified for had the member terminated service on the date of death. 

fhl If the member was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least 30 years of allowable service on the date of death, 
the surviving spouse may elect to receive ~ 100 percent joint and survivor annuity based on the ~ of the member 
and surviving spouse Q!l the date of death. The annuity is payable using the full early retirement reduction under 
section 353.30, subdivisions 1b and 1ft. to ~ 55 and one-half of the early retirement reduction from ~ 55 to the ~ 
payment begins. 

ill!f the member was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least three years of allowable service on the date of death 
but did not ~ for retirement, the surviving spouse may elect to receive the 100 percent joint and survivor annuity 
based Q!! the ~ of the member and surviving spouse at the time of death. The annuity is payable using the full early 
retirement reduction under section 353.30, subdivision .1.lli l.s. or ~ to ~ 55 and one-half of the early retirement 
reduction from ~ 55 to the ~ payment begins. 

Notwithstanding the definition of surviving spouse in section 353.01, subdivision 20, a former spouse of the 
member, if any, is entitled to a portion of the monthly surviving spouse optional annuity if stipulated under the terms 
of a marriage dissolution decree filed with the association. If there is no surviving spouse or child or children, a 
former spouse may be entitled to a lwnp-sum refund payment under subdivision 1, if provided for in a marriage 
dissolution decree but not a monthly surviving spouse optional annuity despite the terms of a marriage dissolution 
decree filed with the association. 
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The surviving spouse eligible for surviving spouse benefits under paragraph ill may apply for the annuity at any 
time after the date on which the deceased employee would have attained the required age for retirement based on 
the employee's allowable service. The surviving spouse eligible for surviving spouse benefits under paragraph ill 
2!. ill may ~ for an annuity ~ time after the member's death. The annuity must be computed under sections 
353.29, subdivisions 2 and 3; 353.30, subdivisions I, la, lb, Ie, and 5; and 353.31, subdivision 3. 

Sections 353.34, subdivision 3, and 353.71, subdivision 2, apply to a deferred annuity or surviving spouse benefit 
payable under this subdivision. No payment may accrue beyond the end of the month in which entitlement to the 
annuity has terminated Q!. upon expiration of the term certain benefit payment under subdivision lb. An amount 
equal to any excess of the accumulated contributions that were credited to the account of the deceased employee over 
and above the total of the annuities paid and payable to the surviving spouse must be paid to the deceased member's 
last designated beneficiary aT, if none, to tfie legal repFeS€Rtafive of the estate of tHe dee eased mem13eF ~ specified 
under subdivision 1. 

A member may specify in writing that this subdivision does not apply and that payment may be made only to the 
designated beneficiary as otherwise provided by this chapter. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 353.32, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lb. [SURVIVOR COVERAGE TERM CERTAIN.] In lieu of the 100 percent optional annuity under 
subdivision § 2I ~ refund under subdivision .1. the surviving spouse of ~ deceased member may elect to receive 
survivor coverage for a term certain of five, ten, Th Q!. 20 years, but monthly payments must not exceed 75 percent 
of the average high five monthly salary of the deceased member. The monthly term certain annuity must be 
actuarially equivalent to the 100 percent optional annuity under subdivision 1a. 

!! ~ surviving spouse elects ~ term certain annuity and dies before the expiration of the specified term certain 
period, the commuted value of the remaining annuity payments must be paid in ~ lump ~ to the survivor's estate. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 353.32, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lc. [DEPENDENT CHILD SURVIVOR COVERAGE.] .!f there i§. no surviving spouse eligible for benefits 
under subdivision ~ !!. dependent child or children as defined in section 353.01. subdivision 15a, ~ eligible for 
monthly payments. Payments to a dependent child must be paid from the date of the member's death to the date 
the dependent child attains ~ 20 if the child ~ under ~ 15. If the child i§. 15 years 2!. older on the date of death, 
payment must be made for five years. The payment to ~ dependent child is an amount actuarially equivalent to the 
value of ~ 100 percent optional annuity under subdivision la using the ~ of the member and ~ of the dependent 
child at the date of death in lieu of the ~ of the surviving spouse. If there is more than one dependent child, each 
dependent child shall receive a proportionate share of the actuarial value of the employee's account. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354.05, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] For the purpose of survivor benefit eligibility under section 354.46, subdivision 
.1. "dependent child" means any f'Iilfl:tffil biological or adopted child of a deceased member who has not reached the 
age of 18, or who is under age 22 and is a full:time student throughout the normal school yearr unmarried and 
dependent for more than one-half of support upon st::tffi the member ana £aF a flefioa a£ at least 99 aa} s flFiaF ta fue 
meatbel"s aeath. It also includes any child of the member conceived while living and born after death. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354.05, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.8a. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] For the purpose of survivor benefit eligibility under section 354.46, subdivision 
~ "dependent child" means any biological or adopted child of a deceased member who has not reached the ~ of 
20 and.!§. dependent for more than one-half of support upon the member. !!. also includes ~ child of the member 
conceived while living and born after death. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354.46, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [DEATH WHILE ELIGIDLE DESIGNATED BENEFICIARY BENEFIT.] fi!l The surviving spouse of any 
member or former member who has ~a:-ffied toke age 8f at least EiG ) eaFS aRa Ras credit for at least three years of 
allowable service aF wfla Has EFeait £SF at least 39 } eaFS o£ all8"\. al=Ile seF'Iiee ifl"espeefi. e o£ age is entitled to joint and 
survivor annuity coverage in the event of death of the member prior to retirement. If the surviving spouse does not 
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elect to receive a surviving spouse benefit flFS \ ieee F!I:l:fsl:laflt ts under subdivision 1, if applicable, or does not elect 
to receive a refund of accumulated member contributions pFeviaea p1:l1Sl::laH~ tEl under section 354.47, subdivision 1, 
the sunriving spouse is entitled to receive, upon written application on a form prescribed by the executive director, 
a benefit equal to the second portion of a 100 percent joint and survivor annuity as flEs. ieee PHfSl:laF,t ts specified 
under section 354.45" based 2!l the ~ of the member and surviving spouse at the time of death of the member, and 
computed f!l:lFSl;:laflt ts under section 354.44, subdivision 2, 2!. 6, ef-7.; whichever is applicable. 

ill!f. the member was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least 30 years of allowable service on the date of death, 
the surviving spouse may elect to receive .E. 100 percent joint and survivor annuity based on the ~ of the member 
and surviving spouse Q!! the date of death. The annuity is payable using the full early retirement reduction under 
section 354.44, subdivision ~ paragraph illill1. to ~ 55 and one-half of the early retirement reduction from ~ 55 
to the ~ payment begins. 

ill If the member was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least three years of allowable service 2!l the date of death 
but did not ~ qualify for retirement, the surviving spouse may elect 12 receive the 100 percent joint and survivor 
annuity based on the ~ of the member and the surviving spouse at the time of death. The annuity is calculated 
using the full early retirement reduction under section 354.44, subdivision ~ to ~ 55 and one-half of the early 
retirement reduction from ~ 55 to the ~ the annuity begins. The surviving spouse eligible for a surviving spouse 
benefit under paragraph llil may apply for the arulUity at any time after the date on which the deceased employee 
would have attained the required age for retirement based on the employee's allowable service. The surviving spouse 
eligible for surviving spouse benefits under paragraph ill.2! ill may ~ for the annuity ~ time after the 
member's death. This benefit accrues from the day following the date of the member's death but may not begin to 
accrue more than six months before the date the application is filed with the executive director. Sections ~ 354.55, 
subdivision 6 11. and 354.60 apply to a deferred annuity payable \IDder this section. The benefit is payable for life. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354.46, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a [SURVIVOR COVERAGE TERM CERTAIN.] In lieu of the 100 percent optional annuity under 
subdivision b. 2!:!! refund under section 354.47, subdivision.1. the surviving spouse of !!. deceased member may elect 
to receive survivor coverage in a term certain of five, ~ ~ 2!: 20 years, but monthly payments must not exceed 75 
percent of the average high-five monthly salary of the deceased member. The monthly term certain annuity must be 
actuarially equivalent to the 100 percent optional annuity under subdivision 2. 

II ! surviving spouse elects !!. term certain payment and dies before the expiration of the specified term certain 
period, the commuted value of the remaining annuity payments must be paid in ~ lump ggg to the survivor's estate. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354.46, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2b. [DEPENDENT CHILD SURVIVOR COVERAGE.].!! there ~!lQ. surviving spouse eligible for benefits 
under subdivisionb, a dependent child or children as defined in section 3S4.05, subdivision ~~ eligible for monthly 
payments. Payments to ~ dependent child ~ be paid from the date of the member's death to the date the 
dependent child attains ~ 20 if the child !§. under ~ ~ !t the child !§. 15 years 2!: older 2!l the date of death, 
payment must be made for five years. The payment to ~ dependent child is an amount actuarially equivalent to the 
value of! 100 percent optional annuity under subdivision 2 using the ~ of the member and ~ of the dependent 
child at the date of death in lieu of the ~ of the member and the spouse. If there is more than one dependent child. 
each dependent child shall receive !!. proportionate share of the actuarial value of the member's account. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354.46, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [PAYMENT TO DESIGNATED BENEFICIARY.] Any member and the spouse of the member may make 
a joint specification in writing on a form prescribed by the executive director that the benefits provided in subdivision 
2, or in section 354.47, subdivision t shall be paid only to a designated beneficiary. For purposes of this subdivision, 
a designated beneficiary may only be either a former spouse or a child, either FtafI::ffitl biological or adopted, of the 
member, but more than one beneficiary may be designated for the benefit provided in section 354.47, subdivision 1. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.12a. [DEPENDENT CHILD.] "Dependent child" means ~ biological or adopted child of a deceased member 
who has not reached the ~ of 20 and is dependent on the member for more than one-half of the child's support at 
the time of the member's death. !!. also means a child of the member conceived during the member's lifetime and 
born after the member's death. 
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Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 3S4A.35, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [DEATH WHILE ELIGIBLE TO RETIRE; SURVIVING SPOUSE OPTIONAL ANNUITY.] ill The surviving 
spouse of iH'\f ~ coordinated member who has attaiRe6 tF.€ age sf at least §G ) ears al'lEi has credit for at least three 
years of service SF Ras EfeElit fer at least 30 "ears sf s€Fviee regarElless sf age sl=tall Fe €Rtitlea ta jemt aRa SliP, i; 8f 
aFI'Rl:iit) ea \ erage iR t-R€ e. €flt sf aeath sf the melT'lller and dies prior to retirementL may elect to receive. instead of 
£. refund with interest under subdivision.1. an annuity equal to the 100 percent joint and survivor annuity the member 
could have qualified for had the member terminated service on the date of death. The surviving spouse eligible for 
£. surviving spouse benefit under this paragraph may apply for the' annuity at any time after the date on which the 
deceased employee would have attained the required age for retirement based on the employee's allowable service. 
A surviving spouse eligible for surviving spouse benefits under paragraph ill and hl may ~ for iill armuity at 
any time after the member's death. The member's surviving spouse shall be paid a joint and survivor annuity as 
fiFe. iel:eel: H. lU\der section 354A.32 and computed f'I:l:FSI:l:a:Itt te under section 354A.31. 

ill If the member was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least 30 years of allowable service.Q!l the date of death, 
the surviving spouse may elect to receive E 100 percent joint and survivor annuity based on the ~ of the member 
and surviving spouse 2!l the date of death. The annuity is payable using the full early retirement reduction under 
section 354A.31, subdivision ~ paragraph .@1 to ~ 55 and one-half of the early retirement reduction from ~ 55 
to the ~ payment begins. 

ill!f. the member was under ~ 55 and has credit for at least three years of allowable service on the date of death 
but did not ~ ~ for retirement, the surviving spouse .!!:§Y. elect to receive the 100 percent joint and survivor 
annuity based on the ~ of the member and the survivor at the time of death. The annuity is payable using the full 
early retirement -reduction under section 354A.3L subdivision 6 or L.!2. ~ 55 and one-half of the early retirement 
reduction from ~ 55 to the date payment begins. 

Sections 354A.37, subdivision 2, and 354A.39 apply to a deferred annuity or surviving spouse benefit payable under 
this section. The benefits sRaH se are payable for the life of the surviving spouse, 2!:. upon expiration of the term 
certain benefit payment under subdivision 2b. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354A.35, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2b. [SURVNOR COVERAGE TERM CERTAIN.] 1n lieu of the 100 percent optional annuity under 
subdivision b. or ~ refund under subdivision .1. the surviving spouse of ! deceased member may elect to receive 
survivor coverage in ~ term certain of five, .!§1. a Q!:. 20 years, but monthly payments must not exceed 75 percent 
of the average high-five monthly salary of the deceased member. The monthly term certain annuity ~ be 
actuarially equivalent to the 100 percent optional aIU1uity under subdivision 2. 

!f. ~ surviving spouse elects ~ term certain annuity and dies before the expiration of the specified term certain 
period, the commuted value of the remaining annuity payments must be paid in ~ lump sum to the survivor's estate. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 354A.35, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2c. [DEPENDENT CHILD SURVNOR COVERAGE.]ll there ~!!Q surviving spouse eligible for benefits 
under subdivision b. ~ dependent child or children as defined in section 354A.Ol L subdivision 12a. ~ eligible for 
monthly payments. Payments to i!. dependent child must be paid from the date of the member's death to the date 
the dependent child attains ~ 20 if the child ~ under ~ 15. 1i. the child ~ 15 years or older on the date of death, 
payment must be made for five years, The payment to E dependent child is an amoWlt actuarially equivalent to the 
value of E 100 percent optional annuity under subdivision 2 using the ~ of the member and ~ of the dependent 
child at the date of death. !f. there ~ ~ than one dependent child, each dependent child shall receive ~ 
proportionate share of the actuarial value of the employee's account. 

Sec. 20. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Sections 112 19 ~ effective h!h::..1.1993." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 625, A bill for an act relating to retirement; first class city teachers; annuities, death-while-active survivor 
benefits, and administration; St. Paul teachers postretirement adjushnents; administrative expenses; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 354A.0l1, subdivision 27; 354A.021, subdivision 5; 354A.IZ, subdivisions I, la, 2a, 
2b, and by adding a subdivision; 354A.23, subdivision 3; 354A.31, by adding subdivisions; 354A.35, subdivision 2; 
and 356.215, subdivision 4j. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Krueger 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hugoson Lasley 
Asch Dehler Huntley Leppik 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Lieder 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Limmer 
Beard Dorn Jefferson Lindner 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Lourey 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R Lynch 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin 
Blatz Girard Kahn Mahon 
Brown,C Goodno Kalis Mariani, 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McCollum 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McGuire 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger 
Dauner Hausman Krinkie Mmphy 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 429 was reported to the House. 

Jacobs moved to amend S. F. No. 429, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause aryd insert: 

Neary 
Nelson 
Ness 
Olson, E. 
Olson, K. 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 
Opatz 
Orenstein 
Orfield 
Osthoff 
Ostrom 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pawlenty 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Pugh 
Reding 

Rest 
Rhodes 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Seagren 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Smith 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tomassoni 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

Van Dellen 
Vellenga 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 
Walbnan 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
Worke 
Workman 
Spk. Long 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.122, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. i. [EXCEPTION.] This section does not ~ to the possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages!!y, 
passengers in: 

ill a bus operated under ~ charter as defined in section 221.011, subdivision ~ 2!. 

ill ~ limousine as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 35. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.07, is amended to read: 

297C.07 [EXCEPTIONS.] 

The following are not subject to the excise tax: 

(1) Sales by a manufacturer, brewer, or wholesaler for shipment outside the state in interstate commerce. 
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(2) Sales of wine for sacramental purposes under section 340A.316. 

(3) Fruit juices naturally fermented or beer naturally brewed in the home for family use. 

(4) Malt beverages served by a brewery for on-premise consumption at no charge, or distributed to brewery 
employees for on-premise consumption under a labor contract. 

(5) Alcoholic beverages sold to authorized manufacturers of food products or pharmaceutical firms. The alcoholic 
beverage must be used exclusively in the manufacture of food products or medicines. For purposes of this part, 
"manufacturer" means a manufacturer of food products intended for sale to wholesalers or retailers for ultimate sale 
to the consumer. 

(6) Sales to common carriers engaged in interstate transportation of passengers and qualified approved military 
clubs, except as provided in section 297C.17. 

(7) Alcoholic beverages sold or transferred between Minnesota wholesalers. 

(8) Sales to a federal agency, that the state of Minnesota is prohibited from taxing under the constitution or laws 
of the United States or under the constitution of Minnesota. 

121 Shipments of wine to Minnesota residents under section 340AA17. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.I0l, subdivision IS, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [LICENSED PREMISES.] "Licensed premises" is the premises described in the approved license 
applicationL subject to the provisions of section 340AAlO, subdivision 7. In the case of a restaurant, club, or exclusive 
liquor store licensed for on-sales of alcoholic beverages and located on a golf course, "licensed premises" means the 
entire golf course except for areas where motor vehicles are regularly parked or operated. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Starutes 1992, section 340A.101, subdivision 25, is amended to read: 

Subd.25. [RESTAURANT.] "Restaurant"·is an establishment, other than a hotet under the control of a single 
proprietor or manager, where meals are regularly prepared on the premises and served at tables to the general public, 
and having seating capacity for guests in the following minimum numbers: 

(a) First class cities 50 
(b) Second and third class cities 

and statutory cities of over 
10,000 population 30 

(c) Unincorporated or unorganized 
territory other than in Cook, 
Itasca, Lake, Lake of the Woods, 
and St. Louis counties 100 

(d) Unincorporated or unorganized 
territory in Cook, Itasca, Lake, 
Lake of the Woods, and St. Louis 
counties 50 

In the case of classes (b) and (c) above, the governing body of a city or county may prescribe a higher minimum 
number. In fourth class cities and statutory cities under 10,000 population, minimum seating requirements are those 
prescribed by the governing body of the city. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Starutes 1992, section 340A.101, subdivision 29, is amended to read: 

Subd. 29. [WINE.1 "Wine" is the product made from the normal alcoholic fermentation of ~ including still 
wine, sparkling and carbonated wine, wine made from condensed grape must, wine made from other agricultural 
products than sound, ripe grapes, imitation wine, compounds sold as wine, vermouth, cider, perry and sake, in each 
instance containing not less than seYeR one-half of one percent nor more than 24 percent alcohol by volume for 
nonindustrial use. Wine does not include distilled spirits ~ defined in subdivision 9. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.301, subdivision 3, is amended to r~ad: 

Subd.3. [APPLICATION.} An application for a license under this section must be made to the commissioner on 
a form the commissioner prescribes and must be accompanied .hy the fee specified in subdivision 6, If an application 
i2. denied, $100 of the amount of any fee exceeding that amount shall be retained Qy the commissioner to ~ costs 
of investigation. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.302, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [FEES.] Annual fees for licenses under this sectionL which must accompany the application, are as follows: 

Importers of distilled spirits, wine, or ethyl alcohol 

Importers of malt liquor 

$420 

5800 

It an application is denied, $100 of the fee shall be retained .!2.y the commissioner to cover costs of investigation. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.311, is amended to read: 

340A.311 [BRAND REGISTRATION.] 

(a) A brand of intoxicating liquor or 3.2 percent malt liquor may not be manufactured, imported into, or sold in 
the state unless the brand label has been registered with and approved by the commissioner. A brand registration 
must be renewed every three years in order to remain in effect. The fee for an initial brand registration is $30. The 
fee for brand registration renewal is $20. The brand label of a brand of intoxicating liquor or 3.2 percent malt liquor 
for which the brand registration has expired, is conclusively deemed abandoned by the manufacturer or importer. 

(b) In this section "brand" and "brand label" include trademarks and designs used in connection with labels. 

(c) The label of any brand of .... \'iRe Sf intm{ieatir.g Sf nsfl:ints3<ieatiRg malt alcoholic beverage may be registered only 
by the brand owner or authorized agent. No such brand may be imported into the state for sale without the consent 
of the brand owner or authorized agent. This section does not limit the provisions of section 340A.307, 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340AA02, is amended to read: 

340A.402 [PERSONS ELIGIBLE.] 

No retail license may be issued to: 

(1) a person not a citizen of the United States or a resident alien; 

(2) a person under 21 years of age; 

(3) a person who has had an intoxicating liquor or nonintoxicating liquor license revoked within five years of the 
license application, or to any person who at the time of the violation owns any interest, whether as a holder of more 
than five percent of the capital stock of a corporation licensee, as a partner or otherwise, in the premises or in the 
business conducted thereon, or to a corporation, partnership, association, enterprise, business, or firm in which any 
such person is in any manner interested; 

(4) a person not of good moral character and repute; or 

(5) a person who has a direct or indirect interest in a manufacturer, brewer, or wholesaler. 

In addition, no new retail license may be issued to, and the governing body of a municipality may refuse to renew 
the license of, a person who, within five years of the license application, has been convicted of a felony Q!. ~ willful 
violation of a federal or state law or local ordinance governing the manufacture, sale, distribution, or possession for 
sale or distribution of an alcoholic beverage. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A,410, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [LICENSE LIMITED TO SPACE SPECIFIED.] A licensed authority may issue a retail alcoholic beverage 
license only for 2. space that i.§. compact and contiguous. A retail alcoholic beverage license ts sell any alesflslic 
Be. efage is only effective for the eSffipaet ana csntigl=tsI=t8 sf'aee licensed premises specified in the approved license 
application. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.415, is amended to read: 

340A.415 [LICENSE REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION.] 

The authority issuing SF appro. iRg any retail license or permit under this chapter or the commissioner shall either 
suspend for up to 60 days or revoke the license or permit or impose a civil {ffie ~ not to exceed $2,000 for each 
violation on a finding that the license or permit holder has failed te (amp}) .. itlt aFt applieaele statute, ntle, Of 

erail taf1E€ relatiRg to aleoRolie aeverages. Ne Sl:lspeRsioA OF Fe I eeatioR tal~es effeet lombl tHe lie€Flse Of peFRtit Rolaer 
Ras BeeR afforded aft eppoFt=uF.ii=) fOf a Rearing liftaer s€etioRs14.§7 to 14.69 of tfte aaffiir.istrativ€ prefedure aft. TRis 
seetioR aees Rot reql;1ir€ a politieal sl:lBai,isioA ts eSFldud tHE FtEaFiFlg 13efsFe aPl Effipls)ee sf the sffiEe sf 
adm:if'tiskati Ie lcteariPtg. The issffi.:Rg al:"\:\:Rsrity Sf tFte EBffiWLissisPter may iffI:fJose tRC ref'talties pFovided in £Pcis seehon 
8ft a FetaillieEftsee ',Rs kftS'fNiRgly (1) sells sold alcoholic beverages to another retail licensee for the purpose of resale, 
(2) p1:lF€RaSeS purchased alcoholic beverages from another retail licensee for the purpose of resale, (3) eoftd1:lcts OF 

peFffiHs conducted or permitted the conduct of gambling on the licensed premises in violation of the law, 6F (4) tatls 
failed to remove or dispose of alcoholic beverages when ordered by the commissioner to do so under section 
340A.508, subdivision 3.(. 2I ill failed to comply with ~ applicable statute, rule, 2£ ordinance relating to alcoholic 
beverages. No suspension or revocation takes effect until the license or permit holder has been given an opportunity 
for !!. hearing under sections 14.57 to 14.69 of the administrative procedure act. This section does not require !!. 
political subdivision to conduct the hearing before an employee of the office of administrative hearings. Imposition 
of a penalty or suspension Qy either the issuing authority or the commissioner docs not preclude imposition of an 
additional ~ or suspension Qy the other ~ long !!§. the total ~ or suspension does not exceed the stated 
maximum. 

Sec. 12. [340A.417] [SHIPMENTS INTO MlNNESOTA.] 

.@l Notwithstanding section 297C09 2f. any provision of this chapter, a winery licensed in a state which affords 
Minnesota wineries an equal reciprocal shipping privilege may ship, for personal use and not for resale, not more than 
two ~ of wine, containing a maximum of nine liters ~ case, in !!!lY. calendar year to any resident of Minnesota 
~ 21 or over. Delivery of a shipment under this section may not be deemed a sale in this state. 

ill The shipping container of ~ wine sent into or out of Minnesota under this section must be clearly labeled to 
indicate that the package cannot be delivered to !!. person under the ~ of 21 years. 

ill No person may ill advertise shipments authorized under this section, or ill Q.y advertisement or otherwise, 
solicit shipments authorized Qy this section. No shipper located outside Minnesota may advertise such interstate 
reciprocal wine shipments in Minnesota. 

@ !i !? not the intent of this section to impair the distribution of wine through distributors 2!. importing 
distributors, but only to permit shipments of wine for personal use. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.503, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [PROOF OF AGE; DEFE:'-ISE.] (a) Proof of age for purchasing or consuming alcoholic beverages may be 
established only by one of the following: 

(1) a valid driver's license or identification card issued by Minnesota, another state, or a province of Canada, and 
including the photograph and date of birth of the licensed person; 

(2) a valid Mif'IRessffi iaeFltifieatisfl faFs; 

fa) a valid Cfrl:asifrl: military identification card "ith tfle ]3Rstsgf'apFt ana sate sf 19iFtfl sf the peFssR, issued by a 
Caftasiar. pfsvir.ee the United States Department of Defense: or 

f41 ill in the case of a foreign national, from a nation other than Canada, by a valid passport. 

(b) In a prosecution under subdivision 2, clause (1), it is a defense for the defendant to prove by a preponderance 
of the evidence that the defendant reasonably and in good faith relied upon representations of proof of age authorized 
in paragraph (a) in selling, bartering, furnishing, or giving the alcoholic beverage. 
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Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.904, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISPOSAL ALTERNATIVES.] Contingent on the final determination of any action pending in a 
court, the commissioner shall dispose of alcoholic beverages, material, apparatus, or vehicle seized by inspectors or 
employees of the department by: 

(1) delivering alcoholic beverages to the bureau of criminal apprehension or state patrol for use in chemical testing 
programs; 

(2) delivering on written requests of the commissioner of administration any material, apparatus, or vehicle for use 
by a state department; 

(3) selling intoxicating liquor to licensed retailers within the state; 

(4) selling any materiaIr apparatus, or vehicle; ef 

(5) destroying alcoholic beverages or contraband articles that have no lawful useL or 

ill donation to a charity registered under section 309.52. 

Sec. 15. Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8, is amended to read: 

Sec. 8. [ST. PAUL; PARK CLUB HOUSES AND PAVILION; LIQUOR.] 

Subdivision 1. IAUTHORIZATION.] Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law, charter or ordinance, the city 
of St. Paul may by ordinance authorize any holder of an "on-sale" liquor license issued by the city to dispense 
intoxicating liquor at any event of definite duration on the public premises known as the Phalen Park club house,L the 
Como Park club house, and the Como Park lakeside pavilion. The event may not be profit making except as a fund 
raising event for a nonprofit organization or a political committee as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 2IQA.Ql, 
sl:lsEiivisiofl g 211A.Ol, subdivision 4. The licensee must be engaged to dispense liquor at the event by a person or 
organization permitted to use the premises and may dispense liquor only to persons attet:tding the event. A licensee's 
authority shall expire upon termination of the event. The authority to dispense liquor shall be granted in accordance 
with the statutes applicable to the issuance of "on-sale" liquor licenses in cities of the ,first class consistent with this 
act. The dispensing of liquor shall be subject to all laws and .ordinances governing the dispensing of intoxicating 
liquor that are consistent with this act. All dispensing of liquor shall be in accordance with the conditions prescribed 
by the city. The conditioris may limit the dispensing of liquor to designated areas of .the facility. The city may fix 
and assess a fee to be paid to the city by an "on-sale" licensee for each event for which the licensee is engaged to 
dispense liquor. The authority granted by this subdivision shall not count as an additional "on-sale" intoxicating 
liquor license for purposes of determining the number of liquor licenses permitted to be issued under the provisions 
of Minnesota Statutes, section 34Q.;..1.!- 340A.413. 

Subd. b. ILOCAL APPROV AL.l This section is effective on approval Qy the St. Paul Q!y council and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 16. Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11, is amended to read: 

Sec. 11. [NATIONAL SPORTS CENTER; SALES OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] The Blaine city council may by ordinance authorize a holder of a retail on-sale 
intoxicating liquor license issued by the city of Blaine or a eeflagt:lel;l:S another city within Anoka, Hennepin, or 
Ramsey county to dispense alcoholic beverages at the National Sports Center to persons attending a social event at 
the center. The licensee must be engaged to dispense alcoholic beverages at a social event held by a person or 
organization permitted to use the National Sports Center. Nothing in this section authorizes a licensee to dispense 
alcoholic beverages at any youth amateur athletic event held at the center. 

Subd. b IEFFECTIVE DATE.] This section ~ effective the day following final enactment. Under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision h paragraph ~ this section takes effect without local approvaL 

Sec. 17. [STEARNS COUNTY; COMBINATION OFF-SALE AND ON-SALE LICENSE.[ 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.405, the Steams county board may issue a combination off-sale 
and on-sale intoxicating liquor license to .@!l establishment in Fair Haven township that ~ currently licensed to sell 
alcoholic beverages for consumption on the licensed premises but does not .9!§.hl:y as a restaurant under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 340A.I01, subdivision 25. The license may be issued only after the Fair Haven town board adopts 
£. resolution supporting the issuance of the license. 
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Sec. 18. [INTOXICATING LIQUOR LICENSE; TOWN OF SCHROEDER.] 

The town board of Schroeder in Cook county may, with the approval of the commissioner of public safety, issue 
an off-sale intoxicating liquor license to an exclusive liqUor store located within the town. All provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section i!£Ely to the license. 

Sec. 19. [ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN LICENSES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.].@l In addition to other licenses authorized £y law, the.£i!y of ~ Valley 
may issue ~ or more on-sale intoxicating liquor licenses to ® entity holding ~ concessions contract with the 
Minnesota zoological board for use on the premises of the Minnesota zoological gardens. Licenses authorized under 
this paragraph authorize sales on all days of the week. Licenses auiliorized IT this paragraph may be issued for 
licensed premises iliat are not compact and contiguous, provided that the licensed premises must be ill entirely 
included within the premises of the Minnesota zoological gardens, and ill described in the approved license 
application. 

ill The city of .fu2r.k Valley may ill authorize the holder of !!. retail on~sale intoxicating liquor license issued .Qy 
the 9!v. to dispense intoxicating liqUor at any convention, banquet, conference, meeting, or social affair conducted on 
the premises owned Qy Dakota county located at 14955 Galaxie Avenue in ~ Valley, or ill may issue an on-sale 
intoxicating liqUor license to any entity holding a concessions contract with the owner for use on the premises. The 
licensee must be engaged to dispense intoxicating liqUor at an event held Qy!!, person or organization permitted to 
use the premises and may dispense intoxicating liquor only to persons attending the event. 

1£! All provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section ~ to the licensing, sale, 
and serving of alcoholic beverages under this section. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section i§. effective on approval Qy the ~ Valley .Q!y council and 
compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 20. [HOUSTON COUNTY; ON-SALE LIQUOR LICENSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] ill The county board of Houston county may, with the approval of the 
commissioner of public safety, issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to ?.!l establishment located in Crooked 
Creek township notwithstanding the fact that the establishment is not !!. restaurant as defined in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 340A.I01, subdivision 25. 

ill The county board of Houston county may, with the approval of the commissioner of public safety, issue ~ 
on-sale intoxicating liquor license to an establishment located in Brownsville township notwithstanding the fact that 
the establishment is not a restaurant as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.101, subdivision 25. 

isl All other provisions of Minnesota Statutes. chapter 340A. not inconsistent with this section i!£Ely to the licenses 
authorized Qy this section. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section is effective on approval Qy the Houston county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes. section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 21. [ON-SALE LICENSE; ISANTI COUNTY.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.1 The Isanti county board may issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to 
a premises located in Dalbo township and designated at the time of initial licensing as the Dusty Eagle without regard 
to wheilier the licensed premises meets the definition of !!. restaurant in Minnesota Statutes. section 340A.I01. 
subdivision 25. All other provisions in Mirmesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section i!£Ely to 
the license authorized Qy this section. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section is effective on approval Qy the Isanti county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes. section 645.021. 

Sec. 22. [ST. CLOUD; MULTIPLE LICENSES.] 

Subdivislon 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes. section 340A.412. subdivlsionili the £!.tv. 
of St. Cloud may issue more than one off-sale intoxicating liquor license to a corporation for locations within the 9!v. 
if each such location !§. in !!. different county. All other provisions of Minnesota Statutes. chapter 340A. not 
inconsistent with this section i!£Ely to licenses authorized Qy this section. 
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Subd. b [LOCAL APPROVAL.1 This section is effective on approval £y the St. Cloud Q!y council and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 23. [AITKIN COUNTY; OFF-SALE LICENSE.] 

Subdivision.1. [AUTHORIZED.] Notwithstanding any provision of Minnesota Statutes, section 340AA05, 
subdivision b. the Aitkin county board may issue £!1f off-sale liquor license to ~ premises located in Farm Island 
township and designated at the time of initial licensing as the "Farm Island Store." All other provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section shall !!..fT!y to this license. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1 is effective on approval Qy the Aitkin county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.903, is repealed. 

Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 2 and 12 ~ effective the day following final enactment. Sections 3 to m .!i. and 24 are effective 
l.!!!Y.1. 1993. " 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; authorizing possession of alcoholic beverages by passengers in 
certain vehicles; allowing certain shipments of wine into the state and exempting them from taxation; defining terms; 
providing exemptions from law on unlawful discrimination by licensed importers of intoxicating liquor; allowing 
registration of brand labels of alcoholic beverages only by the brand owner; prohibiting issuance of retail licenses to 
certain persons; revising authority for suspensions and civil penalties; providing for proof of age; prohibiting false 
statements in certain license applications; authorizing license issuance in certain political subdivisions; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 169.122, by adding a subdivision; 297C.07; 340A.I01, subdivisions IS, 25, and 29; 
340A.301, subdivision 3; 340A.302, subdivision 3; 340A.311; 340A.402; 340A.41O, subdivision 7; 340A.415; 340A.503, 
subdivision 6; 340A.904, subdivision 1; Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8; and Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 340A.903." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Jacobs and Lourey moved to amend s. F. No. 429, as amended, as follows: 

Page 12, delete section 22 and insert: 

"Sec. 22. [PINE COUNTY; ON-SALE LICENSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] Notwithstanding M:in..'1esota Statutes, section 340A.504, subdivision ~ paragraph 
i91. Pine county may issue ~ Sunday on-sale intoxicating liquor license to ~ licensed premises located in Barry 
township upon approval Qy the voters of the town at !!. special election under Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.504, 
subdivision ~ paragraph 1Q1 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1 is effective on approval £y the Pine county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Holsten moved to amend S. F. No. 429, as amended, as follows: 

Page 13, after line 3, insert a section to read: 

"Sec. 24. [STILLWATER; LICENSE AUTHORIZED.] 

Subdivision 1. [LICENSE AUTHORIZED.) The 9.!y of Stillwater may issue ~ on-sale intoxicating liquor license 
in addition to the number authorized Qy law. All provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent 
herewith, ~ to the license authorized £y, this section. 

Subd. ~ [LOCAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1 is effective on approval Qy the Stillwater £i!y council and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3." 

Renumber the remaining sections 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Osthoff moved to amend S. F. No. 429, as amended, as follows: 

Page 8, after line 26, insert a section to read: 

"Sec. 15, Laws 1969, chapter 783, section 1, as amended by Laws 1971, chapter 498, section 1, as amended by Laws 
1973, chapter 396, is further amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, b The civic center authority may delegate to its chief administrator ~ powers granted to the authority 
under subdivision 1." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 

T omassoni moved to amend S, F. No. 429, as amended, as follows: 

Page 9, after line 26, insert: 

"Sec. 16. Laws 1991, chapter 249, section 3D, is amended to read: 

Sec. 30. [ON-SALE LICENSES; CITY OF HIBBING.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.413, subdivision 1, the city of Hibbing may issue not more than 
;W 22 on-sale intoxicating liquor licenses. All other provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent 
with this section, apply to licenses issued under this section," 

Renumber the remaining sections and correct internal references 

Page 13, after line 9, insert: 

"Section 16 ~ effective on approval .Qy the Hibbing Qtv. council and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 
645.021, subdivision 3." 

Amend the title: 

Page 1, line 21, after the semicolon insert "Laws 1991, chapter 249, section 30;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted, 
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S. F. No. 429, A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; reciprocity in interstate transportation of wine; 
changing definitions of licensed premises, restaurant, and wine; authorizing an investigation fee on denied licenses; 
disqualifying felons from licensing; revising authority for suspensions and civil penalties; making rule violations and 
false or incomplete statements in license applications misdemeanors; providing instructions to the revisor; penalties 
for importation of excess quantities; proof of age for purchase or consumption; opportunity for a hearing for license 
revocation or suspension; prohibiting certain transactions; authorizing the dispensing of intoxicating liquor at the 
Como Park lakeside pavilion; authorizing dispensing of liquor by an on-sale licensee at the National Sports Center 
in Blaine; authorizing the city of Apple Valley to issue on-sale licenses on zoological gardens property and to allow 
an on-sale license to dispense liquor on county-owned property within the city; authorizing Houston county to issue 
an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to establishments in Crooked Creek and Brownsville townships; authorizing the 
town of Schroeder in Cook county to issue an off-sale license to an exclusive liquor store; authorizing an on-sale liquor 
license in Dalbo township of Isanti county; authorizing Stillwater to issue an additional on-sale intoxicating liquor 
license to a hotel in the city; authorizing Aitkin county to issue one off-sale liquor license to a premises located in 
Farm Island township; authorizing Pine county to issue one Sunday on-sale intoxicating liquor license to a licensed 
premises located in Barry township; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 297C.09; 340A.101, subdivisions 15, 
25, and 29; 340A.301, subdivision 3; 340A.302, subdivision 3; 340A.308; 340A.402; 340A.415; 340A.503, subdivision 6; 
340A.703; and 340A.904, subdivision 1; Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8; Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 297C; and 340A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 340A.903. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 120 yeas and 9 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Gutknecht Klinzing Munger Reding Vellenga 
Anderson, 1. Dauner Hasskamp Knickerbocker Murphy Rest Vickerman 
Anderson, R. Davids Haukoos Koppendrayer Neary Rhodes Wageruus 
Asch Dawkins Hausman Krinkie Nelson Rodosovich Weaver 
Battaglia Dehler Holsten Krueger Ness Rukavina Wejcman 
Bauerly Delmont Hugoson Lasley Olson, E. Sekhon Welle 
Beard Dempsey Huntley Leppik Olson, K. Simoneau Wenzel 
Bergson Dam Jacobs Lieder Opatz Smith Winter 
Bertram Erhardt Jaros Limmer Orenstein Solberg Wolf 
Bettermann Evans Jefferson Lourey Orfield Stanius Worke 
Bishop Farrell Jennings Luther Osthoff Steensma Workman 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, A. Lynch Ostrom Sviggum Spk. Long 
Brown, C. Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Ozment Swenson 
Brown, K. Girard Kahn Mahon Pauly Tomassoni 
Carlson Goodno Kalis Mariani Pawlenty Tompkins 
Carruthers Greenfield Kelley McGuire Pelowski Trimble 
Clark Greiling Kelso Milbert Peterson Tunheim 
Conuners Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pugh Van Dellen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Johnson, R. Mosel Onnen Seagren Waltman 
Lindner Olson, M. Rice Skoglund 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

S. F. No. 1367, A bill for an act relating to the environment; authorizing administrative penalty orders for violations 
of provisions relating to hazardous chemical reporting requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 
299K.l0, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows', 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krueger Neary Rest Van Dellen 
Anderson, L Davids Holsten Lasley Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Hugoson Leppik Ness Rice Vickerman 
Asch Dehler Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Radosovich Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Waltman 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Seagren Weaver 
Beard Dorn Jefferson Lourey Onnen Sekhon Wejcman 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Luther Opatz Simoneau Welle 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Wenzel 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R Macklin Orfield Smith Winter 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Solberg Wolf 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mariani Ostrom Stanius Worke 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis McCollum Ozment Steensma Workman 
Brown, K. Coodno Kelley McGuire Pauly Sviggum Spk. Long 
Carlson Greiling Kelso Milbcrt Pawlenty Swenson 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Tomassoni 
Clark Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Commers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Trimble 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Reding Tunheim 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Frerichs was excused while in conference. 

S. F. No. 304, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; requiring aquatic pest control applicators to be licensed; 
establishing categories of commercial aquatic applicator and certified aquatic applicator; exempting certain applications 
from aquatic pest control licensure requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 188.32; 18B.33, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; and 188.34, subdivisions 1 and 3. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 124 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Pugh Trimble 
Anderson, L Dauner Hausman Krinkie Munger Reding Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Davids Holsten Krueger Murphy Rest Van Dellen 
Asch Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Neary Rhodes Vellenga 
Battaglia Dehler Huntley Leppik Nelson Rice Vickerman 
Bauerly Delmont Jacobs Lieder Ness Rodosovich Wagenius 
Beard Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rukavina Waltman 
Bergson Dom Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Seagren Weaver 
Bertram Erhardt Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Sekhon Wejcman 
BeUermann Evans Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Simoneau Welle 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Wenzel 
Blatz Garcia Jolmson, V. Macklin Orfield Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Solberg Wolf 
Brovvn, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Stanius Worke 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McCollum Ozment Steensma Workman 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel McGuire Pauly Swenson Spk. Long 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Milbert Pelowski Tomassoni 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Molnau Peterson Tompkins 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Onnen 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Anderson, I., moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today be continued. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Anderson, I., moved that the bills on General Orders for today be continued. The motion prevailed. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Anderson, I., moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 15, 1993. The 
motion prevailed. 

Anderson, I., moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and the Speaker declared the House stands 
adjourned until 10:00 a.m., Saturday, May 15, 1993. 

Eow ARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-EIGHTH SESSION -- 1993 

SIXTIETH DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1993 

The House of Representatives convened at 10:00 a.m. and was called to order by Dee Long, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by Representative Arlon Lindner, District 33A, Corcoran, Minnesota. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Darn Jaros Limmer Olson, E, Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Radosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Laurey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Conuners Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowsk.i Sviggum Spk. Long 

A quorum was present. 

Sparby was excused. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding day. Dom moved that further reading of the Journal 
be dispensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

REPORTS OF CHIEF CLERK 

S. F. No. 860 and H. F. No. 1131, which had been referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison, were examined and 
found to be identical with certain exceptions. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Johnson, R., moved that the rules be so far suspended that S. F. No. 860 be substituted for H. F. No. 1131 and that 
the House File be indefinitely postponed. The motion prevailed. 
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SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 860 was read for the second time. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Stanius, Krinkie, Workman, Knickerbocker and Gruenes introduced: 

H. F. No. 1787, A bill for an act relating to the legislature; requiring business impact notes for bills affecting 
business; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 3. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

Bishop, Skoglund, Farrell, Pugh and Carruthers introduced: 

H. F. No. 1788, A bill for an act relating to marriage; providing for postnuptial contracts; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 519.11. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Olson, M.; Stanius; Swenson and Commers introduced: 

H. F. No. 1789, A bill for an act relating to elections; changing the political contribution refund to a credit; changing 
the amount of the credit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 10A.322, subdivision 4; and 290.06, 
subdivision 23. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Conunittee on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and 
Elections. 

Jaros introduced: 

H. F. No. 1790, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for a foreign year abroad for prospective foreign 
language teachers. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education. 

HOUSE ADVISORIES 

The following House Advisory was introduced: 

Evans, Luther, Clark, Murphy and Lourey introduced: 

H. A. No. 29, A proposal for a study on women in the workplace. 

The advisory was referred to the Committee on Commerce and Economic Development. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 994, A bill for an act relating to children; foster care and adoption placement; specifying time limits for 
compliance with placement preferences; setting standards for changing out-of-home placement; requiring notice of 
certain adoptions; clarifying certain language; requiring compliance with certain law; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 257.071, subdivisions 1 and 1a; 257.072, subdivision 7; 259.255; 259.28, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 259.455; 260.012; 260.181, subdivision 3; and 260.191, subdivisions la, Id, and 1e; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 257; and 259. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F, No. 777, A bill for an act relating to consumers; requiring certain disclosures when consumer reports are used 
for employment purposes; providing for access to consumer reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 13C.Ol, subdivision 1; proposing'coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13C; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 13C.01, subdivision 2, 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEI\', Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Rukavina moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F, No. 777 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. p, No. 777, A bill for an act relating to consumers; requiring certain disclosures when consumer reports are used 
for employment purposes; providing for access to consumer reports; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 13C.Ol, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13C; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 13C.01, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, ':is amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 121 yeas and 11 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bergson Carlson Dawkins Garcia Huntley Johnson, V. 
Anderson, I. Bertram Carruthers Delmont Goodno Jacobs Kahn 
Anderson, R. Bettennann Clark Dempsey Greiling Jaros Kalis 
Asch Bishop Commers Dam Gutknecht Jefferson Kelley 
Battaglia Blatz Cooper Erhardt Hasskamp Jennings Kelso 
Bauerly Brown, C. Dauner Evans Hausman Johnson, A. Kinkel 
Beard Brown, K. Davids Farrell Holsten Johnson, R. Klinzing 
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Knickerbocker Mahon Nelson Pawlenty Sarna Tomassoni Wenzel 
Koppcndrayer Mariani Olson, E. Pelowski Seagren Tompkins Winter 
Krueger McCollum Olson, K. Perlt Sekhon Trimble Wolf 
Lasley McGuire Onnen Peterson Simoneau Tunhclln Worke 
Leppik Milbert Opatz Pugh Skoglund Van DelIen Workman 
Lieder Molnau Orenstein Reding Smith Vellenga Spk. Long 
Limmer Morrison Orfield Rest Solberg Vickerman 
Laurey Mosel Osthoff Rhodes Staniu5 Wagenius 
Luther Munger Ostrom Rice Steensma Weaver 
Lynch Murphy Ozment Radosovich Sviggum Wejcrnan 
Macklin Neary Pauly Rukavina Swenson Welle 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dehler Girard Haukoos Krinkie Ness Walbnan 
Frerichs Gmencs IIugoson Lindner Olson, M. 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1499, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; providing for training requirements for manual 
or mechanical therapy; requiring diagnosis of a person's condition before therapy; providing for rulemaking; imposing 
a penalty; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 146. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Cooper moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. ,No. 1499 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1499, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; providing for training requirements for manual 
or mechanical therapy; requiring diagnosis of a person's condition before therapy; providing for rulemaking; imposing 
a penalty; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter '146. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Brown, C. Dempsey Hasskamp Johnson, V. Leppik Milbert 
Anderson, I. Brown, K. Dom Haukoos Kahn Lieder Molnau 
Anderson, R. Carlson Erhardt Hausman Kalis Limmer Morrison 
Asch Carruthers Evans Holsten Kelley Lindner Mosel 
Battaglia Clark Farrell Hugoson Kelso Lourey Munger 
Bauerly Commers Frerichs Huntley Kinkel Luther Murphy 
Beard Cooper Garcia Jacobs Klinzing Lynch Neary 
Bergson Dauner Girard Jaros Knickerbocker Macklin Nelson 
Bertram Davids Goodno Jefferson Koppendrayer Mahon Ness 
Bettermann Dawkins Greiling Jennings Krinkie Mariani Olson, E. 
Bishop Dehler Gruenes Johnson, A. Krueger McCollum Olson, K. 
Blatz Delmont Gutknecht Johnson, R. Lasley McGuire Olson, M. 
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Onnen Pauly Rest Sekhon Sviggum Vellenga Winter 
Oratz Pawlenty Rhodes Simoneau Swenson Vickerman Wolf 
Orenstein Pelowski Rice Skoglund Tomassoni Wagenius Workc 
Orfield PeTlt Rodosovich Smith Tompkins Walhnan Workman 
Osthoff Peterson Rukavina Solberg Trimble Weaver Spk Long 
Ostrom Pugh Sarna Stanius Tunheim Wejcman 
Ozment Reding Seagren Steensma Van Delien Wenzel 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following HOllse File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 623, A bill for an act relating to transportation; including in state transportation plan and development 
guide certain matters relating to metropolitan area; prohibiting federal block grant funds from being spent on trunk 
highways unless ancillary to public transit facilities; requiring compliance with comprehensive choice housing 
requirements before metropolitan council may approve proposed highway project or plan; adding metropolitan transit 
goals; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 174.03, subdivision 1a; 473.146, subdivision 3; 473.167, by adding 
a subdivision; and 473.371; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 174. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Orfield moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 623 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 623, A bill for an act relating to transportation; including in state transportation plan and metropolitan 
council development guide certain matters relating to metropolitan area; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 174.03, subdivision 1a; 473.146, subdivision 3; and 473.371, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 84 yeas and 47 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, 1. Dauner Jacobs Klinzing Mmphy Perlt Steensma 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jaros Krueger Neary Peterson Tomassoni 
Battaglia Delmont Jefferson Lasley Nelson Pugh Trimble 
Bauerly Dom Jennings Lieder Olson, E. Reding Tunheim 
Beard Evans Johnson, A. Lourey Olson, K. Rest Vellenga 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, R. Luther Opatz Rhodes Wagenius 
Bertram Garcia Johnson, V. Lynch Orenstein Rukavina Weaver 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kahn Mariani Orfield Sama Wejcman 
Brown, K. Greiling Kalis McCollum Osthoff Sekhon Welle 
Carlson Hasskamp Kelley McGuire Ostrom Simoneau Wenzel 
Carruthers Hausman Kelso Milbert Ozment Skoglund Winter 
Clark Huntley Kinkel Munger Pelowski Solberg Spk. Long 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Davids Gutknecht Leppik Mosel Seagren Vickerman 
Asch Dehler Haukoos Limmer Ness Smith Waltman 
Bcttermann Dempsey Holsten Lindner Olson, M. Stanius Wolf 
Bishop Frerichs Hugoson Macklin Onnen Sviggum Worke 
Blatz Girard Knickerbocker Mahon Pauly Swenson Workman 
Commers Caodno Koppendrayer Molnau Pawlenty Tompkins 
Cooper Gmenes Krinkie Morrison Radosovich Van DeUen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1081, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating collection agencies; modifying prohibited practices; 
requiring notification to the commissioner upon certain employee terminations; repealing inconsistent surety bond 
and term and fee rules; regulating credit services organizations; modifying registration and bond requirements; 
modifying enforcement powers; amending MilUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 332.37; 332.54, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 332.55; and 332.59; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 332; repealing 
Minnesota Rules, parts 2870.1300; and 2870.1600. • 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Asch moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1081 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1081, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating collection agencies; modifying prohibited practices; 
requiring notification to the commissioner upon certain employee terminations; repealing inconsistent surety bond 
and term and fee rules; regulating credit services organizations; modifying ,registration and bond requirements; 
modifying enforcement powers; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 332.37; 332.54, subdivision 1, and by 
adding subdivisions; 332.55; and 332.59; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 332; repealing 
Minnesota Rules, parts 2870.1300; and 2870.1600. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Carlson Frerichs Jacobs Koppendrayer McCollum Onnen 
Anderson, I. Clark Garcia Jaros Krinkie McGuire Opatz 
Anderson, R. Comrners Girard Jefferson Krueger Milbert Orenstein 
Asch Cooper Goodno Jennings Lasley Molnau Orfield 
Battaglia Dauner Greenfield Johnson, A. Leppik Morrison Osthoff 
Bauerly Davids Greiling Johnson, R. Lieder Mosel Ostrom 
Beard Dawkins Gruenes Johnson, V. Limmer Munger Ozment 
Bergson Dehler Gutknecht Kahn Lindner Murphy Pauly 
Bertram Delmont Hasskamp Kalis Lourey Neary Pawlenty 
Bettermann Dempsey Haukoos Kelley Luther Nelson Pelowski 
Bishop Dom Hausman Kelso Lynch Ness Perlt 
Blatz Erhardt Holsten Kinkel Macklin Olson, E. Peterson 
Brown, C. Evans Hugoson Klinzing Mahon Olson, K. Pugh 
Brown, K. Farrell Huntley Knickerbocker Mariani Olson, M. Reding 
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Rest 
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Swenson Van Delien 
Tomassoni Vellenga 
Tompkins Vickerman 
Trimble Wageruus 
Tunheim Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

Weaver 
Wejcrnan 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 

Wolf 
Warke 
Workman 
Spk. Long 
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I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 251, A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; expanding the definition of "neglect" to include 
failure to provide a child with necessary education; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.556, 
subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Skoghmd moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 251 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 251, A bill for an act relating to child abuse reporting; expanding the definition of "neglect" to include 
failure to provide a child with necessary education; creating a presumption for CHIPS purposes that the absence from 
school of a child under 12 years old is due to educational neglect; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 260.155, 
subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; and 626.556, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoru 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asc:h Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dam Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Rodosovich Vickennan 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wageruus 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 836, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; sale of licenses through subagents; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 97 A.485, subdivision 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Stanius moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 836 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 836, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; sale of licenses through subagents; taking deer of either 
sex by residents under the age of 16; defining certain terms; changing eligibility for certain permits; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 86B.101, subdivision 2; 86B.30S, subdivisions 1 and 2; 86B.820, subdivision 14; 
97 A.485, subdivision 4; and 97B.301, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 131 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tomassoru 
Anderson, 1. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munget Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nearv Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nels~n Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Sarna Waltman 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, A Luther Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Wenzel 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Skoglund Winter 
Brown, K. Coodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Wolf 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Solberg Worke 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Stanius Workman 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Spk Long 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Sviggum 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison PerIt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 519, A bill for an act relating to recreational vehicles; regulating registration and operation of off-highway 
motorcycles; setting fees and penalties; requiring reports to the legislature; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 85.018, subdivisions 2, 3, and 5; 171.03; and 466.03, subdivision 16; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 84. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Dorn moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 519 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 519, A bill for an act relating to recreational vehicles; regulating registration and operation of off-highway 
motorcycles and off-road vehicles; setting fees and penalties; requiring reports to the legislature; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 85.018, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 5; 171.03; and 466.03, subdivision 16; 
proposing coding for new law in MilUlesota Statutes, chapter 84. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Reding Trimble 
Anderson, 1. Davids Holsten Krueger Neary Rest Tunheim 
Anderson, R Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Asch Dehler Huntley Leppil< Ness Rice Vellenga 
Battaglia Debnont Jacobs lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, K Rukavina Wagenius 
Beard Dorn Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Sarna Waltman 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Lourey Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Blatz Garda Kahn Mahon Ostrom Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis Mariani Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Brown, K. Goodno Kelley McCollum Pauly Stanius Worke 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pelowski Sviggum Spk Long 
Clark Gruenes Klinzing Molnau PerIt Swenson 
Conuners Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison Peterson Tomassoni 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Pugh Tompkins 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 543, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing the sale of certain tax-forfeited land that borders 
public water in Cook county; correcting the legal description of the state land to be sold in Anoka CotU1ty; amending 
Laws 1989, chapter 150, section 6. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REP ASSAGE 

Battaglia moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 543 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 543, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing the sale of certain tax-forfeited land that borders 
public water in Cook and Sherburne counties; correcting the legal description of the state land to be sold in Anoka 
county; amending Laws 1989, chapter ISO, section 6. 

The bill was read for the third time"as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner' Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson, 1 Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppil< Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, A Luther OlIDen Sarna Walbnan 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1182, A bill for an act relating to state lands; providing for the release of a state interest in certain 
property in the city of Minneapolis. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Jefferson moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1182 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1182, A bill for an act relating to state lands; providing for the release of a state interest in certain 
property in the city of Minneapolis. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bergson Carlson Dawkins Farrell Gruenes Huntley 
Anderson-I. Bertram Carruthers Dehler Frerichs Gutknecht Jacobs 
Anderson, R. Bettermann Clark Delmont Garcia Hasskarnp Jaros 
Asch Bishop Commers Dempsey Girard Haukoos Jefferson 
Battaglia Blatz Cooper Darn Goodno Hausman Jennings 
Bauerly Brown, C. Dauner Erhardt Greenfield Holsten Johnson, A 
Beard Brown, K. Davids Evans Greiling Hugoson Johnson, R 
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Johnson, v. Leppik Milbert Onnen Pugh Smith Vickerman 
Kahn Lieder Molnau Opatz Reding Solberg Wagenius 
Kalis Limmer Morrison Orenstein Rest Stanius Waltman 
Kelley Lindner Mosel Orfield Rhodes Steensma Weaver 
Kelso Lourey Munger Osthoff Rice Sviggum Wejcman 
Kinkel Luther Murphy Ostrom Radosovich Swenson Wenzel 
Klinzing Lynch Neary Ozment Rukavina Tomassoni Winter 
Knickerbocker Macklin Nelson Pauly Sarna Tompkins Wolf 
Koppendrayer Mahon Ness Pawlenty Seagren Trimble Worke 
Krinkie Mariani Olson, E. Pelowski Sekhon Tunheim Workman 
Krueger McCollum Olson, K PerIt Simoneau Van Delien Spk. Long 
Lasley McGuire Olson, M. Peterson Skoglund Vellenga 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
S,enate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1149, A bill for an act relating to the agricultural finance authority; authorizing direct loans and 
participations; increasing the dollar limit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 416.02, by adding a subdivision; 
and 41B.043. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Bauerly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1149 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1149, A bill for an act relating to the agricultural finance authority; authorizing direct loans and 
participations; increasing the dollar limit; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 19Q2, sections 41B.02, 
by adding a subdivision; and 41B.043. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krinkie Murphy Reding Trimble 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Krueger Neary Rest Tunheim 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Bugoson Lasley Nelson Rhodes Van Delien 
Asch Dehler Huntley Leppik Ness Rice Vellenga 
Battaglia Delmont Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickennan 
Bauerly Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Beard Dom Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Sarna Waltman 
Bergson Erhardt JeIUlings Lourey Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Blatz Girard Kahn Mahon Ostrom Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McCollum Pauly Stanius Worke 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McGuire Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pelowski Sviggum Spk. umg 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Perlt Swenson 
Commers Hasskarnp Knickerbocker Morrison Peterson Tomassoni 
Cooper Haukoos /Koppendrayer Mosel Pugh Tompkins 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1523, A bill for an act relating to insurance; establishing and regulating the life and health guaranty 
association; providing for its powers and duties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 61A.02, subdivisions 2 
and 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 6lB; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
61B.01; 618.02; 61B.03; 61B.04; 61B.05; 618.06; 61B.07; 618.08; 61B.09; 61B.10; 61B.11; 618.12; 61B.13; 61B.14; 61B.15; 
and 61B.16. 

PATRICK E. FLAI-IAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Reding moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1523 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1523, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating life insurance and annuity contracts; establishing 
and regulating the life and health guaranty association; providing for its powers and duties; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 61A.02, subdivisions 2 and 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 61B; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 61 B.01; 61B.02; 61B.03; 618.04; 61B.05; 61 B.06; 61B.07; 61 B.08; 61B.09; 61B.10; 
61B.11; 61B.12; 61B.13; 61B.14; 618.15; and 61B.16. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, L Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Mmphy Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Van Delien 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vellenga 
Beard Darn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson,M. Sarna Waltman 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sckhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskarnp Knickerbocker Morrison Perll Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker; 

[ hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 504, A bill for an act relating to housing; allowing a county authority to operate certain public housing 
projects without a city resolution; providing that a housing and redevelopment authority may make down payment 
assistance loans; changing minimum amounts for certain contract letting procedures; changing requirements for 
general obligation revenue bonds; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 469.005, subdivision 1; 469.012, by 
adding a subdivision; 469.015, subdivisions 1 and 2; and 469.034, subdivision 2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Dawkins moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 504 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended- by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 504, A bill for an act relating to housing; allowing a county authority to operate certain public housing 
projects without a city resolution; providing that a housing and redevelopment authority may make down payment 
assistance loans; changing minimum amounts for certain contract letting procedures; authorizing the Duluth housing 
and redevelopment authority to levy a property tax under general law; changing requirements for general obligation 
revenue bonds; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 469.005, subdivision 1; 469.012, by adding a subdivision; 
469.015, subdivisions 1 and 2; 469.033, subdivision 6; and 469.034, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheiro 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dam Jaros Linuner Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Radosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sama Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker called Bauerly to the Chair. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1095, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating investments, assets and liabilities, and annual 
statements of comparues; providing for continuance of coverage upon liquidation; modifying the definition of resident 
for purposes of the Minnesota insurance guaranty association; regulating dividends and other distributions of 
insurance holding company systems; regulating risk retention groups; regulating the workers' compensation assigned 
risk plan; enacting the NAIe model legislation; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.ll, sub~ivision 9; 
60A.12, subdivision 3; 60A.13, subdivisions 1 and 6; 60A.23, subdivision 4; 60B.22, subdivision 1; 60C.03, subdivision 
7; 60D.20, subdivisions 2 and 4; 60E.01; 60E.02, subdivisions 9 and 12; 60E.03; 60E.04, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 
and by adding a subdivision; 60E.05; 60E.07; 60E.08; 60E.09; 60E.10; 60E.12; and 60E.13; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 60A and 60E; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.07, subdivision Sd; 
60A.12, subdivision 10; 60B.24; 60E.11; and 79.252, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Stanius moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1095 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. p, No. 1095, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating investments, assets and liabilities, and annual 
statements of companies; providing for continuance of coverage upon liquidation; modifying the definition of resident 
for purposes of the Minnesota insurance guaranty association; regulating dividends and other distributions of 
insurance holding company systems; regulating risk retention groups; enacting the NAIC model legislation; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.l1, subdivision 9; 60A.12, subdivision 3; 60A.13, subdivisions 1 and 6; 60A.23, 
subdivision 4; 60B.22, subdivision 1~ 60C.03, subdivision 7; 60D.20, subdivisions 2 and 4; 60E.Ol; 60E.02, subdivisions 
9 and 12; 60E.03; 60E.04, subdivisions L 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, and by adding a subdivision; 60E.05; 60E.07; 6OE.OS; 60E.09; 
60E.1O; 60E.12; 60E.13; and 79.252, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 60A; 
and 60E; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.07, subdivision Sd; 60A.12, subdivision 10; 60A.13, 
subdivision 3a; 60B.24; 60E.ll; Minnesota Rules, parts 2710.0100; 2710.0200; 2710.0300; 2710.1100; 2710.1200; 2710.1300; 
2710.1400; 2710.1500; 2710.1600; 2710.1700; 2710.1800; 2710.1900; 2710.2000; 2710.2100; 2710.3100; 2710.3200; 
and 2710.3300. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
-follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R Lynch °ratz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 40. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 40 

A bill for an act relating to probate; establishing a durable power of attorney for health care; establishing duties 
of health care providers for the provision of life-sustaining health care; imposing penalties; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 145B; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 145C; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 145B.10. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 11, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 40, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 40 be further amended as follows: 

Page 2, line 6, delete "~person" and insert "an individual" 

Page 2, line 21, delete "Health care" and insert ""Health care"" 

Page 3, line 5, delete "~person" and insert "an individual" 

Page 3, line 13, after "make" insert "Q£ communicate" 

Page 3, line 14, delete "and must otherwise" and insert ". The durable power of attorney for health care must" 

Page 3, lines 23 and 34, delete "person" and insert "individual" 

Page 3, line 24, delete the comma and insert ",:. A durable power of attorney for health care" 

Page 3,line 25, delete the comma 

Page 3, lines 27 and 33, delete "persons" and insert "individuals" 

Page 3, line 32, delete "PERSONS" and insert "INDIVIDUALS" 

Page 4, line 4, delete "PERSONS" and insert "INDIVIDUALS" 

Page 4, lines 25 and 26, after "make" insert "or communicate" 

Page 4, line 34, delete "!" 

Page 4, delete lines 35 and 36 and insert "ll ~.!!!Y intention that !!2Y agent Q!. ~ alternative agent has a personal 
obligation to me to make health care decisions for me consistent with!!!y expressed wishes. I understand, however, 
that!!!y' agent or !!!2Y alternative agent has!!Q legal duty to act." 

Page 5, line 26, delete "becomes" and insert "~" and delete ".e!!Y particular" and insert "~" 

Page 5, line 27, after "when" insert "~ 

ill i!. has been executed in accordance with section ~ and 

ill" 

Page 5, delete line 29 and insert "make or communicate that health care decision and the agent consents to make 
.Q!. communicate" 
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Page 5, lines 35 and 36, delete "£. person" and insert "an individual" 

Page 6, lines 2 and 11, after "make" insert "or communicate" 

Page 6, lines 5 and 6, delete "~person" and insert "an individual" 

Page 6, after line 15, insert; 

"Subd. b. [AGENT AS GUARDIAN.] Except as othenvise provided in the durable power of attorney for health care, 
appointment of the agent in ~ durable power of attorney for health care is considered a nomination of a guardian or 
conservator of the person for purposes of section 525.544. " 

Page 6, line 16, delete "~" and insert "~" 

Page 6, line 27, delete everything after the period 

Page 6, delete lines 28 to 35 and insert "An agent or any alternative agent has a personal obligation to the principal 
to make health ~ decisions authorized !zy the durable power of attorney for health ~ but this obligation does 
not constitute a legal .fh!!y to act." 

Page 6, line 36, before "In" insert "Subd. !. [INCONSISTENCIES AMONG DOCUMENTS.]" 

Page 8, lines 18 and 20, delete "i!, person" and insert "an individual" 

Page 8, line 29, delete "2&.!f those" and insert ":.. If the principal's" 

Page 8, line 3D, delete "unable to" and insert "cannot" 

Page 8, line 31, after "acting" insert "in good faith ~ acting" 

Page 9, line 4, before "1::." insert "ill" 

Page 9, line 17, before "1::." insert ".ili.r and delete "life prolonging" 

Page 9, line 18, delete everything before the comma and insert "health care necessary to keep the principal alive" 

Page 9, line 30, delete "i!, person" and insert "an individual" 

Pages 10 and 11, delete section 16 and insert: 

"Sec. 16. [14SC.1S] [DUTIES OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS TO PROVIDE LIFE-SUSTAINING HEALTH CARE.] 

ill!f. ~ ~ acting under chapter 145B .2f. an agent acting under this chapter directs the provision of health care. 
nutrition . .2f. hydration that, in reasonable medical judgment has a significant possibility of sustaining the life of the 
principal or declarant, a health care provider shall take all reasonable steps to ensure the provision of the directed 
health care, nutrition, or hydration if the provider has the legal and actual capability of providing the health ~ 
either itself or Qy transferring the principal or declarant to ~ health care provider who has that capability. Any 
transfer of a principal or declarant under this paragraph must be done promptly and. if necessary to preserve the life 
of the principal or declarant £.y emergency means. This paragraph does not ££P!yi!~ living will under chapter 145B 
or ~ durable power of attorney for health ~ indicates an intention to the contrary. 

ill A health ~ provider who is unwilling to provide directed health care under paragraph ill that the provider 
has the legal and actual capability of providing may transfer the principal or declarant to another health care provider 
willing to provide the directed health care but the provider shall take all reasonable steps to ensure provision of the 
directed health care until the principal or declarant is transferred. 

{fl Nothing in this section alters ~ legal obligation or lack of legal obligation of a health care provider to provide 
health care to ~ principal or declarant who refuses, has refused, or is unable to ££Y for the health care." 

Page 11, line 15, delete "crimes" and insert "offenses" 
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We request adoption of this report 'and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: EMBER D. REICHGOTI, DAVm L. KNUTSON AI\U ALLAN H. SPEAR. 

House Conferees: DAVE BISHOP, WESLEY J. lOWES" SKOGLUND AND HOWARD ORENSTEIN. 

Bishop moved that the report of the Conference Corrunittee on S. F. No. 40 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 40, A bill for an act relating to probate; establishing a durable power of attorney for health care; 
establishing duties of health care providers for the provision of life-sustaining health care; imposing penalties; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 145B; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 145C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1458.10. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 129 yeas and 1 nay as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Iioisten Krueger Mmphy Pugh Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Van Delien 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson,K Rodosovich Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Weaver 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Wejcman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Wenzel 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Winter 
Brown, C. Girard Kalm Mahon Orfield Simoneau Wolf 
Brown, K. Coodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Worke 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Workman 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg 
Clark Cmenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius 
Conuncrs Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Walbnan 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

s. F. No. 532. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 532 

A bill for an act relating to courts; conciliation court; adopting one body of law to govern conciliation courts; 
increasing the jurisdictional limit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 481.02, subdivision 3; and 549.09, 
subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 550; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 491A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 487.30; 488A.12; 488A.13; 488A.14; 
488A.15; 488A.16; 488A.17; 488A.29; 488A.30; 488A.31; 488A.32; 488A.33; and 488A.34; and Laws 1992, chapter 591, 
section 21. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 532, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 532 be further amended as follows: 

Page 4,line 29, delete "$5,000" and insert "$6,000" and before "or" insert "L.QL..Q.12. and after fu!y.1.1994, $7,500" and 
delete "$3,000" and insert "$4,000" 

Page 5, after line 21, insert: 

"When £. court.administrator is required to summon the defendant Qy certified mail under this paragraph, the 
summons may be made Qy personal service in the manner provided in the rules of civil procedure for personal service 
of .§!. summons of the district court as an alternative to service hv. certified mail." 

Page 15, delete section 7 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: HAROLD R. "SKIP" FINN, JOHN MARTY AI\-TD SHEILA M. KISCADEN. 

House Conferees: ANDY DAWKINS, WESLEY J. "WES" SKOGLUND AND BILL MACKLIN. 

Dawkins moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 532 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 532, A bill for an act relating to courts; conciliation court; adopting one body of law to govern conciliation 
courts; increasing the jurisdictional limit; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 481.02, subdivision 3; and 549.09, 
subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 550; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 491A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 487.30; 488A.12; 488A.13; 488A.14; 
488A.15; 488A.16; 488A.17; 488A.29; 488A.30; 488A.31; 488A.32; 488A.33; and 488A.34; and Laws 1992, chapter 591, 
section 21. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 1 nay as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krueger Mmphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, L Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Asch Delmont Huntley Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bauerly Darn Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Radosovich Vickerman 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Loufey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Evans . Jennings Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bertram Farren Johnson, A. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
BeUermann Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Bishop Garcia Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Wenzel 
Blatz Girard Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Winter 
Brown, C. Goodno Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Wolf 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Worke 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Workman 
Carruthers Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Spk. Long 
Clark Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum 
Commers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Johnson, R. 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 1314 and 1260. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1314, A bill for an act relating to employees; providing for a wage protection program; providing 
penalties; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnes,ota Statutes, chapter 181. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Economic Development, Infrastructure and 
Regulation Finance. 

S. F. No. 1260, A bill for an act relating to public employment; providing that the local goverrunent pay equity act 
does not limit the ability of public employees to strike; requiring the commissioner of employee relations to consider 
the effects of strikes in determining whether political subdivisions are in conformity with the act; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 471.992, subdivision 1; and 471.9981, subdivision 6. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 
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The following Conference Committee Report was received; 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 129 

A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; maintenance; applying child support enforcement actions to 
actions to enforce maintenance; expanding notice of rights of parties in dissolution or separation proceeding; requiring 
child support order to assign responsibility for child's medical coverage; clarifying visitation rights; requiring 
dissolution judgment or decree to provide notice about principal residence; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 214.101. subdivisions 1 and 4; 518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, subdivision 1; 518.175, subdivision 6; 518.177; 
518.55; 518.551, subdivision 12; 518.583; 518.611, subdivision 2; and 518.641, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 518. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 13, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 129, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 129 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.101, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. ICOURT ORDER; HEARING ON SUSPENSION.] If a licensing board receives an order from a court 
under section 518.551, subdivision 12, dealing with suspension of a license of a person found by the court to be in 
arrears in child support or maintenance payments, Q!: both, the board shall, within 30 days of receipt of the court 
order, provide notice to the licensee and hold a hearing. If the board finds that the person is licensed by the board 
and evidence of full payment of arrearages found to be due by the court is not presented at the hearing, the board 
shall suspend the license unless it determines that probation is appropriate under subdivision 2. The only issues to 
be determined by the board are whether the person named in the court order is a licensee, whether the arrearages 
have been paid, and whether suspension or probation is appropriate. The board may not -consider evidence with 
respect to the appropriateness of the court order or the ability of the person to comply with the order. The board may 
not lift the suspension until the licensee files with the board proof showing that the licensee is current in child support 
payments and maintenance. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.101, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [VERIFICATION OF PAYMENJS.] Before a board may terminate probation, remove a suspension, issue, 
or renew a license of a person who has been suspended or placed on probation under this section, it shall contact the 
court that referred the matter to the board to determine that the applicant is not in arrears for child support 2!: 
maintenance or both. The board may not issue or renew a license until the applicant proves to the board's satisfaction 
that the applicant is current in support payments and maintenance. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.022, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.:h [ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERFERENCE WITH PARENT AND CHILD RELA TrONSHIP. J The court may 
not deny visitation rights under this section based on allegations that the visitation rights would interfere with the 
relationship betvveen the custodial parent and the child unless after ~hearing the court determines Qv. a preponderance 
of the evidence that interference would Q£9!!.:. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.022, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 20 [VISITATION PROCEEDING MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH PROCEEDING UNDER CHAPTER 518B.] 
Proceedings under this section may not be combined with ~ proceeding under chapter 518B. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.57, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A child, the child's biological mother, or a man presumed to be the child's father under section 
257.55, subdivision I, clause (a), (b), or (c) may bring an action: 

(a) At any time for the purpose of declaring the existence of the father and child relationship presumed under 
section 257.55, subdivision 1, clause (a), (b), or (c); or 

(b) VvitftiR tl'lFee ) eaFS after the efl:ilEl's eiftfl For the purpose of deClaring the nonexistence of the father and child 
relationship presumed under section 257.55, subdivision 1, clause (a), (b), or (ct only if. the action is brought within 
two years after the person bringing the action has ~ to believe that the presumed father ~ not the father of the 
child, but in.!!Q event later than three years after the child's birth. However, if the presumed father was divorced from 
the child's mother and if, on or before the 280th day after the judgment and decree of divorce or dissolution became 
final, he did not know that the child was born during the marriage or within 280 days after the marriage was 
terminated, the action is not barred until one year after the child reaches the age of majority or one year after the 
presumed father knows or reasonably should have known of the birth of the child, whichever is earlier. After the 
presumption has been rebutted, paternity of the child by another man may be determined in the same action, if he 
has been made a party. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.50, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [WITHHOLDING OF REFUNDS FROM CHILD SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE DEBTORS.] (a) If a 
court of this state finds that a person obligated to pay child support 2!. maintenance is delinquent in making 
payments, the amount of child support or maintenance unpaid and owing, including attorney fees and costs incurred 
in ascertaining or collecting child support 2!. maintenance, must be withheld from a rehmd due the person under 
chapter 290. The public agency responsible for child support enforcement or the parent or guardian of a child for 
whom the support, attorney fees, and costs are owed 2!. the E2.I!Y to whom maintenance, attorney fees, and costs ~ 
owed may petition the district Sf' eSl±Rf) court for an order providing for the withholding of the amount of child 
support, maintenance, attorney fees, and costs unpaid and owing as determined by court order. The person from 
whom the rehmd may be withheld must be notified of the petition under the rules of civil procedure before the 
issuance of an order under this subdivision. The order may be granted on a showing to the court that required 
support or maintenance payments, attorney fees, and costs have not been paid when they were due. 

(b) On order of the court, the commissioner shall withhold the money from the rehmd due to the person obligated 
to pay the child support 2!. maintenance. The amount withheld shall be remitted to the public agency responsible 
for child support enforcement er--4eL the parent or guardian petitioning on behalf of the child, or the ~ to whom 
maintenance is owed, after any delinquent tax obligations of the taxpayer owed to the revenue department have been 
satisfied and after deduction of the fee prescribed in section 270A.07, subdivision 1. An amount received by the 
responsible public agencYL or the petitioning parent or guardianL.!!I the E.2!!Y to whom maintenance is owed. in excess 
of the amount of public assistance spent for the benefit of the child to be supported, or the amount of any support, 
maintenance. attorney fees, and costs that had been the subject of the claim under this subdivision that has been paid 
by the taxpayer before the diversion of the rehuld, must be paid to the person entitled to the money. If the refund 
is based on a joint return, the part of the rehmd that must be paid to the petitioner is the proportion of the total 
refund that equals the proportion of the total federal adjusted gross income of the spouses that is the federal adjusted 
gross income of the spouse who is delinquent in making the child support or maintenance payments. 

(c) A petition filed under this subdivision remains in effect with respect to any refunds due under this section until 
the support Hffifi€y 2!: maintenance, attorney fees, and costs have been paid in full or the court orders the 
commissioner to discontinue withholding the money from the refund due the person obligated to pay the support 
or maintenance, attorney fees, and costs. If a petition is filed under this subdivision concerning child support and 
a claim is made under chapter 270A with respect to the individual's rehmd and notices of both are received before 
the time when payment of the refund is made on either claim, the claim relating to the liability that accrued first in 
time must be paid first. The amount of the refund remaining must then be applied to the other claim. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.17, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CUSTODY ORDER.] (a) Upon adjudging the nullity of a marriage, or in a dissolution or separation 
proceeding, or in a child custody proceeding, the court shall make such further order as it deems just and proper 
concerning: 

(1) the legal custody of the ininor children of the parties which shall be sole or joint; 

(2) their physical custody and residence; and 

(3) their support. In determining custody, the court shall consider the best interests of each child and shall not 
prefer one parent over the other solely on the basis of the sex of the parent. 

(b) The court shall grant the following rights to each of the parties, unless specific findings are made under 
paragrapR (e), aRa e .. erj el:lstsay sraer HH:lSt iAell:lae tRe fslle.vir.g Rstiee ts tRe parties: 

~IOTICE 15 HEREBY CI'IE~1 TO THE PAKTlE5: 

BaeR party Ras fue right ef aeeess te, aRd is reeei. e espies et, seRseI, meaieal, aeRtal, religisl:ls traiRiRg, ffiLa stRer 
imflsrtaRt r€earas aTla iRfarmatiafl a13SHt fue m:iflaI effilareR. PreseRtatisR sf a eap)' sf this sraer ts the etlstSaiaR 
of a r€eard ar stfter iRformatisfl a13Stit tRe m:iflsr ehildreR ESflstitl:ltes suffieieRt autRsrizaHsR faf the release sf ti=Le 
r€eara sr lRfaFfltatiaIt ts tl=te r€€j:tl€stiRg parfj . 

BaeR flarfj sRall keep the atfler part) HLierHlea as ts tfle name afla address sf the sehsal af atteRaa:r:ee af tRe ffiifl8F 
effilareR. faER flarty has tlle rigAt ta 13e iRfsrmea 13Y sEAssl sffieials a-6Stlt tRe eruldren's 'Nelfare, edl:leati8Ral 
prsgress aRd status, aHd t8 atteHa seReeI ana par€Ht teaERer EORfereHEes. The sERooI is Rot retttlired ts Rala a 
separate €sflfereRe€ far eaeR par~ . 

lPt ease af aFt aeeiee'Ptt Of serisl:ls illPt€s5 af a Ffl:'i:r:taF mila, eaffi party sfiall :Ratify tfle effier !'laFty ef tFte aeeiaeflt 8r 
illfl€SS, ffi ld tRe Hame af tF.e Realtfl fare pre .. iaer af'ld the plafe sf ffeatffieRt. 

BaER part) has the rigRt ts reassRa13le access aRa telepAs:R€ eeRtae! ;. ith tRe Hl:iR8r EhildreR. 

(€) TILe eSl:IFt may vvai\ e all eF part of tfle fletiee reEj:l:lired: ffilaer paragrapA (8) if it fiRds fuat it is R€eeSsar), to 
}3fateet ~e o' .. 'elfare af a rarty af effi.lEl. section 518.68, subdivision 1. Each ~ has the right of access ~ and to 
receive copies QL school, medical, dental, religious training, and other important records and information about the 
minor children. Each ~ has the right of ~ to information regarding health or dental insurance available to 
the minor children. Each ~ shall keep the other ~ informed as to the ~ and address of the school of 
attendance of the minor children. Each ~ has the right to be informed Qy school officials about the children's 
welfare. educational progress and status. and to attend school and parent-teacher conferences. The school i§. not 
reguired to hold a separate -conference for each ~ In case of an accident or serious illness of a minor child, each 
~ shall notify the other ~ of the accident or illness, and the name of the health care provider and the place 
of treatment. Each ~ has the right to reasonable access and telephone contact with the minor children. The court 
may waive any of the rights under this section !f it finds i!. is necessary to protect the welfare of ~ ~ 2!. child. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ORDER.] Every child support order must expressly assign 2L reserve the responsibility for 
maintaining medical insurance for the minor children and the division of uninsured medical and dental costs. Unless 
the obligee has comparable or better group dependent health insurance coverage available at a more reasonable cost, 
the court shall order the obligor to name the minor child as beneficiary on any health and dental insurance plan that 
is available to the obligor on a group basis or through an employer or union. "Health insurance coverage" as used 
in this section does l'Lot include medical assistance provided under chapter 256, 256B, or 256D. 

If the court finds that dependent health or dental insurance is not available to the obligor on a group basis or 
through an employer or union, or that the group insurer is not accessible to the obligee, the court may require the 
obligor to obtain dependent health or dental insurance, or to be liable for reasonable and necessary medical or dental 
expenses of the child. 
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If the court finds that the dependent health or dental insurance required to be obtained by the obligor does not pay 
all the reasoTIl:!ble and necessary medical or dental expenses of the child, or that the dependent health or dental 
insurance available to the obligee does not pay all the reasonable and necessary medical or dental expenses of the 
child, and the court finds that the obligor has the financial ability to contribute to the payment of these medical or 
dental expen.">es, the court shall require the obligor to be liable for all or a portion of the medical or dental expenses 
of the child not covered by the required health or dental plan. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.175, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [COMPENSATORY VISITATION.]ll the court finds that IRe RSRCHstSe;al paFe"t;! person has been 
wrongfully deprived of the duly established right to visitation, the court shall order the custodial parent to permit 
additional visits to compensate for the visitation of which the fl8flEHstsaiai pafeRt person was deprived. Additional 
visits must be: 

(1) of the same type and duration as the wrongfully denied visit; 

(2) taken within one year after the wrongfully denied visit; and 

(3) at a time acceptable to the nORHlstBaiai paF€fl:t person deprived of visitation. 

Sec. to. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 51S.177, is amended to read: 

518.177 [NOTIFICATION REGARDING DEPRIVATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS LAW.] 

Every court order and judgment and decree concerning custody of or visitation with a minor child shall restate the 
pre .. isieRs sf seetisA: 6Q9.26 contain the notice set out in section 518.68, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.55, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [NOTICE OF ADDRESS OR RESIDENCE CHANGE.] Every obligor shall notify the obligee and the public 
authority responsible for collection, if applicable, of a change of address or residence within 60 days of the address 
or residence change. Every order for support or maintenance must contain a conspicuous notice sf the ret):l±ireBteRts 
sf this stil9ElivisisR complying with section 518.68, subdivision 2. The court may waive or modify the requirements 
of this subdivision by order if necessary to protect the obligor from contact by the obligee. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd.12. [OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE SUSPENSION.] Upon petition of an obligee or public agency responsible 
for child support enforcement, if the court finds that the obligor is or may be licensed by a licensing board listed in 
section 214.01 and the obligor is in arrears in court~ordered child support or maintenance payments or both, the court 
may direct the licensing board to conduct a hearing under section 214.101 concerning suspension of the obligor's 
license. If the obligor is a licensed attorney, the court may report the matter to the lawyers professional responsibility 
board for appropriate action in accordance with the rules of professional conduct. The remedy under this subdivision 
is in addition to any other enforcement remedy available to the court. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.583, is amended to read: 

518.583 [NOnCIl OF TAX Il!'HlCT ON CAPITAL GAIN ON SALE OF PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.] 

If the parties to afl aeaoR fer dissol~tieR e.m a priReipal resideRee, the eetlrt ffil:l:st mal!;e elE}'3ress fiRdiRgs ef faet 
iflat the parties >;. he are represeRtee b) aft aHeme) ha. e BeeR aavisea as te the meeffie ta)( la>;, 5 reSj3eetiRg tr.e eapital 
gaifl talE, sr that parties •• ho are flSt fEpresefltea B) afl attemq have eeefl Retifiea tP.at iAeemE talE' la,.s fegaraing 
the eapital gaiA talE n.ay appl) to the sale sf f4:te resiaeReE. 1l1is inelttaes, But is Ret lim:itea te, the eneltlsien a; ailal3le 
Oll the sale of a pf'i:f1eipal f'esideflee isf' tHose e'ler a eertaifl age I:l:naef seetisfl 121 ef the lr.temal Re. efltle Ceae sf 
1986, Of etfler applieable la... The oraer ffil:l:st eJEpressl) pro'liae fSf f4:tel:l:se sf that e3E'ell:l:sisR uruess the e8Uft 
eth€n.ise ersel's. All jtlElgmeflt judgments and decrees involving a principal residence must include a the following 
notice to the parties that ineeme talE la .. s regafaifl:g t:Ae eapital gaifl taJ( ma) apply to t:Ae sale ef the fesiaeflee ana 
that f4:te parties ma) Nish te ESRSl:l:lt .\ ith aR attsffiey esneemiP.g the applieal3le la .. s. ~!!. finding of fact £!:. 2§.!!!!. 
appendix: 
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"CAPITAL GAIN ON SALE OF PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE 

• Income tax laws regarding the capital gain tax may ~ to the sale of the parties' principal residence and the 
parties may wish to consult with an attorney or tax advisor concerning the applicable laws. These laws may 
indude, but are not limited!2.t. the exclusion available on the sale of ~ principal residence for those over !! certain 
~ under section 121 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, or other applicable Jaw." 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.611, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [CONDITIONS OF INCOME WITHHOLDING.] (a) Withholding shall result whenever the obligor fails 
to make the maintenance or support payments, and the following conditions are met: 

(1) the obligor is at least 30 days in arrears; 

(2) the obligee or the public authority serves written notice of income withholding, showing arrearage, on the 
obligor at least 15 days before service of the notice of income withholding and a copy of the court's order on the 
payor of funds; 

(3) within the IS-day period, the obligor fails to move the court to deny withholding on the grounds that an 
arrearage of at least 30 days does not exist as of the date of the notice of income withholding, or on other grounds 
limited to mistakes of fact, and, ex parte, to stay service on the payor of funds until the motion to deny withholding 
is heard; 

(4) the obligee or the public authority serves a copy of the notice of income withholding, a copy of the court's order, 
and the provisions of this section on the payor of funds; and 

(5) the obligee serves on the public authority a copy of the notice of income withholding, a copy of the court's 
order, an application, and the fee to use the public authority's collection services. 

(b) To pay the arrearage specified in the notice of income withholding, the employer or payor of funds shall 
withhold from the obligor's income an additional amount equal to 20 percent of the monthly child support or 
maintenance obligation until the arrearage is paid. 

(c) The obligor may, at any time, waive the written notice required by this subdivision. 

(d) The obligor may move the court, under section 518.64, to modify the order respecting the amount of 
maintenance or support. 

(e) Every order for support or maintenance shall provide for a conspicuous notice of the prOVISIOns of this 
subdivision that complies with section 518.68, subdivision 2. An order without this notice remains subject to this 
subdivision. 

(f) Absent a court order to the contrary, if an arrearage exists at the time an order for ongoing support or 
maintenance would otherwise terminate, income withholding shall continue in effect in an amount equal to the former 
support or maintenance obligation plus an additional amount equal to 20 percent of the monthly child support 
obligation, until all arrears have been paid in full. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.641, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.] An order for maintenance or child support shall provide for a biennial 
adjustment in the amount to be paid based on a change in the cost of living. An order that provides for a 
cost-of-living adjustment shall specify the cost-of-living index to be applied and the date on which the cost-of-living 
adjustment shall become effective. The court may use the consumer price index for all urban consumers, 
Minneapolis-St. Paul (CPI-U), the consumer price index for wage earners and clerical, Minneapolis-St. Paul (CPI-W), 
or another cost-of-living index published by the department of labor which it specifically finds is more appropriate. 
Cost-of-living increases under this section shall be compounded. The court may also increase the amount by more 
than the cost-of-living adjustment by agreement of the parties or by making further findings. The adjustment becomes 
effective on the first of May of the year in which it is made, for cases in which payment is made to the public 
authority. For cases in which payment is not made to the public authority, application for an adjustment may be 
made in any month but no application for an adjustment may be made sooner than two years after the date of the 
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dissolution decree. A court may waive the requirement of the cost-oi-living clause if it expressly finds that the 
obligor's occupation or income, or both, does not provide for cost-of-hving adjustment or that the order for 
maintenance or child support has a provision such as a step increase that has the effect of a cost-of-living clause. The 
court may waive a cost-oF-living adjustment in a maintenance order if the parties so agree in writing. The 
commissioner of human services may ~promulgate rules for child support adjustments under this section in accordance 
with the rulemaking provisions of chapter 14. Notice of this ~ must comply with section 518.68, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 16. [518.68J [REQUIRED NOTICES.J 

Subdivision.1. [REQUIREMENT.] Every court order for judgment and decree that provides for child support 
spousal maintenance, custody, or visitation must contain certain notices as set out in subdivision 2. The information 
in the notices must be concisely stated in plain language. The notices must be in clearly legible print, but may not 
exceed two ~ An order or judgment and decree without the notice remains subject to all statutes. The court may 
waive all or part of the notice required under subdivision ~ relating to parental rights under section 518.17, 
subdivision ~ if i!. finds i!. is necessary to protect the welfare of!!. E£.I!Y or child. 

Subd. b. [CONTENTS.} The required notices must be substantially as follows: 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

b PAYMENTS TO PUBLIC AGENCY 

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 518.551, subdivision 1. payments ordered for maintenance and support must 
be paid to the public agency responsible for child support enforcement as long ~ the person entitled to receive the 
payments is receiving or has applied for public assistance or has applied for support and maintenance collection 
services. MAIL PAYMENTS TO: 

~ DEPRIVING ANOTHER OF CUSTODIAL OR PARENTAL RIGHTS -- A FELONY 

A person may be charged with ~ felony who conceals a minor child or takes, obtains. retains, 2!. fails to return ~ 
minor child from or to the child's parent jQ!. person with custodial or visitation rights). pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes, section 609.26. ;:i SQPY. of that section is available from any district court clerk. 

;L RULES OF SUPPORT, MAINTENANCE. VISITATION 

~ to be as ordered, and the giving of gifts or making purchases 
obligation. 

ful Payment of support must be made ~ it becomes due. and failure to secure or denial of rights of visitation is 
NOT an excuse for nonpayment but the aggrieved ~ must seek relief through a proper motion filed with the 
court. 

1£1 The payment of support or spousal maintenance takes priority over payment of debts and other obligations. 

@ A ~ who remarries after dissolution and accepts additional obligations of support does so with the full 
knowledge of the ~ prior obligation under this proceeding. 

ful Child support or maintenance is based on annual income. and it is the responsibility of a person with seasonal 
employment to budget income ~ that payments are made throughout the year as ordered. 

!. PARENTAL RIGHTS FROM MINNESOTA STATUTES, SECTION 518.17, SUBDIVISION 3 

Unless otherwise provided !!y the Court: 

.@l Each ~ has the right of ~!2L and to receive copies Qt. school, medicaL dental, religious training. and 
other important records and information about the minor children. Each ~ has the right of ~ to 
information regarding health or dental insurance available to the minor children. Presentation of!! fQ£Y of this 
order to the custodian of a record or other information about the minor children constitutes sufficient authorization 
for the release of the record or information to the requesting ~ 
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ill Each ~ shall keep the other informed as to the name and address of the school of attendance of the minor 
children. Each ~ has the right to be informed Qy school officials about the children's welfare, educational 
progress and status, and to attend school and parent teacher conferences. The school ~ not required to hold .§. 

separate conference for each ~ 

i£l In case of an accident or serious illness of ~ minor child, each ~ shall notify the' other ~ of the accident 
or illness, and the name of the health ~ provider and the place of treatment. 

@ Each ~ has the right of reasonable access and telephone contact with the minor children. 

2.c WAGE AND INCOME DEDUCTION OF SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE 

Child support and/or spousal maintenance may be withheld from income, with or without notice to the person 
obligated to ~ when the conditions of Minnesota Statutes, sections 518.611 and 518.613, have been met. A.£Q£Y 
of those sections is available from 2I!Y district court clerk. 

!2,. CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR RESIDENCE 

Unless otherwise ordered, the person responsible to make support or maintenance payments shall notify the person 
entitled to receive the payment and the public authority responsible for collection, if applicable, of a change of 
address or residence within 60 days of the address or residence change. 

L COST OF LIVING INCREASE OF SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE 

!
~~~~~~an~d~(~o~rii~~~~~~!~~be adjusted every two years based upon ~ change in the cost of Index ~ unless otherwise specified in this order} when the 

~~lt~~~~~~met. Cost of living increases are compO\Ulded. A~ of 
J.. to reguest Q£ contest.e cost of living increase are available 

!L JUDGMENTS FOR UNPAID SUPPORT 

!!.e person fails to make a child support payment, the payment owed becomes a judgment against the person 
responsible to make the payment Qv. operation of law on Q!: after the date the payment is due, and the person 
entitled to receive the payment or the public ~ may obtain entry and docketing of the judgment WITHOUT 
NOTICE to the person responsible to make the payment under Minnesota Starutes, section 548.091. 

~ JUDGMENTS FOR UNPAID MAINTENANCE 

~ judgment for unpaid spousal maintenance may be entered when the conditions of Minnesota Starutes, section 
548.091. are met. AfQEY of that section is available from any district court clerk. 

10. MEDICAL INSURANCE AND EXPENSES 

The person responsible to ~ support and the person's employer or union are ordered to provide medical and 
dental insurance and ~ for uncovered expenses under the conditions of Minnesota Statutes, section 518.171, 
unless otherwise provided in this order .Q!. the statute. A fQ£Y of this statute ~ available from any district court 
clerk. 

Subd. ~ [COPIES OF LAW AND FORMS.] The district court administrator shall make available at no charge copies 
of sections 518.17, 518.6ll. 518.613, 518.641, 548,091, and 609.26, and shall provide forms to reguest or contest ~ 
cost-of-living increase under section 518.641. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 5188.01, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COURT JURISDICTION.] An application lor relief under this section may be filed in the court having 
jurisdiction over dissolution actions in the county of residence of either ~ in the county in which a pending or 
completed family court proceeding involving the parties 2!. their minor children was brought. or in the county in 
which the alleged domestic abuse occurred,- In a jurisdiction which utilizes referees in dissolution actions, the court 
or judge may refer actions under this section to a referee to take and report the evidence #tereiR in the action in the 
same manner and subject to the same limitations as--is provided in section 518,13, Actions under this section shall 
be given docket priorities by the court. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 51BB-OI, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [RELIEF BY THE COURT.] (a) Upon notice and hearing, the court may provide relief as follows: 

(1) restrain the abusing party from committing acts of domestic abuse; 

(2) exclude the abusing party from the dwelling which the parties share or from the residence of the petitioner; 

(3) award temporary custody or establish temporary visitation with regard to minor children of the parties on a 
basis which gives primary consideration to the safety of the victim and the children. Except for cases in which 
custody is contested, findings under section 257.025, 518.17, or 518.175 are not required. If the court finds that the 
safety of the victim or the children will be jeopardized by unsupervised or unrestricted visitation, the court shall 
condition or restrict visitation as to time, place, duration, or supervision, or deny visitation entirely, as needed to 
guard the safety of the victim and the children. The court's decision on custody and visitation shall in no way delay 
the issuance of an order for protection granting other reliefs provided for in this section; 

(4) on the same basis as is provided in chapter 518, establish temporary support for minor children or a spouse, 
and order the withholding of support from the income of the person obligated to pay the support according to 
chapter 518; 

(5) provide upon request of the petitioner counseling or other social services for the parties, if married, or if there 
are minor children; 

(6) order the abusing party to participate in treatment or counseling services; 

. (7) award temporary use and possession of property and restrain one or both parties from transferring, 
encumbering, concealing, or disposing of property except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life, 
and to account to the court for all such transfers, encumbrances, dispositions, and expenditures made after the order 
is served or communicated to the party restrained in open court; 

(8) exclude the abusing party from the place of employment of the petitioner, or otherwise limit access to the 
petitioner by the abusing party at the petitioner's place of employment; 

(9) order the abusing party to pay restitution to the petitioner; aft€! 

(10) order the continuance of all currently available insurance coverage without change in coverage or beneficiary 
designation; and 

.Q1l order, in its discretion, other relief as it deems necessary for the protection of a family or household member, 
including orders or directives to the sheriff or constable, as provided by this section. 

(b) Any relief granted by the order for protection shall be for a fixed period not to exceed one year, except when 
the court determines a longer fixed period is appropriate. 

(c) An order granting the relief authorized in paragraph (a), clause (1), may not be vacated or modified in a 
proceeding for dissolution of marria'ge or legal separation, except that the court may hear a motion for modification 
of an order for protection concurrently with a proceeding for dissolution of marriage upon notice of motion and 
motion. The notice required by court rule shall not be waived. If the proceedings are consolidated and the motion 
to modify is granted, a separate order for modification of an order for protection shall be issued. 

(d) An order granting the relief authorized in paragraph (a), clause (2), is not voided by the admittance of the 
abusing party into the dwelling from which the abusing party is excluded. 

(e) If a proceeding for dissolution of marriage or legal separation is pending betvveen the parties, the court shall 
provide a copy of the order for protection to the court with jurisdiction over the dissolution or separation proceeding 
for inclusion in its file. 

(f) An order for restitution issued under this subdivision is enforceable as civil judgment. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section S18B.Ol, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. ITEMPORARY ORDER.] (a) Where an application under this section alleges an immediate and present 
danger of domestic abuse, the court may grant an ex parte temporary order for protection, pending a full hearing, 
and granting relief as the court deems proper, including an order: 

(1) restraining the abusing party from committing acts of domestic abuse; 

(2) excluding any party from the dwelling they share or from the residence of the other except by further order of 
the court; artti 

(3) excluding the abusing party from the place of employment of the petitioner or otherwise limiting access to the 
petitioner by the abusing party at the petitioner's place of employment,,- and 

ill continuing all currently available insurance coverage without change in coverage or beneficiary designation. 

(b) A finding by the court that there is a basis for issuing an ex parte temporary order for protection constitutes 
a finding that sufficient reasons exist not to require notice under applicable court rules governing applications for ex 
parte temporary relief. 

(c) An ex parte temporary order for protection shall be effective for a fixed period not to exceed 14 days, except 
for good cause as provided under paragraph (d). A full hearing, as provided by this section, shall be set for not later 
than seven days from the issuance of the temporary order. The respondent shall be served forthwith a copy of the 
ex parte order along with a copy of the petition and notice of the date set for the hearing. 

(d) When service is made by published notice, as provided under subdivision 5, the petitioner may apply for an 
extension of the period of the ex parte order at the same time the petitioner files the affidavit required under that 
subdivision. The court may extend the ex parte temporary order for an additional period not to exceed 14 days. The 
respondent shall be served forthwith a copy of the modified ex parte order along with a copy of the notice of the new 
date set for the hearing. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [ASSISTANCE OF SHERIFF IN SERVICE OR EXECUTION.] When an order is issued under this sedion 
upon request of "the petitioner, the court shall order the sheriff or constable to accompany the petitioner and assist 
in placing the petitioner in possession of the dwelling or residence, or otherwise assist in execution or service of the 
order of protection. !f the application for relief i2. brought in ~ county in which the respondent is not present the 
sheriff shall forward the pleadings necessary for service upon the respondent to the sheriff of the county in which 
the respondent is present. This transmittal must be expedited to allow for timely service. 

Sec. 21. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.55, subdivisions 2 and ~ are repealed. 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTNE DATE; APPLICATION.] 

Section ~ is effective Ianuary.1. 1994, and applies to actions commenced on or after that date," 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the family; providing for suspension of a license for unpaid maintenance; clarifying 
certain language; modifying provisions for establishment of third-party visitation rights; modifying time period for 
bringing certain paternity actions; permitting delinquent maintenance payments to be withheld from tax refunds; 
changing notices required in certain court orders; requiring certain terms in child support orders; providing for 
third-party compensatory visitation; providing for jurisdiction of certain domestic abuse actions; providing for 
pleadings to be forwarded; authorizing additional relief; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 214.101, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 257.022, by adding subdivisions; 257.57, subdivision 1; 289A.50, subdivision 5; 518.17, 
subdivision 3; 518.171, subdivision 1; 518.175, subdivision 6; 518.177; 518.55, subdivision 3; 518.551, subdivision 12; 
518.583; 518.611, subdivision 2; 518.641, subdivision 1; and 518B.Ol, subdivisions 3, 6, 7, and 9; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 518; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.55, subdivisions 2 and 2a," 
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We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: PHIL CARRUTHERS, THOMAS PUGH AND BILL MACKLIN. 

Senate Conferees: DON BETZOLD, EMBER D. REICHGOTI AND MARTIIA R. ROBERTSON. 

Carruthers moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 129 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 129, A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; maintenance; applying child support enforcement 
actions to actions to enforce maintenance; expanding notice of rights of parties in dissolution or separation proceeding; 
requiring child support order to assign responsibility for child's medical coverage; clarifying visitation rights; requiring 
dissolution judgment or decree to provide notice about principal residence; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 2]4.101, subdivisions 1 and 4; 518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, subdivision 1; 518.175, subdivision 6; 518.177; 
518.55; 518.551, subdivision 12; 518.583; 518.611, subdivision 2; and 518.641, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter SiB. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukous Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Anderson, 1 Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Mmphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Dehnont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Delien 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Loufey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs JOAA<;on, R Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Bishop was excused while in conference. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 1062 was reported to the House. 

Carruthers, Pauly and Anderson, 1., moved to amend S. F. No. 1062, as follows: 

Page 4, line 36, delete "$200,000" and insert "$100,000" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1062, A bill for an act relating to metropolitan government and urban planning; establishing a 
metropolitan radio systems planning committee under the metropolitan council. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 84 yeas and 46 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dawkins Holsten Klinzing 
Anderson, L Dehler Huntley Knickerbocker 
Anderson, R. Darn Jacobs Koppendrayer 
Battaglia Erhardt Jaros Krueger 
Bauerly Evans Jefferson Lasley 
Bertram Farrell Jennings Leppik 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, A. Lieder 
Brown, C Girard Johnson, V. Limmer 
Brown, K Greenfield Kahn Lourey 
Carlson Greiling Kalis Lynch 
Clark Gutknecht Kelley Mahon 
Cooper Hausman Kinkel Mariani 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Asch Davids Haukoos Macklin 
Beard Delmont Hugoson McCollum 
Bergson Dempsey Johnson, R. Milbert 
Bettermann Frerichs Kelso Molnau 
Carruthers Coodno Krinkie Morrison 
Commers Gmenes Lindner Mosel 
Dauner Hasskamp Luther Nelson 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 663 was reported to the House. 

McGuire 
Murphy 
Nearv 
Olso;", E. 
Olson, K. 
Opatz 
Orenstein 
Orfield 
Ostrom 
Pelowski 
Peterson 
Reding 

Ness 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pawlenty 

Rest 
Rhodes 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Seagren 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tomassoni 
Tompkins 

Perlt 
Pugh 
Sama 
Skoglund 
Smith 
Solberg 
Steensma 

Wejcman moved that S. F. No. 663 be continued on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1054 was reported to the House. 

Mahon moved to amend S. F. No. 1054, as follows: 

Delete section 1 

Page 8, after line 25, insert: 

"Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 254A.035, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Van Delien 
Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Worke 
Workman 
Spk. Long 

Vickerman 
Waltman 
Winter 
Wolf 

Subd.2. [MEMBERSHIP TERMS, COMPENSATION, REMOVAL AND EXPIRATION.] The membership of this 
council shall be composed of 17 persons who are American Indians and who are appointed by the commissioner. 
The commissioner shall appoint one representative from each of the following groups: Red Lake Band of Chippewa 
Indians; Fond du Lac Band, Minnesota Chippewa Tribe; Grand Portage Band, Minnesota Chippewa Tribe; Leech Lake 
Band, Minnesota Chippewa Tribe; Mille Lacs Band, Minnesota Chippewa Tribe; Bois Forte Band, Minnesota Chippewa 
Tribe; White Earth Band, MiImesota Chippewa Tribe; Lower Sioux Indian Reservation; Prairie Island Sioux Indian 
Reservation; Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Indian Reservation; Upper Sioux Indian Reservation; International Falls 
Northern Range; Duluth Urban Indian Community; and MO representatives from the Minneapolis Urban Indian 
Community and MO from the St. Paul Urban Indian Community. The terms, compensation, and removal of American 
Indian advisory council members ar.e e3EpiFat=i8R sf tRe estmeil shall be as provided in section 15.059. The council 
expires I une ~ 1997. 
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Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 254A.04, is amended to read: 

254A.04 [CITIZENS ADVISORY COUNCIL.] 

There is hereby created an alcohol and other drug abuse advisory council to advise the department of human 
services concerning the problems of alcohol and other drug dependency and abuse, composed of ten members. Five 
members shall be individuals whose interests or training are in the field of alcohol dependency and abuse; and five 
members whose interests or training are in the field of dependency and abuse of drugs other than alcohoL +fie. 
EeUflEH sRaIl e)(pire aREi the terms, compensation and removal of members shall be as provided in section 15.059. The 
council expires Tune ~ 1997. The commissioner of human services shall appoint members whose terms end in 
even-numbered years. The commissioner of health shall appoint members whose terms end in odd-numbered years." 

Page 12, line 11, delete "175.008" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Garcia, Wejcman, Mahon, Kahn, Swenson and Haukoos moved to amend S. F. No. 1054, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, line 13, after the period, insert "An advisory councilor committee whose expiration is not governed Qv. this 
section does not terminate Tune ill!t.1993, unless specified Qy other law." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Greenfield moved to amend S. F. No. 1054, as amended, as follows: 

Page 12, line 12, delete "256B.0629," 

Page 12, line 13, delete "subdivisions L. b. and ~" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 21, delete everything after the semicolon 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Trimble moved to amend S. F. No. 1054, as amended, as follows: 

Page 6, after line 20, insert 

"Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 161.1419, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [EXPIRATION.] The commission shall expire on !he €late pf'8\iaea 19] seetiel'l 1:9.Q:99, sl:1Bsi.isisfl :9 
Tune lli1. 1997." 

Renumber the remaining sections in sequence 

Page 12, line 17, before "This" insert "Section 12 is effective the day following final enactment. The remainder of" 

Amend the title as follows: 

Page 1, line 10, after the first semicolon insert "161.1419, subdivision 8;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S. F. No. 1054, A bill for an act relating to state deparhnents and agencies; providing for reports on advisory task 
forces committees and councils; providing for their expirations; eliminating certain advisory bodies; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 6.65; 15.059, subdivision 5; 16B.39, subdivision 1a; 41A.02, subdivision 1; 41A.04, 
subdivisions 2 and 4; 116J.975; 125.188, subdivision 3; 125.1885, subdivision 3; 1290.16; 148.235, subdivision 2; 246.017, 
subdivision 2; 246.56, subdivision 2; 256B.0629, subdivision 4; and 256B.433, subdivision 1; 299F.093, subdivision 1; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 41.54; 41A.07; 43A.31, subdivision 4; 82.30, subdivision 1; 84.524, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 85A.02, subdivision 4; 86A.l0, subdivision 1; 116J.645; 116J.984, subdivision 11; 116N.05; 120.064, 
subdivision 6; 121.87; 145.93, subdivision 2; 148B.20, subdivision 2; 152.02, subdivision 11; 175.008; 184.23; 206.57, 
subdivision 3; 245.476, subdivision 4; 245.4885, subdivision 4; 256.9745; 2568.0629, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 256B.433, 
subdivision 4; 257.072, subdivision 6; 299F.092, subdivision 9; 299F.097; and 626.5592. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 129 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Reding Tunheim 
Anderson, 1. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Rest Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Rhodes Vellenga 
Asch Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rice Vickerman 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rodosovich Wagenius 
Baw:'rly Darn Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rukavina Waltman 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Sarna Weaver 
Bergson Evans Jennings Lourey Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, A Luther Opatz Simoneau Welle 
Bettermann Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Skoglund Wenzel 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Solberg Wolf 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Stanius Worke 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Steensma Workman 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Sviggum Spk. Long 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Swenson 
Coromers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Tomassoru 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Peterson Tompkins 
Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Pugh Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Sekhon 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 376, A bill for an act relating to the state board of investment; management of funds under board control; 
amending Minnesota Statutes ]992, sections 11A.08, subdivision 4; llA.14, subdivisions I, 2, 4, and 5; llA.24, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 69.77, subdivision 2g; 69.775; 116P.11; 352.96, subdivision 3; 356.24, subdivision 1; and 424A.06, 
subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 131 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bauerly Blatz Clark Dawkins Erhardt Girard 
Anderson, 1. . Beard Brown, C. Commers Dehler Evans Goodno 
Anderson, R. Bergson Brown, K Cooper Delmont Farrell Greenfield 
Asch Bertram Carlson Dauner Dempsey Frerichs Greiling 
Battaglia Bettermann Carruthers Davids Dam Garcia Gruenes 
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Gutknecht Kalis Lourey Neary Pawlenty Simoneau Vickerman 
Hasskamp Kelley Luther Nelson Pelowski Skoglund Wagenius 
Haukoos Kelso Lynch Ness Perlt Smith Waltman 
Hausman Kinkel Macklin Olson, E. Peterson Solberg Weaver 
Holsten Klinzing Mahon Olson, K. Pugh Stanius Wejcman 
Hugoson Knickerbocker Mariani Olson, M. Reding Steensma Welle 
Huntley Koppendrayer McCollum Onnen Rest Sviggum Wenzel 
Jacobs Krinkie McGuire Opatz Rhodes Swenson Winter 
Jaros Krueger Milbert Orenstein Rice Tomassoni Wolf 
Jennings Lasley Molnau Orfield Rodosovich Tompkins Worke 
Johnson, A. Leppik Morrison Osthoff Rukavina Trimble Workman 
Johnson, R. Lieder Mosel Ostrom Sarna Tunheim Spk. Long 
Johnson, V. Limmer Munger Ozment Seagren Van Dellen 
Kahn Lindner Murphy Pauly Sekhon Vellenga 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Jefferson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1077 was reported to the House. 

Asch moved to amend S. F. No. 1077, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.02, subdivision 6a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6a. [DROP-IN CHILD CARE PROGRAM.] "Drop-in child care program" means a nonresidential program 
of child care in which children participate on a one-time only or occasional basis up to a maximum of 4§ 90 hours 
per child, per month. A drop-in child care program must be licensed under Minnesota Rules governing child care 
centers. A drop-in child care program must meet one of the following requirements to qualify for the rule exemptions 
specified in section 245A.14, subdivision 6: 

(1) the drop-in child care program operates in a child care center which houses no child care program except the 
drop-in child care program; 

(2) the drop-in child care program operates in the same child care center but not during the same hours as a 
regularly scheduled ongoing child care program with a stable enrollment; or 

(3) the drop-in child care program operates in a child care center at the same time as a regularly scheduled ongoing 
child care program with a stable enrollment but the program's activities, except for bathroom use and outdoor play, 
are conducted separately from each other. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.02, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd.14. [RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM.] "Residential program" means a program that provides 24-hour-a-day care, 
supervision, food/lodging, rehabilitation, training, education, habilitation, or treatment outside a person's own home, 
including a nursing home or hospital that receives public funds, administered by the corrunissioner, to provide 
services for five or more persons whose primary diagnosis is mental retardation or a related condition or mental 
illness and who do not have a significant physical or medical problem that necessitates nursing home care; a program 
in an intermediate care facility for four or more persons with mental retardation or a related condition; a nursing 
home or hospital that was licensed by the conurussioner on July 1, 1987, to provide a program for persons with a 
physical handicap that is not the result of the normal aging process and considered to be a chronic condition; and 
chemical dependency or chemical abuse programs that are located in a hospital or nursing home and receive public 
funds for providing chemical abuse or chemical dependency treatment services under chapter 2548. Residential 
programs include home and community-based services anEi seflti inae}genEieRt living sel"\; iees for persons with mental 
retardation or a related condition that are provided in or outside of a person's own home. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.03, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [EXCLUSION FROM LICENSURE.] Sections 245A.Ol to 245A.16 do not apply to: 

(1) residential or nonresidential programs that are provided to a person by an individual who is related", except ~ 
provided in subdivision ~ 

(2) nonresidential programs that are provided by an unrelated individual to persons from a single related family; 

(3) residential or nonresidential programs that are provided to adults who do not abuse chemicals or who do not 
have a chemical dependency, a mental illness, mental retardation or a related condition, a functional impairment, or 
a physical handicap; 

(4) sheltered workshops or work activity programs that are certified by the commissioner of jobs and training; 

(5) programs for children enrolled in kindergarten to the 12th grade and prekindergarten special education in a 
school as defined in section 120.101, subdivision 4, and programs serving children in combined special education and 
regular prekindergarten programs that are operated or assisted by the commissioner of education; 

(6) nonresidential programs primarily for children that provide care or supervisionL without charge for ten 2£ fewer 
days i! ~ and for periods of less than three hours a day while the child's parent or legal guardian is in the same 
building as the nonresidential program or present 8Ft: }3FBjgeFf) within another building that is directlv contiguous w-i-tfl 
tHe j9Rj sieal faEilit; "Rere to the building in which the nonresidential program is pF8. iEiea located: 

(7) nursing homes or hospitals licensed by the commissioner of health except as specified under section 24SA.02; 

(8) board and lodge facilities licensed by the commissioner of health that provide services for five or more persons 
whose primary diagnosis is mental illness who have refused an appropriate residential program offered by a county 
agency. 1his exclusion expires on July I, 1990; 

(9) homes providing programs for persons placed there by a licensed agency for legal adoption, unless the adoption 
is not completed within two years; 

(10) programs licensed by the commissioner of corrections; 

(11) recreation programs for children or adults that operate for fewer than 40 calendar days in a calendar year; 

(12) programs whose primary purpose is to provide, for adults or school~age children, including children who will 
be eligible to enter kindergarten within not more than four months, social and recreational activities, such as scouting, 
boys clubs, girls clubs, sports, or the arts; except that a program operating in a school building is not excluded unless 
it is approved by the district's school board; 

(13) head start nonresidential programs which operate for less than 31 days in each calendar year; 

(14) noncertified boarding care homes unless they provide services for five or more persons whose primary 
diagnosis is mental illness or mental retardation; 

(15) nonresidential programs for nonhandicapped children provided for a cumulative total of less than 30 days in 
any 12-month period; 

(16) residential programs for persons with mental illness, that are located in hospitals, until the commissioner 
adopts appropriate rules; 

(17) the religious instruction of school-age children; Sabbath or Sunday schools; or the congregate care of children 
by a church, congregation, or religious society during the period used by the church, congregation, or religious society 
for its regular worship; 

(18) camps licensed by the commissioner of health under Minnesota Rules, chapter 4630; 

(19) mental health outpatient services for adults with mental illness or children with emotional disturbance; 
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(20) residential programs serving school-age children whose sole purpose is cultural or educational exchange, until 
the commissioner adopts appropriate rules; 

(21) unrelated individuals who provide out-af-home respite care services to persons with mental retardation or 
related conditions from a single related family for no more than 30 days in a 11-month period and the respite care 
services are for the temporary relief of the person's family or legal representative; 

(22) respite care services provided as a home- and community-based service to a person with mental retardation 
or a related condition, in the person's primary residence; or 

(23) community support services programs as defined in section 245.462, subdivision 6, and family community 
support services as defined in section 245.4871, subdivision 17. 

Fot purposes of clause {§1 ~ building is directly contiguous to ~ building in which !! nonresidential program is 
located if i!. shares a common wall with the building in which the nonresidential program is located or is attached 
to that building Qy skyway, tunnel, atrium, or common roof. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [LICENSING OF AN INDIVIDUAL RELATED TO A QUALIFYING CHILD.] Notwithstanding 
subdivision ~ clause i!1. the commissioner may license £!l individual who is related to a qualifying child, as defined 
in title IV-E of the Social Security Ad, to provide foster care for that qualifying child. The commissioner may issue 
such a license retroactive to the date the qualifying child was placed in the applicant's home, so long as.!!Q.l!!2!.£ than 
90 days have elapsed since the placement. If more than 90 days have elapsed since the placement, the commissioner 
may issue the license retroactive 90 days. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.04, subdivision 3, is am~nded to read: 

Subd. 3. [STUDY OF THE APPLICANT.] (a) Before the commissioner issues a license, the commissioner shall 
conduct a study of the individuals specified in clauses (1) to (4) according. to rules of the commissioner. The applicant, 
license holder, the bureau of criminal apprehension, and county agencies, after written notice to the individual who 
is the subject of the study, shall help with the study by giving the commissioner criminal conviction data and reports 
about abuse or neglect of adults in licensed programs substantiated under section 626.557 and the maltreatment of 
minors in licensed programs substantiated under ·section 626.556. The individuals to be studied shall include: 

(1) the applicant; 

(2) persons over the age of 13 living in the household where the licensed program will be provided; 

(3) current employees or contractors of the applicant who will have direct contact with persons served by the 
program; and 

(4) volunteers who have dired contact with persons served by the program to provide program services, if the 
contact is not directly supervised by the individuals listed in clause (1) or (3). 

The juvenile courts shall also help with the study by giving the commissioner existing juvenile court records on 
individuals described in clause (2) relating to delinquency proceedings held within either the five years immediately 
preceding the application or the five years immediately preceding the individual's 18th birthday, whichever time 
period is longer. The commissioner shall destroy juvenile records obtained pursuant to this subdivision when the 
subject of the records reaches age 23. 

For purposes of this subdivision, "direct contact" means providing face-to-face care, training, supervision, 
counseling, consultation, or medication assistance to persons served by a program. For purposes of this subdivision, 
"directly supervised" means an individual listed in clause (1) or (3) is within sight or hearing of a volunteer to the 
extent that the individual listed in clause (1) or (3) is capable at all times of intervening to protect the health and safety 
of the persons served by the program who have direct contact with the volunteer. 

A study of an individual in clauses (1) to (4) shall be conducted 6ft at least aR amHlal basis upon application for 
initial license and reapplication for a license. No applicant, license holder, or individual who is the subject of the 
srody shall pay any fees required to conduct the study. 
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(b) The individual who is the subject of the study must provide the applicant or license holder with sufficient 
information to ensure an accurate study including the individual's first, middle, anq last name; home address, city, 
county, and state of residence; zip code; sex; date of birth; and driver's license number. The applicant or license 
holder shall provide this information about an individual in paragraph (a), clauses (1) to (4), on forms prescribed by 
the commissioner. The commissioner may request additional information of the individual, which shall be optional 
for the individual to provide, such as the individual's social security number or race. 

(c) Except for child foster care, adult foster care, and family day care homes, a study must include information from 
the county agency's record of substantiated abuse or neglect of adults in licensed programs, and the maltreatment 
of minors in licensed programs, information from juvenile courts as required in paragraph (a) for persons listed in 
paragraph (a), clause (2), and information from the bureau of criminal apprehension. For child foster care, adult foster 
care, and family day care homes, the study must include information from the county agency's record of substantiated 
abuse or neglect of adults, and the maltreatment of minors, information from juvenile courts as required in paragraph 
(a) for persons listed in paragraph (a), clause (2), and information from the bureau of criminal apprehension. The 
commissioner may also review arrest and investigative information from the bureau of criminal apprehension, a 
county attorney, county sheriff, county agency, local chief of police, other states, the courts, or a national criminal 
record repository if the commissioner has reasonable cause to believe the infonnation is pertinent to the 
disqualification of an individual listed in paragraph (a), clauses (1) to (4). 

(d) An applicant's or license holder's failure or refusal to cooperate with the commissioner is reasonable cause to 
deny an application or immediately suspend, suspend, or revoke a license. Failure or refusal of an individual to 
cooperate with the study is just cause for denying or terminating employment of the individual if the individual's 
failure or refusal to cooperate could cause the applicant's application to be denied or the license holder's license to 
be immediately suspended, suspended, or revoked. 

(e) The commissioner shall not consider an application to be complete until all of the information required to be 
provided under this subdivision has been received. 

(I) No person in paragraph (a), clause (1), (2), (3), or (4) who is disqualified as a result of this section may be 
retained by the agency in a position involving direct contact with persons served by the program. 

(g) Tennination of persons in paragraph (a), clause (1), (2), (3), or (4) made in good faith reliance on a notice of 
disqualification provided by the commissioner shall not subject the applicant or license holder to civil liability. 

(h) The commissioner may establish records to fulfill the requirements of this section. The information contained 
in the records is only available to the commissioner for the purpose authorized in this section. 

(i) The commissioner may not disqualify an individual subject to a study under tli.is section because that person 
has, or has had, a mental illness as defined in section 245.462, subdivision 20. 

Sec. 6. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.06, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [RECONSIDERATION OF CORRECTION ORDERS.] If the applicant or license holder believes that the 
contents of the commissioner's correction order are in error, the applicant or license holder may ask the department 
of human services to reconsider the parts of the correction order that are alleged to be in error. The request for 
reconsideration must be in writing, delivered by certified mail, and: 

(1) specify the parts of the correction order that are alleged to be in error; 

(2) explain why they are in error; and 

(3) include documentation to support the allegation of error. 

A request for reconsideration does not stay any provisions or requirements of the correction order. +Re 
€sffIfllissisRer skall FespsR6 is FeE):Hes15 maee lolR6er this sHbei. isisR .. ithiR 15 TdsFleRg eays aileF reeeipt at the 
re~:l:iest teF FeesFl:siaeFaHsH. The commissioner's disposition of a request for reconsideration is final and not subject 
to appeal under chapter 14. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.09, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [REGULATORY METHODS.] (a) Where appropriate and feasible the commissioner shall identify and 
implement alternative methods of regulation and enforcement to the extent authorized in this subdivision. These 
methods shall include: 

(1) expansion of the types and categories of licenses that may be granted; 

(2) when the standards of an independent accreditation body have been shown to predict compliance with the rules, 
the co:mrnissioner shall consider compliance with the accreditation standards to be equivalent to partial compliance 
with the rules; and 

(3) use of an abbreviated inspection that employs key standards that have been shown to predict full compliance 
with the rules. 

For programs and services for people with developmental disabilities, the commissioner of human services shall 
develop demonstration projects to use the standards of the commission on accreditation of rehabilitation facilities and 
the standards of the accreditation council on services to persons with disabilities during the period of l..!:!J.y.1.1993 to 
December .R 1994, and incorporate the alternative use of these standards and methods in licensing rules where 
appropriate. If the commissioner determines that the methods in clause (2) or (3) can be used in licensing a program, 
the commissioner may reduce any fee set under section 245A.10 by up to 50 percent. The commissioner shall present 
~ plan Q.:y Ianuary 21. 1995, to accept accreditation Q.:y either the accreditation council on services to ~ with 
disabilities or the commission on the accreditation of rehabilitation services as evidence of being in compliance where 
applicable with state licensing. 

(b) The commissioner shall work with the commissioners of health, public safety, administration, and education 
in consolidating duplicative licensing and certification rules and standards if the commissioner determines that 
consolidation is administratively feasible, would significantly reduce the cost of licensing, and would not reduce the 
protection given to persons receiving services in licensed programs. Where administratively feasible and appropriate, 
the commissioner shall work with the commissioners of health, public safety, administration, and education in 
conducting joint agency inspections of programs. 

(c) The commissioner shall work with the commissioners of health, public safety, administration, and education 
in establishing a single point of application for applicants who are required to obtain concurrent licensure from more 
than one of the commissioners listed in this clause. 

(d) The commissioner may specify in rule periods of licensure up to two years. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 24SA.14, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [DROP-IN CHILD CARE PROGRAMS.]l!!l Except as expressly set forth in this subdivision, drop-in child 
care programs must be licensed as a drop-in program under the rules governing child care programs operated in a 
center. 

ill Drop-in child care programs are exempt from the FE?q:H:ireffiffiPs in following Minnesota RuleSrf*1Fls~ 

ill part 9503.0040; 

ill part 9503.0045, subpart 1, items F and G; 

ill part 9503.0050, subpart 6, except for children less than 2 1/2 yeaps 16 months old; 

ill one-half the requirements of part 9503.0060, subpart 4, item A, subitems (2), (5), and (8), subpart 5, item A, 
subitems (2), (3), and (7), and subpart 6, item A, subitems (3) and (6); 

ill part 9503.0070; and 

@ part 9503.0090, subpart 2. 

19. A drop-in child care program must be operated under the supervision of a person qualified as a director and 
a teacher. 
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@A drop-in child care program must have at least two persons on staff whenever the program is operating, except 
that the commissioner may permit variances from this requirement under specified circumstances for parent 
cooperative programs, as long as all other staff-ta-child ratios are met. 

~ Whenever the total number of children present to be cared for at i! center ~ more than ~ children that are 
younger than ~ 2-1/2 must be in ~ separate ~ This ~ may contain children .!:!£ to 60 months old. This 
group must be cared for in ~ area that i§. physically separated from older children. 

ill. A drop-in child care program must maintain a minimum staff ratio for children age ~ 16 months or greater 
of one staff person for each ten children. 

igl If the program has additional staff who are on call as a mandatory condition of their employment, the minimum 
child-to-staff ratio may be exceeded only for children age 2--l-f2 16 months or greater, by a maximum of four children, 
for no more than 20 minutes while additional staff are in transit. 

ihl The minimum staff-to-child ratio for infants up to 16 months of age is one staff person for every four infants. 
The m:iftiffil;iffi staff te Ekild ratie ter EmlclreR age 17 ffieRtRs to 3Q ffieRtRs is eRe staB ter eve!» seveR ERildreR. 

ill In drop-in care programs that serve both infants and older children, children up to age 2-1/2 may be supervised 
by assistant teachers, as long as other staff are present in appropriate ratios. 

ill The minimum staff distribution pattern for a drop-in child care program serving children age 2-1/2 or greater 
is: the first staff member must be a teacher; the second, third, and fourth staff members must have at least the 
qualifications of a child care aide; the fifth staff member must have at least the qualifications of an assistant teacher; 
the sixth, seventh, and eighth staff members must have at least the qualifications of a child care aide; and the ninth 
staff person must have at least the qualifications of an assistant teacher. The EeFFlfflissieRer e) Fl.i:le rna) reE(l.i:iFe tRat 
a dFef! itt Efiild EaFe pFBgFaffi sef\ ing ERilclFeR less tha:A 2 1/2 years of age seF. e these EhilElFeR in aft aFea separated 
ITem eldeF ehildrett a'.I td ma) reFfnit ehildren age 2 1/2 ar.d eldeF te be Eared feF in the same eRilel Eare gFOUp 

ill A drop-in child care program may care for siblings 16 months or older together in ~ ~ For purposes 
of this subdivision, sibling ~ defined as sister or brother. half-sister or half-brother. or stepsister or stepbrother. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 24SA.16, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [CERTIFICATION BY THE COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner shall ensure that rules are uniformly 
enforced throughout the state by reviewing each county and private agency for compliance with this section and other 
applicable laws and rules at least bieFlflially every four years. County agencies that comply with this section shall 
be certified by the commissioner. If a county agency fails to be certified by the commissioner, the conunissioner shall 
certify a reduction of up to 20 percent of the county's community social services act funding or an equivalent amount 
from state administrative aids. 

Sec. 10. [VULNERABLE ADULTS STUDY.] 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to human services; regulating child care programs; providing for a vulnerable adult study; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 24SA.02, subdivisions 6a and 14; 24SA.03; subdivision 2; and by adding 
a subdivision; 24SA.04, subdivision 3; 24SA.06, subdivision 2; 24SA.09, subdivision 7; 24SA.14, subdivision 6; and 
24SA.16, subdivision 6." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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Asch moved to amend S. F. No. 1077, as amended, as follows: 

Page 10, line 31, restore the stricken language and delete the new language 

Page 11, line 14, restore the stricken language and delete the new language 

Page 11, line 18, restore the stricken language 

Page 11, line 19, delete the new language 

Page 11, lines 22 to 24, restore the stricken language 

Page 12, after line 21, insert: 

"Sec. 10. [INTERPRETIVE MEMORANDA STUDY] 

W. The commissioner of human services shall study and report on the cost feasibility. and means of implementing 
the publication and dissemination of written memoranda that provide interpretation, details, or supplementary 
information concerning the application of Law or rules administered £y the licensing division of the department of 
human services. 

In preparing the report, the commissioner shall consult with the legislative commission to review administrative 
rules, legal advocates, consumer groups, providers of service, and county social service agencies. 

The commissioner shall report the results of the study including the results of the pilot project authorized in 
paragraph ill to the legislature Qv. February 1. 1995 . 

.ilil The commissioner of human services shall conduct a pilot project in conjunction with the study required Qy 
paragraph 1& 

The purpose of the project ~ to allow the licensing division of the department of human services to gain the 
experience and information necessary to do this study and report Qv. publishing and disseminating these memoranda 
concerning the application of the following rules governing developmental disabilities and child care center regulation: 
Minnesota Rules, parts 9503.0005 to 9503.0175; 9525.0500 to 9525.0660; 9525.0215 to 9525.0355; 9525.1500 to 9525.1690; 
and 9525.2000 to 9525.2140. 

The commissioner is exempt from the rulemaking provisions of MilUlesota Statutes, chapter li in issuing these 
memoranda. The statements do not have the force and effect of law and have no precedentiaJ effect, but they may 
be relied Q!l until modified or revoked." 

Page 13, after line 1, insert: 

"Sec. 11. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section.1 is effective' the day immediately following final enactment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1077, A bill for an act relating to human services; regulating child care programs; requiring an interpretive 
memoranda study; providing for a vulnerable adult study; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 245A.02, 
subdivisions 6a and 14; 245A.03, subdivision 2; 245A.04, subdivision 3; 24SA.06, subdivision 2; 245A.09, subdivision 
7; 24SA.14, subdivision 6; and 245A.16, subdivision 6. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Anderson, L Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppil< Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Loufey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
BeUermann Farrell Jolmson, A Luther Onnen Sarna Walbnan 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Oratz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker· Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1114 was reported to the House. 

Pugh moved to amend S. F. No. 1114, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 8OC.17, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A person who violates any provision of seetiens g9C.91 te g9C.13 ar.d g9C.Hi te g9C22 this chapter 
or any rule or order thereunder shall be liable to the franchisee or sub franchisor who may sue for damages caused 
thereby, for rescission, or other relief as the court may deem appropriate. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 80C.l7, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. No action may be commenced pursuant to this section more than three years after the ffanehisee pays 
tfle first ffa:Rehise fee cause of action accrues. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 80C.22, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. Orders of the commissioner shall be served by mailing a copy thereof by eertifiea mail to the most recent 
address of the recipient of the order as it appears in the files of the commissioner. Subpoenas shall be served in the 
same manner as provided in civil actions in the district courts. 

Sec. 4. [325F.975] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE.] For the purpose of sections 325F.976 and 325F.977, the terms defined in this section have 
the meanings given them. 
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Subd. I. [PRIVATE LABEL GOODS.] "Private label goods" ~ goods that ~ the subject of i! private label 
purchase or agreement for private label purchase. 

Subd.;h [PRIVATE LABEL PURCHASE.] "Private label purchase" means a purchase of goods from a manufacturer 
for resale under ~ brand, trademark, or other commercial indicia that identifies the private label purchaser or its 
assignee as the origin of the goods for purposes of their resale. 

Subd. 1.:. [PRIVATE LABEL PURCHASER.] "Private label purchaser" means a person who makes!!. private label 
purchase from ~ manufacturer. 

Subd.2.:. [EXCLUSIVITY AGREEMENT.] "Exclusivity agreement" means an agreement for private label purchases 
which precludes the manufacturer of the private label goods from selling similar goods as private label goods to any 
third person within a defined geographical territory. 

Sec. 5. [325F.976] [EXCLUSIVITY AGREEMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [WRITING REQUIRED.] Every exclusivity agreement must be in writing and signed Qy the ~ 
against whom the agreement is sought to be enforced. 

Subd. b. [OBLIGATION.] h.lawful exclusivity agreement imposes, unless otherwise provided in the agreement. 
an obligation Qy the private label purchaser to use reasonable efforts in the development and promotion of the sale 
of the private label goods within the geographical territory covered Qy that exclusivity agreement. 

Sec. 6. [325F.977] [LIMITATION ON ACTIONS.] 

No private label purchaser having the obligation, under section 325F.976 or otherwise, to use reasonable efforts in 
the development and promotion of the sale of private label goods is entitled, absent the employment of reasonable 
efforts, to maintain an action, suit, or proceeding at law, in ~ in arbitration, or otherwise. to prevent the 
manufacturer of private label goods from selling similar goods as private label goods to .e!JY third person. This 
attempt to prevent sales of private label goods Qy the manufacturer to a third person, in the absence of the purchaser's 
employment of reasonable efforts, is considered an Wlreasonable restraint of trade. 

Sec. 7. [325F.978] [NON APPLICATION.] 

Sections 325F.975 to 325F.977 do not ~ to private label goods manufactured according to the purchaser's 
proprietary specifications. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and 2 ~ to all franchise contracts or franchise transfer agreements entered into or renewed on or after 
the effective date, and ~ ~ of l..!:!!.y.1. 1993. to franchise contracts in effect Q!! the effective date that have !!2. 
expiration date. 

Sections 4 to 7 ~ to-all agreements for private label purchases entered into or renewed on or after l..!!!y1.1993, 
and to all private label purchases occurring on or after that date." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating franchise actions; regulating sales of private label goods; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections SOC.17, subdivisions 1 and 5; and 80C.22, subdivision 7; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 325F." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Pugh moved to amend S. F. No. 1114, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, line 10, after the period, insert "Sections 325.976 and 325.977 shall not be construed to grant.!! private label 
manufacturer ~ rights of ownership or use of ~ brand, trademark or commercial indicia that is owned Qy another 
person including a private label purchaser or its assignee." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 
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S, F. No. ] 114, as amended, was read for the third time. 

Pugh moved that S. F. No. 1114, as amended, be temporarily laid over on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1418, A bill for an act relating to state government; public employment; establishing a pilot project in 
certain entities; permitting the waiver of rules governing the classified and unclassified service of the state by joint 
committees; requiring the commissioner of employee relations to conduct experimental or research projects to improve 
human resource management practices. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendra yer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson, 1. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solbecg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 748, A bill for an act relating to human services; clarifying day training and habilitation transportation 
exemptions; clarifying that counties may contract with hospitals to provide outpatient mental health services; clarifying 
the definition of crisis assistance; increasing the allowable duration of unlicensed, single-family respite care; clarifying 
the definition of related condition and application procedures for family support grants; correcting references to case 
management and hospital appeals; clarifying eligibility for case management services; clarifying nursing facility rate 
adjustments; clarifying the calculation and allowing 12-month plans for special needs exceptions; clarifying 
requirements for health care provider participation; clarifying voluntary spend-down procedures; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 174.30, subdivision 1; 245.470, subdivision 1; 245.4871, subdivision 9a; 245.4876, subdivision 
2; 245.488, subdivision 1; 245A.03, subdivision 2; 252.27, subdivisions 1 and la; 252.32, subdivision la; 256.045, 
subdivision 4a; 256.9686, subdivision 6; 256.9695, subdivisions 1 and 3; 256B.056, subdivision 5; 256B.0644; 256B.092, 
subdivisions 1, Ib, Ig, 7, and 8a; 256B.431, subdivision 10; 256B.48, subdivision 3a; 256B.501, subdivision 8; and 
609.115, subdivision 9~ repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0629. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were; 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, L Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Radosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Laurey Olson, M. Sarna Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sckhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Offield Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski SViggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Perlt Swenson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1368 was reported to the House. 

Munger moved to amend S. F. No. 1368, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 35, insert: 

"Sec. 3. [AGENCY REPORT.] 

!tr. January Th 1994, the commissioner of the pollution control agency must report to the environment and natural 
resources policy committees of the legislature on the feasibility of promulgating rules to establish health-based 
standards to control emissions of toxic air contaminants into the ambient air." 

Page 2, line 36, delete "3" and insert "4" 

The- motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Kahn and Hausman moved to amend S. F. No. 1368, as amended, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 35, insert: 

"Sec. 3. [609.672] [PROHIBITION; AIR POLLUTION.] 

No state ~ may issue ~permit for the construction, retrofitting, renovation, or operation of a facility capable 
·of being powered primarily Qy coal for the principal purpose of providing space heating if the facility !§.located within 
that portion of the Mississippi river critical area established in section 116G.15 that is within the St. Anthony Falls 
heritage interpretive zone established in sections 138,761 to 138.766, 
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The prohibition in this section does not ~ to issuance of ~ permit Q£ modification of an existing permit 
necessary to retrofit or renovate pollution control eguipment at an existing facility for the purpose of complying with 
sulphur dioxide emission standards." 

Page 2, line 36, delete "3" and insert "4" 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1368, A bill for an act relating to the environment; imposing criminal penalties for knowing violations of 
air pollution requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.671, subdivisions 9 and 12. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 107 yeas and 21 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Cooper Jacobs Lieder Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Anderson, I. Dauner Jefferson Limmer Olson, K. Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jennings Lindner Opatz Radosovich Wageruus 
Asch Erhardt Johnson, A. Luther Orenstein Rukavina Weaver 
Battaglia Evans Johnson, R. Lynch Orfield Sarna Wejcman 
Bauerly Farrell Kahn Macklin Osthoff Seagren Welle 
Beard Frerichs Kalis Mahon Ostrom Sekhon Wenzel 
Bergson Garcia Kelley Mariani Ozment SirrlOneau Winter 
Bertram Goodno Kels'o McCollum Pauly Skoglund Wolf 
Bishop Greenfield Kinkel McGuire Pawlenty Smith Worke 
Blatz Greiling Klinzing Milbert Pelowski Steensma Spk. Long 
Brown, C. Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison PerIt Swenson 
Brown, K. Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tamassoni 
Carlson Haukoos Krueger Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Carruthers Hausman Lasley Murphy Reding Trimble 
Clark Huntley Leppik Neary Rest Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

BeUermann Dehler Girard Hugoson Molnau Olson, M. Vickerman 
Commers Dempsey Gruenes Johnson, V. Ness Onnen Walbnan 
Davids Dom Holsten Krinkie Olson, E. Stanius Workman 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. p, No. 452, A bill for an act relating to civil commitment; clarifying time limitations for appeal under the civil 
commihnent act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2538.23, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Bugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Dehnont Huntley Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dam Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K GQodno Kalis McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Conuners Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 334 was reported to the House. 

Pugh moved that S. F. No. 334 he temporarily laid over on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 502, A bill for an act relating to health; asbestos abatement; modifying provisions relating to 
asbestos-related work, licenses, and fees; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 326.71, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 326.72; 326.73; 326.74; 326.75; 326.76; 
326.78; 326.785; 326.79; 326.80; and 326.81; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 326.71, subdivision 7. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 121 yeas and 11 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Holsten Leppik Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Anderson, 1. Dawkins Hugoson Lieder Ness Rice Vickerman 
Anderson, R. Dehler Huntley Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Asch Delmont Jacobs Lourey Olson, K Rukavina Waltman 
Battaglia Dempsey Jaros Luther Opatz Sarna Weaver 
Bauerly Dom Jefferson Lynch Orenstein Seagren Wejcman 
Beard Erhardt Jennings Macklin OrfieW Sekhon Welle 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A. Mahon Osthoff Simoneau Wenzel 
Bertram Farrell Kahn Mariani Ostrom Skoglund Winter 
Bettermann Garda Kalis McCollum Ozment Smith Wolf 
Blatz Girard Kelley McGuire Pauly Solberg Worke 
Brown,C. Goodno Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Carlson Greiling Klinzing Morrison Perlt Swenson 
Carruthers Gruenes Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tomassoni 
Clark Gutknecht Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Trimble 
Conuners Hasskamp Krueger Murphy Reding Tunheim 
Cooper Hausman Lasley Neary Rest Van Dellen 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Davids 
Frerichs 

Haukoos 
Johnson, R. 

Johnson, V. 
Krinkie 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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Lindner 
Olson, M. 

Onnen 
Stanius 

[60TH DAY 

Tompkins 

S. F. No. 334 which was temporarily laid over earlier today on Special Orders was again reported to the House. 

S. F. No. 334, A bill for an act relating to traffic regulations; authorizing issuance of a citation to a driver and 
penalizing vehicle owner or lessee for failure to yield right-ot-way to emergency vehicle; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, section 169.20, by adding subdivisions. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: . 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Darn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, A Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bettermann Frerichs Johnson, R Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Jolmson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wall 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1297 was reported to the House. 

Milbert moved that S. F. No. 1297 be temporarily laid over on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 918, A bill for an act relating to civil actions; providing that the statute of limitations in section 541.051 
governs materials incorporated into an improvement to real property; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 336.2-725. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 129 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Diluner Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Tunheim 
Anderson, I. Davids Huntley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Asch Delmont Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Battaglia Dempsey Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bauerly Darn Jennings Laurey Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Beard Erhardt Johnson, A Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bergson Evans Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Simoneau Welle 
BeUermann Frerichs Kahn Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Bishop Garcia Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Winter 
Blatz Girard Kelley McCollum Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Brown, C. Goodno Kelso McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Carlson Greiling Klinzing Molnau Pclowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Carruthers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison PerIt Swenson 
Clark Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tomassoni 
Commers Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Cooper Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Gruenes Haukoos 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 131 was reported to the House. 

Johnson, A., moved to amend S. F. No. 131, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 168.1281, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!. [NEW LICENSE PLATES.} The registrar may not issue new license plates under subdivision 1 after the 
effective date of this section. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 221.051, is amended to read: 

221.051 [AgANDONMIi~;T OR D15CONTlNUA~ICIi Of SIiRVICE REGULAR ROUTE PASSENGER CARRIERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [ABANDONMENT OR DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE.] No regular route common carrier of 
passengers or class I carrier may abandon or discontinue any service required under its certificate without an order 
of the board therefor, except in cases of emergency or conditions beyond its controL 

A :rasseRger regl::llar r91:ite e9ffHn9R eanief may ae:rart Hem the reL:lte 9, er ','flieR it is &l:filisHZ':ea re 9pemte fer 
the IHH':rsse sf fr8::llSPSltiRg eftartelea sr eJEEt:l:fSi9fl: parties te aFt) peiHt iH tr.e state sf Mifm:essta 9H SI:l€R terms aM 
eSHeiitisHs as fue BearS: may preSEltBe. 

Subd. b [INCIDENTAL CHARTER AUTHORITY.] Notwithstanding any other law. £:. regular route common carrier 
of passengers that was granted incidental charter operating authority Qy the board before August .1. 1993. may 
continue to exercise that authority. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 221.091, is amended to read: 

221.091 [LIMITATIONS; RELATIONSHIP TO LOCAL REGULATION.] 

No provision in sections 221.011 to 221.291 and 221.84 te 221.8.'3 shall authorize the use by any carrier of any public 
highway in any city of the first class in violation of any charter provision or ordinance of such city in effect 
January 1, 1925, unless and except as such charter provisions or ordinance may be repealed after that date; nor shall 
sections 221.011 to 221.291 and 221.84 to 221.8§ be construed as in any manner taking from or curtailing the right of 
any city to reasonably regulate or control the routing, parking, speed or the safety of operation of a motor vehicle 
operated by any carrier under the terms of those sections, or the general police power of any such city over its 
highways; nor shall sections 221.011 to 221.291 and 221.84 ts 221.8§ be construed as abrogating any provision of the 
charter of any such city requiring certain conditions to be complied with before such carrier can use the highways 
of such city and such rights and powers herein stated are hereby expressly reserved and granted to such city; but no 
such city shall prohibit or deny the use of the public highways within its territorial bOWldaries by any such carrier 
for transportation of passengers or property received within its boundaries to destinations beyond such bOWldaries, 
or for transportation of passengers or property from points beyond such boundaries to destinations within the same, 
or for transportation of passengers or property from points beyond such bOWldaries through such municipality to 
points beyond the boundaries of such municipality, where such operation is pursuant to a certificate of convenience 
and necessity issued by the commission or to a permit issued by the commissioner Wlder section 221.84 Sf 221.813. 

Sec. 4. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168.011, subdivisionJ§.£. 168.1281; 221.011, subdivision~ and 221.85, are repealed. 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section lit effective the day following final enactment. Sections 3 and.1 are effective August .1.1994." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to motor carriers; restricting authority of regular route common carriers of passengers 
to depart from their authorized routes; authorizing the continued exercise of certain operating authority by such 
carriers; abolishing certain regulations related to personal transportation service providers; making technical correction; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168.1281, by adding a subdivision; 221.051; and 221.091; repealing 
Jvlinnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168.011, subdivision 36; 168.1281; 221.011, subdivision 34; and 221.85." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment_was adopted. 

S. F. No. 131, A bill for an act relating to motor carriers; restricting authority of regular route common carriers of 
passengers to depart from their authorized routes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 221.051. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called, There were 127 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bertram Clark Dempsey Greenfield Huntley Kahn 
Anderson, 1. BeUermann Commers Erhardt Greiling Jacobs Kalis 
Anderson, R. Bishop Cooper Evans Gutknecht Jaros Kelley 
Asch Blatz Dauner Farrell Hasskamp Jefferson Kelso 
Battaglia Brown, C. Davids Frerichs Haukoos Jennings Kinkel 
Bauerly Brown, K. Dawkins Garcia Hausman Johnson, A. Klinzing 
Beard Carlson Dehler Girard Holsten Johnson, R. Knickerbocker 
Bergson Carruthers Dehnont Goodno Hugoson Johnson, V. Koppendrayer 
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Krinkle Mahon Ness Pawlenty Sama Tompkins Winter 
Krueger Mariani Olson, E. Pclowski Sekhon Trimble Wolf 
Lasley McCollum Olson, M. Perlt Simoneau Tunheim Worke 
Leppik McGuire Onnen Peterson Skoglund Van Dellen Workman 
Lieder Milbert Opatz Pugh Smith Vellenga Spk. Long 
Limmer Morrison Orenstein Reding Solberg Vickerman 
Lindner Mosel Orfield Rest Stanius Wagenius 
Laurey Munger Osthoff Rhodes Steensma Waltman 
Luther Murphy Ostrom Rice Sviggum Weaver 
Lynch Neary Ozment Radusovich Swenson Wejcman 
Macklin Nelson Pauly Rukavina Tomassoni Wenzel 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Darn Olson, K. 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. !\"o. 981, A bill for an act relating to human services; clarifying and changing license evaluation requirements 
and certain restrictions on businesses providing certain adult foster care services; changing the billing cycle and 
collection retention for certain human services programs; modifying conditions for the Minnesota family investment 
plan; changing the name of the hearing impaired services act and the council for the hearing impaired; changing 
requirements for child protection training and clarifying maltreatment reporting; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 245A.04, subdivision 6; 256.019; 256.025, subdivision 3; 256.033, subdivision 1; 256.034, subdivision 1; 256.0361, 
subdivision 1; 256C.21; 256C.22; 256C23, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 256C.24; 256C.25, subdivision 
1; 256C26; 256C27; 256C28; 268.871, subdivision 1; 626.556, subdivisions 10 and 11; 626.559, subdivisions 1 and 1a; 
and 626.5591. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner IIaukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoru 
Anderson, R Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler IIugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lcppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dam Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Radosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wageruus 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Canuthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 
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S, F. No. 1226 was reported to the House. 

Greenfield moved to amend S. F. No. 1226, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62E.08, is amended to read: 

62E.08 [STATE PLAN PREMIUM.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.} The association shall establish the following maximum premiums to be 
charged for membership in the comprehensive health insurance plan: 

(a) the premium for the number one qualified plan shall ge--ttp range from ~ minimum of 101 percent to a 
maximum of 125 percent of the weighted average of rates charged by ~ those insurers and health maintenance 
organizations with fue largest Rl:lffiBer sf individuals enrolled in a~ 

ill number one individual qualified plan plans of insurance in force in Minnesota; 

ill individual health maintenance organization contracts of coverage which arc in force in Minnesota and which 
are, Q!. are adjusted to ~ actuarially equivalent to number one individual qualified plans: and 

ill individual policies and individual health maintenance organization contracts of coverage which are in force in 
Minnesota, are not qualified under section 62E,06, are, or ~ adjusted to ~ actuarially equivalent to number one 
individual qualified plans, and do not fall under clause .G1 

(b) the premium for the number two qualified plan shall ge--ttp range from ~ minimum of lQl percent to a 
maximum of 125 percent of the weighted average of rates charged by ~ those insurers and health maintenance 
organizations with tHe laFgest fll:1meeF sf individuals enrolled in a~ 

ill number two individual qualified plafi plans of insurance in force in Minnesota; 

m individual health maintenance organization contracts of coverage which are in force in Minnesota and which 
are, or are adjusted to ~ actuarially equivalent to number two individual qualified plans; and 

ill individual policies and individual health maintenance organization contracts of coverage which are in force in 
Minnesota, are not qualified under section 62E.06, are, 2£ ~ adjusted to ~ actuarially equivalent to number two 
individual qualified plans, and do not fall under clause .G1 

(c) the premium for a each ~ of qualified medicare supplement plan required to be offered Qy the association 
pursuant to section 62E,12 shall ~ range from ~ minimum of 101 percent to a maximum of 125 percent of the 
weighted average of rates charged by tfte--fl.¥e those insurers and health maintenance organizations with tfl.e laFgest 
FtttmigeF sf individuals enrolled in a~ 

ill qualified medicare supplement plaFt- plans in force in Minnesota; 

ill health maintenance organization medicare supplement contracts of coverage which are in force in Minnesota 
and which are, QI are adjusted to ~ actuarially equivalent to qualified medicare supplement plans; and 

ill medicare supplement policies and health maintenance organization medicare supplement contracts of coverage 
which are in force in Minnesota, are not qualified under section 62E,07, ~ 2£ are adjusted to ~ actuarially 
equivalent to qualified medicare supplement plans, and do not fall under clause ill; and 

(d) the charge for health maintenance organization coverage shall be based on generally accepted actuarial 
principles. 
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The fi..v.e. list of insurers and health maintenance organizations whose rates are used to establish the premium for 
eaffi type sf coverage offered by the association pursuant to paragraphs hl to ill shall be aeteffRH.ea established by 
the commissioner on the basis of information which shall be provided 12 ~ association by all insurers and health 
maintenance organizations annually at the commissioner's request, €8RE€FRiA& This information shall include the 
number of inai. iEh:ial qualifies plans aRa E}Halifiecl meaiear€ sHf'plefR€At plaAS aT aEtl.:larially €ql;J;i. aleRt plans efferea 
by tRe iRSHf€f aRa individuals covered 2Y each ~ of plan or contract specified in paragraphs 1& to ill that ~ sold, 
issued, and renewed ~ the insurers and health maintenance organizations. including ~ ~ or contracts 
available only on a renewal basis. The information shall also include the rates charged "B) the iRslclFeF for each type 
of plan sUeted"By tRe iRSl:ifef. Ht aetermiRiRg fue iRsufefs •• R8se fates shall Be l:ised iR estaalisRiRg tRe rFemfl:lflt, 
Ute esf'l'lffi:issieReF sRalll:ttilize geRefally aeeerted aetuafia! rfiReiJ3les aRd stfuetl:irally esmratiBle rates. Sl:isjeet ts tRis 
sue8i. isieR, the EsmH'lissisRer shall iREltlde aIL') iftSUreF speratiRg pl:ifSlclaRt ts ERapter 62C ift estaBlisflfRg the 
pFemium or contract. 

In establishing premiums pursuant to this section, the association shall utilize generally accepted actuarial 
principles, provided that the association shall not discriminate in charging premiums based upon sex. In order to 
compute a weighted average for each ~ of plan or contract specified under paragraphs.0 to k1. the association 
shall. using the information collected pursuant to this subdivision. list insurers and health maintenance organizations 
in rank order of the total number of individuals covered Qy each insurer 2!. health maintenance organization. The 
association shall then compute a weighted average of the rates charged for coverage Qy all the insurers and health 
maintenance organizations ~ 

ill multiplying the numbers of individuals covered !?v. each insurer or health maintenance organization Qy the rates 
charged for coverage; 

ill separately summing both the number of individuals covered Qy all the insurers and health maintenance 
organizations and all the products computed under clause ill. and 

ill dividing the total of the products computed under clause lP £y the total number of individuals covered. 

The association may elect to~!! sample of information from the insurers and health maintenance organizations 
for purposes of computing !! weighted average. !! the association so elects. the sample of information from insurers 
and health maintenance organizations shall, at ~ minimum, include information from those insurers and health 
maintenance organizations which, according to their order of ranking from the largest number of individuals covered 
to the smallest number, account for at least the first 51 percent of all individuals covered. In!!Q case, however, may 
!! sample used Qy the association to compute a weighted average include information from fewer than the two insurers 
2!. health maintenance organizations highest.in rank order. 

Subd. 2. [SELF-SUPPORTING.] Subject to subdivision 1, the schedule of premiums for coverage under the 
comprehensive health insurance plan shall be designed to be self-supporting and based on generally accepted actuarial 
principles. 

Subd,3, [DETERMINATION OF RATES,] Premium rates under this section must be determined annually, These 
rates are effective July 1 of each year and must be based on a survey of approved rates of insurers and health 
maintenance organizations in effect, or to be in effect, on April 1 of the same calendar year. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62£.09, is amended to read: 

62E,09 [DUTIES OF COMMISSIONER.] 

The commissioner may: 

(a) Formulate general policies to advance the purposes of sections 62E.01 to 62E.16; 

(b) Supervise the creation of fue Minnesota comprehensive health association within the limits described in 
section 62E.1O; 

(c) Approve the selection of the writing carrier by the association arttiL approve the association's contract with the 
writing carrier iR€h::leip/& and approve the state plan coverage afla fH'em:it:JffiS ts Be ebaFges; 

(d) Appoint advisory conunittees; 
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(e) Conduct periodic audits to assure the general accuracy of the financial data submitted by the writing carrier 
and the association; 

(f) Contract with the federal government or any other unit of government to ensure coordination of the state plan 
with other governmental assistance programs; 

(g) Undertake directly or through contracts with other persons studies or demonstration programs to develop 
awareness of the benefits of sections 62£.01 to 62E.16, so that the residents of this state may best avail themselves of 
the health care benefits provided by these sections; 

(h) Contract with insurers and others for administrative services; and 

(i) Adopt, amend, suspend and repeal rules as reasonably necessary to carry out and make effective the provisions 
and purposes of sections 62E.01 to 62E.16. The commissioner may until December 31, 1978 adopt emergency rules. 

Sec. 3. [62E.091] [APPROVAL OF STATE PLAN PREMIUMS.] 

The association shall submit to the commissioner any premiums it proposes to become effective for coverage under 
the comprehensive health insurance plan, pursuant to section 62E.08, subdivision 3. No later than 45 days before the 
effective date for premiums specified in section 62E.08, subdivision .1. the commissioner shall approve, modify, or 
reject the proposed premiums on the basis of the following criteria: 

ill whether the association has complied with the provisions of section 62E.11, subdivision.!1. 

ill whether the association has submitted the proposed premiums in a manner which provides sufficient time for 
individuals covered under the comprehensive insurance plan to receive notice of any premium increase no less than 
30 days prior to the effective date of the increase: 

ill the degree to which the association's computations and conclusions are consistent with section 62E.08; 

@ the degree to which any sample used to compute a weighted average !?y the association pursuant to section 
62E.08 reasonably reflects circumstances existing in the private marketplace for individual coverage: 

ill the degree to which £. weighted average computed pursuant to section 62E.08 that ~ information pertaining 
to individual coverage available only on a renewal basis reflects the circumstances existing in the private marketplace 
for individual coverage: 

ill a comparison of the proposed increases with increases in the cost of medical care and increases experienced in 
the private marketplace for individual coverage; 

{gl the financial consequences to enrollees of the proposed increase; 

ilil the actuarially projected effect of the proposed increase upon both total enrollment 1& and the nature of the 
risks assumed ~ the comprehensive health insurance plan: and 

ill the relative solvency of the contributing members: and 

.ill. other factors deemed relevant !?Y the commissioner. 

In.!!Q case, however, may the conunissioner approve premiums for those plans of coverage described in section 
62E.08. subdivision .1. paragraphs .@l to.!s1. that ~lower than 101 percent or greater than 125 percent of the weighted 
averages computed !?Y the association pursuant to section 62E.08. The commissioner shall support !!. decision to 
approve, modify. or reject any premium proposed!?'y the association with written findings and conclusions addressing 
each criterion specified in this section. If the commissioner does not approve, modify, or reject the premiums 
proposed Qy the association sooner than 45 days before the effective date for premiums specified in section 62E.08, 
subdivision .1. the premiums proposed .I2.y the association under this section become effective. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62E.10, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [EXPERIMENTAL DELIVERY METHOD.] The association may petition the commissioner of commerce 
for a waiver to allow the experimental use of alternative means of health care delivery. The conunissioner may 
approve the use of the alternative means the commissioner considers appropriate. The commissioner may waive any 
of the requirements of this chapter and chapters 60A, 62A, and 62D in granting the waiver. The commissioner may 
also grant to the association any additional powers as are necessary to facilitate the specific waiver, including the 
power to implement a provider payment schedule. 

This sl:l:BaivisisPt is eHeEH. e l±F.till .. ligtlst I, 1993," 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to insurance; the comprehensive health associationi clarifying the duties of the association 
and the authority of the commissioner of commerce; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 62E.08; 62E.09; 
62E.10, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62E." 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 1226, A bill for an act relating to insurance; the comprehensive health association; clarifying the duties 
of the association and the authority of the commissioner of commerce; repealing obsolete language; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 62E.08; 62E,09; 62E.10, subdivision 9; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 62E. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dom Jaros' Linuner Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wol! 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 
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S. F. No. 1114, as amended, which was temporarily laid over earlier today on Special Orders was again reported 
to the House. 

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Brown, c., moved that the action whereby S. F. No. 1114, as amended, was given its third reading be now 
reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

Brown c., and Cooper moved to amend S. F. No. 1114, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 10, insert; 

"Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 500.24, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [FARMING AND OWNERSHIP OF AGRICULTURAL LAND BY CORPORATIONS RESTRICTED.] No 
corporation, limited liability company, pension or investment fund, or limited partnership shall engage in farming; 
nor shall any corporation, limited liability company, pension or investment fund, or limited partnership, directly or 
indirectly, own, acquire, or otherwise obtain an interest, whether legal, beneficial or otherwise, in any title to real 
estate used for farming or capable of being used for farming in this state. Provided, however, that the restrictions 
in this subdivision do not apply to corporations or partnerships in clause (b) and do not apply to corporations, limited 
partnerships, and pension or investment funds that record its name and the particular exception LU1der clauses (a) to 
Est ill LU1der which the agricultural land is owned or farmed, have a conservation plan prepared for the agricultural 
land, report as required under subdivision 4, and satisfy one of the following conditions under clauses (a) to fs1 ill: 

(a) a bona fide encumbrance taken for purposes of security; 

(b) a family farm corporation, an authorized farm corporation, a family farm partnership, or an authorized farm 
partnership as defined in subdivision 2 or a general partnership; 

(c) agricultural land and land capable of being used for farming owned by a corporation as of May 20, 1973, or a 
pension or investment fund as of May 12, 1981, including the normal expansion of such ownership at a rate not to 
exceed 20 percent of the amount of land owned as of May 20, 1973, or, in the case of a pension or investment fund, 
as of May 12, 1981, measured in acres, in any five-year period, and including additional ovvnership reasonably 
necessary to meet the requirements of pollution control rules; 

(d) agricultural land operated for research or experimental purposes with the approval of the commissioner of 
agriculture, provided that any commercial sales from the operation must be incidental to the research or experimental 
objectives of the corporation. A corporation, limited partnership, or pension or investment fund seeking to operate 
agricultural land for research or experimental purposes must submit to the commissioner a prospectus or proposal 
of the intended method of operation, containing information required by the commissioner including a copy of any 
operational contract with individual participants, prior to initial approval of an operation. A corporation, limited 
partnership, or pension or investment fund operating agricultural land for research or experimental purposes prior 
to May 1, 1988, must comply with all requirements of this clause except the requirement for initial approval of the 
project; 

(e) agricultural land operated by a corporation or limited partnership for the purpose of raising breeding stock, 
including embryos, for resale to farmers or operated for the purpose of growing seed, wild rice, nursery plants or sad; 

(f) agricultural land and land capable of being used for farming leased by a corporation or limited partnership in 
an amoLU1t, measured in acres, not to exceed the acreage under lease to such corporation as of May 20, 1973, or to the 
limited parmership as of May 1, 1988, and the additional acreage required for normal expansion at a rate not to exceed 
20 percent of the amount of land leased as of May 20,1973, for a corporation or May 1, 1988, for a limited partnership 
in any five-year period, and the additional acreage reasonably necessary to meet the requirements of pollution control 
rules; 

(g) agricultural land when acquired as a gift (either by grant or a devise) by an educational, religious, or charitable 
nonprofit corporation or by a pension or investment fund or limited partnership; provided that all lands so acquired 
by a pension or investment fund, and all lands so acquired by a corporation or limited partnership which are not 
operated for research or experimental purposes, or are not operated for the purpose of raising breeding stock for resale 
to farmers or operated for the purpose of growing seed, wild rice, nursery plants or sod must be disposed of within 
ten years after acquiring title thereto; 
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(h) agricultural land acquired by a pension or investment fund or a corporation other than a family farm 
corporation or authorized farm corporation, as defined in subdivision 2, or a limited partnership other than a family 
farm partnership or authorized farm partnership as defined in subdivision 2, for which the corporation or limited 
partnership has documented plans to use and subsequently uses the land within six years from the date of purchase 
for a specific nonfarming purpose, or if the land is zoned nonagricultural, or if the land is located within an 
incorporated area. A pension or investment fund or a corporation or limited partnership may hold such agricultural 
land in such acreage as may be necessary to its nonfarm business operation; provided, however, that pending the 
development of agricultural land for nonfarm purposes, such land may not be used for fanning except under lease 
to a family farm unit, a family farm corporation, an authorized farm corporation, a family farm partnership, or an 
authorized farm partnership, or except when controlled through ownership, options, leaseholds, or other agreements 
by a corporation which has entered into an agreement with the United States of America pursuant to the New 
Community Act of 1968 (Title IV of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, United States Code, title 42, 
sections 3901 to 3914) as amended, or a subsidiary or assign of such a corporation; 

(i) agricultural lands acquired by a pension or investment fund or a corporation or limited partnership by process 
of law in the collection of debts, or by any procedure for the enforcement of a lien or claim thereon, whether created 
by mortgage or otherwise; provided, however, that all lands so acquired be disposed of within ten years after 
acquiring the title if acquired before May 1, 1988, and five years after acquiring the title if acquired on or after May 
1,1988, acquiring the title thereto, and further provided that the land so acquired shall not be used for farming during 
the ten-year or five-year period except under a lease to a family farm unit, a family farm corporation, an authorized 
farm corporation, a family farm partnership, or an authorized farm partnership. The aforementioned ten-year or 
five-year limitation period shall be deemed a covenant running with the title to the land against any grantee, assignee, 
or successor of the pension or investment fund, corporation, or limited partnerShip. Notwithstanding the five-year 
divestiture requirement under this clause, a financial institution may continue to own the agricultural land if the 
agricultural land is leased to the immediately preceding former owner, but must divest of the agricultural land within 
the ten-year period; 

G) agricultural land acquired by a corporation regulated under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes 1974, chapter 
216B, for purposes described in that chapter or by an electric generation or transmission cooperative for use in its 
business, provided, however, that such land may not be used for farming except under lease to a family farm unit, 
a family farm corporation, or a family farm partnership; 

(k) agricultural land, either leased or owned, totaling no more than 2,700 acres, acquired after May 20, 1973, for 
the purpose of replacing or expanding asparagus growing operations, provided that such corporation had established 
2,000 acres of asparagus production; 

(1) all agricultural land or land capable of being used for farming which was owned or leased by an authorized 
farm corporation as defined in Minnesota Statutes 1974, section 500.24, subdivision 1, clause (d), but which does not 
qualify as an authorized farm corporation as defined in subdivision 2, clause (d); 

(m) a corporation formed primarily for religious purposes whose sole income is derived from agriculture; 

(n) agricultural land owned or leased by a corporation prior to August I, 1975, which was exempted from the 
restriction of this subdivision under the provisions of Laws 1973, chapter 427, including normal expansion of such 
ownership or leasehold interest to be exercised at a rate not to exceed 20 percent of the amount of land owned or 
leased on August 1, 1975, in any five-year period and the additional ownership reasonably necessary to meet 
requirements of pollution control rules; 

(0) agricultural land owned or leased by a corporation prior to August I, 1978, including normal expansion of such 
ownership or leasehold interest, to be exercised at a rate not to exceed 20 percent of the amount of land owned or 
leased on August I, 1978, and the additional ownership reasonably necessary to meet requirements of pollution 
control rules, provided that nothing herein shall reduce any exemption contained under the provisions of Laws 1975, 
chapter 324, section 1, subdivision 2; 

(p) an interest in the title to agricultural land acquired by a pension fund or family trust established by the owners 
of a family farm, authorized farm corporation or family farm corporation, but limited to the farm on which one or 
more of those owners or shareholders have resided or have been actively engaged in farming as required by 
subdivision 2, clause (b), (c), or (d); 
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(q) agricultural land owned by a nursing horne located in a city with a population, according to the state 
demographer's 1985 estimate, between 900 and 1,000, in a county with a population, according to the state 
demographer's 1985 estimate, between 18,000 and 19,000, if the land was given to the nursing home as a gift with the 
expectation that it would not be sold during the donor's lifetime. 'This exemption is available until July 1, 1995; 

(r) the acreage of agricultural land and land capable of being used for farming owned and recorded by an 
authorized farm corporation as defined in Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 500.24, subdivision 2, paragraph (d), or 
a limited partnership as of May 1, 1988, including the normal expansion of the ownership at a rate not to exceed 20 
percent of the land ovvned and recorded as of May 1, 1988, measured in acres, in any five-year period, and including 
additional ownership reasonably necessary to meet the requirements of pollution control rules; 

(5) agricultural land owned or leased as a necessary part of an aquatic farm as defined in section 17.47, subdivision 
37,L and 

ill farming of livestock aCquired Qy .e. pension or investment fund, corporation, limited partnership, or limited 
liability company in the collection of debts, .Q£ Qy a procedure for the enforcement of a lien or claim thereon, whether 
created Qy a security agreement or otherwise; provided, however, that all livestock so aCquired be disposed of within 
one full production cycle for the ~ of livestock operation from which the livestock was aCquired but in no case later 
than 18 months after aCquisition or 18 months after the effective date of this subdivision, whichever iE. later. This 
clause does not diminish the rights existing under this section, for financial institutions insured Qy the FDIC or its 
successor. " 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Abrams raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.09 that the Brown, c., and Cooper amendment was not in order. 

Pursuant to section 245 of "Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure" Speaker pro tempore Bauerly submitted the 
following question to the House: "Is it the judgment of the House that the Abrams point of order is well taken?" 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Abrams point of order and the roll was called. There were 60 yeas and 66 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dempsey Haukoos Krinkie Morrison Perlt Vickerman 
Battaglia Dom Hausman Krueger Murphy Seagren Waltman 
Bettennarm Erhardt Holsten Leppik Ness Sekhon Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Hugoson Limmer Olson, M. Smith Wolf 
Blatz Girard Jennings Lindner Ormen Stanius Worke 
Commers Coodno Johnson, V. Lourey Osthoff Sviggum Workman 
Dauner Creiling Kahn Lynch Pauly Swenson 
Davids Cruenes Knickerbocker Macklin Pawlenty Tompkins 
Dehler Gutknecht Koppendrayer Molnau Pelowski Van Dellen 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, I. Cooper Jaros 
Anderson, R Dawkins Jefferson 
Beard Delmont Johnson, A. 
Bergson Evans Jolmson, R. 
Bertram Farrell Kalis 
Brown, C. Garcia Kelley 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelso 
Carlson IIasskamp Kinkel 
Carruthers Huntley Klinzing 
Clark Jacobs Lieder 

SATURDAY, MAy 15, 1993 

Luther Olson, K 
Mahon Opatz 
Mariani Orenstein 
McCollum Offield 
McGuire Ostrom 
Milbert Ozment 
Mosel Peterson 
Neary Pugh 
Nelson Reding 
Olson, E. Rhodes 

Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Skoglund 
Solberg 
Steensma 
Tomassoni 
Trimble 
Tunheim 

Vellenga 
Wagenius 
Wejcman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
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So it was the judgment of the House that the Abrams point of order was not well taken and the Brown, c., and 
Cooper amendment was in order. 

The question recurred on the Brown, c., and Cooper amendment and the roll was called. There were 78 yeas and 
51 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Cooper Jacobs Luther Olson, K Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dallller Jefferson Mahon Opatz Rodosovich Wagenius 
Asch Dawkins Johnson, A. Mariani Orenstein Rukavina Wejcman 
Battaglia Delmont Johnson, R. McCollum Orfield Sarna Welle 
Beard Dom Kalis McGuire Osthoff Sekhon Wenzel 
Bergson Evans Kelley Milbert Ostrom Simoneau Winter 
Bertram Farrell Kelso Mosel Pelowski Skoglund 
Brown, C. Garcia Kinkel Munger PerIt Solberg 
Brown, K. Greenfield Klinzing Murphy Peterson Steensma 
Carlson Greiling Krueger Neary Pugh Tomassoni 
Carruthers Hasskamp Lieder Nelson Reding Trimble 
Clark Huntley Lourey Olson, E. Rest Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Erhardt Hugoson Leppik Olson, M. Stanius Wolf 
Bettermann Frerichs Jennings Limmer Onnen Sviggum Worke 
Bishop Girard Johnson, V. Lindner Ozment Swenson Workman 
Blatz Coodno Kahn Lynch Pauly Tompkins 
Commers Gruenes Knickerbocker Macklin Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Davids Gutknecht Koppendrayer Molnau Rhodes Vickerman 
Dehler Haukoos Krinkie Morrison Seagren Waltman 
Dempsey Holsten Lasley Ness Smith Weaver 

The motion prevailed and the'amendment was adopted. 

Asch moved to amend S. F. No. 1114, as amended, as follows: 

Page 3, after line 10, insert: 

"Sec. 8. Laws 1993, chapter 65, section 8, is amended to read: 

Sec. 8, [32.72] [SALES BELOW COST PROHIBITED; EXCEPTIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [POLICY; PROCESSORS; WHOLESALERS; ReTf,ILeRS.] (a) It is the intent of the legislature to 
accomplish partial deregulation of milk marketing with a minimum negative impact upon small volume retailers. 
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(b) A processor or wholesaler may not sell or offer for sale selected class I or class II dairy products at a price lower 
than the processor's or wholesaler's basic cost. 

(e) A retailer IRa) Ret sen Sf after fer sale seleetea €lass I Sf Elass II eaiT) ]9rea~Ets at a retail rriee Ie., eF tl taR 107.3 
peTE'eRt sf the retailer's Basi:E eBSt. A retailer rna; Ptet lc:l:se aRY metRed SF Ele .. iee iFt tHe sale SF after feF sale of a 
seleetea daiT) pfsauet that resH:lts iFt a ; ielatisR sf this seEtieR. 

Subd. 2. [EXCEPTIONS.] The minimum processor, and wholesaler , aRe retailer prices of subdivision 1 do not 
apply: 

(i) to a sale complying with section 3250.06, clauses (1) to (4); or 

(ii) ta a retailer gi; iRg a.1 ay seleeted slass laRa dass II dair) prea1:lEts kee if tl=te Eli-sterner is Rot r€€ttfirea ts ffiahe 
a ]9~rEl=tase; 

fHt1 to a processor; and wholesaler, sr retailer giving away selected class I and class II dairy products free or at a 
reduced cost to a bona fide charity:--er 

(iv) ts a retailer a~rHLg the mSRtA 8f Jl±ILe, 1991, ana Jl±F.e af €aEA ) eat' thereafter. 

Sec. 9. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1993, chapter ~ section ~ subdivisions 3 and ~ are repealed retroactive to May .1. 1993. This section i.§. 
effective the day after final enactment." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Wenzel raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.09 that the Asch amendment was not in order. Speaker pro 
tempore Bauerly ruled the point of order not well taken and the amendment in order. 

Pugh moved that S. F. No. 1114, as amended, be temporarily laid over on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 414 was reported to the House. 

Simoneau and Abrams moved to amend S. F. No. 414, as follows: 

Page 14, delete section 20 

Page 15, delete section 21 

Page 16, line 2, delete "Sections Th. ~ and 21 are" and insert "Section 15 i.§." 

Page 16, line 3, delete "Sections 20 and 21 are repealed Tune J!1. 1994." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 
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Amend the title as follows: 

Page I, line 7, delete everything after the semicolon 

Page I, line 8, delete "council on metropolitan governance;" 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 414, A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing procedures for design, approval, and 
construction of light rail transit; establishing corridor management committee; providing for resolution of disputes; 
changing membership and responsibilities of the light rail transit joint powers board; establishing an advisory council 
on metropolitan governance; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 174.32, subdivision 2; 473.167, subdivision 
1; 473.373, subdivision 4a; 473.399, subdivision 1; 473.3993; 473.3994, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and by adding 
subdivisions; 473.3996; 473.3997; 473.3998; 473.4051; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 174; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 473.399, subdivisions 2 and 3; 473.3991; 473.3994, subdivision 6; Laws 1991, 
chapter 291, article 4, section 20. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 104 yeas and 25 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dawkins Jaros Lourey Olson, E. Reding 
Anderson, R. Dehler Jefferson Luther Olson, K. Rest 
Asch Delmont Jennings Lynch Onnen Rhodes 
Battaglia Dempsey Johnson, A. Mahon Opatz Rice 
BauerIy Dom Johnson, R. Mariani Orenstein Radosovich 
Beard Evans Johnson, V. McCollum Orfield Rukavina 
Bertram Farrell Kahn McGuire Osthoff Sarna 
Bishop Frerichs Kalis Milbert Ostrom Sekhon 
Brown,e. Greenfield Kelley Molnau Ozment Simoneau 
Brown, K. Greiling Kelso Morrison Pauly Skoglund 
Carlson Gutknecht Kinkel Mosel Pawlenty Smith 
Carruthers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Pelowski Solberg 
Clark Hausman Krueger Mmphy PerIt Stanius 
Cooper Huntley Lasley Neary Peterson Steensma 
Dauner Jacobs Lieder Nelson Pugh Swenson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Commers Goodno Knickerbocker Lindner Seagren 
Bergson DaVids Gruenes Krinkie Macklin Sviggum 
Bettermann Erhardt Haukoos Leppik Ness Tompkins 
Blatz Girard Hugoson Limmer Olson, M. Van Dellen 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

REPORT FROM THE COMMITIEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRA nON 

Tomassoni 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Vellenga 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
Worke 
Workman 
Spk.. Long 

Waltman 

Anderson, I., from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration, pursuant to rule 1.09, designated the 
following bills as Special Orders to be acted upon immediately following printed Special Orders for today: 

H. F. No. 323; S. F. Nos. 785 and 544; H. F. No. 187; and S. F. No. 636. 
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There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 129, A bill for an act relating to marriage dissolution; maintenance; applying child support enforcement 
actions to actions to enforce maintenance; expanding notice of rights of parties in dissolution or separation proceeding; 
requiring child support order to assign responsibility for child's medical coverage; clarifying visitation rights; requiring 
dissolution judgment or decree to provide notice about principal residence; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 214.101, subdivisions 1 and 4; 518.17, subdivision 3; 518.171, subdivision 1; 518.175, subdivision 6; 518.177; 
518.55; 518.551, subdivision 12; 5]8.583; 518.611, subdivision 2; and 518.641, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 518. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in_and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

s. F. No. 306. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 306 

A bill for an act relating to state government; appointments of department heads and members of administrative 
boards and agencies; clarifying procedures and requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 15.0575, 
subdivision 4; 15.06, subdivision 5; and 15.066, subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 306, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 306 be further amended as follows: 
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Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

APPOINTMENT PROCEDURES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0575, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [REMOVAL; VACANCIES.] A member may be removed by the appointing authority at any time (1) for 
cause, after notice and hearing, or (2) after missing three consecutive meetings. The chair of the board shall inform 
the appointing authority of a member missing the three consecutive meetings. After the second consecutive missed 
meeting and before the next meeting, the secretary of the board shall notify the member in writing that the member 
may be removed for missing the next meeting. In the case of a vacancy on the board, the appointing authority shall 
appoint, StlBjeet to tHe aEl. iee afte eOnS€Rt of tHE seRate if the memaeF is appoiRteEl19) tRe govefAof, a person to fill 
the vacancy for the remainder of the unexpired term. An appointment to fill a vacancy is subject to the advice and 
consent of the senate if the appointment of the person whose position is vacant was subject to the advice and consent 
of the senate. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.06, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [EFFECT OF DESIGNATION OF ACTING OR TEMPORARY COMMISSIONER.] A person who is 
designated acting commissioner or temporary commissioner rtlFStlaAt to sua€li. isioAS under subdivision 3 or 4 sflalI
immediately fta.v:e has all the powers and emoluments and may perform all the duties of the office. A person who 
is designated permanent commissioner sftall Ra. e has all the powers and may perform all the duties of the office upon 
receipt of the letter of appointment by the president of the senate ptifStiaf.t to in accordance with section 15.066. Upon 
the appointment of a permanent commissioner or acting commissioner to succeed any other acting or temporary 
commissioner, the subsequent appointee shall immediately take the place of any other acting or temporary 
commissioner. No person sf:tal.l- may serve as a permanent commissioner or acting commissioner after the senate has 
voted to refuse to consent to the person's appointment as permanent commissioner. A person designated as .2. 
permanent commissioner may serve unti1. the end of the term of office for the position unless the senate has voted 
to refuse to consent to the person's appointment as permanent commissioner. In conformity with subdivision b.!!Q. 
temporary or acting commissioner may serve more than 45 legislative days after the end of a term of a commissioner 
or the occurrence of a vacancy. Notice of the designation of a commissioner or acting commissioner, or the assumption 
of office by a temporary commissioner, sftaH must be filed with the president of the senate and the speaker of the 
house with a copy delivered to the secretary of state and published in the next available edition of the State Register. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.066, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. JPROCEDURE.] In all appointments to state agencies which require the advice and consent of the senate, 
the following procedure sflall aflrl) applies: 

(a) the appointing authority shall provide to the president of the senate a letter of appointment" which shall must 
include the position title to which the appointment is being made; ~ SQ2Y. of the notice of appointment; the name, 
street address, city" and county of the appointee; and the term of the appointment; 

(b) for those positions for which a statement of economic interest is required to be filed by section 10A.09, the 
appointing authority shall give the notice to the ethical practices board required by section 10A.09, subdivision 2, at 
the time the letter of appoinhnent is directed to the president of the senate; 

(c) if the appointment is subject to the open appointments program provided by section 15.0597, the appointing 
authority shall provide the senate with a copy of the application provided by section 15.0597, at the time the letter 
of appointment is directed to the president of the senate; and 

(d) the appointment sftal.I.-be ~ effective and the appointee may commence to exercise the duties of the office upon 
the receipt of the letter of appointment by the president of the senate. 
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ARTICLE 2 

REGULATING CONTRACTS FOR PROFESSIONAL OR TECHNICAL SERVICES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.061, is amended to read: 

15.061 [CONlOUbTANT, PROFESSIONAL AN!;) OR TECHNICAL SERVICES.] 

PtlfStlaflt to tf:te fire, isiofts of In accordance with section 16B.17, the head of a state department or agency may, with 
the approval of the commissioner of administration, contract for €oRsultant s€rviees and professional aru3- Q!:. technical 
services in connection with the operation of the department or agency. A contract negotiated under this section sfla.ll 
~ not be subject to the competitive bidding requirements of chapter-l6 16B. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16A.11, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3b. [CONTRACTS.] The detailed budget estimate must also include the following information 2.!!. 
pr~~ and technical servic~ontracts: 

ill the number and amount of contracts over $25,000 for each agency for the past biennium; 

ill the anticipated number and amount of contracts over $25,000 for each agency for the upcoming biennium; and 

ill the total value of all contracts from the previous biennium. and the anticipated total value of all contracts for 
the upcoming biennium. 

Sec. 3. [16B.167] [EMPLOYEE SKILLS INVENTORY.] 

The commissioners of employee relations and administration shall develop ~ list of skills that state agencies 
commonly seek from professional and technical service contracts as developed through the collective bargaining 
process. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16B.17, is amended to read: 

16B.17 [CONSULTANTS AND PROFESSIONAL OR TECHNICAL SERVICES.] 

Subdivision L ITERMS.] For the purposes of this section, the fells •• iftg teFms Ra. e tRe mea:ttfR-gs gi. eft tfl.em: 

(8) [CONSULT/'if'IT SERVICES.] "CSftStl:ltar-tt sef'Viees" "professional or technical services" means services wfl.i€A that 
are intellectual in character; wflieh that do not involve the provision of supplies or materials; wffiefl- that include 
consultation analysis, evaluation, prediction, planning, or recommendation; and wftieft that result in the production 
of a report 2!:. the completion of a task. 

('8) [pROPJ5SSI0NAL AND T£CMMICAL SERVICES.] "PFsfessisftal afta teeftttieal seFriees" means seRiees 'ohleR 
alOe PFeaSHl:iftantly ir.telleetu81 ift ehBFBeteF; TNhleA ae ftet iftl eli e the pFSvisisfl sf supplies Sf materials; and iR ',/meR 
the final result is the eempletisn sf a taslE patReF tllar. anal) sis, e. aI-uaRsR, pfeaietiSR, plaflRiRg, eF FeesmmeRaaeeR. 

Subd. 2. [PROCEDURE FOR CONSULTAl'JT Al'JD PROFESSIONAL AN!;) OR TECHNICAL SERVICES 
CONTRACTS.] Before approving a proposed state contract for eSRSl:l:UaRt sef\'iees eF professional aFtEI Q!. technical 
services the commissioner must determine, at least, that: 

(1) all provisions of section 16B.19 and subdivision 3 of this section have been verified or complied with; 

(2) the work to be performed under the contract is necessary to the agency's achievement of its statutory 
responsibilities, and there is statutory authority to enter into the contract; 

(3) the contract will not establish an employment relationship between the state or the agency and any persons 
performing under the contract; 

(4) no current state employees will engage in the performance of the contract; 
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(5) no state agency has previously performed or contracted for the performance of tasks which would be 
substantially duplicated under the proposed contract; aft€i 

(6) the contracting agency has specified a satisfactory method of evaluating and using the results of the work to 
be performed" and 

ill the combined contract and its amendments will !!.Q! extend for more than five years. 

Subd. 3. [DUTIES OF CONTRACTING AGENCY.] Before an agency may seek approval of a Ee"s~ltar.t eF 

professional aPtEl 2!. technical services contract valued in excess of $5,000, it must certify to the commissioner that: 

(1) the agency has publicized the contract.£y posting notices at appropriate worksites wi thin agencies and has made 
reasonable efforts to determine that no state employee", including an employee outside the contracting agency, is able 
to perform the services called for by the contract; 

(2) the normal competitive bidding mechanisms will not proVide for adequate performance of the services; 

(3) ~Re sef'viees a"f e RS~ aT. ailable as a pf'sEhl€~ sf a pf'isf' eeRSl:llta:r.~ Sf' }9f'sfessisRal afta teekttieal se:R iees esft~f'aet, 
.:tf'tEi t~e contractor has certified that the product of the services will be original in character; 

(4) reasonable efforts were made to publicize the availability of the contract to the public: 

(5) the agency has received, reviewed, and accepted a detailed work plan from the contractor for performance 
tmder the contract; aR€l 

(6) the agency has developed, and fully intends to implement, a written plan providing for the assignment of 
specific agency personnel to a monitoring and liaison function; the periodic review of interim reports or other 
indications of past performance, and the ultimate utilization of the final product of the servicesl and 

ill the agency will not allow the contractor to begin work before funds are fully encumbered. 

The agency certification must provide detail on how the agency complied with this· subdivision. In particular, the 
agency must describe how it complied with clauses ill and ill and what steps it has taken .!2. verify the competence 
of the proposed contractor. 

Subd. 3a. [RENEWALS.] The renewal of a professional or technical contract must comply with all requirements, 
including notice, required for the original contract. A renewal contract must be identified as such. All notices and 
reports .Q!l! renewal contract must state the date of the original contract and the amount paid previously tmder the 
contract. 

Subd. 4. [REPORTS.]..@l The commissioner shall submit to the governor and the legislatl;l;f'e legislative reference 
~ a monthly listing of all contracts for esftstlltaR~ sef' .:lees aR6: fsf' professional i'ffiti 2!. teclmical services executed 
or disapproved in the preceding month. The report must identify the parties and the contract amount, duration, and 
tasks to be performed. The commissioner shall also issue quarterly and annual reports sununarizing the contract 
review activities of the department during the preceding quarter. 

ill The monthly, quarterly, and annual reports ~ 

ill be sorted Qy ~ and Qy contractor; 

ill show the aggregate value of contracts issued .!2Y each agency and issued to each contractorj 

ill distinguish between contracts that are being issued for the first time and contracts that are being renewed; 

ill state the termination date of each contract; and 

ill categorize contracts according to subject matter. including topics such as contracts for training, contracts for 
research and opinions, and contracts for computer systems. 

hl For an ~ listed in section 15.01. within 30 days of final completion of a contract over $5.000 covered .!2Y 
this subdivision. the chief executive of the agency entering into the contract must submit a one-page statement to the 
chairs of the appropriate £Q!kv. and finance committees or divisions in the legislature. The report must: 
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ill summarize the purpose of the contract, including why it was necessary to enter into a contract to further the 
agency's mission; 

ill evaluate the conclusions reached under the contract and state how these conclusions help the agency to take 
action to further accomplish its mission; and 

ill state the amount spent Q!l the contract and explain why this amount ~ a cost-effective way to enable the 
agency to provide its services or products better or more efficiently. 

Subd.5. [CONTRACT TERMS.] iliA- E8FLSl:iltaFtt SF teeRffieal aRa professional or technical services contract must 
by its terms permit the agency to unilaterally terminate the contract prior to completion, upon payment of just 
compensation, if the agency determines that further performance under the contract would not serve agency purposes. 
If the final product of the contract is ~ a written report, Re FfleFe tRa:J:t tlrree eepies ef tRe repert. eRe iIt eaHtera 
Feaa) f8FFfI, sAaIl se sl:lErmittea t8 tRe-~ agency must obtain copies in the most cost-efficient manner. One of the 
copies must be filed with the legislative reference library. 

ill The terms of a contract entered into Qy £!.!! agency listed in section 15.01 must provide that no ~ than 90 
percent of the amount due under the contract may be paid until the final product has been reviewed ~ the chief 
executive of the agency entering into the contract, and the chief executive has certified that the contractor has 
satisfactorily fulfilled the terms of the contract. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16B.19, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CmiSUbTAHT, PROFESSIONAL ANP OR TECHNICAL PROCUREMENTS.] Every state agency shall 
for each fiscal year designate for awarding to small businesses at least 25 percent of the value of anticipated 
procurements of that agency for eSRsl±itaRt seF. iees SF professional aftEl Q!. technical services. The set-aside under this 
subdivision is in addition to that provided by subdivision 1, but sfiall. must otherwise comply with section 16B.17. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16B.19, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. IAPPLICABILITY.} This section does not apply to construction contracts or contracts for eeRs\:dtant, 
professional; or technical services tulder section 16B.17 that are financed in whole or in part with federal funds and 
that are subject to federal disadvantaged business enterprise regulations. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.129, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [CONTRACT CONDITIONS; REPORTING.] The metropolitan council shall provide £x. rule conditions 
for its professional and technical service contracts that are equivalent to the conditions reguired for state contracts 
under section 16B.17. 

Sec. 8. [LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR.] 

The legislative audit commission shall consider directing the legislative auditor to conduct a follow-up study of 
agency contracting and compliance with laws governing contracting. 

Sec. 9. [TRANSFER.] 

During the biennium ending Ttule ~ 1995, the commissioner of administration shall transfer two additional 
full-time eguivalent positions to review professional and technical service contracts. 

Sec. 10. [SPENDING LIMITATION ON CONTRACrS.j 

During the biennium ending hme ~ 1995, the amolU1t spent Qy a departinent listed in Mirmesota Statutes. section 
15.01 from direct-appropriated funds on professional or technical service contracts that are subject to review and 
approval of the commissioner of administration may flQ!. exceed 90 percent of the amount the department spent 2!l 
these contracts from these funds in the biennium from.h!!Y..1. 1991 to Tune ~ 1993. For purposes of this section, 
professional or technical service contracts are as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 16B.17, but do not include: 
contracts for highway construction or maintenance; contracts entered into £y state institutions to provide direct 
medical or health care services to clients in these institutions; contracts for large-scale information systems projects; 
contracts for capital development projects, including life and safety improvements; tourism contracts or grants; 2!:. 
contracts between state agencies, contracts between ~ state agency and the University of MiJU1esota or ~ political 
subdivision, or contracts between a state agency and the federal government. 
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Sec. 11. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 10 are effective MYL.1993." 

Delete the title and insert: 

4239 

"A bill for an act relating to state government; appointments of department heads and members of administrative 
boards and agencies; clarifying procedures and requirements; providing oversight of certain state and metropolitan 
goverrunent contracts; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 15.0575, subdivision 4; 15.06, subdivision 5; 15.061; 
15.066, subdivision 2; 16A.ll, by adding a subdivision; 168.17; 168.19, subdivisions 2 and 10; and 473.129, by adding 
a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 16B." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JAMES P. MFTZEN AND PHIL J. RrvENESS. 

House Conferees: BRIAN BERGSON, JOE QrATZ AND DENNIS OZMENT. 

Bergson moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No, 306 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S, F. No. 306, A bill for an act relating to state government; appointments of deparhnent heads and members of 
administrative boards and agencies; clarifying procedures and requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 15,0575, subdivision 4; 15,06, subdivision 5; and 15.066, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roU was called, There were 102 yeas and 29 nays as 
follows; 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Cooper Holsten Krueger Neary Rest Tompkins 
Anderson, R Dauner Huntley Lasley Olson, E. Rhodes Trimble 
Asch Dawkins Jacobs Leppik Olson,K Rice Tunheim 
Battaglia Dehler Jaros Lieder Onnen Rodosovich Vellenga 
Bauerly Delmont Jefferson Lourey Opatz Rukavina Wagenius 
Beard Dom Jennings Luther Orenstein Sarna Walbnan 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A Lynch Orfield Seagren Wejcman 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R Mahon Ostrom Sekhon Welle 
Bettermann Garcia Johnson, V. Mariani Ozment Simoneau Wenzel 
Blatz Goodno Kahn McCollum Pawlenty Skoglund Winter 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kalis McGuire Pelowski Smith Wolf 
Brown, K. Greiling Kelley Milbert PerIt Solberg Spk. Long 
Carlson Gruenes Kelso Mosel Peterson Steensma 
Carruthers Hasskamp Kinkel Munger Pugh Swenson 
Clark Hausman Klinzing Murphy Reding Tomassoni 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Frerichs Knickerbocker Macklin Olson, M. Vickerman 
Commers Girard Koppendrayer MoInau Pauly Weaver 
Davids Gutknecht Krinkie Morrison Stanius Worke 
Dempsey Haukoos Limmer Nelson Sviggum Workman 
Erhardt Hugoson Lindner Ness Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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The following Conference Committee Report was receiveq: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1585 

A bill for an act relating to crime; imposing penalties for a variety of firearms-related offenses; expanding forfeiture 
provisions; revising and increasing penalties for stalking, harassment, and domestic abuse offenses; providing for 
improved training, investigation and enforcement of these laws; increasing penalties for and making revisions to 
certain controlled substance offenses; increasing penalties for crimes committed by groups; increasing penalties and 
improving enforcement of arson and related crimes; making certain changes to restitution and other crime victim laws; 
revising laws relating to law enforcement agencies, and state and local corrections agencies; requiring certain counties 
to establish pretrial diversion programs; revising and increasing penalties for a variety of other criminal laws; 
clarifying certain provisions for the new felony sentencing system; making technical corrections to sentencing statutes; 
regulating crimes in certain shopping areas; making knowing transfer of HIV virus a felony; increasing parental 
liability; limiting right to refuse blood testing; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 8.16, 
subdivision 1; 13.87, subdivision 2; 168.08, subdivision 7; 127.03, subdivision 3; 144.765; 144A.04, subdivisions 4 and 
6; 144A.ll, subdivision 3a; 144B.08, subdivision 3; 152.01, by adding a subdivision; 152.021, subdivision 3; 152.022, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 152.023, subdivisions 2 and 3; 152.024, subdivisions 1 and 3; 152.025, subdivision 3; 152.026; 
152.0971, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 152.0972, subdivision 1; 152.0973, subdivisions 2, 3, and by 
adding a subdivision; 152.0974; 152.18, subdivision 1; 168.346; 169.121, subdivision 3a; 169.222, subdivisions 1 and 6; 
169.64, subdivision 3; 169.98, subdivision la; 214.10, by adding subdivisions; 238.16, subdivision 2; 241.09; 241.26, 
subdivision 5; 241.67, subdivision 2; 243.166, subdivision 1; 243.23, subdivision 3; 244.01, subdivision 8, and by adding 
a subdivision; 244.05, subdivisionslb, 4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 244.065; 244.101; 244.14, subdivisions 2 and 
3; 244.15, subdivision 1; 244.17, subdivision 3; 244.171, subdivisions 3 and 4; 244.172, subdivisions 1 and 2; 260.185, 
subdivisions 1 and la; 260.193, subdivision 8; 260.251, subdivision 1; 299A.35, subdivision 2; 299C.46, by adding a 
subdivision; 299D.03, subdivision 1; 299D.06; 299P.04, by adding a subdivision; 299F.815, subdivision 1; 388.23, 
subdivision 1; 390.11, by adding a subdivision; 390.32, by adding a subdivision; 401.02, subdivision 4; 473.386, by 
adding a subdivision; 480.0591, subdivision 6; 480.30; 485.018, subdivision 5; 518B.01, subdivisions 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, and 
14; 540.18, subdivision 1; 541.15; 609.02, subdivision 6; 609.0341, subdivision 1; 609.035; 609.05, subdivision 1; 609.06; 
609.101, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 609.11; 609.135, subdivisions 1, la, and 2; 609.1352, subdivision 1; 609.14, subdivision 
1; 609.15, subdivision 2; 609.152, subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.175, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 609.184, 
subdivision 2; 609.196; 609.224, subdivision 2; 609.229, subdivision 3; 609.251; 609.341, subdivisions 10, 17, 18, and 19; 
609.344, subdivision 1; 609.345, subdivision 1; 609.346, subdivisions 2, 2b, and 5; 609.3461; 609.378, subdivision 1; 
609.494; 609.495; 609.505; 609.531, subdivision 1; 609.5314, subdivision 1; 609.562; 609.563, subdivision 1; 609.576, 
subdivision 1; 609.582, subdivision la; 609.585; 609.605, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 609.66, 
subdivisions 1, la, and by adding subdivisions; 609.67, subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.686; 609.71; 609.713, subdivision 1; 
609.746, by adding a subdivision; 609.748, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 609.79, subdivision 
1; 609.795, subdivision 1; 609.856, subdivision 1; 609.891, subdivision 2; 609.902, subdivision 4; 611A.02, subdivision 
2; 611A.031; 611A.0315; 611A.04, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 611A.06, subdivision 1; 61lA.52, 
subdivisions 5, 8, and 9; 611A.57, subdivisions 2, 3, and 5; 611A.66; 624.711; 624.712, subdivisions 5, 6, and by adding 
a subdivision; 624.713; 624.7131, subdivisions 1, 4, and 10; 624.7132; 626.05, subdivision 2; 626.13; 626.556, subdivision 
10; 626.8451, subdivision 1a; 626A.05, subdivision 1; 626A.06, subdivisions 4, 5, and 6; 626A.I0, subdivision 1; 626A.11, 
subdivision 1; 628.26; 629.291, subdivision 1; 629.34, subdivision 1; 629.341, subdivision 1; 629.342, subdivision 2; 
629.72; 631.046, subdivision 1; 631.41; and 641.14; Laws 1991, chapter 279, section 41; Laws 1992, chapter 571, article 
7, section 13, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 121; 152; 169; 174; 242; 260; 
401; 473; 593; 609; 611A; and 624; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 152.0973, subdivision 4; 214.10, 
subdivisions 4, 5, 6, and 7; 241.25; 609.02, subdivisions 12 and 13; 609.131, subdivision la; 609.605, subdivision 3; 
609.746, subdivisions 2 and 3; 609.747; 609.79, subdivision la; 609.795, subdivision 2; 611A.57, subdivision 1; and 
629.40, subdivision 5. 

May 14, 1993 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House ofRepresentatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1585, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 1585 be further amended as follows: 
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Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

SAFE STREETS AND SCHOOLS 

Section 1. [121.207] [REPORTS OF DANGEROUS WEAPON INCIDENTS IN SCHOOL ZONES.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section: 

ill "dangerous weapon" has the meaning given i! in section 609.02, subdivision 2L 

ill "school" has the meaning given it in section 120.101, subdivision.t. and 

ill "school zone" has the meaning given i!. in section 152.01, subdivision 14a, clauses ill and .@1. 

Subd. b. [REPORTS; CONTENT.] On or before Ianuary.1.1994, the commissioner of education, in consultation with 
the criminal and juvenile information E..Q!.i.sy~ shall develop a standardized form to be used Qy schools to report 
incidents involving the use or possession of ~ dangerous weapon in school ~ The form shall include the 
following information: 

ill ~ description of each incident including a description of the dangerous weapon involved in the incident 

ill where, at what time, and under what circumstances the incident occurred; 

ill information about the offender, other than the offender's name, including the offender's age; whether the 
offender was a student and, if §.2L where the offender attended school; and whether the offender was under school 
expulsion or suspension at the time of the incident; 

ill information about the victim other than the victim's name. it any. including the victim's age; whether the victim 
~!!. student and, it §.2L where the victim attended school; and it the victim was not! student, whether the victim 
~ employed at the school; 

ill the cost of the incident to the school and!Q. the victim; and 

i§l the action taken £z the school administration to respond to the incident. 

Subd.;L [REPORTS; FILING REQUIREMENTS.] fuc February 1 and h!!y 1 of each year, each school shall report 
incidents involving the use .Q!: possession of !!. dangerous weapon in school zones to the commissioner of education. 
The reports shall be made on the standardized forms developed Qy the commissioner under subdivision 2. The 
commissioner shall compile the information it receives from the schools and report it annually to the commissioner 
of public safety, the criminal and juvenile information policy ~ and the legislature. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.185, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [POSSESSION OF FIREARM OR DANGEROUS WEAPON.] If the child is petitioned and found 
delinquent by the court, and the court also finds that the child was in possession of a firearm at the time of the 
offense, in addition to any other disposition the court shall order that the firearm be immediately seized and shall 
order that the child be required to serve at least 100 hours of community work service tmless the child is placed in 
a residential treahnent program or a juvenile correctional facility. II the child is petitioned and found delinquent Qv. 
the court. and the court finds that the child ~ in possession of a dangerous weapon in ! school zone. as defined 
in section 152.0}, subdivision 14a, clauses ill and .@1. at the time of the offense, the court also shall order that the 
child's driver's license be canceled or driving privileges denied Wltil the child's 18th birthday. The court shall send 
!!.£2P.Y. of its order to the commissioner of public safety and, upon receipt of the order. the commissioner is authorized 
to cancel the child's driver's license or deny the child's driving privileges without a hearing. 

Sec. 3. [471.635] [ZONING ORDINANCES.] 

Notwithstanding section 471,633.! governmental subdivision may regulate Qv. reasonable. nondiscriminatory, and 
nonarbitrary zoning ordinances. the location of businesses where firearms are sold!?'y a firearms dealer. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.06, is amended to read: 

609.06 [AUTHORIZED USE OF FORCE.] 

Reasonable force may be used upon or toward the person of another without the other's consent when the 
following circumstances exist or the actor reasonably believes them to exist: 

(1) When used by a public officer or one assisting a public officer under the public officer's direction: 

(a) In effecting a lawful arrest; or 

(b) In the execution of legal process; or 

(c) In enforcing an order of the court; or 

(d) In executing any other duty imposed upon the public officer by law; or 

(2) When used by a person not a public officer in arresting another in the cases and in the manner provided by 
law and delivering the other to an officer competent to receive the other into custody; or 

(3) When used by any person in resisting or aiding another to resist an offense against the person; or 

(4) When used by any person in lawful possession of real or personal property, or by another assisting the person 
in lawful possession, in resisting a trespass upon or other lll1lawful interference with such property; or 

. (5) When used by any person to prevent the escape, or to retake following the escape, of a person lawfully held 
on a charge or conviction of a crime; or 

(6) When used by a parent, guardian, teacher or other lawful custodian of a child or pupil, in the exercise of lawful 
authority, to restrain or correct such child or pupil; or 

(7) When used Qy ~ school employee or school bus driver, in the exercise of lawful authority, to restrain a child 
Q!. £!!l2..!1. Q!. to prevent bodily harm Q!. death to anotherj or 

ill When used by a conunon carrier in expelling a passenger who refuses to obey a lawful requirement for the 
conduct of passengers and reasonable care is exercised with regard to the passenger's personal safety; or 

f81 ill When used to restrain a mentally ill or mentally defective person from self-injury or injury to another or 
when used by one with authority to do so to compel compliance with reasonable requirements for the person's 
control, conduct or treatment; or 

f9j ll.Ql When used by a public or private institution providing custody or treatment against one lawfully committed 
to it to compel compliance with reasonable requirements for the control, conduct or treatment of the committed 
person. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.531, is amended to read: 

609.531 [FORFEITURES.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purpose of sections 609.531 to .99 .• 317 609.5318, the following terms have 
the meanings given them. 

(a) "Conveyance device" means a device used for transportation and includes, but is not limited to, a motor vehicle, 
trailer, snowmobile, airplane, and vessel and any equipment attached to it. The term "conveyance device" does not 
include property which is, in fact, itself stolen or taken in violation of the law. 

(b) "Weapon used" means a weapon used in the furtherance of a crime and defined as a dangerous weapon under 
section 609.02, subdivision 6. 

(c) "Property" means property as defined in section 609.52, subdivision 1, clause (1). 
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(d) "Contraband" means property which is illegal to possess under Minnesota law. 

(e) "Appropriate agency" means the bureau of criminal apprehension, the Minnesota state patrol, a county sheriff's 
department, the suburban Hennepin regional park district park rangers, the department of natural reSOl,lrCeS division 
of enforcement, the University of Minnesota police department, or a city or airport police department. 

(f) "Designated offense" includes: 

(1) for weapons used: any violation of this chapter; 

(2) for all other purposes: a felony violation of, or a felony-level attempt or conspiracy to violate, section 609.185; 
609.19; 609.195; 609.21; 609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 609.2231; 609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 609.322; 609.342, subdivision 
1, clauses (a) to (£); 609.343, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (£); 609.344, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e), and (h) to G); 
609.345, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e), and (h) to G); 609.42; 609.425; 609.466; 609.485; 609.487; 609.52; 609.525; 609.53; 
609.54; 609.551; 609.561; 609.562; 609.563; 609.582; 609.59; 609.595; 609.631; 609.66, subdivisionk;, 609.671, subdivisions 
3,4,5,8, and 12; 609.687; 609.821; 609.825; 609.86; 609.88; 609.89; 609.893; 617.246; or a gross misdemeanor or felony 
violation of section 609.891 2!: 624.7181. 

(g) "Controlled substance" has the meaning given in section 152.01, subdivision 4. 

Subd. la. [CONSTRUCTION.] Sections 609.531 to 699.'317 609.5318 must be liberally construed to carry out the 
following remedial purposes: 

(1) to enforce the law; 

(2) to deter crime; 

(3) to reduce the economic incentive to engage in criminal enterprise; 

(4) to increase the pecuniary loss resulting from the detection of criminal activity; and 

(5) to forfeit property unlawfully used or acquired and divert the property to law enforcement purposes. 

Subd. 4. [SEIZURE.] Property subject to forfeiture under sections 609.531 to 699 .• 317 609.5318 may be seized by 
the appropriate agency upon process issued by any court having jurisdiction over the property. Property may be 
seized without process if: 

(1) the seizure is il).cident to a lawful arrest or a lawful search; 

(2) the property subject to seizure has been the subject of a prior judgment in favor of the state in a criminal 
injtmction or forfeiture proceeding tmder this chapter; or 

(3) the appropriate agency has probable cause to believe that the delay occasioned by the necessity to obtain process 
would result in the removal or destruction of the property and that: 

(i) the property was used or is intended to be used in commission of a felony; or 

(ii) the property is dangerous to health or safety. 

If property is seized without process tmder clause (3), subclause (i), the cotmty attorney must institute a forfeiture 
action under section 609.5313 as soon as is reasonably possible. 

Subd.5. [RIGHT TO POSSESSION VESTS IMMEDIATELY; CUSTODY OF SEIZED PROPERTY.] All right, title, 
and interest in property subject to forfeiture under sections 609.531 to 699.'317 609.5318 vests in the appropriate 
agency upon conunission of the act or omission giving rise to the forfeiture. Any property seized tmder sections 
609.531 to 699 .• 316 609.5318 is not subject to replevin, but is deemed to be in the custody of the appropriate agency 
subject to the orders and decrees of the court having jurisdiction over the forfeiture proceedings. When property is 
so seized, the appropriate agency may: 

(1) place the property under seal; 
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(2) remove the property to a place designated by it; 

(3) in the case of controlled substances, require the state board of pharmacy to take custody of the property and 
remove it to an appropriate location for disposition in accordance with law; and 

(4) take other steps reasonable and necessary to secure the property and prevent waste. 

Subd. Sa. [BOND BY OWNER FOR POSSESSION.] If the owner of property that has been seized under sections 
609.531 to 699.52117 609.5318 seeks possession of the property before the forfeiture action is determined, the owner 
may, subject to the approval of the appropriate agency, give security or post bond payable to the appropriate agency 
in an amount equal to the retail value of the seized property. On posting the security or bond, the seized property 
must be returned to the owner and the forfeiture action shall proceed against the security as if it were the seized 
property. This subdivision does not apply to contraband property. 

Subd.6a. [FORFEITURE A CNIL PROCEDURE; CONVICTION RESULTS IN PRESUMPTION.] (a) An action for 
forfeiture is a civil in rem action and is independent of any criminal prosecution, except as provided in this 
subdivision and section 609.5318. The appropriate agency handling the forfeiture has the benefit of the evidentiary 
presumption of section 609.5314, subdivision 1, but otherwise bears the burden of proving the act or omission giving 
rise to the forfeiture by clear and convincing evidence, except that in cases arising under section 609.5312, the 
designated offense may only be established by a [elSA) Ie. el criminal conviction. 

(b) A court may not issue an order of forfeiture under section 609.5311 while the alleged owner of the property is 
in custody and related criminal proceedings are pending against the alleged owner. For forfeiture of a motor vehicle, 
the alleged owner is the registered owner according to records of the deparbnent of public safety. For real property, 
the alleged owner is the owner of record. For other property, the alleged owner is the person notified by the 
prosecuting authority in filing the forfeiture action. 

Sec. 6. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5311, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LIMITATIONS ON FORFEITURE OF CERTAIN PROPERTY ASSOCIATED WITH CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCES.] (a) A conveyance device is subject to forfeiture under this section only if the retail value of the 
controlled substance is $25 or more and the conveyance device is associated with a felony-level controlled substance 
crime. 

(b) Real property is subject to forfeiture under this section only if the retail val'IJe of the controlled substance or 
contraband is $1,000 or more. 

(c) Property used by any person as a common carrier in the transaction of business as a common carrier is subject 
to forfeiture under this section only if the owner of the property is a consenting party to, or is privy to, the use or 
intended use of the property as described in subdivision 2. 

(d) Property is subject to forfeiture under this section only if its owner was privy to the use or intended use 
described in subdivision 2, or the tmlawful use or intended use of the property otherwise occurred with the owner's 
knowledge or consent. 

(e) Forfeiture under this section of a conveyance device or real property encumbered by a bona fide security interest 
is subject to the interest of the secured party unless the secured party had knowledge of or consented to the act or 
omission upon which the forfeiture is based. A person claiming a security interest bears the burden of establishing 
that interest by clear and convincing evidence. 

(I) Notwithstanding paragraphs (d) and (e), property is not subject to forfeiture based solely on the owner's or 
secured party's knowledge of the unlawful use or intended use of the property if: (1) i! the owner or secured party 
took reasonable steps to terminate use of the property by the offender; or (2) the property is real property owned by 
the parent of the offender, unless the parent actively participated in, or knowingly acquiesced to, a violation of chapter 
152, or the real property constitutes proceeds derived from or traceable to a use described in subdivision 2. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5312, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [LIMITATIONS ON FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY ASSOCIATED WITH DESIGNATED OFFENSES.] (a) 
Property used by a person as a common carrier in the transaction of business as a common carrier is subject to 
forfeiture tmder this section only if the owner of the property is a consenting party to, or is privy to, the commission 
of a designated offense. 
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(b) Property is subject to forfeiture under this suedh iSlsfl section only if the owner was privy to the act or omission 
upon which the forfeiture is based, or the act or omission occurred with the owner's knowledge or consent. 

(c) Property encumbered by a bona fide security interest is subject to the interest of the secured party unless the 
party had knowledge of or consented to the act or omission upon which the forfeiture is based. A person claiming 
a security interest bears the burden of establishing that interest by clear and convincing evidence. 

(d) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) and (c), property is not subject to forfeiture based solely on the owner's or 
secured party's knowledge of the act or omission upon which the forfeiture is based if the owner or secured party 
took reasonable steps to terminate use of the property by the offender. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5314, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [PROPERTY SUBJECT TO ADMINISTRATIVE FORFEITURE; PRESUMPTION.] (a) The following 
are presumed to be subject to administrative forfeiture under this section: 

(1) all money, precious metals, and precious stones found in proximity to: 

(i) controlled substances; 

(ii) forfeitable drug manufacturing or distributing equipment or devices; or 

(iii) forfeitable records of manufacture or distribution of controlled substances; aft€i 

(2) all conveyance devices containing controlled substances with a retail value of $100 or more if possession or sale 
of the controlled substance would be a felony under chapter 152", and 

ill all firearms, ammunition, and firearm accessories found: 

.ill in ~ conveyance device used or intended for use to commit or facilitate the comniission of ~ felony offense 
involving a controlled substance; 

® ~ Qf. in proximity to a person from whom E. felony amount of controlled substance is seized; Qf. 

.illil on the premises where E.. controlled substance .i§. seized and in proximity to the controlled substance, if 
possession or sale of the controlled substance would be E.. felony under chapter 152. 

(b) A claimant of the property bears the burden to rebut this presumption. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5314, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd,3, UUDICIAL DETERMINATION.] (a) Within 60 days following service of a notice of seizure and forfeiture 
under this section, a claimant may file a demand for a judicial determination of the forfeiture. The demand must be 
in the {onn of a civil complaint and must be filed with the court administrator in the county in which the seizure 
occurred, together with proof of service of a copy of the complaint on the county attorney for that county, and the 
standard filing fee for civil actions unless the petitioner has the right to sue in forma pauperis under section 563.01. 
If the value of the seized property is less than $500, the claimant may file an action in conciliation court for recovery 
of the seized property without paying the conciliation court filing fee. No responsive pleading is required of the 
county attorney and no court fees may be charged for the county attorney's appearance in the matter. The 
proceedings are governed by the rules of civil procedure. 

(b) The complaint must be captioned in the name of the claimant as plaintiff, and the seized property as defendant, 
and must state with speCificity the grounds on which the claimant alleges the property was improperly seized and 
sfa.tffig the plaintiff's interest in the property seized. Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, an action for the return 
of property seized under this section may not be maintained by or on behalf of any person who has been served with 
a notice of seizure and forfeiture unless the person has complied with this subdivision. 

(c) 1£ the claimant makes a timely demand for judicial determination under this subdivision, the appropriate agency 
must conduct the forfeiture Wlder section 609.531, subdivision 6a. 
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(d) If a demand for judicial determination of an administrative forfeiture is filed under this subdivision and the 
court orders the return of the seized property, the court shall order that filing fees be reimbursed to the person who 
filed the demand. In addition, the court may order the payment of reasonable costs, expenses, and attorney fees 
under section 549.21, subdivision 2. If the court orders payment of these costs, they must be paid from forfeited 
money or proceeds from the sale of forfeited property from the appropriate law enforcement and prosecuting agencies 
in the same proportion as they would be distributed under section 609.5315, subdivision 5. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5315, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISPOSITION.] If the court finds under section 609.5313L .,. 609.5314L or 609.5318 that the property 
is subject to forfeiture, it shall order the appropriate agency to: 

(1) sell property that is not required to be destroyed by law and is not harmful to the public and distribute the 
proceeds under subdivision 5; 

(2) take custody of the property and remove it for disposition in accordance with law; 

(3) forward the property to the federal drug enforcement administration; 

(4) disburse money as provided under subdivision 5~ or 

(5) keep property other than money for official use by the agency and the prosecuting agency. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5315, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DISPOSITION OF ADMINISTRA TIVEL Y FORFEITED PROPERTY.] If property is forfeited 
administratively under section 609.5314 or 609.5318 and no demand for judicial determination is made, the appropriate 
agency may dispose of the property in any of the ways listed in subdivision 1. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5315 .. subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [DISTRIBUTION OF PROCEEDS OF THE OFFENSE.] Property that consists of proceeds derived from 
or traced to the commission of a designated offense or !! violation of section 609.66, subdivision k must be applied 
first to payment of seizure, storage, forfeiture, and sale expenses, and to satisfy valid liens against the property; and 
second, to any court-ordered restitution before being disbursed as provided under subdivision 5. 

Sec. 13. [609.5318] [FORFEITURE OF VEHICLES USED IN DRIVE-BY SHOOTINGS.] 

Subdivision 1. [MOTOR VEHICLES SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE.] ;i motor vehicle !!; subject to forfeiture under 
this section if the prosecutor establishes Qy clear and convincing evidence that the vehicle was used in a violation of 
section 609.66, subdivision Ie. The prosecutor need not establish that ~ individual was convicted of the violation, 
but a conviction of the owner for a violation of section 609.66, subdivision k creates a presumption that the device 
~ used in the violation. 

Subd. b. INOTICE·1 The registered owner of the vehicle must be notified of the seizure and intent to forfeit the 
vehicle within seven days after the seizure. Notice Qy certified mail to the address shown in department of public 
safety records is deemed to be sufficient notice to the registered owner. Notice must be given in the manner reguired 
Qy section 609.5314, subdivision;' paragraph.ili1. and must ~ that ~ reguest for!! judicial determination of the 
forfeiture must be made within 60 days following the service of the notice. If related criminal proceedings are 
pending, the notice must also state that ~ request for !! judicial determination of the forfeiture must be made within 
60 days following the conclusion of those proceedings. 

Subd. 1. [HEARINGlli!l Within 60 days following service of ~ notice of seizure and forfeiture. a claimant may 
demand a judicial determination of the forfeiture. If. ~ related criminal proceeding i§. pending, the 60-day period 
begins to I!:!!! £! the conclusion of those proceedings. The demand must be in the form of ~ civil complaint as 
provided in section 609.5314, subdivision ~ except as otherwise provided in this section. 

ill If the claimant makes a timely demand for judicial determination under this subdivision, the appropriate agency 
must conduct the forfeiture under subdivision 4. 
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Subd.1:, IPROCEDURE.] ill!f ~ judicial detennination of the forfeiture is reguested, a separate complaint must 
be filed against the vehicle, stating the specific act giving rise to the forfeiture and the date, time, and place of the act. 
The action must be captioned in the ~ of the county attorney or the county attorney's designee as plaintiff and 
the property as defendant. 

ill !! ~ demand for judicial determination of an administrative forfeiture is filed and the court orders the return 
of the seized property, the court shall order that filing fees be reimbursed to the person who filed the demand. In 
addition, the caurt may order the payment of reasonable costs, expenses, attorney fees, and towing and storage fees. 
!f. the court orders payment of these costs, they must be paid from forfeited money 2.I. proceeds from the sale of 
forfeited property from the appropriate law enforcement and prosecuting agencies in the same proportion as they 
would be distributed under section 609.5315, subdivision 5. 

Subd. ~ [LIMITATIONS.].Ell b... vehicle used Qv. ~ person ~ a common carrier in the transaction of business as a 
common carrier is subject to forfeiture under this section only if the owner is a consenting~!2LQE.~£!iyy!2L the 
commission of the act giving rise to the forfeiture. 

ill Ii vehicle i& subject to forfeiture under this section only if the registered owner was .l2.!iYV. to the act upon which 
the forfeiture is based, the act occurred with the owner's knowledge or consent, or the act occurred due to the owner's 
gross negligence in allowing another to use the vehicle. 

i£l t!. vehicle encumbered .Qy ~ bona fide security interest ~ subject to the interest of the secured ~ unless the 
E!!I!Y had knowledge of or consented to the 'act upon which the forfeiture is based. A person claiming a security 
interest bears the burden of establishing that interest !:!v. clear and convincing evidence. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.605, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1,. [TRESPASSES ON SCHOOL PROPERTY.] .@l!!.!!!!! misdemeanor for a person to enter 2!: be found in 
~ public or nonpublic elementary, middle, or secondary school building unless the person: 

ill~ an enrolled student!!1.~ parent or guardian of an enrolled student i!1. or an employee of the school or school 
district; 

ill has permission or an invitation from a school official to be in the building; 

ill ~ attending a school event, class, or meeting to which the person, the public, 2.I. ~ student's family i§. invitedj 
2!: 

ill has reported the person's presence in the school building in the manner required for visitors to the school. 

ill!!. i§. ~ misdemeanor for a person to enter or be found on school property within six months after being told !:!v. 
the school principal or the principal's designee to leave the property and not to return, unless the principal or the 
principal's designee has given the person permission to return to the property. As used in this paragraph. "school 
property" has the meaning given in section 152.01, subdivision 14a, clauses ill and ill:. 

f£l A school principal or i!. school employee designated Qy the school principal to maintain order on school 
properly. who has reasonable cause to believe that £. person i2 violating this subdivision may detain the person in i!. 
reasonable manner for £. reasonable period of time pending the arrival of i!. peace officer. A school principal or 
designated school employee is not civilly or criminally liable for any action authorized under this paragraph if the 
person's action is based On reasonable cause. 

@A peace officer may arrest ~ person without a warrant if the officer has probable cause to believe the person 
violated this subdivision within the preceding four hours. The arrest may be made ~ though the violation did not 
occur in the peace officer's presence. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.66, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. lao [FELONY CRIMES, SILENCERS PROHIBITED; RECKLESS DISCHARGE.] (aJ Whoever does any of the 
following is guilty of a felony and may be sentenced as provided in paragraph (b): 

(1) sells or has in possession any device designed to silence or muffle the discharge of a firearm; 'er-
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(2) intentionally discharges a firearm under circumstances that endanger the safety of another" or 

@ recklessly discharges a firearm within a mWlicipality. 

(b) A person convicted under paragraph (a) may be sentenced as follows: 

(1) if the act was committed in a public housing zone, as defined in section 152.01, su~division 19, a school zone, 
as defined in section 152.01, subdivision 14a, or a park zone, as defined in section 152.01, subdivision 12a, to 
imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both; or ' 

(2) otherwise, to imprisonment for not more than two years or to payment of a fine of not more than $5,000, or 
both. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.66, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.ld. [FELONY; POSSESSION ON SCHOOL PROPERTY.] ill Whoever possesses. stores,.Q!:keeps a dangerous 
weapon as defined in section 609.02, subdivision ~ Q!l school property is gg!!!y of ~ felony and may be sentenced to 
imprisonment for not more than MO years 2!: to payment of ~ fine of not ~ than $5,000, or both. 

ill As used in this subdivision, "school property" means: 

ill~public 2!:private elementary, middle, or secondary school building and its grounds, whether leased or owned 
Qy the school; and 

ill the ~ within ~ school bus when that bus .i§. being used to transport one or ~ elementary, middle, or 
secondary school students. 

hl This subdivision does not i!PP.lY to: 

ill licensed peace officers, military personneL or students participating in military training, who are performing 
official dutiesj 

ill persons who ~ pistols according to the terms of ~ permitj 

ill persons who keep 2!. store in ~ motor vehicle pistols in accordance with sections 624.714 and 624.715 2!. other 
firearms in accordance with section 97B.045j 

ill firearm safety or marksmanship courses or activities conducted on school property; 

ill possession of dangerous weapons £v. a ceremonial color guard; 

ill !!. gun or knife show held 2!! school property; or 

ill possession of dangerous weapons with written permission of the principal. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.66, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ie. [FELONY; DRIVE-BY SHOOTING.] ill Whoever, while in or having h!§! exited from.!!. motor vehicle, 
recklessly discharges a firearm at Q£. toward !!. person, another motor vehicle, or a building is gg!!!y of ~ felony and 
may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than three years or to payment of a fine of not more than $6,000, or 
both. !f the vehicle or building is occupied, the person may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five 
years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. 

ill For purposes of this subdivision, "motor vehicle" has the meaning given in section 609.52, subdivision 1. and 
"building" has the meaning given in section 609.581, subdivision 2. 
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Sec. 18. [609.666] [NEGLIGENT STORAGE OF FIREARMS.] . 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the following words have the meanings given. 

l!!l "Firearm" means a device designed to be used as a weapon, from which is expelled a projectile Qy the force of 
~ explosion or force of combustion. 

i£l "Loaded" means the firearm has ammunition in the chamber or magazine, if the magazine is in the firearm, 
unless the firearm is incapable of being fired J2y ~ child who ~ likely to gain ~ to the firearm. 

Subd. b. [ACCESS TO FIREARMS.] A person i§.mill!Y of!!:. gross misdemeanor who negligently stores or leaves 
~ loaded firearm in 2. location where the person knows, .Q!. reasonably should know, that ~ child ~ likely to gain 
access, unless reasonable action is taken to secure the firearm against ~ £y the child. 

Subd. ~ [LIMITATIONS.] Subdivision 2 does not ~ to a child's access to firearms that was obtained as a result 
of an unlawful entry. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.67, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [D"pI~IITlOI'I DEFINITIONS.] (al "Machine gun" means any firearm designed to discharge, or 
capable of discharging automatically more than once by a single function of the trigger. 

(b) "Shotgun" means a weapon designed, redesigned, made or remade which is intended to be fired from the 
shoulder and uses the energy of the explosive in a fixed shotgun shell to fire through a smooth bore either a number 
of ban shot or a single projectile for each single pull of the trigger. 

(c) "Short-barreled shotgun" means a shotgun having one or more barrels less than 18 inches in length and any 
weapon made from a shotgun if such weapon as modified has an overall length less than 26 inches. 

@ ''Trigger activator" ~ !!. removable manual or power driven trigger activating device constructed and 
designed so that, when attached to a firearm, the rate at which the trigger may be pulled increases and the rate of 
fire of the firearm increases to that of! machine .&!!!1. 

lrl "Machine ID:ll! conversion' kit" ~ any part or combination of parts designed and intended for ~ in 
converting a weapon into a machine gun, and!!!!y combination of parts from which a machine gun can be assembled, 
but does not include! spare or replacement part for a machine gun that is possessed lawfully under section 609.67. 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.67, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [ACTS PROHIBITED.] Except as otherwise provided herein, whoever owns, possesses, or operates a 
machine gun" ~ trigger activator or machine gun conversion S or a short-barreled shotgun may be sentenced to 
imprisorunent for not more than" five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. 

Sec. 21. [609.672] [PERMISSIVE INFERENCE; FIREARMS IN AUTOMOBILES.] 

The presence of ~ firearm in ~ passenger automobile permits the factfinder to infer knowing possession of the 
firearm .£y the driver Q!: person in control of the automobile when the firearm was in the automobile. The inference 
doesnot~ 

ill to ~ licensed operator of an automobile who is at the time operating it for hire in the lawful and proper pursuit 
of the 0B-erator's tradej 

ill to any person in the automobile if one of them legally possesses a firearm; or 

ill when the firearm is _ concealed on the person of one of the occupants. 
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Sec. 22. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 624.711, is amended to read: 

624.711 [DECLARATION OF POLICY.] 

It is not the intent of the legislature to regulate shotguns, rifles and other longguns of the type commonly used for 
hunting and not defined as pistols or semiautomatic military-style assault weapons, or to place costs of administration 
upon those citizens who wish to possess or carry pistols or semiautomatic military-style assault weapons lawfully, 
or to confiscate or otherwise restrict the use of pistols or semiautomatic military-style assault weapons by law-abiding 
citizens. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.712, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. "Crime of violence" includes murder in the first, second, and third degrees, manslaughter in the first and 
second degrees, aiding suicide, aiding attempted suicide, felony violations of assault in the first, second, third, and 
fourth degrees, terroristic threats, use of drugs to injure or to facilitate crime, simple robbery, aggravated robbery, 
kidnapping, false imprisorunent, criminal sexual conduct in the first, second, third, and fourth degrees, felenieHs theft 
of a firearm, arson in the first and second degrees, riot, burglary in the first, second, third, and fourth degrees, reckless 
use of a gun or dangerous weapon, intentionally pointing a gun at or towards a human being, setting a spring gun, 
and unlawfully owning, possessing, tlf operating a machine gun or short-barreled shotgun, and an attempt to commit 
any of these offenses, as each of those offenses is defined in chapter 609. "Crime of violence" also includes felony 
violations of chapter 152. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.712, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. "Transfer" means a sale, gift, loan, assignment or other delivery to another, whether or not for 
consideration, of a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon or the frame or receiver of a pistol £!: 
semiautomatic military-style assault weapon. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.712, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Z:. "Semiautomatic military-style assault weapon" means: 

ill any of the following firearms: 

ill Avtomat Kalashnikov (AK-47) semiautomatic rifle ~ 

ill Beretta AR-70 and BM-59 semiautomatic rifle.!YE§ 

iliil Colt AR-15 semiautomatic rifle ~ 

.liYl Daewoo Max-l and Max-2 semiautomatic rifle ~ 

ill Famas MAS semiautomatic rifle ~ 

1YD. Fabrigue Nationale FN-LAR and FN-FNC semiautomatic rifle ~ 

(vii) Galil semiautomatic rifle ~, 

(viii) Heckler & Koch HK-91, HK-93, and HK-94 semiautomatic rifle ~ 

.ful Ingram MAC-lO and MAC-ll semiautomatic pistol and carbine ~ 

ill Intratec TEC-9 semiautomatic pistol .!.Y.E!;L 

!ill Sigarrns SIG 550SP and SIG 551SP semiautomatic rifle ~ 

(xii) SKS with detachable magazine semiautomatic rifle ~ 

(xiii) Steyr AUG semiautomatic rifle ~ 
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(xiv) Street Sweeper and Striker-12 revolving-cylinder shotgun ~ 

(xv) U5AS-12 semiautomatic shotgun ~ 

(xvi) Uzi semiautomatic pistol and carbine ~ or 

(xvii) Valmet M76 and M78 semiautomatic rifle ~ 

ill any firearm that i§. another model made Qy the ~ manufacturer as one of the firearms listed in clause f.!1. 
and has the same action design ~ ~ of the listed firearms, and is a redesigned, renamed, or renumbered version 
of one of the firearms listed in clause .il1. or has i\ slight modification Of enhancement, including but not limited to 
.e. folding or retractable stock; adjustable sight; case deflector .for left-handed shooters; shorter barrel; wooden, plastic, 
2!. metal stock; larger £.liE size; different caliber: 2.!. ~ bayonet mount; and 

ill ~ firearm that has been manufactured or sold Qy another company under ~ licensing agreement with ~ 
manufacturer of one of the firearms listed in clause ill entered into after the effective date of this act to manufacture 
or sell firearms that are identical or nearly identical to those listed in clause 1112£ described in clause Q1. regardless 
of the company of production or country of origin. 

The weapons listed in clause 111 except those listed in items (iii), ~ m ~ and ~ are the weapons the 
importation of which ~ barred Qy the Bureau of AlcohoL Tobacco, and Firearms of the United States Department 
of the Treasury in l.!!!.y 1989. 

Except as otherwise specifically provided in paragraph if!1.~ firearm i§. not!l "semiautomatic military-style assault 
weapon" if !!. ~ generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes under 
United States Code. title lli section 925, paragraph ~ 2!. any regulations adopted pursuant to that law. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.712, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.lL [INCLUDED WEAPONS.]!!y August.1 ]993. and annually thereafter, the superintendent of the bureau 
of criminal apprehension shall publish ~ current authoritative list of the firearms included within the definition of 
"semiautomatic military-style assault weapon" under this section. Dealers, purchasers, and other persons may rely 
2!} the list in complying with this chapter. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.713, is amended to read: 

624.713 [CERTAIN PERSONS NOT TO HAVE PISTOLS OR SEMIAUTOMATIC MILITARY-STYLE ASSAULT 
WEAPONS; PENALTY.] 

Subdivision 1. [INELIGIBLE PERSONS.] The following persons shall not be entitled to possess a pistol Q! 

semiautomatic military-style assault weapon: 

(a) a person under the age of 18 years except that a person under 18 may carry or possess a pistol or semiautomatic 
military-style assault weapon (i) in the actual presence or under the direct supervision of the person's parent or 
guardian, (ii) for the purpose of military drill under the auspices of a legally recognized military organization and 
under competent supervision, (iii) for the purpose of instruction, competition, or target practice on a firing range 
approved by the chief of police or county sheriff in whose jurisdiction the range is located and under direct 
supervision; or (iv) if the person has successfully completed a course designed to teach marksmanship and safety with 
a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon and approved by the commissioner of natural resources; 

(b) a person who has been convicted in this state or elsewhere of a crime of violence unless ten years have elapsed 
since the person has been restored to civil rights or the sentence has expired, whichever occurs first, and during that 
time the person has not been convicted of any other crime of violence. For purposes of this section, crime of violence 
includes crimes in other states or jurisdictions which would have been crimes of violence as herein defined if they 
had been committed in this state; 

(c) a person who is or has ever been confined or committed in Minnesota or elsewhere as a "mentally ill;' "mentally 
retarded," or "mentally ill and dangerous to the public" person as defined in section 2538.02, to a treabnent facility, 
unless the person possesses a certificate of a medical doctor or psychiatrist licensed in Minnesota, or other satisfactory 
proof that the person is no longer suffering from this disability; 
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(d) a person who has been convicted in Minnesota or elsewhere for the I±Rla .. fuJ use, PS5s€ssiOFl, Of sale of a 
EOfl:trollea SHBstaRE€ otPter thaFl: EOR, ieaoR fer possessieR of a small amoLtF.t of maTi; l:laFl:a, as aefiflee if I seEBOR 1§'2.81, 
sueai, isioR 16 of a misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor violation of chapter ill, or a person who is or has ever been 
hospitalized or committed for treahnent for the habitual use of a controlled substance or marijuana, as defined in 
sections 152.01 and 152.02, unless the person possesses a certificate of a medical doctor or psychiatrist licensed in 
Minnesota, or other satisfactory proof, that the person has not abused a controlled substance or marijuana during the 
previous two years; 

(e) a person who has been confined or committed to a treatment facility in Minnesota or elsewhere as "chemically 
dependent" as defined in section 253B.02, unless the person has completed treatment. Property rights may not be 
abated but access may be restricted by the courts; SF 

(f) a peace officer who is informally admitted to a treatment facility pursuant to section 2538.04 for chemical 
dependency, unless the officer possesses a certificate from the head of the treatment facility discharging or 
provisionally discharging the officer from the treatment facility. Property rights may not be abated but access may 
be restricted by the courts,,-

igl.§! person who has been charged with committing a crime of violence and has been placed in ~ pretrial diversion 
program .!2y the court before disposition, until the person has completed the diversion program and the charge of 
committing the crime of violence has been dismissed; or 

ill.§! person who has been convicted in another state of corrunitting an offense similar to the offense described in 
section 609.224 against ~ family or household member, unless three years have elapsed since the date of conviction 
and, during that time, the person has not been convicted of any other violation of section 609.224 or a similar law of 
another state. 

A person who issues a certificate pursuant to this subdivision in good faith is not liable for damages resulting or 
arising from the actions or misconduct with a firearm committed by the individual who is the subject of the certificate. 

Subd.2. [PENALTIES.] A person named in subdivision 1, clause (a) or (b), who possesses a pistol or semiautomatic 
military-style assault weapon is guilty of a felony. A person named in any other clause of subdivision 1 who 
possesses a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE TO CO~JVICTBD PBRSONS.] hl When a person is convicted of a crime of violence as defined 
in section 624.712, subdivision 5, the court shall inform the defendant that the defendant is prohibited from possessing 
a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon for a period of ten years after the person was restored to civil 
rights or since the sentence has expired, whichever occurs first, and that it is a felony offense to violate this 
prohibition. The failure of the court to provide this information to a defendant does not affect the applicability of the 
pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon possession prohibition or the felony penalty to that defendant. 

ill When ..§! person .i§. charged with committing a crime of violence and ~ placed in ~ pretrial diversion program 
!!v. the court before disposition. the court shall inform the defendant that: ill the defendant is prohibited from 
possessing ..§! pistol Q! semiautomatic military-style assault weapon until the person has completed the diversion 
program and the charge of committing a crime of violence has been dismissedj ill i!.!§. ~ gross misdemeanor offense 
to violate this prohibition; and ill if the defendant violates this condition of participation in the diversion program. 
the charge of committing a crime of violence may be prosecuted. The failure of the court to provide this infonnation 
to a defendant does not affect the applicability of the pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon possession 
prohibition or the gross misdemeanor ~ to that defendant. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624..7131, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [INFORMATION.] Any person may apply for a pistel transferee permit by providing the following 
information in writing to the chief of police of an organized full time police department of the municipality in which 
the person resides or to the county sheriff if there is no such local chief of police: 

(a) the name, residence, telephone number and driver's license number or nonqualification certificate number, if 
any, of the proposed transferee; 

(b) the sex, date of birth, height, weight and color of eyes, and distinguishing physical characteristics, if any, of the 
proposed transferee; and 
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(c) a statement by the proposed transferee that the proposed transferee is not prohibited by section 624.713 from 
possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon. 

The statement shall be signed by the person applying for a permit. At the time of application, the local police 
authority shall provide the applicant with a dated receipt for the application. 

Sec. 29. MilU1€sota Statutes 1992, section 624.7131, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [GROUNDS FOR DISQUALIFICATION.] A determination by the chief of police or sheriff that the 
applicant is prohibited by section 624.713 from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon shall 
be the only basis for refusal to grant a transferee permit 

Sec. 30. MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, section 624.7131, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [TRANSFER REPORT NOT REQUIRED.] A person who transfers a pistol or semiautomatic military-style 
assault weapon to a licensed peace officer, as defined in section 626.84, subdivision 1. exhibiting a valid peace officer 
identification, or to ~ person exhibiting a valid transferee permit issued pursuant to this section or a valid permit to 
carry issued pursuant to section 624,714 is not required to file a transfer report pursuant to section 624.7132, 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.7132, is amended to read: 

624.7132 [REPORT OF TRANSFER.] 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIRED INFORMATION.] Except as provided in this section and section 624.7131, every person 
who agrees to transfer a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon shall report the following information 
in writing to the chief of police of the organized full-time police department of the mlUlicipality where the agreement 
is made or to the appropriate county sheriff if there is no such local cruef of police: 

(a) the name, residence, telephone number and driver's license number or nonqualification certificate number, if 
any, of the proposed transferee; 

(b) the sex, date of birth, height, weight and color of eyes, and distinguishing physical characteristics, if any, of the 
proposed transferee; 

(c) a statement by the proposed transferee that the transferee is not prohibited by section 624,713 from possessing 
a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon: and 

(d) the address of the place of business of the transferor, 

The report shall be signed by the transferor and the proposed transferee. The report shall be delivered by the 
transferor to the chief of police or sheriff no later than three days after the date of the agreement to transfer, excluding 
weekends and legal holidays. 

Subd. 2. [INVESTIGATION.] Upon receipt of a transfer report, the cruef of police or sheriff shall check criminal 
histories, records and warrant information relating to the proposed transferee through the Minnesota crime 
information system. 

Subd. 3. [NOTIFICATION.] The cruef of police or sheriff shall notify the transferor and proposed transferee in 
writing as soon as possible if the chief or sheriff determines that the proposed transferee is prohibited by section 
624.713 from possessing a pistol£!: semiautomatic military-style assault weapon, The notification to the transferee 
shall specify the grolUlds for the disqualification of the proposed transferee and shall set forth in detail the transferee's 
right of appeal under subdivision 13. 

Subd. 4. [DELIVERY] Except ~ otherwise provided in subdivision 7 Q!. ~ no person shall deliver a pistol Q!:. 
semiautomatic military-style assault weapon to a proposed transferee until seven days after the date of the agreement 
to transfer as stated on the report delivered to a chief of police or sheriff in accordance with subdivision 1 unless the 
chief of police or sheriff waives all or a portion of the seven day waiting period, 
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No person shall deliver a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon to a proposed transferee after 
receiving a written notification that the chief of police or sheriff has determined that the proposed transferee is 
prohibited by section 624.713 from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon. 

If the transferor makes a report of transfer and receives no written notification of disqualification of the proposed 
transferee within seven days of the date of the agreement to transfer, the pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault 
weapon may be delivered to the transferee. 

Subd. 5. [GROUNDS FOR DISQUALIFICATION.] A determination by the duef of police or sheriff that the 
proposed transferee is prohibited by section 624.713 from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault 
weapon shall be the sole basis for a notification of disqualification under this section. 

Subd. 6. [TRANSFEREE PERMIT.] If a eluef of police or sheriff determines that a transferee is not a person 
prohibited by section 624.713 from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon, the transferee 
may, within 30 days after the determination, apply to that chief of police or sheriff for a transferee permit, and the 
perinit shall be issued. 

Subd. 7. [IMMEDIATE TRANSFERS.] The chief of police or sheriff may waive all or a portion of the seven day 
waiting period for a transfer. ' 

Subd.8. [REPORT NOT REQUIRED.] (1) If the proposed transferee presents a valid transferee permit issued under 
section 621.714, Sl;lSeii. isieR 9 624.7131 or a valid permit to carry issued Wlder section 624.714, 2!:.if the transferee is 
~ licensed peace officer, as defined in section 626.84, subdivision .1. who presents ~ valid peace officer photo 
identification and badge, the transferor need not file a transfer report. 

(2) If the transferor makes a report of transfer and receives no written notification of disqualification of the 
proposed transferee within seven days of the date of the agreement to transfer, no report or investigation shall be 
required Wlder this section for any additional transfers between that transferor and that transferee which are made 
within 30 days of the date on which delivery of the first pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon may 
be made under subdivision 4. 

Subd.9. [NUMBER OF PISTOLS OR SEMIAUTOMATIC MILITARY-STYLE ASSAULT WEAPONS.] Any number 
of pistols or semiautomatic military-style assault weapons may be the subject of a single transfer agreement and report 
to the chief of police or sheriff. Nothing in this section or section 624.7131 shall be construed to limit or restrict the 
number of pistols or semiautomatic military-style assault weapons a person may acquire. 

Subd. 10. [RESTRICTION ON RECORDS.] If, after a determination that the transferee is not a person prohibited 
by section 624.713 from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon, a transferee requests that 
no record be maintained of the fact of who is the transferee of a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon, 
the chief of police or sheriff shall sign the transfer report and return it to the transferee as soon as possible. 
Thereafter, no government employee or agency shall maintain a record of the transfer that identifies the transferee, 
and the transferee shall retain the report of transfer. 

Subd. 11. [FORMS; COST.] Chiefs of police and sheriffs shall make transfer report forms available throughout the 
community. There shall be no charge for forms, reports, investigations, notifications, waivers or any other act 
performed or materials provided by a government employee or agency in connection with a ~ transfer. 

Subd. 12. [EXCLUSIONS.} This section shall not apply to transfers of antique firearms as curiosities or for their 
historical significance or value, transfers to or between federally licensed fireanns dealers, transfers by order of court, 
involuntary transfers, transfers at death or the following transfers: 

(a) A transfer by a person other than a federally licensed firearms dealer; 

(b) A loan to a prospective transferee if the loan is ~tended for a period of no more than one day; 

(c) The delivery of a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon to a person for the purpose of repair, 
reconditioning or remodeling; 
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(d) A loan by a teacher to a student in a course designed to teach marksmanship or safety with a pistol and 
approved by the commissioner of natural resources; 

(e) A loan between persons at a firearms collectors exhibition; 

(f) A loan behveen persons lawfully engaged in hunting or target shooting if the loan is intended for a period of 
no more than 12 hours; 

(g) A loan between law enforcement officers who have the power to make arrests other than citizen arrests; and 

(h) A loan between employees or betvveen the employer and an employee in a business if the employee is required 
to carry a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon by reason of employment and is the holder of a valid 
permit to carry a pistol. 

Subd. 13. IAPPEAL.] A person aggrieved by the determination of a chief of police or sheriff that the person is 
prohibited by section 624,713 from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon may appeal the 
determination as provided in this subdivision. In Hennepin and Ramsey counties the municipal court shall have 
jurisdiction of proceedings under this subdivision. In the remaining counties of the state, the county court shall have 
jurisdiction of proceedings under this subdivision. 

On review pursuant to this subdivision, the court shall be limited to a determination of whether the proposed 
transferee is a person prohibited from possessing a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon by 
section 624.713. 

Subd. 14. [TRANSFER TO UNKNOWN PARTY.] (a) No person shall transfer a pistol Jl!: semiautomatic 
military-style assault weapon to another who is not personally known to the transferor Wlless the proposed transferee 
presents evidence of identity to the transferor. A person who transfers a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault 
weapon in violation of this clause is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

(b) No person who is not personally known to the transferor shall become a transferee of a P.isto1 or semiautomatic 
military-style assault weapon Wlless the person presents evidence of identity to the transferor. A person who becomes 
a transferee of a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon in violation of this clause is guilty of a 
misdemeanor ... 

Subd. 15. [PENALTIES.] A person who does any of the following is guilty of a gross misdemeanor: 

(a) Transfers a pistol or semiautomatic military-style assault weapon in violation of subdivisions 1 to 13; 

(b) Transfers a pistol Q!. semiautomatic military-style assault weapon to a person who has made a false statement 
in order to become a transferee, if the transferor knows or has reason to know the transferee has made the false 
statement; 

(c) Knowingly becomes a transferee in violation of subdivisions 1 to 13; or 

(d) Makes a false statement in order to become a transferee of a pistol Q!. semiautomatic military-style assault 
weapon knowing or having reason to know the statement is false. 

Subd. 16. [LOCAL REGULATION.] This section shall be construed to supersede municipal or county regulation 
of the transfer of pistols, 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 624.714, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PENALTY.] ~ A person, other than a law enforcement officer who has authority to make arrests 
other than citizens arrests, who carries, holds or possesses a pistol in a motor vehicle, snowmobile or boat, or on or 
about the person's clothes or the person, or otherwise in possession or control in a public place or public area without 
first having obtained a permit to carry the pistol is guilty of a gross misdemeanor, h. person who ~ convicted ~ 
second Q£ subseguent time i§..ID!i!tv. of ~ felony. 
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ill A person who has been issued a permit and who engages in activities other than those for which the permit 
has been issued, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 33. [624.7162] [FIREARMS DEALERS; SAFETY REQUIREMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [FIREARMS DEALERS.] For purposes of this section, ~ firearms dealer .@. ~ person who .i§. 
federally licensed to sell firearms from any location. 

Subd. b [NOTICE REQUIRED.] In each business location where firearms are sold.!2Y a firearms dealer, the dealer 
shall post in ~ conspicuous location the following warning in block letters not less than ~ inch in height: "IT IS 
UNLAWFUL TO STORE OR LEAVE A LOADED FIREARM WHERE A CHILD CAN OBTAIN ACCESS." 

Subd. ~ [FINE.]!1. person who violates the provisions of this section i§. &!!illY of ! ~ misdemeanor and may 
be fined not more than $200. 

Sec. 34. [624.7181] [RIFLES AND SHOTGUNS IN PUBLIC PLACES.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings given them. 

ill "Carry" does not include: 

ill the carrying of ~ rifle or shotgun.!2L from, or at.9. place where firearms are repaired, bought. sold, traded, 2!: 
displayed! or where hunting, target shooting! or other lawful activity involving firearms occurs, or at funerals! parades, 
2!: other lawful ceremonies; 

ill the carrying £Y i! person of ~ rifle or shotgun that ~ unloaded and in .9. gun case expressly made to contain .9. 
firearm! if the case fully encloses the firearm Qy being zipped, snapped! buckled! tied, 2!. othervvise fastened. and.!!2. 
portion of the firearm is exposed; 

ill the carrying of B.'rifle or shotgun Qy!!:, person who has i! permit under section 624.714; 

ill the carrying of an antique firearm as a curiosity or for its historical significance or value; 2!. 

ill the transporting of .a rifle or shotgun in compliance with section 97B.045. 

ill "Public place" means property owned! leased! or controlled .£y a governmental unit and private property that 
i§. regularly and frequently open to or made available for use Qv. the public in sufficient numbers to give clear notice 
of the property's current dedication to public ~ but does not include: a person's dwelling house or premises! the 
place of business owned or managed Qv. the person, 2!: land possessed £y the person; i! gun show! &!:!!!. shop, 2!. 
hunting or target shooting facility; or the woods, fields! or waters of this .§!ili. where the person i§. present lawfully 
for the purpose of hunting or target shooting or other lawful activity involving firearms. 

Subd.;L [GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] Whoever carries a rifle or shotgun on or about the person in '" public place 
~ &!!illY of i! ~ misdemeanor. 

Subd.1. [EXCEPTIONS.] This section does not.ill?£!y to officers, employees. or agents of law enforcement agencies 
2!. the armed forces of this state or the United States,.Q!. private detectives or protective agents. to the extent that these 
persons are authorized l2Y law !Q carry firearms and are acting in the scope of official duties. 

Sec. 35. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Sections 4 to 25 and 27 to 34 ~ effective August 1. 1993, and .ill?£!y to crimes committed on Q!. after that date. 
Section 25 ~ effective the day following final enactment. 

Section ~ i§. effective the day following final enacbnent and only applies to zoning of future sites of business 
locations where firearms are sold £v. a firearms dealer. 
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ARTICLE 2 

HARASSMENT, STALKING, AND DOMESTIC ABUSE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.99, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 105a. [DATA FOR ASSESSMENT OF OFFENDERS.] Access to data for the purpose of !! mental health 
assessment of a convicted harassment offender is governed Qy section 609.749, subdivision 6. 

Sec. 2. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 168.346, is amended to read: 

168.346 [PRIVACY OF NAME OR RESIDENCE ADDRESS.] 

The registered owner of a motor vehicle may request in writing that the owner's residence address 2!: name and 
residence address be classified as private data on individuals, as defined in section 13.02, subdivision 12. The 
commissioner shall grant the classification" upon receipt of a signed statement by the owner that the classification is 
required for the safety of the owner or the owner's family, if the statement also provides a valid, existing address 
where the owner consents to receive service of process. The commissioner shall use the mailing address in place of 
the residence address in all documents and notices pertaining to the motor vehicle. The residence address .QE. name 
and residence address and any information provided in the classification request, other than the mailing address, are 
private data on individuals and may be provided to requesting law enforcement agencies. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 480.30, is amended to read: 

480.30 [JUDICIAL TRAINING ON DOMESTIC ABUSEL HARASSMENT, AND STALKING.] 

The supreme court's judicial education program eft aemesa€ ae\:lse must include ongoing training for district court 
judges on domestic abuseL harassment and stalking laws and related civil and criminal court issues. The program 
must include education on the causes of family violence and culturally responsive approaches to serving victims. The 
program must emphasize the need for. the coordination of court and legal victim advocacy services and include 
education on domestic abuse programs and policies wit1;rin law enforcement agencies and prosecuting authorities as 
well as the court system. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section, the following terms shall have the meanings given them: 

(a) ''Domestic abuse" means: (i) physical harm, bodily injury, assault, or the infliction of fear of imminent physical 
harm, bodily ,injury or assault, between family or household members; or (ii) terroristic threats, within the meaning 
of section 609.713, subdivision.1.m: criminal sexual conduct, within the meaning of section 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, 
or 609.345, committed against a mffief. family or household member by ail: aatllt.a family or household member. 

(b) "Family or household members" means spouses, former spouses, parents and children, persons related by blood, 
and persons who are presently residing together or who have resided together in the past, and persons who have a 
child in corrunon regardless of whether they have been married or have lived together at any time. "Family or 
household member" also includes a man and woman if the woman is pregnant and the man is alleged to be the father, 
regardless of whether they have been married or have lived together at any time. Issuance of an order for protection 
on this ground does not affect a determination of paternity under sections 257.51 to 257.74. 

Sec. 5. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [COURT JURISDICTION.] An application for relief under this section may be filed in the court having 
jurisdiction over dissolution actions in the county of residence of either ~ in the county in which ~ pending or 
completed family court proceeding involving the parties Q!. their minor children was brought. or in the county in 
which the alleged domestic abuse occurred. In a jurisdiction which utilizes referees in dissolution actions, the court 
or judge may refer actions lU\der this section to a referee to take and report the evidence tftetoeift in the action in the 
same manner and subject to the same limitations as-is provided in section 518.13. Actions lU\der this section shall 
be given docket priorities by the court. 
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Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 5188.01, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [RELIEF BY mE COURT.] (a) Upon notice and hearing, the court may provide relief as follows: 

(1) restrain the abusing party from committing acts of domestic abuse; 

(2) exclude the abusing party from the dwelling which the parties share or from the residence of the petitioner; 

(3) award temporary custody or establish temporary visitation with regard to minor children of the parties on a 
basis which gives primary consideration to the safety of the victim and the children. Except for cases in which 
custody is contested, findings under section 257.025, 518.17, or 518.175 are not required. If the court finds that the 
safety of the victim or the children will be jeopardized by unsupervised or unrestricted visitation, the court shall 
condition or restrict visitation as to time, place, duration, or supervision, or deny visitation entirely, as needed to 
guard the safety of the victim and the children. The court's decision on custody and visitation shall in no way delay 
the issuance of an order for protection granting other reliefs provided for in this section; 

(4) on the same basis as is provided in chapter 518, establish temporary support for minor children or a spouse, 
and order the withholding of support from the income of the person obligated to pay the support according to chapter 
518; 

(5) provide upon request of the petitioner counseling or other social services for the parties, if married, or if there 
are minor children; 

(6) order the abusing party to participate in treatment or counseling services; 

(7) award temporary use and possession of property and restrain one or both parties from transferring, 
encumbering, concealing, or disposing of property except in the usual course of business or for the necessities of life, 
and to account to the court for all such transfers, encumbrances, dispositions, and expenditures made after the order 
is served or commWlicated to the party restrained·in open court; 

(8) exclude the abusing party from the place of employment of the petitioner, or otherwise limit access to the 
petitioner by the abusing party at the petitioner's place of employment; 

(9) order the abusing party to pay restitution to the petitioner; _ 

(10) order the continuance of all currently available insurance coverage without change in coverage or beneficiary 
designation: and 

il.ll order, in its discretion, other relief as it deems necessary for the protection of a family or household member, 
includi:r:g orders or directives to the sheriff or constable, as provided by this section. 

(b) Any relief granted by the order for protection shall be for a fixed period not to exceed one year, except when 
the court determines a longer fixed period is appropriate. 

(c) An order granting the relief authorized in paragraph (a), clause (1), may not be vacated or modified in a 
proceeding for dissolution of marriage or legal separation, except that the court may hear a motion for modification 
of an order for protection concurrently with a proceeding for dissolution of marriage upon notice of motion and 
motion. The notice required by court rule shall not be waived. H the proceedings are consolidated and the motion 
to modify is granted, a separate order for modification of an order for protection shall be issued. 

(d) An order granting the relief authorized in paragraph (a), clause (2), is not voided by the admittance of the 
abusing party into the dwelling from which the abusing party is excluded. 

(e) If a proceeding for dissolution of marriage or legal separation is pending between the parties, the court shall 
provide a copy of the order for protection to the court with jurisdiction over the dissolution or separation proceeding 
for inclusion in its file. 

(f) An order for restitution issued under this subdivision is enforceable as civil judgment. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. ITEMPORARY ORDER.} (a) VVhere an application under this section alleges an immediate and present 
danger of domestic abuse, the court may grant an ex parte temporary order for protection, pending a full hearing, 
and granting relief as the court deems proper, including an order: 

(1) restraining the abusing party from committing acts of domestic abuse; 

(2) excluding any party from the dwelling they share or from the residence of the other except by further order of 
the court; ana 

(3) excluding the abusing party from the place of employment of the petitioner or otherwise limiting access to the 
petitioner by the abusing party at the petitioner's place of employmentL and 

ill continuing all currently available insurance coverage without change in coverage or beneficiary designation. 

(b) A finding by the court that there is a basis for issuing an ex parte temporary order for protection constitutes 
a finding that sufficient reasons exist not to require notice under applicable court rules governing applications for ex 
parte temporary relief. 

(c) An ex parte temporary order for protection shall be effective for a fixed period not to exceed 14 days, except 
for good cause as provided under paragraph (d). A full hearing, as provided by this section, shall be set for not later 
than seven days from the issuance of the temporary order. The respondent shall be served forthwith a copy of the 
ex parte order along with a copy of the petition and notice of the date set for the hearing. 

(d) When service is made by published notice, as provided under subdivision 5, the petitioner may apply for an 
extension of the period of the ex parte order at the same time the petitioner files the affidavit required under that 
subdivision. The court may extend the ex parte temporary order for an additional period not to exceed 14 days. The 
respondent shall be served forthwith a copy of the modified ex parte order along with a copy of the notice of the new 
date set for the hearing. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [ASSISTANCE OF SHERIFF IN SERVICE OR EXECUTION.] When an order is issued under this section 
upon request of the petitioner, the court shall order the sheriff or constable to accompany the petitioner and assist 
in placing the petitioner in possession of the dwelling or residence, or otherwise assist in execution or service of the 
order of protection. !f. the application for relief .!§. brought in a county in which the respondent is not present, the 
sheriff shall forward the pleadings necessary for service upon the respondent to the sheriff of the county in which 
the respondent is present. This transmittal must be expedited to allow for timely service. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518B.01, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [VIOLATION OF AN ORDER FOR PROTECTION.] (aJ Whenever an order for protection is granted 
pursuant to this section, and the respondent or person to be restrained knows of the order, violation of the order for 
protection is a misdemeanor. Upon conviction, the defendant must be sentenced to a minimum of three days 
imprisonment and must be ordered to participate in counseling or other appropriate programs selected by the court. 
If the court stays imposition or execution of the jail sentence and the defendant refuses or fails to comply with the 
court's treatment order, the court must impose and execute the stayed jail sentence. A person who violates this 
paragraph within ffle five years after being discharged from sentence for a previous conviction under this paragraph 
or within ffle five years after being discharged from sentence for a previous conviction under a similar law of another 
state, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. Upon conviction, the defendant must be sentenced to a minimum of ten days 
imprisonment and must be ordered to participate in counseling or other appropriate programs selected by the court. 
Notwithstanding section 609.135, the court must impose and execute the minimum sentence provided in this 
paragraph for gross misdemeanor convictions. 

(b) A peace officer shaH arrest without a warrant and take into custody a person whom the peace officer has 
probable cause to believe has violated an order granted pursuant to this section restraining the person or excluding 
the person from the residence or the petitioner's place of employment, even if the violation of the order did not take 
place in the presence of the peace officer, if the existence of the order can be verified by the officer. The person shall 
be held in custody for at least 36 hours, excluding the day of arrest, Sundays, and holidays, unless the person is 
released earlier by a judge or judicial officer. A peace officer acting in good faith and exercising due care in making 
an arrest pursuant to this paragraph is immune from civil liability that might result from the officer's actions. 
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(c) A violation of an order for protection shall also constitute contempt of court and be subject to the penalties 
therefor. 

(d) If the court finds that the respondent has violated an order for protection and that there is reason to believe 
that the respondent will commit a further violation of the provisions of the order restraining the respondent from 
committing acts of domestic abuse or excluding the respondent from the petitioner's residence, the court may require 
the respondent to acknowledge an obligation to comply with the order on the record. The court may require a bond 
sufficient to deter the respondent from committing further violations of the order for protection, considering the 
financial resources of the respondent, and not to exceed $10,000. If the respondent refuses to comply with an order 
to acknowledge the obligation or post a bond under this paragraph, the court shall commit the respondent to the 
county jail during the term of the order for protection or until the respondent complies with the order under this 
paragraph. The warrant must state the cause of commitment, with the sum and time for which any bond is required. 
If an order is issued lUlder this paragraph, the court may order the costs of the contempt action, or any part of them, 
to be paid by the respondent. An order under this paragraph is appealable. 

(e) Upon the filing of an affidavit by the petitioner, any peace officer, or an interested party designated by the court, 
alleging that the respondent has violated any order for protection granted pursuant to this section, the court may issue 
an order to the respondent, requiring the respondent to appear and show cause within 14 days why the respondent 
should not be found in contempt of court and punished therefor. The hearing may be held by the court in any county 
in which the petitioner or respondent temporarily or permanently resides at the time of the alleged violation. The 
court also may shall refer the violation of the order for protection to the appropriate prosecuting authority for possible 
prosecution under paragraph (a). 

(f) If it is alleged that the respondent has violated an order for protection issued under subdivision 6 and the court 
finds that the order has expired between the time of the alleged violation and the court's hearing on the violation, 
the court may grant a new order for protection under subdivision 6 based solely on the respondent's alleged violation 
of the prior order, to be effective until the hearing on the alleged violation of the prior order. If the court finds that 
the respondent has violated the prior order, the relief granted in the new order for protection shall be extended for 
a fixed period, not to exceed one year. 

(g) The admittance into petitioner's dwelling of an abusing party excluded from the dwelling under an order for 
protection is not a violation by the petitioner of the order for protection. 

A peace officer is not liable under section 609.43, clause (1), for a failure to perform a duty required by 
paragraph (b). 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.13, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1. [MISDEMEANORS.] If a defendant is convicted of a misdemeanor and is sentenced, or if the imposition 
of sentence is stayed, and the defendant is thereafter discharged without sentence, the conviction is deemed to be for 
~ misdemeanor for purposes of determining the ~ for a subsequent offense. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.224, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] (a) Whoever violates the provisions of subdivision 1 against the same victim 
within five years sf after being discharged from sentence for a previous conviction under sHBai; isisR 1 this section, 
sections 609.221 to 609.2231L 609.342 to 609.345, or 609.713, or any similar law of another state, ~ &!!illY of ~ ~ 
misdemeanor and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one year or to a payment of a- fine of not 
more than $3,000, or both. Whoever violates the provisions of subdivision 1 against a family or household member 
as defined in section 518B.01, subdivision 2, within five years sf after being discharged from sentence for a previous 
conviction under si:i:l.9ai lisisFl: 1 this section or sections 609.221 to 609.2231L 609.342 to 609.345, or 609.713 against a 
family or household member, ~&!!illY of!!.~ misdemeanor and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more 
than one year or to payment of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both. 

(b) Whoever violates the provisions of subdivision 1 within two years of a previous conviction under st:teai.isisFl: 
± this section or sections 609.221 to 609.2231 or 609.713 i§. &!!illY of ~ &!..Q§. misdemeanor and may be sentenced to 
imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both. 
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Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.224, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!. IFELONY.1 ill Whoever violates the provisions of subdivision 1 against the same victim within five years 
after being discharged from sentence for the first of two Of-more previous convictions under this section 2!: sections 
609.221 to 609.2231, 609.342 to 609.345. or 609.713 g,lllil!!Y. of ~ felony and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not 
more than five years 2!: payment of a fine of not ~ than $10,000, or both . 

.!£l Whoever violates the provisions of subdivision 1 within three years of the first of two m: ~ previous 
convictions under this section or sections 609.221 to 609.2231 or 609.713 ~ g!!!!!y of!!. felony and may be sentenced 
to imprisonment for not ~ than five years Q!. to payment of a fine of not more than $10.000. or both. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.605, subdivision 1, i~ amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MISDEMEANOR.] (a) The following terms have the meanings given them for purposes of this 
section. 

(i) "Premises" means real property and any appurtenant building or structure. 

(ii) "Dwelling" means the building or part of a building used by an individual as a place of residence on either a 
full-time or a part-time basis. A dwelling may be part of a multidwelling or multipurpose building, or a 
manufactured home as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 8. 

(b) A person is guilty of a misdemeanor if the person intentionally: 

(1) permits domestic animals or fowls under the actor's control to go on the land of another within a city; 

(2) interferes unlawfully with a monument, sign, or pointer erected or marked to designate a point of a boundary, 
line or a political subdivision, or of a tract of land; 

(3) trespasses on the premises of another and, without claim of right, refuses to depart from the premises on 
demand of the lawful possessor; 

(4) occupies or enters the dwelling of another, without claim of right or consent of the owner or the consent of one 
who has the right to give consent, except in an emergency situation; 

(5) enters the premises of another with intent to tak~ or injure any fruit, fruit trees, or vegetables growing on the 
premises, without the permission of the owner or occupant; 

(6) enters or is found on the premises of a public or private cemetery without authorization during hours the 
cemetery is posted as closed to the public; or 

(7) returns to the property of another with the intent to ltafass.; abuse, disturb, or ~ distress in or threaten 
another, after being told to leave the property and not to return, if the actor is without claim of right to the property 
or consent of one with authority to consent. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] l\Sl::lSea if' For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings 
given them in this subdivision. 

W "Harassment" mea:ftS includes: 

ill repeated, intrusive, or unwanted acts, words, or gestures that are intended to adversely affect the safety, 
security, or privacy of another, regardless of the relationship between the actor and the intended target • .£. 

ill targeted residential picketing; and 

ill! pattern of attending public events after being notified that the actor's presence at the event ~ harassing to 
another. 
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ill "Respondent" includes any individuals alleged to have engaged in harassment or organizations alleged to have 
sponsored or promoted harassment. 

ill "Targeted residential picketing" includes the following acts when committed on more than one occasion: 

ill marching, standing. or patrolling Qy one or more persons directed solely at a particular residential building in 
a manner that adversely affects the safety, security, or privacy of an occupant of the building; or 

ill marching, standing. or patrolling Qy one or more persons which prevents an occupant of a residential building 
from gaining access to Q!. exiting from the property on which the residential building is located. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [RESTRAINING ORDER; JURISDICTION.] A person who is a victim of harassment may seek a restraining 
order from the district court in the manner provided in this section. The parent or guardian of a minor who is a 
victim of harassment may seek a restraining order from the ju-'feRile district court on behalf of the minor. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [CONTENTS OF PETITION; HEARING; NOTICE.] (a) A petition for relief must allege facts sufficient to 
show the following: 

(l) the name of the alleged harassment victim; 

(2) the name of the respondent; and 

(3) that the respondent has engaged in harassJ!tent. 

The petition shall be accompanied by an affidavit made under oath stating the specific facts and circumstances from 
which relief is sought. The court shall provide simplified forms and derical assistance to help with the writing and 
filing of a petition Wlder this section and shall advise the petitioner of the right to sue in forma pauperis under section 
563.01. Upon receipt of the petition, the court shall order a hearing, which must be held not later than 14 days from 
the date of the order. Personal service must be made upon the respondent not less than five days before the hearing. 
If personal service carmot be completed in time to give the respondent the minimum notice required under this 
paragraph, the court may set a new hearing date. 

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the order for a hearing and a temporary order issued under subdivision 4 may 
be served on the respondent by means of a one-week published notice under section 645.11, if: 

(1) the petitioner files an affidavit with the court stating that an attempt at personal service made by a sheriff was 
unsuccessful because the respondent is avoiding service by concealment or otherwise; and 

(2) a copy of the petition and order for hearing and any temporary restraining order has been mailed to the 
respondent at the respondent's residence or place of business, if the respondent is an organization, or the respondent's 
residence or place of business is not known to the petitioner. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [FILING FEE WAIVED.] The filing fees for .!! restraining order under this section are waived for the 
petitioner. The court administrator and the sheriff of any county in this state shall perform their duties relating to 
service of process without charge to the petitioner. The court shall direct payment of the reasonable costs of service 
of process if served £J:.i!. private process ~ when the sheriff ~ unavailable or if service is made Qy publication, 
without requiring the petitioner to make application under section 563.01. The court may direct a respondent to ~ 
to the court administrator the petitioner's filing fees and reasonable costs of service of process if the court determines 
that the respondent has the ability to £!!Y the petitioner's fees and costs. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992 .. section 609.748, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [RESTRAINING ORDER.] (a) The court may grant a restraining order ordering the respondent to cease 
or avoid the harassment of another person or to have no contact with that person if all of the following occur: 

(1) the petitioner has filed a petition under subdivision 3; 

(2) the sheriff has served respondent with a copy of the temporary restraining order obtained under subdivision 
4, and with notice of the time and place of the hearing, or service has been made by publication under subdivision 
3, paragraph (b); and 

(3) the court finds at the hearing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the respondent has engaged in 
harassment. 

A restraining order may be issued only against the respondent named in the petitioni. except that it the respondent 
i!! an organization. the order may be issued against and ~ to all of the members of the organization. Relief 
granted by the restraining order must be for a fixed period of not more than two years. 

(b) An order issued under this subdivision must be personally served upon the respondent. 

Sec. 19. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [VIOLATION OF RESTRAINING ORDER.] (a) When a temporary restraining order or a restraining order 
is granted under this section and the responqent knows of the order, violation of the order is a misdemeanor. h. 
person.!§. &!ill!Y of ! gross misdemeanor who knowingly violates the order within five years after being discharged 
from sentence for a previous conviction under this subdivision; sections 609.221 to 609.224; 5188.01, subdivision Hi 
609.713, subdivisions 1 or 1. Q!: 609.749. 

(b) A peace officer shall arrest without a warrant and take into custody a person whom the peace officer has 
probable cause to believe has violated an order issued under subdivision 4 or 5 if the existence of the order can be 
verified by the officer. 

hl 11 violation of a temporary restraining order or restraining order shall also constitute contempt of court. 

@ Upon the filing of an affidavit Qy the petitioner, any peace officer. Q!: an interested ~ designated!:!y the 
court, alleging that the respondent has violated an order issued under subdivision 4 or 2.t. the court may issue ~ order 
to the respondent requiring the respondent to appear within 14 days and show ~ why the respondent should not 
be held in contempt of court. The court also shall refer the violation of the order to the appropriate prosecuting 
authority for possible prosecution under paragraph ~ 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [NOTICE,} An order gtanted under this section must contain a conspicuous notice to the respondent: 

(1) of the specific conduct that will constitute a violation of the order; 

(2) that violation of an order is a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for up to 90 days or a fine of up to 
$700L or bothL and that! subsequent violation i§.~~ misdemeanor punishable !?v. imprisonment for ~ to one year 
or ~ fine of !!£ to $3,000, Q!: both; and 

(3) that a peace officer must arrest without warrant and take into custody a person if the peace officer has probable 
cause to believe the person has violated a restraining order. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.748, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .2,. [EFFECT ON LOCAL ORDINANCES.] Nothing in this section shall supersede Q!: preclude the 
continuation or adoption of any local ordinance which applies to a broader scope of targeted residential picketing 
conduct than that described in subdivision 1. 
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Sec. 22. [609.749] [HARASSMENT; STALKING; PENALTIES.] 

Subdivision 1. IDEFINITION.] As used in this section, "harass" means to engage in intentional conduct in a manner 
that: 

ill would cause a reasonable person under the circumstances to feel oppressed, persecuted, or intimidated; and 

ill ~ this reaction on the part of .the victim. 

Subd.b. [HARASSMENT AND STALKING CRIMES.] A person who harasses another be committing = of the 
following acts is &!!illY of ~ gross misdemeanor: 

ill directly or indirectly manifests a purpose or intent to injure the person, property, or rights of another Qy the 
commission of an Wllawful ~ 

ill stalks. follows, or pursues another; 

ill returns to the property of another if the actor is without claim of right to the property or consent of one with 
authority to consent; 

ill repeatedly makes telephone calls, or induces ~ victim to make telephone calls to the actor, whether 2!:. not 
conversation ensues; 

ill makes or ~ the telephone of another repeatedly or continuously to ring; 

ill repeatedly uses the mail or delivers or ~ the delivery of letters, telegrams, packages, or other objects; or 

ill engages in ~ other harassing conduct that interferes with another person or intrudes on the person's privacy 
or liberty. '" 

The conduct described in clauses ill and ill may be prosecuted either at the place where the call i§. made .Q!. where 
i!..!§. received. The conduct described in clause !2l may be prosecuted either where the mail i! deposited or where 
it is received. 

Subd. ih [AGGRAVATED VIOLATIONS.] ,i person who commits any of the following acts is S!!illY of i! felony: 

ill commits any offense described in subdivision ~ because of the victim's or another's actual or perceived race, 
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, disability as defined in section 363.01. ~ or national origin; 

ill commits AnY offense described in subdivision 2 £v. falsely impersonating another; 

ill commits any offense described in subdivision 2 and possesses a dangerous weapon at the time of the offense; 

ill commits a violation of subdivision 1 with intent to influence or otherwise tamper with! juror or ! judicial 
proceeding or with intent to retaliate against ~ judicial officer, ~ defined in section 609.415, or a prosecutor, defense 
attorney, or officer of the court, because of that person's performance of official duties in cormection with a judicial 
proceeding; or 

p~~~~[~SE~C~O~ND~.~. ~O'~R~~SUBSEQUENT VIOLATIONS; FELONY.],i 

iection; 609.221 

i§. &!!illY of ! felony who violates any 
for a previous conviction under this 
2L or 609.713, subdivision L.~.Q!..i. 

Subd . .2, [PATTERN OF HARASSING CONDUCT.] hl A person who engages in a pattern of harassing conduct 
with respect !Q. ! single victim .Q!. ~ or more members of ! single household in ~ manner that would ~ !!. 
reasonable person under the circumstances to feel terrorized or to fear bodily harm and that does cause this reaction 
Q!!. the part of the victim, ~ S!!illY of !!. felony and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not ~ than ten years or 
to payment of a fine of not ~ than $20,000, or both. 
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ill For purposes of this subdivision, a "pattern of harassing conduct" means two or more acts within a five-year 
period that violate the provisions of any of the following: 

ill section 609.713; 

ill section 609.224; 

ill section 5188.01, subdivision .1t. 

ill section 609.748, subdivision.§L 

i§l section 609.605, subdivision.1. paragraph..@1 clause iZt 

ill section 609.795. 

Subd. ~ [MENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT.] ill When !! person ~ convicted of !! felony 
offense under this section, or another felony offense arising out of ~ charge based on this section, the COllrt shall order 
an independent professional mental health assessment of the offender's need for mental health treatment. The COllrt 

may waive the assessment if an adequate assessment was conducted prior to the conviction. 

ill Notwithstanding section 13.42, 13.85, 144.335, or 260.161, the assessor has ~ to the following private 2!. 
confidential data on the person if access i§. relevant and necessary for the assessment: 

ill medical data under section 13.42; 

ill corrections and detention data under section 13.85; 

ill health records under section 144.335; and 

@ juvenile court records under section 260.161. 

Data disclosed under this section may be used only for purposes of the assessment and may not be further disclosed 
to any other person, except ~ authorized Qy law. 

1£l If the assessment indicates that the offender is in need of and amenable to mental health treatment, the court·· 
shall include in the sentence a requirement that the offender undergo treatment. 

@ The' court shall order the offender to ~ the costs of assessment under this subdivision unless the offender is 
indigent under section 563.01. 

Subd. Z:. [EXCEPTION.] Conduct is not a crime under this section if it is performed under terms of a valid license, 
to ~ compliance with a court order, 2!. to carry out i! specific lawful commercial purpose or employment ~ 
~ authorized or required .Qy a valid contract, or is authorized, required, or protected Qy state or federal law or the 
state or federal constitutions. Subdivision ~ clause G1 does .!!Q! impair the right of ~ individual or &!:2!:!£. to engage 
in speech protected Qy the federal constitution, the state constitution. or federal or state law, including peaceful and 
lawful handbilling and picketing. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.79, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Whoever, 

(1) By means of a telephone, 

(a) makes any comment, request, suggestion or proposal which is obscene, lewd,_or lascivious, 
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(b) Repeatedly makes telephone calls, whether or not conversation ensues, with intent to abuse, tlueateR, 8£ fiafass, 
disturb, or cause distress, 

(c) Makes or causes the telephone of another repeatedly or continuously to ring, with intent to fta.t:.a.5s abuse, 
disturb, or cause distress in any person at the called number, or 

(2) Having control of a telephone, knowingly permits it to be used for any purpose prohibited by this section, shall 
be guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.795, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MISDEMEANORS.] Whoever does any of the following is guilty of a misdemeanor: 

(1) knowing that the actor does not have the consent of either the sender or the addressee, intentionally opens any 
sealed letter, telegram, or package addressed to another; or 

(2) knowing that a sealed letter, telegram, or package has been opened without the consent of either the sender or 
addressee, intentionally publishes any of the contents thereof; or 

(3) with the intent to ftaF.ass.; abuse, Sf tlueateFL, disturb, or ~ distress, repeatedly uses the mails or delivers 
letters, telegrams, or packages. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.031, is amended to read: 

611A.031 [VICTIM INPUT REGARDING PRETRIAL DIVERSION.] 

A prosecutor shall make every reasonable effort to notify and seek input from the victim prior to referring a person 
into a pretrial diversion program in lieu of prosecution for a violation of sections 609.185, 609.19, 609.195, 609.20, 
609.205,609.221,609.222,609.223,609.224,609.24, 609.245, 609.25, 609.255, 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, 609.345, 609.365, 
609.498, 609.561, 609.582, subdivision 1, aRE! 609.687L 609.713, and 609.749. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.0315, is amended to read: 

611A.0315 [VICTIM NOTIFICATION; DOMESTIC ASSAULTL HARASSMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE OF DECISION NOT TO PROSECUTE.] (a) A prosecutor shan make every reasonable 
effort to notify a 8smestie assault victim of domestic assault or harassment that the prosecutor has decided to decline 
prosecution of the case or to dismiss the criminal charges filed against the defendant. Efforts to notify the victim 
should include, in order of priority: (1) contacting the victim or a person designated by the victim by telephone; and 
(2) contacting the victim by mail. If a suspect is still in custody, the notification attempt shall be made before the 
suspect is released from custody. 

(b) Whenever a prosecutor dismisses criminal charges against a person accused of domestic assault or harassment. 
a record shall be made of the specific reasons for the dismissal. If the dismissal is due to the unavailability of the 
wimess, the prosecutor shall indicate the specific reason that the witness is unavailable. 

f£l Whenever a prosecutor notifies E!. victim of domestic assault or harassment under this section, the prosecutor 
shall also inform the victim of the method and benefits of seeking an order for protection under section 518B.01 or 
a restraining order under section 609.748 and that the victim may seek an order without ~ ~ fee. 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings given them. 

(a) "Assault" has the meaning given it in section 609.02, subdivision 10. 

(b) "Domestic assault" means an assault committed by the actor against a family or household member. 

(c) "Family or household member" has the meaning given it in section 5188.01, subdivision 2. 

@ "Harassment" means a violation of section 609.749. 
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Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.8451, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd, la, [TRAN1NG COURSE; CRIMES OF VIOLE:-JCE.] In cnnsultation with the crime victim and witness 
advisory council and the school of law enforcement, the board shall prepare a training course to assist peace officers 
in responding to crimes of violence and to enhance peace officer sensitivity in interacting with and assisting crime 
victims. For purposes of this course, harassment and stalking crimes are "crimes of violence." The course must 
include information about: 

(1) the needs of victims of these crimes and the most effective and sensitive way to meet those needs or arrange 
for them to be met; 

(2) the extent and causes of crimes of violence, induding physical and sexual abuse, physical violence, harassment 
and stalking, and neglect; 

(3) the identification of crimes of violence and patterns of violent behavior; and 

(4) culturally responsive approaches to dealing with victims and perpetrators of violence. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 629.34, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PEACE OFFICERS AND CONSTABLES.] (a) A peace officer, as defined in section 626.84, 
subdivision 1, clause (c), or a constable, as defined in section 367.40, subdivision 3, who is on or off duty within the 
jurisdiction of the appointing authority, or on duty outside the jurisdiction of the appointing authority pursuant to 
section 629.40, may arrest a person without a warrant as provided under paragraph (c). 

(b) A part-time peace officer, as defined in section 626.84, subdivision 1, clause (f), who is on duty within the 
jurisdiction of the appointing authority, or on duty outside the jurisdiction of the appointing authority pursuant to 
section 629.40 may arrest a person without a warrant as provided under paragraph (c). 

(c) A peace officer, constable, or part-time peace officer who is authorized Wlder paragraph (a) or (b) to make an 
arrest without a warrant may do so under the following circumstances: 

(1) when a public offense has been committed or attempted in the officer's or constable's presence; 

(2) when the person arrested has committed a felony, although not in the officer's or constable's presence; 

(3) when a felony has in fact been committed, and the officer or constable has reasonable cause for believing the 
person arrested to have committed it; 

(4) upon a charge based upon reasonable cause of the commission of a felony by the person arrested; Sf' 

(5) Wlder the circumstances described in clause (2), (3), or (4), when the offense is a gross misdemeanor violation 
of section 609.52, 609.595, 609.631, 609.749, or 609.821;2!: 

ill under circumstances described in clause .G1 Q1. or 111. when the offense is a violation of a restraining order or 
no contact order previously issued £.v. £. court. 

(d) To make an arrest authorized under this subdivision, the officer or constable may break open an outer or inner 
door or window of a dwelling house if, after notice of office and purpose, the officer or constable is refused 
admittance. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 629.341, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ARREST.} Notwithstanding section 629.34 or any other law or rule, a peace officer may arrest a 
person anywhere without a warrant, including at the person's residence if the peace officer has probable cause to 
believe that the person within the preceding four hours has assaulted, threatened with a dangerous weapon, or placed 
in fear of immediate bodily harm the person's spouse, former spouse, Sf other person v0th whom the person resides 
or has formerly residedL 2!:. other person with whom the person has a child or an unborn child in common, regardless 
of whether they have been married or have lived together at ~ time. The arrest may be made even though the 
assault did not take place in the presence of the peace officer. 
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Sec 30. Minnesota' Statutes 1992, section 629.342, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

SuM. 2. [POLICIES REQUIRED.] (aJ fu: l!!ly .11993, each law enforcement agency shall develop, adopt, and 
implement a written policy regarding arrest procedures for domestic abuse incidents. In the development of a policy, 
each law enforcement agency shall consult with domestic abuse advocates, community organizations, and other law 
enforcement agencies with expertise in the recognition and handling of domestic abuse incidents. The policy shall 
discourage dual arrests, include consideration of whether one of the parties acted in self defense, and provide 
guidance to officers concerning instances in which officers should remain at the scene of a domestic abuse incident 
until the likelihood of further imminent violence has been eliminated. 

(b) The bureau of criminal apprehension, the board of peace officer standards and training, and the battered 
women's advisory council appointed by the commissioner of corrections under section 611A.34, in consultation with 
the Minnesota chiefs of police association, the Minnesota sheriffs association, and the Minnesota police and peace 
officers association, shaH develop a written model policy regarding arrest procedures for domestic abuse incidents 
for use by local law enforcement agencies. Each law enforcement agency may adopt the model policy in lieu of 
developing its own policy under the provisions of paragraph (a). 

(c) Local law enforcement agencies that have already developed a written policy regarding arrest procedures for 
domestic abuse incidents before July 1, 1992, are not required to develop a new policy but must review their policies 
and consider the written model policy developed under paragraph (b), 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 629.72, is amended to read: 

629.72 [BAIL IN CASES OF DOMESTIC ASSAULT OR HARASSMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [ALLOWING DETENTION IN LIEU OF CITATION; RELEASE.] Notwithstanding any other law 
or rule, an arresting officer may not issue a citation in lieu of arrest and detention to an individual charged with 
harassment or charged with assaulting the individual's spouse or other individual with whom the charged person 
resides. 

Notwithstanding any other law or rule, an individual who is arrested on a charge of harassing any person or of 
assaulting the individual's spouse or other person with whom the individual resides must be brought to the police 
station or county jail. The officer in charge of the police station or the county sheriff in charge of the jail shall issue 
a citation in lieu of continued detention unless it reasonably appears to the officer or sheriff that detention is necessary 
to prevent bodily harm to the arrested person or another, or there is a substantial likelihood the arrested person will 
fail to respond to a citation. 

If the arrested person is not issued a citation by the officer in charge of the police station or the county sheriff, the 
arrested person must be brought before the nearest available judge of the €ffi:Iftty district court Sf ESl:Htty mt:m:ieira1 
€ffi:tfl in the county in which the alleged harassment or assault took place without unnecessary delay as provided by 
court rule. 

Subd.2. UUDlCIAL REVIEW; RELEASE; BAIL.] (aJ The judge before whom the arrested person is brought shall 
review the facts surrounding the arrest and detention. The arrested person must be ordered released pending trial 
or hearing on the person's personal recognizance or on an order to appear or upon the execution of an unsecured 
bond in a specified amount unless the judge determines that release (1) will be inimical to public safety, (2) will create 
a threat of bodily harm to the arrested person, the victim of the alleged harassment or assault, or another, or (3) will 
not reasonably assure the appearance of the arrested person at subsequent proceedings. 

(b) If the judge determines release is not advisable, the judge may impose any conditions of release that will 
reasonably assure the appearance of the person for subsequent proceedings, or will protect the victim of the alleged 
harassment or assault, or may fix the amount of money bail without other conditions upon which the arrested person 
may obtain release. If conditions of release are imposed, the judge shall issue a written order for conditional release. 
The court administratoF shall immediately distribute a copy of the order for conditional release to the agency having 
custody of the arrested person and shall provide the agency having custody of the arrested person with any available 
information on the location of the victim in a manner that protects the victim's safety. Either the court or its designee 
or the agency having custody of the arrested person shall serve upon the defendant a copy of the order. Failure to 
serve the arrested person with a copy of the order for conditional release does not invalidate the conditions of release. 
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(c) If the judge imposes as a condition of release a requirement that the person have no contact with the victim of 
the alleged harassment or assault, the judge may also, on its own motion or that of the prosecutor or on request of 
the victim, issue an ex parte temporary restraining order under section 609.748. subdivision ~ 2!: ~ ~ parte 
temporary order for protection under section 5188.01, subdivision 7. Notwithstanding section 51SB.OI, subdivision 
7, paragraph (b), or 609.748, subdivision ~ paragraph 1f1. the temporary order is effective until the defendant is 
convicted or acquitted, or the charge is dismissed, provided that upon request the defendant is entitled to a full 
hearing on the restraining order under section 609.748, subdivision ~ or 2!l the order for protection under section 
518B.Ol. The hearing must be held within seven days of the defendant's request. 

Subd.2a. [ELECTRONIC MONITORING AS A CONDITION OF PRETRIAL RELEASE.] (a) Until the commissioner 
of corrections has adopted standards governing electronic monitoring devices used to protect victims of domestic 
abuse, the court, as a condition of release, may not order a person arrested for a crime described in section 609.135, 
subdivision Sa, paragraph (b), to use an electronic monitoring device to protect a victim's safety. 

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), district courts in the tenth judicial district may order, as a condition of a release, 
a person arrested on a charge of a crime described in section 609.135, subdivision Sa, paragraph (b), to use an 
electronic monitoring device to protect the victim's safety. The courts shall make data on the use of electronic 
monitoring devices to protect a victim's safety in the tenth judicial district available to the commissioner of corrections 
to evaluate and to aid in development of standards for the use of devices to protect victims of domestic abuse. 

Subd.3. [RELEASE.] If the arrested person is not issued a citation by the officer in charge of the police station or 
the county sheriff pursuant to subdivision I, and is not brol,lght before a judge within the time limits prescribed by 
court rule, the arrested person fffi%St shall be released by the arresting authorities, and a citation must be issued in lieu 
of continued detention. 

Subd.4. [SERVICE OF RESTRAINING ORDER OR ORDER FOR PROTECTION.llf a restraining order ~ issued 
under section 609.748 or an order for protection is issued under section 518B.Ol while the arrested person is still in 
detention, the order must be served upon the arrested person during detention if possible. 

Subd.s. [VIOLATIONS OF CONDmONS OF RELEASE.] The judge who released the arrested person shall issue 
a warrant directing that the person be arrested and taken immediately before the judge, if the judge: 

(1) the j\:lage receives an application alleging that the arrested person has violated: the conditions of release; and 

(2) the jl;tage finds that probable cause exists to believe that the conditions of release have been violated. 

Subd. 6. [NOTICE TO VICTIM REGARDING RELEASE OF ARRESTED PERSON.] (a) Immediately after Ike 
issuance of a citation in lieu of continued detention under subdivision 1, or the entry of an order for release under 
subdivision 2, but before the arrested person is released, the agency having custody of the arrested person or its 
designee must make a reasonable and good faith effort to inform orally the alleged victim of: 

(1) the conditions of release, if any; 

(2) the time of release; 

(3) the time, date, and place of the next scheduled court appearance of the arrested person and the victim's right 
to be present at the court appearance; and 

(4) if the arrested person is charged with domestic assault the location and telephone number of the area, battered 
women's shelter as designated by the department of corrections. 

(b) As soon as practicable after an order for conditional release is entered, the agency having custody of the arrested 
person or its designee must personally deliver or mail to the alleged victim a copy of the written order and written 
notice of the information in clauses (2) and (3). 

Sec. 32. [TRAINING FOR PROSECUTORS.] 

~ December & 1993. the county attorneys association. in conjunction with the attorney general's office, shall 
prepare and conduct a training course for county attorneys and £i!y attorneys to familiarize them with this act and 
provide other information regarding the prosecution of harassment and stalking offenses. The course may be 
combined with other training conducted £v. the county attorneys association or other groups. 
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Sec. 33. [SEVERABILITY.] 

!! !§. the intent of the legislature that the provisions of this article shall be severable as provided in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.20. 

Sec. 34. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 609.02, subdivisions 12 and ~ 609.605, subdivision ~ 609.746. subdivisions 2 
and.2.!. 609.747; 609.79. subdivision k and 609.795, subdivision bare repealed, 

Sec. 35. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .h b.1 to ~ ~ ~ 21. & and 34 ~ effective I une 1. 1993. and £££!y to crimes committed on or after 
that date. Sections ~ ~ and 32 are effective the ~ following final enactment. Section 30 is effective retroactive to 
MYb 1992. 

ARTICLE 3 

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.022, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SALE CRIMES.] A person is guilty of controlled substance crime in the second degree if: 

(1) on one or more occasions within a 90-day period the person unlawfully sells one or more mixtures of a total 
weight of three grams or more containing cocaine; 

(2) on one or more occasions within a 90-day period the person unlawfully sells one or more mixtures of a total 
weight of ten grams or more containing a narcotic drug other than cocaine; 

(3) on one or more occasions within a 90-day period the person unlawfully sells one or more mixtures of a total 
weight of ten grams or more containing methamphetamine, amphetamine, phencyclidine, or hallucinogen or, if the 
controlled substance is packaged in dosage units, equaling 50 or more dosage units; 

(4) on one or more occasions within a 90-day period the person unlawfully sells one or more mixtures of a total 
weight of 25 kilograms or more containing marijuana or Tetrahydrocannabinols; 

(5) the person unlawfully sells any amoWlt of a schedule I or II narcotic drug to a person under the age of 18, or 
conspires with or employs a person under the age of 18 to unlawfully sell the substance; or 

(6) the person unlawfully sells any of the following in a school zone, a park zone, or a public housing zone: 

(i) any amount of a schedule I or II narcotic dru&..Q!: lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD); 

(ii) one or more mixtures containing methamphetamine or amphetamine; or 

(iii) one Of more mixtures of a total weight of five kilograms or more containing marijuana or 
Tetrahydrocannabinols. 

Sec. 2. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 152.023, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [POSSESSION CRIMES.] A person is guilty of controlled substance crime in the third degree if: 

(1) the person tmlawfully possesses one or mOfe mixtures of a total weight of three grams or more containing 
cocaine; . 

(2) the person tmlawfully possesses one or more mixtures of a total weight of ten grams or more containing a 
narcotic drug other than cocaine; 

(3) the person unlawfully possesses one or more mixtures containing a narcotic drug, it is packaged in dosage units, 
and equals 50 or more dosage units; 
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(4) the person unlawfully possesses any amount of a schedule I or II narcotic drug.Q!. five or ~ dosage units 
of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) in a school zone, a park zone, or a public housing zone; 

(5) the person lUllawfully possesses one or more mixtures of a total weight of ten kilograms or more containing 
marijuana or Tetrahydrocannabinols; or 

(6) the person unlawfully possesses one or more mixtures containing methamphetamine or amphetamine in a school 
zone, a park zone, or a public housing zone. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0971, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [AUTHORIZED AGENT.} An "authorized agent" ~ ~ individual representing a business who i§. 
responsible for the disbursement or custody of precursor substances. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0971, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [PURCHASER] A "purchaser" is a manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer, or any other person in this state 
who receives or seeks to receive a precursor substance. 

Sec. 5. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0971, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2b. [RECEIVE.] "Receive" means to purchase, receive, collect, or otherwise obtain a precursor substance from 
~ supplier. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0971, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [SUPPLIER.1 A "supplier" is a manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer, or any other person in this Q!. any other 
state who furnishes a precursor substance to another -person in this state. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0972, subdivision 1, is amended to read; 

Subdivision 1. [PRECURSOR SUBSTANCES.] The following precursors of controlled substances are "precursor 
substances": 

(1) phenyl-2-propanone; 

(2) methylamine; 

(3) ethylamine; 

(4) d-lysergic acid; 

(5) ergotamine tartrate; 

(6) diethyl malonate; 

(7) malonic acid; 

(8) hydriodic acid; 

m ethyl malonate; 

('It ilQl barbituric acid; 

\lilt illL piperidine; 

tH1 @n-acetylanthranilic acid; 

~ Qll pyrrolidine; 
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tl31lHl. phenylacetic acid; 

\l4J @ anthranilic acid; 

(19) ",o"l'ho!;"e; 

(16) ephedrine; 

(17) pseudoephedrine; 

(18) norpseudoephedrine; 

(19) phenylpropanolamine; 

(20) propionic anhydride; 

(21) isosafrole; 

(22) safrole; 

(23) piperonal; 

(24) thionylchloride; 

(25) benzyl cyanide; 

(26) ergonovine maleate; 

(27) n-methylephedrine; 

(28) n-ethylpseudoephedrine; 

(29) n-methylpseudoephedrine; 

(30) chloroephedrine; 

(31) chloropseudoephedrine; and 
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(32) any substance added to this list by rule adopted by the state board of pharmacy. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

[60TH DAY 

Subd. la. [REPORT OF PRECURSOR SUBSTANCES RECEIVED FROM OUT OF STATE.] A purchaser of .e 
precursor substance from outside of Minnesota shalL not less than 21 days before taking possession of the substance. 
submit to the bureau of criminal apprehension a report of the transaction that includes the identification information 
specified in subdivision 3. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [REGULAR REPORTS.] The bureau may authorize a purchaser or supplier to submit the reports on a 
monthly basis with respect to repeated, regular transactions between the supplier and the purchaser involving the 
same substance if the superintendent of the bureau of criminal apprehension determines that: 

(1) a pattern of regular supply of the precursor substance exists between the supplier and the purchaser of the 
substance; or 

(2) the purchaser has established a record of utilizing the precursor substance for lawful purposes. 
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Sec. 10, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [REPORT OF MISSING PRECURSOR SUBSTANCE.] A supplier or purchaser who discovers iC 
discrepancy between the quantity of precursor substance shipped and the quantity of precursor substance received 
shall report the discrepancy to the bureau of criminal apprehension within three days of knowledge of the 
discrepancy. The report must include: 

ill the complete name and address of the purchaser; 

ill the ~ of precursor substance missing; 

ill whether the precursor substance is missing due to theft, loss, or shipping discrepanCYj 

ill the method of delivery used; 

ill the name of the common carrier or person who transported the substance; and 

122 the date of shipment. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PROPER IDENTIFICATION.] A report submitted by a supplier or purchaser under this section must 
include: 

(1) a the purchaser's driver's license number or state identification EafS: {Rat €8RtaiAS a f'fistogFapfi of tRe pl:tfERaS€f 
aRel iflEIl:tel€s tl-.e number and residential or mailing address of tfle p1:lf€Rasef, other than a post office box number 
taken from the purchaser's driver's license or state identification card, if the purchaser is not an authorized agent; 

(2) the motor vehicle license number of arty the motor vehicle 8'i. Reel OF operated by the purchaser at the time of 
sale, if the purchaser ~ not an authorized agent; 

(3) !!. complete description of how the precursor substance will be used, if the purchaser is not an authorized agent; 

ill a letter of authorization from the business for which the precursor substance is being furnished, including the 
B1:lsiR€SS lieeRse state tax identification number and address of the business, a full description of how the precursor 
substance is to be useq., and the signature of the authorized agent for the purchaser; 

(4) ill the signature of the supplier as a witness to the signature and identification of the purchaser; 

f§1l§l the type and quantity of the precursor substance; aAd 

\6f ill the method of delivery usedL and 

i§l the complete name and address of the supplier. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [RETENTION OF RECORDS.] A supplier shall retain a copy of the f"l'eft reports filed under tffis seelieR 
subdivisions 1. ~ and 2a for five years. A purchaser shall retain a £2£Y of reports filed under subdivisions 1a and 
2a for five years. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [INSPECTIONS.] All records relating to sections 152.0971 to 152.0974 shall be open to inspection ley the 
bureau of criminal apprehension during regular business hours. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.0973, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [PENALTIES.] ill.!l person who does not submit ~ report ~ required £y this section i§. ~ of ~ 
misdemeanor. 
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ill A person who knowingly submits a report reguired Qy this section with false or fictitious information is .&!:!..illY 
of ~ gross misdemeanor. 

ill A person who ~ convicted ~ second or subseguent time of violating paragraph ill. ~ .&!:!..illY of ~ gross 
misdemeanor if the subseguent offense occurred after the earlier conviction. 

Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 13 are effective August L 1993. Section 14 ~ effective August .1. 1993. and applies to crimes 
committed on or after that date. 

ARTICLE 4 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.765, is amended to read: 

144.765 [PATIENT'S RIGHT TO REFUSE TESTING.] 

Upon notification of a significant exposure, the facility shall ask the patient to consent to blood testing to determine 
the presence of the HIV virus or the hepatitis B virus. The patient shall be informed that the test results without 
personally identifying information will be reported to the emergency medical services personneL The patient shall 
be informed of the right to refuse to be tested. If the patient refuses to be tested, the patient's refusal will be 
forwarded to the emergency medical services agency and to the emergency medical services personnel. The right to 
refuse a blood test under the circumstances described in this section does not apply to a prisoner who is in the 
custody or under the jurisdiction of the commissioner of corrections or a local correctional authority as a result of !!. 
criminal conviction. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.222, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [BICYCLE EQUIPMENT.] (aJ No person shall operate a bicycle at nighttime unless the bicycle or its 
operator is equipped with a lamp which shall emit a white light visible from a distance of at least 500 feet to the front 
and with a red reflector of a type approved by the department of public safety which is visible from all distances from 
100 feet to 600 feet to the rear when directly in front of lawful lower beams of head lamps on a motor vehicle. No 
person may operate a bicycle at any time when there is not sufficient light to render persons and vehicles on the 
highway clearly discernible at a distance of 500 feet ahead unless the bicycle or its operator is equipped with reflective 
surfaces that shall be visible during the hours of darkness from 600 feet when viewed in front of lawful lower beams 
of head lamps on a motor vehicle. 

The reflective surfaces shall include reflective materials on each side of each pedal to indicate their presence from 
the front or the rear and with a minimum of 20 square inches of reflective material on each side of the bicycle or its 
operator. Any bicycle equipped with side reflectors as required by regulations for new bicycles prescribed by the 
United States Consumer Product Safety Commission shall be considered to meet the requirements for side 
reflectorization contained in this subdivision. 

A bicycle may be eguipped with ~ rear lamp that emits ~ red flashing signaL 

(b) No person shall operate a bicycle unless it is equipped with a brake which will enable the operator to make the 
braked wheels skid on dry, levet clean pavement. 

(c) No person shall operate upon a highway any bicycle equipped with handlebars so raised that the operator must 
elevate the hands above the level of the shoulders in order to grasp the normal steering grip area. 

(d) No person shall operate upon a highway any bicycle which is of such a size as to prevent the operator from 
stopping the bicycle, supporting it with at least one foot on the highway surface and restarting in a safe manner. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.64, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [FLASHING LIGHTS.] Flashing lights are prohibited, except on an authorized emergency vehicle, school 
bus, bicycle ~provided in section 169.222, subdivision ~ road maintenance equipment, tow truck or towing vehicle, 
service vehicle, farm tractors, self-propelled farm equipment or on any vehicle as a means of indicating a right or left 
turn, or the presence of a vehicular traffic hazard requiring unusual care in approaching, overtaking or passing. All 
flashing warning lights shall be of the type authorized by section 169.59, subdivision 4, unless otherwise permitted 
or required in this chapter. 

Sec. 4. [174.295] [ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATION; PENALTY FOR FRAUDULENT STATEMENTS.] 

Subdivision.L [NOTICE.] ~ provider of special transportation service, ~ defined in section 174,29, receiving 
financial assistance under section 174.24, shall include 2!} the application form for special transportation service, and 
2!!. the eligibility certification form if different from the application form, ~ notice of the ~ for fraudulent 
certification under subdivision 4. 

Subd. b. [CERTIFIER STATEMENT.] A provider shall include 2!!. the application or eligibility certification form 
~ place for the person certifying the applicant as eligible for special transportation service lQ sign, and the person 
certifying the applicant shall sign, stating that the certifier understands the penaltv for fraudulent certification and 
that the certifier believes the applicant to be eligible. 

Subd.1.:, [APPLICANT STATEMENT.] A provider shall include on the application form a place for the applicant 
to ~ and the applicant shall sign, stating that the applicant understands the ~ for fraudulent certification and 
that the information on the application is true. 

Subd.:h [PENALTY.] !iperson ~~ of a misdemeanor if: 

ill the person fraudulently certifies to the special transportation service provider that the applicant is eligible for 
speCial transportation servicej 2!: 

ill the person obtains certification for special transportation service .£v. misrepresentation or fraud. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.05, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MINIMUM IMPRISONMENT, LIFE SENTENCE.] An inmate serving a mandatory life sentence under 
section 609.184 must not be given supervised release under this section. An inmate serving a mandatory life sentence 
under sechon 609.185, clause (1), (3), \4J, (5), or (6); or 609.346, subdivision 2a, must not be given supervised release 
under this section without having served a minimum term of 30 years. An inmate serving a mandatory life sentence 
Wlder section 609.385 must not be given supervised release under this section without having served a minimum term 
of imprisonment of 17 years. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.05, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [SUPERVISED RELEASE, LIFE SENTENCE.] The commissioner of corrections may, under rules 
promulgated by the conunissioner, give supervised release to an irunate serving a mandatory life sentence under 
section 609.185, clause (1), (3), \4J, (5), or (6); 609.346, subdivision 2a; or 609.385 after the inmate has served the 
minimum term of imprisonment specified in subdivision 4. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.63, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lL [CONSOLIDATION OF VENUE.] It: two or = offenses in this section are committed h the ~ 
person in ~ than one county, the accused may be prosecuted for all the offenses in ~ county in which one of 
the offenses was conunitted. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297B.10, is amended to read: 

297B.10 [PENALTIES.] 

(1) Any person, including persons other than the purchaser, who prepares, completes, or submits a false or 
fraudulent motor vehicle purchaser's certificate with intent to defeat or evade the tax imposed under this chapter or 
any purchaser who fails to complete or submit a motor vehicle purchaser'S certificate with intent to defeat or evade 
the tax or who attempts to defeat or evade the tax in any manner, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor unless the tax 
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involved exceeds $300, in which event the person is guilty of a felony. The term "person" as used in this section 
includes any officer or employee of a corporation or a member or employee of a partnership who as an officer, 
member, or employee is under a duty to perform the act with respect to which the violation occurs. Notwithstanding 
the provisions of section 628.26 or any other provision of the criminal laws of this state, an indictment may be found 
and filed, or a complaint filed, upon any criminal offense specified in this section, in the proper court within six years 
after the commission of the offense. 

(2) Any person who violates any of the provisions of this chapter, unless the violation be of the type referred to 
in clause (1), is guilty of a misdemeanor afla sRaIl ee t'l=misfied ey a fiRe sf flSt less tRaR $sG RSF HIs£e tfiaR $lGQ s£ 
ey imt'£is8fl:ffleAt HL t/:te E8I=lA~ jail fur flst less tflaA 3Q day s, s£ l::Jstfl. 

ill When two or more offenses in clause ill are conunitted Qy the ~ person within six months, the offenses may 
be aggregated; further, if. the offenses are committed in more than one county, the accused may be prosecuted for all 
the offenses aggregated under this paragraph in ~ county in which one of the offenses was conunitted. 

Sec. 9. MilU\esota Statutes 1992, section 307.08, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. A person who intentionally, willfully, and knowingly destroys, mutilates, injures, disturbs, or removes 
human skeletal remains or human 9tffials burial grounds, is guilty of a felony. A person who intentionally, willfully, 
or knowingly removes any tombstone, monument, or structure placed in any public or private cemetery or unmarked 
human burial ground, or any fence, railing, or other work erected for protection or ornament, or any tree, shrub, or 
plant or grave goods and artifacts within the limits of the cemetery or burial ground, and a person who, without 
authority from the trustees, state archaeologist, or Indian affairs intertribal board, discharges any firearms upon or 
over the groW1ds of any public or private cemetery or authenticated and identified Indian burial ground, is guilty of 
a gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. to. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 343.21, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. IPENALTY.] A person who fails to comply with any provision of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor. 
!l person convicted of a second or subsequent violation of subdivision 1 or Z within five years of a previous violation 
of subdivision 1 £rZ ~ &!:!i.!.!Y of ~ gross misdemeanor. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 343.21, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [RESTRICTIONS.] If a person is convicted of violating this section, the court may shall require that pet 
or companion animals, as defined in section 346.36, subdivision 6, that have not been seized by a peace officer or 
agent and are in the custody of the person must be turned over to a peace officer or other appropriate officer or agent 
if unless the court determines that the person is l:tF.aele 8£ I:lflfit able and fit to provide adequately for an animaL If 
the evidence indicates lack of proper and reasonable care of an animal, the burden is on the person to affirmatively 
demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that the person is able and fit to have custody of and provide 
adequately for an animal. The court may limit the person's further possession or custody of pet or companion 
animals, and may impose other conditions the court considers appropriate, including, but not limited to: 

(1) imposing a probation period during which the person may not have ownership, custody, or control of a pet or 
companion animal; 

(2) requiring periodic visits of the person by an animal control officer or agent appointed pursuant to section 343.01, 
subdivision 1; 

(3) requiring performance by the person of conununity service in a humane facility; and 

(4) requiring the person to receive behavioral counseling. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.386, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATION.] The board shall include the notice of penalty for fraudulent 
certification. and require the person certifying the applicant to ~ the eligibility certification form and the applicant 
to ~ the application form. as provided in section 174.295. 
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Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.035, is amended to read: 

609.035 [CRIME PUNISHABLE UNDER DIFFERENT PROVISIONS.] 

Except as provided in sections 609.251, 609.585, 609.21, subdivisions 3 and 4, 609.2691, 609.486, 609.494, and 609.856, 
if a person's conduct constitutes more than one offense under the laws of this state, the person may be punished for 
only one of the offenses and a conviction or acquittal of anyone of them is a bar to prosecution for any other of them. 
All the offenses, if prosecuted, shall be included in one prosecution which shall be stated in separate counts. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MINIMUM FINES; OTHER CRIMES.] Notwithstanding any other law: 

(1) when a court sentences a person convicted of a felony that is not listed in subdivision 2 or 3, it must impose 
a fine of not less than 20 percent of the maximum fine authorized by law nor more than the maximum fine authorized 
by law; and 

(2) when a court sentences a person convicted of a gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor that is not listed in 
subdivision 2, it must impose a fine of not less than 20 percent of the maximum fine authorized by law nor more than 
the maximum fine authorized by lawL unless the fine!§. set at ~ lower amount on ~ uniform fine schedule established 
Qy the conference of chief judges in consultation with affected state and local agencies. This schedule shall be 
promulgated and reported to the legislature D2! later than Ianuary 1 of each year and shall become effective 2!! 
August 1 of that year unless the legislature, £v. law r provides otherwise. ' 

The court may not waive payment of the minimum fine or authorize payment of it in installments unless the court 
makes written findings on the record that the convicted person is indigent or that the fine would create undue 
hardship for the convicted person or that person's immediate family. 

The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge or assessment required by 
subdivision 1 and is in addition to any term of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.184, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LIFE WITHOUT RELEASE.] The court shall sentence a person to life imprisonment without possibility 
of release under the following circumstances: 

(1) the person is convicted of first degree murder under section 609.185, clause (2) Q£ill; or 

(2) the person is convicted of first degree murder under section 609.185, clause (1), (3), \4); (5), or (6), and the court 
determines on the record at the time of sentencing that the person has one or more previous convictions for a heinous 
crime. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.251, is amended to read: 

609.251 [DOUBLE JEOPARDY; KIDNAPPING.] 

Notwithstanding section 609.04, a prosecution for or conviction of the crime of kidnapping is not a bar to conviction 
of or punishment for any other crime committed during the time of the kidnapping. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.341, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. "Position of authority" includes but is not limited to any person who is a parent or acting in the place 
of a parent and charged with any of a parent's rights, duties or responsibilities to a child, or a person who is charged 
with any duty or responsibility for the health, welfare, or supervision of a child, either independently or through 
another, no matter how brief, at the time of the act. For the purposes of subdivision 11. "position of authority" 
includes a psychotherapist. 
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Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.341, subdivision 17, is amended to read: 

Subd. 17. "Psychotherapist" means a person who 12 or purports to be a physician, psychologist, nurse, chemical 
dependency counselor, social worker, elergy, marriage and family ~flefa}3ist cOWlselor, or other mental health service 
provider;.!. or .ill!Y. other person, whether or not licensed by the state, who performs or purports to perform 
psychotherapy. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.341, subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

Subd.19, "Emotionally dependent" means that the nature of the J9afieFlt's 9f former patient's emotional condition 
and the nature of the treabnent provided by the psychotherapist are such that the psychotherapist knows or has 
reason to know that the patieFl:t 8f former patient is unable to withhold consent to sexual contact or sexual penetration 
by the psychotherapist. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.344, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CRIME DEFINED.] A person who engages in sexual penetration with another person is guilty of 
criminal sexual conduct in the third degree if any of the following circumstances exists: 

(a) the complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor is no more than 36 months older than the complainant. 
Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complainant shall be a defense; 

(b) the complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age and the actor is more than 24 months older than the 
complainant. In any such case it shall be an affirmative defense, which must be proved by a preponderance of the 
evidence, that the actor believes the complainant to be 16 years of age or older. If the actor in such a case is no more 
than 48 months but more than 24 months older than the complainant, the actor may be sentenced to imprisonment 
for not more than five years. Consent by the complainant is not a defense; 

(c) the actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the penetration; 

(d) the actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant is mentally impaired, mentally incapacitated, or 
physically helpless; 

(e) the complainant is at least 16 but less than 18 years of age and the actor is more than 48 months older than the 
complainant and in a position of authority over the complainant, and uses this authority to cause the complainant 
to submit. Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complainant is a defense; 

(f) the actor has a significant relationship to the complainant and the complainant was at least 16 but under 18 years 
of age at the time of the sexual penetration. Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by 
the complainant is a defense; 

(g) the actor has a significant relationship to the complainant, the complainant was at least 16 but under 18 years 
of age at the time of the sexual penetration, and: 

(i) the actor or an accomplice used force or coercion to accomplish the penetration; 

(ii) the complainant suffered personal injury; or 

(iii) the sexual abuse involved multiple acts conunitted over an extended period of time. 

Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complainant is a defense; 

(h) the actor is a psychotherapist and the complainant is a patient of the psychotherapist and the sexual penetration 
occurred~ 

ill during the psychotherapy session", Q£ 

.illl outside the psychotherapy session if an ongoing psychotherapist-patient relationship exists. 

Consent by the complainant is not a defense; 
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(i) the actor is a psychotherapist and the complainant is a ratieFtt sr former patient of the psychotherapist and the 
f!aaertt Sf former patient is emotionally dependent upon the psychotherapist; 

m the actor is a psychotherapist and the complainant is a patient or former patient and the sexual penetration 
occurred by means of therapeutic deception. Consent by the complainant is not a defense; ef 

(k) the actor accomplishes the sexual penetration by means of deception or false representation that the penetration 
is for a bona fide medical purpose ey a l=tealtl, eare }3l'sfessisftal. Consent by the complainant is not a defense", or 

ill the ~ctor is or purports to be a member of the ~ the complainant is not married to the actor, and: 

ill the sexual penetration occurred during the ~ of ~ meeting in which the complainant sought or received 
religious or spiritual advice, !iliL. or comfort from the actor in private; or 

.illl the sexual penetration occurred during.£ period of time in which the complainant was meeting on an ongoing 
basis with the actor to seek or receive religious or spiritual advice, ~.Q!. comfort in private, 

Consent Qy the complainant is not a defense, 

Sec. 21. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 609.345, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CRIME DEFINED,] A person who engages in sexual contact with another person is guilty of 
criminal sexual conduct in the fourth degree if any of the following circumstances exists: 

(a) the complainant is under 13 years of age and the actor is no more than 36 months older than the complainant. 
Neither mistake as to the complainant's age or consent to the act by the complainant is a defense. In a prosecution 
under this clause, the state is not required to prove that the sexual contact was coerced; 

(b) the complainant is at least 13 but less than 16 years of age and the actor is more than 48 months older than the 
complainant or in a position of authority over the complainant and uses this authority to cause the complainant to 
submit. In any such case, it shall be an affirmative defense which must be proved by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the actor believes the complainant to be 16 years of age or older; 

(c) the actor uses force or coercion to accomplish the sexual contact; 

(d) the actor knows or has reason to know that the complainant is mentally impaired, mentally incapacitated, or 
physically helpless; 

(e) the complainant is at least 16 but less than 18 years of age and the actor is more than 48 months older than the 
complainant and in a position of authority over the complainant, and uses this authority to cause the complainant 
to submit. Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complainant is a defense; 

(f) the actor has a significant relationship to the complainant and the complainant was at least 16 but under 18 years 
of age at the time of the sexual contact. Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the 
complainant is a defense; 

(g) the actor has a significant relationship to the complainant, the complainant was at least 16 but under 18 years 
of age at the time of the sexual contact, and: 

(i) the actor or an accomplice used force or coercion to accomplish the contact; 

(ii) the complainant suffered personal injury; or 

(iii) the sexual abuse involved multiple acts committed over an extended period of time. 

Neither mistake as to the complainant's age nor consent to the act by the complainant is a defense; 
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(h) the actor is a psychotherapist and the complainant is a patient of the psychotherapist and the sexual contact 
occurred~ 

ill during the psychotherapy session", or 

!ill. outside the psychotherapy session if an ongoing psychotherapist-patient relationship exists. 

Consent by the complainant is not a defense; 

(i) the actor is a psychotherapist and the complainant is a }3atieRt 8f former patient of the psychotherapist and the 
patieRt Sf former patient is emotionally dependent upon the psychotherapist; 

G) the actor is a psychotherapist and the complainant is a patient or former patient and the sexual contact occurred 
by means of therapeutic deception. Consent by the complainant is not a defense; ef 

(k) the actor accomplishes the sexual contact by means of deception or false representation that the contact is for 
a bona fide medical purpose ej a AealtA eale }9IsfessiaRal. Consent by the complainant is not a defense1 Q!. 

ill the s.s!2.!. i§. 2!. purports to be a member of the ~ the complainant is not married to the actor, and: 

ill the sexual contact occurred during the course of a meeting in which the complainant sought or received religious 
or spiritual advice, illsL. 2!. comfort from the actor in private: or 

M the sexual contact occurred during! period of time in which the complainant was meeting on an ongoing basis 
with the actor to seek or receive religious or spiritual advice, aid, or comfort in private, 

Consent 12Y the complainant is not a defense, 

Sec. 22, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.378, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PERSONS GUILTY OF NEGLECT OR ENDANGERMENT.] The islls"iRg ~esple afe g~illj sl 
Regleet SI eRaaftgeFffient sf a fAila aRa fflB'j se seRteReeel ta iffl:}9Iis8RmeRt fSI RSt l'flSle tAaR aRe j eal Sf ta }9ayl'flent 
af a flue sf Ret male tfla:r. $3,999, al satF .. 

(a) [NEGLECT.] (1) A parent, legal guardian, or caretaker who willfully deprives a child of necessary food, 
clothing, shelter, health care, or supervision appropriate to the child's age, when the parent, guardian, or caretaker 
is reasonably able to make the necessary provisions and the deprivation s1:iestar.aallj harms or is likely to 
substantially harm the child's physical, mental. or emotional health is guilty of neglect of a child and may be 
sentenced to imprisonment for not more than ~ year 2!. to payment of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both. II 
the deprivation results in substantial harm to the child's physicaL mental, or emotional health, the person may be 
sentenced to imprisonment for not ~ than five years or to payment of ~ fine of not ~ than $10,000, or both. 
If a parent, guardian, or caretaker responsible for the child's care in good faith selects and depends upon spiritual 
means or prayer for treatment or care of disease or remedial care of the child, this treatment or care is "health care," 
for purposes of this clause, 

(2) A parent, legal guardian, or caretaker who knowingly permits the continuing physical or sexual abuse of a child 
is guilty of neglect of a child and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than ~ year or to payment of 
!! fine of !1Q! more than $3.000, .Q!: both. 

(b) [ENDANGERMENT.] A parent, legal guardian, or caretaker who endangers the child's person or health by: 

(1) intentionally or recklessly causing or permitting a child to be placed in a situation likely to substantially harm 
the child's physical efL mental" or emotional health or cause the child's death; or 

(2) knowingly causing or permitting the child to be present where any person is-selling or possessing a controlled 
substance, as defined in section 152.Q1, subdivision 4, in violation of section 152.021, 152.022, 152.023, or 152.024; is 
guilty of child endangerment and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one year £!: to payment of 
~ fine of !!9!.!!12!:£. than $3.000. 2!. both. 

If the endangerment results in substantial harm to the child's physical, mentaL or emotional health, the person may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10.000, or both. 
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This paragraph does not prevent a parent, legal guardian, or caretaker from causing or permitting a child to engage 
in activities that are appropriate to the child's age, stage of development, and experience, or from selecting health care 
as defined in subdivision 1, paragraph (a), 

ill [ENDANGERMENT BY FIREARM ACCESS.J A person who intentionally or recklessly causes a child under 
14 years of ~ to be placed in ~ situation likely to substantially harm the child's physical health or cause the child's 
death as I!. result of the child's ~ to ~ loaded firearm i§..&!:!illY of child endangerment and may be sentenced to 
imprisonment for not ~ than one year or to payment of ~ fine of not ~ than $3,000, or both. 

If the endangerment results in substantial hann to the child's physical health, the person may be sentenced to 
imprisor,lllent for not ~ than five years £!: to payment of ~ fine of not more than $10,000, or both. 

Sec. 23. [609.493J [SOLICITATION OF MENTALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [CRIME.] A person i§..&!:!illY of So crime and may be sentenced as provided in subdivision 2 if the 
person solicits a mentally impaired person to commit a criminal act. 

Subd. b. [SENTENCE.] iliA person who violates subdivision 1 is guilty of a misdemeanor if the intended criminal 
act is a misdemeanor, and is .&!:!illY of .a ~ misdemeanor if the intended criminal act .@. ~ gross misdemeanor. 

ill A person who violates subdivision 1 ~.&!:!illY of ~ felony if the intended criminal act is ~ felony, and may be 
sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one-half the statutory maximum term for the intended criminal act or 
to payment of a fine of not ~ than one-half the maximum fine for the intended criminal ~ 2!. both. 

Subd. 2,. [DEFINITIONS. J As used in this section: 

ill "mentally impaired person"~.a person who, as a result of inadequately developed or impaired intelligence 
2!. ~ substantial psychiatric disorder of thought or mood, lacks the judgment to give ~ reasoned consent to conunit 
the criminal £St. and 

ill "solicit" ~ commanding, entreating, or attempting to persuade a specific person. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.494, is amended to read: 

609.494 [SOLICITATION OF JUVENILES.] 

Subdivision 1. [CRIME.} A person is guilty of a crime and may be sentenced as provided in subdivision 2 if the 
person i§. an adult and solicits 2!. conspires with a minor to commit a Ef'ifflir.al crime or delinquent act 2!:: i§. !ll 
accomplice to ~ minor in the commission of a crime or delinquent act. 

Subd.2. [SENTENCE.} (a) A person who violates subdivision 1 is guilty of a misdemeanor if the intended criminal 
act is a misdemeanor or would be .a misdemeanor if committed Qy an adult and is guilty of a gross misdemeanor 
if the intended criminal act is a gross misdemeanor .Ql would be ~ gross misdemeanor if committed Qy ~ adult. 

(b) A person who violates subdivision 1 is guilty of a felony if the intended criminal act is a felony 2!. would be 
£:. felony if committed £y ~ adult, and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one-half the statutory 
maximum term for the intended criminal act or to payment of a fine of not more than one-half the maximum fine for 
the intended criminal act, or both. 

Subd.2,. [MULTIPLE SENTENCES.] Notwithstanding section 609.04, a prosecution for 2!: conviction under this 
section !§. not ~ bar to conviction of or plUlishment for any other crime committed £y the defendant as part of the 
same conduct. 

Subd.:!::. [CONSECUTIVE SENTENCES.] Notwithstanding ~ provision of the sentencing guidelines, the £2!lli 
may provide that a sentence imposed for £:. violation of this section shall nUl consecutively to ~ sentence imposed 
for the intended criminal act. ~ decision £Y. the court to impose consecutive sentences illtder this subdivision is !!2! 
So departure from the sentencing guidelines. 

Subd . .2.: [DEFINITION.} "Solicit" means commanding, entreating, or attempting to persuade a specific person, 
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Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.495, is amended to read: 

609.495 [AIDING AN OFFENDER TO AVOID ARRllST.] 

Subdivision 1. Whoever harbors, conceals,L or aids another known by the actor to have committed a felony under 
the laws of this or another state or of the United States with intent that such offender shall avoid or escape from 
arrest, trial, conviction, or punishment, may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than three years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $5,000, or both. 

Subd. 2. This section does not apply if the actor at the time of harboring, concealing, or aiding an offender in 
violation of subdivision L. 2!. aiding an offender in violation of subdivision ~ is related to the offender as spouse, 
parent, or child. 

Subd. ~ Whoever intentionally aids another person known Qy the ill2!. to have committed a criminal !!£k Qy 
destroying or concealing evidence of that crime. providing false or misleading information about that crime, receiving 
the proceeds of that crime. 2!. otherwise obstructing the investigation or prosecution of that crime !§. an accomplice 
after the fact and may be sentenced to not ~ than one-half of the statutory maximum sentence of imprisonment 
or to payment of ~ fine of not ~ than one-half of the maximum fine that could be imposed on the principal 
offender for the crime of violence. For purposes of this subdivision. "criminal act" means an act that is a crime listed 
in section 609.11, subdivision ~ under the laws of this or another state,.2I. of the United States. and also includes an 
act that would be ~ criminal act if committed Qv..illl adult. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.505, is amended to read: 

609.505 [FALSELY REPORTING CRIME.] 

\Vhoever informs a law enforcement officer that a crime has been committed, knowing that it is false and intending 
that the officer shall act in reliance upon it, is guilty of a misdemeanor. .:6. person who !§. convicted a second Q!:. 
subsequent time under this section!§. &b!.illv. of i!. ~ misdemeanor. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.531, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purpose of sections 609.531 to 609.5317, the following terms have the 
meanings given them. 

(a) "Conveyance device" means a device used for transportation and includes, but is not limited to, a motor vehicle, 
trailer, snowmobile, airplane, and vessel and any equipment attached to it. The term "conveyance device" does not 
include property which is, in fact, itself stolen or taken in violation of the law. 

(b) "Weapon used" means a weapon used in the furtherance of a crime and defined as a dangerous weapon under 
section 609.02, subdivision 6. 

(c) "Property" means property as defined in section 609.52, subdivision 1, clause (1). 

(d) "Contraband" means property which is illegal to possess under MiImesota law. 

(e) "Appropriate agency" means the bureau of criminal apprehension, the MiIUlesota state patrol, a county sheriff's 
department, the suburban HeIUlepin regional park district park rangers, the department of natural resources division 
of enforcement, the University of Minnesota police department, or a city or airport police department. 

(f) "Designated offense" includes: 

(1) for weapons used: any violation of this chapter; 

(2) for all other purposes: a felony violation of, or a felony-level attempt or conspiracy to violate, section 609.185; 
609.19; 609.195; 609.21; 609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 609.2231; 609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 609.322; 609.342, subdivision 
1, clauses (a) to (£); 609.343, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (£); 609.344, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e), and (h) to 0); 
609.345. subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e), and (h) to 0); 609.42; 609.425; 609.466; 609.485; 609.487; 609.52; 609.525; 609.53; 
609.54; 609.551; 609.561; 609.562; 609.563; 609.582; 609.59; 609.595; 609.631; 609.671, subdivisions 3, 4, 5, 8, and 12; 
609.687; 609.821; 609.825; 609.86; 609.88; 609.89; 609.893; 617.246; or a gross misdemeanor or felony violation of section 
609.891", or ~ violation of section 609.324. 
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(g) "Controlled substance" has the meaning given in section 152.01, subdivision 4. 

Sec. 28, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.531, subdivision Sa, is amended to read: 

4283 

Subd. Sa. [BOND BY OWNER FOR POSSESSION.] ~ If the owner of property that has been seized under sections 
609.531 to 609.5317 seeks possession of the property before the forfeiture action is determined, the owner may, subject 
to the approval of the appropriate agency, give security or post bond payable to the appropriate agency in an amount 
equal to the retail value of the seized property. On posting the security or bond, the seized property must be returned 
to the owner and the forfeiture action shall proceed against the security as if it were the seized property. This 
subdivision does not apply to contraband property. 

ill!f the ~ of !! motor vehicle that has been seized under this section seeks possession of the vehicle before 
the forfeiture action ~ determined, the ~ may surrender the vehicle's certificate of title in exchange for the 
vehicle. The motor vehicle must be returned to the owner within 24 hours if the owner surrenders the motor vehicle's 
certificate of title to the appropriate agency, pending resolution of the forfeiture action. !! the certificate 12 
surrendered, the owner may not be ordered to post security or bond as a condition of release of the vehicle. When 
a certificate of title is surrendered under this provision, the agency shall notify the department of public safety and 
~ secured ~ noted.2!! the certificate. The ~ shall also notify .the department and the secured ~ when 
i! returns a surrendered title to the motor vehicle ~ 

Sec. 29. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5312, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [VEHICLE FORFEITURE FOR PROSTITUTION OFFENSES.]~,i motor vehicle ~ subject to forfeiture 
under this subdivision if i!.~ used to commit or facilitate, or used during the commission.!& a violation of section 
609.324 or !! violation of !! local ordinance substantially similar to section 609.324. A motor vehicle .i§. subject to 
forfeiture under this subdivision only i! the offense .i§. established Qy proof of a criminal conviction for the offense. 
Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, a forfeiture under this subdivision is governed Qy sections 609.531, 
609.5312, and 609.5313. 

ill 'When ~ motor vehicle subject to forfeiture under this subdivision is seized in advance of !! judicial forfeiture 
order , ~ hearing ~ ~ judge 2£ referee must be held within 96 hours of the seizure. Notice of the hearing must 
be given !Q. the registered ~ within 48 hours of the seizure, The prosecuting authority shall certify to the court, 
at Q!. in advance of the hearing, that it has filed or intends to file charges against the'alleged violator for violating 
section 609.324 or a local ordinance substantially similar to section 609.324. After conducting the hearing, the court 
shall order that the motor vehicle be returned to the ~ if: 

ill the prosecutor has failed to make the certification required Qv. paragraph .I!!t 

ill the ~ of the motor vehicle has demonstrated to the court's satisfaction that the owner has a defense to the 
forfeiture. including but not limited to the defenses contained in subdivision ~.Q!. 

ill the court determines that seizure of the vehicle ~ or would create an undue hardship for members of the 
owner's family. 

@!! the defendant is acquitted or prostitution charges against the defendant are dismissed. neither the owner nor 
the defendant is responsible for ~ any costs associated with the seizure or storage of the vehicle. 

i!ll. A vehicle leased or rented under section 168.27, subdivision ~ for ~ period of 180 days or less ~ not subject to 
forfeiture under this subdivision. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.5315, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. [DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN FORFEITED PROCEEDS; PROSTITUTION.] The proceeds from the sale 
of motor vehicles forfeited under section 609.5312. subdivision ~ after payment of seizure, storage, forfeiture, and sale 
expenses, and satisfaction of valid liens against the vehicle. shall be distributed as follows: 

ill 40 percent of the proceeds must be forwarded to the appropriate agency for deposit ~ a supplement to the 
agency's operating fund or similar fund for ~ in law enforcement; 

ill 20 percent of the proceeds must be forwarded to the £llv. attorney or other prosecuting agency that handled the 
forfeiture for deposit as a supplement to its operating fund or similar fund for prosecutorial purposes; and 

ill the remaining 40 percent of the proceeds must be forwarded to the .sllv. treasury for distribution to 
neighborhood crime prevention programs. 
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Sec. 31. MilU1esota Statutes 1992, section 609.585, is amended to read: 

609.585 [DOUBLE JEOPARDY.] 

Notwithstanding section 609.04, a prosecution for or conviction of the crime of burglary is not a bar to conviction 
of or punishment for any other crime committed on entering or while in the building entered. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.605, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MISDEMEANOR.] (aJ The following terms have the meanings given them for purposes of this 
section. 

(i) "Premises" means real property and any appurtenant building or structure. 

(ii) "Dwelling" means the building or part of a building used by an individual as a place .of residence on either a 
full-time or a part-time basis. A dwelling may be part of a multidwelling or multipurpose building, or a 
manufactured home as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 8. 

iili1 "Construction site" means the site of the construction, alteration, painting, or repair of a building or structure, 

ili1 "Owner or lawful possessor," as used in clause 1§1. means the person 2!!. whose behalf a building or dwelling 
i.§. being constructed, altered, painted, or repaired and the general contractor or subcontractor engaged in that work. 

!Yl "Posted," as used in clause!§1.~ the placement of ~~ at least 11 inches square in a conspicuous place 
on the exterior of the building that ~ under construction, alteration, or repair, and additional ~ in at least two 
conspicuous places for each ten ~ being protected, The ~ must carry ~ appropriate notice and the ~ of 
the person giving the notice, followed Qy the word "owner" if the person giving the notice i§. the holder of legal title 
to the land on which the construction site i§.located .Q! Qy the word "occupant" if the person giving the notice ia not 
the holder of legal title but .i§. a lawful occupant of the land . 

.t2l "Business licensee," as used in paragraph.ili1. clause.@1. includes a representative of a building trades labor 2!:. 
management organization. 

(vii) "Building'· has the meaning given in section 609.581. subdivision 2. 

(b) A person is guilty of a misdemeanor if the person intentionally: 

(1) permits domestic animals or fow~ under the actor's control to go on the land-of another within a city; 

(2) interferes unlawfully with a monument, sign, or pointer erected or marked to designate a point of a boundary, 
line or a political subdivision, or of a tract of land; 

(3) trespasses on the premises of another and, without claim of right, refuses to depart from the premises on 
demand of the lawful possessor; 

(4) occupies or enters the dwelling or locked .Q! posted building of another, without claim of right or consent of 
the owner or the consent of one who has the right to give consent, except in an emergency situation; 

(5) enters the premises of another with intent to take or injure any fruit, fruit trees, or vegetables growing on the 
premises, without the permission of the owner or occupant; 

(6) enters or is found on the premises of a public or private cemetery without authorization during hours the 
cemetery is posted as dosed to the public; ef 

(7) returns to the property of another with the intent to harass, abuse, or threaten another, after being told to leave 
the property and not to return, if the actor is without claim of right to the property or consent of one with authority 
to consent.,;. 

lID. returns to the property of another within 30 days after being told to leave the property and not to return, it the 
actor is without claim of.!:ish!. to the property or consent of one with authority to consent; or 

12l enters the locked Q!. posted construction site of another without the consent of the 'owner or lawful possessor, 
Wlless the person ~ ~ business licensee. 
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Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.71, is amended to read: 

609.71 [RIOT.] 

Subdivision 1. [RIOT FIRST DEGREE.} When three 2£ more persons assembled disturb the public peace Qy an 
intentional act or threat of unlawful force or violence to person or property and a death results, and one of the persons 
i§. armed with ~ dangerous weapon, that person ~ ggilly of riot first degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment 
for not ~ than 20 years Q£ to payment of a fine of !lQ!. ~ than $35,000, or both. 

Subd. 1. [RIOT SECOND DEGREE.] When three or more persons assembled disturb the public peace £y i!!l 
intentional act Qf threat of unlawful force or violence to person or property, each participant who i2. armed with ~ 
dangerous weapon or knows that.illlY other participant is armed with ~ dangerous weapon is g!!illY of riot second 
degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than 
$10,000, or both. 

Subd. 2.c [RIOT THIRD DEGREE.] When three or more persons assembled disturb the public peace by an 
intentional act or threat of unlawful force or violence to person or property, each participant therein is guilty of riot 
third degree and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one year or to payment of a fine of not more 
than $1,000, or both, Sf, if tRe eHeRaef, Sf ts the ef-£enael"s Iffi87i;leage afl)' stRel' }3aftiei}3aRt, is afffiea "ith a 
aaFtgel'sHs II ea}3SR Sf is aisguised, ts iffi}3l'issf\ffieflt tSf Rst ft'I:Sl'e thaR fiT, e ; eafS Sf ts }3S:j meRt sf a n.Le sf flSt mste 
than $lg,ggg, SF Beth. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.713, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Whoever threatens, directly or indirectly, to conunit any crime of vioJence with purpose to terrorize 
another or to cause evacuation of a building, place of assembly or facility of public transportation or otherwise to 
cause serious public inconvenience, or in a reckless disregard of the risk of causing such terror or inconvenience may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years. As used in this subdivision, "crime of violence" has the 
meaning given "violent crime" in section 609.152, subdivision L. paragraph ff!1. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.856, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IACTS CONSTITUTING.] Whoever has in possession or uses a radinor device capable of receiving 
or transmitting a police radio signal, message, or transmission of information used for law enforcement purposes, 
while in the commission of a felony or violation of section 609.487 or the attempt to commit a felony or violation of 
section 609.487, is guilty of a felony and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than three years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $5,000, or both. Nornrithstanding section 609.04, a prosecution for or conviction 
sf Ute Erime sf l:lse Sf fJsssessisfl af a }3sliee raffis under this section is not a bar to conviction of or punislunent for 
any other crime committed •• r.ftile }3sssessiRg Elf tlsiPLg ~Re }=IshEe raais £Y. the defendant as part of the same conduct. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 628.26, is amended to read: 

628.26 [LIMITATIONS.] 

(a) Indictments or complaints for murder may be found or made at any time after the death of the person killed. 

(b) Indictments or complaints for violation of section 609.42, subdivision 1, clause (1) or (2), shall be fOWld or made 
and filed in the proper court within six years after the corrunission of the offense. 

(c) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.342 to 609.345 if the victim was under the age of 18 years 
at the time the offense was committed, shall be found or made and filed in the proper court within seven years after 
the commission of the offense or, if the victim failed to report the offense within this limitation period, within three 
years after the offense was reported to law enforcement authorities. 

(d) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.342 to 609.344 if the victim was 18 years old or older at 
the time the offense was committed, shall be found or made and filed in the proper court within seven years after 
the commission of the offense. 

(e) lndictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.466 and 609.52, subdivision 2, clause (3)(c) shall be found 
or made and filed in the proper court within six years after the commission of the offense. 
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(f) Indictments or complaints for violation of section 609.52, subdivision 2, clause (3), items (a) and (b), (4), (15), 
or (16), 609.631, or 609.821, where the value of the property or services stolen is more than $35,000, shall be found or 
made and filed in the proper court within five years after the commission of the offense. 

(g) Except for violations relating to false material statements, representations. or omissions, indiChnents or 
complaints for violations of section 609.671 shall be fOlU'\d or made and filed in the proper court within five years after 
the conurussion of the offense. 

(h) In all other cases, indichnents or complaints shall be found or made and filed in the proper court within three 
years after the commission of the offense; fnd tRe HFR€ al:lFiflg .. mER the ElefeRaa:t it sRaIl Ret Be aft it ,Raeitar.t af, sf 
l:l:sl;lall, resieleRt "ifhin, tRis state, sl=t.all flet E8Rsatl:lte aft) flaFt sf tfle limitatisl15 ifR}39sea"8) tflis seeasR. 

ill The limitations periods contained in this section shall exclude any period of time during which the defendant 
~ not an inhabitant of or usually resident within this state. 

Sec. 37. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 641.14, is amended to read: 

641.14 UAILS; SEPARATION OF PRISONERS.] 

The sheriff of each county is responsible for the operation and condition of the jail. If construction of the jail 
permits, the sheriff shall maintain strict separation of prisoners to the extent that separation is consistent with 
prisoners' security, safety, health, and welfare. The sheriff shall not keep in the same room or section of the jail: 

(1) a minor under 18 years old and a prisoner who is 18 years old or older, unless the minor has been committed 
to the commissioner of corrections under section 609.105 or the minor has been referred for adult prosecution and the 
prosecuting authority has filed a notice of intent to prosecute the matter for which the minor is being held wtder 
section 260.125; and 

(2) an iRsaHe pFissHer ftf't8: ar'.etr.eF pFis8HeF, 

(3) a }3FisefleF ffi,aitiiig trial ar.a a pfi5Sfl€F ,,1;.e'1;.65 BeeR eSRviEtea sf 6 €fime; 

(4) 6 f3fls8fleF a'\; aitiflg Hial ar.a aflst1;.€r flFissft€F 8'14 aitiRg trial, tiitless €eflsisteflt .. ith the safet=}, healtA, afta 
'ldelffiFe sf seth; ar.a 

f§1 a female prisoner and a male prisoner. 

Sec. 38. Laws 1992, chapter 571, article' 7, section 13, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.] The supreme court shall conduct a study of the juvenile justice system. To 
conduct the study, the court shall convene an advisory task force on the juvenile justice system, consisting of the 
following W 27 members: 

(1) four judges appointed by the chief justice of the supreme court; 

(2) twa three members of the house of representatives, one of whom must be a member of the minority party, 
appointed by the speaker, and twa three members of the senate, one of whom must be a member of the minority 
party, appointed by the subcommittee on committees of the senate committee on rules and administration; 

(3) two professors of law appointed by the chief justice of the supreme court; 

(4) the state public defender; 

(5) one county attorney who is responsible for juvenile court matters, appointed by the chief justice of the supreme 
court on recommendation of the Minnesota county attorneys association; 

(6) two corrections administrators appointed by the governor, one from a community corrections act county and 
one from a noncorrununity corrections act county; 

(7) the corrunissioner of human services; 
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(8) the commissioner of corrections; 

(9) two public members appointed by the governor, one of whom is a victim of crimeL and five public members 
appointed Qy the chief justice of the supreme courti and 

(10) two law enforcement officers who are responsible for juvenile delinquency matters, appointed by the governor. 

Sec. 39. [CONFERENCE OF CHIEF JUDGES; STUDY REQUESTED.] 

The conference of chief judges is reguested to study whether the rules of criminal procedure should be changed 
to make the pretrial procedures for gross misdemeanor offenses the same ~ those currently applicable to 
misdemeanor offenses. 

Sec. 40. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.131, subdivision ~~ repealed. 

Sec. 41. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

.@l Sections 1 to ~ and 11 to 39 are effective August.1. 1993, and.ill2.£!y to crimes committed on or after that date. 
Section 40 i2. effective retroactive to April ~ 1992, and applies to cases pending on or after that date. 

ill Section 10 ~ effective August L. 1993, and applies to crimes committed on 2!: after that date, but previous 
convictions occurring before that date may ~ as the basis for enhancing penalties under section 10. 

Sec. 42. [APPLICATION.] 

Section 1. applies in the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington. 

Sec. 43. [APPLICATION.] 

The intent of section 36 ~ to clarify the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, section 628.26. 

ARTICLE 5 

ARSON CRIMES AND RELATED OFFENSES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd,:2.:. [NOTIFICATION.] ill As used in this subdivision, "chief officer" ~ the .Q!y fire marshal or chief 
officer of ~ law enforcement agency's arson investigation unit in.@" £i!y of the first class. 

ill The officer making investigation of a fire resulting in a human death shall immediately notify either the state 
fire marshal or ~ chief officer. The state fire marshal or chief officer may conduct an investigation to establish the 
origin and ~ regarding the circumstance of the death. !f the chief officer undertakes the investigation, the officer 
shall promptly notify the state fire marshal of the investigation and, after the investigation is completed. shall forward 
!!. £2P.Y of the investigative report to the state fire marshal. Unless the investigating officer does ~ the state fire 
marshal or chief officer shall immediately notify the ,appropriate coroner or medical examiner of !!. human death 
occurring as a result of !!. fire. The coroner or medical examiner shall perform an autopsy in the ~ of!!. human 
death as provided in section 390.11. subdivision ~ Q!. 390.32, subdivision ~ as appropriate. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.811, is amended to read: 

299F.811 [POSSESSION fOR CRIMI~IAb PURPOSE OF EXPLOSIVE OR INCENDIARY DEVICE.] 

Whoever possesses, manufactures, or transports any explosive compound, timing or detonating device for use with 
any explosive compound or incendiary device and eitkeF intends tel:lse tRe e)(fl1esi. e SF de. iee ts €sfflmit a eFiffle 
SF hflS" 5 tfl.at anstiteF iRteflds ts use tRe e)(fllasive al' de ctiee fa eafflfl'l:it a eFiftle ~ not licensed to so possess ~ 
explosive compound 2!: device, may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a 
fine of not more than $10,OOOL or both. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.81S, subdivision 1, is amended to read; 

Subdivision 1. [UNLA1NFUL PURPOSe POSSESSION.] ill Whoever shall possess, manufacture, transport, or store 
a chemical self-igniting device or a molotov cocktail \.ith inteRt i8 HS€ tfle same lSI afl) mJa'\, feu} f1tlffl8Se may be 
sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $lO,OOOL or both. 

ill Whoever possesses, manufactures, transports, or stores ~ device or compound that, when used or mixed has 
the potential to cause an explosion, with intent to ~ the device or compOlmd to damage property or cause injury, 
may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years Q£ to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or 
both. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 390.11, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [DEATHS CAUSED BY FIRE; AUTOPSIES.] The coroner shall conduct an autopsy in the case of!!!'Y 
human death reported to the coroner Qy the state fire marshal or a chief officer under section 299F.04, subdivision.2t. 
and apparently caused !?y fire. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 390.32, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2a. [DEATHS CAUSED BY FIRE; AUTOPSIES.] The medical examiner shall conduct an autopsy in the case 
of !!'!!y'human death reported to the medical examiner Qy the state fire marshal or a chief officer under section 299F.04, 
subdivision .2t. and apparently caused Qy fire. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.02, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. lDANGEROUS WEAPON. J "Dangerous weapon" means any firearm, whether loaded or unloaded, or any 
device designed as a weapon and capable of producing death or great bodily har~, & any combustible or flammable 
liquid or other device or instrumentality that, in the manner it is used or intended to be used, is calculated or likely 
to produce death or great bodily harmL 2!:. any fire that ~ used to produce death or ~ bodily harm. 

As used in this subdivision, "flammable liquid" means Class J tlaffiffi:aale liE)li:ias as aefifleel iA seeHsR 9.HIS sf the 
UFl::iJsTH"I fiFe Ceele ~ liquid having!!. flash point below 100 degrees Fahrenheit and having!!. vapor pressure not 
exceeding 40 pounds ~ square inch (absolute) at 100 degrees Fahrenheit but does not include intoxicating liquor as 
defined in section 340A.101. As used in this subdivision, "combustible liguid" §.~ liquid having!!. flash point at or 
above 100 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.562, is ame~ded to read: 

609.562 [ARSON IN THE SECOND DEGREE.] 

Whoever unlawfully by means of fire or explosives, intentionally destroys or damages any building not covered 
by section 609.561, no matter what its value, or any other real or personal property valued at more than ~ $1,000, 
whether the property of the actor or another, may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than ten years or to 
payment of a fine of not more than $20,000L or both. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.563, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Whoever unlawfully by means of fire or explosives, intentionally destroys or damages any real or 
personal property may· be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than five years or to payment of a fine of $10,OOOL 
or both, if: 

(a) the property intended by the accused to be damaged or destroyed had a value of more than $300 but less than 
$¥iOO $1,000; or 

(b) property of the value of $300 or more was unintentionally damaged or destroyed but such damage or 
destruction could reasonably have been foreseen; or 

(c) the property specified in clauses (a) and (b) in the aggregate had a value of $300 or more. 
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Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.576, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NEGLIGENT FIRE RESULTING IN INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE.] Whoever is culpably 
negligent in causing a fire to burn or get out of control thereby causing damage or injury to another, and as a result 
thereof: 

(a) a human being is injured and great bodily harm incurred, is guilty of a crime and may be sentenced to 
imprisonment of not more than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both; or 

(b) property of another is injured, thereby, is guilty of a crime and may be sentenced as follows: 

(1) to imprisonment for not more than 90 days or to payment of a fine of not more than $700, or both, if the value 
of the property damage is under $300; 

(2) to imprisonment for not more than one year, or to payment of a fine of $3,000" or both, if the value of the 
property damaged is at least $300 but is less than ~ $2.500; 

(3) to imprisonment for not less tflan 9G aa) s ROf more than three years, or to payment of a fine of not more than 
$5,000, or both, if the value of the property damaged is ~ $2.500 or more. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.686, is amended to read: 

609.686 [FALSE FIRE ALARMS; TAMPERING WITH OR INJURING A FIRE ALARM SYSTEM.] 

Subdivision 1. [MISDEMEANOR.] Whoever intentionally gives a false alarm of fire, or unlawfully tampers or 
interferes with any fire alarm system, fire protection device. or the station or signal box of any fire alarm system or 
any auxiliary fire appliance, or unlawfully breaks, injures, defaces, or removes any such system. device, box or station, 
or unlawfully breaks, injures, destroys, disables. renders inoperable. or disturbs any of the wires, poles, or other 
supports and appliances connected with or forming a part of any fire alarm system 2! fire protection device or any 
auxiliary fire appliance is gui1ty~of a misdemeanor. 

Subd. b. [FELONY.] Whoever violates subdivision 1 Qy tampering and knows 2! has reason to know that the 
tampering creates the potential for bodily harm Q!. the tampering results in bodily harm ~.ID!illY of !!. felony and may 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not ~ than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000. or both. 

Subd.1. [TAMPERING.] For purpose of this section. tampering means to intentionally disable. alter. Q! change the 
fire alarm system, fire protective device, 2! the station 2! signal box of any fire alarm system of any auxiliary fire 
appliance, with knowledge that it will be disabled or rendered inoperable. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.902, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CRIMINAL ACT.] "Criminal act" means conduct constituting, or a conspiracy or attempt to commit, a 
felony violation of chapter 152, or a felony violation of section 2970.09; 299F.79; 299F.80; 299F.811; 299F.815; 299F.82; 
609.185; 609.19; 609.195; 609.20; 609.205; 609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 609.2231; 609.228; 609.235; 609.245; 609.25; 609.27; 
609.322; 609.323; 609.342; 609.343; 609.344; 609.345; 609.42; 609.48; 609.485; 609.495; 609.496; 609.497; 609.498; 609.52, 
subdivision 2, if the offense is punishable under subdivision 3, clause (3)(b) or clause 3(d)(v) or (vi); section 609.52. 
subdivision 1. clause 11li. 609.53; 609.561; 609.562; 609.582, subdivision 1 or 2; 609.67; 609.687; 609.713; 609.86; 624.713; 
or 624.74. "Criminal act" also includes conduct constituting, or a conspiracy or attempt to commit, a felony violation 
of section 609.52, subdivision 2, clause (3), (4), (15), or (16) if the violation involves an insurance company as defined 
in section 60A.02, subdivision 4, a nonprofit health service plan corporation regulated under chapter 62C, a health 
maintenance organization regulated under chapter 62D, or a fraternal benefit society regulated under chapter 64B. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 628.26, is amended to read: 

628.26 [LIMITATIONS.] 

(a) Indictments or complaints for murder may be found or made at any time after the death of the person killed. 

(b) Indictments or complaints for violation of section 609.42, subdivision 1, clause (1) or (2), shall be found or made 
and filed in the proper court within six years after the commission of the offense. 
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(c) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609,342 to 609.345 if the victim was under the age of 18 years 
at the time the offense was committed, shall be fOlUld or made and filed in the proper court within seven years after 
the commission of the offense or, if the victim failed to report the offense within this limitation period, within three 
years after the offense was reported to law enforcement authorities. 

(d) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.342 to 609.344 if the victim was 18 years old or older at 
the time the offense was committed, shall be found or made and filed in the proper court within seven years after 
the commission of the offense. 

(e) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.466 and 609.52, subdivision 2, clause (3)(c) shall be found 
or made and filed in the proper court within six years after the commission of the offense. 

(f) Indictments or complaints for violation of section 609.52, subdivision 2, clause (3), items (a) and (b), (4), (15), 
or (16), 609.631, or 609.821, where the value of the property or services stolen is more than $35,000, shall be found or 
made and filed in the proper court within five years after the commission of the offense. 

(g) Except for violations relating to false material statements, representations or omissions, indictments or 
complaints for violations of section 609.671 shall be found or made and filed in the proper court within five years after 
the commission of the offense. 

(h) Indictments or complaints for violation of sections 609.561 to 609.563, shall be found or made and filed in the 
proper court within five ~ after the commission of the offense. 

ill In all other cases, indictments or complaints shall be found or made and filed in the proper court within three 
years after the commission of the offense; but the time during which the defendant shall not be an inhabitant of, or 
usually resident within, this state, shall not constitute any part of the limitations imposed by this section. 

Sec. 13. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections b. ~ and Q. to 12 are effective August 1. 1993, and ~ to crimes committed on or after that date. 

ARTICLE 6 

CRIME VICTIMS 

Section 1. [169.042] [TOWING; NOTICE TO VICTIM OF VEHICLE THEFT; FEES PROHIBITED.] 

Subdivision 1. [NOTIFICATION.] A law enforcement ~ shall make!!. reasonable and good-faith effort to 
notify the victim of ~ reported vehicle theft within 48 hours after the agency recovers the vehicle. The notice must 
~ when the agency expects to release the vehicle to the ~ and how the ~ may pick !!£ the vehicle. 

Subd. b [VIOLA nON DISMISSAL.] A traffic violation citation given to the owner of the vehicle i!§. i! result of the 
vehicle theft must be dismissed if the owner presents . .£v. mail or in person. !!. police report Q!: other verification that 
the vehicle ~ stolen at the time of the violation. 

Sec. 2. [260.D13] [SCOPE OF VICTIM RIGHTS.] 

The rights granted to victims of crime in sections 611A.01 to 611A.06 are applicable to adult criminal cases, juvenile 
delinquency proceedings, juvenile traffic proceedings involving driving under the influence of alcohol or ~ and 
proceedings involving any other act committed Qy a juvenile that would be ~ crime as defined in section 609.02, li 
committed £y an adult. 

Sec. 3. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 260.193, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. If the juvenile court finds that the child is a juvenile major highway or water traffic offender, it may make 
anyone or more of the following dispositions of the case: 

(a) Reprimand the child and counsel with the child and the parents; 

(b) Continue the case for a reasonable period under such conditions governing the child's use and operation of any 
motor vehicles or boat as the court may set; 
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(c) Require the child to attend a driver improvement school if one is available within the county; 

(d) Recommend to the department of public safety suspension of the child's driver's license as provided. in 
section 171.16; 

(e) If the child is found to have committed two moving highway traffic violations or to 'have contributed to a 
highway accident involving death, injury, or physical damage in excess of $100, the court may recommend to the 
commissioner of public safety or to the licensing authority of another state the cancellation of the child's license until 
the child reaches the age of 18 years, and the conunissioner of public safety is hereby authorized to cancel the license 
without hearing. At any time before the termination of the period of cancellation, the court may, for good cause, 
recommend to the commissioner of public safety, or to the licensing authority of another state, that the child's license 
be returned, and the commissioner of public safety is authorized to return the license; 

(f) Place the child under the supervision of a probation officer in the child's own home under conditions prescribed 
by the court including reasonable rules relating to operation and use of motor vehicles or boats directed to the 
correction of the child's driving habits; 

(g) If the child is fotmd to have violated a state or local law or ordinance and the violation resulted in damage to 
the person or property of another, the court may order the child to make reasonable restitution for the damage; 

ill Require the child to pay a fine of up to $700. The court shall order payment of the fine in accordance with a 
time payment schedule which shall not impose an undue financial hardship on the child; 

W.ill. If the court finds that the child committed an offense described in section 169.121,-the court shall order that 
a chemical use assessment be conducted and a report submitted to the court in the _manner prescribed in section 
169.126. If the assessment concludes that the child meets the level of care criteria for placement under rules adopted 
tmder section 254A.03, subdivision 3, the report must recommend a level of care for the child. The court may require 
that level of care in its disposition order. Irt addition, the court may require any child ordered to undergo an 
assessment to pay a chemical dependency assessment charge of $75. The court shall forward the assessment. charge 
to the commissioner of finance to be credited to the general fund. The state shall reimburse counties for the total cost 
of the assessment in the manner provided in section 169.126, subdivision 4c. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.251, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CARE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT.] <aJ Except where parental rights are terminated, 

(1) whenever legal custody of a child is transferred by the court to a county welfare board, or 

(2) whenever legal custody is transferred to a person other than the county welfare board, but lU1der the 
supervision of the county welfare board, 

(3) whenever a child is given physical or mental examinations or treabnent under order of the court, and no 
provision is otherwise made by law for payment for the care, examination, or treatment of the child, these costs are 
a charge upon the welfare funds of the county in which proceedings are held upon certification of the judge of 
juvenile court. 

(b) The court shall order, and the county welfare board shall require, the parents or custodian of a child, while the 
child is under the age of 18, to use the total income and resources attributable to the child for the period of care, 
examination, or treatment, except for clothing and personal needs allowance as provided in section 256B.35, to 
reimburse the county for the cost of care, examination, or treatment. Income and resources attributable to the child 
include, but are not limited to, social security benefits, supplemental security income (551), veterans benefits, railroad 
retirement benefits and child support. When the child is over the age of 18, and continues to receive care, 
examination, or treatment, the court shall order, and the county welfare board shall require, reimbursement from the 
child for the cost of care, examination, or treatment from the income and resources attributable to the child less the 
clothing and personal needs allowance. 

(c) If the income and resources attributable to the child are not enough to reimburse the county for the full cost 
of the care, examination, or treatment, the court shall inquire into the ability of the parents to support the child and, 
after giving the parents a reasonable opportunity to be heard, the court shall order, and the COlUlty welfare board shall 
require, the parents to contribute to the cost of care, examination, or treatment of the child. Except in delinquency 
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cases where the victim is a member of the child's inunediate family. when determining the amount to be contributed 
by the parents, the court shall use a fee schedule based upon ability to pay that is established by the county welfare 
board and approved by the commissioner of human services. In delinguency cases where the victim is a member of 
the child's immediate family, the court shall use the fee schedule, but may also take into account the seriousness of 
the offense and ~ expenses which the parents have incurred as ~ result of the offense. The income of a stepparent 
who has not adopted a child shall be excluded in calculating the parental contribution under this section. 

(d) The court shall order the amount of reimbursement attributable to the parents or custodian, or attributable to 
the child, or attributable to both sources, withheld under chapter 518 from the income of the parents or the custodian 
of the child. A parent or custodian who fails to pay without good reason may be proceeded against for contempt, 
or the court may inform the county attorney, who shall proceed. to collect the unpaid sums, or both procedures may 
be used. 

(e) If the court orders a physical or mental examination for a child, the examination is a medically necessary service 
for purposes of determining whether the service is covered by a health insurance policy, health maintenance contract, 
or other health coverage plan. Court-ordered treatment shall be subject to policy, contract, or plan requirements for 
medical necessity. Nothing in this paragraph changes or eliminates benefit limits, conditions of coverage, copayments 
or deductibles, provider restrictions, or other requirements in the policy, contract, or plan that relate to coverage of 
other medically necessary services. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 540.18, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The parent or guardian of the person of a minor-who-is under the age of 18 and who is living with 
the parent or guardian and who willfully or maliciously causes injury to any person or damage to any property is 
jointly and severally liable with such minor for such injury or damage to an amount not exceeding $eQQ $1.000, if such 
minor would have been liable for such injury or damage if the minor had been an adult. Nothing in this subdivision 
shall be construed to relieve such minor from personal liability for such injury or damage. The liability provided in 
this subdivision is in addition to and not in lieu of any other liability which may exist at law. Recovery under this 
section shall be limited -to special damages. 

Sec. 6. [611A.OlS] [SCOPE OF VICTIM RIGHTS.] 

The rights afforded to crime victims in sections 611A.Ol to 611A.06 are applicable to adult criminal cases, juvenile 
delinquency proceedings, juvenile traffic proceedings involving driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, and 
proceedings involving any other act committed Qy So juvenile that would be ~ crime as defined in section 609.02, !f 
committed !ey an adult. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.02, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [VICTIMS' RIGHTS.] (a) The eSM~88ieHer ef pl::lBlie saferyl iR €9flSl:1ltafieR .. ,'iti-. The crime victim and 
witness advisory council;-ft'H::tSt shall develop a Reaee two model notices of the rights of crime victims. The Reliee 
BUlst iReluae a fenn fer tfte pFepaFaeaR sf a l3F€limHtaFY .R'fft€fl .'ietim impaet sl:U:t'l:ft\a~. A f'FelimiAa~ • ieaM 
iMl3aet SHf'l'i:ff\aty is a eSR9:Se statemeHt ef tfte iB1:fl:Leaiate and e)(peetea aiHflilge te tfte • ieaM as a resl*lt sf #ie erime. 
A • ietim elesiriftg te file a rrelimmary {,jetim ift:tl3aet S l:Hl:m:ary ml;ist file the sliffi:R'Iilf'Y "\. itk the ift. estigatiflg e~eer 
He Hlere tfta:tL fi.e ela,s aReF tAe .ieaftl: reeeLes tl:e Reliee h'em a peaee effteer. If a prelimiftary .ietiftl if'RISaet 
statement is filed '8tk the H .... esegati.. ..... ,g sf Reef', H HU:lSt 1ge sel t te the f'fsseeute£ "'itA: ethel' H\. estiga-ti\ e mateFials. 
If a I3l'eSeel;:lteF Aas reeeivea a pFelimiAaf'): i ietim il!'l-lPaet Sl:1mRtal}, tRe preSeetitel ml;ist pleseRt tile SI:lfi'1fflilf'):' te tfte 
eetllt. This sl:l19Si.isieH aees Ret relie¥e a pre19atieR s#ieer e£ tRe fletiee FeEf1:HF€m€Rts iffit3ssea B} seeBeR el1A.G37, 
StiS eli i isieR 2. 

(b) The initial notice of the rights of crime victims must be distributed by a peace officer to each victim, as defined 
in section 611A.01".fteH the reaee e#ieer tah:es a felRLal statemeRt h'em the r:ietim. A peaee sf..fieeF is Ret Bsligatea 
ts e.istrii:l"l::lte the Reaee if a vietim sees list ffial£e a fSFffial statemeflt at the time of initial contact with the victim. The 
notice must inform a victim of: 

(1) the victim's right to FeflHest Fesahfaefl Hflaer seeaefl el1l.r.Gi ~ for reparations to cover losses, not including 
property losses, resulting from ~ violent crime and the telephone number to call to request an application: 
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(2) the victim's right to Be ReE-HeEl sf aRY plea RegetiatisftS l:H'.ael' seetieR 611A.03 request that the law enforcement 
agency withhold public ~ to data revealing the victim's identity under section 13.82, subdivision ~ 
paragraph ill 

(3) the vieHm's FigHt ts BE pfEsent at setlteFl:€ing, and ts e19jeet stall) SF ifl: \'f'itiftg ts a pF8p8sea agFeem:eftt 9f 
eispesitisR; ar.El additional rights of domestic abuse victims as described in section 629.341; 

(4) tRe vietim's figHt is BE RetiRee sf tfte final eiisresitisR sf the ease. information on the nearest crime victim 
assistance program or resourCE; and 

ill the victim's rights! if..§!!l offender is charged, to be informed of and participate in the prosecution process, 
including the right to request restitution. 

hl A supplemental notice of the rights of crime victims must be distributed.£y the.£!!y or countY attorney's office 
to each victim, within a reasonable time after the offender is charged or petitioned. This notice must inform!! victim 
of all the rights of crime victims under this chapter. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.04, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUEST; DECISION.] <aJ A victim of a crime has the right to receive restitution as part of the 
disposition of a criminal charge or juvenile delinquency proceeding against the offender if the offender is convicted 
or found delinquent. The court, or a person or agency designated by the court, shall request information from the 
victim to determine the amount of restitution owed. The court or its designee shall obtain the information from the 
victim in affidavit form or .£y other competent evidence. Information submitted relating to restitution must describe 
the items or elements of loss, itemize the total dollar amounts of restitution claimed, and specify the reasons justifying 
these amounts, if restitution is in the fonn of money or property. A request for restihrtion may include, but is not 
limited to, any out-of-pocket losses resulting from the crime, including medical and therapy costs, replacement of 
wages and services, and funeral expenses. In order to be considered at the sentencing or dispositional hearing, all 
information regarding restitution must be received by the court administrator of the appropriate court aHa HUtst alse 
se pfe. ieea ts the s#erulef at least three business days before the sentencing or dispositional hearing. If tfte l, ietiHl'S 
ReR€SS~efaBeR pfe. ents the €a I::lPl: SF its eesigRee ffem sstaiRiftg esmreteftt evielef\ee reg&feling resti-tufleR, the €Sl:tft 
is Ret shligatea te eSflsiaeF iRferma:tieR fe&*,siRg Iestitt:ltisR ifl the SeftJefleiag SF aispssitisflal heafiftg. The court 
administrator shall provide copies of this request to the prosecutor and the offender or the offender's attorney at least 
24 hours before the sentencing or dispositional hearing. The issue of restitution may be reserved or the sentencing 
or disposition continued if the affidavit or other competent evidence is not received in time. At the sentencing or 
dispositional hearing, the court shall give the offender an opportunity to respond to specific items of restitution and 
their dollar amounts. 

(b) The court may amend or issue an order of restitution after the sentencing or dispositional hearing if: 

(1) the offender is on probation or supervised release; 

(2) information regarding restitution was submitted as required under paragraph (a); and 

(3) the true extent of the victim's loss was not known at the time of the sentencing or dispositional hearing. 

If the court holds a hearing on the restitution request, the court must notify the offender, the offender's attorney, 
the victim, and the prosecutor at least five business days before the hearing. The court's restitution decision is 
governed by this section and section 611A.045. 

(c) The court shall grant or deny restitution or partial restitution and shall state on the record its reasons for its 
decision on restitution if information relating to restitution has been presented. If the court grants partial restitution 
it shall also specify the full amount of restitution that may be docketed as a civil judgment under subdivision 3. The 
court may not require that the victim waive or otherwise forfeit any rights or causes of action as a condition of 
granting restitution or partial restitution. 
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Sec. 9. MilU1esota Statutes 1992, section 611A.04, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [CRIME BOARD REQl!EST.] The crime victims reparations board may request restitution on behalf of 
a victim by filing a copy of a elaiffi fel' feraFatisRS stlsmittea i:HLaer seeasRs 611l ... §.2 te 6111\.67, alang .. ith orders 
of the board, if any, which detail any amounts paid by the board to the victim. The board may file the claim payment 
order with the court administrator or with the person or agency the caurt has designated to obtain information 
relating to restitution. In either event, the board shall submit the d:a:i-m payment order not less than three business 
days before the sentencing or dispositional hearing. If thE Beare SL:teffi-its the elaim eiiI'€etry ta fr.e €SUft aeimiRistfater, 
it shall alse flf'e. iae a eep) te tfle etfeflJ:ief'. The court administrator shall provide copies of the payment order to the 
prosecutor and the offender or the offender's attorney at least 24 hours before the sentencing or dispositional hearing. 
The issue of restitution may be reserved Q!. the sentencing QI. disposition continued if the payment order ~ not 
received in time. The filing of a elaim payment order for reparations with the coUrt administrator shall also serve 
as a request for restitution by the victim. The restitution requested by the board may be considered to be both on 
its own behalf and on behalf of the victim. If the board has not paid reparations to the victim, restitution may be 
made directly to the victim. If the board has paid reparations to the victim, the court shall order restitution payments 
to be made directly to the board. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.04, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [EFFECT OF ORDER FOR RESlITUTION.] An order of restitution may be enforced by any person named 
in the order to receive the restitution in the same manner as·a judgment in a civil action. Filing fees for docketing 
~ order of restitution as a civil judgment are waived for any victim named in the restitution order. An order of 
restitution shall be docketed as a civil judgment by the court administrator of the district court in the county in which 
the order of restitution was entered. A juvenile court is not required to appoint a guardian ad litem for a juvenile 
offender before docketing a restitution order. Interest shall accrue on the unpaid balance of the judgment as provided 
in section 549.09. A decision for or against restitution in any criminal or juvenile proceeding is not a bar to any civil 
action by the victim or by the state pursuant to section. 611A.61 against the offender. The offender shall be given 
credit, in any order for judgment in favor of a victim in a civil action, for any restitution paid to the vicfun for the 
same injuries for which the judgment is awarded. 

Sec. 11. MilUlesota'Statutes 1992, section 611A.06 .. subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE OF RELEASE REQUIRED.] The commissioner of corrections or other custodial authority 
shall make a good faith effort to notify the victim that the offender is to be released from imprisonment or 
incarceration, including release on extended furlough and for work release; released from a juvenile correctional 
facility; released from a facility in which the offender was confined due to incompetency .. mental illness, or mental 
deficiency, or commibnent under section 253B.18; or transferred kerr. eRe eSHeeaeftal faeilit) fa aflstflef' WfleR the 
eeneeaeflal }3f'egf'am ia¥el. es less seel:l:Fitry to ~ minimum security setting, if the victim has mailed to the 
commissioner of corrections or to the head of the facility in' which the offender is confined a written request for this 
notice. The good faith effort to notify the victim must occur prior to the release, transfer .. or change in security status. 
For a victim of a felony crime against the person for which the offender was sentenced to a term of imprisonment of 
more than 18 months, the good faith effort to notify the victim must occur 60 days before the offender's release, 
transfer .. or change ifl to minimum security status. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.S2 .. subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [COLLATERAL SOUReE.1 "Collateral source" means a source of benefits or advantages for economic loss 
otherwise reparable under sections 611A.51 to 611A.67 which the victim or claimant has received, or which is readily 
available to the victim, from: 

(1) the offender; 

(2) the government of the United States or any agency thereof, a state or any of its political subdivisions .. or an 
instrumentality of two or more states .. unless the law providing for the benefits or advantages makes them excess or 
secondary to benefits under sections 611A.51 to 611A.67; 

(3) social security .. medicare, and medicaid; 

(4) state required temporary nonoccupational disability insurance; 
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(5) workers' compensation; 

(6) wage continuation programs of any employer; 

(7) proceeds of a contract of insurance payable to the victim for economic loss sustained because of the crime; 

(8) a contract providing prepaid hospital and other ~ealth care services, or benefits for disability; er

(9) any private source as a voluntary donation or gift", or 

QQl proceeds of ~ lawsuit brought as !!. result of the crime. 

The term does not include a life insurance contract. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.52, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [ECONOMIC LOSS.] "Economic loss" means actual economic detriment incurred as a direct result of injury 
or death. 

(a) In the case of injury the term is limited to: 

(1) reasonable expenses incurred for necessary medical, chiropractic, hospital, rehabilitative, and dental products, 
services, or accorrunodations, including ambulance services, drugs, appliances, and prosthetic devices; 

(2) reasonable expenses associated with recreational therapy where a claimant has suffered amputation of a limb; 

(3) reasonable expenses incurred for psychological or psychiatric products, services, or accommodations where the 
nature of the injury or the circumstances of the crime are such that the treatment is necessary to the rehabilitation of 
the victim, subject to the following limitations: 

(i) if treatment is likely to continue longer than six months after the date the claim is filed and the cost of the 
additional treatment will exceed $1,500, or if the total cost of treatment in any case will exceed $4,000, the provider 
shan first submit to the board a plan which includes the measurable treatment goals, the estimated cost of the 
treatment, and the estimated date of completion of the treatment. Claims submitted for treatment that was provided 
more than 30 days after the estimated date of completion may be paid only after advance approval by the board of 
an extension of treatment; and 

(ii) the board may, in its discretion, elect to pay claims under this clause on a quarterly basis; 

(4) loss of income that the victim would have earned had the victim not been injured; 

(5) reasonable expenSes incurred for substitute child care or household services to replace those the victim would 
have performed had the victim not been injured. As used in this clause, "child care services" means services provided 
by facilities licensed under and in compliance with either Minnesota Rules, parts 9502.0315 to 9502.0445, or 9545.0510 
to 9545.0670, or exempted from licensing requirements pursuant to section 24SA.03. Licensed facilities must be paid 
at a rate not to exceed their standard rate of payment. Facilities exempted from licensing requirements must be paid 
at a rate not to exceed $3 an hour per child for daytime child care or $4 an hour per child for evening child care; and 

(6) reasonable expenses actually incurred to return a child who was a victim of a crime under section 609.25 or 
609.26 to the child's parents or lawful custodian. These expenses are limited to transportation costs, meals, and 
lodging from the time the child was located until the child was returned home. 

(b) In the case of death the term is limited to: 

(1) reasonable expenses actually incurred for funeral, burial, or cremation, not to exceed an amount to be 
determined by the board on the first day of each fiscal year; 

(2) reasonable expenses for medical, chiropractic, hospital, rehabilitative, psychological and psychiatric services, 
products or accommodations which were incurred prior to the victim's death and for which the victim's survivors 
or estate are liable; 
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(3) loss of support, including contributions of money, products or goods, but excluding services which the victim 
would have supplied to dependents if the victim had lived; and 

(4) reasonable expenses incurred for substitute child care and household services to replace those which the victim 
would have performed for the benefit of dependents if the victim had lived. 

Claims for loss of support for minor children'made under clause (3) must be paid for three years or until the child 
reaches 18 years old, whichever is the shorter period. After three years, if the child is less younger than 18 years old 
a claim for loss of support may be resubmitted to the board, and the board staff shall evaluate the claim giving 
consideration to the child's financial need and to the availability of funds to the board. Claims for loss of support 
for ~ spouse made under clause m shall also be reviewed at least ~ every three years. The board staff shall 
evaluate the claim giving consideration to the spouse's financial need and to the availability of funds to the board. 

Claims for substitute child care services made lUlder clause (4) must be limited to the actual care that the deceased 
victim would have provided to enable surviving family members to pursue economic; educational, and other activities 
other than recreational activities. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.52, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [INJURY.} "Injury" means actual bodily harm including pregnancy and Rleflfal Sf ReF. Sl;lS sRsele emotional 
trauma. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.57, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. The board "memBer te .. PtSfft tRe e1aifft is as&i:gRee staff shall examine the papers filed in support of the 
claim and cause an investigation to be conducted into the validity of tRe ~ claim to the extent that an investigation 
is necessary. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.57, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CLAIM DECISION.} The board fRelftlgef te .. RSH. a elaiin is assigRea executive director may decide the 
claim in favor of a claimant in the amOlUlt claimed on the basis of the papers filed in support of it and the report of 
the investigation of such claim. If lUlable to decide the claim upon the basis of the papers and any report of 
investigation, the board me:e::tlgef executive. director shall discuss the matter with other members of the board present 
at a board meeting. After discussion the board shall vote on whether to grant or deny the claim or whether further 
investigation is necessary. A decision granting or denying the claim shall then be issued by the executive director 
Sf the Baafs memeef to WRsm tke elaim 7 ... as assigtlea. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.57, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [RECONSIDERATION.] The claimant may, within 30 days after receiving the decision of the board, apply 
for reconsideration before the entire board. Upon request for reconsideration, the board shall reexamine all 
information filed by the claimant, including any new information the claimant provides, and all information obtained 
by investigation. The board may also conduct additional examination into the validity of the claim. Upon 
reconsideration, the board may affirm, modify, or reverse its the prior ruling. A claimant denied reparations upon 
reconsideration is entitled to a contested case hearing within the meaning of chapter 14. 

Sec. 18. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.66, is amended to read: 

611A.66 [LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES; DUTY TO INFORM VICTIMS OF RIGHT TO FILE CLAIM.] 

All law enforcement agencies investigating crimes shall provide telms ts eaeh pefssR .. hs fRay Be eligiBle ts file 
a elaifR pl;lfsl;laRt te seetisFlS 611A.a1 ts 6111...67 Bfl:S fa iRfefRI them af theif' rights RepeWlaef. 1".<:1116'1. eRfspeem:ef'Lt 
ageReies shall eataiR flsm the aSafa ar.s maiRtaffi a stippl) af all tePlRS Reeessary FSf the f'feparatisR aRa pf'eSeRtatisR 
sf elaim:s victims with notice of their right to ~ for reparations with the telephone number to call to request !!1 
application form. 

Law enforcement agencies shall assist the board in performing its duties Wlder sections 611A.51 to 611A.67. Law 
enforcement agencies within ten days after receiving a request from the board shall supply the board with requested 
reports, notwithstanding any provisions to the contrary in chapter 13, and including reports otherwise maintained 
as confidential or not open to inspection under section 260.161. All data released to the board retains the data 
classification that it had in the possession of the law enforcement agency. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.71, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] The MiIU1esota crime victim and witness advisory council is established and shall 
consist of ~ 16 members. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.71, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MEMBERSHIP.] (a) The crime victim and witness advisory council shall consist of the following 
members, appointed by the commissioner of public safety after consulting with the commissioner of corrections: 

(1) one district court judge appointed upon recommendation of the chief justice of the supreme court; 

(2) one county attorney appointed upon recommendation of the Mirm€sota COlUlty attorneys association; 

(3) one public defender appointed upon recommendation of the state public defender; 

(4) one peace officer; 

(5) one medical or osteopathic physician licensed to practice in this state; 

(6) five members who are crime victims or crime victim assistance representatives; artt4 

(7) three public membersL and 

f§l one member appointed on recommendation of the Minnesota general crime victim coalition. 

The appointments should take into accOlmt sex, race, and geographic distribution. No more than ~ of the 
members appointed under this paragraph may be of .!2r!£. gender. One of the nonlegislative members must be 
designated by the commissioner of public safety as chair of the council. 

(b) Two members of the council shall be members of the legislature who have demonstrated expertise and interest' 
in crime victims issues, one senator appointed under rules of the senate and one member of the house of 
representatives appointed under rules of the house of representatives. 

Sec, 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.71, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [TERMS OF OFFICE.] BeeR aF'F'eiR~eti meRteep ml:ls~ he appeiR~eel fBP a fel:lp yeap ~ePffi ee~erH"l:i:Rel:lS di~A 
~Re ge, effler's ~ePffi ef ef.fiee, aftt4 shall €eRRRl:le ~e seR e 8:I:lPing tha~ fiffie as leRg as the ffieffieef eeel:lJ3ies the pesitisA 
T .. l=I:ieR FRaae tl-.a~ ffiefflfJep ebigiBle fer the apflsiRl:fueRt. eaeR Meffieep sHall €eFttiffiie ffi effiee !;HiBl tHat memeep's 
SHeeeSSef' is attl} aflpeffi-tea. Section 15.059 governs the ~ of office. filling of vacancies, and removal of members 
of the crime victim and witness advisory council. Members are eligible for reappointment and appointment may be 
made to fill an unexpired term. The members of the council shall elect any additional officers necessary for the 
efficient discharge of their duties. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.7l, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [EXPIRATION.] The council expires as ppe.ieleel iR seeBeR la.Ga9, sl:tSai.isieR § on Tune ill1,1995. 

Sec. 23. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 626.556, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd.10. [DUTIES OF LOCAL WELFARE AGENCY AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY UPON 
RECEIPT OF A REPORT.] (a) If the report alleges neglect, physical abuse, or sexual abuse by a parent, guardian, or 
individual functioning within the family unit as a person responsible for the child's care, the local welfare agency shall 
immediately conduct an assessment and offer protective social services for purposes of preventing further abuses, 
safeguarding and enhancing the welfare of the abused or neglected minor, and preserving family life whenever 
possible, If the report alleges a violation of a criminal statute involving sexual abuse or physical abuse, the local law 
enforcement agency and local welfare agency shall coordinate the planning and execution of their respective 
investigation and assessment efforts to avoid a duplication of fact-finding efforts and multiple interviews. Each 
agency shall prepare a separate report of the results of its investigation. When necessary the local welfare agency shall 
seek authority to remove the child from the custody of a parent, guardian, or adult with whom the child is living. 
In performing any of these duties, the local welfare agency shall maintain appropriate records. 
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(b) When a local agency receives a report or otherwise has information indicating that a child who is a client, as 
defined in section 245.91, has been the subject of physical abuse or neglect at an agency, facility, or program as defined 
in section 245.91, it shall, in addition to its other duties under this section, immediately inform the ombudsman 
established under sections 245.91 to 245.97. 

(c) Authority of the local welfare agency responsible for assessing the child abuse report and of the local law 
enforcement agency for investigating the alleged abuse includes, but is not limited to, authority to interview, without 
parental consent, the alleged victim and any other minors who currently reside with or who have resided with the 
alleged perpetrator. The interview may take place at school or at any facility or other place where the alleged victim 
or other minors might be found ana or the child may be transported ~ and the interview conducted ~ ~ place 
appropriate for the interview of ~ child designated .Qy the local welfare agency or law enforcement agency. The 
interview may take place outside the presence of the perpetrator or parent, legal custodian, guardian, or school 
official. Except as provided in this paragraph, the parent, legal custodian, or guardian shall be notified by the 
responsible local welfare or law enforcement agency no later than the conclusion of the investigation or assessment 
that this interview has occurred. Notwithstanding rule 49.02 of the Minnesota rules of procedure for juvenile courts, 
the juvenile court may, after hearing on an ex parte motion by the local welfare agency, order that, where reasonable 
cause exists, the agency withhold notification of this interview from the parent, legal custodian, or guardian. If the 
interview took place or is to take place on school property, the order shall specify that school officials may not disclose 
to the parent, legal custodian, or guardian the contents of the notification of intent to interview the child on school 
property, as provided under this paragraph, and any other related information regarding the interview that may be 
a part of the child's school record. A copy of the order shall be sent by the local welfare or law enforcement agency 
to the appropriate school official. 

(d) When the local welfare or local law enforcement agency determines that an interview should take place on 
school property, written notification of intent to interview the child on school property must be received by school 
officials prior to the interview. The notification shall include the name of the child to be interviewed, the purpose 
of the interview, and a reference to the statutory authority to conduct an interview on school property. For interviews 
conducted by the local welfare agency, the notification shall be signed by the chair of the county welfare board or the 
chair's designee. The notification shall be private data on individuals subject to the provisions of this paragraph, 
School officials may not disclose to the parent, legal custodian, or guardian the contents of the notification or any 
other related information regarding the interview until notified in writing by the local welfare or law enforcement 
agency that the investigation or assessment has been concluded. Until that time, the local welfare or law enforcement 
agency shall be solely responsible for any disclosures regarding the nature of the assessment or investigation. 

Except where the alleged perpetrator is believed to be a school official or employee, the time and place, and manner 
of the interview on school premises shall be within the discretion of school officials, but the local welfare or law 
enforcement agency shall have the exclusive authority to determine who may attend the interview. The conditions 
as to time, place, and manner of the interview set by the school officials shall be reasonable and the interview shall 
be conducted not more than 24 hours after the receipt of the notification unless another time is considered necessary 
by agreement between the school officials and the local welfare or law enforcement agency. Where the school fails 
to comply with the provisions of this paragraph, the juvenile court may order the school to comply. Every effort must 
be made to reduce the disruption of the educational program of the child, other students, or school staff when an 
interview is conducted on school premises. 

(e) Where the perpetrator or a person responsible for the care of the alleged victim or other minor prevents access 
to the victim or other minor by the local welfare agency, the juvenile court may order the parents, legal custodian, 
or guardian to produce the alleged victim or other minor for questioning by the local welfare agency or the local law 
enforcement agency outside the presence of the perpetrator or any person responsible for the child's care at reasonable 
places and times as specified by court order, 

(f) Before making an order under paragraph (d), the court shall issue an order to show cause, either upon its own 
motion or upon a verified petition, specifying the basis for the requested interviews and fixing the time and place of 
the hearing. The order to show cause shall be served personally and shall be heard in the same manner as provided 
in other cases in the juvenile court. The court shall consider the need for appointment of a guardian ad litem to 
protect the best interests of the child. If appointed, the guardian ad litem shall be present at the hearing on the order 
to show cause. 

(g) The commissioner, the ombudsman for mental health and mental retardation, the local welfare agencies 
responsible for investigating reports, and the local law enforcement agencies have the right to enter facilities as 
defined in subdivision 2 and to inspect and copy the facility's records, including medical records, as part of the 
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investigation. Notwithstanding the provisions of chapter 13, they also have the right to inform the facility under 
investigation that they are conducting an investigation, to disclose to the facility the names of the individuals under 
investigation for abusing or neglecting a child, and to provide the facility with a copy of the report and the 
investigative findings. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 631.046, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CHILD ABUSE AND VIOLENT CRIME CASES.] Notwithstanding any other law, a prosecuting 
wih1ess under 18 years of age in a case involving child abuse as defined in section 630.36, subdivision 2,.s crime of 
violence. as defined in section 624.712, subdivision :2t. or an assault tmder section 609.224. may choose to have in 
attendance 2I. be accompanied Qy a parent, guardian, or other supportive person, whether or not a witness, at the 
orrmibus hearing or at the trial, during testimony of the prosecuting witness. If the person so chosen is also a 
prosecuting witness, the prosecution shall present on noticed motion, evidence that the person's attendance is both 
desired by the prosecuting witness for support and will be helpful to the prosecuting witness. Upon that showing 
the court shall grant the request unless information presented by the defendant or noticed by the court establishes 
that the support person's attendance during the testimony of the prosecuting witness would pose a substantial risk 
of influencing or affecting the content of that testimony. 

Sec. 25. [APPLICABILITY.] 

The gender balance reguirement of section 20 applies only to appoinhnents made after the effective date of that 
section and does not require displacement of incumbents before the end of their term. 

Sec. 26. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.57, subdivision.1. ~ repealed. 

ARTICLE 7 

LAW ENFORCEMENT 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 8.16, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The attorney general, or any deputy, assistant, or special assistant attorney general 
whom the attorney general authorizes in writing, has the authority in any county of the state to subpoena and require 
the production of any records of telephone companies, cellular phone companies, ~ companies. electric 
companies, gas companies, water utilities, chemical suppliers, hotels and motels, pawn shops. airlines, buses, taxis, 
and other entities engaged in the business of transporting people, and freight companies, self-service storage facilities, 
warehousing companies, package delivery companies, and other entities engaged in the businesses of transport, 
storage, or deliveryL and records of the existence of safe deposit box account numbers and customer savings and 
checking account numbers maintained Qy financial institutions and safe deposit companies. Subpoenas may only be 
issued for records that are relevant to an ongoing legitimate law enforcement investigation. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.222, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. lh [PEACE OFFICERS OPERATING BICYCLES.] The provisions of this section goveming operation of 
bicycles do not ~ to bicycles operated Qy peace officers while perfonning their duties. 

Sec. 3. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 169.98, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [VEHICLE STOPS.] E"e"f't as etke""ise "e'"tittea >iRae, seelieRs 221.221 ... el 299D.G6, Only a person 
who is licensed as a peace officer, constable, or part-time peace officer under sections 626.84 to section 626.863 may 
use a motor vehicle governed by subdivision 1 to stop a vehicle as defined in section 169.01, subdivision 2. In 
addition, ~ hazardous materials specialist employed Qy the deparhnent of transportation may. in the course of 
responding to ~ emergency, ~ ~ motor vehicle governed Qy subdivision 1 to stop ~ vehicle as defined in 
section 169.01. subdivision 2. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.10, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [RECEIPT OF COMPLAINT.] Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 1 to the contrary, when the 
executive director or &!!!y member of the board of peace officer standards and training produces or receives a written 
statement £!: complaint that alleges ~ violation of ~ statute 2!:. rule that the board ~ empowered to enforce, the 
executive director shall designate the appropriate law enforcement agency to investigate the complaint and shall order 
li to conduct an inquiry into the complaint's allegations. The investigating ~ must complete the inquiry and 
submit ~ written summary of it to the executive director within 3'0 days of the order for inquiry. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.10, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.ll. [REASONABLE GROUNDS DETERMINATION.].IiD. After the investigation is complete, the executive 
director shall convene a three-member committee of the board to determine if the complaint constitutes reasonable 
grounds to believe that ~ violation within the board's enforcement jurisdiction has occurred. At least MO members 
of the committee must be board members who are peace officers. No later than 30 days before the committee meets, 
the executive director shall give the licensee who is the subject of the complaint and the complainant written notice 
of the meeting. The executive director shall also give the licensee a SQ£Y of the complaint. Before making its 
determination, the committee shall give the complaining ~ and the licensee who !§. the subject of the complaint 
a reasonable opporhmity to be heard. 

ill The committee shalL Qy majority vote, after considering the information supplied Qy the investigating agency 
and §!!Y additional information supplied £Y. the complainant or the licensee who i§. the subject of the complaint take 
~ of the following actions: 

ill find that reasonable grounds exist to believe that ~ violation within the board's enforcement jurisdiction has 
occurred and order that ~ administrative hearing be held; 

ill decide that!!Q further action .k warranted; or 

ill continue the matter. 

The executive director shall promptly give notice of the committee's action to the complainant and the licensee. 

ill.!! the conunittee determines that a complaint does not relate to matters within its enforcement jurisdiction but 
does relate to ~ within another state 2£ local agency's enforcement jurisdiction, it shall refer the complaint to 
the-appropriate agency for disposition. 

Sec. 6, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214,10, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.11. [ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING; BOARD ACTION.].IiD. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 
2 to the contrary, an administrative hearing shall be held if ordered Qy the committee Wlder subdivision 11. paragraph 
.ili1. After the administrative hearing is held, the administrative law judge shall refer the matter to the full board for 
final action, 

ill Before the board meets to take action on the matter and the executive director must notify the complainant and 
the licensee who is the subject of the complaint. After the board meets, the executive director must promptly notify 
these individuals and the chief law enforcement officer of the ~ employing the licensee of the board's 
disposition. 

Sec, 7, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214,10, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, ~ [DEFINITION,] As used in subdivisions 10 to 1b. "appropriate law enforcement agency" means the law 
enforcement ~ assigned Qy the executive director and the chair of the committee of the board convened Wlder 
subdivision 11. 

Sec, 8, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2990.03, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IMEMBERS,} The commissioner is hereby authorized to employ and designate a chief supervisor, 
a chief assistant supervisor, and such assistant supervisors, sergeants and officers as are provided by law, who shall 
comprise the Minnesota state patrol. The members of the Minnesota state patrol shall have the power and authority: 

(1) As peace officers to enforce the provisions of'the law relating to the protection of and use of trunk highways, 

(2) At all times to direct all traffic on trunk highways in conformance with law, and in the event of a fire or other 
emergency, or to expedite traffic or to insure safety, to direct traffic on other roads as conditions may require 
notwithstanding the provisions of law. 
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(3) To serve search warrants related to criminal motor vehicle and traffic violations and arrest warrants" and legal 
documents anywhere in the state. 

(4) To serve orders of the commissioner of public safety or the commissioner's duly authorized agents issued Wlder 
the provisions of the Drivers License Law, the Safety Responsibility Act, or relating to authorized brake and light 
testing ·stations, anywhere in the state and to take possession of any license, permit or certificate ordered to be 
surrendered. 

(5) To inspect official brake and light adjusting stations. 

(6) To make appearances anywhere within the state for the purpose of conducting traffic safety educational 
programs and school bus clinics. 

(7) To exercise upon all trunk highways the same powers with respect to the enforcement of laws relating to crimes, 
as sheriffs, constables and police officers. 

(8) To cooperate, under instructions and rules of the commissioner of public safety, with all sheriffs and other police 
officers anywhere in the state, provided that said employees shall have no power or authority in cOlUlection with 
strikes or industrial disputes. 

(9) To assist and aid any peace officer whose life or safety is in jeopardy. 

(10) As peace officers to provide security and protection to the governor, governor elect, either or both houses of 
the legislature, and state buildings or property in the manner and to the extent determined to be necessary after 
consultation with the governor, or a designee. Pursuant to this clause, members of the state patrol, acting as peace 
officers have the same powers with respect to the enforcement of laws relating to crimes, as sheriffs, constables and 
police officers have within their respective jurisdictions, 

(11) To inspect school buses anywhere in the state for the purposes of determining compliance with vehicle 
equipment, pollution control, and registration requirements, 

(12) As peace officers to make arrests for public offenses committed in their presence anywhere within the state. 
Persons arrested for violations other than traffic violations shall be referred forthwith to the appropriate local law 
enforcement agency for further investigation or disposition. 

The state may contract for state patrol members to render the services described in this section in excess of their 
regularly scheduled duty hours and patrol members rendering such services shall be compensated in such amounts, 
manner and under such conditions as the agreement provides. 

Employees thus employed and designated shall subscribe an oath. 

Sec. 9. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 299D.06, is amended to read: 

299D.06 [INSPECTIONS; WEIGHING.] 

Personnel to enforce the laws relating to motor vehicle equipment, school bus equipment, drivers license, motor 
vehicle registration, motor vehicle size and weight, and motor vehicle petroleum tax, to enforce public utilities 
commission rules relating to motor carriers, to enforce pollution control agency rules relating to motor vehicle noise 
abatement, and to enforce laws relating to directing the movement of vehicles shall be classified employees of the 
commissioner of public safety assigned to the division of state patroL Employees engaged in these duties, while 
actually on the job during their working hours only, shall have power to issue citations in lieu of arrest and continued 
detention and to prepare notices to appear in court for violation of these laws and rules, in the manner provided in 
section 169,91" subdivision J.. They shall not be armed and shall have none of the other powers and privileges 
reserved to peace officers. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 388,23, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The COWlty attorney, or any deputy or assistant county attorney whom the county 
attorney authorizes in writing, has the authority to subpoena and require the production of any records of telephone 
companies, cellular phone companies, paging companies, electric companies, gas companies, water utilities, chemical 
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suppliers, hotels and motels, pawn shops, airlines, buses, taxis, and other entities engaged in the business of 
transporting people, and freight companies, warehousing companies, self-service storage facilities, package delivery 
companies, and other entities engaged in the businesses of transport, storage, or delivery, and records of the existence 
of safe deposit box account numbers and customer savings and checking account numbers maintained by financial 
institutions and safe deposit companies. Subpoenas may only be issued for records that are relevant to an ongoing 
legitimate law enforcement investigation. 

Sec. 11. [473.407] [METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSION POLICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.1 The metropolitan transit corrunission may appoint peace officers, as defined 
in section 626.84, subdivision.h paragraph.!..£.l and establish a law enforcement ~ as defined in section 626.84, 
subdivision .h paragraph .lli1. known as the metropolitan transit commission police. to police its property and routes 
and to make arrests under sections 629.30 and 629.34. The jurisdiction of the law enforcement agency ~ limited to 
offenses relating to commission property. equipment, employees. and passengers. 

Subd. b. [LIMIT A nONS.] The initial processing of! person arrested Qy the transit commission police for ~ offense 
within the agency's jurisdiction is the responsibility of the transit commission police unless otherwise directed Qy the 
law enforcement ~ with primary jurisdiction. A. subseguent investigation is the responsibility of the law 
enforcement agency of the jurisdiction in which the crime ~ committed. The transit commission police are not 
authorized to ~ for !!. search warrant as prescribed in section 626.05. 

Subd. J.:. [POLICIES.] Before the commission begins to operate its law enforcement agency within!!..£!!y or county 
with an existing law enforcement agency, the transit commission police shall develop, in conjunction with the law 
enforcement agencies, written policies that describe how the issues of joint jurisdiction will be resolved. The policies 
must also address the operation of emergency vehicles Qy transit commission police responding to commission 
emergencies. These policies must be filed with the board of peace officer standards and training Qy August 1. 1993. 
Revisions of ft.!'!Y of these policies must be filed with the board within ten days of the effective date of the revision. 
The commission shall train all of its peace officers regarding the application of these policies. 

Subd.:L [CHIEF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER] The commission shall appoint a peace officer employed full 
time to be the chief law enforcement officer and to be responsible for the management of the law enforcement agency. 
The person shall possess the necessary police and management experience and have the title of chief of metropolitan 
transit commission police services. All other police management and supervisory personnel must be employed full 
time Qy the commission. Supervisory personnel must be on £!!!y and available !!!!y time transit commission police 
~ Q!! duty. The commission may not hire part-time peace officers as defined. in section 626.84. subdivision .1. 
paragraph i!1. except that the commission may appoint peace officers to work pn a part-time basis not to exceed 30 
full-time equivalents. 

Subd. ~ [EMERGENCIES.]!i!l. The commission shall ensure that all emergency vehicles used !!v transit commission 
police are eguipped with radios capable of receiving and transmitting on the same frequencies utilized Qy the law 
enforcement agencies that have primary jurisdiction. 

ill When the transit commission police receive ~ emergency call ~ shall notify the public safety agency with 
primary jurisdiction' and coordinate the appropriate response. 

1£1 Transit commission police officers shall notify the primary jurisdictions of their response to any emergency. 

Subd. Q,. [COMPLIANCE.] Except as otherwise provided in this section, the transit commission police shall comply 
with all statutes and administrative rules relating to the operation and management of a law enforcement agency. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 480.0591, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PRESENT LAWS EFFECTIVE UNTIL MODIFIED; RIGHTS RESERVED.] Present statutes relating to 
evidence shall be effective until modified or superseded by court rule. If a rule of evidence is promulgated which 
is in conflict with a statute, the statute shall thereafter be of no force and effect. The supreme court, however, shall 
not have the power to promulgate rules of evidence which conflict, modify, or supersede the following statutes: 

(a) statutes which relate to the competency of witnesses to testify, found in sections 595.02 to 595.025; 

(b) statutes which establish the prima facie evidence as proof of a fact; 
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(c) statutes which establish a presumption or a burden of proof; 

(d) statutes which relate to the admissibility of statistical probability evidence based on genetic 2!: blood test results, 
found in sections 634.25 to 634.30; 

1rl statutes which relate to the privacy of communications; and 

W ill statutes which relate to the admissibility of certain documents. 

The legislature may enact, modify, or repeal any statute or modify or repeal any rule of evidence promulgated 
under this section. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.05, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Suhd.2. The term "peace officer,t" as used in sections 626.04 to 626.17" means a person who is licensed as a peace 
officer in accordance with section 626.84, subdivision L. and who ~ as ~ sheriff, deputy sheriff, police officer, 
constable, conservation officer, agent of the bureau of criminal apprehension, agent of the division of gambling 
enforcement, 9f' University of Minnesota peace officer.L or state patrol trooper as authorized £y section 299D.03, 

Sec~ 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.13, is amended to read: 

626.13 [SERVICE; PERSONS MAKING.] 

A search warrant may in all cases be served by any of the officers mentioned. in its directions, but by no other 
person, except in aid of the officer on the officer's requiring it, the officer being present and acting in its execution. 
If the warrant is to be served by an agent of the bureau of criminal apprehension, an.agent of the division of gambling 
enforcement,!!. state patrol trooper, or a conservation officer, 'the agent.L state patrol trooper, or conservation officer 
shan notify the chief of police of an organized full-time police deparhnent of the municipality or, if there is no such 
local chief of police, the sheriff or a deputy sheriff of the county in which service is to be made prior to execution, 

Sec. 15, MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 626A.05, subdivision I, is amended to· read: 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION FOR WARRANT.] The attorney general, e. "et",e.e thar. eRe assista"t eF s~eeial 
assistant atteFne} geneFai sl3eeitieall} aesigRatea 13} the attBffiey general, or a county attorney of any county,.ef-ftet 
mere tP.aR eRe assishlflt esl;t:Rt} attsPfte} speeifieall} aesignatea B} the eet::H'l~· attSfRey, may make application as 
provided in section 626A.06, to a judge of the district court, of the court of appeals, or of the supreme court for a 
warrant authorizing or approving the interception of wire, electronic, or oral ~ommunications by investigative or law 
enforcement officers having responsibility for the investigation of the offense as to which the application is made, 
No court commissioner shall issue a warrant under this chapter. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 199.2, section 626A,06, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [THE WARRANT.] Each warrant to intercept communications shall be directed to a law enforcement 
officer, commanding the officer to hold the recording of all intercepted communications conducted under said warrant 
in custody subject to the further order of the court issuing the warrant. The warrant shall contain the grounds for 
its issuance with findings, as to the existence of the matters contained in subdivision 1 and shall also specify: 

(a) the identity of the person, if known, whose corrununications are to be intercepted and recorded; 

(b) the nature and location of the conununications facilities as to which, or the place where, authority to intercept 
is granted, and in the case of telephone or telegraph communications the general designation of the particular line 
or lines involved; 

(c) a particular description of the type of conununication sought to be intercepted, and a statement of the particular 
offense to which it relates; 

(d) the identity of the law enforcement office or agency authorized to intercept the communications, the name of 
the officer or officers thereof authorized to intercept communications, and of the person authorizing the application; 

(e) the period of time during which such interception is authorized, induding a statement as to whether or not the 
interception shall automatically terminate when the described communication has been first obtained; 
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(f) any other limitations on the interception of communications being authorized, for the protection of the rights 
of third persons; 

(g) a statement that using, divulging, or disclosing any information concerning such application and warrant for 
intercepting communications is prohibited and that any violation is punishable by the penalties of this chapter. 

(h) a statement that the warrant shall be executed as soon as practicable, shall be executed in such a way as to 
minimize the interception of conununications not otherwise subject to interception under this chapter and must 
terminate upon attainment of the authorized objective, or in any event in teR 30 days. The tert--Elay 3D-day period 
begins on the earlier of the day on which the investigative or law enforcement officer first begins to conduct an 
interception under the order or ten days after the order is received. In the event the intercepted communication is 
in a code or foreign language, and an expert in that foreign language or code is not reasonably available during the 
interception period, minimization may be accomplished as soon as practicable after such interception. 

An order authorizing the interception of a wire, oral, or electronic communication under this chapter must, upon 
request of the applicant, direct that a provider of wire or electronic communication service, landlord, custodian, or 
other person shall furnish the applicant immediately all information, facilities, and technical assistance necessary to 
accomplish the interception unobtrusively and with a minimum of interference with the services that the service 
provider, landlord, custodian, or person is according the person whose communications are to be intercepted. A 
provider of wire or electronic conununication service, landlord, custodian, or other person furnishing facilities or 
technical assistance must be compensated by the applicant for reasonable expenses incurred in providing the facilities 
or assistance. 

Denial of an application for a warrant to intercept communications or of an application for renewal of such warrant 
shall be by written order that shall include a statement as to the offense or offenses designated in the application, the 
identity of the official applying for the warrant and the name of the law enforcement office or agency. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626A.06, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [DURATION OF WARRANT.] No warrant entered under this section may authorize or approve the 
interception of any wire, electronic, or oral communication for any period longer than is necessary to achieve the 
objective of the authorization, nor in any event longer than teft 30 days. 

The effective period of any warrant for intercepting communications shall terminate immediately when any person 
named in the warrant has been charged with an offense specified in the warrant. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626A.06, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [EXTENSIONS.] Any judge of the district court, of the court of appeals, or of the supreme court may grant 
extensions of a warrant, but only upon application for an extension made in accordance with subdivision 1 and the 
court making the findings required by subdivision 3. The period of extension shall be no longer than the authorizing 
judge deems necessary to achieve the purposes for which it was granted and in no event for longer than teft 30 days. 
In addition to satisfying the requirements of subdivision 1, an application for a rene .. al an extension of any warrant 
for intercepting communications shall also: 

(a) contain a statement that all interception of communications under prior warrants has been in compliance with 
this chapter; 

(b) contain a statement setting forth the results thus far' obtained from the interception or a reasonable explanation 
of the failure to obtain results; 

(c) state the continued existence of the matters contained in subdivision 1; and 

(d) specify the facts and circumstances of the interception of communications under prior warrants which are relied 
upon by the applicant to 'show that such continued interception of corrununications is necessary and in the public 
interest. 

APLY af'f'lieatieR te iRtereef't eeft'lffll:HtieatisRs sf a t:'e:rssR f'Fe\ ietisl" tfl:e sti19jeet s£ Sl::l:eh a waFFant fSF aRY efteRse 
EieeigtlateEi iR a ¥lFisF '\; aFPaRt ellall eSRsftffite a fefte" al af s~eR 'Ii. aFFaftt. 
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Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626A.I0, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. INOTICE OF ORDER.] Within a reasonable time but not later than 90 days after the termination 
of the period of a warrant or extensions thereof, the issuing or denying judge shall cause to be served, on the persons 
named in the warrant and the application, and such other parties to intercepted communications as the judge may 
determine that is in the interest of justice, an inventory which shall include notice of: 

(1) the fact of the issuance of the warrant or the application; 

(2) the date of the issuance and the period of authorized, approved or disapproved interception, or the denial of 
the application; and 

(3) the fact that during the period wire, electronic, or oral communications were or were not intercepted. 

On an ~ parte showing to ~ court of competent jurisdiction that there is!! need to continue the investigation and 
that the investigation would be harmed £y service of the inventory at this time, service of the inventory required Qy 
this subdivision may be postponed for an additional 90-day period. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626A.lt subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [ILLEGALLY OBTAINED EVIDENCE INADMISSIBLE,] Evidence obtained by any act of 
intercepting wire, orat or electronic communications, in violation of section 626A.02, and all evidence obtained 
through or resulting from information obtained by any such act, shall be inadmissible for any purpose in any action, 
proceeding, or hearing; provided, however, that .. :Jll any such evidence shall be admissible in any civil or criminal 
action, proceeding, or hearing against the person who has, or is alleged to have, violated this chapter;, and ill !!!!Y 
evidence obtained Qy ~ lawfully executed warrant to intercept wire, oral. or electronic communications issued Qy ~ 
federal court Q!. Qy !! court of competent jurisdiction of another state shall be admissible in !!!!y civil Q!. criminal 
proceeding. 

Sec. 21, [INSTRUCTIOl\; TO REVISOR.] 

The revisor shall substitute the reference "473.407" for the reference "629.40, subdivision 5" in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 352.01, subdivision ~ clause Q11.. 

Sec. 22. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.10, subdivisions.!.2t..2t. and L. are repealed. 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 629.40, subdivision.2t. is repealed. 

Sec. 23, [APPLICATION.] 

Sections 473.407 and the repeal of section 629.40, subdivision.2t. ~ in the counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, 
Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott, and Washington. 

ARTICLE 8 

CORRECTIONS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16B.08, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [SPECIFIC PURCHASES,] (a) The following may be purchased without regard to the competitive bidding 
requirements of this chapter: 

(1) merchandise for resale at state park refectories or facility operations; 

(2) farm and garden products, which may be sold at the prevailing market price on the date of the sale; 

(3) meat for other state institutions from the technical college maintained at Pipestone by independent school 
district No, 583; and 
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(4) fufRitu:re products and services from the Mirm€sota correctional facilities. 

(b) Supplies, materials, equipment, and utility services for use by a commlUlity-based residential facility operated 
by the commissioner of human services may be purchased or rented without regard to the competitive bidding 
requirements of this chapter. 

(c) Supplies, materials, or equipment to be used in the operation of a hospital licensed under sections 144.50 to 
144.56 that are purchased under a shared service purchasing arrangement whereby more than one hospital purchases 
supplies, materials, or equipment with one or more other hospitals, either through one of the hospitals or through 
another entity, may be purchased without regard to the competitive bidding requirements of this chapter if the 
following conditions are met: 

(1) the hospital's governing authority authorizes the arrangement; 

(2) the shared services purchasing program purchases items available from more than one source on the basis of 
competitive bids or competitive quotations of prices; and 

(3) the arrangement authorizes the hospital's governing authority or its representatives to review the purchasing 
procedures to determine compliance with these requirements. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 147.09, is amended to read: 

147,09 [EXEMPTIONS,] 

Section 147.081 does not apply to, control, prevent or restrict the practice, service, or activities of: 

(1) A person who is a commissioned medical officer of, a member of, or employed by, the armed forces of the 
United States, the United States Public Health Service, the Veterans Administration, any federal institution or any 
federal agency while engaged in the performance of official duties within this state, if the person is licensed elsewhere. 

(2) A licensed physician from a state or COillltry who is in actual consultation here. 

(3) A licensed or registered physician who treats the physician's home state patients or other participating patients 
while the physicians and those patients are participating together in outdoor recreation in this state as defined by 
section 86A.03, subdivision 3. A physician shall first register with the board on a form developed by the board for 
that purpose. The board shall not be required to promulgate the contents of that form by rule. No fee shall be 
charged for this registration. 

(4) A srodent practicing under the direct supervision of a preceptor while the student is enrolled in and regularly 
attending a recognized medical school. 

(5) A student who is in continuing training and performing the duties of an intern or resident or engaged in 
postgraduate work considered by the board to be the equivalent of an internship or residency in any hospital or 
institution approved for training by the board. 

(6) A person employed in a scientific, sanitary, or teaching capacity by the state university, the state department 
of education, or by any public or private school, college, or other bona fide educational institution, or the state 
department of health, whose duties are entirely of a public health or educational character, while engaged in such 
duties. 

(7) Physician's assistants registered in this state. 

(8) A doctor of osteopathy duly licensed by the state board of osteopathy under Minnesota Statutes 1961, sections 
148.11 to 148.16, prior to May 1~ 1963, who has not been granted a license to practice medicine in accordance with this 
chapter provided that the doctor confines activities within the scope of the license. 

(9) Any person licensed by a health related licensing board, as defined in section 214.01, subdivision 2, or registered 
by the commissioner of health pursuant to section 214.13, including psychological practitioners with respect to the 
use of hypnosis; provided that the person confines activities within the scope of the license. 
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(10) A person who practices ritual circumcision pursuant to the requirements or tenets of any established religion. 

(11) A Christian Scientist or other person who endeavors to prevent or cure disease or suffering exclusively by 
mental or spiritual means or by prayer. 

(12) A physician licensed to practice medicine in another state who is in this state for the sole purpose of providing 
medical services at a competitive athletic event. The physician may practice medicine only on participants in the 
athletic event. A physician shall first register with the board on a form developed by the board for that purpose. 
The board shall not be required to adopt the contents of the form by rule. The physician shall provide evidence 
satisfactory to the board of a current unrestricted license in another state. The board shall charge a fee of $50 for the 
registration. 

@ A psychologist licensed under section 148.91 2!. ~ social worker licensed under section 1488.21 who ~ or 
supervises the, use of a penile or vaginal plethysmograph in assessing and treating individuals suspected of engaging 
in aberrant sexual behavior and sex offenders. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 241.09, is amended to read: 

241.09 [UNCLAIMED MONEY OR PERSONAL PROPERTY OF INMATES OF CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [MONEY] When the chief executive officer of any state correctional facility under the jurisdiction 
of the commissioner of corrections obtains money belonging to inmates of the facility who have died, been released 
or escaped, and the chief executive officer knows no claimant or person entitled to it, the chief executive officer shall, 
if the money is unclaimed within twO) eaFS six months, deposit it in the inmate social welfare fund for the benefit 
of the inmates of the facility. No money shall be so deposited until it has remained unclaimed for at least two yeaFS 
six months. If, at any time after the expiration of the Pi. a ) €aFS six months, the inm'ate or the legal heirs appear and 
make proper proof of identity or heirship, the inmate or heirs are entitled to receive from the state treasurer any 
money belonging to the inmate and deposited in the inmate social welfare fund pursuant to this subdivision. 

Subd. 2. [UNCLAIMED PERSONAL PROPERTY.] When any inmate of a state correctional facility under the 
jurisdiction of the commissioner of corrections has died, been released or escaped therefrom leaving in the custody 
of the chief executive officer thereof personal property, other than money, which remains unclaimed for a period of 
PilO years 90 days, and the chief executive officer knows no person entitled to it, the chief executive officer or the chief 
executive officer's agent may sell or otherwise dispose of the property in the manner provided by law for the sale or 
disposition of state property. The proceeds of any sale, after deduction of the costs shall be deposited in the inmate 
social welfare fund for expenditure as provided in subdivision 1. Any inmate whose property has been sold under 
this subdivision, or heirs of the inmate, may file with, and make proof of ownership to, the chief executive officer of 
the institution who caused the sale of the property within two years after the sale, and, upon satisfactory proof to the 
chief executive officer, the chief executive officer shall certify to the state treasurer the amount received by the sale 
of such property for payment to the inmate or heirs. No suit shall be brought for damages consequent to the disposal 
of personal property or use of money in accordance with this section against the state or any official, employee, or 
agent thereof. 

Sec. 4. Mirutesota Statutes 1992, section 241.26, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [EARNINGS; WORK RELEASE ACCOUNT.] The net earnings of each inmate participating in the work 
release program provided by this section may be collected by or forwarded to the conunissioner of corrections for 
deposit to the account of the inmate in the work release account in the state treasury, or the inmate may be permitted 
to collect, retain, and expend the net earnings from the inmate's employment under rules established by the 
conunissioner .of corrections. The money collected by or forwarded to the commissioner under the rules shall remain 
under the control of the commissioner for the sole benefit of the inmate. After making deductions for the payment 
of state and local taxes, if necessary, and for repayment of advances and gate money as provided in section 243.24, 
wages under the contra) of the conunissioner and wages retained by the inmate may be disbursed by the 
commissioner or expended by the inmate for the following purposes and in the following order: 

(1) The cost of the inmate's keep as determined by subdivision 7, which money shall be deposited in the general 
fund of the state treasury if the inmate is housed in a state correctional facility, or shall be paid directly to the place 
of confinement as designated by the commissioner pursuant to subdivision 1; 

(2) Necessary travel expense to and from work and other incidental expenses of the inmate; 
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(3) Support of inmate's dependents, if any; 

(4) Court-ordered restitution, if any; 

(5) Fines, surcharges, or other fees assessed or ordered £.y the court; 

ill Contribution to any programs established by law to aid victims of crime, provided that the contribution must 
not "be more than 20 percent of the inmate's gross wages; 

f6t m Restitution to the commissioner of corrections ordered by a prison disciplinary hearing officer for damage 
to property caused by an inmate's conduct; 

A ffil After the above expenditures, the inmate shall have discretion to direct payment of the balance, if any, upon 
proper proof of personal legal debts; 

t8t 121 The balance, if any, shall be disbursed to the inmate as provided in section 243.24, subdivision 1. 

The commissioner may authorize the payment of court-ordered restitution from an inmate's wages when the 
restitution was court ordered as a sanction for the conviction of an offense which ~ not the offense of commitment, 
including offenses which occurred prior to the offense for which the inmate was committed to the commissioner. All 
money in the work release account are appropriated annually to the commissioner of corrections for the purposes of 
the work release program. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 241.67, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT.} A sex offender treatment system is established under the 
administration of the commissioner of corrections to provide and finance a range of sex offender treatment programs 
for eligible adults and juveniles. Offenders who are eligible to receive treatment, within the limits of available 
funding, are: 

(1) adults and juveniles committed to the custody of the commissioner; 

(2) adult offenders for whom treatment is required by the court as a condition of probation; and 

(3) juvenile offenders who have been- found delinquent or received a stay of adjudication, for whom the juvenile 
court has ordered treatment~ 

(4) aaHlts aRa jH.efliles ;,he afe eligiele for eeffH'RtHtit} easea Heai.=m-eRt ttfl:aer the se)( effeftaer tf'eatmeRt FuRa 
estal3lish:ea ir. seefieR 241.671. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 241.67, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [TREATMENT PROGRAM STANDARDS.] (a) The commissioner shall adopt rules under chapter 14 for 
the certification of adult and juvenile sex offender treatment programs in state and local correctional facilities and 
state-operated adult and juvenile sex offender treatment programs not operated in state or local correctional facilities. 
The rules shall require that sex offender treatment programs be at least four months in duration. A correctional 
facility may not operate a sex offender treabnent program unless the program has met the standards adopted by and 
been certified by the commissioner of corrections. As used in this subdivision, "correctional facility" has the meaning 
given it in section 241.021, subdivision 1, clause (5). 

(b) By Jl:Ily 1, 1991, the €offH'RissioReI shall asopt :mles l:l:flaef ehapter 14 for tt.e eefRfieaaoR of eOffiffitffiiLJ. sasea 
aall.It aRa jl:PreRile self OffeReeI' tfeatmeRt pfograms ROt operatea iF. state or IDeal eOfreeRDRal Faeilities. 

fe7 In addition to other certification requirements established under paf'agyapRs paragraph (a)~, ftiles aaoptea 
By the commissioner must require all eerafies programs certified under this subdivision to participate in aft the ~ 
offender program OflgDing Ol:lteome eases evaluation aRa EJoliality mar.agemeRt 5) stem project established by the 
commissioner under section 2,. 
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Sec. 7. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 241.67, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd,!h [COMMUNITY-BASED SEX OFFENDER PROGRAM EVALUATION PROJECT,] W. For the purposes of 
this project ~ ~ offender is ~ adult who has been convicted, or ~ juvenile who has been adjudicated, for ~ ~ 
offense or a sex-related offense and has been sentenced to sex offender treahnent as a condition of probation, 

D2l The commissioner shall develop a long-term project to accomplish the following: 

ill provide follow-up information on each sex offender for ~ period of three years following the offender's 
completion of £!. termination from treatment; 

ill provide treatment programs in several geographical areas in the state; 

ill provide the necessary data to form the basis to recommend !! fiscally sound plan to provide a coordinated 
statewide system of effective sex offender treahnent programming; and 

ill provide an opportunity to local and regional governments, agencies, and programs to establish models of ~ 
offender programs that are suited to the needs of that region. 

1£l The commissioner shall provide the legislature with an annual report of the data collected and the status of the 
project h October 15 of each year, beginning in 1993. 

@ The commissioner shall establish an advisory task force consisting of county probation officers from community 
corrections act counties and other counties, court services providers, and other interested officials. The commissioner 
shall consult with the task force concerning the establishment and operation of the project. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.23, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd, 3, [EXCEPTIONS,] Notwithstanding sections 241.26, subdivision 5, and 243.24, subdivision 1, the 
commissioner may promulgate rules for the disbursement of funds earned under subdivision 1, or other funds in an 
inmate account, and section 243.88, subdivision 2;,:. The corrunissioner shall first make deductions for the following 
expenses: federal and state taxes; repayment of advances; gate money as provided in section 243.24; and. where 
applicable, mandatory savings as provided £v. United States Code, title Th section 1761, ~ amended. The 
commissioner's rules may then provide for disbursements to be made in the following order of priority: 

ill for the support of families and dependent relatives of the respective inmates,L 

ill for the payment of court-ordered restitution;i. 

ill for payment of fines, surcharges, or other fees assessment or ordered £Y'!!' court; 

ill for contribution to any programs established by law to aid victims of crime provided that the contribution shall 
not be more than 20 percent of an inmate's &"ross wages,i. 

ill for the payment of restitution to the conunissioner ordered by prison disciplinary hearing officers for damage 
to property caused by an iIunate's conduct;" and 

ill for the discharge of any legal obligations arising out of litigation under this subdivision. 

The conunissioner may authorize the payment of court-ordered restitution from an inmate's wages when the 
restitution was court ordered as a sanction for the conviction of an offense which ~ not the offense of commitment, 
including offenses which occurred prior to the offense for which the inmate was conunitted to the commissioner. An 
inmate of an adult correctional facility under the control of the commissioner is subject to actions for the enforcement 
of support obligations and reimbursement of any public assistance rendered the dependent family and relatives. The 
commissioner may conditionally release an inmate who is a party to an action under this subdivision and provide 
for the inmate's detention in a local detention facility convenient to the place of the hearing when the inmate is not 
engaged in preparation and defense. 
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Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.05, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [CONDITIONAL MEDICAL RELEASE.] The commissioner may order that !!!l offender be placed 2!l 
conditional medical release before the offender's scheduled supervised release date or target release date if the 
offender suffers from ~ grave illness or medical condition and the release poses no threat to the public. In making 
the decision to release ~ offender on this status, the commissioner must consider the offender's ~ and medical 
condition, the health care needs of the offender. the offender's custody classification and level of risk of violence, the 
appropriate level of community supervision, and alternative placements that may be available for the offender. An 
inmate may not be released under this provision unless the commissioner has determined that the inmate's health 
costs ~ likely to be borne Qy medical assistance, Medicaid, general assistance medical care, veteran's benefits, or Qy 
~ other federal or state medical assistance programs or Qy the inmate. Conditional medical release is governed Qy 
provisions relating to supervised release except that.li. may be rescinded without hearing Qy the commissioner if the 
offender's medical condition improves to the extent that the continuation of the conditional medical release presents 
~ more serious risk to the public. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.17, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [OFFENDERS NOT ELIGIBLE.] The following offenders are not eligible to be placed in the challenge 
incarceration program: 

(1) offenders who are committed to the commissioner's custody following a conviction for murder, manslaughter, 
criminal sexual conduct, assault, kidnapping, robbery, arson, or any other offense involving death or intentional 
personal injury; and 

(2) offenders who pfevieHsI) were convicted within the preceding ten years of an offense described in clause (1) 
and were committed to the custody of the commissioner. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.172, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PHASE 1.] Phase I of the program lasts at least six months. The offender must be confined in a 
state correctional facility designated by the commissioner and must successfully participate in all intensive treatment, 
education and work programs required by the commissioner. The offender must also submit on demand to random 
drug and alcohol testing at time intervals set by the commissioner. PeF the fiFst tftFee fflefrtbs sf pRase I, the effeflaef' 
ft\a:) Rst f'eeei .. e visitSFS SF telepRsRe ealls, eHeept lffiaeF emeFgeRE) EiFEWl'lstanees. Throughout phase 1 the 
commissioner must severely restrict the offender's telephone and visitor privileges. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.172, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PHASE II.] Phase II of the program lasts at least six months. The offender shall serve this phase of the 
offender's sentence in an intensive supervision and surveillance program established by the commissioner. The 
commissioner may impose such requirements on the offender as are necessary to carry out the goals of the program. 
Throughout phase !L. the offender must be required to submit to 6aily drug and alcohol tests fsf' the fif's' 'three 
m8Ptt:Rs; 19i.; eeU)' tests tel' tfle ReHt R. e ffl8Rtfls; Elfta, .. eeldy tests fSf the Femair.aeF sf pRase II randomly or for cause, 
on demand of the supervising agent. The commissioner shall also require the offender to report daily to a 
day-reporting facility designated by the commissioner. In addition, if the commissioner required the offender to 
undergo acupuncture during phase I, the offender must e8Rtffi1:te ts submit to acupuncture treatment throughout 
phase II" on demand of the supervising agent. 

Sec. 13, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.185, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If the court finds that the child is delinquent, it shall enter an order making any of the following 
dispositions of the case which are deemed necessary to the rehabilitation of the child: 

(a) COl.ID.sel the child or the parents, guardian, or custodian; 

(b) Place the child under the supervision of a probation officer or other suitable person in the child's O'WIl home 
under conditions prescribed by the court including reasonable rules for the child's conduct and the conduct of the 
child' 5 parents, guardian, or custodian, designed for the physical, mental, and moral well-being and behavior of the 
child, or with the consent of the commissioner of corrections, in a group foster care facility which is under the 
management and supervision of said conunissioner; 
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(c) Subject to the supervision of the court, transfer legal custody of the child to one of the following: 

(1) a child placing agency; or 

(2) the county welfare board; or 

4311 

(3) a reputable individual of good moral character. No person may receive custody of two or more unrelated 
children unless: licensed as a residential facility pursuant to sections 245A.Ol to 245A.16; or 

(4) a county home school, if the county maintains a home school or enters into an agreement with a county home 
school; or ~ 

(5) a COWlty probation officer for placement in a group foster home established under the direction of the juvenile 
court and licensed pursuant to section 241.021; 

(d) Transfer legal custody by conunitment to the commissioner of corrections; 

(e) If the child is found to have violated a state or local law or ordinance which has resulted in damage to the 
person or property of another, the court may order the child to make reasonable restitution for such damage; 

(f) Require the child to pay a fine of up to $700; the court shall order payment of the fine in accordance with a time 
payment schedule which shall not impose an undue financial hardship on the child; 

(g) If the child is in need of special treatment and care for reasons of physical or mental health, the court may order 
the child's parent, guardian, or custodian to provide it. If the parent, guardian, or custodian fails to provide this 
treatment or care, the court may order it provided; 

(h) If the court believes that it is in the best interests of the child and of public safety that the driver's license of 
the child be canceled until the child's 18th birthday, the court may recommend to the commissioner of public safety 
the cancellation of the child's license for any period up to the child's 18th birthday, and the commissioner is hereby 
authorized to cancel such license without a hearing. At any time before the termination· of the period of cancellation, 
the court may, for good cause, recommend to the commissioner of public safety that the child he authorized to apply 
for a new license, and the commissioner may so authorize. 

If the child is petitioned and found by the court to have committed or attempted to commit an act in violation of 
section 609.342; 609.343; 609.344; 609.345; 609.3451; 609.746, subdivision 1; 609.79; or 617.23, or another offense arising 
out of a delinquency petition based on one or more of those sections, the court shall order an independent professional 
assessment of the child's need for' sex offender treatment. An assessor providing an assessment for the court may 
Ret fis, e at'Ly eiiFeet Sf skareEi Bfta:f .eial ir.teJ::est ef feteJ::I'sl I'elatisflsfiip I'esbi:ltiRg iR sftBfeel Hflat'Leisl gaiR •• itA a 
fl:eam:te.At p'F8' iaef' must be experienced in the evaluation and treatment of juvenile sex offenders. If the assessment 
indicates that the child is in need of and amenable to sex offender treatment, the court shall include in its disposition 
order a requirement that the child undergo treatment. Notwithstanding section 13.42, 13.85, 144.335, 260.161, or 
626.556, the assessor has access to the following private or confidential data on the child if access is relevant and 
necessary for the assessment: 

(1) medical data under section 13.42; 

(2) corrections and detention data lUlder section 13.85; 

(3) health records under section 144.335; 

(4) juvenile court records under section 260.161; and 

(5) local welfare agency records under section 626.556. 

Data disclosed under this paragraph may be used only for purposes of the assessment and may not be further 
disclosed to any other person, except as authorized by law. 

If the child is found delinquent due to the commission of an offense that would be a felony if committed by an 
adult, the court'shall make a specific finding on the record regarding the juvenile'S mental health and chemical 
dependency treatment needs. 
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Any order for a disposition authorized under this section shall contain written findings of fact to support the 
disposition ordered, and shall also set forth in writing the following information: 

(a) why the best interests of the child are served by the disposition ordered; and 

(b) what alternative dispositions were considered by the court and why such dispositions were not appropriate in 
the instant case. 

Sec. 14. MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, section 541.15, is amended to read: 

54L15 [PERIODS OF DISABILITY NOT COUNTED.] 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), any of the following grounds of disability, existing at the time when a 
cause of action accrued or arising anytime during the period of limitation, shall suspend the running of the period 
of limitation until the same is removed; provided that such period, except in the case of infancy, shall not be extended 
for more than five years, nor in any case for more than one year after the disability ceases; 

(1) That the plaintiff is within the age of 18 years; 

(2) The plaintiff's insanity; 

(3) The f31aiRfiJi's ifflf3£is9f1ftleRt SR a €fimiRal efiaFge, 9f I;Htaef a seRteflee sf a eFi:f'fHFlal eSl;lFt fSf a teffi\ less thaft 
tRe plair.tiffs Flah:lP81life; 

f4j Is an alien and the subject or citizen of a COWltry at war with the United States; 

t91 ill When the beginning of the action is stayed by injunction or by statutory prohibition. 

If two or more disabilities shall coexist, the suspension shall continue Wltil all are removed. 

(b) In actions alleging malpractice, error, mistake, or failure to·cure, whether based on contract or tort, against a 
health care provider, the ground of disability specified in paragraph (a), clause (1), suspends the period of limitation 
until the disability is removed. The suspension may not be extended for more than seven years, or for more than one 
year after the disability ceases. 

For purposes of this paragraph, health care provider means a physician, surgeon, dentist, or other health care 
professional or hospital, including all persons or entities providing health care as defined in section 145.61, 
subdivisions 2 and 4, or a certified health care professional employed by or providing services as an independent 
contractor in a hospital. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 631.41, is amended to read: 

631.41 [REQUIRING THE COURT ADMINISTRATOR TO DELIVER TRANSCRIPT OF MINUTES OF SENTENCE 
TO SHERIFF.] 

When a person convicted of an offense is sentenced to pay a fine or costs, or to be imprisoned in the county jailL 

or conunitted to the Minftessta eSffeetisaaI faeility §tilh. atef commissioner of corrections. the court administrator 
shall, as soon as possible, make out and deliver to the sheriff or a deputy a transcript from the minutes of the court 
of the conviction and sentence. A duly certified transcript is sufficient authority for the sheriff to execute the sentence. 
Upon receiving the transcript, the sheriff shall execute the sentence. 

Sec. 16. [TRANSFER.] 

Positions classified as sentencing to service crew leader and one sentencing to service supervisor in the department 
of natural resources are transferred to the Minnesota department of corrections under Minnesota Statutes. section 
15.039. Nothing in this section is intended to abrogate or modify any rights now enjoyed.£y affected employees under 
terms of .illl agreement between !!!! exclusive bargaining representative and the state Q!. one of its appointing 
authorities. 

Sec. 17. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 241.25; 241.67, subdivision Z. and 241.671, are repealed. 
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ARTICLE 9 

NEW FELONY SENTENCING LAW 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes ]992, section 243.18, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. {WORK REQUIREDi. GOOD TIME.] This subdivision applies only to inmates whose crimes ~ 
committed before August .1.1993. An inmate for whom a work assignment is available may not earn good time under 
subdivision 1 for any day on which the inmate does not perform the work assignment. The commissioner may excuse 
an inmate from work only for illness, physical disability, or to participate in an education or treatment program. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.18, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [WORK REQUIRED; DISCIPLINARY CONFINEMENT.] This subdivision applies only to inmates whose 
crimes were committed on or after August .1.1993. The commissioner shall impose a disciplinary confinement period 
of two days for each ~ on which ~ person for whom £. work assignment is available does not perform the work 
assignment. The commissioner may excuse ~ inmate from work only for illness, physical disability, or to participate 
in an education or treatment program. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.01, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. ''Term of imprisonment," as applied to inmates whose crimes were committed before August 1, 1993, is 
the period of time fa for which an inmate is committed to the custody of the commissioner of corrections minus 
earned good time. "Term of imprisonment," as applied to inmates whose crimes were committed on or after August 
1, 1993, is the period of time which art iRRlatc is eraE'f'ca t=e seR e in pAseR f,} tfie seflteflE'ing CSl::I:l't, pllds aRj 
ai'sei}3liRal)' EBRflnemeflt ¥,eriBa iffl:¥,ssee19y t'Rc EsB'lffi:issisRer l:lfteCf seebsR 241.G5, slt19ai. isisR 119 equal to two-thirds 
of the inmate's executed sentence. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [EXECUTED SENTENCE.] "Executed sentence" means the total period of time for which an inmate ~ 
comm.itted to the custody of the commissioner of corrections. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.05, subdivision 1b, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [SUPERVISED RELEASE; OFFENDERS WHO COMMIT CRIMES ON OR AFTER AUGUST 1, 1993.] (a) 
Except as provided in subdivisions 4 and 5, every inmate sentenced to prison for a felony offense committed on or 
after August 1, 1993, shall serve a supervised release term upon completion of the inmate's term of imprisonment 
j3foRBIdReee19y tflc sCRteneiRg EBL*ft l:lP.acf seebBR 241.191 and any disciplinary confinement period imposed by the 
commissioner due to the inmate's violation of any disciplinary offense rule adopted by the commissioner under 
paragraph (b). The amount of time the inmate serves on supervised release -te£.m shall be equal in length to the amount 
of time remaining in the inmate's iffifJBsecl: executed sentence after the inmate has served the }=.II"SRSU:Reea term of 
imprisonment and any disciplinary confinement period imposed by the commissioner. 

(b) By August 1, 1993, the commissioner shall modify the commissioner's existing disciplinary rules to specify 
disciplinary offenses which may result in imposition of a disciplinary confinement period and the length of the 
diSCiplinary confinement period for each disciplinary offense, These disciplinary offense rules may cover violation of 
institution rules, refusal to work, refusal to participate in treatment or other rehabilitative programs, and other matters 
determined by the commissioner, No inmate who violates a disciplinary rule shall be placed on supervised release 
until the inmate has served the disciplinary confinement period or until the inmate is discharged or released from 
punitive segregation confinement, whichever is later. The imposition of a disciplinary confinement period shall be 
considered to be a disciplinary sanction imposed upon an inmate, and the procedure for imposing the disciplinary 
confinement period and the rights of the inmate in the procedure shall be those in effect for the imposition of other 
disciplinary sanctions at each state correctional institution. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.101, is amended to read: 

244.101 [SENTENCING OF FELONY OFFENDERS WHO COMMIT OFFENSES ON AND AFTER AUGUST 1, 1993.] 

Subdivision 1. [SENTHJCI~JC AUTHORITY EXECUTED SENTENCES.] When a felony offender is sentenced to 
a fixed executed rfiseR sentence for an offense committed on or after August 1, 1993, the executed sentence 
¥,fBltel:l:P.eea a; tfle eetirt shall eOf\sist consists of two parts: (1) a specified minimum term of imprisonment that ~ 
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~ to hvo:..thirds of the executed sentence; and (2) a specified maximum supervised release term that is eRe fialf 
sf tPte fl-1-ffiiffil:Hlk term sf impfis8PtfReF1t ~ to one-third of the executed sentence. The 1eRgfus sf tRe te:rm sf 
impris8flf'PteRt alta the st:lpen is eel release term aetl:lall) seE. eel l3y aT. inEHate are amount of time the inmate actually 
~ in prison and on supervised release i§. subject to the provisions of section 244.05, subdivision lb. 

Subd. 2. IEXPLANATION OF SENTENCE.] When a court pronounces an executed sentence under this section, 
it shall speeHy explain: ill the total length of the executed sentence; ill the affiollilt of time the defendant will serve 
in prisoni. and ill the amount of time the defendant will serve on supervised release, assuming the defendant commits 
no disciplinary offense in prison that may resl:llt results in the imposition of a disciplinary confinement period. The 
court shan also explain that the aefeRaaRt's term of impriset"lmeRt amount of time the defendant actually serves in 
prison may be extended by the commissioner if the defendant commits any disciplinary offenses in prison and that 
this extension could result in the defendant's serving the entire preRoW1eed executed sentence in prison. The court's 
explanation shall be included in tl=t.e seRteReiflg oraer a written summary of the sentence. 

Subd.3. [NO RIGHT TO SUPERVISED RELEASE.] Notwithstanding the court's s!"eEiiiEalien explanation of the 
potential length of a defendant's supervised release term iR the seRteAeiAg order, the court's Offier explanation creates 
no right of a defendant to any specific, minimum length of a supervised release term. 

Subd.4. [APPLICATION OF STATUTORY MANDA TORY MINIMUM SENTENCES.] If the defendant is convicted 
of any offense for which a statute imposes a mandatory minimum sentence er--teFm- of imprisonment, the statutory 
mandatory minimum sentence er-4eFm governs the length of the entire executed sentence pronounced by the court 
under this section. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.14, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [GOOD TIME NOT AVAILABLE.] An offender serving a sentence on intensive community supervision 
for ~ crime committed before August L. 1993, does not earn good time, notwithstanding section 244.04. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.171, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. rGOOD TIME NOT AVAILABLE.] An offender in the-challenge incarceration program whose crime ~ 
committed before August L. 1993, does not earn good time during phases I and II of the program, notvvithstanding 
section 244.04. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.346, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [SUPERVISED CONDITIONAL RELEASE OF SEX OFFENDERS.] (a) Notwithstanding the statutory 
maximum sentence otherwise applicable to the offense or any provision of the sentencing guidelines, any perSOR ,. ko 
is seflteFleea when a court sentences a person to prison for a violation of section 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, or 609.345 
fFltlst ae seFlteReea te ser.e a slipervisea release teFR. as ]9re.idea iR this sl:l19ai,isieR. The €ourt sRan seRt€:Ree a 
persEm EEm.ietea ~6r a yiela-tiBfl sf sees8Fl6G9.342, E:G9.343, E:G9.344, sr 6Q9.34§ te serle a sl:IJ;3eF,isea release term ef 
Rot less tflaR R. e years'L the court shall seflter.€e a provide that after the person has completed the sentence imposed, 
the commissioner of corrections shall place the person .Q!! conditional release. !! the person ~ convicted for !!. 
violation of section 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, or 609.345, the person shall be placed on conditional release for five 
years, minus the time the person served on supervised release. !! the person was convicted for a violation of one of 
those sections a second or subsequent time, or sentenced under subdivision 4 to a mandatory departure, te sen e a 
supel"visee release term of FlOt less tRaR the person shall be placed on conditional release for ten yearsL minus the time 
the person served on supervised release. 

(b) The eOftlmissiofler ef eOfFeeHeFls skall set the Ie. el of sl:lJ3ervisisR fer oHeRaers sl:ll3jeet to fr.is seetioR basea OR 
t-Re pl:l"l91ie Fisl~ pr€S€Rtee"l9) tl:te offeReeI'. The conditions of release may include successful completion of treatment 
and aftercare in a program approved Qy the commissioner, satisfaction of the release conditions specified in section 
244.05, subdivision.2.t. and any other conditions the commissioner considers appropriate. If the offender fails to meet 
~ condition of release, the commissioner may revoke the offender's conditional release and order that the offender 
serve the remaining portion of the conditional release term in prison. The commissioner shall not dismiss the offender 
from supervision before the conditional release tenn expires. 

Conditional release under this subdivision i§. governed Qy provisions relating to supervised release, except !!§. 

otherwise provided in this subdivision, section 244.04, subdivision.L 2!. 244.05. 

1£l The commissioner shall E!!Y. the cost of treatment of a person released under this subdivision. This section does 
not reguire the commissioner to accept .Q£ retain an offender in a tr€abnent program. 
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ARTICLE 10 

PROBATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REGISTRATION REQUIRED.] A person shall e8fH¥11) .. itft register under this section akEF Being 
releasee fFeffi pris8R if: 

(1) the person was s€nteneea 1s iHLpris8ftmeftt lelle • ling a e8R. ieHen fer kidflappiRg l:Iftdef sEebeR 699.23, ErintiRal 
s€)Htal €8ftal:lEt l:Ifteer sedieR 609.312, 609.34.3, 609.311, Sf 609.343, solieitatieft of ei:lilElr€ft to eAgage ifl semdal EORdbl:Et 

tH.aer SEeBeR 6Q9.3§2, HS€ sf m-ift8rS in a sem::lal perfSfFRdRE€ wider S€etleR 617.246, SF 5elieitatisR sf ERilclrEn ts 
p£aE'tie€ pF8sHffrl=isR up.der SEeBeR 6Q9.322, aRa tl:te effeflse .... as Esmmitted agaiRst a .iearn 'She "as a Hl:::i:t.8f; 

(2) the pEIseR is Ret Am. r€EJ:l:lifea to fegistef t:Iflaef seetioR 243.1603; aRa 

(3) teR ) eat's Ravc RSt ) et elapsca siREe tRe pefssR Ti • as t'elcasca ffom imrfissffil.eRt charged with a felony violation 
of or attempt to violate ~ of the following, and convicted of that offense .2.!. of another offense arising out of the 
same set of circumstances: 

ill murder under section 609.185, clause 1l1. 

ill kidnapping Wlder section 609.25, involving a minor victim; or 

.illll criminal sexual conduct Wlder section 609.342, subdivision L. paragraph fu1. fu1. is1. f£!1 ~ or .!..fr. 609.343, 
subdivision L. paragraph ~.ili1.l£1.191J.~1. or !.D.L 609.344, subdivision L. paragraph 1£1. or f4t or 609.345, subdivision 
.h paragraph is1. Q! f4t 2!:. 

ill the person was convicted of a predatory crime as defined in section 609.1352, and the offender was sentenced 
as ~ patterned sex offender or the court found Q!! its own motion or that of the prosecutor that the crime was part 
of ~ predatory pattern of behavior that had criminal sexual conduct as its goal. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [NOTICE.] When a person who is required to register Wlder this section is Feleasea sentenced, the 
eomf'fl::issisRcF sf eSffeEtioRs court shall tell the person of the duty to register under sectisR 243.1603 aRa this section. 
The comfl'l:issioRef court shall require the person to read and sign a form stating that the duty of the person to register 
under this section has been explained. The eeHlffi::issiooeF shaH aBffiiR tRc aaaFcss \. RCpe tRc PCPSOR c*f3'cets to resitle 
l:IJ30R release aRe sRan t'eport .. ithin three aa)5 tP.e address ta tr.e B.ueaB: sf Erimir.al appre}:leRsiaR. The 
eomm:issioRef sRall give ORe copy af the farm fs tr.e flersoR, 8::I.d sRaH SeRa SRC Eap), to the BI:IFeal:l af crimiRal 
apprefieRsiaR aRe aRe ear) ta tfle appfopriate la\. eRfalcefl.eRt agef\c) Raving loeal jl:lfisaiet=isn .. hcI'c the peI'ssn 
eJfpeets ts fesiele B:}:'laR release. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [REGISTRATION PROCEDURE.] (a) The person shall, .. ilhiI. Ii aa) •• >le. !fle eRa of !fle Ie .... of 
supef\ isee felease, register with the praeatisR affieeI' corrections agent ~ soon as the agent ~ assigned to the person 
at the ef\a of tP.at tcrm. 

(b) If the person changes residence address, the person shall give the new address to the current 2£ last assigned 
rraBat=isR sfflcer corrections agent in writing within ten days. An offender is deemed to change addresses when the 
offender remains at a new address for longer than two weeks and evinces !!.!! intent to take !!£ residence there. The 
}3rseatief\ eUicef agent shall, within three business days after receipt of this information, forward it to the bureau of 
criminal apprehension. 
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Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. ICONTENTS OF REGISTRATION.] The registration provided to the )3f8eatisR effi€€F corrections agent 
must consist of a statement in writing signed by the person, giving information required by the bureau of criminal 
apprehension, and a fingerprint card and photograph of the person if these have not already been obtained in 
connection with the offense that triggers registration. Within three days, the fJf8satisR e#lEeF corrections agent shall 
forward the statement, fingerprint card, and photograph to the bureau of criminal apprehension. The bureau shall 
send one ~ to the appropriate law enforcement authority that will have jurisdiction where the person will reside 
on release or discharge. 

Sec. 5. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [RECISTRA TION PERIOD.] (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 609.165, subdivision 1, a person 
required to register under this section shall continue to comply with this section lliltil ten years have elapsed since 
the person was released from imrrisoftfReflt initially assigned to ~ corrections agent in connection with the offense, 
or until the probation, supervised release, or conditional release period expires, whichever occurs later. 

(b) If a person required to register under this section fails to register following a change in address, the 
commissioner of public safety may require the person to continue to register for an additional period of five years. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §: [LAW ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITY.] For purposes of this section, a law enforcement authority means, 
with respect to ~ home rule charter or statutory .9..!Y.,. the chief of police, and with respect to an unincorporated area, 
the sheriff of the county. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.166, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2,. [PRISONERS FROM OTHER STATES.] When the state accepts i! prisoner from another state under i! 
reciprocal agreement under the interstate compact authorized Qy section 243.16. the acceptance is conditional on the 
offender agreeing to register llilder this section when the offender i.§. living in Minnesota following a term of 
imprisonment if ~ part of that term was served in this state. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299C.46, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2:. [DIVERSION PROGRAM DATA.] COllilties operating diversion programs under section 11 shall ~ 
to the bureau of criminal apprehension the names of and other identifying data specified Qy the bureau concerning 
diversion program participants. Notwithstanding section 299C.ll, the bureau shall maintain the names and data in 
the computerized criminal history system for 20 years from the date of the offense. Data maintained under this 
subdivision are private data. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299C.54, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3a. [COLLECTION OF DATA] Identifying information on missing children entered into the NCIC computer 
regarding cases that are still active at the time the missing children bulletin is compiled each quarter may be included 
in the bulletin. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 401.02, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [DETAINING PERSON ON CONDITIONAL RELEASE.] (a) Probation officers serving the district and 
juvenile courts of counties participating in the subsidy program established by this chapter may, without order or 
warrant, when it appears necessary to prevent escape or enforce discipline, take and detain a probationer, or any 
person on conditional release and bring that person before the court or the conunissioner of corrections or a designee, 
whichever is appropriate, for disposition. No probationer or other person on conditional release shall be detained 
more than 72 hours, exclusive of legal holidays, Saturdays and Sundays, pursuant to this subdivision without being 
provided with the opportunity for a hearing before the court or the commissioner of corrections or a designee. When 
providing supervision and other correctional services to persons conditionally released pursuant to sections 241.26, 
242.19,243.05,243.16,244.05, and 244.065, including intercounty transfer of persons on conditional release, and the 
conduct of presentence investigations, participating counties shall comply with the policies and procedures relating 
thereto as prescribed by the commissioner of corrections. 
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(b) The written order of the chief executive officer or designee of a community corrections agency established under 
this chapter is sufficient authority for any peace officer or county probation officer to take and place in actual custody 
any person under sentence or on probation who: 

(1) fails to report to serve a sentence at a local correctional facility, as defined in section 241.021, subdivision 1; 

(2) fails to return from furlough or authorized temporary release from a local correctional facility; 

(3) "escapes from a local correctional facility; or 

(4) absconds from court-ordered home detention. 

ill The written order of the chief executive officer or designee of a community corrections agency established under 
this chapter is sufficient authority for any peace officer QI. county probation officer to take and place in actual custody 
any person on a court authorized pretrial release who absconds from pretrial release or fails to abide Qv. the conditions 
of pretrial release. 

Sec. 11. [401.065J [PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROGRAMS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.J As used in this section: 

ill "offender" means ~ person who: 

ill is charged with a felony, gross misdemeanor, or misdemeanor crime, other than ~ crime against the person, but 
who has not Yrl entered a ~ in the proceedings: 

.illl has not previously been convicted as an adult in Minnesota or !!!!y other state of !!!!y crime against the personj 
and 

@hasnot previously been charged with a crime as an adult in Minnesota and then had charges dismissed as part 
of a diversion program, including a program that existed before .l!!!y L 1994;, and 

ill "pretrial diversion" means the decision of a prosecutor to refer an offender to a diversion program on condition 
that the criminal charges against the offender will be dismissed after ~ specified period of time II the offender 
successfully completes the program. 

Subd. b. [ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM.J JlylElYl..1994. every county attorney of a county participating in 
the commWlity corrections act shall establish a pretrial diversion program for adult offenders. If the COWlty attorney's 
county participates in the community corrections act as part of ~ ~ of counties Wlder section 401.02, the COWlty 
attorney may establish a pretrial diversion program in conjWlction with other county attorneys in that .s£Q!:!£. of 
counties. The program must be designed and operated to further the following goals: 

ill to provide eligible offenders with an alternative to confinement and a criminal conviction: 

ill to reduce the costs and caseload burdens on district courts and the criminal justice system; 

ill to minimize recidivism among diverted offenders; 

ill to promote the collection of restitution to the victim of the offender's crime; and 

ill to develop responsible alternatives to the criminal justice system for eligible offenders, 

Subd.1. [PROGRAM COMPONENTS.J A diversion program established under this section may: 

ill provide screening services to the court and the prosecuting authorities to help identify likely candidates for 
pretrial diversionj 

ill establish goals for diverted offenders and monitor performance of these goals: 

m perform chemical dependency assessments of diverted offenders where indicated, make appropriate referrals 
for treatment, and monitor treahnent and aftercarej 
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ill provide individuaL ~ and family counseling services; 

ill oversee the payment of victim restitution Qy diverted offenders; 

ill assist diverted offenders in identifying and contacting appropriate community resources; 

ill provide educational services to diverted offenders to enable them to ~ ~ high school diploma or GED; and 

llil provide accurate information 2!.!. how diverted offenders perform in the program to the court. prosecutors, 
defense attorneys, and probation officers. 

Subd. ~ [REPORTS.] fu:. January .L 1995, and biennially thereafter, each county attorney shall report to the 
department of corrections and the legislature on the operation of a pretrial diversion program reguired h this section. 
The report shall include ~ description of the program, the number of offenders participating in the program, the 
number and characteristics of the offenders who successfully complete the program, the number and characteristics 
of the offenders who fail to complete the program, and an evaluation of the program's effect on the operation of the 
criminal justice system in the county. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992/ section 609.135, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [FAILURE TO PAY RESTITUTION OR FINE.] If the court orders payment of restitution or!! fine as a 
condition of probation and if the defendant fails to pay the restitution or ~ fine in accordance with the payment 
schedule or structure established by the court or the probation officer, the prosecutor or the defendant's probation 
officer may, on the prosecutor's or the officer's own motion or at the request of the victim, ask the court to hold a 
hearing to determine whether or not the conditions of probation should be changed or probation should be revoked. 
The defendant's probation officer shall ask for the hearing if the restitution or fine ordered has not been paid prior 
to 60 days before the term of probation expires. The court shall schedule and hold this hearing and take appropriate 
action, including action W1.der subdivision 2, paragraph tfj1g1 before the defendant's term of probation expires. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.135, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. (a) If the conviction is for a felony the stay shall be for not more than three years or the maximum period 
for which the sentence of imprisonment might have been imposed, whichever is longer. 

(b) If the conviction is for a gross misdemeanor violation of section 169.121 or 169.129, the stay shall be for not more 
than three years. The court shall provide for W1.supervised probation for the last one year of the stay tmless the court 
finds that the defendant needs supervised probation for all or part of the last one year. 

(c) If the conviction is for a gross misdemeanor not specified in paragraph (b), the stay shall be for not more than 
two years. 

(d) If the conviction is for any misdemeanor under section 169.121; 609.746, subdivision 1; 609.79; or 617.23; or for 
a misdemeanor under section 609.224, subdivision 1, in which the victim of the crime was a family or household 
member as defined in section 518B.01, the stay shall be for not more than two years. The court shall provide for 
unsupervised probation for the second year of the stay unless the court finds that the defendant needs supervised 
probation for all or part of the second year. 

(e) If the conviction is for a misdemeanor not specified in paragraph (d), the stay shall be for not more than one 
year. 

(I) The defendant shall be discharged _ six months after the term of the stay expires, unless the stay has been 
revoked or extended W1der paragraph (g), or the defendant has already been discharged. 

(g) Notwithstanding the maximum periods specified for stays of sentences W1der paragraphs (a) to (f)/ a court may 
extend a defendant's term of probation for up to one year if it finds, -at a hearing conducted under subdivision la, 
that: 

(1) the defendant has not paid court-ordered restitution or ~ fine in accordance with the payment schedule or 
structure; and 
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(2) the defendant is likely to not pay the restitution Q!. fine the defendant owes before the term of probation expires. 

This one-year extension of probation for failure to pay restitution 2!. ~ fine may be extended by the court for up to 
one additional year if the court finds, at another hearing conducted under subdivision la, that the defendant still has 
not paid the court-ordered restitution or fine that the defendant owes. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.14, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GROUNDS.] ill When it appears that the defendant has violated any of the conditions of probation 
or intermediate sanction, or has otherwise been guilty of misconduct which warrants the imposing or execution of 
sentence, the court may without notice revoke the stay t-Rereef ar.a FlfesaaeR and direct that the defendant be taken 
into immediate custody. 

ill When it appears that the defendant violated ~ of the conditions of probation during the term of the stay, but 
the term of the stay has since expired, the defendant's probation officer or the prosecutor may ask the court to initiate 
probation revocation proceedings under the rules of criminal procedure at any time within six months after the 
expiration of the stay. The court also may initiate proceedings under these circumstances on its OVVI\ motion. !f. 
proceedings are initiated within this six-month period, the court may conduct a revocation hearing and take ~ action 
authorized under rule 27.04 at.§!..!}Y. time during or after the six-month period. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.3461, is amended to read: 

609.3461 [DNA ANALYSIS OF SEX OFFENDERS REQUIRED.] 

Subdivision 1. [UPON SENTENCING.].w:fte&.a The court shall order an offender to provide a biological specimen 
for the purpose of DNA analysis as defined in section 299C.155 when: 

ill the court sentences a person eOfwietea sf charged with violating or attempting to violate section 609.342, 609.343, 
609.344, or 609.345, Sf lIfteR a who is convicted of violating one of those sections or of.§!..!}Y. offense arising out of the 
~ set of circumstances: 

ill the court sentences a person as a patterned sex offender under section 609.1352,,,- or 

ill the juvenile court adjudicates a person a delinquent child who i§. the ~ of a delinquency petition for 
violating or attempting to violate section 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, or 609.345, it sRail efaer tl-.e perssR te prm ide a 
13ielegieal speeimeR fer tRe flHrpsse sf DNA aRal) sis as aefiRea iR seetisfl299C.l§§ and the delinquency adjudication 
~ based on a violation of ~ of those sections or of any offense arising out of the ~ set of circumstances. The 
biological specimen or the results of the analysis shall be maintained by the bureau of criminal apprehension as 
provided in section 299C.155. 

Subd. 2. [BEFORE RELEASE.]lf a person convicted of violating or attempting to violate section 609.342, 609.343, 
609.344, or 609.345, or initially charged with violating one of those sections and convicted of another offense arising 
out of the same set of circumstances, or sentenced as a patterned sex offender under section 609.1352, and committed 
to the custody of the commissioner of corrections for a term of imprisonment, Q!. serving ~ term of imprisonment in 
this state under a reciprocal agreement although convicted in another state of an offense described in this subdivision 
or ~ similar law of the United States Q!. any other state, has not provided a biological specimen for the purpose of 
DNA analYSis, the commissioner of corrections or local corrections authority shall order the person to provide a 
biological specimen for the purpose of DNA analysis before completion of the person's term of imprisonment. The 
commissioner of corrections or local corrections authority shall forward the sample to the bureau of criminal 
apprehension. 

Subd. iL [OFFENDERS FROM OTHER STATES.] When the state accepts an offender from another state under the 
interstate compact authorized Qy section 243.16, the acceptance is conditional on the offender providing a biological 
specimen for the purposes of DNA analysis as defined in section 299C.155, if the offender was convicted of an offense 
described in subdivision 1 or a similar law of the United States Q!. any other state. The specimen must be provided 
under supervision of staff from the department of corrections or £. community corrections act county within 15 
business days after the offender reports to the supervising agent. The cost of obtaining the biological specimen is the 
responsibility of the agency providing supervision. 
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Sec. 16. [PROBATION TASK FORCE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CONTINUATION OF TASK FORCE.] The _probation standards task force appointed under 
Laws 1992, chapter 571. article 11. section ~ shall file the report reguired £y this section. 

Subd. b. [STAFF.] The commissioner of corrections shall make available staff as appropriate to support the work 
of the task force. 

Subd.1.. [REPORT.] The task force shall report to the legislature £y Odober.1. 1994, concerning: 

ill the number of additional probation officers needed; 

. ill the funding required to provide the necessary additional probation officers; 

ill a recommended method of funding these new positions, including a recommendation concerning the relative 
county and state obligations; 

ill recommendations as to appropriate standardized case definitions and reporting procedures to facilitate uniform 
reporting of the number and ~ of cases and offenders; 

12}legislative changes needed to implement objectively defined case classification systems; and 

ill !!.!!X. other general reconunendations to improve the ~ and administration of probation services in the state. 

Sec. 17. [DIVERSION PROGRAM PLANS.] 

Each county reguired to establish a diversion program under section 11 shall prepare a plan to implement the 
diversion program and submit the plan to the state court administrator Qy January.1. 1994 . .& county may prepare 
~ joint plan with other counties in the ~ judicial district. 

Sec. 18. [REPEALER. J 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 243.165, is repealed. 

Sec. 19. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Sections 1k..l1. and 1.i. ~ effective August 1. 1993, and ~ to all defendants placed Q!l probation on 2!. after 
that date. Section ~ subdivision 1. is effective August 1.1993, and applies to offenders sentenced or adjudicated on 
2!. after that date. Sections 16 and 17 are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 11 

CRIMINAL AND JUVENILE JUSTICE INFORMATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.87, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [CLASSIFICATION.] Criminal history data maintained by agencies, political subdivisions and statewide 
systems are classified as private, pursuant to section 13.02, subdivision 12':".L except that data created, collected, or 
maintained Qy the bureau of criminal apprehension that identifies an individual who was convicted of ~ crime and 
the offense of which the individual was convicted are public data for 15 years following the discharge of the sentence 
imposed for the offense. 

The bureau of criminal apprehension shall provide to the public at the central office of the bureau the ability to 
inspect in person, ~!!Q charge, through a computer monitor the criminal conviction data classified as public under 
this subdivision. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 168.345, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2c [REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION; SURCHARGE ON FEE.] The commissioner shall impose a surcharge 
of 25 cents 2!!. each fee charged Qy the commissioner under section 13.03, subdivision .1. for copies or electronic 
transmittal of public information concerning motor vehicle registrations. This surcharge only applies to a fee imposed 
in responding to a request made in person Q!:. Qy maiL Q£ to !!. reguest for transmittal through a computer modem. 
The surcharge does not ~ to the request of an individual for information concerning vehicles registered in that 
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individual's name. The commissioner shall forward the surcharges collected under this subdivision to the 
commissioner of finance on a monthly basis. Upon receipt, the commissioner of finance shall credit the surcharges 
to the general fund. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statute~ 1992, section 171.12, is 'amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd,!L [REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION; SURCHARGE ON FEE.] The commissioner shall impose a surcharge 
of 25 cents Q!!. each fee charged ~ the commissioner under section 13.03, subdivision ~ for copies 2!. electronic 
transmittal of public information concerning driver's license and Minnesota identification card applicants. This 
surcharge only applies to £. fee imposed in responding to !!. request made in person 2!. Qy maiL .2!. to .e. request for 
transmittal through a computer modem. The surcharge does not ~ to the request of an individual for information 
concerning that individual's driver's license or Minnesota identification card. The commissioner shall forward the 
surcharges collected under this subdivision to the commissioner of finance 2!l ~ monthly basis. Upon receipt the 
commissioner of finance shall credit the surcharges to the general fund. 

Sec. 4. [AMOUNT OF INCREASE; REVISOR INSTRUCTION,] 

ill The surcharges imposed ~ sections 2 and 3 are intended to increase to 50 cents the 2S-cent surcharges imposed 
£y similar language in!! bill styled as 1993 H.F. No, 1709. 

ill If sections 2 and J. and 1993 H.F. No. 1709 become law, the revisor shall change the amount of the surcharges 
as listed in Minnesota Statutes, sections 168.345 and 171.12, to 50 cents in each ~ 

Sec, 5. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 ~ effective Tune L. 1994. 

ARTICLE 12 

CRIME PREVENTION PROGRAMS 

Section 1. [242.39] UUVENILE RESTITUTION GRANT PROGRAM,] 

Subdivision 1. [GRANT PROGRAM.] A juvenile restitution grant program is established under the commissioner 
of corrections to provide and finance work for eligible juveniles. Tuveniles eligible to participate in the program are 
juveniles who have monetary restitution obligations to victims. 

Subd, b. [ADMINISTERING PROGRAM,] The department of corrections shall administer the grant program, The 
commissioner shall award grants to community correction agencies, other state and local agencies, and nonprofit 
agencies that meet the criteria developed h the commissioner relating to juvenile restitution grant programs. The 
criteria developed h the commissioner may include ~ reguirement that the agency provide ~ match to the grant 
amount consisting of in-kind services, money, Q£ both. 

Subd,;h [COOPERATION; TYPES OF PROGRAMS,] The commissioner of corrections shall work with the 
commissioner of natural resources, the commissioner of jobs and training, local government and nonprofit agencies, 
educational institutions. and the courts to design and develop suitable juvenile restitution grant programs. Programs 
must provide services to communities, including but not necessarily limited !2.t.park maintenance. recycling, and other 
related work. Eligible juveniles may earn monetary restitution on behalf of ~ victim .Q!. perform a service for the 
victim. Work performed h eligible juveniles must not result in the displacement of currently employed full- or 
part-time workers or workers on seasonal layoff or layoff from a substantially eguivalent position. including partial 
displacement such as reduction in hours of nonovertime work, wages, or other employment benefits. Any monetary 
restitution earned £v. ED. eligible juvenile must either be forwarded to the victim.Q!. held in an account for the benefit 
of the victim. 

Subd . .i. [REFERRAL TO PROGRAM.] The grant program must provide that eligible juveniles may be referred to 
the program Qv. ~ community diversion agency, !!. correctional or human service agency, 2!: Qv. ~ court order of 
monetary restitution. 
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Sec. 2. [254A.18] [STATE CHEMICAL HEALTH INDEX MODEL.] 

The commissioner of human services. in consultation with the chemical abuse prevention resource council, shall 
develop and test a chemical health index model to help assess the state's chemical health and coordinate state ~ 
and programs relating to chemical abuse prevention and treati'i1'ent. The chemical health index model shall ~!!. 
variety of factors known to affect the use and abuse of chemicals in different parts of the state including. but not 
limited .!2l. demographic factors, risk factors. health care utilization. drug-related crime, productivity, resource 
availability. and overall health. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.486, is amended to read: 

256.486 [~ ASIAN-AMERICAN JUVENILE CRIME INTERVENTION AND PREVENTION GRANT 
PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [GRANT PROGRAM.] The commissioner of human services shall establish a grant program for 
coordinated, family-based crime intervention and prevention services for Asiaft Asian-American youth. The 
commissioners of human services, education, and public safety shall work together to coordinate grant activities. 

Subd.2. [GRANT RECIPIENTS.] The commissioner shall award grants in amounts up to $150,000 to agencies based 
in the Asiiffi Asian-American community that have experience providing coordinated, family-based community 
services to AsiaR Asian-American youth and families. 

Subd. 3. [PROJECT DESIGN.] Projects eligible for grants under this section must provide coordinated crime 
intervention. preventionL and educational services that include: 

(1) education for Asiaft Asian-American parents, including parenting methods in the United States and information 
about the United States legal and educational systems; 

(2) crime intervention and prevention programs for AsiaFt Asian-American youth, including employment and 
career-related programs and guidance and counseling services; 

(3) family-based services, including support networks, language classes, programs to promote parent-child 
communication, access to education and career resources, and conferences for Asiaft Asian-American children and 
parents; 

(4) coordination with public and private agencies to improve communication between the Asiaft Asian-American 
community and the community at large; and 

(5) hiring staff to implement the services in clauses (1) to (4). 

Subd.4. [USE OF GRANT MONEY TO MATCH FEDERAL FUNDS.] Grant money awarded under this section 
may be used to satisfy any state or local match requirement that must be satisfied in order to receive federal funds. 

Subd. 5. [ANNUAL REPORT.] Grant recipients must report to the commissioner by June 30 of each year on the 
services and programs provided, expenditures of grant money, and an evaluation of the program's success in reducing 
crime among Asiaft Asian-American youth. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299A.35, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PR(x;RAMS.] The commissioner shall, in consultation with the chemical abuse prevention resource 
council, administer a grant program to fund community-based programs that are designed to enhance the 
community's sense of personal security and to assist the community in its crime control efforts. Examples of 
qualifying programs include, but are not limited to, the following: 

(1) programs to provide security systems for residential buildings serving low-income persons, elderly persons, and 
persons who have physical or mental disabilities; 

(2) community-based programs designed to discourage young people from involvement in unlawful drug or street 
gang activities; 
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(3) neighborhood block clubs and innovative community-based crime watch programs; iffiEi. 

(4) community-based programs designed to enrich the educational, cultural. or recreational opportunities of at-risk 
elementary Of secondary school ~ youth. including programs designed to keep at-risk youth from dropping out of 
school and encourage school dropouts to return to schoot 

ill support services for a municipal curfew enforcement program including, but'!!Q! limited h rent for drop-off 
centers, staff, supplies. equipment, and the referral of children who may be abused or neglected; and 

@ other community-based crime prevention programs that are innovative and encourage substantial involvement 
by members of the community served by the program. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299A.35, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [GRANT PROCEDURE.] A local unit of government or a nonprofit community-based entity may apply 
for a grant by submitting an application with the conmUssioner. The applicant shall specify the following in its 
application: 

(1) a description of each program for which funding is sought; 

(2) the amount of funding to be provided to the program; 

(3) the geographical area to be served by the program; ;mEl 

(4) statistical information as to the number of arrests in the geographical area fo'r violent crimes and for crimes 
involving schedule I and II controlled substances. "Violent crime" includes a violation of or an attempt or conspiracy 
to violate any of the following laws: sections 609.185; 609.19; 609.195; 609.20; 609.205; 609.21; 609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 
609.228; 609.235; 609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 609.2661; 609.2662; 609.2663; 609.2664; 609.2665; 609.267; 609.2671; 
609.268; 609.342; 609.343; 609.344; 609.345; 609.498, subdivision 1; 609.561; 609.562; 609.582, subdivision 1; 609.687; or 
any provision of chapter 152 that is punishable by a maximum term of imprisonment greater than ten years" and 

ill the number of economically disadvantaged youth in the geographical areas to be served Qv. the program. 

The conunissioner shall give priority to funding programs ffi that demonstrate substantial involvement!!y members 
of the community served Qv. the program and either ~ the geographical areas that have the highest crime rates, 
as measured by the data supplied under clause (4), aRa that aeftlsRsh=ate sl;1;BstaR-tla1 iRi 81\ emefl-t By ffteffteeES sf tAe 
esmft'll;H'l:it, sePlea By tile t:lfSg'ffiftl or ~ geographical areas that have the largest economically 
disadvantaged youth. The maximum amount- that may be awarded to an applicant' 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299C.065, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GRANTS.] The commissioner of public safety shall make grants to local officials for the following 
purposes: 

(1) the cooperative investigation of cross jurisdictional criminal activity relating to the possession and sale of 
controlled substances; 

(2) receiving or selling stolen goods; 

(3) participating in gambling activities in violation of section 609.76; 

(4) violations of section 609.322, 609.323, or any other state or federal law prohibiting the recruitment, 
transportation, or use of juveniles for purposes of prostitution; EffiEl. 

(5) witness assistance services in cases involving criminal gang activity in violation of section 609.229, or domestic 
assault, as defined in section 61lA.0315L and 

ill for partial reimbursement of local costs associated with unanticipated, intensive, long-term, multijurisdictional 
criminal investigations that exhaust available local resources. 
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Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 357.021, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [FEE AMOUNTS.] The fees to be charged and collected by the court administrator shall be as follows: 

(1) In every civil action or proceeding in said court, the plaintiff, petitioner, or other moving party shall pay, when 
the first paper is filed for that party in said action, a fee of $110. 

The defendant or other adver;e -or intervening party, or anyone or more of several defendants or other adverse 
or intervening parties appearing separately from the others, shall pay, when the first paper is filed for that party in 
said action, a fee of $110. 

The party requesting a trial by jury shall pay $30. 

The fees above stated shall be the full trial fee chargeable to said parties irrespective of whether trial be to the court 
alone, to the court and jury, or disposed of without trial, and shall include the entry of judgment in the action, but 
does not include copies or certified copies of any papers so filed or proceedings under chapter 103E, except the 
provisions therein as to appeals. 

(2) Certified copy of any instrument from a civil or criminal proceeding, $5, plus 25 cents per page after the first 
page, and $3.50, plus 25 cents per page after the first page for an uncertified copy. 

(3) Issuing a subpoena, $3 for each name. 

(4) Issuing an execution and filing the return thereof; issuing a writ of attachment, injunction, habeas corpus, 
mandamus, quo warranto, certiorari, or other writs not specifically mentioned, $10. 

(5) Issuing a transcript of judgment, or for filing and docketing a transcript of judgment from another court, $7.50. 

(6) Filing and entering a satisfaction of judgment, partial satisfaction, or assignment of judgment, $5. 

(7) Certificate as to existence or nonexistence of judgments docketed, $5 for each name certified to. 

(8) Filing and indexing trade name; or recording basic science certificate; or recording certificate of physicians, 
osteopaths, chiropractors, veterinarians, or optometrists, $5. 

(9) For the filing of each partial, final, or annual account in all trusteeships, $10. 

(10) For the deposit of a will, $5. 

(11) For recording notary commission, $25, of which, notwithstanding subdivision la, paragraph (b), $20 must be 
forwarded to the state treasurer to be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the general fund. 

(12) When a defendant pleads guilty to or is sentenced for a petty misdemeanor other than a parking violation, the 
defendant shall pay a fee of $S $11. 

(13) Filing a motion or response to a motion for modification of child support, a fee fixed by rule or order of the 
supreme court. 

(14) All other services required by law for which no fee is provided, such fee as compares favorably with those 
herein provided, or such as may be fixed by rule or order of the court. 

The fees in clauses (3) and (4) need not be paid by a public authority or the party the public authority represents. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SURCHARGES AND ASSESSMENTS.] (a) When a court sentences a person convicted of a felony, 
gross misdemeanor, or misdemeanor, other than a petty misdemeanor such as a traffic or parking violation, and if 
the sentence does not include payment of a fine, the court shall impose an assessment of not less than $25 nor more 
than $50. If the sentence for the felony, gross misdemeanor, or misdemeanor includes payment of a fine of any 
amount, including a fine of less than $100, the court shall impose a surcharge on the fine of 20 percent of the fine. 
This section applies whether or not the person is sentenced to imprisonment and when the sentence is suspended. 
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(b) In addition to the assessments in paragraph (a), the court shall assess the following surcharges after a person 
is convicted: 

(1) for a person charged with a felony, $25; 

(2) for a person charged with a gross misdemeanor, $15; 

(3) for a person charged with a misdemeanor other than a traffic, parking, or local ordinance violation, $10; and 

(4) for a person charged with a local ordinance violation other than a parking or traffic violation, $5. 

The surcharge must be assessed for the original charge, whether or not it is subsequently reduced. A persoR charged 
on more than one count may be assessed only one surcharge under this paragraph, but must be assessed for the most 
serious offense. This paragraph applies whether or not the person is sentenced to imprisonment and when the 
sentence is suspended. 

(c) Ti:te E8urt may Rot ",vaL e raymeRt Of a~tl:tsfize paymeRt of tl:te assessmeRt or Sl:1fEi:targe iR iRstallmeRts I:ff.less 
it Fl.ake::; .. ritteR fuu:liRgS on the reeora tRat the eOR.idea persoR is HtaigeRt Of tflat tHe assessment OF st:lrtharge 
w01;l:lcl ereate ~Aa1;l:e harasftip for the eOR.ietea f'lefSoR or iRat persoR's ifRfReeliate family. 

(41 If the court fails to •• aile Of impose an assessment required by paragraph (a), the court administrator shall 
correct the record to show imposition of an assessment of $25 if the sentence does not include payment of a fine, or 
if the sentence includes a fine, to show an imposition of a surcharge of ten percent of the fine. If the court fails to 
,.'aive or impose an assessment required by paragraph (b), the court administrator shall correct the record to show 
imposition of the assessment described in paragraph (b). 

~ @ Except for assessments and surcharges imposed on persons convicted of violations described in section 
97 A.065, subdivision 2, the court shall collect and forward to the commissioner of finance the total amount of the 
assessments or surcharges and the commissioner shall credit all money so forwarded to the general fund. 

tit 1rl If the convicted person is sentenced to imprisonment, the chief executive officer of the correctional facility 
in which the convicted person is incarcerated may collect the assessment or surcharge from any earnings the inmate 
accrues for work performed in the correctional facility and forward the amount to the commissioner of finance, 
indicating the part that was imposed for violations described in section 97 A.065, subdivision 2, which must be credited 
to the game and fish fund. 

Sec. 9, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Sub<!. 2. [MINIMUM FINES.] Notwithstanding any other law: 

(1) when a court sentences a person convicted of violating section 609.221, 609.267, or 609.342, it must impose a 
fine of not less than $500 nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law; 

(2) when a court sentences a person convicted of violating section 609.222, 609.223, 609.2671, 609.343, 609.344/ or 
609.345, it must impose a fine of not less than $300 nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law; and 

(3) when a court sentences a person convicted of violating section 609.2231, 609.224, or 609,2672, it must impose 
a fine of not less than $100 nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law. 

The €SI;:lFt may not •• ai. e paymeAt of tfte RAe OF aut.fl.ef'ize pa) meRt of it iR iRstallmems I:ffl:less tfte e81:l:Ft mal~es 
•• FitteR fiRaHLgs SA fhe FeeSFa #tat the eaR' ieteel pel'Soft is HLeligeRt S1:' tRat t:l=t€ &e "letHa ffeate HiLeHe Ra1:'esfiip feF 
tRe eSR. ietea peISSR Sf tRat pefS8R's iH'lffieaiate famil). 

The court shall collect the portion of the fine mandated by this subdivision and forward 70 percent of it to a local 
victim assistance program that provides services locally in the county in which the crime was committed, The court 
shall forward the remaining 30 percent to the commissioner of finance to be credited to the general fund. If more than 
one victim assistance program serves the county in which the crime was committed, the court may designate on a 
case-by-case basis which program will receive the fine proceeds, giving consideration to the nature of the crime 
committed, the types of victims served by the program, and the funding needs of the program. If no victim assistance 
program serves that county, the court shall forward 100 percent of the fine proceeds to the commissioner of finance 
to be credited to the general fund. Fine proceeds received by a local victim assistance program must be used to 
provide direct services to crime victims. 
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The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge _ or assessment required by 
subdivision] and is in addition to any term of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 

As' used in this subdivision, "victim assistance program" means victim witness programs within county attorney 
offices or any of the following programs: crime victim crisis centers, victim-witness programs, battered women 
shelters and nonshelter programs, and sexual assault programs. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE OFFENSES; MINIMUM FINES.] (a) Notwithstanding any other law, when 
a court sentences a person convicted of:. 

fB a ~F8t ElegFee controlled substance crime under seeHeft sections 152.021 to 152.025, it must impose a fine of not 
less than $2,-§00 20 percent of the maximum fine authorized ~ law nor more than the maximum fine authorized by 
law; 

(2) 8 seESRa aegree ESRkslIea sUBstaREe Erime uRaer seEtisn 1132.(;)22, it must iffiJ9sse 8 fiRe sf RSt less tfiaR $1,0(;)(;) 
RBI' ffiBfe tR8R the m8)(iml:l:m fiRe 8l:ltRBri:zea B) 18 .. ; 

(3) a trufa aegfee eSRtrslles. sl±BstahEe Erime 1:H"".s.ef seEtisR 1132.023, it must iHlJ9sse 8 fine sf RSt less tR8R $7§0 RSf 
fRSfe tRaR fRl"::' ffiil)(iHlum fiRe authsfi:zes. by la .. ; 

(4) a fotlrtft degree ESRtrsllea Sl:lBstffilee Erime uRder seetieR 1132.(;)24, it HlI:lSt impese a fiRe of RSt less thalt $1300 
Rsr mSfe tRaR tRe ma)(imHHl fiRe autReFi:zea By la>; ,; aRa 

(13) a fiftR aegree EORuellea sW3st8REe • ie18tisR l:lRaef seetisfl 1132.0213, it HIl:lSt imJ98se a fiRe sf Ret less fRaIL $300 
RBI' mere tRaR the m8Himl:lHl fifle al:ltReri:zea B) 18 d. 

(b) The EetJft may fl8t .\ al. e P8) meRt ef the fiRe 8r aHtRef'i:ze pa) meRt ef it iA iRstallmeAts \i:Aless the E8urt H'lill<:es 
',/ritteR findiRgs 8A tfie reE8rd that the E8R. iEtea. pers8R is iRdigeRt 8f iliat the Me II stlld Efeate tlAaue Rafasllif for 
the EeR riEtes peYS8R 8f #tat fers8R's iB'1:FReai8te famil). 

fe1 The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge or assessment required by 
subdivision 1 and is in addition to any tenn of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 

(61 ill The court shall collect the fine mandated by this subdivision and forward 70 percent of it to a local drug 
abuse prevention program existing or being implemented in the county in which the crime was committed. The court 
shall forward the remaining 30 percent to the state treasurer to be credited to the general fund. If more than one drug 
abuse prevention program serves the county in which the crime was committed, the court may designate on a 
case-by-case basis which program will receive the fine proceeds, giving consideration to the community in which the 
crime was committed, the funding needs of the program, the number of peace officers in each community certified 
to teach the program, and the number of children served by the program in each community. If no drug abuse 
prevention program serves communities in that county, the court shall forward 100 percent of the fine proceeds to 
the state treasurer to be credited to the general fund. 

fe) @. The minimum fines required by this subdivision shall be collected as are other fines. Fine proceeds received 
by a local drug abuse prevention program must be used to support that program, and may be used for salaries of 
peace officers certified to teach the program. The drug abuse resistance education program must report receipt and 
use of money generated under this subdivision as prescribed by the drug abuse resistance education advisory council. 

W lti As used in this subdivision, "drug abuse prevention program" and "program" include: 

(1) the drug abuse resistance education program described in sections 299A.33 and 299A.331; and 

(2) any similar drug abuse education and prevention program that includes the following components: 

(A) instruction for students enrolled in kindergarten through grade six that is designed to teach students to 
recognize and resist pressures to experiment with controlled substances and alcohol; 

(B) provisions for parental involvement; 
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(C) classroom instruction by uniformed law enforcement personnel; 

(D) the use of positive student leaders to influence younger students not to use drugs; and 

(E) an emphasis on activity-oriented techniques designed to encourage student-generated responses to 
problem-solving situations. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [MINIMUM FINES; OTHER CRIMES.] Notwithstanding any other law: 

(1) when a court sentences a person convicted of a felony that is not listed in subdivision 2 or 3, it must impose 
a fine of not less than W 30 percent of the maximum fine authorized by law nor more than the maximum fine 
authorized by law; and 

(2) when a court sentences a person convicted of a gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor that is not listed in 
subdivision 2, it must impose a fine of not less than W 30 percent of the maximum fine authorized by law nor more 
than the maximum fine authorized by law. 

The eourt rna) Rot \ivai. epa) meRt of tHe RTiRimum FiRe Of autnoriJCe pa) fReRt of it in installRt€nts 1:lffiess the E01:lrt 
malEes ' .. ritten finaHLgS on tlte reEora tRat tPte oonvietea rerson is inaigent or that tRe hn:e wOlda Ereate ttR8:1:le 
harasftip for the EOR.idea person or tr.at person's immediate faR~ly. 

The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge or assessment required by 
subdivision 1 and is in addition to any term of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 

The court shall collect the fines mandated in this subdivision and. except for fines for traffic and motor vehicle 
violations governed £y section 169.871 and section 299D.03 and fish and game violations governed £ysection 97 A.06S, 
forward 20 percent of the revenues to the state treasurer for deposit in the general fund. . 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. i. [WAIVER PROHIBITED; INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS.] The court may not waive payment of the 
minimum fine, surcharge, or assessment reguired Qy this section. The court may reduce the amount of the minimum 
fine, surcharge, or assessment if the court makes written findings on the record that the convicted person is indigent 
2!: that immediate payment of the fine, surcharge, or assessment would create undue hardship for the convicted 
person or that person's immediate family. The Court may authorize pay-ment of the fine. surcharge, or assessment 
in installments. 

Sec. 13. Laws 1992, chapter 571, article 16, section 4, is amended to read: 

Sec. 4. [MULTIDISCIPLINARY PROGRAM GRANTS FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION ABOUT VIOLENCE 
AND ABUSE.] 

.!!l The higher education coordinating board may award grants to "eligible institutions" as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 136A.101, subdivision 4, to provide multidisciplinary £raining programs that provide training about: 

(1) the extent and causes of violence and the identification of violence, which includes physical or sexual abuse or 
neglect, and racial or cultural violence; and 

(2) culturally and historically sensitive approaches to dealing with victims and perpetrators of vioh:~nce. 

ill The programs shall Be Hltlltiaiseiplinafy aRa iREll:lae must be designed to prepare students to be teachers, effiki
]3rsteetioR 'i, srlEefS school administrators, law enforcement officers, preBatish sfiieers, parsle ofiieers, lawyers, 
physicians, nurses, mental health professionals, social workers, guidance counselors, aRd--aH-or other education, human 
services, mental health,L and health care professionals who work with adult and child victims and perpetrators of 
violence and abuse. 
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Sec. 14. [HIGHER EDUCATION GRANTS FOR COLLABORATION AMONG HUMAN SERVICES 
PROFESSIONALS.] 

Subdivision 1. [GRANTS.] The higher education coordinating board shall award grants to public post-secondary 
institutions to develop professional skills for interdisciplinary collaboration in providing health care, human services, 
and education. 

Subd. b. IPROCRAMS AND ACTIVITIES.] Grants shall support the following programs and activities: 

ill on-campus, off-campus, and multicampus collaboration in training professionals who work with adults and 
children to enable higher education students to be knowledgeable about the roles and expertise of different professions 
serving the same clients; 

ill programs to teach professional education students how health and other human services and education can be 
restructured to coordinate programs for efficiency and better results; 

m faculty discussion and assessment of methods to provide professionals with the skills needed to collaborate with 
staff from other disciplines; and 

ill community outreach and leadership activities to reduce fragmentation among public agencies and private 
organizations serving individuals and families. 

Sec. IS. [HIGHER EDUCATION CENTER ON VIOLENCE AND ABUSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION AND DESIGNATION.] The higher education center on violence and abuse is created. 
The higher education center Q!! violence and abuse shall be located at and managed Qy §. public or private 
post-secondary institution in Minnesota. The higher education coordinating board shall designate the location of the 
center following review of proposals from potential higher education sponsors. 

Subd. b. [ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] The higher education coordinating board shall convene ~ advisory 
committee to develop specifications for the higher education center and review proposals from higher education 
institutions. The advisory committee shall include representatives who are students in professional programs, other 
students, student affairs professionals, professional education faculty, and practicing professionals in the community 
who are involved with problems of violence and abuse. 

Subd. ~ [DUTIES.] The higher education center Q!l violence and abuse shall: 

ill ~ ~ ~ clearinghouse of information on curriculum models and other resources for professional education 
and for education of faculty, students, and staff about violence and harassment required under Laws 1992, chapter 
571, article lli section.1. 

ill sponsor conferences and research to assist higher education institutions in developing curricula about violence 
and abuse; 

ill fund pilot projects to stimulate multidisciplinary curricula about violence and abuse; and 

ill coordinate policies to ensure that professions and occupations with responsibilities toward victims and offenders 
have the knowledge and skills needed to prevent and respond appropriately to the problems of violence and abuse. 

Subd.1, [PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION AND LICENSURE.]]bc March a 1994, the center shall convene task 
forces for professions that work with victims and perpetrators of violence. Task forces must be formed for the 
following professions: teachers, school administrators, guidance counselors, law enforcement officers, lawyers, 
physicians, nurses, psychologists, and social workers. Each task force must include representatives of the licensing 
agency, higher education systems offering programs in the profession, appropriate professional associations, students 
or recent graduates, representatives of communities served Qy the profession, and employers or experienced 
professionals. The center must establish guidelines for the work of the task forces. Each task force must review 
current programs, licensing regulations and examinations, and accreditation standards to identify specific needs and 
plans for ensuring that professionals are adequately prepared and updated on violence and abuse issues. 

Subd . .2.: IPR(x;RESS REPORT.] The center shall provide a progress report to the legislature!?'y March a 1994. 
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Sec. 16. [INSTITUTE FOR CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SEXUAL HEALTH.] 

Subdivision.1. [PLANNING.] The interdisciplinary committee established in Laws 1992, chapter 571. article 1. 
section ~ shall continue planning for an institute for child and adolescent sexual health. 

Subd. b. ISPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS.] ill The committee shall develop specific recommendations regarding 
the structure, funding, staffing and staff qualifications, siting, and affiliations of the institute, and a detailed plan for 
long-term funding of the institute which shall not be ~ state program. 

l.Ql The committee shall also clearly document and describe the following: 

ill the problems to be addressed Qy the institute, including statistical data on the extent of these problems; 

ill strategies already available in the professional literature to address these problems; 

ill information on which of these strategies have been implemented in Minnesota, including data on the availability 
and effectiveness of these strategies and ~ in the availability of these strategies; 

ill the rationale for the recommended design of the institute; and 

ill the mission of the institute. including a code of ethics for conducting research. 

Subd. ~ [REPORT.] The commissioner of health shall submit i!. report to the legislature Qy Ianuary .1.1994, based 
Q!l the recommendations of the committee. 

Sec. 17. [SURVEY OF INMATES.] 

Subdivision 1. [SURVEY REQUIRED.} The commissioner of corrections shall conduct a survey of inmates in the 
state correctional system who have been committed to the custody of the commissioner for a period of ~ than 2l]£ 

year's incarceration. The survey may be conducted..Qy2.!! outside ~ In surveying the inmates, the commissioner 
shall take steps to ~ that the confidentiality of responses ~ strictly maintained. The survey shall compile 
information about each inmate concerning, but not limited !2t. the following: 

ill offense for which currently incarcerated; 

ill major caretaker during preschool years, marital status of family, and presence of male in household during 
childhood; 

ill number of siblings; 

ill attitude toward school, truancy history, and school suspension history; 

@ involvement of sibling or parent in criminal justice system; 

ill ~ of inmate's first involvement in criminal justice system, the ~ of offense or charge, the response of 
criminal justice system, and the!YE.£ of treatment or punishment. if any; 

ill ~ of discipline used in home; 

ill placement in foster care or adoption; 

flQl childhood traumas; 

il.1l most influential adult in life; 

@ chemical abuse problems among adults in household while ~ child; 

@ inmate's chemical history, and if a problem of chemical abuse exists, the ~ of its onset; 
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@.9.!L. suburb, small town, or rural environment during childhood and state 2!. states of residence before the ~ 
of1.§.L 

@ number of times family moved during school yearsj 

.L!.§l involvement with school or commlUlity activitiesj 

.QZl greatest problem as ~ child; 

f1.§l greatest success as ~ child; and 

i1.2l physical or sexual abuse ~ ~ child. 

Subd. b [REPORT.] ~ Ianuary 1.1994, the commissioner shall compile the results of the survey and report them 
to the chairs of the senate committee on crime prevention and the house conunittee on judiciary. Information 
concerning the identity of individual inmates shall not be reported. 

Sec. 18. Laws 1991, chapter 279, section 41, is amended to read: 

Sec. 41. [REPEALERS.] 

fa-) Minnesota Statutes 1990, sections 244.095; and 299A.29, subdivisions 2 and 4, are repealed. 

(b) Mir'::1leseta Statutes 1999, seetiefl 699.191, sl:l13eli.isisFl: 6, is repealeel effeetive Jl;lly 1, 1993. 

Sec. 19. [REPEALEK] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299A.325, is repealed. 

ARTICLE 13 

TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS 

Section 1. Minnesota Starutes 1992, section 144A.04, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [CONTROLLING PERSON RESTRICTIONS.] (a) The controlling persons of a nursing home may not 
include any person who was a controlling person of another nursing home during any period of time in the previous 
two-year period: 

(1) during which time of control that other nursing home incurred the following number of uncorrected or repeated 
violations: 

(i) two or more uncorrected violations or one or more repeated violations which created an imminent risk to direct 
resident care or safety; or 

(ii) four or more uncorrected violations or two or more repeated violations of any nature for which the fines are 
in the four highest daily fine categories prescribed in rule; or 

(2) who was convicted of a felony Dr gross misdemeanor pl:lF.isl:tahle by a term ef iHtpris8f\ffieRt sf mere tfla:r.99 
4ays that relates to operation of the nursing home or directly affects resident safety or care, during that period. 

(b) The provisions of this subdivision shall not apply to any controlling person who had no legal authority to affect 
or change decisions related to the operation of the nursing home which incurred the uncorrected violations. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144A.04, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [MANAGERIAL EMPLOYEE OR LICENSED ADMINISTRATOR; EMPLOYMENT PROHIBITIONS.] A 
nursing home may not employ as a managerial employee or as its licensed administrator any person who was a 
managerial employee or the licensed administrator of another facility during any period of time in the previous 
two-year period: 
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(a) During which time of employment that other nursing home incurred the following number of uncorrected 
violations which were in the jurisdiction and control of the managerial employee or the administrator: 

(1) MO or more uncorrected violations or one or more repeated violations which created an inuninent risk to direct 
resident care or safety; or 

(2) four or more uncorrected violations or two or more repeated violations of any nature for which the fines are 
in the four highest daily fine categories prescribed in rule; or 

(b) who was convicted of a felony or gross misdemeanor f3ffitisRaele 19) a teEm sf iH'l:f1lisePI:fReFlt e£ mOle that. 99 
tiays that relates to operation of the nursing home or directly affects resident safety or care, during that period. 

Sec. 3. MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, section 144A.ll, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd.3a. [MANDATORY REVOCATION.] Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 3, the commissioner 
shall revoke a nursing home license if a controlling person is convicted of a felony or gross misdemeanor f'1±I!Lisflal91e 
1;1) a term 8f iHLf'HsBRmePtt sf m8re 1:flaI. 9g aaj s that relates to operation of the nursing home or directly affects 
resident safety or care. The commissioner shall notify the nursing home 30 days in advance of the date of revocation. 

Sec. 4. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 144B.08, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [MANDATORY REVOCATION OR REFUSAL TO ISSUE A LICENSE.] Notwithstanding subdivision 2, 
the commissioner shall revoke or refuse to issue a residential care home license if the applicant, licensee, or manager 
of the licensed home is convicted of a felony or gross misdemeanor that is fH:1Itisluffile 1;1) a tefffi sf iI:ApFis6flmffit ef 
ftst mSre thaft 9Q aays afta that relates to operation of the residential care home or directly affects resident safety or 
care. The commissioner shall notify the residential care home 30 days before the date of revocation. 

Sec, 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152,021, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd,3. [PENALTY,] (a) A person convicted Wlder subdivision 1 or 2 may be sentenced to imprisonment for not 
more than 30 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $1,000,000, or both. 

(b) If the conviction is a subsequent controlled substance conviction, a person- convicted under subdivision 1 or 2 
shall be sefttefteea ts iH\'flfissRment committed to the commissioner of corrections for not less than four years nor 
more than 40 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $1,000,000, or both. 

(c) In a prosecution under subdivision 1 involving sales by the same person in two or more counties within a 
90-day period, the person may be prosecuted for all of the sales in any county in which one of the sales occurred, 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.022, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd,3. {PENALTY,] (a) A person convicted Wlder subdivision 1 or 2 may be sentenced to imprisonment for not 
more than 25 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $500,000, or both. 

(b) If the conviction is a subsequent controlled substance conviction, a person convicted under subdivision 1 or 2 
shall be SeftteReea ts iff\J3PisBl"I::ITI:eRt committed to the commissioner of corrections for not less than three years nOr 
more than 40 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $500,000, or both. 

(c) In a prosecution under subdivision 1 involving sales by the same person in two or more counties within a 
90-day period, the person may be prosecuted for all of the sales in any COWlty in which one of the sales occurred. 

Sec, 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.023, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3, [PENALTY.] (a) A person convicted under subdivision 1 or 2 may be sentenced to imprisonment for not 
more than 20 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $250,000, or both, 

(b) If the conviction is a subsequent controlled substance conviction, a person convicted under subdivision 1 or 2 
shall be SeftteftEea is iffltF'FissFlmem committed to the commissioner of corrections for not less than two years nor more 
than 30 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $250,000, or both. 
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Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.024, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [PENALTY.] (a) A person convicted under subdivision 1 or 2 may be sentenced to imprisonment for not 
more than 15 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $100,000, or both. 

(b) If the conviction is a subsequent controlled substance conviction, a person convicted Wlder subdivision 1 or 2 
shall he S€Rf€fl:€eel te iffifH'is8f'tHL€Rt committed to the commissioner of corrections or to a local correctional authority 
for not less than one year nor more than 30 years or to payment of a fine of not more than $100,000, or both. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.025, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [PENALTY.1 (a) A person convicted Wlder subdivision 1 or 2 may be sentenced to imprisonment for not 
more than five years or to payment of a fine of not more than $10,000, or both. 

(b) If the conviction is a subsequent controlled substance conviction, a person convicted under subdivision 1 or 2 
shall be seFl-teR€ea te impFiseRRteRt committed to the commissioner of corrections or to a local correctional authority 
for not less than six months nor more than ten years or to payment of a fine of not more than $20,000, or both. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.026, is amended to read: 

152.026 [MANDATORY SENTENCES.] 

A defendant convicted and sentenced to a mandatory sentence under sections 152.021 to 152.025 is not eligible for 
probation, parole, discharge, or supervised release until that person has served the full m-ar.aateFY mi:r.iffil;l:ffi term 
of imprisonment as provided by law, notwithstanding sections 242.19, 243.05, 609.12, and 609.135. "Term of 
imprisonment" has the meaning given in section 244.0t subdivision 8. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 152.18, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If any person is found guilty of a violation of section 152.024, 152.025, or 152.027 for possession of 
a controlled substance, after trial or upon a plea of guilty, the court may, without entering a judgment of guilty and 
with the consent of the person, defer further proceedings and place the person on probation upon such reasonable 
conditions as it may require and for a period, not to exceed the maximum teFffi sf impFissf1:Hl:eRt sentence provided 
for the violation. The court may give the person the opportunity to attend and participate in an appropriate program 
of education regarding the nature and effects of alcohol and drug abuse as a stipulation of probation. Upon violation 
of a condition of the probation, the court may enter an adjudication of guilt and proceed as otherwise provided. The 
court may, in its discretion, dismiss the proceedings against the person and discharge the person from probation 
before the expiration of the maximum period prescribed for the person's probation. If during the period of probation 
the person does not violate any of the conditions of the probation, then upon expiration of the period the court shall 
discharge the person and dismiss the proceedings against that person. Discharge and dismissal under this subdivision 
shall be without court adjudication of guilt, but a not public record of it shall be retained by the department of public 
safety for the purpose of use by the courts in determining the merits of subsequent proceedings against the person. 
The not public record may also be opened only upon court order for purposes of a criminal investigation, prosecution, 
or sentencing. Upon request by law enforcement, prosecution, or corrections authorities, the department shall notify 
the requesting party of the existence of the not public record and the right to seek a court order to opel) it pursuant 
to this section. The court shall forward a record of any discharge and dismissal under this subdivision to the 
department of public safety who shall make and maintain the not public retord of it as provided under this 
subdivision. The discharge or dismissal shall not be deemed a conviction for purposes of disqualifications or 
d~sabi1ities imposed by law upon conviction of a crime or for any other purpose. 

For purposes of this subdivision, "not public" has the meaning given in section 13.02, subdivision 8a. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [HABITUAL OFFENDER PENALTIES.] (al If a person has been convicted under this section, section 
169.129, an ordinance in conformity with either of them, or a statute or ordinance from another state in conformity 
with either of them, and if the person is then convicted of a gross misdemeanor violation of this section, a violation 
of section 169.129, or an ordinance in conformity with either of them (1) once within five years after the first 
conviction or (2) two or more times within ten years after the first conviction, the person must be sentenced to a 
minimum of 30 days imprisorunent or to eight hours of community work service for each day less than 30 days that 
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the person is ordered to serve in jaiL Provided, that if a person is convicted of violating this section, section 169.129, 
or an ordinance in conformity with either of them two or more times within five years after the first conviction, or 
within five years after the first of two or more license revocations, as defined in subdivision 3, paragraph (a), clause 
(2), the person must be sentenced to a minimum of 30 days imprisonment and the sentence may not be waived Wlder 
paragraph (b) or (c). Notwithstanding section 609.135, the above _sentence must be executed, unless the court departs 
from the mandatory minimum sentence under paragraph (b) or (c). 

(b) Prior to sentencing the prosecutor may file a motion to have the defendant sentenced without regard to the 
mandatory minimum sentence established by this subdivision. The motion must be accompanied by a statement on 
the record of the reasons for it. When presented with the prosecutor's motion and if it finds that substantial 
mitigating factors exist, the court shall sentence the defendant without regard to the mandatory minimum term-ef 
imrrissFli'heflt sentence established by this subdivision. 

(c) The court may, on its own motion, sentence the defendant without regard to the mandatory minimum tefffi-.et 
iffiJ3rissFffi'leflt sentence established by this subdivision if it finds that substantial mitigating factors exist and if its 
sentencing departure is accompanied by a statement on the record of the reasons for it. 

(d) The court may sentence the defendant without regard to the mandatory minimum terM sf iHtflFisef'tftleRt 
sentence established by this subdivision if the defendant is sentenced to probation and ordered to participate in a 
program established under section 169.1265. 

(e) When any portion of the sentence required by this subdivision is not executed, the court should impose a 
sentence that is proportional to the extent of the offender's prior criminal and moving traffic violation record. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 238.16, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] Any person violating the provisions of this chapter is guilty of a gross 
misdemeanor. Any tefftl sf iMf'FisSRftleRt sentence imposed for any violation by a corporation shall be served by the 
senior resident officer of the corporation. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.065, is amended to read: 

244.065 [PRN ATE EMPWYMENT OF INMATES OF STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN COMMUNITY.] 

When consistent with the public interest and the public safety, the commissioner of corrections may conditionally 
release an inmate to work at paid employment, seek employment, or participate in a vocational training or educational 
program, as provided in section 241.26, if the inmate has served at least one half of the term of imprisonment as 
rea:ti€ea 13y gssa time eM'fteel l:Iy the mHtiite. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.14, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SANCTIONS.] The commissioner shall impose severe and meaningful sanctions for violating the 
conditions of an intensive community supervision program. The commissioner shall provide for revocation of 
intensive community supervision of an offender who: 

(1) commits a material violation of or repeatedly fails to follow the rules of the program; 

(2) commits any misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, or felony offense; or 

(3) presents a risk to the public, based on the offender's behavior, attitude, or abuse of alcohol or controlled 
substances. The revocation of intensive community supervision is governed by the procedures in the commissioner's 
rules adopted under section 244.05, subdivision 2. 

An offender whose intensive community supervision is revoked shall be imprisoned for a time period. equal to the 
offender's erigiRal term of imprisorunent, but in no case for longer than the time remaining in the offender's sentence. 
"OFigiflal Term of imprisonment" means a time period equal to two-thirds of the sentence originally executed by the 
sentencing court, minus jail credit, if any. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.15, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DURATION. I Phase I of an intensive community supervision program is six months, or one-half 
the time remaining in the offender's efigif\al term of imprisonment, whichever is less. Phase II lasts for at least 
one-third of the time remaining in the offender's erigiftal term of imprisonment at the beginning of Phase II. Phase 
III lasts for at least one-third of the time remaining in the offender's efigiRal term of imprisonment at the beginning 
of Phase III. Phase IV continues until the conunissioner determines that the offender has successful1y completed the 
program or Wltil the offender's sentence., minus jail credit, expires, whichever occurs first. If an offender successfully 
completes the intensive community supervision program before the offender's sentence expires, the offender shall be 
placed on supervised release for the remainder of the sentence. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 244.171, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SANCTIONS.] The commissioner shall impose severe and meaningful sanctions for violating the 
conditions of the challenge incarceration program. The commissioner shall remove an offender from the challenge 
incarceration program if the offender: 

(1) commits a material violatio~ of or repeatedly fails to follow the rules of the program; 

(2) commits any misdemeanor, gross misdemeanor, or felony offense; or 

(3) presents a risk to the public, based on the offender's behavior, attitude, or abuse of alcohol or controlled 
substances. The removal of an offender from the challenge incarceration program is governed by the procedures in 
the conurussioner's rules adopted under section 244.05, subdivision 2. 

An offender who is removed from the challenge incarceration program shall be imprisoned for a time period equal 
to the offender's efigffiaI term of imprisonment, minus earned good time if any, but in no case for longer than the 
time remaining in the offender's sentence. "Original Term of imprisonment" meanS a time period equal to two-thirds 
of the sentence originally executed by the sentencing court, minus jail credit, if any. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299A.35, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [GRANT PROCEDURE.] A local unit of government or a nonprofit community-based entity may apply 
for a grant by submitting an application with the commissioner. The applicant shall specify the following in its 
application: 

(1) a description of each program for which funding is sought; 

(2) the amount of funding to be provided to the program; 

(3) the geographical area to be served by the program; and 

(4) statistical information as to the number of arrests'in the geographical area for violent crimes and for crimes 
involving schedule I and II controll~d substances. "Violent crime" includes a violation of or an attempt or conspiracy 
to violate any of the following laws: sections 609.185; 609.19; 609.195; 609.20; 609.205; 609.21; 609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 
609.228; 609.235; 609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 609.2661; 609.2662; 609.2663; 609.2664; 609.2665; 609.267; 609.2671; 
609.268; 609.342; 609.343; 609.344; 609.345; 609.498, subdivision 1; 609.561; 609.562; 609.582, subdivision 1; 609.687; or 
any provision of chapter 152 that is punishable by a maximum teHft af impasBflIfleflt sentence greater than ten years. 

The commissioner shall give priority to funding programs in the geographical areas that have the highest crime 
rates, as measured by the data supplied Wlder clause (4), and that demonstrate substantial involvement by members 
of the community served by the program. The maximum amount that may be awarded to an applicant is $50,000. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.0341, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GROSS MISDEMEANORS.] Any law of this state which provides for a maximum fine of $1,000 
or for a maximum teaR sentence of imprisonment of one year or which is defined as a gross misdemeanor shall, on 
or after August 1, 1983, be deemed to provide for a maximum fine of $3,000 and for a maximum teaR sentence of 
imprisorunent of one year. 
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Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [MINIMUM FINES.] Notwithstanding any other law: 

(1) when a court sentences a person convicted of violating section 609.221, 609.267, or 609.342, it must impose a 
fine of not less than $500 nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law; 

(2) when a court sentences a person convicted of violating section 609.222, 609.223, 609.2671, 609.343, 609.344, or 
609.345, it must impose a fine of not less than $300 nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law; and 

(3) when a court sentences a person convicted of violating section 609.2231, 609.224, or 609.2672, it must impose 
a fine of not less than $100 nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law. 

The court may not waive payment of the fine or authorize payment of it in installments unless the court makes 
written findings on the record that the convicted person is indigent or that the fine would create undue hardship for 
the convicted person or that person's immediate family. 

The court shall collect the portion of the fine mandated by this subdivision and forward 70 percent of it to a local 
victim assistance program that provides services locally in the county in which the crime was committed. The court 
shall forward the remaining 30 percent to the commissioner of finance to be credited to the general fund. If more than 
one victim assistance program serves the county in which the crime was committed, the court may designate on a 
case-by-case basis which program will receive the fine proceeds, giving consideration to the nature of the crime 
committed, the types of victims served by the program, and the funding needs of the program. If no victim assistance 
program serves that county, the court shall forward 100 percent of the fine proceeds to the commissioner of finance 
to be credited to the general fund. Fine proceeds received by a local victim assistance program must be used to 
provide direct services to crime victims. 

The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge or assessment required by 
subdivision 1 and is in addition to any tefffi sentence of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 

As used in this subdivision, "victim assistance program" means victim witness programs within county attorney 
offices or any of the following programs: crime victim crisis centers, victim-witness programs, battered women 
shelters and nonshelter programs, and sexual assault programs. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE OFFENSES; MINIMUM FINES.] (a) Notwithstanding any other law, when 
a court sentences a person convicted of: 

(1) a first degree controlled substance crime under section 152.021, it must impose a fine of not less than $2,500 nor 
more than the maximum fine authorized by law; 

(2) a second degree controlled substance crime under section 152.022, it must impose a fine of not less than $1,000 
nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law; 

(3) a third degree controlled substance crime under section 152.023, it must impose a fine of not less than $750 nor 
more than the maximum fine authorized by law; 

(4) a fourth degree controlled substance crime under section 152.024, it must impose a fine of not less than $500 
nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law; and 

(5) a fifth degree controlled substance violation under section 152.025, it must impose a fine of not less than $300 
nor more than the maximum fine authorized by law. 

(b) The court may not waive payment of the fine or authorize payment of it in installments unless the court makes 
written findings on the record that the convicted person is indigent or that the fine would create undue hardship for 
the convicted person or that person's immediate family. 

(c) The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge or assessment required by 
subdivision 1 and is in addition to any tefffi sentence of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 
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(d) The court shall collect the fine mandated by this subdivision and forward 70 percent of it to a local drug abuse 
prevention program existing or being implemented in the county in which the crime was committed. The court shall 
forward the remaining 30 percent to the state treasurer to be credited to the general fund. If more than one drug 
abuse prevention program serves the county in which the crime was committed, the court may designate on a 
case-by-case basis which program will receive the fine proceeds, giving consideration to the community in which the 
crime was committed, the funding needs of the program, the number of peace officers in each community certified 
to teach the program, and the number of children served by the program in each community. If no drug abuse 
prevention program serves communities in that county, the court shall forward 100 percent of the fine proceeds to 
the state treasurer to be credited to the general fund. 

(e) The minimum fines required by this subdivision shall be collected as are other fines. Fine proceeds received 
by a local drug abuse prevention program must be used to support that program, and may be used for salaries of 
peace officers certified to teach the program. The drug abuse resistance education program must report receipt and 
use of money generated under this subdivision as prescribed by the drug abuse resistance education advisory council. 

(f) As used in this subdivision, "drug abuse prevention program" and "program" include: 

(1) the drug abuse resistance education program described in sections 299A.33 and 299A.331; and 

(2) any similar drug abuse education and prevention program that includes the following components; 

(A) instruction for students enrolled in kindergarten through grade six that is designed to teach students to 
recognize and resist pressures to experiment with controlled substances and alcohol; 

(B) provisions for parental involvement; 

(C) classroom instruction by uniformed law enforcement personnel; 

(D) the use of positive student leaders to influence younger students not to use drugs; and 

(E) an emphasis on activity-oriented techniques designed to encourage student-generated responses to 
problem-solving situations. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.101, subdivision 4, is amended to read; 

Subd. 4. [MINIMUM FINES; OTHER CRIMES.] Notwithstanding any other law: 

(1) when a court sentences a person convicted of a felony that is not listed in subdivision 2 or 3, it must impose 
a fine of not less than 20 percent of the maximum fine authorized by law nor more than the maximum fine authorized 
by law; and 

(2) when a court sentences a person convicted of a gross misdemeanor or misdemeanor that is not listed in 
subdivision 2, it must impose a fine of not less than 20 percent of the maximum fine authorized by law nor more than 
the maximum fine authorized by law. 

The court may not waive payment of the minimum fine or authorize payment of it in instalJments unless the court 
makes written findings on the record that the convicted person is indigent or that the fine would create undue 
hardship for the convicted person or that pets<m's immediate family. 

The minimum fine required by this subdivision is in addition to the surcharge or assessment required by 
subdivision 1 and is in addition to any -term sentence of imprisonment or restitution imposed or ordered by the court. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.11, is amended to read: 

609.11 [MINIMUM ~ SENTENCES OF IMPRISONMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [COMMITMENTS WITHOUT MINIMUMS.] All commitments to the commissioner of corrections 
for imprisonment of the defendant are without minimum terms except when the sentence is to life imprisonment as 
required by law and except as otherwise provided in this chapter. 
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Subd. 4. [DANGEROUS WEAPON.] Any defendant convicted of an offense listed in subdivision 9 in which the 
defendant or an accomplice, at the time of the offense, used, whether by brandishing, displaying, threatening with, 
or otherwise employing, a dangerous weapon other than a firearm, or had in possession a firearm, shall be committed 
to the conunissioner of corrections for a ffia:1taatstj ffl:iR-iHllciffl teFffl sf imflFis8RfftePl.t sf not less than one year plus 
one day, nor more than the maximum sentence provided by law. Any defendant convicted of a second or subsequent 
offense in which the defendant or an accomplice, at the time of the offense, used a dangerous weapon other than a 
firearm, or had in possession a firearm, shall be committed to the commissioner of corrections for a fRafl::eatsf'Y 
fl'l:iRiffit:l:ffi feRi9: sf impES6RmeRt sf not less than three years nor more than the maximum sentence provided by law. 

Subd. 5. [FIREAR1v1.J Any defendant convicted of an offense listed in subdivision 9 in which the defendant or an 
accomplice, at the time of the offense, used, whether by brandishing, displaying, threatening with, or otherwise 
employing, a firearm, shall be committed to the commissioner of corrections for a maRs-atef), mH.iffiI:iR. tel'R' sf 
il"l"lj3l'issRffieRt sf not less than three years, nor more than the maximum sentence provided by law. Any defendant 
convicted of a second or subsequent offense in which the defendant or an accomplice, at the time of the offense, used 
a firearm shall be committed to the commissioner of corrections for a l'fl:aF.aatsFj' fl.H.iRll±ffi tel'ffi efifftpfis8flfl:leRt sf 
not less than five years, nor more than the maximum sentence provided by law. 

Subd.5a. [DRUG OFFENSES.] Notwithstanding section 609.035, whenever a defendant is subject to a mandatory 
minimum term sf imprissRfl'€Rt sentence for a felony violation of chapter 152 and is also subject to this section, the 
minimum tefR. sf impfissRmeRt sentence imposed under this section shall be consecutive to that imposed under 
chapter 152. 

Subd.6. [NO EARLY RELEASE.] Any defendant convicted and sentenced as required by this section is not eligible 
for probation, parole, discharge, or supervised release until that person has served the full fflanaa~8ry mtRifflt7:1'lt term 
of imprisonment as provided by law, notwithstanding the provisions of sections 242.19, 243.05, 244.04, 609.12 
and 609.135. 

Subd. 7. [PROSECUTOR SHALL ESTABLISH.] Whenever reasonable grounds exist to believe that the defendant 
or an accomplice used a firearm or other dangerous weapon or had in possession a firearm, at the time of commission 
of an offense listed in subdivision 9, the prosecutor shalt at the time of trial or at the plea of guilty, present on the 
record all evidence tending to establish that fact unless it is otherwise admitted on the record. The question of 
whether the defendant or an accomplice, at the time of conunission of an offense listed in subdivision 9, used a 
firearm or other dangerous weapon or had in possession a firearm shall be determined by the court on the record at 
the time of a verdict or finding of guilt at trial or the entry of a plea of guilty based upon the record of the trial or 
the plea of guilty. The court shall determine on the record at the time of sentencing whether the defendant has been 
convicted of a second or subsequent offense in which the defendant or an accomplice, at the time of commission of 
an offense listed in subdivision 9, used a firearm or other dangerous weapon or had in possession a firearm. 

Subd. 8. [MOTION BY PROSECUTOR.] Prior to the time of sentencing, the prosecutor may file a motion to have 
the defendant sentenced without regard to the mandatory minimum tem.s sf ift.J3fissfflHent sentences established by 
this section. The motion shall be accompanied by a statement on the record of the reasons for it. When presented with 
the motion and if it finds substantial mitigating factors exist, the court shall sentence the defendant without regard 
to the mandatory minimum tePftls sf impfissFl::ffieRt sentences established by this section. 

Subd. 9. [APPLICABLE OFFENSES.] The crimes for which mandatory minimum sentences shall be served f>eJere 
eligibility fer F'feBatisR, parele, 8f st7f!en isea felease as provided in this section are: murder in the first, second, or 
third degree; assault in the first, second, or third degree; burglary; kidnapping; false imprisonment; manslaughter in 
the first or second degree; aggravated robbery; simple robbery; criminal sexual conduct under the circumstances 
described in sections 609.342, subdivision 1, dauses (a) to (f); 609.343, subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (f); and 609.344, 
subdivision 1, clauses (a) to (e) and (h) to 0); escape from custody; arson in the first, second, or third degree; a felony 
violation of chapter 152; or any attempt to commit any of these offenses. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.135, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TERMS AND CONDITIONS.] Except when a sentence of life imprisonment is required by law, or 
when a mandatory minimum tefffi sf inl)9fissRffleflt sentence is required by section 609.11, any court may stay 
imposition or execution of sentence and (a) may order intermediate sanctions without placing the defendant on 
probation, or (b) may place the defendant on probation with or without supervision and on the terms the court 
prescribes, including intermediate sanctions when practicable. The court may order the supervision to be under the 
probation officer of the court, or, if there is none and the conviction is for a felony or gross misdemeanor, by the 
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commissioner of corrections, or in any case by some other suitable and consenting person. No intermediate sanction 
may be ordered performed at a location that fails to observe applicable requirements or standards of chapter 1SlA 
or 182, or any rule promulgated under them. For purposes of this subdivision, subdivision 6, and section 609.14, the 
term "intermediate sanctions" includes but is not limited to incarceration in a local jailor workhouse, home detention, 
electronic monitoring, intensive probation, sentencing to service, reporting to a day reporting center, chemical 
dependency or mental health treatment or counseling, restitution, fines, day-fines, community work service, and work 
in lieu of or to work off fines. 

A court may not stay the revocation of the driver's license of a person convicted of violating the provisions of 
section 169.121. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.1352, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SENTENCING AUTHORITY. I A court shall seRtenee commit a person to a term sf intf3fissflment 
et the commissioner of corrections for 2. period of time that it not less than double the presumptive sentence Wlder 
the sentencing guidelines and not more than the statutory maximum, or if the statutory maximum is less than double 
the presumptive sentence, to a tefffl: sf impl'is8flFFleRt for a period of time that i§. equal to the statutory maximum, if: 

(1) the court is imposing an executed sentence, based on a sentencing guidelines presumptive imprisonment 
sentence or a dispositional departure for aggravating circumstances or a mandatory minimum sentence, on a person 
convicted of committing or attempting to commit a violation of section 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, or 609.345, or on a 
person convicted of conunitting or attempting to commit any other crime listed in subdivision 2 if it reasonably 
appears to the court that the crime was motivated by the offender's sexual impulses or was part of a predatory pattern 
of behavior that had criminal sexual conduct as its goal; 

(2) the court finds that the offender is a danger to public safety; and 

(3) the court finds that the offender needs long-term treatment or supervision beyond the presumptive term of 
imprisonment and supervised release. The finding must be based on a professional assessment by an examiner 
experienced in evaluating sex offenders that concludes that the offender is a patterned sex offender. The assessment 
must contain the facts upon which the conclusion is based, with reference to the offense history of the offender or the 
severity of the current offense, the social history of the offender, and the results of an examination of the offender's 
mental status unless the offender refuses to be examined. The conclusion may not be based on testing alone. A 
patterned sex offender is one whose criminal sexual behavior is so engrained that the risk of reoffending is great 
without intensive psychotherapeutic intervention or other long-term controls. 

Sec. 26. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 609.15, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LIMIT ON +ERM8 SENTENCES; MISDEMEANOR AND GROSS MISDEMEANOR.] If the court specifies 
that the sentence shall rWl consecutively and all of the sentences are for misdemeanors, the total of the tefffiS sf 
imf'fissf'tft'leflt sentences shall not exceed one year. If all of the sentences are for gross misdemeanors, the total of the 
tePms sentences shall not exceed three years. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.152, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IDEFINITIONS.1 (a) As used in this section, the following terms have the meanings given. 

(b) "Conviction" means any of the following accepted and recorded by the court: a plea of guilty, a verdict of guilty 
by a jury, or a finding of guilty by the court. The term includes a conviction by any court in Minnesota or another 
jurisdiction. 

(c) "Prior conviction" means a conviction that occurred before the offender committed the next felony resulting in 
a conviction and before the offense for which the offender is being sentenced Wlder this section. 

(d) "Violent crime" means a violation of or an attempt or conspiracy to violate any of the following laws of this state 
or any similar laws of the United States or any other state: section 609.185; 609.19; 609.195; 609.20; 609.205; 609.21; 
609.221; 609.222; 609.223; 609.228; 609.235; 609.24; 609.245; 609.25; 609.255; 609.2661; 609.2662; 609.2663; 609.2664; 
609.2665; 609.267; 609.2671; 609.268; 609.342; 609.343; 609.344; 609.345; 609.498, subdivision 1; 609.561; 609.562; 609.582, 
subdivision 1; 609.687; or any provision of chapter 152 that is punishable by a maximum term sf iFl"lf!fissFt:Htent 
sentence of 15 years or more. 
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Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.1%, is amended to read: 

609.196 [MANDATORY PENALTY FOR CERTAIN MURDERERS.] 

When a person is convicted of violating section 609.19 or 609.195, the court shall sentence the person to the 
statutory maximum term sf ifflflFis8R11leRt sentence for the offense if the person was previously convicted of a heinous 
crime as defined in section 609.184 and 15 years have not elapsed since the person was discharged from the sentence 
imposed for that conviction. The court may not stay the imposition or execution of the sentence, notwithstanding 
section 609.135. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.229, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [PENALTY.) (a) If the crime committed in violation of subdivision 2 is a felony, the statutory maximum 
for the crime is three years longer than the statutory maximum for the underlying crime. 

(b) If the crime committed in violation of subdivision 2 is a misdemeanor, the person is guilty of a gross 
misdemeanor. 

(c) If the crime committed in violation-of subdivision 2 is a gross misdemeanor, the person is guilty of a felony and 
may be sentenced to a tefffi sf imprisonment sf for not more than one year and a day or to payment of a fine of not 
more than $5,000, or both. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.346, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SUBSEQUENT SEX OFFENSE; PENALTY.] Except as provided in subdivision 2a or 2b, if a person is 
convicted under sections 609.342 to 609.345, within 15 years of a previous sex offense conviction, the court shall 
commit the defendant to the commissioner of corrections for imprissflftleflt fsr a term sf not less than three years, 
nor more than the maximum sentence provided by law for the offense for which convicted, notwithstanding the 
provisions of sections 242.19, 243.05, 609.11, 609.12 and 609.135. The court may stay the execution of the sentence 
imposed under this subdivision only if it fin.ds that a professional assessment indicates the offender is accepted by 
and can respond to treatment at a long-term inpatient program exclusively treating sex offenders and approved by 
the commissioner of corrections. If the court stays the execution of a sentence, it shall include the following as 
conditions of probation: (1) incarceration in a local jailor workhouse; and (2) a requirement that the offender 
successfully complete the treatment program and aftercare as directed by the court. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.346, subdivision 2b, is amended to read: 

Subd.2b. [MANDATORY 30-YEAR SENTENCE.] (a) The court shall seRleRee commit a person to a Ie,,,, 9f the 
commissioner of corrections for not less than 30 years, notwithstanding the statutory maximum sentence under section 
609.343, if: 

(1) the person is convicted under section 609.342, subdivision I, clause (c), (d), (e), or (t); or 609.343, subdivision 
1, clause (c), (d), (e), or (I); and 

(2) the court determines on the record at the time of sentencing that: 

(i) the crime involved an aggravating factor that would provide grounds for an upward departure under the 
sentencing guidelines other than the aggravating factor applicable to repeat criminal sexual conduct convictions; and 

(ii) the person has a previous sex offense conviction under section 609.342, 609.343, or 609.344. 

(b) Notwithstanding sections 609.342, subdivision 3; and 609.343, subdivision 3; and subdivision 2, the court may 
not stay imposition or execution of the sentence required by this subdivision. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.3461, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [BEFORE RELEASE.] If a person convicted of violating or attempting to violate section 609.342, 609.343, 
609.344, or 609.345, or sentenced as a patterned sex offender under section 609.1352, and committed to the custody 
of the commissioner of corrections fer a teFIlt sf iffi]3rissFlfi'leflt, has not provided a biological specimen for the purpose 
of DNA analysis, the commissioner of corrections or local corrections authority shall order the person to provide a 
biological specimen for the purpose of DNA analysis before completion of the person's term of imprisonment. The 
commissioner of corrections or local corrections authority shall forward the sample to the bureau of criminal 
apprehension. 
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Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.582, subdivision la, is arnend~d to read: 

Subd. 1a. [MANDATORY MINIMUM SENTENCE FOR BURGLARY OF OCCUPIED DWELLING.] A person 
convicted of committing burglary of an occupied dwelling, as defined in subdivision 1, clause (a), must be committed 
to the commissioner of corrections or county workhouse for a ffiffi.aatsF; RtiRiffll:lffi teEm sf im}3Fis8RIReRt sf not less 
than six months. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.891, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [FELONY.] (a) A person who violates subdivision 1 in a manner that creates a grave risk of causing the 
death of a person is guilty of a felony and may be sentenced to a teFm sf imprison,ment at for not more than ten years 
or to payment of a fine of not more than $20,000, or both. 

(b) A person who is convicted of a second or subsequent gross misdemeanor violation of subdivision 1 is guilty 
of a felony and may be sentenced under paragraph (a). 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 611A.06, subdivision L is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE OF RELEASE REQUIRED.] The commissioner of corrections or other custodial authority 
shall make a good faith effort to notify the victim that the offender is ·to be released from imprisonment or 
incarceration, including release on extended furlough and for work release; released from a juvenile correctional 
facility; released from a facility in which the offender was confined due to incompetency, mental illness, or mental 
deficiency, or commitment under section 2538.18; or transferred from one correctional facility to another when the 
correctional program involves less security, if the victim has mailed to the commissioner of corrections or to the head 
of the facility in which the offender .is confined a written request for this notice. The good faith effort to notify the 
victim must occur prior to the release, transfer, or change in security status. For a victim of a felony crime against 
the person for which the offender was sentenced to a teFffi of imprisonment ef for more than 18 months, the good 
faith effort to notify the victim must occur 60 days before the offender's release, transfer, or change in security status. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 629.291, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PETITION FOR TRANSFER.} The attorney general of the United States, or any of the attorney 
general's assistants, or the United States attorney for the district of Minnesota, or any of the United States attorney's 
assistants, may file a petition with the governor requesting the state of Minnesota to consent to transfer an inmate, 
serving a teFm of impIisof\:ffieRt sentence in a Minnesota correctional facility for violation of a Minnesota criminal law, 
to the United States district court for the purpose of being tried for violation of a federal criminal law. In order for 
a petition to be filed under this section, the inmate must at the time of the filing of the petition be under indictment 
in the United States district court for Minnesota for violation of a federal criminal law. The petition must name the 
inmate for whom transfer is requested and the Minnesota correctional facility in which the inmate is imprisoned. The 
petition must be verified and have a certified copy of the federal indictment attached to it. The petitioner must agree 
in the petition to pay all expenses incurred by the state in transferring the inmate to the United States court for trial. 

Sec. 37. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 36 are effective August h 1993, and ~ to crimes committed on Q!:. after that date. 

ARTICLE 14 

APPROPRIATIONS 

Section 1. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$9,345,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the agencies and for the purposes indicated in this article, to 
be available for the fiscal year ending June 30 in the years indicated. 

Sec. 2. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. 

For violence prevention education grants under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 126.78. One hundred percent of this appropriation must be 
paid according to the process established in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 124.195, subdivision 9. Up to $50,000 of this appropriation 
may be used for administration of the programs funded in this 
section. 

1994 1995 

1,500,000 1,500,000 
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Sec. 3. HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD 

For purposes of article 12, sections 13, 14, and 15. 

Sec. 4. DARE ADVISORY COUNCIL 

For drug abuse resistance education programs under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 299A,331. 

Sec. 5. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

(a) For community crime reduction grants under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 299A.35. Of this appropriation, $500,000 each year is for 
programs qualifying under Minnesota Statutes, section 299A.35, 
subdivision 1, clauses (2) and (4); $100,000 each year is for programs 
qualifying under section 299A.35, subdivision 1, clause (3); and 
$100,000 each year is for programs qualifying under section 299A.35, 
subdivision 1. clause (5). 

(b) For the costs of providing training on and auditing of the BCA's 
criminal justice information systems reporting requirements. 

(c) For the costs of prOViding training on and auditing of the 
criminal justice data communications network criminal justice 
information systems reporting requirements. 

(d) For the costs of implementing the sex offender registration 
provisions. 

Sec. 6. DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 

For the Asian-American juvenile crime prevention grant program 
authorized by Minnesota Statutes, section 256.486. 

Sec. 7. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

For the planning process for an institute for child and adolescent 
sexual health. 

Sec. 8. DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 

(a) For the survey of inmates required by article 12, section 17. 

(b) For the sex offender programming project required by article 8, 
section 7, to be available until June 30, 1995. 

(c) For the costs of providing training on and auditing of criminal 
justice information systems reporting requirements. 

(d) For the costs of the juvenile restitution grant program. The 
commissioner may use up to five percent of this appropriation for 
administrative expenses. 

Sec. 9. SUPREME COURT 

For the costs of providing training on and auditing of criminal 
justice information systems reporting requirements. 

Sec. 10. SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMMISSION 

For the costs of providing training on and auditing of criminal 
justice information systems reporting requirements. 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to crime prevention; prohibiting drive-by shootings, possession of dangerous weapons 
and trespassing on school property, negligent storage of firearms, and reckless discharge of firearms; regulating the 
transfer of semiautomatic military-style assault weapons; prohibiting possession of a device for converting a firearm 
to fire at the rate of a machine gun; prohibiting carrying rifles and shotguns in public; increasing penalty for repeat 
violations of pistol carry permit law~ providing for forfeiture of vehicles used in drive-by shootings and prostitution; 
revising and increasing penalties for stalking, harassment, and domestic abuse offenses; providing for improved 
training, investigation and enforcement of these laws; increasing penalties for and making revisions to certain 
controlled substance offenses; revising wiretap warrant law; providing for sentence of life without release for 
first-degree murder of a peace officer; increasing penalties for crimes committed by groups; increasing penalties and 
improving enforcement of arson and related crimes; making certain changes to restitution and other crime victim laws; 
revising laws relating to law enforcement agencies, and state and local corrections agencies; making terminology 
changes and technical corrections related to new felony sentencing law; expanding scope of sex offender registration 
and DNA specimen provisions; requiring certain counties to establish diversion programs; increasing certain 
surcharges and fees; expanding community crime reduction grant programs; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 8.16, subdivision 1; 13.87, subdivision 2; 13.99, by adding a subdivision; 16B.08, 
subdivision 7; 144.765; 144A.04, subdivisions 4 and 6; 144A.11, subdivision 3a; 144B.08, subdivision 3; 147.09; 152.021, 
subdivision 3; 152.022, subdivisions 1 and 3; 152.023, subdivisions 2 and 3; 152.024, subdivision 3; 152.025, subdivision 
3; 152.026; 152.0971, subdivision 3, and by adding subdivisions; 152.0972, subdivision 1; 152.0973, subdivisions 2, 3, 
4, and by adding subdivisions; 152.18, subdivision 1; 168.345, by adding a subdivision; 168.346; 169.121, subdivision 
3a; 169.222, subdivision 6, and by adding a subdivision; 169.64, subdivision 3; 169.98, subdivision la; 171.12, by adding 
a subdivision; 214.10, by adding subdivisions; 238.16, subdivision 2; 241.09; 241.26, subdivision 5; 241.67, subdivisions 
1,2, and by adding a subdivision; 243.166, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and by adding subdivisions; 243.18, subdivision 
2, and by adding a subdivision; 243.23, subdivision 3; 244.01, subdivision 8, and by adding a subdivision; 244.05, 
subdivisions 1b, 4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 244.065; 244.101; 244.14, subdivisions 2 and 3; 244.15, subdivision 
1; 244.17, subdivision 3; 244.171, subdivisions 3 and 4; 244.172, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256.486; 260.185, subdivisions 
1 and la; 260.193, subdivision 8; 260.251, subdivision 1; 289A.63, by adding a subdivision; 297B.I0; 299A.35, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 299C.065, subdivision 1; 299C.46, by adding a subdivision~ 299C.54, by adding a subdivision; 
299D.03, subdivision 1; 2990.06; 299F.04, by adding a subdivision; 299F.811; 299F.815, subdivision 1; 307.08, 
subdivision 2; 343.21, subdivisions 9 and 10; 357.021, subdivision 2; 388.23, subdivision 1; 390.11, by adding a 
subdivision; 390.32, by adding a subdivision; 401.02, subdivision 4; 473.386, by adding a subdivision; 480.0591, 
subdivision 6; 480.30; 518R01, subdivisions 2, 3,-6, 7, 9, and 14; 540.18, subdivision 1; 541.15; 609.02, subdivision 6; 
609.0341, subdivision 1; 609.035; 609.06; 609.101, subdivisions 1,2,3,4, and by adding a subdivision; 609.11; 609.13, 
by adding a subdivision; 609.135, subdivisions 1, la, and 2; 609.1352, subdivision 1; 609.14, subdivision 1; 609.15, 
subdivision 2; 609.152, subdivision 1; 609.184, subdivision 2; 609.196; 609.224, subdivision 2, and by adding a 
subdivision; 609.229, subdivision 3; 609.251; 609.341, subdivisions 10, 17, and 19; 609.344, subdivision 1; 609.345, 
subdivisi.on 1; 609.346, subdivisions 2, 2b, and 5; 609.3461, subdivision 2; 609.378, subdivision 1; 609.494; 609.495; 
609.505; 609.531; 609.5311, subdivision 3; 609.5312, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 609.5314, subdivisions 
1 and 3; 609.5315, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 609.562; 609.563, subdivision I; 609.576, 
subdivision 1; 609.582, subdivision 1a; 609.585; 609.605, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 609.66, subdivision 
la, and by adding subdivisions; 609.67, subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.686; 609.71; 609.713, subdivision 1; 609.748, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 609.79, subdivision 1; 609.795, subdivision 1; 609.856, 
subdivision 1; 609.891, subdivision 2; 609.902, subdivision 4; 611A.02, subdivision 2; 611A.031; 611A.0315; 611A.04, 
subdivisions 1, la, and 3; 611A.06, subdivision 1; 611A.52, subdivisions 5, 8, and 9; 611A.57, subdivisions 2, 3, and 
5; 611A.66; 611A.71, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 7; 624.711; 624.712, subdivisions 5, 6, and by adding subdivisions; 
624.713; 624.7131, subdivisions 1, 4, and 10; 624.7i32; 624.714, subdivision 1; 626.05, subdivision 2; 626.13; 626.556, 
subdivision 10; 626.8451, subdivision 1a; 626A.05, subdivision 1; 626A.06, subdivisions 4,5, and 6; 626A.I0, subdivision 
1; 626A.11, subdivision 1; 628.26; 629.291, subdivision 1; 629.34, subdivision 1; 629.341, subdivision 1; 629.342, 
subdivision 2; 629.72; 631.046, subdivision 1; 631.41; and 641.14; Laws 1991, chapter 279, section 41; Laws 1992, chapter 
571, articles 7, section 13, subdivision 1; and 16, section 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapters 121; 169; 174; 242; 254A; 260; 401; 471; 473; 609; 611A; and 624; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
214.10, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, and 7; 241.25; 241.67, subdivision 5; 241.671; 243.165; 299A.325; 609.02, subdivisions 12 and 
13; 609.131, subdivision la; 609.605, subdivision 3; 609.746, subdivisions 2 and 3; 609.747; 609.79, subdivision 1a; 
609.795, subdivision 2; 611A.57, subdivision 1; and 629.40, subdivision 5." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 
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House Conferees: WESLEY J. "WES" SKOGLUND, DAVE BISHOP, PHIL CARRUTHERS, rvlARY }o MCGUIRE AND 
CHUCK BROWN. 

Senate Conferees: RANDY C. KELLY, ALLAN H_ SPEAR, ELLEN R. ANHERSON, JANE B. RAi'\IUM AND 
PATRICK D. MCGOWAN. 

Skoglund moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1585 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1585, A bill for an act relating to crime; imposing penalties for a variety of firearms-related offenses; 
expanding forfeiture provisions; revising and increasing penalties for stalking, harassment, and domestic abuse 
offenses; providing for improved training, investigation and enforcement of these laws; increasing penalties for and 
making revisions to certain controlled substance offenses; increasing penalties for crimes committed by groups; 
increasing penalties and improving enforcement of arson and related crimes; making certain changes to restitution 
and other crime victim laws; revising laws relating to law enforcement agencies, and state and local corrections 
agencies; requiring certain counties to establish pretrial diversion programs; revising and increasing penalties for a 
variety of other criminal laws; clarifying certain provisions for the new felony sentencing system; making technical 
corrections to sentencing statutes; regulating crimes in certain shopping areas; making knowing transfer of HIV virus 
a felony; increasing parental liability; limiting right to refuse blood testing; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 8.16, subdivision 1; 13.87, subdivision 2; 16B.08, subdivision 7; 127.03, subdivision 3; 144.765; 
144A.04, subdivisions 4 and 6; 144A.11, subdivision 3a; 144B.08, subdivision 3; 152.01, by adding a subdivision; 
152.021, subdivision 3; 152.022, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 152.023, subdivisions 2 and 3; 152.024, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
152.025, subdivision 3; 152.026; 152.0971, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 152.0972, subdivision 1; 
152.0973, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 152.0974; 152.18, subdivision 1; 168.346; 169.121, subdivision 
3a; 169.222, subdivisions 1 and 6; 169.64, subdivision 3; 169.98, subdivision 1a; 214.10, by adding subdivisions; 238.16, 
subdivision 2; 241.09; 241.26, subdivision 5; 241.67, subdivision 2; 243.166, subdivision 1; 243.23 .. subdivision 3; 244.01, 
subdivision 8, and by adding a subdivision; 244.05, subdivisions 1b, 4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 244.065; 
244.101; 244.14, subdivisions 2 and 3; 244.15 .. subdivision 1; 244.17, subdivision 3; 244.171 .. subdivisions 3 and 4; 
244.172, subdivisions 1 and 2; 260.185, subdivisions 1 and la; 260.193, subdivision 8; 260.251 .. subdivision 1; 299A.35, 
subdivision 2; 299C.46, by adding a subdivision; 299D.03, subdivision 1; 299D.06; 299F.04, by adding a subdivision; 
299F.815, subdivision 1; 388.23, subdivision 1; 390.11, by adding a subdivision; 390.32 .. by adding a subdivision; 401.02 .. 
subdivision 4; 473.386, by adding a subdivision; 480.0591, subdivision 6; 480.30; 485.018 .. subdivision 5; 518B.01, 
subdivisions 2,3,6,7,9, and 14; 540_18, subdivision 1; 541.15; 609.02, subdivision 6; 609.0341 .. subdivision 1; 609.035; 
609.05, subdivision 1; 609.06; 609.101, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 609.11; 609.135, subdivisions 1, la, and 2; 609.1352, 
subdivision 1; 609.14, subdivision 1; 609.15, subdivision 2; 609.152, subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.175, subdivision 2, and 
by adding a subdivision; 609.184 .. subdivision 2; 609.196; 609.224, subdivision 2; 609.229, subdivision 3; 609.251; 
609.341, subdivisions 10, 17, 18, and 19; 609.344, subdivision 1; 609.345 .. subdivision 1; 609.346, subdivisions 2 .. 2b, and 
5; 609.3461; 609.378, subdivision 1; 609.494; 609.495; 609.505; 609.531, subdivision 1; 609.5314, subdivision 1; 609.562; 
609.563, subdivision 1; 609.576 .. subdivision 1; 609.582 .. subdivision la; 609.585; 609.605, subdivision 1 .. and by adding 
a subdivision; 609.66, subdivisions 1, la .. and by adding subdivisions; 609.67 .. subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.686; 609.71; 
609.713, subdivision 1; 609.746 .. by adding a subdivision; 609.748, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 .. 8, and by adding 
subdivisions; 609.79, subdivision 1; 609.795, subdivision 1; 609.856, subdivision 1; 609.891, subdivision 2; 609.902 .. 
subdivision 4; 611A.02, subdivision 2; 611A.031; 611A.0315; 611A.04, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 611A.06, subdivision 1; 611A.52, subdivisions 5, 8 .. and 9; 611A.57, subdivisions 2 .. 3, and 5; 611A.66; 
624.711; 624.712, subdivisions 5, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 624.713; 624.7131, subdivisions 1, 4, and 10; 624.7132; 
626.05, subdivision 2; 626.13; 626.556, subdivision 10; 626.8451, subdivision 1a; 626A.05, subdivision 1; 626A.06, 
subdivisions 4, 5 .. and 6; 626A.10, subdivision 1; 626A.l1, subdivision 1; 628.26; 629.291 .. subdivision 1; 629.34, 
subdivision 1; 629.341, subdivision 1; 629.342 .. subdivision 2; 629.72; 631.046, subdivision 1; 631.41; and 641.14; Laws 
1991, chapter 279, section 41; Laws 1992, chapter 571, article 7, section 13, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 121; 152; 169; 174; 242; 260; 401; 473; 593; 609; 611A; and 624; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992 .. sections 152.0973, subdivision 4; 214.10, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, and 7; 241.25; 609.02, subdivisions 12 and 
13; 609.131, subdivision 1a; 609.605, subdivision 3; 609.746, subdivisions 2 and 3; 609.747; 609.79, subdivision 1a; 
609.795, subdivision 2; 611A.57, subdivision 1; and 629.40 .. subdivision 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. IDee Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Radosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Laufey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettcrmarm Farrell Jolmson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Walhnan 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski 5viggum Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 31, A bill for an act relating to state goverrunent; providing for gender balance in multimember agencies; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0597, by adding subdivisions. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Ms. Pappas, Messrs. Vickerman and Terwilliger. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

] hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

s. F. No. 1437. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. <1437 

A bill for an act relating to utilities; requiring cooperative electric associations and municipal utilities to comply 
with standards set by public utilities commission relating to electrical current or voltage; regulating public utility 
commission procedures and filings; regulating affiliated interests of public utilities; providing for interim rates; 
providing that primary fuel source determines whether power generating plant is a large energy facility for purposes 
of certificate of need process; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 2168.09; 2168.16, subdivisions 1, la, 2, 
and 3; 216B.2421, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 216B.43; and 2168.48, subdivisions 1 and 4. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1437, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 1437 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. MiIU1€Sota Statutes 1992, section 16B.61, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS.] (a) [SPACE FOR COMMUTER VANS.] The code must require that any 
parking ramp or other parking facility constructed in accordance with the code include an appropriate number of 
spaces suitable for the parking of motor vehicles having a capacity of seven to 16 persons and which are principally 
used to provide prearranged commuter transportation of employees to or from their place of employment or to or 
from a transit stop authorized by a local transit authority. 

(b) [SMOKE DETECTION DEVICES.] The code must require that all dwellings, lodging houses, apartment houses, 
and hotels as defined in section 299F.362 comply with the provisions of section 299F.362. 

(c) [DOORS IN NURSING HOMES AND HOSPITALS.] The state building code may not require that each door 
entering a sleeping or patient's room from a corridor in a nursing home or hospital with an approved complete 
standard automatic fire extinguishing system be constructed or maintained as self-closing or automatically closing. 

(d) [CHILD CARE FACILITIES IN CHURCHES; GROUND LEVEL EXIT.] A licensed day care center serving fewer 
than 30 preschool age persons and which is located in a below ground space in a church building is exempt from the 
state building code requirement for a ground level exit when the center has more than two stairways to the ground 
level and its exit. 

(e) [CHILD CARE FACILITIES IN CHURCHES; VERTICAL ACCESS.] Until August 1, 1996, an organization 
providing child care in an existing church building which is exempt from taxation under section 272.02, subdivision 
1, clause (5), shall have five years from the date of initial licensure under chapter 245A to provide interior vertical 
access, such as an elevator, to persons with disabilities as required by the state building code. To obtain the extension, 
the organization providing child care must secure a $2,500 performance bond with the conunissioner of human 
services to ensure that interior vertical access is achieved by the agreed upon date. 

(I) [FAMILY AND GROUP FAMILY DAY CARE.] The commissioner of administration shall establish a task force 
to determine occupancy standards specific and appropriate to family and group family day care homes and to 
examine hindrances to establishing day care facilities in rural Minnesota. The task force must include representatives 
from rural and urban building code inspectors, rural and urban fire code inspectors, rural and urban county day care 
licensing units, rural and urban family and group family day care providers and consumers, child care advocacy 
groups, and the departments of administration, human services, and public safety. 

By January I, 1989, the commissioner of administration shall report the task force findings and recommendations 
to the appropriate legislative committees together with proposals for legislative action on the recommendations. 
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Until the legislature enacts legislation specifying appropriate standards, the definition of Group R-3 occupancies 
in the state building code applies to family and group family day care homes licensed by the department of human 
services under Minnesota Rules, chapter 9502. 

(g) [MINED UNDERGROUND SPACE.] Nothing in the state building codes shan prevent cities from adopting 
rules governing the excavation, construction, reconstruction, alteration, and repair of mined underground space 
pursuant to sections 469.135 to 469.141, or of associated facilities in the space once the space has been created, 
provided the intent of the building code to establish reasonable safeguards for health, safety, welfare, comfort, and 
security is maintained. 

(h) [ENCLOSED STAIRWAYS.] No provision of the code or any appendix chapter of the code may require 
stairways of existing multiple dwelling buildings of two stories or less to be enclosed. 

(i) [DOUBLE CYLINDER DEAD BOLT LOCKS.] No provision of the code or appendix chapter of the code may 
prohibit double cylinder dead bolt locks in existing single-family homes, townhouses, and first floor duplexes used 
exclusively as a residential dwelling. Any recommendation or promotion of double cylinder dead bolt locks must 
include a warning about their potential fire danger and procedures to minimize the danger. 

U) [RELOCATED RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS.] A residential building relocated within or into a political 
subdivision of the state need not comply with the state energy code or section 326.371 provided that where available, 
an energy audit is conducted on the relocated building. 

(k) [AUTOMATIC GARAGE DOOR OPENING SYSTEMS.] The code must require all residential buildings as 
defined in section 325F.82 to comply with the provisions of sections 325F.82 and 325F.83. 

(1) [EXIT SIGN ILLUMINATION.] For a new building on which construction is begun 2!.lQ[ after October .11993, 
.Q!:. ~ existing building on which remodeling affecting 50 percent or ~ of the enclosed space .i§. begun Q!l £!. after 
October L. 1993, the code must prohibit the use of internally illuminated exit signs whose electrical consumption 
during nonemergency operation exceeds 20 watts of resistive power \lith a me3EiffiHffi tetel J98'\ief €eRsl:lFRf3tiefl ef 
4Q • elk tl:FR}3eres (VA). All other requirements in the code for exit signs must be complied with. Fe lief €Bfl:S1:l:ffi}3tiefl 
iR • BIt amperes is the resistive Jge ... er eLidea Bj the pe'\ler faetBr. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116C.54, is amended to read: 

116C.S4 [ADVANCE Poru;CASTING FORECAST REQUIREMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [REPORT.} Every utility which ovvns or operates, or plans within the next 15 years to O'wn or 
operate large electric power generating plants or high voltage transmission lines shall develop forecasts as specified 
in this section. On or before July 1 of each even-numbered year, every such utility shall submit a report of its forecast 
to the board. The report may be appropriate portions of a single regional forecast or may be jointly prepared and 
submitted by two or more utilities and shall contain the following information: 

(1) Description of the tentative regional location and general size and type of all large electric power generating 
plants and high voltage transmission lines to be owned or operated by the utility during the ensuing 15 years or any 
longer period the board deems necessary; 

(2) Identification of all existing generating plants and transmission lines projected to be removed from service 
during any 15 year period or upon completion of construction of any large electric power generating plants and high 
voltage transmission lines; 

(3) Statement of the projected demand for electric energy for the ensuing 15 years and the underlying assumptions 
for this forecast, such information to be as geographically specific as possible where this demand will occur; 

(4) Description of the capacity of the electric power system to meet projected demands during the ensuing 15 years; 

(5) Description of the utility's relationship to other utilities and regional associations, power pools or networks; and 

(6) Other relevant information as may be requested by the board. 

On or before July 1 of each odd-numbered year, a utility shall verify or submit revisions to items (1) and (2). 
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Subd. ~ [EXCEPTION.] Public electric utilities submitting advance forecasts containing all information specified 
in subdivision 1 ~ part of !!!l integrated resource plan filed pursuant to public utilities commission rules shall be 
excluded from the annual reporting requirement of this section. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.09, is amended to read: 

216B.09 [STANDARDS; CLASSIFICATIONS; RULES; PRACTICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [COMMISSION AUTHORITY, GENERALL Y.l The commission, afteffleariRg ltj30R reasBRal91eFlsRE€ 
Had UpOf\ on its own motion or upon complaint and after reasonable notice and hearing, may ascertain and fix just 
and reasonable standards, classifications, rules, or practices to be observed and followed by any or all public utilities 
with respect to the service to be furnished~.:. 

Subd. b. [ELECTRIC SERVICE.] The commission, on its own motion or upon complaint and after reasonable notice 
and hearing, may ascertain and fix adequate and reasonable standards for the measurement of the quantity, quality, 
pressure, initial voltage, or other condition pertaining to the supply of the service; prescribe reasonable rules for the 
examination and testing of the service and for the measurement thereof; establish or approve reasonable rules, 
specifications, and standards to secure the accuracy of all meters, instruments and equipment used for the 
measurement of any service of any public utility. In this subdivision, service standards or requirements governing 
~ current or voltage originating from the practice of grounding of electrical systems ~ to cooperative 
associations and municipal utilities providing or furnishing retail electric service to agricultural customers. 

Subd. ~ [FILINGS.] Any standards, classifications, rules, or practices now or hereafter observed or followed by 
any public utility may be filed by it with the commission, and the same shall continue in force until amended by the 
public utility or until changed by the commission as herein provided. 

The commission may require the filing of all rates, including rates charged to and by public utilities. 

Subd.:h [APPEARANCES BEFORE FEDERAL AGENCY.] The commission is empowered to appear before the 
Federal Pewef. Energy Regulatory Commission to offer evidence and to seek appropriate relief in any case in which 
the rates charged consumers within the state of Minnesota may be affected. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2168.16, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE.1 Unless the commission otherwise orders, no public utility shall change a rate which has 
been duly established under this chapter, except upon 60 days notice to the commission. The notice shall include 
statements of facts, expert opinions, substantiating documents, and exhibits iFl:Eltuiifl:g 8:fl:: efiefg) E8Rsef. ati8R 
iffij9F8veffleRt rlalt }3l:lfSl:laFl:t te s€etieFl: 21613.211, supporting the change requested, and state the change proposed to 
be made in the rates then in force and the time when the modified rates will go into effect. If the filing utility does 
not have ~ approved conservation improvement plan .Q!! file with the department of public service, it shall also 
include in its notice ~ energy conservation plan pursuant to section 216B.241. The filing utility shall give written 
notice, as approved by the commission, of the proposed change to the governing body of each municipality and 
county in the area affected. All proposed changes shall be shown by filing new schedules or shall be plainly indicated 
upon schedules on file and in force at the time. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2166.16, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [SETTLEMENT.] ill When a public utility submits a general rate filing, the office of administrative 
hearings, before conducting a contested case hearing, shall convene a settlement conference including all of the parties 
for the purpose of encouraging settlement of any or all of the issues in the contested case. If a stipulated settlement 
is not reached before the contested case hearing, the office of administrative hearings may reconvene the settlement 
conference during or after completion of the contested case hearing at its discretion or a party's request. The office 
of administrative hearings or the commission may, upon the request of ~ f@!!y, and the public utility, extend the 
procedural schedule of the contested ~ in order to permit the parties to engage in settlement discussions. An 
extension must be for ~ definite period of time not to exceed 60 days. 

ill If the applicant and all intervening parties agree to a stipulated settlement of the case or parts of the case, the 
settlement must be submitted to the commission. The commission shall accept or reject the settlement in its entirety 
and, at any time until its final order is issued in the case, may require the office of administrative hearings to conduct 
a contested case hearing. The commission may accept the settlement on finding that to do so is in the public interest 
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and is supported by substantial evidence. If the commission does not accept the settlement, it may issue an order 
modifying the settlement subject to the approval of the parties. Each party shall have ten days in which to reject the 
proposed modification. If no party rejects the proposed modification, the commission's order becomes final. If the 
commission rejects the settlement, or a party rejects the commission's proposed modification, a contested case hearing 
must be completed. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2168.16, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [SUSPENSION OF PROPOSED RATES; HEARING; FINAL DETERMINATION DEFINED.] (aJ Whenever 
there is filed with the commission a schedule modifying or resulting in a change in any rates then in force as provided 
in subdivision 1, the commission may suspend the operation of the schedule by filing with the schedule of rates and 
delivering to the affected utility a statement in writing of its reasons for the suspension at any time before the rates 
become effective. The suspension shall not be for a longer period than ten months beyond the initial filing date except 
as provided in paragraph (13) this subdivision 2!. subdivision 1a. During the suspension the commission shall 
determine whether all questions of the reasonableness of the rates requested raised by persons deemed interested or 
by the administrative division of the department of public service can be resolved to the satisfaction of the 
commission. If the commission finds that all significant issues raised have not been resolved to its satisfaction, or 
upon petition by ten percent of the affected customers or 250 affected customers, whichever is less, it shall refer the 
matter to the office of administrative hearings with instructions for a public hearing as a contested case pursuant to 
chapter 14, except as otherwise provided in this section. The commission may order that the issues presented by the 
proposed rate changes be bifurcated into two separate hearings as follows: (1) determination of the utility's revenue 
requirements and (2) determination of the rate design. Upon issuance of both administrative law judge reports, the 
issues shall again be joined for consideration and final determination by the commission. All prehearing discovery 
activities of state agency intervenors shall be consolidated and conducted by the department of public service. If the 
commission does not make a final determination concerning a schedule of rates within ten months after the initial 
filing date, the schedule shall be deemed to have been approved by the commission; except it 

ill an extension of the procedural schedule has been granted under subdivision ~ in which case the schedule of 
rates ~ deemed to have been approved h the commission on the last day of the extended period of suspension; or 

ill a settlement has been submitted to and rejected by the commission, the seflea1:1:1e is aeeHtea ts have BeeR 
apprsvea 12 ffi8flths after the iffitial iiliRg and the commission does not make ~ final determination concerning the 
schedule of rates, the schedule of rates is deemed to have been approved 60 days after the initial.QL. if applicable, the 
extended period of suspension. 

(b) If the commission finds that it has insufficient time during the suspension period to make a final determination 
of a case involving changes in general rates because of the need to make final determinations of other previously filed 
cases involving changes in general rates under this section or section 237.075, the commission may extend the 
suspension period to the extent necessary to allow itself 20 working days to make the final determination after it has 
made final determinations in the previously filed cases. An extension of the suspension period under this paragraph 
does not alter the setting of interim rates under subdivision 3. 

(c) For the purposes of this section, "final detennination" means the initial decision of the commission and not any 
ord~r which may be entered by the commission in response to a petition for rehearing or other further relief. The 
commission may further suspend rates until it determines all those petitions. 

Sec. 7. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.16, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [INTERIM RATES,] Notwithstanding any order of suspension of a proposed increase in rates, the 
commission shall order an interim rate schedule into effect not later than 60 days after the initial filing date. The 
commission shall order the interim rate schedule ex parte without a public hearing. Notwithstanding the provisions 
of sections 216.25, 216B.27 and 2168.52, no interim rate schedule ordered by the commission pursuant to this 
subdivision shall be subject to an application for a rehearing or an appeal to a court until the commission has 
rendered its final determination. Unless the commission finds that exigent circumstances exist, the interim rate 
schedule shall be calculated using the proposed test year cost of capital, rate base, and expenses, except that it shall 
include: (1) a rate of return on common equity for the utility equal to that authorized by the commission in the 
utility's most recent rate proceeding; (2) rate base or expense items the same in nature and kind as those allowed by 
a currently effective order of the commission in the utility's most recent rate proceeding; and (3) no change in the 
existing rate design. In the case of a utility which has not been subject to a prior conunission determination, the 
commission shall base the interim rate schedule on its most recent determination concerning a similar utility. 
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If, at the time of its final determination, the commission finds that the interim rates are in excess of the rates in the 
final determination, the commission shall order the utility to refund the excess amount collected under the interim 
rate schedule, including interest on it which shall be at the rate of interest determined by the commission. The utility 
shall commence distribution of the refund to its customers within 120 days of the final order, not subject to rehearing 
or appeal. If, at the time of its final determination, the commission finds that the interim rates are less than the rates 
in the final determination, the commission shall prescribe a method by which the utility will recover the difference 
in revenues ~ between the date of the final determination te and the date the new rate schedules are put into 
effect. In addition( when an extension is granted for settlement discussions under subdivision ~ the commission 
shall allow the utility to also ~ the difference in revenues for ~ length of time equal to the length of the 
extension. 

If the public utility fails to make refunds within the period of time prescribed by the commission, the commission 
shall sue therefor and may recover on behalf of all persons entitled to a refund. In addition to the amount of the 
refund and interest due, the commission shall be entitled to recover reasonable attorney's fees, court costs and 
estimated cost of administering the distribution of the refund to persons entitled to it. No suit under this subdivision 
shall be maintained unless instituted within two years after the end of the period of time prescribed by the 
commission for repayment of refunds. The commission shall not order an interim rate schedule in a general rate case 
into effect as provided by this subdivision until at least four months after it has made a final determination concerning 
any previously filed change of the rate schedule or the change has otherwise become effective under subdivision 2, 
unless: 

(1) the commission finds that a four month delay would unreasonably burden the utility, its customers, or its 
shareholders and that an earlier imposition of interim rates is therefore necessary; or 

(2) the utility files a second general rate case at least 12 monthS: after it has filed a previous general rate case for 
which the commission has extended the suspension period under subdivision 2. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2168.2421, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd, 2, [LARGE ENERGY FACILITY,] "Large energy facility" means: 

(a) any electric power generating plant or combination of plants at a Single site with a combined capacity of 80,000 
kilowatts or more, or any facility of .§,GOO 50,000 kilowatts or more which requires oil, natural gas, or natural gas 
liquids as a fuel and for which an installation permit has not been applied for by May 19, 1977 pursuant to 
Minn. Reg. APC 3(a); 

(b) any high voltage transmission line with a capacity of 200 kilovolts or more and wi th more than 50 miles of its 
length in Minnesota; or, any high voltage transmission line with a capacity of 300 kilovolts or more with more than 
25 miles of its length in Minnesota; 

(c) any pipeline greater than six inches in diameter and having more than 50 miles of its length in Minnesota used 
for the transportation of coal, crude petroleum or petroleum fuels or oil or their derivatives; 

(d) any pipeline for transporting natural or synthetic gas at pressures in excess of 200 pOlUlds per square inch with 
more than 50 miles of its length in Minnesota; 

(e) any facility designed for or capable of storing on a single site more than 100,000 gallons of liquefied natural gas 
or synthetic gas; 

(f) any underground gas storage facility requiring permit pursuant to section 1031.681; 

(g) any nuclear fuel processing or nuclear waste storage or disposal facility; and 

(h) any facility intended to convert any material into any other combustible fuel and having the capacity to process 
in excess of 75 tons of the material per hour. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2168.2421, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3, [MULTIFUEL FACILITIES; PRIMARY FUEL SOURCE.] If more than one fuel source would be used for 
any electric power generating plant Q!. combination of plants at ~ ;i'ngle site, the pr~ry fuel source cietermiru;
whether the facility ~ ~ large energy facility. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.43, is amended to read: 

216B.43 [HEARINGS; COMPLAINTS.] 

Upon the filing of an application under section 216B.42 or upon complaint by an affected utility that the provisions 
of sections 216B.39 to 216B.42 have been violated, the commission shall hold a hearing, upon notice, within ±§ 30 days 
after the filing of the appliefl:tisfl: sf complaint, and shall render its decision within 30 days after sate the hearing. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.48, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION OF AFFILIATED INTERESTS.] "Affiliated interests" with a public utility means the 
following: 

(a) Every corporation and person owning or holding directly or indirectly five percent or more of the voting 
securities of such public utility. 

(b) Every corporation and person in any chain of suc:essive ownership of five percent or more of voting securities. 

(c) Every corporation five percent or more of whose voting securities is owned by any person or corporation 
owning five percent or more of the voting securities of such public utility or by any person or corporation in any such 
chain of successive ownership of five percent or more of voting securities. 

(d) Every person who is an officer or director of such public utility or of any corporation in any chain of successive 
ownership of five percent or more of voting securities. 

(e) Every corporation operating a public utility or a servicing organization for furnishing supervisory, construction, 
engineering, accounting, legal and similar services to utilities, which has one or more officers or one or more directors 
in common with the public utility, and every other corporation which has directors in common with the public utility 
where the number of the directors is more than one-third of the total number of the utility's directors. 

(f) Every corporation or person which the commission may determine as a matter of fact after investigation and 
hearing is actually exercising any substantial influence over the policies and actions of the public utility even though 
the influence is not based upon stockholding, stockholders, directors or officers to the extent specified in this section. 

(g) Every person or corporation who or which the commission may determine as a matter of fact after investigation 
and hearing is actually exercising substantial influence over the policies and actions of the public utility in conjunction 
with one or more other corporations or persons with which or whom they are related by ownership or blood 
relationship or by action in concert that together they are affiliated with such public utility within the meaning of this 
section even though no one of them alone is so affiliated. 

ilil Every subsidiary of a public utility . 

.ill. Every part of ~ corporation in which an operating division is a public utility. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.48, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CONTRACTS.] No contract or arrangement,Lincluding any general or continuing arrangement, providing 
for the furnishing of management, supervisory, construction, engineering, accounting, legaC financial or similar 
services, and no contract or arrangement for the purchase, sale, lease or exchange of any property, right, or thing, or 
for the furnishing of any service, property, right, or thing, other than those above enumerated, made or entered into 
after January 1, 1975 between a publiC utility and any affiliated interest as defined il'l banS 1971, efl:apteF 429 
subdivision .1. clauses .@l to .ili1. Q!: £f!Y. arrangement between a public utility and ~ affiliated interest as defined in 
subdivision.1. clause fl1. made or entered into after August .L.1993, sftalll3e is valid or effective unless and until the 
contract or arrangement has received the written approval of the commission. Regular recurring transactions under 
£. generalQ!. continuing arrangement that has been approved Qy the commission are valid if. they are conducted in 
accordance with the approved terms and conditions. It sl;.all be tl;.e S:l:lf) ef Every public utility ffi shall file with the 
commission a verified copy of the contract or arrangement, or a verified summary of the unwritten contract or 
arrangement, and also of all the contracts and arrangements, whether written or unwritten, entered into prior to 
January I, 1975,LQ&. for the purposes of subdivision.1. clause ..(!1.prior to August .1.1993, and in force and effect at that 
time. The commission shall approve the contract or arrangement made or entered into after that date only if it sfta.lI 
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clearly ~ appears and ee ~ established upon investigation that it is reasonable and consistent with the public 
interest. _No contract or arrangement shall may receive the commission's approval unless satisfactory proof is 
submitted to the commission of the cost to the affiliated interest of rendering the services or of furnishing the property 
or service aesErwea Rel'eit i to each public utility. Ne Proof ~ ~ satisfactory • ritl=lifl: the meaftiflg af the fspegeirog 
SeFtreRee NRles5 only if it includes the original or verified copies of the relevant cost records and other relevant 
accounts of the affiliated interest, or an abstract or summary as the commission may deem adequate, properly 
identified and duly authenticated, provided, however, that the commission may, where reasonable, approve or 
disapprove the contracts or arrangements without the submission of cost records or accounts. The burden of proof 
to establish the reasonableness of the contract or arrangement ~!§. on the public utility. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.48, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [CONTRACTS WITH COI>JSIOOJ\,":rIONUlS5 THAN $19,900 NOT EXCEEDING $50.000.] The provisions 
of this section requiring the written approval of the commission shall not apply to transactions with affiliated interests 
where the amount of consideration involved is not in excess of $H),OOQ $50,000 or five percent of the capital equity 
of the utility whichever is smaller; provided, however, that regularly recurring payments under a general or 
continuing arrangement which aggregate a greater annual amount shall not be broken down into a series of 
transactions to come within the aforesaid exemption. Such transactions shall be valid or effective without conurussion 
approval under this section. However, in any proceeding involving the rates or practices of the public utility, the 
commission may exclude from the accounts of such public utility any payment or compensation made pursuant to 
the transaction unless the public utility shall establish the reasonableness of the payment or compensation. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216C.17, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [DUPLICATION.] The commissioner shall, to the maximum extent feasible, provide that forecasts required 
under this section be consistent with material required by other state and federal agencies in order to prevent 
WU\ecessary duplication. Public electric utilities submitting advance forecasts containing all information specified in 
section 116C.54, subdivision.1.Mpart of an integrated resource plan filed pursuant to public utilities commission rules 
shall be excluded from the annual reporting reguirement in subdivision 2. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216C.37, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] In this section: 

(a) "Commissioner" means the commissioner of public service. Uj3efl: passage sf l~slati-sR ereatiftg a lisa} 1m-e. i R 

as l:fte Minfleseta ptilllie iaeilities al:ttftefifry 1 tRe Stl"aES assig£\ea te -the eSHl:ff'I:issieREf m lliis sEeBSR aFe aElega~eel ~e 
the al:l~hsfity. 

(b) "Maxi-audit" means a detailed engineering analysis of energy-saving improvements to existing buildings or 
stationary energy-using systems, including (1) modifications to building structures; (2) heating, ventilating, and air 
conditioning systems; (3) operation practices; (4) lighting; and (5) other factors that relate to energy use. The primary 
purpose of the engineering analysis is to quantify the economic and engineering feasibility of energy-saving 
improvements that require capital expenditures or major operational modifications. 

(c) "Energy conservation investments" meaR ~ all capital expenditures that are associated with conservation 
measures identified in a maxi-audit 2!. energy project study, and that have a ten-year or less payback period. Pt:t9lie 
Bffieel aistdets tfta~ fE€ei-. ea a feelefal ms1iftIBeflal BtHleiing g£aF.~ iR 1981 ts EeR. eft a keatiftg S} stem: ~S T ... eea, aRs 
~Rat ~}9I} fSF tlfl eReIg} eeRsepvaa.eR iR. eSmteRt letlfl te ftra~eR a rea-eIal gFaft~ feF Ta seei eew/elsieR, shalll:le aRs'dee. 
te Ealetila~e payl3ael( sf eSRSef'lu atisR measl;H'es 19asea BPI: tfte Easts ef tHe H'asitiefl:al ftiel ir. l:ise }9Fisf ~e tP.e .. eea 
eSA. eFsisfl. 

(d) "Municipality" means any county, statutory or home rule charter city, town, school district, or any combination 
of those units operating under an agreement to jointly undertake projects authorized in this section. 

!rl "Energy project study" ~~ study of one or more energy-related capital improvement projects analyzed in 
sufficient detail to support a financing application. At a minimum, it must include ~ year of energy consumption 
and fQ§! data, a description of existing conditions, a description of proposed conditions, a detailed description of the 
~ of the project! and calculations sufficient to document the proposed energy savings. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.Oll, subdivision 4c, is amended to read: 

Subd.4c. [EXIT SIGN ILLUMINATION.] For a new building on which construction is begun.Q!l or after October 
L.1993, Q!. an existing building on which remodeling affecting 50 percent Q!.~ of the enclosed space ~ ~.Q!l 
or after October 1. 1993, the uniform fire code must prohibit the use of internally illuminated exit signs whose 
electrical consumption during nonemergency operation exceeds 20 watts of resistive power .... ith a :at8:HifRtiffi *81:al 
pm. €f' €SRS6ft'lptisR sf 4G • sIt aEfl1?€f'€s (VA). All other requirements in the code for exit signs must be complied with. 
PM,'€f eSflSl:l:B"l.fIs8R iF. t, elt affil9€f€S is tfle r€sisti. e pS',,'€l" eli. ieea "B) the fie", €F iaetsf'. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 446A.03, subdivision 1 .. is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.] The Minnesota public facilities authority consists of the commissioner of trade and 
economic development, the conunissioner of finance, the e8fftfflissisReF sf pHelie seFviee, the commissioner of the 
pollution control agency, and three additional members appointed by the governor from the general public with the 
advice and consent of the senate. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 446A,10, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES.] (a) The responsibilities for the health care equipment loan program under 
Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 116M.07, subdivisions 7a, 7b, and 7c; fhe pl:ll91ie sehsel €Refg} eSRsefvaBsR leaR 
pregram Hftaef seeeSR 216C.a7; ar.el the aistriet 'Reatffi.g aI tel EJ:Halifiee E'Re£t;} ifhf3'fS' eIDent leaf. pregram Hflaer 
seetisR216C.36, are transferred. from the Minnesota energy"and economic development authority to the Minnesota 
public facilities authority. The esl'ltd'f"lissieFte"f ef}9ublie sep. tee SRall eSRtml:le ts aaP.AiFdster tHe Yftl:Hlieipal eR€fg} gt'ftfit 
afla. ISaR pregFaIF15 tlflaeF seetieR 116C.36 a:t.a the seAssl eREfgy leaR rfBgTaftl 1=I:1"I:aEf seeasn 216C.a7 l:IDtil tkE 
€sfflftlissieReF sf trade aRe eeeRsftlie ae. elspHlefl:t has aaerteel n:tles ts implemeRt the fi.-.afl€ial aafftiRistraaeR sf tfl-e 
prsgfafltS as flfsviaea HRaeF seeesRs 216C.36, sHl9ai. isisRS 1, 313, de, 8, 8a, aRa 11, aRa 1HiC37, suaaiT:isisns 1 
....e-& 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this paragraph, section 15.039 applies to the transfer of responsibilities. The 
transfer includes B-1/2 positions from the financial management division of the department of trade and economic 
development to the commWlity development division of the department of trade and economic development. +he 
eeml'flissisReF sf tFaae aRa eesRsl'flie de. elspnteRt aRa t11e esfflfil:issiSReF Bf paBlie seF'Viee sRalI aeteFR"lfRe l.l:ieh 
elassifiea aRa l:ffielassifiea pesitieflS asseeiatea llith tfie fe5f16Rsteilities af the ~;Fftfit aaaleM I3fsg:FB:H~ HRaeF seeBoR 
1HiC36 ana the seltsel eRerg) leaR fHBtlfam l::IftEief seeseR 2.16C.37 are ft"afl5fenea ts tfte eemmissi6f'let' sf f'~lie 
s€fviee aRa whiffi rssitisRS are tFafI"StelFeei ts the eSfflRlissisnef sf 1:Faae aHa eeeRefftie ae ... elspftleRt in BFaer te eaFFY 
Sl;l;t lRe pHfpeses ef bal.S 19B7, eberteF 386, aleele 3. . 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.74, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CITIES OF THE FIRST CLASS.] Any city operating or authorized to operate a public utility 
pursuant to chapter 452 or its charter is authorized to acquire, construct, own, and operate a municipal district heating 
system pursuant to the provisions of that chapter or its charter. Acquisition or construction of a municipal district 
heating system shall not be subject to the election requirement of sections 452.11 and 452,12, or city charter provision, 
but must be approved by a three-fifths vote of the city's councilor other governing body. Loans obtained by a 
municipality pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 216C.36 are not subject to the limitations on the amount 
of money which may be borrowed upon a pledge of the city's full faith and credit or the election requirements for 
general obligation borrowing, contained in section 452.0B. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.74, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [NET DEBT LIMITS.] The loan obligations or debt incurred by a political subdivision pursuant to section 
216C36 SF 475.525L or Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 216C.36, shall not be considered as a part of its indebtedness 
under the provisions of its governing charter or of any law of this state fixing a limit of indebtedness. 

Sec. 21, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.74, subdivision 6 .. is amended. to read: 

Subd.6. [DEFINITION.] For the purposes of this section, and chapters 474 and 475, "district heating system" means 
any existing or proposed facility for (1) the production, through cogeneration or otherwise, of hot water or steam to 
be used for district heating, or (2) the transmission and distribution of hot water or $team for district heating either 
directly to heating consumers or to another facility or facilities for transmission and distribution, or (3) any part or 
combination of the foregoing facilities. 
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Tn keeping with the public purpose of seetioft 216C.3€i, sl:lsEli" ision 1, to encourage state and local leadership and 
aid in providing available and economical district heating service, the definition of "district heating system" under 
this section should be broadly construed to allow municipal government sufficient flexibility and authority to evaluate 
and undertake such policies and projects as will most efficiently and economically encourage local expansion of 
district heating service. 

Sec. 22. Laws 1981, chapter 354, section 4, is amended to read: 

Sec. 4. [HERMANTOWNL PROCTOR, RICE LAKE, AND DULUTH; WATER SERVICE.] 

Subdivision 1. {DEFINITION.] For the purposes of this section, "local government unit or units" means the cities 
of Hermantown and Proctor and the town of Rice Lake. 

Subd. b. [REQUEST FOR SERVICE-]Il) §eplemeeT 1, 1981, the Eily ef HeTmill'le .... A local government unit shall 
submit to the city of Duluth a request for water service fficluding the volume of water needed and the number of 
years for which the service is requested. 

Subd. ~;L [CONTRACT OFFER; RATE.]Il) ApTil1, 1982, The city of Duluth shall offer a contract to the Eity ef 
Hermaflteli .. fl a local government unit to provide the service requested by the cit} sf Herfflaf.te .. fllocal government 
unit at a rate determined by the city of Duluth. The rate shall be based on a reasonable allocation of the capitat repair 
and operating expenses of the Duluth water system which are attributable to the water service requested by the Eity 
sf HerffiantswR local government !:!!ill., including the full cost of any capital construction and repairs required by the 
volume of service to the fit} sf HeFffia:I.ts.m local government unit. The rate for each local government unit shall 
provide for an amortization of any construction costs reflected in the rate over a reasonable period not to exceed the 
terms of the proposed contract. 

Subd.:h 10 [APPEAL TO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION.] Not later than 90 days after the city of Duluth offers 
a contract under subdivision:;! l. the eit} ef IlermaRts •• R a local government unit may appeal the rate determined 
by the city of Duluth by filing a petition with the public utilities commission. If a petition is filed, the city shall file 
its answer within 30 days after the petition is filed. The commission, after public notice and hearing, shall determine 
whether the rate is just and reasonable consistent with the provisions of subdivision ~ J.. Not later than 120 days after 
a petition sf the eitj ef Hermafti:evffl is filed, the commission shall affirm the rate or, if it finds that the rate is not just 
and reasonable, determine a just and reasonable rate. The rulemaking and contested case procedures of sections 
~ 14.05 to ~ 14.62 shall not apply to any proceeding required by this subdivision. 

Subd. 4.- 2:. [CONTRACT.} Not later than 90 days after the rate is affirmed or determined by the commission or, 
if no appeal is taken under subdivision .g 1, not late],' than 90 days after a contract is offered under subdivision ~ l. 
t:Re eities sf Herffiar.tev.'fl a local government unit and Duluth shall enter a contract for provision of water service by 
the city of Duluth to the eity ef HeFft'Lante'O'}l local government unit. The rate for the service shall be the rate 
determined by the city of Duluth pursuant to subdivision ~ ~ or, if the commission has affirmed or determined a rate, 
the rate affirmed or determined by the conunission. 

Sec. 23. [VENTILATION STANDARDS REPORT.] 

The deparhnent of administration, building code division, shall in consultation with the deparhnent of public 
service develop recommended ventilation standards for single family homes to include mechanical ventilation or other 
~ of ventilation standards and report the proposed standards to the legislature Qy January ~ 1994. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216C.36, is repealed. 

Minnesota Rules, parts 7665.0200; 7665.0210; 7665.0220; 7665.0230; 7665.0240; 7665.0250; 7665.0300; 7665.0310; 
7665.0320; 7665.0330; 7665.0340; 7665.0350; 7665.0360; 7665.0370; and 7665.0380, are repealed. 

Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and 15 are effective the day following final enactment. 

Under Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 645.023, subdivision b. clause .@1. section 22 ~ effective without local 
approval on the day following final enactment." 
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Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to utilities; setting requirements for exit sign illumination for new buildings; eliminating 
advance forecast requirements for public electric utilities submitting advance forecasts in an integrated resource plan; 
requiring cooperative electric associations and municipal utilities to comply with standards set by public utilities 
commission relating to electrical current or voltage; allowing extension of utility rate hearings in certain cases; 
eliminating district heating loan program; setting conditions for certain utility contracts; regulating the provision of 
water service to communities near Duluth; making technical changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
168.61, subdivision 3; 116C.54; 2168.09; 2168.16, subdivisions 1, la, 2, and 3; 2168.2421, subdivision 2 and by adding 
a subdivision; 2168.43; 2168.48, subdivisions 1,3, and 4; 216C17, subdivision 3; 216C37, subdivision 1; 299F.Oll, 
subdivision 4c; 446A.03, subdivision 1; 446A.I0, subdivision 2; and 465.74, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; Laws 1981, chapter 
354, section 4; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216C.36; Minnesota Rules, parts 7665.0200; 7665.0210; 
7665.0220; 7665.0230; 7665.0240; 7665.0250; 7665.0300; 7665.0310; 7665.0320; 7665.0330; 7665.0340; 7665.0350; 7665.0360; 
7665.0370; and 7665.0380." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: STEVEN G. NOVAK, JANET B. JOHNSON AND ELLEN R. ANDERSON. 

House Conferees: JOEL JACOBS, LOREN JENNINGS AND DAVE GRUENES. 

Jacobs moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1437 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1437, A bill for an act relating to utilities; requiring cooperative electric associations and municipal utilities 
to comply with standards set by public utilities commission relating to electrical current or voltage; regulating public 
utility commission procedures and filings; regulating affiliated interests of public utilities; providing for interim rates; 
providing that primary fuel source determines whether power generating plant is a large energy facility for purposes 
of certificate of need process; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 2168.09; 2168.16, subdivisions 1, la, 2, and 
3; 2168.2421, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 216B.43; and 216B.48, subdivisions 1 and 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 131 yeas and 1 nay as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Asch Dehnont Huntley Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellcnga 
Bauerly Dom Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson LOUfey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Evans Jennings Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bettennann Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Blatz Girard Kahn Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, C. Goodno Kalis McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carlson Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Comrners Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Krinkic 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 869. 

The Senate has repassed said bill ,in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

. CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 869 

A bill for an act relating to natural resources; providing for the prevention and suppression of wildfires; providing 
penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 88,01, subdivisions 2, 6, 8, 15,23, and by adding subdivisions; 
88.02; 88.03; 88.04; 88.041; 88.05; 88.06; 88.065; 88.067; 88.08; 88.09, subdivision 2; 88.10; 88.11, subdivision 2; 88.12; 
88.14; 88.15; 88.16; 88.17, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 88.18; and 88.22; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 88; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 88.17, subdivision 2; and 88.19; and 
Laws 1992, chapter 556, sections 10 and 11. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 15, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 869, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate concur in the House amendment and that the amendment (H1152-1) to S. F. No. 869 be further 
amended as follows: 

Page 7, line 35, strike "township" 

Page 18, line 3, after "[GARBAGE.]" insert "l!!l." 

Page 18, after line 7, insert: 

"ill A county may allow a resident to conduct open burning of material described in paragraph.@l that is generated 
from the resident's household if the county board Qy resolution determines that regularly scheduled pickup of the 
material is not reasonably available to the resident." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill, 

Senate Conferees: BOB LESSARD, FLORIAN CHMIELEWSKI AND DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON, 

House Conferees: DENNIS OZMENT, BOB JOHNSON AND KRIS HASSKAMP, 
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Ozment moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 869 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No, 869, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; providing for the prevention and suppression of 
wildfires; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 88.01, subdivisions 2, 6, 8, 15, 23, and by 
adding subdivisions; 88.02; 88.03; 88.04; 88.041; 88.05; 88.06; 88.065; 88.067; 88.08; 88.09, subdivision 2; 88.10; 88.11, 
subdivision 2; 88.12; 88.14; 88.15; 88.16; 88.17, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 88.18; and 88.22; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 88; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 88.17, 
subdivision 2; and 88.19; and Laws 1992, chapter 556, sections 10 and 11. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Darn Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickennan 
Bergson Erhardt Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garda Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown,e Girard Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno . Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gmenes Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 429, A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; reciprocity in interstate transportation of wine; 
changing definitions of licensed premises, restaurant, and wine; authorizing an investigation fee on denied licenses; 
disqualifying felons from licensing; revising authority for suspensions and civil penalties; making rule violations and 
false or incomplete statements in license applications misdemeanors; providing instructions to the revisor; penalties 
for importation of excess quantities; proof of age for purchase or consumption; opportunity for a hearing for license 
revocation or suspension; prohibiting certain transactions; authorizing the dispensing of intoxicating liquor at the 
Como Park lakeside pavilion; authorizing dispensing of liquor by an on-sale licensee at the National Sports Center 
in Blaine; authorizing the city of Apple Valley to issue on-sale licenses on zoological gardens property and to allow 
an on-sale license to dispense liquor on county-owned property within the city; authorizing Houston county to issue 
an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to establishments in Crooked Creek and BrownsvilIe townships; authorizing the 
town of Schroeder in Cook county to issue an off-sale license to an exclusive liquor store; authorizing an on-sale liquor 
license in Dalbo township of Isanti county; authorizing Stillwater to issue an additional on-sale intoxicating liquor 
license to a hotel in the city; authorizing Aitkin county to issue one off-sale liquor license to a premises located in 
Farm Island township; authorizing Pine county to issue one Sunday on-sale intoxicating liquor license to a licensed 
premises located in Barry township; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 297C.09; 340A.lOl, subdivisions 15, 
25, and 29; 340A.301, subdivision 3; 340A.302, subdivision 3; 340A.308; 340AA02; 340A.415; 340A.503, subdivision 6; 
340A.703; and 340A.904, subdivision 1; Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8; Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 297C; and 340A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 340A.903. 
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The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Messrs. Solon, Metzen and Belanger. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Jacobs moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the two ho~ses on S. F. No. 429. The motion prevailed. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1042 

A bill for an act relating to human services; modifying provisions dealing with the administration, computation, 
and enforcement of child support; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, 
subdivision 2; 214.101, subdivision 1; 256.87, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and 5; 256.978; 256.979, by adding subdivisions; 
256.9791, subdivisions 3 and 4; 257.66, subdivision 3; 257.67, subdivision 3; 349A.08, subdivision 8; 518.14; 518.171, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, and by adding a subdivision; 518.24; 518.54, subdivision 4; 518.551, subdivisions 1, 
5, 5b, 7, 10, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 518.57, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 518.611, subdivision 
4; 518.613, subdivision 1; 518.64, subdivisions 1, 2, 5, and 6; 519.11; 548.09, subdivision 1; 548.091, subdivisions 1a and 
3a; 588.20; 595.02, subdivision 1; and 609.375, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 256; and 518; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 256.979; and 609.37. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1042, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 1042 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.121, subdivision 2, is amended to read, 

Subd. 2. [ELIGIBILITY FOR GRANTS.] An applicant is eligible to be considered for a grant, regardless of the 
applicant's sex, creed, race, color, national origin, or ancestry, under sections 136A.095 to 136A.131 if the board finds 
that the applicant: 

(1) is a resident of the state of Minnesota; 

(2) is a graduate of a secondary school or its equivalent, or is 17 'years of age or over, and has met all requirements 
for admission as a student to an eligible college or technical college of choice as defined in sections 136A.095 
to 136A.131; 

(3) has met the financial need criteria established in Minnesota Rules; 
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(4) is not in default, as defined by the board, of any federal or state student educational loan; and 

(5) is not more than 30 days in arrears for any child support payments owed to a public agency responsible for 
child support enforcement Of, if the applicant is more than 30 days in arrears, is complying with a written payment 
plan agreement or order for arrearages. An agreement must provide for ~ repayment of arrear ages at no less than 
20 percent ~ month of the amount.2.f. the monthly child support obligation or no less than ~ ££ month if there 
~ no current monthly child support obligation. Compliance means that payments are made Qy the payment date. 

The director and the conurussioner of hum~n services shall develop procedures to implement clause (5). 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.101, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COURT ORDER; HEARING ON SUSPENSION.].@l For purposes of this section, "licensing board" 
means a licensing board or other state agency that issues an occupational license. 

ill If a licensing board receives an order from a court under section 518.551, subdivision 12, dealing with 
suspension of a license of a person found by the court to be in arrears in child support payments, the board shall, 
within 30 days of receipt of the court order, provide notice to the licensee and hold a hearing. If the board finds that 
the person is licensed by the board and evidence of full payment of arrearages found to be due by the court is not 
presented at the hearing, the board shall suspend the license unless it determines that probation is appropriate under 
subdivision 2. The only issues to be determined by the board are whether the person named in the court order is a 
licensee, whether the arrearages have been paid, and whether suspension or probation is appropriate. The board may 
not consider evidence with respect to the appropriateness of the court order or the ability of the person to comply 
with the order. The board may not lift the suspension until the licensee files with the board proof showing that the 
licensee is current in child support payments. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.87, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ACTIONS AGAINST PARENTS FOR ASSISTANCE FURNISHED.] A parent of a child is liable for 
the amount of assistance furnished under sections 256.031 to 256.0361, 256.72 to 256.87,:; 2!. under Title IV-E of the 
Social Security Act or medical assistance under chapter 256. 256B. Q£ 2560 to and for the benefit of the child, including 
any assistance furnished for the benefit of the caretaker of the child, which the parent has had the ability to pay. 
Ability to pay must be determined according to chapter 518. The parent's liability is limited to the affisHRt of 
assistaRee fu:m:ishea aHARg the two years immediately preceding the commencement of the action, except that where 
child support has been previously ordered, the state or county agency providing the assistance, as assignee of the 
obligee, shall be entitled to judgments for child support payments accruing within ten years preceding the date of the 
commencement of the action up to the full amount of assistance furnished. The action may be ordered by the state 
agency or county agency and shall be brought in the name of the county by the county attorney of the county in 
which the assistance was granted, or by the state agency against the parent for the recovery of the amount of 
assistance granted, together with the costs and disbursements of the action. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.87, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. 1a. [CONTINUING SUPPORT CONTRIBUTIONS.] In addition to granting the county or state agency a 
money judgment, the court may, upon a motion or order to show cause, order continuing support contributions by 
a parent found able to reimburse the county or state agency. The order shall be effective for the period of time during 
which the recipient receives public assistance from any county or state agency and fer Ace RtSRtAS thereafter. The 
order shall require support according to chapter 518. An order for continuing contributions is reinstated without 
further hearing upon notice to the parent by any county or state agency that assistance is again being provided for 
the child of the parent under sections 256.031 to 256.0361, 256.72 to 256.87,L or under Title IV-E of the Social Security 
Act or medical assistance under chapter 256, 256B,Q!:.2560. The notice-shall be in writing and shall indicate that the 
parent may request a hearing for modification of the amount of support or maintenance. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.87, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3, [CONTINUING CONTRIBUTIONS TO FORMER RECIPIENT.] The order for continuing support 
contributions shall remain in effect following the A. e fiLaRtn period after public assistance granted under sections 
256.72 to 256.87 is terminated it; 

(a) the former FeeipieRt Ales an affidavit c. itA tAe €Stlrt "itAiR Aye H'lSAth:s sf the terA'HflaH8R af assistaA:€e 
reEIi::leSHRg that the SHflfl8Ft meeF FERtain iR effect; 
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(19) tRe ]9l:lalie al:l:tftsrit) ser\'€s ',HitteR FLBHe€ af tRe filiFlg B) BlaH SA tke :rareRt r€sp8Flsible fer makiRg tRe Sl:ll'p8rt 
raj ffi€Ptts at fuat pareRt's last Iffie, , R aeeress at tel Rstiee that f1=te parel it ffiaj me. e tRe EBttrt l:if\der S€etioR 1318.61 ts 
H.saiiy tfie araer r€Sp€etiRg tRe am81:l±1:t of Stlp¥,srt SF maffiteRattEe; aPlEI 

te1 unless the former recipient 6l:ltR8ri:zes 1:lse sf tfle pu131ie al:rL:ft8fity 's eelleessR s€rviees files an affidavit with the 
couit requesting termination of the order. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.87, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [CHILD NOT RECEIVING ASSISTANCE.] A f"'l"""l person 2!: entity having physical and legal custody 
of a dependent child not receiving assistance under sections 256,72 to 256.87 has a cause of action for child support 
against the child's absent ~ parents. Upon an order to show cause and a motion served on the absent parent, 
the court shall order child support payments from the absent parent under chapter 518. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.978, is amended to read: 

256.978 [LOCATION OF PARENTS DE€ERT!l>JG THEIR CHlbDREN, ACCESS TO RECORDS.] 

Subdivision 1. IREQUEST FOR INFORMATION.] The commissioner of human services, in order to €aFF) Ol:tt tl=te 
ehlla Sl:ltJJ:OFt ef'tiOFeemel"Lt }9FegFaHL a:F\:a to assist iR tAe loeatioR of }3aFePtts 1, :flo fUrVe, OF appear to fia ie, aesertea tl=teiF 
eftilareR locate a person to establish paternity, child support. or to enforce a child support obligation in arrears, may 
request information reasonably necessary to the inguiry from the records of all departments, boards, bureaus, or other 
agencies of this state, which shall, notwithstanding the provisions of section 268.12, subdivision 12, or any other law 
to the contrary, provide the information necessary for this purpose. Employers iffiEiL utility companiesL insurance 
companies, financial institutions, and labor associations doing business in this state shall provide information !§. 
provided under subdivision 2 upon written request by an agency responsible for child support enforcement regarding 
individuals owing or allegedly owing a duty to support. A FeEIl1est fOF tflis iRfoFH.atieR ma) be maae to 8ft eH'tf'leyeF 
"heR there is FeasoRaele eal:lse te selie. e tILat tl=t.e s$jeet ef tiLe inetl:tiF) is SF was eB:1f31o) eel By tfle eB:1f310yeF ',/plieF€ 
the reEj:l:l:est is maae. The IeEIl1est ffil:tst iRell:tae a statemeRt tT.at reasol"Laele fause e)(ists. kformatisR ts ee releases 
by l:l:ali*" €oH'tpaFties is restrietea ts plaee of resicieRee. fRformaHsR to Be Feleasee._ e) efI'lFllo) efS is Fesff'letea ts t'lae€ 
of l'eSiaeflee, eHtploj meFtt statl;l:s, a:F\:8: .i age iRfolffiaasfl. Information l'elati. e to the iaeRtitj, '/hel'eaSol:lts, 
effiJ:31s) meRt, inesme, aKa prStgeI*,,' sf a persoR 0T,/4Rg- or alleges ts se o .. 9:Ftg aR oslig-atieR of SHfI}?oFt ffie:) se 
requested and used or transmitted by the commissioner pursuant to the authority conferred by this section.,.........+Re 
foff'tfR:issioReF sf ftl:-l:H,aR seIviees may malee Sl:l€ft tF.fSrmatioR be made available only to public officials and agencies 
of this state and its political subdivisions and other states of the union and their political subdivisions who are seeking 
to enforce the support liability of parents or to locate parents ., ho ha\ e, 8f aflpeaF to ha, e, aesertea tfteil' ekilareR. 
l:t.fl)' F'Ef'SSfl "\ .rJ:ie, pU:fSHaflf fs t.rus SeeBefl, estains iRioFftLatioR i=l'om the e.epafif::l::l:eRt of FeVeRl:l:€ tt-.e eonfie1eRtialit; ef 
\lmel=t is proteetea by law shall Ret e1iv-l:l:lge the ffi~lffiatieR e~(ee}?t to tfle €3deAt Ree€SS8f'j fer tfle aElministFatisA of 
The commissioner may!!Q! release the information to an agency or political subdivision of another state unless the 
agency 2!. politcal subdivision ~ directed to maintain the data consistent with its classification in this ~ 
Information obtained under this section may not be released except to the extent necessary for the administration of 
the child support enforcement program or when otherwise authorized by law. 

Subd. b [ACCESS TO INFORMATION.] ii!l..i written reguest for information.Qy the public authority responsible 
for child support may be made to: 

ill employers when there is reasonable cause to believe that the subject of the inquiry is or was an employee of 
the employer. Information to be released £v. employers is limited to place of residence, employment status, wage 
information, and social security number; 

ill utility companies when there is reasonable cause to believe that the subject of the inquiry ~ or was! retail 
customer of the utility company. Customer information to be released Qy utility companies i§. limited to place of 
residence, home telephone, work telephone. source of income, employer and place of employment and social security 
number; 

ill insurance companies when there is an arrearage of child support and there is reasonable cause to believe that 
the subject of the inguiry i2. 2!. was receiving funds either in the form of ! lump sum or periodic payments. 
Information to be released h insurance companies is limited to place of residence, home telephone, work telephone. 
employer, and amounts and ~ of payments made to the subject of the inquiry; 
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ill labor organizations when there is reasonable cause to believe that the subject of the inquiry is or was a member 
of the labor association. Information to be released Qy labor associations ~ limited to place of residence, home 
telephone, work telephone, and current and past employment information; and 

i2.l financial institutions when there is an arrearage of child support and there i§. reasonable cause to believe that 
the subject of the inquiry has or has had accounts, stocks, loans, certificates of deposits, treasury bills. life insurance 
policies, or other forms of financial dealings with the institution. Information to be released£y the financial institution 
i§. limited to place of residence, home telephone, work telephone, identifying information on the ~ of financial 
relationships, current value of financial relationships, and current indebtedness of the subject with the financial 
institution. 

ill For purposes of this subdivision, utility companies include companies that provide electrical, telephone, natural 
~ propane ~ 2iL. coaL .Q!. cable television services to retail customers. The term financial institution includes 
banks, savings and loans, credit W1ions, brokerage firms, mortgage companies, and insurance companies. 

Subd. ~ [IMMUNITY.1 ~ person who releases information to the public authority as authorized under this section 
is imrnW1e from liability for release of the information. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.979, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. i. [PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT AND CHILD SUPPORT ORDER MODIFICATION BONUS 
INCENTIVES.] ill ~ bonus incentive program is created to increase the number of paternity establislunents and 
modifications of child support orders done !?y county child support enforcement agencies . 

.ilil ~ bonus must be awarded to ~ COllilty child support agency for each child for which the agency completes a 
paternity establishment through judicial, administrative, or expedited processes and for each instance in which the 
agency reviews a case for E. modification of the child support order. 

1£l The.@k of bonus incentive is $100 for each paternity establishment and $50 for each review for modification 
of E. child support order. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.979, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ii,. [CLAIMS FOR BONUS INCENTIVE.] ill The commissioner of human services and the county agency 
shall develop procedures for the claims process and criteria using automated systems where possible. 

ill Only one COW1ty ~ may receive ~ bonus ~ paternity establishment or child support order modification. 
The county agency making the initial preparations for the case resulting in the establishment of paternity or 
modification of an order is the county agency entitled to claim the bonus incentive, even if the case is transferred to 
another C01..Ulty agency prior to the time the order is established or modified . 

.i£l Disputed claims ~ be submitted to the commissioner of human services and the commissioner's decision 
i§. final. 

@For purposes of this section, "case" ~ ~ family unit for whom the C01..Ulty agency is providing child support 
enforcement services. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.979, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Z:. [DISTRIBUTION.J ill Bonus incentives must be issued to the county agency quarterly. within 45 days after 
the last day of each quarter for which ~ bonus incentive is being claimed, and must be paid in the order in which 
claims are received. 

ill Bonus incentive funds tmder this section must be reinvested in the county child support enforcement program 
and E. county may not reduce funding of the child support enforcement program.Qv. the amount of the bonus earned . 

.i£l The county agency shall ~ any bonus erroneously issued. 

@A county agency shall maintain a record of bonus incentives claimed and received for each quarter. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.979, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!L [MEDICAL PROVIDER REIMBURSEMENT.] M A fee to the providers of medical services is created for 
the purpose of increasing the numbers of signed and notarized recognition of parentage forms completed in the 
medical setting. 

M A fee of $25 shall be paid to each medical provider for each properly completed recognition of parentage form 
sent to the department of vital statistics. 

f£l The office of vital statistics shall make the bonus payment of $25 to each medical provider and notify the 
department of human services quarterly of the numbers of completed forms received and the amounts paid. 

@ The department of human services shall remit quarterly to the office of vital statistics the ~ paid to each 
medical provider for the number of signed recognition of parentage forms completed £y that medical provider and 
sent to the office of vital statistics. 

iti The corrunissioners of the department of human services and the department of health shall develop procedures 
for the implementation of this provision. 

ill Payments will be made to the medical provider within the limit of available appropriations. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9791, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [ELIGIBILITY; REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.] (a) In order for a county to be eligible to claim a bonus 
incentive payment, the county agency must repsrl ts t:fle EsFfl::fAissisner, ns later than Atlpf:st 1 sf eaeh hSEal year, 
provide the required information for each public assistance case no later than June 30 of each year to determine 
eligibility. :Ih!: ~ authority shall ~ the information to establish for each county the number of cases as sf J\IDe 
3Q sf the flreeeaing hs€al ) ear in which (1) the court has established an obligation for coverage by' the obligorL and 
(2) coverage was in effect as of June 3~. The faflB FeSHltiPlg ... hen the fl-1:1:IJ\:beF sf eases repartea tlflaer (2) is ai.ieee 
19) the flHffilger af Eases tepaFtee tIf'Iaer (1) shall 1ge usea ta aeterfHfft€ the ams\:lftt sf f:-Re I9sftHS meeAH .... e affElffiirtg 
ta sHl9divisiaPl '1. 

(b) A county that fails to St::tBmH provide the required information by l'itlgtlst 1 June 30 of each fiscal year is not 
eligible for any bonus payments under this section for that fiscal year. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9791, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [RATE OF BONUS INCENTNE.] The rate of the bonus incentive shall be determined according to 
paragraphs paragraph (a) te--tet. 

(a) When a county agency has identified or enforced coverage iF. up te alla ifleIuaing §g pE!f'eent 8£ its eases, the 
county shall receive $l§ $50 for each additional person for whom coverage is identified or enforced. 

(b) VlheR a €8l:lAty ageR€) has iaentifiea af eRf8feea €a. efage iPl ffiel'e fr.aH 139 pereefl:t 19 ~t less fr.aR 89 pereeRt 8f 
its eases, the eatlP.ty shaY feeeiYe !li2t:) fal' eaen perseR fer 'i haRt ea. erage is iaeRl.=iaea er eflfereee. 

(e) '.¥fleR a E91:Haf) ageR€) has iaeRtihea ef eRfareea ee. erage in SQ pereeRt ar m8re ef its Eases, tfl:.e eel:H'lty shaH 
re€ei. e $29 teF earn. reFSan tel" '¥flam ee. €f'age is iaeRsJieB Sf' efl:k)f'eea. 

(tl1 Bonus payments according to paragraphs paragraph (a).ffi...te) are limited to one bonus for each covered person 
each time the county agency identifies or enforces previously unidentified health insurance coverage and apply only 
to coverage identified or enforced after July I, 1990. 

Sec. 14. [256.9792] [ARREARAGE COLLECTION PROJECTS.] 

Subdivisionl. [ARREARAGE COLLECTIONS.] Arrearage collection projects are created to increase the revenue 
to the state and counties, reduce AFDC expenditures for former public assistance cases, and increase payments of 
arrearages to persons who are not receiving public assistance Qy submitting cases for arrearage collection to collection 
entities, including but not limited ~ the department of revenue and private collection agencies. 
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Subd. b. [DEFINITIONS.lll!l The definitions in this subdivision~ to this section: 

ill "Public assistance arrearage case" means ~ case where current support may be due, no payment, with the 
exception of tax offset, has been made within the last 90 days, and the arrearages are assigned to the public agency 
pursuant to section 256.74, subdivision 5. 

ill "Public authority" means the public authority responsible for child support enforcement. 

@ "Nonpublic assistance arrearage case" means a support case where arrearages have accrued that have not been 
assigned pursuant to. section 256.74, subdivision 5. 

Subd. ~ [AGENCY PARTICIPATION.} hl The collection remedy under this section ~ in addition to and not in 
substitution for any other remedy available Qy law to the public authority. The public authority remains responsible 
for the case even after collection efforts are referred to the department of revenue, a private agency, or other collection 
entity. 

ill The department of revenue, a private agency, 2!. other collection entity may not claim collections made .Q!l ~ 
case submitted Qy the public authority for a state tax offset under chapter 270A as a collection for the purposes of this 
project. 

Subd.!. [ELIGIBLE CASES.} ill For ~ case to be eligible for a collection project, the criteria in paragraphs ill and 
1.9. must be met. Any case from .§!. county participating in the collections project meeting the criteria under this 
subdivision must be subcommitted for collection. 

1hl Notice must be sent to the debtor, as defined in section 270A.03, subdivision ~ at the debtor's last known 
address at least 30 days before the date the collections effort is transferred. The notice must inform the debtor that 
the department of revenue or ~ private collections agency will use enforcement and collections remedies and may 
charge ~ fee of .!!E to 30 percent of the arrearages. The notice ~ advise the debtor of the right to contest the debt 
on grounds limited to mistakes of fact. The debtor may ~ the debt Qy submitting a written request for review 
to the public authority within 21 days of the date of the notice. 

1.9. The arrearages owed must be based on ~ court or administrative order. The arrearages to be col1ected must be 
at least $100 and must be at least 90 days past due. For nonpublic assistance cases referred to private agencies, the 
arrearages must be a docketed judgment under sections 548.09 and 548.091. 

Subd.2.:. [COUNTY PARTICIPATION.] @l The commissioner of human services shall designate the counties to 
participate in the projects, after requesting counties to volunteer for the projects. 

ill The commissioner of human services shall designate which counties shall submit ~ to the department of 
revenue, a private collection agency, or other collection entity. 

Subd. §.: [FEES.] ~ collection fee set Qy the commissioner of human services shall be charged to the person 
obligated to.ili!Y the arrearages. The collection fee is in addition to the amount owed. and must be deposited Qy the 
commissioner of revenue in the state treasury and credited to the general fund to cover the costs of administering the 
pro€;ram or retained .£y the private agency or other collection entity to ~ the costs of administering the collection 
serVIces. 

Subd. ~ [CONTRACTS.1!ill. The commissioner of human services may contract with the commissioner of revenue. 
private agencies. Q!:. other collection entities to implement the projects. charge fees. and exchange necessary 
information. 

ill The commissioner of human services may provide an advance payment to the commissioner of revenue for 
collection services to be repaid to the department of human services out of subsequent collection fees. 

1.9. Summary reports of collections. fees, and other costs charged shall be submitted monthly to the state office of 
child support enforcement. 

Subd. §.:. [REMEDIES.] ill The commissioner of revenue is authorized to use the tax collection remedies in sections 
270.06, clause 1Z1. 270.69 to 270.72, and 290.92. subdivision ~ and tax return information to collect arrearages. 
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ill Liens arising under paragraph W shall be perfected under the provisions of section 270.69. The lien may be 
filed ~ long ~ the time period allowed .Qy law for collecting the arrearages has not expired, The lien shall attach to 
all property of the debtor within the state, both real and personal under the provisions of section 270.69. The lien 
shall be enforced under the provisions in section 270.69 relating to state tax liens. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.66, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. UUDGMENT; ORDER.1 The judgment or order shall contain provisions concerning the duty of support, 
the custody of the child, the name of the child, visitation privileges with the child, the furnishing of bond or other 
security for the payment of the judgment, or any other matter in the best interest of the child. Custody and visitation 
and all subsequent motions related to them shall proceed and be determined under section 257.541. The remaining 
matters and all subsequent motions related to them shall proceed and be determined in accordance with chapter 518. 
The judgment or order may direct the appropriate party to pay all or a proportion of the reasonable expenses of the 
mother's pregnancy and confinement, after consideration of the relevant facts, including the relative financial means 
of the parents; the earning ability of each parent; and any health insurance policies held by either parent, or by a 
spouse or parent of the parent, which would provide benefits for the expenses incurred by the mother during her 
pregnancy and confinement. Remedies available for the collection and enforcement of child support ~ to 
confinement co..<>ts and are considered additional child support. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 257.67, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Willful failure to obey the judgment or order of the court is a Ei¥i+ contempt of the court. All remedies 
for the enforcement of judgments apply including those available under chapters 518 and 518C and sections.§..l.8G.:.G! 
Ie slSCoe and 256.871 to 256.878. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 349A.08, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [WITHHOLDING OF DELINQUENT STATE TAXES OR OTHER DEBTS.] The director shall report the 
name, address, and social security number of each winner of a lottery prize of $!,OOfl $600 or more to the department 
of revenue to determine whether the person who has won the prize is delinquent in payment of state taxes or owes 
a debt as defined in section 270A.03, subdivision 5. If the person is delinquent in payment of state taxes or owes a 
debt as defined in section 270A.03, subdivision 5, the director shall withhold the delinquent amount from the person's 
prize for remittance to the department of revenue for payment of the delinquent taxes or distribution to a claimant 
agency in accordance with chapter 270A. Section 270A.I0 applies to the priority of claims. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 484.74, subdivision 1, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 192, section 96, 
if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] ~Eeert fef gees eal1:se sR.e .. R, In litigation involving an amount in excess of 
$7,500 in controversy, the presiding judge sftaH may, by order, direct the parties to enter nonbinding alternative 
dispute resolution. Alternatives may include private trials, neutral expert fact-finding, mediation, minitrials, and other 
forms of alternative dispute resolution. The guidelines for the various alternatives must be established by the 
presiding judge and must emphasize early and inexpensive exchange of information and case evaluation in order to 
facilitate settlement. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 484.76, subdivision 1, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 192, section 97, 
if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL.} The supreme court shall establish a statewide alternative dispute resolution program 
for the resolution of civil cases filed with the courts. The supreme court shall adopt rules governing practice, 
procedure, and jurisdiction for alternative dispute resolution programs established under this section. Except for 
matters involving family law the rules shall require the use of nonbinding alternative dispute resolution processes 
in all civil cases, except for good cause shown by the presiding judge, and must provide an equitable means for the 
payment of fees and expenses for the use of alternative dispute resolution processes. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.14, is amended to read: 

518.14 [COSTS AND DISBURSEMENTS AND ATTORNEY FEES.] 

In a proceeding under this chapter, the court shall award attorney fees, costs, and disbursements in an amount 
necessary to enable a party to carry on or contest the proceeding, provided it finds: 

(1) that the fees are necessary for the good-faith assertion of the party's rights in the proceeding and will not 
contribute unnecessarily to the length and expense of the proceeding; 
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(2) that the party from whom fees, costs, and disbursements are sought has the means to pay them; and 

(3) that the party to whom fees, costs, and disbursements are awarded does not have the means to pay them. 

Nothing in this section precludes the court from awarding, in its discretion, additional fees, costs, and disbursements 
against a party who unreasonably contributes to the length or expense of the proceeding. fees, costs, and 
disbursements provided for in this section may be awarded at any point in the procee<iin& including a modification 
proceeding under sections 518.18 and 518.64. The court may adjudge costs and disbursements against either party. 
The court may authorize the collection of money awarded by execution, or out of property sequestered, or in any 
other manner within the power of the court. An award of attorney's fees made by the court during the pendency of 
the proceeding or in the final judgment survives the proceeding and if not paid by the party directed to pay the same 
may be enforced as above provided or by a separate civil action brought in the attorney's own name. If the 
proceeding is dismissed or abandoned prior to determination and award of attorney's fees, the court may nevertheless 
award attorney's fees upon the attorney's motion. The award shall also survive the proceeding and may be enforced 
in the same manner as last above provided. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ORDER.] VRless tfle el3ligee flas eSfltpafaBle Sf Better grel:f13 Eiepeflaeflt fi..ea±tfl: IDsafaftee es lefage 
availaBle at a msre feassRalJle Esst, ill The court shall order the eeJ.igeF ~ with the better ~ dependent health 
and dental insurance coverage to name the minor child as beneficiary on any health and dental insurance plan that 
is comparable to Q!: better than ~ number two qualified plan and available to the ebli-geF E!!!1Y. on a group basis or 
through an employer or union. "Health insurance coverage" as used in this section does not include medical 
assistance provided under chapter 256, 256B, or 2560. 

ill If the court finds that dependent health or dental insurance is not available to the obligor .2!. obligee on a group 
basis or through an employer or union, or that the group insurer is not accessible to the obligee, the court may require 
the obligor ill to obtain other dependent health or dental insurance, e£- ill to be liable for reasonable and necessary 
medical or dental expenses of the child,L 2!. .Ql to .E!!Y no less than $50 ~ month to be applied to the medical and 
dental expenses of the children or to the cost of health insurance dependent coverage. 

1.£l If the court finds that the available dependent health or dental insurance reEfbtirea ie l3e eBtaiflea b) the sl3ligeF 
does not pay all the reasonable and necessary medical or dental expenses of the child, Sf that tfle aepeflaeRt health 
af aefltal iRSl:H'aR€e a'. ailal3le ie the el3ligee aees net pay all tfl:e FeaseRaele afta ReeeSSar) ftteelieal er aenta:l e)(peRSeS 
at the €flilel, including~ existing or anticipated extraordinary medical expenses. and the court finds that the obligor 
has the financial ability to contribute to the payment of these medical or dental expenses, the court shall require the 
obligor to be liable for all or a portion of the medical or dental expenses of the child not covered by the' required 
health or dental plan. Medical and dental expenses include. but are not limited !2L necessary orthodontia and ~ 
care, including prescription lenses. 

Ml!f the obligor is employed !!v. a self-insured employer subject only to the federal Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act (ERISA) of 1974, and the insurance benefit plan meets the above requirements, the court shall order the 
obligor to enroll the dependents within 30 days of the court order effective date or be liable for all medical and dental 
expenses occurring while coverage is not in effect. It enrollment in the ERISA plan ~ precluded Qy exclusionary 
clauses, the court shall order the obligor to obtain other coverage or make payments as provided in paragraph ill2!. 
& 

~ Unless otherwise agreed Qy the parties and approved !!v. the courL if the court finds that the obligee ~ not 
receiving public assistance for the child and has the financial ability to contribute to the cost of medical and dental 
expenses for the child, including the cost of insurance. the court shall order the obligee and obligor to each ~ 
~ portion of these expenses based on their proportionate share of their total net income ~ defined in section 518.54. 
subdivision 6. . 

ill Payments ordered under this section ~ subject to section 518.611. An obligee who fails to ~ payments 
received to the medical expenses of the dependents may be found in contempt of this order. 

Sec, 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPOUSAL OR EX-SPOUSAL COVERAGE.] The court shall require the obligor to provide dependent 
health and dental insurance for the benefit of the obligee if it is available at no additional cost to the obligor and in 
this case the provisions of this section apply. 
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Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [EMPLOYER AND OBLIGOR NOTICE.] It ~ individual is hired for employment, the employer shall 
request that the individual disclose whether the individual has court-ordered medical support obligations that are 
required Qy law to be withheld from income and the terms of the court order, i! any. The employer shall request that 
the individual disclose whether the individual has been ordered .hy!!. court to provide health and dental dependent 
insurance coverage. The individual shall disclose this information at the time of hiring. !f!!! individual discloses 
that medical suPport is required to be withheld, the employer 'Shall begin withholding according to the terms of the 
order and pursuant to section 518,61 L subdivision 8, !! ~ individual discloses an obligation to obtain health and 
dental dependent insurance coverage and coverage is available through the employer, the employer shall make all 
application processes known to the individual upon hiring and enroll the employee and dependent in the plan 
pursuant to subdivision 3. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [IMPLEMENTATION.] A copy of the court order for insurance coverage shall be forwarded to the 
obligor's employer or wUon by the obligee or the public authority responsible for support enforcement only when 
ordered by the court or when the following conditions are met: 

(1) the obligor fails to provide written proof to the obligee or the public authority, within 30 days of Fe€ei. iRg the 
effective ft9t:iee date of the court order, that the insurance has been obtained or that application for insurability has 
been made; 

(2) the obligee or the public authority serves written notice of its intent to enforce medical support on the obligor 
by mail at the obligor's last known post office address; and 

(3) the obligor fails within 15 days after the mailing of the notice to provide written proof to the obligee or the 
public authority that the insurance coverage existed as of the date of mailing, 

The employer or union shall forward a copy of the order to the health and dental insurance plan offered by the 
employer. 

Sec, 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518,171, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EFFECT OF ORDER.] ill The order is binding on the employer or union and the health and dental 
insurance plan when service Wlder subdivision 3 has been made. Upon receipt of the order, or upon application of 
the obligor pursuant to the order, the employer or union and its health and dental insurance plan shall enroll the 
minor child as a beneficiary in the group insurance plan and withhold any required premium from the obligor's 
income or wages. If more than, one plan is offered by the employer or union, the child shall be enrolled in the 
insurance plan in which the obligor is enrolled or the least costly plan otherwise available to the obligor that is 
comparable to a number two qualified plan'. 

ill An employer or union that willfully fails to comply with the order i§.liable for any health .Q!. dental expenses 
incurred .Qy the dependents during the period of time the dependents were eligible to be enrolled in the insurance 
program. and for !nY. other premium costs incurred because the employer or Wlion willfully failed to comply with 
the order. An employer or Wlion that fails to comply with the order ~ subject to contempt Wlder section 44 and i§. 
also subject to .! fine of $500 to be paid to the obligee Or public authority. Fines paid to the public authority are 
designated for child support enforcement services. 

i£l Failure of the obligor to execute any documents necessary to enroll the dependent in the group health and dental 
insurance plan will not affect the obligation of the employer or union and group health and dental insurance plan 
to enroll the dependent in a pi.an for which other eligibility requirements are met. Information and authorization 
provided by the public authority responsible for child support enforcement, or by the custodial parent or guardian, 
is valid for the purposes of meeting enrollment requirements of the health plan. The insurance coverage for a child 
eligible Wlder subdivision 5 shall not be terminated except as authorized in subdivision 5. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.17l, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [INSURER REIMBURSEMENT; CORRESPONDENCE AND NOTICE.] ill The signature of the custodial 
parent of the insured dependent is a valid authorization to the insurer for purposes of processing an insurance 
reimbursement payment to the provider 6f the medical services 2!. to the custodial parent if medical services have 
been prepaid Qy the custodial parent. 
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ill The insurer shall send copies of all correspondence regarding the insurance coverage to both parents. When 
an order for dependent insurance coverage is in effect and the obligor's employment is terminated, or the insurance 
coverage is terminated, the insurer shall notify the obligee within ten days of the termination date with notice of 
conversion privileges, 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [RELEASE OF INFORMATION.] When an order for dependent insurance coverage is in effect, the 
obligor's employer efL unionL 2!. insurance agent shall release to the obligee or the public authority, upon request, 
information on the dependent coverage, including the name of the insurer. Notwithstanding any other law, 
information reported pursuant to section 268.121 shall be released to the public agency responsible for support 
enforcement that is enforcing an order for medical or dental insurance coverage under this section. The public agency 
responsible for support enforcement is authorized to release to the obligor's insurer or employer information necessary 
to obtain or enforce medical support. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision 8 .. is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [OBLIGOR LIABILITY.]lfle ill An obligor _ who fails to maintain !he medical or dental insurance for 
the benefit of the children as ordered sl=tall Be or fails to provide other medical support as ordered is liable to the 
obligee for any medical or dental expenses incurred from the effective date of the court orderL including health and 
dental insurance premiums paid.£y the obligee because of the obligor's failure to obtain coverage as ordered. Proof 
of failure to maintain insurance or noncompliance with an order to provide other medical support constitutes a 
showing of increased need by the obligee pursuant to section 518.64 and provides a basis for a modification of the 
obligor's child support order. 

1£l Payments for services rendered to the dependents that are directed to the obligor, in the form of reimbursement 
!!v. the insurer. must be endorsed over to and forwarded to the vendor or custodial parent Q!. public authority when. 
the reimbursement is not owed to the obligor. An obligor retaining insurance reimbursement not owed to the obligor 
may be found in contempt of this order and held .liable for the amount of the reimbursement. Upon written 
verification !!v. the insurer of the amounts paid to the obligor, the reimbursement amount is subject to all enforcement 
remedies available W1der subdivision 10. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.171, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [ENFORCEMENT.] Remedies available for the collection and enforcement of child support apply to 
medical support. For the purpose of enforcement .. the costs of individual or group health or hospitalization coverageL 

dental coverage. all medical costs ordered £y the court to be paid !!v. the obligor, induding health and dental 
insurance premiums paid £y the obligee because of the obligor's failure to obtain coverage as ordered or liabilities 
established pursuant to subdivision 8 .. are additional child support. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.24, is amended to read: 

518.24 [SECURITY; SEQUESTRATION; CONTEMPT.] 

In all cases when maintenance or support payments are ordered, the court may require sufficient security to be 
given for the payment of them according to the terms of the order. Upon neglect or refusal to give security .. or upon 
failure to pay the maintenance or support~ the court may sequester the obligor's personal estate and the rents and 
profits of real estate of the obligorl and appoint a receiver of them. The court may cause the personal estate and the 
rents and profits of the real estate to be applied according to the terms of the order. The obligor is presumed to have 
an income from a source sufficient to pay the maintenance or support order. A child support or maintenance order 
constitutes prima facie evidence that the obligor has the ability to p!!y. the award. If the obligor disobeys the order .. 
it is prima facie evidence of contempt. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.54, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SUPPORT MONEYi CHILD SUPPORT.] "Support money" 2!: "child support" means~ 

ill an award in a dissolution, legal separation, ef' annulmentL or parentage proceeding for the care .. support and 
education of any child of the marriage or of the parties to the afbtHlHteRt proceedin~ or 

ill £!. contribution £y parents ordered under section 256.87. 
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Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE; PAYMENT TO PUBLIC AGENCY.].@l This section applies to all proceedings involving 
an award of child support. 

ill The court shall direct that all payments ordered for maintenance and support be made to the public agency 
responsible for child support enforcement so long as the obligee is receiving or has applied for public assistance, or 
has applied for child support and maintenance collection services. Public authorities responsible for child support 

, enforcement may act on behalf of other public authorities responsible for child support enforcement. This includes 
the authority to represent the legal interests of or execute documents on behalf of the other public authority in 
connection with the establishment, enforcement, and collection of child support, maintenance, or medical support, and 
collection on judgments. Amounts received by the public agency responsible for child support enforcement greater 
than the amount granted to the obligee shall be remitted to the obligee. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [NOTICE TO PUBLIC AUTHORITY; GUIDELINES.] (aJ The petitioner shall notify the public authority 
of all proceedings for dissolution, legal separation, determination of parentage or for the custody of a child, if either 
party is receiving aid to families with dependent children or applies for it subsequent to the commencement of the 
proceeding. After receipt of the notice, the court shall set child support as provided in this subdivision. The court 
may order either or both parents owing a duty of support to a child of the marriage to pay an amount reasonable or 
necessary for the child's support, without regard to marital misconduct. The court shall approve a child support 
stipulation of the parties if each party is represented by independent counsel, unless the stipulation does not meet 
the conditions of paragraph (h). In other cases the court shall determine and order child support in a specific dollar 
amount in accordance with the guidelines and the other factors set forth in paragraph (b) and any departure 
therefrom. The court may also order the obligor to pay child support in the form of a percentage share of the 
obligor's net bonuses, commissions, or other forms of compensation, in addition to, or if the obligor receives no base 
pay, in lieu of, an order for a specific dollar amount. 

ill The court shall derive a specific dollar amount for child support by multiplying the obligor'S net income by the 
percentage indicated by the following guidelines: 

Net Income Per Number of Children 
Month of Obligor 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or 
more 

$400 $550 and Below Order based on the ability of the. 
obligor to provide support 
at these income levels, or at higher 
levels, if the obligor has 
the earning ability. 

UQI §QQ 1.4% ±7% ;w% ~ ;!4% ~ = $§QI §§Q !§% }8% ;H% ;!4% ~ = ~ 
$551 - 600 16% 19% 22% 25% 28% 30% 32% 
$601 - 650 17% 21% 24% 27% 29% 32% 34% 
$651 - 700 18% 22% 25% 28% 3]% 34% 36% 
$701 - 750 ]9% 23% 27% 30% 33% 36% 38% 
$751 - 800 20% 24% 28% 3]% 35% 38% 40% 
$801 - 850 21% 25% 29% 33% 36% 40% 42% 
$851 - 900 22% 27% 31% 34% 38% 41% 44% 
$901 - 950 23% 28% 32% 36% 40% 43% 46% 
$951 - 1000 24% 29% 34% 38% 41% 45% 48% 
$1001- 400Q 25% 30% 35% 39% 43% 47% 50% 

5,000 
or the amount 
in effect under 
paragraph ill 
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Guidelines for support for an obligor with a monthly income sf $4,Q9l 9f FRere in ~ of the income limit 
currently in effect under paragraph ill shall be the same dollar amounts as provided for in the guidelines for an 
obligor with a monthly income of $4,g99 equal to the limit in effect. 

Net Income defined as: 

Total monthly 
income less 

*Standard 
Deductions apply
use of tax tables 
recomm.ended 

"Net income" does not include: 

'(i) 
'(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

Federal Income Tax 
State Income Tax 
Social Securi ty 
Deductions 

Reasonable 
Pension Deductions 

Union Dues 
Cost of Dependent Health 
Insurance Coverage 

Cost of Individual or Group 
Health/Hospitalization 
Coverage or an 
Amount for Actual 
Medical Expenses 

A Child Support or 
Maintenance Order that is 
Currently Being Paid. 

(1) the income of the obligor's spouse, but does include in-kind payments received by the obligor in the course of 
employment, self-employment, or operation of a business if the payments reduce the obligor's living expenses; or 

(2) compensation received by a party for employment in excess of a 40-hour work week, provided that: 

(i) support is nonetheless ordered in an amount at least equal to the guidelines amount based on income not 
excluded under this clause; and 

(ii) the party demonstrates, and the court finds, that: 

(A) the excess employment began after the filing of the petition for dissolution; 

(B) the excess employment reflects an increase in the work schedule or hours worked over that of the two years 
immediately preceding the filing of the petition; 

(C) the excess employment is voluntary and not a condition of employment; 

(D) the excess employment is in the nature of additional, part-time or overtime employment compensable by the 
hour or fraction of an hour; and 

(E) the party's compensation structure has not been changed for the purpose of affecting a support or maintenance 
obligation. 

The court shall review the work related and education related child ~ costs of the custodial parent and shall 
allocate the costs to each parent in proportion to each parent's income after the transfer of child support. unless the 
allocation would be substantially unfair to either parent. The cost of child ~ for purposes of this section ~ 
determined Qy subtracting the amount of any federal and state income tax credits available to a parent from the actual 
cost paid for child ~ The amount allocated for child care expenses is considered child support. 

W hl In addition to the child support guidelines, the court shall take into consideration the following factors in 
setting or modifying child support or in determining whether to deviate from the guidelines: 

(1) all earnings, income, and resources of the parents, including real and personal property, but excluding income 
from excess employment of the obligor or obligee that meets the criteria of paragraph tat ill, clause (2)(ii); 
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(2) the financial needs and resources, physical and emotional condition, and educational needs of the child or 
children to be supported; 

(3) the standards of living the child would have enjoyed had the marriage not been dissolved, but recognizing that 
the parents now have separate householdsi 

(4) ~ke aH'81:.lRt sf tfte aiel te faffiilies Tditfl eiepeRaeHt eltilElren gl'attt fer tr.e ehilel Sf €RilElrefl:i 

~ which parent receives theincome taxation dependency exemption and what financial benefit the parent receives 
from it; and 

(6J ill the parents' debts as provided in paragraph (e) @. 

fej @ In establishing or modifying a support obligation, the court may consider debts owed to private creditors, 
but only if: 

(1) the right to support has not been assigned under section 256.74; 

(2) the court determines that the debt was reasonably incurred for necessary support of the child or parent or for 
the necessary generation of income. If the debt was incurred for the necessary generation of income, the court shall 
consider only the amount of debt that is essential to the continuing generation of income; and 

(3) the party requesting a departure produces a sWOrn schedule of the debts, with supporting documentation, 
showing goods or services purchased, the recipient of them, the amount of the original debt, the outstanding balance, 
the monthly payment, and the number of months until the debt will be fully paid. 

\Eli hl Any schedule prepared under paragraph (e) fill., clause (3), shall contain a statement that the debt will be 
fully paid after the number of months shown in the schedule, barring emergencies beyond the party's controL 

tet ill Any further departure below the guidelines that is based on a consideration of debts owed to private 
creditors shall not exceed 18 months in duration, after which the support shall increase automatically to the level 
ordered by the court. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit one or more step increases in support to 
reflec! debt retirement during the IS-month period. 

(B VA:tere W If payment of debt is ordered pursuant to this section, the payment shall be ordered to be in the 
nature of child support. 

~ ill Nothing shall preclude the court from receiving evidence on the above factors to determine if the guidelines 
should be exceeded or modified in a particular case. 

W ill The guidelines in this subdivision are a rebuttable presumption and shall be used in all cases when 
establishing or modifying child support. If the court does not deviate from the guidelines, the court shall make 
written findings concerning the amount of the obligor's income used as the basis for the guidelines calculation and 
any other significant evidentiary factors affecting the determination of child support. If the court deviates from the 
guidelines, the court shall make written findings giving the reasons for the deviation and shall specifically address 
the criteria in paragraph (b) and how the deviation serves the best interest of the child. The provisions of this 
paragraph apply whether or not the parties are each represented by independent counsel and have entered into a 
written agreement. The court shall review stipulations presented to it for conformity to the guidelines and the court 
is not required to conduct a hearing, but the parties shall provide the documentation of earnings required under 
subdivision 5b. 

1illf the child support payments are assigned to the public agency under section 256.74. the court may not deviate 
downward from the child support guidelines unless the court specifically finds that the failure to deviate downward 
would impose ~ extreme hardship on the obligor. 

ill The dollar amount of the income limit for application of the guidelines must be adjusted on l!!lv.l of every 
even-numbered year to reflect cost-of-living changes. The supreme court shall select the index for the adjustment from 
the indices listed in section 518.641. The state court administrator shall make the changes in the dollar amount 
required Qv. this paragraph available to courts and the public on 2!: before April 30 of the year in which the amount 
i§. to change. 
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Sec, 34, MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision Sb, is amended to read: 

Subd.5b. [DETERMINATION OF INCOME.] (a) The parties shall timely serve and file documentation of earnings 
and income, 'When there is a prehearing conference, the court must receive the documentation of income at least ten 
days prior to the prehearing conference. Documentation of earnings and income also includes, but is not limited to, 
pay stubs for the most recent three months, employer statements, or statement of receipts and expenses if 
self-employed. Documentation of earnings and income also includes copies of each parent's most recent federal tax 
returns, induding W-2 forms, 1099 forms, unemployment compensation statements, workers' compensation statements, 
and all other documents evidencing income as received that provide verification of income over a longer period. 

(b) In addition to the requirements of paragraph ~ at any time after ~ action seeking child support has been 
commenced or when a child support order l.§. in effect ~ E!!f!v. or the public authority may require the other ~ to 
give them i!..£QEY of the ~ most recent federal tax returns that were filed with the Internal Revenue Service. The 
~ shall provide a .s..Q£Y. of the tax returns within 30 days of receipt of the request unless the reguest i§. not made 
in good faith. A reguest under this paragraph may not be made more than once ~ two years, in the absence of 
good cause. 

ill If a parent under the jurisdiction of the court does not appear at a court hearing after proper notice of the time 
and place of the hearing, the court shall set income for that parent based on credible evidence before the court or in 
accordance with paragraph fEt @. Credible evidence may include documentation of current or recent income, 
testimony of the other parent concerning recent earnings and income levels, and the parent's wage reports filed with 
the Minnesota department of jobs and training under section 268.121. 

W J£l If the court finds that a parent is vohmtarily unemployed or underemployed, child support shall be 
calculated based on a determination of imputed income. A parent is not considered voluntarily unemployed or 
underemployed upon a showing by the parent that the unemployment or underemployment: (1) is temporary and 
will ultimately lead to an increase in income; or (2) represents a bona fide career change that outweighs the adverse 
effect of that parent's diminished income on the child. Imputed income means the estimated earning ability of a 
parent based on the parent's prior earnings history, education, and job skills, and on availability of jobs within the 
commwtity for an individual with the parent's qualifications. If the court is unable to deterrrl'ine or estimate the 
earning ability of a parent, the court may calculate child support based on full-time employment of 40 hours per week 
at the federal minimum wage or the Minnesota minimum wage, whichever is higher. If a parent is a recipient of 
public assistance under sections 256.72 to 256.87 or chapter 256D, or is physically or mentally incapacitated, it shall 
be presumed that the parent is not voluntarily W1employed or underemployed. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.5d. [EDUCATION TRUST FUND.] The parties may agree to designate a sum of money above any court 
ordered child support as a trust fund for the costs of post-secondary education. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section ;H8.551, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [SERVICE FEE.] When the public agency responsible for child support enforcement provides child support 
collection services either to a public assistance recipient or to a party who does not receive public assistance, the 
public agency may upon written notice to the obligor charge a monthly collection fee equivalent to the full monthly 
cost to the county of providing collection services, in addition to the amount of the child support which was ordered 
by the court. The fee shall be deposited in the county general fund. The service fee assessed is limited to ten percent 
of the monthly court ordered child support and shall not be assessed to obligors who are current in payment of the 
monthly court ordered child support. 

An application fee Rst ts e){€eea of $25 shall be paid by the person who applies for child support and maintenance 
collection services, except persons who transfer from public assistance to nonpublic assistance status. Fees assessed 
by state and federal tax agencies for collection of overdue support owed to or on behalf of a person not receiving 
public assistance must be imposed on the person for whom these services are provided. The public authority upon 
written notice to the obligee shall assess!!. fee of $25 to the person not receiving public assistance for each successful 
federal tax interception. The fee must be withheld prior to the release of the funds received from each interception 
and deposited in the general fund. 

However, the limitations of this subdivision on the assessment of fees shall not apply to the extent inconsistent WIth 
the requirements of federal law for receiving funds for the programs under Title IV-A and Title IV-D of the Social 
Security Act, United States Code, title 42, sections 601 to 613 and United States Code, title 42, sections 651 to 662. 
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Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS FOR CHILD AND MEDICAL SUPPORT ORDERS.] (a) An administrative 
process is established to obtain, modify, and enforce child and medical support orders and maintenance. 

The EBlTlftlissi8fleF of flHRtdR servie€s H'T-a} Elesigfla~e EEH:tRBes te Effective fu!y 1. 1994, all counties shall participate 
in the administrative process established by this section. All proceedings for obtaining, modifying, or enforcing child 
and medical support orders and maintenance and adjudicating uncontested parentage proceedings, are required to 
be conducted in counties designated by the commissioner of human services in which the county human services 
agency is a party or F€}9FeSeftts provides services to a party 2!. parties to the action.:, These actions must be conducted 
by an administrative law judge from the office of administrative hearings, except for the following proceedings: 

(1) adjudication of contested parentage; 

(2) motions to set aside a paternity adjudication or declaration of parentage; 

(3) evidentiary hearing on contempt motions; and 

(4) motions to sentence or to revoke the stay of a jail sentence in contempt proceedings. 

(b) An administrative law judge may hear a stipulation reached on a contempt motion, but any stipulation that 
involves a finding of contempt and a jail sentence, whether stayed or imposed, shall require the review and signature 
of a district judge. 

(c) For the purpose of this process, all powers, duties, and responsibilities conferred on judges of the district court 
to obtain and enforce child and medical support and maintenance obligations, subject to the limitation set forth herein, 
are conferred on the administrative law judge conducting the proceedings, including the power to issue orders to 
show cause and to issue bench warrants for failure to appear. 

(d) Before implementing the process in a county, the chief administrative law judge, the commissioner of human 
services, the director of the county human services agency, the county attorney, ~ county court administratorL 

and county sheriff shall jointly establish procedures and the county shall provide hearing facilities for implementing 
this process in a county. 

(e) Nonattorney employees of the public agency responsible for child support in the counties designated by the 
commissioner, aetiP.g at the EliFeeHBR sf tRe eSI:ffit) attBFne) , may prepare, sign, serve, and file complaints and motions 
for obtaining, modifying, or enforcing child and medical support orders and maintenance and related documents, 
appear at prehearing conferences, and participate in proceedings before an administrative law judge. This activity 
shall not be considered to be the unauthorized practice of law. 

(f) The hearings shall be conducted under the rules of the office of administrative hearings, Minnesota Rules, parts 
1400.7100 to 1400.7500, 1400.7700, and 1400.7800, as adopted by the cruef administrative law judge. All other aspects 
of the case, including, but not limited to, pleadings, discovery, and motions, shall be conducted under the rules of 
family court, the rules of civil procedure, and chapter 518. The administrative law judge shall make findings of fact, 
conclusions, and a final decision and issue an order. Orders issued by an administrative law judge are enforceable 
by the contempt powers of the county and district courts. 

(g) The decision and order of the administrative law judge is appealable to the court of appeals in the same manner 
as a decision of the district court. 

(h) The commissioner of human services shall distribute money for this purpose to counties to cover the costs of 
the administrative process, including the salaries of -administrative law judges. If available appropriations are 
insufficient to cover the costs, the commissioner shall prorate the amount among the counties. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.551, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd.12. [OCCUPATIONAL LICENSE SUSPENSION.] Upon petition of an obligee or public agency responsible 
for child support enforcement, if the court finds that the obligor is or may be licensed by a licensing board listed in 
section 214.01 or other state agency Q!:. board that issues an occupational license and the obligor is in arrears in 
court-ordered child support payments, the court may direct the licensing board Q!. other licensing agency to conduct 
a hearing under section 214.101 concerning suspension of the obligor's license. If the obligor is a licensed attorney, 
the court may report the matter to the lawyers professional responsibility board for appropriate action in accordance 
with the rules of professional conduct. The remedy under this subdivision is in addition to any other enforcement 
remedy available to the court. 
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Sec. 39. [518.561] [EMPLOYER QUESTIONNAIRE AND NOTICE.] 

The commissioner of human services shall prepare a questionnaire for use Qy employers in obtaining information 
from employees for purposes of complying with sections 518.171, subdivision § and 518.611, subdivision 8. The 
commissioner shall arrange for public dissemination of the questionnaires and notice to employers of the requirements 
of these provisions. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.57, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. lORDER.] Upon a decree of dissolution, legal separation, or annulment, the court shall make a 
further order which is just and proper concerning the maintenance of the minor children as provided by section 
518.551, and for the maintenance of any child of the parties as defined in section 518.54, as support money,.---aREl.:. The 
court may make t:Re same any child support order a lien or charge upon the property of the raFHes t8 ERe ]9FseeeaiRg, 
OF eitHer sf t:Rem obligor, either at the time of the entry of the judgment or by subsequent order upon proper 
application. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.57, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1:. [OTHER CUSTODIANS.] ll~ child resides with ~ person other than £. parent and the court approves of 
the custody arrangement, the court may order child support payments to be made to the custodian regardless of 
whether the person has legal custody. 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.611, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [EFFECT OF ORDER.]i;!lNotwithstanding any law to the contrary, the order is binding on the employer, 
trustee, payor of the funds, or financial institution when service under subdivision 2 has been made. Withholding 
must begin no later than the first pay period that occurs after 14 days following the date of the notice. In the case 
of a financial institution, preauthorized transfers must occur in accordance with a court-ordered payment schedule. 
An employer, payor of funds, or financial institution in this state is required to withhold income according to court 
orders for withholding issued by other states or territories. The payor shall withhold from the income payable to the 
obligor the amount specified in the order and amounts required under subdivision 2 and section 518.613 and shall 
remit, within ten days of the date the obligor is paid the remainder of the income, the amounts withheld to the public 
authority. The payor shaH identify on the remittance information the date the obligor is paid the remainder of the 
income. The obligor is considered to have paid the amount withheld as of the date the obligor received the remainder 
of the income. The financial institution shall execute preauthorized transfers from the deposit accounts of the obligor 
in the amount specified in the order and amounts required under subdivision 2 as directed by the public authority 
responsible for child support enforcement. 

ill Employers may combine all amounts withheld from one pay period into one payment to each public authority, 
but shall separately identify each obligor making payment. Amounts received by the public authority which are in 
excess of public assistance expended for the party or for a child shall be remitted to the party. 

f£l An employer shall not discharge, or refuse to hire, or othervvise discipline an employee as a result of a wage 
or salary withholding authorized by this section. The employer or other payor of funds shall be liable to the obligee 
for any amounts required to be withheld. A financial institution is liable to the obligee if funds in any of the obligor's 
deposit accounts identified in the court order equal the amount stated in the preauthorization agreement but are not 
transferred by the financial institution in accordance with the agreement. An employer or other ~ of funds that 
fails to withhold or transfer funds in accordance with this section ~ also liable to the obligee for interest Q!!. the funds 
at the ~ applicable to judgments under section 549.09, computed from the date the funds ~ required to be 
withheld or transferred. An employer or other ~ of funds is liable for reasonable attorney fees of the obligee Q!. 
public authority incurred in enforcing the liability under this paragraph. An employer or other E.QYQ!. of funds that 
has failed to comply with the reguirements of this section is subject to contempt sanctions under section 44. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.613, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL.] Notvvithstanding any provision of section 518.611, subdivision 2 or 3, to the contrary, 
whenever an obligation for child support or maintenance, enforced by the public authority, is initially determined and 
ordered or modified by the court in a county in which this section applies, the amount of child support or 
maintenance ordered by the court and !!!!y fees assessed £v. the public authority responsible for child support 
enforcement must be withheld from the income, regardless of source, of the person obligated to pay the support. 
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Sec. 44. [518.615] [EMPLOYER CONTEMPT.] 

Subdivision 1. IORDERS BINDING.} Income withholding or medical support orders issued pursuant to sections 
518.171. 518.611, and 518.613 are binding on the employer. trustee, 2!. other f@.Y2r. of funds after the order and notice 
of income withholding or enforcement of medical support has been served on the employer, trustee,,2! pavor of funds. 

Subd. b. ICONTEMPT ACTION.} An obligee Or the public agency responsible for child support enforcement may 
initiate ~ contempt action against an employer, trustee, or ~ of funds, within the action that created the support 
obligation, .!2.y serving ~ order to show ~ upon the employer. trustee, 2!. ~ of funds. 

The employer, trustee,.Q! f@YQ!: of funds ~ presumed to be in contempt: 

ill if. the employer, trustee, 2I ~ of funds has intentionally failed to withhold support after receiving the order 
and notice of income withholding or notice of enforcement of medical support; or 

ill upon presentation of f@Y. stubs or similar documentation showing the employer, trustee, 2!. P!!Y2!. of funds 
withheld support and demonstration that the employer, trustee, 2!.J:?£YQ.!: of funds intentionally failed to remit support 
to the agency responsible for child support enforcement. 

Subd . .1 [LIABILITY.] The employer, trustee, or J:?£YQ.!: of funds i§.liable to the obligee or the agency responsible 
for child support enforcement for ~ amounts reguired to be withheld that ~ not paid. The court may enter 
judgment against the employer, trustee, 2!.~ of funds for support not withheld or remitted. The court may also 
impose contempt sanctions under chapter ?88. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518,64, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. After an order for maintenance or support money, temporary or permanent, or for the appointment 
of trustees to receive property awarded as maintenance or support money, the court may from time to time, on motion 
of either of the parties, a copy of which is served on the public authority responsible for child support enforcement 
if payments are made through it, or on motion of the public authority responsible for support enforcement, modify 
the order respecting the amount of maintenance or support money, and the payment of it, and also respecting the 
appropriation and payment of the principal and income of property held in trust, and may make an order respecting 
these matters which it might have made in the original proceeding, except as herein otherWise provided, ~.Pill:!Y or 
the public authority also may bring ~ motion for contempt of court if the obligor ~ in arrears in support 2!. 
maintenance payments. 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.64, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [MODIFICATION.] (a) The terms of an order respecting maintenance or support may be modified upon 
a showing of one or more of the following: (1) substantially increased or decreased earnings of a party; (2) 
substantially increased or decreased need of a party or the child or children that are the subject of these proceedings; 
(3) receipt of assistance under sections 256,72 to 256.87; er- (4) a change in the cost of living for either party as 
measured by the federal bureau of statistics, any of which makes the terms unreasonable and unfairi.ill extraordinary 
medical expenses of the child not provided for under section 518.171; or ill the addition or elimination of work-related 
or education-related child care expenses of the obligee or a substantial increase or decrease in existing work-related 
or education-related child care expenses, 

It is presumed that there has been a substantial change in circumstances under clause f11 Q1Q£ ill and the terms 
of a current support order shall be rebuttably presumed to be unreasonable and unfair if the application of the child 
support guidelines in section 518.551, subdivision 5, to the current circumstances of the parties results in a calculated 
court order that is at least 20 percent and at least $50 per month higher or lower than the current support order. 

(b) On a motion for modification of maintenance, including a motion for the extension of the duration of a 
maintenance award, the court shall apply, in addition to all other relevant factors, the factors for an award of 
maintenance under section 518.552 that exist at the time of the motion. On a motion for modification of support, the 
court: 

(1) shall apply section 518.551, subdivision 5, and shall not consider the financial circumstances of each party's 
spouse, if any; and 
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(2) shall not consider compensation received by a party for employment in excess of a 40-hour work week, 
provided that the party demonstrates, and the court finds, that'. 

(i) the excess employment began after entry of the existing support order; 

(ii) the excess employment is voluntary and not a condition of employment; 

(iii) the excess employment is in the nature of additional, part-time employment, or overtime employment 
compensable by the hour or fractions of an hour; 

(iv) the party's compensation structure has not been changed for the purpose of affecting a support or maintenance 
obligation; 

(v) in the case of an obligor, current child support payments are at least equal to the guidelines amount based on 
income not excluded under this clause; and 

(vi) in the case of an obligor who is in arrears in child support payments to the obligee, any net income from excess 
employment must be used to pay the arrear ages until the arrearages are paid in fulL 

(c) A modification of support or maintenance may be made retroactive only with respect to any period during 
which the petitioning party has pending a motion for modification but only from the date of service of notice of the 
motion on the responding party and on the public authority if public assistance is being furnished or the county 
attorney is the attorney of record. However, modification may be applied to an earlier period if the court makes 
express findings that the party seeking modification was precluded from serving a motion by reason of a significant 
physical or mental disability, a material misrepresentation of another party, or fraud upon the court and that the party 
seeking modification, when no longer precluded, promptly served a motion. 

(d) Except for an award of the right of occupancy of the homestead, provided in section 518.63, all divisions of real 
and personal property provided by section 518.58 shall be finaL and may be revoked or modified only where the court 
finds the existence of conditions that justify reopening a judgment under the laws of this state, including motions 
under section 518.145, subdivision 2. The court may impose a lien or charge on the divided property at any time 
while the property, or subsequently acquired property, is owned by the parties or either of them, for the payment of 
maintenance or support money, or may sequester the property as is provided by section 518.24. 

(e) The court need not hold an evidentiary hearing on a motion for modification of maintenance or support. 

(f) Section 518.14 shall govern the award of attorney fees for motions brought under this subdivision. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.64, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [FORM.] The department of human services shall prepare and make available to courts, obligors and 
persons to whom child support is owed a form to be submitted by the obligor or the person to whom child support 
is owed in support of a motion for a modification of an order for support or maintenance or for contempt of court. 
The rulemaking provisions of chapter 14 shall not apply to the preparation of the form. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 518.64, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [EXPEDITED PROCEDURE.] (aJ The public authority may seek a modification of the child support order 
in accordance with the rules of civil procedure or under the expedited procedures in this subdivision. 

(b) The public·- authority may serve the following documents upon the obligor either by certified mail or in the 
manner provided for service of a Sl:lffiHlSHS other pleadings under the rules of civil procedure: 

(i) a notice of its application for modification of the obligor's support order stating the amount and effective date 
of the proposed modification which date shall be no sooner than 30 days from the date of service; 

(ii) an affidavit setting out the basis for the modification under subdivision 2, including evidence of the current 
income of the parties; 

(iii) any other documents the public authority intends to file with the court in support of the modification; 
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(iv) the proposed order; 

(v) notice to the obligor that if the obligor fails to move the court and request a hearing on the issue of modification 
of the support order within 30 days of service of the notice of application for modification, the public authority will 
likely obtain an order; ex parte, modifying the support order; and 

(vi) an explanation to the obligor of how a hearing can be requested, together with a motion for review form that 
the obligor can complete and file with the court to request a hearing. 

(c) If the obligor moves the court for a hearing, any modification must be stayed until the court has had the 
opportunity to determine the issue. Any modification ordered by the court is effective on the date set out in the 
notice of application for modification, but no earlier than 30 days following the date the obligor was served. 

(d) If the obligor fails to move the court for hearing ~ithin 30 days of service of the notice, the public authority 
shall file with the court a copy of the notice served on the obligor as well as all documents served on the obligor, 
proof of service, and a proposed order modifying support. 

(e) If, following judicial review, the court determines that the procedures provided for in this subdivision have been 
followed and the requested modification is appropriate, the order shall be signed ex parte and entered. 

(f) Failure of the court to enter an order under this subdivision does not prejudice the right of the public authority 
or either party to seek modification in accordance with the rules of civil procedure. 

(g) The supreme court' shall develop standard forms for the notice of application of modification of the support 
order, the supporting affidavit, the obligor's responsive motion, and proposed order granting the modification. 

Sec, 49, [518585] [NOTICE OF INTEREST ON LATE CHILD SUPPORT,] 

Any judgment or decree of dissolution or .kglli separation containing a requirement ofThild support and ~ 
determination of parentage, order under chapter 518e, order under section 256.87, or order under section 260.251 must 
include ~ notice to the parties that section 548.091, subdivision § provides for interest to begin accruing on !!. 
payment or installment of child support whenever the unpaid amount due ~ greater than the current support due. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 548.09, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1, [DOCKETING; SURVIVAL OF JUDGMENT,] Except as provided in section 548,091, every judgment 
requiring the payment of money shall be docketed by the court administrator upon its entry. Upon a transcript of 
the docket being filed with the court administrator in any other county f the court administrator shall also docket it. 
From the time of docketing the judgment is a lien, in the amount unpaid, upon all real property in the county then 
or thereafter owned by the judgment debtor, but it is not a lien upon registered land unless it is also filed pursuant 
to sections 508.63 and 508A.63. The judgment survives, and the lien cqntinues, for ten years after its entry. Child 
support judgments may be renewed .Qy service of notice upon the debtor'. Service shall be £y certified mail at the last 
known address of the debtor or in the manner provided for the service of civil process. Upon the filing of the notice 
and proof of service the court administrator shall renew the judgment for child support without £.TIY additional filing 
fee. 

Sec. 51. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 548.091, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd, la, [CHILD SUPPORT JUDGMENT BY OPERATION OF LAW,] Any payment or installment of support 
required by a judgment or decree of dissolution or legal separation, determination of parentage, an order under 
chapter 518C, an order under section 256.87, or an order under section 260.251, that is not paid or withheld from the 
obligor's income as required under section 518.611 or 518.613, is a judgment by operation of law on and after the date 
it is due and is entitled to full faith and credit in this state and any other state. Interest accrues from the date the 
judgmeRt SR tfle PS) meRt SF iRStallftleAt is eRteFea8:l:a asel.eteaw::aeF sl±geivisisfl 36, unpaid amount due is greater 
than the current support due at the annual rate provided in section 549.09, subdivision 1L plus two percent. not to 
exceed ~ annual rate of 18 percent. A payment or installment of support that becomes a judgment by operation of 
law between the date on which a party served notice of a motion for modification under section 518.64, subdivision 
2, and the date of the court's order on modification may be modified under that subdivision. 
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Sec. 52. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 548.091, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd.3a. [ENTRY, DOCKETING, AND SURVIVAL OF CHILD SUPPORT JUDGMENT.] Upon receipt 01 the 
documents filed under subdivision 2a, the court administrator shall enter and docket the judgment in the amount of 
the default specified in the affidavit of default. From the time of docketing, the judgment is a lien upon all the real 
property in the county owned by the judgment debtor. The judgment survives and the lien continues for ten years 
after the date the judgment was docketed. Child support judgments may be renewed Qy service of notice upon the 
debtor. Service shall be Qy certified mail at the last known address of the debtor 2!. in the marmer provided for the 
service of civil process. Upon the filing of the notice and proof of service the court administrator shall ~ the 
judgment for child support without any additional filing fee. 

Sec. 53. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 588.20, is amended to read: 

588.20 [CRIMINAL CONTEMPTS.] 

Every person who shall commit a contempt of court, of anyone of the following kinds, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor: 

(1) Disorderly, contemptuous, or insolent behavior, committed during the sitting of the court, in its immediate view 
and presence, and directly tending to interrupt its proceedings, or to impair the respect due to its authority; 

(2) Behavior of like character in the presence of a referee, while actually engaged in a trial or hearing, pursuant to 
an order of court, or in the presence of a jury while actually sitting for the trial of a cause, or upon an inquest or other 
proceeding authorized by law; 

(3) Breach of the peace, noise, or other disturbance directly tending to interrupt the proceedings of a court, jury, 
or referee; 

(4) Willful disobedience to the lawful process or other mandate of a court; 

(5) Resistance willfully offered to its lawful process or other mandate; 

(6) Contumacious and unlawful refusal to be sworn as a witness, or, after being sworn, to answer any legal and 
proper interrogatory; 

(7) Publication of a false or grossly inaccurate report of its proceedings" Q!. 

i.§l Willful failure to ~ court-ordered child support when the obligor has the ability to £.§!Y. 

No person shall be punished as herein provided for publishing a true, full, and fair report of a trial, argument, 
decision, or other proceeding had in court. 

Sec. 54. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.375, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. Whoever is legally obligated to provide care and support to a spouse who is in necessitous 
circumstances, or child, whether or not its custody has been granted to another, and knowingly omits and fails 
without lawful excuse to do so is guilty of flOflSHf1fiort of tfie sfiol:ise Of ehlls., as tfle ease may ae a misdemeanor, and 
upon conviction tflereei may be sentenced to imprisorunent for not more than 90 days or to payment of a fine of not 
more than ~ $700, or both. 

Sec. 55. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.375, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. If the kr.O\. iRg omissieR Elf'.a ~ill:iF€ .... vitflol:lt la',vfUl €l(€l:ISe to fiFe; iae €a:f€ alla sU~fieFt ie a spOl:l:se, a 
R"l:iHOF €fiils., or a pregHaRi wife violation of subdivision 1 continues for a period in excess of 90 days the person is 
guilty of a klefly gross misdemeanor and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than fi. e ) ears one year 
Q!. to payment of ~ fine of not more than $3,000, Q!. both. 
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Sec. 56. [INCOME WITHHOLDING; SINGLE CHECK SYSTEM CENTRAL DEPOSITORY OR OTHER FISCAL 
AGENT.] 

The commissioner of human services, in consultation with county child support enforcement agencies and other 
persons with relevant expertise, shall study and make recommendations on: ill the feasibility of establishing a single 
check system under which employers who are implementing income withholding may make one combined payment 
for payments due to public authorities to one public authority or to the commissioner of human services; and ill the 
feasibility of establishing a central depository or designating! fiscal agent for receipt of child support payments. The 
commissioner shall estimate the cost of the single check system and use of a central depository or fiscal agent and 
the level of fees that would be necessary to make them self-supporting. The commissioner shall report to the 
legislature !?y January ~ 1995. 

Sec. 57. [INCOME SHARES FORMULA; JOINT AND SPLIT CUSTODY CHILD SUPPORT.] 

The commissioner of human services advisory committee for child support enforcement shall study and make 
recommendations on: 

ill the feasibility of converting from the current child support guidelines to an income shares formula for 
determining child support; and 

ill guidelines or formulas for the computation of child support in cases involving joint physical or split custody. 
The commissioner shall perform data analyses of any guidelines or formulas being recommended £v. the committee 
to determine the impact of the formula on child support based on different income levels and the number of children 
involved. 

The commissioner shall not contract with ~ person outside the department to perform the study. The 
commissioner shall report the findings and recommendations of the committee to the legislature Qy January Th 1994. 

Sec. 58. [ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS FOR CHILD SUPPORT.] 

The commissioner of human services, in consultation with the commissioner's advisory committee for child support 
enforcement. shall develop and implement a plan to restructure the administrative process for setting, modifying, and 
enforcing child support under Minnesota Statutes, section 518.551, subdivision 10. The plan shall implement a 
state-administered administrative process that i§. simple, streamlined, informal. uniform throughout the state, and 
accessible to parties without counsel no later than l!!!y.L. 1994. 

Sec. 59. [PURPOSE.] 

The purpose of the amendment to MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 518.64, subdivision b. paragraph ll!1. dealing 
with the presumption of !. substantial change in circumstances and self-limited income. ~ to conform to Code of 
Federal Regulations, title £" section 303.8(d)(2). 

Sec. 60. [REPEALER.] 

ill Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.979, is repealed, 

ill Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.37. is repealed. 

Sec. 61. [EFFECTIVE DATE; APPLICATION.] 

W Except as otherwise provided in this section. this act is effective August L 1993. 

ill Sections 8 to 14 and 56 to 58 are effective h!!y.1. 1993. 

!£l Sections ~ £b. and 33 !2l2!Y. to child support and medical support orders entered or modified on or after the 
effective date. 

@ Sections ~ ~ and ~ paragraph D21. ~ effective August .1. 1993, and !2l2!Y. to crimes committed on or after 
that date. 

@ Sections 36 and 37 are effective January.1. 1994." 
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Delete the title and insert 

"A bill for an act relating to human services; modifying provisions dealing with the administration, computation, 
and enforcement of child support; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, 
subdivision 2; 214.101, subdivision 1; 256.87, subdivisions I, la, 3, and 5; 256.978; 256.979, by adding subdivisions; 
256.9791, subdivisions 3 and 4; 257.66, subdivision 3; 257.67, subdivision 3; 349A.08, subdivision 8; 484.74, subdivision 
I, as amended; 484.76, subdivision I, as amended; 518.14; 518.171, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, and by adding 
a subdivision; 518.24; 518.54, subdivision 4; 518.551, subdivisions 1, 5, Sb, 7, 10, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 
518.57, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 518.611, subdivision 4; 518.613, subdivision 1; 518.64~ subdivisions 
1~ 2~ 5~ and 6; 548.09, subdivision 1; 548.091, subdivisions 1a and 3a; 588.20; 609.375, subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 256; and 518; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 256,979; 
and 609.37." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: JIM FARRELL, DAVE BISHOP AND THOMAS PUGH. 

Senate Conferees: RICHARD J. COHEN~ EMBER D. REICHGOTr AND DAVID L. KNUTSON. 

Farrell moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1042 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1042, A bill for an act relating to human services; modifying provisions dealing with the administration, 
computation, and enforcement of child support; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
136A.121, subdivision 2; 214.101, subdivision 1; 256.87, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and 5; 256.978; 256.979, by adding 
subdivisions; 256.9791, subdivisions 3 and 4; 257.66, subdivision 3; 257.67, subdivision 3; 349A.08, subdivision 8; 
518.14; 518.171, subdivisions 1,2,3,4,6,7,8,10, and by adding a subdivision; 518.24; 518.54, subdivision 4; 518.551, 
subdivisions 1, 5, 5b, 7, 10, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 518.57, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
518.611,subdivision 4; 518.613, subdivision 1; 518.64, subdivisions 1,2,5, and 6; 519.11; 548.09, subdivision 1; 548.091, 
subdivisions la and 3a; 588,20; 595.02~ subdivision 1; and 609.375~ subdivisions 1 and 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 256; and 518; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 256.979; and 609.37. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage, 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 5 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dawkins HW1tley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Anderson, I. Dehler Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vickerman 
Anderson, R. Debnont Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Asch- Dempsey Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rukavina Walbnan 
Battaglia Dom Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Sarna Weaver 
Bauerly Erhardt Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Seagren Wejcman 
Beard Evans Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Welle 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Wenzel 
Bertram Garcia Kahn Mahon Orfield Skoglund Winter 
Bettermann Girard Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Wolf 
Bishop Goodno Kelley McCollum Ozment Solberg Worke 
Blatz Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pauly Steensma Workman 
Brown, C. Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Sviggum Spk. Long 
Brown, K. Gruenes Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Swenson 
Carlson Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison PerIt Tomassoni 
Carruthers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Clark Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Trimble 
Commers Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Tunheim 
Cooper Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Van Dellen 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dauner Davids Frerichs Haukoos Stamus 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 514 

A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing for passive bioremediation; providing for review of agency 
employee decisions; increasing membership of petroleum tank release compensation board; establishing a fee schedule 
of costs or criteria for evaluating reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement; modifying petroleum tank 
release cleanup fee; modifying reimbursements; modifying consultant and contractor registration requirements; 
authorizing board to delegate its reimbursement powers and duties to the commissioner of commerce; requiring a 
report; authorizing rulcmaking; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections l1SC.02, 
subdivisions 10 and 14; llSC.03, by adding subdivisions; l1SC.07, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; llSC.OB, subdivisions 1, 
2, 3, and 4; l1SC.09, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, 3c, and by adding a subdivision; and l1SClI, subdivision 1; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter lISe; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 11SC.Ol; IISC.02; 
115C.021; 115C.03; 115C.04; 115C.045; 115C.05; 115C.06; 115C.065; 115C.07; 115C.08; 115C.09; 115C.10; 115C.ll; 
and 115C.12. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 514, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. p, No. 514 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"ARTICLE 1 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115.061, is amended to read: 

115.061 [DlITY TO NOTIFY AND AVOID WATER POLLUTION.] 

.@l Except as provided in paragraph ili1. it is the duty of every person to notify the agency immediately of the 
discharge, accidental or otherwise, of any substance or material under its control which, if not recovered, may cause 
pollution of waters of the state, and the responsible person shall recover as rapidly and as thoroughly as possible such 
substance or material and take immediately such other action as may be reasonably possible to minimize or abate 
pollution of waters of the state caused thereby. 

ill Notification is not required under paragraph.@l for a discharge of five gallons or less of petroleum. as defined 
in section 11SC.02. subdivision 10. lhis paragraph does not affect the other requirements of paragraph l!!1. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section l1SC02, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [PETROLEUM.] "Petroleum" means: 

(1) gaselifte ar.e mel eil as eeal"l:ee ir. seetiel"l: 2:96.01, sL±l3eivisieRs 18 aRe 21; 
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(2) €Fl:lae ail 9F a H=aEs8n sf ECt:lde eil tftat is liEJ:l:iiEl at a temp€ratHF€ af eQ clegTees ¥aAFeR.t.eit ar.a pressure sf 14.7 
fl8L:ffi8:S fieF siCf\faf€ meR asssh:\te; ef 

(3) e9Hstiffients sf gassline ana fuel ail Hflaer eiaHse (1) aria ETHete eill:lRaeF elause (2). liquid petroleum products 
as defined in section 296.01; 

ill new and used lubricating oils; and 

ill new and used hydraulic oils used in lifts to raise motor vehicles or farm equipment and for servicing £! 
repairing motor vehicles or farm equipment. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115C.02, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd. 14. [TANK.] "Tank" means anyone or a combination of containers, vessels, and enclosures, including 
structures and appurtenances connected to them, that is, or has been, used to contain or dispense petroleum. 

"Tank" does not include: 

(1) a mobile storage tank with a capacity of 500 gallons 2!. Jess used to transport petroleum frem eRe leeaaeR te 
~ only on the person's private property and which ~ used only for home heating fuel; or 

(2) pipeline facilities, including gathering lines, regulated under the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968, United 
States Code, title 49, chapter 24, or the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Safety Act of 1979, United States Code, title 49, 
chapter 29. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section U5C.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. IPASSIVE BIOREMEDIATION.] Passive bioremediation must be used for petroleum tank cleanups 
whenever an assessment of the site determines that there is a low potential risk to public health and the environment. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section USC.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 7a. [REVIEW OF AGENCY EMPLOYEE DECISIONS.] A person aggrieved £y a decision made £y !!!l 
employee of the agency relating to the need for or implementation of !!. corrective action may seek review of the 
decision Qy the commissioner. An application for review must state with specificity the decision for which review 
~ sought, the name of the leak site, the leak number. the date the decision was made. the agency employee who made 
the decision. the ramifications of the decision. and any additional pertinent infonnation. The commissioner shall 
review the application and schedule a time, date. and place for the aggrieved person to explain the grievance and for 
the ~ employee to explain the decision under review. The commissioner shall issue a decision either sustaining 
or reversing the decision of the employee. The aggrieved person may appeal the commissioner's decision to the 
pollution control agency board in accordance with Minnesota Rules, part 7000.0500. subpart 6. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1I5C.07, is amended to read: 

l1SC.07 [PETROLEUM TANK RELEASE COMPENSATION BOARD.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The petroleum tank release compensation board consists of the commissioner 
of the pollution control agency, the commissioner of commerce, 1:\18 Ferf'eSeRtati.es one representative from the 
petroleum industry, ~ public member, and one Ferf'eSeRffif::i. e f"Fsm the HIStUaRe€ tfLal::lS~ ~ with experience 
in claims adjustment. The governor shall appoint the members lFsm tt.e H:Sl::lFtH.€e aRa peH'81el::lm H:al::lstfy of the 
board. The filling of positions FeseR ea feF iRal::lse, F€)9F€SeRtati. es, vacancies, membership terms, payment of 
compensation and expenses, and removal of members are governed by section 15.0575. The governor shall designate 
the chair of the board. 

Subd.2. [STAFF.] The comm.issioner of commerce shall provide staff to support the activities of the board at the 
board's request. 

Subd.3. [RULES.] (a) The board shall adopt rules regarding its practices and procedures, the form and procedure 
for applications for compensation from the fund, procedures for investigation of claims and specifying the costs that 
are eligible for reimbursement from the fund. 
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(b) The board may adopt emergency rules under this subdivision for one year afte.f June 41, -l-987 1993. 

(c) The Beard snell adept €m€rgeRE} THIes •• itfHR rouP mORths of May 25, 1991, ariel p€rffiilR€Rt A:lles \.ithiA Ofl€ 
) ear of May 23, 1991, elesigned ie €RSHF€ that Eests Sli:Bffiittea ie the BOafa fOF reiR'l-l3ufS€m€nt are reas8RaSie. The 
ntles shall iflel\::lae a reE}l±ir€m€flt that }3€rS0t15 tahiRg EOFFeeti. e aEH8f'1 5elieit esmpetit=i. e aids, I:lasea 8A: Hf'.it sec" iee 
Eosts, €]feept tit eiFEHfflstafle€S Ii here tr.e aeare aeteFfflifl€S that Stl€A 5eiieitatioR is Rot feasiBle. The board shall adopt 
emergency rules on competitive bidding that ~~ bid format and.€:!!!. invoice format that are consistent with each 
other and with an application for reimbursement. 

iQl The board shall adopt emergency rules under sections 14.29 and 14.385 to establish costs that are not eligible 
for reimbursement. 

ill ~ Ianuary .1. 1994, the board shall publish proposed rules establishing a fee schedule of costs or criteria for 
evaluating the reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement. The board shall adopt the rules hY Tune .1.1994. 

W ill The board may adopt rules requiring certification of environmental consultants. 

1&2. The board may adopt other rules necessary to implement this chapter. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section USCOS, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REVENUE SOURCES.] Revenue from the following sources must be deposited in the state treasury 
and credited to a petroleum tank release cleanup account in the environmental fund in the state HeaS1:lfY: 

(1) the proceeds of the fee imposed by subdivision 3; 

(2) money recovered by the state under sections USC04, USC.05, and 116.491, including administrative expenses, 
civil penalties, and money paid under an agreement, stipulation, or settlement; 

(3) interest attributable to inveshnent of money in the account; 

(4) money received by the board and agency in the form of gifts, grants other than federal grants, reimbursements, 
or appropriations from any source intended to be used for the purposes of the account; aft€l 

(S) fees charged for the operation of the tank installer certification program established under section 116.491i. and 

ill money obtained from the return of reimbursements, civil penalties, or other board action under this chapter. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section USC.OS, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [IMPOSITION OF FEE.] The board shall notify the commissioner of revenue if the unencumbered balance 
of the account falls below $2,(;)9(;),99(;) $4,000,000, and within 60 days after receiving notice from the board, the 
commissioner of revenue shall impose the fee established in subdivision 3 on the use of a tank for four calendar 
months, with payment to be submitted with each monthly distributor tax·return. 

Sec, 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section l1SCOS, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PETROLEUM TANK RELEASE CLEANUP FEE.] A petroleum tank release cleanup fee is imposed on 
the use of tanks that contain petroleum products defined in section 296.01. On products other than gasoline, the fee 
must be paid in the manner provided in section 2%.14 by the first licensed distributor receiving the product in 
Minnesota, as defined in section 296.01. When the product is gasoline, the distributor responsible for payment of the 
gasoline tax is also responsible for payment of the petroleum tank cleanup fee. The fee must be imposed as required 
under subdivision 3, at a rate of $W ~ per 1,000 gallons of petroleum products, rounded to the nearest 1,000 gallons. 
A distributor who fails to pay the fee imposed under this section is subject to the penalties provided in section 296.15. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section l1SC,OS, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EXPENDITURES.] hl Money in the account may only be spent: 

(1) to administer the petroleum tank release cleanup program established in see8eA5 113C.Qa: te 113C.IQ this 
chapterj 
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(2) for agency administrative costs under sections 116.46 to 116.50, sections 115C03 to l1SC.06, and costs of 
corrective action taken by the agency under section USC.03, including investigations; 

(3) for costs of recovering expenses of corrective actions under section 115C.04; 

(4) for training, certification, and rulemaking under sections 116.46 to 116.50; 

(5) for agency administrative costs of enforcing rules governing the construction, installatioh, operation, and closure 
of aboveground and underground petroleum storage tanks; aru:l 

(6) for r~imbursement of the harmful substance compensation account under sections 115B.26, subdivision 4; and 
11SC.08, subdivision 5~ and 

ill for administrative and staff costs ~ set .hy the board to administer the petroleum tank release program 
established in this chapter. 

ill Money in the account is appropriated to the board to make reimbursements or payments under this section. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115C.09, subdivision' 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IREIMBURSABLE COSTS.] (a) The board shall provide partial reimbursement to eligible responsible 
persons for reimbursable costs incurred after June 4, 1987. 

(b) The following costs are reimbursable for purposes of this section: 

(1) corrective action costs incurred by the responsible person and documented in a form prescribed Qy the board, 
except the costs related to the physical removal of a tank; 

(2) costs that the responsible person is legally obligated to pay as damages to third parties for bodily injury or 
property damage caused by a release if the responsible person's liability for the costs has been established by a court 
order or a consent decree; and 

(3) up to 180 days worth of interest costs, incurred after May 25, 1991, associated with the financing of corrective 
action. Interest costs are not eligible for reimbursement to the extent they exceed two percentage points above the 
adjusted prime rate charged by banks, as defined in section 270.75, subdivision 5, at the time the financing contract 
was executed. 

(c) A cost for liability to a third party is incurred by the responsible person when an order or consent decree 
establishing the liability is entered. Except as provided in this paragraph, reimbursement may not be made for costs 
of liability to third parties until all eligible corrective action costs have' been reimbursed. If a corrective action is 
expected to continue in operation for more than one year after it has been fully constructed or installed, the board 
may estimate the future expense of completing the corrective action and, after subtracting this estimate from the total 
reimbursement available under subdivision 3, reimburse the costs for liability to third parties. The total 
reimbursement may not exceed the limit set forth in subdivision 3. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115C.09, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [REIMBURSEMENTS; SUBROGATION; APPROPRIATION.] (a) The board shall reimburse a responsible 
person who is eligible tmder subdivision 2 from the accotmt for 99 p€Feeflt sf the :fJSFt=iSR sf the ts-tal reimetll'5aele 
ESStS Sf $1,999,99(;), whi€he. er is less 90 percent of the total reimbursable costs on the first $250,000 and 75 percent 
Q!!. ~ remaining costs in excess of $250,000 on a site. 

Not more than $1,000,000 may be reimbursed for costs associated with a single release, regardless of the number 
of persons eligible for reimbursement, and not more than $2,000,000 may be reimbursed for costs associated with a 
single tank facility. 

(b) A reimbursement may not be made from the account under this subdivision until the board has determined 
that the costs for which reimbursement is requested were actually incurred and were reasonable. 
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(c) A reimbursement may not be made from the account under this subdivision in response to either an initial or 
supplemental application for costs incurred after June 4, 1987, that are payable under an applicable insurance policy, 
except that if the board finds that the responsible person has made reasonable efforts to collect from an insurer and 
failed, the board shall reimburse the responsible person under this subdivision. 

(d) If the board reimburses a responsible person for costs for which the responsible person has petroleum tank 
leakage or spill insurance coverage, the board is subrogated to the rights of the responsible person with respect to 
that insurance coverage, to the extent of the reimbursement by the board. The board may request the attorney general 
to bring an action in district court against the insurer to enforce the board's subrogation rights. Acceptance by a 
responsible person of reimbursement constitutes an assignment by the responsible person to the board of any rights 
of the responsible person with respect to any insurance coverage applicable to the costs that are reimbursed. 
Nohvithstanding this paragraph, the board may instead request a return of the reimbursement under subdivision 5 
and may employ against the responsible party the remedies provided in that subdivision, except where the board has 
knowingly provided reimbursement because the responsible person was denied coverage by the insurer. 

(e) Money in the account is appropriated to the board to make reimbursements under this section. A 
reimbursement to a state agency must be credited to the appropriation account or accounts from which the reimbursed 
costs were paid. 

(f) The board shall reduce the amount of reimbursement to be made under this section if it finds that the 
responsible person has not complied -with ~ provision of this chapter, a rule Q[ order issued under this chapter, or 
one or more of the following requirements: 

(1) at the time of the release the tank was in substantial compliance with state and federal rules and regulations 
applicable to the tank, including rules or regulations relating to financial responsibility; 

(2) the agency was given notice of the release as required by section 115.061; 

(3) the responsible person, to the extent possible, fully cooperated with the agency in responding to the release; and 

(4) if the responsible person is an operator, the person exercised due care with regard to operation of the tank, 
including maintaining inventory control procedures. 

(g) The reimbursement shall be reduced as much as 100 percent for failure by the responsible person to comply 
with the requirements in paragraph (f), clauses (1) to (4). In determining the amount of the reimbursement reduction, 
the board shall consider: 

(1) the likely environmental impact of the noncompliance; 

(2) whether the noncompliance was negligent, knowing, or willful; 

(3) the deterrent effect of the award reduction on other tank owners and operators; and 

(4) the amount of reimbursement reduction recommended by the commissioner. 

(h) A Fesp8flsible person may assign the right to receive reimbursement to each lender, who advanced funds to 
pay the costs of the corrective action, or to each contractor, or consultant who provided corrective action services. 
An assignment must be made by filing with the board a document, in a form prescribed by the board, indicating the 
identity of the responsible person, the identity of the assignee, the dollar amount of the assignmentL and the location 
of the corrective action. An assignment signed by the responsible person is valid unless terminated by filing a 
termination with the board, in a form prescribed by the board, which must include the written concurrence of the 
assignee. The board shall maintain an index of assignments filed under this paragraph. The board shall pay the 
reimbursement to the responsible person and to one or more assignees by a multiparty check. The board has no 
liability to a responsible person for a payment under an assignment meeting the requirements of this paragraph. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115C09, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [ELIGIBILITY OF OTHER PERSONS.] Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions 1 to 3, the board 
shall provide full reimbursement to a person who has taken corrective action if the board QI commissioner of 
commerce determines that: 

(1) the person took the corrective action in response to a request or order of the commissioner made under this 
chapter; 
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(2) the commissioner has determined that the person was not a responsible person under section 115C.02; and 

(3) the costs for which reimbursement is reque~ted were actually incurred and were reasonable. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section l1SC.09, subdivision 3c, is amended to read: 

Subd, 3c. [RELEASE AT REFINERIES AND TANK FACILITIES NOT ELIGIBLE FOR REIMBURSEMENT,] 
Notvvithstanding other provisions of subdivisions 1 to 3b, a reimbursement may not be made under this section for 
costs associated with a release: 

(1) from a tank located at a petroleum refinery; or 

(2) from a tank facility, including a pipeline terminal, with more than 1,000,000 gallons of total petroleum storage 
capacity at the tank facility. 

Clause ill does not ~ to reimbursement for costs associated with ~ release from ~ tank facility owned 2!. 
operated Qy ~ person engaged in the business of mining iron are 2!. taconite. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115C.09, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2.:. [INSUFFICIENT FUNDS.] The board may" not approve an application for reimbursement if there are 
insufficient funds available to .Pi!Y the reimbursement. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115C.09, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 10, [DELEGATION OF BOARD'S POWERS,] The board may delegate to the commissioner of commerce its 
powers and duties under this section. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section llSC.ll, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IREGISTRATION.] (a) All consultants and contractors must register with the board in order to 
participate in the petroleum tank release cleanup program. 

(b) The board must maintain a list of all registered consultants and a list of all registered contractors including an 
identification of the services offered. 

(c) An applicant who applies for reimbursement must use a registered consultant and contractor in order to be 
eligible for reimbursement. 

(d) The commissioner must inform any person who notifies the agency of a release under section 115.061 that the 
person must use a registered consultant or contractor to qualify for reimbursement and that a list of registered 
consultants and contractors is available from the board. 

(e) Work performed by an unregistered consultant or contractor is ineligible for reimbursement. 

(f) Work performed by a consultant or contractor prior to being removed from the registration list may be 
reimbursed by the board. 

fgl If the information in an application for registration becomes inaccurate or incomplete in ~ material respect, 
the registered consultant or contractor must promptly file a corrected application with the board. 

ill Registration is effective on the date a complete application is received Qy the board. The board may reimburse 
the cost of work performed Qy an unregistered contractor if the contractor performed the work within 30 days of the 
effective date of registration. 

Sec, 18, [l1SC.12] [APPEAL OF REIMBURSEMENT DETERMINATION,] 

ill A person may ~ to the board within 90 days after notice of !!. reimbursement determination made Wlder 
section l1SC.09 Qy submitting a written notice setting forth the specific basis for the appeal. 
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hl The board's decision must be based on the written record and written arguments and submissions unless the 
board determines that oral argument is necessary to aid the board in its decision making. Any written submissions 
must be delivered to the board at least 15 days before the meeting at which the ~ will be heard. Any request 
for the presentation of oral argument must be in writing and submitted along with the notice of appeal. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1161.07, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [NOTICE REQUIREMENT.] An e" ner er lessee ef an} real "reperty, er A person a<ling "it .. lIle 
ali:-ERsFi1:) sf an eWAer Sf lessee, who installs or repairs agricultural drainage tile SR that f'rspeFfy shall be relieved 
of liability as provided in subdivision 1 only if that Oli, ReF, lessee SF stReF peFsSR aetiRg li. itA: atltA:sFit"j Rstifies tRe 
aesigRatea ageRt sf tPte 8 .. ReF SF opeFatsf sf tfte pipeline sf fr.e iftteftHoR to iRstall 8f fepaiF dmiRage tile SR tRe 
f3FOpeFf} at least seveR da)s 1gefofe tRat work E8fllfi'leRees. ,hl. 8"<\ReF 8F 8perate! of a pipeliRe sRaIl pfo.iae to tRe 
eSI:iRf} a1:lditof of eaeR eOl±flty ift whiER fuat pipeliRe is loeatecl tRe Rame, address aRa f3RoRe fH:lmbeF 8f the iRclh icltlal 
to •• Rom R8Hee sRaIl 1ge gi. eft as pFoT/ided iR tRis sH19ai. isioR. Notiee is effeetive if maae iR .0 FiHRg 19Y eertinea mail 
to this aesigFlatea ageFlt of fue O'h'fl:ef 8F epeFatoF of the J3ipelu.e person gives oral 2!: written notice to the One Call 
Excavation Notice System in compliance with section 216D.04. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2160.01, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [EXCAVATION.] "Excavation" means an activity that moves, removes, or otherwise disturbs the soil by 
use of a motor, engine, hydraulic or pneumatically powered tool, or machine-powered equipment of any kind, or by 
explosives. Excavation does not include: 

(1) the FepaiF OF iftstallatisR 8f agrieHlh;lfai araiRage tile fOF WiliER Rotiee has 1geeR gi. eFt as pFoviElea a) seetioR 
1161.97, sl:i19aivisioFt 2, 

~ the extraction of minerals; 

fJ1 ill the opening of a grave in a cemetery; 

t41 ill normal, maintenanc~ of roads and streets if the maintenance does not change the original grade and does 
not involve the road ditch; 

f§1 ill plowing, cultivating, planting, harvesting, and similar operations in connection with growing crops, trees, 
and shrubs, unless any of these activities disturbs the soil to a depth of 18 inches or more; 

(6) lanaseapiRg OF ill gardening unless ORe of the eetl. ities it disturbs the soil to a depth of 12 inches or more; or 

(7) 1§l planting of windbreaks, shelterbelts, and tree plantations, unless any of these activities disturbs the soil to 
a depth of 18 inches or more. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2160.04, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE OF EXCAVATION REQUIRED; CONTENTS.] (a) Except In an emergency, an excavator 
OF laRa sHP/eyoF shall and a land surveyor may contact the notification center and provide an excavation or location 
notice at least 48 hours before beginning any excavation or boundary survey, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and 
holidays. An excavation or boundary survey begins, for purposes of this requirement, the first time excavation· or 
a boundary survey occurs in an area that was not previously identified by the excavator or land surveyor in an 
excavation or boundary survey notice. 

(b) The excavation or boundary survey notice may be oral or written, and must contain the following information: 

(1) the name of the individual providing the excavation or boundary survey notice; 

(2) the precise location of the proposed area of excavation or boundary survey; 

(3) the name, address, and telephone number of the excavator or land surveyor or excavator's or land surveyor's 
company; 
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(4) the excavator's or land surveyor's field telephone number, if one is available; 

(5) the type and the extent of the proposed excavation or boundary survey work; 

(6) whether or not the discharge of explosives is anticipated; and 

(7) the date and time when excavation or boundary survey is to commence. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299J.06, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. ITERMS; COMPENSATION; REMOVAL] The terms, compensation, and removal of members are 
governed by section 15.0575. The EOl:H1Eil €JEpires OR Jl:Ht€ 30, 1993. 

Sec. 23. [PRIORITIES FOR CLEANUP; REPORT.] 

The commissioner of the pollution control agency shall determine whether. and based on what criteria, a priority 
. list should be established for the purposes of accomplishing more efficient cleanups of petroleum tank releases under 

Minnesota Statutes, chapter l1SC. The commissioner shall consider the experience with the list of priorities 
established under Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 11SS.17. subdivision l1. including the criteria for establishing that 
list in the statute and in rules adopted under the statute and ~ other criteria the commissioner determines 
appropriate, and whether a similar list of priorities is appropriate for petroleum tank cleanups. If the commissioner 
determines a priority list is appropriate, the commissioner, £y January ~ 1994, shall recommend proposed legislation 
to the environment and natural resources committees of the legislature to govern establishment of the list and the 
criteria for establishing priorities for cleanup. 

Sec. 24. [PHASE-IN PROCEDURE.] 

In approving applications for reimbursement under Minnesota Statutes, chapter lISe, the petroleum tank release 
compensation board shall ensure that: 

ill the difference between the total amount of reimbursements approved Qy the board in fiscal year 1995 and the 
funds available to ~ the reimbursements as of Tune ~ 1995, h. at least 30 percent less than the difference between 
the total amount of reimbursements approved £y the board as of Tune Mh 1993. and the funds available to f§Y the 
reimbursements as of that date; and 

ill the difference between the total amount of reimbursements approved Qy the board in fiscal year 1996 and the 
funds available to ~ the reimbursements as of Tune ~ 1996, ~ at least 70 percent less than the difference between 
the total amount of reimbursements approved J2y the board as of Tune ~ 1993, and the funds available to f§Y the 
reimbursements as of that date. 

Sec. 2S. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$678.000 in fiscal year 1994 and $618,000 in fiscal year 1995 is appropriated from the petroleum tank release cleanup 
account in the environmental fund to the commissioner of commerce for providing staff support to the petroleum tank 
release compensation board under Minnesota Statutes. section lISC07. subdivision 2. 

Sec. 26. [REPEALER.] 

Mirmesota Statutes 1992, sections l1SCOl; l1SC02; l1SC021; l1SC03; l1SC04; l1SC04S; l1SCOS; l1SC.06; 
11SC06S; 11SC07; IISCOS; 11SC09; llSC.to; lISC.ll; and 11SC12, are repealed effective tune ;ill. 2000. 

Sec. 27. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

The amendment to Minnesota Statutes, section 115C.09, subdivision ~ paragraph ful £y this article is effective for 
corrective actions begun on or after September L. 1993. Section 14 ~ effective for applications for reimbursement 
received 1!v. the petroleum tank release compensation board .Q!l and after l!:!!v. .L. 1993. Section 2. h. effective 
b!!v..1.1993. Section 15 is effective l!!!y.1.1997. The remainder of this article!§. effective August .1.1993. 
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ARTICLE 2 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115E.03, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [SPECIFIC PREPAREDNESS.] The following persons shall comply with the specific requirements of 
subdivisions 3 and 4 and section 115E.04: 

(1) persons who own or operate a vessel that is constructed or adapted to carry, or that carried, oil or hazardous 
substances in bulk as cargo or cargo residue; 

(2) reFSSf\S ,me 8't;"R Sf epefate aHEIEs SF eaPgB Raile! fsHiRg steel, trallSrsfting aft a leFage ffl£lRtftl.y aggfega-te tetal 
sf ffi8f€ tRw. 100,900 galleftS 8£ ail Sf ha~afaetiS s~stan€e as Eafge iR ~4iRReseta; 

t31 persons who own or operate railroad car rolling stock transporting an aggregate total of more than 100,000 
gallons of oil or hazardous substance as cargo in Minnesota in any calendar month; 

f41 .@l persons who own or operate facilities containing ~ 1,000,000 gallons or more of oil or hazardous 
substance in tank storage at any time; . 

t§.) ill persons who own or operate facilities where there is transfer of an average monthly aggregate total of more 
than ~ 1,000,000 gallons of oil or hazardous substances to or from vessels, tanks, rolling stock, or pipelines, 
except for facilities where the primary transfer activity is the retail sales of motor fuels; 

(6t ill persons who own or operate hazardous liquid pipeline facilities through which more than 100,000 gallons 
of oil or hazardous substance is transported in any calendar month; and .--; 

f7t i§l persons required to demonstrate preparedness under section 115E,05, 

Sec. 2, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115E.04, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [REVIEW OF PREVENTION AND RESPONSE PLAN.] (a) !:. person required to show specific 
preparedness under section 115E.03, subdivision b. must submit a copy of the prevention and response plan ft9:l:lst ae 
si:lBft'lfttea to any of the commissioners who request it and to an official of a political subdivision with appropriate 
jurisdiction upon the official's request, or the plan and equipment and material named in the plan may be examined 
upon the request of an authorized agent of a commissioner or officiaL 

(b) Upon the request of one or more of the commissioners, a person shall demonstrate the adequacy of prevention 
and response plans and preparedness measures by conducting announced or unannounced drills, calling persons and 
organizations named in a prevention and response plan and verifying roles and capabilities, locating and testing 
response equipment, questioning response personnel, or other means that in the judgment of the requesting 
commissioner demonstrate prep.aredness, Before requesting an unannounced drill, the requesting commissioner shall 
notify the other commissioners that a drill will be requested and invite them to participate in or witness the drilL 
If an unannounced drill is conducted to the satisfaction of the commissioners, the person conducting the drill may 
not be required to conduct an additional unannounced drill in the same calendar year. 

Sec. 3. [115E.045] [RESPONSE PLANS FOR TRUCKS AND CERTAIN TANK FACILITlES.] 

Subdivision 1. [RESPONSE PLAN FOR TRUCKS.]1cl!!y Tune 1,. 1994, i! person who ~ or operates trucks or 
~ trailer rolling stock transporting an average monthly aggregate total of !!!Q!!;, than 10,000 gallons of oil or 
hazardous substances as bulk cargo in this state shall prepare and maintain So prevention and response plan in 
accordance with this subdivision. The plan must include: 

ill the name and business and nonbusiness telephone numbers of the individual .Q!. individuals having full 
authority to implement response action; 

ill the telephone number of the local emergency response organizations. as defined in section 299K.Ol, subdivision 
*.!! the organizations cannot be reached Qy calling 911; 

ill ~ description of the ~ of rolling stock and the maximum potential discharge that could Q£9!r from the 
equipment; 
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ill the telephone number of the single answering point system established under section 115£.09; 

.illl the telephone number of ~ individual or company with adequate personnel and equipment available to 
respond to ! discharge, along with evidence that the individual or company and the individual responsible for 
preparing the plan have made arrangements for such response; 

ill! description of the training that the ~ or operator's truck or cargo trailer operators have received in 
handling hazardous materials and the emergency response information available in the vehicle; and 

ill a description of the action that will be taken Qy ~ truck or cargo trailer ~ 2!. operator in response to .!!. 
discharge. 

ill The response plan must be retained on file at the person's principal place of business. 

Subd. 2. [RESPONSE PLAN FOR TANK FACILITIES WITH BETWEEN 10,000 AND 1,000,000 GALLONS OF 
STORAGE.].!ill.!!Y Tune .1.1994, £. person who owns or operates a facility that stores more than 10,000 gallons but less 
than 1,000,000 gallons of oil or hazardous substances shall prepare and maintain a prevention and response plan in 
accordance with this subdivision. The abbreviated plan must include: 

ill the name and business and nonbusiness telephone numbers of the individual Q!: individuals having full 
authority to implement response action: 

ill the telephone number of the local emergency response organizations, as defined in section 299K.01. subdivision 
~ if the organizations cannot be reached £y calling 911; 

ill a description of the facility, tank capacities, spill prevention and secondary containment measures at the facility, 
and the maximum potential discharge that could ~ at the facility; 

ill the telephone number of the single answering point system established under section 115E.09; 

.@l documentation that adequate persOlUlel and equipment will be available to respond to a discharge, along with 
evidence that prearrangements for such response have been madej 

@a description of the training employees at the facility receive' in handling hazardous materials and in emergency 
response information: and 

ill a description of the action that will be taken !!y the facility ~ or operator in response to a discharge . 

.!lD. The response plan must be retained on file at the person's principal place of business. 

Subd.1. [NOTICE OF PLAN COMPLETION.].=i person required to prepare a response plan under this section 
shall notify the commissioner of public safety when the plan has been completed. Upon request, the person shall 
provide!.£QP.Y of the plan to the commissioner of the pollution control agency. 

Subd. 1" [AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS EXEMPT.] This section does not i!EE!Y to agricultural chemicals, as 
defined in section 18D.0J. subdivision ~ that ~ subject to chapter 18B or 18C. 

Sec. 4. [115E.061] [RESPONDER IMMUNITY; OIL DISCHARGES.] 

1ill.!!. person identified in section 115E.06, paragraph .@1. who is rendering assistance in response to a discharge 
of oill! not liable for damages that result from actions taken .2!. failed to be taken in the ~ of rendering care. 
assistance, .Q!. advice in accordance with the national contingency plan under the Oil Pollution Act of 1990. Q!: ~ 
directed!u: the federal on-scene coordinator. the commissioner of the pollution control agency. the commissioner of 
agriculture. the commissioner of natural resources. or the commissioner of public safety. 

ill Paragraph ill does not i!PPhc. 

ill to a responsible person under chapter 115B or 115C: 

ill with ~ to personal ~ or wrongful death; .Q!. 

ill il the person rendering assistance is grossly negligent or engages in willful misconduct. 
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Sec.S. [l1SE.ll] [DISPOSITION OF PENALTIES.] 

Penalties collected for violations of this chapter or section 115,061 that are related to discharges or threatened 
discharges of petroleum must be deposited in the state treasury and credited to the petroleum tank release cleanup 
account. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299A.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1. [LONG-TERM OVERSIGHT; TRANSITION.} When £-. regional hazardous materials response team has 
completed its response to an incident the commissioner shall notify the commissioner of the pollution control agency, 
which !§. responsible for assessing environmental damage caused !zy the incident and providing oversight of 
monitoring and remediation of that damage from the time the response team has completed its activities. 

Sec. 7. [APPROPRIATION.] 

..@l $100,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $118,500 in fiscal year 1995 ~ appropriated from the petroleum tank release 
cleanup account in the environmental fund to the commissioner of the pollution control agency for the purposes of 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115E . 

.DU Of the amounts appropriated from the environmental fund to the commissioner of the pollution control agency 
for the biennium ending Tune ~ 1995, $195,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $235,000 in fiscal year 1995 is available for the 
purposes of Minnesota S~atutes, chapter l1SE. " 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing for passive bioremediation; providing for review of agency 
employee decisions; increasing membership of petroleum tank release compensation board; establishing a fee schedule 
of costs or criteria for evaluating reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement; modifying petroleum tank 
release cleanup fee; modifying reimbursements; modifying consultant and contractor registration requirements; 
authorizing board to delegate its reimbursement powers and duties to the commissioner of commerce; requiring a 
report; authorizing rulemaking; notice of drain tile installation; petroleum tank release compensation board 
membership; liability of responder to oil discharges; oil spill response plans; assessment _of damages; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 115.061; l1SC02, subdivisions 10 and 14; USC.03, by adding 
subdivisions; l1SC07; 115COB, subdivisions I, 2, 3, and 4; 115C.09, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, 3c, and by adding 
subdivisions; 115Cll, subdivision 1; l1SE.03, subdivision 2; I1SE.04, subdivision 4; 1161.07, subdivision 2; 216D.01, 
subdivision 5; 216D.04, subdivision 1; 299A.50, by adding a subdivision; and 299J.06, subdivision 4; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115C; and l1SE; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections U5C01; 
l1SC02; l1SC02I; l1SC03; l1SC04; l1SC04S; l1SCOS; l1SC06; IISC06S; l1SC07; l1SC08; l1SC09; l1SCI0; l1SCll; 
and l1SCI2." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: WALLY SPARBY, VIRGIL J. JOHNSON AND LOREN JENNINGS. 

Senate Conferees: STEVEN G. NOVAK, STEVE;"\; MORSE AND STEVE DILLE. 

Jennings moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 514 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 514, A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing for passive bioremediation; providing for 
review of agency employee deciSions; increasing membership of petroleum tank release compensation board; 
establishing a fee schedule of costs or criteria for evaluating reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement; 
modifying petroleum tank release cleanup fee; modifying reimbursements; modifying consultant and contractor 
registration requirements; authorizing board to delegate its reimbursement powers and duties to the commissioner 
of commerce; requiring a report; authorizing rulemaking; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 115C.02, subdivisions 10 and 14; l1SC03, by adding subdivisions; l1SC07, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; l1SCOB, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, and 4; 11SC09, subdivisions I, 3, 3a, 3c, and by adding a subdivision; and IISC.ll, subdivision 
1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter l1SC; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
l1SC01; l1SC02; lISC021; l1SC03; l1SC04; l1SC04S; l1SCOS; l1SC06; l1SC06S; l1SC07; l1SC08; l1SC09; l1SCI0; 
l1SCll; and l1SCI2. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 113 yeas and 17 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Nelson Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, I. Davids Holsten Krueger Ness Radosovich Vickerman 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Lasley Olson, E. Rukavina Walhnan 
Asch Delmont Huntley Leppik Olson, K. Sarna Weaver 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Onnen Seagren Welle 
Bauerly Dom Jaros Limmer Opatz S('khon Wenzel 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Osthoff Simoneau Winter 
Bertram Evans Jennings Laurey Ostrom Skoglund Wolf 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Ozment Solberg Worke 
Bishop Frerichs Jolmson, R. Lynch Pauly Stanius Workman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Pawlenty Steensma Spk. Long 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis Mahon Pelowski Sviggum 
Brown, K. Goodno Kelley Molnau Peterson Swenson 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso Morrison Pugh Tomassoni 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Mosel Reding Tompkins 
Clark Gutknecht Knickerbocker Munger Rest Tunheim 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Murphy Rhodes Van Dellen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bergson Hausman McGuire Olson, M. Perlt Wagenius 
Commers Klinzing Milbert Orenstein Smith Wejcman 
Greiling McCollum Neary Orfield Trimble 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 429: 

Jacobs, Osthoff and Gruenes. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam. Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1325, A bill for an act relating to housing; modifying the definition of dwelling for smoke detection 
devices; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F .362, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Brown, c., moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1325 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 
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H. F. No. 1325, A bill for an act relating to housing; modifying the definition of dwelling for smoke detection 
devices; regulating claims; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.362, subdivision 1, and by adding a 
subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Hausman Krinkic Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, L Davids Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dam Jaros Lirruner Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Walbnan 
Bettermann Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brovvrt, C. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned; as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 639, A bill for an act relating to insurance; Medicare supplement; regulating coverages; conforming state 
law to federal requirements; making technical changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 62A.31, 
subdivisions 1, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 62A.315; 62A.316; 62A.318; 62A.36, subdivision 1; 62A.39; 62A,436; 
and 62A,44, subdivision 2; Laws 1992, chapter 554, article 1, section 18. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Asch moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 639 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 639, A bill for an act relating to insurance; Medicare supplement; regulating coverages; conforming state 
law to federal requirements; making technical changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 62A.31, 
subdivisions 1, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 62A.315; 62A.316; 62A.318; 62A.36, subdivision 1; 62A.39; 62A,436; 
and 62A.44, subdivision 2; Laws 1992, chapter 554, article 1, section 18. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 3 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rhodes Van Delien 
Anderson, 1. Delmont Htmtley Lieder Ness Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickennan 
Asch Darn Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Battaglia Erhardt Jefferson Laurey Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bauerly Evans Jennings Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Beard Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Bergson Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Bettermann Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Bishop Girard Kahn Mariani Ostrom Smith Winter 
Blatz Goodno Kalis McCollum Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Carlson Greiling Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Perlt Swenson 
Commers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tomassoni 
Cooper Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Dauner Hausman Krinkie Mmphy Reding Trimble 
Davids Holsten Lasley Neary Rest Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bertram Brown, C. Olson, K. 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1247, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; establishing automobile theft prevention program and 
creating board; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

McGuire moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1247 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1247, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; establishing automobile theft prevention program and 
creating board; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 74 yeas and 57 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, L Bertram Carruthers Dempsey Greenfield Jefferson Kelso 
Anderson, R. Bishop Clark Dom Greiling Johnson, A. Kinkel 
Asch Brown, C. Cooper Erhardt Gutknecht Johnson, R. Knickerbocker 
Battaglia Brown, K. Davids Evans Hausman Kahn Lasley 
Bauedy Carlson Delmont Garcia Jaros Kelley Leppik 
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Laurey Mucphy Pauly Rice Solberg Wagenius Wolf 
Luther Orenstein Perlt Rukavina Swenson Weaver Worke 
Mahon Orfield Pugh Sekhon Tomassoni Wejcman Spk. Long 
McGuire Osthoff Reding Simoneau Trimble Welle 
Milbert Ostrom Rest Skoglund Tunheim Wenzel 
Morrison Ozment Rhodes Smith Vellenga Winter 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Frerichs Jacobs Limmer Neary Pelowski Vickerman 
Bergson Girard Jennings Lindner Nelson Peterson Waltman 
Bettermann Goodno Jolmson, v. Lvnch Ness Radosovich Workman 
Blatz Gruenes Kalis Macklin Olson, E. Seagren 
Commers Hasskamp Klinzing Mariani Olson, K. Stanius 
Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer McCollum Olson, M. Steensma 
Dawkins Holsten Krinkie Molnau OIU1en Sviggum 
Dehler Hugoson Krueger Mosel Opatz Tompkins 
Farrell Huntley Lieder Munger Pawlenty Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1138, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; changing eligibility and participation requirements for 
certain rural finance authority programs; authorizing an application fee; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
418.03, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 418.039, subdivision 2; and 418.042, subdivision 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mosel moved that the House COncur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1138 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1138, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; changing eligibility and participation requirements for 
certain rural finance authority programs; authorizing an application fee; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 418.03, subdivision I, and by adding a subdivision; 41B.039, subdivision 2; and 41B.042, 
subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 1 nay as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bettermann Cooper Farrell Hasskamp Jennings Klinzing 
Anderson, 1 Bishop Davids Frerichs Haukoos Johnson, A. Knickerbocker 
Anderson, R. 'Blatz Dawkins Garcia Hausman Johnson, R. Koppendrayer 
Asch Brown, C. Dehler Girard Holsten Johnson, V. Krinkie 
Battaglia Brown, K. Delmont Goodno Hugoson Kahn Krueger 
Bauerly Carlson Dempsey Greenfield Huntley Kalis Lasley 
Beard Carruthers Dom Greiling Jacobs Kelley Leppik 
Bergson Clark Erhardt Gruenes Jaros Kelso Lieder 
Bertram Comrners Evans Gutknecht Jefferson Kinkel Limmer 
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Lindner Molnau Olson, M. PerIt Seagren Tomassoni Welle 
Laufey Morrison Onnen Peterson Sekhon Tompkins Wenzel 
Luther Mosel Opatz Pugh Simoneau Trimble Winter 
Lvnch Munger Orenstein Reding Skoglund Tunheim Wolf 
Macklin Murphy Orfield Rest Smith Van Dellen Warke 
Mahon Neary Ostrom Rhodes Solberg Vellenga Workman 
Mariani Nelson Ozment Rice Stanius Vickerman Spk. Long 
McCollum Ness Pauly Radosovich Steensma Wagenius 
McGuire Ots'on, E. Pawlenty Rukavina Sviggum Weaver 
Milbert Olson, K. Pelowski Sarna Swenson Wejcman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Osthoff 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1060, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making technical changes in eligibility for certain rural 
finance authority loan programs; authorizing an ethanol development program; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 41B.02, subdivisions 7, 12, 14, 15, and by adding subdivisions; 41B.03, subdivision 
3; 41B.04, subdivision 9, and by adding a subdivision; and 41C.05, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 418. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Mosel moved that the House concUr in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1060 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1060, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; making technical changes in eligibility for certain rural 
finance authority loan programs; authorizing an ethanol development program; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 41B.02, subdivisions 7,12,14, IS, and by adding subdivisions; 418.03, subdivision 
3; 41B.04, subdivision 9, and by adding a subdivision; 41B.14; and 41C.05, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 41H. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Brown, C. Dempsey Gutknecht Johnson, R. Lasley McGuire 
Anderson, 1. Brown, K. Dom Hasskamp Johnson, V. Leppik Milbert 
Anderson, R. Carlson Erhardt Haukoos Kahn Lieder Molnau 
Asch Carruthers Evans Hausman Kalis Limmer Morrison 
Battaglia Clark Farrell Holsten Kelley Lindner Mosel 
Bauerly Commers Frerichs Hugoson Kelso Lourey Munger 
Beard Cooper Garcia Huntley Kinkel Luther Murphy 
Bergson Dauner Girard Jacobs Klinzing Lynch Neary 
Bertram Davids Goodno Jaros Knickerbocker Macklin Nelson 
BeUermann Dawkins Greenfield Jefferson Koppendrayer Mahon Ness 
Bishop Dehler Greiling Jennings Krinkie Mariani Olson, E. 
Blatz Delmont Gruenes Johnson, A. Krueger McCollum Olson, K 
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Olson, M. Ozment Reding Seagren Steensma Van Delien Welle 
Onnen Pauly Rest Sekhon" Sviggum Vellenga Wenzel 
Opatz Pawlenty Rhodes Simoneau Swenson Vickennan Winter 
Orenstein Pelowski Rice Skoglund Tomassoni Wagenius Wolf 
Orfield PerIt Rodosovich Smith Tompkins Walbnan Worke 
Osthoff Peterson Rukavina Solberg Trimble Weaver Workman 
Ostrom Pugh Sarna Stanius Tunheim Wejcman Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1107, A bill for an act relating to waters; establishing a small craft harbors program for Lake Superior; 
stating powers and duties of the commissioner of natural resources and local authorities in respect thereto; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 86A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Huntley moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1107 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1107, A bill for an act relating to waters; establishing a safe harbors program for Lake Superior; stating 
powers and duties of the commissioner of natural resources and local authorities in respect thereto; requiring the 
department of natural resources to recommend methods for control of Eurasian water milfoil in White Bear lake; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 86A. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 113 yeas and 17 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Debnont Jacobs Lieder Olson, K. Rukavina Vellenga 
Asch Dempsey Jaros Lourey Onnen Sarna Wagenius 
Battaglia Dom Jefferson Luther Opatz Seagren Waltman 
Bauerly Erhardt Jennings Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Weaver 
Beard Evans Johnson, A Mahon Orfield Simoneau Wejcman 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Welle 
Bettermann Garda Johnson, V. McCollum Ostrom Smith Wenzel 
Bishop Goodno Kahn McGuire Ozment Solberg Winter 
Blatz Greenfield Kalis Milbert Pauly Stanius Wolf 
Brown, C. Greiling Kelley Molnau Pelowski Steensma Worke 
Brown, K. Gruenes Kelso Morrison Perlt Sviggum Spk. Long 
Carlson Gutknecht Kinkel Mosel Peterson Swenson 
Clark Hasskamp Klinzing Murphy Pugh Tomassoni 
Cooper Haukoos Knickerbocker Neary Reding Tompkins 
Dauner Holsten Krueger Nelson Rest Trimble 
Dawkins Hugoson Lasley Ness Rhodes Tunheim 
Dehler Huntley Leppik Olson, E. Rodosovich Van Dellen 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, R. 
Bergson 

Carruthers 
Commers 
Davids 

Frerichs 
Girard 
Koppendrayer 

Krinkie 
Limmer 
Lindner 

Macklin 
Olson, M. 
Pawlenty 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

Vickerman 
Workman 

[60TH DAY 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1486, A bill for an act relating to libraries; requiring the metropolitan council to conduct a study of 
metropolitan area libraries and library systems and report to the legislature. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Trimble moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1486 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1486, A bill for an act relating to libraries; requiring the metropolitan cOWlcil to conduct a study of 
metropolitan area libraries and library systems and report to the legislature. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 74 yeas and 55 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dom Jefferson Lieder Opatz RuIcavina Tunheim 
Anderson, R Evans Jolmson, A Lourey Orenstein Sarna Vellenga 
Battaglia Farrell Jolmson, R Mariani Orfield Sekhon Wagenius 
Beard Garda Kahn McCollum Ostrom Simoneau Wejcman 
Bertram Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Skoglund Welle 
Brown, K. Greiling Kelso Munger Pauly Solberg Wenzel 
Carlson Hasskamp Kinkel Murphy Pelowski Steensma Winter 
Clark Holsten Klinzing Neary Peterson Swenson Spk. Long 
Cooper Huntley Knickerbocker Nelson Reding Tomassoni 
Dauner Jacobs Krueger Olson, E. Rest Tompkins 
Dawkins Jaros Leppik Olson, K. Rhodes Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Davids Gruenes Krinkie Milbert Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Asch Dehler Gutknecht Lasley Molnau Perlt Vickerman 
Bauerly Delmont Haukoos Limmer Morrison Pugh Walbnan 
Bergson Dempsey Hugoson Lindner Mosel Rice Weaver 
Bettermann Erhardt Jennings Luther Ness Seagren Wolf 
Blatz Frerichs Jolmson, V. Lynch Olson, M. Smith Worke 
Carruthers Girard Kalis Macklin Onnen Stanius Workman 
Commers Goodno Koppendrayer Mahon Osthoff Sviggum 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 10, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing a youth apprenticeship program; appropriating 
money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Bauerly moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 10 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 10, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing a comprehensive youth apprenticeship system; 
appropriating money; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126B. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 1 nay as 
foHows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tornassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Neary Reeling Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dam Jaros Limmer Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, M Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Onnen Sama Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown,K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Conuners Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Swenson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

McCollum 

Th~ bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Reports of Standing Conuruttees. 
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REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES 

Anderson, 1., from the Committee on Rules and Legi~lative Administration to which was referred: 

S. F. No. 553, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Minneapolis and St. Paul teacher retirement fund associations; 
providing additional funding from various sources; assessing active and retired members for certain teacher retirement 
fund associations supplemental administrative expenses; modifying certain post retirement adjustments; authorizing 
contributions by the city of Minneapolis; appropriating money; authorizing certain tax levies by special school district 
No, 1; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3S4A.12, subdivisions 2, 2a, and by adding subdivisions; and Laws 
1959, chapter 462, section 3, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354A; 
repealing Laws 1987, chapter 372, article 3, section 1. 

Reported the same back with the following amendments: 

Page 1, after line 17, insert: 

"Section 1. [1l5A.542] [COMPOSTING PROJECTS.] 

The director shall award grants to optimize operations at mixed municipal solid waste composting facilities owned 
Qy multi-county project boards. Before awarding a grant under this section, the director must approve a facility 
optimization plan submitted Qy the multi-county project board. The plan must include .e. financial and technical 
feasibility analysis." 

Page 4, delete lines 5 to 16 and insert: 

"Subd.3a. [SPECIAL DIRECT STATE AID TO ST. PAUL TEACHERS RETIREMEl\'T FUND ASSOCIATION.] ill 
The state shall £ill: to the St. Paul teachers retirement fund association $500,000 in fiscal year 1994 . .!!~ the intention 
of the legislature, subject to later appropriation, that in fiscal year 1995 and each year thereafter, $500,000, increased 
in the ~ proportion that the general education revenue formula allowance under section 124A22, subdivision b. 
is increased in that fiscal year ~ the 1994 allowance, be paid to the St. Paul teacher's retirement fund association. 

ill The direct ~.illf! ~ payable October 1. The commissioner of finance shall ~ the direct state aid, The 
amount required under this subdivision is appropriated to the commissioner of finance," 

Page 4, line 34, delete everything after the period 

Page 4, delete lines 35 and 36 

Page 5, delete line 1 

Page 5, line Z, delete "fiscal years." and insert "ll i§. the intention of the legislature, subject to later appropriation. 
that in fiscal year 1995 and each year thereafter. $Z,500,OOO. increased in the ~ proportion that the general 
education revenue formula allowance under section 124A.ZZ, subdivision b. is increased in that fiscal year ~ the 
1994 allowance. be paid to the Mirmeapolis teachers retirement fund association." 

Page 5, line 10, delete "~" and after "year" insert "1994" 

Page 5, line 16, delete "annually" 

Page 10, after line 36, insert: 

"Sec. 11. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$1,500,000 in the first year of the biennium ending hme 2Q.1995, is appropriated from the general fund to the office 
of waste management for grants under section 1. Any unencumbered balance remaining after the first year shall be 
available in the second year of the biennium." 

Page 11, line 4, delete ".2t. ~ and 10" and insert ".2t. ill lh and 12" 

Page 11, line 5, delete "£ and Z" and insert "z and j!" 

Page 11, line 8, delete "1" and insert ",;;." 
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Page 11, line 9, delete ".2." and insert "z" 
Page 11, line 10, delete u§." and insert "2" 

Delete the title and insert: 

SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1993 4399 

"A bill for an act relating to the operation of state and local government; providing for certain waste management 
grants; changing Minneapolis and st. Paul teacher retirement fund associations benefit conditions; providing additional 
funding from various sources; assessing active and retired members for certain teacher retirement fund associations 
supplemental administrative expenses; modifying certain post retirement adjustments; authorizing contributions by 
the city of Minneapolis; appropriating money; authorizing certain tax levies by special school district No.1; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 354A.12, subdivisions 2, 2a, and by adding subdivisions; and Laws 1959, chapter 
462, section 3, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters lISA; and 354A; repealing 
Laws 1987, chapter 372, article 3, section 1." 

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass. 

The report was adopted. 

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 553 was read for the second time. 

Anderson, I., moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 9:00 a,m., Monday, May 17, 1993. The 
motion prevailed. 

Anderson, 1., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 531, A bill for an act relating to housing; requiring owner to furnish atenant with a copy of a written 
lease; requiring disclosure of inspection and condemnation orders; modifying procedure for tenant file disclosure by 
tenant screening services; modifying definitions; requiring reports; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 504.29, by adding a subdivision; 504.30, subdivisions 1, 3, and 4; 504.33, subdivisions 3, 5, and 7; 504.34, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; and 566.18, subdivisions 2 and 7; Laws 1989, chapter 328, article 2, section 17, subdivision 1; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 504; repealing Laws 1989, chapter 328, article 2, sections 
18 and 19, 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1585, A bill for an act relating to crime; imposing penalties for a variety of firearms-related offenses; 
expanding forfeiture provisions; revising and increasing penalties for stalking, harassment, and domestic abuse 
offenses; providing for improved training, investigatioq. and enforcement of these laws; increasing penalties for and 
making revisions to certain controlled substance offenses; increasing penalties for crimes committed by groups; 
increasing penalties and improving enforcement of arson and related crimes; making certain changes to restitution 
and other crime victim laws; revising laws relating to law enforcement agencies, and state and local corrections 
agencies; requiring certain counties to establish pretrial diversion programs; revising and increasing penalties for a 
variety of other criminal laws; clarifying certain provisions for the new felony sentencing system; making technical 
corrections to sentencing statutes; regulating crimes in certain shopping areas; making knowing transfer of HIV virus 
a felony; increasing parental liability; limiting right to refuse blood testing; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes ]992, sections 8.]6, subdivision 1; 13.87, subdivision 2; 16B.08, subdivision 7; 127.03, subdivision 3; ]44.765; 
144A.04, subdivisions 4 and 6; ]44A.ll, subdivision 3a; 144B.08, subdivision 3; 152.01, by adding a subdivision; 
152.021, subdivision 3; 152.022, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 152.023, subdivisions 2 and 3; 152.024, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
152.025, subdivision 3; 152.026; 152.0971, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 152.0972, subdivision 1; 
152.0973, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 152.0974; 152.18, subdivision 1; 168.346; 169.121, subdivision 
3a; 169.222, subdivisions 1 and 6; 169.64, subdivision 3; 169.98, subdivision la; 214.10, by adding subdivisions; 238.16, 
subdivision 2; 241.09; 241.26, subdivision 5; 241.67, subdivision 2; 243.166, subdivision 1; 243.23, subdivision 3; 244.01, 
subdivision 8, and by adding a subdivision; 244.05, subdivisions Ib, 4, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 244.065; 
244.101; 244.14, subdivisions 2 and 3; 244.15, subdivision 1; 244.17, subdivision 3; 244.171, subdivisions 3 and 4; 
244.172, subdivisions 1 and 2; 260,185, subdivisions 1 and 1a; 260.193, subdivision 8; 260.251, subdivision 1; 299A.35, 
subdivision 2; 299C.46, by adding a subdivision; 299D.03, subdivision 1; 299D,06; 299F.04, by adding a subdivision; 
299F.8]5, subdivision 1; 388.23, subdivision 1; 390.11, by adding a subdivision; 390.32, by adding a subdivision; 401.02, 
subdivision 4; 473.386, by adding a subdivision; 480.0591, subdivision 6; 480.30; 485.018, subdivision 5; 518B.Ol, 
subdivisions 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, and 14; 540.18, subdivision 1; 541.15; 609.02, subdivision 6; 609.0341, subdivision 1; 609.035; 
609.05, subdivision 1; 609.06; 609,101, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 609.11; 609.135, subdivisions I, la, and 2; 609.1352, 
subdivision 1; 609.14, subdivision 1; 609.15, subdivision 2; 609.152, subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.175, subdivision 2, and 
by adding a subdivision; 609.184, subdivision 2; 609.196; 609.224, subdivision 2; 609.229, subdivision 3; 609.251; 
609.341, subdivisions 10, 17, 18, and ]9; 609.344, subdivision 1; 609.345, subdivision 1; 609.346, subdivisions 2, 2b, and 
5; 609.3461; 609.378, subdivision 1; 609.494; 609.495; 609.505; 609.531, subdivision 1; 609.5314, subdivision 1; 609.562; 
609.563, subdivision 1; 609.576, subdivision 1; 609.582, subdivision 1a; 609.585; 609.605, subdivision 1, and by adding 
a subdivision; 609.66, subdivisions 1, la, and by adding subdivisions; 609.67, subdivisions 1 and 2; 609.686; 609.71; 
609.713, subdivision 1; 609.746, by adding a subdivision; 609.748, subdivisions I, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, and by adding 
subdivisions; 609.79, subdivision 1; 609.795, subdivision 1; 609.856, subdivision 1; 609.891, subdivision 2; 609.902, 
subdivision 4; 611A.02, subdivision 2; 611A.031; 61lA.0315; 611A.04, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 611A.06, subdivision 1; 61lA.52, subdivisions 5, 8, and 9; 611A.57, subdivisions 2, 3, and 5; 611A.66; 
624.711; 624.712, subdivisions 5, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 624.713; 624.7131, subdivisions 1,4, and 10; 624.7132; 
626.05, subdivision 2; 626.13; 626.556, subdivision 10; 626.8451, subdivision la; 626A.05, subdivision 1; 626A.06, 
subdivisions 4, 5, and 6; 626A.I0, subdivision 1; 626A.ll, subdivision 1; 628.26; 629.291, subdivision 1; 629.34, 
subdivision 1; 629.341, subdivision 1; 629.342, subdivision 2; 629.72; 631.046, subdivision 1; 631.41; and 641.14; Laws 
1991, chapter 279, section 41; Laws 1992, chapter 571, article 7, section 13, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 121; 152; 169; 174; 242; 260; 401; 473; 593; 609; 611A; and 624; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 152.0973, subdivision 4; 214.10, subdivisions 4, 5, 6, and 7; 241.25; 609.02, subdivisions 12 and 
13; 609.131, subdivision la; 609.605, subdivision 3; 609.746, subdivisions 2 and 3; 609.747; 609.79, subdivision 1a; 
609.795, subdivision 2; 611A.57, subdivision 1; and 629.40, subdivision 5. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 1368, A bill for an act relating to the environment; imposing criminal penalties for knowing violations of 
air pollution requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.671, subdivisions 9 and 12. 
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The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Messrs. Chandler, Merriam and Knutson. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Orfield moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the hvo houses on S, F. No. 1368. The motion prevailed. 

The following Conference Conunittee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1178 

A bill for an act relating to health; implementing reconunendations of the Minnesota health care commission; 
defining and regulating integrated service networks; requiring regulation of all health care services not provided 
through integrated service networks; establishing data reporting and collection requirements; establishing other cost 
containment measures; providing for classification of certain tax data; permitting expedited rulemaking; requiring 
certain studies; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.732, 
subdivision 1; 43A.317, subdivision 5; 60A.02, subdivision la; 62A.021, subdivision 1; 62A.65; 62E.02, subdivision 23; 
62E.I0, subdivisions 1 and 3; 62£.11, subdivision 12; 62J.03, subdivisions 6, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 62J.04, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 62).05, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 62).09, 
subdivisions 2, 5, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 62].15, subdivision 1; 62J.17, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 62).23, by adding a subdivision; 62).30, subdivisions 1, 6, 7, and 8; 62).32, subdivision 4; 62).33; 62).34, 
subdivision 2; 62L.02, subdivisions 16, 19, 26, and 27; 62L.03, subdivisions 3 and 4; 62L.04, subdivision 1; 62L.05, 
subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 6; 62L.08, subdivisions 4 and 8; 62L.09, subdivision 1; 62L.11, subdivision 1; 136A.1355, 
subdivisions 1,3,4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.1356, subdivisions 2, 4, and 5; 136A.1357; 137.38, subdivisions 
2,3, and 4; 137.39, subdivisions 2 and 3; 137.40, subdivision 3; 144.147, subdivision 4; 144.1484, subdivisions 1 and 
2; 144.335, by adding a subdivision; 144.581, subdivision 2; 151.47, subdivision 1; 214.16, subdivision 3; 256.9351, 
subdivision 3; 256.9352, subdivision 3; 256.9353; 256.9354, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5; 256.9356, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
256.9357, subdivision 1; 256.9657, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.04, subdivision 1; 256B.057, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 2a; 256B.0625, subdivision 13; 256D.03, subdivision 3; 270B.01, subdivision 8; 295.50, 
subdivisions 3, 4, 7, 14, and by adding subdivisions; 295.51, subdivision 1; 295.52, by adding subdivisions; 295.53, 
subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 295.54; 295.55, subdivision 4; 295.57; 295.58; 295.59; Laws 1990, chapter 
591, article 4, section 9; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B; 43A; 62A; 62); 136A; 144; 
151; 256; and 295; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62N; and 620; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 62).15, subdivision 2; 62).17, subdivisions 4, 5, and 6; 62).29; 62L.09, subdivision 2; 295.50, 
subdivision 10; and 295.51, subdivision 2; Laws 1992, chapter 549, article 9, section 19, subdivision 2. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 15, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1178, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
reconunend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 1178 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 
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"ARTICLE 1 

INTEGRATED SERVICE NETWORKS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .§.: [IMPLEMENTATION PLAN.l.@}The commissioner, in consultation with the commission, shall develop 
and submit to the legislature and the governor .£y Ianuary B. 1994, ~ detailed implementation plan, including 
proposed rules and legislation, to implement the cost containment plan recommended.!2.y the conunission as described 
in the summary report of the commission issued on January ~ 1993, as further modified b::. this act. The goal of the 
implementation plan must be to allow integrated service netvvorks to form beginning l.!!..b:: L. 1994, and to begin ~ 
phased-in implementation of an all-payer system ~ ~ Mo-year period beginning b:!!y L 1994. 

ill To ~!!. wide range of choices for purchasers, consumers, and providers, the rules and legislation must 
encourage and facilitate the formation of locally controlled integrated service networks, in addition to networks 
sponsored Qy statewide health plan companies. 

hl Financial solvency, net worth, and reserve requirements for integrated service networks must facilitate the 
formation of new networks, including networks sponsored Qy providers, employers, community organizations, local 
governments, and other locally based organizations, while protecting enrollees from undue risk of financial insolvency. 
The rules and legislation shall authorize alternative financial solvency, net worth, and reserve requirements for 
networks sponsored Qy providers that are based 2!l the operational capacity, facilities, personneL and financial 
capability to provide the services that .li has contracted to provide to enrollees during the term of the contract 
provided the requirements are based on sound actuarial, financiaL and accounting principles. The criteria for allowing 
integrated service networks and participating providers and health ~ providing entities 12. satisfy financial 
requirements through alternative means may authorize consideration of: 

ill the level of services to be provided Qy !!. provider relative to its existing service capacity: 

ill the provider's debt ratingj 

ill certification Qy an independent consulting actuaryj 

ill the availability of allocated or restricted fundsj 

@ net worth; 

ill the availability of letters of credit: 

ill the taxing authority of the entity or governmental sponsor; 

i§l net revenuesj 

f2l accounts receivablej 

.llQl the number of providers under contract; 

illl indebtedness; and 

.Q1l other factors the commissioner may reasonably establish to measure the ability of the provider or health care 
providing entity to provide the level of services. 

@ The implementation plan may include !!. requirement that an integrated service network may not contract for 
management services with !!. separate entity unless: 

ill the contract complies with section 62D.19: and 

ill if the management contract exceeds five percent of gross revenues of the integrated service network. provisions 
requiring holdbacks or other risk related provisions must be no ~ favorable to the separate entity under the 
management contract than comparable terms contained in any contract between the integrated service network and 
any health care providing entity or provider. 
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ill The implementation plan must include technical assistance and financial assistance to promote the creation of 
locally controlled networks to serve rural areas and special populations. The commissioner and the commission shall 
consider including in the implementation plan the establishment of ~ management cooperative that will provide 
planning, organization, administration, billing, ~ and support services to integrated service networks that ~ 
members of the cooperative. 

ill The implementation plan must address problems of provider recruitment and retention in rural ~ Rules 
and legislation must be designed to improve the ability of rural communities to maintain an effective local delivery 
system. 

W The implementation plan must include ~ method to create ~ option for health ~ providers and health care 
plans who meet 2!. fall below the limits set !2.y the commissioner under section 621.04 to obtain ~ waiver from the 
applicability of the all-payer rules. 

ill In developing the implementation plan. the commissioner and the commission shall consider medical 
malpractice liability in terms of an entity operating an integrated service netvvork and possible medical malpractice 
committed £y its employees and make recommendations on !!.!.!X. statutory changes that may be necessary. The 
commissioner may also consider whether a network and its participating entities should be allowed to reallocate 
between themselves the risk of malpractice liability. 

ill The implementation plan must identify the entities to whom an integrated service network may provide health 
care services, and persons or methods through, whom 2!. which an integrated service network may offer or sell its 
services. 

ill The implementation plan may consider the obligations that an integrated service network should have to the 
comprehenSive health association established under section 62E.10. If obligations are to be required of an integrated 
service network the implementation plan may provide for a phase-in of the assessments under section 62E.11. The 
implementation plan should clearly ~ the rights and duties of integrated service networks with respect to the 
comprehenSive health association. 

ill In developing the implementation plan, the commissioner and the commission shall consider how enrollees 
should be protected in the event of the insolvency of a network. how prospective enrollees should be informed of the 
consequences to enrollees of an insolvency, and the fonn of the hold harmless clause that must be contained in every 
network enrollee contract. 

ill In developing the implementation plan, the commissioner and the commission shall consider the liquidation, 
rehabilitation, and conservation procedures that would be appropriate for networks. 

1.!!!l The rules and legislation must include provisions authorizing integrated service networks to bear the risk of 
providing coverage either !2.y retaining the risk or !2.y transferring all or part of the risk Qy purchasing reinsurance or 
other appropriate methods. 

M The implementation plan must recommend the solvency requirements appropriate for a netvvork, including net 
worth and deposit requirements, ~ reduced or phased-in net worth or deposit requirements that might be 
appropriate for new networks, government-sponsored networks, networks that use accredited capitated providers, 
Q£ that have other particular features that provide a rationale for adjusting the solvency requirements. 

M The commissioner shall determine the possible relationships between providers and integrated service networks, 
including requirements for the contractual relationships that may be required in order to ensure flexible arrangements 
between integrated service networks and providers. 

Sec. 2. [62N.Ol] [CITATION AND PURPOSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CITATION.] Sections 62N.01 to 62N.24 may be cited as the "Minnesota integrated service network 
act." 

Subd. b. [PURPOSE.] Sections 62N.01 to 62N.24 allow the creation of integrated service networks that will be 
responsible for arranging for or delivering a full array of health ~ services, from routine primary and preventive 
care through acute inpatient hospital care, to!!. defined population for !!. fixed price from a purchaser. 
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Each integrated service network is accountable to keep its total revenues within the limit of growth set Qy the 
commissioner of health under section 62N .05, subdivision ~ clause ill Integrated service networks can be formed 
£y health care providers, health maintenance organizations. insurance companies, employers, or other organizations. 
Competition between integrated service networks on the ~ and price of health ~ services is encouraged. 

Sec. 3. [62N.02] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICATION.] The definitions in this section ~ to sections 621.04, subdivision ~ and 62N.0l 
to 62N.24. 

Subd. b. [ACCREDITEDCAPITATED PROVIDER.] .. 'Accredited capitated provider" means a financially responsible 
health care providing entity paid Qy a network on a capitated basis. 

Subd.l [COMMISSION.] "Commission" means the health care commission established under section 621.05. 

Subd.1: [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commissioner of health or the commissioner's designated 
representative. 

Subd. ~ [ENROLLEE.] "Enrollee" means an individual; including a member of a g!:Q!::!£L to whom ~ network is 
obligated to provide health services under this chapter. 

Subd. §., [HEALTH CARE PROVIDING ENTITY.] "Health care providing entity" means a participating entity that 
. provides health care to enrollees through an integrated service network. 

Subd,6a. [HEALTH CARRIER.] "Health carrier" has the meaning given in section 62A.OlL 

Subd. Z:.. [HEALTH PLAN.] "Health plan" ~~ health plan as defined in section 62A.Oll or coverage Qy£!l 
integrated service network. 

Subd . .§.: [INTEGRATED SERVICE NETWORK.] "Integrated service network" ~ ~ formal arrangement 
permitted .2.Y. this chapter and licensed Qy the commissioner for providing health services under this chapter to 
enrollees for a fixed payment ~ time period. 

Subd . .2:. [NETWORK.] "Network" means an integrated service network as defined in this section. 

Subd.lO. IPARTICIPATING ENTITY,] "Participating entity" means a health care providing entity. a risk-bearing 
entity. 2!.!!!!. entity providing other services through an integrated service network. 

Subd.!1. [PRICE.} "Price" means the actual amount of money paid, after discounts or other adjushnents,!2y the 
person 2!. organization ~ money to buy health care coverage and health care services. "Price" does not mean 
the cost or costs incurred Qy a network or other entity to provide health care services to individuals. 

Subd.12. [RISK-BEARING ENTITY.] "Risk-bearing entity" means an entity that participates in an integrated service 
network so as to bear allQ!:. part of the risk of loss. "Risk-bearing entity" includes an entity that provides reinsurance. 
stop-loss. excess-of-loss, and similar coverage. 

Sec. 4. [62N.03] [APPLICABILITY OF OTHER LAW.] 

Chapters 60A. 60B. 6OG, 61A, 61B. 62A, 62C, 620, 62E, 62H. 62L. 62M, and 64B do not, except as expressly provided 
in this chapter or in those other chapters, ~ to integrated service netw'orks, or to entities otherwise subject to those 
chapters, with respect to participation Qy those entities in integrated service networks. Chapters 72A and 72C ~ 
to integrated service networks, except as otherwise expressly provided in this chapter. 

Integrated servlce networks are in "the business of insurance" for purposes of the federal McCarren-Ferguson Act. 
United States Code, title ~ section 1012, are "domestic insurance companies" for purposes of the federal Bankruptcy 
Reform Act of 1978, United States Code. title 11. section 109, and are "insurance" for purposes of the federal Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act, United States Code, title ~ section 1144, 

Sec. 5. [62N.04] [REGULATION.] 

Integrated service networks are under the supervision of the commissioner I who shall enforce this chapter. The 
commissioner has, with respect to this chapter, all enforcement and rulemaking powers available to the commissioner 
under section 62D,17. 
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Sec. 6. [62N.OS] [RULES GOVERNING INTEGRATED SERVICE NETWORKS.] 

Subdivision 1. [RULES.] The commissioner, in consultation with the commission, may adopt emergency and 
permanent rules to establish more detailed requirements governing integrated service networks in accordance with 
this chapter. 

Subd. b. [REQUIREMENTS.] The commissioner shall include in the rules requirements that will ~ that the 
annual rate of growth of ~ integrated service network's aggregate total revenues received from purchasers and 
enrollees, after adjustments for changes in population size and risk, does not exceed the growth limit established in 
section 621.04. A network's aggregate total revenues for purposes of these growth limits are net of the contributions, 
surcharges, taxes, and assessments listed in section 62P.04, subdivision b. that the network ~ The commissioner 
may include in the rules the following: 

ill requirements for licensure, including a fee for initial application and !!!!:. annual fee for renewal; 

ill quality standards; 

ill requirements for availability and comprehensiveness of services; 

ill requirements regarding the defined population to be served Qy £!! integrated service network; 

ill requirements for open enrollment; 

ill provisions for incentives for networks to accept as enrollees individuals who have high risks for needing health 
care services and individuals and groups with special needs; 

0. prohibitions against disenrolling individuals or ~ with high risks Q£ special n~-edsi 

ill requirements that an integrated service network provide to its enrollees information on coverage, including ill!Y 
limitations on coverage, deductibles and copayments, optional services available and the price Q£ prices of those 
services, any restrictions on emergency services and services provided outside of the network's service area, ill!Y 
responsibilities enrollees have, and describing how!!!!:. enrollee can use the network's enrollee complaint resolution 
system; 

m requirements for financial solvency and stability; 

i!.Ql ~ deposit requirement 

i!1l financial reporting and examination requirements; 

i.11llimits on copayments and deductibles; 

@ mechanisms to prevent and remedy unfair competition; 

M provisions to reduce or eliminate undesirable barriers to the formation of new integrated service networks; 

@ requirements for maintenance and reporting of information on costs, prices, revenues, volume of services, and 
outcomes and quality of services; 

f1§l a provision allowing an integrated service network to set credentialing standards for practitioners employed 
Qv. or under contract with the network; 

@ a requirement that an integrated service network employ or contract with practitioners and other health care 
providers, and 'minimum requirements for those contracts if the commissioner deems requirements to be necessary 
to ensure that each network will be able to control expenditures and revenues or to· protect enrollees and potential 
enrollees; 

.llID. provisions regarding liability for medical malpractice; 

f12.L provisions regarding permissible and impermissible underwriting criteria applicable to the standard set of 
benefitsj 
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Q.Ql a method or methods to facilitate -and encourage appropriate provision of services Qy midlevel practitioners 
and pharmacists: 

@ ~ method or methods to assure that !ill integrated service networks are subject to the .§.!!},£ regulatory 
requirements. All health carriers, including health maintenance organizations, insurers, and nonprofit health service 
plan corporations shall be regulated under the same rules, to the extent that the health carrier ~ operating an 
integrated service network or is a participating entity in an integrated service network; 

(22) provisions for appropriate risk adjusters or other methods to prevent or compensate for adverse selection of 
enrollees into or out of an integrated service network; and 

@ rules prescribing standard measures and methods .hy which integrated service netvvorks shall determine and 
disclose their prices, copayments, dedudibles, out-of-pocket limits, enrollee satisfaction levels, and anticipated loss 
ratios. 

Subd.}, [CRITERIA FOR RULEMAKING.]lli [APPLICABILITY.] The commissioner shall adopt rules governing 
integrated service networks based on the criteria and objectives specified in this subdivision. 

ill [COMPETITION.] The rules must encourage and facilitate competition through the collection and distribution 
of reliable information on the cost, prices, and ~ of each integrated service netvvork in ..§!. manner that allows 
comparisons betw-een networks. 

1:.9 [FLEXIBILITY.] The rules must allow significant flexibility in the structure and organization of integrated service 
networks. The rules must allow, and facilitate the formation of networks Qy providers, employers, and other 
organizations, in addition to health carriers, 

@[EXPANDING ACCESS AND COVERAGE.] The rules must be designed to expand access to health care services 
and coverage for all Minnesotans, including individuals and groups who have preexisting health conditions, who 
represent a higher risk of requiring treatment. who, require translation or other special services to facilitate treahnent, 
who face social or cultural barriers to obtaining health care, Q!: who for other ~ face barriers to access to health 
care and coverage. Enrollment standards must ensure that high risk and special needs populations will be included 
and growth limits and payment systems must be designed-to provide incentives for networks to enroll even the most 
challenging and costly groups and populations. The rules must be consistent with the principles of health insurance 
reform that are reflected in Laws 1992, chapter 549. 

hl [ABILITY TO BEAR FINANCIAL RISK.] The rules must allow .i! variety of options for integrated service 
networks to demonstrate their ability to bear the financial risk of serving their enrollees, to facilitate diversity and 
innovation and the ~ into the market of ~ networks. The rules must allow the phasing in of reserve 
requirements and other requirements relating to financial solvency. 

ill. [PARTICIPATION OF PROVIDERS.] The rules must not require providers to participate in an integrated service 
network and must allow providers to participate in more than Q!!£ network and to ~ both patients who are 
covered .£v. an integrated service network and patients who are not. The rules must allow significant flexibility for 
an integrated service network and providers to define and negotiate the terms and conditions of provider 
participation. The rules must encourage and facilitate the participation of midlevel practitioners, allied health ~ 
practitioners, and pharmacists, and eliminate inappropriate barriers to their participation. The rules must encourage 
and facilitate the participation of disproportionate share providers in integrated service networks and eliminate 
inappropriate barriers to this participation. 

igl [RURAL COMMUNITIES.] The rules must permit ..§!. variety of forms of integrated service networks to be 
developed in rural areas in response to the needs, preferences, and conditions of rural communities, utilizing to the 
greatest extent possible current existing health care providers and hospitals. 

ill [LIMITS ON GROWTH.] The rules must include provisions to enable the commissioner to enforce the limits 
on growth in health care total revenues for each integrated service network and for the entire system of integrated 
service networks. 

ill [STANDARD BENEFIT SET.] The commission shall make recommendations to the commissioner regarding a 
standard benefit set. 
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ill ICONFLICT OF INTEREST.] The rules shall include provisions the commissioner deems necessary and 
appropriate to address integrated service netvvorks' and participating providers' relationship to section 621.23 or other 
laws relating to provider conflicts of interest. 

Sec. 7. [62N.06] [AUTHORIZED ENTITIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZED ENTITIES.] .@l An integrated service network may be organized as ~ separate 
nonprofit corporation under chapter 317 A or as a cooperative under chapter 308A. 

1hl. A nonprofit health carrier, as defined in section 62A.Oll, may establish and operate one or ~ integrated 
service networks without forming a separate corporation or cooperative, but only if. all of the following conditions 
are met: 

ill ~ contract between the health carrier and il health care provider, for il term of less than seven years, that ~ 
executed before Tune .h 1993, does not bind the health carrier or provider as applied to integrated service netvvork 
services, except with the mutual consent of the health carrier and provider entered into on or after Tune L.1993. This 
clause does not.!!PE.1Y to contracts betvveen a health carrier and its salaried employees: 

@ the health carrier shall not.!!PE.1Y toward the net worth, working capital, 2!. deposit requirements of this chapter 
any assets used to satisfy net worth, working capitaL deposit. or other financial reguirements under il!!V. other chapter 
of Minnesota law; 

iliil the health carrier shall not include in its premiums for health coverage provided under ~ other chapter of 
Minnesota law, an assessment or surcharge relating to net worth, working capitaL or deposit requirements imposed 
upon the integrated service network under this chapter; and 

..liYl the health carrier shall not include in its premiums for integrated service network coverage under this chapter 
an assessment or surcharge relating to net worth working capital or deposit requirements imposed upon health 
coverage offered under any other chapter of MiIIDesota law. 

Subd. b [SEPARATE ACCOUNTING REQUIRED.] Any entity operating one or more integrated service networks 
shall maintain separate accounting and record keeping procedures, acceptable to the commissioner, for each integrated 
service network. 

Subd. ~ [GOVERNMENTAL SUBDIVISION.] Ii political subdivision may establish and operate iill integrated 
service network directly, without forming a separate entity. Unless otherwise specified, a network authorized under 
this subdivision must comply with all other provisions governing networks. 

Sec. 8. [62N.065] [ADMINISTRATIVE COST CONTAINMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [UNREASONABLE EXPENSES.} No integrated service network shall incur or ~ for any expense 
of any nature which is unreasonably high in relation to the value of the service or goods provided. The commissioner 
shall implement and enforce this section Qy rules adopted under this section. 

In an effort to achieve the stated purposes of sections 62N.Ol to 62N.22; in order to safeguard the underlying 
nonprofit status of integrated service networks; and to ensure that payment of integrated service network money to 
any person or organization results in a corresponding benefit to the integrated service network and its enrollees; when 
determining whether an integrated service network has incurred an unreasonable expense in relation to payments 
made to ~ person Q!: organization, due consideration shall be given!f!L in addition to e!!Y other appropriate factors, 
whether the officers and trustees of the integrated service network have acted with good faith and in the best interests 
of the integrated service network in entering into, and performing under, a contract under which the integrated service 
network has incurred an expense. In addition to the compliance powers under subdivision ~ the commissioner has 
standing to sue, on behalf of an integrated service network, officers or trustees of the integrated service network who 
have breached their fiduciary 4.!:!!y in entering into and performing such contracts. 

Subd. b [DATA ON CONTRACTS.] Integrated service networks shall keep On file in the offices of the integrated 
service network copies of all contracts regulated under subdivision ..L. and data on the payments. salaries, and other 
remuneration paid to for-profit firms, affiliates, or to persons for administrative expenses, service contracts, and 
management of the integrated service network, and shall make these records available to the commissioner upon 
reguest. 
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Subd.2:. [COMPLIANCE AUTHORIIY.] The commissioner may review ~ contract, arrangement, or agreement 
to determine whether it complies with the provisions contained in subdivision L The commissioner may suspend 
~ provision that does not comply with subdivision 1 and may require the integrated service network to replace 
those provisions with provisions that do comply. 

Sec. 9. [62N.07] [PURPOSE.] 

The legislature finds that previous cost contamment efforts have focused on reducmg benefits and serVlces, 
eliminating access to certain provider groups, and otherwise reducing the level of care available. Under ~ system of 
overall spending controls, these cost containment approaches wilL in the absence of controls on cost shifting, shift 
costs from the ~ to the consumer. to government programs, and to providers in the form of uncompensated care. 
The legislature further finds that the integrated service network benefit package should be designed to promote 
coordinated, cost-effective delivery of all health services an enrollee needs without cost shifting. The legislature further 
finds that affordability of health coverage is .§. high priority and that lower cost coverage options should be made 
available through the use of copayments, coinsurance, and deductibles to reduce premium costs rather than through 
the exclusion of services or providers. 

Sec. 10. [62N.075] [COVERED SERVICES.] 

ill An integrated service netvvork must provide to each person enrolled a set of appropriate and necessary health 
services. For purposes of this chapter, "appropriate and necessary" means services needed to maintain the enrollee 
in good health including as a minimum, but not limited ~ emergency care, inpatient hospital and physician care, 
outpatient health services, preventive health services. The commissioner may modify this definition to reflect changes 
in community standards, development _of practice parameters, new technology assessments, and other medical 
innovations. These services must be delivered Qy authorized practitioners acting within their scope of practice. An 
integrated service netvvork is not responsible for health services that are not appropriate and necessary. 

ill 1::. network may define benefit levels through the use of consumer cost sharing but remains financially 
accountable for the cost of the set of required health services. 

hl A network may offer any Medicare supplement, Medicare select, Q!. other Medicare-related product otherwise 
permitted for S!lY ~ of health carrier in this state. Each Medicare-related product may be offered only in full 
compliance with the requirements in chapters 62A, 62D, and 62E that ~ to that category of product. 

@ Networks must comply with all continuation and conversion of coverage requirements applicable to health 
maintenance organizations under state Q!. federal law. 

ill Networks must comply with sections 62A.047, 62A.27, and any other coverage of newborn infants, dependent 
children who do not reside with a covered person, handicapped children and dependents, and adopted children. Ii 
network providing dependent coverage must comply with section 62A.302. 

ill Networks must comply with the equal access requirements of section 62A.lS, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 11. [62N.08] [A VAILABILIlY OF SERVICES.] 

ill An integrated service network is financially responsible to provide to each person enrolled all appropriate and 
necessary health services required Qv. statute, Qy the contract of coverage, or otherwise required under sections 
62N.075 to 62N.085. 

1hl. The commissioner shall require that networks provide all appropriate and necessary health services within !!. 
reasonable geographic distance for enrollees. The commissioner may adopt rules providing .§. more detailed 
requirement, consistent with this paragraph. 

Sec. 12. [62N.085] [ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDARDIZED BENEFIT PLANS.] 

..@l The commissioner of health shall adopt permanent rules and may adopt emergency rules to establish not more 
than five standardized benefit plans which must be offered Qy integrated service networks. The plans must comply 
with the requirements of sections 62N .07 to 62N .08 and the other requirements of this chapter. The plans must ~ 
only on the basis of enrollee cost sharing and encompass a range of cost sharing options from ill lower premium costs 
combined with higher enrollee cost sharing, to ill higher premium costs combined with lower enrollee cost sharing. 
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ill The purposes of this section. "consumer cost sharing" 2!. "cost sharing" ~ copayments, dedudibles, 
coinsurance, and other out-ot-pocket expenses paid Qy the individual consumer of health care services. 

ill The commissioner shall consider whether the following principles should ~ to cost sharing in an integrated 
service network: 

ill consumers must have a wi?e choice of cost sharing arrangement; 

ill consumer cost sharing must be administratively feasible and consistent with efforts to reduce the overall 
administrative burden of the health ~ system; 

ill cost sharing must be based on income and £!!. enrollee's ability 12. I@Y for services and should not create ~ 
barrier to access to appropriate and effective services; 

ill cost sharing must be capped at a predetermined annual limit to protect individuals and families from financial 
catastrophe and to protect individuals with substantial health care needs; 

ill child health supervision services, immunizations, prenatal care, and other prevention services must not be 
subjected to cost sharing; 

1§l additional requirements for networks should be established to assist enrollees for whom an inducement in 
addition to the elimination of cost sharing is necessary in order to encourage them to use cost-effective preventive 
services. These requirements may include the provision of educational information, assistance or guidance, and 
opportunities for responsible decision making Qy enrollees that minimize potential out-of-pocket costs: 

inpatient 

Sec. 13. [62N.I0] [LICENSING.] 

Subdivision.1. [REQUIREMENTS.] All integrated service networks must be licensed Qy the commissioner. 
Licensure requirements are: 

ill the ability to be responsible for the full continuum of required health care and related costs for the defined 
population that the integrated service network will serve; 

ill the ability to satisfy standards for quality of care; 

ill financial solvency; and 

ill the ability to fully comply with this chapter and all other applicable law. 

The commissioner may adopt rules !Q. specify licensure requirements for integrated service networks in greater 
detail. consistent with this subdivision. 

Subd. I. [FEES.] Licensees shall.PIDC an initial fee and ~ renewal fee each following year to be established be the 
commissioner of health. 

Subd. ~ [LOSS OF LICENSE.] The commissioner may fine ~ licensee or suspend or revoke a license for violations 
of rules or statutes pertaining to integrated service networks., 
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Subd. 4. [PARTICIPAT~O~N~;~G~O~V~E~RN;~M~E~N~TiP~RijO~G~RAi~M~S~.~] ~~~~s~eirV~i~ce!~i~~~~a~s~!!!c~o~n~d~it~iO~n~O~f licensure~articipate in the The 
commissioner shall adopt 
with Minnesota Rules. parts 
public health care programs. 

Subd. ~ IAPPLICATION.] Each application for an integrated service network license must be in a form prescribed 
:!2.y the commissioner. 

Subd . .§" [DOCUMENTS ON FILE.] A network shall agree to retain in its files any documents specified £y the 
commissioner. A network shall permit the commissioner to examine those documents at ~ time and shall promptly 
provide copies of ~ of them to the commissioner upon reguest. 

Sec. 14. [62N.ll] [EVIDENCE OF COVERAGE.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] Every integrated service network enrollee residing in this state i§. entitled to 
evidence of coverage or contract. The integrated service network or its designated representative shall issue the 
evidence of coverage or contract. The commissioner shall adopt rules specifying the reguirements for contracts and 
evidence of coverage. "Evidence of coverage" means evidence that an enrollee is covered Qy~grQ!!£ contract issued 
tothe~ 

Subd. b. [FILING.] No evidence of coverage or contract or amendment of coverage or contract shall be issued Q! 
delivered to any individual in this state lUltil a.£QE.Y. of the form of the evidence of coverage or contract or amendment 
of coverage or contract has been filed with and approved Qy the commissioner. 

Sec. 15. [62N.12] [ENROLLEE RIGHTS.] 

The ~ ~ of the evidence of coverage and contract must contain ~ clear and complete statement of ~ 
enrollee's rights as ~ consumer. The commissioner shall adopt rules specifying enrollee rights and required 
disclosures to enrollees. 

Sec. 16. [62N.13] [ENROLLEE COMPLAINT SYSTEM.] 

Every integrated service network must establish and maintain an enrollee complaint system. including an impartial 
arbitration provision. to provide reasonable procedures for the resolution of written complaints initiated Qy enrollees 
concerning the provision of health care services. The commissioner shall adopt rules specifying requirements relating 
to enrollee complaints. 

Sec. 17. [62N.16] [UNDERWRITING AND RATING.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] Except as provided in subdivision.2t. this section applies to the standard benefit 
plans under section 62N .085 and does not ~ to additional benefits. This section does not require coverage Qy an 
integrated service network of any.8!Q!!£ 2!: individual residing outside of the network's service area. A network's 
service area.!! £! geographic service region agreed to!!y the commissioner and the network at the time of licensure. 
This section does not ~ to ~ group that the commissioner determines is organized or functions primarily to 
provide coverage to one or ~ high risk individuals. The commissioner may adopt rules specifying other ~ 
of groups to which this section does not ~ 

Subd. b. [GROUP MEMBERS.] Integrated service networks shall charge the same rate for each individual in ~ 
&!:Q!!B. except as appropriate to provide dependent or family coverage. Rates for managed care plans as described in 
section 256.9363 shall be determined through contract between the department of human services and the integrated 
service network. 

Subd. ~ [SMALL EMPLOYERS.] To provide services to employees of ~ small employer ~ defined in section 
62L.02, integrated service networks shall comply with chapter 62L. 

Sec. 18. [62N.22] [DISCLOSURE OF COMMISSIONS.] 

Before selling, or offering to selL any coverage or enrollment in an integrated service network. a person selling the 
coverage or enrollment shall disclose to the prospective purchaser the amount of !!!!y commission or other 
compensation the person will receive as ~ direct result of the sale. The disclosure may be expressed in dollars Q! ~ 
~ percentage of the premium. The amoWlt disclosed need not include ~ anticipated renewal commissions. 
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Sec. 19. [62N.23] [TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE; LOANS.] 

.@2 The commissioner shall provide technical assistance to parties interested in establishing 2!. operating !ill 
integrated service network. This shall be known ~ the integrated service network technical assistance program 
(ISNTAP). 

The technical assistance program shall offer seminars on the establishment and operation of integrated service 
networks in all regions of Minnesota. The commissioner shall advertise these seminars in local and regional 
newspapers, and attendance at these seminars shall be free. 

The commissioner shall write a guide to establishing and operating an integrated service network. The guide must 
provide basic instructions for parties wishing to establish an integrated service network. The guide must be provided 
free of charge to interested parties. The commissioner shall update this guide when appropriate. 

The commissioner shall establish a toll-free telephone line that interested parties may call to obtain assistance in 
establishing or operating an integrated service network. 

ill The commissioner, in consultation with the commission, shall provide recommendations for the creation of .§!. 

loan program that would provide loans or grants to entities forming integrated service networks or to networks less 
than one year old. The commissioner shall propose criteria for the loan program. 

Sec. 20. [62N.24] [REVIEW OF RULES.] 

The commissioner of health shall mail copies of all proposed emergency and permanent rules that are being 
promulgated under this chapter to each member of the legislative commission on health ~ ~ prior to final 
adoption Qv. the commissioner. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9657, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONL INTEGRATED SERVICE. NETWORK SURCHARGE.] 
Effective October 1, 1992, each health maintenance organization with a certificate of authority issued by the 
commissioner of health under chapter 62D and each integrated service network licensed Qv. the commissioner under 
sections 62N .01 to 62N .22 shall pay to the commissioner of human services a surcharge equal to six-tenths of one 
percent of the total premium revenues of the health maintenance organization or integrated service network as 
reported to the commissioner of health according to the schedule in subdivision 4. 

Sec. 22. [BORDER COMMUNITIES.] 

The commissioner of health shall monitor the effects of integrated service networks and the regulated all-payer 
system in communities in which a substantial proportion of health care services provided to Minnesota residents are 
provided in states bordering Minnesota and may amend the rules adopted under this article or article 2 to minimize 
effects that inhibit Minnesota residents' ability to obtain access to ~ health care. The commissioner shall report 
to the Minnesota health care commission and the legislature any effects that the commissioner intends to address Qy 
amendments to the rules adopted under this article Q£ article b. 

Sec. 23. [STUDY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR HEALTH CARRIERS FORMING INTEGRATED SERVICE 
NETWORKS.] 

The Minnesota health ~ commission shall study the desirability and appropriateness of the provisions in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 62N.06, subdivision .1. which prohibit health carriers from establishing and operating 
integrated service networks other than through a separate entity except under specified conditions. The commission 
shall report its findings, conclusions, and recommendations to the commissioner and the legislative commission on 
health ~ access h November .1.1993. It. in the development of rules and proposed legislation, the commissioner 
intends to depart from the commission's recommendations on this issue, the notification procedures in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 621.04, subdivision 1L ~ 

Sec. 24. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 23 are effective the day following final enactment, but no integrated service netw"ork may provide 
health care services prior to l.!:!.!Y..1. 1994. 
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ARTICLE 2 

REGULATED ALL-PAYER SYSTEM 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62D.042, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [BEGINNING ORGANIZATIONS.] (a) Beginning organizations shall maintain net worth of at least 8-1/3 
percent of the sum of all expenses expected to be incurred in the 12 months following the date the certificate, of 
authority is granted, or $1,500,000, whichever is greater. 

(b) After the first full calendar year of operation, organizations shall maintain net worth of at least 8-1/3 percent 
and at most 16-2/3 percent of the sum of all expenses incurred during the most recent calendar year, Sf $l,QQQ,ggg, 
-,,;hiefte. er is greater but in no case shall net worth fall below $l,DOO,OOO. 

Sec. 2. [62P.01] [REGULATED ALL-PAYER SYSTEM.] 

The regulated all-payer system established under this chapter governs all health care services that are provided 
outside of an integrated service netvvork. The regulated all-payer system i£. designed to control costs, prices, and 
utilization of all health care services not provided through an integrated service netvvork while maintaining or 
improving the .9.!!cli!Y of services. The commissioner of health shall adopt rules establishing controls within the 
system to ~ that the rate of growth in spending in the system, after adjustments for population size and risk, 
remains within the limits set Qy the commissioner under section 621.04. All providers that serve Minnesota residents 
and all health carriers that cover Minnesota residents shall comply with the reguirements and rules established under 
this chapter for all health ~ services or coverage provided to Minnesota residents. 

Sec. 3. [62P.03] [IMPLEMENTATION.] 

Wlh. Ianuary L 1994, the commissioner of health, in consultation with the Minnesota health care commission, shall 
report to the legislature recommendations for the design and, implementation of the all-payer system. The 
commissioner may ~ a consultant or other technical assistance to develop a design for the all-payer system. The 
commissioner's recommendations shall include the following: 

ill methods for controlling payments to providers such as uniform fee schedules or rate limits to be applied to all 
health plans and health care providers with independent billing rights; 

ill methods for controlling 'utilization of services such as the application of standardized utilization review criteria, 
incentives based Q!2 setting and achieving volume targets, recovery of excess spending due to overutilization, or 
required use of practice parametersj 

m methods for monitoring quality of care and mechanisms to enforce the ~ of care standards; 

ill reguirements for maintaining and reporting data on costs, prices, revenues, expenditures, utilization, ~ 
of services, and outcomes; 

ill measures to prevent or discourage adverse risk selection between the regulated all-payer system and integrated 
service networks; 

@ measures to coordinate the regulated all-payer system with integrated service networks to minimize or eliminate 
barriers to access to health care services that might otherwise result; 

ill an appeals process; 

i§l measures to encourage and facilitate appropriate use of midlevel practitioners and eliminate undesirable barriers 
to their participation in providing services; 

121 measures to assure appropriate use of technology and to manage introduction of new technology; 

f!Ql consequences to be imposed on providers whose expenditures have exceeded the limits established Qy the 
commissionerj and 
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illl restrictions on provider conflicts of interest. 

ill On l!!h .L 1994, the regulated all-payer system shall begin to be phased in with full implementation £y 
h!b::..1.1996. During the transition period, expenditure limits for health carriers shall be established in accordance with 
section .1 and, health ~ provider revenue limits shall be established in accordance with section 2:-

Sec, 4, [62P .04] [EXPENDITURE LIMITS FdR HEALTH CARRIERS,] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.l1ill. For purposes of this section, the following definitions ~ 

ill "Health carrier" has the definition provided in section 62A.Oll. 

i£l "Total expenditures" mean incurred claims or expenditures on health care services, administrative expenses, 
charitable contributions, and all other payments made Qy health carriers out of premium revenues, except taxes and 
assessments, and payments or allocations made to establish or maintain reserves, Total expenditures are eguivalent 
to the amount of total revenues minus taxes and assessments. Taxes and assessments means payments for taxes, 
contributions to the Minnesota comprehensive health association. the provider's surcharge under section 256.9657. the 
MinnesotaCare provider tax under section 295.52, assessments Qv. the health coverage reinsurance association, 
assessments !zv. the Minnesota life and health insurance guaranty association, and ~ new assessments imposed Qv. 
federal.Qf. state law, 

Subd. b. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The commissioner of health shall establish limits on the increase in total expenditures 
Qv. each health carrier for calendar years 1994 and 1995. The limits must be the same !!§. the annual rate of growth 
in health ~ spending established under section 62J.04, subdivision .1. paragraph 1..£h Health carriers that are 
affiliates may elect to meet one combined expenditure limit. 

Subd, ~ [DETERMINATION OF EXPENDITURES,] Health carriers shall submit to the commissioner of health, 
Qv.April.1.1994, for calendar year 1993, and .hyApril.1.1995, for calendar year 1994, all information the commissioner 
determines to be necessarv to implement and enforce this section. The information must be submitted in the form 
specified !zv. the commissioner. The information must include, but is not limited!2t. expenditures ~ member ~ 
month .Qf. £Q§1 ~ employee ££r. month, and detailed information on revenues and reserves. The commissioner, to 
the extent possible. shall coordinate the submittal of the information required under this section with the submittal 
of the financial data required under chapter m to minimize the administrative burden on health carriers, The 
commissioner may adjust final expenditure figures for demographic changes, risk selection, changes in basic benefits, 
and legislative initiatives that materially change health ~ costs. !!§.long as these adjusbnents are consistent with the 
methodology submitted.2Y the health carrier to the commissioner, and approved £y the conunissioner as actuarially 
justified. The methodology to be used for adjustments and the election to meet one expenditure limit for affiliated 
health carriers must be submitted to the commissioner .2Y September, .1. 1993, 

Subd, ~ [MONITORING OF RESERVES,]ll!l The commissioner of health shall monitor health carrier reserves and 
net worth as established under chapters 60A. 62C, 62D. 62H, and 64B, to ensure that savings resulting from the 
establishment of expenditure limits ~ passed .2!! to consumers in the form of lower premium rates. 

ill Health carriers shall fully reflect in the premium rates the savings generated Qy the expenditure limits and the 
health care provider revenue limits. No premium rate increase may be approved for those health carriers unless the 
health carrier establishes to the satisfaction of the commissioner of commerce or the commissioner of health, i!§. 
appropriate, that the proposed new rate would comply with this paragraph. 

Subd,2, [NOTICE.] The commissioner of health shall publish in the State Register and make available to the public 
£y l!!h.L 1995, ~ list of all health carriers that exceeded their expenditure target for the 1994 calendar year, The 
commissioner shall publish in the State Register and make available to the public QyMv..1. 1996, ! list of all health 
carriers that exceeded their combined expenditure limit for calendar years 1994 and 1995. The commissioner shall 
notify each health carrier that the commissioner has determined that the carrier exceeded its expenditure limit, at least 
30 days before publishing the ~ and shall provide each carrier with ten days to provide ~ explanation for 
exceeding the expenditure target, The commissioner shall review the explanation and may change a determination 
if the commissioner determines the explanation to be valid. 

Subd, ~ [ASSISTANCE BY THE COMMISSIONER OF COMMERCE.] The commissioner of commerce shall provide 
assistance to the commissioner of health in monitoring health carriers regulated Qy the conunissioner of commerce. 
The commissioner of commerce, in consultation with the commissioner of health, shall enforce compliance !zv. those 
health carriers, 
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Subd . .z. [ENFORCEMENT.] The commissioners of health and commerce shall enforce the reserve limits referenced 
in subdivision ~ with respect to the health carriers that each commissioner respectively regulates. Each commissioner 
shall require health carriers under the commissioner's jurisdiction to submit plans of corrective action when the 
reserve requirement is not met. Each commissioner may adopt rules necessary to enforce this section. Carriers that 
exceed the expenditure limits based on two-year average expenditure data or whose reserves exceed the limits 
referenced in subdivision 4 shall be required Qy the appropriate commissioner to ~ back the amount overspent 
through an assessment on the carrier. The appropriate commissioner may approve a different repayment method to 
take into account the carrier's financial condition. 

Sec. 5. [62P.05] [HEALTH CARE PROVIDER REVENUE LIMITS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITION.] For purposes of this section. "health ~ provider" has the definition given in 
section 621.03, subdivision 8. 

Subd. b. IESTABLISHMENT.] The commissioner of health shall establish limits on the increase in revenue for each 
health ~ provider, for calendar years 1994 and 1995. The limits must be the ~ ~ the annual rate of growth in 
health care spending established under section 621.04. subdivision Lparagraph.ili.1. The commissioner may adjust final 
revenue figures for ~ mix complexity. inpatient to outpatient conversion. ~ mix, out-of-period settlements. 
taxes. donations, grants, and legislative initiatives that materially change health ~ costs, ~ long as these adjustments 
~ consistent with the methodology submitted !2v. the health care provider to the commissioner. and approved !2v. 
the cOnurUssioner as actuarially justified. The methodology to be used for adjustments must be submitted to the 
commissioner !2v. September .1. 1993. ti health care provider's revenues for purposes of these growth limits ~ net 
of the contributions. surcharges. taxes. and assessments listed in section 62P.04. subdivision b. that the health ~ 
provider~ 

Subd. ~ [MONITORING OF REVENUE.] The commissioner of health shall monitor health care provider revenue, 
to ~ that savings resulting from the establishment of revenue limits are passed on to consumers in the form of 
lower charges. The commissioner shall monitor hospital revenue !2v. examining net patient revenue ~ adjusted 
admission. The commissioner shall monitor the revenue of physicians and other health care providers !2v. examining 
revenue ~ patient ~ year or revenue ~ encounter. !! this information is not available. the commissioner may 
enforce ~ annuallirnit Q!! the rate of growth of the provider's current fees based on the limits on the rate of growth 
established for calendar years 1994 and 1995. 

Subd . .i. [MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT.] Health ~ providers shall submit to the commissioner of 
health, in the form and at the times required!!y the commissioner. all infonnation the commissioner determines to 
be necessary to implement and enforce this section. Health care providers shall submit to audits conducted Qy, the 
commissioner. The commissioner shall regularly audit all health clinics employing Q! contracting with ~ 100 
physicians. The commissioner shall also audit, at times and in a manner that does not interfere with delivery of 
patient care. !!. sample of smaller clinics, hospitals. and other health ~ providers. Providers that exceed revenue 
limits based Q!! two-year average revenue data shall be required Qy, the commissioner to ~ back the amount 
overspent during the following calendar year. The commissioner may approve a different repayment schedule for 
! health care provider that takes into account the provider's financial condition. For those providers subject to fee 
limits established !!v. the commissioner. the commissioner may adjuSt the percentage increase in the fee schedule to 
account for changes in utilization. The commissioner may adopt rules in order to enforce this section. 

Sec. 6. [APPLICABILITY OF OTHER LAWS.] 

Except as expressly provided in rules adopted under this chapter, to the extent that a provider provides services 
in the regulated all-payer system. the provider is subject to all other statutes and rules that ~ to providers of that 
~ on the effective date of this section. including, as applicable. Minnesota Statutes. sections 621.17 and 621.23. 

Sec. 7. [STUDY OF THE TRANSmON TO AN ALL-PAYER SYSTEM.] 

The Minnesota health care commission shall study issues related to the transition to an all-payer system and shall 
report to the legislature and the governor !!v. February .1. 1994. The report must include. but ~ not limited !2t. 
recommendations to minimize ~ financial and administrative burden of an all-payer system on providers in ~ 
of the state without integrated service networks. increase the availability of integrated service networks in rural areas 
of the state. encourage the development of provider-managed integrated service nehvorks. and ensure continued 
access to necessary health care services in all areaS of the state. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 7 are effective the ~ following final enactment. 
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ARTICLE 3 

DATA COLLECTION AND COST CONTROL INITIATNES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.03, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. IGROUP PURCHASER.] "Group purchaser" means a person or organization that purchases health care 
services on behalf of an identified group of persons, regardless of whether the cost of coverage or services is paid for 
by the purchaser or by the persons receiving coverage or services, as further defined in rules adopted by the 
commissioner. "Group purchaser" includes, but is not limited to, integrated service networks; health insurance 
companies, health maintenance organizationsL nonprofit health service plan corporations, and other health plan 
companies; employee health plans offered by self-insured employers; trusts established in a collective bargaining 
agreement under the federal Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947, United States Code, title ~section 141,!:.!~ 
the Minnesota comprehensive health association; group health coverage offered by fraternal organizations, professional 
associations, or other organizations; state and federal health care programs; state and local public employee health 
plans; workers' compensation plans; and the medical component of automobile insurance coverage. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, subctivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COMPREHENSIVE IlUDGET LIMITS ON THE RATE OF GROWTH.] ill The commissioner of 
health shall set aft annualli-mi-t limits on the rate of growth of public and private spending on health care services 
for Minnesota residents", ~ provided in paragraph ill. The limit limits on growth must be set at a--le¥el- levels the 
commissioner determines to be realistic and achievable but that will slew reduce the €ttffeft't: rate of growth in health 
~ spending by at least ten percent per year usir.g tfle spefH:liRg gFe II fl.1 Fate fer 1991 as a base) ear. This limit ffl:l:lst 
Be aeRie. aBle th£sugR geea faith, eeeperati; e effsrts sf RealtR Eare €SFl:Sl:lIReFS, purehas€rs, and pFe; iaeFs for the next 
five years. The commissioner shall set limits Q!.!. growth based on available data on spending and growth trends, 
including data from &Ql!£purchasers, national data on public and private sector health care spending and cost trends, 
and trend information from other states. 

ill The commissioner shall set the following annual limits Q!!. the rate of growth of public and private' spending 
on health care services for Minnesota residents: -, 

ill for calendar year 1994, the rate of growth must not exceed the change in the regional consumer price index for 
urban consumers for calendar year 1993 plus 6.5 percentage pointsj 

ill for calendar year 1995, the rate of growth must not exceed the change in the regional consumer price index for 
urban consumers for calendar year 1994 plus 5.3 percentage points; 

ill for calendar year 1996, the rate of growth must not exceed the change in the regional consumer price index for 
urban consumers for calendar year 1995 plus 4.3 percentage points; 

ill for calendar year 1997, the rate of growth must not exceed the change in the regional consumer price index for 
urban consumers for calendar year 1996 plus 3.4 percentage pointsj and 

ill for calendar year 1998, the rate of growth must not exceed the change in the regional consumer price index for 
urban consumers for calendar year 1997 plus 2.6 percentage points. 

!f the health care financing administration forecast for the total growth in national health expenditures for ~ 
calendar year i§.lower than the rate of growth for the calendar year as specified in clauses ill to .ill1. the commissioner 
shall adopt this forecast as the growth limit for that calendar year. The commissioner shall adjust the growth limit 
set for calendar year 1995 to recover savings in health care spending reguired for the period l.!!!v.1.1993 to December 
JL. 1993. The commissioner shall publish: 

ill the projected limits in the State Register Qy April 15 of the year immediately preceding the year in which the 
limit will be effective except for the year 1993, in which the limit shall be published .£v.l!!!v.1. 1993; 

ill the quarterly change in the regional consumer price index for urban consumers; and 

ill the health care financing administration forecast for total growth in the national health care expenditures. In 
setting !!!! annual limit. the commissioner i§. exempt from the rulemaking requirements of chapter 14. The 
commissioner's decision on ~ annual limit .i§. not appealable. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [ADJUSTED GROWTH LIMITS AND ENFORCEMENT.].@.) The commissioner shall publish the final 
adjusted growth limit in the State Register Qy Ianuary 15 of the year that the expenditure limit is to be in effect. The 
adjusted limit must reflect the actual regional Consumer Price Index for urban consumers for the previous calendar 
year, and may deviate from the previously published projected growth limits to reflect differences between the actual 
regional Consumer Price Index for urban consumers and the projected Consumer Price Index for urban consumers. 
The commissioner shall report to the legislature Qy Ianuary 15 of each year on the projected increase in health care 
expenditures, the implementation of growth limits, and the reduction in the trend in the growth based Q!!. the limits 
imposed. 

ill The commissioner shall enforce limits on growth in spending and revenues for integrated service networks and 
for the regulated all-payer system. If the commissioner determines that artificial inflation or padding of costs or prices 
has occurred in anticipation of the implementation of growth limits, the commissioner may adjust the base year 
spending totals or growth limits 2!:. take other ~ction to ~ the effect of the artificial inflation or padding. 

ill The commissioner shall impose and enforce overall limits on growth in revenues and spending for integrated 
service networks, with adjustments for changes in enrollment, benefits, severity, and risks. !f an integrated service 
network exceeds a spending limit, the commissioner may reduce future limits on growth in aggregate premium 
revenues for that integrated service networkQy!!p' to the amount overspent. If the integrated service network system 
exceeds a systemwide spending limit, the commissioner may reduce future limits on growth in premium revenues 
for the integrated service network system Qy.!:!£ to the amount overspent. 

@ The commissioner shall set prices, utilization controls, and other reguirements for the regulated all-payer system 
to ensure that the overall costs of this system, after adjusting for changes in population, severity, and risk do not 
exceed the growth limits. If spending growth limits for a calendar year are exceeded, the commissioner may reduce 
reimbursement rates or otherwise recoup overspending for all 2!:.part of the next calendar year, to recover in savings 
.!:!P. to the amount of money overspent. To the extent possible, the commissioner may reduce reimbursement rates 
or otherwise recoup overspending from individual providers who exceed the spending growth limits. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J .04, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [DATA COLLECTION BY COMMISSIONER] For purposes of se<tffig forecasting rates of growth in health 
~ spending and setting limits under tRis seeBeR subdivisions 1 and h, the commissioner sl:ta±l may collect from 
all Minnesota health care providers data on patient revenues and health care spending received during a time period 
specified by the commissioner. The commissioner sftall may also collect data on health care revenues and spending 
from all group purchasers of health care. All Health care providers and group purchasers doing business in the state 
shall provide the data requested by the commissioner at the times and in the form specified by the commissioner. 
Professional licensing boards and state agencies responsible for licensing, registering, or regulating providers shall 
cooperate fully with the commissioner in achieving compliance with the reporting requirements. . 

Subd.2a. [FAILURE TO PROVIDE DATA] The intentional failure to provide ""f""'ls the data requested under 
this see#eFl: chapter is grounds for revocation of a license or other disciplinary or regulatory action against a regulated 
provider. The commissioner may assess a fine against a provider who refuses to provide inteFftlaBeR data required 
by the commissioner l:IftaeF tl-.is seeBeR. If a provider refuses to provide a Fe}3eFt ef' ifIJenRaBeR the data required 
unaeF this seeBeR, the commissioner may obtain a court order requiring the provider to produce documents and 
allowing the commissioner to inspect the records of the provider for purposes of obtaining the iRleFfRatieR data 
required l:l:F.aef this seetieR. 

Subd.2b. [DATA PRIVACY] All data received under this section 2l under section 62J.37, 62J.38, 621.41, or 621.42 
is private 2!. nonpublic, tFaae seeFet irJeHRaBeR l:ffiaer seeaeR 13.37 as applicable. The commissioner shall establish 
procedures and safeguards to ensure that data }9Feyriaea te tfte l\4imlesefa "RealtR eaFe esmfflfssisR released .Qy the 
commissioner is in a form that does not identify iRai. ial::lal specific patients, providers, employers, purchasers, or 
other specific individuals and organizations, except with the permission of the affected individual or organizationJ. 
or as permitted elsewhere in this chapter. 

Sec. S. [62J.D4S] [MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH COSTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [PURPOSE.] The legislature finds that all health care stakeholders, as well as society at large, benefit 
from medical education and health care research. The legislature further finds that the cost of medical education and 
research should not be borne Qy ~ few hospitals or medical centers but should be fairly allocated across the health 
~system. 
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Subd. b. [DEFINITION.] For purposes of this section, "health care research" means research that is not subsidized 
from private grants, donations, or other outside research sources but i§: funded h patient out-ot-pocket expenses or 
!! third ~~ and has been approved Qy an institutional review board certified h the United States Department 
of Health and Human Services. 

Subd.l. [COST ALLOCATION FOR EDUCATION AND RESEARCH.[!1y January.1. 1994, the commissioner of 
health, in consultation with the health care commission and the health technology advisory committee, shall: 

ill develop mechanisms to gather data and to identify the annual cost of medical education and research conducted 
£y hospitals, medical centers, or health maintenance organizationsj 

ill determine a percentage of the annual rate of growth established under section 621.04 to be allocated for the cost 
of education and research and develop a method to assess the percentage from each group purchaserj 

ill develop mechanisms to collect the assessment from S!:Q!!£ purchasers to be deposited in a separate education 
and research fundi and 

ill develop a method to allocate the education and research fund to specific health care providers. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62).09, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subdivision 1a. [DUTIES RELATED TO COST CONTAINMENT.] ill [ALLOCATION OF REGIONAL SPENDING 
LIMITS.] Regional coordinating boards may advise the commissioner regarding allocation of annual regional limits 
on the rate of growth for providers in the regulated all-payer system in order to: 

ill achieve communitywide and regional public health goals consistent with those established Qy the commissionerj 
and 

ill promote access to and equitable reimbursement of preventive and primary care providers. 

illlTECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.] Regional coordinating boards, in cooperation with the commissioner, shall 
provide technical assistance to parties interested in establishing or operating an integrated service network within the 
region. This assistance must complement assistance provided Qy the commissioner under section 62N.23. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.33, is amended to read: 

62).33 [TECH~IICAb AS.ISTMICE INFORMATION ON COST AND QUALITY FOR PURCHASERS.] 

Subdivision 1. [HEALTH CARE ANALYSIS UNIT.] The health care analysis unit shall provide teeftrUeal assist8:f\ee 
information to HealtH fJlafl aRa health €afe assist S!:Q!!£ purchasers and consumers in making informed decisions 
regarding purchasing of health ~ services. The unit shall provide information allowing comparisons between 
integrated service networks and between health care services and systems. The unit shall collect information about: 

(1) premiums, benefit levels, patient or enrollee satisfaction, managed care procedures, health care outcomes, and 
other features of p8pl:ilar integrated service networks, health plansL and health carriers; arttl 

(2) prices, outcomes, provider experience, and other information for services less commonly covered by insurance 
or for which patients commonly face significant out-of-pocket expenses,;, and 

ill information on health .9!!!:. services not provided through integrated service networks, including information 
.Q!!. prices, costs, expenditures, utilization, ~ of care, and outcomes. 

The commissioner shall publicize this information in an easily understandable format. 

Subd. ~ [INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE.] The commissioner of health shall establish an information 
clearinghouse within the department of health to facilitate the ability of consumers, employers, providers, health 
carriers. and others to obtain information on health care costs and ~ in Minnesota. The commissioner shall make 
available through the clearinghouse information developed or collected Qv. the department of health Q!! practice 
parameters, outcomes data and research, the costs and ~ of integrated service networks, reports or 
recommendations of the health technology advisory committee and other entities on technology assessments, worksite 
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wellness and prevention programs. other wellness programs, consumer education. and other initiatives. The 
clearinghouse shalL upon request, make available information submitted voluntarily Qy health plans, providers. 
employers. and others if the information clearly states that !!!!. entity other than the state submitted the information, 
identifies the entity, and states that distribution Qy the clearinghouse does not imply endorsement of the entity.2!. the 
information Qy the commissioner of health 2!. the state of Minnesota. The clearinghouse shall also refer reguesters 
to sources of further information or assistance. The clearinghouse is subject to chapter 13. 

Sec. 8. [62).35J [DATA COLLECTION.J 

Subdivision 1. [CONTRACTING.] The commissioner may contract with private organizations to carry out the data 
collection initiatives required Qy this chapter. The commissioner shall require in the contract that organizations under 
contract adhere to the data privacy requirements established under this chapter and chapter 13. 

Subd. ~ [EMERGENCY RULES. J The commissioner shall adopt permanent rules and may adopt emergency rules 
to implement the data collection and reporting requirements in this chapter. The commissioner may combine all data 
reporting and col1edion requirements into a unified process so as to minimize duplication and administrative costs. 

Sec. 9. [62).37J [DATA FROM INTEGRATED SERVICE NETWORKS.J 

The commissioner shall require integrated service networks operating under section 62N ,06, subdivision .L. to 
submit data on health care spending and revenue for calendar year 1994 £v. February g 1995. Each February 15 
thereafter, integrated service networks shall submit to the commissioner data on health ~ spending and revenue 
for the preceding calendar year. The data must be provided in the form specified Qy the commissioner. To the extent 
that ~ integrated service nework ~ operated Qv. i! Z!2:!:!P. purchaser under section 62N .06, subdivision b. the 
integrated service network is exempt from this section and the Z!:Q!!E purchaser must provide data on the integrated 
service network under section 62J .38. 

Sec. 10. [62).38J [DATA FROM GROUP PURCHASERS.J 

~ The commissioner shall require ~ purchasers to submit detailed data Q!:!:. total health ~ spending for 
calendar years 1990, 1991, and 1992, and for calendar year 1993 and successive calendar years, Group purchasers shall 
submit data for the 1993 calendar year Qy February ~ 1994, and each Aprill thereafter shall submit data for the 
preceding calendar year. 

ill The commissioner shall require each g!:Q!!£ purchaser to submit data on revenue, expenses, and member 
!!1Q..nths, as applicable. Revenue data must distinguish between premium revenue and revenue from other sources 
and must also include information on the amount of revenue in reserves and changes in reserves, Expenditure data, 
including raw data from claims, must be provided separately for the following categories: physician services, dental 
services, other professional services, inpatient hospital services, outpatient hospital services, emergency and out-of-area 
care, pharmacy services and prescription drugs, mental health services, chemical dependency services, other 
expenditures, and administrative costs. 

hl State agencies and all other group purchasers shall provide the required data using i! uniform format and 
uniform definitions, as prescribed Qy the commissioner. 

Sec. 11. [62).40J [DATA FROM STATE AGENCIES.J 

In addition to providing the data required under section 62J.38, the commissioners of human services, commerce, 
labor and industry, and employee relations and all other state departments or agencies that administer one QI ~ 
health care programs shall provide to the commissioner of health any additional data on the health ~ programs 
they administer that is requested Qv. the commissioner of health, including data in unaggregated form, for purposes 
of developing estimates of spending, setting spending limits, and monitoring actual spending. The data must be 
provided at the times and in the form specified Qv. the commissioner of health. 

Sec. 12. [62).41J [DATA FROM PROVIDERS.J 

Subdivision l. [DATA TO BE COLLECTED FROM PROVIDERS.] The commissioner shall require health = 
providers to collect and provide both patient specific information and descriptive and financial aggregate data on: 

ill the total number of patients served; 
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ill the total number of patients served Qy state of residence and Minnesota county; 

ill the site or sites where the health ~ provider provides services; 

ill the number of individuals employed, Qy.!Y£g of employee, Qy the health care'· provider; 

ill the services and their costs for' which no payment was received; 

i§l total revenue !!y ~ of ~ including but not limited ~ revenue from Medicare, medical assistance. 
MinnesotaCare, nonprofit health service plan corporations, commercial insurers, integrated service networks. health 
maintenance organizations, and individual patientsj 

0. revenue from research activities; 

ill revenue from educational activities; 

ill revenue from out-ot-pocket payments .£y patients; 

ilQl revenue from donations; and 

Qll ~ other data reguired .£y the commissioner. including data in Wlaggregated form, for the purposes of 
developing spending estimates, setting spending limits, monitoring actual spending, and monitoring costs and ~ 

Subd. ~ [ANNUAL MONITORING AND ESTIMATES.] The commissioner shall reguire health care providers to 
submit the required data for the period.l.!!!.yh 1993 to December J.1,1993, ~ February.!2.t 1994. Health care providers 
shall submit data for the 1994 calendar year!!y February ~ 1995, and each February 15 thereafter shall submit data 
for the preceding calendar year. The commissioner of revenue may collect health care service revenue data from 
health ~ pt'oviders, if the commissioner of revenue and the commissioner agree that this .i§. the ~ efficient 
method of collecting the data. The commissioner of revenue shall provide ~ data collected to the commissioner 
of health. . 

Subd. ih [PUBLIC HEALTH GOALS.] The commissioner shall establish specific public health goals including. but 
not limited .!!2.Jncreased delivery of prenatal care, improved birth outcomes, and expanded childhood immunizations. 
The commissioner shall consider the community public health goals and the input of the statewide advisory committee 
on community health in establishing the statewide goals. The commissioner shall require health care providers and 
integrated service networks to maintain and periodically report information on changes in health outcomes related 
to specific public health goals. The information must be provided at the times and in the form specified ~ the 
commissioner. 

Subd. 10 [REGIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH GOALS.] The regional coordinating boards shall adopt regional public 
health goals, taking into consideration the relevant portions of the corrununity health service plans, plans required 
Qy the Minnesota comprehensive adult mental health act and the Minnesota comprehensive children's mental health 
S£t. and conununitv social service act plans developed ~ COWltv boards or commilllity health boards in the region 
under chapters 145A, 245, and 256E. 

Sec. 13. [62J.42] [QUALITY, UTILIZATION, AND OUTCOME DATA.] 

The commissioner shall also require group purchasers and health care providers to maintain and periodically report 
information on quality of care, utilization, and outcomes. The information must be provided at the times and in the 
form specified ~ the commissioner. 

Sec. 14. [62J.44] [PUBLICATION OF DATA.] 

.!!l Notwithstanding section 621.04, subdivision ~ the commissioner may publish data .Q!!. health ~ costs and 
spending, quality and outcomes, and utilization for health care institutions, individual health care professionals and 
groups of health ~ professionals, group purchasers, and integrated service networks, with ~ description of the 
methodology used for analysis, in order to provide information to purchasers and consumers of health ~ The 
commissioner shall not reveal the name of an institution, group of professionals, individual health care professional. 
~ purchaser, or integrated service network until after the institution, group of professionals, individual health 
~ professionaL ~ purchaser, or integrated service network has had 15 days to review the data and comment. 
The commissioner shall include !!1Y comments received in the release of the data. 
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ill Summary data derived from data collected under this chapter may be provided under section 13.05, 
subdivision L. and may be released in studies produced .Qy the commissioner or otherwise in accordance with 
chapter 13. 

Sec. 15. [62J.45] [DATA INSTITUTE.] 

Subdivision 1. [STATEMENT OF PURPOSE.] 11 ~ the intention of the legislature to create ~ public-private 
mechanism for the collection of health care costs, quality, and outcome data, to the extent administratively efficient 
and effective, This integrated data system will provide clear, usable information on the cost quality, and structure 
of health care services in Minnesota. 

The health reform initiatives being implemented rely heavily on the availability of valid, objective data that 
currently are collected in many forms within the health care industry. Data collection needs cannot be efficiently met 
Qy undertaking separate data collection efforts. 

The data instihtte created in this section will be a parmership between the commissioner of health and a board of 
directors representing health carriers and other group purchasers. health care providers. and consumers. These 
entities will work together to establish a centralized cost and ~ data sys.tem that will be used Qv. the public and 
private sectors. The data collection advisory committee and the practice parameter advisory committee shall provide 
assistance to the institute through the commissioner of health. 

Subd. ~ [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the following definitions-~ 

ill-"Board" means the board of directors of the data institute. 

fl2l "Encounter level data" means data related to the utilization of health ~ services £.L. and the provision of 
health care services to individual patients. enrollees. or insureds. including claims data. abstracts of medical records. 
and data from patient interviews and patient surveys. 

ill "Health carrier" has the definition provided in section 62A.01L subdivision 2. 

Subd.2,. [OBJECTIVES OF THE DATA INSTITUTE.] The data institute shall: 

ill provide direction and coordination for public and private sector data collection efforts; 

ill establish a data system that electronically transmits, collects, archives. and provides users of data with the data 
necessary for their specific interests, in order to promote a h!gh quality, cost-effective. consumer-responsive health 
care system; 

ill ~ and build upon existing data sources and ~ measurement efforts, and improve upon these existing,) 
data sources and measurement efforts through the integration of data systems and the standardization of concepts, 
to the greatest extent possible; 

ill ensure that each segment of the health care industry can obtain data for appropriate purposes in a useful format 
and timely fashion; 

ill protect the ~ of individuals and minimize administrative costs; and 

ill develop a public/private information system 12: 

ill make health care claims processing and financial settlement transactions more efficient 

!ill provide an efficient, unobtrusive method for meeting the shared data needs of the state, consumers, employers, 
providers, and &:Q!!£ purchasers; 

iilil provide the state, consumers. employers, providers,. and group purchasers with information on the cost, 
appropriateness and effectiveness of health care, and wellness and cost containment strategies; 

.fu1 provide employers with the capacity to analyze benefit plans and work place health; and 

ill provide researchers and providers with the capacity to analyze clinical effectiveness. 
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The institute shall carry out these activities in accordance with the recommendations of the data collection plan 
developed £y the data collection advisory committee, the Minnesota health care commission, and the commissioner 
of health, under subdivision 4. 

Subd.!. [DATA COLLECTION PLAN.] The commissioner, in consultation with the board of the institute and the 
data collection advisory committee, shall develop and implement a plan that: 

ill provides data collection objectives. strategies, priorities, cost estimates, administrative and operational 
guidelines, and implementation timelines for the data institute; and 

ill identifies the encounter level data needed for the commissioner to carry out the duties assigned in this chapter. 

The plan must take into consideration existing data sources and data ~ that can easily be made uniform for 
linkages to other data sets. 

This plan shall be prepared Qy October 2h 1993. 

Subd. ~ [COMMISSIONER'S DUTIES.] .w. The commissioner shall establish a public/private data institute in 
conjWlction with health care providers, health carriers and other group purchasers, and consumers, to collect and 
process encoWlter level data that are required to be submitted to the commissioner Wlder this chapter. The 
commissioner shall not collect encoWlter level data from individual health care providers Wltil standardized forms 
and procedures are available. The commissioner shall establish a board of directors comprised of members of the 
public and private sector to provide oversight for the administration and operation of the institute. 

ill Until the data institute is operationaL the commissioner may collect encounter level data required to be 
submitted under this chapter. 

ill The commissioner, with the advice of the board, shall establish policies for the disclosure of data to consumers, 
purchasers, providers, integrated service networks, and plans for their use in analysis to meet the goals of this chapter, 
~ well as for the publiC disclosure of data to other interested parties. The disclosure policies shall ~ that 
consumers, purchasers, providers. integrated service networks. and plans have access' to institute data for ~ in 
analysis to meet the goals of this chapter at the ~ time that data ~ provided to the data analysis unit in the 
department of health. 

@ The commissioner, with the advice of the board, may reqUire those requesting data from the institute to 
contribute toward the cost of data collection through the payments of fees. Entities supplying data to the institute 
shall not be charged more than the actual transaction cost of providing the data requested. 

~ The commissioner may intervene in the direct operation of the institute, if this is necessary in the judgment of 
the commissioner to accomplish the institute's duties. !t the commissioner intends to depart from the advice and 
recommendations of the board, the commissioner shall inform. the board of the intended departure. provide the board 
with !!. written explanation of the reasons for the departure, and give the board the opportunity to comment on the 
departure. 

Subd. Q, [BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] The institute is governed Qy a 20-member board of directors consisting of the 
following members: 

ill two representatives of hospitals, one appointed !2.v. the Minnesota Hospital Association and one appointed Qy 
the Metropolitan HealthCare CounciL to reflect ~ mix of urban an~ rural institutions; 

ill four representatives of health carriers, MO appointed Qy the Minnesota Council of Health Maintenance 
Organizations. one appointed Qv. Blue Cross Blue Shield, and one appointed!2.v. the Insurance Federation of Minnesota; 

ill two consumer members, one appointed Qv. the commissioner. and one appointed !2.v. the AFL-CIO as !! labor 
union representative; 

ill five .8!Q!!E.purchaser representatives appointed Qy the Mirmesota Consortium of Healthcare Purchasers to reflect 
!! mix of urban and ruraL large and smalL and self-insured purchasers; 

ill two physicians appointed £y the Mirmesota Medical Association, to reflect !! mix of urban and rural 
practitioners; 
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@ one representative of teaching and research institutions, appointed jointly Qy the Mayo Foundation and the 
Minnesota Association of Public Teaching Hospitals; 

ill one nursing representative appointed Qy the Minnesota Nurses Association: and 

ill three representatives of state agencies. one member representing the department of employee relations. one 
member representing the department of human services, and one member representing the department of health. 

Subd. 'L [TERMS; COMPENSA nON; REMOVAL; AND VACANCIES.] The board is governed £y section 15.0575. 

Subd. ~ ISTAFF.] The board may hire an executive director. The executive director is not a state employee but is 
covered Qy section 3.736. The executive director may participate in the following plans for employees in the 
unclassified service: the state retirement plan. the state deferred compensation ~ and the health insurance and 
life insurance plans. The attorney general shall provide legal services to the board. 

Subd. ~ [DUTIES.] The board shall provide assistance to the conurussioner in developing and implementing a plan 
for the public (private information system. In addition, the board shall make recommendations to the commissioner 
2!l:. 

ill the purpose of initiating a data collection initiatives; 

ill the expected benefit to the state from the initiatives; 

ill the methodology needed to ensure the validity of the initiative without creating an undue burden to providers 
and payors; 

ill the most appropriate method of collecting the necessary data; and 

ill the projected cost to the state, health care providers, health carriers, and other grQ!:!£. purchasers to complete 
the initiative. 

Subd.10. [DATA COLLECTION.] The commissioner, in consultation with the data institute board, may select-", 
vendor.!Q:. 

ill collect the encounter level data required to be submitted Qy group purchasers under sections 621.38 and 621.42. 
state agencies under section 62J.40, and health ~ providers under sections 621.41 and 62J.42, using. to the greatest 
extent possible, standardized forms and procedures; 

ill collect the encounter level data required for the initiatives of the health care analysis unit, under sections 621.30 
to 62J.34, using, to the greatest extent possible. standardized forms and procedures: 

ill process the data collected to ensure validity, consistency, accuracy. and completeness, and as appropriate, merge 
data collected from different sources; 

ill provide unaggregated. encounter level data to the health care analysis unit within the department of health; and 

ill carry out other duties assigned in this section. 

Subd.l1. [USE OF DATA.] .w. The board of the data institute, with the advice of the data collection advisory 
committee and the practice parameter advisory committee through the commissioner. is responsible for establishing 
the methodology for the collection of the data and is responsible for providing direction on what data would be useful 
to the plans. providers, consumers. and purchasers. 

ill-The health care analysis lUlit is responsible for the analysis of the data and the development and dissemination 
of reports. 

hl The commissioner, in consultation with the board. shall determine when and under what conditions data 
disclosure to group purchasers. health care providers, consumers, researchers. and other appropriate parties mayQ££!!!. 
to meet the state's goals. The commissioner may require users of data to contribute toward the cost of data collection 
through the payment of fees. The commissioner shall require users of data to maintain the data according to the data 
~ provisions applicable to the data. 
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Subd. 12. [CONTRACTING.] The commissioner, in consultation with the board. may contract with private sector 
entities to carry out the duties assigned in this section. The commissioner shall diligently seek to enter into contracts 
with private sector entities. Any contract must list the specific data to be collected and the methods to be used to 
collect and validate the data. Any contract must require the private sector entity to maintain the data collected 
according to the data privacy provisions applicable to the data. 

Subd.13. [DATA PRIVACY.] The board and the institute are subject to chapter};h 

Subd . .!!. [STANDARDS FOR DATA RELEASE.] The data institute shall adopt standards for fue collection, Qy the 
institute, of data on costs, spending, quality, outcomes, and utilization. The data institute shall also adopt standards 
for the analysis and dissemination, h private sector entities, of data .Q!! costs, spending, quality, outcomes, and 
utilization provided to the private sector entities Qy the data institute. Both sets of standards must be consistent with 
data privacy requirements. 

Subd. £ [INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE.] The commissioner shall coordinate fue ~ctivities of the data 
institute with the activities of the information clearinghouse established in section 621.33, subdivision 2. 

Subd. 1.2:. [FEDERAL AND OTHER GRANTS.] The commissioner, in collaboration with the board. shall seek 
federal funding and funding from private and other nons tate sources for the initiatives required Qy the board. 

Sec. 16. [62].46] [MONITORING AND REPORTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [LONG-TERM CARE COSTS.] The commissioner, with the advice of the interagency long-term care 
planning committee established under section 144A.3L shall use existing state data resources to monitor trends in 
public and private spending on long-term care costs and spending in Minnesota. The commissioner shall recommend 
to the legislature ~ additional data collection activities needed to monitor these trends. State agencies collecting 
information on long-term care spending and costs shall coordinate with the interagency long-term care planning 
committee and the commissioner to facilitate the monitoring of long-term care expenditures in the state. 

Subd. 2. [COST SHIFTING.] The commissioner shall monitor the extent to which reimbursement rates for 
gov;rnment health care programs lead to the shifting of costs to private payers. ~Ianuaryb 1995, the commiSsioner 
shall report any evidence of cost shifting to the legislature and make recommendations on adjustments to the cost 
containment plan that should be made due to cost shifting. 

Sec. 17. Laws 1992, chapter 549, article 7, section 9, is amended to read: 

Sec. 9. ISTUDY OF ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.] 

The health eaFe data analysis unit shall study costs and requirements incurred by health carriers, group purchasers, 
and health care providers that are related to the collection and submission of information to the state and federal 
government, insurers, and other third parties. The data analysis unit shall also evaluate and make recommendations 
related to cost-savings and efficiencies that may be achieved through streamlining and consolidating health care 
administrative, payment. and data collection systems. The unit shall recommend to the commissioner of health and 
the Minnesota health care commission by January 1, 1994, any reforms that may Featlee tRese fasts produce 
cost-savings and efficiencies without compromising the purposes for which the information is collected. 

Sec. 18. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

llU The revisor of statutes shall insert section 62I.04, subdivisions b.~ and lli as subdivisions L.b. and ~in section 
621.35, and renumber the other subdivisions of section 621.35 as subdivisions 4 and ~ of that section in the next and 
subsequent editions of Minnesota Statutes. 

ill The revisor of statutes is directed to change the words "health ~ analysis unit" to "data analysis unit" 
whenever they appear in the next edition of Minnesota Statutes. 

Sec. 19. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 17 are effective the ill following final enactment. 
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ARTICLE 4 

TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 9. [SAFETY.] "Safety" means a judgment of the acceptability of risk of using ~ technology in ~ specified 
5i tlliilicm.-

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.15, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [HEALlli PLANNING TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] The Minnesota health care 
commission shall convene an advisory committee to mal(€ f'€e8ffiffi€AsatisflS regaFeiiRg tR€ l:lse aRa distri19utiefl 
conduct evaluations of existing research and technology assessments conducted Qy other entities of new and existing 
health care technologies ar.a p£8eeeiI:l:F€S aRa majer eapital €3<P€Reiitlif€S by previclefs. The advisory committee may 
include members of the state commission and other persons appointed by the commission. The advisory committee 
must include at least one person representing physicians, at least one person representing hospitals, and at least one 
person representing the health care technology industry. Health care technologies aRa ]9£oeeatlres include high-cost 
]9flarmaeetltieals, ergaR aRa ether fliglt eest f.:Farts]9laRts, fligfi Eest ~ devices, procedures, or processes applied 
to human health care f'reeeal:l:res arta aeviees e3E:ell:l:aiRg URitea States l'eea aRa Dfl::l:g l .. amiA:istraseR af'f'fS.ea 
if.h]91antable Of .. earable meaieal aeviees, such as high-cost transplants and expensive, large seale teEftLLslsgies SHE'" 

as scanners and imagers. The advisory committee is governed 12Y. section 15.0575, subdivision ~ except that members 
do not receive ~ diem payments. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 625.15, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .k.:. [DEFINITION.] For purposes of sections 621.15 to 621.156, the terms "evaluate," "evaluation," and 
"evaluating" mean the review or reviewing of research and technology assessments conducted £v. other entities relating 
to specific technologies and their specific use and application. 

Sec. 4. [62).152] [DUTIES OF HEALTH TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] The health technology advisory committee established in section 621.15 shall: 

ill develop criteria and processes for evaluating health care technology assessments made Qy other entities; 

ill conduct evaluations of specific technologies and their specific ~ and application; 

ill report the results of the evaluations to the commissioner and the Minnesota health care commission; and 

ill fill:!Y out other duties relating to health technology assigned Qy the commission. 

Subd.~ [PRIORITIES FOR DESIGNATING TECHNOLOGIES FOR ASSESSMENT.] The health technology advisory 
committee shall consider the following criteria in designating technologies for evaluation: 

ill the level of controversy within the medical or scientific community, including questionable or undetermined 
efficacy; 

ill the cost implications; 

ill the potential for rapid diffusion; 

ill the impact 2!l!!. substantial patient population; 

ill the existence of alternative technologies; 

ill the impact on patient safety and health outcome; 

ill the public health importance; 
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ill the level of public and professional demand; 

ill the sociaL ethical, and legal concerns; and 

D.Ql the prevalence of the disease or condition. 

The committee may give different weights or attach different importance to each of the criteria, depending on the 
technology being considered. The committee shall consider ~ additional criteria approved £y the commissioner 
and the Minnesota health care commission. 

Subd.;h [CRITERIA F9R EVALUATING TECHNOLOGY.] In developing the criteria for evaluating specific 
technologies, the health technology advisory committee shall consider safety, improvement in health outcomes, and 
the degree to which ~ technology is clinically effective and cost-effective, and other factors. 

Subd.!. [TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION PROCESS:] ~ The health technology advisory committee shall collect 
and evaluate studies and research findings on the technologies selected for evaluation from as wide of !! range of 
sources ~ needed, including, but not limited to: federal agencies or other units of government, international 
organizations conducting health care technology assessments, health carriers, insurers, manufacturers, professional 
and trade associations, nonprofit organizations, and academic institutions. The health technology advisory committee 
may use consultants or experts and solicit testimony or other input ~ needed to evaluate a specific technology. 

fhl When the evaluation process 2!2 ~ specific technology has been completed, the health technology advisory 
committee shall submit a preliminary report to the health care commission and publish a summary of the preliminary 
report in the State Register with ~ notice that written comments may be submitted. The preliminary report must 
include the results of the technology assessment evaluation, studies and research findings considered in conducting 
the evaluation, and the health technology advisory committee's summary statement about the evaluation. Any 
interested persons 2E. organizations may submit to the health technology advisory committee written comments 
regarding the technology evaluation within 30 days from the date the preliminary report was published in the State 
Register. The health technology advisory committee's final report 2!!. its technology evaluation must be submitted 
to the health ~ commission. A summary of written comments received tv the health technology advisory 
committee within the 30-day period must be included in the final report. The health care commission shall review 
the final report and prepare its comments and recommendations. Before completing its final comments and 
recommendations, the health care commission shall provide adequate public notice that testimony will be accepted 
Qy the health ~ commission. The health ~ commission shall then forward the -final report its comments and 
recommendations, and a summary of the public's comments to the commissioner and information clearinghouse. 

hl The reports of the health technology advisory committee and the comments and recommendations of the health 
~ commission should not eliminate or bar ~ technology, and ~ not rules £§. defined in the administrative 
procedure act. 

Subd. ~ [USE OF TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION.] ~ The final report on the technology evaluation and the 
commission's comments and recommendations may be used: 

ill Qy the commissioner in retrospective and prospective review of major expenditures; 

ill Qy integrated service netw"orks and other ~ purchasers and Qy employers. in making coverage. contracting, 
purchasing. and reimbursement decisions; 

ill hv. government programs and regulators of the regulated all-payer system, in making coverage, contracting. 
purchasing, and reimbursement decisions; 

ill Qy the commissioner and other organizations in the development of practice parameters; 

@Qyhealth care providers in making decisions about adding or replacing technology and the appropriate use of 
technologyj 

ill Qy consumers in making decisions about treatment; 

ill Qv. medical device manufacturers in developing and marketing new technologies; and 

f§l as otherwise needed Qv. health care providers, health care plans, consumers. and purchasers. 
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ill At the request of the commissioner, the health ~ commission, in consultation with the health technology 
advisory committee, shall submit specific recommendations relating to technologies that have been evaluated under 
this section for purposes of retrospective and prospective review of major expenditures and coverage, contracting, 
purchasing, and reimbursement decisions affecting state programs and the all-payer system. 

Subd. ~ [APPLICATION TO THE REGULATED ALL-PAYER SYSTEM.J The health technology advisory committee 
shall recommend to the Minnesota health care commission and the commissioner methods to control the diffusion 
and use of technology:within the regulatedall-payer system for Services provided outside of ~grated service 
network. 

Subd. Z:. [DATA GATHERING.] In evaluating a specific technology, the health technology advisory committee may 
seek the use of data collected Qy manufacturers, health plans, professional and trade associations, nonprofit 
organizations, academic institutions, or any other organization or association that may have data relevant to the 
committee's technology evaluation. All information obtained under this subdivision shall be considered nonpublic 
data under section 13.02, subdivision ~ unless the data ~ already available to the public generally or upon reguest. 

Sec. 5. [62).156J [CLOSED COMMITTEE HEARINGS.J 

Notwithstanding section 471.705, the health technology advisory committee may meet in closed session to discuss 
~ specific technology or procedure that involves data received under section 621.152, subdivision 'L. that have been 
classified as nonpublic data, where disclosure of the data would cause harm to the competitive or economic position 
of the source of the data. 

Sec. 6. [USE AND DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTH TECHNOLOGY.J 

The health care commission, in consultation with the health technology advisory committee, shall submit ~ report 
to the legislature and the governor Qy lanuary Th. 1994, regarding the necessity of ~ health technology advisory 
committee to address the use and distribution of health technology under a system of integrated service networks with 
global limits on growth, and in ~ regulated all-payer system. The report may also include recommendations for the 
future role of the health technology advisory committee, and further changes, programs, or activities that may be 
necessary to ensure that the use and distribution of health technology in Minnesota is consistent with the state's cost 
containment goals. In preparing the report, the health care commission shall consult with the medical technology 
industry in Minnesota for its input and reactions, 

Sec. 7. [REPEALER.J 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 621.15, subdivision b.~ repealed. 

ARTICLE 5 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 3.732, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section and section 3.736 the terms defined in this section have 
the meanings given them. 

(1) "State" includes each of the deparhnents, boards, agencies, commissions, courts, and officers in the executive, 
legislative, and judicial branches of the state of Minnesota and includes but is not limited to the housing finance 
agency, the higher education coordinating board, the higher education facilities authority, the health technology 
advisory committee, the armory building commission, the zoological board, the iron range resources and rehabilitation 
board, the state agricultural society, the University of Minnesota, state universities, community colleges, state 
hospitals, and state penal institutions. It does not include a city, town, county, school district, or other local 
governmental body corporate and politic. 

(2) "Employee of the state" means all present or former officers, members, directors, or employees of the state, 
members of the Minnesota national guard, members of a bomb disposal unit approved by the commissioner of public 
safety and employed by a municipality defined in section 466.01 when engaged in the disposal or neutralization of . 
bombs outside the jurisdiction of the municipality but within the state, or persons acting on behalf of the state in an 
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official capacity, temporarily or permanently, with or without compensation. It does not include either an 
independent contractor or members of the Minnesota national guard while engaged in training or duty under United 
States Code, title 10, or title 32, section 316, 502, 503, 504, or 505, as amended through December 31, 1983. "Employee 
of the state" includes a public defender appointed by the state board of public defenS€L and a member of the health 
technology advisory committee. 

(3) "Scope of office or employment" means that the employee was acting on behalf of the state in the performance 
of duties or tasks lawfully assigned by competent authority. 

(4) "Judicial branch" has the meaning given in section 43A.02, subdivision 25. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 43A.17, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.11. [ACTUARIES.] Actuaries employed Qy the department of health, human services, or commerce are not 
subject to subdivision 1. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60K.14, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Z:. Before selling, or offering to sell, ~ health insurance or .e health plan as defined in section 62A.OIL 
subdivision & .!!!!. agent shall disclose to the prospective purchaser the amount of !!.!}y commission or other 
compensation the agent will receive as ~ direct result of the sale. The disclosure may be expressed in dollars or as 
a percentage of the premium. The amount disclosed need not include ~ anticipated renewal commissions. 

Sec. 4, [62A.024] [RATE DISCLOSURE.]!!. any health carrier, as defined in section 62A.OIL infonns a policyholder 
or contract holder that a rate increase is due to a statutory change, the health carrier must disclose the specific amount 
of the rate increase directly due to the statutory change and must identify the specific statutory change. This 
disclosure must also separate .@Yrate increase due to medical inflation or other reasons from the rate increase directly 
due to statutory changes in chapter 62A, 62C, 62D, 62E, 62H, m 62L, Q!. 64B. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62C.16, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd,!. [RETALIATORY ACTION PROHIBITED.] No service plan corporation may take retaliatory action against 
a provider solely on the grounds that the provider disseminated accurate information regarding coverage of benefits 
or accurate benefit limitations of a subscriber's contract or accurate interpretations of the provider agreement that limit 
the prescribing, providing, or ordering of care. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62D.12, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 17, [DISCLOSURE OF COMMISSIONS.] Any person receiving commissions for the sale of coverage or 
enrollment in a health maintenance organization shalL before selling or offering to sell coverage or enrollment. disclose 
to the prospective purchaser the amount of any commission or other compensation the person will receive ~ ~ direct 
result of the sale. The disclosure may be expressed in dollars .Q!. ~ ~ percentage of the premium. The amount 
disclosed need not include any anticipated renewal commissions. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3, [COST CONTAINMENT DUTIES,] After obtaining the advice and recommendations of the Minnesota 
health care commission, the commissioner shall: 

(1) establish statewide and regional limits on growth in total health care spending under this section, monitor 
regional and statewide compliance with the spending limits, and take action to achieve compliance to the extent 
authorized by the legislature; 

(2) divide the state into no fewer than four regions, with one of those regions being the Minneapolis/St. Paul 
metropolitan statistical area but excluding Chisago, Isanti. Wright, and Sherburne counties, for purposes of fostering 
the development of regional health planning and coordination of health care delivery among regional health care 
systems and working to achieve spending limits; 

(3) provide technical assistance to regional coordinating boards; 
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(4) monitor the quality of health care throughout the state, conduct consumer satisfaction surveys, and take action 
as necessary to ensure an appropriate level of quality; 

(5) ee. elsp issue recommendations regarding uniform billing forms, uniform electronic billing procedures and data 
interchanges. ~ identification cards, and other uniform claims and administrative procedures for health care 
providers 13) JaRt:taf) 1, 1993 and private and public sector payers. In developing the recommendations, the 
commissioner shall review the work of the work ~ on electronic data interchange (WED!) and the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) at the national level, and the work being done at the state and local level. The 
commissioner may adopt rules reguiring the use of the Uniform Bill 82(92 form, the National Council of Prescription 
Drug Providers (NCPDP) 3.2 electronic version, the Health Care Financing Administration 1500 form, or other 
standardized forms or procedures: 

(6) undertake health planning responsibilities as provided in section 62J.15; 

(7) monitor and promote the development and implementation of practice parameters; 

(8) authorize, fund, or promote research and experimentation on new technologies and health care procedures; 

(9) designate referral centers sf e)(eelleflee for specialized and high-cost procedures and treatment and establish 
minimum standards and requirements for particular procedures or treatment; 

(10) within the limits of appropriations for these purposes, administer or contract for statewide consumer education 
and wellness programs that will improve the health of Minnesotans and increase individual responsibility relating 
to personal health and the delivery of health care services,£ undertake prevention programs including initiatives to 
improve birth outcomes, expand childhood immunization efforts, and provide start-up grants for worksite wellness 
programs; 

(11) administer the health care analysis unit tH1aeF bali.s 1992, efiapteF 819, aFaele 7; and 

(12) undertake other activities to monitor and oversee the delivery of health care services in Minnesota with the 
goal of improving affordability, quality, and accessibility of health care for all Minnesotans. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [CONSULT A TION WITH THE COMMISSION.]Befere When the law requires the commissioner of health 
to consult with the Minnesota health care commission when undertaking any of the duties required under this chapter 
and chapter 62N., the commissioner sf fiealtfi shall consult with the Miftfiessfa fiealth €aFe commission and obtain the 
commission's advice and recommendations. If the commissioner intends to depart from the commission's 
recommendations, the commissioner shall inform the commission of the intended departure, provide a written 
explanation of the reasons for the departure, and give the commission an opportunity to comment on the intended 
departure. If, after receiving the commission's comment, the commissioner still intends to depart from the 
commission's recommendations, the commissioner shall notify each member of the legislative svel:'sigl:tt commission 
2!!. health care ~ of the commissioner's intent to depart from the recommendations of the Minnesota health care
commission. The notice to the legislative s>;; el:'sigfit commission must be provided at least ten days before the 
commissioner takes final action. If emergency action is necessary that does not allow the commissioner to obtain the 
advice and recommendations of the Minnesota health care commission or to provide advance notice and an 
opportunity for comment as required in this subdivision, the commissioner shall provide a written notice and 
explanation to the Minnesota health care commission and the legislative sveFSight commission at the earliest possible 
time. 

Sec. 9. [62).212] [COLLABORATION ON PUBLIC HEALTH GOALS.] 

The commissioner may increase regional spending limits if public health goals for that region are achieved. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 151.21, is amended to read: 

151.21 [SUBSTITUTION.] 

Subdivision 1. Except as provided in Slieai. isisA 2 this section, it shall be unlawful for any pharmacist, assistant 
pharmacist, or pharmacist intern who dispenses prescriptions, drugs, and medicines to substitute an article different 
from the one ordered, or deviate in any manner from the requirements of an order or prescription without the 
approval of the prescriber. 
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Subd. b When!!. pharmacist receives a written prescription on which the prescriber has personally written in 
handwriting "dispense as written" or "O.A.W.," or an oral prescription in which the prescriber has expressly indicated 
that the prescription is to be dispensed as communicated, the pharmacist shall dispense the brand name legend drug 
as prescribed. 

Subd.21.. A flftatHlaeist ... he reeei. es a flr€SEFiptiSA fer a aFar.a flame legeFlo8 drug ma), •• ith the" ritteR 9F vel'ba1 
EORS€Rt sf the pUfeRas€r, aispeRse 6ft) drug ha. iRg tRe saffle geR€rie flame a5 the er-aR6 flame Elrug pr€s€fieed if the 
pr€s€fieer has Ret r€fs9flall) .. fitteR iR haRadfitiRg "clispeRse as .. FitteR" Sf "D.A.W,n 8A the }3f€SEriptisR SF, "ReR 
aft BFal flf€SEfiptiOR is gi left, nas nst e)(pressl) ineli€ated t-fle f'Fes€firtisn is ts be disf'eRsed as €sffiffil:lFoieatea. l", 
rRalmaeist .. RS Feeei .. es a rres€Fiptisfl maFlceel "D.A.'N." SF "aispense as ""FitteR", Sf aft sFal pres€FiptiSA iflaieatiAg 
that tRe f'Fes€rirtislt is ts be aisp€Ased as €sHlflIHnieated, ma) stlbstitL:lte fsr tRe pres€ribea brafla flame aftlg a 
geRefieall) eEJoL:lio'aleRt arl:lg PfSell:lE't •• meR is maflHfueffifea iA tRe same fi."1ish:ea assage fsrm h:ao'ing the same aetive 
iRgredieRts afla stF€AgtR b) tRe saBle maRl:ffaettlFE'F as tRe pfeserii:Jea lHana Rame aFHg When a pharmacist receives 
~ written prescription on which the prescriber has not personally written in handwriting "dispense as written" or 
"D.A.W.," or an oral prescription in which the prescriber has not expressly indicated that the prescription is to be 
dispensed as communicated, and there is available in the pharmacist's stock a less expensive generically eguivalent 
drug that in the pharmacist's professional judgment is safely interchangeable with the prescribed drug, then the 
pharmacist shalL after disclosing the substitution to the purchaser, dispense the generic drug, unless the purchaser 
objects. A phannacist may also substitute pursuant to the oral instructions of the prescriber. A pharmacist may not 
substitute a generically equivalent drug product unless, in the pharmacist's professional judgment, the substituted 
drug is therapeutically equivalent and interchangeable to the prescribed drug. A pharmacist shall notify the purchaser 
if the pharmacist is dispensing a drug other than the brand name drug prescribed. 

Subd. ~ 1: A pharmacist dispensing a drug under the provisions of subdivision ;! ~ shall not dispense a d~ug 'of 
a higher retail price than that of the brand name drug prescribed. !!. ~ than ~- safely interchangeable generic 
drug ~ available in ~ pharmacist's stock, then the pharmacist shall dispense the least expensive alternative. Any 
difference between acquisition cost to the pharmacist of the drug dispensed and the brand name drug prescribed shall 
be passed on to the purchaser. 

Subd. 2:. Nothing in this section reguires a pharmacist to substitute a generic dr.ug if the substitution will make 
the transaction ineligible for third-party reimbursement. 

Subd. Q;. When §. pharmacist dispenses a brand name legend drug and, at that time, §. less expensive generically 
eguivalent drug is also available in the pharmacist' 5 stock. the pharmacist shall disclose to the purchaser that a generic 
drug is available. 

Subd. Z:. This section does not ~ to prescription drugs dispensed to persons covered Ev. 2. health plan that 
covers prescription drugs under §. managed care fonnularv or similar practices. 

Subd. §.:. The following drugs are excluded from this section: coumadin. dilantin. lanoxin, premarin, theophylline, 
synthroid. tegretol. and phenobarbital. 

Sec. 11. [151.461] [GIFTS TO PRACTITIONERS PROHIBITED.] 

It is unlawful for any manufacturer or wholesale drug distributor, or any agent thereof, to offer or give any &ill. 
of value to ~ practitioner. A medical device manufacturer that distributes drugs as an incidental part of its device 
business shall not be considered a manufacturer, a wholesale drug distributor, or agent under this section. As used 
in this section, "gift" does not include: 

ill professional samples of §. drug provided to ~ prescriber for free distribution to patients; 

ill items with ~ total combined retail value, in ~ calendar year, of not more than $50; 

ill a payment to the sponsor of a medical conference, professional meeting. or other educational program, provided 
the payment is not made directly to ~ practitioner and ~ used s~lely for bona fide educational purposes; 

ill reasonable honoraria and payment of the reasonable expenses of a practitioner who serves Q!l the faculty .et §. 
professional or educational conference or meeting; 

ill compensation for the substantial professional 2E. consulting services of ~ practitioner in connection with §. 
genuine research project; 
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ill publications and educational materials; or 

ill salaries or other benefits paid to employees. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 151.47, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENTS.] All wholesale drug distributors are subject to the requirements in paragraphs 
(0) to fe) ill· 

(a) No person or distribution outlet shall act as a wholesale drug distributor without first obtaining a license from 
the board and paying the required fee. 

(b) No license shall be issued or renewed for a wholesale drug distributor to operate unless the applicant agrees 
to operate in a rnalUlef prescribed by federal and state law and according to the rules adopted by the board. 

(c) The board may require a separate license for each facility directly or indirectly owned or operated by the same 
business entity within the state, or for a parent entity with divisions, subsidiaries, or affiliate companies within the 
state, when operations are conducted at more than one location and joint ownership and control exists among all the 
entities. 

(d) As a condition for receiving and retaining a wholesale drug distributor license issued under sections 151.42 to 
151.51, an applicant shall satisfy the board that it has and will continuously maintain: 

(1) adequate storage conditions and facilities; 

(2) minimum liability and other insurance as may be required under any applicable federal or state law; 

(3) a viable security system that includes an after hours central alarm, or comparable entry detection capability; 
restricted access to the premises; comprehensive employment applicant screening; and safeguards against all forms 
of employee theft; 

(4) a system of records describing all wholesale drug distributor activities set forth in section 151.44 for at least the 
most recent two-year period, which shall be reasonably accessible as defined by board regulations in any inspection 
authorized by the board; 

(5) principals and persons, including officers, directors, primary shareholders, and key management executives, who 
must at all times demonstrate and maintain their capability of conducting business in conformity with sOlU1d financial 
practices as well as state and federal law; 

(6) complete, updated information, to be provided to the board as a condition for obtaining and retaining a license, 
about each wholesale drug distributor to be licensed, including all pertinent corporate licensee information, if 
applicable, or other ownership, principal, key personnel, and facilities information fOlU1d to be necessary by the board; 

(7) written policies and procedures that assure reasonable wholesale drug distributor preparation for, protection 
against, and handling of any facility security or operation problems, including, but not limited to, those caused by 
natural disaster or government emergency, inventory inaccuracies or product shipping and receiving, outdated 
product or other lU1authorized product control, appropriate disposition of returned goods, and product recalls; 

(8) sufficient inspection procedures for all incoming and outgoing product shipments; and 

(9) operations in compliance with all federal requirements applicable to wholesale drug distribution. 

(e) An agent or employee of any licensed wholesale drug distributor need not seek licensure under this section . 

.ill!l wholesale drug distributor shall file with the board an annual report, in ~ form and on the date prescribed 
£.y the board, identifying all payments, honoraria, reimbursement or other compensation authorized under section 
151.461, clauses ill to f.21. paid to practitioners in Minnesota during the preceding calendar year. The report shall 
identify the nature and value of any payments totaling $100 or more, to a particular practitioner during the year. and 
shall identify the practitioner. Reports filed under this provision are public data. 
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Sec. 13. [MEDICAL CARE SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.] 

.illl The commissioner of health, in consultation with the commissioners of employee relations, commerce, and 
revenue and the Minnesota health care commission. shall conduct a study to determine the feasibility of establishing 
!! medical and health ~ benefits plan such as ~ to help provide incentives for persons in Minnesota whose 
employers ~ all or part of the cost of medical and health care benefits for their employees to forego unnecessary 
medical treatment and to shop for the best value in cases where treatment is necessary. The study must address, at 
!!. minimum, the advantages and disadvantages of establishing a medical and health ~ benefits plan and may 
contain the components and criteria in paragraphs ill to .ill:. 

ill Employers each year shall set aside in an account for each of their employees a substantial percentage of the 
amount that the employers currently Q!: would otherwise spend for medical and health ~ benefits for each 
employee. The account is an allowance for medical and health care for the employee during that year. 

kl Employers shall use the remaining percentage amount to purchase or self fund major medical and health ~ 
benefits for all employeesr which shall DID:: 100 percent of the cost of ~ portion of an employee's medical and health 
care that exceeds the amount in the employee's medical and health care account. 

@ Any amount in!!!l employee's medical and health care account that is lUlspent belongs to the employee with 
no restrictions on the purposes for which II may be used. 

M The amount in an employee's medical and health care account is not subject to state income taxation while II 
remains in the account. Any amount spent from the account on medical and health care is totally exempt from state 
income taxation. Any amount spent from the account for !!!y. purpose other than medical and health ~ ig subject 
to state income taxation. 

ill Employers that provide medical and health care benefits to their employees in accordance with the plan shall 
receive state tax credits against their income for each year that the benefits are provided. 

W The results of the study must be submitted to the legislature.hY. Ianuary ~ 1994. 

Sec. 14. [REQUESTS FOR FEDERAL ACTION.] 

The commissioner of health shall seek changes in or waivers from federal statutes or regulations as necessary to 
implement the provisions of this act. The commissioner of human services shall request and diligently pursue waivers 
from the federal laws relating to health coverages provided under the medical assistance and Medicare programs, so 
~ to permit the state to provide medical assistance benefits through integrated service networks and permit Medicare 
to be provided in Minnesota through integrated service networks. 

Sec. 15. [PRESCRIPTION DRUG STUDY.] 

The commissioner of health. shall prepare and submit to the legislahlTe Qy February Th. 1994, !!. study of the 
manufacturing, wholesale, and- retail prescription drug market in Minnesota. In conducting the study, the 
commissioner of health shall consult with the commissioners of administration. employee relations, and human 
services. the Minnesota health ~ commission. and the University of Minnesota pharmaceutical research. 
management, and economics programs. The commissioner shall also consult with representatives of retail and other 
pharmacists. drug manufacturers. consumers. senior citizen organizations. hospitals. nursing homes, physicians, health 
maintenance organizations, and other stakeholders and persons with relevant expertise. 

The study shall examine: 

ill how distinctions based on volume purchased or class of purchaser affect manufacturer, wholesale. and retail 
pricing; 

ill how manufacturer and wholesale pricing are affected l2v. other industry practices, l2v. federal and state law, and 
.hY. other factors such as marketing. promotion, and research and development; 

ill how manufacturer and wholesale pricing affect retail pricingj 

ill other factors affecting retail pricingj and 

ill methods of reducing manufacturer. wholesale. and retail prices.' including but not limited to: 

ill mandatory prescription drug contracting programs operated l2v. the state; 
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.illl voluntary prescription drug contracting programs operated J2x the state; 

.@lliegislation to facilitate the development of manufacturer and wholesale purchasing programs in the private 
sector: 

i.i.Y1 most favored purchaser legislation; 

ill legislation limiting manufacturer and wholesale price increasesj 

!Yillegislation providing for preferential treatment for underserved or disadvantaged retail purchasers: 

(vii) legislation providing for the use of ~ state formulary or other formularies: 

(viii) legislation requiring pharmacists to substitute for prescribed drugs!!. less expensive therapeutic alternative 
in appropriate circumstances. 

~ legislation providing for price disclosurej and 

ffi limitations on drug promotion and marketing. 

The study must include recommendations and draft legislation for reducing the cost of prescription drugs for 
wholesale purchasers, consumers, retail pharmacies, and third-party payors. The recommendations must ensure that 
parties benefiting from price savings at the manufacturer or wholesale level pass these savings on to consumers. The 
recommendations must not reduce costs through methods that would adversely affect access to prescription drugs, 
reduce the ~ of prescription drugs, 2!. ~! significant increase in manufacturer, wholesale, or retail prices 
for certain market segments. 

Sec. 16. [REVIEW.] 

The commissioner of commerce shall review the health ~ policies currently in use in the state, and prepare 
standardized health care E2li£v. forms to be used Qy all insurers, health service plans, 2!. others subject to the 
jurisdiction of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62A. 62C. 62E. Q! 62H. The commissioner shall recommend possible 
legislative changes necessary to adopt the policy forms to the chairs of the senate commerce and consumer protection 
committee and the house of representatives financial institutions and insurance committee Qy February .1. 1994. 

Sec. 17. [LEAVE DONATION PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [DONATION OF VACATION TIME.] !l state employee may donate !!E. to 12 hours of accrued 
vacation leave for the benefit of a state employee in Morrison cOlmty whose child was attacked!!y~ dog in 1993. The 
number of hours donated must be credited to the sick leave account of the receiving state employee. If the receiving 
state employee uses all of the donated time. additional hours .1!E. to SO hours ~ employee of accrued vacation leave 
time may be donated. 

Subd.1. [PROCESS FOR CREDITING.] The donating employee must notify the employee's agency head of the 
amount of accrued vacation time the employee wishes to donate. The agency head shall transfer that amount to the 
sick leave account of the recipient. A donation of accrued vacation leave time i§. irrevocable once i! has been 
transferred to the account. 

Sec. 18. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

The revisor of statutes shall change the words "centers of excellence" to "referral centers" wherever they appear in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62D and 621, in the ~ and subsequent editions of Minnesota Statutes and Minnesota 
Rules, parts 4685.0100 to 4685.3400. 

Sec. 19. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections b ~ 2.z..z. ~ ~!2t. ~.1..2..t and 16 are effective the .9!y following final enactment. 

Section 17 is effective the day following final enactment and applies retroactively to Ianuary.1. 1993. 

Sections ~ ~ l!1l1. and 12 ~ effective Ianuary b 1994. 
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ARTICLE 6 

COST CONTAINMENT AMENDMENTS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62j.03, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [PROVIDER OR HEALTH CARE PROVIDER.] "Provider" or "health care provider" means a person or 
organization other than a nursing home that provides health care or medical care services within Minnesota for a fee, 
as htrtfier sen.-lee in nIles aelsf!tea B) the esffi:ffi:issiSfl€f. and ~ eligible for reimbursement under the medical 
assistance program under chapter 256B. For purposes of this subdivision, "for a fee" includes traditional fee-for-service 
arrangements, capitation arrangements, and any other arrangement in which a provider receives compensation for 
providing health care services or has the authority to directly billa S!2!:!£. purchaser, health carrier, or individual for 
providing health care services. For purposes of this subdivision, "eligible for reimbursement under the medical 
assistance program" means that the provider's services would be reimbursed Qy the medical assistance program if 
the services were provided to medical assistance enrollees and the provider sought reimbursement, or that the services 
would be eligible for reimbursement under medical assistance except that those services are characterized as 
experimental, cosmetic, or voluntary. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [APPEALS.] A person Sf srgaflizatisfl aggrieved may appeal a decision sf the EsffIfl'1:issisflef under 
sections 62J.17 and 62J.23 through a contested case proceeding governed under chapter 14. The notice of ~must 
be served on the commissioner within 30 days of receiving notice of the decision. The commissioner shall decide the 
contested case. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.04, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [PLAN FOR CONTROLLING GROWTH IN SPENDING.] (a) By January 15, 1993, the Minnesota health 
care commission shall submit to the legislature and the governor for approval a plan, with as much detail as possible, 
for slowing the growth in health care spending to the growth rate identified by the commission, beginning July I, 
1993. The goal of the plan shall be to reduce the growth rate of health care spending, adjusted for population changes, 
so that it declines by at least ten percent per year for each of the next five years. The €smmissisfl shall use the fate 
sf speneiiRg gt's'ii.th ir. 1991 as the Base year fer eie.elsriRg its plan. The plan may include tentative targets for 
reducing the growth in spending for consideration by the legislature. 

(b) In developing the plan, the commission shall consider the advisability and feasibility of the following options, 
but is not obligated to incorporate them into the plan: 

(1) data and methods that could be used to calculate regional and statewide spending limits and the various options 
for expressing spending limits, such as maximum percentage growth rates or actuarially adjusted average per capita 
rates that reflect the demographics of the state or a region of the state; 

(2) methods of adjusting spending limits to account for patients who are not Minnesota residents, to reflect care 
provided to a person outside the person's region, and to adjust for demographic changes over time; 

(3) methods that could be used to monitor compliance with the limits; 

(4) criteria for exempting spending on research and experimentation on new technologies and medical practices 
when setting or enforcing spending limits; 

(5) methods that could be used to help providers, purchasers, consumers, and communities control spending 
growth; 

(6) methods of identifying activities of consumers, providers, or purchasers that contribute to excessive growth in 
spending; 

(7) methods of encouraging voluntary activities that will help keep spending within the limits; 

(8) methods of consulting providers and obtaining their assistance and cooperation and safeguards that are 
necessary to protect providers from abrupt changes in revenues or practice requirements; 
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(9) methods of avoiding, preventing, or recovering spending in excess of the rate of growth identified by the 
commission; 

(10) methods of depriving those who benefit financially from overspending of the benefit of overspending, 
including the option of recovering the amount of the excess spending from the greater provider community or from 
individual providers or groups of providers through targeted assessments; 

(11) methods of reallocating health care resources among provider groups to correct existing inequities, reward 
desirable provider activities, discourage undesirable activities, or improve the quality, affordability, and accessibility. 
of health care services; 

(12) methods of imposing mandatory requirements relating to the delivery of health care, such -as practice 
parameters, hospital admission protocols, 24-hour emergency care screening systems, or designated specialty 
providers; 

(13) methods of preventing unfair health care practices that give a provider or group purchaser an unfair advantage 
or financial benefit or that significantly circumvent, subvert, or obstruct the goals of this chapter; 

(14) methods of providing incentives through special spending allowances or other means to encourage and reward 
special projects to improve outcomes or quality of care; and 

(15) the advisability or feasibility of a system of permanent, regional coordinating boards to ensure community 
involvement in activities to improve affordability, accessibility, and quality of health care in each region. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.05, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [REPEALER.] This section is repealed effective l.!J!y.1. 1996. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.09, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [MEMBERSHIP.] (a) [NUMBER OF MEMBERS.] Each regional health ea,e maRa~emeRt coordinating board 
consists of .f.6 17 members as provided in this subdivision. A member may designate a representative to act as a 
member of the commission in the member's absence. The governor shall appoint the chair of each regional board 
from among its members. The appointing authorities under each paragraph for which there is to be chosen more than 
one member shall consult prior to appointments being made to ~ that to the extent possible, the board includes 
!!. representative from each county within the region. 

(b) [PROVIDER REPRESENTATIVES.] Each regional board must include four members representing health care 
providers who practice in the region. One member is appointed by the Minnesota Medical Association. One member 
is appointed by the Minnesota Hospital Association. One member is appointed by the Minnesota Nurses' Association. 
The remaining member is appointed by the governor to represent providers other than physicians, hospitals, and 
nurses. 

(c) [HEALTH PLAN COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES.] Each regional board includes _ four members 
representing health plan companies who provide coverage for residents of the region, including one member 
representing health insurers who is elected by a vote of all health insurers providing coverage in the region, one 
member elected by a vote of all health maintenance organizations providing coverage in the region, and one member 
appointed by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota. The fourth member is appointed by the governor. 

(d) [EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVES.] Regional boards include three members representing employers in the 
region. Employer representatives are elected by a vote of the employers who are members of chambers of commerce 
in the region. At least one member must represent self-insured employers. 

(e) [EMPLOYEE UNIONS.] Regional boards include one member appointed by the AFL-CIO Minnesota who is a 
union member residing or working in the region or who is a representative of a union that is active in the region. 

(f) [PUBLIC MEMBERS.] Regional boards include three consumer members. One consumer member is elected by 
the community health boards in the region~ with each community health board having one vote. One consumer 
member is elected by the state legislators with districts in the region. One consumer member is appointed by the 
governor. 
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(g) [COUNTY COMMISSIONER.] Regional boards include one member who is a county board member. The 
county board member is elected by a vote of all of the county board members in the region, with each county board 
having one vote. 

(h) ISTATE AGENCY} Regional boards include one state agency commissioner appointed by the governor to 
represent state health coverage programs. 

Sec. 6. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.09, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [CONFLICTS OF INTEREST.] No member may !,'fliEi!,.!e 8f vote in regional coordinating board 
proceedings involving an individual provider, purchaser, or patient, or a specific activity or transaction, if the member 
has a direct financial interest in the outcome of the regional coordinating board's proceedings other than as an 
individual consumer of health care services. A member with ~ direct financial interest may participate in the 
proceedings, without voting, provided that the member discloses !illY direct financial interest to the regional 
coordinating board at the beginning of the proceedings. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.09, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6a. [CONTRACTING.1 The commissioner, at the request of ~ regional coordinating board, may contract on 
behalf of the board with an appropriate regional organization to provide staff support to the board, in order to assist 
the board in carrying out the duties assigned in this section. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.09, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [REPEALER.] This section is repealed effective july 1, ±99J 1996. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.17, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the terms defined in this subdivision have the meanings 
given. 

(a) [ACCESS.] "Access" has the meaning given in section 621.2912, subdivision 2. 

ill [CAPITAL EXPENDITURE.] "Capital expenditure" means an expenditure which, under gen.erally accepted 
accounting principles, is not properly chargeable as an expense of operation and maintenance. 

ill [COST.] "Cost" means the amount paid £y consumers or third ~ payers for health care services or products. 

1ill. [DATE OF THE MAJOR SPENDING COMMITMENT.] "Date of the major spending commitment" means the 
date the provider formally obligated itself to the major spending commitment. The obligation may be incurred £y 
entering into ~ contract. making ~ down payment, issuing bonds or entering a loan agreement to provide financing 
for the major spending commitment, or taking some other,'formal, tangible action evidencing the provider's intention 
to make the major spending commitment. 

fI» hl [HEALTH CARE SERVICE.] "Health care service" means: 

(1) a service or item that would be covered by the medical assistance program under chapter 256B if provided in 
accordance with medical assistance requirements to an eligible medical assistance recipient; and 

(2) a service or item that would be covered by medical assistance except that it is characterized as experimental, 
cosmetic, or voluntary. 

"Health care service" does not include retail, over-the-counter sales of nonprescription drugs and other retail sales 
of health-related products that are not generally paid for by medical assistance and other third-party coverage. 

W ill [MAJOR SPENDING COMMITMENT.] "Major spending commitment" means an expenditure in excess of 
$500,000 for: 

(1) acquisition of a unit of medical equipment; 
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(2) a capital expenditure for a single project for the purposes of providing health care services, other than for the 
acquisition of medical equipment; 

(3) offering a new specialized service not offered before; 

(4) planning for an activity that would qualify as a major spending commitment under this paragraph; or 

(5) a project involving a combination of two or more of the activities in clauses (I) to (4). 

The cost of acquisition of medical equipment, and the amount of a capital expenditure, is the total cost to the 
provider regardless of whether the cost is distributed over time through a lease arrangement or other financing or 
payment mechanism. 

tEll J.gl [MEDICAL EQUIPMENT.] "Medical equipment" means fixed and movable equipment that is used by a 
provider in the provision of a health care service. "Medical equipment" includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

(1) an extracorporeal shock wave lithotripter; 

(2) a computerized axial tomography (CAT) scanner; 

(3) a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) unit; 

(4) a positron emission tomography (PET) scanner; and 

(5) emergency and nonemergency medical transportation equipment and vehicles. 

M ill [NEW SPECIAUZED SERVICE.] "New specialized service" means a specialized health care procedure or 
treatment regimen offered by a provider that was not previously offered by the provider, including, but not limited 
to: 

(1) cardiac catheterization services involving high-risk patients as defined in the Guidelines for Coronary 
Angiography established by the American Heart Association and the American College of Cardiology; 

(2) heart, heart-hmg, liver, kidney, bowet or pancreas transplantation service, or any other service for 
transplantation of any other organ; 

(3) megavoltage radiation therapy; 

(4) open heart surgery; 

(5) neonatal intensive care services; and 

(6) any new medical technology for which premarket approval has been granted by the United States Food and 
Drug Administration, excluding implantable and wearable devices. 

(fj IPROVID~R.] "Pf'S deleF" mear.s aFt iFteii .-ielaal, eSl'}?Sf'atisR, assseiatisR, fifm, J3apffiefsl=tip, Sf stflef eRat} tRat 
is fegl:ldaFly eRgageei iR pfs¥iaiPtg "AealtA eMe seF. iees iFt ~4iPtFteseta. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62}.17, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.4a. [EXPENDITURE REPORTING.] iel [GENERAL REQUIREMENT.] A provider making a major spending 
commitment after April .1. 1992, sha1l submit notification of the expenditure to the commissioner and provide the 
commissioner with ~ relevant background information. 

ill [REPORT.} Notification must include a report. submitted within 60 days after the date of the major spending 
commitment, using ~ conforming to the definitions in section 621.03 and this section. Each report i.@. subject to 
retrospective review and must contain: 

ill a detailed description of the major spending commitment and its purposej 
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ill the date of the major spending commitmentj 

ill a statement of the expected impact that the maior spending commitment will have Q!! charges £y the provider 
to patients and third ~ payors; 

ill.§. statement of the expected impact on the clinical effectiveness or ~ of care received Qy the patients that 
the provider expects to serve; 

ill a statement of the extent to which equivalent services or technology are already available to the provider's actual 
and potential patient population; < 

i2l a statement of the distance from which the nearest equivalent services or technology are already available to 
the provider's actual and potential population; 

m a statement describing the pursuit of ~ lawful collaborative arrangements; and 

ill ~ statement of assurance that the provider will not use, purchase, or perform health care technologies and 
procedures that are not clinically effective and cost-effective, unless the technology is used for experimental or 
research purposes to determine whether a technology or procedure is clinically effective and cost-effective. 

The provider may submit any additional information that i!. deems relevant. 

kl [ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.] The commissioner may request additional information from a provider for 
the purpose of review of ~ report submitted Qy that provider, and may consider relevant infonnation from other 
sources. A provider shall provide !!QY. information requested Qy the commissioner within the time period stated in 
the request, or within 30 days after the date of the request if the request does not state-~ time. 

@ [FAILURE TO COMPLY,]!t the provider fails to submit ~ complete and timely expenditure report, including 
~ additional information requested Qy the commissioner, the commissioner may make the provider's subsequent 
major spending commitments subject to the procedures of prospective review and approval under subdivision 6a. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62},17, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. [RETROSPECTIVE REVIEW.] lltl The commissioner shall retrospectively review each major spending 
commitment and notify the provider of the results of the review. The commissioner shall determine whether the 
major spending commitment was appropriate. In making the determination, the commissioner may consider the 
following criteria: the major spending commitment's impact Q!l the cost, access, and ~ of health care; the clinical 
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the major spending commitment; and the alternatives available to the provider. 

ill The commissioner may not prevent or prohibit a major spending commitment subject to retrospective review. 
However, if the provider fails the retrospective review, any major spending commitments !?v. that provider for the 
five-year period following the commissioner's decision are subject to prospective review under subdivision 6a. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62}.17, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, 6a. [PROSPECTIVE REVIEW AND APPROVAL.] (!!l [REQUIREMENT.] No health care provider subject to 
prospective review under this subdivision shall make a major spending commitment unless: 

ill the provider has filed an application with the commissioner to proceed with the major spending commitment 
and has provided all supporting documentation and evidence requested.Qy the commissioner; and 

ill the commissioner determines, based upon this documentation and evidence, that the major spending 
commitment is appropriate under the criteria provided in subdivision 5a in light of the alternatives available to the 
provider. 

ill IAPPLICATION.] A provider subject to prospective review and approval shall submit i!!! application to the 
commissioner before proceeding with any major spending commitment. The application must address each item listed 
in subdivision ~ paragraph fu1. and must also include documentation to support the response to each item. The 
proVider may submit information. with supporting documentation. regarding why the major spending commitment 
should be excepted from prospective review under paragraph iQ1 The submission may be made either in addition 
to or instead of the submission of infonnation relating to the items listed in subdivision ~ paragraph .@1 
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{g IREVIEW.] The commissioner shall detennine, based upon the information submitted, whether the major 
spending commitment is appropriate under the criteria provided in subdivision ~ or whether it should be excepted 
from prospective review under paragraph If!1. In making this determination, the commissioner may also consider 
relevant information from other sources. At the request of the commissioner, the Minnesota health care commission 
shall convene ~ expert review panel made .!!E of persons with knowledge and expertise regarding medical 
equipment. specialized services, health care expenditures r and capital expenditures to review applications and make 
recommendations to the commissioner. The commissioner shall make a decision on the application within 60 days 
after !!!l application is received. 

@ [EXCEPTIONS.} The prospective review and approval process does not ~ to: 

ill~ major spending commitment to replace existing equipment with comparable equipment. if the old equipment 
will gQ longer be used in the state; 

ill~ major spending commitment made Qy a research and teaching institution for purposes of conducting medical 
education, medical research supported or sponsored Qy ~ medical school or .hv. ~ federal or foundation grant, or 
clinical trials; 

ill ~ major spending commitment to repair, remodeL or replace existing buildings or fixtures 11 in the judgment 
of the commissioner. the project does not involve a substantial expansion of service capacity or a substantial change 
in the nature of health care services provided; and 

ill mergers. acquisitions, and other changes in ownership or control that, in the judgment of the commissioner, do 
not involve a substantial expansion of service capacity or !!. substantial change in the nature of health care services 
provided. 

ill [NOTIFICATION REQUIRED FOR EXCEPTED MA)OR SPENDING COMMITMENT.] ~ provider making a 
major spending commitment covered Qy paragraph @shall provide notification of the major spending commitment 
!!§. provided lUlder subdivision 4a, 

ill. [PENALTIES AND REMEDIES.] The commissioner of health has the authority to issue fines, seek injlUlctions, 
and pursue other remedies as provided Qy law. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.23, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.::h [INTEGRA TED SERVICE NElWORKS.] M The legislature finds that the formation and operation of 
integrated service networks will accomplish the purpose of the federal Medicare antikickback statute. which ~ to 
reduce the overutilization and overcharging that may result from inappropriate provider incentives. Accordingly. it 
i§. the public EQ!ky of the state of Minnesota to support the development of integrated service networks, The 
legislature finds that the federal Medicare antikickback laws should not be interpreted to interfere with the 
development of integrated service networks or to impose liability for arrangements between ~ integrated service 
network and its participating entities. 

ill An arrangement between an integrated service network and any or all of its participating entities is not subject 
to liability lUlder subdivisions 1 and b. 

Sec. 14. [62).2911] [ANTITRUST EXCEPTIONS; PURPOSE.] 

The legislature finds that the goals of controlling health care costs and improving the quality of and ~ to health 
care services will be significantly enhanced.Q.y cooperative arrangements involving providers or purchasers that might 
be prohibited Qy state and federal antitrust laws if undertaken without governmental involvement. The purpose of 
sections 621.2911 to 621.2921 i§. to create an opportunity for the state to review proposed arrangements and to 
substitute regulation for competition when an arrangement is likely to result in lower costs. or greater ~ 2!. 
quality. than would otherwise Q££!!!. in the marketplace. The legislature intends that approval of arrangements be 
accompanied Qy appropriate conditions, supervision. and regulation to protect against private abuses of economic 
power. and that an arrangement approved Qy-the commissioner and accompanied II such appropriate conditions. 
supervision, and regulation shall not be subject to state and federal antitrust liability. 

Sec. 15. [62).2912] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1.:. [SCOPE.] For purposes of sections 621.2911 to 621.2921. the terms defined in this section have the 
meanings given them. 
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Subd. b. [ACCESS. J "Access" means the financial, temporal, and geographic availability of health care to individuals 
who need it 

Subd. ~ [APPLICANT.] "Applicant" means the ~ or parties to an agreement or business arrangement for which 
the commissioner's approval is sought under this section. 

Subd.1:. [COMMISSIONER.] "Commissioner" means the commissioner of health. 

Subd . .2:. lCONTESTED CASE.] "Contested case" ~ a proceeding conducted Qy the office of administrative 
hearings under sections 14.57 to 14.62. 

Subd. £0 [COST OR COST OF HEALTH CARE.] "Cost" 2I "cost of health care" = the amount paid £y 
consumers or third.IZE.I!Y payers for health ~ services or products. 

Subd. Z:. [CRITERIA.] "Criteria" means the cost, access, and ~ of health ~ 

Subd. §.: [HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS.] "Health care products" means durable medical equipment and "medical 
equipment" as defined in section 621.17, subdivision b. paragraph igh 

Subd.2: [HEALTH CARE SERVICE.] "Health care service" has the meaning given in section 621.17, subdivision 
~ paragraph ~ 

Subd. ~ [PERSON.] "Person" means.ill!. individual or legal entity. 

Sec. 16. [62).2913] [SCOPE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AVAILABILITY OF EXCEPTION.] Providers or purchasers wishing to engage in contracts, business 
2E. financial arrangements, or other activities, practices, or arrangements that might be construed to be violations of 
state or federal antitrust laws but which are in the best interests of the state and further the policies and goals of this 
chapter may ~ to the commissioner for an exception. 

Subd. b. [ABSOLUTE DEFENSE.] Approval Qy the commissioner is an absolute defense against ~ action under 
state and federal antitrust laws, except ~ provided under section 621.2921, subdivision .5. 

Subd.l. [APPLICATION CANNOT BE USED TO IMPOSE LIABILITY.] The commissioner may ask the attorney 
general to comment on an application. The application and !!!!y information obtained Qy the commissioner under 
sections 621.2914 to 621.2916 that .!§. not otherwise available i§ not admissible in £!!y civil .QI criminal proceeding 
brought Qy the attorney general or ~ other person based 2!l ~ antitrust claim, except 

ill a proceeding brought under section 621.2921, subdivision ~ based .2!! ~ applicant's failure to substantially 
comply with the terms of the application; or 

ill!! proceeding based on actions taken Qy the applicant prior to submitting the application, where such actions 
are admitted to in the application. 

Subd.1:.:, [OUT-OF-STATE APPLICANTS.] Providers or purchasers not physically located in Minnesota are eligible 
to seek an exception for arrangements in which they transact business in Minnesota as defined in section 295.51. 

Sec. 17. [62).2914] [APPLICATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [DISCLOSURE.1 An application for approval must include, to the extent applicable. disclosure of 
the following: 

ill ~ descriptive titlej 

ill ~ table of contents; 

ill exact ~ of each ~ to the application and the address of the principal business office of each ~ 

ill the name, address, and telephone number of the persons authorized to receive notices and communications with 
respect to the application; 

L_ 
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..L2l i! verified statement !2y ~ responsible officer of each £.§!!:!y to the application attesting to the accuracy and 
completeness of the enclosed information; 

@ background information relating to the proposed arrangement, including: 

ill i! description of the proposed arrangement, including a list of f!!lY services or products that are the subject of 
the proposed arrangement; 

.ful an identification of any tangential services or products associated with the services or products that ~ the 
subject of the proposed arrangement; 

fiill a description of the geographic territory involved in the proposed arrangement; 

.ili:2. if the geographic territory described in item (iii), !§. different from the territory in which the applicants have 
in the!Y.£t of business at issue over the last five years, a description of how and why the geographic territory 

M identification of all products or services that ~ substantial share of consumers would consider substitutes for 
any service or product that is the subject of the proposed arrangement; 

.i.Yil identification of whether ~ services or products of the proposed arrangement are currently being offered, 
capable of being offered, utilized, or capable of being utilized Qy other providers or purchasers in the geographic 
territory described in item (iii); 

(vii) identification of the steps necessary, under current market and regulatory conditions, for other parties to enter 
the territory described in item iilil and compete with the applicantj 

(viii) .§! description of the previous history of dealings betvveen the parties to the application; 

~ ~ detailed explanation of the projected effects, including expected volume, change in price, and increased 
revenue, of the arrangement on each ~ current businesses, both generally as well ~ the aspects of the business 
directly involved in the proposed arrangement; 

ill the present market share of the parties to the application and of others affected Qy the proposed arrangement, 
and projected market shares after implementation of the proposed arrangementj 

~ a statement of why the projected levels of cost, access, or ~ could not be achieved in the existing market 
without the proposed arrangement; and 

(xii) an explanation of how the arrangement relates to any Minnesota health care commission or applicable regional 
coordinating board plans for delivery of health care; and 

ill a detailed explanation of how the transaction will affect cost. access, and ~ The explanation must address 
the factors in section 62}.2917, subdivision b. paragraphs ill to is!1 to the extent applicable. 

Subd. b. [STATE REGISTER NOTICE.] In addition to the disclosures required in subdivision.1. the application 
must contain a written description of the proposed arrangement for purposes of publication in the State Register. The 
notice must include sufficient information to advise the public of the nature of the proposed arrangement and to 
enable the public to provide meaningful comments concerning the expected results of the arrangement. The notice 
must also state that ~ person may provide written comments to the commissioner ( with a £Q£Y to the applicant. 
within 20 days of the notice's publication. The commissioner shall approve the notice before publication. !t the 
commissioner determines that the submitted notice does not provide sufficient information, the commissioner may 
amend the notice before publication and may consult with the applicant in preparing the amended notice. The 
commissioner shall not publish an amended notice without the applicant's approval. 

Subd.;L [MULTIPLE PARTIES TO A PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT.] For i! proposed arrangement involving 
multiple parties, one joint application must be submitted on behalf of £!! parties to the arrangement. 

Subd. ~ [FILING FEE.] An application must be accompanied Qy!! filing~ which must be deposited in the health 
~ ~ fund. The total of the deposited application fees i§. appropriated annually to the commissioner to 
administer the antitrust exceptions program. The filing fee ~ $1.000 for any application submitted £y parties whose 
combined gross revenues exceeded ~ million in the most recent calendar or fiscal year for which such figures ~ 
available. The filing fee for all other applications is $250. 
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Subd. ~ [TRADE SECRET INFORMATION; PROTECTION.] Trade secret information, as defined in section 13.37, 
subdivision .1. paragraph D21. must be protected to the extent reguired under chapter 13. 

Subd . .§, [COMMISSIONER'S AUTHORITY TO REFUSE TO REVIEW.] ii!l If the commissioner determines that an 
application is unclear, incomplete, or provides an insufficient basis on which to base a decision. the commissioner may 
return the application. The applicant may complete or revise the application and resubmit it. 

illlt. upon review of the application and upon advice from the attorney generaL the commissioner concludes that 
the proposed arrangement does not present ~ potential for liability under the state or federal antitrust laws, the 
commissioner may decline to review the application and so notify the applicant. 

isl The conurussioner may decline !Q. review any application relating to arrangements already in effect before the 
submission of the application. However, the commissioner shall review ill!Y application if the review i§. expressly 
provided for in !! settlement agreement entered into before the enactment of this section .£y the applicant and the 
attorney general. 

Subd. Z, [COMMISSIONER'S AUTHORITY TO EXTEND TIME LIMIT.] Upon the showing of good cause, the 
commissioner may extend.ill!v: of the time limits stated in sections 621.2915 and 621.2916 at the request of the applicant 
Q£ another person. 

Sec. 18. [62).2915] [NOTICE AND COMMENT.] 

Subd. b [COMMENTS.] Within 20 days after the notice is published, i!.!!Y person may mail to the commissioner 
written comments with respect to the application. Within 30 days after the notice ~ published, the Minnesota health 
care commission or ~ regional coordinating board may mail to the commissioner comments with respect to the 
application. Persons submitting comments shall provide a fQEY. of the comments to the applicant. The applicant may 
mail to the commissioner written responses to any comments within ten days after the deadline for mailing such 
comments. The applicant shall send!.£QQY. of the response to the person submitting the comment. 

Sec. 19. [62).2916] [PROCEDURE FOR REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [CHOICE OF PROCEDURES.] After the conclusion of the period provided in section 62).2915, 
subdivision b. for the applicant to respond to comments, the commissioner shall select ~ of the three procedures 
provided in subdivision 2. In determining which procedure to use, the commissioner shall consider the following 
criteria: 

ill the size of the proposed arrangement, in terms of number of parties and amount of money involved; 

ill the complexity of the proposed arrangement: 

ill the novelty of the proposed arrangement; 

ill the substance and quantity of the comments received: 

ill any conunents received from the Minnesota health care commission or regional coordinating boards: and 

.ffil the presence or absence of any significant ~ in the factual record. 

If the applicant demands! contested case hearing no later than the conclusion of the period. provided in section 
62T.2915, subdivision b. for the applicant to respond to conunents, the commissioner shall not select! procedure. 
Instead, the applicant shall be given a contested case proceeding as !!. matter of right. 
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Subd.2. [PROCEDURES AVAILABLE.] ill [DECISION ON THE WRITTEN RECORD.] The commissioner may 
issue a decision based on the application, the comments, and the applicant's responses to the comments, to the extent 
each is relevant. In making the decision. the commissioner may consult with staff of the deparhnent of health and 
may rely on department of health data. 

ill [LIMITED HEARING.] ill The commissioner may order a limited hearing. ~fQEY of the order must be mailed 
to the applicant and to all persons who have submitted comments or reguested to be kept informed of the proceedings 
involving the application. The order must state the date, time, and location of the limited hearing and must identify 
specific issues to be addressed at the limited hearing. The issues may include the feasibility and desirability of ~ 
or more alternatives to the proposed arrangement. The order must reguire the applicant to submit written evidence, 
in the form of affidavits and supporting documents, addressing the issues identified, within 20 days after the date 
of the order. The order shall also state that any person may arrange to receive a .£QEY of the written evidence from 
the commissioner, at the person's expense, and may provide written comments on the evidence within 40 days after 
the date of the order. A person providing written comments shall provide a £QEY of the comments to the applicant. 

ill The limited hearing must be held before the commissioner or department of health staff member designated 
Qy the commissioner. The commissioner .Q!:. the commissioner's designee shall question the applicant about the 
evidence submitted £v. the applicant. The questions may address relevant issues identified in the comments submitted 
in response to the written evidence or identified £v. department of health staff or brought to light Qv. department of 
health data. At the conclusion of the applicant's responses to the questions, any person who submitted comments 
about the applicant's written evidence may make a statement addressing the applicant's responses to the questions. 
The commissioner or the conunissioner's designee may ask questions of any person making a statement. At the 
conclusion of all statements, the applicant may make !!. closing statement. 

ill The commissioner's decision after a limited hearing must be based upon the application, the comments, the 
applicant's response to the comments, the applicant's written evidence, the comments in response to the written 
evidence, and the information presented at the limited hearing, to the extent each is relevant. In making the decision, 
the commissioner may consult with staff of the department of health and may rely on department of health data. 

!£1 [CONTESTED CASE HEARING.] The commissioner may order a contested case hearing. f!. contested case 
hearing shall be tried before an administrative law judge who shall issue !!. written recommendation to the 
commissioner and shall follow the procedures in sections 14.57 to 14.62. All factual issues relevant to a decision must 
be presented in the contested case. The attorney general may appear ~!!. ~ Additional parties may appear to 
the extent permitted under sections 14.57 to 14.62. The record in the contested case includes the application. the 
comments, the applicant's response to the corrunents. and any other evidence that ~ part of the record under sections 
14.57 to 14.62. 

Sec. 20. [62J.2917] [CRITERIA FOR DECISION.] 

Subdivision 1. [CRITERIA.] The commissioner shall not approve !ill application unless the COmmISSIOner 
determines that the arrangement is more likely to result in lower costs, increased access. or increased quality of health 
care, than would otherwise occur tmder existing market conditions Q!. conditions likely to develop without !ill 
exemption from state and federal antitrust law. In the event that a proposed arrangement appears likely to improve 
~ Q!. tvvo of the criteria at the expense of another one or two of the criteria. the commissioner shall not approve the 
application unless the commissioner determines that the proposed arrangement, taken S§. !!. whole, i§. likely to 
substantially further the purpose of this chapter. In making such!!. determination, the commissioner may employ a 
cost/benefit analysis. 

Subd. b [FACTORS.] ill [GENERALLY APPUCABLE FACTORS.] In making a determination about cost, access, 
and quality, the conunissioner may consider the following factors, to the extent relevant: 

ill whether the proposal is compatible with the cost containment plan Q!: other plan of the Mirmesota health care 
commission or the applicable regional plans of the regional coordinating boards; 

ill market structure: 

ill actual and potential sellers and buyers, .Q! providers and purchasers; 

!.ill actual and potential consumers; 
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iilil geographic market area; and 

1h:l ~ conditions; 

ill current market conditions; 

ill the historical behavior of the marketj 

@ performance of other, similar arrangementsj 

ill whether the proposal unnecessarily restrains competition or restrains competition in ways not reasonably related 
to the purposes of this chapter; and 

ill the financial condition of the applicant. 

ill [COST.] The commissioner's analysis of cost must focus on the individual consumer of health care. Cost savings 
to be realized Qy providers, health carriers, group purchasers, or other participants in the health care system are 
relevant only to the extent that the savings are likely to be passed on to the consumer. However. where an application 
is submitted Qy providers or purchasers who are paid primarily Qv. third ~ payers unaffiliated with the applicant, 
i!. ~ sufficient- for the applicant to show that cost savings ~ likely to be passed on to the unaffiliated third ~ 
payersj the applicants do not have the burden of proving that third ~ payers with whom the applicants are not 
affiliated will pass on cost savings to individuals receiving coverage through the third ~ payers. In making 
determinations as to costs, the commissioner may consider: 

ill the cost savings likely to result to the applicantj 

ill the extent to which the cost savings are likely to be passed.Q!l to the consumer"and in what form; 

ill the extent to which the proposed arrangement is likely to result in cost shifting £y the applicant onto other 
payers or purchasers of other products or services; 

ill the extent to which the cost shifting.£y the applicant is likely to be followed !?y-other persons in the market; 

@ the current and anticipated ~ and demand for any products or services at"issuej 

ill the representations and guarantees of the applicant and their enforceability; 

fZllikely effectiveness of regulation Q.v. the commissioner; 

l§l inferences to be drawn from market structure; 

!2l the cost of regulation, both for the state and for the applicant and 

.QQl!:!!!Y other factors tending to show that the proposed arrangement is QI. §. not likely to reduce cost. 

i£l IACCESS.] In making determinations as to access, the commissioner may consider: 

ill the extent to which the utilization of needed health ~ services QI. products Qy the intended tanreted 
population ~ likely to increase or decrease. When 2. proposed arrangement ~ likely to increase access in one 
geographic area, .hv,lowering prices QI. otherwise expanding ~ but limits access in another geographic area .Qv. 
removing service capabilities from that second area, the commissioner shall articulate the criteria employed to balance 
these effects; 

ill the extent to which the proposed arrangement is likely to make available a ~ and needed service or product 
to 2. certain geographic area; and 

ill the extent to which the proposed arrangement is likely to otherwise make health care services or products more 
financially or geographically available to persons who need them. 

!! the commissioner determines that the proposed arrangement 1& likely to increase access and bases that 
determination on a projected increase in utilization, the commissioner shall also determine and make a specific finding 
that the increased utilization does not reflect overutilization. 
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@ [QUALITY.] In making determinations as to quality, the commissioner may consider the extent to which the 
proposed arrangement is likely to: 

ill decrease morbidity and mortality: 

ill result in faster convalescence; 

ill result in fewer hospital days; 

ill permit providers to attain needed experience or freguency of treahnent, likely to lead to better outcomes; 

ill increase patient satisfactionj and 

1§l have any other features likely to improve or reduce the quality of health ~ 

Sec. 21. [62).2918J [DECISION.J 

Subdivision 1. [APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL.1 The commissioner shall issue a written decision approving or 
disapproving the application. The commissioner may condition approval on £. modification of all Q!. part of the 
proposed arrangement to eliminate any restriction 2!!. competition that i§. not reasonably related to the goals of 
reducing cost.Q!. improving access or quality. The commissioner may also establish conditions for approval that are 
reasonably necessary to protect against abuses of private economic power and to ~ that the arrangement is 
appropriately supervised and regulated Qy the state. 

Subd. b [FINDINGS OF FACT.] The commissioner's decision shall make specific findings of fact concerning the 
cost, access, and ~ criteria, and identify one 2! ~ of those criteria ~ the basis for the decision. 

Subd. J:. [DATA FOR SUPERVISION.] A decision approving an application must require the periodic submission 
of specific data relating to cost, access, and quality, and to the extent feasible, identify objective standards of cost, 
access, and ~ Qy which the success of the arrangement will be measured. However, if the commissioner 
determines that the scope of a particular proposed arrangement is such that the arrangement is certain to have neither 
~ positive or negative impact 2!! ~ or two of the criteria, the commissioner's decision need not require the 
submission of data or establish an objective standard- relating to those criteria. 

Sec. 22. [62J.2919J [APPEAL.J 

After the commissioner has rendered a decision, the applicant .Q!. any other person aggrieved may appeal the 
decision to the Minnesota court of appeals within 30 days after receipt of the commissioner's decision. The appeal 
is governed Qy sections 14.63 to 14.69. The appellate process does not include ~ contested case under sections 14.57 
to 14.62. The commissioner's determination, under section 62I.2916, subdivision.1. of which procedure to ~ may 
not be raised as an issue 2!! appeal. 

Sec. 23. [62).2920J [SUPERVISION AFTER APPROVAL.J 

Subdivision 1. [APPROPRIATE SUPERVISION,] The commissioner shall appropriately supervise, monitor, and 
regulate approved arrangements, 

Subd, b [PROCEDURES,] The commissioner shall review data submitted periodically Qy the applicant. The 
commissioner's order shall set forth the time schedule for the submission of data, which shall be at least once £. year, 
The commissioner's order must identify the data that must be submitted, although the commissioner may 
subsequently require the submission of additional data or alter the time schedule. Upon review of the data submitted, 
the commissioner shall notify the applicant of whether the arrangement is in compliance with the commissioner's 
order. If the arrangement is not in compliance with the commissioner's order. the commissioner shall identify those 
respects in which the arrangement does not conform to the commissioner's order, 

An applicant receiving notification that an arrangement is not in compliance has 30 days in which to respond with 
additional data, The response may include !.! proposal and a time schedule Qy which the applicant will bring the 
arrangement into compliance with the commissioner's order. .!f. the arrangement is not in compliance and the 
commissioner and the applicant cannot agree to the terms of bringing the arrangement into compliance, the matter 
shall be set for a contested case hearing. 
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The corrunissioner shall publish notice in the State Register two years after the date of ~ order approving an 
application, and at two-year intervals thereafter, soliciting comments from the public concerning the impact that the 
arrangement has had on cost, access! and ~ The commissioner may request additional oral Qf. written 
information from the applicant or from any other ~ 

Subd.,2;. [STUDY.] The commissioner shall study and make recommendations Qy Ianuary g 1995, on the 
appropriate length and scope of supervision of arrangements approved for exemption from the antitrust laws. 

Sec. 24. [62).2921] [REVOCATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [CONDITIONS.] The commissioner may revoke approval of 2. cooperative arrangement only if: 

ill the arrangement is not in substantial compliance with the terms of the application; 

ill the arrangement is not in substantial compliance with the conditions of approvat 

ill the arrangement has not and ~ not likely to substantially achieve the improvements in cost, access, Q!. ~ 
identified in the approval order as the basis for the commissioner's approval of the arrangement; or 

ill the conditions in the marketplace have changed to such an extent that competition would promote reductions 
in cost and improvements in access and ~ better than does the arrangement at issue. In order to revoke on the 
basis that conditions in the marketplace have changed, the commissioner's order must identify specific changes in the 
marketplace and articulate why those changes warrant revocation. 

Subd. b. [NOTICE.] The commissioner shall begin a proceeding to revoke approval .l2.v. providing written notice 
to the applicant describing in detail the basis for the proposed revocation. Notice of the proceeding must be published 
in the State Register and submitted to the Minnesota health care commission and the applicable regional coordinating 
boards. The notice must invite the submission of comments to the commissioner. 

Subd.J:. [PROCEDURE.] A proceeding to revoke an approval must be conducted' as a contested case proceeding 
upon the written request of the applicant. Decisions of the commissioner in ~ proceeding to revoke approval are 
subject to judicial review under sections 14.63 to 14.69. 

Subd.::h [ALTERNATIVES TO REVOCATION PREFERRED.] m deciding whether to revoke!!.!l approval, the 
commissioner shall take into account the hardship that the revocation may impose on the applicant and any potential 
disruption of the market ~ ~ whole. The commissioner shall not revoke an approval if the arrangement can be 
modified, restructured, or regulated so as to remedy the problem upon which the revocation proceeding is based. The 
applicant may submit proposals for alternatives to revocation. Before approving an alternative to revocation that 
involves modifying or restructuring an arrangement, the commissioner shall publish notice in the State Register that 
.ill!Yperson may comment on the proposed modification or restructuring within 20 days after publication of the notice. 
The commissioner shall not approve the modification or restructuring until the comment period has concluded. An 
approved modified or restructured arrangement is subject to appropriate supervision under section 621.2920. 

Subd. ~ [IMPACT OF REVOCATION.] An applicant that has had its approval revoked is not required to terminate 
the arrangement. The applicant cannot be held liable under state or federal antitrust law for acts that occurred while 
the approval was in effect, except to the extent that the applicant failed to substantially comply with the terms of its 
application or failed to substantially comply with the terms of the approval. The applicant is fully subject to state 
and federal antitrust law after the revocation becomes effective and may be held liable for acts that .2S..S.!!!. after the 
revocation. 

Sec. 25. [UNIVERSAL COVERAGE PLAN.] 

The health ~ commission shall develop and submit to the legislature and the governor .l2.v. December .lli 1993, 
2. comprehensive plan that will lead to universal health coverage for all Mirmesotans.l2.v. Ianuary.1. 1997. The plan 
must include an implementation plan and time schedule for the coordinated phasing in of health insurance reforms, 
including the expansion of community rating and the phasing out of underwriting restrictions, changes or expansions 
in government programs, and other actions recommended Qy the commission. The plan must also include annual 
targets for expanding coverage to uninsured persons and populations and periodic evaluations of the progress being 
made toward achieving annual targets and universal coverage. 
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Sec. 26. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 621.17, subdivisions:h ~ and 2L and 62J.29. are repealed. 

Sec. 27. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 24 ~ effective the day following final enactment. Sections 9 to 12 ~ retroactively to any major 
spending commitment entered into after April L 1992, except that the reguirements of section 621.17, subdivision ~ 
paragraph ~ that ~ report be submitted within 60 days after ~ major spending commitment and that a report include 
the items specifically listed are not retroactive. 

ARTICLE 7 

SMALL EMPLOYER INSURANCE REFORM 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.02, subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

Subd. ]9. [LATE ENTRANT.] "Late entrant" means an eligible employee or dependent who requests enrollment 
in a health benefit plan of a small employer following the initial enrollment period applicable to the employee or 
dependent under the tenns of the health benefit plan, provided that the initial enrollment period must be a period 
of at least 30 days. However, an eligible employee or dependent must not be considered a late entrant if: 

(1) the individual was covered under qualifying existing coverage at the time the individual was eligible to enroll 
in the health benefit plan, declined enrollment on that basis, and presents to the carrier a certificate of termination 
of the qualifying prior coverage, due to loss of eligibility for that coverage, provided that the individual maintains 
continuous coverage.:. For purposes of this clauser eligibility for prior coverage does not include eligibility for 
continuation coverage reguired under state or federal law: 

(2) the individual has lost coverage under another group health plan due to the expiration of benefits available 
under the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985, Public Law Number 99-272, as amended, and 
any state continuation laws applicable to the employer or carrier, provided that the individual maintains continuous 
coverage; 

(3) the individual is a new spouse of an eligible employee, provided that enrollment is requested within 30 days 
of becoming legally married; 

(4) the individual is a new dependent child of an eligible employee, provided that enrollment is requested within 
30 days of becoming a dependent; 

(5) the individual is employed by an employer that offers multiple health benefit plans and the individual elects 
a different plan during an open enrollment period; or 

(6) a court has ordered that coverage be provided for a dependent child under a covered employee's health benefit 
plan and request for enrollment is made within 30 days after issuance of the court order. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.02, subdivision 26, is amended to read: 

Subd.26. [SMALL EMPLOYER.] "Small employer" means a person, firm, corporation, partnership, association, or 
other entity actively engaged in business who, on at least 50 percent of its working days during the preceding 
calendar year, employed no fewer than two nor more than 29 eligible employees, the majority of whom were 
employed in this state. If a Sffiall e'A'lf31eyeF has 8RI)' RIO eligiBle emploj ees, SRe eHlflloyee ffil:l:St Ret Be the spsl:l:se, 
ehilel, SiBliRg, paF€Rt, Sf gFaFtap8Feflt of t4te otT.eF, e)(eefJt that If an employer has only two eligible employees and one 
~ the spouse, child. sibling, parent. or grandparent of the other. the employer must be ~ Minnesota domiciled 
employer and have paid social security or self-employment tax on behalf of both eligible employees. A small 
employer plan may be offered through a domiciled ass-ociation to self-employed individuals and small employers who 
are members of the association, even if the self-employed individual or small employer has fewer than two employees 
OF the eH'l]9Jeyees aFe family ffiel"fllgeFs. Entities that are eligible to file a combined tax return for purposes of state tax 
laws are considered a single employer for purposes of determining the number of eligible employees. Small employer 
status must be determined on an annual basis as of the renewal date of the health benefit plan. The provisions of 
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this chapter continue to apply to an employer who no longer meets the requirements of this definition until the annual 
renewal date of the employer's health benefit plan. Where an association, described in section 62A.I0, subdivision 
1, comprised of employers contracts with a health carrier to provide coverage to its members who are small 
employers, the association may eleet to shall be considered to be a small employer, with respect to those employers 
in the association that employ no fewer than two nor more than 29 eligible employees, even though the association 
provides coverage to more tnaR 29 €ffl.tJloyees of its memBers, S8 IOfig as €a€R €nLflloj €r that is pro. ieiea EO. €rage 
t.fl::FOl:lgR the assoeiatioR EJ:l:lalifies as a small €mpleyer. A:R assoeiatioR's eleetioR to be eOFl:SiaeFea a small eHtplo) eF 
l.tFlEieF this seetioFl: is Rot eHe€ti. e L:lflfess tiled witA the eOfflHdssieReF of e8mmel'ee. The ass8eiatioR ma) Fe. ske its 
eleetioFl: at aft) time b) filing Fl:stiee sf Fe; oeahon wi#t tRe esmmissioAeF. its members that do not ~ as small 
employers. An association in existence prior to h!Jy .1. 1993, i§. exempt from this chapter with respect to small 
employers that are members as of that date. However, in providing coverage to ~ groups after h!lY..1.1993, the 
existing association must comply with all requirements of chapter 62L. Existing associations must register with the 
commissioner of commerce prior to l!:!!y.1. 1993. If. an employer has employees covered under a trust established in 
!! collective bargaining agreement under the federal Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947, United States Code, 
title ~section 141, et ~ as amended, those employees are excluded in determining whether the employer qualifies 
as!! small employer. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.02, subdivision 27, is amended to read: 

Subd.27. [SMALL EMPLOYER MARKET.] <a) "Small employer market" means the market for health benefit plans 
for small employers. . 

(b) A health carrier is considered to be participating in the small employer market if the carrier offers, sells, issues, 
or renews a health benefit plan to; (I)-any small employer; or (2) the eligible employees of a small employer offering 
a health benefit plan if, with the knowledge of the health carrier, betA: either of the following conditions Me j£ met: 

(i) any portion of the premium or benefits is paid for or reimbursed by a small employer; a-nd or 

(ii) the health benefit plan is treated by the employer or any of the eligible employees or dependents as part of a 
plan or program for the purposes of the Internal Revenue Code, section 106, 125, or 162. 

Sec. 4. Minriesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [MINIMUM PARTICIPATION AND CONTRIBUTION.] <a) A small employer that has at least 75 percent 
of its eligible employees who have not waived coverage participating in a health benefit plan and that contributes at 
least 50 percent toward the cost of coverage of eligible employees must be guaranteed coverage from any health 
carrier participating in the small employer market. The participation level of eligible employees must be determined 
at the initial offering of coverage and at the renewal date of coverage. A health carrier may not increase the 
participation requirements applicable to a small employer at any time after the small employer has been accepted for 
coverage. For the purposes of this subdivision, waiver of coverage includes only waivers due to coverage under 
another group health plan. 

(B) A health eaFFieF may fefJ:tliFe fr..at small emplo) eFS eeFl:t:fiBl:ite a speeiFiea mifliml:iffi pefeeRfage to,. aFa tfte esst 
of the eo. erage ef eligiBle emplo) ees, so lSRg as the Fe€fHiFemeRt is l:H:-lifeFml) af3pliea fOf ail srnall ER'l.-)31eyEFS 

.ilil !! !! small employer does not satisfy the contribution or participation requirements under this subdivision, a 
health carrier may voluntarily issue ..Qf. renew individual coverage Q!: ~ health benefit plan which, except for 
guaranteed issue, must fully comply with this chapter. A health carrier that provides group coverage to !! small 
employer that does not meet the contribution or participation requirements of this subdivision must maintain this 
information in its files for audit Qy the commissioner. A health carrier may not offer individual coverage, purchased 
through an arrangement between the employer and the health carrier, to any employee unless the health carrier also 
offers coverage, on a guaranteed issue basis, to aU other employees of the same employer. 

PeF t-he small emfllsYEF plafl:s, a kealth eaFFieF ffil:ist FeEjtl:ire that small ER'l.-)31eYEFs eORtFtBate at least §g pereelLt of 
the esst of /:he €a. elage of eligiBle emfllo) ees. The heaUt eaffieJ" must impese trus 1'€E{tti1'€m€Rt OR a l::l:flifof"ffl basis 
faF BOtA. sHtall emplo) eF plaFts aRa fOF all small ellLflls) eFS. 

(c) Nothing in this section obligates a health carrier to issue coverage to a small employer that currently offers 
coverage through a health benefit plan from another health carrier, unless the new coverage will replace the existing 
coverage and not serve as one of two or more health benefit plans offered by the employer. 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.03, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [UNDERWRITING RESTRICTIONS.] Health carriers may apply underwriting restrictions to coverage for 
health benefit plans for small employers, including any preexisting condition limitations, only as expressly permitted 
under this chapter. For purposes of this subdivision, "underwriting restrictions" means any refusal of the health 
carrier to issue or renew coverage, ~ premium rate higher than the lowest rate charged.Qy the health carrier for the 
same coverage, or ~ preexisting condition limitation or exclusion. Health carriers may coIled information relating 
to the case characteristics and demographic composition of small employers, as well as health status and health history 
information about employees of small employers. Except as otherwise authorized for late entrants, preexisting 
conditions may be excluded by a health carrier for a period not to exceed 12 months from the effective date of 
coverage of an eligible employee or dependent. When calculating a preexisting condition limitation, a health carrier 
shall credit the time period an eligible employee or dependent was previously covered by qualifying prior coverage, 
provided that the individual maintains continuous coverage. Late entrants may be subject to a preexisting condition 
limitation not to exceed 18 months from the effective date of coverage of the late entrant. Late entrants may also be 
excluded from coverage for a period not to exceed 18 months, provided that if a health carrier imposes an exclusion 
from coverage and a preexisting condition limitation, the combined time period for both the coverage exclusion and 
preexisting condition limitation must not exceed 18 months. A health carrier shall. at the time of first issuance or 
renewal of a health benefit plan on 2!: after h!!y.1.1993, credit against.@!!Y preexisting condition limitation or exclusion 
permitted under this section, the time period prior to h!!y.1. 1993, during which an eligible employee or dependent 
was covered Qv. qualifying existing coverage or qualifying prior coverage, if the person has maintained continuous 
coverage. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.04, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY OF CHAITER REQUIREMENTS.] Beginning July 1, 1993, health carriers 
participating in the small employer market must offer and make available any health benefit plan that they offer, 
including both of the small employer plans provided in section 62L.05, to all small employers who satisfy the small 
employer participation and contribution requirements specified in this chapter. Compliance with these requirements 
is required as of the first renewal date of any small employer group occurring after July I, 1993. For new small 
employer business, compliance is required as of the first date of offering occurring after July 1, 1993. 

Compliance with these requirements is required as of the first renewal date occurring after July I, 1994, with respect 
to employees of a small employer who had been issued individual coverage prior to July 1, 1993, administered by 
the health carrier on a group basis. Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the health carrier shall offer to 
terminate any individual coverage for employees of small employers who satisfy the small employer participation 
requirements specified in section 62L.03 and offer to replace it with a health benefit plan. If the employer elects not 
to purchase a health benefit plan, the health carrier must offer all covered employees and dependents the option of 
maintaining their current coverage, administered on an individual basis, or replacement individual coverage. Small 
employer and replacement individual coverage provided under this subdivision must be without application of 
underwriting restrictions, provided continuous coverage is maintained. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.05, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEDUCTIBLE-TYPE SMALL EMPLOYER PLAN.] The benefits of the deductible-type small employer 
plan offered by a health carrier must be equal to 80 percent of the eligible chargesL as specified in subdivision ~ for 
health care services, supplies, or other articles covered under the small employer plan, in excess of an annual 
deductible which must be $500 per individual and $1,000 per family. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.OS, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [COPAYMENT-TYPE SMALL EMPLOYER PLAN.] The benefits of the copayrnent-type small employer 
plan offered by a health carrier must be equal to 80 percent of the eligible chargesL as specified in subdivision ~ for 
health care services, supplies, or other articles covered under the small employer plan, in excess of the following 
copayments: 

(1) $15 per outpatient visit, etfl.ef tRaH including visits to an urgent care center but not including visits to a hospital 
outpatient department or emergency room, llfgeHt eaFe eeRtef, or similar facility; 

(2) $15 per J.ay visit for the services of a home health agency or private duty registered nurse; 
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(3) $50 per outpatient visit to a hospital outpatient department or emergency room, ti:!gEfl-t Eafe eeRteF, or similar 
facility; and 

(4) $300 per inpatient admission to a hospital. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.OS, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

, Subd. 4. [BENEFITS.] The medical services and supplies listed in this subdivision are the benefits that must be 
covered by the small employer plans described in subdivisions 2 and 3+.:. Benefits under this subdivision may be 
provided through the managed care procedures practiced Qy health carriers. 

(1) inpatient and outpatient hospital services, excluding services provided for the diagnosis, care, or treatment of 
chepncal dependency or a mental illness or condition, other than those conditions specified in clauses (10), (11), and 
(12).:. The health care services required to be covered under this clause must also be covered if rendered in ~ 
nonhospital environment, on the same basis as coverage provided for those ~ treatments or services if rendered 
in !! hospitaL provided, however, that this sentence must not be interpreted as expanding the ~ 2!. extent of 
services covered: 

(2) physician", chiropractor, and nurse practitioner services for the diagnosis or treatment of illnesses, injuries, or 
conditions; 

(3) diagnostic X-rays and laboratory tests; 

(4) ground transportation provided by a licensed ambulance service to the nearest facility qualified to treat the 
condition, or as otherwise required by the health carrier; 

(5) services of a home health agency if the services qualify as reimbursable services under Medicare aft€i..-..a.fe 
aiFeetea By a pRySieiiHl eF EJ~alify as FeiffiB\:IfSaale l:Iflaer the health eaFFieF's mest eeHtHtefl:1) sela l=tealtl=t pl8fl leF 
mStifea gFBttp ee"leFage; 

(6) services of a private duty registered nurse if medically necessary, as detennined by the health carrier; 

(7) the rental or purchase, as appropriate, of durable medical equipment, other than eyeglasses and hearing aids; 

(8) child health supervision services up to age 18, as defined in section 62A.047; 

(9) matemity and prenatal care services, as defined in sections 62A.041 and 62A.047; 

(10) inpatient hospital and outpatient services for the diagnosis and treatment of certain mental illnesses or 
conditions, as defined by the International Classification of Diseases-Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM), seventh edition 
(1990) and as classified as ICD-9 codes 295 to 299; 

(11) ten hours per year of outpatient mental health diagnosis or treatment for illnesses or conditions not described 
in clause (10); 

(12) 60 hours per year of outpatient treatment of chemical dependency; and 

(13) 50 percent of eligible charges for prescription drugs, up to a separate annual maximum out-of-pocket expense 
of $1,000 per individual for prescription drugs, and 100 percent of eligible charges thereafter. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.05, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [CHOICE PRODUCTS EXCEPTION.] Nothing in subdivision 1 prohibits a health carrier from offering 
a small employer plan which provides for different benefit coverages based on whether the benefit is provided 
through a primary network of providers or through a secondary netw'ork of providers so long as the benefits provided 
in the primary netw'ork equal the benefit requirements of the small employer plan as described in this section. For 
purposes of products issued under this subdivision, out-of-pocket costs in the secondary netw'ork may exceed the 
out-of-pocket limits described in subdivision 1. A secondary netw'ork must not be used to provide "benefits in 
addition" as defined in subdivision ~ except in compliance with that subdivision. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.08, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [GEOGRAPHIC PREMIUM VARIATIONS.] A health carrier may request approval by the commissioner 
to establish no more than three geographic regions and to establish separate index rates for each region, provided that 
the index rates do not vary between any MO regions by more than 20 percent. Health carriers that do not do business 
in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area may request approval for no more than two geographic regions, and 
clauses ill and ill do not ~ to approval of requests made P.y those health carriers. A health carrier may also 
request approval to establish one additional geographic region and a separate index rate for premiums for employees 
residing outside of Minnesota, and that index rate must not be ~ than 30 percent higher than the next highest 
index rate. The commissioner may grant approval if the following conditions are met: 

(1) the geographic regions must be applied uniformly by the health carrier; 

(2) one geographic region must be based on the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area; 

(3) if one geographic region is rural, the index rate for the rural region must not exceed the index rate for the 
Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan area; 

(4) the health carrier provides actuarial justification acceptable to the commissioner for the proposed geographic 
variations in index rates, establishing that the variations are based upon differences in the cost to the health carrier 
of providing coverage. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.08, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [FILING REQUIREMENT.] No later than July 1, 1993, and each year thereafter, a health carrier that offers, 
sells, issues, or renews a health benefit plan for small employers shall file with the commissioner the index rates and 
must demonstrate that all rates shall be within the rating restrictions defined in this chapter. Such demonstration 
must include the allowable of rates from the index rates and a description of how the health carrier intends to 
use factors case characteristics in calculating the rates. ~ ~ !!Q! ~ 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.09, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [NOTICE TO COMMISSIONER.] A health carrier electing to cease doing business in the small 
employer market shall notify the commissioner 180 days prior to the effective date of the cessation. The eessaasn ef 
IH:15ir.ess aees Ret iflehlae the ffiih:lf€ sf a flealtl=t eaFFiel' ie eifef ef issl::l:e Rew el::l:smess iR the small eftll3ls} el' Blafket 
Sf eSRFmae- an e3Eisti.-'g }3feaaet liRe, l3f'a; ieleel that a .Realfr. eaniel' ases Rat tefmhtate, EaReel, al' fail ta fefle oj its 
EI;I;FFeRt small eHlflIB} el' eHSHteSS Sf sthef J3fsaHet liR€s. The health carrier shall simultaneously provide a.£Q£Y. of the 
notice to each small employer covered h ~ health benefit plan issued Qv. the health carrier. 

Upon making the notification, the health carrier shall not offer or issue new business in the smal1 employer market. 
The health carrier shall renew its current sma:!l employer business due for renewal within 120 days after the date of 
the notification but shall not ~i!!!Y. small employer business more than 120 days after the date of the notification. 

f!. health carrier that elects to cease doing business in the small employer market shall continue to be governed Qv. 
this chapter with respect to any continuing small employer business conducted Qv. the health carrier. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.ll, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS.] The commissioner may, by order, suspend or revoke a health 
carrier's license or certificate of authority and impose a monetary penalty not to exceed $25,000 for each violation of 
this chapter, iReltieliR&. Violations include the failure to pay an assessment required by section 62L.22.(. and knowingly 
and willfully encouraging a small employer to !!Q!. meet the contribution .Q!: participation requirements of section 
62L.03, subdivision ~ in order to avoid the requirements of this chapter. The notice, hearing, and appeal procedures 
specified in section 60A.051 or 62D.16, as appropriate, apply to the order. The order is subject to judicial review as 
provided under chapter 14. 
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Sec. 15. [PHASE-IN.] 

Subdivision 1. [COMPLIANCE.] No health carrier, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 62L.02, shall ~ 
~ health benefit plan, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 62L.02, except in compliance with this section. 

Subd. b. IPREMIUM ADJUSTMENTS.] ill Any increase or decrease in premiums Qy~ health carrier that i§. caused 
Qy Minnesota Statutes, section 62L.OS, and that i§. greater than 30 percent. is subject to this subdivision. Ii health 
carrier shall determine renewal premiums only as follows: 

ill one-half of that premium increase or decrease may be charged upon the first renewal of the coverage on or after 
l!!]y 1. 1993; and 

ill the remaining one-half of that premium increase or decrease may be charged upon the renewal of the coverage 
~ year after the date of the renewal under clause 111 

{Ql For purposes of this subdivision, the premium increase or decrease is the total premium increase or decrease 
caused Qy section 62L.08 and not ~ the portion that exceeds 30 percent. This subdivision does not ~ to ~ 
portion of !:!. premium increase or decrease that is not caused !2y section 62L.08. 

Sec. 16. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62L.09, subdivision b. is repealed. 

Sec. 17. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 16 are effective l.!!!Y..1. 1993. 

ARTICLE 8 

INDIVIDUAL MARKET REFORM; MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992 .. section 43A.317 .. subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [EMPLOYER ELIGIBILITY.] (a) [PROCEDURES.] All employers are eligible for coverage through the 
program subject to the terms of this subdivision. The commissioner shall establish procedures for an employer to 
apply for coverage through the program. 

(b) [TERM.] The initial tenn of an employer's coverage will be two years from the effective date of the employer's 
application. After that, coverage wilJ be automatically renewed for additional two-year terms unless the employer 
gives notice of withdrawal from the program according to, procedures established by the commissioner or the 
commissioner gives notice to the employer of the discontinuance of the program, The commissioner may establish 
conditions under which an employer may withdraw from the program prior to the expiration of a two-year term .. 
including by reason of a midyear increase in health coverage premiums of 50 percent or more. An employer that 
withdraws from the program may not reapply for coverage for a period of two years from its date of withdrawal. 

(c) [MINNESOTA WORK FORCE.] An employer is not eligible for coverage through the program if five percent 
or more of its eligible employees work primarily outside Minnesota, except that an employer may apply to the 
program on behalf of only those employees who work primarily in Minnesota.' 

(d) [EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION; AGGREGATION OF GROUPS.] An employer is not eligible for coverage 
through the program unless its application includes all eligible employees who work primarily in Minnesota, except 
employees who waive cove,rage as permitted by subdivision 6. Private entities that are eligible to file a combined tax 
return for purposes of state tax laws are considered a single employer, except as otherwise approved by the 
commissioner. 

(e) [PRIVATE EMPLOYER.] A private employer is not eligible for coverage unless it has two or more eligible 
employees in the state of Minnesota. If aA effifJle) €I Las SRI) F .. e eligible effiflls) ees, eRe empleyee ftffist Ret Be tRe 
speuse, ebils, sisliRg, pareRt, er gr6:1 ,6pareRt s£ tfle ethet'. If an employer has only two eligible employees and one 
i§. the' spouse, child. sibling, parent .Q£ grandparent of the other. the employer must be !:!. Minnesota domiciled 
employer and have paid social security or self-employment tax on behalf of both eligible employees. 
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(I) [MINIMUM PARTICIPATION.] The commissioner must require as a condition of employer eligibility that at 
least 75 percent of its eligible employees who have not waived coverage participate in the program. The participation 
level of eligible employees must be determined at the initial offering of coverage and at the renewal date of coverage. 
For purposes of this sectionf waiver of coverage includes only waivers due to coverage under another group health 
benefit plan. 

(g) [EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION.] The commissioner must require as a condition of employer eligibility that the 
employer contribute at least 50 percent toward the cost of the premium of the employee and may require that the 
contribution toward the cost of coverage is structured in a way that promotes price competition among the coverage 
options available through the program. 

(h) [ENROLLMENT CAP.} The commissioner may limit employer enrollment in the program if necessary to avoid 
exceeding the program's reserve capacity. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62A.021, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [LOSS RATIO STANDARDS.} Notwithstanding section 62A.02, subdivision 3, relating to loss ratios, 
a health care roliey form or eertif:ieate fofftl policies or certificates shall not be delivered or issued for delivery to an 
individual or to a small employer as defined in section 62L02, unless the robe) form Of eertifieate form policies 2!. 
certificates can be expected, as estimated for the entire period for which rates are computed to provide coverage, to 
return to Minnesota policyholders and certificate holders in the form of aggregate benefits not including anticipated 
refunds or credits, provided under the robe) form or eertifieate form policies or certificates, (1) at least 75 percent 
of the aggregate amount of premiums earned in the case of policies issued in the small employer market, as defined 
in section 62L02, subdivision 271. calculated on an aggregate basis; and (2) at least 65 percent of the aggregate amount 
of premiums earned in the case of pelieies each policy form 2!. certificate form issued in the individual market,.i, 
calculated on the basis of incurred claims experience or incurred health care expenses where coverage is provided 
by a health maintenance organization on a service rather than reimbursement basis and earned premiums for the 
period and according to accepted actuarial principles and practices. A health eaHier sRall semoFl:strate that the 
tffira ) ear loss ratio is gIeater tltar. or eEfClal to t-Re applieaale pereeFl:tage. Assessments by the reinsurance association 
created in chapter 62L and any types of taxes, surcharges, or -assessments created by Laws 1992, chapter 549, or 
created on or after April 23, 1992, are included in the calculation of incurred claims experience or incurred health care 
expenses. The applicable percentage for rahey farms policies and eeFefieate terms certificates issued in the small 
employer market, as defined in section 62L.02, increases by one percentage point on July 1 of each year" beginning 
2!!.h!.!x..1. 1994, until an 8G 82 percent loss ratio is reached on July 1, ±998 2000. The applicable percentage for policy 
forms and certificate forms issued in the individual market increases by one percentage point on July 1 of each year" 
beginning on.h!!y1. 1994, until a 7Q 72 percent loss ratio is reached on July 1, 1-998 2000. A health carrier that enters 
~ market after l.!:!ly 1. 1993, does not start at the beginning of the phase-in schedule and must instead comply with 
the loss ratio requirements applicable to other health carriers in that market for each time period. Premiums earned 
and claims incurred in markets other than the small employer and individual markets are not relevant for purposes 
of this section. 

Notwithstanding section 645.26, any act enacted at the 1992 regular legislative session that amends or repeals 
section 62A.135 or that otherwise changes the loss ratios provided in that section is void. 

All filings of rates and rating schedules shall demonstrate that actual expected claims in relation to premiums 
comply with the requirements of this section when combined with actual experience to date. Filings of rate revisions 
shall also demonstrate that the anticipated loss ratio over the entire future period for which the revised rates are 
computed to provide coverage can be expected to meet the appropriate loss ratio standards, and aggregate loss ratio 
from inception of the policy form or certificate form shall equal or exceed the appropriate loss ratio standards, 

A health carrier that issues health care policies and certificates to individuals or to small employers, as defined in 
section 62L.02, in this state shall file annually its rates, rating schedule, and supporting doc-qmentation including ratios 
of incurred losses to earned premiums by policy form or certificate form duration for approval by the commissioner 
according to the filing requirements and procedures prescribed by the commissioner. The supporting documentation 
shall also demonstrate in accordance with actuarial standards of practice using reasonable assumptions that the 
appropriate loss ratio standards can be expected to be met over the entire period for which rates are computed. The 
demonstration shall exclude active life reserves. i\ ........ e3(peetea tfl:iFS year 1055 Fatio .. hielol is greatef tt-.aR or eEJoClal to 
the a}3plieaBle pefeeFl:tage shall Be aemoRsH'atea fer polie)' forms or eertif:ieate forms iA iOFee less thaR fr.Fee ) eaFS. 
If the data submitted does not confirm that the health carrier has satisfied the loss ratio requirements of this section, 
the commissioner shall notify the health carrier in writing of the deficiency. The health carrier shall have 30 days from 
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the date of the commissioner's notice to file amended rates that comply with this section. If the health carrier fails 
to file amended rates within the prescribed time, the commissioner shall order that the health carrier's filed rates for 
the nonconforming policy form or certificate form be reduced to an amount that would have resulted in a loss ratio 
that complied with this section had it been in effect for the reporting period of the supplement. The health carrier's 
failure to file amended rates within the specified time or the issuance of the commissioner's order amending the rates 
does not preclude the health carrier from filing an amendment of its rates at a later time. The commissioner shall 
annually make the submitted data available to the public at a cost not to exceed the cost of copying. The data must 
be compiled in a form useful for consumers who ":,ish to compare premium charges and loss ratios. 

Each sale of a policy or certificate that does not comply with the loss ratio requirements of this section is an unfair 
or deceptive act or practice in the business of insurance and is subject to the penalties in sections 72A.17 to 72A.32. 

For purposes of this section, health care policies issued as a result of solicitations of individuals through the mail 
or mass media advertising, including both print and broadcast advertising, shall be treated as individual poliCies. 

For purposes of this section, (1) "health care policy" or "health care certificate" is a health plan as defined in section 
62A.011; and (2) "health carrier" has the meaning given in section 62A.Oll and includes all health carriers delivering 
or issuing for delivery health care policies or certificates in this state or offering these poliCies or certificates to 
residents of this state. 

Sec. 3. [62A.61] [DISCLOSURE OF METHODS USED BY HEALTH CARRlERS TO DETERMINE USUAL AND 
CUSTOMARY FEES.] 

hl A health carrier that bases reimbursement to health care providers upon ~ usual and customary fee must 
maintain in its office a fQEY of a description of the methodology used to calculate fees including at least the following: 

ill the frequency of the determination of usual and customary fees; 

ill 2. general description of the methodology used to determine usual and customary fees; and 

ill the percentile of usual and customary fees that determines the maximum allowable reimbursement. 

ill A health carrier must provide a fQ£Y of the information described in paragraph ..@l to the Minnesota health care 
commission, the commissioner of health, 2!. the commissioner of commerce, upon request. 

isl The commissioner of health or the commissioner of commerce, as appropriate, may use to enforce this section 
~ enforcement powers otherwise available to the commissioner with respect to the health carrier. The appropriate 
commissioner shall enforce compliance with ~ request made under this section Qy the Minnesota health care 
commission, at the request of the commissioner. The commissioner of health 2!. commerce, as appropriate, may 
require health carriers to provide the information required under this section- and may use any powers granted under 
other laws relating to the regulation of health carriers to enforce compliance. 

@ For purposes of this section, "health carrier" has the meaning given in section 62A.011. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62A.65, is amended to read: 

62A.65 [INDIVIDUAL MARKET REGULATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] No health carrier, as defined in eka~tef B~b section 62A.0l1, shall offer, sell, 
issue, or renew any individual flsliey sf aeeiaeilt aila sielmess es'i erage, as aeARea iR ~eetisR 62l ... Gl, sl±Bai. isieR 1, 
aR') iRai. iEi-l:1al SI::l:BSerH:ler eef'l-t:raet regmates I:lf'.aer ehapter 62C, ar.y inai. ial:lal health maH.teR8:f1ee eeRtraet regtllatea 
lfl.aer ellapter 620, aft)' mai.ial:lal Realtfi Benefit eeFtiFieate reglilatea l:lflaer eRa-pter 6iB, sr all) iRsi.ial:lal health 
eav€l'age pre. iaea S} a ffil:l:ltiple- effiFlls} er Ii eHare arrffitgement, health plan, as defined in section 62A.Oll, to a 
Minnesota resident except in compliance with this section. lier pUlflsses ef trus seetieR, "health 1geRefit pIM." ¥tas the 
meaRmg gi. €fl if'l ehapter 62L, e'fee}9t that the term mea:RS iRai rial:l:al fa. erage, ineil:1aiRg faffiil) €ev€rage, ratRer than 
effij31sy er gfSl::lp fe. erage. This section does not apply to the comprehensive health association established in section 
62E.10 sr te eeverage 5esEfiBea iF. seeBeR 62A.dl, s$5i. isiefl: 1, paragraph (h), 8f te leRg term ea:re J3slieies as aefinea 
iR seefi8R 62A.16, sl:ll9Elivisisfl: 2. 
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Subd.2. [GUARANTEED RENEWAL] No individual health beRefi.t plan may be offered, sold, issued, or renewed 
to a Minnesota resident unless the health befte.hl plan provides that the plan is guaranteed renewable at a premium 
rate that does not take into account the claims experience or any change in the health status of any covered person 
that occurred after the initial issuance of the health ft.eftefl..t plan to the person. The premium rate upon renewal must 
also otherwise comply with this section. A An individual health beRefu plan may be subject to refusal to renew only 
under the conditions provided in chapter 62L for health benefit plans. 

Subd.3. [PREMIU:'v! RATE RESTRICTIOKS.] No individual health _ plan may be offered, sold, issued, or 
renewed to a Minnesota resident unless the premium rate charged is determined in accordance with the rating and 
premium restrictions provided under chapter 62L, except that the minimum loss ratio applicable to an individual 
es. eFage health plan is as provided in section 62A.021. All f'H'evisisRS rating and premium restrictions of chapter 62L 
apply to FatiRg arle pFe:B'ri1:l:ffi FestfietisRs in the individual market, unless clearly inapplicable to the individual market. 

Subd.4. [GENDER RATING PROHIBITED.] No individual health _ plan offered, sold, issued, or renewed 
to a Minnesota resident may determine the premium rate or any other underwriting decision, including initial 
issuance, on the gender of any person covered or to be covered under the health geftefl..t plan. 

Subd.5. [PORTABILITY OF COVERAGE.] (a) No individual health _ plan may be offered, sold, issued, or 
with respect to children ~ 18 Q!. under renewedL to a Minnesota resident that contains a preexisting condition 
limitation or exclusion, unless the limitation or exclusion would be permitted under chapter 62LL provided that except 
for children ~1.§..2!: under, underwriting restrictions may be retained on individual contracts that are issued without 
evidence of insurability ~ ~ replacement for prior individual coverage that ~ sold before May lZ. 1993. The 
individual may be treated as a late entrant, as defined in chapter 62L, unless the individual has maintained continuous 
coverage as defined in chapter 62L. An individual who has maintained continuous coverage may be subjected to a 
one-time preexisting condition limitation as permitted under chapter 62L for persons who are not late entrants, at the 
time that the individual first is covered by under an individual es. eFage health plan.£y any health carrier. Thereafter, 
the person must not be subject to any preexisting condition limitation under an individual health plan !zy any health 
carrier, except an unexpired portion of a limitation under prior coverage, so long as the individual maintains 
continuous coverage. 

(b) A health carrier must offer an individual ee lefage health plan to any individual previously covered under a 
group health benefit plan issued by that health carrier, so long as the individual maintained continuous coverage as 
defined in chapter 62L. Ce ... efage A health plan issued under this paragraph must be ~ qualified plan and must not 
contain any preexisting condition limitation or exclusion, except for any unexpired limitation or exclusion under the 
previous coverage. The initial premium rate for the individual eevefage health plan must comply with subdivision 
3. The premium rate upon renewal must comply with subdivision 2. In!!.Q event shall the premium rate exceed 90 
percent of the premium charged for comparable individual coverage !2.v. the Minnesota comprehensive health 
association. 

Subd. 6. [GUARANTEED ISSUE NOT REQUIRED.] Nothing in this section requires a health carrier to initially 
issue a health ~ plan to a Minnesota resident, except as otherwise expressly provided in subdivision 4 or 5. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62E.11, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd. 12. [FUNDING.] Notwithstanding subdivision 5, the claims expenses and operating and administrative 
expenses of the association incurred on or after January 1, 1994L to the extent that they exceed the premiums received. 
shall be paid from the health care access account established in section 16A.724, to the extent appropriated for that 
purpose by the legislature. Any such expenses not paid from that account shall be paid as otherwise provided in this 
section. All contributing members shall adjust their premium rates to fully reflect funding provided under this 
subdivision. The commissioner of commerce or the commissioner of health, as appropriate, shall require contributing 
members to prove compliance with this rate adjushnent requirement. 

Sec. 6. [PHASE-IN.] 

Subdivision 1. [COMPLIANCE.]:1\:"o health carrier. as defined in Minnesota Statutes. section 62A.011, shall ~ 
~ individual health plan, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 62A.011, except in compliance with this section. 
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Subd. b. [PREMIUM ADJUSTMENTS.} Any increase or decrease in premiums!2y ~ health carrier that i§. caused 
Qy Minnesota Statutes, section 62A.65, i£. subject to the premium adjustments in this subdivision. Ii health carrier shall 
determine renewal premiums for any coverage under subdivision 1 as follows: 

ill one-half of the premium increase or decrease may be charged upon the first renewal of the coverage on or after 
bili: L 1993; and 

ill the remaining half of the premium increase or decrease may be charged upon the first renewal of the coverage 
Q!:!£ year after the date of the renewal under clause .li1. 

Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .1. b. and .1 to £ ~ effective fu!y L. 1993. 

ARTICLE 9 

MINNESOTACARE PROGRAM 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9351, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ELIGIBLE PROVIDERS.} "Eligible providers" means those health care providers who provide covered 
health services to medical assistance recipients under rules established by the commissioner for that program. 
Reiathli:FSeffieRt lH'.aer tbis seeFiSR shall tJe at tfie same Fates afLa eSRaitisRs estaslisfiea rer meaieal assistar.ee. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9352, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT.] The commissioner shall manage spending for the health right plan in 
a marmer that maintains a minimum reserve equal to five percent of the expected cost of state premium subsidies. 
The commissioner must make a quarterly assessment of the expected expenditures for the covered services for the 
remainder of the current fiscal year and for the following two fiscal years. The estimated expenditure shall be 
compared to an estimate of the revenues that will be deposited in the health care access fund. Based on this 
comparison, and after consulting with the chairs of the house appropriations committee and the senate finance 
committee, and the legislative ·commission on health care access, the commissioner shall make adjustments as 
necessary to ensure that expenditures remain within the limits of available revenues. The adjustments the 
commissioner may use must be implemented in this order: first, stop enrollment of single adults and households 
without children; second, upon 45 days' notice, stop coverage of single adults and households without children 
already enrolled in the health right plan; third, upon 90 days' notice, decrease the premium subsidy amounts by ten 
percent for families with gross annual income above 200 percent of the federal poverty guidelines; fourth, upon 90 
days' notice, decrease the premium subsidy amounts by ten percent for families with gross annual income at or below 
200 percent; and fifth, require applicants to be uninsured for at least six months prior to eligibility in the health right 
plan. If these measures are insufficient to limit the expenditures to the estimated amount of revenue, the 
commissioner may further limit enrollment or decrease premiwn subsidies. 

If tHe €sFfl:Ffl::issiSl-1:eF aeteFHHReS that, aesf'ite aeijl::l:stmeflts maae as a1:ltHsFiZ':ea lIDaeF tRis sl:isai.9.sisR, estimatea 
€ssts \, ill e~(€eeEl the fSFeeastea affisl;HLt sf a. ailatJle Fe. efltles sther than the resef'lo e, the EsfflH1:issisR:ef fila), \. itfi the 
a}3f':rsval sf the eSffimissisReF sf finaREe, l;:lse all S1" }38f't sf the FeseR e ts es. eF ERe essts sf the }3.lsgt'affl. The reserve 
referred to in this subdivision i§. appropriated to the commissioner but may only be used upon approval of the 
commissioner of finance, it estimated costs will exceed the forecasted amount of available revenues after all 
adjustments authorized under this subdivision have been made . 

.fu:. February.1. 1994, the department of human services and the department of health shall develop a plan to adjust 
benefit levels, eligibility guidelines, Q!. other steps necessary to ensure that expenditures for the MinnesotaCare 
program are contained within the two percent provider tax and the ~ percent HMO gross premiums tax for the 
1996-1997 biennium. Notwithstanding ~ law to the contrary, !!Q further enrollment in MinnesotaCare. and no 
additional hiring of staff for the departments shall take place after Tune .1. 1994, unless ~ plan to balance the 
MinnesotaCare budget for the 1996-1997 biennium has been passed Qv. the 1994 legislature. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9353, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [COVERED HEALTH SERVICES.] "Covered health services" meanS the health services reimbursed 
under chapter 256B, with the exception of inpatient hospital services, special education services, private duty nursing 
services, adult dental care services other than preventive services, orthodontic services,medical transportation services, 
personal care assistant and case management services, hospice care services, nursing home or intermediate care 
facilities services, inpatient mental health services, OI:clFraaeRt ffiefltal lc1ealth serviEes in eHEess of $1,000 pEr aald:lt 
eRfol1ee afla $2)30(;) rer ehild em'ollee per 12 ffiSRth eligil9ilit; perisa, and chemical dependency services. Outpatient 
mental health services covered under the health right plan are limited to diagnostic assessments, psychological testing, 
explanation of findings, .9ill:: treatment, ~ hospitalization, and individual, family, and group psychotherapy. 
:MeaieaaoR mar.agemeRt 13) apR) sieiafl is Rst suejeet to tHe $1,000 ane $2,§OO limitatioRs OR Oti:\:ratleRt meRtal Healtl=L 
serviees. Covered health services shall be expanded as provided in this section. 

Subd.2. [ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY.] Beginning OEteaer l!!!y 1, = 1993, covered health services 
shall include l;lp to teA RaMS peF) ear of individual outpatient treatment of alcohol or drug dependency by a qualified 
health professional or outpatient program. To;, 8 ASl;:l:rS af grol;lp treaffileflt EOt:H.t as SRe flOl;:l:r af iRaii ietIal treatmeRt. 

Persons who may need chemical dependency services under the provisions of this chapter shall be assessed by a 
local agency as defined under section 254B.Ol, and under the assessment provisions of section 254A.03, subdivision 
3 . .:i local ~ 2£ managed care plan under contract with the department of human services must place i! person 
in need of chemical dependency services as provided in Minnesota Rules, parts 9530.6600 to 9530.6660. Persons who 
are recipients of medical benefits under the provisions of this chapter and who are financially eligible for consolidated 
chemical dependency treatment fund services provided Wlder the provisions of chapter 254B shall receive chemical 
dependency treatment services under the provisions of chapter 254B only if: 

(1) they have exhausted the chemical dependency benefits offered under this chapter; or 

(2) an assessment indicates that they need a level of care not provided Wlder the provisions of this chapter. 

Subd.3. [INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES.] .!.i!l. Beginning July 1, 1993, covered health services shall include 
inpatient hospital services, including inpatient hospital mental health services and inpatient hospital and residential 
chemical dependency treatment, subject to those limitations necessary.'to coordinate the provision of these services 
with eligibility under the medical assistance spend-down. The inpatient hospital benefit for adult enrollees flat eligiBle 
far fHeelieal assistffitee is subject to an annual benefit limit of $10,000. The commissioner shall provide enrollees with 
at least 60 days' notice of coverage for inpatient hospital services and any premium increase associated with the 
inclusion of this benefit. 

fhl. Enrollees shaH ~ for and cooperate with the requirements of medical assistance Qy the last .9ill:: of the third 
month following admission to an inpatient hospitaL !f ® enrollee fails to ~ for medical assistance within this 
time period, the enrollee and the enrollee's family shall be disenrolled from the plan within one calendar month. 
Enrollees and enrollees' families disenrolled for not applying for or not cooperating with medical assistance may not 
reenroll. 

Subd. ~ [HOSPICE.] Beginning.h!!y.1.1993, covered health services shall include hospice care services. 

Subd. 4~. [EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES.] Beginning July 1, 1993, covered health 
services shall include emergency medical transportation services. 

Subd. § £. [l-'IlDERAL WAIVERS A~JD APPROVAL;; COORDINATION WITH MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.] The 
commissioner shall coordinate the provision of hospital inpatient services under the health right plan with enrollee 
eligibility under the medical assistance spend-down, and shall apply to the secretary of health and human senrices 
for any necessary federal waivers or approvals. 

Subd. 6 Z. [COPAYMENTS AND COINSURANCE.] The health right benefit plan shall include the following 
copayments and coinsurance requirements: 

(1) ten percent of the charges submitted for inpatient hospital services for adult enrollees .not eligible for medical 
assistance,· subject to an annual out-of-pocket maximum of $2,QOO $1,000 per individual and $3,000 per family; 

(2) eO pereent fOF aalctlt dental se1"'\; lees, eJEEeflt fsr preveRti. e ser. iees; 
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f31 ill $3 per prescription for adult enrollees; and 

f4) ill $25 for eyeglasses for adult enrollees. 

4457 

Enrollees who would be eligible for medical assistance with a spend-down shall be financially responsible for the 
coinsurance amount up to the spend-down limit or the coinsurance amount, whichever is less, in order to become 
eligible for the medical assistance program. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256,9354, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CHILDREN.} "Eligible persons" means children who are one year of age or older but less than 18 
years of age who have gross family incomes that are equal to or less than ±8§ 150 percent of the federal poverty 
guidelines and who are not eligible for medical assistance lU1der chapter 256B and who are not otherwise insured for 
the covered services. The period of eligibility extends from the first day of the month in which the child's first 
birthday occurs to the last day of the month in which the child becomes 18 years old. Eligibility for tRe AealtR rigRt 
J*aft Mi1U1esotaCare shall be expanded as provided in subdivisions 2 to 5L except children who meet the criteria in 
this subdivision shall continue to be enrolled pursuant to this subdivision. Under subdivisions ~ 1 to 5, parents who 
enroll in the health right plan must also enroll their children and dependent siblings, if the children and their 
dependent siblings are eligible. Children and dependent siblings may be enrolled separately without enrollment by 
parents. However, if one parent in the household enrolls, both parents must enroll, unless other insurance is available. 
If one child from a family is enrolled, all children must be enrolled, unless other insurance is available. Families 
cannot choose to enroll only certain uninsured members. For purposes of this section, a "dependent sibling" means 
an unmarried child who is a full-time student under the age of 25 years who is financially dependent upon a parent. 
Proof of school enrollment will be required. 

Sec. 5. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9354, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [FAMILIES WITH CHILDREN; ELIGIBILITY BASED ON PERCENTAGE OF INCOME PAID FOR 
HEALTH COVERAGE.] Beginning January 1, 1993, "eligible persons" means children, parents, and dependent siblings 
residing in the same household who are not eligible for medical assistance under chapter 256B. These pers8Fls are 
eligiele ler EBverage #lrel:lgR tRe 'Realfk rigHt F'laR Bl:lt Children who meet the criteria in subdivision 1 shall continue 
to be enrolled pursuant to subdivision 1. Persons who are eligible under this subdivision or subdivision k 2t or .2 
must pay a premium as determined under sections 256.9357 and 256.9358L and children eligible under subdivision 
1 must ~ the premium reguired under section 256.9356, subdivision 1. Individuals and families whose income is 
greater than the limits established under section 256.9358 may not enroll in tr.e fiealtft rigAt F'laFl MinnesotaCare. 
Individuals who initially enroll in tl-.e lLeaHh rigHt :[9lar. MinnesotaCare under the eligibility criteria in this subdivision 
remain eligible for tfl-e AealtR rigRt filaR MinnesotaCare, regardless of age, place of residence within Minnesota, or the 
presence or absence of children in the same household, as long as all other eligibility requirements are met and 
continuous enrollment in tk€ kealth rigl<tt flliH"t MinnesotaCare or medical assistance is maintained. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9354, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ii [APPLICANTS POTENTIALLY ELIGIBLE FOR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.] Individuals who ~ for 
MinnesotaCare, but who are potentially eligible for medical assistance shall be allowed to enroll in MinnesotaCare 
for ~ period of 60 days, so long !§. the applicant meets all other conditions of eligibility. The conunissioner shall 
identify and refer such individuals to their county social service agency. The enrollee must cooperate with the county 
social service agency in determining medical assistance eligibility within the 60-day enrollment period. Enrollees who 
do not ~ for and cooperate with medical assistance within the 60-day enrollment period, and their other family 
members, shall be disenrolled from the plan within one calendar month. Persons disenrolled for nonapplication for 
medical assistance may not reenroll until they have obtained a medical assistance eligibility determination for the 
family member or members who ~ referred to the county agency. Persons disenrolled for noncooperation with 
medical assistance may not reenroll until they have cooperated with the county agency and have obtained a medical 
assistance eligibility determination. The commissioner shall redetermine provider payments made under 
MinnesotaCare to the appropriate medical assistance payments for those enrollees who subseguently become eligible 
for medical assistance. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256.9356, is amended to read: 

256.9356 [BNHOLLMBNT AND PREMIUM I'BB FEES AND PAYMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [UIHObbMIi~1T FEB PREMIUM FEES.] URal OeleBe. 1, 1992, An annual eRl'elh"'Rt premium fee 
of $2§, Ret te e~(Eeea $l§G Fler lamily, $48 is required from eligiBle perseIts lef ee i eree healtk se£.-. iees all 
MinnesotaCare enrollees eligible under section 256.9354, subdivision 1. 
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Subd.2. [PREMIUM PAYMENTS.]llegiRRiRg Geteaer 1, 1992,The commissioner shan require "ealt" rigllt "Ian 
MinnesotaCare enrollees eligible under section 256.9354, subdivisions ± to ~ to pay a premium based on a sliding 
scale, as established lU1der section 236.9387 256.9358, ApplieaR~s ';'flo are eligiele l:lflaet' seeaoR 296.9351, Sl:Il3EiivisisR 
1, are €ll€mpt Hem tftis r€EJ:l::tir€ffi€nt I::Htlil J1:I:1) I, 1993, if fl=te af3f3lieatisR is F€Eei. eel by the Realtfl_Figl=tt flla:tt staff Oft 
SF beFOF€ f!iepteffiser :!lQ, 1992. 'Before }1:11) 1- 1993, tRese iRaivieil:iais shall eOflfiRl:l:€ ts pa) the afl:.-.ual €flfellffi€flt tee 
reEIttirea By 51:1Baivisisfl 1. 

Subd.3. [ADMINISTRATION AND COMMISSIONER'S DUTIES.] Bnrellffient ar.el"rerRi~ffi fees Premiums are 
dedicated to the cOnmUssioner for tHe healtl9: right plan MinnesotaCare. The commissioner shall make an annual 
redetermination of continued eligibility and identify people who may become eligible for medical assistance, The 
commissioner shall develop and implement procedures to: (1) require enrollees to report changes in income; (2) adjust 
sliding scale premium payments, based upon changes in enrollee income; and (3) disenroll enrollees from the health 
rigAt rlan MinnesotaCare for failure to pay required premiums, Premiums are calculated on a calendar month basis 
and may be paid on a monthly ef-" quarterly L or annuaJ basis, with the first payment due upon notice from the 
commissioner of the premium amount required, Premium payment is required before enrollment is complete and 
to maintain eligibility in the health Fight rIM. MinnesotaCare, Nonpayment of the premium will result in 
diseruoIlment from the plan within one calendar month after the due date, Persons disenrolled for nonpayment may 
not reenroll until four calendar months have elapsed. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Stahttes 1992, section 256.9357, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.] Families and individuals HAS eFtf'ell etl SF aFtef Oeteser 1, 1992, 
are eligible for subsidized premium payments based on a sliding scale under section 256.9358 only if the family or 
individual meets the requirements in subdivisions 2 and 3. Cfl.:ileheR alreaeiy eRrellee in the healfu right plaR as sf 
Septemser 3Q, 1992, are eligiBle fer sl:l:ssieii~eei. pfemfl:iffi raYffleRts Tdiths1;lt ffieetiRg these retjtlireffleRts, as leRg as 
the" maiRtaiR eSRMI:l:81:l:S E8 ;'erage iR the hea:lth right plan 8£ ffieaieal assistar.ee. 

Families and individuals who initially enrolled in the Realfr. Figl=tt MinnesotaCare plan under section 256.9354, and 
whose income increases above the limits established in section 256.9358, may continue enrollment and pay the full 
cost of coverage, 

Sec. 9. [256.9362] [PROVIDER PAYMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEDICAL ASSISTANCE RATE TO BE USED.] Payment to providers under sections 256.9351 to 
256.9362 shall be at the same rates and conditions established for medical assistance. except ~ provided in 
subdivisions 2 to 6. 

Subd. b. [PAYMENT OF CERTAIN PROVIDERS.] Services provided £X federally qualified health centers, rural 
health clinics. and facilities of the Indian health service shall be paid for according to the same rates and conditions 
applicable to the same service provided.Qy providers that are not federally qualified health centers. rural health clinics. 
or facilities of the Indian health service. 

Subd. 1. [INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES.] Inpatient hospital services provided under section 256.9353, 
subdivision ~ shall be paid for as provided in subdivisions 4 to ~ 

Subd.1,. [DEFINITION OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE RATE FOR INPATIENT HOSPITAL SERVICES.] The "medical 
assistance rate," as used in this section to I!££!v. to rates for providing inpatient hospital services, means the ~ 
established under sections 256.9685 to 256.9695 for providing inpatient hospital services to medical assistance 
recipients who receive aid to families with dependent children. 

Subd. ~ [ENROLLEES YOUNGER THAN 18.] Payment for inpatient hospital services provided to MinnesotaCare 
enrollees who are younger than 18 years old on the date of admission to the inpatient hospital shall be at the medical 
assistance rate. 

Subd. ~ [ENROLLEES 18 OR OLDER.] Payment £X the MinnesotaCare program for inpatient hospital services 
provided to MinnesotaCare enrollees who are 18 years old or older on the date of admission to the inpatient hospital 
must be in accordance with paragraphs !ill. and.ili1. 
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ill!!. the medical assistance rate minus i!DY cDeayment required under section 256.9353, subdivision ~~ less than 
QL egual to the amount remaining in the enrollee's benefit limit under section 256.9353, subdivision 1. payment must 
be the medical assistance rate minus!!!J.Y (DEayment required under section 256.9353, subdivision 6. The hospital 
must not seek payment from the enrollee in addition to the cDeayment. The MinnesotaCare payment plus the 
cDpayment must be treated as payment in full. 

ill If the medical assistance rate minus!!!!y cDeayment required under section 256.9353. subdivision ~ i§. greater 
than the amount remaining in the enrollee's benefit limit under section 256.9353, subdivision 1. payment must be the 
lesser of: 

ill the amount remaining in the enrollee's benefit limit; or 

ill charges submitted for the inpatient hospital services less any copayment established under section 256.9353, 
subdivision 6. 

The hospital may seek payment from the enrollee for the amount Qy which usual and customary charges exceed 
the payment under this paragraph. 

Sec. 10. [256.9363] [MANAGED CARE.] 

Subdivision 1. [SELECTION OF VENDORS.] In order to contain costs, the commissioner of human services shall 
select vendors of medical care who can provide the most economical care consistent with high medical standards and 
shalL where possible, contract with organizations 2!J:. ~ prepaid capitation basis to provide these services. The 
commissioner shall consider proposals Qy counties and vendors for managed care plans which may include: prepaid 
capitation programsr competitive bidding programs, or other vendor payment mechanisms designed to provide 
services in ~ economical manner or to control utilization, with safeguards to ensure that necessary services ~ 
provided. Managed care plans may include integrated service networks as defined in section 62N.02. 

Subd. b. [GEOGRAPHIC AREA.] The commissioner shall designate the geograph~c areas in which eligible 
individuals must receive services through managed care plans. 

Subd. ~ [LIMITATION OF CHOICE,] Persons enrolled in the MinnesotaCare program who reside in the 
designated geographic areas must enroll in a managed care plan to receive their health care services. Enrollees must 
receive their health care services from health care providers who are part of the managed care plan provider network, 
unless authorized .£y the managed care lili!!:1. in cases of medical emergency, or when otherwise required Qy law or 
Qy contract. 

!f only one managed care option is available in a geographic area, the managed care plan may require that enrollees 
designate a primary care provider from which to receive their health care, Enrollees will be permitted to change their 
designated primary care provider upon request to the managed care plan. Requests to change primary care providers 
may be limited to once annually. !! more than one managed care plan ~ offered in a geographic area, enrollees will 
be enrolled in a managed care plan for !!p. to ~ year from the date of enrollment, but shall have the right to change 
to another managed care plan once within the first year of initial enrollment. Enrollees may also change to another 
managed care plan during !ill annual 30 day open enrollment period. Enrollees shall be notified of the opportunity 
to change to another managed care plan before the start of each annual open enrollment period. 

Enrollees may change managed care plans 2!. primary care providers at other than the above designated times for 
cause as determined through an appeal pursuant to section 256.045. 

Subd.!. [EXEMPTIONS TO LIMITATIONS ON CHOICE.] All contracts between the department of human services 
and prepaid health plans or integrated service networks to serve medical assistance, general assistance medical care, 
and MinnesotaCare recipients must comply with the requirements of United States Code, title .1b. section 1396a ill 
(23) .!.!!1. notwithstanding any waivers authorized Qv. the United States Department of Health and Human Services 
pursuant to United States Code, title .1b. section 1315. 

Subd. ~ [ELIGIBILITY FOR OTHER STATE PROGRAMS.] MinnesotaCare enrollees who become eligible for 
medical assistance or general assistance medical care will remain in the same managed care plan if the managed care 
plan has a contract for that population. Contracts between the department of human services and managed care plans 
must include MinnesotaCare, and medical assistance and may also include general assistance medical care. 
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Subd. ~ ICOPAYMENTS AND BENEFIT LIMITS.] Enrollees are responsible for all copayments in section 256.9353, 
subdivision ~ and shall ~ copayrnents to the managed care plan or to its participating providers. The enrollee is 
also responsible for payment of inpatient hospital charges which exceed the MinnesotaCare benefit limit to the 
managed care plan 2!. its participating providers. 

Subd. Zo [MANAGED CARE PLAN VENDOR REQUIREMENTS.] The following requirements ~ to all counties 
or vendors who contract with the department of human services to ~ MinnesotaCare recipients. Managed care 
plan contractors: 

ill shall authorize and arrange for the provision of the full range of services listed in section 256.9353 in order to 
~ appropriate health care is delivered to enrollees; 

ill shall accept the prospective, ~ capita payment or other contractually defined payment from the commissioner 
in return for the provision and coordination of covered health care services for eligible individuals enrolled in the 
program; 

ill may contract with ?ther health ~ and social service practitioners to provide services to enrolleesj 

ill shall provide for an enrollee grievance process ~ required Qy the commissioner and set forth in the contract 
with the department; 

.L2l shall retain all revenue from enrollee copaymentsj 

12). shall accept all eligible MinnesotaCare enrollees, without regard to health status or previous utilization of health 
serVICeSj 

ill shall demonstrate capacity to accept financial risk according to requirements specified in the contract with the 
department. A health maintenance organization licensed under chapter 62D, or a nonprofit health plan licensed under 
chapter 62C, i.§. not reguired to demonstrate financial risk capacity, beyond that which ~ required to comply with 
chapters 62C and 62D; 

ill shall submit information as required Qy the commissioner, including data required for assessing enrollee 
satisfaction, ~ of care, cost, and utilization of services; and 

i2l shall submit to the commissioner claims in the format specified Qy the commissioner of human services for all 
hospital services provided to enrollees for the purpose of determining whether enrollees meet medical assistance 
spenddown requirements and shall provide to the enrollee, upon the enrollee's reguest, information on the cost of 
services provided to the enrollee Qy the managed care plan for the purpose of establishing whether the enrollee has 
met medical assistance spenddown requirements. 

Subd.!h [CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY ASSESSMENTS.] The managed care plan shall be responsible for assessing 
the need and placement for chemical dependency services according to criteria set forth in Minnesota Rules, parts 
9530.6600 to 9530.6660. 

Subd. ~ [RATE SETTING.1 Rates will be prospective, ££ capita, where possible. The commissioner shall consult 
with an independent actuary to determine appropriate rates. 

Subd.l0. [CHILDHOOD IMMUNIZATION.] Each managed care plan contracting with the department of human 
services under this section shall collaborate with the local public health agencies to ensure childhood inununization 
to all enrolled families with children. As part of this collaboration the plan must provide the families with ~ 
recommended immunization schedule. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.057, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PREGNANT WOMEN AND INFANTS.] An infant less than one year of age or a pregnant woman 
who has written verification of a positive pregnancy test from a physician or licensed registered nurse, is eligible for 
medical assistance if countable family income is equal to or less than l8§ 275 percent of the federal poverty guideline 
for the same family size. For purposes of this subdivision, "countable family income" means the amount of income 
considered available using the -methodology of the AFDC program, except for the earned income disregard and 
employment deductions. An amount equal to the amount of earned income exceeding 275 percent of the federal 
poverty guideline, Q£ to !l maximum of the combined total of 185 percent of the federal poverty guideline plus the 
earned income disregards and deductions of the AFDC program will be deducted for pregnant women and infants 
less than ~ year of age. Eligibility for a pregnant woman or infant less than one year of age under this subdivision 
must be determined without regard to asset standards established in section 256B.056, subdivision 3. 
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An infant born on or after January 1, 1991, to a woman who was eligible for and receiving medical assistance on 
the date of the child's birth shall continue to be eligible for medical assistance without redetermination until the child's 
first birthday, as long as the child remains in the w0J!1an's household. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.057, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. k [PREMIUMS.] Women and infants who ~ eligible under subdivision 1 and whose countable family 
income .i§. equal to 2!. greater than 185 percent of the federal poverty guideline for the ~ family size shall be 
required to .l2i!Y ~ premium for medical assistance coverage based on ~ sliding scale as established under section 
256,9358. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.057, subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd.2a. [NO ASSET TEST FOR CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS.] Eligibility for medical assistance for a 
person llllder age 21L and the person's parents who are eligible under section 2568.055, subdivision 2t. and who live 
in the ~ household as the person eligible under ~ ~ must be determined without regard to asset standards 
established in section 2568.056. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 2568.0644, is amended to read: 

256B.0644 [PARTICIPATION REQUIRED FOR REIMBURSEMENT UNDER OTHER STATE HEALTH CARE 
PROGRAMS.] 

A vendor of medical care, as defined in section 256B.02, subdivision 7, and a health maintenance organization, as 
defined in chapter 62D, must participate as a provider or contractor in the medical-assistance program, general 
assistance medical care program, and the health Fight filar. MinnesotaCare as a condition of participating as a provider 
in health insurance plans or contractor for state employees established under section 43A.18, the public employees 
insurance plan under section 43A.316, for health insurance plans offered to local statutory or home rule charter .£!!L. 
county, and school district employees, the workers' compensation system llllder section 176.135, and insurance plans 
provided through the Minnesota comprehensive health association under sections 62E.01 to 62E.17. The limitations 
on insurance plans offered to local government employees shall not be applicable in geographic areas where provider 
participation is limited Qv. managed care contracts with the department of human services. For providers other than 
health maintenance organizations, participation in the medical assistance program means that (1) the provider accepts 
new medical assistance patients or (2) at least 20 percent of the provider'S patients are covered by medical assistance, 
general assistance medical care, or the healt4t Fight filar. MinnesotaCare as their primary source of coverage. The 
commissioner shall establish participation requirements for health maintenance organizations. The commissioner shall 
provide lists of participating medical assistance providers on a quarterly basis to the commissioner of employee 
relations, the commissioner of labor and industry, and the commissioner of commerce. Each of the commissioners 
shall develop and implement procedures to exclude as participating providers in the program or programs under their 
jurisdiction those providers who do not participate in the medical assistance program. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256D.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [GENERAL ASSISTANCE MEDICAL CARE; ELIGIBILITY.] (a) General assistance medical care may be 
paid for any person who is not eligible for medical assistance under chapter 256B, including eligibility for medical 
assistance based on a spend-down of excess income according to section 2568.056, subdivision 5, and: 

(1) who is receiving assistance under section 256D.05 or 256D.051; or 

(2)(i) who is a resident of Minnesota; and whose equity in assets is not in excess of $1,000 per assistance unit. No 
asset test shall be applied to children and their parents living in the same household. Exempt assets, the reduction 
of excess assets, and the waiver of excess assets must conform to the medical assistance program in chapter 256B, with 
the following exception: the maximum amount of undistributed funds in a trust that could be distributed to or on 
behalf of the beneficiary by the trustee, assuming the full exercise of the trustee's discretion under the terms of the 
trust, must be applied toward the asset maximum; and 

(ii) who has countable income not in excess of the assistance standards established in section 256B.056, 
subdivision 4, or whose excess income is spent down pursuant to section 256B.056, subdivision 5, using a six-month 
budget period, except that a one-month budget period must be used for recipients residing in a long-term care facility. 
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The method for calculating earned income disregards and deductions for a person who resides with a dependent child 
under age 21 shall be as specified in section 256.74, subdivision 1. However, if a disregard of $30 and one-third of 
the remainder described in section 256.74, subdivision 1, clause (4), has been applied to the wage earner's income, 
the disregard shall not be applied again until the wage earner's income has not been considered in an eligibility 
determination for general assistance, general assistance medical care, medical assistance, or aid to families with 
dependent children for 12 consecutive months. The earned income and work expense deductions for a person who 
does not reside with a dependent child under age 21 shall be the same as the method used to determine eligibility 
for a person under section 256D.06, subdivision 1, except the disregard of the first $50 of earned income is not 
allowed; or 

(3) who would be eligible for medical assistance except that the person resides in a facility that is determined by 
the commissioner or the federal health care financing administration to be an institution for mental diseases. 

(b) Eligibility is available for the month of application, and for three months prior to application if the person was 
eligible in those prior months. A redetermination of eligibility must occur every 12 months. 

(c) General assistance medical care is not available for a person in a correctional facility unless the person is 
detained by law for less than one year in a county correctional or detention facility as a person accused or convicted 
of a crime, or admitted as an inpatient to a hospital on a criminal hold order, and the person is a recipient of general 
assistance medical care at the time the person is detained by law or admitted on a criminal hold order and as long 
as the person continues to meet other eligibility requirements of this subdivision. 

(d) General assistance medical care is not available for applicants or recipients who do not cooperate with the 
county agency to meet the requirements of medical assistance. 

(e) In determining the amount of assets of an individual, there shall be included any asset or interest in an asset, 
including an asset excluded under paragraph (a), that was given away, sold, or disposed of for less than fair market 
value within the 30 months preceding application for general assistance medical care or during the period of 
eligibility. Any transfer described in this paragraph shall be presumed to have been for the purpose of establishing 
eligibility for general assistance medical care, unless the individual furnishes convincing evidence to establish that 
the transaction was exclusively for another purpose; For purposes of this paragraph, the value of the asset or interest 
shall be the fair market value at the time it was given away, sold, or disposed of, less the amount of compensation 
received. For any uncompensated transfer, the number of months of ineligibility, including partial months, shall be 
calculated by dividing the uncompensated transfer amount by the average monthly per person payment made by the 
medical assistance program to skilled nursing facilities for the previous calendar year. The individual shall remain 
ineligible until this fixed period has expired. The period of ineligibility may exceed 30 months, and a reapplication 
for benefits after 30 months from the date of the transfer shall not result in eligibility unless and until the period of 
ineligibility has expired. The period of ineligibility begins in the month the transfer was reported to the county 
agency, or if the trans~er was not reported, the month in which the county agency discovered the transfer, whichever 
comes first. For applicants, the period of ineligibility begins on the date of the first approved application. 

Sec. 16. [DEMONSTRATION WAIVER] 

The commissioner of human services shall seek a demonstration waiver or otherwise obtain federal approval to: 
ill allow the state to charge premiums as described in section lb. ill increase the income standard to 275 percent of 
the federal poverty guideline; and ill continue eligibility without redetermination for infants 13 to 24 months of age. 

Sec. 17. [MINNESOTACARE PROCRAM STUDY.] 

The commissioner of human services shall examine the impact the MinnesotaCare program ~ having on the 
increase in medical assistance enrollment and costs. As part of this study, the commissioner shall determine whether 
other factors unrelated to the MinnesotaCare program may be contributing to the increase in medical assistance 
enrollment. The commissioner shall also make recommendations Q!!. necessary adjustments in revenues .QE 

expenditures to ensure that the health care access fund remains solvent for the 1996-1997 biennium. The commissioner 
shall present findings and recommendations to the legislative oversight commission Qy November ~ 1993. 

Sec. 18. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 12 is effective h!!x. L 1993, or after the effective date of the waiver referred to in section ~ whichever i.§. 
later. Sections 10 and 16 are effective the day following final enactment. Section ~ subdivision.i. is effective for all 
contracts entered into or renewed on or after the ~ following final enachnent. Section 14 is effective for health 
insurance contracts negotiated after November .1. 1993. 
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ARTICLE 10 

RURAL HEALTH INITIATIVE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.147, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ALLOCATION OF GRANTS.] (a) Eligible hospitals must apply to the commissioner no later than 
September 1 of each fiscal year for grants awarded for #te that fiscal year aegiftAiRg tfle felle .... ing JuI) 1. !i grant 
may be awarded upon signing of ~ grant contract. 

(b) The commissioner mllst make a final decision on the funding of each application within 60 days of the deadline 
for receiving applications. 

(c) Each relevant community health board has 30 days in which to review and comment to the commissioner on 
grant applications from hospitals in their community health service area. 

(d) In detennining which hospitals will receive grants under this section, the conunissioner shall consider the 
following factors: 

(1) Description of the problem, description of the project, and the likelihood of successful outcome of the project. 
The applicant must explain clearly the nature of the health services problems in their service area, how the grant funds 
will be used, what will be accomplished, and the results expected. The applicant should describe achievable 
objectives, a timetable, and roles and capabilities of responsible individuals and organizations. 

(2) The extent of community support for the hospital and this proposed project. The applicant should demonstrate 
support for the hospital and for the proposed project from other local health service providers and from local 
community and government leaders. Evidence of such support may include past commitments of financial support 
from local individuals, organizations, or government entities; and commitment of financial support, in-kind services 
or cash, for this project. 

(3) The comments, if any, resulting from a review of the application by the co~~ity health board in whose 
community health service area the hospital is located. 

(e) In evaluating applications, the commissioner shall score each application on a 100 point scale, assigning the 
maximum of 70 points for an applicant's understanding of the problem, description ofthe project, and likelihood of 
successful outcome of the project; and a maximum of 30 points for the extent of community support for the hospital 
and this project. The commissioner may also take into account other relevant factors. 

(f) A grant to a hospital, including hospitals that submit applications as consortia, may not exceed ~ $37,500 
a year and may not exceed a term of two years. Prior to the receipt of any grant, the hospital must certify to the 
commissioner that at least one-half of the amount, which may include in-kind services, is available for the same 
purposes from nonstate sources. A hospital receiving a grant under this section may use the grant for any expenses 
incurred in the development of strategic plans or the implementation of transition projects with respect to which the 
grant is made. Project grants may not be used to retire debt incurred with respect to any capital expenditure made 
prior to the date on which the project is initiated. 

fgl The commissioner may adopt rules to implement this section. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.1484, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SOLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS.] The commissioner of 
health shall award financial assistance grants to rural hospitals in isolated areas of the state. To qualify for a grant, 
a hospital must: (1) be eligible to be classified as a sole community hospital according to the criteria in Code of 
Federal Regulations, title 42, section 412.92 or be located in a community with a population of less than 5,000 and 
located more than 25 miles from a like hospital currently providing acute short-term services; (2) have experienced 
net income losses in the two most recent consecutive hospital fiscal years for which audited financial information is 
available; (3) consist of 3G 40 or fewer licensed beds; and (4) Rave eJtF.atlsteElls€al SSld:Fe€S sf S1::lJ3J38rt. BefsF€ Bf'plyiflg 
fsr a gFffitt, the hespitall'fll:lst Rave ae. elsJgee a sH'ategie plsH. The €efftR"l:issisReF SHall aHard gFar.ts ill €EJ:eal afRSld:flts. 
demonstrate to the commissioner that IT has obtained local support for the hospital and that ~ state support 
awarded under this program will not be used to supplant local support for the hospital. The commissioner shall 
review audited financial statements of the hospital to assess the extent of local support. Evidence of local support 
may include bonds issued Qy a local government entity such as ~ ~ county, or hospital district for the purpose of 
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financing hospital projects; and loans, grants, .2!: donations to the hospital from local government entities, private 
organizations, or individuals. The commissioner shall determine the amount of the award to be given to each eligible 
hospital based on the hospital's financial need and the total amount of funding available. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.1484, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [GRANTS TO AT-RISK RURAL HOSPITALS TO OFFSET THE IMPACT OF THE HOSPITAL TAX.] ill 
The commissioner of health shall award financial assistance grants to rural hospitals that would otherwise close as 
a direct result of the hospital tax in section 295.52. To be eligible for a grant, a hospital must have 50 or fewer beds 
and must not be located in a city of the first class. To receive a grant, the hospital must demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of the commissioner of health that the hospital will close in the absence of state assistance under this 
subdivision and that the hospital tax is the principal reason for the closure. 

ill At a minimum the hospital must demonstrate that; 

ill i! has had ~ net margin of minus ten percent or below in at least ~ of the last two years QI.!!' net margin of 
less than ~ percent in at least three of the last four years. For purposes of this subdivision, "net margin" means 
the ratio of net income from all hospital sources to total revenues generated Qy the hospital; 

ill i! has had ~ negative cash flow in at least three of the last four years. For purposes of this subdivision, "cash 
flow" ~ the total of net income plus depreciation; and 

ill its fund balance has declined Qy at least 25 percent over the last two years, and its fund balance at the end of 
its last fiscal year was equal to Q.!:.less than its accumulated net loss during the last two years. For purposes of this 
subdivision, "fund balance" means the excess of assets of the hospital's fund over its liabilities and reserves. 

ill A hospital seeking ~ grant shall submit the following with its application: 

ill ~ statement of the projected dollar amount of tax liability for the current fiscal year. projected monthly 
disbursements, and projected net patient revenue base for the current fiscal year, broken down Qy ~ categories 
including I\Iedicare, medical assistance, MinnesotaCare. general assistance medical care, and others. The ~ must 
be certified Qy the hospital administrator; 

ill a statement of all rate increases. listing the date and percentage of each increase during the last three years and 
the date and percentage of any increases for the current fiscal year. The statement must be certified Qy the hospital 
administrator and must include a narrative explaining whether or not the rate increase incorporates a pass-through 
of the hospital .h!.& 

ill a statement certified Qy the chair or equivalent of the hospital board, and Qy an independent auditor, that the 
hospital will close within the next 12 months as a result of the hospital tax unless it receives a grant; and 

ill a statement certified Qy the chair or equivalent of the hospital board that the hospital will not close for financial 
reasons within the next 12 months if it receives a grant. 

The amount of the grant must not exceed the amount of the tax the hospital would pay under section 295.52, based 
on the previous year's hospital revenues. A hospital that closes within 12 months after receiving a grant under this 
subdivision must refund the amount of the grant to the commissioner of health. 

ARTICLE 11 

HEALTH PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 19921 section 124C.62, is amended to read: 

124C.62 [SUMMER HEALTH CARE INTERNS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SUMMER INTERNSHIPS.] The commissioner of educationL through a contract with a nonprofit 
organization as required Qy subdivision 1L shall award grants to hospitals and clinics to establish a summer health 
care intern program fer pupils "iRe iRteRa is eSIRf'lete ffigh BEReel gTaat:lfltien re~efReRts aRti· .. hs di'e 13eR,eeR 
tfleir jtH lisr aRa semer ) ear ef high sEneel. The purpose of the program is to expose interested high school pupils 
to various careers within the health care profession. 
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Subd. 2. [CRITERIA.] (a) The commiSSioner, .. itfl tRe aeL iee sf tRe Miftfl€Ssta MeElieal AS5seiatioA aAd lfie 
MiA:f\eseta Hespital Ass8eiaasR, through the organization under contract, shall esta19lisft €Fitena fer a •• 8nlu.g award 
grants to hospitals and clinics .. that agree to: 

(B) The €Fiteria ffitlst iRElude, affi8Rg etRer fl::tings: 

(1) tfle kiRes sf provide summer health ~ interns with formal exposure to the health care profession a l1es]3ital 
ef eliffie Earl pFe. ide to a pupil; . 

(2) the "fleeS: fef 'RealtR eare prefessioRals ir. a partieular area; aRa provide an orientation for summer health ~ 
interns; 

(3) fue Ii illiRgRess sf a Respital Of eliAie ts pay one-half the costs of employing a pttpil summer health ~ intern, 
based Q!l ~ overall hourly wage that ~ at least the minimum wage but does not exceed $6 ~ hour; and 

ill interview and hire pupils for ~ minimum of six weeks and a maximum of 12 weeks. 

ill In order to be eligible to be hired as a summer health intern Qy!!, hospital or clinic, !! E!!Pi! must: 

ill intend to complete high school graduation reguirements and be between the junior and senior year of high 
school; 

ill be from.i'! school district in proximity to the facilityj and 

ill provide the facility with.i'! letter of recommendation from a health occupations·br science educator. 

ill. Hospitals and clinics awarded grants may employ pupils as summer health care interns beginning on or after 
Tune ~ 1993, if they agree to ~ the inteITl. during the period before disbursement of state grant money, with money 
designated as the facility's 50 percent contribution towards internship costs. 

(e) The IVHflfloeseta Meaieal AssseiaHsn dREI I:fte ~4inflessta Hsspital Assseiaasft ft\~st pFeviae the esmmissisneF, 
B} JaRUaf') 31, 1993, IT itk a list sf Rsspitals aRa elinies •• illing ts raFfteipate iR the pregf8:fti afla •• hat flFS. isisRS these 
hsspitals SF elinies ',.'ill malEe ts €nS\::t:Fe a flHflil's aaeEftidte elEflsstHe ts tRe health €aFe pr:SieSSiSR, ana inaieate i. ketheF 
e hsspital sr eliRie is .. illiFtg te fla) eRe half tRe essts ef effipls}H.g a pl;:lpil. 

Subd. 3. [GRANTS.1 The commissioner" through the organization under contract. shall award grants to hospitals 
and clinics meeting the requirements of subdivision 2. The grants must be used to pay one-half of the costs of 
employing a pupil in a hospital or clinic during the course of the program. No more than five pupils may be selected 
from anyone high school to participate in the program and no more than one-half of the number of pupils selected 
may be from the seven-county metropolitan area. 

Subd . .!. [CONTRACT.] The commissioner shall contract with a statewide, nonprofit organization representing 
facilities at which summer health care interns will serve, to administer the grant program established Qy this section. 
The organization awarded the grant shall provide the commissioner with any information needed Qy the commissioner 
to evaluate the program, in the form and at the times specified Qy the commissioner. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1355, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION OF ACCOUNT.1 A rural physician education account is established in the health ~ 
~ fund. The higher education coordinating board shall use money from the account to establish a loan 
forgiveness program for medical students agreeing to practice in designated rural areas, as defined by the board. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1355, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [LOAN FORGNENESS.j F,ie, Ie J_e 3Q, 1992, Ihe highe, educalieR eeefdinaling beafd mal aeee~1 .. ~ 
te eight a)3pliear.ts '";Y'Re ale fSURh} eel meaieal smaeRts, I;:lp ts eigRt appliear.ts 'dRS are first} eaF Fesiaents, af.Elu)3 
ts eight a)3plieants whs al'e seesna reaF FesiaeRts leI' partieipatieFl if: the leaR lelgiTeness pregmm. For the period 
July 1, -1:99;! 1993 through June 30, 1995, the higher education coordinating board may accept up to eight four 
applicants who are fourth year medical students" three applicants who are pediatric residents, and four applicants who 
are family practice residents, and One applicant who is an internal medicine resident per fiscal year for participation 
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in the loan forgiveness program. !! the higher education coordinating board does not receive enough applicants ~ 
fiscal year to fill the number of residents in the specific areas of practice, the resident applicants may be from any ~ 
of practice. The eight resident applicants can be in ~ year of training. Applicants are responsible for securing their 
own loans. Applicants chosen to participate in the loan forgiveness program may designate for each year of medical 
school, up to a maximum of four years, an agreed amount, not to exceed $10,000, as a qualified loan. For each year 
that a participant serves as a physician in a designated rural area, up to a maximum of four years, the higher 
education coordinating board shall annually pay an amount equal to one year of qualified loans. Participants who 
move their practice from one designated rural area to another remain eligible for loan repayment. In addition, if a 
resident participating in the loan forgiveness program serves at least four weeks during a year of residency 
substituting for a rural physician to temporarily relieve the rural physician of rural practice commitments to enable 
the rural physician to take a vacation, engage in activities outside the practice area, or otherwise be relieved of rural 
practice commitments, the participating resident may designate up to an additional $2,000, above the $10,000 
maximum, for each year of residency during which the resident substitutes for a rural physician for four or more 
weeks. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1355, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [PENALTY FOR NONFULFILLMENT.] If a participant does not fulfill the required three-year minimum 
commitment of service in a designated rural area, the higher education coordinating board shall collect from the 
participant the amount paid by the board under the loan forgiveness program. The higher education coordinating 
board shall deposit the money collected in th~ rural physician education account established in subdivision 1. The 
board shall allow waivers of all or part of the money owed the board if emergency circumstances prevented 
fulfillment of the three-year service commitment. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1355, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.20 [LOAN FORGIVENESS; UNDERSERVED URBAN COMMUNITIES.] For the period l!!!y.1.1993 to June 
~ 1995, the higher education coordinating board may accept!!£ to four applicants who are either fourth year medical 
students, or residents in family practice, pediatrics, or internal medicine ~ fiscal year for participation in the urban 
primary care physician loan forgiveness program. The resident applicants may be in any year of residency training. 
Applicants are responsible for securing their own loans. Applicants chosen to participate in the loan forgiveness 
program may designate for each year of medical school, .!!E. to a maximum of four years, an agreed amount, not to 
exceed $10,000, as a qualified loan. For each year that a participant serves as a physician in a designated underserved 
urban area,!!£ to a maximum of four years, the higher education coordinating board shall annually ~ an amount 
equal to ~ year of qualified loans. Participants who ~ their practice from one designated underserved urban 
community to another remain eligible for loan repayment. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1356, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [CREATION OF ACCOUNT.] A midlevel practitioner education account is established in the health ~ 
~ fund. The higher education coordinating board shall use money from the account to establish a loan 
forgiveness program for midlevel practitioners agreeing to practice in designated rural areas. 

Sec. 7. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1356, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [PENALTY FOR NONFULFILLMENT.] If a participant does not fulfill the service commitment requ;red 
under subdivision 4 for full repayment -of all qualified loans, the higher education coordinating board shall collect 
from the participant 100 percent of any payments made for qualified loans and interest at a rate established according 
to s.ection 270.75. The higher education coordinating board shall deposit the money collected in the midlevel 
practitioner education account established in subdivision 2. The board shall allow waivers of all or part of the money 
owed the board if emergency circumstances prevented fulfillment of the required service commitment. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 136A.1357, is amended to read: 

136A.1357 [EDUCATION ACCOUNT FOR NURSES WHO AGREE TO PRACTICE IN A NURSING HOME OR 
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY FOR PERSONS WITH MENTAL RETARDATION OR RELATED CONDITIONs:] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION OF THE ACCOUNT.] An education account in the geneFal- health care access fund is 
established for a loan forgiveness program for nurses who agree to practice nursing in a nursing home or intermediate 
care facility for persons with mental retardation or related conditions. The account consists of money appropriated 
by the legislature and repayments and penalties collected under subdivision 4. Money from the account must be used 
for a loan forgiveness program. 
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Subd.2. [ELIGIBILITY.] To be eligible to participate in the loan forgiveness program, a person planning to enroll 
or enrolled in a program of study designed to prepare the person to become a registered nurse or licensed practical 
nurse must submit a letter of interest to the board before e8ff1:f'letiRg tke fHst year sf sa:u:iy completion of a nursing 
education program. Before e8ff'l.PleliR-g tke i'ifst ) €iH' sf smely completion of the program, the applicant must sign a 
contract'in which the applicant agrees to practice nursing for at least one of the first two years following completion 
of the nursing education program providing nursing services in a licensed nursing home or intermediate care facility 
for persons with mental retardation or related conditions. 

Subd. 3. [LOAN FORGIVENESS.] The board may accept up to ten applicants a year. Applicants are responsible 
for securing their own loans. For each year of nursing education, for up to two years, applicants accepted into the 
loan forgjveness program may deSignate an agreed amount, not to exceed $3,000, as a qualified loan. For each year 
that a participant practices nursing in a nursing home or intermediate care facility for persons with mental retardation 
or related conditions, up to a maximum of two years, the board shall annually repay an amount equal to one year 
of qualified loans. Participants who move from one nursing home or intennediate ~ facility for persons with 
mental retardation or related conditions to another remain eligible for loan repayment. 

Subd.4. [PENALTY FOR NONFULFILLMENT.] If a participant does not fulfill the service commitment required 
under subdivision 3 for full repayment of all qualified loans, the esa:ta:tissisfter higher education coordinating board 
shall collect from the participant 100 percent of any payments made for qualified loans and interest at a rate 
established according to section 270.75. The board shall deposit the collections in the ~ health ~ ~ fund 
to be credited to the account established in subdivision 1. The board may grant a waiver of all or part of the money 
owed as a result of a nonfulfillment penalty if emergency circumstances prevented fulfillment of the required service 
commitment. 

Subd. 5. [RULES.] The board shall adopt rules to implement this section. 

Sec. 9. [136A.1358] [RURAL CLINICAL SITES FOR NURSE PRACTITIONER EDUCATION.] 

Subdivision 1.:. IDEFINmON.] For purposes of this section, "rural" means any ~ of the state outside of the 
counties of Anoka, Carver, Dakota, Hennepin. Ramsey, Scott, and Washington, and outside the cities of Duluth. 
Mankato, Moorhead. Rochester, and SI. Cloud. 

Subd. b [ESTABLISHMENT.] Ii grant program ~ established under the authority of the higher education 
coordinating board to provide grants to colleges or schools of nursing located in Minnesota that operate, programs 
of study designed to prepare registered nurses for advanced practice as nurse practitioners. 

Subd. ~ [PROGRAM GOALS.] Colleges and schools of nursing shall use grants received to provide rural students 
with increased access to programs of study for nurse practitioners, Qr:. 

ill developing rural clinical sites; 

ill allowing students to remain in their rural communities for clinical rotations; and 

ill providing faculty to' supervise students at rural clinical sites. 

The overall goal of the grant program is to increase the number of graduates of nurse practitioner programs who work 
in rural areas of the state. 

Subd. i. [RESPONSlBILITY OF NURSING PROGRAMS.] ~ Colleges or schools of nursing interested in 
participating in the grant program must ~ to the higher education coordinating board, according to the policies 
established £y the board. Applications submitted Qy colleges or schools of nursing must include a detailed proposal 
for achieving the goals listed in subdivision ~!. plan for encouraging sufficient applications from rural applicants to 
meet the requirements of paragraph!21 and any additional information required !!y. the board. 

ill Each college or school of nursing. as a condition of accepting a grant. shan make at least 25 percent of the 
openings in each nurse practitioner entering class available to applicants who live in rural areas and desire to practice 
!!§. !!. ~ practitioner in rural areas. This reguirement is effective beginning with the fall 1994 entering class and 
remains in effect for each biennium thereafter for which a college or school of nursing is awarded a grant renewal. 
The board may exempt colleges or schools of nursing from this requirement if the college or school can demonstrate, 
to the satisfaction of the board. that the nurse practitioner program did not receive enough applications or acceptance 
letters from qualified rural applicants to meet the requirement. 
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1£1 Colleges Q!: schools of nursing participating in the grant program shall report to the higher education 
coordinating board on their program activity as requested Qy the board. 

Subd. ~ [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD.] illl The board shall 
establish an application process for interested colleges and schools of nursing, and shall require colleges and schools 
of nursing to submit grant applications to the board Qy November h 1993. The board may award.!:!l2.!Q ~ grants 
for the bielU1ium ending Tune ~ 1995. 

ill In selecting grant recipients, the board shall consider: 

ill the likelihood that an applicant's grant proposal will be successful in achieving the program goals listed in 
subdivision JL 

ill the potential effectiveness of the college's or school's plan to encourage applications from rural applicants; and 

ill the academic ~ of the college's or school's program of education for nurse practitioners. 

hl The board shall notify grant recipients of an award Qy December .1. 1993, and shall disburse the grants !?y 
Ianuary.1.1994. The board may~ grants liE. college or school of nursing demonstrates that satisfactory progress 
has been made during the past biennium toward achieving the goals listed in subdivision 3. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.38, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PRIMARY CARE.] For purposes of.sec!ions 137.38 to 137.40, "primary care" means a type of medical care 
delivery that assumes ongoing'responsibility for the patient in both health maintenance and illness treatment. It is 
personal care involving a unique interaction and commWlication between the patient and the physician'. It is 
comprehensive in scope, and includes all the overaU coordination of the care of the patient's health care problems 
including biological, behavioral, and social problems. The appropriate use of consultants and conununity resources 
is an important aspect of effective primary care. Primary ~ physicians include family practitioners. general 
pediatricians, and general internists. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.38, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GOALS.1 The board of regents of the University of Minnesota, through the University of Minnesota 
medical school, is requested to implement the initiatives required by sections 137.38 to 137.40 in order to increase the 
number of graduates of residency programs of the medical school who practice primary care by 20 percent over an 
eight-year period. The initiatives must be designed to encourage newly graduated primary care physicians to establish 
practices in areas of rural and urban Minnesota that are medically tmderserved. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.38, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [GRANTS.] The board of regents is requested to seek grants from private foundations and other nonstate 
sources", including community provider organizations, for the medical school initiatives outlined in sections 137.38 
to 137.40. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.39, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DESIGN OF CURRICULUM.] The medical school is requested to ensure that its curriculum provides 
students with early exposure to primary care physicians and primary care practice" and to address other primary care 
curriculum issues such as public health. preventive medicine, and health care delivery. The medical school is 
requested to also support premedical school educational iiUtiatives that provide students with greater exposure to 
primary care physicians and practices. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 137.39, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CLINICAL EXPERIENCES IN PRIMARY CARE.] The medical school, if> eOAS.JtalioR .. ifr.meelieal seflool 
fa~ at the URi. eflSi~ sf ;t..'1iftReseta, DHlath, is requested to develop a program to provide students with clinical 
experiences in primary care settings in internal medicine and pediahics. The program must provide training 
experiences in medical clinics in rural Minnesota communities, as well as in community clinics and health maintenance 
organizations in the Twin Cities metropolitan area. 
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Sec. 15. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 137.40, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION.] The medical school is requested to develop continuing medical 
education programs for primary care physicians that are comprehensive, community-based, aftEi. accessible to primary 
care physicians in all areas of the state.!. and which enhance primary care skills. 

Sec. 16. [144.1487] [LOAK REPAYMENT PROGRAM FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] ill For purposes of sections 144.1487 to 144.1492. the following definitions ~ 

.ilil "Board" means the higher education coordinating board. 

i£.l "He'a1th professional shortage area" ~ an area designated as such Qy the federal secretary of health and 
human services, as provided under Code of Federal Regulations, title 1b part ~ and United States Code, title ~ 
section 254E. 

Subd. b [ESTABLISHMENT AND PURPOSE.] The commissioner shall establish a National Health Services Corps 
state loan repayment program authorized Qy section 3881 of the Public Health Service Act United States Code, title 
£ section 2549-1, as amended Qy Public Law Number 101-597. The purpose of the program is to assist communities 
with the recruitment and retention of health professionals in federally designated health profeSSional shortage areas, 

Sec. 17. [144.1488] [PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION AND ELIGIBILITY.] 

Subdivision 1. [DUTIES OF THE COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH.] The commissioner shall administer the state 
loan repayment program. The commissioner shall: --

ill ensure that federal funds are used in accordance with program requirements established!!y the federal National 
Health Services Corps: 

ill notify potentially eligible loan repayment sites about the program; 

ill develop and disseminate application materials to sites; 

ill review and rank applications using the scoring criteria approved Qy the federal department of health and human 
services as part of the Minnesota department of health's National Health Services Corps state loan repayment program 
application; 

ill select sites that qualify for loan repayment based upon the availability of federal and state funding; 

!2l provide the higher education coordinating board with ~ list of qualifying sites; and 

mill!¥. out other activities necessary to implement and administer sections 144.1487 to 144,1492, 

The commissioner shall enter into an interagency agreement with the higher education coordinating board to ill!¥. 
out the duties assigned to the board under sections 144.1487 to 144,1492, 

Subd. b [DUTIES OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING BOARD.] The higher education coordinating 
board, through an interagency agreement with the commissioner of health, shall: 

ill verify the eligibility of program participants; 

ill ~ a contract with each participant that specifies the obligations of the participant and the state; 

ill arrange for the payment of qualifying educational loans for program participants; 

ill monitor the obligated service of program participants; 

ill waive or suspend service or payment obligations of participants in appropriate situations; 

!2l place participants who fail to meet their obligations in default; 
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ill enforce penalties for default; and 

ill report regularly to the commissioner. 

Subd.;1. [ELIGIBLE LOAN REPAYMENT SITES.J Private, nonprofit, and public entities located in and providing 
health ~ services in federally designated primary care health professional shortage areas ~ eligible to ~ for 
the program. The commissioner shall develop a list of Minnesota health professional shortage areas in greatest need 
of health care professionals and shall select loan repayment sites from that list. The commissioner shall ensure, to 
the greatest extent possible, that the geographic distribution of sites within the state reflects the percentage of the 
population living in rural and urban health professional shortage areas. 

Subd.:l [ELIGIBLE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS.J J.i!l. To be eligible to ~ to the higher education coordinating 
board for the loan repayment program, health professionals must be citizens or nationals of the United States. must 
!l2! have ill:!Y unserved obligations for service to ~ federal, state. or local government, or other entity. and must be 
ready to begin full-time clinical practice upon ~ ~ contract for obligated service. 

ruIn selecting physicians for participation, the board shall give priority to physicians who are board certified or 
have completed ~ residency in family practice. osteopathic general practice. obstetrics and gynecology, internal 
medicine. or pediatrics. A physician selected for participation is not eligible for loan repayment until the physician 
has an employment agreement or contract with an eligible loan repayment site and has signed a contract for obligated 
service with the higher education coordinating board. 

Sec. 18. [144.1489J [OBLIGATIONS OF PARTICIPANTS.J 

Subdivision 1. [CONTRACT REQUIRED.] Before starting the period of obligated service, a participant must ~ 
a contract with the higher education coordinating board that specifies the obligations of the participant and the board, 

Subd.;L [OBLIGATED SERVICE.J A participant shall agree in the contract to fulfill the period of obligated service 
Qx providing primary health care services in full-time clinical practice. The service must be provided in!. private, 
nonprofit, or public entity that i§. located in and providing services to ~ federally designated health professional 
shortage area and that has been designated as an eligible site Qv. the commissioner under the state loan repayment 
program. 

Subd. ~ [LENGTH OF SERVICE.] Participants must agree to provide obligated service for !. minimum of MO 
years. f!. participant may extend a contract to provide obligated service for !. third year, subject to board approval 
and the availability of federal and state funding. 

Subd.:l [AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE REQUIRED.J Within 30 days of the start of obligated service, and £y February 
1 of each succeeding calendar year, a participant shall submit an affidavit to the board stating that the participant is 
providing the obligated service and which ~ signed Qy a representative of the organizational entity in which the 
service is provided. Participants must provide written notice to the board within 30 days of: ~ change in ~ Q£ 
address, a decision not to fulfill a service obligation. or cessation of clinical practice. 

Subd. ~ [TAX RESPONSIBILITY.] The participant is responsible for reporting on federal income tax returns any 
amount paid .£y the state on designated loans, if required to do ~ under federal law. 

Subd. ~ [NONDISCRIMINATION REQUlREMENTS.J Participants are prohibited from charging a higher rate for 
professional services than the usual and customary rate prevailing in the area where the services are provided. II ~ 
patient i§. unable to ~ this charge, !. participant shall charge the patient a reduced rate or not charge the patient. 
Participants must agree not to discriminate on the basis of ability to ~ or status as a Medicare or medical assistance 
enrollee. Participants must agree to accept assignment under the Medicare program and to serve ~ ~ enrolled 
provider under medical assistance. 

Sec. 19. [144.1490J [RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAM.J 

Subdivision 1. [LOAN REPA YMENT,J Subject to the availability of federal and state funds for the loan repayment 
program. the higher education coordinating board shall ~ all.Q!. part of the qualifying education loans'!!p' to $20.000 
annually for each primary care physician participant that fulfills the required service obligation. For purposes of this 
provision, "qualifying educational loans" ~ government and commercial loans for actual costs Pill£ for tuition, 
reasonable education expenses, and reasonable living expenses related to the graduate or Wldergraduate education 
of a health care professional. 
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Sec. 20. [144.1491] [FAILURE TO COMPLETE OBLIGATED SERVICE.] 

Subdivision 1. [PENALTIES FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT.]!l program participant who fails to complete two 
years of obligated service shall ~ the amount paid. as well as .e financial ~ based upon the length of the 
service obligation not fulfilled. !f the participant has served at least ~ year, the financial ~ is the number of 
unserved months multiplied Qy $1,000. !f the participant has served less than One year, the financial ~ if the 
total number of obligated months multiplied £.y $1,000. 

Subd.1. [SUSPENSION OR WAIVER OF OBLIGATION.] Payment or service obligations cancel in the event of 
a participant's death. The board may waive or suspend payment or service obligations in case of total and permanent 
disability Q!: long-term temporary disability lasting for ~ than two years. The board shall evaluate all other 
requests for suspension or waivers on a case-by-case basis. 

Sec. 21. [NURSE PRACTITIONER PROMOTION TEAMS.] 

The commissioner of health, through the office of rural health, shall establish nurse practitioner promotion teams, 
consisting of one nurse practitioner and one physician who are practicing jointly. The promotion teams shall travel 
to rural communities and provide physicians, medical clinic administrators, and other interested parties with 
information on: the benefits of joint practices between nurse practitioners and physicians and methods of establishing 
and maintaining joint practices. The office of rural health shall contract with promotion teams to visit.!:!£!Q. 20 rural 
communities during the biennium ending hIDe ~ 1995. The office of rural health shall provide members of 
promotion teams with stipends for their time and travel expenses not to exceed the amount specified in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 15.059. subdivision 3. 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section.1. relating to summer internships, is,effective the day following final enactment. Sections 16 to 20 related 
to the National Health Services Corps loan repayment program are effective the day following final enactment. 

ARTICLE 12 

DATA RESEARCH INITIATIVES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.30, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of sections 62).30 to 62).34, the following definitions apply: 

(a) "Practice parameter" means a statement intended to guide the clinical decision making of health care providers 
and patients that is supported by the results of appropriately designed outcomes research studies, H.ell:laiftg tftese 
smElies Sj3 8Rs8Fea or that has been approved by the federal agency for health care policy and research; or :RaB BeeR 
adopted for use by a MeaRal meEiieal seeiety the American Medical AssoCiation, the National Medical Association, 
.!!. member board of the American Board of Medical Specialties. a board approved £y the American Osteopathic 
Association. a college Q!. board approved £y the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada. a national 
health professional board or association, or !!. board approved £Y. the American Dental Association, 

(b) "Outcomes research" means research designed to identify and analyze the outcomes and costs of alternative 
interventions for a given clinical condition, in order to determine the most appropriate and cost-effective means to 
prevent, diagnose, treat, or manage the condition, or in order to develop and test methods for reducing inappropriate 
or unnecessary variations in the type and frequency of interventions. 
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Sec, 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.30, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES.] The health care analysis unit shall collect data from health care 
providers, health carriers, and individuals in the most cost-effective manner, which does not unduly burden IH's o'iaeFS 
them. The unit may require health care providers and health carriers to collect and provide all patient health records 
and claim files, flFS. ide mailing lists ef patieflts • AS ha. e esftsefttea te Felease sf ailffi, and cooperate in other ways 
with the data collection process. lief' rl:1Fpeses sf fhis ehapteF, tfle kealth €8Fe 8ftalysis lH'Iit shall assigfl, 8F Feqt:t:if€ 
kealfh €aFe fife. ieef's ar.a I=tealth eaHieIs t8 assig'A, a t:I::1:i€f\::le iaeFlsfieatiefl Rum-Bel' t6 €8€R pea-eAt t6 safegH8Fli paeeRt 
leeR!i.". The unit may also require health care providers and health carriers to provide mailing lists of patients who 
have consented to release of data. The commissioner shall require aU health ~ providers, &!Q!!E. purchasers, and 
state agencies to ~ ~ standard patient identifier and ~ standard identifier for providers and health plans when 
reporting data under this chapter. The data analysis Wlit must code patient identifiers to prevent identification and 
to enable release of otherwise private data to researchers, providers, and group purchasers in a manner consistent with 
chapter 13 and section 144.335. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Stahltes 1992, section 62J.30, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [DATA CLASSIFICATION.] (aJ Data collected through the large-scale data base initiatives of the health 
care analysis lUlit required by section 62J.31 that identify individuals are private data on individuals. Data not on 
individuals are nonpublic data. The commissioner may release private data on individuals and nonpublic data to 
researchers affiliated with university research centers or departments who are conducting research on health outcomes, 
practice parameters, and medical practice style; researchers working under contract with the conunissioner; and 
individuals purchasing health care services for health carriers and groups. Friel' te FeleasiRg aft} RSRf3l:lelie Sl' private 
data l:iF/deF iliis J9aragFafl'lct that identify SF Felate te a s}geeise lctealth eameF, medieal pre o'iaeF, SF health €aF€ faeility, 
t1<te eeff'l:ffi:issiSR€F sftaH prsvide at least aQ aa}s' flstiee ts the sld:bjeet sf tRe data, ift€luaiFtg a eaJ9} af ~ke pele. ant aata, 
ana alle,. the 5Hoejeet af the €lata to p:revide a erief €lfrlaRaaeR SP esftl:ft'l:ent aft the data •• hiffi mHost se releasea •• ith: 
tRe Elata. The commissioner shall require any person or organization receiving under this subdivision either private 
data on individuals or nonpublic data to ~ an agreement to maintain the data that it receives according to the 
stahltory provisions applicable to the data. The agreement shall not limit the preparation and dissemination of 
summary data as permitted under section 13.05. subdivision 7. To the extent reasonably possible, release of private 
or confidential data under this chapter shall be mac:ie without releasing data that could reveal the identity of 
individuals and should instead be released using the identification numbers required by subdivision 6. 

(b) Summary data derived from data collected through the large-scale data base initiatives of the health care 
analysis unit may be provided under section 13.05, subdivision 7, and may be released in studies produced by the 
commissioner. 

(c) The commissioner shall adopt rules to establish criteria and procedures to govern access to and the,use of data 
collected through the initiatives of the health care analysis unit. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.30, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [DATA COLLECTION ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] illl The commissioner shall convene a IS-member data 
collection advisory committee consisting of health service researchers, health care providers, health carrier 
representatives, representatives of businesses that purchase health coverage, and consumers. Six members of this 
committee must be health care providers. The advisory committee shall evaluate methods of data collection and shall 
recommend to the commissioner methods of data collection that minimize administrative burdens, address data 
privacy concerns, and meet the needs of health service researchers. The advisory committee is governed by 
section 15.059. 

ill The data collection advisory conunittee shall develop a timeline to complete all responsibilities and transfer any 
ongoing responsibilities to the data institute. The timeline must ~ the data .Q!! which ongoing responsibilities 
will be transferred. This transfer must be completed ~h!!yb 1994. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 62J.32, subdivision ·4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [PRACTICE PARAMETER ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] illl The commissioner shall convene a IS-member 
practice parameter advisory committee comprised of eight health care professionals, and representatives of the 
research community and the medical technology industry. The committee shall present reconunendations on the 
adoption of practice parameters to the conunissioner and the Minnesota health care commission and provide technical 
assistance as needed to the conunissioner and the commission. The advisory committee is governed by section 15.059, 
but does not expire. 
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ill The commissioner. upon the advice and recommendation of the practice parameter advisory committee. may 
convene expert review panels to assess practice parameters and outcome research associated with practice parameters. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota StatUtes 1992, section 62J.34, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd, 2. [APPROVAL.] The commissioner of health, after receiving the advice and recommendations of the 
MiImesota health care commission, may approve practice parameters that are endorsed, developed, or revised by the 
health care analysis unit. The commissioner is exempt from the rulemaking requirements of chapter 14 when 
approving practice parameters approved by the federal agency for health care policy and research, practice parameters 
adopted for use by a RatisRal meaiealsseiety, SF ftatisftal mesieal sf!!eeiaHy sseiety the American Medical Association, 
the National Medical Association, a member board of the American Board of Medical Specialties, a board approved 
£y the American Osteopa thic Associa tion. a college .Q[ board approved £y the Royal College of Physicians and 
Surgeons of Canada. a national health professional board or association. a board approved Qy the American Dental 
Association. The commissioner shall use rulemaking to approve practice parameters that are newly developed or 
substantially revised by the health care analysis unit. Practice parameters adopted without rulemaking must be 
published in the State Register. 

Sec. 7. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 144.335, 'is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3b. [RELEASE OF RECORDS TO COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH OR DATA INSTITUTE.] Subdivision 3a 
does not apply to the release of health records to the commissioner of health.Q! the data institute under chapter ~ 
provided that the commissioner encrypts the patient identifier upon receipt of the data. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 214.16, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [GROUNDS FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION.] The board shall take disciplinary actionL which may include 
license revocation, against a regulated person for: 

(1) intentional failure to provide the commissioner of health or the health care analysis unit established under 
section 621.30 with the data Sft gFSSS }3atieRt FeVeRtle as required under seeBsR 62J.Q'l chapter@.; 

(2) failHf'e te fJPeuiae the l=tealth. eape afHilysis I:lfl:it lvfth sata as reEtl:lifeS l;:lftaEF l.a'hS 1992, ehaflt;er §'l9, afhele 7; 

(3j intentional failure to provide the commissioner of revenue with data on gross revenue and other information 
required for the commissioner to implement sections 295.50 to 295.58; and 

f41 ill intentional failure to pay the health care provider tax required under section 295.52. 

ARTICLE 13 

FINANCING 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256B.0625, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [DRUGS.] (a) Medical assistance covers drugs if prescribed by a licensed practitioner and dispensed by 
a licensed pharmacist, or by a physician enrolled in the medical assistance program as a dispensing physician. The 
commissioner, after receiving recommendations from the Minnesota Medical Association and the Minnesota 
Pharmacists Association, shall deSignate a formulary committee to advise the commissioner' on the names of drugs 
for which payment is made, recommend a system for reimbursing providers on a set fee or charge basis rather than 
the present system, and develop methods encouraging use of generic drugs when they are less expensive and equally 
effective as trademark drugs. The commissioner shall appoint the formulary committee members no later than 30 
days following July 1, 1981. The formulary committee shall consist of nine members, four of whom shall be 
physicians who are not employed by the department of human services, and a majority of whose practice is for 
persons paying privately or through health insurance, three of whom shall be pharmacists who are not employed by 
the department of human services, and a majority of whose practice is for persons paying privately or through health 
insurance, a consumer representative, and a nursing home representative. Committee members shall serve tw"o-year 
terms and shall serve without compensation. The commissioner shall establish a drug formulary. Its establishment 
and publication shall not be subject to the requirements of the administrative procedure act, but the formulary 
committee shall review and comrnent on the formulary contents. The formulary corrunittee shall review and 
recommend drugs which require prior authorization. The formulary committee may recommend drugs for prior 
authorization directly to the commissioner, as long as opportunity for public input is provided. Prior authorization 
may be requested by the commissioner based on medical and clinical criteria before certain drugs are eligible for 
payment. Before a drug may be considered for prior authorization at the request of the commissioner: 
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(1) the drug formulary committee must develop criteria to be used for identifying drugs; the development of these 
criteria is not subject to the requirements of chapter 14, but the formulary committee shall provide opportunity for 
public input in developing criteria; 

(2) the drug formulary committee must hold a public forum and receive public comment for an additional 15 days; 
and 

(3) the commissioner must provide information to the formulary conunittee on the impact that placing the drug 
on prior authorization will have on the quality of patient care and information regarding whether the drug is subject 
to clinical abuse or misuse. Prior authorization may be required by the commissioner before certain formulary drugs 
are eligible for payment. The formulary shall not include: drugs or products for which there is no federal funding; 
over-the-counter drugs, except for antacids, acetaminophen~ family planning products, aspirin, insulin, products for 
the treatment of lice, and vitamins for children under the age of seven and pregnant or nursing women; or any other 
over-the-counter drug identified by the commissioner, in consultation with the drug formulary committee as necessary, 
appropriate and cost effective for the treatment of certain specified chronic diseases, conditions or disorders, and this 
determination shall not be subject to the requirements of chapter 14, the administrative procedure act; nutritional 
products, except for those products needed for treatment of phenylketonuria, hyperlysinemia, maple syrup urine 
disease, a combined allergy to human milk .. cow milk, and soy formula, or any other childhood or adult diseases, 
conditions, or disorders identified by the commissioner as requiring a similarly necessary nutritional product; 
anorectics; and drugs for which medical value has not been established, Nutritional products needed for the treatment 
of a combined allergy to human milk, cow's milk, and soy formula require prior authorization, Separate payment shall 
not be made for nutritional products for residents of long-term care facilities; payment for dietary requirements is a 
component of the per diem rate paid to these facilities. Payment to drug vendors shall not be modified before the 
formulary is established except that the commissioner shall not permit payment for any drugs which may not by law 
be included in the formulary, and the commissioner's determmation shall not be subject to chapter 14, the 
administrative procedure act, The commissioner shall publish conditions for prohibiting payment for specific drugs 
after considering the formulary corrunitlee's recommendations. 

(b) The basis for determining the amount of payment shall be the lower of the actual acquisition costs of the drugs 
plus a fixed dispensing fee established by the commissioner, the maximum allowable cost set by the federal 
government or by the commissioner plus the fixed dispensing fee or the usual and customary price charged to the 
public, Actual acquisition cost includes quantity and other special discounts except time and cash discounts, The 
actual acquisition cost of a drug may shall be estimated by the corrunissionerL at average wholesale price minus 7,6 
percent effective Ianuary .1.1994. The maximum allowable cost of a multisource drug may be set by the commissioner 
and it shall be comparable to, but no higher than, the maximum amount paid by other third party payors in this state 
who have maximum allowable cost programs. Establishment of the amount of payment for drugs shall not be subject 
to the requirements of the administrative procedure act. An additional dispensing fee of $.30 may be added to the 
dispensing fee paid to pharmacists for legend drug prescriptions dispensed to residents of long-term care facilities 
when a unit dose blister card system, approved by the department, is used. Under this type of dispensing system, 
the pharmacist must dispense a 3D-day supply of drug. The National Drug Code (NDC) from the drug container used 
to fill the blister card must be identified on the claim to the department. The unit dose blister card containing the 
drug must meet the packaging standards set forth in Minnesota Rules, part 6800.2700, that govern the return of 
unused drugs to the pharmacy for reuse. The pharmacy provider will be required to credit the department for the 
actual acquisition cost of all unused drugs that are eligible for reuse. Over-the-counter medications must be dispensed 
in the manufacturer's unopened package. The conunissioner may permit the drug clozapine to be dispensed in a 
quantity that is less than a 3O-d.ay supply. Whenever a generically equivalent product is available, payment shall be 
on the basis of the actual acquisition cost of the generic drug .. unless the prescriber specifically indicates "dispense 
as written - brand necessary" on the prescription as required by section 151.21, subdivision 2. Implementation of any 
change in the fixed dispensing fee that has not been subject to the administrative procedure act is limited to not more 
than 180 days, unless, during that time, the commissioner initiates rulemaking through the administrative procedure 
act, 

(c) Until January 4, 1993, or the date the Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) upgrade is 
implemented .. whichever occurs last, a pharmacy provider may require individuals who seek to become eligible for 
medical assistance under a one-month spend-down, as provided in section 256B.056~ subdivision 5, to pay for services 
to the extent of the spend-down amount at the time the services are provided, A pharmacy provider choosing this 
option shall file a medical assistance claim for the pharmacy services provided, If medical assistance reimbursement 
is received for this claimf the pharmacy provider shall return to the individual the total amount paid by the individual 
for the pharmacy services reimbursed by the medical assistance program. If the claim is not eligible for medical 
assistance reimbursement because of the provider's failure to comply with the provisions of the medical assistance 
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program, the pharmacy provider shall refund to the individual the total amount paid by the individual. Pharmacy 
providers may choose this option only if they apply similar credit restrictions to private payor privately insured 
individuals. A pharmacy provider choosing this option must inform individuals who seek to become eligible for 
medical assistance under a one-month spend-down of (1) their right to appeal the denial of services on the grounds 
that they have satisfied the spend-down requirement, and (2) their potential eligibility for the health right program 
or the children's health plan. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Stahltes 1992, section 270B.Ol, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [MINNESOTA TAX LAWS.] For purposes of this chapter only, "Minnesota tax laws" means the taxes 
administered by or paid to the commissioner under chapters 289A, 290, 290A, 291, and 297 A and sections 295.50 to 
295.59, and includes any laws for the assessment, collection, and enforcement of those taxes. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [GROSS REVENUES.] W "Gross revenues" are total amounts received in money Or otherwise by: 

(1) a resident hospital for iR;f!afieRt 8f 8t:1tpatiE:fl:t patient services as aeHR€S if!: MiRR€Seta Rl:iles, paFt 463f}.Ol0-2, 
s..ill'a'is 21 ana 29; 

(2) a resident surgical center for patient services; 

ill a nonresident hospital for ir.paf.:ieRt Sf 8tlf}9aH€Rt patient services as aefiFlea iR MiFl:fl€seta RttI€s, flaft 468'0,9102, 
St:d:lflaHs 21 a:r.a 29, provided to patients domiciled in Minnesota; 

ffi a nonresident surgical center for patient services provided to patients domiciled in Minnesota; 

~ ill a resident health care provider, other than a healtlot P.A:aH.teRaf'lee sfga:Fli:Z!;at=ieR staff model health carrier, for 
es; eFea patient services listea iR seetisIt 2§6RQ62§; 

t4t ill a nonresident health care provider for es\ erea patient services listea ii. seeaeR 2§eRQ62§ provided to an 
individual domiciled in Minnesota; 

f:S1 ill a wholesale drug distributor for sale or distribution of prescription drugs that are delivered i:R }'iiR.-.essta 
B) tRe aistFis l:lter sr a esmft1:8R eaFfief":' ill to £. Minnesota resident Q.y, £. wholesale drug distributor who!§. £. 
nonresident pharmacy directly, ~ common carrier,.Q£ Qy, mail; £!.llil in Minnesota ~ the wholesale drug distributor, 
~ common carrier, or £v. maiL unless the prescription drugs are delivered to another wholesale drug distributor,!, 
Prescription drugs do not include nutritional products as defined in Minnesota Rules, part 9505.0325; and 

te1 ill a health fltaiilteRanee 81ga:tt:i:Z!;atisR staff model health carrier as gross premiums for enrollees, €al'fiei' 
copayments, deductiblesr coinsurance, and fees for eeverea patient services listea ifl seeaeR 2§6y'Q62§ covered under 
its contracts with groups and enrollees. 

EB) Grsss FE.ERl:lES ae Ret iReh:l:se ge.ef'f'l:ft'ieRtal, fel:l:RaatisR, SF efu:eF gFttr.ts Sf aeRatieRs ts a hespitalsf health 
eMe flfS', iaeF feF efJefatiHg sr ethef essts. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [HEALTH CARE PROVIDER.llill. "Health care provider" is a <'eRaar al ",edie<>! €a'" '1"alifoj4ng Ie, 
reiN l:lfSemeRt 1:lF.aer the meaiead assistaflee pfsgfaPfl: pfsviaea ~taef ehaptef 2§6B, af\S: Htell:lsesl=tealth m-a:iRteRaRee 
efgaffi~ati8flS Bl:lt eHell:l8:es l=tespitals ffi.8: pl=taf'H'laeies means: 

ill ~ person furnishing any Q£ all of the following goods or services directly to £. patient or consumer: medicaL 
surgical, optical, visuaL dentaL hearing, nursing services, drugs, medical supplies, medical appliances, laboratory, 
diagnostic or therapeutic services, or any goods and services not listed above that qualifies for reimbursement under 
the medical assistance program provided under chapter 256B; 

ill ~ licensed ambulance service; or 
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ill a pharmacy as defined in section 151.01. 

ill Health care provider does not include hospitals, nursing homes licensed under chapter 144A, and surgical 
centers. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [HOSPITAL.] "Hospital" is means a hospital licensed under chapter 144, or a hospital fifO. ielir.g ir.ratieRt 
Sf ol;ltpatieftt s€fviees licensed by any other state or province or territory of Canada OF a 'sl:l:Fgieal e€ftteF. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.9a. [PATIENT SERVICES.] "Patient services" means inpatient and outpatient services and other goods and 
services provided £y hospitals, surgical centers, or health care providers. They include the following health ~ 
goods and services provided to a patient or consumer: 

ill nursing services and other related services; 

..@l use of hospitals, surgical centers, Q£ health ~ provider facilities; 

ill medical social services; 

ill drugs, biologicals. supplies, appliances, and eguipment; 

i§l other diagnostic or therapeutic items or services; 

0. medical or surgical services: 

ill items and services furnished to ambulatory patients not reguiring emergency care: 

!2l emergency services: and 

QQl covered services listed in ~ 256B.0625 and in Minnesota Rules, parts 9505,0170 to 9505,0475, 

Sec. 7. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.9b. IPERSON.] "Person" means an individuaL partnership, limited liability company, corporation, association, 
governmental unit or agency, or public Q£ private organization of any kind. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd, lOa. [REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER.] "Regional treatment center" means a regional center as defined 
in section 253B.02. subdivision ~ and named in sections 252.025. subdivision .1. 253.015. subdivision li. 253.201: 
and 254.05. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12a. [STAFF MODEL HEALTH CARRIER.] "Staff model health carrier" means a health carrier as defined 
in section 62L-02. subdivision lli which employs one or more types of health careprovider to deliver health care 
services to the health carrier's enrollees. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, subdivision 14, is amended to read: 

Subd.14. [WHOLESALE DRUG DISTRIBUTOR.] "Wholesale drug distributor" means a wholesale drug distributor 
required to be licensed under sections 151.42 to 151.51 .Q! a nonresident pharmacy required to be registered under 
section 151.19. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.51, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS IN MINNESOTA.] A hospital. surgical center, or health care provider 
is subject to tax under sections 295.50 to 295.58 if it is "transacting business in Minnesota," A hospitalL surgical center, 
or health care provider is transacting business in Minnesota only if it: 

(1) maintains an office in Minnesota used in the trade or business of providing patient services; 

(2) has employees, representatives, or independent contractors conducting business in Minnesota related to the trade 
Of business of providing patient services; 

(3) regularly sells Ee. ered provides patient services to customers that receive the E8. ered services in Minnesota; 

(4) regularly solicits business from potential customers in Minnesota.:. 11 hospital, surgical center, or health ~ 
provider is presumed to regularly solicit business within Minnesota if i!. receives gross receipts for patient services 
from 20 or more patients domiciled in Minnesota in a calendar year; 

(5) regularly performs services outside Minnesota the benefits of which are consumed in Minnesota; 

(6) owns or leases tangible personal or real property physically locate9- in Minnesota and used in the trade 2!:. 
business of providing patient services; or 

(7) receives medical assistance payments from the state of Minnesota, 

Sec, 12, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.52, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.la. ISURGICAL CENTER TAX,} A tax ~ imposed on each surgical center equal to two percent of its gross 
revenues. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.52, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 6. [VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE SERVICES.] Licensed ambulance services for which all the ambulance 
attenctaIi.ts are "volunteer ambulance attendants" as defined in section 144.8091, subdivision b are not subject to the 
tax under this section. "" 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.53, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EXEMPTIONS,} The following payments are excluded from the gross revenues subject to the 
hospitalL surgical center, or health care provider taxes under sections 295.50 to 295.57: 

(1) payments received ft:em the }edeml gevemruent for services provided under the Medicare program.L including 
payments received from the government, and organizations governed Qy sections 1833 and 1876 of title XVIII the 
federal Social Security ~ United States Code, title 1b section 1395, e3leh::lsing and enrollee sesl::letiSle deductibles. 
coinsurance. and esiflSHf'anee raym.enis copayments, whether paid Qy the individual or.hy insurer 2!: other third ~ 
Payments for services not covered .hy Medicare are taxable; 

(2) medical assistance payments including payments received directly from the government or from a prepaid plan: 

(3) payments received for sef. kes fleffsfffiea b) nl:l:fsiRg RBffles lieensea unsef ERa]9tef 1 itA, sen iees J3lsviaecl 
iff stilleR ises Ii. ing iaeiliaes artS home health care services; 

(4) payments received from hospitals or surgical centers for goods and Services iRat ale stibjeet ts talE on which 
liability for tax is imposed under section 295.52 Q!. the ~ of funds for the payment is exempt under clause !!1. 
Q11Z1.1!l1. or f!Q); 

(5) payments received from health care providers for goods and services tRat ale subjeet ts tall on which liability 
for tax is imposed under see#eft sections 295.52 to 295.57 Q!. the source of funds for the payment is exempt under 
clause i!1 Q11Z1.1!l1. or f!Q); 

(6) amounts paid for prescription drugsL other than nutritional products, to a wholesale drug distributor reduced 
by reimbursements received for prescription drugs under clauses (1), '(2), (7), and (8); 
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(7) payments received llilder the general assistance medical care program including payments received directly from 
the government or from a prepaid plan; 

(8) payments received for providing services under the fiealtfl Fight MinnesotaCare program l:iReleF La., 5 1992, 
€RaJ3ter 319, artiele '1 including payments received directly from the government or from a prepaid plan and enrollee 
dedudibles, coinsurance, and copayments; aHtI 

(9) payments received by a resident health care provider or the wholly owned subsidiary of a resident health care 
provider for care provided outside Minnesota to a patient who is not domiciled in Minnesota~L 

.il.Ql payments received from the chemical dependency fund under chapter 254B; 

ll.ll payments received in the nature of charitable donations that are not designated for providing patient services 
to ~ specific individual or grQ!!£L 

@ payments received for providing patient services if the services are incidental to conducting medical research; 

illl payments received from !!ill::: governmental agency for services benefiting the public, not including payments 
made Qv. the government in its capacity ~ an employer or insurer; 

residential 

community "''''"'"'''' 
""-""""', =:"""'" subdivision b. and 

!.12l government payments received Qv. a regional treatment center. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.53, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEDUCTIONS FOR IUiALTH MAI~JTHJANCE ORCA~JI6ATIO~J5 STAFF MODEL HEALTH 
CARRIERS.] fa) In addition to the exemptions allowed under subdivision 1, a healtH maiftteftafteE ergarH:z:atisft staff 
model health carrier may deduct from its gross revenues for the year: 

ill amounts paid to hospitals, surgical centers, and health care providers that are not employees of the staff model 
health carrier for services on which liability for the tax is imposed under section 295.52; 

fB ill amounts added to reserves, if total reserves do not exceed 2:)3 pereeftt ef gFsss re ieftUeS fer tAe prier"} ear 
200 percent of the statutory net worth reguirement, the calculation of which may be determined 2!l a consolidated 
basis, taking into account the amounts held in reserve Qv. affiliated staff model health carriers; 

~ ill assessments for the comprehensive health insurance plan under section 62E.ll paid dl:l:riRg fr.e "} ear; and 

(3) aH alle ... ar.Ee ill amounts spent for administration aRe l:l:Flaerwriting as reported as total administration to the 
department of health in the statement of revenues, expenses, and net worth pursuant to section 62D.08, subdivision 
~ clause ful. 

(b) The eemmissieAeF sf AealtA, iA eORsl:l:ltatieA .. itA the eamm:issisRef5 sf eeffift'l:ef'ee at.a revenue, SRall establisfl 
e~ FI:H.e: l:lRaeT ffiaptef 14: tRe: pet'Eeffiage af 'Real",,- fflaoiRteRBRee re'Veflu.e \Rat ",'m be aije .. ea as a aeatletlsR fel' 
aamiflistrati"e aRal:lflaeR.ritiAg e)(peflses. The esmmissisRer ef AealtA shall aeteffRH.e the pef'eentage alls\\ttI.€e 
easea SA: the average e)(peRSeS ef 'Realth maiRteRaR€€ srgaffiZ'latians that are eEJHivaleRt te the elaims aaminisuatieR 
aRa etheF llRaeF\ffitiRg seMees af third paF!:) pa) ers. These e)ff'enS€S ae Ret ir.elLi:ae the pertien ef fiea:ltR 
maiRteRaR€e sFgaRizatieR ESStS tRat are similaF ts the aamiflist=rati. e essts ef aireet fiealfr. fare pre. iaers, FatfieF iliaR 
tffiFa paFty payers, aRe as RSt iRelttae eests aeal;:l:etible I±l'.aer paragfa]9'fi (a), elauses (1) aHa (2), The eemA'lissisReF 
et healt.h fRa"} adapt emergeR€) rl;:l:les. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.53, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [RESTRICTION ON ITEMIZATION.] A hospitalL surgical center, or health care provider must not 
separately state the tax obligation under section 295.52 on bills provided to individual patients. 
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Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.53, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1:. [DEDUCTION FOR RESEARCH.] .@l In addition to the exemptions allowed under subdivision .1. ~ 
hospital or health care provider which is exempt under section S01(C)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 or is 
owned and operated under authority of Q. governmental unit may deduct from its gross revenues subject to the 
hospital or health care provider taxes under sections 295.50 to 295.57 revenues equal to expenditures for allowable 
research programs. 

ilil For purposes of this subdivision, expenditures for allowable research programs are the direct and general 
program costs for activities which are part of a formal program of medical and health care research approved Qy the 
governing body of the hospital or health care provider which also includes active solicitation of research funds from 
government and private sources. Any allowable research on humans or animals must be subject to review Qy 
appropriate regulatory committees operating in conformity with federal regulations such as an institutional review 
board or an institutional animal care and use committee. Costs of clinical research activities paid directly for the 
benefit of an individual patient are excluded from this exemption. Basic research in fields including biochemistry. 
molecular biology, and physiology are also included if such programs are subject to 2. peer review process. 

19. No deduction shall be allowed under this subdivision for any revenue received Qy the hospital or health care 
provider in the form of ~ grant, &i!t.2!. otherwise, whether from a government or nongovernment source, Q!!. which 
the tax liability under section 295.52 ~ not imposed or for which the tax liability under section 295.52 has been 
received from a third ~ a~ provided for in section 295.582. 

@ Effective beginning with calendar year 1995. the taxpayer shall not take the deduction under this section into 
account in determining estimated tax payments or the payment made with the annual return under section 295.55. 
The total deduction allowable to all taxpayers under this section for calendar years beginning after December 1.1.1994, 
may not exceed $65,000.000. To implement this limit, each qualifying hospital and qualifying health care provider 
shall submit to the commissioner Qv. March 15 its total expenditures qualifying for the deduction under this section 
for the previous calendar year. The commissioner shall sum the total expenditures of all taxpayers qualifying lIDder 
this section for the calendar year.!!. the resulting amount exceeds $65.000.000. the coInmissioner shall allocate a part 
of the $65.000.000 deduction limit to each qualifying hospital and health care provider in proportion to its share of 
the total deductions. The commissioner shall ~ ~ refund to each qualifying hospital or provider equal to its share 
of the deduction limit multiplied .Qy two percent. The commissioner shalllli!Y the refund !!Q later than May 15 of the 
calendar year. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.54, is amended to read: 

295.54 [CREDIT FOR TAXES PAID TO ANOTHER STATE.] 

A resident hospitalL resident surgical center, or resident health care provider who is liable for taxes payable to 
another state or proyince or territory of Canada measured by gross receipts and is subject to tax lIDder section 295.52 
is entitled to a credit for the tax paid to another state or province or territory of Canada to the extent of the lesser of 
(1) the tax actually paid to the other state or province or territory of Canada, or (2) the amount of tax imposed by 
Minnesota on the gross receipts subject to tax in the other taxing jurisdictions. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.55, subdivision 4 .. is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER PAYMENTS.] A taxpayer with an aggregate tax liability of $eQ,OO{l 
$30,000 or more during a calendar quarter ending the last day of March, June, September, or December of the first 
year the taxpayer is subject to the tax must tReFeafteF remit all liabilities by means of a funds transfer as defined in 
section 336.4A-104, paragraph (a)L for the remainder of the year. A taxpayer with an aggregate tax liability of $120,000 
2!. more during a calendar year, must remit all liabilities Qv. means of a funds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-104, 
paragraph l!!1. in the subsequent calendar year. The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, 
is on or before the date the tax is due. If the date the tax is due is not a funds-transfer business day, as defined in 
section 336.4A-105, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment date is on or before the first funds-transfer business day 
after the date the tax is due. 
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Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.57, is amended to read: 

295.57 [COLLECTION AND ENFORCEMENT; REFUNDS; RULEMAKING; APPLICATION OF OTHER 
CHAPTERS.J 

Unless specifically provided otherwise by sections2Y5.50 to 295.58, the enforcement, interest, and penalty provisions 
under chapter 294, appeal aftd provisions in sections 289A.43 and 289A.65, criminal pet=tal-ty- penalties in section 
289A.63, and refunds provisions uRaer €fiapter 289A in section 289A.50, and collection and rulemaking provisions 
under chapter 270, apply to a liability for the taxes imposed under sections 295.50 to 295.58. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.58, is amended to read: 

295.58 [DEPOSIT OF REVENUES AND PAYMENT OF REFUNDS.J 
. 

The commissioner shall deposit all revenues, including penalties and interest, derived from the taxes imposed by 
sections 295.50 to 295.57 and from the insurance premiums tax on health maintenance organizations and nonprofit 
health service corporations in the health care access fLmd in the state treasury. Refunds of overpayments must be paid 
from the health care access fund in the state treasury. 

Sec. 22. Laws 1992, chapter 549, article 9, section 19, is amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 19. [295.582J [PASSTFIROUGFI AUTHORITY.J 

~HBaivisi8Fl: 1. [AUTHORITY.] A hospitalL surgical center, or health ~ provider that is subject to a tax under 
section 7 295.52 may transfer additional expense generated by section 7 295.52 obligations on to all third-party 
contracts for the purchase of health care services on behalf of a patient or consumer. The expense must not exceed 
hIlo percent of the gross revenues received under the third-party contract, including copayments and deductibles paid 
by the individual patient or consumer. The expense must not be generated on revenues derived from payments that 
are excluded from the tax under section 8 295.53. All third-party purchasers of health care services including, but not 
limited to, third-party purchasers regulated under chapters 60A, 62A, 62C, 62D, 64B, or 62H, must pay the transferred 
expense in addition to any payments due under existing or future contracts with the hospitalL surgical center, or health 
care provider, to the extent allowed under federal law. Nothing in this subdivision limits the ability of a hospitalL 

surgical center, or health ~ provider to recover all or part of the section 7 295.52 obligation by other methods, 
including increasing fees or charges. 

S .. ~e. 2. [EXPIR.ATIO~I.J This seefie .. "'l'iF€s JaA .. aF) 1, 1991. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.59, is amended to read: 

295.59 [SEVERABILITY.J 

If any section, subdivision, clause, or phrase of sections 295.50 to ~ 295.582 is for any reason held to be 
unconstitutional or in violation of federal law, the decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of 
sections 295.50 to ~ 295.582. The legislature declares that it would have passed sections 295.50 to ~ 295.582 
and each section, subdivision, sentence, clause, and phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that anyone or more 
sections, subdivisions, sentences, clauses, or phrases is declared unconstitutional. 

Sec. 24. [REPEALER.J 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 295.50, subdivisions 5 and ~ are repealed. 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 29551, subdivision b. is repealed. 

Sec. 25. [EFFECTIVE DATE.J 

Sections .1. b. ~ ~ L. and 21 are effective the day following final enactment. 

Sections ~!h clauses ill to i21 ~!1. !b.li.1!h and 18 are effective retroactively to gross revenues generated Qy 
services performed and goods sold after December J..1. 1992. 
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Section ~ clause 11.Q1.2t.1.!L.Th and 15 are effective for services performed and goods sold after December 11. 1993. 

For hospitals, section 17 11 effective for gross revenues generated after December J1. 1992. For health ~ 
providers, section 17 is effective for gross revenues generated after December 11. 1993. 

Section 19 is effective for payments due in calendar year 1994, and thereafter, based on the payments made in fiscal 
year ending June lli1. 1993. 

Sections ~ ~ and 23 are effective January.1. 1993. 

Section 1. APPROPRIATIONS 

ARTICLE 14 

APPROPRIATIONS 

The sums shown in the columns marked "APPROPRIATIONS" are appropriated from the health care access fund, 
or any other ftmd named, to the agencies and for the purposes specified in the following sections of this article, to 
be available for the fiscal years indicated for each purpose .. The figures "1994" and "1995" where used in this article, 
mean that the' appropriation or appropriations listed under them are available for the year ending June 30, 1994, or 
June 30, 1995, respectively. 

Sec. 2. DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES 

Health Care Access Fund 

General Fund 

The general fund appropriation is for costs in the medical assistance 
and general assistance medical care programs. 

Of the health care access fund appropriation, $7,790,000 the first 
year and $10,897,000 the second year is for administration of the 
MinnesotaCare program and $36,685,000 the first year and 
$85,143,000 the second year is for the MinnesotaCare subsidized 
health care plan. 

Sec. 3. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

Sec. 4. UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Sec. 5. HIGHER EDUCATION CooRDlNA TING BOARD 

Sec. 6. LEGISLATIVE CooRDlNATlNG COMMISSION 

Sec. 7. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE GENERAL FUND 

Sec. 8. DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE 

Sec. 9. DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 

Sec. 10. [TRANSFERS.] 

APPROPRIATIONS 
Available for the Year 

Ending June 30 
1994 

$44,475,000 

2,919,000 

5,137,000 

2,277,000 

578,000 

175,000 

175,000 

1,037,000 

3,554,000 

1995 

$96,040,000 

6,704,000 

5,962,000 

2,357,000 

707,000 

175,000 

162,000 

1,367,000 

7,125,000 

The commissioner of finance shall transfer $10,907.000 in fiscal year 1994 and $25.842.000 in fiscal year 1995 from 
the health ~ access fund to the general fund. 
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The commissioner of finance shall transfer $189,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $239.000 in fiscal year 1995 from the 
health ~ access fund to the special revenue fund for MAXIS. 

Sec. 11. [CARRY FORWARD.] 

Subdivision.l. $250,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ~ section L. subdivision .1. i2. 
available until June ~ 1994. to develop and implement a program to establish community health centers in rural areas 
of the state as authorized in Minnesota Statutes, section 144.1486. 

Subd. ~ $250,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ~ section.1. subdivision.& i§. available 
until Tune.29.t. 1994,.!Q. award transition grants to rural hospitals as authorized in Minnesota Statutes, section 144.147. 

Subd. J:. $200,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ~ section.1. subdivision ~ ~ available 
until hme ~ 1994, to award sole community hospital financial assistance grants as authorized Qy Minnesota Statutes, 
section 144.1484. 

Subd,.i. The entire appropriation in Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ~ section.1. subdivision ~~ available until 
Tune ;ill. 1994. 

Subd. ~ Notwithstanding Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ~ section.1. subdivision .L. $569,000 of the amount 
appropriated to the commissioner of revenue in Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ~ section.1. subdivision!h is available 
until rune ~ 1994. 

Subd. ~ 1!P. to $600,000 of the appropriation for systems modification and start-up costs for MinnesotaCare 
contained in Laws 1992, chapter 549, article ill. section.1. subdivision ~ shall not cancel. but may be transferred to 
the state systems account established in Minnesota Statutes, section 256.014, to complete the work of integrating 
MinnesotaCare into the Medicaid management information system." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to health; implementing recommendations of the Minnesota health care commission; 
defining and regulating ingegrated service networks; requiring regulation of health care services not provided through 
integrated service networks; establishing data reporting and collection requirements; establishing other cost 
containment measures; providing for classification of certain tax data; requiring certain studies; appropriating money; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.732, subdivision 1; 43A.17, by adding a subdivision; 43A.317, 
subdivision 5; 60K.14, by adding a subdivision; 62A.021, subdivision 1; 62A.65; 62C.16, by adding a subdivision; 
62D.042, subdivision 2; 62D.12, by adding a subdivision; 62E.11, subdivision 12; 62}.03, subdivisions 6, 8, and by 
adding a subdivision; 62J.04, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 62}.05, by adding a subdivision; 
62}.09, subdivisions 2, 5, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 62}.15, subdivision 1; 62}.17, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 62}.23, by adding a subdivision; 62}.30, subdivisions 1,6,7, and 8; 62}.32, subdivision 4; 62J.33; 62J.34, 
subdivision 2; 62L.02, subdivisions 19, 26, and 27; 62L.03, subdivisions 3 and 4; 62L.04, subdivision 1; 62L.05, 
subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 6; 62L.08, subdivisions 4 and 8; 62L.09, subdivision 1; 62L.11, subdivision 1; 124C.62; 
136A.1355, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.1356, subdivisions 2 and 5; 136A.1357; 137.38, 
subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 137.39, subdivisions 2 and 3; 137.40, subdivision 3; 144.147, subdivision 4; 144.1484, 
subdivisions 1 and 2; 144.335, by adding a subdivision; 151.21; 151.47, subdivision 1; 214.16, subdivision 3; 256.9351, 
subdivision 3; 256.9352, subdivision 3; 256.9353; 256.9354, subdivisions 1,4, and by adding a subdivision; 256.9356; 
256.9357, subdivision 1; 256.9657, subdivision 3; 2568.057, subdivisions 1, 2a, and by adding a subdivision; 2568.0625, 
subdivision 13; 2568.0644; 256D.03, subdivision 3; 2708.01, subdivision 8; 295.50, subdivisions 3, 4, 7, 14, and by 
adding subdivisions; 295.51, subdivision 1; 295.52, by adding subdivisions; 295.53, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding 
a subdivision; 295.54; 295.55, subdivision 4; 295.57; 295.58; 295.59; and 625.15, by adding a subdivision; Laws 1992, 
chapter 549, article 7, section 9, and article 9, section 19; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 
62A; 62); 136A; 144; 151; 256; and 295; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62N; and 62P; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 62J.15, subdivision 2; 62J.17, subdivisions 4; 5, and 6; 62J.29; 62L.09, 
subdivision 2; 295.50, subdivisions 5 and 10; and 295.51, subdivision 2," 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LEE GREENFIELD, ROGER COOPER, BECKY LOUREY, PEGGY LEPPIK AND DoN L. FRERICHS, 

Senate Conferees: LINDA BERGLIN, DUANE D, BENSON, PAT PIPER, SHEILA M. KISC:ADEN AND WILLIAM P. LUlHER. 
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Greenfield moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1178 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1178, A bill for an act relating to health; implementing recommendations of the Minnesota health care 
commission; defining and regulating integrated service nehvorks; requiring regulation of all health care services not 
provided through integrated service networks; establishing data reporting and collection requirements; establishing 
other cost containment measures; providing for classification of certain tax data; permitting expedited rulemaking; 
requiring certain studies; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.732, 
subdivision 1; 43A.317, subdivision 5; 60A.02, subdivision 1a; 62A.021, subdivision 1; 62A.65; 62E.02, subdivision 23; 
62E.I0, subdivisions 1 and 3; 62E.11, subdivision 12; 62J.03, subdivisions 6, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 62J.04, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 62J.05, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 62J.09, 
subdivisions 2, 5, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 62J.15, subdivision 1; 62J.17, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 62J.23, by adding a subdivision; 62J.30, subdivisions 1, 6, 7, and 8; 62J.32, subdivision 4; 62J.33; 62J.34, 
subdivision 2; 62L.02, subdivisions 16, 19, 26, and 27; 62L.03, subdivisions 3 and 4; 62L.04, subdivision 1; 62L.05, 
subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 6; 62L.08, subdivisions 4 and 8; 62L.09, subdivision I; 62L.11, subdivision 1; 136A.1355, 
subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.1356, subdivisions 2, 4, and 5; 136A.1357; 137.38, subdivisions 
2,3, and 4; 137.39, subdivisions 2 and 3; 137.40, subdivision 3; 144.147, subdivision 4; 144.1484, subdivisions 1 and 
2; 144.335, by adding a subdivision; 144.581, subdivision 2; 151.47, subdivision 1; 214.16, subdivision 3; 256.9351, 
subdivision 3; 256.9352, subdivision 3; 256.9353; 256.9354, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5; 256.9356, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
256.9357, subdivision 1; 256.9657, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 2568.04, subdivision 1; 2568.057, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 2a; 256B.0625, subdivision 13; 256D.03, subdivision 3; 2708.01, subdivision 8; 295.50, 
subdivisions 3, 4, 7, 14, and by adding subdivisions; 295.51, subdivision 1; 295.52, by adding subdivisions; 295.53, 
subdivisions I, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 295.54; 295.55, subdivision 4; 295.57; 295.58; 295.59; Laws 1990, chapter 
591, article 4, section 9; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B; 43A; 62A; 62J; 136A; 144; 
151; 256; and 295; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62N; and 620; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 62J.15, subdivision 2; 62J.17, subdivisions 4, 5, and 6; 62J.29; 62L.09, subdivision 2; 295.50, 
subdivision 10; and 295.51, subdivision 2; Laws 1992, chapter 549, article 9, section 19, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon.its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 86 yeas and 45 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, 1. Dauner Huntley Lasley Olson, K. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jacobs Leppik Orenstein Rukavina Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Jaros Lieder Orfield Sarna Weaver 
Bauerly Dempsey Jefferson Luther Osthoff Sekhon -Wejcman 
Beard Dorn Jennings Mahon Ostrom Simoneau Welle 
Bishop Evans Johnson, A. Mariani Ozment Skoglund Wenzel 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, R. McCollum Perlt Smith Winter 
Brown, C. Garcia Kahn McGuire Peterson Solberg Spk Long 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley Mosel Pugh Steensma 
Carlson Greiling Kelso Munger Reding Swenson 
Carruthers Gutknecht Kinkel Murphy Rest Tomassoni 
Clark Hasskamp Klinzing Neary Rhodes Trimble 
Cooper Hausman Krueger Nelson Rice Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dehler Holsten Limmer Ness Seagren Woll 
Asch Erhardt Hugoson Lindner Olson, M. Stanius Worke 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, V. Lynch Onnen Sviggum Workman 
Bertram Girard Kalis Macklin Opatz Tompkins 
Bettermann Goodno Knickerbocker Milbert Pauly Van Delien 
Commers Gruenes Koppendrayer Molnau Pawlenty Vickerman 
Davids Haukoos Krinkie Morrison Pelowski Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 1368: 

Orfield, Kahn and Ozment. 

The Speaker called Bauerly to the Chair. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. ::"Jo. 201, A bill for an act relating to elections; permitting cities to use mail ballots in city, county, and state 
elections; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 204B.45, subdivision 1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Tunheim moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 201 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 201, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing campaign reform; permitting cities to use mail ballots 
in city, county, and state elections; limiting noncampaign disbursements to items specified by law; requiring lobbyists 
and political committees and funds to include their registration number on contributions; prohibiting certain "friends 
of" committees; requiring reports by certain solicitors of campaign contributions; limiting certain contributions; 
changing the judicial ballot; regulating related committees; changing expenditure limits; limiting use of contributions 
carried forward; requiring unused postage to be carried forward as an expenditure; requiring certain notices; changing 
contribution limits; limiting contributions by political parties; prohibiting transfers from one candidate to another, with 
certain exceptions; limiting contributions by certain political committees, funds, and individuals; eliminating public 
subsidies to unopposed candidates; providing for a public matching subsidy; increasing expenditure limits in certain 
cases; clarifying filing requirements for candidate agreements and the duration of the agreements; providing for 
distribution of public subsidies; requiring return of public subsidies under certain conditions; prohibiting political 
contributions by certain nonprofit corporations and partnerships; requiring certain reports; providing transition 
language; defining certain terms; clarifying certain language; imposing penalties; appropriating money; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 10A.01, subdivisions lOb, 10c, and by adding subdivisions; lOA.04, by adding a 
subdivision; 10A.065, subdivisions 1 and 5; 10A.14, subdivision 2; 10A.15, by adding subdivisions; 10A.16; 10A.17, 
subdivisions 4 and 5; lOA.19, subdivision 1; 10A.20, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 10A.24, subdivision 
1; 10A.25, subdivisions 2, 6, 10, and by adding subdivisions; 10A.27, subdivisions 1, 2, 9, and by adding subdivisions; 
10A.28, subdivision 2; 10A.31, subdivisions 6, 7, 10, and by adding a subdivision; 10A.315; 10A.322, subdivisions 1 
and 2; 10A.323; 10A.324, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 204B.36, subdivision 4; 204B.45, subdivision 
1; 2118.12; 2118.15; and 290.06, subdivision 23; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters lOA; 
and 211A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 10A.27, subdivision 6; lOA.31, subdivisions 8 and 9; 488A.021, 
subdivision 3; and 488A.19, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 119 yeas and 12 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Davids Hasskamp Klinzing Morrison Perlt Swenson 
Battaglia Dawkins Hausman Krinkie Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Bauerly Dehler Holsten Krueger Munger Pugh Trimble 
Beard Delmont Hugoson Lasley Mucphy Reding Tunheim 
Bergson Dempsey Huntley Leppik Neary Rest Van Dellen 
Bertram Dorn Jacobs Lieder Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Bettermann Erhardt Jaros Lindner Ness Rice Wagenius 
Bishop Evans Jefferson Laurey Olson, K Radosovich Waltman 
Blatz Farrell Jennings Luther Onnen Sarna Weaver 
Brown, C. Frerichs Johnson, A. Lynch Oratz Seagren Wejcman 
Brown, K. Garcia Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Welle 
Carlson Girard Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Wenzel 
Carruthers Goodno Kahn Mariani Ostrom Skoglund Winter 
Clark Greenfield Kalis McCollum Ozment Smith Wolf 
Commers Greiling Kelley McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Cooper Gruenes Kelso Milbcrt Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Dauner Gutknecht Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Haukoos Koppendrayer Olson, M. Rukavina Tomassoni 
Anderson, 1. Knickerbocker Limmer Osthoff Solberg Vickerman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1658, A bill for an act relating, to economic development; abolishing Minnesota Project Outreach 
Corporation and transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Technology, Inc.; providing for 
federal defense conversion activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.091; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 1160.092. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Krueger moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1658, that the Speaker 
appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members of the House~ and that the House requests that a like committee be 
appOinted by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

Anderson, I., moved that the remaining bills on Special Orders for today be continued. The motion prevailed. 

GENERAL ORDERS 

Anderson, 1., moved that the bills on General Orders for today be continued. The motion prevailed. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1658: 

Krueger, Radosovich and Pelowski. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Skoglund moved that the name of Wenzel be added as an author on H. F. No. 232. The motion prevailed. 

Goodno moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. No. 443. The motion prevailed. 

Reding moved that the names of Offield, Solberg, Kahn and Jennings be added as authors on H. E No. 637. The 
motion prevailed. 

Frerichs moved that the name of Olson, M" be added as an author on H. F. No. 1774. The motion prevailed. 

Davids moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the negative on Friday, May 7, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 962, as amended by 
the Senate." The motion prevailed. 

Davids moved that the foIl owing statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Friday, May 7,1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1579, as amended 
by the Senate." The motion prevailed. 

Evans moved that the folJowing statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote in 
the affirmative on Saturday, May 8, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 947, as amended 
by the Senate." The motion prevailed. 

Tomassoni moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affinnative on Friday, May 7, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1735, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Evans moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote in 
the negative on Tuesday, May 11, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of S. F. No. 1613, as amended· by 
Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Dempsey moved. that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Wednesday, May 12, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage ofS. F. No. 1184." The 
motion prevailed. 

Hasskamp moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the negative on Thursday, May 13, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 350, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Pugh moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote in 
the negative on Wednesday, May 12, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of H. F. No. 936." The motion 
prevailed. 

Olson, K, moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Wednesday, May 12, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1039, as 
amended by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Asch moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote in 
the affirmative on Thursday, May 13, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of H. F. No. 1253, as 
amended." The motion prevailed. 
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Morrison moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Thursday, May 13, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of S. F. No. 693," The 
motion prevailed. 

Davids moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Thursday, May 13, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F, No. 287, as amended 
by Conference," The motion prevailed. 

Hausman moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the negative on Thursday, May l3, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage ofS. F. No. 340." The motion 
prevailed. 

Loufey moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Saturday, May 15, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1178, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Solberg moved that H. F. No. 892 be recalled from the Committee on Ways and Means and be re-referred to the 
Committee on Environment and Natural Resources. The motion prevailed. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Stanius moved that the rules be so far suspended that H. F. No. 1777 be recalled from the Committee on General 
Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Elections, be given its second and third readings and be placed upon its final 
passage. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Anderson, I., moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and the Speaker declared the House stands 
adjourned until 9:00 a.m., Monday, May 17, 1993. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SEVENTY-EIGHTH SESSION -- 1993 

SIXTY-FIRST DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, MONDAY, MAY 17, 1993 

The House of Representatives convened at 9:00 a.m. and was called to order by Dee Long, Speaker of the House. 

Prayer was offered by the Reverend Dr. Donald M. Meisel, House Chaplain. 

The members of the House gave the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States of America. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Swenson 
Anderson,!' Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson,K Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg WoU 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

A quorum was present. 

Sparhy was excused until 6:30 p.m. 

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding day. Rice moved that further reading of the Journal 
be dispensed with and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed. 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

[6IST DAY 

May 13, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 648, relating to counties; permitting Itasca and Polk counties to consolidate the offices of auditor and 
treasurer. 

H. F. No. 1018, relating to limited liability companies; requiring biennial registration. 

H. F. No. 622, relating to metropolitan government; providing long-term protection of agricultural land in the 
metropolitan area. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 13, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 874, relating to traffic regulations; authorizing cities of the second class to establish programs for citizen 
enforcement of laws governing parking spaces for persons with disabilities. 

H. F. No. 1408, relating to agriculture; redefining terms in the plant pest act; exempting certain nonprofit 
organizations from the requirement for a nursery stock dealer certificate. 

H. F. No. 168, relating to state government; authorizing state agencies to enter into contracts with regional 
organizations. 

H. F. No. 854, relating to drivers' licenses; clarifying requirement of endorsement for special transportation service 
drivers within the metropolitan area; abolishing examination requirement and certain fees for special transportation 
service drivers. 
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H. F. No. 882, relating to outdoor recreation; creating the Lake Superior water trail. 

H. F. No. 974, relating to the capitol area architectural and planning board; clarifying certain duties and powers 
of the board. 

H., F. No. 185, relating to utilities; prohibiting state permits for construction of certain hydropower facilities on the 
bluffs of the Mississippi river. 

H. F~ No. 951, relating to the city of Duluth; authorizing the transfer of money from the gas division account in the 
public utility fund to the general fund. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 14, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, Signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1169, relating to metropolitan government; requiring the transit commission to obtain consent to use 
parkways. 

H. F. No. 498, relating to St. Louis county; solid waste management; clarifying St. Louis county contracting 
authority to include management operations; modifying contracting procedure. 

H. F. No. 259, relating to local government; providing for the publication of certain accounts and delinquent 
property tax information. 

H. F. No. 732, relating to law enforcement; exempting law enforcement agencies from the requirements of the 
criminal offender rehabilitation employment law; requiring disclosure of conviction during peace officer licensing 
process even after pardon extraordinary has been granted. 

H. F. No. 55, relating to retirement; authorizing a benefit increase for certain retired police officers, firefighters, and 
surviving spouses in the city of Eveleth. 

H. F. No. 1454, relating to the city of Hutchinson; permitting the city to erect certain signs. 

H. F. No. 962, relating to metropolitan government; requiring a classroom noise study. 

H. F. No. 889, relating to economic development; clarifying provisions relating to the department of trade and 
economic development; clarifying the duties of the commissioner; providing certain duties for the rural development 
board and Minnesota Technology I Inc. 

H. F. No. 1579, relating to public finance; changing procedures for allocating bonding authority. 
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H. F. No. 1058, relating to landlord and tenant; modifying action to recover leased premises; providing for actions 
for destruction of leased residential rental property; allowing expedited proceedings. 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 

Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

648 127 2:50 p.m. May 13 May 13 
550 129 3:02 p.m. May 13 May 13 

874 130 2:56 p.m. May 13 May 13 
1018 131 2:52 p.m. May 13 May 13 

1199 132 3:04 p.m. May 13 May 13 
911 136 2:54 p.m. May 13 May 13 
181 137 2:59 p.m. May 13 May 13 

1408 138 2:58 p.m. May 13 May 13 
168 139 2:54 p.m. May 13 May 13 
622 141 2:50 p.m. May 13 May 13 
854 142 2:55 p.m. May 13 May 13 
882 143 2:57 p.m. May 13 May 13 
974 144 2:58 p.m. May 13 May 13 

1503 146 5:08 p.m. May 13 May 13 
185 147 2:56 p.m. May 13 May 13 
951 148 2:57 p.m. May 13 May 13 

629 149 10:40 a.m. May 14 May 14 
470 150 3:01 p.m. May 13 May 13 
403 151 3:01 p.m. May 13 May 13 
741 152 9:07 a.m. May 14 May 14 

1169 154 9:10 a.m. May 14 May 14 
498 157 9:08 a.m. May 14 May 14 
259 158 9:09 a.m. May 14 May 14 
732 159 9:08 a.m. May 14 May 14 
55 160 9:08 a.m. May 14 May 14 

1454 161 9:11 a.m. May 14 May 14 
962 162 9:09 a.m. May 14 May 14 
889 163 9:09 a.m. May 14 May 14 
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Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

1579 164 9:12 a.m. May 14 May 14 
1058 165 9:10 a.m. May 14 May 14 

253 168 9:05 a.m. May 14 May 14 
1097 169 9:08 a.m. May 14 May 14 
674 170 9:07 a.m. May 14 May 14 

1570 ' 172 5:25 p.m. May 13 May 13 
386 166 9;06 a.m. May 14 May 14 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

[NOTE: >I- h:tdicates line-item veto.] 

INTRODUCTION AND FIR.ST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House Files were introduced: 

Orfield and Kelley introduced: 

H. F. No. 1791, A bill for an act relating to commerce; consumer rights; giving the attorney general certain 
investigatory and enforcement powers under the human rights act; requiring the attorney general to provide 
prosecution assistance to certain counties; prohibiting certain commercial telephone solicitations; requiring the 
commissioner of human rights to adopt rules for marketing public housing; applying ,the cold weather rule to propane 
users; requiring a study on protections for natural gas users; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 8.15; 8.31, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, and by adding a subdivision; 216B.01; 363.032; 363.06, subdivision 1; 363.061, 
by adding a subdivision; 363.121; and 363.14, subdivision Ii proposing coding for new law in MiIUlesota Statutes, 
chapters 216B; 325G; and 363. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Conunittee on Commerce and Economic Development. 

Wejcman, McGuire, Mosel and Swenson introduced: 

H. F. No. 1792, A bill for an act relating to family; adopting the uniform interstate family support act; repealing 
the revised uniform reciprocal enforcement of support act; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 518C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 518C.01 to 518C.36. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Corrimittee on Judiciary. 

Orfield and Weaver introduced: 

H. F. No. 1793, A bill for an act relating to administrative procedure; providing procedures for the adoption and 
review of administrative rules and the detennination of administrative disputes; providing for publication of 
administrative rules and disposition of administrative appeals; enacting the model administrative procedure act; 
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proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.841 
to 3.845; and 14.001 to 14.69. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

Macklin, Skoglund, Pugh, Pawlenty and Orenstein introduced: 

H. F. No. 1794, A bill for an act relating to community property; enacting the uniform disposition of commurrity 
property rights at death act; proposing coding for new law as MiIU1esota Statutes, chapter 526A. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Macklin, Pugh, Blatz, Skoglund and Orenstein introduced: 

H. F. No. 1795, A bill for an act relating to partnerships; enacting the uniform partnership act; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 323A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 323.01; 323.02; 323.03; 
323.04; 323.05; 323.06; 323.07; 323.08; 323.09; 323.10; 323.11; 323.12; 323.13; 323.14; 323.15; 323.16; 323.17; 323.18; 323.19; 
323.20; 323.21; 323.22; 323.23; 323.24; 323.25; 323.26; 323.27; 323.28; 323.29; 323.30; 323.31; 323.32; 323.33; 323.34; 323.35; 
323.36; 323.37; 323.38; 323.39; 323.40; 323.41; 323.42; and 323.43. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 

Swenson introduced: 

H. F. No. 1796, A bill for an act relating to human services; providing for a pilot project for culturally oriented 
group residences for young Mexican, Chicano, and Latino women with children; appropriating money; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 256F. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services. 

Frerichs, Jacobs and Jennings introduced: 

H. F. No. 1797, A bill for an act relating to utilities; requiring municipality to petition public utilities commission 
before it may furnish electric service while eminent domain proceedings are pending to acquire electric utility; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 216B.47. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Regulated Industries and Energy. 

Olson, M., and Ozment introduced: 

H. F. No. 1798, A bill for an act relating to education; approving a maximum effort school loan program capital 
loan; authorizing state bonds; appropriating money. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education. 

McGuire, Carruthers, Macklin and Skoglund introduced: 

H. F. No. 1799, A bill for an act relating to collection and dissemination of data; enacting the uniform information 
practices code; repealing the government data practices act; prescribing penalties; proposing coding for new law as 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13C; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 13.01; 13.02; 13.03; 13.04; 13.05; 13.06; 
13.07; 13.08; 13.09; 13.10; 13.30; 13.31; 13.32; 13.33; 13.34; 13.35; 13.36; 13.37; 13.38; 13.39; 13.40; 13.41; 13.42; 13.43; 13.44; 
13.45; 13.46; 13.47; 13.48; 13.50; 13.51; 13.511; 13.52; 13.521; 13.53; 13.531; 13.54; 13.55; 13.551; 13.552; 13.56; 13.57; 13.59; 
13.60; 13.61; 13.62; 13.64; 13.642; 13.643; 13.644; 13.645; 13.65; 13.66; 13.67; 13.671; 13.68; 13.69; 13.691; 13.692; 13.71; 
13.72; 13.74; 13.75; 13.76; 13.761; 13.77; 13.771; 13.78; 13.79; 13.791; 13.792; 13.793; 13.794; 13.80; 13.82; 13.83; 13.84; 13.85; 
13.86; 13.87; 13.88; 13.89; 13.90; and 13.99. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Judiciary. 
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McGuire, Carruthers, Macklin and Skoglund introduced: 

H. p, No. 1800, A bill for an act relating to health care information; providing conditions for the disclosure of health 
care information; enacting the Uniform Health Care Information Act; providing penalties; proposing coding for new 
law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 143. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services. 

McGuire, Macklin and Skoglund introduced: 

H. F. No. 1801, A bill for an act relating to collection and dissemination of data; enacting the uniform criminal 
history records act; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.82, subdivision 1; proposing 
coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 13D; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.87, 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the C<;munittee on Judiciary. 

REPORTS FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES AND 
LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION 

Anderson, 1., for the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration, offered the following report and moved 
its adoption: 

Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives that, while it is adjourned until 1994, it retains parking lots B .. C .. and 
D, and the state office building parking ramp .. for the use of members and employees of the House of Representatives. 

Be It Further Resolved that the Sergeant at Arms is directed to manage the lots and ramp while the House of 
Representatives is adjourned. 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 

Anderson .. 1. .. for the Coriunittee on Rules and Legislative Administration, offered the following report and moved 
its adoption: 

Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives that, while it is adjourned until 1994, the Chief Clerk under the 
direction of the Speaker shall maintain House facilities in the Capitol. The House €hamber, retiring room, hearing 
and conference rooms, and offices shall be set up and made ready for legislative use and reserved for the House and 
its committees. Those rooms may be reserved for uses by others that are not in conflict with the House's use. 

The House Chamber, retiring room, and hearing room may be used by the Terri-torial Pioneers, YMCA Youth in 
Government .. Girls' State, Young Leaders Organization, National Forensics League, and 4-H Leadership Conference. 

The motion prevailed and the ~eport was adopted. 

Anderson, I., for the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration, offered the following report and moved 
its adoption: 

Be It Resolved by the_ House of Representativ.es that the Chief Clerk is directed to correct and approve the Journal 
of the House for May 17, 1993. 

Be It Further Resolved that the Chief Clerk is authorized to include in the Journal for May 17, 1993, any proceedings 
induding subsequent proceedings and any legislative interim committees or commissions created or appointments 
made to them by legislative action or by law. 

The motion prevailed and the report was adopted. 

There being no objection, the order of business advanced to Motions and Resolutions. 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Anderson, 1., and Long introduced: 

House Concurrent Resolution No.3, A house concurrent resolution relating to adjournment of the House of 
Representatives and Senate until 1994. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Anderson, 1., moved that the rules be so far suspended that House Concurrent Resolution No.3 be now considered 
and be placed upon its adoption. The motion prevailed. 

HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO.3 

A house concurrent resolution relating to adjournment of the House of Representatives and Senate until 1994. 

Be It Resolved, by the House of Representatives of the State of Minnesota, the Senate concurring: 

(1) Upon their adjournments on May 17, 1993, the House of Representatives may set its next day of meeting for 
February 22 .. 1994, at 12:00 noon and the Senate may set its next day of meeting for February 22, 1994, at 12:00 noon, 

(2) By the adoption of this resolution, each house consents to adjournment of the other house for more than three 
days. 

Anderson, I., moved that House Concurrent Resolution No.3 be now adopted. The motion prevailed and House 
Concurrent Resolution No.3 was adopted. 

Anderson, I., moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn Wlti112:00 noon, Tuesday, February 22, 1994. 
The motion prevailed. . 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1311, A bill for an act relating to local government; providing for the continuation of the Mississippi River 
parkway commission; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 161.1419, subdivision 8. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Trimble moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1311, that the Speaker 
appoint a Conference Committee of 3 members of the House, and that the House requests that a like committee be 
appointed by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. The motion prevailed. 
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Madam Speaker; 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 694. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 694 

A bill for an act relating to driving while intoxicated; increasing driver's license revocation periods and restricting 
issuance of limited licenses to persons convicted of DWI, to comply with federal standards; increasing penalties for 
driving while intoxicated with a child under 16 in the vehicle; modifying bond provisions; establishing misdemeanor 
offense of operating a motor vehicle by a minor with alcohol concentration greater than 0.02; providing for implied 
consent to test minor's blood, breath, or urine and making refusal to take test a crime; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 168.042, subdivision 2; 169.121, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, lOa, and by adding a subdivision; 169.1217, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 169.123, subdivisions 2, 4, Sa, 6,10, and by adding a subdivision; 169.129; ]71.30, subdivision 
2a; 171.305, subdivision 2; and 609.21; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 169. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 15, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 694, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendment and that S. F. No. 694 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [152.0271] [NOTICE TO COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SAFETY OF CERTAIN DRUG CONVICTIONS; 
DRIVER'S LICENSE REVOCATION.] 

When !!. person ~ convicted of violating a provision of sections 152.021 to 152.027, the sentencing court shall 
determine whether the person unlawfully sold or possessed the controlled substance while driving!!. motor vehicle. 
If ~ the court shall notify the commissioner of public safety of its determination and order the commissioner to 
revoke the person's driver's license for 30 days. !f the person does not have !!. driver's license Q!:. il. the person's 
driver's license is suspended or revoked at the time of the conviction, the commissioner shall delay the issuance or 
reinstatement of the person's driver's license for 30 days after the person applies for the issuance or reinstatement of 
the license. Upon receipt of the court's order. the commissioner is authorized to take the licensing action without a 
hearing. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 168.042, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [VIOLATION; ISSUANCE OF IMPOUNDMENT ORDER.] The commissioner shall issue a registration 
plate impoundment order when: 

(1) a person's driver's license or driving privileges are revoked for a third violation, as defined in subdivision 1, 
paragraph (c), clause (1), within five years or a fourth or subsequent violation, as defined in subdivision 1, paragraph 
(c), clause (1), within 15 years; '" 
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(2) a person's driver's license QE driving privileges are' revoked for a violation of section 169.121, subdivision ~ 
paragraph 1f1 clause .H..L. within five years of ~ previous violation or within 15 years of two Q!. ~ previous 
violations, as defined in subdivision.1. paragraph i£1. clause.ll1. QE 

.0 a person is arrested for or charged with a violation described in subdivision 1, paragraph (c), clause (2) or (3). 

The order shall require the impoundment of the registration plates of the vehicle involved in the violation and all 
vehicles owned by, registered, or leased in the name of the violator, including vehicles registered jointly or leased in 
the name of the violator and another. An impoundment order shall not be issued for the registration plates of a rental 
vehicle as defined in section 168.041, subdivision 10, or a vehicle registered in another state. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ie. [CONDITIONAL RELEASE.] A person charged with violating subdivision 1 within ten years of the first 
of three prior impaired driving convictions or within the person's lifetime after four or more prior impaired driving 
convictions may be released from detention only upon the following conditions unless maximum bail is imposed: 

ill the impoundment of the registration plates of the vehicle used to commit the violation occurred, unless already 
impounded; 

ill ~ requirement that the alleged violator report weekly to a probation agent; 

.0 ~ requirement that the alleged violator abstain from consumption of alcohol and controlled substances and 
submit to random, weekly alcohol tests or urine analyses; and 

f1:l ~ requirement that, it convicted, the alleged violator reimburse the court or county for the total cost of these 
serVICes. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [EVIDENCE,] Upon the trial of any prosecution arising out of acts alleged to have been committed by 
any person arrested for driving, operating, or being in physical control of a motor vehicle in violation of subdivision 
I, the court may admit evidence of the amount of alcohol or a controlled substance in the person's blood, breath, or 
urine as shown by an analysis of those items. 

For the purposes of this subdivisiomL 

(a) e. iaeRH that tfl:ere \. as at the time aT. alesksl eSfleefltratisR sf gJ)§ SF less is J3Fima faeie e. iaeflee that the 
J3erssR was Rst Hftaef the iflf!t:teflee sf aleeksl; 

tat evidence that there was at the time an alcohol concentration of meTe tRait g.g,3 aRa less thaR f).H) 0.04 or more 
is relevant evidence in indicating whether or not the person was under the influence of alcohol. -----

Evidence of the refusal to take a test is admissible into evidence in a prosecution under this section or an ordinance 
in conformity with it. 

If proven by a preponderance of the evidence, it shall be an affirmative defense to a violation of subdivision I, 
clause (e), that the defendant consumed a sufficient quantity of alcohol after the time of actual driving, operating, or 
physical control of a motor vehicle and before the administration of the evidentiary test to cause the defendant's 
alcohol concentration to exceed 0.10. Provided, that this evidence may not be admitted unless notice is given to the 
prosecution prior to the omnibus or pretrial hearing in the matter. 

The foregoing provisions do not limit the introduction of any other competent evidence bearing upon the question 
whether or not the person violated this section, including tests obtained more than two hours after the alleged 
violation and results obtained from partial tests on an infrared breath-testing instrument. A result from a partial test 
is the measurement obtained by analyzing one adequate breath sample, as defined in section 169.123, subdivision 2b, 
paragraph (b). 
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Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [CRIMINAL PENALTIES.] (a) As used in this subdivision: 

(1) "prior impaired driving conviction" means' a prior conviction under this section; section 84.91, subdivision 1, 
paragraph (a); 86B.331, subdivision 1, paragraph (a); 169.129; 360.0752; 609.21, subdivision 1, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, 
subdivision 2, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 2a, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 3, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, 
subdivision 4, clauses (2) to (4); or an ordinance from this state, or a statute or ordinance from another state in 
conformity with any of them. A prior impaired driving conviction also includes a prior juvenile adjudication that 
would have been a prior impaired driving conviction if conunitted by an adult; and 

(2) "prior license revocation" means a driver's license suspension, revocation, or cancellation under this section; 
section 169.123; 171.04; 171.14; 171.16; 171.17; or 171.18 because of an alcohol-related incident; 609.21, subdivision 1, 
clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 2, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 2a, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 
3, clauses (2) to (4); or 609.21, subdivision 4, clauses (2) to (4). 

(b) A person who violates subdivision 1 or la, or an ordinance in conformity with either of them, is guilty of a 
misdemeanor. 

(c) A person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor under any of the following circumstances: 

(1) the person violates subdivision 1 within five years of a prior impaired driving conviction, or within ten years 
of the first of MO or more prior impaired driving convictions; 

(2) the person violates subdivision 1a within five years of a prior license revocation, or within ten years of the first 
of two or more prior license revocations; 8i' 

(3) the person violates section 169.26 while in violation of subdivision 1", Q!: 

ill the person violates subdivision! while ~ child under the ~ of 16 ~ in the vehicle, if the child !§. ~ than 
36 months younger than the violator. 

(d) The attorney in the jurisdiction in which the violation occurred who is responsible for prosecution of 
misdemeanor violations of this section shall also be responsible for prosecution of gross misdemeanor violations of 
this section. 

VVhen an attorney responsible for prosecuting gross misdemeanors under this section requests criminal history 
information relating to prior impaired driving convictions from a court, the court must furnish the information 
without charge. 

Sec. 6. ·Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.] (a) The commissioner of public safety shall revoke the driver's license 
of a person convicted of violating this section or an ordinance in conformity with it as follows: 

(1) first offense under subdivision 1: not less than 30 days; 

(2) first offense under subdivision 1a: not less than 90 days; 

(3) second offense in less than five yearsL or third or subsequent offense on the record: (i) if the current conviction 
is for a violation of subdivision 1, not less than 180 days and until the court has certified that treatment or 
rehabilitation has been successfully completed where prescribed in accordance with section 169.126; or (ii) if the 
current conviction is for a violation of subdivision la, not less than one year and until the court has certified that 
treatment or rehabilitation has been successfully completed where prescribed in accordance with section 169.126; 

(4) third offense in less than five years: not less than one year, together with denial under section 171.04, 
subdivision 1, clause (8), until rehabilitation is established in accordance with standards established by the 
commissioner; 
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(5) fourth or subsequent offense on the record: not less than two years, together with denial under section 171.04, 
subdivision 1, clause (8), until rehabilitation is established in accordance with standards established by the 
commissioner. 

(b) If the person convicted of violating this section is under the age of ±8 21 years, the commissioner of public safety 
shall revoke the pffender's driver's license or operating privileges 1::H'lHI tke eUeRaer reaffies tfte age af 18) eMS Sf for 
a period of six months or for the appropriate period of time under paragraph (a), clauses (1) to (5), for the offense 
committed, whichever is the greatest period. 

(c) For purposes of this subdivision, a juvenile adjudication under this section, section 169.129, an ordinance in 
conformity with either of them, or a statute or ordinance from another state in conformity with either of them is an 
offense. 

(d) Whenever department records show that the violation involved personal injury or death to any person, not less 
than 90 additional days shall be added to the base periods provided above, 

(e) Except for! person whose license has been revoked under paragraph ili1. any person whose license has been 
revoked pursuant to section 169.123 as the result of the same incidentL and who does not have 2. prior impaired 
driving conviction or prior license revocation as defined in subdivision 3 within the previous ten years. is subject to 
the mandatory revocation provisions of paragraph (a), clause (1) or (2), in lieu of the mandatory revocation provisions 
of section 169.123. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.121, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PRELIMINARY SCREENING TEST.] When a peace officer has reason to believe from the manner in 
which a person is driving, operating, controlling, or acting upon departure from a motor vehicle, or has driven, 
operated, or controlled a motor vehicle, that the driver may be violating or has violated subdivision 1 or section 
169.1211, the officer may require the driver to provide a sample of the driver's breath for a preliminary screening test 
using a device approved by the commissioner of public safety for this purpose. The results of this preliminary 
screening test shall be used for the purpose of deciding whether an arrest should be made and whether to require 
the tests authorized in section 169.123, but shall not be used in any court action except (1) to prove that a test was 
properly required of a person pursuant to section 169.123, subdivision 2; Eli' (2) in a civil action arising out of the 
operation or use of the motor vehiclei. m in ~ action for license reinstatement under section 171,19; .Q! ill in 2. 
prosecution or juvenile court proceeding concerning a violation of section 340A.503. subdivision .1. paragraph ll!1. 
clause ill. Following the screening test additional tests may be required of the driver pursuant to the provisions of 
section 169.123. 

The driver who refuses to furnish a sample of the driver's breath is subject to the provisions of section 169.123 
Wlless, in compliance with section 169.123, the driver submits to a blood, breath or urine test to determine the 
presence of alcohol or a controlled substance. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.1217, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section, the following terms have the meanings given them: 

(a) ,"Appropriate authority" means a law enforcement agency that has the authority to make an arrest for a violation 
of a designated offense. 

(b) "Designated offense" includes a violation of section 169.121, an ordinance in conformity with it, or 169.129: 

(1) within five years of three prior driving under the infl~ence convictions or three prior license revocations based 
on separate incidents; 

(2) within 15 years of the first of four or more prior driving under the influence convictions or the first of four or 
more prior license revocations based on separate incidents; 

(3) by a person whose driver's license or driving privileges have been canceled under section 171.04, subdivision 
1, clause (8); or 
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(4) by a petson who is subject to a restriction on the person's driver's license under section 171.09 which provides 
that the person may not use or consume any amount of alcohol or a controlled substance. 

"Designated offense" also includes a violation of section 169.121, subdivision.1 paragraph f£1 clause ffi 

ill within five years of two prior driving under the influence convictions or two prior license revocations based 
on separate incidents; or 

ill within 15 years of the first of three or more prior driving under the influence convictions or the first of three 
or more prior license revocations based on separate incidents. 

(c) "Motor vehicle" and "vehicle" have the meaning given "motor vehicle" in section 169.121, subdivision 11. The 
terms do not include a vehicle which is stolen or taken in violation of the law. 

(d) "Owner" means the registered owner of the motor vehicle according to records of the department of public 
safety and includes a lessee of a motor vehicle if the lease agreement has a term of 180 days or more. 

(e) "Prior driving under the influence conviction" means a prior conviction under section 169.121; 169.129; or 609.21, 
subdivision 1, clauses (2) to (4); 2, clauses (2) to (4); 2a, clauses (2] to (4); 3, clauses (2) to (4); or 4, clauses (2] to (4); 
or an ordinance from this state, or a statute or ordinance from another state in conformity with any of them. A prior 
driving under the influence conviction also includes a prior juvenile adjudication that would have been a prior driving 
under the influence conviction if committed by an adult. 

(f) "Prior license revocation" has the meaning given it in section 169.121, subdivision 3. 

(g) "Prosecuting authority" means the attorney in the jurisdiction in which the designated offense occurred who 
is responsible for prosecuting violations of a designated offense. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.1217, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. [DISPOSITION OF FORFEITED VEHICLES.] (a] If the court finds under subdivision 8 that the vehicle 
is subject to forfeiture, it shall order the appropriate agency to: 

(1) sell the vehicle and distribute the proceeds under paragraph (b); or 

(2) keep the vehicle for official use. 

(b) The proceeds from the sale of forfeited vehicles, after payment of seizur'e, storage, forfeiture, and sale expenses, 
and satisfaction of valid liens against the property, must be forwarded to the treasury of the political subdivision that 
employs the appropriate agency responsible for the forfeiture for \lse in DWI-related enforcement, training and 
education. If the appropriate agency is an agency of state government, the net proceeds must be forwarded to the 
agency for use in DWI-related enforcement. training, and education until Tune .ill11994, and thereafter to the state 
treasury and credited to the general fund. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.123, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [lMPLIED CONSENT; CONDITIONS; ELECTION OF TEST,] (a) Any person who lhives, operates, or is 
in physical control of a motor vehicle within this state or upon the ice of any boundary water of this state consents, 
subject to the provisions of this section and seefteR sections 169.121 and 169.1211, to a chemical test of that person's 
blood, breath, or urine for the purpose of determining the presence of alcohol or a controlled substance. The test shall 
be administered at the direction of a peace officer. The test may be required of a person when an officer has probable 
cause to believe the person was driving, operating, or in physical control of a motor vehicle in violation of section 
169.121 and one of the following conditions exist: 

(1) the person has been lawfully placed under arrest for violation of section 169.121, or an ordinance in conformity 
with it; 

(2) the person has been involved in a motor vehicle accident or collision resulting in property damage, personal 
injury, or death; 
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(3) the person has refused to take the screening test provided for by section 169.121, subdivision 6; or 

(4) the screening test was administered and indicated an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more. 

The test may also be required of a person when an officer has probable cause to believe the person was driving, 
operating, or in physical control of a commercial motor vehicle with the presence of any alcohoL 

(b) At the time a test is requested, the person shall be informed: 

(1) that Minnesota law requires the person to take a test to determine if the person is under the influence of alcohol 
or a controlled substance or, if the motor vehicle was a commercial motor vehicle, that Mirmesota law requires the 
person to take a test to determine the presence of alcohol; 

(2) that refusal to take a test is a crime; 

(3) if the peace officer has probable cause to believe the person has violated the criminal vehicular homicide and 
injury laws, that a test will be taken with or without the person's consent; and 

(4) that the person has the right to consult with an attorney, but that this right is limited to the extent that it cannot 
unreasonably delay administration of the test. 

(c) The peace officer who requires a test pursuant to this subdivision may direct whether the test shall be of blood, 
breath, or urine. Action may be taken against a person who refuses to take a blood test only if an alternative test was 
offered and action may be taken against a person who refuses to take a urine test only if an alternative test was 
offered. 

Sec. 11. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 169,123, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [REFUSAL; REVOCATION OF LICENSE.] If a person refuses to permit a test, none shall be given, but 
the peace officer shall report the refusal to the commissioner of public safety and the authority having responsibility 
for prosecution of misdemeanor offenses for the jurisdiction in which the acts occurred, However, if a peace officer 
has probable cause to believe that the person has violated section 609.21, a test may be required and obtained despite 
the person's refusaL A refusal to submit to an alcohol concentration test does not constitute a violation of section 
609.50, lU1less the refusal was accompanied by force or violence or the threat of force or violence, If a person submits 
to a test and the test results indicate an alcohol concentration of 0.10 or more, or if a person was driving, operating, 
or in physical control of a corrunercial motor vehicle and the test results indicate an alcohol concentration of 0,04 or 
more, the results of the test shall be reported to the commissioner of public safety and to the authority having 
responsibility for prosecution of misdemeanor offenses for the jurisdiction in which the acts occurred. 

Upon certification by the peace officer that there existed probable cause to believe the person had been driving, 
operating, or in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or a controlled substance and 
that the person refused to submit to a test, the commissioner of public safety shall revoke the person's license or 
permit to drive, or nonresident operating privilege, for a period of one year even if a test was obtained pursuant to 
this section after the person refused to submit to testing. Upon certification by the peace officer that there existed 
probable cause to believe the person had been driving, operating, or in physical control of a commercial motor vehicle 
with the presence of any alcohol and that the person refused to submit to a test, the conurussioner shall disqualify 
the person from operating a commercial motor vehicle for a period of one year under section 171,165 and shall revoke 
the person's license or permit to drive or nonresident operating privilege for a period of one year. If tRe reFSSf'L 
Fei=clsffig te sl=ll3fl1it ts testiRg is lir.aeF tl:le age sf 18" ears, the eeHlR9::issiSFl€F shall Feveke tr.e tgeFSSFl'slieef'Lse sr tgerHHt 
ts aFi. e, SF f'LSf'd'eSiaeFlt speFatif'Lg flFi. ilege, fsI' a perisa sf SIte" ear SF 1:tRtil tl:le fleFssFl reaeRes tRe age sf 18 "eafS, 
., RieRe IeI' is greater. Upon certification by the peace officer that there existed probable cause to believe the person 
had been driving, operating or in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or a 
controlled substance and that the person submitted to a test and the test results indicate an alcohol concentration of 
0.10 or more, the commissioner of public safety shall revoke the person's license or permit to drive, or nonresident 
operating privilege, for: (1) a period of 90 days; or (2) if the person is under the age of ±8 21 years, for a period of 
six months Sf 1;1:1"1:81 tRe peFssFl feaffies the age sf 18 ) ears, ii ftieRe; eF is greateF; or (3) if the person/s driver's license 
or driving privileges have been revoked within the past five years under this section or section 169,121, for a period 
of 180 days. On certification by the peace officer that there existed probable cause to believe the person had been 
driving, operating, or in physical control of a commercial motor vehicle with any presence of alcohol and that the 
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person submitted to a test and the test results indiCated an alc0I:0l concentration of 0.04 or more, the commissioner 
of public safety shall disqualify the person from operating a commercial motor vehicle under section 171.165. 

If the person is a resident without a license or permit to operate a motor vehicle in this state, the commissioner of 
public safety shall deny to the person the issuance of a license or permit for the same period after the date of the 
alleged violation as provided herein for revocation, subject to review as hereinafter provided. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.129, is amended to read: 

169.129 [AGGRAVATED VIOLATIONS; PENALTY.J 

Any person is guilty of a gross misdemeanor who drives, operates, or is in physical control of a motor vehicle, the 
operation of which requires a driver's license, within this state or upon the ice of any boundary water of this state 
in violation of section 169.121 or an ordinance in conformity with it before the person's driver's license or driver's 
privilege has been reinstated follo~ing its cancellation, suspension, revocation, or denial under any of the following: 
section 169.121L 169.1211, or !69.123; section 171.04, 171.14, 171.16, 171.17, or 171.18 because of an alcohol-related 
incident; section 609.21, subdivision 1, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 2, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 
2a, clauses (2) to (4); 609.21, subdivision 3, clauses (2) to (4); or 609.21, subdivision 4, clauses (2) to (4). 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.13, subdivision 1b, is amended to read: 

Subd. lb. [DRIVER'S MANUAL; ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION.J The commissioner shall include in each edition 
of the driver's manual published by the department a chapter relating to the effect of alcohol consumption on highway 
safety and on the ability of drivers to safely operate motor vehicles and a summary of the laws of Minnesota on 
operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or a controlled substance. This chapter shall also 
include information on the dangers of driving at alcohol concentration levels below the legal limit for alcohol 
concentration, and specifically state that: 

ill there i§.!!Q "safe" level or amount of alcohol that £!!. individual ~ assume will not impair one's driving 
performance or increase the risk of E. crash; 

m~ driver may be convicted of driving while impaired whether or not'the driver's alcohol concentration exceeds 
the legallirnit for alcohol concentration; and 

ill ~ person under the legal drinking ~ may be convicted of illegally consuming alcohol if found to have 
consumed any amount of alcohol. 

Sec. 14. [171.172J [DRIVER'S LICENSE REVOCATION; PERSONS CONVICTED OF OR ADJUDICATED FOR 
CERTAIN CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE OFFENSES.J 

The commissioner of pubhc safety shall revoke the driver's license of any person convicted of or any juvenile 
adjudicated for a controlled substance offense if the court has notified the commissioner of !!. determination made 
under section 152.0271 or 260.185, subdivision 1. The period of revocation shall be for the applicable time period 
specified in section 152.0271. !! the person does not have 2. driver's license or if the person's driver's license ~ 
suspended or revoked £! the time of the conviction or adjudication, the commissioner shall, upon the person's 
application for driver's license issuance or reinstatement, delay the issuance or reinstatement of the person's driver's 
license for the applicable time period specified in section 152.0271. 

Sec. 15. [171.173J [DRlVER'S LICENSE SUSPENSION; PERSONS CONVICTED OF OR ADJUDICATED FOR 
CERTAIN UNDERAGE DRINKING OFFENSES.J 

The commissioner of public safety shall suspend the driver's license of any person convicted of Q£ any juvenile 
adjudicated for an offense under section 340A.503. subdivision .1. paragraph .E!1 clause .G1. if the court has notified 
the commissioner of ~ determination made under section 340A.503, subdivision .1. paragraph ~ The period of 
suspension shall be for the applicable period specified in that paragraph. If the person does not have a driver's license 
or if the person's driver's license .@. suspended or revoked at the time of the conviction or adjudication, the 
commissioner shall, upon the person's application for driver's license issuance or reinstatement, delay the issuance 
2!. reinstatement of the person's driver's license for the applicable time period specified in section 340A.503, 
subdivision.1 paragraph is1. Upon receipt of the court's order, the commissioner is authorized to take the licensing 
action without a hearing. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.24, is amended to read: 

171.24 [VIOLATIONS; DRIVING WITHOUT VALID LICENSE.] 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph.!f1. any person whose driver's license or driving privilege has been 
canceled, suspended, or revoked and who has been given notice of, or reasonably should know of the revocation, 
suspension, or cancellation, and who disobeys such order by operating anyw-here in this state any motor vehicle, the 
operation of which requires a driver's license, while such license or privilege is canceled, suspended, or revoked is 
guilty of a misdemeanor. 

(b) Any person who has been disqualified from holding a commercial driver's license or been denied the privilege 
to operate a commercial motor vehicle, who has been given notice of or reasonably should know of the 
disqualification, and who disobeys the order by operating in this state a commercial motor vehicle while the person 
is disqualified to hold the license or privilege, is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

ill:A person!§. gyiliy of !!. gross misdemeanor if: 

ill the person's driver's license or driving privileges has been canceled under section 171.04, subdivision.1. clause 
..@1. and the person has been given notice of or reasonably should know of the cancellation; and 

ill the person disobeys the order £y operating in this state !!!!y motor vehicle, the operation of which requires a 
driver's license, while the person's license 2!. privilege is canceled. 

Notice of revocation, suspension, cancellation, or disqualification is sufficient if personally served, or if mailed by 
first class mail to the person's last known address or to the address listed on the person's driver's license. Notice is 
also sufficient if the person was informed that revocation, suspension, cancellation, or disqualification would be 
imposed upon a condition occurring or failing to occur, and where the condition has in fact occurred or failed to 
occur. It is not a defense that a person failed to file a change of address with the post office, or failed to notify the 
department of public safety of a change of name or address as required under section 171.11. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.30, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CONDITIONS OF ISSUANCEJ In any case where a person's license has been suspended under 
section 171.18 2!: 171.173, or revoked under sechon 169.121, 169.123, 169.792, 169.797, e!' 171.17, 2!: 171.172, the 
commissioner may issue a limited license to the driver including under the following conditions: 

(1) if the driver's livelihood or attendance at a chemical dependency treatment or counseling program depends 
upon the use of the driver's license; 

(2) if the use of a driver's license by a homemaker is necessary to prevent the substantial disruption of the 
education, medical, or nutritional needs of the family of the homemaker; or 

(3) if attendance at a post-secondary institution of education by an enrolled student of that institution depends upon 
the use of the driver's license. 

The commissioner in issuing a limited license may impose such conditions and limitations as in the commissioner's 
judgment are necessary to the interests of the public safety and welfare including reexamination as to the driver's 
qualifications. The license may be limited to the operation of particular vehicles, to particular classes and times of 
operation and to particular conditions of traffic. The commissioner may require that an applicant for a limited license 
affinnatively demonstrate that use of public transportation or carpooling as an alternative to a limited license would 
be a significant hardship. 

For purposes of this subdivision, "homemaker" refers to the person primarily performing the domestic tasks in a 
household of residents consisting of at least the person and the person's dependent child or other dependents. 

The limited license issued by the commissioner shall clearly indicate the limitations imposed and the driver 
operating under the limited license shall have the license in possession at all times when operating as a driver. 

In determining whether to issue a limited license, the commissioner shall consider the number and the seriousness 
of prior convictions and the entire driving record of the driver and shaH consider the number of miles driven by the 
driver annual1y. 
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If the person's driver's license or permit to drive has been revoked under section 169.792 or 169.797, the 
commissioner may only issue a limited license to the person after the person has presented an insurance identification 
card, policy, or written statement indicating that the driver or owner has insurance coverage satisfactory to the 
commissioner of public safety. The commissioner of public safety may require the insurance identification card 
provided to satisfy this subdivision be certified by the insurance company to be noncancelable for a period not to 
exceed 12 months. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.30, subdivision 2a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2a. [OTHER WAITING PERIODS.] Notwithstanding subdivision 2, a limited license shall not be issued for 
a period of: 

(1) 15 days, to a person whose license or privilege has been revoked or suspended for a violation of section 169.121 
or 169.123; 

(2) 90 days, to a person who submitted to testing under section 169.123 if the person's license or privilege has been 
revoked or suspended for a second or subsequent violation of section 169.121 or 169.123; 

(3) 180 days, to a person who refused testing under section 169.123 if the person's license or privilege has been 
revoked or suspended for a second or subsequent violation of section 169.121 or 169.123; or 

ill one year, to a person whose license or privilege has been revoked or suspended for commission of the offense 
of manslaughter resulting from the operation of a motor vehicle or criminal vehicular homicide or injury under 
section 609.21. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 171.305, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PILOT PROGRAM.] The commissioner shall establish a statewide pilot program for the use of an ignition 
interlock device by a person whose driver's license or driving privilege has been canceled and denied by the 
commissioner for an alcohol or controlled substance related incident. The commissioner shall conduct the program 
until December ~ 1995. The commissioner shall evaluate the program and shall report to the legislature by February 
1,1-9941995, on whether changes in the program are necessary and whether the program should be permanent. No 
limited license shall be issued under this program after August I, ~ 1995. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.185, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If the court finds that the child is delinquent, it shall enter an order making any of the following 
dispositions of the case which are deemed necessary to the rehabilitation of the child: 

(a) Counsel the child or the parents, guardian, or custodian; 

(b) Place the child under the supervision of a probation officer or other suitable person in the child's own home 
under conditions prescribed by the court including reasonable rules for the child's conduct and the conduct of the 
child's parents, guardian, or custodian, designed for the physical, mental, and moral well-being and behavior of the 
child, or with the consent of the commissioner of corrections, in a group foster care facility which is under the 
management and supervision of said commissioner; 

(c) Subject to the superVision of the court, transfer legal custody of the child to one of the following: 

(1) a child placing agency; or 

(2) the county welfare board; or 

(3) a reputable individual of good moral character. No person may receive custody of two or more unrelated 
children unless licensed as a residential facility pursuant to sections 245A.01 to 245A.16; or 

(4) a county home school, if the county maintains a home school or enters into an agreement with a county home 
school; or 

(5) a county probation officer for placement in a group foster home established under the direction of the juvenile 
court and licensed pursuant to section 241.021; 
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(d) Transfer legal custody by commitment to the commissioner of corrections; 

(e) If the child is found to have violated a state or local law or ordinance which has resulted in damage to the 
person or property of another, the court may order the child to make reasonable restitution for such damage; 

(f) Require the child to pay a fine of up to $700; the court shall order payment of the fine in accordance with a time 
payment schedule which shall not impose an undue financial hardship on the child; 

(g) If the child is in need of special treatment and care for reasons of physical or mental health, the court may order 
the child's parent, guardian, or custodian to provide it. If the parent, guardian, or custodian fails to provide this 
treatment or care, the court may order it provided; 

(h) If the court believes that it is in the best interests of the child and of public safety that the driver's license of 
the child be canceled until the child's 18th birthday, the court may recommend to the commissioner of public safety 
the cancellation of the child's license for any period up to the child's 18th birthday, and the commissioner is hereby 
authorized to cancel such license without a hearing. At any time before the termination of the period of cancellation, 
the court may, for good cause, recommend to the commissioner of public safety that the child be authorized to apply 
for a new license, and the commissioner may so authorize. 

If the child i2. petitioned and found Qy the court to have committed a controlled substance offense under sections 
152.021 to 152.027, the court shall determine whether the child unlawfully possessed or sold the controlled substance 
while driving a motor vehicle. !!~ the court shall notify the commissioner of public safety of its determination and 
order the commissioner to revoke the child's driver's license for the applicable time period specified in section 
152.0271., If the child does not have ~ driver's license or .if the child's driver's license is suspended or revoked at the 
time of the delinquency finding, the commissioner shall, upon the child's application for driver's license issuance or 
reinstatement, delay the issuance or reinstatement of the child's driver's license for the applicable time period specified 
in section 152.0271. Upon receipt of the court's order, the commissioner is authorized to take the licensing action 
without a hearing. 

If the child is petitioned and found by the court to have committed or attempted to commit an act in violation of 
section 609.342; 609.343; 609.344; 609.345; 609.3451; 609.746, subdivision 1; 609.79; or 617.23, or another offense arising 
out of a delinquency petition based on one or more of those sections, the court shall order an independent professional 
assessment of the child's need for sex offender treatment. An assessor providing an assessment for the court may 
not have any direct or shared financial interest or referral relationship resulting in shared financial gain with a 
treatment provider. If the assessment indicates that the child is in need of and amenable to sex offender treabnent, 
the court shall include in its disposition order a requirement that the child undergo treatment. Notwithstanding 
section 13.42, 13.85, 144.335, 260.161, or 626.556, the assessor has access to the following private or confidential data 
on the child if access is relevant and necessary for the assessment: 

(1) medical data under section 13.42; 

(2) corrections and detention data under section 13.85; 

(3) health records under section 144.335; 

(4) juvenile court records under section 260.161; and 

(5) local welfare agency records under section 626.556. 

Data disclosed under this paragraph may be used only for purposes of the assessment and may not be further 
disclosed to any other person, except as authorized by law. 

If the child is found delinquent due to the commission of an offense that would be a felony if committed by an 
adult, the court shall make a specific finding on the record regarding the juvenile'S mental health and chemical 
dependency treatment needs. 

Any order for a disposition authorized Wlder this section shall contain written findings of fact to support the 
disposition ordered, and shall also set forth in writing the following information: 

(a) why the best interests of the child are served by the disposition ordered; and 
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(b) what alternative dispositions were considered by the court and why such dispositions were not appropriate in 
the instant case. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.503, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CONSUMPTION.] M It is unlawful for any: 

(1) retail intoxicating liquor or nonintoxicating liquor licensee, municipal liquor store, or bottle club permit holder 
under section 340A.414, to permit any person under the age of 21 years to consume alcoholic beverages on the 
licensed premises or within the municipal liquor store; or 

(2) person under the age of 21 years to consume any alcoholic beverages. As used in this clauser "consume" 
includes the ingestion of an alcoholic beverage and the physical condition of having ingested an alcoholic beverage. 
If proven by a preponderance of the evidence, it is an affirmative defense to a violation of this clause that the 
defendant consumed the alcoholic beverage in the household of the defendant's parent or guardian and with the 
consent of the parent or guardian. 

ill. An offense under paragraph.ll!1. clause m may be prosecuted either at the place where consumption occurs 
or the place where evidence of consumption is observed. 

!£1 When ~ person !§. convicted of .Q!. adjudicated for en offense under paragraph .@1 clause ~ the court shall 
determine whether the person committed the offense while operating a motor vehicle. !!~ the court shall notify the 
commissioner of public safety of its determination. Upon receipt of the court's determination, the commissioner shall 
suspend the person's driver's license or operating privileges for 30 days. or for 180 days if the-person has previously 
been convicted of or adjudicated for ~ offense Wlder paragraph ~ clause 1£1. 

Sec, 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A,802, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [LIMITATIONS; CONTENT.] In the case of a claim for damages, the notice must be served by the 
claimant's attorney within ~ 240 days of the date of entering an attorney-client,.relationship with the person in 
regard to the claim. In the case of claims for contribution or indemnity, the notice must be served within 120 days 
after the injury occurs or within 60 days after receiving written notice of a claim for contribution or indemnity, 
whichever is applicable. No action for damage or for contribution or indemnity may be maintained unless the notice 
has been given. If requested to do so, a municipality or licensee receiving a notice shall promptly furnish claimant's 
attorney the names and addresses of other municipalities or licensees who sold or bartered liquor to the person 
identified in the notice, if known. Actual notice of sufficient facts reasonably to put the licensee or governing body 
of the municipality on notice of a possible claim complies with the notice requirement, 

No action may be maintained under section 340A.801 unless commenced within two years after the injury. 

Sec. 23. [EFFECTNE DATES.] 

Sections 1 to .!!t.l0 to Ht.l2.t. and 20 are effective August h 1993. and ~ to crimes conunitted on or after that 
date. Sections .!2t.1Z. and 21 are effective June 1. 1993. and ~ to crimes committed on or after that date. Section 
22 is effective August L. 1993, and applies to ~ of action arising Q!l Q!. after that date. Section 18 is effective 
January h 1994, and applies to violations committed on .Q!. after that date. Section 19 is effective the day following 
final enactment. Section.2. applies to vehicles subject to forfeiture due to crimes committed after June ~ 1993·, and 
before I!!!Y h 1994." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to alcohol and chemical usei increasing penalties for driving while intoxicated with a child 
under 16 in the vehicle and providing for vehicle forfeiture for multiple offenses; requiring driver's license revocation 
for persons convicted of a controlled substance offense if the court finds that the person committed the offense while 
driving a motor vehicle; providing pretrial release conditions for habitual DWI violators; increasing the penalty for 
certain persons who drive while under license cancellation; allowing the use of preliminary screening tests in certain 
proceedings; providing one-year program for funds from sale of certain forfeited vehicles to be used for DWI-related 
enforcement, training, and education; making technical changes to apply DWI-related provisions to commercial motor 
vehicle operators; requiring information related to the risks and effects of alcohol to be printed in driver's manual; 
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clarifying administrative revocation penalties; extending ignition interlock pilot program for one year; defining 
"consumption" in the underage drinking law; expanding prosecutorial jurisdiction over underage drinking offenses; 
requiring driver's license suspension for persons who commit an underage drinking offense while operating a motor 
vehicle; expanding filing requirements relating to dram. shop actions; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
168.042, subdivision 2; 169.121, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 169.1217, subdivisions 1 and 9; 
169,123, subdivisions 2 and 4; 169,129; 171.13, subdivision 1b; 171.24; 171.30, subdivisions 1 and 2a; 171.305, 
subdivision 2; 260;185, subdivision 1; 340A.503, subdivision 1; and 340A.802, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 152; and 171." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: JOHN MARTY, KEVIN M, CHANDLER, RICHARD J, COHEN, WILUAM V, BELANGER, JR" AND 
THOMAS M, NEUVILLE, 

House Conferees: PHIL CARRUTHERS, MIKE DELMONT, WALTER E. PERLT, KATHLEEN A. BLATZ AND DoUG SWENSON. 

Carruthers moved that the report of the Conference Cormnittee on S. F. No. 694 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

The Speaker called Pugh to the Chair, 

S. F. No. 694, A bill for an act relating to driving while intoxicated; increasing driver's license revocation periods 
and restricting issuance of limited licenses to persons convicted of DWI, to comply with federal standards; increasing 
penalties for driving while intoxicated with a child under 16 in the vehicle; modifying bond provisions; establishing 
misdemeanor offense of operating a motor vehicle by a minor with alcohol concentration greater than 0.02; providing 
for implied consent to test minor's blood, breath, or urine and making refusal to take test a crime; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168,042, subdivision 2; 169,121, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, lOa, and by adding a 
subdivision; 169.1217, subdivisions 1 and 4; 169.123, subdivisions 2, 4, Sa, 6, 10, and by adding a subdivision; 169.129; 
171.30, subdivision 2a; 171.305, subdivision 2; and 609.21; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 169, 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repas~age of the bill and the roll was called. There were 101 yeas and 30 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hugoson Lieder Nelson Reding Tunheim 
Anderson, I. Dawkins Huntley Limmer Ness Rest Van Dellen 
Asch Dehler Jefferson Lindner Olson, E. Rhodes Vickerman 
Battaglia Delmont Jennings Lourey Onnen Rice Wagenius 
Bauerly Dempsey Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Rodosovich Waltman 
Bergson Dorn Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Seagren Weaver 
Bettermann Erhardt Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Sekhon Wejcman 
Bishop Evans Kalis Mahon Ostrom Simoneau Wolf 
Blatz Frerichs Kelley Mariani Ozment Skoglund Worke 
Brown, K Girard Klinzing McGuire Pauly Smith Workman 
Carlson Gommo Knickerbocker Molnau Pawlenty Solberg Spk. Long 
Carruthers Gutknecht Koppendrayer Morrison Pelowski Steensma 
Clark Hasskamp Krinkie Mosel Perlt Sviggum 
Commers Haukoos Krueger Munger Peterson Swenson 
Cooper Holsten Leppik Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, R. Garcia Jacobs Lasley Olson, M. Tomassoni 
Beard Greenfield Jaros McCollum Osthoff Trimble 
Bertram Greiling Kahn Milben Rukavina Welle 
Dauner Gruenes Kelso Neary Sarna Wenzel 
Farrell Hausman Kinkel Olson, K. Stanius Winter 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1042, A bill for an act relating to human services; modifying provisions dealing with the administration, 
computation, and enforcement of child support; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
136A.121, subdivision 2; 214.101, subdivision 1; 256.87, subdivisions 1, la, 3, and 5; 256.978; 256.979, by adding 
subdivisions; 256.9791, subdivisions 3 and 4; 257,66, subdivision 3; 257.67, subdivision 3; 349A.08, subdivision 8; 
518.14; 518.171, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4,6,7,8,10, and by adding a subdivision; 518.24; 518.54, subdivision 4; 518.551, 
subdivisions 1, 5, 5b, 7, 10, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 518.57, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
518.611, subdivision 4; 518.613, subdivision 1; 518.64, subdivisions 1, 2, 5, and 6; 519,] 1; 548,09, subdivision 1; 548.091, 
subdivisions la and 3a; 588.20; 595.02, subdivision 1; and 609.375, subdivisions] and 2; proposing coding for new 
law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 256; and 518; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 256.979; and 609.37. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVE:\:, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlmce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H, F. No, 1178, A bill for '¥1 act relating to health; implementing recommendations of the Minnesota health care 
commission; defining and regulating integrated service networks; requiring regulation of all health care services not 
provided through integrated service networks; establishing data reporting and collection requirements; establishing 
other cost containment measures; providing for classification of certain tax data; permitting expedited rulemaking; 
requiring certain studies; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3,732, 
subdivision 1; 43A.317, subdivision 5; 60A.02, subdivision lai 62A,021, subdivision 1; 62A.65; 62E.02, subdivision 23; 
62£.10, subdivisions 1 and 3; 62E.11, subdivision 12; 62J.03, subdivisions 6, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 62J,04, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 62J.05, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 62J.09, 
subdivisions 2, 5, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 62J,15, subdivision 1; 62J.17, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions; 62).23, by adding a subdivision; 62).30, subdivisions 1, 6, 7, and 8; 62).32, subdivision 4; 62).33; 62).34, 
subdivision 2; 62L.02, subdivisions 16, 19, 26, and 27; 62L.03, subdivisions 3 and 4; 62L.04, subdivision 1; 62L.05, 
subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and 6; 62L.08, subdivisions 4 and 8; 62L.09, subdivision 1; 62L.11, subdivision 1; 136A.1355, 
subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.1356, subdivisions 2, 4, and 5; 136A.1357; 137.38, subdivisions 
2,3, and 4; 137.39, subdivisions 2 and 3; 137.40, subdivision 3; 144.147, subdivision 4; 144.1484, subdivisions 1 and 
2; 144.335, by adding a subdivision; 144.581, subdivision 2; 151.47, subdivision 1; 214,16, subdivision 3; 256.9351, 
subdivision 3; 256,9352, subdivision 3; 256.9353; 256.9354, subdivisions 1~ 4, and 5; 256.9356, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
256,9357, subdivision 1; 256.9657, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.04, subdivision 1; 256B.057, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 2a; 256B,Q625, subdivision 13; 256D,03, subdivision 3; 270R01, subdivision 8; 295.50, 
subdivisions 3, 4, 7, 14, and by adding subdivisions; 295.51, subdivision 1; 295.52, by adding subdivisions; 295.53, 
subdivisions 1,3, and by adding a subdivision; 295.54; 295.55, subdivision 4; 295.57; 295.58; 295.59; Laws 1990, chapter 
591, article 4, section 9; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16B; 43A; 62A; 62J; 136A; 144; 
]51; 256; and 295; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 62N; and 620; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 62).15, subdivision 2; 62).17, subdivisions 4, 5, and 6; 62).29; 62L.09, subdivision 2; 295.50, 
subdivision 10; and 295.51, subdivision 2; Laws 1992, chapter 549, article 9, section 19, subdivision 2. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House, 

PATRICK E, FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 514, A bill for an act relating to the environment; providing for passive bioremediation; providing for 
review of agency employee decisions; increasing membership of petroleum tank release compensation board; 
establishing a fee schedule of costs or criteria for evaluating reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement; 
modifying petroleum tank release cleanup fee; modifying reimbursements; modifying consultant and contractor 
registration requirements; authorizing board to delegate its reimbursement powers and duties to the commissioner 
of commerce; requiring a report; authorizing rulemaking; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections l1SC02, subdivisions 10 and 14; l1SC03, by adding subdivisions; l1SC07, subdivisions 1,2, and 3; lISC08, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; l1SC09, subdivisions 1, 3, 3a, 3c, and by adding a subdivision; and lISClI, subdivision 
1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 11SC; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
l1SC.01; 11SC.02; l1SC.021; 11SC.03; 11SC.04; 115C.045; 11SC.OS; l1SC.06; 11SC.06S; l1SC.07; 115C.08; l1SC.09; 11SC.10; 
11SC.11; and l1SC.12. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

The Speaker resumed the Chair. . 
Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 555, A bill for an act relating to insurance; credit; permitting the sale of credit involuntary unemployment 
insurance; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 47.016, subdivision 1; 48.185, subdivision 4; 52.04, subdivision 
1; 56.125, subdivision 3; 56.155, subdivision 1; 60K.03, subdivision 7; 60K.19, subdivision 3; 62B.Ol; 62B.02, by adding 
a subdivision; 628.03; 62B.04, by adding a subdivision; 62B.05; 62B.06, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 62B.07, subdivisions 
2 and 6; 62B,08, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 62B.09, subdivision 3; 62B.ll; 628.12; and 72A.20, 
subdivision 27. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Carlson moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H, F. No. 555 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 555, A bill for an act relating to insurance; credit; permitting the sale of credit involuntary unemployment 
insurance; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 47.016, subdivision 1; 48.185, subdivision 
4; 52.04, subdivision 1; 56.125, subdivision 3; 56.155, subdivision 1; 60K03, subdivision 7; 60K.19, subdivision 3; 62B.01; 
62B.02, by adcling a subdivision; 62B.03; 62B.04, by adding a subdivision; 62B.OS; 62B.06, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 
62B.07, subdivisions 2 and 6; 62B.08, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, and by adding subdivisions; 62B.09, subdivision 3; 62B.1l; 
62B.12; and 72A20, subdivision 27. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 127 yeas and 5 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, 1. 
Anderson, R. 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Bergson 
Bertram 
BeUennann 

Bishop 
Blatz 
Brown, K. 

Carlson 
Carruthers 
Clark 

Commers 
Cooper 
Dauner 

Davids 
Dawkins 
Dehler 
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Delmont Huntley Krinkie Molnau Ostrom Sekhon Waltman 
Dempsey Jacobs Krueger Morrison Ozment Simoneau Weaver 
Dom Jaros Lasley Mosel Pauly Smith Wejcman 
Evans Jefferson Leppik Munger Pawlenty Solberg Wene 
Frerichs Jennings Lieder Murphy Pelowski Stanius Wenzel 
Garcia Johnson, A. Limmer Neary Perlt Steensma Winter 
Girard Johnson, R. Lindner Nelson Peterson Sviggum Wolf 
Goodno Johnson, V. Lourey Ness Pugh Swenson Worke 
Greenfield Kahn Luther Olson, E. Reding Tornassoni Workman 
Greiling Kalis Lynch Olson, K. Rest Tompkins Spk Long 
Gruenes Kelley Macklin Olson, M. Rhodes Trimble 
Gutknecht Kelso Mahon Onnen Rice Tunheim 
Hasskamp Kinkel Mariani Opatz Radosovich Van Dellen 
Haukoos Klinzing McCollum Orenstein Rukavina Vellenga 
Holsten Knickerbocker McGuire Orfield Sarna Vickerman 
Hugoson Koppendrayer Milbert Osthoff Seagren Wagenius 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Asch Erhardt Farrell Hausman Skoglund 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title, agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1415, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; modifying certain provisions relating to wheat and barley 
promotion orders; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 17.53, subdivisions 2, 8, and 13; 17.59, subdivision 2; 
and 17.63. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REP ASSAGE 

Rodosovich moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1415 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1415, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; modifying certain provisions relating to wheat, barley and 
com promotion orders; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 17.53, subdivisions 2,8, and 13; 17.59, subdivision 
2; and 17.63. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bettermann Cooper Erhardt Greiling Huntley Kahn 
Anderson, I. Bishop Dauner Evans Gruenes Jacobs Kalis 
Anderson, R. Blatz Davids Farrell Gutknecht Jaros Kelley 
Battaglia Brown, K. Dawkins Frerichs Hasskamp Jefferson Kelso 
Bauerly Carlson Dehler Garcia Haukoos Jennings Kinkel 
Beard Carruthers Delmont Girard Hausman Johnson, A. Klinzing 
Bergson Clark Dempsey Goodno Holsten Johnson, R. Knickerbocker 
Bertram Commers Dom Greenfield Hugoson Johnson, V. Koppendrayer 
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Krinkie Mariani Ness Pauly Sarna Tompkins Wenzel 
Krueger McCollum Olson, E. Pawlenty Seagren Trimble Winter 
Lasley McGuire Olson, K. Pelowski Sekhon Tunheim Wolf 
Leppik Milbert Olson, M. Perlt Simoneau Van Dellen Warke 
Lieder Molnau Onnen Peterson Skoglund Vellenga Workman 
Limmer Morrison Opatz Pugh Smith Vickennan 5pk Long 
Lindner Mosel Orenstein Reding Solberg Wagenius 
Laurey Munger Offield Rest Steensma Waltman 
Lynch Murphy Osthoff Rhodes Sviggum Weaver 
Macklin Neary Ostrom Radosovich Swenson Wejcman 
Mahon Nelson Ozment Rukavina Tomassoni Welle 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Asch Staniu5 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1311: 

Trimble, Kahn and Hausman. 

CONSIDERATION UNDER RULE 1.10 

Pursuant to rule 1.10, Solberg requested immediate consideration of S. F. Nos. 760 and 811. 

S. F. No. 760 was reported to the House. 

Wolf and Anderson, I., moved to amend S. F. No. 760, as follows: 

Page 1, line 11, delete everything after "ill" 

Page 1, delete lines 12 to 15 

Page 1, line 16, delete "ill' 

Page 1, line 22, delete "hl' and insert "ill" 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Jennings; Koppendrayer; Kalis; Olson, K.; Lasley and Hugoson moved to amend S. F. No. 760, as amended, as 
follows: 

Page 2, after line 1, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [115A542] [COMPOSTING PROJECTS.] 

The director of the office of waste management shall award grants to optimize operations at mixed municipal solid 
waste composting facilities owned Qy multi-county project boards. Before awarding ~ grant under this section, the 
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directors of the offices of waste management and the pollution control agency must approve a facility optimization 
plan submittedQy the multi-counry project board. The plan must include a financial and technical feasibility analysis. 

Sec. 3. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$1,500,000 in the first year of the bieIU1ium ending Tune ~ 1995, is appropriated from the general fund to the office 
of waste management for grants under section 1.: Any Wlencumbered balance remaining after the first year shall be 
available in the second year of the biennium. " 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 760, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; granting power to the commissioner of natural resources 
to give nominal gifts, acknowledge contributions, and sell advertising; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 84.027, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 131 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hausman Krinkie MU'1'hy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, 1. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, K 

Rice Vellenga 
Rodosovich Vickerman 

Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, M. 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Onnen 

Rukavina Wagenius 
Sarna Waltman 

Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein 
Blatz Garda Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield 

Sekhon Wejcman 
Simoneau Welle 

Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Conuners Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt 

Sviggum Spk. Long 
Swenson 

Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tomassoni 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Molnau 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker called Bauerly to the Chair. 
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S. F. No. 811 was reported to the House. 

Lasley moved to amend S. F. No, 811, as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [PURPOSE; STUDY,] 

The commissioner of transportation, in consultation with the metropolitan counciL regional transit board, and 
metropolitan transit conunission, shall conduct a feasibility study analyzing the potential for implementation of a high 
speed bus service in the metropolitan area. A metropolitan area high speed bus service consists 2t. but 1£ not limited 
.!2L~ integrated system of exclusive bus only 2!: high occupancy vehicle lanes on freeways and other arterial routes. 
bus timed transfer stations, circulator and feeder bus services, park-and-ride and drop-and-ride facilities, and ~ of 
advanced transit technologies, such as traffic ~ preemption. The study will analyze: 

ill the experiences of other metropolitan areas in the United States that have implemented high speed bus services: 

ill the feasibility of implementing a high speed bus service in the Minneapolis-St Paul metropolitan statistical area 
within Minnesota as defined Qy the United States Department of Commerce; 

ill the potential costs of implementing a high speed bus service: 

ill the comparative costs and benefits of !!. high speed bus service and other transit modes, including light rail 
transit; 

ill the potential use of advanced technologies for improving vehicle operations and providing route and schedule 
information: 

i§l the potential use of dual-mode buses and transit vehicles which ~ other alternative forms of energy; 

.0. the compatibility of!!. high speed bus service with the metropolitan council's transportation system plan for the 
region; and 

ill transit service and facilities improvements implemented in the I-35W corridor. 

The study required under this act shall not delay implementation of transit service and facilities improvements 
planned Qy the commissioner, the regional transit board, the metropolitan transit conunission, and other members 
of the ad hoc transit committee known ~ "team transit" 

The conunissioner shall submit !!. written report to the legislature no later than February g 1994. 

Sec. 2, [APPROPRlA TION,] 

$50,000 is appropriated from the general fund to the commissioner of transportation for the purposes of this act," 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Lasley amendment and the roll was called. There were 109 yeas and 18 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, R. Bertram Carlson Dauner Dempsey Greenfield Haukoos 
Asch Bettermann Carruthers Davids Darn Greiling Hausman 
Battaglia Blatz Clark Dawkins Frerichs Gruenes Holsten 
Bauerly Brown, C Commers Dehler Girard Gutknecht Hugoson 
Beard Brown, K. Cooper Delmont Goodno Hasskamp Huntley 
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Jacobs 
Jefferson 
Johnson, A. 
Johnson, R 
Johnson, V. 
Kahn 
Kalis 
Kelley 
Kinkel 
Klinzing 
Koppendrayer 

Krinkie 
Krueger 
LaSley 
Leppik 
Limmer 
Lindner 
Laurey 
Luther 
Lynch 
Mariani 
McCollum 

McGuire 
Milbert 
Morrison 
Mosel 
Munger 
Murphy 
Neary 
Olson, K. 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 
Orenstein 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, 1. 
Bergson 

Erhardt 
Evans 
Garcia 

Jaros 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 

Orfield 
Osthoff 
Ostrom 
Ozment 
Pawlenty 
Pe10wski 
Perlt 
Peterson 
Pugh 
Reding 
Rest 

Macklin 
Mahon 
Molnau 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Rice 
Radosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Smith 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 

Nelson 
Ness 
Opatz 

SViggum 
Swenson 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheirn 
Van [)ellen 
Vellenga 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 
Walbnan 
Weaver 

Pauly 
Rhodes 
Tomassoni 
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Wejcman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
Warke 
Workman 
Spk. Long 

S. F. No. 811, A bill for an act relating to transportation; providing for a metropolitan area high speed bus study; 
appropriating money. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 115 yeas and 13 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Huntley Leppik Ness Rest Tunheirn 
Anderson, I. Davids Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rhodes Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Jaros Lourey Olson, K. Rice Vellenga 
Asch Delmont Jefferson Luther Onnen Rodosovich Vickerman 
Battaglia Dempsey Johnson, A. Lynch Opatz Rukavina Wagenius 
Bauerly Darn Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sama Weaver 
Beard Erhardt Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Seagren Wejcman 
Bergson Evans Kahn Mariani Osthoff Sekhon Welle 
Bertram Garcia Kalis McCollum Ostrom Simoneau Wenzel 
Bettermann Guard Kelley McGuire Ozment Skoglund Winter 
Blatz Greenfield Kelso Milbert Pauly Smith Wolf 
Brown, K Greiling Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Solberg Worke 
Carlson Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Stanius Workman 
Carruthers Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Steensma 
Clark Hausman Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Swenson 
Commers Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tomassoni 
Cooper Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Dehler Goodno Haukoos Limmer Nelson Sviggum Walhnan 
Frerichs Gruenes Krinkie Lindner Olson, M. Tompkins 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Anderson, 1., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 
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RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1387, A bill for an act relating to employment; requiring Occupational Safety and Health Act compliance 
by certain independent contractors; requiring certain studies and reports on independent contractors; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 182. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

~. F. No. 1311, A bill for an act relating to local government; providing for the continuation of the Mississippi River 
parkway commission; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 161.1419, subdivision 8. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Metzen, Stumpf and Laidig. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATIUCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOWlce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appointment of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1658, A bill for an act relating to economic development; abolishing Mirmesota Project Outreach 
Corporation and transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Technology, Inc.; providing for 
federal defense conversion activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.091; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 1160.092. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Morse, Riveness and Stumpf. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate refuses to concur in the House amendments to the following Senate File: 

S. F. No. 760, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; granting power to the commissioner of natural resources 
to give nominal gifts, acknowledge contributions, and sell advertising; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 84.027, by adding a subdivision. 

The Senate respectfully requests that a Conference Committee be appointed thereon. The Senate has appointed 
as such committee: 

Messrs. Price, Morse and Merriam. 

Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House with the request that the House appoint a like committee. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Wolf moved that the House accede to the request of the Senate and that the Speaker appoint a Conference 
Committee of 3 members of the House to meet with a like committee appointed by the Senate on the disagreeing votes 
of the tvvo houses on S. F. No. 760. The motion prevailed. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker ann01.U1ced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
S. F. No. 760: 

Wolf; Anderson, I., and Jennings. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITIEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1245 

A bill for an act relating to data practices; providing for_the collection, classification, and dissemination of data; 
proposing classifications of data as not public; classifying certain licensing data, educational data, security service data, 
motor carrier operating data, retirement data and other forms of data; amending Mirmesota Statutes 1992, sections 
13.32, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 13.41, subdivision 4; 13.43, subdivision 2; 13.46, subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 13.643; 13.692; 
13.72, by adding a subdivision; 13.792; 13.82, subdivisions 4, 6, and 10; 13.99, subdivision 24, and by adding 
subdivisions; 115A.93, by adding a subdivision; 144.335, subdivision 3a, and by adding a subdivision; 151.06, by 
adding a subdivision; 169.09, subdivisions 7 and 13; 245A.04, subdivisions 3 and 3a; 260.161, subdivisions 1 and 3; 
270B.14, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 299L.03, by adding a subdivision; and 626.556, subdivisions 11 
and 11c; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 6; 13; and 144; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 13.644; and 13.82, subdivision Sb. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 15, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1245, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 1245 be further amended as follows: 
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Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [6.715] [CLASSIFICATION OF STATE AUDITOR'S DATA.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.} ill For purposes of this section, "audit" means £!l examination, financial audit, 
compliance audit. 2!. investigation performed 12Y the state auditor. 

!hl The definitions in section 13.02 ~12 this section. 

Subd. b. [CLASSIFICATION.] Data relating to an audit ~ protected nonpublic data 2!. confidential data 2!l 
individuals, until the final report of the audit has been published or the audit i§..!lQ longer being actively pursued. 
Data that support the conclusions of the report and that the state auditor reasonably believes will result in litigation 
are protected nonpublic data or confidential data on individuals, until the litigation has been completed or is no longer 
being actively pursued. Data 2!!. individuals that could reasonably be used to determine the identity of an individual 
supplying data for an audit are private if the data supplied £.v. the individual were needed for an audit and the 
individual would not have provided the data to the ~ auditor-without an assurance that the individual's identity 
would remain private, Q!. the state auditor reasonably believes that the subject would not have provided the data. 
Data that could reasonably be used to determine the identity of an individual supplying data pursuant to section 
609.456 ~ private. 

Subd.J:. [LAW ENFORCEMENT.] Notvvithstanding any provision to the contrary in subdivisionb. the state auditor 
may share data relating to ~ audit with appropriate local law enforcement agencies. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1332, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section: 

(a) "Educational data" means data on individuals maintained by a public educational agency or institution or by 
a person acting for the agency or institution which relates to a student. 

Records of instructional personnel which are in the sale possession of the maker thereof and are not accessible or 
revealed to any other individual except a substitute teacher, and are destroyed at the end of the school year, shall not 
be deemed to be government data. 

Records of a law enforcement unit of a public educational agency or institution which are maintained apart from 
education data and are maintained solely for law enforcement purposes, and are not disclosed to individuals other 
than law enforcement officials of the jurisdiction are eeAAeeRRal not educational data; provided, that education 
records maintained by the educational agency or institution are not disclosed to the personnel of the law enforcement 
unit. The University of Minnesota police department is a law enforcement agency for purposes of section 13.82 and 
other sections of MiIU1esota Statutes dealing with law enforcement records. Records of organizations providing 
security services to a public educational agency or institution must be administered consistent with section 13.861. 

Records relating to a student who is employed by a public educational agency or institution which are made and 
maintained in the normal course of business, relate exclusively to the individual in that individual's capacity as an 
employee, and are not available for use for any other purpose are classified pursuant to section 13.43. 

(b) "Student" means an individual currently or formerly enrolled or registered, applicants for enrollment or 
registration at a public educational agency or institution, or individuals who receive shared time educational services 
from a public agency or institution. 

(c) "Substitute teacher" means an individual who performs on a temporary basis the duties of the individual who 
made the record, but does not include an individual who permanently succeeds to the position of the maker of the 
record. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.32, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PRIVATE DATA; WHEN DISCLOSURE IS PERMITTED.] Except as provided in subdivision 5, 
educational data is private data on individuals and shall not be disclosed except as follows: 

(a) Pursuant to section 13.05; 
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(b) Pursu~nt to a valid court order; 

(c) Pursuant to a statute specifically authorizing access to the private data'; 

(d) To disclose information in health and safety emergencies pursuant to the provisions of United States Code, title 
20, section 1232g(b)(1)(I) and Code of Federal Regulations, title 34, section 99.36 which are in effect on July 1, '1989 
1993; 

(e) 'pursuant to the provisions of United States Code, title 20, sections 1232g(b )(1), (b )(4)(A), (b )(4)(B), (b )(l)(B), (b )(3) 
and Code of Federal Regulations, title 34, sections 99.31, 99.32, 99.33, 99.34, and 99.35 which are in effect on July 1, 
'1989 1993; 8i' 

(£) To appropriate health authorities to the extent necessary to administer immunization programs and for bona 
fide epidemiologic investigations which the commissioner of health determines are necessary to prevent disease or 
disability to individuals in the public educational agency or institution in which the investigation is being conducted" 

W When disclosure is required for instihttions that participate in a program under title N of the Higher Education 
Act, United States Code, title ~ chapter 1092, in effect 2!l.ill!Y L. 1993; or 

ilil To the appropriate school district officials to the extent necessary under subdivision ~ arulUally to indicate the 
extent and content of remedial instruction, including the results of assessment testing and academic performance at 
a post-secondary institution during the previous academic year Qy a student who graduated from a Minnesota school 
district within two years before receiving the remedial instruc~ion. 

Sec. 4. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 13.32, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [ADMISSIONS FORMS; REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION.] {;llMinnesota post-secondary education institutions, 
for purposes of reporting and research, may collect on the 1986-1987 admissions form, and disseminate to any public 
educational agency or institution the following data on individuals: student sex, ethnic background, age, and 
disabilities. The data shall not be required of any individual and shall not be used for purpases .of determining the 
person's admission to an institution. 

ill A school district that receives information under subdivision ~ paragraph ihl from a post-secondary institution 
about an identifiable student shall maintain the data as educatianal data and use that data ta conduct studies to 
rrm;ro~ instruction. Public post-secondary systems annually shall r.;nNideSUffi'Inary data ta the deparhnent of 
education indicating the extent and content of the remedial instruction received in each system during the prior 
academic year ~ and the results of assessment testing and the academic performance 21. students who graduated 
from ~ Minnesata school district within two years before receiving the remedial instruction. The department shall 
evaluate the data and annually report its findings to the education committees of the legislature. 

1£l This section supersedes any inconsistent provision .of law. 

Sec. 5. M:irmesota Statutes 1992, section 13.41, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [PUBLIC DATA.] Licensing agency minutes, application data on licensees, orders for hearing, findings 
.of fact, conclusions of law and specification of the final disciplinary action contained in the record of the disciplinary 
action are classified as public, pursuant to section 13.02, subdivision 15. The entire record concerning the disciplinary 
proceeding is public data pursuant to section 13.02, subdivision IS, in those instances where there is a public hearing 
concerning the diSCiplinary action. .ll the licensee and the licensing agency agree to resolve! complaint without a 
hearing, the agreement and the specific ~ for the agreement are public data. The license numbers, the license 
status, and continuing education records issued or maintained by the board of peace officer standards and training 
are classified as public data, pursuant to section 13.02, subdivision 15. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.43, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [PUBLIC DATA.] (a) Except for employees described in subdivision 5, the following personnel data on 
current and former employees, volunteers, and independent contractors of a state agency, statewide system, .or 
political subdivision and members of advisory boards or commissions is public: name; actual gross salary; salary 
range; contract fees; actual gross pension; the value and nature of employer paid fringe benefits; the basis for and the 
amolU1t of any added remuneration, including expense reimbursement, in addition to salary; job title; job description; 
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education and training background; previous work experience; date of first and last employment; the existence and 
status of any complaints or charges against the employee, whether or not the complaint or charge resulted in a 
disciplinary action; the final disposition of any disciplinary action together with the specific reasons for the action and 
data documenting the basis of the action, excluding data that would identify confidential sources who are employees 
of the public body; the terms of any agreement settling aamiftisRative ef j l:ieHcial prseeediRt;S ~ dispute arising out 
of the employment relationship; work location; a work telephone number; badge number; honors and awards received; 
payroll time sheets or other comparable data that are only used to account for employee's work time for payroll 
purposes, except to the extent that release of time sheet data would reveal the employee's reasons for the use of sick 
or other medical leave or other not public data; and city and county of residence. 

(b) For purposes of this subdivision, a final disposition occurs when the state agency, statewide system, or political 
subdivision makes its final decision about the disciplinary action, regardless of the possibility of any later proceedings 
or court proceedings. In the case of arbitration proceedings arising under collective bargaining agreements, a final 
disposition occurs at the conclusion of the arbitration proceedings", £!. upon the failure of the employee to elect 
arbitration within the time provided £.v. the collective bargaining agreement. Final disposition includes a resignation 
by an individual when the resignation occurs after the final decision of the state agency, statewide system, political 
subdivision, or arbitrator. 

(c) The state agency, statewide system, or political subdivision may display a photograph of a current or former 
employee to a prospective witness as part of the state agency's, statewide system's, or political subdivision's 
investigation of any complaint or charge against the employee. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.43, is_amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.'§:' [HARASSMENT DATA.] When allegations of sexual Q!: other ~ of harassment are made against an 
employee, the employee does not have ~ to data that would identify the complainant or other witnesses if the 
responsible authority determines that the employee's access to that data would: 

ill threaten the personal safety of the complainant or a witness; or 

ill subject the complainant or witness !2. harassment. 

If a disciplinary proceeding is initiated against the employee. data on the complainant or witness shall be available 
to the employee as may be necessary for the employee to prepare for the proceeding. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.46, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section: 

(a) "Individual" means an individual pursuant to section 13.02, subdivision 8, but does not include a vendor of 
services. 

(b) "Program" includes all programs for which authority is vested in a component of the welfare system pursuant 
to statute or federal law", including, but not limited !2L aid to families with dependent children. medical assistance. 
general assistance, work readiness, and general assistance medical care. 

(c) "Welfare system" includes the department of human services, county welfare boards, county welfare agencies, 
human services boards, conununity mental health center boards, state hospitals, state nursing homes, the ombudsman 
for mental health and mental retardation, and persons, agencies, institutions, organizations, and other entities under 
contract to any of the above agencies to the extent specified in the contract. 

(d) "Mental health data" means data on individual clients and patients of conununity mental health centers, 
established under section 245.62, mental health divisions of counties and other providers under contract to deliver 
mental health services, or the ombudsman for mental health and mental retardation. 

ill "Fugitive felon" means ~ person who has been convicted of a felony and who has escaped from confinement 
or violated the terms of probation or parole for that offense. 
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Sec. 9, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.46, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [GENERAL.] (a) Unless the data is summary data or a statute specifically provides a different 
classification, data on individuals collected, maintained, used, or disseminated by the welfare system is private data 
on individuals, and shall not be disclosed except: 

(1) pursuant to section 13.05; 

(2) pursuant to court order; 

(3) pursuant to a statute specifically authorizing access to the private data; 

(4) to an agent of the welfare system, including a law enforcement person, attorney, or investigator acting for it in 
the investigation or prosecution of a criminal or civil proceeding relating to the administration of a program; 

(5) to personnel of the welfare system who require the data to determine eligibility, amount of assistance, and the 
need to provide services of additional programs to the individual; 

(6) to administer federal funds or programs; 

(7) between personnel of the welfare system working in the same program; 

(8) the amounts of cash public assistance and relief paid to welfare recipients in this state, including their nameS 
and sodal security numbers, upon request by the department of revenue to administer the property tax refund law, 
supplemental housing allowance, and the income tax; 

(9) to the Minnesota department of jobs and training for the purpose of monitoring the eligibility of the data subject 
for unemployment compensation, for any employment or training program administered, supervised, or certified by 
that agency, or for the purpose of administering any rehabilitation program, whether alone or in conjunction with the 
welfare system, and to verify receipt of energy assistance for the telephone assistance plan; 

(10) to appropriate parties in connection with an emergency if knowledge of the information is necessary to protect 
the health or safety of the individual or other individuals or persons; 

(11) data maintained by residential facilities as defined in section 245A.02 may be disclosed to the protection and 
advocacy system established in this state pursuant to Part C of Public Law Number 98-527 to protect the legal and 
human rights of persons with mental retardation or other related conditions who live in residential facilities for these 
persons if the protection and advocacy system receives a complaint by or on behalf of that person and the person does 
not have a legal guardian or the state or a designee of the state is the legal guardian of the person; 

(12) to the county medical examiner or the county coroner for identifying or locating relatives or friends of a 
deceased person; 6f' 

(13) data on a child support obligor who makes payments to the public agency may be disclosed to the higher 
education coordinating board to the extent necessary to determine eligibility under section 136A.121, subdivision 2, 
clause (5h 

M participant social security numbers and names collected £y the telephone assistance program may be disclosed 
to the department of revenue to conduct an electronic data match with the property tax refund database to determine 
eligibility under section 237.70, subdivision ~ 

@ the current address of ~ recipient of aid to families with dependent children. medical assistance, general 
assistance, work readiness, or general assistance medical care may be disclosed to law enforcement officers who 
prOVide the name and social security number of the recipient and satisfactorily demonstrate that; ill the recipient is 
~-fugitive felon, including the grounds for this determination;!iil the location or apprehension of the felon is within 
the law enforcement officer's official duties: and..liill the reguest i§. made in writing and in the P.!2I?.£!. exercise of those 
duties; .Q£ 

illl information obtained from food stamp applicant or recipient households may be disclosed to locaL state . .Q£ 

federal law enforcement officials, upon their written reguest for the purpose of investigating an alleged violation of 
the food stamp!!£t. in accordance with Code of Federal Regulations, title L. section 272.1(c). 
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(b) Information on persons who have been treated for drug or alcohol abuse may only be disclosed in accordance 
with the requirements of Code of Federal Regulations, title ~ sections 2.1 to 2.67. 

ill Data provided to law, enforcement agencies under paragraph .!..21. clause @ QI .il.§1 Q!. paragraph ill ~ 
investigative data and are confidential or protected non public while the investigation is active. The data are private 
after the investigation becomes inactive under section 13.82, subdivision 2. paragraph ill Q!:..ili1. 

ill Mental health data shall be treated as provided in subdivisions 7, 8, and 9, but is not subject to the access 
provisions of subdivision 10, paragraph (b). 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.46, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [LICENSING DATA.] (a) As used in this subdivision: 

(1) "licensing data" means all data collected, maintained, used, or disseminated by the welfare system pertaining 
to persons licensed or registered or who apply for licensure or registration or who formerly were licensed or 
registered under the authority of the commissioner of human services; 

(2) "client" means a person who is receiving services from a licensee or from an applicant for licensure; and 

(3) "personal and personal financial data" means social security numbers, identity of and letters of reference, 
insurance information, reports from the bureau of criminal apprehension, health examination reports, and social/home 
studies. 

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c), the following data on ~ and former licensees are public: name, 
address, telephone number of licensees, licensed capacity, type of client preferred, variances granted, type of dwelling, 
name and relationship of other family members, previous license history, class of license, and the existence and status 
of complaints, When disciplinary action has been taken against a licensee or the complaint is resolved, the following 
data are public: the substance of the complaint, the findings of the investigation of the complaint, the record of 
informal resolution of a licensing violation, orders of hearing, findings of fact, conclusions of law, and specifications 
of the final disciplinary action contained in the record of disciplinary action, 

The following data on persons licensed under section 245A,04 to provide family day ~ for children, child care 
center services, foster care for children in the provider's home, or foster care 2!. day care services for adults in the 
provider's home, are public: the nature of any disqualification set aside under section 245A,04, subdivision.Tht. and 
the reasons for setting aside the diSqualification; and the reasons for granting ~ variance under section 245A,04, 
subdivision 9, 

(c) The following are private data on individuals under section 13.02, subdivision 12, or nonpublic data under 
section 13.02, subdivision 9: personal and personal financial data on family day care program and family foster care 
program applicants and licensees and their family members who provide services under the license. 

(d) The following are private data on individuals: the identity of persons who have made reports concerning 
licensees or applicants that appear in inactive investigative data, and the records of clients or employees of the licensee 
or applicant for licensure whose records are received by the licensing agency for purposes of review or in anticipation 
of a contested matter. The names of reporters under sections 626.556 and 626.557 may be disclosed only as provided 
in section 626.556, subdivision 11, or 626.557, subdivision 12. 

(e) Data classified as private, confidential, nonpublic, or protected nonpublic under this subdivision become public 
data if submitted to a court or administrative law judge as part of a disciplinary proceeding in which there is a public 
hearing concerning the disciplinary action. 

(f) Data generated in the course of licensing investigations that relate to an alleged violation of law are investigative 
data under subdivision 3. 

(g) Data that are not public data collected, maintained, used, or disseminated under this subdivision that relate to 
or are derived from a report as defined in section 626.556, subdivision 2, are subject to the destruction provisions of 
section 626.556, subdivision 11. 
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Sec. 11. [13.63] [MINNEAPOLIS EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT FUND DATA.] 

Subdivision 1. [BENEFICIARY AND SURVIVOR DATA.} The following data on beneficiaries and survivors of 
Minneapolis employees retirement fund members are private data on individuals: home address, date of birth, direct 
deposit account number, and tax withholding data. 

Subd. b. [LIMITS ON DISCLOSURE.] Required disclosure of data about members, survivorsr and beneficiaries is 
limited to name, ~ pension, and ~ of benefit awarded. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.643, is amended to read: 

13.643 [DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE DATA] 

Subdivision 1. [LOAN AND GRANT APPLICANT DATA] The following data on applicants, collected by the 
department of agriculture in its sustainable agriculture revolving loan and grant programs under sections 17.1]5 and 
17.116, are private or nonpublic: nonfarm income; credit history; insurance coverage; machinery and equipment list; 
financial information; and credit information requests. 

Subd. b. [FARM ADVOCATE DATA.1 The following data supplied 1?y farmer clients to Minnesota farm advocates 
and to the department of agriculture are private data on individuals: financial history, including listings of assets and 
debts, and personal and emotional status information. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.692, is amended to read: 

13.692 [DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE DATA] 

Subdivision 1. [TENANT.] Data collected by the department of public service that reveals the identity of a tenant 
who makes a complaint regarding energy efficiency standards for rental housing are private data on individuals. 

Subd. b [UTILITY OR TELEPHONE COMPANY EMPLOYEE OR CUSTOMEKlhl The following are private data 
on individuals: data collected Qy the deparhnent of public service or the public utilities commission, including the 
~ or !!!!y other data that would reveal the identity of either an employee or customer of a telephone company 
or public utility who files a complaint or provides information regarding a violation or suspected violation Qy the 
telephone company or public utility of any federal 2!. state law Q[ rule: except this data ma'y be released as needed 
to law enforcement authorities. 

ill The following are private data 2!! individuals: data collected Qy the commission or the department of public 
service on individual public utility or telephone company customers or prospective customers, including copies of 
tax forms, needed to administer federal or state programs that provide relief from telephone company bills, public 
utility bills, or cold weather disconnection. The determination of eligibility of the customers or prospective customers 
may be released to public utilities or telephone companies to administer the programs. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.72, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!b [MOTOR CARRlER OPERATING DATA] The following data submitted l!y, Minnesota intrastate motor 
carriers to the department of transportation are nonpublic data: all ~ reports including wages, hours Q!:. miles 
worked, hours earned, employee benefit data, and terminal and route-specific operating data including percentage 
of revenues paid to agent operated terminals, line-haul load factors, pickup and delivery (PUD) activity, and peddle 
driver activity. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.792, is amended to read: 

13.792 [MIN~IIl,o:rA ZOOLOGICAL GARDHI PRIVATE DONOR GIFT DAT A.] 

The following data maintained by the Minnesota zoolOgical garden", a community college, a technical college, the 
University of Minnesota, a Minnesota state university, and ~ related entity subject to chapter 13 are classified as 
private or nonpublic: 

(1) research information about prospects and donors gathered to aid in determining appropriateness of solicitation 
and level of gift request; 
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(2) specific data in prospect lists that would identify prospects to be solicited, dollar amounts to be requested, and 
name of solicitor; 

(3) portions of solicitation letters and proposals that identify the prospect being solicited and the dollar amount 
being requested~ 

(4) letters, pledge cards, and other responses received from donors regarding prospective deftefs gifts in response 
to solicitations; 

(5) portions of thank-you letters and other gift acknowledgment communications that would identify the name of 
the donor and the specific amount of the gift, pledge, or pledge payment~ atl:€! 

(6) donor financial ~ estate planning information, or portions of memoranda, letters, 2£ other documents 
commenting on any donor's financial circumstances: and 

ill data detailing dates of giftsL payment schedule of gifts, form of ~ and specific gift amounts made by donors 
te tA€ MHLR€Seta ZGG. 

Names of donors and gift ranges are public data. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.82, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [RESPONSE OR INCIDENT DATA.] The following data created or collected by law enforcement agencies 
which documents the agency's response to a request for service including, but not limited to, responses to traffic 
accidents, or which describes actions taken by the agency on its own initiative shall be public government data: 

(a) date, time and place of the action; 

(b) agencies, units of agencies and individual agency personnel participating in the action unless the identities of 
agency personnel qualify for protection under subdivision 10; 

(c) any resistance encountered by the agency; 

(d) any pursuit engaged in by the agency; 

(e) whether any weapons were used by the agency or other individuals; 

(f) a brief factual reconstruction of events associated with the action; 

(g) names and addresses of wimesses to the agency action or the incident unless the identity of any witness 
qualifies for protection under subdivision 10~ 

(h) names and addresses of any victims or casualties unless the identities of those individuals qualify for protection 
under subdivision 10; 

(i) the name and location of the health care facility to which victims or casualties were taken; 

(j) response or incident report number; aru:l 

(k) dates of birth of the parties involved in a traffic accidenti. and 

ill whether the parties involved were wearing seat belts, 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.82, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [ACCESS TO DATA FOR CRIME VICTIMS.] On receipt of i! written request, the prosecuting authority 
shall release investigative data collected by a law enforcement agency to the victim of a criminal act or alleged 
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criminal act or to the victim's legal representative l;l:J:?619 '';FiUeR l'€EJ:l:test unless the prosecuting authority reasonably 
believes: 

(a) That the release of that data will interfere with the investigation; or 

(b) That the request is prompted by a desire on the part of the requester to engage in unlawful activities. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.82, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd.l0. [PROTECTION OF IDENTITIES.] A law enforcement agency or a law enforcement dispatching agency 
working under direction of a law enforcement agency may withhold public access to data on individuals to protect 
the identity of individuals in the following circumstances: 

(a) when access to the data would reveal the identity of an Wldercover law enforcement officer; 

(b) when access to the data would reveal the identity of a victim of criminal sexual conduct or of a violation of 
section 617.246, subdivision 2; 

(c) when access to the data would reveal the identity of a paid or tmpaid informant being used by the agency if 
the agency reasonably determines that revealing the identity of the informant would threaten the personal safety of 
the informant; 

(d) when access to the data would reveal the identity of a victim of or witness to a crime if the victim or witness 
specifically requests not to be identified publicly, and the agency reasonably determines that revealing the identity 
of the victim or witness would threaten the personal safety or property of the individual; 

(e) when access to the data would reveal the identity of a deceased person whose body was unlawfully removed 
from a cemetery in which it was interred; or . 

(f) when access to the data would reveal the identity of a person who placed a call to a 911 system or the identity 
or telephone number of a service subscriber whose phone is used to place a call to the 911 system and: (1) the agency 
determines that revealing the identity may threaten the personal safety or property of any person; or (2) the object 
of the call is to receive help in a mental health emergency. For the purposes of this paragraph, a voice recording of 
a call placed to the 911 system is deemed to reveal the identity of the caller. Data concerning individuals whose 
identities are protected £y this subdivision are private data about those individuals. Law enforcement agencies shall 
establish procedures to acquire the data and make the decisions necessary to protect the identity of individuals 
described in clause j£1. 

Sec. 19. [13.861] [SECURIlY SERVICE DATA.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in this section: 

W "Security service" means an organization that provides security services to a state ~ or political subdivision 
as ~ part of the governmental entity .Q!. under contract to it. Security service does not include 2:. law enforcement 
agency. 

fQl "Security service data" means all data collected, created, or maintained Qy 2:. security service fot the purpose of 
providing security services. 

Subd. b [CLASSIFICATION.] Security service data that are similar to the data described as request for service data 
and response or incident data in section 13.82, subdivisions ~ and 1L ~ public. !t. personnel of 2:. security service 
make a citizen's arrest then any security service data that are similar to the data described as arrest data in section 
13.82, subdivision b. are public. If a security service participates in but does not make ~ arrest i!. shalL upon request 
provide data that identify the arresting law enforcement agency. All other security service data are security 
information pursuant to section 13.37. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.99, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 3a. [STATE AUDITOR DATA.] Data relating to an audit under chapter §. ~ classified under section 6.715. 
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Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.99, subdivision 24, is amended to read: 

Subd.24. [SOLID WASTE PAClLlTY RECORDS.] ill Records of solid waste facilities received, inspected, or copied 
by a county pursuant to section 115A.882 are classified pursuant to section 115A.882, subdivision 3 . 

.,(Ql Customer lists provided to counties or cities £y. solid waste collectors are classified under section 115A.93. 

Sec. 22. MiIU1€Sota Statutes 1992, section 13.99, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.92a. [GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT INVESTIGATNE DATA.] Data provided to the director of the division 
of gambling enforcement Qy a governmental entity located outside Minnesota for ~ in an authorized investigation, 
audit. or background check are governed Qy section 299L03, subdivision 11. 

Sec. 23, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115A.93, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [CUSTOMER DATA.] Customer lists provided to counties or cities Qy solid waste collectors are private 
data on individuals as defined in section 13.02, subdivision 1b. with regard to data on individuals, or nonpublic data 
as defined in section 13.02, subdivision .2t. with regard to data not on individuals. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.335, subdivision 3a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3a. [PATIENT CONSENT TO RELEASE OF RECORDS; LIABILITY.] (a) A provider, or a person who 
receives health records from a provider, may not release a patient's health records to a person without a signed and 
dated consent from the patient or the patient's legally authorized representative authorizing the release, unless the 
release is specifically authorized by law. Except as provided in paragraph (c), a consent is valid for one year or for 
a lesser period specified in the consent or for a different period provided by law. 

(b) This subdivision does not prohibit the release of health records for a medical emergency when the provider is 
unable to obtain the patient's consent due to the patient's condition or the nature of the medical emergency. 

(c) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), if a patient expliCitly gives informed consent to the release of health records 
for the purposes and pursuant to the restrictions in clauses (1) and (2), the consent does not expire after one year for: 

(1) the release of health records to a provider who is being advised or consulted with in cOlUlection with the current 
treatment of the patient; 

(2) the release of health records to an accident and health insurer, health service plan corporation, health 
maintenance organization, or third-party administrator for purposes of payment of claims, fraud investigation, or 
quality of care review and studies, provided that: 

(i) the use or release of the records complies with sections 72A,49 to 72A.505; 

(ii) further use or release of the records in individually identifiable form to a person other than the patient without 
the patient's consent is prohibited; and 

(iii) the recipient establishes adequate safeguards to protect the records from unauthorized disdosure, including 
a procedure for removal or destruction of information that identifies the patient. 

(d) Until June 1, 1994, paragraph <a) does not prohibit the release of health records to qualified personnel solely 
for purposes of medical or scientific research, if the patient has not objeded to a release for research purposes and 
the provider who releases the records makes a reasonable effort to determine that: 

(i) the use or disclosure does not violate any limitations under which the record was collected; 

(ii) the use or disclosure in individually identifiable form is necessary to accomplish the research or statistical 
purpose for which the use or disclosure is to be made; 

(iii) the recipient has established and maintains adequate safeguards to protect the records from unauthorized 
disclosure, including a procedure for removal or destruction of information that identifies the patient; and 
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(iv) further use or release of the records in individually identifiable form to a person other than the patient without 
the patient's consent is prohibited. 

(e) A person who negligently or intentionally releases a health record in violation of this subdivision, or who forges 
a signature on a consent form, or who obtains under false pretenses the consent form or health records of another 
person, or who, without the person's consent, alters a consent form, is liable to the patient for compensatory damages 
caused by an unauthorized release, plus costs and reasonable attorney's fees. 

ill Upon the written request of ~ spouse, parent child, or sibling of .e patient being evaluated for or diagnosed with 
mental illness, !!. provider shall inquire of !!. patient whether the patient wishes to authorize a specific individual to 
receive information regarding the patient's current and proposed course of treatment. !f the patient ~ authorizes, 
the provider shall communicate to the designated individual the patient's current and proposed course of treahnent. 
Paragraph 1& applies to consents given under this paragraph. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 144.335, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3b. [INDEPENDENT MEDICAL EXAMINATION.] This section applies to the subject and provider of S!l 
independent medical examination requested Qy 2!. paid for Qy ~ third ~ Notwithstanding subdivision ~ ~ 
provider may release health records created as part of an independent medical examination to the third Eill!Y. who 
requested or paid for the examination. 

Sec. 26. [144.6581] [DETERMINATION OF WHETHER DATA IDENTIFIES INDIVIDUALS.] 

The commissioner of health may: ill withhold ~ to health or epidemiologic data .if the comnusslOner 
determines the data ar,e data on an individual, as defined in section 13.02, subdivision 2L or ill grant ~ to health 
or epidemiologic data, if the commissioner determines the data ~ summary data as defined in section 13.02, 
subdivision 19. In the exercise of this discretion, the commissioner shall consider whether the data requested. alone 
or in combination, may constitute information from which an individual subject of data may be identified using 
epidemiologic methods. In making this determination, the commissioner shall consider disease incidence, associated 
risk factors for illness, and similar factors unique to the data £y which.i! could be linked to ~ specific subject of the 
data. This discretion is limited to health or epidemiologic data maintained .Qv. the commissioner of health or a board 
of health, as defined in section 145A.02. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.09, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [ACCIDENT REPORT TO COMMISSIONER.] The driver of a vehicle involved in an accident resulting 
in bodily injury to or death of any person or total property damage to an apparent extent of $500 or more, shall 
forward a written report of the accident to the commissioner of public safety within ten days thereof. On the required 
report, the driver shall provide the commissioner with the name and policy number of the insurer providing vehicle 
liability coverage at the time of the accident. On determining that the original report of any driver of a vehicle 
involved in an accident of which report must be made as provided in this section is insufficient, the commissioner 
of public safety may require the driver to file supplementary reports. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.09, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [ACCIDENT REPORTS CONFIDENTIALL FEE, PENALTY.] ~ All written reports and supplemental 
reports required under this section is Be flfS .'ieee is tfle aepafffiLeftt 8£ flttl:Jlie safe~ sftall Be Vi itfl:ettt pfej\::1:eliee ts 
tfl:e ffleii i iaLi:al S8 fepertiftg afta shall be for the eeftfielefrlial use of the aeparm.€Rt commissioner of public safety and 
other appropriate state, federal .. county, and municipal governmental agencies for accident analysis purposes, except 
that the eleI'a_"'Rt~ 

ill the commissioner of public safety or any law enforcement eieflaPlmeRt sf SRj ft'ltl:ffieiflality Sf eel:l:ll~ ift tftis state 
agency shall .. upon written request of any person involved in an accident or upon written request of the representative 
of the person's estate, surviving spouse, or one or more surviving next of kin, or a trustee appointed pursuant to 
section 573.02, disclose to the requester, the requester's legal counselor a representative of the requester's insurer aftY 
ir.fStRtaftSR €8fltamea tfteFem €Heep:t tA:e parties' T. ersieR sf the aeeiElet'lt as set eat ifl Ute "V, ritteR Fef!e~ ~ileel B} hl=1e 
parties Sf me) EHselese ieleR'l:it) af a pefsBfl iT .• SF. ea HI an aeeieleAt '· ... fieR the iaeflatj is Ret ethel'\tise If:fl8 Ii R 8f •• fteR 
the peIseR ael'lies f'reS€flee at the aeeieleflt. ,[)Je lepeR sfiall be l:tSea as e, ielef\ee iA all) mal, eivil Sf eriffl:iftal, BPiSir.g 
Bl;it sf aft Beeiaeflt, e)(€ept tRat tlte aet='aFtmeffi sf pW3lie safety shaH htrffisk HJ3BR the aemaful sf ar.y peIseR ;ffle RaS, 
ef elaifflS te Rave, made a fepeR, eF,tipeft demafla ef aRY €eHR, a eeRiheate sftel/ing I:ftat a speeiRed aeeideRt fe138Ft 
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has SF Ras Ret BeeR maele t9 the aeparlffi€Rt sf pl:lslie saret} 5elely fe pEeve a e8H1'j91iaftE€ Sf a fuih:lf€ fe eaRl!"l) "ith 
the reEJoliiFeR'\et\ts tRat iRE fEral! se ffiae€ fe the aerartm.eR-t sf r14lie safety. Diselesffi:g Ml) WefffiaHaR eaFctaiRea. 
iR Bfly aeeiaeflt fEpert, €)(eept as pI's. iEleel fiereiR, is 1±fI:la;. fl::l:l ana a miselemeafter. 

p.Jetfling ftEreiR skall Be €SRstfl:iea fe flf€V€Rt aAY reFS8R 'wflo has maaE a lEpsrt pHfS1:lant te trus €flapter h>sm 
pre. ieliR:g HtfsFfflaS8R fe aR') pers8Rs iR ... ekeel ir. B:fl aeeiEi.eRt 8f their r€pFEsERtath es SF f:Fem testiJyiRg iR aft) trial. 
ei. it Sf ErimiRal, afisiflg Btlt sf ar.: aeeiEieRt, as fe fads · .. ifuiR the peIseR's kr.ewleage. It is Hlteflaea ey tms 
SHe eli • isieR fe r€Raer pfi". ilegeEl the reperts rEfJ:tiireEl a Id:t it is Ret iRtenElea fe prBhibit ¥H'eef 8f tfte feEts fe 'i.hieR the 
reperts relate. Res}3ofl:se Of ifl:eieefl:t eata me) Be feleasee f'1:I::fSUaRt to seetioR 13.82, sl:l:Bei.isioR 4. 

'ALfteR tRese repofts Me releasee for aeeieeRt altal-ysis f'l:If}3oses the jeeRtit)' of aflJ' iR' 01. ee persBf'l BRall ROt Be 
revealee. Data eORteiRee iR tRese repofts sltall ORI) lie usee Fer aeeieeRt 9:l!tal) sis f'uFf'oses, e)eeert as etfler .. ise 
Frot; ieee B) fl=tis SI:lBsivisioR. AeeieeRt ref'orts eRe eeta eORtair.ee tRereiR of RieR may Be iR the f'ossessioA or eOAtrol 
of eepartmems OF egeREies otRer tRail fl=te aef'ari.=.f'fleRt of f'Hslie safety Sfl-all Rot se aiseo .... eFal3le l:ffieer aR) pIO. isioR 
of 1a .. OF Fl:I:le of eOl:l:ft. 

~JOt>L itflstaRair.g otftef f'FO f isioRS of tflfs sl:1Bai. ISloR to the eORtFeF) , the report required under subdivision fu. 

ill the commissioner of public safety shalL upon written request, provide the driver filing .§!. report under 
subdivision Z with ~.£QE.Y of the report filed Qy the driver; 

Ql the commissioner of public safety may verify with insurance companies vehicle insurance information to enforce 
sections 65B.48, 169.792, 169.793, 169.796, and 169.797; 

ill the commissioner of public safety skall may give to the commissioner of transportation the name and address 
of a carrier subject to section 221.031 tRat is Ramea ir. ar. aeeieleRt Fef'ort Hleel W'.eer sHBai,isisR 7 or 8. The 
eORLfftissiOA€f of tFfH"tsf'oftation may Rot Felease tRe Rame 9:l!.a aaefess to ar.) pefsoR. The eomm.issioReF skall I:I:se 
'lflis iRfoFfl.aeoR to eRFeree for ~ in enforcing accident report requirements under chapter 221. IR aeeitioRL and 

ill the commissioner of public safety may give to the United States Department of Transportation commercial 
vehicle accident information in connection with federal grant programs relating to safety. 

The aepafi.=.f'fleftt ma;t e.fiaFge authefi!l;ea peFsoRs a $§ fee fef a eop, of at1: aeeiaent fepoft. 

ill Accident reports and data contained in the reports shall not be discoverable under any provision of law or rule 
of court. No report shall be used as evidence in ~ triaL civil Q£ criminaL arising out of an accident, except that the 
commissioner of public safety shall furnish upon the demand of any person who has, Q£ claims to have, made .§!. 

report.Q&. upon demand of any court. a certificate showing that a specified accident report has or has not been made 
to the commissioner solely to prove compliance or failure to comply with the requirements that the report be made 
to the commissioner . 

.!.£l Nothing in this subdivision prevents any person who has made ~ report pursuant to this section from providing 
infonnation to any persons involved in an accident or their representatives or from testifying in any trial. civil or 
criminal. arising out of an accident, as to facts within the person's knowledge. !! is intended Qy this subdivision to 
render privileged the reports required. but it is not intended to prohibit proof of the facts to which the reports relate. 

@ Disclosing any information contained in ~ accident report. except as provided in this subdivision. section 
13.82. subdivision 3 or 1L or other stahltes. is a misdemeanor. 

W The conurussioner of public safety may charge authorized persons a $5 fee for!!. £QEY. of an accident report. 

ill The commissioner and law enforcement agencies may charge commercial users who request ~ to response 
or incident data relating to accidents a fee not to exceed 50 cents ~ report. "Commercial user" is a user who in one 
location requests access to data in more than five accident reports ~ month. unless the ~ establishes that access 
i.§. not for a commercial purpose. Money collected Qy the commissioner under this paragraph is appropriated to the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 29. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 245A.04, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [STUDY OF THE APPUCANT.j (al Before the commissioner issues a license, the commissioner shall 
conduct a shldy of the individuals specified in clauses (1) to (4) according to rules of the commissioner. The applicant, 
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license holder, the bureau of criminal apprehension, and county agencies, after written notice to the individual who 
is the subject of the study, shall help with the study by giving the commissioner criminal conviction data and reports 
about abuse or neglect of adults in licensed programs substantiated under section 626.557 and the maltreahnent of 
minors in licensed programs substantiated W1der section 626.556. The individuals to be studied shall include: 

(1) the applicant; 

(2) persons over the age of 13 living in the household where the licensed program will be provided; 

(3) current employees or contractors of the applicant who will have direct contact with persons served by the 
program; and 

(4) volunteers who have direct contact with persons served by the program to provide program services, if the 
contact is not directly supervised by the individuals listed in clause (1) or (3). 

The juvenile courts shall also help with the study by giving the corrurussioner existing juvenile court records on 
individuals described in clause (2) relating to delinquency proceedings held within either the five years immediately 
preceding the application or the five years inunediately preceding the individual's 18th birthday, whichever time 
period is longer. The commissioner shall destroy juvenile records obtained pursuant to this subdivision when the 
subject of the records reaches age 23. 

For purposes of this subdivision, "direct contact" means providing face-to-face care, training, supervision, 
counseling, consultation, or medication assistance to persons served by a program. For purposes of this subdivision, 
"directly supervised" means an individual listed in clause (1) or (3) is within sight or hearing of a volunteer to the 
extent that the individual listed in clause (1) or (3) is capable at all times of intervening to protect the health and safety 
of the persons senred by the program who have direct contact with the volunteer. 

A study of an individual in clauses (1) to (4) shall be conducted on at least an aIUlual basis. No applicant, license 
holder, or individual who is the subject of the study shall pay any fees required to conduct the study. 

(b) The individual who is the subject of the study must provide the applicant or license holder with sufficient 
information to ensure an accurate study including the individual's first, middle, and last name; home address, city, 
county, and state of residence; zip code; sex; date of birth; and driver's license number. The applicant or license 
holder shall provide this information about an individual in paragraph (a), clauses (1) to (4), on forms prescribed by 
the commissioner. The commissioner may request additional information of the individual, which shall be optional 
for the individual to provide, such as the individual's social security number or race. 

(c) Except for child foster care, adult foster care, and family day care homes, a study must include information from 
the county agency's record of substantiated abuse or neglect of adults in licensed programs, and the maltreatment 
of minors in licensed programs, information from juvenile courts as required in paragraph (a) for persons listed in 
paragraph (a), clause (2), and information from the bureau of criminal apprehension. For child foster care, adult foster 
care, and family day care homes, the study must include information from the county agency's record of substantiated 
abuse or neglect of adults, and the maltreatment of minors, information from juvenile courts as required in paragraph 
(a) for persons listed in paragraph (a), clause (2), and information from the bureau of criminal apprehension. The 
commissioner may also review arrest and investigative information from the bureau of criminal apprehension, a 
county attorney, county sheriff, county agency, local chief of police, other states, the courts, or a national criminal 
record repository if the commissioner has reasonable cause to believe the information is pertinent to the 
disqualification of an individual listed in paragraph (a), clauses (1) to (4). 

(d) An applicant's or license holder's failure or refusal to cooperate with the commissioner is reasonable cause to 
deny an application or immediately suspend, suspend, or revoke a license. Failure or refusal of an individual to 
cooperate with the study is just cause for denying or terminating employment of the individual if the individual's 
failure or refusal to cooperate could cause the applicant's application to be denied or the license holder's license to 
be immediately suspended, suspended, or revoked. 

(e) The commissioner shall not consider an application to be complete until all of the information required to be 
provided under this subdivision has been received. 

(I) No person in paragraph (a), clause (1), (2), (3), or (4) who is disqualified as a result of this section may be 
retained by the agency in a position involving direct contact with persons served by the program. 
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(g) Termination of persons in paragraph (a), clause (1), (2), (3), or (4) made in good faith reliance on a notice of 
disqualification provided by the commissioner shall not subject the applicant or license holder to civil liability. 

(h) The commissioner may establish records to fulfill the requirements of this section. The irJsJ'matisfl E8RtaiRea 
iF\: tfle FeesFcis is sflly a.ailaale te tHe eSffiffiissioneF far fhe 1'1:I:Ff!8S€ al;lJfle[i~eei iR this seetieR. 

(i) The commissioner may not disqualify an individual subject to a study under this section because that person 
has, or has had, a mental illness as defined in section 245.462, subdivision 20. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.161, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [RECORDS REQUIRED TO BE KEPT.] (a) The juvenile court judge shall keep such minutes and 
in such manner as the court deems necessary and proper. Except as provided in paragraph (b), the court shall keep 
and maintain records pertaining to delinquent adjudications Wltil the person reaches the age of 23 years and shall 
release the records on an individual to another juvenile court that has jurisdiction of the juvenile, to a requesting adult 
court for purposes of sentencing, or to an adult court or juvenile court as required by the right of confrontation of 
either the United States Constitution or the Minnesota Constitution. The juvenile court shall provide, upon the request 
of any other juvenile court, copies of the records concerning adjudications involving the particular child. The court 
shall also keep an index in which files pertaining to juvenile matters shall be indexed Wlder the name of the child. 
After the name of each file shall be shown the file number and, if ordered by the court, the book and page of the 
register in which the documents pertaining to such file are listed. The court shall also keep a register properly 
indexed in which shall be listed LUlder the name of the child all documents filed pertaining to the child and in the 
order filed. The list shall show the name of the document and the date of filing thereof. The juvenile court legal 
records shall be deposited in files and shall include the petition, summons, notice, findings, orders, decrees, 
judgments, and motions and such other matters as the court deems necessary and proper. The le~al Unless otherwise 
provided Qy law ( all court records fflaifltaiReEi iR this file shall be open at all reasonable times to the inspection of any 
child to whom the records relate, and to the child's parent and guardian. 

(b) The court shall retain records of the court finding that a juvenile committed an act that would be a violation 
of, or an attempt to violate, section 609.342, 609.343, 609.344, or 609.345, until the offender reaches the age of 25. If 
the offender corrunits another violation of sections 609.342 to 609.345 as an adult, the court shall retain the juvenile 
records for as long as the records would have been retained if the offender had been an adult at the time of the 
juvenile offense. This paragraph does not apply lUlless the juvenile was represented by an attorney when the petition 
was admitted or proven. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 260.161, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PEACE OFFICER RECORDS OF CHILDREN.] (a) Except for records relating to an offense where 
proceedings are public Wlder section 260.155, subdivision 1, peace officers' records of children who ~ or may be 
delinquent or who may be engaged in criminal acts shall be kept separate from records of persons 18 years of age 
or older and shall Ret se e~eR te tJl;l:elie iRspeet=ieR sr theiF eeRteR*S Biselesea te tfie pu19lie €lEee}3t aTe private data 
but shall be disseminated: (1) by order of the juvenile court, (2) as required by section 126.036, (3) as authorized 
Wlder section 13.82, subdivision 2, (4) to the child 2!: the child's parent or guardian Wlless disclosure of a record 
would interfere with an ongoing investigation, or (5) as provided in paragraph (d). Except as provided in paragraph 
(c), no photographs of a child taken into custody may be taken without the consent of the juvenile court Wlless the 
child ~ alleged to have violated section 169.121 or 169.129. Peace officers' records contain"ing data about children who 
~ victims of crimes or witnesses to crimes must be administered consistent with section 13.82. subdivisions b. ~ ~ 
and 10. Any person violating any of the provisions of this subdivision shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, 

In the ~ of computerized records maintained about juveniles !!y. peace officers, the requirement of this 
subdivision that records about juveniles must be kept separate from adult records does !!Q! ~ that .! law 
enforcement ~ must keep its records concerning juveniles on a separate computer system. Law enforcement 
agencies may keep juvenile records on the same computer as adult records and may use a common index to ~ 
both juvenile and adult records so long as the ~ has in place procedures that keep juvenile records in a separate 
place in computer storage and that comply with the special data retention and other requirements associated with 
protecting data Q!!. juveniles. 

(b) Nothing in this subdivision prohibits the exchange of information by law enforcement agencies if the exchanged 
information is pertinent and necessary to the requesting agency in initiating, furthering, or completing a criminal 
investigation. 
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(c) A photograph may be taken of a child taken into custody pursuant to section 260.165, subdivision I,-clause (b), 
provided that the photograph must be destroyed when the child reaches the age of 19 years. The commissioner of 
corrections may photograph juveniles whose legal custody is transferred to the commissioner. Photographs of 
juveniles authorized by this paragraph may be used only for institution management purposesL case supervision £y 
parole agents, and to assist law enforcement agencies to apprehend juvenile offenders. The commissioner shall 
maintain photographs of juveniles in the same manner as juvenile court records and names Wlder this section. 

(d) Traffic investigation reports are open to inspection by a person who has sustained physical harm or economic 
loss as a result of the traffic accident. Identifying information on juveniles who are parties to traffic accidents may 
be disclosed as authorized under section 13.82, subdivision 4,L and accident reports required under section 169.09 may 
be released under section 169.09, subdivision 10 unless the information would identify a juvenile who was taken into 
custody or who is suspected of committing an offense that would be a crime if committed by an adult, or would 
associate a juvenile with the offense, and the offense is not a minor traffic offense under section 260.193. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270B.12, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2.:. [COUNTY ASSESSORS.] It. ~ ~ result of an audit, the commissioner determines that ~ person i§. ~ 
Minnesota nonresident or part-year resident for income tax purposes, the conunissioner may disclose the person's 
name, address, and social security number to the assessor of ~ political subdivision in the state, when there i§. 
reason to believe that the person may have claimed or received homestead property tax benefits for a corresponding 
assessment year in regard to property apparently located in the assessor's jurisdiction. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270B.14, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISCLOSURE TO COMMISSIONER OF HUMAN SERVICES.] (a) On the request of the 
commissioner of human services, the commissioner shall disclose return information regarding taxes imposed by 
chapter 290, and claims for refunds under chapter 290A, to the extent provided in paragraph (b) and for the purposes 
set forth in paragraph (c). 

(b) Data that may be disclosed are limited to data relating to the identity, whereabouts, employment, income, and 
property of a person owing or alleged to be owing an obligation of child support. 

(c) The commissioner of human services may request data only for the purposes of carrying out the child support 
enforcement program and to assist in the location of parents who have, or appear to have, deserted their children. 
Data received may be used only as set forth in section 256.978. 

(d) The commissioner shall provide the records and information necessary to administer the supplemental housing 
allowance to the conunissioner of human services. 

hl At the request of the commissioner of human services, the commissioner of revenue shall electronically match 
the social security numbers and names of participants in the telephone assistance plan operated under sections 237.69 
to 237.711, with those of property tax refund filers, and determine whether each participant's household income is 
within the eligibility standards for the telephone assistance plan. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270B.14, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [EXCHANGE BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY AND REVENUE.] 
~Jefl,;itfl:star.dihg ar.y la ... te the esPtffaFY, The deparhnents of labor and industry and revenue may exchange 
information BPt a Feei]9l'Beal aasis. 'Qa:ta ti;.at fila; be EiiselBseel aFe liEFatea te eata 1;lsea iR EieteFP.A:iRiFtg .. , 'A.etfleF a 
Stlsi:flESS is 8fl effiF'leyef €Jf a eBPtB=aeti. ...... g ageFtt. as follows: 

ill data used in determining whether a business is an employer or a contracting agent; 

ill taxpayer identity information relating to employers for purposes of supporting tax administration and chapter 
176; and 

ill data to the extent provided in and for the purpose set out in section 176.181. subdivision 8. 

Sec. 35. Mi1U1esota Statutes 1992, section 270B.14, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 12. [DISCLOSURE TO OFFICE OF TOURISM.] The commissioner may disclose to the office of tourism in 
the deparhnent of trade and economic development, the name, address, standard industrial classification code, and 
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telephone number of a travel or tourism related business that is authorized to collect sales and use tax. The data may 
be used only Qy the office of tourism to survey travel or tourism related businesses. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299L.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. l.!..:. [DATA CLASSIFICATION.] Data provided to the director, Qy ~ governmental entity located outside 
Minnesota for use in an authorized investigation, audit or background check, has the ~ data ~ classification 
or restrictions on access, for the purposes of chapter .11. that i!. had in the entity providing it. .!! the classification or 
restriction on access in the entity providing the data i§. less restrictive than the Minnesota data classification, the 
Minnesota classification applies. 

Data classified as not public Qy this section are only discoverable as follows; 

ill the data are subject to discovery in ~ legal proceeding; and 

ill the data are discoverable in a civil or administrative proceeding if the subject matter of the proceeding is a final 
agency decision adverse to the £ill:!Y seeking discovery of the data. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.556, subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd. 11. [RECORDS.] Except as provided in subdivisions lOb, 10d, 109, and lIb, all records concerning 
individuals maintained by a local welfare agency under this section, induding any written reports filed under 
subdivision 7, shall be private data on individuals, except insofar as copies of reports are required by subdivision 7 
to be sent to the local police department or the county sheriff. Reports maintained by any police department or the 
county sheriff shall be private data on individuals except the reports shall be made available to the investigating, 
petitioning, or prosecuting authorityL including county medical examiners 2!: county coroners. Section 13.82, 
subdivisions 5, Sa, and 5b, apply to law enforcement data other than the reports. The welfare board shall make 
available to the investigating, petitioning, or prosecuting authorityL including county medical examiners or county 
coroners, any records which contain information relating to a specific incident of neglect or abuse which is under 
investigation, petition, or prosecution and information relating to any prior incidents of neglect or abuse involving 
any of the same persons. The records shall be collected and maintained in accordance with the provisions of chapter 
13. In conducting investigations and assessments pursuant to this section, the notice required by section 13.04, 
subdivision 2, need not be provided to a minor under the age of ten who is the alleged victim of abuse or neglect. 
An individual subject of a record shall have access to the record in accordance with those sections, except that the 
name of the reporter shall be confidential while the report is under assessment or investigation except as otherwise 
permitted by this subdivision. Any person conducting an investigation or assessment under this section who 
intentionally discloses the identity of a reporter prior to the completion of the investigation or assessment is guilty 
of a misdemeanor. After the assessment or investigation is completed, the name of the reporter shall be confidential. 
The subject of the report may compel disclosure of the name of the reporter only with the consent of the reporter or 
upon a written finding by the court that the report was false and that there is evidence that the report was made in 
bad faith. This subdivision does not alter disclosure responsibilities or obligations under the rules of criminal 
procedure. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 626.556, subdivision 11c, is amended to read: 

Subd. lIe. [WELFARE, COURT SERVICES AGENCY, AND SCHOOL RECORDS MAINTAINED.] Notwithstanding 
sections 138.163 and 138.17, records maintained or records derived from reports of abuse by local welfare agencies, 
court services agencies, or schools under this section shall be destroyed as provided in paragraphs (a) to (d) by the 
responsible authority. 

(a) If upon assessment or investigation there is no determination of maltreatment or the need for child protective 
services, the records may be maintained for a period of four years. After the individual alleged to have maltreated 
a child is notified under subdivision lOf of the determinations at the conclusion of the assessment or investigation, 
upon that individual's request, records shall be destroyed within 30 days. 

(b) All records relating to reports which, upon assessment or investigation, indicate either maltreatment or a need 
for child protective services shall be ees1:rs) ea se. eFl: maintained for at least ten years after the date of the final entry 
in the case record. 

(c) All records regarding a report of rnaltreahnent, including any notification of intent to interview which was 
received by a school under subdivision 10, paragraph (d), shall be destroyed by the school when ordered to do so 
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by the agency conducting the assessment or investigation. The agency shall order the destruction of the notification 
when other records relating to the report under investigation or assessment are destroyed under this subdivision. 

(d) Private or confidential data released to a court services agency tmder subdivision lOh must be destroyed by 
the court services agency when ordered to do so by the local welfare agency that released the data. The local welfare 
agency shall order destruction of the data when other records relating to the assessment or investigation are destroyed 
under this subdivision. 

Sec. 39. [HENNEPIN COUNTY FOSTER CARE REVIEW TEAM; DATA ACCESS.] 

The foster care policy redesign conunission and the foster care review team created .Qy the Hennepin COWlty board 
of commissioners to review the foster ~ system shall have access to not public data as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes, section 13.02, subdivision ~ as provided in this section. The commission and the team shall have ~ 
to !JQ! public data on foster care cases. Access i2. limited to records created, collected, or maintained £y ~ local 
social services agency that provided services to a child or a child's family during the five years immediately preceding 
~ out-of-home placement of the child and continuing throughout the period of the placement until the child was 
returned to the custody of a parent adopted, or otherwise was no longer the subject of .e case plan developed bv .e 
county social service agency. A county social service agency shall provide the not public data described in this section 
to the foster ~ review team or the foster ~ ~ redesign commissioner upon reguest. 

Not public data received Qv. the foster ~ review team 2!: the foster ~ policy redesign conunission maintains 
the same classification in the possession of the team or commission as it had in the possession of the entity providing 
the data. Not public data received Wlder this section shall be returned to the entity providing it upon completion 
of the work of the foster ~ policy redesign commission and the foster ~ review team. 

Sec. 40. UOINT PLAN TO REPORT TO SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] 

Minnesota public post-secondary education systems, for the purpose of assisting school districts in developing 
academic standards, determining specific areas of academic deficiency within the secondary school curriculum, and 
improving instruction, shall12v. September .1. 1993, jointly develop a plan to disseminate data to Minnesota school 
districts indicating the extent and content of the remedial instruction received. at each public post-secondary institution 
~ and the results of assessment testing and the academic performance .Q..t. students who graduated from ~ district 
within ~ years before receiving the remedial instruction. The data shall include personally identifiable information 
about the student to the extent necessary to accomplish the purpose of this section. 

The plan shall require the data to be disseminated in a manner consistent with the provisions of United States 
Code, title ~ sections 1232g(b)(1), (b)(4)(A), (b)(4)(B), (b)(l)(B)' i£lQ1 and Code of Federal Regulations, title ~ 
sections 99.31, 99.32, 99.33, 99.34, and 99.35 which ~ in effect Q!! l!!Jy.1. 1993. 

Sec. 41. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.644, i§. repealed. 

Sec. 42. [EFFECTIVE DATE; APPLICATION.] 

Sections ~l1.~ and 29 are effective the day following final enactment. Section 25 is effective the day following 
final enactment and applies to health records created before. 2!1. 2!: after that date. Nothing in section 25 creates ~ 
physician-patient relationship. Sections 8 and.2. ~ effective Odober 1. 1993." 

Delete the title and insert: 

itA bill for an act relating to data practices; providing for the collection, classification, and dissemination of data; 
proposing classifications of data as not public; classifying certain licensing data, educational data, security service data, 
motor carrier operating data, retirement data and other forms of data; amending MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 
13.32, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 13.41, subdivision 4; 13.43, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 13.46, 
subdivisions 1, 2, and 4; 13.643; 13.692; 13.72, by adding a subdivision; 13.792; 13.82, subdivisions 4, 6, and 10; 13.99, 
subdivision 24, and by adding subdivisions; 115A.93, by adding a subdivision; 144.335, subdivision 3a, and by adding 
a subdivision; 169.09, subdivisions 7 and 13; 245A.04, subdivision 3; 260.161, subdivisions 1 and 3; 270B.12, by adding 
a subdivision; 270B.14, subdivisions I, 8, and by adding a subdivision; 299L.03, by adding a subdivision; and 626.556, 
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subdivisions 11 and 11e; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 6; 13; and 144; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 13.644." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

House Conferees: MARY Jo MCGUIRE, PHIL CARRlITHERS AND BILL MACKLIN. 

Senate Conferees: JANE B. RA.1\JUM, GENE MERRlAM AND DAVID L. K~cls0J'\. 

McGuire moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H, F. No. 1245 be adopted and that the bilf be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1245, A bill for an act relating to data practices; providing for the collection, classification, and 
dissemination of data; proposing classifications of data as not public; classifying certain licensing data, educational 
data, security service data, motor carrier operating data, retirement data and other forms of data; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 13.32, subdivisions 1,3, and 6; 13.41, subdivision 4; 13.43, subdivision 2; 13.46, subdivisions 
1,2, and 4; 13.643; 13.692; 13.72, by adding a subdivision; 13.792; 13.82, subdivisions 4, 6, and 10; 13.99, subdivision 
24, and by adding subdivisions; 115A.93, by adding a subdivision; 144.335, subdivision 3a, and by adding a 
subdivision; 151.06, by adding a subdivision; 169.09, subdivisions 7 and 13; 245A.04, subdivisions 3 and 3a; 260.161, 
subdivisions 1 and 3; 270B.14, subdivision 1,-and by adding a subdivision; 299L.03, by adding a subdivision; and 
626.556, subdivisions 11 and 11c; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 6; 13; and 144; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 13.644; and 13.82, subdivision 5b. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tomassoru 
Anderson, 1 Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson,R Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings· Lourey Olson, M. Sarna Waltman 
Bettennann Farrell Johnson,A Luther Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison PerIt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 31 

A bill for an act relating to state-government; providing for gender balance in multimember agencies; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0597, by adding subdivisions. 
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May 15, 1993 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 31, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 31 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0597, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. [GENDER BALANCE.] The membership of an agency whose vacancies are filled under this section must 
be gender balanced. The membership of a multimember advisory agency in the judicial branch, and of nonlegislator 
members of a multimember agency in the legislative branch must be gender balanced. In determining gender balance, 
ex officio membership positions must be excluded. No person of the overrepresented gender may be appointed or 
reappointed to a vacant agency position if after the appointment or reappointment the number of members of one 
gender would be greater than: 

ill one-half the membership plus one, in the case of !!!!. ~ with @. odd number of members; or 

ill one-half the membership, in the case of !!!l agency with an even number of members. 

!f there i§. more than one appointing authority for ~ agency, the appointing authorities shall consult each other 
to ensure compliance with this subdivision. Appointing authorities shall also notify the commission and councils 
established Qy sections 3.922, 3.9223, 3.9225, and 3.9226. In addition, appointing authorities shaH endeavor to ensure 
that the membership of agencies governed !zv. this section reflect raciaL ethnic, geographic, and socioeconomic 
diversity to the extent possible. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Stamtes 1992, section 15.0597, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.5b. [DEVIATION.1 Notwithstanding subdivision~persons of an underrepresented gender may constitute 
less than half of the membership of an agency if the agency certifies to the secretary of state that: 

ill the agency serves the needs 2!. addresses the concerns of a specific gender-defined population; or 

ill after !!. good faith effort to achieve gender balance in accordance with subdivision ~ the appointing authority 
has heen unable to find enough persons of the underrepresented gender who ~ qualified and willing to accept 
appointment. 

The secretary of state's annual report Q!! the open appointments act must include information on certifications 
under this subdivision. 

This subdivision expires Tune ~ 1996. 

Sec. 3. [TOTAL AGENCY MEMBERSHIP.] 

Appointing authorities, in cooperation with ~ another, shall make Q. good faith effort to ensure that. to the 
greatest extent possible, the membership of all agencies, considered together, is gender and geographically balanced. 

Sec. 4. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 is effective h!lv.,h 1993, and applies to ~ positions becoming vacant on or after that date. Sections 
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L. b. and J. do not require displacement of ~ person who is an incumbent ~ member on the effective dates of 
those sections Wltil the person's current term expires." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

House Conferees: PHYLLIS KAHN, GERI EVANS AND HOWARD ORENSTEIN. 

Senate Conferees: SANDRA L. PAPPAS AND JIM VICKERMAN. 

Kahn moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 31 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 31, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for gender balance in multimember agencies; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0597, by adding subdivisions. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 78 yeas and 54 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dawkins Jacobs Leppik Neary Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dehnont Jefferson Lieder Olson, K. Rodosovich Wagenius 
Asch Dorn Jennings Limmer Opatz Rukavina Wejcman 
Battaglia Erhardt Johnson, A. Lomey Orenstein Sarna Welle 
Bauerly Evans Johnson, R. Luther Orfield Sekhon Wenzel 
Beard Farrell Kahn Mahon Osthoff Simoneau Spk. Long 
Bergson Garcia Kalis Mariani Perlt Skoglund 
Bertram Goodno Kelley McCollum Peterson Solberg 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelso McGuire Pugh Stanius 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel Milbert Reding Tomassoni 
Carruthers Hasskamp Krueger Munger Rest Trimble 
Clark Hausman Lasley Mmphy Rhodes Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Davids Hugoson Lindner Olson, E. Seagren Walbnan 
Bettermann Dehler Huntley Lynch Olson, M. Smith Weaver 
Bishop Dempsey Jaros Macklin Onnen Steensma Winter 
Blatz Frerichs Johnson, V. Molnau Ostrom Sviggum Wolf 
Brown, C. Girard Klinzing Morrison Ozment Swenson Worke 
Cornmers Gruenes Knickerbocker Mosel Pauly Tompkins Workman 
Cooper Gutknecht Koppendrayer Nelson Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Ness Pelowski Vickerman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

S. F. No. 429. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT OK S. F. KO. 429 

A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; reciprocity in interstate transportation of wine; changing definitions 
of licensed premises, restaurant, and wine; authorizing an investigation fee on denied licenses; disqualifying felons 
from licensing; revising authority for suspensions and civil penalties; making rule violations and false or incomplete 
statements in license applications misdemeanors; providing instructions to the revisor; penalties for importation of 
excess quantities; proof of age for purchase or consumption; opportunity for a hearing for license revocation or 
suspension; prohibiting certain transactions; authorizing the dispensing of intoxicating liquor at the Como Park 
lakeside pavilion; authorizing dispensing of liquor by an on-sale licensee at the National Sports Center in Blaine; 
authorizing the city of Apple Valley to 'issue on-sale licenses on zoological gardens property and to allow an on-sale 
license to dispense liquor on county-owned property within the city; authorizing Houston county to issue an on-sale 
intoxicating liquor license to establishments in Crooked Creek and Brownsville townships; authorizing the town of 
Schroeder in Cook county to issue an off-sale license to an exclusive liquor store; authorizing an on-sale liquor license 
in Dalbo township of Isanti county; authorizing Stillwater to issue an additional on-sale intoxicating liquor license to 
a hotel in the city; authorizing Aitkin county to issue one off-sale liquor license to a premises located in Farm Island 
township; authorizing Pine county to issue one Sunday on-sale intoxicating liquor license to a licensed premises 
located in Barry township; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 297C.09; 340A.I01, subdivisions 15, 25, and 
29; 340A.301, subdivision 3; 340A.302, subdivision 3; 340A.308; 340A.402; 340A.415; 340A.503, subdivision 6; 340A.703; 
and 340A.904, subdivision 1; Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8; Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 297C; and 340A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992" section 340A.903. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 15,1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 429, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
reconunend as follows: 

That the House recede from its amendments and that S. F. No. 429 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 169.122, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ IEXCEPTION.] This section does not ~ to the possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages.hy 
passengers in: 

ill ~ bus operated under ~ charter ~ defined in section 221.01 L subdivision ~ or 

ill i! limousine as defined in section 168.011, subdivision 35. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C07, is amended to read: 

297C.07 [EXCEPTIONS.] 

The following are not subject to the excise tax: 
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(1) Sales by a manufacturer, brewer, or wholesaler for shipment outside the state in interstate commerce. 

(2) Sales of wine for sacramental purposes under section 340A.316. 

(3) Fruit juices naturally fermented or beer naturally brewed in the home for family use. 

(4) Malt beverages served by a brewery for on-premise consumption at no charge, or distributed to brewery 
employees for on-premise conswnption under a labor contract. 

(5) Alcoholic beverages sold to authorized manufacturers of food products or pharmaceutical firms. The alcoholic 
beverage must be used exclusively in the manufacture of food products or medicines. For purposes of this part, 
"manufacturer" means a manufacturer of food products intended for sale to wholesalers or retailers for ultimate sale 
to the consumer. 

(6) Sales to common carriers engaged in interstate transportation of passengers and qualified approved military 
clubs, except as provided in section 297C.17. 

(7) Alcoholic beverages sold or transferred between Minnesota wholesalers. 

(8) Sales to a federal agency, that the state of Minnesota is prohibited from taxing under the constitution or laws 
of the United States or under the constitution of Minnesota . 

.i22. Shipments of wine to Minnesota residents under section 340A.417. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Stahttes 1992, section 297C.09, is amended to read: 

297C.09 [IMPORTATION BY INDIVIDUALS.] 

A person, other than a person under the age of 21 years, entering Minnesota from another state may have in 
possession one liter of intoxicating liquor or 288 ounces of malt liquor and a person entering Minnesota from a foreign 
country may have in possession four liters of intoxicating liquor or ten quarts (320 ounces) of malt liquor without the 
required payment of the Minnesota excise tax. A collector of commemorative bottles, other than a person under the 
age of 21 years, entering Minnesota from another state may have in possession 12 or fewer commemorative bottles 
without the required payment of the Minnesota excise tax. A person entering Minnesota from another state who 
imports or has in possession up.tffiEea intoxicating liquor or malt liquor in excess of the quantities provided for in this 
section is guilty of a misdemeanor. A person entering Minnesota from ~ foreign country who imports or has in 
possession untaxed intoxicating liquor Q!:. malt liquor in ~ of the quantities provided for in this section ~.&!:!illY. 
of a misdemeanor. This section does not apply to the consignments of alcoholic beverages shipped into this state by 
holders of Minnesota import licenses or Minnesota manufacturers and wholesalers when licensed by the commissioner 
of public safety or to common carriers with licenses to sell intoxicating liquor in more than one state. A peace officer, 
the conunissioner, or their authorized agents, may seize untaxed liquor. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.101, subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. [LICENSED PREMISES.} "Licensed premises" is the premises described in the approved license 
applicationL subject.!2. the provisions of section 340A.410, subdivision 7. In the case of a rest~urant, club, or exclusive 
liquor store licensed for on-sales of alcoholic beverages and located on a golf course, "licensed premises" means the 
entire golf course except for areas where motor vehicles are regularly parked or operated. 

Sec. 5. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.101, subdivision 25, is amended to read: 

Subd. 25. [RESTAURANT.} "Restaurant" is an establishment, other than a hotel, under the control of a single 
proprietor or manager, where meals are regularly prepared on the premises and served at tables to the general public, 
and having seating capacity for guests in the following minimum numbers: 

(a) First class cities 
(b) Second and third class ci ties 

and statutory cities of over 
10,000 population 

50 

30 
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(C), Unincorporated or unorganized 
territory other than in Cook, 
Itasca, Lake, Lake of the Woods, 
and St. Louis counties 

(d) Unincorporated or unorganized 
territory in Cook, Itasca, Lake, 
Lake of the Woods, and St. Louis 
counties 

100 

50 

4539 

In the case of classes (b) and (c) above, the governing body of a city or county may prescribe a higher minimum 
number. In fourth class cities and statutory cities under 10,000 population, minimum seating requirements are those 
prescribed by the governing body of the city. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Stahltes 1992, section 340A.I01, subdivision 29, is amended to read: 

Subd. 29. IWINE.] "Wine" is the product made from the normal alcoholiC fermentation of grapeSt including still 
wine, sparkling and carbonated wine, wine made from condensed grape must, wine made from other agricultural 
products than sound, ripe grapes, imitation wine, compounds sold as wine, vermouth, cider, perry and sake, in each 
instance containing not less than sevefl one-half of ~ percent nor more than 24 percent alcohol by volume for 
nonindu~trial use. Wine does not include distilled spirits as defined in subdivision 9. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.301, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [APPLICATION.] An application for a license under this section must be made to the commissioner on 
a form the commissioner prescribes and must be accompanied Qy the fee specified in subdivision 6. If an apPlication 
~ denied, $100 of the amount of ill!Y fee exceeding that amount shall be retained Qy the commissioner to cover costs 
of investigation. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.302, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [FEES.] Annual fees for licenses under this section" which must accompany the application, are as follows: 

Importers of distilled spirits, wine, 
or ethyl alcohol 

Importers of malt liquor 

$420 

$800 

.li~ application is denied, $100 of the fee shall be retainedQr. the commissioner to cover costs of investigation. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340AA02, is amended to read: 

340A,402 [PERSONS ELIGIBLE.] 

No retail license may be issued to: 

(1) a person not a citizen of the United States or a resident alien; 

(2) a person under 21 years of age; 

(3) a person who has had an intoxicating liquor or nonintoxicating liquor license revoked within five years of the 
license application, or to any person who at the time of the violation owns any interest, whether as a holder of more 
than five percent of the capital stock of a corporation licensee, as a partner or otherwise, in the premises or in the 
business conducted thereon, or to a corporation, partnership, association, enterprise, business, or finn in which any 
such person is in any manner interested; 

(4) a person not of good moral character and repute; or 

(5) a person who has a direct or indirect interest in a manufacturer, brewer, or wholesaler. 

In addition, no new retail license may be issued to, and the governing body of a municipality may refuse to renew 
the license of, a person who, within five years of the license application, has been convicted of a felony or ~ willful 
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violation of a federal or state law or local ordinance governing the manufacture, sale, distribution, or possession for 
sale or distribution of an alcoholic beverage. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.410, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [LICENSE LIMITED TO SPACE SPECIFIED.] fllicensing authority may issue a retail alcoholic beverage 
license only for ~ space that .!§. compact and contiguous. A retail alcoholic beverage license to sell aRY ales"Aolie 
Be. erage is only effective for the eompaet aHa EOfl:Hgl:lOttS space licensed premises specified in the approved license 
application. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.415, is amended to read: 

340A.415 [LICENSE REVOCATION OR SUSPENSION.] 

The authority issuing or appfo.'iRg any retail license or permit under this chapter or the commissioner shall either 
suspend for up to 60 days or revoke the license or permit or impose a civil f:H:te ~ not to exceed $2,000 for each 
violation on a finding that the license or permit holder has failes to eompl) wifl:t aft applieaele statli:te, rule, OF 
orainaREe relating to aleolloli€ beverages. No sl:l:sJgeRsioR Of FEy/oeatioR takes effeet I;tRtil tRE li€eflse Of pefl'Rit llolElef 
Ras Been aHorsea aft opJ9oFhmi!J ieF a heariFtg tlRaer seEtioAs H.§7 to 14.69 of tHE aamiRistFativE pfoeeal;lFe aet. This 
seetiefl aOEs Rot FEE{:UirE a J90litieal stiBai. isiofl to eOflatl€t tfle ReaFing 13doFe an efR-tlloyee o£ t-Fte offiee sf 
aaFflinistfati. e HeafiRg. The iSSbliRg aut:ftori!J OF tILe eOFflflLissioRef may iIRflose tIle peRalties pFoviaea iR trus seeBoR 
Oft a FEtaillieERsee ,. RO hRo>iviRgly (1) sells sold alcoholic beverages to another retail licensee for the purpose of resale, 
(2) J91:tF€RaSes purchased alcoholic beverages from another retail licensee for the purpose of resale, (3) €ORauets Of 
permi-ts conducted or permitted the conduct of gambling on the licensed premises in violation of the law, 6F (4) faH.s 
failed to remove or dispose of alcoholic beverages when ordered by the commissioner to do so under section 
340A.508, subdivision 3", Q!:. @ failed to comply with !!!! applicable statute, rule, or ordinance relating to alcoholic 
beverages. No suspension or revocation takes effed until the license or permit holder has been given an opportunity 
for !!. hearing under sections 14.57 to 14.69 of the administrative procedure act. This section does not reguire !! 
political subdivision to conduct the hearing before an employee of the office of administrative hearings. Imposition 
of a penalty or suspension .£v. either the issuing authority or the commissioner does not preclude imposition of !!!! 
additional ~ or suspension Qy the other so long as the total penalty or suspension does not exceed the state 
maximum. 

Sec. 12. [340A.417] [SHIPMENTS INTO MINNESOTA.] 

hl Notwithstanding section 297C09 or !!!!y. provision of this chapter, a winery licensed in !!. state which affords 
Minnesota wineries an equal reciprocal shipping privilege may ship, for personal use and not for resale, not more than 
two cases of wine, containing a maximum of nine liters ~ case, in any calendar year to !!!!y. resident of Minnesota 
~ 21 Q£ ~ Delivery of a shipment under this sectioI"l:. may not be deemed a sale in this state. 

ill The shipping container of ~ wine sent into Q!:. out of Minnesota under this section must be clearly labeled to 
indicate that the package cannot be delivered to a person under the ~ of 21 years. 

19. No person may ill advertise shipments authorized under this section, or ill Qv. advertisement or otherwise, 
solicit shipments authorized .Qy this section. No shipper located outside Minnesota may advertise such interstate 
reciprocal wine shipments in Minnesota. 

@ Ii ~ not the intent of this section to impair the distribution of wine through distributors or importing 
distributors, but only to permit shipments of wine for personal use. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.503, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PROOF OF AGE; DEFENSE.] (a) Proof of age for purchasing or consuming alcoholic beverages may be 
established only by one of the following: 

(1) a valid driver's license or identification card issued by Minnesota, another state, or a province of Canada, and 
including the photograph and date of birth of the licensed person; 

(2) a • alia MiFli'lesota iaeRHH€atieR eaFa; 
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ta7 a valid CaflaaiaR military identification card pith the phetegfapR aRa elate Bf 'Bipth af flote fleEseR, issued by a 
Caflaeiiafl pFB. iR€e the United States Department of Defense; or 

f4j ill in the case of a foreign national, from a nation other than Canada, by a valid passport. 

(b) In a prosecution under subdivision 2, clause (1), it is a defense for the defendant to prove by a preponderance 
of the evidence that the defendant reasonably and in good faith relied upon representations of proof of age authorized 
in-paragraph (a) in selling, bartering, furnishing, or giving the alcoholic beverage. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.904, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DISPOSAL ALTERNA TrvES.] Contingent on the final determination of any action pending in a' 
court, the commissioner shall dispose of alcoholic beverages, material, apparatus, or vehicle seized by inspectors or 
employees of the department by: 

(1) delivering alcoholic beverages to the bureau of criminal apprehension or state patrol for use in chemical testing 
programs; 

(2) deliverIng on written requests of the commissioner of administration any material, apparatus, or vehicle for use 
by a state department; 

(3)' selling intoxicating liquor to licensed retailers within the state; 

(4) selling any material .. apparatus, or vehicle; ef 

(5) destroying alcoholic beverages or contraband articles that have no lawful useL or 

121 donation to !!. charity registered under section 309.52. 

Sec. 15. Laws 1969, chapter 783, section 1, as amended by Laws 1971 .. chapter 498, section 1 .. as amended by Laws 
1973, chapter 396, is further amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. b. The civic center authority may delegate to its chief administrator ~ powers granted to the authority 
under subdivision 1. 

Sec. 16. Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8 .. is amended to read: 

Sec. 8. [ST, PAUL; PARK CLUB HOUSES AND PAVILION; LIQUOR,] 

Notv.rithstanding any contrary provision of law .. charter or ordinance .. the city of St. Paul may by ordinance 
authorize any holder pf an "on-sale" liquor license issued by the city to dispense intoxicating liquor at any event of 
definite duration on the public premises known as the Phalen Park club houseL the Como Park club house, and the 
Como Park lakeside pavilion. The event may not be profit making except as a fund raising event for a nonprofit 
organization or a political committee as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 21QA.tH .. saacii .9:sieft 8 211A.01, 
subdivision 4. The licensee must be engaged to dispense liquor at the event by a person or organization permitted 
to use the premises and may dispense liquor only to persons attending the event. A licensee's authority shall expire 
upon termination of the event. The authority to dispense liquor shall be granted in accordance with the statutes 
applicable to the issuance of "on-sale" liquor licenses in cities of the first class consistent with this act. The dispensing 
of liquor shall be subject to all laws and ordinances governing the dispensing of intoxicating liquor that are ~onsistent 
with this act. All dispensing of liquor shall be in accordance with the conditions prescribed by the city. The 
conditions may limit the dispensing of liquor to designated areas of the facility. The city may fix and assess a fee to 
be paid to the city by an "on-sale" licensee for each event for which the licensee is engaged to dispense liquor. The 
authority granted by this subdivision shall not count as an additional "on-sale" intoxicating liquor license for purposes 
of determining the number of liquor licenses permitted to be issued under the provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
section 34l),H 340A.413, 

Sec. 17. Laws 1991, chapter 249, section 30, is amended to read: 

Sec, 30, [ON-SALE LICENSES; CITY OF HIBBING.]· 

Notwithstanding Mirmesota Statutes, section 340A.413, subdivision 1, the city of Hibbing may issue not more than 
ag 22 on-sale intoxicating liquor licenses. All other provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A .. not inconsistent 
with this section apply to licenses issued under this section. 
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Sec. 18. Laws 1992/ chapter 486, section 11, is amended to read: 

Sec. 11. [NATIONAL SPORTS CENTER; SALES OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.] 

Subdivision 1. {AUTHORIZATION.] The Blaine city council may by ordinance authorize a holder of a retail on-sale 
intoxicating liquor license issued by the city of Blaine or a eeRtigtl81=1S another city within Anoka, Hennepin. or 
Ramsey county to dispense alcoholic beverages at the National Sports Center to persons attending a social event at 
the center. The licensee must be engaged to dispense alcoholic beverages at a social event held by a person or 
organization permitted to use the National Sports Center. Nothing in this section authorizes a licensee to dispense 
alcoholic beverages at any youth amateur athletic event held at the center, 

Subd. b. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section .!§. effective the m following final enactment. Under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision.1. paragraph .@1. this section takes effect without local approval. 

Sec. 19. [STEARNS COUNTY; COMBINATION OFF-SALE AND ON-SALE LICENSE.] 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.405, the Stearns county board may issue a combination off-sale 
and on-sale intoxicating liquor license to an establishment in Fair Haven township that is currently licensed to sell 
alcoholic beverages for consumption on the licensed premises but does not qualify as a restaurant under Minnesota 
Statutes, section 340A.101. subdivision 25. The license may be issued only after the Fair Haven town board adopts 
a resolution supporting the issuance of the license. 

Sec. 20. [INTOXICATING LIQUOR LICENSE; TOWN OF SCHROEDER.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The town board of Schroeder in Cook county may, with the approval of the 
commissioner of public safety, issue an off-sale intoxicating liquor license to .2!l exclusive liquor store located within 
the town. All provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section ~ to the. license. 

Subd. ~ [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This' section.!§. effective on approval of the Schroeder town board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.02L subdivision 2. 

Sec. 21. [APPLE VALLEY LICENSES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] W In addition to other licenses authorized l2Y law, the.9.!y of ~ Valley 
may issue one 2!. ~ on-sale intoxicating liquor licenses to ~ entity holding a concessions contract with the 
Minnesota zoological board for use on the premises of the Minnesota zoological gardens. Licenses authorized under 
this paragraph authorize sales Q!l all days of the week. Licenses authorized £.y this paragraph may be issued for 
licensed premises that are not compact and contiguous. provided that the licensed premises must be ill entirely 
included within the premises of the MiImesota zoological gardens. and ill described in the approved license 
appliCation. 

ill The Q!y of Apple Valley may ill authorize the holder of ~ retail on-sale intoxicating liquor license issued £v. 
the Q!y to dispense intoxicating liquor at any convention. banquet, conference. meeting. or social affair conducted on 
the premises owned Qy Dakota county located at 14955 Galaxie Avenue in ~ Valley. 2!:ill may issue ~ on-sale 
intoxicating liquor license to any entity holding a concessions contract with the owner for use on the premises. The 
licensee must be engaged to dispense intoxicating liquor at ~ event held £v.!. person .QE. organization permitted to 
use the premises and may dispense intoxicating liquor only to persons attending the event. 

1£l All provisions of Minnesota Statutes. chapter 340A. not inconsistent with this section ~ to the licensing. sale, 
and serving of alcoholic beverages under this section. 

Subd. b [LOCAL APPROVAL.] This section ~ effective .Q!! approval l2Y the Apple Valley .9.!y council and 
compliance with Minnesota Statutes. section 645.021. 

Sec. 22. [HOUSTON COUNTY; ON-SALE LIQUOR LICENSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] W The county board of Houston county may, with the approval of the 
commissioner of public safety. issue E!! on-sale intoxicating liquor license to S!l establishment located in Crooked 
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Creek township notwithstanding the fact that the establishment is not ~ restaurant as defined in Minnesota Statutes, 
section 340A.I01. subdivision 25. 

fhl. The county board of Houston county may, with the approval of the commissioner of public safety, issue ~ 
on-sale intoxicating liquor license to an establishment located in Brownsville township notwithstanding the fact that 
the establishment is not ~ restaurant as defined in :Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.I01. subdivision 25. 

ill All other provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section ~ to the licenses 
authorized .£y this section. 

Subd. b ILOCAL APPROVAL.] This section is effective on approval Qy the Houston county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 23. [ON-SALE LICENSE; ISANTI COUNTY.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.1 The Isanti county board may issue an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to 
£. premises located in Dalbo township without regard to whether the licensed premises meets the definition of £. 
"restaurant" in Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.101, subdivision 25. All other provisions in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section ~ to the license authorized Qy this section. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROV AL.l This section is effective on approval Qy the Isanti county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 24. [AITKIN COUNTY; OFF-SALE LICENSE.] 

Subdivision.1. [AUTHORIZED.] Notwithstanding ~ proVISIon of Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.405, 
subdivision b. the Aitkin county board may issue one off-sale liquor license to £. premises located in Farm Island 
township and designated at the time of initial licensing as the "Farm Island Store." All other provisions of Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent with this section shall ~ to this license. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.1 Subdivision 1 is effective on approval Qy the Aitkin county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 25. [STILLWATER; LICENSE AUTHORIZED.] 

Subdivision 1. [LICENSE AUTHORIZED.] The.9.tv. of Stillwater may issue one on-sale intoxicating liquor license 
in addition to the number authorized .!?¥.law. All provisions of Minnesota Statutes, chapter 340A, not inconsistent 
herewith, ~ to the license authorized Qy this section. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1 is effective on approval Qy the Stillwater.9!v. council and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 26. [PINE COUNTY ON-SALE LICENSE.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.1 Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.504, subdivision ~ paragraph 
1.91. Pine county may issue one Sunday on-sale intoxicating liquor license to a licensed premises located in Barry 
township upon approval.!?¥. the voters of the ~ at £. special election under Minnesota Statutes, section 340A.504, 
subdivision ~ paragraph f91. 

Subd. b. [WeAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1 is effective on approval Qy the Pine county board and compliance 
with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. 

Sec. 27. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.903, is repealed. 

Sec. 28. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

.@l Section l!§. effective Tune 1. 1993. Sections 2 and 12 ~ effective the day following final enactment. Sections 
:!. to 1Q,. 11. and 27 are effective l!!Jy h 1993. 
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ill Sections 15 and 16 are effective on approval Qy the St. Paul.£tty council and compliance with Minnesota Statutes, 
section 645.021." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; authorizing possession of alcoholic beverages by passengers in 
certain vehicles; allowing certain shipments of wine into the state and exempting them from taxation; defining terms; 
prohibiting issuance of retail licenses to certain persons; revising authority for suspensions and civil penalties; 
providing for proof of age; authorizing license issuance in certain political subdivisions; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 169.122, by adding a subdivision; 297C.07; 297C.09; 340A.101, subdivisions 15,25, and 29; 340A.301, 
subdivision 3; 340A.302, subdivision 3; 340A.402; 340A.41O, subdivision 7; 340A.415; 340A.503, subdivision 6; 340A.904, 
subdivision 1; Laws 1969, chapter 783, section I, as amended; Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8; Laws 1991, chapter 
249, section 30; Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11; proposing coding for new law in MilU1esota Statutes, chapter 340A; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 340A.903." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

Senate Conferees: SAM G. SOLON, JAMES P. METZEN AND WILLIAN[ V. BELANGER, JR. 

House Conferees: JOEL JACOBS, TOM OSTHOFF Af\'D DAVE GRUENES. 

Jacobs moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 429 be adopted and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 429, A bill for an act relating to alcoholic beverages; reciprocity in interstate transportation of wine; 
changing definitions of licensed premises, restaurant, and wine; authorizing an investigation fee on denied licenses; 
disqualifying felons from licensing; revising authority for suspensions and civil penalties; making rule violations and 
false or incomplete statements in license applications misdemeanors; providing instructions to the revisor; penalties 
for importation of excess quantities; proof of age for purchase or conswnption; opportunity for a hearing for license 
revocation or suspension; prohibiting certain transactions; authorizing the dispensing of intoxicating liquor at the 
Como Park lakeside pavilion; authorizing dispensing of liquor by an on-sale licensee at the National Sports Center 
in Blaine; authorizing the city of Apple Valley to issue on-sale licenses on zoological gardens property and to allow 
an on-sale license to dispense liquor on county-owned property within the city; authorizing Houston county to issue 
an on-sale intoxicating liquor license to establishments in Crooked Creek and Brownsville townships; authorizing the 
town of Schroeder in Cook county to issue an off-sale license to an exclusive liquor store; authorizing an on-sale liquor 
license in Dalbo township of Isanti county; authorizing Stillwater to issue an additional on-sale intoxicating liquor 
license to a hotel in the city; authorizing Aitkin county to issue one off-sale liquor license to a premises located in 
Farm Island township; authorizing Pine COWlty to issue one Sunday on-sale intoxicating liquor license to a licensed 
premises located in Barry township; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 297C.09; 340A.101, subdivisions IS, 
25, and 29; 340A.301, subdivision 3; 340A.302, subdivision 3; 340A.308; 340A.402; 340A.415; 340A.503, subdivision 6; 
340A.703; and 340A.904, subdivision 1; Laws 1983, chapter 259, section 8; Laws 1992, chapter 486, section 11; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 297C; and 340A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 340A.903. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 122 yeas and 11 nays as
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 

Asch 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Bergson 
Bertram 

Bettermann 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Brown, C. 
Brown, K 
Carlson 

Carruthers 
Commers 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Davids 
Dawkins 
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Dehler Hasskarnp Kelley Mariani Orenstein Rukavina Van Dellen 
Delmont Haukoos Kelso McCollum Orfield Sarna Vellenga 
Dempsey Hausman Kinkel McGuire Osthoff Seagren Vickerman 
Darn Holsten Klinzing Milbert Ostrom Sekhon Weaver 
Erhardt Hugoson Knickerbocker Molnau Ozment Simoneau Welle 
Evans Huntley Koppendrayer Morrison Pauly Smith y.,renzel 
Farrell Jacobs Krueger Mosel Pawlenty Solberg Winter 
Frerichs Jaros Lasley Munger Pelowski Stanius Wolf 
Garda Jefferson Leppik Mmphy Perlt Steensma Worke 
Girard Jennings Lieder Neary Peterson Sviggum Workman 
Goodno Johnson, A. Laurey Nelson Pugh Swenson Spk. Long 
Greenfield Johnson, R. Luther Ness Reding Tomassoni 
Greiling Johnson, v. Lynch Olson, E. Rest Tompkins 
Gruenes Kahn Macklin Olson, K. Rhodes Trimble 
Gutknecht Kalis Mahon Opatz Rodosovich Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Clark Limmer Olson, M. Rice Wagenius Wejcman 
Krinkie Lindner Onnen Skoglund Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 373, A bill for an act relating to labor; requiring arbitration in certain circumstances; establishing 
procedures; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 179.06, by adding a subdivision; and 
179A.16, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REP ASSAGE 

Murphy moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 373 and that the bill be repassed as 
amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 373, A bill for an act relating to labor; requiring arbitration in certain circumstances; establishing 
procedures; providing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 179.06, by adding a subdivision; and 
179A.16, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 85 yeas and 48 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Brown, C. Dom Huntley Kalis Lourey Murphy 
Anderson, R. Brown, K. Evans Jacobs Kelley Luther Neary 
Asch Carlson Farrell Jaros Kelso Mahon Nelson 
Battaglia Carruthers Garcia Jefferson Kinkel Mariani Olson, E. 
Bauerly Clark Greenfield Jennings Klinzing McCollum Olson, K. 
Beard Cooper Greiling Johnson, A. Krueger McGuire Opatz 
Bergson Dawkins Hasskamp Johnson, R. Lasley Milbert Orenstein 
Bertram Delmont Hausman Kahn Lieder Munger Orfield 
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Osthoff Peterson Radosovich Skoglund Trimble Welle 
Ostrom Pugh Rukavina Smith Tunheim Wenzel 
Ozment Reding Sarna Solberg Vellenga Winter 
Pelowski Rest Sekhon Steensma Wagenius Spk Long 
Perlt Rice Simoneau Tomassoni Wejcman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dehler Gutknecht Krinkie Morrison Rhodes Vickerman 
Bettermann Dempsey lIaukoos Leppik Mosel Seagren Waltman 
Bishop Erhardt Holsten Limmer Ness Stanius Weaver 
Blatz Frerichs Hugoson Lindner Olson, M. Sviggurn Wolf 
Commers Girard Johnson, V. Lynch Onnen Swenson Worke 
Dauner Goodno Knickerbocker Macklin Pauly Tompkins Workman 
Davids Gruenes Koppendrayer Molnau Pawlenty Van Delicn 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

The Speaker called Bauerly to the Chair. 

The following Conference Conunittee Report was received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1063 

A bill for an act relating to conunerce; currency exchanges; changing the date for submission of license renewal 
applications; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 53A.03. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 15, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1063, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
reconunend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendments 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: STEVE TRllvIBLE, DOUG PETERSON AND KAY BROWN. 

Senate Conferees: DEANNA WIENER, DENNIS R. FREDERICKSON AND SAM G. SOLON. 

Trimble moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1063 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1063, A bill for an act relating to commerce; currency exchanges; changing the date for submission of 
license renewal applications; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 53A.03. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams DaWler Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Tompkins 
Anderson, L Davids Hausman Krinkie Munger Pugh Trimble 
Anderson, R. Dawldns Holsten Krueger Murphy Reding Tunheim 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Rest Van Dellen 
Battaglia Delrrtont Huntley Leppil< Nelson Rhodes Vellenga 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rice Vickerman 
Beard Dorn Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K. Sarna Waltman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Seagren Weaver 
BeUermann Farrell Johnson, A Luther Onnen Sekhon Wejcman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Simoneau Welle 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Smith Winter 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ozment Stanius Worke 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Pauly Steensma Workman 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pawlenty Sviggum 
Conuners Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pelowski Swenson 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Perlt Tomassoni 

The bill was repassed? as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

Anderson, I.? moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by Speaker"pro tempore Bauerly. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 570? A bill for an act relating to retirement; the public employees retirement association; changing 
employee and employer contribution rates; changing benefits under certain consolidations; increasing the pension 
benefit multiplier for the public employees police and fire fund; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 353.65, 
subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 353.651, subdivision 3; 353.656, subdivision 1; and 356.215, subdivision 
4g; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 353A. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 31, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for gender balance in multimember agencies; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 15.0597, by adding subdivisions. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference ConuniUee on: 

H. F. No. 1063, A bill for an act relating to commerce; currency exchanges; changing the date for submission of 
license renewal applications; amending Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 53A.03. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PA1RICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1245, A bill for an act relating to data practices; providing for the collection, classification, and 
dissemination of data; proposing classifications of data as not public; classifying certain licensing data, educational 
data, security service data, motor carrier operating data, retirement data and other forms of data; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 13.32, subdivisions 1, 3, and 6; 13.41, subdivision 4; 13.43, subdivision 2; 13.46, subdivisions 
1,2, and 4; 13.643; 13.692; 13.72, by adding'a subdivision; 13.792; 13.82, subdivisions 4, 6, and 10; 13.99, subdivision 
24, and by adding subdivisions; 115A.93, by adding a subdivision; 144.335, subdivision 3a, and by adding a 
subdivision; 151.06, by adding a subdivision; 169.09, subdivisions 7 and 13; 245A.04, subdivisions 3 and 3a; 260.161. 
subdivisions 1 and 3; 2708.14, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 299L.03, by adding a subdivision; and 
626.556, subdivisions 11 and 11c; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 6; 13; and 144; 
repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 13.644; and 13.82, subdivision Sb. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, "in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1377, A bill for an act relating to state government; making certain telephone records and budgets public 
information; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 3.055, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 3; and 10. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Carruthers moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1377 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1377, A bill for an act relating to public administration; making telephone records of public officials public 
data; providing oversight for administrative expenses; regulating administrative rulemaking procedures; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.055, subdivision 1; 3.841; and 14.10; Laws 1989, chapter 335, article 1, section 15, 
subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 3; and 10. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rhodes Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Ness Rice Van Delien 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jaros Lindner Ol'>on, K Rukavina Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Olson, M. Sarna Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Onnen Seagren Walbnan 
BeUermann Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Opatz Sekhon Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau. Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Skoglund Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Osthoff Smith Wenzel 
Brown, K Goodno Kalis McCollum Ostrom Solberg Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Sparby Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

The following Conference Corrunittee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1225 

A bill for an act relating to agriculture; authorizing use of money in the agricultural chemical response and 
reimbursement account for administrative costs; exempting certain pesticides from the ACRRA surcharge; requiring 
a report; appropriating money; repealing the hazardous substance labeling act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 18B.01, by adding subdivisions; 18B.135; 18B.14, subdivision 2; 18B.26, subdivision 3; 188.31, subdivision 1; 
18B.36, subdivision 2; 188.37, subdivision 2; 18C005, subdivisions 13 and 35; 18Cl15, subdivision 2; 18C.211, 
subdivision 1; 18C215, subdivision 2; 18C305, subdivision 2; 18E.03, subdivisions 2 and 5; 21.85, subdivision 10; 
325F.19, subdivision 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 188.07, subdivision 3; 18C.211, subdivision 3; 
18C.215, subdivision 3; 24.32; 24.33; 24.34; 24.35; 24.36; 24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; 24.42; 25.46; and 25.47. 
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May 17, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1225, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 1225 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18B.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.9a. [FIXED LOCATION.] "Fixed location" means all stationary restricted and bulk pesticide facility operations 
owned or operated Qy ~ person located in the ~ plant location or locality. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 188.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 30a. [SUBSTANTIALLY ALTERING; SUBSTANTIALLY ALTER; SUBSTANTIAL ALTERATION.] 
"sUbShUi.tiaITV altering," "substantially alter," or "substantial alteration" means modifying a bulk agricultural chemical 
storage facility.hv.: 

ill changing the capacity of a safeguardj 

ill adding storage containers in excess of the capacity of a safeguard as required £y rule; 2!. 

ill increasing the size of the single largest storage container in .§!. safeguard as approved or permitted Qy the 
department of agriculture. This does not include routine maintenance of safeguards, storage containers, 
appurtenances, £.i£!!!&. mixing, blending, weighing, or handling equipment. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 188.065, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [DISPOSAL SITE REQUIREMENT.] The commissioner must designate a place that j§. available at least 
every other year for the residents of each county in the state to dispose of unused portions of pesticides. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18B.135, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision I. [ACCEPTANCE OF RETURNAllbB PESTICIDE CONTAINERS.] (a) A person distributing, offering 
for sale, or selling a pesticide must accept empty pesticide containers aRe tfle tlftusea }3srHsR sf pest=ieiee tAat reffii:liFlS 
iFl tt-.e srigi:Ral eSRtaiFler from a pesticide end user if: 

(I) the pesticide was purchased after July I, 1994; """ 

ill the ~ container is prepared for disposal in accordance with label instructions and is returned to the place 
of purchase within the state; and 

f2j ill a plaee-fs collection site that is seasonably accessible on multiple days has not been designated ffi either Qy 
the county board or Qy agreement with other counties for the public to return empty pesticide containers aHti--tfte 
tHlUSea perlieR sf pest=ieiee for the purpose of reuse or recycling or following other approved management practices 
for pesticide containers in the order of preference established in section 115A.02, paragraph .iQ1 and the county .2!. 
counties have notified the commissioner of their intentions annually Qy February .1. in writing, to manage the ~ 
pesticide containers. 

(b) This subdivision does not prohibit the use of refillable and reusable pesticide containers. 
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(c) The legislati. e Nater €SHl.ffi:iSSiSR IfU:1:st pfepar€ a Fepeft eRa Htalte a reeSl"f\RleRaaaSR te the legislarnr€ 8R tR€ 
ftBPtaliRg sf 'daste pest-Ieiae €sRtaiR€rS aRe Ii Bete p€stieiaes. If ~ county or counties designate a collection site ~ 
provided in paragraph .@1. clause .@1. ~ person who has been notified .£y the county or counties of the designated 
collection site and who sells pesticides to a pesticide end user must notify purchasers of pesticides at the time of sale 
of the date and location designated for disposal of f!!!£!Y. containers. 

@ For purposes of this section, pesticide containers do not include containers that have held sanitizers and 
disinfectants. pesticides labeled primarily for ~ on humans or pets. or pesticides not requiring dilution or mixing. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 188.14, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [BULK PESTICIDE STORAGE.] (a) A person storing pesticides in containers of a rated capacity of 500 
gallons or more for more than ten consecutive days at a bulk pesticide storage facility must obtain a pesticide storage 
permit from the commissioner as required by rule. 

(b) Applications must be on forms provided by the comlnissioner containing information established by rule. The 
initial application for a permit must be accompanied by a nonrefundable application fee of $100 for each location 
where the pesticides are stored, An application for a facility that includes both fertilizers as regulated under chapter 
18C and bulk pesticides as regulated under this chapter shall pay only one application fee of $100. 

(c) The commissioner shall by rule develop and implement a program to regulate bulk pesticides, The rules must 
include installation of secondary containment devices, storage site security, safeguards, notification of storage site 
locations, criteria for permit approval, a schedule for compliance, and other appropriate requirements necessary to 
minimize potential adverse effects on the environment. The rules must conform with existing rules of the pollution 
control agency. . 

(d) A person must obtain a permit from the commissioner on forms provided by the commissioner before the 
person constructs or substantially alters a bulk pesticide storage facility. If an application is incomplete, the 
commissioner must notify the applicant as soon as possible. The permit must be acted 1,lpon within 30 days after 
receiving a completed application. 

(e) An application to substantially alter a facility must be accompanied by a $50 fee. An application for a facility 
that includes both fertilizers regulated under chapter 18C and bulk pesticides regulated under this chapter shall pay 
only one application fee of $50. . 

(f), An additional applieatisfl fee of $250 must be paid by 8:f1 applieaF.t ~ person who begins construction of, or 
substantially alters; a bulk pestieiae agricultural chemical storage facility before a permit is issued by the 
commissioner. The tee_ -",mae, tffis pafag!'a:f1k~' Rst Be ekargea if tlte peffidt is Ret aetea l:lflSR witRiH 30 da, s aftef 
feeei. iRg a eSffiflletea BpplieatieRL except that the $250 additional fee may not be assessed if the person submits a 
permit application with the required fee to the commissioner before completing the construction .Q!. substantial 
alteration. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18B.26, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.] (a) A person may not use or distribute a pesticide in this state unless it is 
registered with the commissioner. Aquaculture therapeutics shall be registered and labeled in the same manner as 
pesticides. Pesticide registrations expire on December 31 of each year and may be renewed on or before that date for 
the following calendar year. . 

(b) Registration is not required if a pesticide is shipped from one plant or warehouse to another plant or warehouse 
operated by the same person and used solely at the plant or warehouse as an ingredient in the formulation of a 
pesticide that is registered under this chapter. 

(c) An pesticide that was with the commissioner may be used 'effiy for 
the . the 

end user must demonstrate to 

OOi\tiiUi(;'"uSiV'"Tegistered under-; ~~~~~~~~~ 2!:L the pesticide end user obtains .!;! 
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(d) Each pesticide with a unique United States Environmental Protection Agency pesticide registration number or 
a unique brand name must be registered with the commissioner. 

Sec. 7. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 188.26, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [APPLICA nON FEE.] (a) A registrant shall pay an annual application fee for each pesticide to be 
registered, and this fee is set at one-tenth of one percent for calendar year 1990, at one-fifth of one percent for calendar 
year 1991, and at two-fifths of one percent for calendar year 1992 and thereafter of annual gross sales within the state 
and alUlual gross sales of pesticides used in the state, with a minimum nonrefundable fee of $250 pItts aft aaElis8Rai 
eRe reRtfl sf eRe reF€eRt for eaffi pestieiEie Fe!' ';y-rrueh tfl.e Dflitea ~tates eRviF9RffleRtal PTeteeaeR AgeRE) , OfRee sf 
lA/atef, has pl::ll91isheel a MeaUh Ael. isery §1;lfftfi.aFY b) DeeentSeF 1 sf tl9:e previsl;ls yeaf'. The registrant shall determine 
when and which pesticides are sold or used in this state. The registrant shall secure sufficient sales information of 
pesticides distributed into this state from distributors and dealers, regardless of distributor location, to make a 
determination. Sales of pesticides in this state and sales of pesticides for use in this state by out-of-state distributors 
are not exempt and must be included in the registrant's alUlual report, as required under paragraph (c), and fees shall 
be paid by the registrant based upon those reported sales. Sales of pesticides in the state for use outside of the state 
are exempt from the application fee in this paragraph if the registrant properly documents the sale location and 
distributors. A registrant paying more than the minimum fee shall pay the balance due by March 1 based on the 
gross sales of the pesticide by the registrant for the preceding calendar year. The fee for disinfectants and sanitizers 
shall be the minimum. The minimum fee is due by December 31 preceding the year for which the application for 
registration is made. Of the amolUlt collected after calendar year 1990, at least $600,000 per fiscal year must be 
credited to the waste pesticide aCCOlUlt under section 18B.065, subdivision 5, anel tRe acldiaenal ilffietffit eslleetea feF 
p€stieiaes ,.ith Health Aeloissry §l;lfttil.aties shall be eFecliteel te tRe agriEl;lItl:tFal pffljeet l:ltilizo:atieR aeesttRt tifldeF 
seetiefl 1160.13 te be l;lsed fel pestieide l;lse Feell;leasfl gffiRts 13" the agf'iEl:litl;lFaI l:ltilizo:atiefl FeS€af'eft institute. 

(b) An additional fee of $100 must be paid by the applicant for each pesticide to be registered if the application is 
a renewal application that is submitted after December 31. 

(c) A registrant must alUlually report to the commissioner the amOlUlt and type of each registered pesticide sold, 
offered for sale, or otherwise distributed in the state. The report shall be filed by March 1 for the previous year's 
registration. The commissioner shall specify the form of the report and require additional information' deemed 
necessary to determine the amount and type of pesticides annually distributed in the state. The information required 
shall include the brand name, amolUlt, and formulation of each pesticide sold, offered for sale, or otherwise 
distributed in the state, but the information collected, if made public, shall be reported in a malUler which does not 
identify a specific brand name in the report. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18B.31, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [REQUIREMENT.] (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), • "effieft no individual may "'* 
aistfibl:1te at .iflelesale ef l'etffil SF pessess offer for sale or sell ~ restricted use pestieieles or bulk pestieiaes witl=:. aft 

HiteRt ts ffist=Iilrute them te aft tiltimate pesticide to a pesticide end user from any fixed location without a pesticide 
dealer license. 

(b) +fie &. pesticide dealer license Fe€J:l;lifeffteRt ases flet apr}" te is not required for: 

(1) a licensed commercial applicator, noncommercial applicator, or structural pest control applicator who uses 
restricted use pesticides only as an integral part of a pesticide application service; 

(2) a federal, state, COWlty, or municipal agency using restricted use pesticides for its own programs; Sf-

(3) a licensed pharmacist, physician, dentist, or veterinarian when administering or dispensing a restricted use 
pesticide for use in the pharmacist's, physician's, dentist's, or veterinarian's practiceL or 

ill!. person at!!. fixed location that is not used to offer for sale Q£. sell restricted use or bulk pesticides including. 
but not limited !2t. warehouses or other storage sites. 

(c) A licensed pesticide dealer may sell restricted use pesticides only to an applicator licensed or certified by the 
commissioner, unless a sale is allowed by rule. 

@ A pesticide dealer license is reauired for an individual not located in Minnesota who offers for sale .Qf. sells ~ 
restricted use or bulk pesticide to a pesticide end user located in Minnesota. 
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~ Only one pesticide dealer license is required ££!. fixed location from which an individual offers for sale 2!: sells 
a restricted use or bulk pesticide to an end ~ 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18B.36, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [CERTIFICATION.] (a) The commissioner shall prescribe certification requirements and provide training 
that meets or exceeds United States Environmental Protection Agency standards to certify private applicators and 
provide information relating to changing technology to help ensure a continuing level of competency and ability to 
use pesticides properly and safely. The training may be done through cooperation with other government agencies 
and must be a minimum of three hours in duration. 

(b) A person must apply to the commissioner for certification as a private applicator. After completing the 
certification requirements, which must include an examination as determined by the commissioner, an applicant must 
be certified as a private applicator to use restricted use pesticides. The certification is for a period of three calendar 
years -e-eFfl: the aflfllieffiLt'S fleaTest airtftaa,. including the first year of certification, and expires December 31 of the 
third year. 

(c) The commissioner shall issue a private applicator card to a private applicator. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18B.37, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [COMMERCIAL AND NONCOMMERCIAL APPLICATORS.] (al A commercial or noncommercial 
applicator, or the applicator's authorized agent, must maintain a record of pesticides, used on each site. 
Noncommercial applicators must keep records of restricted use pesticides. The record must include the: 

(1 l date of the pesticide use; 

(2) time the pesticide application was completed; 

(3) brand name of the pesticide, the United States Environmental Protection Agency registration number, and 
dosage used; 

(4) number of units treated; 

(5) temperature, wind speed, and wind direction; 

(6) location of the site where the pesticide was applied; 

(7) name and address of the customer; 

(8) name and signature of applicator, name of company, license number of applicator, and address of applicator 
company; and 

(9) any other information required by the commissioner. 

(b) Portions of records not relevant to a specific type of application may be omitted upon approval from the 
commissioner. 

(c) All information for this record requirement must be contained in a single page document for each pesticide 
application, except a map may be attached to identify treated areas. For the rights-of-way and wood preservative 
categories, the required record may not exceed five pages. An invoice containing the required information may 
constitute the required record. The commissioner shall make sample forms available to meet the requirements of this 
paragraph. 

(d) A commercial applicator must give a copy of the record to the customer v .. heH tHe afl]31ieatieR is eefl'l]31etea. 

(e) Records must be retained by the applicator, company, or authorized agent for five years after the date of 
treatment. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section l8C.OOS, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. l3. [GRADE.] "Grade" means the percentage of total nitrogen (N), available pHespHerlis (P) er pHeSI'Herie 
aei<i (Pi!OO) phosphate l!',QJ, and .el,.\)le pela.sfttm (K) er soluble potash (lQG) (K,o) stated in whole numbers in 
the same terms, order, and percentages as in the guaranteed analysis except the grade of bone meals, manures, and 
similar raw materials may be stated in fractional units, and specialty fertilizers may be stated in fractional units of 
less than one percent of total nitrogen, available f'R9Spft8Fl;l:S SF flhesflhsFie aeiEi phosphate, and selcH31e ]getasSil:l:ffi 
er soluble potash. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section lSC.OOS, subdivision 35, is amended to read: 

Subd. 35. [SUBSTANTIALLY ALTERING; SUBSTANTIALLY ALTER; SUBSTANTIAL ALTERATION.] 
"Substantially alterin&" "substantially alter," or "substantial alteration" means modifying a bulk agricultural chemical 
storage facility by~ 

ill changing the capacity of a safeguard; 

ill adding aatiitisRal safeg1:J-aFEis SF storage containers, eF eRaRgiRg e3EistiRg stsFage eSRtaiReFs, safegHaFEis, 
a]9fH:l:FteRaRees, OF ]9i]9iRg. in excess of the capacity of a safeguard as required Qy rule; 

ill increasing the size of the largest storage container in a safeguard as approved or permitted!2.y the commissioner 
of agriculture; or 

ill adding or changing anhydrous ammonia storage containers or adding ammonia loading or unloading stations. 
This does not include routine maintenance of ~ safeguards, storage containers, appurtenances, aR€l pipin& or 
sf existing mixing, blending, weighing, aR€l 2!. handling equipment. For.9!v. bulk fertilizer r a person may decrease 
storage capacity without a substantial alteration permit and may increase storage capacity!!£ to 150 tons ~ location 
annually without a substantial alteration permit. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section lSC.US, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [ADOPTION OF NATIONAL STANDARDS.] Applicable national standards contained in the ±989 1993 
official publication, number <Q 1§, of the association of American plant food cOhtro} officials including the rules and 
regulations, statements of uniform interpretation and policy, and the official fertilizer terms and definitions, and not 
otherwise adopted by the commissioner, may be adopted as fertilizer rules of this state. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18C.211, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [N, P, AND K NUTRlENT CONTENT STATED.] (a) Until the commissioner prescribes the 
alternative fonn of guaranteed analysis, it must be stated as provided in this subdivision. 

(b) A guaranteed allalysis must state the percentage of plant nutrient content, if claimed, in the following form: 

"Total Nitrogen (N) 
Available Phespherie Aeia (P203) 
Phosphate ffiQJ. 
Soluble Potash (Ki!G) l&Ql. 

... percent 

... percent" 
... percent 

(c) For tmacidulated mineral phosphatic materials and basic slag, bone, tankage, and other organic phosphate 
materials, the total ]9RsspRBFie adel phosphate or degree of fineness may also be stated. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section ISC.21S, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [BLENDED, BULK, AND MIXED FERTILIZER.] (a) A distributor who blends or mixes fertilizer to a 
customer's order without a guaranteed analysis of the final mixture or distributes fertilizer in bulk. must furnish each 
purchaser with an invoice or delivery ticket in written or printed form showing the net weightL name and address 
of the guarantor. and guaranteed analysis of each of the materials used in the mixture. 

(b) The iR. eiee 81' ael4very tie*.et ffiL*t aeeBffir~t tR.e aeli. ery. 

fej Records of invoices or delivery tickets must be kept for five years after the delivery or application. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18C.30S, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PERMIT FEES.] (a) An application for a new facility must be accompanied by a nonrefundable application 
fee of $100 for each location where fertilizer is stored. 

(b) An application to substantially alter a facility must be accompanied by a nonrefundable $50 fee. 

(c) 1ft aelelitien to the fees UftaeF }?a:FagfapftS (a) 3:fUl (a), a An additional fee of $250 must be paid by aFt applieaflt 
~ person who begins construction 2t. or sl:lsstantial alteral=ioft substantially alters a bulk agricultural chemical storage 
facility before a permit is issued Qy the commissioner, except that the $250 additional. fee may not be assessed if the 
person submits a permit application with the reguired fee to the commissioner before completing the construction or 
substantial alteration. 

(d) An application for a facility that includes both fertilizers, as regulated under this chapter, and pesticides as 
regulated under chapter 18B shall pay only one application fee of $100. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 180.103, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [EXCEPTION.1 A responsible ~ Q!. an owner of real property who is a licensed or certified private Q!. 
commercial pesticide applicator is not required to report an incident to the commissioner under this section if the 
amount of pesticide involved in the release plus any other releases which have occurred at the site during the 
preceding year ,is less than the maximum amount of the pesticide that, consistent with its label. can be applied to one 
~ of agricultural crop land unless the release occurred into or ~ pubhc water or groundwater. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18D.I0S, is amended by adding a subdivision to'-read: 

Subd. 3a. [PASSIVE BIOREMEDIATION.J Passive bioremediation must be considered for pesticide cleanups 
whenever an assessment of the site determines that there is a low potential risk to public health and the environment. 
The assessment may include the soil ~ involved, leaching potential, underlying geology, proximity to ground and 
surface water, and the soil half-life of the pesticides. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18£.03, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [EXPENDITURES.1 (a) Money in the agricultural chemical response and reimbursement account may only 
be used: 

(1) to pay for the commissioner's responses to incidents under chapters 18B, 18C, and 18D that are not eligible for 
payment under section 1158.20, subdivision 2; 

(2) to pay for emergency responses that are otherwise unable to be funded; aftEl 

(3) to reimburse and pay corrective action costs under section 18E.04L and 

illQv. the board to reimburse the commissioner for board staff and other administrative costs.!!p. to $175,000 ~ 
fiscal year. . 

(b) Money in the agricultural chemical response and reimbursement account is appropriated to the commissioner 
to make payments as provided in this subdivision. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18E.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [DETERMINATION OF RESPONSE AND REIMBURSEMENT FEE.] (a) The commissioner shall determine 
the amount of the response and reimbursement fee under subdivision § .1 after a public hearing, but notwithstanding 
section 16A.128, based on: 

(1) the amount needed to maintain an unencumbered balance in the account of $1,000,000; 

(2) the amount estimated to be needed for responses to incidents as provided in subdivision 2, clauses (1) and (2); 
and 

(3) the amount needed for payment and reimbursement under section 18E.04. 
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(b) The commissioner shall determine the response and reimbursement fee so that the total balance in the account 
does not exceed $5,000,000. 

(c) Money from the response and reimbursement fee shall be deposited in the treasury and credited to the 
agricultural chemical response and reimbursement account. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18E.03, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [FEE THROUGH 199(1] (a) The response and reimbursement fee consists of the sUfERaFge fees surcharges 
and ~ adjustments made £y the commissioner in this subdivision and shall be collected l::l:Fltil MaTER 1, 1991 Qy the 
commissioner. The amount of the response and reimbursement fee shall be determined and imposed annually Qy the 
commissioner as required to satisfy the requirements in subdivision 3. The commissioner shall adjust the amount of 
the surcharges imposed in proportion to the amount of the surcharges listed in this subdivision. 

(b) The commissioner shall impose a surcharge on pesticides registered under chapter 18B to be collected as a 
surcharge on the registration application fee under section 18B.26, subdivision 3, that is equal to 0.1 percent of sales 
of the pesticide in the state and sales of pesticides for use in the state during the p€risa April 1, 199(;), thFsl:lgh 
De€ember 31, 199Q previous calendar year, except the surcharge may not be imposed on pesticides that are sanitizers 
2!:. disinfectants as determined Qy the commissioner. The registrant shall determine when and which pesticides are 
sold or used in this state. The registrant shall secure sufficient sales information of pesticides distributed into this 
state from distributors and dealers, regardless of distributor location, to make a determination. Sales of pesticides in 
this state and sales of pesticides for use in this state by out-of-state distributors are not exempt and must be included 
in the registrant's annual report, as required under section 18B.26, subdivision 3, paragraph (c), and fees shall be paid 
by the registrant based upon those reported sales. Sales of pesticides in the state for use outside of the state are 
exempt from the surcharge in this paragraph if the registrant properly documents the sale location and the 
distributors. 

(c) The commissioner shall impose a ten cents per ton surcharge on the inspection fee under section 18C.425, 
subdivision 6, for fertilizers, soil amendments, and plant amendments. 

(d) The commissioner shall impose a surcharge on the license application of persons licensed under chapters 18B 
and 18C consisting of: 

(1) a $lW $75 surcharge for each site where pesticides are stored or distributed, to be imposed as a surcharge on 
pesticide dealer application fees under section 18B.31, subdivision 5; 

(2) a ~ $75 surcharge for each site where a fertilizer, plant amendment, or soil amendment is distributed, to be 
imposed on persons licensed under sections 18C.415 and 18C.425; 

(3) a $50 surcharge to be imposed on a structural pest control applicator license application under section 188.32, 
subdivision 6, for business license applications only; 

(4) a $20 surcharge to be imposed on commercial applicator license application fees under section 18B.33, 
subdivision 7; and 

(5) a $20 surcharge to be imposed on noncommercial applicator license application fees under section 18B.34, 
subdivision 5, except a surcharge may not be imposed on a noncommercial applicator that is a state agency, political 
subdivision of the state, the federal government, or an agency of the federal government:-aru:l-

(6) a $25 Sl;lrERafge FSf lieeRsea la',,'fl: seF'l: iee apfllieators l:l:Raer efiapter ISB or ISC, to Be il'l'lflosea OR lie€RSe 
applieatieH fees. 

(e) If a persen Ras ffiore tAan ORe lieeRse -for a site, only Of1e,Sl;lrefl:arge ma} se imposea to ee.er all the lieeflses 
For tRe site. 

fit !.rl A $1,000 fee shall be imposed on each site where pesticides are stored and sold for use outside of the state 
unless: 

(1) the distributor properly documents that it has less than $2,000,000 per year in wholesale value of pesticides 
stored and transferred through the site; or 
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(2) the registrant pays the surcharge under paragraph (b) and the registration fee under section 18B.26, subdivision 
3, for all of the pesticides stored at the site and sold for use outside of the state. 

fg1 ill Paragraphs (c) to fB iti apply to sales, licenses issued, applications received for licenses, and inspection fees 
imposed on or after July 1, 1990. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18£.03, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [REVENUE SOURCES.] Revenue from the following sources must be deposited in the state treasury and 
credited to the agricultural chemical response and reimbursement account: 

(1) the proceeds of the fees imposed by subdivisions 3 and § 1; 

(2) money recovered by the state for expenses paid with money from the account; 

(3) interest attributable to investment of money in the account; and 

(4) money received by the commissioner in the form of gifts, grants other than federal grants, reimbursements, and 
appropriations from any source intended to be used for the purposes of the account. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18E.03, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [APPROPRIATION AND REIMBURSEMENT.] The amount of the response and reimbursement fee 
imposed under subdivisions 3 t:e--§ and 1. is appropriated from the general fund to the agricultural chemical response 
and reimbursement account to be reimbursed when the fee is collected. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 18E.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2a. [INELIGIBILITY FOR REIMBURSEMENT OR PAYMENT.] Pesticides that are sanitizers and disinfectants 
and are exempt from surcharges are ineligible for reimbursement or payment under this section. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 21.85, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd.10. [COMMISSIONER MAY ALTER REQUIREMENTS IN EMERGENCIES.] In the event of acute shortages 
of any seed or seeds, or the OCCUrrence of other conditions which in the opinion of the conunissioner create an 
emergency which would make impractical the enforcement of any requirement of sections 21.80 to 21.92 relating to 
the percentage of purity aft6" weed seed content" and the variety ~ of any seed or seeds, the conunissioner may 
temporarily change and alter any requirement relating to percentage of purity artJ" weed seed content" and the variety 
~ for the duration of the emergency. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 32.11, is amended to read: 

32.11 [DISCRIMINATION IN BUYING AND SELLING; SCHEDULE OF PRICES.] 

ll!l Any person, firm, copartnership, or corporation engaged in the business of buying milk, cream or butterfat for 
manufacture or for sale of such milk, cream, or butterfat, who shall discriminate betvveen different sections, localities, 
communities, or cities of this state, or who shall discriminate between persons in the same section, locality, community 
or city of this state, by purchasing such commodity at a higher price or rate from one person or in one locality than 
is paid for the same commodity by such person, firm, copartnership, or corporation in the same locality or in another 
locality, after making due allowance for the difference, if any, in the reasonable cost of transportation from the locality 
of purchase to the locality of manufacture or locality of sale of such milk, cream, or butterfat, shall be deemed guilty 
of 1.Ulfair discrimination, which is a misdemeanor. 

ill Ii processor or wholesaler who sells selected class! Q!:. class !! dairy products as defined in section 32.70 in 
Minnesota shall maintain a current schedule of prices showing rebates, discounts, refunds, and price differentials for 
the selected dairy products offered for sale at wholesale to retailers or to another wholesaler. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 32.25, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MILK FAT, PROTEIN, AND SOLIDS NOT FAT BASES OF PAYMENT; TESTS.] All Milk afle! e'ea'" 
must be purchased from producers sftall Be fll;U'el=taseei B, .. eigl=tt aw:l using a formula based Q!! one or more of the 
following mett.eels: 
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ill payment of a standard rate with uniform differentials for milk testing above or below 3.5 percent milk .fu!L 

fB ill payment of a standard rate 'd'itfi I;lRiteFHI aiffeFERHals fer F.Fti:lk testHlg aaBle 8F eels" 3.3 }3EFEERt mille fat 
for the pounds of milk fat contained in the milk; 

t21 ill payment of a standard rate , ... itA Cl:Rifefffi elifierERtials fSF mille testiRg aasye SF eels .. 2,3 }3€fEERt mill( fat 
aRa Basye SF sele .. a sase p€reeRt for the pounds of protein contained in the milk; 

f3j ill payment of a standard rate v. ifl=t 1:tF.:ifsFffi aiffereAHals fsr l"flilk testiF.g aae; e SF eEls\/ 3.3 peFEERt milk fat 
frI.s ase .. e Sf eeI8\; a Base pereeRt for the pounds of solids not fat contained in the milk; or 

ill payment of standard rates based on other attributes of value in the milk. 

In addition, an adjustment fa the fftill< pFiee may be made on the basis of milk quality, afl:ti tfie eeFflpOREfl:t pFiee 
pal meRt ma) BE sl:tsjeet to tfie fftilk fJol;l:alifY and other premiums. 

Testing procedures for determining the percentages of milk fat, protein, and milk: solids not fat sRall ae must 
comply with the Association of Analytical Chemists approved methods or be as adopted by rule. 

Sec. 28. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992 .. section 325F.19, subdivision 7 .. is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. "Presenting a clear and present danger" means knovvn to cause physical damage to structure or health 
hazards to occupants through continuing direct contact or release of ~ hazardous Sl:iBstaRe€S substance as defined in 
section ~ 115B.02. 

Sec. 29. Laws 1993, chapter 65, section 6, subdivision 2 .. is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [BASIC COST.] (al "Basic cost" for a processor means the actual cost of the raw milk plus 75 percent of 
the actual processing and handling costs for a selected class I or class II dairy product. 

(b) "Basic cost" for a wholesaler means the actual cost of the selected class I or class II dairy product purchased 
from the processor or another wholesaler. Basic cost for a wholesaler does not include ~ part of an over-order 
premium assessment wtder section 32.73. ' 

(c) "Basic cost" for a retailer means the actual cost of the selected class I or class II dairy product purchased from 
a processor or wholesaler. Basic.£.Q.g for ~ retailer does not include any part of!!!l over-order premium assessment 
under section 32.73. 

Sec. 30. Laws 1993 .. chapter 65 .. section 8, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [POLICY; PROCESSORS; WHOLESALERS; RETAILERS.] (al It is the intent of the legislature to 
accomplish partial deregulation of milk marketing with a minimum negative impact upon small volume retailers. 

(b) A processor or wholesaler may not sell or offer for sale selected class I or class II dairy products at a price lower 
than the processor's or wholesaler's basic cost. 

(c) A retailer may not sell or offer for sale selected class I or class II dairy products at a retail price lower than ~ 
illl0S percent of the retailer's basic cost until Tune ~ 1994; and ill the retailer's basic cost beginning l!!!y.1. 1994, 
and thereafter. A retailer may not use any method or device in the sale or offer for sale of a selected dairy product 
that results in a violation of this section. 

Sec. 31. Laws 1993 .. chapter 65, section 9 .. subdivision 4 .. is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [EXEMPTIONS.] Selected dass I dairy products sold as horne delivery retail sales" sales involving the 
women, infants, and children nutrition program (WIC), and sales to public or nonpublic schools are exempt from 
assessment Wlder this section. 
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Sec. 32. Laws 1993, chapter 65, section 9, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [ANNUAL REPORT.] Not later than February 1 of <9941995 and each year thereafter, the commissioner, 
after consultation with representatives of the dairy production, processing, and marketing industries, shall report to 
the chairs of the agriculture committees of the senate and the house of representatives on the impacts and benefits 
to dairy farmers of the over-order premium and dairy marketing partial deregulation provisions of this act and the 
level of over-order premiums provided by common marketing agencies in the upper midwest during the previous 
calendar year. In addition, the February 1, l-994 1995 report must provide recommendations concerning the 
desirability of exempting from the over-market premium assessment selected class I dairy products sold to certain 
not-for-profit customers, including hospitals, nursing homes, licensed day care providers, and residential care facilities 
and institutions. The report provided by the commissioner on February I, 1995, must include an assessment of the 
impact of the removal of retail price controls during the month of June, 1994. 

Sec. 33. [COMMISSIONER'S NOTICE TO RETAILERS.] 

The commissioner of agriculture shall provide written notice to persons who sell selected class! 2!. class !! dairy 
products at retail, as those terms are defined in Laws 1993, chapter ~ of the provisions of Laws 1993, chapter ~ and 
this act relating to the reguirements for pricing ~ the retail level. The commissioner shall make every effort to 
provide such notice ~ soon as is reasonably possible. 

Sec. 34. [TASK FORCE; DAIRY PRICE DEREGULATION.] 

Subdivision 1. IESTABLISHMENT; MEMBERSHIP.] There ~ established a task force Q!!. dairy price deregulation 
consisting of: 

ill the chairs of the commerce and consumer protection and agriculture and rural development committees of the 
senate or members designated Qy the chairs; 

ill the chairs of the agriculture and commerce and economic development committees of the house of 
representatives or members designated Qy the chairs; 

ill ~ minority ~ member of the senate appointed !2y the minority leader of the senate; 

ill one minority ~ member of the house of representatives appointed Qy the minorityJeader of the house; and 

ill six members appointed Qy the governor. 

Members appointed Qy the governor must represent consumers and processors, wholesalers, and the retail segment 
of the dairy industry. The governor shall make all appointments to the task force not later than h!!Y L. 1993. 

Members appointed Qy the governor shall be compensated as provided under Minnesota Statutes, section 15.059, 
subdivision 6. 

The governor shall select ~ chair from among the members of the task force. 

Subd. b [DUTIES; STAFF SUPPORT.] The task force shall conduct a study of the dairy processing and marketing 
industry, including: 

ill the impacts and benefits to processors, wholesalers, retailers. and consumers of dairy marketing partial 
deregulation; 

ill the impacts that would occur tmder various levels of deregulation at the processor, wholesale, and retail 
segments of the dairy industryj and 

ill the feasibility of requiring uniform wholesale prices to all retailers of class! and class !! dairy products. 

Upon request of the task force, the commissioner of agriculture shall provide technical and staff assistance to the 
task force. 

Subd.1. [REPORT.] Not later than February 1. 1994, the task force shall report to the legislature on its findings 
and recommendations. 
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Subd. ~ [APPROPRIATION.} There i§. appropriated to the commissioner of agriculture in fiscal year 1994, from 
the dairy services account, amounts necessary for the costs incurred for expenses of task force members under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 15.059, subdivision 2.t and costs for preparation and production of the ~ 

Sec. 35. [EDUCATION SPECIALIST; AGRICULTURE.] 

The deparhnent of education shall maintain the ~ functions and responsibilities related to agriculture, 
secondary agriculture education, and the Future Farmers of America (FFA) that were performed Qy an education 
specialist II on Tune .11992. !lperson qualified with a background in agriculture education must be assigned to fulfill 
these responsibilities. 

Sec. 36. [APPROPRIATION; EDUCATION SPECIALIST AGRICULTURE.] 

$35,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $35,000 in fiscal year 1995 are appropriated from the general fund ill the 
commissioner of education to maintain the current functions and responsibilities as described in section 35. 

Sec. 37. [OILSEED PROCESSING; FEASIBILITY.] 

The commissioner of agriculture shall conduct a study of the· feasibility of developing a producer-controlled oilseed 
production facility to process canDIa, crambe, and other grains. Consideration shall be given to grants, loans, tax 
incentives, and bonding. The commissioner shall work with agricultural utilization research institute, the University 
of Minnesota, and other interested parties. The commissioner shall report the findings of the study to the house 
committee on agriculture and the senate committee on agriculture and rural development Qy January ~ 1994. 

Sec. 38. [REPORTS ON PESTICIDE CONTAINERS AND WASTE PESTICIDES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AGRICULTURAL PESTICIDE CONTAINERS.] The commissioner shall prepare il report with 
recommendations to the legislature Qy January 1. 1995, on the handling of ~ agricultural pesticide containers and 
unused portions of agricultural pesticides used for the production of food, feed, 2£ fiber crop use using the following 
criteria: 

ill the minimization of the disposal of agricultural pesticide containers and waste agricultural pesticides; 

ill the collection and recycling of agricultural pesticide containersj and 

ill the collection and disposal of waste agricultural pesticides. 

Subd. ~ [PESTICIDE CONTAINERS.] The commissioner shaH prepare a report with recommendations to the 
legislarure Qy January L. 1997, 2!! the handling of ~ pesticide containers and waste pesticides and shall report 
2!l the progress made in achieving the following goals: 

ill the minimization of the disposal of pesticide containers and waste pesticidesj 

ill the collection and recycling of pesticide containersj and 

ill the collection and proper disposal of waste pesticides. 

Subd.2:. [RECOMMENDATIONS.] Each report required under this section shall also include recommendations 
for the internalization of the management costs for waste pesticides and pesticide containers amongst pesticide 
manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. 

Sec. 39. [APPROPRlA TIONS.] 

$200,000 in fiscal year 1994 and $200,000 in fiscal year 1995 are appropriated from the pesticide regulatory account 
to the agriculrural project utilization account to be used for cooperative research including pesticide use reduction, 
technology transfer 2f pesticide reduction practices, and the evaluation and demonstration of best management 
practices as developed Qy the department of agriculture, with the goals of achieving a reduction in input costs of 
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producers and improving utilization of integrated pest management biological pest controls, and other pesticide 
reduction practices. Research may also be conducted regarding agricultural chemical spill site remediation. 

Sec. 40. [TRANSFER OF FUNDS.] 

The commissioner of finance shall transfer ~ remaining balance in the dairy industry unfair trade practices 
account to the dairy services account. 

Sec. 41. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18C.211, subdivision,;t l8C21S, subdivision ~ 18E.03, subdivision fu24.32j 24.33; 
24.34; 24.35; 24.36; 24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; and 24.42, ~ repealed. 

Sec. 42. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 26 is effective Tune .1. 1993. Sections ~ & ~ and 40 are effective the day following final enactment. 
Section ~ ~ effective August L. 1993, and ~ not subject to the contingency contained in Laws 1984, chapter 509, 
section b. Sections 30 and 31 ~ effective August.1. 1993. Sections 35 and 36 are effective h!!Y..1. 1993." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act to agriculture; providing for the continued use of unregistered pesticides; modifying procedures 
for the return of empty pesticide containers and unused portions of pesticides; changing Qle amounts of the ACCRA 
surcharges; authorizing use of money in the agricultural chemical response and reimbursement account for 
administrative costs; making changes in the laws on pesticides and agricultural chemicals; changing provisions 
regarding the pricing of certain dairy products; repealing the hazardous substance labeling act; requiring studies; 
maintaining an agriculture education specialist; transferring certain funds; appropriating money; amending Mirmesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 18B.Ol, by adding subdivisions; 18B.065, by adding a subdivision; 18B.135, subdivision 1; 
18B.14, subdivision 2; 18B.26, subdivisions 1 and 3; 18B.31, subdivision 1; 188.36, subdivision 2; 188.37, subdivision 
2; 18C.005, subdivisions 13 and 35; 18C.115, subdivision 2; 18C.211, subdivision 1; 18C.215, subdivision 2; 18C.305, 
subdivision 2; 18D.103, by adding a subdivision; 18D.10S, by adding a subdivision; 18£.03, 'subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 6, and 
7; 18E.04, by adding a subdivision; 21.85, subdivision 10; 32.11; 32.25, subdivision 1; and 325F.19, subdivision 7; Laws 
1993, chapter 65, sections 6, subdivision 2; 8, subdivision 1; and 9, subdivisions 4 and 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 18C.211, subdivision 3; 18C.215, subdivision 3; 18E.03, subdivision 5; 24.32; 24.33; 24.34; 24.35; 24.36; 
24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; and 24.42." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: ANDY STEENSMA, STEi'HEN G. WENZEL AND GENE HUGOSON. 

Senate Conferees: STEVEN MORSE, JOE BERTRAM, SR., AND JANE KRENTz. 

Steensma moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1225 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1225, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; authOrizing use of money in the agricultural chemical 
response and reimbursement account for administrative costs; exempting certain pesticides from the ACRRA 
surcharge; requiring a report; appropriating money; repealing the hazardous substance labeling act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B.01, by adding subdivisions; 18B.13S; 18B.14, subdivision 2; 188.26, subdivision 
3; 18B.31, subdivision 1; 188.36, subdivision 2; 188,37, subdivision 2; 18C.00S, subdivisions 13 and 35; 18C.1IS, 
subdivision 2; 18C.211, subdivision 1; 18C.215, subdivision 2; 18C.305, subdivision 2; 18E.03, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
21.85, subdivision 10; 32SF.19, subdivision 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 188.07, subdivision 3; 
18C.21l, subdivision 3; 18C.215, subdivision 3; 24.32; 24.33; 24.34; 24.35; 24.36; 24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; 24.42; 
25.46; and 25.47. 
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The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 113 yeas and 21 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dawkins Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Anderson, R. Delmont Jefferson Laurey Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Battaglia Darn Jennings Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bauerly Evans Johnson, A. Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Beard Farrell Johnson, R. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Bergson Garcia Johnson, V. Mariani Ostrom Skoglund Wenzel 
Bertram Girard Kahn McGuire Ozment Smith Winter 
Bettermann Greenfield Kalis Milbert Pawlenty Solberg Wolf 
Blatz Greiling Kelley. Molnau Pelowski Sparby Worke 
Brown, K. Gruenes Kelso Mosel Perlt Steensma Workman 
Carlson Gutknecht Kinkel Munger Peterson Sviggum Spk. Long 
Carruthers Hasskamp Klinzing Murphy Pugh Swenson 
Clark Haukoos Koppendrayer Neary Reding Trimble 
Conuners Hausman Krueger Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Cooper Hugoson Lasley Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Dauner Huntley Leppik Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Davids Jacobs Lieder Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Brown, C. Erhardt Holsten Limmer Morrison Stanius 
Asch Dehler Frerichs Knickerbocker Macklin Osthoff Tomassoni 
Bishop Dempsey Goodno Krinkie McCollum Pauly Tompkins 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1658 

A bill for an act relating to economic development; abolishing Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation and 
transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Technology, Inc.; providing for federal defense 
conversion activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.091; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 1160.092. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 17,1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1658, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 1658 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116L.03, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERS.] The partnership shall be governed by a board of H 12 directors. 
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Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116L.03, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [APPOINTMENT.] The Minnesota job skills partnership board consists of: eight members appointed by 
the governor, the commissioner of trade and economic development, the commissioner of jobs and training, aftEI: the 
chancellor of the technical college systemL and the chancellor of the higher education board. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 116L.OS, is amended by a~ding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.l. [USE OF FUNDS.] The i2!? skills partnership board may use !JR to six percent of ~ funds it receives, 
regardless of the source, for activities authorized under section 116L.04, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.091, is amended to read: 

1160.091 [MINI'IHSO+A PROJECT OUTREACH CORPORATION.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT; PURPOSE.] The Miflflesela Project outreach Ce'l'efalieR is esmblished a&-it 

R8RPf8Ht P I;IBHe €8Fp8l'afiefl I;:ffiaer martel' 317A aRa is stlbjeet ts the J9rs. isisRs sf fuat eRaj9tep, The eSFj99I'atisR is 
RSt a state ageRey, The purpose of the eSFfl9I'atiefl project is to (i) facilitate the transfer of technology and scientific 
advice from the University of Minnesota and other institutions to businesses in the state that may make economic use 
of the information; and (ii) to assist small and medium-sized businesses in finding technical and financial assistance 
providers that meet their needs, 

al:tl1a, 1:. [1~OI\.tRl) Of mRECl'ORS; E~fPLO¥EES.] 1he ~4ifljteseta FFsjeet OlHfeaefl Cef}geI'ati9fl shaD ae ge. elltea 
B} a RiRe mefl':'LbeI' aeaI'a ef aiFeet8lS eSflSisting ef tfte flFesiaeRt sf tke UAiveIsi~ sf ~4iFlftessta SF the pI'eaiaeRt's 
aesigRee, tRe esB"lf'flissiSReI' sf tTaae aRa eesR8a:ti€ aevelepment sr tke esft'lft'lissisRer's aesigRee, the ffiair sf tke 
~4iRJtessta Teeffi:telsg) ,me, Beara sf aiI'eetsls SF the eHail's aesigRee, the )9I'esiaeftt sf tr.e Mil'H'\essta PI'sjeet Ol:ifEeaeR 
CSF.F3sratisR, a memeer sf the state SeRate a)9fleiRtea B} fue sl;l13ee1'i9:H'l:ittee eR eeffifRittees ef tRe senate mies Bfla 
aaffiiniSfEatisR eem:m.ittee, a R'leR'leeI' sf tke ASl;lse sf leflI'eSefltat=i. es 8)9psmted"l3) tRe sfleaher, a )geI'SSR .. as Ras 
eJE)9 ,erien€e T. dtft SHta:JJ R'lBflufaetuliRg i:ffR'lS lseatea S l:itsiae the R'let:fsp sHter. Mea, a fleI'SSR 'i, AS kas e)~ erieRee ... itI·. 
ffieelil;lffi si2ea fRaftl;liaet=1:tFi:ng FiI'ms leeatea Ht t:he R'let:fspslitaR aI'ea, SRe sf ,\flieR ffitiSt se aefl\ el} eRgdgea iR 
ffiaRl:lfaemr.ng, ana a )9Pi. ate seetSI' )gefSSR PSIlpeseRtiftg the §eReral puBlie. The 8s, emsI' sftaIl tlJ9)geint the 
Fe)9feseRtati. ea sf the RtaRl:ifaeffiriRg Films aRe. tAe geAeFal puBlie. ¥aeafteies 8ft iRe esard fer the mefReeIS wRs are 
aflflsi:ntee. ey the gs.effier sRali se fillea ay tfle esare.l:1ftti1 the pespeeR.e telHl: en)9ires. The preSiaeRt sf tRe 
~4iru=tessta PI'eieet Ol:it:feaeR CSFjgelaRsR skalll3e ap)9siRtea e} at least a Pi:s tfliI'as majePif)i sf the sthel ffiel.'fl:BeFS 
81 tl>e beaFEI. 

1fl:e terms ef tRe aireetsfs a)9)geintea ay tRe 8e, effier sRall se tiltee} ears. The EliI'eetsfs aJ:9flsiRted B) tRe gs. emsr 
sRail sef'('e l:Ifttil their Sl:I:eeeSSSlS are ap)geiRtea aRe Etl:l:alif). The aeare. may eleet a €hail aRa lerRt esmmi.ttees sf the 
asarB. The emeeI's aRe. aAY e£AI3le} ees sf the eSf}3sratisR ale nst state eftl)9Isyees. 

5ul3e.. a. [AKTICL~S OF ~JCORPORATIO~I.) The ar-tieles sf iResFfSFaRSR sf the ~4infteseta l2fejeet Ou:treaffi 
CSpt3'SI'aBSfl ffiHSt Be fileS. -vl:itR: t:Re s€€f€ta" sf state Wlat.'f' eJ:tartep a17fJ ana ffiHSt l3e eSflSistelit .. itft -tfte atiReS ef 
the eSFpsratisR l;IftaeI' sl:tl3ai. isisR 1 aILe. th-e s"t:her )9rs¥isisFl:s ef this seeBsR. 

Subd. 4. [DUTIES.] The Mj"meoela Pfejeel O .. t.eaeh corporation shall: 

(1) establish a technology assistance system to assist business, specifically new and other small and medium-sized 
businesses across the state, in gaining access to technical information, including but not limited to technologies 
developed by the University of Minnesota and other higher education systems and their personnel; and in gaining 
access to technology-related federal programs; 

(2) establish and maintain a data base or data bases that provide information for the technology assistance system 
under clause (1) that may include information on (i) science and technology experts, (ii) technical research projects 
underway at public higher education institutions in the state, (iii) licensable technology available at public higher 
education institutions in the state, (iv) access to federal technology and technical information, and (v) access to 
technical and business education; 

(3) provide literature search and document retrieval services through the technology assistance -system Wlder 
clause (1); 
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(4) establish and continually update a business assistance referral system which includes a data base of economic 
development related technical assistance and financial assistance providers or programs sponsored by federal agencies, 
state agencies, educational institutions, chambers of commerce, civic organizations, conununity development groups, 
local governments, private industry associations .. and other organizations and individuals that provide assistance; 

(5) establish and maintain or contract for the establishment of a toll-free telephone number operated by trained staff 
familiar with the business assistance referral system and data base; 

(6) maintain a marketing and outreach program informing persons interested in starting, operatingf or expanding 
small business and assistance providers of the technology assistance system and the business assistance referral 
system; 

(7) establish, where possible, regional bases and referral systems for the business assistance referra'l system" and 
~ system to reference experts in the state university system; and 

(8) make available the data base of the business assistance referral system to the legislaturef the department of trade 
and economic development, and other state agencies for evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the provision 
of economic development-related technical and financial assistance in the state. 

Subd.5. [STATE AGENCY COOPERATION.] The Miflftesela Pfejeel Ollifeaeh corporation shall consult with the 
department of trade and economic development in the development and marketing of the business assistance referral 
system. The corporation shall assist the department of trade and economic development in establishing an evaluation 
mechanism for the business assistance referral system which at least includes a process for determining the 
effectiveness of the economic development related technical or financial assistance provider's service in meeting the 
needs of the client referred to the provider. 

Subd. 6. [CHARGES TO CLIENTS.] (aJ The Miflftesela PTejeel OHl<eaeft corporation may charge reasonable fees 
to a client for the technology assistance system. The corporation shall establish a fee structure for the technology 
assistance system and may base the fee structure on the type of service provided, the size of the client based on 
number of employees or amount of annual revenues, the length of time the client has been in operation .. and other 
criteria. 

(b) The corporation shall provide the business assistance referral system at no cost to the client and may not charge 
the client a fee or any other compensation for. the referral to a· provider. This subdivision does not prohibit the 
technical or financial assistance provider from charging a fee or other compensation to a client that has been referred 
to the provider by the business assistance referral system. 

Subd.7. [ADVISORY COMMITTEES. I The Bears ef aireefers sf ihe ~4iRfl:essia Prajeei O~:ipeaER CepperatieR ftlay 
appeiffi An advisory eeftl:fflittees committee is created to assist in selecting vendors and evaluating the corporation's 
project outreach activities. The advisory committee shall include the president of the University of Minnesota or the 
president's designee. the commissioner of trade and economic development or the commissioner's designee. the chair 
of the Minnesota Technology. Inc .. board of directors or the chair's designee. a member of the state senate appointed 
!!Y. the subcommittee on committees of the ~ rules and administration committee. a member of the house of 
representatives appointed Qy the speaker. and at least five users of project outreach services appointed Qy the named 
members. 

Stles. s. [AN=PJlJtltL R~PORT.] The ~4itlf"teseia Prejeet OttfFeaeft eeppeffiHeft sltall sllemfi aft B:llfttlai Eeperi ey 
JaRtlMy Ie ef eaeh } eat' is the aplH·epRaaeftsf MaRee, aRS eeeReftlie aevelepffieHt eeHlft'l:iUees sf the legisiaR:lP€, the 
ge. emef .. l\4irmesefil Teehtlelegy, IRe., il:FJ:El the l:JniVefsit,; sf MirlReseta. The repe!'t If\ti:Si ifteltlae a eleseHpaeft sf t:Re 
EeEpeFatieR's aeti-viees fer tft:e fla9t yeM, a listiftg sf (:he esffil'aets efl:teFea ffite e~ the eept3e'FatiSR, ai.a a S~j sf 
t:Re eSfJlsralieR's e)~eftaiRues. 

Sl:tSa. 9. [AUDIT.} The ~4ifl:.-.eseta Prejeei Ottft'eaelt Csppepaasft sllall eSfttFaet witfl: a eerafiea p1::lBlie aeee~aftg 
RPM te perferM a fffianeial aRa EefftfJHaR€e SI:\.4it ef the eerperatieR aas sFry sl::tssiaisf'Ya:F\:fll:\all) in aeeeFSaftee 'i. itt-. 
geRepally aEeeptea ae€s'tti lis rg staftsaras. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.15, is amended to read: 

1160.15 [ANNUAL REPORT.] 

The board shall submit a report to the chairs of the senate economic development and housing and the house 
economic development committees of the legislature and the governor on the activities of the corporation by 
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February 1 of each year. A £Q12Y of the report shall also be provided to the president of the University of Minnesota. 
The report must include at least the following: 

(1) a description of each of the programs that the corporation has provided or Wldertaken at some time during the 
previous year. The description of each program must describe (i) the statement of purpose for the program, (ii) the 
administration of the program including the activities the corporation was responsible for and the responsibilities that 
other organizations had in administering the program, (iii) the results of the program including how the results were 
measured, (iv) the expenses of the program paid by the corporation, and (v) the source of corporate and noncorporate 
funding for the program; 

(2) an identification of the sources of funding in the previous year for the corporation and its programs including 
federal, state and local government, foundations, gifts, donations, fees, and all other sources; 

(3) a description of the distribution of all money spent by the corporation in the previous year including an 
identification of the total expenditures, other than corporate administrative expenditures, by sector of the economy; 

(4) a description of the administrative expenses of the corporation during the previous year; 

(5) a listing of the assets and .liabilities of the corporation at the _end of the previous fiscal year; 

(6) a list and description of each grant aw;;trded by the corporation during the previous year; 

(7) a description of any changes made to the operational plan during the previous year; and 

(8) a description of any newly adopted or significant changes to bylaws, programmatic or administrative guidelines, 
policies, rules, or eligibility criteria for programs created or administered by the corporation during the previous year. 

Reports must be made to the legislature as required by section 3.195. 

Sec. 6. [FEDERAL DEFENSE CONVERSION ACTIVITIES.] 

The Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation shall assist the department of trade and economic development. the 
sponsoring agency, to prepare a response to the Technology Reinvestment Project solicitation required!2y the Defense 
Conversion. Reinvestment and Transition Assistance Act of 1992, Public Law Numbers 102-484 and 102-190, and 
related federal law. The response shall address technology development, deployment. and manufacturing education 
and training activities that comply with the ~ that result from a collaborative working effort that involves a team 
of eligible participants which may include nonprofit and other eligible firms as mandated Qy United States Code, title 
Mk section 2491, state government agencies, local government agencies, institutions of higher education, manufacturing 
and other extension programs, and other eligible proposers under the act. 

The department of trade and economic development shall create an advisory task force made .!:!£ of business, labor 
community. and local government representatives to assist in developing a state plan for:i2.!! retention and:i2.!! creation 
in industries and communities in Minnesota affected Qy defense contract cuts. The task force shall advise the 
Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation, MiIUlesota Technology, Inc., the department of trade and economic 
development, and other appropriate state agencies in accessing federal funding available from the Office of Economic 
Adjustment and the Economic Development Administration in order ill to improve Minnesota's competitiveness in 
seeking federal conununity adjustment planning funds available through the ~ federal defense conversion 
programs, and ill to provide for public involvement and accountability in the conversion programs. The task force 
shall serve without compensation and reimbursement for expenses. 

Sec. 7. [MINNESOTA PROJECT OUTREACH CORPORATION.] 

Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation ~ abolished. Minnesota Technology, Inc. i§. the legal successor in all 
respects to Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation established under Minnesota Statutes, section 1160.091. All assets 
and liabilities of Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation are transferred to MiIUlesota Technology, Inc. 

Sec. 8. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 1160.092, is repealed. 
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Sec. 9. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 3 are effective h!!y 1. 1993. Section 6 is effective the day following final enactment. Sections ~ ~ Z. 
and §. are effective l.!ili!. L 1994." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to economic development; abolishing Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation and 
transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Technology. Inc.; providing for federal defense 
conversion activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116L.03, subdivisions 1 and 2; 116L.05, by adding 
a subdivision; 1160.091; and 1160.15; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.092." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: RICHARD "RICK" KRUEGER, PETER RODOSOVICH AND GENE PELOWSKI, JR. 

Senate Conferees: STEVEN MORSE, PHIL J. RIVENESS AND LEROY A. STUMPF. 

Krueger moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1658 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1658, A bill for an act relating to economic development; abolishing Minnesota Project Outreach 
Corporation and transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Tec!mology, Inc.; providing for 
federal defense conversion activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160.091; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 1160.092. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 131 yeas and 1 nay as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, I. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Redmg Trimble 
Anderson, R. Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Asch Dehnont Huntley lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Bauerly Dom Jaros Lindner Olson, K Rukavina Vickerman 
Beard Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Olson, M. Sarna Wagenius 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A Luther Onnen Seagren Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mahon O,field Skoglund Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kalis Mariani Osthoff Smith Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno Kelley McCollum Ostrom Solbeq; Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelso M<;GuiJ:e Ozment Sparoy Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Cl"k Gruenes Klinzmg Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Dauner Haukoos Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoni 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bertram 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H, F, NO, 795 

A bill for an act relating to insurance; no-fault auto; excluding certain vehicles from the right of indemnity granted 
by the no-fault act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 658.53, subdivision 1. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 17, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 795, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 795 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 65B.53, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. A reparation obligor paying or obligated to pay basic or optional economic loss benefits is entitled 
to indemnity subject to the limits of the applicable residual liability coverage from a reparation obligor providing 
residual liability coverage on a commercial vehicle of more than 5,500 pounds curb weight if negligence in the 
operation, maintenance or use of the commercial vehicle was the direct and proximate cause of the injury for which 
the basic economic loss benefits were paid or payable to the extent that the insured would have been liable for 
damages but for the deduction provisions of section 65B.51, subdivision 1. 

For purposes of this subdivision. a "commercial vehicle of more than 5.500 pounds curb weight" does not include 
~ vehicle listed in section 65B.47, subdivision 1a. 

Sec. 2, [EFFECTIVE DA TE.l 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: LOREN JENNINGS, LEO J. REDING AND TOM OSTHOFF. 

Senate Conferees: ELLEN R. ANDERSON, KEVIN M. CHANDLER AND DAVID L. KNursoN. 

Lasley moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 795 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 795, A bill for an act relating to insurance; no-fault auto; excluding certain vehicles from the right of 
indemnity granted by the no-fault act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 65B.53, subdivision 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affinnative were: 

Abrams Bauerly Bishop Carruthers Davids Erhardt Girard 
Anderson, L Beard Blatz Clark Dehler Evans Goodno 
Anderson, R. Bergson Brown, C. 

, 
Commers Delmont Farrell Greenfield 

Asch Bertram Brown, K. Cooper Dempsey Frerichs Greiling 
Battaglia BeUermann Carlson Dauner Dom Garcia Gruenes 
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Gutknecht Kahn Lindner Murphy Pauly Sekhon Van Dellen 
Hasskamp Kalis Lourey Neary Pawlenty Simoneau Vellenga 
Haukoos Kelley Luther Nelson Pelowski Skoglund Vickerman 
Hausman Kelso Lynch Ness Perlt Smith Wagenius 
Holsten Kinkel Macklin Olson, E. Peterson Solberg Waltman 
Hugoson Klinzing Mahon Olson, K. Pugh Sparby Weaver 
Huntley Knickerbocker Mariani Olson, M. Reding Stanius Wejcman 
Jacobs Koppendrayer McCollum Onnen Rest Steensma Welle 
Jaros Krinkie McGuire Opatz Rhodes Sviggum Wenzel 
Jefferson Krueger Milbert Orenstein Rice Swenson Winter 
Jennings Lasley Molnau Orfield Rodosovich Tomassoni Wolf 
Johnson, A. Leppik Morrison Osthoff Rukavina Tompkins Worke 
Johnson, R. Lieder Mosel Ostrom Sarna Trimble Workman 
Johnson, V. Linuner Munger Ozment Seagren Tunheim Spk Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 663 was reported to the House. 

Johnson, R.; Wejcman and Blatz moved to amend S. F. No. 663, the unofficial engrossment, as follows: 

Page 1, line 13, delete the second "has been" and insert a colon 

Page 1, delete lines 14 and 15, and insert 

"ill has been convicted of treason.Q!.~ felony and the person's civil rights have not been restored; 

ill ~ under guardianship of the person; or 

ill has been found Qy ~ court of law to be legally incompetent;" 

Page 1, line 16, delete "competent," 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

Lasley offered an amendment to S. F. No. 663, the unofficial engrossment, as amended. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Koppendrayer raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.09 that the Lasley amendment was not in order. Speaker 
pro tempore Bauerly ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out of order. 

S. F. No. 663, A bill for an act relating to elections; authorizing the filing officer to keep from the ballot the name 
of a person who is a convicted felon, under guardianship, or found incompetent; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 204B.IO, by adding a subdivision. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 134 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Holsten Lasley Nelson Rhodes Van Dellen 
Andel1'on, I. Dawkiris Hugoson Leppik Ness Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. Dehler Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Radosovich Vickerman 
Asch Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, K Rukavina Wagenius 
Battaglia Dempsey J~lrOS Lindner Olson, M. Sarna Walbnan 
Bauerly Darn Jefferson Laurey Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Beard Erhardt Jennings Luther Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A. Lynch Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R. Macklin Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Bettermann Frerichs Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Smith Winter 
Bishop Garcia Kahn Mariani Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Blatz Girard Kalis McCollum Ozment Sparby Worke 
Brown, C. Goodno Kelley McGuire Pauly Stanius Workman 
Brown, I}.. Greenfield Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Steensma Spk. Long 
Carlson Greiling Kinkel MoInau Pelowski SViggum 
Carruthers Gruenes Klinzing Morrison Perlt Swenson 
Clark Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel Peterson Tomassoni 
Commers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Pugh Tompkins 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Reding Trimble 
Dauner Hausman Krueger Neary Rest Tunheim 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

Anderson, I., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

There being no objection, the order of business advanced to Motions and Resolutions. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Dehler moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote in 
the affirmative on Friday, May 14, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of 5, F. No. 1496, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Erhardt moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the negative on Saturday, May 15, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 623, as amended 
by the Senate." The motion prevailed. 

Haukoos moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the negative on Saturday, May 15, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of S. F. No. 1368, as amended." 
The motion prevailed. 
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Jefferson moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Saturday, May 15, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of S. F. No. 376." The 
motion prevailed. 

Leppik moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Friday, May 14, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 584, as amended 
by Conference," The motion prevailed. 

Leppik moved that the following statement be printed in- the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Friday, May 14, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1709, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Molnau moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Saturday, May 15, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of S. F. No. 131, as 
amended." The motion prevailed. 

Luther moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote in 
the affirmative on Monday, May 17, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1415, as amended 
by the Senate." The motion prevailed. 

Hasskamp moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the negative on Monday, May 17, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of S. F. No. 694, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Bertram moved that the following statement be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Monday, May 17, 1993, when the vote was taken on the repassage of H. F. No. 1658, as amended 
by Conference." The motion prevailed. 

Luther moved that her name be stricken and the name of Vellenga be added as chief author on H. F. No. 125. The 
motion prevailed. 

Solberg moved that H. F. No. 1662 be returned to its author. The motion prevailed. 

Rest moved that H. F. No. 1731 be returned to its author. The motion prevailed. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. 1253, A bill for an act relating to energy; cogeneration and small power production; providing for 
establislunent of prices paid fpr utilities' avoided capacity and energy costs; prOViding that the public utilities 
commission establish a preference for renewable resource energy production; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections 216B.164, subdivision 4; 216B.2421, subdivision 1; and 216B.62, subdivision 5; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 216B. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the adoption by the Senate of the following House Concurrent Resolution, herewith returned: 

House Concurrent Resolution No.3, A concurrent resolution relating to adjournment of the House of 
Representatives and Senate until 1994. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 795, A bill for an act relating to insurance; no-fault auto; excluding certain vehicles from the right of 
indemnity granted by the no-fault act; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 65B.53, subdivision L 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee, 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlUlce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1225, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; authorizing use of money in the agricultural chemical 
response and reimbursement account for administrative costs; exempting certain pesticides from the ACRRA 
surcharge; requiring a report; appropriating money; repealing the ,hazardous substance labeling act; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B,01, by adding subdivisions; 18B.135; 18B.14, subdivision 2; 18B.26, subdivision 
3; 188.31, subdivision 1; 18B.36, subdivision 2; 18B.37, subdivision 2; 18C005, subdivisions 13 and 35; 18C115, 
subdivision 2; 18C.211, subdivision 1; 18C215, subdivision 2; 18C.305, subdivision 2; 18E.03, subdivisions 2 and 5; 
21.85, subdivision 10; 325F.19, subdivision 7; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 18B.07, subdivision 3; 
18C.211, subdivision 3; 18C.215, subdivision 3; 24.32; 24.33; 24.34; 24.35; 24.36; 24.37; 24.38; 24.39; 24.40; 24.41; 24.42; 
25.46; and 25.47. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the reconunendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House, 

PATRICK E, FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. p, No. 1658, A bill for an act relating to economic development; abolishing Minnesota Project Outreach 
Corporation and transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Teclmology, Inc.; providing for 
federal defense conversion activities; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 1160,091; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 1160.092. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

s. F. No. 1368. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said Senate File is herewith transmitted to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON S. F. NO. 1368 

A bill for an act relating to the environment; imposing criminal penalties for knowing violations of air pollution 
requirements; amending MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 609.671, subdivisions 9 and 12. 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

May 17, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for S. F. No. 1368/ report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House recede from the Kahn and Hausman amendment .labeled HDA-472, adopted by the House on 
May 15, 1993, and that the Senate concur in the Munger amendment labeled HDA-458, adopted by the House on 
May 15, 1993. 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

Senate Conferees: KEVIN M. CHANDLER, GENE MERRIAM AND DAVID L. KNL'TSON. 

House Conferees: MYRON ORFIELD, PHYLLIS KAHN AND DENNIS OZMENT. 

Orfield moved that the report of the Conference Committee on S. F. No. 1368 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1368, A bill for an act relating to the environment; imposing criminal penalties for knowing violations of 
air pollution requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 609.671, subdivisions 9 and 12. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 

Asch 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Bergson 
Bertram 

Bettermann 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Brown,e. 
Brown, K 
Carlson 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Commers 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Davids 
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Dawkins Haukoos Kinkel Mariani Opatz Radosovich Trimble 
Dehler Hausman Klinzing McCollum Orenstein Rukavina Tunheim 
Delmont Holsten Knickerbocker McGuire Orfield Sarna Van Delien 
Dempsey Hugoson Koppendrayer Milbert Osthoff Seagren Vellenga 
Dam Huntley Krinkie Molnau Ostrom Sekhon Vickerman 
Evans Jacobs Krueger Morrison Ozment Simoneau Wagenius 
Farrell Jaros Lasley Mosel Pauly Skoglund Waltman 
Frerichs Jefferson Leppik Munger Pawlenty Smith Weaver 
Garcia Jennings Lieder Murphy Pelowski Solberg Wejcman 
Girard Johnson, A Linuner Neary Perlt Sparby Welle 
Goodno Johnson, R. Lindner Nelson Peterson Stanitis Wenzel 
Greenfield Johnson, V. Laurey Ness Pugh Steensma Winter 
Greiling Kahn Luther Olson, E. Reding SViggum Wolf 
Gruenes Kalis Lynch Olson, K. Rest Swenson Worke 
Gutknecht Kellev Macklin Olson, M. Rhodes Tomassoni Workman 
Hasskamp KelsO' Mahon Onnen Rice Tompkins Spk. Long 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONSIDERATION UNDER RULE 1,10 

Pursuant to rule 1.10, Solberg requested immediate consideration of S. F. No. 553. 

S. F. No. 553 was reported to the House. 

Reding moved to amend S. F. No. 553, the unofficial engrossment, as follows: 

Delete the amendments adopted by the House on Saturday, May 15, 1993, from the committee on rules and 
legislative administration so that the resulting language is identical to Senate File No. 553, the third engrossment. 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 553, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Minneapolis and St. Paul teacher retirement fund associations; 
providing additional funding from various sources; assessing active and retired members for certain teacher retirement 
fund associations supplemental administrative expenses; modifying certain post retirement adjustments; authorizing 
contributions by the city of Minneapolis; appropriating money; authorizing certain tax levies by special school district 
No.1; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 354A.12, subdivisions 2, 2a, and by adding subdivisions; and Laws 
1959, chapter 462, section 3, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354A; 
repealing Laws 1987, chapter 372, article 3, section 1. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 118 yeas and 15 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Bertram Commers Evans Gruenes Jefferson Kelso 
Anderson, I. Bishop Cooper Farrell Hasskamp Jennings Kinkel 
Anderson, R. Blatz Dauner Frerichs Haukoos Johnson, A. Klinzing 
Asch Brown, C. Dawkins Garcia Hausman Johnson, R. Knickerbocker 
Battaglia Brovvn, K. Dehler Girard Holsten Jolmson, v. Koppendrayer 
Bauerly Carlson Delmont Goodno Huntley Kahn Krueger 
Beard Carruthers Dam Greenfield Jacobs Kalis Lasley 
Bergson Clark Erhardt Greiling Jaros Kelley Leppik 
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Lieder Milbert Opatz 
Laurey Morrison Orenstein 
Luther Munger Orfield 
Lynch Murphy Osthoff 
Macklin Neary Ostrom 
Mahon Nelson Ozment 
Mariani Ness Pauly 
McCollum Olson, E. Pelowski 
McGuire 01'>on, K. PerIt 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bettermann 
Davids 
Dempsey 

Gutknecht 
Hugoson 
Krinkie 

Limmer 
Lindner 
Molnau 

Peterson 
Pugh 
Reding 
Rest' 
Rhodes 
Rice 
Rodosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 

Mosel 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

The following Conference Committee Report was received: 

Seagren 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Skoghllld 
Smith 
Solberg 
Sparby 
Stanius 
Steensma 

Sviggum 
Walbnan 
Worke 

Swenson 
Tornassoni 
Tompkins 
Trimble 
Tunheim 
Van Delien 
Vellenga 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1749 

[GIST DAY 

Weaver 
Wejcman 
Welle 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
Workman 
Spk. Long 

A bill for an act relating to public administration; authorizing spending to acquire and to better public land and 
buildings and other public improvements of a capital nature with certain conditions; authorizing state bonding; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes, section 16B.24, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 124C; and 137. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 17, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1749, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendments and that H. F. No. 1749 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS APPROPRIATIONS.] 

The sums in the column lUlder "APPROPRIATIONS" are appropriated from the bond proceeds fund, or other 
named fund, to the state agencies or officials indicated, to be spent to acquire and to better public land and buildings 
and other public improvements of a capital nature, as specified in this act. 

TECHNICAL COLLEGES 

COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

STATE UNIVERSITIES 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

SUMMARY 

$ 667,000 

1,367,000 

1,161,000 

2,000,000 
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K-12 EDUCATION 

HUMAN SERVICES 

CORRECTIONS 

ADMINISTRATION 

PUBLIC FACILITIES AUTHORITY 

POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY 

TRANSPORTATION 

HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

VETERANS HOMES BOARD 

BOND SALE EXPENSES 

CANCELLATIONS 

TOTAL 

Bond Proceeds Fund 

Transportation Fund 

Maximum Effort School Loan Fund 

Trunk Highway Fund 

Cancellations 

Sec. 2. TECHNICAL COLLEGES 

Subdivision 1. To the state board of technical colleges for the 
purposes specified in this section 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 475.61, subdivision 4, 
the state board of technical colleges may approve a request by a 
local school board to use any unobligated balance in the technical 
college debt redemption fund to pay the district's share of 
construction projects authorized in this section. 

Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 136C.44, during the 
biennium the state board of technical colleges must not make grants 
to school districts but shall directly supervise and control the 
preparation of plans and specifications to construct, alter, or enlarge 
the technical college buildings, structures, and improvements 
provided for in this section. 

During the biennium, the state board may delegate the authority 
provided in this section to the campus president for repair and 
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12,000,000 

8,765,000 

9,812,000 

11,255,000 

4,000,000 

11,000,000 

9,900,000 

150,000 

400,000 

63,000 

( 8,115,000) 

$64,425,000 

54,640,000 

9,900,000 

5,000,000 

3,000,000 

( 8,115,000) 

APPROPRIATIONS 

$ 

667,000 
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replacement projects with a total cost of less than $50,000, if the 
state board determines that the projects can be efficiently managed 
at the campus leve1. 

The state board may delegate responsibilities to technical college 
staff. 

Subd.2. Capital Asset Preservation and Repair 

This appropriation is for roof repair and replacement, code 
compliance, critically needed repair of buildings, hazardous material 
and asbestos abatement, tank removal and replacement, emergency 
lighting, parking lots, and handicap access throughout the technical 
college system. 

Subd. 3. Thief River Falls Technical College 

To install a new water main to meet code requirements. 

Subd. 4. Dakota County Technical College 

Dakota County Technical College may complete the decision driving 
course using local money. 

Subd. 5. Red Wing Technical College 

Up to $500,000 of proceeds from the sale of the Towerview campus 
is appropriated to the state board of technical colleges to remodel 
and improve the Red Wing campus to house the programs moved 
from the Towerview campus. 

Sec. 3. COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Subdivision 1. To the state board for community colleges for the 
purposes specified in this section 

Subd. 2. Capital Asset Preservation and Repair 

This appropriation is for code compliance, critically needed repair 
of buildings, roof replacement and repair, hazardous material and 
asbestos abatement, mechanical! electrical system rehabilitation, 
emergency lighting, parking lots, and handicap access throughout 
the community college system. 

Subd. 3. University Center at Rochester 

For capital equipment at the new university center. 

Sec. 4. STATE UNIVERSITIES 

Subdivision 1. To the state university board for the purposes 
specified in this section 

Subd. 2. Capital Asset Preservation and Repair 

This appropriation is for code compliance, critically needed repair 
of buildings, hazardous material and asbestos abatement, parking 

[61ST DAY 

APPROPRIA TrONS 
$ 

413,000 

254,000 

1,367,000 

667,000 

700,000 

1,161,000 

466,000 
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lots, and roof repair and replacement throughout the" state 
university system. 

Subd, 3, 51. Cloud State University 

Plan for new boiler. 

Subd. 4. Land Acquisition 

To acquire land for the campuses of Metropolitan state university, 
Moorhead state Wliversity, and St. Cloud state university. At least 
$400,000 is available for land acquisition at Metropolitan state 
university. 

Up to $123,000 of the unencumbered balance remaining from the 
money appropriated in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article I, section 4, 
subdivision 6, to repair the exterior of the business building at 
St. Cloud State University may be used to acquire additional land 
adjacent to or in the vicinity of St. Cloud State campus. 

Sec. 5, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

To the regents of the University of Minnesota for the purposes 
specified in this section 

This appropriation is for code compliance, critically needed repair 
of buildings, hazardous material and asbestos abatement, emergency 
lighting, water pipe repair, and improved handicap access 
throughout the university system. ' 

Sec 6, EDUCAPON 

Subdivision 1. To the comnussIOner of education for the 
purposes specified in this section 

Subd. 2. Maximum Effort School Loans 

To the commissioner of education from the maximum effort school 
loan fund to make capital loans to school districts as provided in 
Minnesota Statutes, sections 124.36 to 124.46, 

The commissioner shall review,the proposed plan and budget of the 
project and may reduce the amount of the loan to ensure that the 
project will be economical. The commissioner may recover the cost 
incurred by the commissioner for any professional services 
associated with the final review by reducing the proceeds of the 
loan paid to the district. 

$7,967,000 is approved for a capital loan to independent school 
district No, 707, Nett Lake, of which $5,000,000 is included in this 
appropriation. 

Subd. 3. School District Construction Grant - Grant County 

This appropriation is from the bond proceeds fund for a cooperative 
secondary facilities grant under Minnesota Statutes, sections 124.491 
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$ 

200,000 

495,000 

2,000,000 

12,000,000 

5,000,000 

6,000,000 
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to 124.495. Notwithstanding those sections, the commissioner of 
education shall award the grant to the group of districts that make 
up the Grant county project, consisting of independent school 
district Nos. 209, Kensington; 262, Barrett; 263, Elbow Lake-Wendell; 
and 265, Hoffman. 

Subd. 4. Architectural Barriers Grants 

$1,000,000 is for grants under sections 20 to 23. Up to $25,000 of 
this appropriation is available to the deparhnent of education for 
administrative expenses specifically related to the disbursement of 
the grants. The department may contract for these services. 

Sec. 7. HUMAN SERVICES 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner of administration for the 
purposes listed in this section 

Subd. 2. St. Peter Regional Treatment Center 

This appropriation is added to the appropriation in Laws 1992, 
chapter 558, section 8, subdivision 2, and shall be used to plan, 
design, construct, and equip a 50-bed facility at the Minnesota 
security hospital for psychopathic personality patients and for 
mentally ill and dangerous patients., The facility must be built to 
psychopathic personality licensing standards. 

Subd. 3. Design of Psychopathic Personality Facilities 

In order to expedite the design of the psychopathic personality 
facilities at both Moose Lake and St. Peter, the commissioner of 
adminisrration may select for both projects the design firm 
originally selected for the psychopathic personality facility 
authorized in Laws 1992, section 8, subdivision 2, without further 
procedures under Minnesota Statutes, section 16B.33. 

Subd. 4. St. Peter Regional Treatment Center 

For remodeling the kitchen, including kitchen fixtures, at the 
regional treatment center at St. Peter. 

Subd. 5. Moose Lake Regional Treatment Center 

To plan, design, consrruct, and equip a new supervised living 
facility for 100 psychopathic personality patients adjacent to the 
Moose Lake regional rreatrnent center. 

The total cost for this project must not exceed $20,050,000. This 
appropriation is added to the appropriation in Laws 1992, chapter 
558, section 8, subdivision 6. 

In accordance with Minnesota Statutes, section 15.16, the 
commissioners of human services and natural resources shall 
develop a recommendation by July 15, 1993, for rransferring 
custodial control of state land necessary to properly site the new 
psychopathic personality facility at Moose Lake. 

[61ST DAY 

APPROPRIATIONS 
$ 

1,000,000 

8,765,000 

400,000 

115,000 

7,250,000 
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Construction on the 100 lUlit facility at Moose Lake for psychopathic 
personality patients must not be commenced Wltil construction has 
been commenced on the 50-bed facility at St. Peter provided for in 
subdivision 2, except that this limitation does not restrict site 
preparation. 

The commissioner of administration shall report to the legislature 
by February 1, 1994, on the progress on both of the authorized 
facilities for psychopathic personality patients and related projects. 

Subd. 6. Brainerd Regional Human Services Center 

To plan, design, equip, and remodel the Brainerd regional human 
services center to accommodate 75 patients to be transferred from 
the Moose Lake regional treatment center. 

The unencumbered balance of the appropriation in Laws 1990, 
chapter 610, article 1, section 12, subdivision 7, that is for 
remodeling at Brainerd, estimated to be $1,409,000, must also be 
used for this facility. 

Subd. 7. Cambridge Regional Human Services Center 

To remodel Boswell Hall so that services for clients at the 
Cambridge center can be consolidated and moved from older 
buildings, and to bring Boswell Hall into compliance with life safety 
building codes and program licensure standards. 

This appropriation must not be used to prepare space for or to 
move clients from another regional treatment center to the 
Cambridge center. 

Sec. 8. CORRECTIONS 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner of administration for the 
purposes listed in this section 

Subd. 2. Minnesota Correctional Facility at 
Willow River/Moose Lake 

To convert the Moose Lake regional treatment center to a medium 
security prison housing up to 620 inmates, to meet safety codes, to 
design and construct a prison industry building and to design a 
gym building. This amount may be spent for design, engineering, 
construction, remodeling of existing buildings, and for fencing and 
security improvements. The total cost of the project must not 
exceed $25,800,000. 

Subd. 3. Minnesota Correctional Facility - Red Wing 

To plan to replace Dayton Cottage with a 30-bed residential facility 
for the secure detention of violent and predatory juvenile offenders 
until they are able to control their behavior in an open campus 
environment. The total cost of the project must not 
exceed $3,020,000. 
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$ 

700,000 

300,000 

9,812,000 

9,600,000 

212,000 
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Sec. 9. ADMINISTRATION 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner of administration for 
purposes specified in this section 

Subd. 2, Sewer Separation 

To separate the sanitary and storm sewers in the capitol area under 
state jurisdiction in conjilllction with the combined sewer overflow 
program established by the 1985 legislature. 

Subd. 3. Arden Hills State Facilities 

To provide funding for new water, sewer, and fire safety service for 
the surplm~ property facility and public safety training center in 
Arden Hills. 

Subd. 4. Transportation Building 

This appropriation is from the tnmk highway fund for partial 
renovation of the transportation building. Authorized expenditures 
include renovation of the seventh and eighth floors, purchase and 
installation of basic mechanical and electrical equipment for all 
floors.. and removal of hazardous waste materials. Of this 
appropriation, $80,000 is for relocation within the transportation 
building. 

Subd. 5. Judicial Center - Phase lIb 

To complete the renovation of the old historical society building to 
meet the facility and program needs of the new judicial center. 

Sec. 10. PUBLIC FACILITIES AUTHORITY 

To the public facilities authority for the state match to federal grants 
to capitalize the state water pollution control revolving fund Wlder 
MiIUlesota Statutes .. section 446A.07. 

Sec. 11. POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY 

To the commissioner of the pollution control agency for the state 
share of combined sewer overflow grants under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 116.162, for projects begun during fiscal years 1993 or 1994. 

The city of St. Paul shall use all revenues derived from its clawback 
funding of sewer financing only for sewer separation projects that 
directly result in the elimination of combined sewer overflow. 

Under Minnesota Statutes .. section 446A.071, subdivision 8, the 
pollution control agency shall transfer all free, unencumbered 
balances from appropriations in Laws 1987, chapter 400, section 7, 
clause (a); Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, section 17, clause (b); 
and Laws 1990, chapter 610, article 1, section 22, clauses (c) and (d), 
to the public facilities authority for use in the wastewater 
infrastructure funding program. The transfer shall be made before 
July 1, 1993, except that up to $100,000 need not be transferred 
before September 30, 1995. 

[GIST DAY 
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11,255,000 

1,300,000 
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11,000,000 
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Sec. 12, NATURAL RESOURCES 

Subdivision 1. Stillwater Flood Control Project 

$200,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the commissioner of natural resources 
for a grant to the city of Stillwater for up to one half of the required 
nonfederal share of the construction of a flood control levee, This 
funding is contingent upon passage of the federal appropriation. 

Subd. 2. State Forest Inholdings 

$60,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the commissioner of natural resources 
to acquire inholdings in an existing state forest. 

Subd. 3. Dam Repair and Replacement 

$100,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the commissioner of natural resources 
for the emergency repair of the publicly-owned Stewartville dam 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 103G.511. 

Subd. 4. Wildlife Management Areas 

$90,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the commissioner of natural resources 
to complete the acquisition of Byrne lake in Swift county so that it 
may be established as a wildlife management area. 

Subd. 5. Split Rock Creek Dam 

$350,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the commissioner of natural resources 
for emergency repair of the Split Rock Creek dam. 

Sec. 13. BOARD OF WATER AND SOIL RESOURCES 

Subdivision 1. Conservation Reserve 

$500,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the board of water and soil resources 
for the reinvest in Minnesota conservation reserve program under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 103F.515. 

Subd. 2. Redwood River Dam Land Acquisition 

$250,000 of the appropriation in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article 1, 
section 19, item (a), to dredge the upper harbor area of Duluth 
harbor, is reappropriated to the board of water and soil resources 
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for the southern Minnesota rivers basin area II program under 
Minnesota Statutes, sections l03P.171 to l03F.187. This is for land 
acquisition for the RW-22 project in Lyon county. 

Sec. 14. TRANSPORTATION 

Subdivision 1. To the commissioner of transportation for the 
purposes specified in this section 

Subd. 2. Bloomington Ferry Bridge 

This appropriation is from the state transportation fund as provided 
in Minnesota Statutes, section 174.50, to the commissioner of 
transportation to match federal funds to complete the Bloomington 
ferry bridge. 

Subd. 3. Local Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation 

This appropriation is from the state transportation fund. 

The commissioner of transportation shall make grants to political 
subdivisions for the construction and reconstruction of key bridges 
on highways and streets under their jurisdiction. 

The grants may be used by a political subdivision to construct and 
reconstruct key bridges under its jurisdiction; match federal aid 
grant~ for construction and reconstruction of the bridges; pay the 
costs of preliminary engineering and environmental studies for the 
bridges; pay the costs of abandoning an existing bridge that is 
deficient and is in need of replacement, but where no replacement 
is made; and pay the cost of constructing a road or street that 
would facilitate the abandonment of an existing deficient bridge. 
The construction of the road or street must be judged by the 
commissioner to be more economical than the reconstruction or 
replacement of the existing bridge, 

Sec. 15. HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

This appropriation is for matching funds for emergency capital 
improvements to publicly owned county and publicly owned local 
historical societies' buildings. The state's share must not exceed 50 
percent of the cost of each project. 

Sec. 16. VETERANS HOMES BOARD 

To the veterans homes board for architectural design, engineering, 
and structural analysis for the renovation of the Minneapolis 
veterans home campus. 

The veterans home board may apply for federal participation in the 
renovation of the Minneapolis veterans home campus. 

The veterans home board may use the unencumbered balance 
remaining from the appropriation in Laws 1990, article I, chapter 
610, section 9, for life safety improvements at the Minneapolis 
veterans home, 

[61ST DAY 
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Sec. 17. BOND SALE EXPENSES 

To the commissioner of finance for bond sale expenses under 
MiIU1esota Statutes, section 16A.641, subdivision 8. 

Sec. 18. BOND SALE SCHEDULE 

The commissioner of finance shall schedule the sale of state general 
obligation bonds so that, during the biermium ending June 30, 1995, 
no more than $457,455,000 will need to be transferred from the 
general fund to the state bond fund to pay principal and interest 
due and to become due on outstanding state general obligation 
bonds. During the biennium, before each sale of state general 
obligation bonds, the commissioner of finance shall calculate the 
amount of debt service payments needed on bonds previously 
issued and shall estimate the amount of debt service payments that 
will be needed on the bonds scheduled to be sold, the commissioner 
shall adjust the amount of bonds scheduled to be sold so as to 
remain within the limit set by this section. The amount needed to 
make the debt service payments is appropriated from the general 
fund as provided in Minnesota Statutes, section 16A.641. 

Sec. 19. [BOND SALE AUTHORIZATION.] 
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63,000 

Subdivision 1. [BOND PROCEEDS FUND.] To provide the money appropriated in this act from the bond proceeds 
fund the commissioner of finance, on request of the governor, shall sell and issue bonds of the state in an amount.!:!£ 
to $54,640,000 in the manner, upon the terms, and with the effect prescribed Qy Minnesota Statutes, sections 16A.631 
to 16A.675', and ,gy the Minnesota Constitution, article ~ sections 4 to z:. 

Subd. b. [TRANSPORTATION FUND.} To provide the money appropriated in this act from the state transportation 
fund, the commissioner of finance, on request of the governor, shall sell and issue bonds of the state in an amount 
!!£. to $9,900,000 in the manner, upon the terms, and with the effect prescribed !?yMinnesota Statutes, sections 16A.631 
to 16A.675, and Qy the Mirmesota Constitution, article ~ sections 4 to 7. The proceeds of the bonds. except accrued 
interest and any premium received on the sale of the bonds. must be credited to a bond proceeds account in the state 
transportation fund. 

Subd.;1. [MAXIMUM EFFORT SCHOOL LOAN FUND.] To provide the money appropriated in this act from the 
maximum effort school loan fund, the commissioner of finance, on request of the governor, shall sell and issue bonds 
of the state in an amount!!p. to $5.000,000 in the manner, upon the terms, and with the effect prescribed £yMinnesota 
Statutes, sections 16A.631 to 16A.675, and Qy the Minnesota Constitution, article ~ sections 4 to 7. The proceeds of 
the bonds. except accrued interest and any premium received on the sale of the bonds, must be credited to ~ bond 
proceeds account in the maximum effort school loan fund. 

Sec. 20. [124C.71] [SCHOOL BUILDING ACCESSIBILITY CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT GRANT ACT.] 

Sections 20 to 22 may be cited as the "school building accessibility capital improvement grant act." 

Sec.21. [124C.72] [APPROVAL; APPLICATION FORMS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPROVAL BY COMMISSIONER.] The commissioner of education may approve or disapprove 
applications under section 22. The grant money must be used only to remove architectural barriers from a building 
or site. 

Subd. b. [APPLICATION FORMS.] The commissioner of education shall prepare application forms and establish 
application dates. 

Subd. J:. [MATCH.] A district applying for ~ grant under this section must match the grant with local district 
funds. 
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Sec. 22. [124C.73] [GRANT APPLICATION PROCESS.] 

Subdivision 1. [QUALIFICATION.] A school district that meets the criteria reguired under subdivision 2 may~ 
for ~ grant in an amount !!£. to 50 percent of the approved costs of removing architectural barriers from a building 
2!. site. 

Subd. b. [PROJECT REVIEW.] The commissioner, in consultation with the Minnesota state council on disability, 
shall review applications for grants. A school district must ~Qyh!!y! of each year in order to be considered for 
£:. grant. 

Subd.1. [AWARD OF GRANTS.] ill The commissioner shall examine and consider all applications for grants, and 
if a district is found not qualified. the commissioner shall promptly notify the district board. The commissioner shall 
give first priority to school districts that have entered into the cooperation and combination process under sections 
122.241 to 122.248, or that have consolidated since lanuary L.1987, The commissioner shall further prioritize grants 
2!l the basis of the following: the district's tax burden, the long-term feasibility of the project. the suitability of the 
project. and the district's need for the project. !f the total amount of the applications exceeds the amoWlt that i§. or 
can be made available, the commissioner shall award grants according to the commissioner's judgment and discretion 
and based upon ~ ranking of the projects according to the factors listed above, The commissioner shall promptly 
certify to each district the amolUlt. if any, of the grant awarded to it. 

.ilil For fiscal year 1994, the commissioner may develop criteria in addition to the factors listed in paragraph ~ 
in order to award demonstration grants. 

Subd,1:. [MATCHING REVENUE,] Upon being awarded a grant Wlder subdivision ~ the board shall determine 
the need for additional revenue, .If the board determines that the local match cannot be made from existing revenue, 
the board may kYY according to section 124,84, 

Subd, ~ [PROJECT BUDGET,] 11 district that receives a grant must provide the commissioner with the project 
budget and any other information the commissioner requests, 

Sec. 23. [1994 GRANTS.] 

For fiscal year 1994 only, grants under section 22 may not exceed the lesser of 50 percent of the approved costs of 
the project 2I $150,000. 

Sec. 24. [SALE OF WASECA CAMPUS.] 

Notwithstanding ~ other law, the board of regents of the University of Minnesota may sell all or part of the land, 
buildings, and improvements at the Waseca campus to the Q!y of Waseca Q!: other political subdivision in which the 
campus is located for use for ~ public purpose, provided that the sale must be subject to the terms and conditions 
which the commissioner of finance imposes to ensure that the transfer of the property will not affect the validity of 
2r ~ the interest 2!l state general obligation bonds issued to finance improvements at the campus to become 
taxable under the federal tax code, The board of regents must ~ any proceeds from the sale for capital 
improvements and report the amount of any proceeds to the education committees of the legislature. 

Sec. 25. [CANCELLATIONS AND REDUCTIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [RUSH CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT CAPITAL LOAN.] The approval of a capital loan to independent 
school district No, 139, Rush 9!L authorized in Laws 1992, chapter SSg, section L. subdivision ~ ~ canceled, The 
bond authorization in Laws 1992, chapter 558. section ~ subdivision b. is reduced Qy $2.130.000. the amount of the 
canceled loan. 

Subd.1. [INTERSTATE SUBSTITUTION.] The unencumbered balance remaining at the end of fiscal year 1993 in 
the appropriation in Laws 1985, First Special Session. chapter ~ section ~ subdivision 2.t..@. canceled, The bond 
authorization in Laws 1985, First Special Session. chapter ~ section.f1. subdivision ~ is reduced h $235,000, 

Subd.;L [CAMBRIDGE REGIONAL CENTER.] The unencumbered balance remaining at the end of fiscal year 1993 
in the appropriation in Laws 1987. chapter 400, section~ subdivision & is canceled, The bond authorization in Laws 
1987. chapter 400, section ~ subdivision.hi§. reduced Qy $700.000, 
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Subd.:h [1990; HOLMENKOLLEN SKI JUMP.] The unencumbered balance remaining at the end of fiscal year 1993 
in the appropriation in Laws 1990, chapter 610, article.1. section Th clause.lli1i§. canceled. The bond authorization 
in Laws 1990. chapter 610, article .1. section ~ subdivision 1. i£ reduced Qy $2,500,000. 

Subd. ~ [DULUTH PORT DREDGING.] With the mutual consent £y l.!!!y 1. 1993, of the commissioner of trade 
and economic development, the seaway port authority of Duluth, the U.s. Army Corps of Engineers, ~£!!:!X. private 
parties who have pledged private investment to match the $6,100,000 appropriated in Laws 1989. chapter 300, article 
1. section E item ill1. to dredge the ~ harbor area of Duluth harbor. the conunissioner of finance shall reduce 
the appropriation to $2,000,000. The appropriation is available to the extent it is matched. dollar for dollar, Qy federal 
money, No private match is reguired. If the appropriation is reduced to $2.000,000, then $1,550,000 is reappropriated 
as provided in sections 12 and 13: The bond sale authorization in Laws 1989, chapter 300, article .1 section B 
subdivision.1. i§. reduced £y $2,550,000. 

Sec. 26. [PROJECT CANCELLATIONS.] 

The commissioner of finance, after consultation with the commissioner of administration and affected agencies, shan 
cancel appropriations for capital improvement projects that have been completed and shall recommend to the 
legislature for action at the 1994 session the cancellation of E!:!Y excess bond authorizations for projects that have been 
completed or abandoned. 

Sec. 27, Laws 1990, chapter 610, article 1, section 12, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd, 4, State-operated community-based residences 

This appropriation is to plan, and design, and !Q renovate ef" 

construct fw.e" lease, 2I purchase state-operated commWlity-based 
FesiBeRees residential facilities for people with mental illness. Each 
facility must be located in conformance with deconcentration 
requirements. ORe faeilit:} ffil:lst be leeated ifl tr.e T •• i:Ft Cities 
mehefleHtB:It aFea, fR\i:st Rave RS ffi8Fe tRaft 16 beds, a:rte ffil;1st ser. e 
aal;l;ltS. ORe faeilit:)' fR\i:st be lseatea 8\i:tsiae t:Re T,; ift Ciees 
metF8f1elitar. aFea, fftl;l:st Rave If) seas, aRB fl'll;l;St sep, e aaaleseeRts, 
Before beginning construction, the commissioner shall consult with 
the chairs of the FiealtR ar.s Human Services Finance Division of the 
House A}9}9FeflFia13eRs Cefl"l'ffi:iHee of Representatives and the Health 
Care and I=Ittwraft Family Services Division of the Senate PH taftee 
CeF1d'lt:i:F1:ee. 

Sec. 28. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act i§. effective the day after its final enachnent." 

Delete the title and insert: 

1,000,000 

"A bill for an act relating to public administration; authorizing spending to acquire and to better public land and 
buildings and other public improvements of a capital nature with certain conditions; authorizing issuance of bonds 
and canceling previous authorizations; appropriating money, with certain conditions and reducing certain 
appropriations; amending Laws 1990, chapter 610, article 1, section 12, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law 
in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 124C." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bilL 

House Conferees: HENRY J, KALIS, LOREN A, SOLBERG, LEO J, REDING, STEVE TRIMBLE AND DAVE BISHOP, 

Senate Conferees: GENE MERRIAM, JIM VICKERMAN, CAL LARSON, PHIL j. RIvENESS AND RANDY C. KELLY. 
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Kalis moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1749 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to public administration; authorizing spending to acquire and to better 
public land and buildings and other public improvements of a capital nature with certain conditions; authorizing state 
bonding; appropriating money; amending Mirmesota Statutes, section 16B.24, by adding a subdivision; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 124C; and 137. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 4 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krinkie Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Nelson Rhodes Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Ness Rice Vellenga 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Beard Darn Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Olson, M. Sarna Waltman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Onnen Seagren Weaver 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Lynch Opatz Sekhon Wejcman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Simoneau Welle 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Osthoff Smith Winter 
Brown, K Goedne Kalis McCollum Ostrom Solberg Wolf 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Spacby Worke 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso MUbert Pauly Stanius Workman 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Spk. Long 
Commers Gutknecht "Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Sviggum 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Dauner Haukoes Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tomassoni 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Limmer Rest Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 1114 was reported to the House. 

Pugh moved that S. F. No. 1114 be temporarily laid over on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1297, A bill for an act relating to occupations and professions; board of architecture, engineering, land 
surveying, landscape architecture, and certified interior designer; establishing a procedure for issuance, denial, 
revocation, and suspension of licenses; imposing penalties; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 326. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 
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The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yea~ and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Mosel Perlt Swenson 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausinan Krinkie Munger Peterson Tomassoru 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Beard Dom Jaros Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lindner Olson, K Radosovich Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Blatz Garda Johnson, V, Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

H. F. No. 323 was reported to the House. 

There being no objection, H. F. No. 323 was continued on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 785 was reported to the House. 

Krinkie moved to amend S. F. No. 785, as follows: 

Page 2, after line 35, insert: 

"Sec. 2. [179.241] [UNION MEMBERS RIGHT-TO-KNOW ACT.] 

Subdivision L. [NOTICE.] ~ labor organization shall provide an annual notice to its members no later than 
February 1 of their right to reduce the dues payable Qy them!§.! member of the union, or as an individual employed 
!!v. an employer subject to 2 labor agreement containing a union security clause, Qv. the same percentage as the 
percentage of the labor organization's revenues that ~ expended on lobbying. political contributions. distribution 
of publications, and advertising. The notice shall infonn the members that they may reduce their obligation ~ this 
percentage amoWlt Qv. providing written notice to the union and to the employer deducting dues from their ~ if 
any, and that they will suffer no harm or retribution from the employer or the union for doing ~ 

Subd. ~ [ACCOUNTING.] ~ labor organization shall provide to its members an accounting of the actual dollar 
revenues spent Qy the labor organization in the preceding calendar year no later than February 1 the following year. 
The accounting shall include ~ line item for each of the following: 

ill grievance processing; 

ill contract negotiations; 

ill political contributions; 

ill lobbying; 
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ill Minnesota meeting attendance and travel costs; 

1£l out-ot-state meeting attendance and travel costs; 

m dues and contributions to the national affiliate; 

1ID. advertisingj 

f2l production and distribution of publications: and 

[61sT DAY 

i1Ql every item of expenditure constituting more than one percent of the total revenue of the labor organization . 

.If !!.labor organization fails to timely provide the account to its members, it shall be conclusively presumed that 
one-half of members' dues are expended on the activities listed in clauses ill to !2l and other expenditures not directly 
related to the representation of members. 

Subd. J.:. [ACTION.] A member of a labor organization who is not provided a timely annual accounting or a notice 
of the employee's rights under this section.Qy a labor organization shall have a cause of action for the amount of dues 
paid £y the member in excess of the percentage of those dues dedicated to contract negotiations. grievance handling. 
and strike support plus punitive damages in an amount of twice the dues. plus costs and attorneys' fees." 

Page 4, after line 22, insert: 

"Sec. 5. [179A.211] [UNION MEMBERS RIGHT-TO-KNOW ACT.] 

Subdivision L [NOTICE.] A labor organization shall provide an annual notice to its members .!!Q later than 
February 1 of their right to reduce the dues payable 12.Y. them as a member of the union. Q£ as an individual employed 
Qy £!!. employer subject to !!. labor agreement containing !!. union security clause, 12.Y. the same percentage as the 
percentage of the labor organization's revenues that are expended on lobbying, political contributions. distribution 
of publications. and advertising. The notice shall inform the members that they may reduce their obligation Qy this 
percentage amount Qy, providing written notice to the union and to the employer deducting dues from their ~ if. 
!!..!!L and that they will suffer no harm or retribution from the employer or the union for doing §Q:. 

Subd. b. [ACCOUNTING.] A labor organization shall provide to its members an accounting of the actual dollar 
revenues spent Qv. the labor organization in the preceding calendar year no later than February 1 the following year. 
The accounting shall include a line item for each of the following: 

ill grievance processing; 

ill contract negotiations; 

ill political contributions; 

ill lobbying; 

ill Minnesota meeting attendance and travel costs; 

i§l out-of-state meeting attendance and travel costs; 

ill dues and contributions to the national affiliate; 

lID. advertising; 

m production and distribution of publications; and 

.llQl every item of expenditure constituting more than one percent of the total revenue of the labor organization. 

!f. ~ labor organization fails to timely provide the account to its members. it shall be conclusively presumed that 
one-half of members' dues are expended on the activities listed in clauses ill to 121 and other expenditures not directly 
related to the representation of members. 

Subd. ~ [ACTION.] A member of a labor organization who is not provided a timely annual accounting or !notice 
of the employee's rights under this section Qy a labor organization shall have.a~ of action for the arnOlmt of dues 
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paid 12.y the member in excess of the percentage of those dues dedicated to contract negotiations, grievance handling, 
and strike support, plus punitive damages in i!!! amount of twice the dues, plus costs and attorneys' fees." 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Krinkie amendment and the roll was called. There were 43 yeas and 89 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Frerichs Johnson, V. Lynch Pauly Tompkins Workman 
Bettermann Girard Knickerbocker Macklin Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Blatz Caocino Koppendrayer Molnau Rhodes Vickerman 
Cornmers Gutknecht Krinkie Morrison Seagren Walhnan 
Davids Haukoos Leppik Ness Stanius Weaver 
Dehler Holsten Limmer Olson, M. Sviggum Wolf 
Erhardt Hugoson Lindner Onnen Swenson Warke 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Anderson, 1. Clark Hausman Klinzing Neary Pug~ Steensma 
Anderson, R. Cooper Huntley Krueger Nelson Reding Tomassoni 
Asch Dauner Jacobs Lasley Olson, E. Rest Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Jaros Lieder Olson, K Rice Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jefferson Laufey Opatz Radosovich Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jennings Luther Orenstein Rukavina Wagenius 
Bergson Evans Johnson, A Mahon Offield Sarna Wejcman 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, R. Mariani Osthoff Sekhon Welle 
Bishop Garcia Kahn McCollum Ostrom Simoneau Wenzel 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kalis McGuire Ozment Skoglund Winter 
Brown, K. Greiling Kelley Milbert Pelowski Smith Spk. Long 
Carlson Gruenes Kelso Munger Perlt Solberg 
Carruthers Hasskamp Kinkel MW1'hy Peterson Sparby 

The motion did not prevail and the amendment was not adopted. 

s. F. No. 785, A bill for an act relating to labor; establishing rights and duties in relation to union organization; 
providing that certain acts are an unfair labor practice; proposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
sections] 79.12; 179A.07, by adding a subdivision; and 179A.13, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 79 yeas and 51 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 
Asch 
Battaglia 

Beard 
Bergson 
Bro'Wll, K. 
Carlson 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Coopcr 
Dauner 

Delmont 
Evans 
Farrell 
Garcia 

Greenfield 
Greiling 
Hasskamp 
Hausman 

Huntley 
Jacobs 
Jaros 
Jefferson 

Jennings 
Johnson, A 
Johnson, R. 
Johnson, V. 
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Kahn Laurey Munger Ostrom Rice Solberg Wenzel 
Kalis Luther Murphy Ozment Radosovich Steensma Winter 
Kelley Mahon Neary Pelowski Rukavina Tomassoni 5pk. Long 
Kinkel Mariani Nelson PeTIt Sarna Trimble 
Klinzing McCollum Olson, E. Peterson Sekhon Vellenga 
Krueger McGuire Orenstein Pugh Simoneau Wagenius 
Lasley Milbert Orfield Reding Skoglund Wejcman 
LiedE'T Mosel Osthoff Rest Smith Welle 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dempsey Haukoos Limmer Olson, M. Sviggum Wolf 
Bauerly Darn I Iolsten Lindner Onnen Swenson Worke 
Bertram Erhardt Hugoson Lynch Opatz Tompkins Workman 
Bettermann Frerichs Kelso Macklin Pauly Tunheim 
Blatz Girard Knickerbocker Molnau Pawlenty Van Dellen 
Commers Goodno Koppendrayer Morrison Rhodes Vickerman 
Davids Gruenes Krinkie Ness Seagren Walhnan 
Dehler Gutknecht Leppik Olson, K. Stanius Weaver 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 544 was reported to the House. 

Evans; Johnson, A; Winter and Sarna offered an amendment to S. F. No. 544. 

POINT OF ORDER 

Coodno raised a point of order pursuant to rule 3.09 that the Evans et al amendment was not in order. The Speaker 
ruled the point of order well taken and the amendment out of order. 

S. F. No. 544, A bill for an act relating to labor; providing that certain acts are an unfair labor practice; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 179.12; and 179A.13, subdivision 2. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 94 yeas and 37 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Clark Jaros Lasley Murphy Pugh Steensma 
Anderson, 1. Cooper Jefferson Leppik Neary Reding Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dauner Jennings Lieder Nelson Rest Trimble 
Asch Delmont Johnson, A. Lourey OL<;on, E. Rice Tunheim 
Battaglia Dom Johnson, R. Luther Olson, K. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Bauerly Evans Kahn Macklin Opatz Rukavina Wagenius 
Beard Farrell Kalis Mahon Orenstein Sarna Wejcman 
Bergson Garda Kelley Mariani Orfield Seagren Welle 
Bertram Greenfield Kelso McCollum Osthoff Sekhon Wenzel 
Bishop Greiling Kinkel McGuire Ostrom Simoneau Winter 
Brown, C. Hasskamp Klinzing Milbert Ozment Skoglund 
Brown,K. Hausman Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Smith 
Carlson Huntley Koppendrayer Mosel PerIt Solberg 
Carruthers Jacobs Krueger Munger Peterson Sparby 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Bettermann Erhardt Haukoos 
Blatz Frerichs Holsten 
Commers Girard Hugoson 
Davids Caodno Jolmson, V. 
Dehler Gruenes Krinkie 
Dempsey Gutknecht Limmer 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to, 

H. F, No. 187 was reported to the House. 

MONDAY, MAy 17,1993 

Lindner 
Lynch 
Molnau 
Ness 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 

Pauly 
Pawlenty 
Rhodes 
Stanius 
Sviggum 
Swenson 

Van Dellen 
Vickennan 
Waltman 
Weaver 
Wolf 
Warke 

Welle moved that H. F. No. 187 be continued on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

4591 

Workman 

I hereby annotU1ce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the COncurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1650, A bill for an act relating to data privacy; eliminating a classification of legislators' telephone records; 
requiring the attorney general to seek recovery of wrongfully paid taxpayer money for telephone charges; amending 
Laws 1989, chapter 335, article I, section 15, subdivision 3. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Anderson, 1., moved that the House concur in·the Senate amendments to H. F. No, 1650 and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Senate, The motion prevailed, 

H, F. No. 1650, A bill for an act relating to the organization and operation of state government; appropriating 
money for community development and certain agencies of state government, with certain conditions; establishing 
and modifying certain programs; providing for regulation of certain activities and practices; providing for accounts, 
assessments, and fees; eliminating or transferring certain agency powers and duties; requiring studies and reports; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3,30, subdivision 2, as amended; 15.38, by adding a subdivision; 15.50, 
subdivision 2; 16A.128, subdivision 2; 16A.28, by adding a subdivision; 16A.72; 16B.06, subdivision 2a; 44A.m, 
subdivisions 2 and 4; 44A.025; 82.21, by adding a subdivision; 116).617; 116).982; 216B.62, subdivisions 3 and 5; 
237.295, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 239.011, subdivision 2; 239.10; 239.791, subdivisions 6 and 8; 
239.80, subdivisions 1 and 2; 257.0755; 268.022, subdivisions 1 and 2; 268.361, subdivisions 6 and 7; 268.362; 268.363; 
268.364, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adcling a subdiviSion; 268.365, subdivision 2; 268.55; 268.914, subdivision 1; 268.975, 
subdivisions 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and by adding subdivisions; 268.976, subdivision 2; 268.978, subdivision 1; 268.98; 298.2211, 
subdivision 3; 298,2213, subdivision 4; 298,223, subdivision 2; 298,28, subdivision 7; 298.296, subdivision 1; 303.13, 
subdivision 1; 303.21, subdivision 3; 322A.16; 333.20, subdivision 4; 333.22, subdivision 1; 336.9-403; 336.9-404; 
336.9-405; 336.9-406; 336.9-407; 336.9-413; 336A.04, subdivision 3; 336A.09, subdivision 2; 349A.10, subdivision 5; 359.01, 
subdivision 3; 359.02; 386.65; 386.66; 386.67; 386.68; 386.69; 462A.057, subdivision 1; 462A.21, by adding subdivisions; 
and 469.011, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 116); 116M; 129D; 239; 268; 
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386; 462A; and 504; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 138A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 44A.12; 138,97; 239,05, subdivision 2c; 239,52; 239,78; 268,365, subdivision 1; 268,914, subdivision 2; 
268,977; 268,978, subdivision 3; 386,61, subdivision 3; 386,63; 386,64; and 386,70, 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 93 yeas and 38 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Cooper Jacobs Lieder Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Anderson, R. DaW1er Jaros Laufey Olson, K. Radosovich Vickerman 
Asch Davids Jefferson Luther Orenstein Rukavina Wagenius 
Battaglia Delmont Jennings Mahon Orfield Sarna Wejcman 
Bauerly Dempsey Johnson, A. Mariani Osthoff Sekhon Wenzel 
Beard Dern Johnson, R. McCollum Ostrom Simoneau Winter 
Bergson Evans Johnson, V. McGuire Ozment Skoglund Wolf 
Bertram Farrell Kahn Milbert Pelowski Solberg Worke 
Bishop Garcia Kalis Morrison Perlt Stanius Spk. Long 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kelley Mosel Peterson Steensma 
Brown, K Greiling Kelso Munger Pugh Swenson 
Carlson Hasskamp Kinkel Murphy Reding Tomassoni 
Carruthers Hausman Koppendrayer Neary Rest Trimble 
Clark Huntley Krueger Nelson Rhodes Tunheim 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Frerichs Holsten Leppik Ness Seagren Weaver 
Bettermann Girard Hugoson Limmer Olson, M. Smith Workman 
Blatz Goodno Klinzing Lindner Onnen Sviggum 
Conuners Gruenes Knickerbocker Lynch Opatz Tompkins 
Dehler Gutknecht Krinkie Macklin Pauly Van Dellen 
Erhardt Haukoos Lasley Molnau Pawlenty Waltman 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

S. F. No. 1114 which was temporarily laid over earlier today on Special Orders was again reported to the House. 

Pugh moved that S. F. No. 1114 be temporarily laid over on Special Orders. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 636 was reported to the House. 

Jennings; Kalis; Olson, K.; Lasley; Hugoson; Lourey and Koppendrayer moved to amend S. F. No. 636, as follows: 

Page 1, after line 13, insert: 

"Sec. 2, [1l5A.542] [COMPOSTING PROJECTS,] 

Subdivision 1.:. [GRANTS.] The director of the office of waste management shall award grants to optimize 
operations at mixed municipal solid waste composting facilities owned £.y multi-county project boards. Before 
awarding a grant under this section, the directors of the offices of waste management and the pollution control agency 
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must approve a facility optimization plan submitted h the multi-county project board. The plan must include a 
financial and technical feasibility analysis. 

Subd.1. [APPROPRIATION.] $1.500,000 in the first year of the biennium ending Tune;lQ" 1995,!2. appropriated 
from the general fund to the office of waste management for grants under section 1. Any unencumbered balance 
remaining after the first year shall be available in the second year of the biennium. " 

Renumber the sections in sequence 

Correct internal references 

Amend the title accordingly 

The motion prevailed and the amendment was adopted. 

S. F. No. 636, A bill for an act relating to pollution control; requiring a study of the feasibility of including the city 
of Red Wing in the state financial assistance program for combined sewer overflow. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 128 yeas and 5 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Nelson Rhodes Tunheim 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Ness Rice Van Dellen 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Olson, E. Rodosovich Vellenga . 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Lieder Olson, K. Rukavina Vickerman 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Linuner. Olson, M. Sarna Wagenius 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Lindner Opatz Seagren Waltman 
Beard Dom Jaros Lourey Orenstein Sekhon Weaver 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Luther Orfield Simoneau Wejcman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Lynch Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Macklin Ostrom Smith Winter 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Mahon Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mariani Pauly Sparby Worke 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn McGuire Pawlenty Stanius Workman 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Milbert Pelowski Steensma Spk. Long 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley Morrison Perlt Sviggum 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Mosel Peterson Swenson 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Munger Pugh Tomassoni 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Murphy Reding Tompkins 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Neary Rest Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Krinkie Leppik McCollum Molnau Onnen 

The bill was passed, as amended, and its title agreed to. 

S. F. No. 1114 which was temporarily laid over earlier today on Special Orders was again reported to the House. 

Asch withdrew his pending amendment offered on Saturday, May 15, 1993, to S. F. No. 1114, as amended. 
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MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 

Brown, c., moved that the vote whereby the Brown, c., and Cooper amendment to S. F. No. 1114, as amended, 
which was adopted on Saturday, May 15, 1993, be now reconsidered. The motion prevailed. 

Brown, c., withdrew the Brown, c., and Cooper amendment to S. F. No. 1114, as amended. 

S. F. No. 1114, A bill for an act relating to conunerce; franchises; regulating assignments, transfers, and sales; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 80C.17, subdivisions 1 and 5. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended, and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 133 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams DalU\er Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Swenson 
Anderson, 1. Davids Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tomassoni 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Tompkins 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Trimble 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Ness Rhodes Tunheim 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rice Van Dellen 
Beard Dom Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vellenga 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Vickerman 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Onnen Sarna Wagenius 
BeUermann Farrell Johnson, A. Lynch Opatz Seagren Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Weaver 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Wejcman 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Welle 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis McCollum Ostrom Smith Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Solberg Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Sparby Wolf 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Stanius Worke 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Steensma Workman 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Sviggum Spk. Long 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Krinkie 

The bill was passed .. as amended .. and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith .returned, as amended by the 
Senate .. in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 1094, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating fees, data collection .. coverages, notice provisions, 
enforcement provisions, the Minnesota joint lUlderwriting association, and the liquor liability assigned risk plan; 
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enacting the NAIe model regulation relating to reporting requirements for licensees seeking to do business with 
certain illlauthorized multiple employer welfare arrangements; making various technical changes; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 13.71, by adding subdivisions; 45.024, subdivision 2; 59A.12, by 
adding a subdivision; 60A.02, by adding a subdivision; 60A,03, subdivisions 5 and 6; 60A.OS2, subdivision-2; 60A,OB2; 
60A.085; 60A.14, subdivision 1; 60A.19, subdivision 4; 60A.206, subdivision 3; 60A.21, subdivision 2; 60A.36, by adding 
a subdivision; 60C.22; 60K.06; 60K.14, subdivision 4; 60K.19, subdivision 5; 61A.02, subdivision 2; 61A.031; 61A.04; 
61A.07; 61A.071; 61A.073; 61A.074, subdivision 1; 61A.08; 61A.09, subdivision 1; 61A.092, by adding a subdivision; 
61A.12, subdivision 1; 61A.282, subdivision 2; 62A.047; 62A.148; 62A.153; 62A.43, subdivision 4; 62E.19, subdivision 
1; 62H.01; 621.02;621.03; 621.07; 621.13, subdivisions 1 and 2; 621.20; 6SA.01, subdivision 1; 65A.29, subdivision 7; 
65B,49, subdivision 3; 72A.20, subdivision 29, and by adding a subdivision; 72A.201, subdivision 9; 72A.41, subdivision 
1; 72B.03, subdivision 1; 72B.04, subdivision 2; 176.181, subdivision 2; and 340AA09, subdivisions 2 and 3; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 45; 61A; 62A; and 62H; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
70A.06, subdivisionS; 72A.4S; and 72B.07; Minnesota Rules, parts 2780.4800; 2783.0010; 2783.0020; 2783.0030; 2783.0040; 
2783.0050; 2783.0060; 2783.0070; 2783.0080; 2783.0090; and 2783.0100. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Stanius moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1094 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. 

Kahn moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 1094, that the Speaker appoint 
a Conference Committee of 5 members of the House, and that 'the House requests that a like committee be appointed 
by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Kahn motion and the roll was called. There were 124 yeas and 9 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, 1. Dauner Hausman Krueger Murphy Peterson Trimble 
Anderson, R. Davids Holsten Lasley Neary Pugh Tunheim 
Asch Dawkins Hugoson Leppik Nelson Reding Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dehler Huntley Lieder Ness Rest Vellenga 
Bauerly Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rhodes Vickerman 
Beard Dempsey Jaros Lourey Olson, K. Rice Wagenius 
Bergson Dam Jefferson Luther Olson, M. Rodosovich Waltman 
Bertram Erhardt Jennings Lynch Onnen Rukavina Weaver 
Bettermann Evans Johnson, A. Macklin Opatz Sarna Wejcman 
Bishop Farrell Johnson, R Mahon Orenstein Seagren Welle 
Blatz Garcia Kahn Mariani Orfield Sekhon Wenzel 
Brown, C. Goodno Kalis McCollum Osthoff Simoneau Winter 
Brown, K. Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ostrom Skoglund Wolf 
Carlson Greiling Kelso Milbert Ozment Solberg Worke 
Carruthers Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pauly Steensma Workman 
Clark Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pawlenty Sviggum Spk. Long 
Commers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Mosel Pelowski Tomassoni 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Munger PerIt Tompkins 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Girard Knickerbocker Smith Swenson 
Frerichs Johnson, V. Lindner Stanius 

The motion prevailed. 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annOlU1ce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate Files, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. Nos. 545, 1512, 142, 1162, 103 and 176. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 545, A bill for an act relating to retirement; expanding coordinated plan survivor coverage benefits for 
certain public employees and teachers; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 352,01, by adding a subdivision; 
352.12, subdivision 2, and by adding subdivisions; 353.01, subdivision 15, and by adding a subdivision; 353,32, 
subdivision la, and by adding subdivisions; 354.05, subdivision 8, and by adding a subdivision; 354.46, subdivisions 
2, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 354A.011, by adding a subdivision; and 354A.35, subdivision 2, and by adding 
subdivisions. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

S. F. No. 1512, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing uniform local election procedures; requiring regular 
city elections to be held in the fall; permitting town elections to be held in November; making uniform certain local 
government procedures; providing for the identification of judicial offices; authorizing special elections to be 
conducted by mail ballot; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 103C.305, subdivision 2; 123.33, subdivision 1; 
2048.14,' subdivision 8; 2048.36, subdivision 4; 205,02, subdivision 2; 205,065, subdivisions 1 and 2; 205.07, subdivision 
1; 205.10, by adding a subdivision; 205.13, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 205.16, subdivisions 1 and 2; 
205.17, subdivision 4; 205.175; 206.90, subdivision 6; 365.51, subdivisions 1 and 3; and 367.03; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 204D; repealing MilU1esota Statutes 1992, sections 205.065, subdivision 3; 
205.18; 205.20; and 410.21. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and 
Elections. 

S. F. No. 142,.A bill for an act relating to workers' compensation; regulating rehabilitation services and 
consultations; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 176.102, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Labor-Management Relations. 

S. F. No. 1162, A bill for an act relating to state government; administrative rulemaking; changing the membership 
and duties of the LCRAR; transferring the rule review functions of the office of the attorney general to the office of 
administrative hearings; regulating grants of rulemaking authority, notices of intent to solicit outside opinion, and 
public hearing requirements; authorizing the governor to disapprove rules adopted after public hearing; eliminating 
the requirement that agencies review their rules and consider methods to reduce their impact on small business; 
making technical changes; requiring reports; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.841; 
14.05, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 14.08; 14.09; 14.10; 14.115, subdivision 5; 14.15, subdivisions 3 and 
4; 14.16, subdivision 1; 14.19; 14.22, subdivision 1; 14.24; 14.25; 14.26; 14.29, subdivisions 2 and 4; 14.30; 14.31; 14.32; 
14.33; 14.34; 14.365; 14.48; and 14.51; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14; repealing 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 14.115, subdivision 6; and 14.225. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Govenunental Operations and Gambling. 

S. F. No. 103, A bill for an act relating to lawful gambling; regulating the conduct of lawful gambling; prescribing 
the powers and duties of licensees and the board; giving the gambling control board director cease and desist 
authority for violations of board rules; adding restrictions for bingo halls, distributors, and manufacturers; providing 
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more flexibility in denying a license application to ensure the integrity of the lawful gambling industry; strengthening 
the' gambling control board's enforcement ability by increasing licensing requirements; establishing the combined 
receipts tax as a lawful purpose expenditure; expanding definition of lawful purpose to include certain senior citizen 
activities, certain real estate taxes and assessments, and wildlife management projects; prohibiting the use of lawful 
purpose contributions by local governmental units in pension or retirement funds; exempting organizations with gross 
receipts of $50,000 or less from the annual audit; expanding the definition of a class C license; making class C licensee 
reporting requirements quarterly;-modifying the definition of allowable expense to include some advertising costs; 
eliminating additional compensation for the state lottery director; clarifying and strengthening the regulation of the 
conduct of bingo; prohibiting certain forms of gambling by persons under 18; modifying the definition of net profits 
for local assessments; prescribing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 240.13, subdivision 8; 240.25, 
by adding a subdivision; 240.26, subdivision 3; 299L.03? subdivisions 1 and 2; 299L.07, by adding a subdivision; 349.12, 
subdivisions 1, 3a, 4, 8, 11, 18, 19,21,23,25,30,32, 34, and by adding a subdivision; 349.151, subdivision 4; 349,152, 
subdivisions 2 and 3; 349.153; 349.154, subdivision 2; 349.16, subdivisions 6 and 8; 349.161, subdivisions 1, 3, and 5; 
349.162, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, and 5; 349.163, subdivisions 1, la, 3, 5, and 6; 349.164, subdivisions 1,3, and 6; 349,1641; 
349.166, subdivisions 1, 2, and 3; 349.167, subdivisions 1 and 4; 349.168, subdivisions 3 and 6; 349.169, subdivision 1; 
349.17, subdivisions 2,4,5, and by adding a subdivision; 349.174; 349.18, subdivisions 1, la, and 2; 349.19, subdivisions 
2, 5, 6, 8, and 9; 349.191, subdivisions 1, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 349.211, subdivisions 1 and 2; 349.2122; 
349.2125, subdivisions 1 and 3; 349.2127, subdivisions 2, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 349.213, subdivision 1; 
349A.03, subdivision 2; 349A.12, subdivisions 1, 2, 5, and 6; and 609.755; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
Statutes, chapters 471; and 609; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 349A.03, subdivision 3; and 349A.08, 
subdivision 3. 

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Conunittee on Governmental Operations and Gambling. 

S. F. No. 176, A bill for an act relating to insurance; workers' compensation; regulating distributions of excess 
surplus made by the workers' compensation reinsurance association; clarifying the law regulating distributions of 
excess surplus; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 45.027, subdivision 1; and 79.34? by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 79. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota, Welle moved that the rule therein 
be suspended and an urgency be declared so that S. F. No. 176 be given its second and third readings and be placed 
upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Welle moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that S. F. No. 176 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 176 was read for the second time. 

S. F. No. 176, A bill for an act relating to insurance; workers' compensation; regulating distributions of excess 
surplus made by the workers' compensation reinsurance association; clarifying the law regulating distributions of 
excess surplus; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 45.027, subdivision 1; and 79.34, by adding a subdivision; 
proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 79. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 130 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 

Asch 
Battaglia 
Bauerly 

Beard 
Bergson 
Bertram 

Bettennann 
Bishop 
Blatz 

Brown, C. 
Brown, K. 
Carlson 

Carruthers 
Clark 
Commers 

Cooper 
Dauner 
Dawkins 
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Dehler Haukoos Kinkel McGuire Orfield Sarna Vellenga 
Dehnont Hausman Klinzing Milbert Osthoff Seagren Vickerman 
Dempsey Holsten Knickerbocker Molnau Ostrom Sekhon Wagenius 
Darn Hugoson Koppendrayer Morrison Ozment Simoneau Waltman 
Erhardt Huntley Krueger Mosel Pauly Skoglund Weaver 
Evans Jacobs Lasley Munger Pawlenty Smith Wejcman 
Farrell Jaros Leppil< Murphy Pelowski Solberg Welle 
Frerichs Jefferson Lieder Neary Perlt Sparby Wenzel 
Garcia Jennings Lindner Nelson Peterson Steensma Winter 
Girard Johnson, A. Lourey Ness Pugh Sviggum Wolf 
Goodno Johnson, R. Luther Olson, E. Reding Swenson Worke 
Greenfield Johnson, V. Lynch Olson, K Rest Tomassoni Workman 
Greiling Kahn Macklin Olson, M. Rhodes Tompkins Spk Long 
Gruenes Kalis Mahon Onnen Rice Trimble 
Gutknecht Kelley Mariani Opatz Rodosovich Tunheim 
Hasskamp Kelso McCollum Orenstein Rukavina Van Dellen 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Davids Krinkie 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 125, A bill for an act relating to education; permitting independent school district No. 279, Osseo, to adopt 
an alternating eight-period schedule; exempting the district from certain statutory instructional time requirements 
through the 1995-1996 school year. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA VEN, Secretary of the Senate 

CONCURRENCE AND REPASSAGE 

Vellenga moved that the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 125 and that the bill be repassed 
as amended by the Senate. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No. 125, A bill for an act relating to education; making corrections to the 1993 olIlllibus education finance law; 
authorizing a levy in independent school district No. 256, Red Wing; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
124.155, subdivision 1; 125.05, subdivision 1a; 125.185, subdivision 4; and 128B.03, subdivision 2; Laws 1993, chapter 
224, article I, sections 10; 14; and 18, subdivision 1~ article 2, sections 14; and 15, subdivision 2; article 3, sections 18; 
24, subdivision 2b; 25; 26; 40; and 41; article 4, sections 14; and 43, subdivision 4; article 6, sections 16, subdivision 
8; 32; and 33; article 7, sections 6; and 31; article 8, sections 18, subdivision 1; 21, subdivision 1; and 23; article 12, 
section 32; article 13, section 40; and article 14, section 7; and 17. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by the Senate, and placed upon its repassage. 
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The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 129 yeas and 5 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, L Dawldns Hugoson Leppik Ness Rhodes Tunheirn 
Anderson, R. Dehler Huntley Lieder Olson, E. Rice Van Dellen 
Asch Delmont Jacobs Limmer Olson, K Rodosovich Vellenga 
Battaglia Dempsey Jaros Lindner Olson, M. Rukavina Vickerman 
Bauerly Dom Jefferson Lourey Onnen Sarna Wagenius 
Beard Evans Jennings Luther Opatz Seagren Waltman 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, A Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Weaver 
Bertram Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Offield Simoneau Wejcman 
Bettermann Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Osthoff Skoglund Welle 
Bishop Girard Kahn Mariani Ostrom Smith Wenzel 
Blatz Goodno Kalis McGuire Ozment Solberg Winter 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kelso Milbert Pauly Sparby Wolf 
Brovvn, K Greiling Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Stanius Worke 
Carlson Gruenes Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Steensma Workman 
Carruthers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Mosel PerIt Sviggum Spk. Long 
Clark Hasskamp Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Swenson 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Murphy Pugh Tomassoni 
Dauner Hausman Krueger Neary Reding Tompkins 
Davids Holsten Lasley Nelson Rest Trimble 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Commers Erhardt Kelley McCollum 

The bill was repassed, as amended by the Senate, and its title agreed to. 

The following Conference Committee Reports were received: 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 1529 

A bill for an act relating to state government; reviewing the possible reorganization and consolidation of agencies 
and departments with environmental and natural resource functions; creating a legislative task force; requiring 
establislunent of worker participation committees before possible agency restructuring. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of th~ Senate 

May 17, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 1529, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amendment and that H. F. No. 1529 be further amended as follows: 

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert: 

"Section 1. [REORGANIZATION; GOALS.] 

The legislature finds that it is desirable to reorganize state services relatiflJ'1 to the protection of the environment, 
protection of farmland, and the management of natural resources to achieve the following goals: 
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ill progressively less ~ land, and water pollution; 

ill sustainable development throughout all regions of the state and all sectors of the economy: 

ill improved delivery of services; 

ill!!. preventive approach to environmental degradation; 

ill citizen participation in all relevant decision-making processes and at meaningful points in the processes; and 

@ regular reevaluation and reformulation of how governmental functions and services are performed. 

Sec. 2, [REORGANIZATION; OUTCOMES,] 

Any reorganization must achieve the following outcomes: 

ill an ecosystem-based, integrated service delivery system; 

ill extension of the polluter-pays principle through the ~ of regulatory controls and financial mechanisms; 

ill the ability to identify and address existing and emerging environmental issues of state, national, and 
international import; 

ill increased citizen access to pertinent, understandable information relating to environmental protection, farmland 
protection, and natural resources management 

ill better citizen representation, access, and information through an office of public information and advocacy; 

ill the elimination of multiple access points to receive the same or related services; 

ill the flexibility to enable state and local governments to coordinate and cooperate; 

lID. the identification of revenue sources adequate to implement the reorganization, induding providing for staff 
development: 

ill flattening of the internal organization of the delivery system with processes designed to encourage cooperation, 
consensus, and -participation of management and workers: 

.ll.Ql decentralization of the service-delivery system where appropriate; 

..Qll a structure that recognizes legitimate conflicts of interest and provides for their resolutionj and 

@!!. reassessment of the state's energy and transportation policies as they affed the environment and natural 
resources. 

Sec, 3, [TASK FORCE.] 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.] Immediately after the effective date of this section, the governor shall convene 
a task force consisting of four facilitators and four groups: 

ill!!.S!Q!!£ consisting of 10 to 15 persons from agencies listed in section 6 who are members of the managerial plan 
established under Minnesota Statutes, section 43A.18. subdivision ~ appointed £y the governor; 

ill !!. g!:Q!!E. consisting of employees from agencies listed in section .§. who' ~ represented £y exclusive 
representatives. selected J2y the exclusive representatives of employees of those agencies; 

ill!!.S!Q!!£ consisting of 15 persons representing local and regional governmental units, including cities. counties. 
metropolitan and regional agencies. soil and water conservation districts. watershed districts. and watershed 
management organizations, appointed in equal numbers £y the governor, the majority leader of the senate, and the 
speaker of the house; and 
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ill£!.&!2l!£ consisting of not more than 20 persons jointly appointed.!2Y the speaker of the house of representatives 
and the majority leader of the senate, including: 

ill representatives of rural agricultural interests, environmental and conservation organizations, sportsmen's groups, 
and business; 

@£!. representative of an institution of higher education with expertise in natural sciences; 

1!ill!!. representative of ~ institution of higher education with expertise in agriculture; 

.lli:1 an attorney experienced in environmental law; and 

M £!. member of the environmental consulting community. 

The groups described in clauses ill and ill must include managers and classified employees from work stations 
outside the metropolitan ~ described in Minnesota Statutes, section 473.121, subdivision b. Organizations, 
occupations, and industries described in clause ill may submit the ~ of persons they wish considered for 
appointment to the task force under that clause. 

The governor. the speaker of the house of representatives, and the majority leader of the senate shall jointly appoint 
a facilitator for each group. 

Subd. b. [ACTIVITIES.] fill. Members of the task force established £y subdivision 1 shall ~ ~ partners in 
changing the delivery of state services and the performance of state functions. Each &rQ!!£ of the task force shall 
initially meet separately to develop its own recommendations for proposed legislation to establish a governmental 
structure to perform the functions and provide the services listed in section 6 in furtherance of the goals and outcomes 
listed in sections 1 and b. b. facilitator shall assist each ~ The facilitators shall meet periodically with the 
legislative commission established in section.!. At the meetings, the facilitators shall update the members of the 
commission on the progress of the groups' discussions and emerging proposals. Each.8!Q.!!£ must complete its 
recommendations.Qv. October 1. 1993. 

ill ~ September b 1993, each .8!Q.!!£ shall select from its membership representatives to a committee. as follows: 

ill two representatives from the group established .!2v. subdivision .1. clause .il1. 

ill three representatives from the group established .!2v. subdivision .1. clause m 
ill two representatives from the group established !:!v. subdivision b clause .Qt. and 

ill five representatives from the ~ established Qv. subdivision .1. clause H1. who must be private citizens. 

hl The task force committee shall begin meeting as soon ~ practicable after October b 1993. and shall develop 
recommendations for proposed legislation to establish a governmental structure to perform the functions and provide 
the services listed in section.§. in furtherance of the goals and outcomes listed in sections 1 and b. The commissioner 
of administration may provide staff support to the committee upon its reguest. 

@ The governor, the speaker of the house of representatives, and the majority leader of the senate shall jointly 
appoint a facilitator for the committee. The facilitator shall chair meetings of the committee and serve as a nonvoting 
member. The facilitator shall periodically update the members of the legislative commission created in section 12!! 
the progress of the committee's discussions and emerging proposals. 

irl The committee shall submit its recommendations for reorganization to the legislative commission created in 
section i Qy December R 1993. 

Sec. 4. [LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION; MEMBERSHIP.} The legislative commission on administrative environmental structure 
is created to recommend to the legislature proposed legislation to establish a governmental structure to perform the 
functions and provide the services listed in section 6 in furtherance of the goals and outcomes listed in sections 1 and 
b. The commission consists of ten members. five appointed £y the speaker of the house of representatives and five 
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appointed Qy the rules and administration subcommittee on committees of the senate. At least two members from 
each chamber must be members of the minority ~ in that chamber. The house and senate members of the 
commission shall elect ~ member from their respective chambers to serve as cochairs of the commission who shall 
alternately preside QYf£ hearings, unless they agree otherwise. 

Subd. b. [DUTIES.1ll!l The commission shall perform its duties in accordance with the environmental £!ili.£y 
codified in Minnesota Statutes. section 116D.02, subdivision .1. the responsibility of state government in relation to 
that policy codified in Minnesota Statutes, section 116D.02, subdivision b. and the actions reguired of state agencies 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 1160.03. The commission shall examine recent analyses, critiques, studies, and 
recommendations related to the administrative structure of state environmental and natural resource services system 
including the commission on reform and efficiency study and recommendations relating to Minnesota's environmental 
services system, structures in other states, and proposals made !?y the governor, members of the legislature, state 
agencies, and other groups. 

ill As soon as possible after receipt of the proposal recommended Qy the task force under section 1. the commission 
shall distribute the proposal to all interested persons and shall hold hearings designed to gather responses to the 
proposal from all perspectives. Hearings must be held in convenient locations and at convenient times to maximize 
the ability of the public to participate in the hearings. Hearings must be held in at least two locations outside the 
seven-county metropolitan area. 

hl The commission shall issue i!. final proposal for legislation Qy February ~ 1994, for consideration h the 
legislature during the 1994 legislative session. The commission shall seek to achieve Q. structure that, in addition to 
furthering the goals and outcomes in sections 1 and b. promotes and maintains a system that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their ~ needs and that incorporates a 
process for change in which the use of natural and other resources, the direction of investments, the orientation of 
technological development, and institutional change ~ made consistent with future as well .§.l2 present needs. 

@ The commission is abolished effective May L 1994. 

Sec. 5. [EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION COMMITTEE.] 

.@l Before ~ restructuring of executive branch agencies, a committee including representatives of employees and 
employers within each affected agency must be established and be given adequate time to perform the functions 
prescribed Qy paragraph 1.!!1. Each exclusive representative of employees shall select a committee member from each 
of its bargaining lUlits in each affected agency. The head of each agency shaH select an employee member from each 
unit of employees not represented hY an exclusive representative. The agency head shall also appoint one or more 
committee members to represent the agency. The number of members appointed Qy the agency head, however, may 
not exceed the total number of members representing bargaining units. 

illll committee established under paragraph .!£l shalL 

ill identify tasks related to agency reorganization and adopt plans for addressing those tasks; 

ill identify other employer and employee issues related to reorganization and adopt plans for addressing those 
issues; 

ill adopt detailed plans for providing retraining for affected employees; and 

ill guide the implementation _ of the reorganization. 

Sec 6. [EXAMINATION OF AGENCIES' MISSIONS, POWERS, AND DUTIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [AGENCIES.] The task force established in section 3 and the commission established in section 4 
shall examine the missions, powm and duties of the department of natural resources, the board of water and soil 
resources, the office of waste management, the pollution control agency, the environmental ~ board, the harmful 
substances compensation board, the petroleum tank release compensation board, and the agricultural chemical 
response compensation board. 

Subd. b [POWERS AND DUTIES.].!£l The task force and the commission shall examine the following powers and 
duties of the department of agriculture: 
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ill regulation of fertilizers, soil amendments, agricultural liming, and plant amendments under Minnes,ota Statutes, 
chapter l8C; 

ill pesticide control under Minnesota Statutes, chapter lSB; 

ill agriculture chemical incident response and cleanup under Minnesota Statutes, chapter l8D; 

ill chemical incident reimbursement under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 18£; 

ill urban forest promotion under Minnesota Statutes, section 17.86; 

1§l mosquito abatement under Minnesota Statutes, sections 18.041 to 18.161; 

ill groundwater protection under Minnesota Statutes, chapter l03H; 

f§l oil and hazardous substance discharge preparedness under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115E; and 

121 conservation of wildflowers under Minnesota Statutes, section 17.23. 

ill The task force and the commission shall examine the following powers and duties of the department of health: 

ill the water well program under Minnesota Statutes. chapter 1031; 

ill the safe drinking water program under Minnesota Statutes, sections 144.381 to 144.387; 

Ql health risk assessment under Mirmesota Statutes, section 115B.17, subdivision.1QL 

ill domestic water ~ protection under Minnesota Statutes, sections 144.35 to 144.37; 

ill asbestos contractor licensing under Minnesota Statutes, sections 326.70 to 326.81; 

i§l public health laboratory regulation under Minnesota Statutes, section 144.98; 

m lead abatement under Minnesota Statutes, sections 144.871 to 144.879; 

lID. hazardous substance exposure under MiImesota Statutes, section 145.94; 

!2l mosquito research under Minnesota Statutes, section 144.95; 

..QQl water ~ monitoring and health assessments under Minnesota statutes, section 473.845, subdivision ~ and 

illl health risk limits under Minnesota Statutes, section 103H.201. 

hl The task force and the commission shall examine the following powers and duties of the department of trade 
and economic development: 

ill energy loans under Minnesota Statutes, sections 216C36 and 216C37; 

ill outdoor recreation grants under Minnesota Statutes, section' 116I.406; 

ill environmental permit coordination under Minnesota Statutes, sections 116C.22 to 116C.34j and 

ill the public facilities authority under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 446A. 

@ The task force and the commission shall examine the following powers and duties of the department of public 
service: energy conservation under Minnesota Statutes, sections 216C.01 to 216C.35 and 216C.373 to 216C.381. 

!£l The task force and the commission shall examine the following powers and duties of the department of 
transportation: 

ill oil and hazardous substance discharge preparedness under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 115E;- and 
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ill hazardous waste shipment and licensing under Minnesota Statutes, sections 221.033 to 221.036 and 221.172. 

ill The task force and the commission shall examine the powers and duties of the metropolitan council relating to 
metropolitan solid and hazardous waste under Minnesota Statutes. sections 473.801 to 473.849. and mosquito control 
under Minnesota Statutes, sections 473.701 to 473.716. 

Sec. 7. [BUDGET FOR NEXT BIENNIUM.] 

In preparing a proposed budget for the biennium beginning .h!!y.1.1995, the governor shall include an amount for 
staff development in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, section 43A.045, and .!!. substantial increase in overall 
expenditures for staff development. The budget may not require the layoff of classified employees or unclassified 
employees covered £y ~ collective bargaining agreement except as provided in a plan negotiated under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 179A, that provides options to layoff for employees who would be affected. The governor's budget 
must be in conformance with any reorganization plan enacted Qv. the legislature in 1994 in response to the 
recommendation submitted .!2.v. the legislative commission under section.!. If no reorganization plan ~ enacted in 
1994, the governor's budget must take into account the reorganization recommendations of the task force committee 
Wlder section .1. as well !!§. any additional or alternative recommendations of the governor. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

1ms act ~ effective the day following final enactment." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to state government; establishing a task force and a legislative commission to recommend 
a governmental structure for environmental and natural resource functions and services; requiring establishment of 
an employee participation committee before agency restructuring." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill. 

House Conferees: AUCE HAUSMAN, WILLARD MUNGER AND JEAN WAGENIUS. 

Senate Conferees: LAWRENCE J. POGEMILLER, LEROY A. STUMPF AND STEVEN MORSE. 

Hausman moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 1529 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevailed. . 

H. F. No. 1529, A bill for an act relating to state government; reviewing the possible reorganization and 
consolidation of agencies and departments with envirorunental and natural resource functions; creating a legislative 
task force; requiring establishment of worker participation corrunittees before possible agency restructuring. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 87 yeas and 46 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Bergson Carruthers Evans Hausman Johnson, R. Klinzmg 
Anderson, R. Bertram Clark Farrell Huntley Johnson, V. Krueger 
Asch Blatz Dawkins Garcia Jacobs Kahn Lasley 
Battaglia Brown, C. Delmont Greenfield Jaros Kelley Lieder 
Bauerly Brown, K. Dempsey Greiling Jefferson Kelso Lourey 
Beard Carlson Dorn Hasskamp Johnson, A. Kinkel Luther 
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Lynch Murphy Ostrom Rest Simoneau Trimble Winter 
Mahon Neary Ozment Rice Skoglund Tunheim Workman 
Mariani Nelson Pawlenty Radosovich Solberg Vellenga Spk. Long 
McCollum Opatz Pelowski Rukavina Sparby Wagenius 
McGuire Orenstein Peterson Sarna Stanius Weaver 
Milbert Orfield Pugh Seagren Steensma Wejcman 
Munger Osthoff Reding Sekhon Tomassoni Wenzel 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams Dehler Haukoos Krinkie Mosel Perlt Vickerman 
Bettermann Erhardt Holsten Leppik Ness Rhodes Waltman 
Bishop Frerichs Hugoson Limmer Olson, E. Smith Wolf 
Commers Girard Jennings Lindner Olson, K. Sviggum Worke 
Cooper Goodno Kalis Macklin Olson, M. Swenson 
Dauner Gruenes Knickerbocker Molnau Onnen Tompkins 
Davids Gutknecht Koppendrayer Morrison Pauly Van Dellen 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, and its title agreed to. 

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON H. F. NO. 427 

A bill for an act relating to taxation; making technical corrections and administrative changes to sales and use taxes, 
income and franchise taxes, property taxes, and tax administration and enforcement; changing penalties; appropriating 
money; amending Mirmesota Statutes 1992, sections 828.035, by adding a subdivision; 84.82, subdivision 10; 86B.401, 
subdivision 12; 270.071, subdivision 2; 270.072, subdivision 2; 271.06, subdivision 1; 271.09, subdivision 3; 272.02, 
subdivisions 1 and 4; 272.025, subdivision 1; 272.12; 273.03, subdivision 2; 273.061, subdivision 8; 273.124, subdivisions 
9 and 13; 273.13, subdivision 25; 273.138, subdivision 5; 273.1398, subdivisions 1, 3, and 5b; 274.13, subdivision 1; 
274.18; 275.065, subdivision Sa; 275.07, subdivisions 1 and 4; 275.28, subdivision 3; 275.295; 277.Q1, subdivision 2; 
277.15; 277.17; 278.01, subdivision 1; 278.02; 278.03; 278.04; 278.08; 278.09; 287.21, subdivision 4; 287.22; 289A.08, 
subdivisions 3, 10, and 15; 289A.09, s'Qbdivision 1; 289A.l1, subdivisions 1 and 3; 289A.12, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 
9,10,11,12, and 14; 289A.18, subdivisions 1 and 4; 289A.20, subdivision 4; 289A.25, subdivisions 1,2, Sa, 6, 8, 10, and 
12; 289A.26, subdivisions I, 4, and 6; 290A.04, subdivisions 1 and 2hi 296.14, subdivision 2; 297 A.OI, subdivision 3; 
297B.01, subdivision 5; 297B.03; 347.10; 348.04; 469.175, subdivision 5; and 473H.1O, subdivision 3; Laws 1991, chapter 
291, article 1, section 65, as amended; Laws 1992, chapter 511, article 2, section 61; proposing coding for new law in 
Mirmesota Statutes, chapters 273; 289A; and 297; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.13, subdivision 1a; 
273.49; 274.19; 274.20; 277.011; 289A.08, subdivisions 9 and 12; 297 A.258; and 348.03. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

May 14, 1993 

We, the undersigned conferees for H. F. No. 427, report that we have agreed upon the items in dispute and 
recommend as follows: 

That the House concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 427, an"d that H. F. No. 427 be further amended as 
follows: 

Page 1, line 38, of the rule 49 amendment to H. F. No. 427, adopted by the Senate April 22, 1993, after "TAX" insert 
"TECHNICAL" 

Page 11, line 10, of the rule 49 amendment to H. F. No. 427, adopted by the Senate April 22, 1993, after 
"MISCELLANEOUS" insert "TECHNICAL" 
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Page 30, line 17, of the rule 49 amendment to H. F. No. 427, adopted by the Senate April 22, 1993, after "TAXES" 
insert "TECHNICAL" 

Page 95, line 21, of the rule 49 amendment to H. F. No. 427, adopted by the Senate April 22, 1993, delete "273.13" 
and insert "273.123" 

Page 96, after line 7, of the rule 49 amendment to H. F. No. 427, adopted by the Senate April 22, 1993, insert: 

"ARTICLE 4 

LOCAL AIDS 

Section 1. MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, section 16A.712, is amended to read: 

16A.712 [LOCAL GOVERNMENT TRUST; APPROPRIATIONS IN FISCAL YEAR 1993 AND SUBSEQUENT 
YEARS.] 

(a) The amounts necessary to make the following payments in fiscal year 1993 and subsequent years are 
appropriated from the local government trust fund to the commissioner of revenue lUlless otherwis~ specified: 

(1) attached machinery aid to counties under section 273.138; 

(2) in fiscal year 1993 only, supplemental homestead credit under section 273.1391; 

(3) $560,000 in fiscal year 1993 and $300,000 annually in fiscal years 1994 and 1995 for tax administration; 

(4) $105,000 annually to the commissioner of finance in fiscal years 1993, 1994, and 1995 to administer the trust 
fund; 

(5) $25,000 annually to the advisory commission on intergovernmental relations in fiscal years 1993, 1994, and 1995 
to pay nonlegislative members' per diem expenses and such other expenses as the commission deems appropriate; 

(6) $350,000 in fiscal year 1993 and $1,200,000 ar .... all> in fiscal years 1994 ""s year 1995 to the intergovernmental 
information systems advisory council to develop a local government financial reporting system, with the participation 
and ongoing oversight of the legislative commission on planning and fiscal policy; and 

(7) in fiscal year 1993 only, the transition credit under section 273.1398, subdivision 5, and the disparity reduction 
credit under section 273.1398, subdivision 4, for school districts. The school districts' transition credit and disparity 
reduction credit shall be appropriated to the 'commissioner of education. 

(b) In addition, the legislature shall appropriate the rest of the trust fund receipts for fiscal year 1993 and 
subsequent years to finance intergovernmental aid formulas or programs prescribed by law. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 256E.06, subdivision 12, is amended to read: 

Subd.12. [APPROPRIATION.] $51,566,000 is appropriated from the local government trust fund in fiscal year 1993 
... s $r;3,H3,gOO """ .. ally. $50,762,000 in fiscal y"""" year 1994. and $49,499,000 in fiscal Ei!!:~ and thereafter to 
the commissioner of human services for payment of aid under this section. :P>Js'k.ithslaftaHtg 5HSeHvisisRS 1 atta 2, 
tfle iRe,ea5ea ~f3fsf3fiat=isfl a; ailal:lle if'l aseal } ear 1991 atta thefeattef skaU 'Be useS. fS ffie,ease eaek eSl::ffify's ais. 
f3Fsf3sdisRafel} Stef fke aia Feeei\ea if:l eaieRaar year 1992. fief ealeflaar }eM 1993 sRly, eaeR eel::l:flfy'S aiel \.i1ll:le 
aajHstea a}9}9fs}9riaielj is ,eHeet the ir.€Fease fRat is e.ietatea fS seem iFt the sEeslle. half sf the ealenaar } eat'. 

Sec. 3. Mihnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1398, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] (a) In this section, the terms defined in this subdivision have the meanings given 
them. 

(b) 'Unique taxing jurisdiction" means the geographic area subject to the same set of local tax rates. 
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(c) "Cross fa). eapaeit)" meaRS the f3fOal:lEt of tRE gross €lass rates af\d Estimated Fflari<.:et • all:ies. "Total gross ta){ 
eapas£} " meaRS ~e gTt9SS taJi capacities for all f'fOrefty W:ithiFl tfle HFlifjl::l€ ta)(iRg jlotfisdietioA. The total gross ta)( 
eapaeifj 1;:lsee sRall ae reatfced"6) tRe Sl;:l:ffi of (1) the l±F\ique taJ(iflg jl:1fisaieHoR's gresG 1a)( capacity of commercial 
lRal:1strial pFep€rfj as eleflRea ttl secHeR 17dF,Q2, sl:l:BaivisisR 3, ffil:iltiplieEley the ratie aeteFffliAed pHfSl:1aRt to sEetioR 
473F,GS, 5ti19eli,isioR 6, fer fue H'tlM'-ieipalitry, as adiitee iFt secHeR 173f,92, Sl:lBEliy isioR 8, if\: ' .. RicR fRE l:l:r.iqUE taJE:iRg 
jHFiseliction is located, (2) tRe gross tali caJ9aeit) of tRe eapturea • allc:l€ of talE iREf€m€Rt FinaREtrtg districts as deA-Rea 
ift sectioR 169.177, sHeai e isisfl 2, aRa ~) the gr8ss talE Eapaeitr af ffaftsmfssiefl: }iRes eeeHetea f.rsm a lseaJ 
gSf'erflmeRt's tstal grsss ta)( eapafity unaer seefioR 273.42§. Cross ta)( eaflaeity eaf\flet ee less thaft :zefS. 

fEB "Net tax capacity" means the product of (i) the appropriate net class rates for the year in which the aid is 
payable, except that fsr aias payable iR 1992 the elass rate applieel to elass 46 preperf) snaIl Be 2.9 perEeRt; tRe elass 
fate applieel to elass ':l:a flfopef~ sRall be 3.§§ pereent; tRe elass fate apflliea t8 RSfl:EsffiffiefEial seasonal reefeafioRal 
resielefltial pfoflerty shall be 2.2§ pefEeflt; ana tRe flass rates appliea ts fl8rtions sf dass la, Ie, aRel 2a pfopeft} shall 
ae 2 pefEeRt for the market vall:le aetween $138,000 aRa SlIO,OOO a:Itel2.§ perEeRt fOF the mari(et .alue Oloer S110,OOQ; 
for aid payable in 1993 the class rate applicable to class 4a shall be 3.5 percent; and the class rate applicable to class 
4b shall be 2.65 percent; and for aid payable in 1994 the class rate applicable to class 4b shall be 2.4 percent, and (ii) 
estimated market values for the assessment two years prior to that in which aid is payable. The reEiassifieatisfl of 
mOBile heme parks as class 4e shall Ret be eSflsiaereel ifl eleten:ffiRiRg Ret ffin eapaeii) fsr pUl'psses af this paragraph 
fsr aids paj able in 1991 or 1992. ARy reelassifieatisn af prspert} 5) LaTds 1991, chapter 291, shall Rot Be eSAsiaerea 
in aeterrffiniItg Ret talE eapaeil:) fer aias paya-ele in 1992. "Total net tax capacity" means the net tax capacities for all 
property within the unique taxing jurisdiction. The total net tax capacity used shall be reduced by the sum of (1) the 
unique taxing jurisdiction's net tax capacity of commercial industrial property as defined in section 473F.02, 
subdivision 3, multiplied by the ratio determined pursuant to section 473F.08, subdivision 6, for the municipality, as 
defined in section 473F.02, subdivision 8, in which the unique taxing jurisdiction is located, (2) the net tax capacity 
of the captured value of tax increment financing districts as defined in section 469.177, subdivision 2, and (3) the net 
tax capacity of transmission lines deducted from a local government's total net tax capacity under section 273.425. 
For purposes of determining the net tax capacity of property referred to in clauses (1) and (2), the net tax capacity 
shall be multiplied by the ratio of the highest class rate for class 3a property for taxes payable in the year in which 
the aid is payable to the highest class rate for class 3a property in the prior year. Net tax capacity cannot be less than 
zero. 

fet @ "Previous net tax capacity" means the product of the appropriate net class rates for the year previous to the 
year in which the aid is payable, and estimated market values for the assessment two years prior to that in which aid 
is payable. "Total previous net tax capacity" means the previous net tax capacities for all property within the unique 
taxing jurisdiction. The total pr.evious net tax capacity shall be reduced by the sum of (1) the unique taxing 
jurisdiction'S previous net tax capacity of commercial-industrial property as defined in section 473F.02, subdivision 
3, multiplied by the ratio determined pursuant to section 473F.08, subdivision 6, for the municipality, as defined in 
section 473F .02, subdivision 8, in which the unique taxing jurisdiction is located, (2) the previous net tax capacity of 
the captured value of tax increment financing districts as defined in section 469.177, subdivision 2, and (3) the 
previous net tax capacity of transmission lines deducted from a local government's total net tax capacity under section 
273.425. Previous net tax capacity cannot be less than zero. 

f!1 ill "Equalized market values" are market values that have been equalized by dividing the assessor's estimated 
market value for the second year prior to that in which the aid is payable by the assessment sales ratios determined 
by class in the assessment sales ratio study conducted by the department of revenue pursuant to section 124.2131 in 
the second year prior to that in which the aid is payable. 'The equalized market values shall equal the unequalized 
market values divided by the assessment sales ratio. 

(gj "1989 leeal ta3( fate" meaf1S the EIuetieRt ele-rivea 19,. eli limRg the grsss ta)(es Ie. iea ',Atffin a ufl:iifJol:l:e taJdRg 
jl:frisdietisfl fer ta){es flay a:-ble it t 1989 by tT.e gFeSS ta)( eapaeity sf the l:lftiEIl:le taJdRg jHrisdietioR foI" fal(eS payable if'l 
1989. Psr eafILftltatiaR sf tAe loea} ta)( rate fSf aiel-payable iR 1991 Bile sl:ll9seifJo\feRt) ears, grass ta)(es far ta)(es fie:; aBle 
w.1989 e)(ell:l:ae eEJl:lali:zea Ie. ies as eefutea iR sUBsie isieR 2a. Fsr -Pl±Ff3sses af eSf'l':'I.j3HtatieR sf tRe leeal ta)( rate SRI) , 
grass t8)(es sl=taH RSt Be aEljl:lstee Bj irJlatisR Br Aal:lseholel gTBt;\'fr .. 

Will "Equalized school levies" ~ the amounts levied for: 

ill general education under section 124A.23, subdivision ~ 

ill supplemental revenue under section 124A.22, subdivision ~ 

ill capital expenditure facilities revenue under section 124.243, subdivision JL 
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ill capital expenditure equipment revenue under section 124.244, subdivision b and 

f2l basic transportation under section 124.226, subdivision 1. 

igl "Current local tax rate" means the quotient derived by dividing the taxes levied within a unique taxing 
jurisdiction for taxes payable in the year prior to that for which aids are being calculated by the net tax capacity of 
the unique taxing jurisdiction. 

~i) For p l:lFposes 8f ealEulatiAg tRe RB:FFI:estead aI'\6 agrlEl:lltural Efeait aid autfiorizea pUFsl;laFl-t to SHe at , isieR 2, tRe 
"SHBfFaetioR fader" is tfle fresHEt of (i) a l:H:ifll:ie ta)(iRg jl=lFissietioA's 198910eal t6)( rate; (ii) its total Ret ta)( eapaeity; 
aRB (iii) 9.9767. 

ffi ihl. For purposes of calculating and allocating homestead and agricultural credit aid authorized pursuant to 
subdivision 2 and the disparity reduction aid authorized in subdivision 3, "gross taxes levied on all properties/, "gross 
taxes/' or "taxes levied" means the total taxes levied on all properties except that levied on the captured value of tax 
increment districts as defined in section 469.177, subdivision 2, and that levied on the portion of commercial industrial 
properties' assessed value or gross tax capacity, as defined in section 473F.02, subdivision 3, subject to the areawide 
tax as provided in section 473F.08, subdivision 6, in a unique taxing jurisdiction. Gross ta)(esle l"ied e1'1 a±l properties 
sr gress ta)(es are 1gek)fe Fed1:letisR By aAY €Feeits ~sr ta)(es pa) aBle iR 1989. "Gross taxes" are before any reduction 
for disparity reduction aid but "taxes levied" are after any reduction for disparity reduction aid. Gross taxes levied 
or taxes levied cannot be less than zero. 

"Taxes levied" excludes aereal amSl:lRts Ie. ied fsr pl;lFf18ses listee iFt sl;l1gei \ isisFt 2a equalized school levies. 

fk-j ill "Human services aids" means: 

(1) aid to families with dependent children under sections 256.82, subdivision 1, and 256.935, subdivision 1; 

(2) medical assistance under sections 256B.041, subdivision 5, and 256B.19, subdivision 1; 

(3) general assistance medical care under section 256D.03, subdivision 6; 

(4) general assistance under section 256D.03, subdivision 2; 

(5) work readiness under section 256D.03, subdivision 2; 

(6) emergency assistance under section 256.871, subdivision 6; 

(7) Minnesota supplemental aid under section 256D.36, subdivision 1; 

(8) preadmission screening and alternative care grants; 

(9) work readiness services tmder section 256D.051; 

(10) case management services under section 256.736, subdivision 13; 

(11) general assistance claims processing, medical transportation and related costs; and 

(12) medical assistance, medical transportation and related costs. 

(1) "Cast af living aEljl:lstHient faetm'" fl'le8:fiS the greater sf sFte er eRe pll:l:s the !3e:r€efltage iFt€rease i1'1 tRe eeFtSl:l:ffi€r 
p:riee iooe)( mHil::lS .dB )9€FE€Ht. lrt He ease ma) the eBst ef Ii. iIig aajl;lstfllent feeter €:(€eea 1.0394. 

(m) The pe:reentage ifl:erease ill tR€ eSFtSl:l:ffler priee ir.ae)( HLeans tr.e rereeHtag€, if an), B) v:meh:: 

(1) tfie €Effioffi:l:ffieF priee iFtee)( fOf tRe etHERaar ) eat F'F€eeEl:iFJ.g fuat iR "\, "Riell aid is pa) able, eJEeeeaS 

(2) the eeRSl:l:ffier priee inae){ fsr ealeFtear ) ear 1989. 

(Ft) "CSRSl::lmer priee iFtse)( fer a:Rj ealeftaar year" f'fleffl is the average sf tfte ee1'1StlFtler priee iRele;( as sf tRe dese 
ef the 12 ffisFtll; perieel enciiRg SFt :May 31 ef Sl;lefl eaIeRdar year. 
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(8) "CSRSl:lffi€f pfiee ifltie:<" meaRS the last €SflSl:lffiEt flfiee iflae3< fsf' all BcfflaR eSnSBoffi€fS }'l\islisheel sy the 

aepaftffie.Rt sf lass£. Fsp f31:l'l"f'8ses sf t.he preeetiiflg Sffltefl:€€, t.AE FE. isi8fl sf the eOflSl:lmeF ]9Iie€ ifH3€3E ,\ flieh is mast 
eSflsisteflt 'Tsitfi tRe eSflSUffi€F pFiee iRae3E fSF ealeflaar ) eaF 1989 shall13e l:lsed. 

W .ill. "Household adjustment factor" means the number of households for the second most recent year preceding 
that in which the aids are payable divided by the number of households for the third most recent year. The 
household adjustment factor cannot be less than one. 

ftIt ill "Growth adjustment factor" means the household adjustment factor in the case of counties, eWes, a:na tevV'll5. 
1ft t-Re Ease sf sEAssI Elisaiets tfl:e gIG>;, tft aeijl:lstHL€Flt faeter means tfie average aMI] mem13ersflip sf the sehssl aisffiet 
Uf'laer seetisfl12i.17, sblflai. isisR2, fsr the sffiesl year eR6IT.g iR tIte seesRa msst reeeRt year preeeaiRg tflat ill Ii fiiet 
the aias are paya13le 5-i iaee 13Y the a, erage daily memBership fer the third msst reeeRt year. In the case of cities, 
tovvns, school districts, and special taxing districts, the growth adjustment factor equals one. The growth adjustment 
factor cannot be less than one. 

M ill For aid payable in 1992 and subsequent years, "homestead and agricultural credit base" means the previous 
year's certified homestead and agricultural credit aid determined under subdivision 2 less any permanent aid 
reduction in the previous year to homestead and agricultural credit aid under section 477 A.0132, plus, for aid payable 
in 1992, fiscal disparity homestead and agricultural credit aid under subdivision 2b, 

W full "Net tax capacity adjustment" means (1) the total previous net tax capacity minus the total net tax capacity, 
multiplied by (2) the unique taxing jurisdiction's current local tax rate. The net tax capacity adjustment cannot be less 
than zero . 

.w M "Fiscal disparity adjustment" means the difference between (1) a taxing jurisdiction's fiscal disparity 
distribution levy under section 473F.OB, subdivision 3, clause (a), for taxes payable in the year prior to that for which 
aids are being calculated, and (2) the same distribution levy multiplied by the ratio of the highest class rate for class 
3 property for taxes payable in the year prior to that for which aids are being calculated to the highest class rate for 
class 3 property for taxes payable in the second prior year to that for which aids are being calculated. In the case of 
school districts, the fiscal disparity distribution levy shall exclude that part of the levy attributable to equalized school 
levies as aea.eel iR s~ai-visisll 2a. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273,1398, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [HOMESTEAD AND AGRICULTURAL CREDIT AID.] (a) Fe. aiel flayaele in 1991, Homestead and 
agricultural credit aid for each unique taxing jurisdiction equals tfle tsffil gress ta)tes Ie ,'iee SR a:lI preperftes, mW.HS 
tlotel::1:IHEIl:ie ta~Eir.g jl:iAsaieftell's Sl:l:BlfaeReR faeler. The eeft"tHtissisRer ef re~. eRl:ie FRa;, Ht eempl:iftRg tP,e amsw-.t ef 
tr.e Rsmesteaa ar.a agriel:ilb:Hal ereait aia paid ffi 199Q Me StlBSeEfbleRt ; ears, adjl:ist the grBss ta~t eapaeit;, Ret tax 
eapaeity, ffi ta gress ta~(es sf a ta~(iRg j I;trisElieRSFt fer ta~(es payaBle iR 1989 te refieet atlaitsr's elfsrs ffi eemptdif.g ta3Ees 
payaBle f.sl' 1989 in l:.U'liEll:le laJc-ll'lgjHf'isdie8sfls .i'it:hffi iFlcleper-u4ent seflssl aistTiet Jl'Jes. 72Q er.a 792. Hsmesteae aRd 
agf'iel:iUl::H'al ereait aiEl ea-nFLet 13e less tflar. zers. 

Ee)(l) The 199Q ar.El1991 RSffiesteae aT.a agri€tll-t1:Hal eeeit aiel is alleeatea te eae!'. lseal geverRffieP.t ler;yiRg ta~<es 
w. t'Re lii tiEIl:ie ta~dRg jl:iaSaieHSR iR tRe prepsFtieR that the lseal ge. emmeRt's gf'sss ta~<es Bears te t'Re tetal gf'ess ta~Ees 
Ie. ieel witfiiFl tF.e 1:H".iEIHe $EW.g j1±FiSeHetieR. The Ret !aN eapa:citj acijHsaneHt is alleeated te €deft Ieeal ge. €l"flffieflt 
levyiRg tacHes in tfle l:iftifjl:ie ta,eiFlg jl:iAsaietiSfl: H. fr.e prepSrftSR tkat fl:te lseal ge\ eFf1:ffleRt's fa:lEeS leviea 13eMS ts tl=te 
tetal ta){es Ie. iee in the I:iffi~e ta,tiRg jl::lFiseieasR. 

(2) The 199Q RemeSteaa ar.a agriealftH'al ereait ala SB aeterf.fLiflea fer seResl aistTiefs fer ptirpeses ef geReral 
eel:ieaReR Ie. ies pl:irstlar.t ts seeasn 12iA.23, 5t1:eai-visisflS 2 ffiLei: 2a, aRd tTB:ftSpsFtaaeR Ie', ies p1:H'SHaRt te seffiefl 
27§.12§, sHeai. isieRs 13 aHa §e, ooaH ee ffiL±lRpliee a; the raRe ef the aaj l:istee gpsss tali eapaeit) eased l:lf!eR fr.e 1999 
aejl;tstea gress tm( eapaeit; ts tfle estimateS: 1987 aeljl:istea gress ta~( eapaeit} Baseal:lf3eR the 1987 aajustea assessed 

""'-
(e) The eale!taar ;eM 199Q "Reffiesteaa aRe agriEl:ilmral ered:it aie sRaH ee aEijl:l:stea a; t:he aeljl:isfffieRt faetsr. 

(el) Pa; ffieRts tH'taer this sl:iSEI:i. isisR ts eSI:l:r.Res iR 199Q M.a 1991 sRaH Be real:ieea ey tRe ameHftt preds:eel iR 
seElien 177'<\.912, s..eap, isiens " " .. ag<"f'h (eI), 1, fl .. ag<"f'h (a), ."a §. 

(e) PayHLeItts l.±Fl:aer tlotis sl:iSeiv-isisR te te'i.PtS iR 199Q BfLel991 si9all ee real:ieee ey the antel.±Fl:t ef tlote Rsmesteaa 
arte agriEl.±ltural ereelit aia aelj l:istmer.t, if aRj, aetermiF.ea fsr 199G tiFlaer SeeRSl9: i77}\.Q13, sl:iStiivisisR 6. 
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(f) Pap'fl€Rts 1::lRaeF this sHI3e1i\ ISleR ta Eia€s in 1990 aRa 1991 GRallse Feal:l:€eel19y the affi81±F1:t sf tfle flSm€steaa 
6:REi agrieuU\±fal eeEH-t a-iEi aElj~smteRt, if ~, aeterntffied fer 199(;) I:l:Raer seetisF'l 177i\.G13, sldsEiivisisPls 6 ffi'ltS: 7. 

(g) Paym€Rts !;HhSer this sll1geli.isisR fa sJ9€eial taJ(iRg aistFiets, €J<ell:ldiflg Respital clistriets aRe tfie legleRal ffaRsit 
BeefS. deHRes iit seeBeR 473.373, iFt 1990 aRd 1991 shall Be fedCleeEl19) a-R: 8ffi8l±1.t equal ta 2:.35 P€FE€Rt sf tHe amsl±I'.t 
le.'=iea fer tmE€S pa)aele iFt 1990, eefete Fedl:l:€tisR fSf ROm€steaa aHa agfietllffifal EFeElit aiEl aRd ElispaIi!:) Feal;lEtisR 
aid. Paym€Rf:-s l:ti.aef this sll19eli'lisisR te tfle reg-jeRai !:Far-Lsit Beara in 199(;) ar.El 1991 shallse feal:leed 13) $150,000. 

0'l) Paym-€Rts ttr.aeF tfl:is sl:H?cli. lsi-eft to all taJ(iflg j l:l:risclietisPl:s iFt 1992 aPl:6: sl:l:sseE[l:l:ePl:t years are eq1:la1 ts the 
product of (1) the homestead and agricultural credit aid base, and (2) the growth adjustment factor, plus the net tax 
capacity adjustment and the fiscal disparity adjustment. 

Sec. 5. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 273.1398, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.3a. [DISPARITY REDUCTION AID TO CITIES.] Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision 3 or section 
275.08, subdivision lfL. the amount of disparity reduction aid for .!! fi!y for aid payable in calendar year 1994 and 
thereafter is zero, and the local tax rate for taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter for ~ fitv. shall not be adjusted under 
section 275.08, subdivision 1d. For purposes of this subdivision, Ei!Y means a statutory or home rule charter .si!Y.: 

Sec. 6. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 275.07, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. The taxes voted by cities, counties, school districts, and special districts shall be certified by the 
proper authorities to the county auditor on or before five working days after December 20 in each year. A town must 
certify the levy adopted by the town board to the county auditor by September 1 each year. If the town board 
modifies the leVy at a special town meeting after September L the town board must recertify its levy to the county 
auditor on or before five working days after December 20. The taxes certified shall not be aEljl:l:stea reduced by the 
aid received under sections 273.1398, subdivisions 2 and 3, aPl:El 477A.Q1d, s1:lBEli .isisPl: 5. If a city, town, county, school 
district, or special district fails to certify its levy by that date, its levy shall be the amount levied by it for the 
preceding year. . 

Sec. 7. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 275.07, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. la. [APPLICATION OF LIMITATIONS.] Any limitation upon the amount that may be levied b:.'! local 
taxing jurisdiction shall ill2E.!Y to the sum of the ~ as certified under subdivision 1 plus the certified homestead and 
agricultural credit aid amount under section 273.1398, subdivision b unless the commissioner of revenue certifies to 
the county auditor that the limitation applies to the kYY under subdivision 1 only. 

Sec. 8. MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.0I1, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd.1a. [CITY.} "City" means a statutory or home rule charter city. City a1ss meaPl:s e ts .. PI: Rav=ir.g a pSfll;t1atisPl: 
sf 5,QQQ sr msre fer pldFflsses sf tfie aiEl pay aSle liF.d.eF seeesPl: 177A.Q1a, sHBd.i. isisPl: 3. TS\'ffiS aTe Pl:st eligible ts Be 
treated. as eities fer pl;tFflsses sf aiel: payaBle l:ffiaer seetisPl: 177P ... Q13, sldlscli. isiBfl: S, Br fhe aid. adjusfffieR-t ur.Eler seetisPl: 
477A.Q13, SHBEli. isiBPI: 7. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.Oll, subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd. 20. [CITY NET TAX CAPACITY.] "City net tax capacity" means (1) 23 !,eF€eftt sf the net tax capacity 
c,?mputed using the net tax capacity rates lisfeEi in Mifl:I:tessta Statutes 1988, section 273.13, and the market values for 
aiEls pe,. aBle ift 199Q aFl:d. fhe Pl:et ta)( E6}3aeity rates listea if!: ~4ifl:I:tessta Statutes 1989 ~l:IflpleffieRt, seefisPl: 273.13, fer 
aids payaBle Hi 1991 aila s1:lBseE[l:lePl:t years fer all ta)(aBle prspef~ witRir. the ei~ Based. BPI: tf-.e assessmeRt tW8 yea:rs 
prisr ts that fer 'j\'flieR afaS are BeiPl:g ealeudated., taxes payable in the year prior to the aid distribution plus (2) a city's 
levy SPl: the fiscal disparities distribution tax capacity under section 473F.08, subdivision 3 b paragraph W fhl. for 
taxes payable in the year prior to that for which aids are being calculated. The market value utilized in computing 
fi!y net tax capacity shall be reduced by the sum of (1) a city's market value of commercial industrial property as 
defined in section 473F.02, subdivision 3, multiplied by the ratio determined pursuant to section 473F.08, subdivision 
2, paragraph (a), (2) the market value of the captured value of tax increment financing districts as defined in section 
469.177, subdivision 2, and (3) the market value of transmission lines deducted from a city's total net tax capacity 
under section 273.425. The 2!v net tax capacity will be computed using equalized market values. 
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Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.30; [PRE-1940 HOUSING PERCENTAGE.] "Pre-1940 housing percentage" for i!£lyje.100 times the most 
recent federal census count of all housing units in the s.i!Y built before 1940, dividedQy the total number of all housing 
units in the ~ Housing units includes both occupied and vacant housing units as defined Qy the federal ~ 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. R [POPULATION DECLINE PERCENTAGE.] "Population decline percentage" for i! city je. the percent 
decline in ~ city's population for the last ten years, based on the most recently available population estimate from the 
state demographer or ~ federal census. A ~ population decline percentage cannot be less than zero . . ' 

Sec. ]2. Minnesota Statutes ]992, section 477A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 32. [COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL PERCENTAGE.] "Commercial industrial percentage" for i! £ly je. 100 
times the sum of the estimated market values of all real property in the.9.!Y. classified as class}. under section 273.13, 
subdivision ~ excluding public utility property, to the total market value of all taxable real and personal property 
in the ~ The market values are the amounts computed before any adjustments for fiscal disparities under section 
473F.OB. The market values used for this subdivision are not egualized. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 33. [TRANSFORMED POPULATION.] "Transformed population" for a Q!y ~ the £liy population raised to 
the .3308 power, times 30.5485. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 34. [CITY REVENUE NEED,] M For ~ £i!y with a population equal to 2I greater than 2,500, :9!v. revenue 
need" i2. the 2.!!!!!. of ill 3.462312 times the pre-1940 housing percentage; plus ill 2.093826 times the commercial 
industrial percentage; plus ill 6.862552 times the population decline percentage; plus ill .00026 times the £i!y 
population; plus ill 152.0141. 

ill For ~.£i!y with ~ population less than 2,500,:£!y revenue need" is the sum of ill 1.795919 times the pre-1940 
housing percentage; plus ill 1.562138 times the commercial industrial percentage; plus ill 4.177568 times the 
population decline percentage; plus ill 1.04013 times the transformed population; minus J2l107.475. 

ill The .£i!y revenue need cannot be less than ~ 

@For calendar year 1995 and subseguent years, the si!v. revenue need for a~!!§. determined in paragraphs.@l 
to 1f1. is multiplied Qy the ratio of the annual implicit price deflator for state and local government purchases, as 
prepared Qv. the United States Deparhnent of Commerce, for the most recently available year to the 1993 implicit price 
deflator for state and local government purchases. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.35. [TAX EFFORT RATE.] "Tax effort rate" means the §!!!!! of the net ~ for all cities divided Qy the sum 
of the .£i!y net tax capacity for all cities. For purposes of this section, "net ~ means the 9Jy ~ after all 
adjushnents. used for calculating the local tax rate under section 275.08 for taxes payable in the year prior to the aid 
distribution. The fiscal disparity distribution kYV. ~ included in net levy, 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.Oll, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 36. [CITY AID BASE.} ~ aid base" means, for each ~ the 2.!!!!!. of the local government aid and 
egualization aid i! ~ originally certified to receive in calendar year 1993 under Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 
477 A.013, subdivisions 3 and ~ and the amount of disparity reduction aid i!. received in calendar year 1993 under 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1398, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.Oll, is amended by a,dding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 37. [BASE REDUCTION PERCENTAGE.] "Base reduction percentage" je. ill the difference between the 
amount available for .£i!v. aid under section 477 A.03 for the year for which aid §. being calculated and the amOWlt 
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available for f.i!.t aid under section 477 A03 for calendar year 1994, ill divided £y the ~ of the s.i!:Y. aid base for all 
cities and ill multiplied Qy 100. The reduction percentage for any year may not be less than the reduction percentage 
from the previous year. For aid paid in calendar year 1994, the reduction percentage i2. ~ The reduction 
percentage may not be more than 100 percent. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.013, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [CITY AID INCREASE.] ill In calendar year 1994 and subsequent years, the aid increase for a.9.!YiE. equal 
to the need increase percentage multiplied Qy the difference between ill the ~ revenue need multiplied £.y its 
population, and ill the ~ net tax capacity multiplied Qy the tax effort rate. The need increase percentage must be 
the same for all cities and must be calculated Qy the department of revenue so that the tl?tal of the aid under 
subdivision 9 equals the total amount available for aid under section 477 A.03, subdivision 1. 

ill The percentage aid increase for ~ first class £i!y in calendar year 1994 must not exceed the percentage increase 
in the sum of calendar year 1994 £!!y aids under this section compared to the §..!:!!!l of the .si!Y aid base for all cities. 
The aid increase for ~ other fi!v.in 1994 must not exceed five percent of the city's net levy for taxes payable in 1993. 

ill The aid increase in calendar year 1995 and subsequent years for £!!.!Y fi!v. must not exceed the ~ of ill ten 
percent of the ~ net levy for the year prior to the aid distribution plus ill its sl.!y aid base multiplied.!2.Y. the base 
reduction percentage. 

Sec. ]9. Minnesota Statutes ]992, section 477A.013, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2.. [CITY AID DISTRIBUTION.] In calendar yea, 1994 and thereafter, each 9!Y shall receive i!!l aid 
distribution equal to the?Qill of ill the fi!v. aid increase under subdivision ~ and ill its £i!y aid base multiplied Qy 
a percentage equal 12. ]00 minus the base reduction percentage. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes ]992, section 477A.03, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ANNUAL APPROPRIATION.] A sum sufficient to discharge the duties imposed by sections 
477 A.01] to 477 A.014 is annually appropriated from the local government trust fund to the commissioner of revenue. 
For aids payable in 1993 aRe tfief'eaFtef', the total amount of equalization aid paid under section 477 A.0]3, subdivision 
5, is limited to $20,011,000. For aid payable in 1994 and thereafter, the total aid paid to cities under section 477 A.013, 
subdivision 2z. i§.limited to $330,636,900. 

In 1993 and subsequent years, $8,400,000 per year is appropriated from the local government trust fund to make 
payments under section 477 A.0121. 

Sec. 21. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 273.]398. subdivision ~ and 275.07. subdivision .1. £!£ repealed. 

Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 477 A.Oll. subdivisions .2& g ~ g ~ .£b ~ ~ and ~ and 477 A.013, 
subdivisions b. .1. and 2t. ~ repealed. 

Sec. 22. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section ~ i§. effective h!!v. L. ]993. Sections 3 to 2] are effective for property taxes and aids payable in 1994, and 
thereafter. 

ARTICLE 5 

PROPERTY TAXES 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 82.19, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [DISCLOSURE OF VALUATION EXCLUSION.] No real estate broker.QI salesperson shall sell.QI offer 
for sale property that, for purposes of property taxation, has an exclusion from market value for home improvements 
under section 273.11, subdivision ~ without disclosing to the buyer the existence of the excluded valuation and 
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informing the buyer that the exclusion will end upon the sale of the property and that the property's estimated market 
value for property tax purposes will increase accordingly. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 272.01, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. The provisions of subdivision 2 shall not apply to: 

(a) Federal property for which payments are made in lieu of taxes in amounts equivalent to taxes which might 
otherwise be lawfully assessed; 

(b) Real estate exempt from ad valorem taxes and taxes in lieu thereof which is leased, loaned, or otherwise made 
available to telephone companies or electric, light and power companies upon which personal property consisting of 
transmission and distribution lines is situated and assessed pursuant to sections 273.37, 273.38, 273.40 and 273.41, or 
upon which are situated the communication lines of express, railway, telephone or telegraph companies, iffi€i or 
pipelines used for the transmission and distribution of petroleum products", 2!:. the equipment items of ~ cable 
communications company subject to sections 238.35 to 238.42; 

(c) Property presently owned by any educational institution chartered by the territorial legislature; 

(d) Indian lands; 

(e) Property of any corporation organized as a tribal corporation under the Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 
1934, (Statutes at Large, volume 48, page 984); 

(f) Real property owned by the state and leased pursuant to section 161.23 or 161.431, and acts amendatory thereto; 

(g) Real property owned by a seaway port authority on June 1, 1967, upon which there has been constructed docks, 
warehouses, tank farms, administrative and maintenance buildings, railroad and ship terminal facilities and other 
maritime and transportation facilities or those directly related thereto, together with facilities for the handling of 
passengers and baggage and for the handling of freight and bulk liquids, and personal property owned by a seaway 
port authority used or usable in connection therewith, when said property is leased to a private individual, association 
Or corporation, but only when such lease prOvides that the said facilities are available to the public for the loading 
and unloading of passengers and their baggage and the handling, storage, care, shipment, and delivery of 
merchandise, freight and baggage and other maritime and transportation activities and' .functions directly related 
thereto, but not including property used for grain elevator facilities; it being the declared policy of this state that such 
property when so leased is public property used exclusively for a public purpose, notwithstanding the one-year 
limitation in the provisions of section 273.19; 

(h) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (g), when the annual rental received by a seaway port authority in 
any calendar year for such leased property exceeds an amount reasonably required for administrative expense of the 
authority per year, plus promotional expense for the authority not to exceed the sum of $100,000 per year, to be 
expended when and in the manner decided upon by the commissioners, plus an amoWlt sufficient to pay all 
installments of principal and interest due, or to become due, during such calendar year and the next succeeding year 
on any revenue bonds issued by the authority, plus 25 percent of the gross annual rental to be retained by the 
authority for improvement, development, Of other contingencies, the authority shall make a payment in lieu of real 
and personal property taxes of a reasonable portion of the remaining annual rental to the county treasurer of the 
county in which such seaway port authority is principally located. Any such payments to the county treasurer shall 
be disbursed by the treasurer on the same basis as real estate taxes are divided among the various governmental units, 
but if such port authority shall have received funds from the state of Minnesota and funds from any city and county 
pursuant to Laws 1957, chapters 648, 831, and 849 and acts amendatory thereof, then such disbursement by the county 
treasurer shall be on the same basis as real estate taxes are divided among the various governmental units, except that 
the portion of such payments which would otherwise go to other taxing units shall be divided equally among the state 
of Minnesota and said county and city. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 272.02, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. All property described in this section to the extent herein limited shall be exempt from taxation: 

(1) all public burying grounds; 

(2) all public schoolhouses; 
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(3) all public hospitals; 

(4) all academies, colleges, and universities, and all seminaries of learning; 

(5) all churches, church property, and houses of worship; 

(6) institutions of purely public charity except parcels of property containing structures and the structures described 
in section 273.13, subdivision 25, paragraph (c), clauses (1), (2), and (3), or paragraph (d). other than those that!l!!!!lliY 
for exemption under clause (25); 

(7) all public property exclusively used for any public purpose; 

(8) except for the taxable personal property enumerated below, all personal property and the property described 
in section 272.03, subdivision 1, paragraphs (c) and (d), shall be exempt. 

The following personal property shall be taxable: 

(a) personal property which is part of an electric generating, transmission, or distribution system or a pipeline 
system transporting or distributing water, gas, crude oil, or petroleum products or mains and pipes used in the 
distribution of steam or hot or chilled water for heating or cooling buildings and structures; 

(b) railroad docks and wharves which are part of the operating property of a railroad company as defined in 
section 270.80; 

(c) personal property defined in section 272.03, subdivision 2, clause (3); 

(d) leasehold or other personal property interests which are taxed pursuant to section 272.01, subdivision 2; 273.124, 
subdivision 7; or 273.19, subdivision 1; or any other law providing the property is taxable as if the lessee or user were 
the fee owner; 

(e) manufactured homes and sectional structures, induding storage sheds, decks, and similar removable 
improvements constructed on the site of a manufactured home, sectional structure, park trailer or travel trailer as 
provided in section 274.19, subdivision 8, paragraph (f); and 

(I) flight property as defined in section 270.071. 

(9) Personal property used primarily for the abatement and control of air, water, or land pollution to the extent that 
it is so used, and real property which is used primarily for abatement and control of air, water, or land pollution as 
part of an agricultural operation, as a part of a centralized treatment and recovery facility operating under a permit 
issued by the Minnesota pollution control agency pursuant to chapters 115 and 116 and Minnesota Rules, parts 
7001.0500 to 7001.0730, and 7045.0020 to 7045.1260, as a wastewater treatment facility and for the treatment, recovery, 
and stabilization of metals, oils, chemicals, water, sludges, or inorganic materials from hazardous industrial wastes, 
or as part of an electric generation system. For purposes of this clause, personal property includes ponderous 
machinery and equipment used in a business or production activity that at common law is considered real property. 

Any taxpayer requesting exemption of all or a portion of any real property or any equipment or device, or part 
thereof, operated primarily for the control or abatement of air or water pollution shall file an application with the 
commissioner of revenue, The equipment or device shall meet standards, rules, or criteria prescribed by the 
Minnesota pollution control agency, and must be installed or operated in accordance with a permit or order issued 
by that agency. The Minnesota pollution control agency shall upon request of the commissioner furnish information 
or advice to the conunissioner, On determining that property qualifies for exemption, the conunissioner shall issue 
an order exempting the property from taxation. The equipment or device shall continue to be exempt from taxation 
as long as the permit issued by the Minnesota pollution control agency remains in effect. 

(10) Wetlands. For purposes of this subdivision, "wetlands" means: (i) land described in section 103G.005, 
subdivision 18; (ii) land which is mostly under water, produces little if any income, and has no use except for wildlife 
or water conservation purposes, provided it is preserved in its natural condition and drainage of it would be legal, 
feasible, and economically practical for the prcxluction of livestock, dairy animals, poultry, fruit, vegetables, forage 
and grains, except wild rice; or (iii) land in a wetland preservation area under sections 103F.612 to 103F.616. 
"Wetlands" under items (i) and (ii) include adjacent land which is not suitable for agricultural purposes due to the 
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presence of the wetlands, but do not include woody swamps containing shrubs or trees, wet meadows, meandered 
water, streams, rivers, and floodplains or river bottoms. Exemption of wetlands from taxation pursuant to this section 
shall not grant the public any additional or greater right of access to the wetlands or diminish any right of ownership 
to the wetlands. 

(11) Native prairie. The conunissioner of the department of natural resources shall determine lands in the state 
which are native prairie and shall notify the county assessor of each county in which the lands are located. Pasture 
land used for livestock grazing purposes shall not be considered native prairie for the purposes of this clause. Upon 
receipt of an application for the exemption provided in this clause for lands for which the assessor has no 
determination from the commissioner of natural resources, the assessor shall refer the application to the commissioner 
of natural resources who shall determine within 30 days whether the land is native prairie and notify the county 
assessor of the decision. Exemption of native prairie pursuant to this clause shall not grant the public any additional 
or greater right of access to the native prairie or diminish any right of ownership to it. 

(12) Property used in a continuous program to provide emergency shelter for victims of domestic abuse, provided 
the organization that owns and sponsors the shelter is exempt from federal income taxation pursuant to section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, notwithstanding the fact that 
the sponsoring organization receives funding under section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended. 

(13) If approved by the governing body of the municipality in which the property is located, property not exceeding 
one acre which is owned and operated by any senior citizen group or association of groups that in general limits 
membership to persons age 55 or older and is organized and operated exclusively for pleasure, recreation, and other 
nonprofit purposes, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholders; provided 
the property is used primarily as a clubhouse, meeting facility, or recreational facility by the group or association and 
the property is not used for residential purposes on either a temporary or pennanent basis. 

(14) To the extent provided by se5=tion 295.44, real and personal property used Of to be used primarily for the 
production of hydroelectric or hydromechanical power on a site ovvned by the state or a local governmental unit 
which is developed a~d operated pursuant to the provisions of section 103G.535. 

(15) If approved by the governing body of the municipality in which the property is located, and if construction 
is commenced after June 30, 1983: 

(a) a "direct satellite broadcasting facility" operated by a corporation licensed by the federal communications 
commission to provide direct satellite broadcasting services using direct broadcast satellites operating in the 
12-ghz. band; and 

(b) a "fixed satellite-regional or national program service facility" operated by a corporation licensed by the federal 
communications commission to provide fixed satellite-transmitted regularly scheduled broadcasting services using 
satellites operating in the 6-ghz. band 

An exemption provided by clause (15) shall apply for a period not to exceed five years. VV'hen the facility no longer 
qualifies for exemption, it shall be placed on the assessment rolls as provided -in subdivision 4. Before approving a 
tax exemption pursuant to this paragraph, the governing body of the municipality shall provide an opportunity to 
the members of the county board of commissioners of the county in which the facility is proposed to be located and 
the members of the school board of the school district in which the facility is proposed to be located to meet with the 
governing body. The governing body shall present to the members of those boards its estimate of the fiscal impact 
of the proposed property tax exemption. The tax exemption shall not be approved by the governing body until the 
county board of commissioners has presented its written comment on the proposal to the governing body or 30 days 
have passed from the date of the transmittal by the governing body to the board of the information on the fiscal 
impact, whichever occurs first. 

(16) Real and personal property owned and operated by a private, nonprofit corporation exempt from federal 
income taxation pursuant to United States Code, title 26, section 501(c)(3), primarily used in the generation and 
distribution of hot water for heating buildings and structures. 

(17) Notwithstanding section 273.19, state lands that are leased from the department of natural resources under 
section 92.46. 

(18) Electric power distribution lines and their attachments and appurtenances, that are used primarily for 
supplying electricity to farmers at retail. 
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(19) Transitional housing facilities. "Transitional housing facility" means a facility that meets the following 
requirements. (i) It provides temporary housing to individuals, couples, or families. (ii) It has the purpose of 
reuniting families and enabling parents or individuals to obtain self-sufficiency, advance their education, get job 
training, or become employed in jobs that provide a living wage. (iii) It provides support services such as child care, 
work readiness training, and career development counseling; and a self-sufficiency program with periodic monitoring 
of each resident's progress in completing the program's goals. (iv) It provides services to a resident of the facility for 
at least three months but no longer than three years, except residents enrolled in an educational or vocational 
institution or job training program. These residents may receive services during the time they are enrolled but in no 
event longer than four years. (v) It is owned and operated or under lease from a unit of government or governmental 
agency under a property disposition program and operated by one or more organizations exempt from federal income 
tax lUlder section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1987. This 
exemption applies notwithstanding the fact that the sponsoring organization receives financing by a direct federal loan 
or federally insured loan or a loan made by the MiIUlesota housing finance agency under the provisions of either Title 
II of the National Housing Act or the Minnesota housing finance agency law of 1971 or rules promulgated "by the 
agency pursuant to it, and notwithstanding the fact that the sponsoring organization receives funding under Section 
8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended. 

(20) Real and personal property, including leasehold or other personal property interests, owned and operated by 
a corporation if more than 50 percent of the total voting power of the stock of the corporation is owned collectively 
by: (i) the board of regents of the University of MiIU1esota, (ii) the University of Minnesota Foundation, an 
organization exempt from federal income taxation under section SOl(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31, 1990, and (iii) a corporation organized under chapter 317A, which by its articles of 
incorporation is prohibited from providing pecuniary gain to any person or entity other than the regents of the 
University of Minnesota; which property is used primarily to manage or provide goods, services, or facilities utilizing 
or relating to large-scale advanced scientific computing resources to the regents of the University of Minnesota and 
others. 

(21) Wind energy conversion systems, as defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 12, installed after January 1, 1991, 
and used as an electric power source. 

(22) Containment tanks, cache basins, and that portion of the strucrure needed for the containment facility used 
to confine agricultural chemicals as defined in section 18D.01, subdivision 3, as required by the commissioner of 
agriculture under chapter 18B or 18C. 

(23) PhotovoItaic devices, as defined in section 216C.06, subdivision 13, installed after January 1, 1992, and used 
to produce or store electric power. 

(24) Real and personal property owned and operated by a private, nonprofit corporation exempt from federal 
income taxation pursuant to United States Code, title 26, section 501(c)(3), primarily used for an ice arena or ice rink, 
and used primarily for youth and high school programs. 

(25) ~ structure that ~ situated on real property that is used for: 

ill housing_ for the elderly or for Iow- and moderate-income families as defined in Title II of the National Housing 
Act, ~ amended through December 21. 1990, and funded £y ~ direct federal loan .Q!. federally insured loan made 
pursuant to Title !! of the ~ 2!. 

!ill. housing lower income families or elderly or handicapped persons, as defined in section .§. of the United States 
Housing Act of 1937, ~ amended; and which meets each of the following criteria: 

1&1 ~ owned £y,!!!!:, entity which is operated as a nonprofit corporation organized Wlder chapter 317 A: 

ill.l ~ owned .£y ~ entity which has not entered into ~ housing assistance payments contract under section .§. of 
the United States Housing Act of 1937, 2!:Li! the entity which owns the structure has entered into !housing assistance 
payments contract Wlder section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937. the contract provides assistance for less 
than 90 percent of the dwelling units in the structure. excluding dwelling units intended for management or 
maintenance personnel; 

{Q operates an on-site congregate dining program in which participation.£y residents is mandatory. and provides 
assisted living 2!. similar social and physical support services for residents; and 
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iQl ~ not assessed and did not ~ tax under chapter 273 prior to the 1991 levy. while meeting the other 
conditions of this clause. 

An exemption under this clause remains in effect for taxes levied in each year 2!: partial year of the term of its 
permanent financing. 

(26) Real and personal property that is located in the Superior National Forest and owned or leased and operated 
Qy ~ nonprofit organization that i§. exempt from federal income taxation under section SOHC)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December R 1992, and primarily used to provide recreational 
opportunities for disabled veterans and their families. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 272.02, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd,4, [CONVERSION TO EXEMPT OR TAXABLE USES,] (a) Any property exempt from taxation on January 
2 of any year which, due to sale or other reason, loses its exemption prior to July 1 of any year, shall be placed on 
the current assessment rolls for that year. 

The valuation shall be determined with respect to its value on January 2 of such year. The classification shall be 
based upon the use to which the property was put by the purchaser, or in the event the purchaser has not utilized 
the property by July I, the intended use of the property, determined by the county assessor, based upon all relevant 
facts. 

(b) Property subject to tax on January 2 that is acquired by a governmental entity, institution of purely public 
charity, church, or educational institution before July 1 of the year is exempt for that assessment year if fl1 the 
property is to be used for an exempt purpose under subdivision 1, clauses (1) to (7), aRa ~} tRe f'Fef'eFf} is Ret sld:'Bjeet 
te tl=te filiRg FeEJtiffeRteRt l;1:P.aef' seetisR 272.G2e. 

Sec. 5. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 272.115, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. eHeept as pl's/ieleel if\: s1.:1ea:i rlSiSfl la, Whenever any real estate is sold for a consideration in excess 
of $1,000, whether by warranty deed, quitclaim deed, contract for deed or any other method of sale, the grantor, 
grantee or the legal agent of either shall file a certificate of value with the county auditor in the county in which the 
property is located 'withiR 3G aa) s af tfle sale when the deed or other document is presented for recording. Contract 
for deeds are subject to recording lUlder section 507.235. subdivision 1. Value shall, in the case of any deed not a gift, 
be the amount of the full actual consideration thereof, paid or to be paid, including the amount of any lien or liens 
assumed. The certificate of value shall include the classificati~n to which the property belongs for the purpose of 
determining the fair market value of the property. The certificate shall include financing terms and conditions of the 
sale which are necessary to determine the actual, present value of the sale price for purposes of the sales ratio study. 
The corrunissioner of revenue shall promulgate administrative rules specifying the financing terms and conditions 
which must be included on the certificate. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 272.115, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. No real estate sold or transferred on or after January I, 1993, under subdivision ±a 1 shall be classified 
as a homestead, unless a certificate of value has been filed with the county auditor in accordance with this section. 

This subdivision shall apply to any real estate taxes that are payable the year or years, following the sale or transfer 
of the property. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.061, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [POWERS AND DUTIES.] The county assessor shall have the following powers and duties: 

(1) To call upon and confer with the township and city assessors in the county, and advise and give them the 
necessary instructions and directions as to their duties under the laws of this state, to the end that a uniform 
assessment of all real property in the county will be attained. 

(2) To assist and instruct the local assessors in the preparation and proper use of land maps and record cards, in 
the property classification of real and personal property, and in the determination of proper standards of value. 
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(3) To keep the local assessors in the county advised of all changes in assessment laws and all instructions which 
the assessor receives from the commissioner of revenue relating to their duties. 

(4) To have authority to require the attendance of groups of local assessors at sectional meetings called by the 
assessor for the purpose of giving them further assistance and instruction as to their duties. 

(5) To immediately commence the preparation of a large scale topographical land map of the county, in such form 
as may be prescribed by the commissioner of revenue, showing thereon the location of all railroads, highways and 
roads, bridges, rivers and lakes, swamp areas, wooded tracts, stony ridges and other features which might affect the 
value of the land. Appropriate symbols shall be used to indicate the best, the fair, and the poor land of the county. 
For use in connection with the topographical land map, the assessor shall prepare and keep available in the assessor's 
office tables showing fair average minimum and maximum market values per acre of cultivated, meadow, pasture, 
cutover, timber and waste lands of each township. The assessor shall keep the map and tables available in the office 
for the guidance of town assessors, boards of .review, and the county board of equalization. 

(6) To also prepare and keep available in the office for the guidance of town assessors, boards of review and the 
county board of equalization, a land valuation map of the county, in such form as may be prescribed by the 
commissioner of revenue. This map, which shall include the bordering tier of townships of each county adjoining, 
shall show the average market value per acre, both with and without improvements, as finally equalized in the last 
assessment of real estate, of all land in each town or unorganized township which lies outside the corporate limits 
of cities, 

(7) To regularly examine all conveyances of land outside the corporate limits of cities of the first and second class, 
filed with the county recorder of the county, and keep a file, by descriptions, of the considerations shown thereon. 
From the information obtained by comparing the considerations shown with the market values assessed, the assessor 
shall make recommendations to the county board of equalization of necessary changes in individual assessments or 
aggregate valuations. 

(8) To prepare annually and keep available in the assessor's office for the guidance of boards of review and the 
county board of equalization, a table showing the market value per capita of all personal property in each assessment 
district in the county as finally equalized in the last previous assessment of personal property. For. the guidance of 
the county board of equalization, the assessor shall also add to the table the market value per capita of all personal 
property of each assessment district for the current year, as equalized by the local board of review. 

(9) To become familiar with the values of the different items of personal property so as to be in a position when 
called upon to advise the boards of review and the county board of equalization concerning property, market values 
thereof. 

(10) While the county board of equalization is in session, to give it every possible assistance to enable it to perform 
its duties. The assessor shall furnish the board with all necessary charts, tables, comparisons, and data which it 
requires in its deliberations, and shall make whatever investigations the board may desire. 

(11) At the request of either the board of county commissioners or the commissioner of revenue, to investigate 
applications for reductions of valuation and abatements and settlements of taxes, examine the real or personal 
property involved, and submit written reports and recommendations with respect to the applications, in such form 
as may be prescribed by the board of county corrunissioners and commissioner of revenue. 

(12) To make diligent search each year for real and personal property which has been omitted from assessment in 
the county, and report all such omissions to the county auditor. 

(13) To regularly confer with county assessors in all adjacent coimties about the assessment of property in order 
to uniformly assess and equalize the value of similar properties and classes of pr:operty located in adjacent counties. 
The conference shall emphasize the assessment of agricultural and commercial and industrial property or other 
properties that may have an inadequate number of sales in a single county. 

(14) To render such other services pertaining to the assessment of real and personal property in the county as are 
not inconsistent with the duties set forth in this section, and as may be required by the board of county commissioners 
or by the commissioner of revenue. 
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@ To maintain ~ record, in conjlUlction with other county offices, of all transfers of property to assist in 
determining the proper classification of property, including but not limited m transferring homestead property and 
name changes on homestead property. 

D..§l To determine if a homestead application is required due to the transfer of homestead property or an owner's 
~ change 2.!l homestead property. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] Except as provided in sl:l19di'l> isist1s 6, 8, 9, 11, ancl14 this section or section 273.17, 
subdivision I, all property shall be valued at its market value. The market value as determined pursuant to this 
section shall be stated such that any amount under $100 is rounded up to $100 and any amount exceeding $100 shall 
be rounded to the nearest $100. In estimating and determining such value, the assessor shall not adopt a lower or 
different standard of value because the same is to serve as a basis of taxation, nor shall the assessor adopt as a 
criterion of value the price for which such property would sell at a forced sale, or in the aggregate with all the 
property in the town or district; but the assessor shall value each article or description of property by itself, and at 
such sum or price as the assessor believes the same to be fairly worth in money. The assessor shall take into account 
the effect on the market value of property of environmental factors in the vicinity of the property. In assessing any 
tract or lot of real property, the value of the land, exclusive of structures and improvements, shall be determined, and 
also the value of all structures and improvements thereon, and the aggregate value of the property, including all 
structures and improvements, excluding the value of crops growing upon cultivated land . .In valuing real property 
upon which there is a mine or quarry, it shall be valued at such price as such property, including the mine or quarry, 
would sell for a ·fair, voluntary sale, for cash, In valuing real property which is vacant, platted property shall be 
assessed as provided in subdivision 14. All property, or the use thereof, which is taxable under section 272.01, 
subdivision 2, or 273.19, shall be valued at the market value of such property and not at the value of a leasehold estate 
in such property, or at some lesser value than its market value. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 1a. [LIMITED MARKET VALUE.] In the = of all property classified as agricultural homestead or 
nonhomestead, residential homestead 2I nonhomestead, 2!:. noncommercial seasonal recreational residential, the 
assessor shall compare the value with that determined in the preceding assessment. The amount of the increase 
entered in the current assessment shall not exceed the greater of ill ten percent of the value in the preceding 
assessment, or ill one-third of the difference between the current assessment and the preceding assessment. This 
limitation shall not ~ to increases in value due to improvements. For purposes of this subdivision, the term 
"assessment" means the value prior to ~ exclusion under section 273.11, subdivisio~ 16. 

The provisions of this subdivision shall be in effect only for assessment years 1993 through 1998. 

For purposes of the assessment/sales ratio study conducted under section 124'.2131, and the computation of state 
aids paid under chapters 124, 124A, and 477 A: market values and net tax capacities determined under this subdivision 
and section 273.11. subdivision ~ shall be used. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, the limitation contained in sl:l:Baiv'jsislt 
subdivisions 1 and 1a shall also apply to the authority of the local board of review as provided in section 274.01, the 
county board of equalization as provided in section 274.13, the state board of equalization and the commissioner of 
revenue as provided in sections 270.11, 270.12 and 270.16. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, subdivision 6a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6a. [RE5!!)l;~ITIAL FIRE-SAFETY SPRINKLER SYSTEMS.] For purposes of property taxation, the market 
valu~ of automatic fire-safety sprinkler systems installed in existing buildings after Ianuary .1. 1992, meeting the 
standards of the Minnesota fire code shall be excluded from the market value of (1) existing multifamily residential 
real estate containing four or more units and used or held for use by the owner or by the tenants or lessees of the 
owner as a residence and (2) existing real estate containing four or more contiguous residential units for use by 
customers of the owner, such as hotels, motels, and lodging houses and Ql existing office buildings or mixed use 
commercial-residential buildings, in which at least one story capable of occupancy is at least 75 feet above the ground. 
The market value exclusion under this section shall expire if the property is sold. 
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Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 15. IV ACANT HOSPITALS.} In valuing a hospitaL as defined in section 144.50, subdivision b. that i.§.located 
outside of ~ metropolitan county, as defined in section 473.121, subdivision ~ and that 2!! the date of sale ~ vacant 
and not used for hospital purposes or for any other purpose, the assessor's estimated market value for taxes levied 
in the year of the sale shall be no greater than the sales price of the property, including both the land and the 
buildings, as adjusted for terms of financing. !f the sale ~ made later than December ..!.2. the market value ~ 
determined under this subdivision shall be used for taxes levied in the following year. This subdivision applies only 
if the sales price of the property was determined under .eI!. ~ length transaction. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.16. [VALUATION EXCLUSION FOR CERTAIN IMPROVEMENTS.] Improvements to homestead property 
made before January ~ 2003, shall be fully or partially excluded from the value of the property for assessment 
purposes provided that the house ~ at least 35 years old at the time of the improvement. In the case of ~ 
owner-occupied duplex 2!:. triplex, the improvement is eligible regardless of which portion of the property was 
improved. 

If the property lies in a jurisdiction which ~ subject to a building permit process, a building permit must have been 
issued covering the improvement. If the property lies in ~ jurisdiction which !§. not subject to ~ building permit 
process, the improvement must add ~ least $1,000 to the value of the property. Only improvements to the structure 
which is the residence of the qualifying homesteader or the garage ~ for the provisions of this subdivision. 

Whenever a building permit i§. issued for property currently classified as homestead, the issuing jurisdiction shall 
notify the assessor of the possibility of valuation exclusion tmder this subdivision. The assessor may require an 
application process and documentation of the ~ of the house from the owner, if unknown. 

The assessor shall note the qualifying value of each improvement on the property's record, and the ~ of those 
amounts shall be subtracted from the value of the property in each year for ten years after the improvement has been 
made, at which time an amount equal to 20 percent of the qualifying value shall be added back in each of the five 
subsequent assessment years. The valuation exclusion shall terminate whenever ill the property is sold, or ill the 
property is reclassified to ~ class which does not ~ for treatment under this subdivision. 

The total qualifying value for a homestead may not exceed $50,000. The total qualifying value for a homestead with 
~ house that ~ less than 70 years old may not exceed 525,000. The term "qualifying value" means the increase in 
estimated market value resulting from the improvement if the improvement occurs when the house is at least 70 years 
old, or one-half of the increase in estimated market value resulting from the improvement otherwise. The $25,000 and 
$50,000 maximum qualifying value under this section may result from .!!£ to three separate improvements to the 
homestead. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.112, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Real estate shall be entitled to valuation and tax deferment under this section only if it is: 

(a) actively and exclusively devoted to golf, skiing, or archery or firearms range recreational use or uses and other 
recreational uses carried on at the establishment; 

(b) five acres in size or more, except in the case of an archery or firearms range; 

(c)(l) operated by private individuals and open to the public; or 

(2) operated by firms or corporations for the benefit of employees or guests; or 

(3) operated by private clubs having a membership of 50 or more, provided that the club does not discriminate in 
membership requirements or selection on the basis of sex or marital status; and 

(d) made available, in the case of real estate devoted to golf, for use without discrimination on the basis of sex 
during the time when the facility is open to USe by the public or by members, except that use for golf may be 
restricted on the basis of sex no more frequently than one, or part of one, weekend each calendar month for each sex 
and no more than two, or part of MO, weekdays each week for each sex. 
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If a golf club membership allows use of golf course facilities by more than one adult per membership, the use must 
be equally available to all adults entitled to use of the golf course under the membership, except that use may be 
restricted on the basis of sex as permitted in this section. Memberships that pennit play during restricted times may 
be allowed only if the restricted times apply to all adults using the membership. A golf club may not offer a 
membership or golfing privileges to a spouse of a member that provides greater or less access to the golf course than 
is provided to that person's spouse under the same or a separate membership in that dub, except that the terms of 
a membership may provide that one spouse may have no right to use the golf course at any time while the other 
spouse may have either limited or unlimited access to the golf course. 

A golf club may have or create an individual membership category which entitles a member for a reduced rate to 
play during restricted hours as established by the club. The club must have on record a written request by the 
member for such membership. 

A golf club that has food or beverage facilities or services must allow equal access to those facilities and services 
for both men and women members in all membership categories at all times. Nothing in this paragraph shall be 
construed to require service or access to facilities to persons under the age of 21 years or require any act that would 
violate law or ordinance regarding sale, consumption, or regulation of alcoholic beverages. 

For purposes of this subdivision and subdivision 7a, discrimination means a pattern or course of conduct and not 
linked to an isolated incident. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.112, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 4a. Real estate devoted to golf and operated Qy !!. private club that does not meet the requirements of 
subdivision ~ and ~ not eligible for valuation and deferment under this section, must be valued for ad valorem tax 
purposes Qy the assessor as if.!!.~ converted to commerciaL industrial, residentiaL or seasonal residential use and 
~ platted and available for sale as individual parcels. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.121, is amended to read: 

273.121 [VALUATION OF REAL PROPERTY, NOTICE.] 

Any county assessor or city assessor having the powers of a county assessor, valuing or classifying taxable real 
property shall in each year notify those persons whose property is to be assessed or reclassified that year if the 
person's address is known to the assessor, otherwise the occupant of the property. The notice shall be in writing and 
shall be sent by ordinary mail at least ten days before the meeting of the local board of review or equalization. It shall 
contain.=. ill the amOl.i:m sf the T. ah:l:atisR in teFms af market value, ill the limited market value under section 273.11, 
subdivision ~ ill the qualifying amount of any improvements under section 273.11. subdivision l2.t ill the market 
value subject to taxation after subtracting the amount of any qualifying improvements, ill the new classification, i§l 
the assessor's office address, and.0. the dates, places, and times set for the meetings of the local board of review or 
equalization and the county board of equalization. If the assessment roll is not complete, the notice shall be sent by 
ordinary mail at least ten days prior to the date on which the board of review has adjourned. The assessor shall 
attach to the assessment roll a statement that the notices required by this section have been mailed. Any assessor who 
is not provided sufficient funds from the assessor's governing body to provide such notices, may make application 
to the commissioner of revenue to finance such notices. The commissioner of revenue shall conduct an investigation 
and, if satisfied that the assessor does not have the necessary funds, issue a certification to the commissioner of finance 
of the amount necessary to provide such notices. The commissioner of finance shall issue a warrant for such amount 
and shall deduct such amount from any state payment to such county or municipality. The necessary funds to make 
such payments are hereby appropriated. Failure to receive the notice shall in no way affect the validity of the 
assessment, the resulting tax, the procedures of any board of review or equalization, or the enforcement of delinquent 
taxes by statutory means. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.124, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. IGENERAL RULE.] (a) Residential real estate that is occupied and used for the purposes of a 
homestead by its owner, who must be a Minnesota resident, is a residential homestead. 

Agricultural land, as defined in section 273.13, subdivision 23, that is occupied and used as a homestead by its 
owner, who must be a Minnesota resident, is an agricultural homestead. 
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Dates for establishment of a homestead and homestead treatment provided to particular types of property are as 
provided in this section. 

The assessor shall require proof, as provided in subdivision 13, of the facts upon which classification as a 
homestead may be determined. Notwithstanding any other law, the assessor may at any time require a homestead 
application to be filed in order to verify that any property classified as a homestead continues to be eligible for 
homestead status. 

When there ~!! ~ change 2.!. £!. transfer of homestead property, the assessor may reclassify the property in the 
next assessment unless a homestead application is filed to verify that the property continues to ~ for homestead 
classification. 

(b) For purposes of this section, homestead property shall include property which is used for purposes of the 
homestead but is separated from the homestead by a road, street, lot, waterway, or other similar intervening property. 
The term "used for purposes of the homestead" shall include but not be limited to uses for gardens, garages, or other 
outbuildings commonly associated with a homestead, but shall not include vacant land held primarily for future 
development. In order to receive homestead treatment for the noncontiguous property, the owner shall apply for it 
to the assessor by July 1 of the year when the treatment is initially sought. After initial qualification for the homestead 
treatment, additional applications for subsequent years are not required. 

(c) Residential real estate that is occupied and used for purposes of a homestead by a relative of the owner is a 
homestead but only to the extent of the homestead treatment that would be provided if the related owner occupied 
the property. For purposes of this paragraph, "relative" means a parent, stepparent, child, stepchild, spouse, 
grandparent, grandchild, brother, sister, lUlCIe, or aunt. This relationship may be by blood or marriage. Property that 
was classified as seasonal recreational residential property at the time when treatment under this paragraph would 
first apply shall continue to be classified as seasonal recreational residential property for the first k¥e four assessment 
years beginning after the date when the relative of the owner occupies the property as a homestead; this delay also 
applies to property that, in the absence of this paragraph, would have been classified as seasonal recreational 
residential property at the time when the residence was constructed. Neither the related occupant nor the owner of 
the property may claim a property tax refund under chapter 290A for a homestead occupied by a relative. In the case 
of a residence located on agricultural land, only the house, garage, and immediately surrounding one acre of land 
shall be classified as a homestead under this paragraphL except as provided in paragraph If!l:. 

@ Agricultural property that is occupied and used for purposes of a homestead Qy ~ relative of the owner, ~ ~ 
homestead, only to the extent of the homestead treatment that'would be provided if the related owner occupied the 
property, and only if all of the following criteria are met: 

ill the relative who is occupying the agricultural property is a ~ Q!. daughter of the owner of the agricultural 
property, 

ill the ~ of the agricultural property must be a Minnesota resident. 

ill the ~ of the agricultural property is not eligible to receive homestead treatment on ~ other agricultural 
property in Minnesota, and 

ill the ~ of the agricultural property is limited to only ~ agricultural homestead ~ family lUlder this 
paragraph. 

For purposes of this paragraph, "agricultural property" ~ the house, garage, other farm buildings and 
structures, and agricultural land. 

Application must be made to the assessor Qy the owner of the agricultural property to receive homestead benefits 
under this paragraph. The assessor may require the necessary proof that the requirements under this paragraph have 
been met. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.124, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.6a. [PRELIMINARY APPROVAL OF LEASEHOLD COOPERATIVES.] Preliminary approval for classification 
as a leasehold cooperative may be granted to property when a developer proposes to construct one or more residential 
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dwellings or buildings using funds provided !:!y the Minnesota housing finance agency if all of the following 
conditions are ~ 

ll!l The developer must present an affidavit to the county attorney and to the governing body of the municipality 
that includes a statement of the developer's intention to comply with all requirements in subdivision 6 and a detailed 
description of the plan for doing so. 

ill The commissioner of the Minnesota housing finance agency must provide the county attorney and governing 
body with a description of the financing and related terms the commissioner proposes to provide with respect to the 
project. together with an objective assessment of the likelihood that the project will comply with the reguirements of 
subdivision 6. 

i£l The county attorney must review the materials provided under paragraphs f.cl and ili1. and may require the 
developer 2!: the MiIU1esota housing finance ~ to provide additional information. !t the county attorney 
determines that i! ~ reasonably likely that the project will meet the requirements of this subdivision, the county 
attorney shall provide preliminary approval to treatment of the property as ~ leasehold cooperative. 

@ The governing body shall conduct a public hearing as provided in subdivision ~ paragraph .!.i1 and make its 
preliminary findings based on the information provided Q.v. the developer and the Minnesota housing finance ~ 

Upon completion of the project and creation of the leasehold cooperative, actual compliance with the requirements 
of this subdivision must be demonstrated, and certified l2v. the county attorney. A second hearing!2v. the governing 
body ~ not required. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.124, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd.9. [HOMESTEAD ESTABLISHED AFTER ASSESSMENT DATE.] Any property that was not used for the 
purpose of a homestead on the assessment date, but which was used for the purpose of a homestead by Jtifte 
December 1 of a year, constitutes class 1 or class 2a. 

Any taxpayer meeting the requirements of this subdivision must notify the county assessor, or the assessor who 
has the powers of the county assessor under section 273.063, in writing, fllia£ ta hme ~ December 15 of the year of 
occupancy in order to qualify under this subdivision. The assessor must not _deny full homestead treatment to a 
property that is partially homesteaded on January 2 but occupied for the purpose of a full homestead by j<ffie 
December 1 of a year. 

The county assessor and the county auditor may make the necessary changes on their assessment and tax records 
to provide for proper homestead classification as provided in this subdivision. 

If homestead classification has not been requested as of December 15, the assessor will classify the property as 
nonhomestead for the current assessment year for taxes payable in the following year, provided that the owner of any 
property qualifying under this subdivision, which has not been accorded the benefits of this subdivision, may be 
entitled to receive homestead classification by proper application as provided in section 375.192. 

The COWlty assessor sftal.I. may publish in a newspaper of general circulation within the COWlty He lateF tF.SH Jl:lP.e 
1 ef eaffi ) eaF a notice ill!erming requesting the public sf tl=te l'e~l;\i£eFfl:eRt to file an application for homestead tffier
ta Jl:l:P.e 15 as ~ as practicable after aCquisition of a homestead. but no later than December 15. 

The COWlty assessor shall publish in a newspaper of general circulation within the county !!Q.later than December 
1 of each year ~ notice informing the public of the requirement to file an application for homestead Ex. December 15. 
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Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.124, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [HOMESTEAD APPLICATION.] illLl person who meets the homestead requirements under subdivision 
1 must file a homestead application with the county assessor to iriitially obtain homestead classification. 

ill On or before January 2, 1993, each county assessor shall mail a homestead application to the owner of each 
parcel of property within the county which was classified as homestead for the 1992 assessment year. The format and 
contents of a uniform homestead application shall be prescribed by the commissioner of .revenue.' The commissioner 
shall consult with the chairs of the house and senate tax committees on the contents of the homestead application 
form. The application must clearly inform the taxpayer that this application must be signed by all owners of the 
property and returned to the county assessor in order for the property to continue receiving homestead treatment. 
The envelope containing the homestead application shall clearly identify its contents and alert the taxpayer of its 
necessary immediate response. 

f:.ef) iel:H yeaps after the iffitial ftsmesteaa apfJlieatieR kas BeeR §Jea tm:aet tHis sHBaicisisR, a ESHRty SRan Htiiil 
a oomesteaa aJ9J9lieatisl'l ts tl-.e s "'fl€r ef eaeR J9ayeel sf fJrsJ9€rty ts • erif} the €efltiRHea eligiBility fer kemesteaa 
states fey all ptsJgerties elassifiea as ftemesteaa witkin the eS1:1i-l:t} ilL tHe prist year's assessmeRt. The ksmesteati 
applieaaeF\> aREl pYseeal;lf'€s sl1al-ll:le BEffi:€ ill tffi€ sftffle ff'lSFffi€F as €sFttaffiea in tl:t-is sttBaivisisR fet tfie 1993 fismesteaa 
aJ9plieatieR. 

ill On the homestead application each owner shall disclose the location of any other residential property in the state 
in which the owner holds full or partial ownership and for which homestead status has been granted or has been 
applied for at the time of the application. Each owner must also disclose the name and social security number of any 
relative occupying a property qualifying as a homestead under subdivision 1, paragraph (c). Failure to disclose the. 
information required under this paragraph may result in the imposition of the penalty provided under this 
subdivision. 

@ Every property owner applying for homestead classification must furnish to the COW'lty assessor the social 
security number of each person who is listed as an owner of the property listed on the homestead application. If the 
social security number is not provided, the county assessor shall classify the property as nonhomestead. The social 
security numbers of the property owners are private data on individuals as defined by section 13.02, subdivision 12, 
but, notwithstanding that section, the private data may be disclosed to the commissioner of revenue. 

1rl. If residential real estate is occupied and used for purposes of a homestead by a relative of the owner and 
qualifies for a homestead under subdivision 1, paragraph (c), in order for the property to receive homestead status, 
a homestead application must be filed with the assessor. The social security number of each relative occupying the 
property and the social security number of each owner of the property shall be required on the homestead application 
filed under this subdivision. If a different relative of the owner subsequently occupies the property, the owner of the 
property must notify the assessor within 30 days of the change in occupancy. 

ill The homestead application shall also notify the property owners that the application filed under this section will 
not be mailed annually and that if the property is granted homestead status for the 1993 assessment, that same 
property shall remain classified as homestead until the property is sold or transferred to another person, or the owners 
or the relatives no longer use the property as their homestead. Upon the sale or transfer of the homestead property, 
a certificate of value must be timely filed with the county auditor as provided under section 272.115. Failure to notify 
the COWlty within 30 days that the property has been sold, transferred, or that the owner or the relative is no longer 
occupying the property as a homestead, shall result in the penalty provided under this subdivision and the property 
will lose its current homestead status. 

!gl If the ifti.lial homestead application is not returned within 30 days, the county will send a second application 
to the present owners of record. The notice of proposed property taxes prepared under section 275.065, subdivision 
3, shall reflect the property's classification. If a homestead application has not been filed with the county by December 
15, the assessor shall classify the property as nonhomestead for the current assessment year for taxes payable in the 
following year, provided that the owner may be entitled to receive the homestead classification by proper application 
under section 375.192. 

ill At the request of the commissioner, each county must give the commissioner a list that includes the name and 
social security number of each property owner applying for homestead classification under this subdivision. 

ill If, in comparing the lists supplied by the counties, the commissioner finds that a property owner is claiming 
more than one homestead, the commissioner shall notify the appropriate counties. Within 90 days of the notification, 
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the county assessor shall investigate to determine if the homestead classification was properly claimed. If the property 
owner does not qualify, the county assessor shall notify the county auditor who will determine the amount of 
homestead benefits that had been improperly allowed, For the purpose of this section, "homestead benefits" means 
the tax reduction resulting from the classification as a homestead under section 273,13, the taconite homestead credit 
under section 273.135, and the supplemental homestead credit under section 273.1391. 

The county auditor shall send a notice to the owners of the affected property, demanding reimbursement of the 
homestead benefits plus a penalty equal to 100 percent of the homestead benefits. The property owners may appeal 
the county's determination by filing a notice of appeal with the Minnesota tax court within 60 days of the date of th~ 
notice from the county. If the amount of homestead benefits and penalty is not paid within 60 days, and if no appeal 
has been filed, the county auditor shall certify the amount of taxes and penalty to the succeeding year's tax list to be 
collected as part of the property taxes. 

ill Any amoWlt of homestead benefits recovered by the COWlty from the property owner shall be distributed to the 
county, city or town, and school district where the property is located in the same proportion that each taxing 
district's levy was to the total of the three taxing districts" levy for the current year. Any amount recovered 
attributable to taconite homestead credit shall be transmitted to the St. Louis county auditor to be deposited in the 
taconite property tax relief account. The total amount of penalty collected must be deposited in the county general 
fund. 

ruIf a property owner has applied for more than one homestead and the county assessors cannot determine which 
property should be classified as homestead, the COWlty assessors will refer the information to the commissioner. The 
commissioner shall make the determination and notify the cOWlties within 60 days. 

ill In addition to lists of homestead properties, the cOnmUssioner may ask the counties to furnish lists of all 
properties and the record ovvners. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.124, is amended by adding a subdivision to,read: 

Subd. 17. [OWNER-OCCUPIED MOTEL PROPERTY.] For purposes of class 1a determinations, a homestead 
includes that portion of property defined as a motel under chapter 157. provided that the person residing in the motel 
property is using that property as a homestead. is part ovvner, and i§. actively engaged in the operation of the motel 
business. Homestead treatment applies ~ it legal title to the property i§. in the' ~ of ~ corporation or 
partnership and not in the name of the person residing in the motel. The homestead is limited to that portion of the 
motel actually occupied !!v. the person. 

A taxpayer meeting the reguirements of this subdivision must notify the COWlty assessor, or the assessor who has 
the powers of the county assessor under section 273.063, in writing, in order to qualify Wlder this subdivision for 1a 
homestead classification. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.124, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.18. [PROPERTY UNDERGOING RENOVATION.] Property that ~not occupied as i!. homestead on the 
assessment date will be classified as a homestead if it meets each of the following requirements on that date: 

!!l The struchrre is ~ single family or duplex residence. 

fhl The property is owned ~~ church or an organization that is exempt from taxation Wlder section 501(C)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 

i£l The organization is in the process of renovating the property for use as ~ homestead .l2J;. an individual or family 
whose income i§.!!Q. greater than 60 percent of the county or ~ gross median income, adjusted for family size, and 
that renovation process and conveyance for ~ as 2. homestead can reasonably be expected to be completed within 
12 months after construction begins. 

The organization must ~ to the assessor for classification under this subdivision within 30 days of its aCquiSition 
of the property. and must provide the assessor with the information necessary for the assessor to determine whether 
the property qualifies. 
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Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.13, subdivision 23, is amended to read: 

Subd. 23. [CLASS 2.] (a) Class 2a property is agricultural land including any improvements that is homesteaded. 
The market value of the house and garage and immediately surrounding one acre of land has the same class rates 
as class 1a property under subdivision 22, If the market value of the house, garage, and surrounding one acre of land 
is less than $115,000, the value of the remaining land including improvements equal to the difference between $115,000 
and the market value of the house, garage, and surrounding one acre of land has a net class rate of .45 percent of 
market value and a gross class rate of 1.75 percent of market value. The remaining value of class 2a property over 
$115,000 of market value that does not exceed 320 acres has a net class rate of 1.3 percent of market value, and a gross 
class rate of 2.25 percent of market value. The remaining property over the $115,000 market value in excess of 320 
acres has a class rate of 1.6 percent of market value, and a gross class rate of 2.25 percent of market value. 

(b) Class 2b property is (1) real estate, rural in character and used exclusively for growing 'trees for timber, lumber, 
and wood and wood products; aftEl (2) real estate that ~ not improved with a structure and is used exclusively for 
growing trees for timber. lumber. and wood and wood products. if the owner has participated or is participating in 
!!. cost-sharing program for afforestation, reforestation. or timber stand improvement on that particular property, 
administered or coordinated Qy the commissioner of natural resources; Q!:. ill real estate that is nonhomestead 
agricultural land. Class 2b property has a net class rate of 1.6 percent of market value, and a gross class rate of 2.25 
percent of market value. 

(c) Agricultural land as used in this section means contiguous acreage of ten acres or more, primarily used during 
the preceding year for agricultural purposes. Agricultural use may include pasture, timber, waste, unusable wild land, 
and land included in state or federal farm programs. "Agricultural purposes" as used in this section means the 'raising 
or cultivation of agricultural products. 

(d) Real estate of less than ten acres used principally for raising or cultivating agricultural products, shall be 
considered as agricultural land, if it is not used primarily for residential purposes. 

(e) The term ':agricultural products" as used in this subdivision includes: 

(1) livestock, dairy animals, dairy products, poultry and poultry products, fur-bearing animals, horticultural and 
nursery stock described in sections 18.44 to 18.61, fruit of all kinds, vegetables, forage, grains, bees, and apiary 
products by the owner; 

(2) fish bred for sale and consumption if the fish breeding occurs on land zoned for agricultural use; 

(3) the commercial boarding of horses if the boarding is done in conjunction with raising or cultivating agricultural 
products as defined in clause (1); and 

(4) property which is owned and operated by nonprofit organizations used for equestrian activities, excluding 
racing. 

(f) If a parcel used for agricultural purposes is also used for commercial or industrial purposes, including but not 
limited to: 

(1) wholesale and retail sales; 

(2) processing of raw agricultural products or other goods; 

(3) warehousing or storage of processed goods; and 

(4) office facilities for the support of the activities enumerated in clauses (1), (2), and (3), 

the assessor shall classify the part of the parcel used for agricultural purposes as class 1b, 2a, or 2b, whichever is 
appropriate, and the remainder in the class appropriate to its use. The grading, sorting, and packaging of raw 
agricultural products for first sale is considered an agricultural purpose. A greenhouse or other building where 
horticultural or nursery products are grown that is also used for the conduct of retail sales must be classified as 
agricultural if it is primarily used for the growing of horticultural or nursery products from seed, cuttings, or roots 
and occasionally as a showroom for the retail sale of those products. Use of a greenhouse or building only for the 
display of already grown horticultural or nursery products does not qualify as an agricultural purpose. 
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The assessor shall determine and list separately on the records the market value of the homestead dwelling and 
the one acre of land on which that dwelling is located. If any farm buildings or structures are located on this 
homesteaded acre of land, their market value shall not be included in this separate determination. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.13, subdivision 24, is amended to read: 

Subd. 24. [CLASS 3.] (a) Commercial and industrial property and utility real and personal property, except class 
5 property as identified in subdivision 31, clause (1), is class 3a. It has a class rate of ~ ~ percent of the first $100,000 
of market value for taxes payable in 199(2), d.2 ~efEeRt fel falE'eS payaBle ifl 1991, ;!Ll flef€eRt fflf ta)(es f'ay-able HL 1992, 
aRa three refeem fSf ffines fla) aale iT. 1993 and thereafter, and 5.06 percent of the market value over $100,000. In the 
case of state-assessed commercial, industrial, and utility property owned by one person or entity, only one parcel has 
a reduced class rate on the first $100,000 of market value. In the case of other commercial, industrial, and utility 
property owned by one person or entity, only one parce~ in each county has a reduced class rate on the first $100,000 
of market value.-L except that: 

ill if the market value of the parcel is less than $100.000. and additional parcels ~ owned Qy the same person or 
entity in the ~ si!Y or ~ within that county, the reduced class ~ shall be applied .!:!£ to a combined total 
market value of $100.000 for all parcels owned hY the same person Q!. entity in the same £!y or town within the 
county; and 

ill in the ~ of grain, fertilizer, and feed elevator facilities, as defined in section 18C.305. subdivision.1.2!: 232.21, 
subdivision ~ the limitation to one parcel ~ ~ ~ county for the reduced class rate shall not ~ but there 
shall be a limit of $100,000 of preferential value ~ site of contiguous parcels owned!!y the ~ person or entity. 
Only the value of the elevator portion of each parcel shall ~ for treahnent under this clause. For purposes of 
this subdivision, contiguous parcels include parcels separated only!?'y a railroad or public road right-of-way. 

To receive the reduced class rate on additional parcels under clauses ill and m the taxpayer must notify the 
county assessor that the taxpayer owns more than ~ parcel that qualifies under clause ill Q!:@ 

(b) Employment property defined in section 469.166, during the period provided in section 469.170, shall constitute 
class 3b and has a class rate of 2.3 percent of the first $50,000 of market value and 3.6 percent of the remainder, except 
that for employment property located in a border city enterprise zone designated pursuant to section 469.168, 
subdivision 4, paragraph (c), the class rate of the first $100 .. 000 of market value and the class rate of the remainder 
is determined under paragraph (a), unless the governing body of the city designated as an enterprise zone determines 
that a specific parcel shall be assessed pursuant to the first clause of this sentence. The governing body may provide 
for assessment under the first clause of the preceding sentence only for property which is located in an area which 
has been designated by the governing body for the receipt of tax reductions authorized by section 469.171, 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.13, subdivision 25, is amended to read: 

Subd. 25. [CLASS 4.] (a) Class 4a is residential real estate containing four or more units and used or held for use 
by the owner or by the tenants or lessees of the owner as a residence for' rental periods of 30 days or more. Class 
4a also includes hospitals licensed under sections 144.50 to 144.56, other than hospitals exempt under section 272.02, 
and contiguous property used for hospital purposes, without regard to whether the property has been platted or 
subdivided. Class 4a property has a class rate of 3.5 percent of market value for taxes payable in 1992, and 3.4 percent 
of market value for taxes payable in 1993 and thereafter. 

(b) Class 4b includes: 

(1) residential real estate containing less than four units .. other than seasonal residential, and recreational; 

(2) manufactured homes not classified under any other provision; 

(3) a dwelling, garage, and surrounding one acre of property on a nonhomestead farm classified under subdivision 
23, paragraph (b). 

Class 4b property has a class rate of 2.8 percent of market value for taxes payable in 1992, 2.5 percent of market 
value for taxes payable in 1993, and 2.3 percent of market value for taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter. 
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(c) Class 4c property includes: 

(1) a struchlre that is: 

(i) situated on real property that is used for housing for the elderly or for low- and moderate-income families as 
defined in Title II, as amended through December 31, 1990, of the National Housing Act or the Minnesota housing 
finance agency law of 1971, as amended, or rules promulgated by the agency and financed by a direct federal loan 
or federally insured loan made pursuant to Title II of the Act; or 

(ii) situated on real property that is used for housing the elderly or for low- and moderate-income families as 
defined by the Minnesota housing finance agency law of 1971, as amended, or rules adopted by the agency pursuant 
thereto and financed by a loan made by the Minnesota housing finance agency pursuant to the provisions of the act. 

This clause applies only to property of a nonprofit or limited dividend entity, Property is classified as class 4c 
under this clause for 15 years from the date of the completion of the original construction or substantial rehabilitation, 
or for the original term of the loan. 

(2) a structure that is: 

(i) situated upon real property that is used for housing lower income families or elderly or handicapped persons, 
as defined in section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended; and 

(ii) owned by an entity which has entered into a housing assistance payments contract under section 8 which 
provides assistance for 100 percent of the dwelling units in the structure, other than dwelling units intended for 
management or maintenance personnel. Property is classified -as class 4c under this clause for the term of the housing 
assistance payments contract, including all renewals, or for the term of its permanent financing, whichever is shorter; 
and 

(3) a qualified low-income building as defined in section 42(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended 
through December 31, 1990, that (i) receives a low-income housing credit under section 42 of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1990; or (ii) meets the requirements of that section and receives 
public financing, except financing provided under sections 469.174 to 469.179, which contains terms restricting the 
rents; or (iii) meets the requirements of section 273,1317. Classification pursuant to this clause is limited to a term 
of 15 years. 

For all properties described in clauses (1), (2), and (3) and in paragraph (d), the market value determined by the 
assessor must be based on the normal approach to value using normal unrestricted rents unless the owner of the 
property elects to have the property assessed under Laws 1991, chapter 291, article 1, section 55, If the owner of the 
property elects to have the market value determined on the basis of the actual restricted rents, as provided in Laws 
1991, chapter 291, article 1, section 55, the property will be assessed at the rate provided for class 4a or class 4b 
property, as appropriate. Properties described in clauses (l)(ii), (3), and (4) may apply to the assessor for valuation 
under Laws 1991, chapter 291, article 1, section 55, The land on which these structures are situated has the class rate 
given in paragraph (b) if the structure contains fewer than four units, and the class rate given in paragraph (a) if the 
structure contains four or more lUlits, This clause applies only to the property of a nonprofit or limited dividend 
entity. 

(4) a parcel of land, not to exceed one acre, and its improvements or a parcel of unimproved land, not to exceed 
one acre, if it is owned by a neighborhood. real estate trust and at least 60 percent of the dwelling units, if any, on 
all land owned by the trust are leased to or occupied by lower income families or individuals. This clause does not 
apply to any portion of the land or improvements used for nonresidential purposes, For purposes of this clause, a 
lower income family is a family with an income that does not exceed 65 percent of the median family income for the 
area, and a lower- income individual is an individual whose income does not exceed 65 percent of the median 
individual income for the area, as determined by the United States Secretary of Housing and Urban Development. 
For purposes of this clause, "neighborhood real estate trust" means an entity which is certified by the governing body 
of the municipality in which it is located to have the following characteristics: 

(a) it is a nonprofit corporation organized Wlder chapter 317 A; 

(b) it has as its principal purpose providing housing for lower income families in a specific geographic community 
designated in its articles or bylaws; 
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(c) it limits membership with voting rights to residents of the designated community; and 

(d) it has a board of directors consisting of at least seven directors, 60 percent of whom are members with voting 
rights and, to the extent feasible, 25 percent of whom are elected by resident members of buildings owned by the 
trust; and 

(5) except as provided in subdivision 22, paragraph (c), real property devoted to temporary and seasonal residential 
occupancy for recreation purposes, including real property devoted to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy 
for recreation purposes and not devoted to commercial purposes for more than 250 days in the year preceding the 
year of assessment. For purposes of this clause, property is devoted to a commercial purpose on a specific day if any 
portion of the property is used for residential occupancy, and a fee is charged for residential occupancy. Class 4c also 
includes commercial use real property used exclusively for recreational purposes in conjunction with class 4c property 
devoted to temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreational purposes, up to a total of two acres, 
provided the property is not devoted to commercial recreational use for more than 250 days in the year preceding 
the year of assessment and is located within hvo miles of the class 4c property with which it is used. Class 4c 
property classified in this clause also includes the remainder of class lc resorts. Owners of real property devoted to 
temporary and seasonal residential occupancy for recreation purposes and all or a portion of which was devoted to 
commercial purposes for not more than 250 days in the year preceding the year of assessment desiring classification 
as class 1c or 4c, must submit a declaration to the assessor designating the cabins or units occupied for 250 days or 
less'in the year preceding the year of assessment by January 15 of the assessment year. Those cabins or units and 
a proportionate share of the land on which they are located will be designated class 1c or 4c as otherwise provided. 
The remainder of the cabins or units and a proportionate share of the land on which they are located will be 
designated as class 3a. The first $100,000 of the market value of the remainder of the cabins or units and a 
proportionate share of the land on which they are located shall have a class rate of three percent. The owner 'of 
property desiring designation as class Ic or 4c property must provide guest registers or other records demonstrating 
that the units for which class 1c or 4c designation is sought were not occupied for more than 250 days in the second 
year preceding the assessment if so requested. The portion of a property operated as a (1) restaurant, (2) bar, (3) gift 
shop, and (4) other nonresidential facility operated on a commercial basis not directly related to temporary and 
seasonal residential occupancy for recreation purposes shall not qualify for class 1c or 4c; 

(6) real property up to a maximum of one acre of land owned by a nonprofit community service oriented 
organization; provided that the property is not used for a revenue-producing activity for more than six days in the 
calendar year preceding the year of assessment and the property is not used for 'residential purposes on either a 
temporary or permanent basis. For purposes of this clause, a "nonprofit community service oriented organization" 
means any corporation, society, association, foundation, or institution organized and operated exclusively for 
charitable, religious, fraternal, civic, or educational purposes, and which is exempt from federal income taxation 
pursuant to section 501(c)(3), (10), or (19) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 
1990. For purposes of this clause, "revenue-producing activities" shall include but not be limited to property or that 
portion of the property that is used as an on-sale intoxicating liquor or 3.2 percent malt liquor establishment licensed 
under chapter 340A, a restaurant open to the public, bowling alley, a retail store, gambling conducted by organizations 
licensed under chapter 349, an insurance business, or office or other space leased or rented to a lessee who conducts 
a for-profit enterprise on the premises. Any portion of the property which is used for revenue-producing activities 
for more than six days in the calendar year preceding the year of assessment shall be assessed as class 3a. The use 
of the property for social events open exclusively to members and their guests for periods of less than 24 hours, when 
an admission is not charged nor any revenues are received by the organization shall not be considered a 
revenue-producing activity; 

(7) post-secondary student housing of not more than one acre of land that is owned by a nonprofit corporation 
organized under chapter 317 A and is used exclusively by a student cooperative, sorority, or fraternity for on-campus 
housing or housing located within two miles of the border of a college campus; and 

(8) manufactured home parks as defined in section 327.14, subdivision 3. 

Class 4c property has a class rate of 2.3 percent of market value, except that (i) each parcel of seasonal residential 
recreational property not used for commercial purposes under clause (5) has a class rate of 2.2 percent of market value 
for taxes payable in 1992, and for taxes payable in 1993 and thereafter, the first $72,000 of market value on each parcel 
has a class rate of two percent and the market value of each parcel that exceeds $72,000 has a class rate of 2.5 percent, 
and (ii) manufactured home parks assessed under clause (8) have a class rate of hvo percent for taxes payable in 1993L 

1994, and 1995 only. 
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(d) Class 4d property includes: 

(1) a structure that is: 

(i) situated on real property that is used for housing for the elderly or for low and moderate income families as 
defined by the Farmers Home Administration; 

(ii) located in a municipality of less than 10,000 population; and 

(iii) financed by a direct loan or insured loan from the Farmers Home Administration. Property is classified tmder 
this clause for 15 years from the date of the completion of the original construction or for the original term of the loan. 

The class rates in paragraph (e)f clauses (I), (2), and (3) and this clause apply to the properties described in them, 
only in proportion to occupancy of the structure by elderly or handicapped persons or low and moderate income 
families as defined in the applicable laws unless construction of the structure had been commenced prior to January 
1, 1984; or the project had been approved by the governing body of the municipality in which it is located prior to 
June 30, 1983; or financing of the project had been approved by a federal or state agency prior to June 30,1983. For 
flFo13erty ~e£ \\hi4 al3ptiEatieR is ffiade ~or 4e Sf 18: elassifieatioR {Of ta)(es payaBle iPt 1994 a:Fla tfte£ea{tef, aRd TNhiEl"t 

was Rot elassified le Ot' 1El fOt' tal(eS ra) aele iR 1993 those properties, 4c or 4d classification is available only for those 
units meeting the requirements of section 273.1318. 

Classification under this clause is only available to property of a nonprofit or limited dividend entity. 

In the case of ~ structure financed or refinanced under £ill:: federal or state mortgage insurance .2f direct loan 
program exclusively for housing for the elderly or for housing for the handicapped, ~ unit shall be considered 
occupied so long as it is actually occupied Qy.9!! elderly or handicapped person 2L. if vacant, ~ held for rental to an 
elderly or handicapped person. 

(2) For taxes payable in 1992, 1993 and 1994, only, buildings and appurtenances, together with the land upon which 
they are located, leased by the occupant under the community lending model lease-purchase mortgage loan program 

, administered by the Federal National Mortgage Association, provided the occupant's income is no greater than 60 
percent of the county or area median income, adjusted for family size and the building consists of existing single 
family or duplex housing. The lease agreement must provide for a portion of the lease payment to be escrowed as 
a nonrefundable down payment on the housing. To qualify under this clause, the taxpayer must apply to the county 
assessor by May 30 of each year. The application must be accompanied by an affidavit or other proof required by 
the assessor to determine qualification under this clause. 

(3) Qualifying buildings and appurtenances, together with the land upon which they are located, leased for a period 
of up to five years by the occupant under a lease-purchase program administered by the Minnesota housing finance 
agency or a housing and redevelopment authority authorized under sections 469.001 to 469.047, provided the 
occupant's income is no greater than 80 percent of the county or area median income, adjusted for family size, and 
the building consists of two or less dwelling units. The lease agreement must provide for a portion of the lease 
payment to be escrowed as a nonrefundable down payment on the housing. The administering agency shall verify 
the occupants income eligibility and certify to the county assessor that the occupant meets the income criteria under 
this paragraph. To qualify under this clause, the taxpayer must apply to the county assessor by May 30 of each year. 
For purposes of this section, "qualifying buildings and appurtenances" shall be defined as one or two unit residential 
buildings which are unoccupied and have been abandoned and boarded for at least six months. 

Class 4d property has a class rate of two percent of market value except that property classified under clause Q1 
shall have the ~ class rate as class la property. 

(e) Residential rental property that would otherwise be assessed as class 4 property illlder paragraph (a); paragraph 
(b), clauses (1) and (3); paragraph (c), clause (1), (2), (3), or (4), is assessed at the class rate applicable to it under 
Minnesota Statutes 19~8, section 273.13, if it is found to be a substandard building under section 273.1316. Residential 
rental property that would otherwise be assessed as class 4 property under paragraph (d) is assessed at 2.3 percent 
of market value if it is found to be a substandard building under section 273.1316. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.13, subdivision 33, is amended to read: 

Subd. 33. [CLASSIFICATION OF UNIMPROVED PROPERTY.] (a) E"ee~t as ~Fe'iEleEl in ~aFagFa~h All real 
property that ~ not improved with a structure must be classified according to its current use. 
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(b), Real property that is not improved with a structure and for which there is no identifiable current use must be 
classified according to its highest and best use permitted under the local zoning ordinance. If the ordinance permits 
more than one use, the land must be classified according to the highest and best use permitted under the ordinance. 
If no such ordinance exists, the assessor shall consider the most likely potential use of the W1.improved land based 
upon the use made of sUITmUlding land or land in proximity to the unimproved land. 

('9) Real flF8peff:y that is Ret intflre .. ea .. aR a stnleB:ue aile is in e9mmefEial, Hu41:lst=Fiat 8£ agael;:l1ffifail;lse l:lRaef 
tRis seEfieR R'l-1:lst be dassifieel aeeeraiRg te its aeh:tal \:tse. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1318, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [INCOME LIMITATION.] (a) Subject to the exception in paragraph (b), for a building for which 
application is made for class 4c for taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter, and which was not class 4c for taxes payable 
in 1993, only those units occupied by a household whose income is 100 percent or less of the county or area median 
income adjusted for family size as'determined by the department of housing and urban development are eligible for 
class 4c. 

(b) For a building for which application is made for class 4c for taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter, ana dAid!: 
'\, as Ret elass ie feF tffiE'eS pa" aale ifl1993, S I;:lt for which a formal application was received by a local, state, or federal 
agency for financing, refinancing, or insurance before July I, 1992, and for a building that ~ classified as class 4c 
for taxes payable in 1993 or ~ earlier year, the income limit is 100 percent or less of county or area median income 
not adjusted for family size as determined by the deparhnent of housing and urban development. 

Sec. 28. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 273.135, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. The amount of the reduction authorized by subdivision 1 shall be: 

(a) In the case of property located within the boundaries of a municipality which meets the qualifications prescribed 
in section 273.134, 66 percent of the tax, provided that the reduction shall not exceed the maximum amounts specified 
in clause (c), and shall not exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the effective tax rate on each parcel of property to 
the F'Feal;:let ef 95 percent of the base year effective tax rate Rtl;:l}apliea a" the Falie sf tfte etiFFeRt" eaF's ta3E Fate ta tfte 
payable 1989 taoJE' Fate. In no case will the reduction for each homestead resulting from this credit be less than $10. 

(b) In the case of property located within the boundaries of a school district which qualifies as a tax relief area but 
which is outside the boundaries of a municipality which meets the qualifications prescribed in section 273.134, 57 
percent of the tax, provided that the reduction shall not exceed the maximum amounts specified in clause (c), and 
shall not exceed an amount sufficient to reduce the effective tax rate on each parcel of property to tF.e ~l'aatiet ef 95 
percent of the base year effective tax rate l'fli:tltipliea S} the Fatie af tfte €l±'FFeFlt yeaF's ta~E' Fate te tfte pa"al:lle 1989 talE' 
Fate. In no case will the reduction for each homestead resulting from this credit be less than $10. 

(c) The maximum reduction of the tax is $225.40 on property described in clause (a) and $200.10 on property 
described in clause (b), for taxes payable in 1985., These maximum amounts shall increase by $15 times the quantity 
one minus the homestead credit equivalency percentage per year for taxes payable in 1986 and subsequent years. 

For the purposes of this subdivision, "homestead credit equivalency percentage" means one minus the ratio of the 
net class rate to the gross dru:;s rate applicable to the first $72,000 of the market value of residential homesteads, 
"effective tax rate" means tax divided by the market value of a property, and the "base year effective tax rate" means 
the payable 1988 tax on a property with an identical market value to that of the property receiving the credit in the 
current year after the application of the credits payable under Minnesota Statutes 1988, section 273.13, subdivisions 
22 and 23, and this section, divided by the market value of the property. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.33, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. The personal property, consisting of the pipeline system of mains, pipes, and equipment attached thereto, 
of pipeline companies and others engaged in the operations or business of transporting natural gas, gasoline, crude 
oil, or other petroleum products by pipelines, shall be listed with and assessed by the conunissioner of revenue. This 
subdivision shall not apply to the assessment of the products transported through the pipelines nor to the lines of 
local commercial gas companies engaged primarily in the business of distributing gas to consumers at retail nor to 
pipelines used by the owner thereof to supply natural gas or other petroleum products exclusively for such owner's 
own consumption and not for resale to others.l!~ than 85 percent of the natural ~ or other petroleum products 
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actually transported over the pipeline is used for the owner's own consumption and not for resale to others. then this 
subdivision shall not ~ provided. however. that in that event, the pipeline shall be assessed in proportion to the 
percentage of ~ actually transported over such pipeline that is not used for the owner's own consumption. On or 
before June 30, the commissioner shall certify to the auditor of each county, the amount of such personal property 
assessment against each company in each district in which such property is located. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 276.04, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CONTENTS OF TAX STATEMENTS.] (a) The treasurer shall provide for the printing of the tax 
statements. The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form of the property tax statement and its contents. The 
statement must contain a tabulated statement of the dollar amount due to each taxing authority from the parcel_ of 
real property for which a particular tax statement is prepared. The dollar amounts due the county, township or 
municipality and school district must be separately stated. The amounts due other taxing districts, if any, may be 
aggregated. The dollar amounts, including the dollar amount of any special assessments, may be rounded to the 
nearest even whole dollar. For purposes of this section whole odd-numbered dollars may be adjusted to the next 
higher even-numbered dollar. The statement shall include the following sentence, printed in upper case letters in 
boldface print: "THE STATE OF MINNESOTA DOES NOT RECENE ANY PROPERTY TAX REVENUES. THE STATE 
OF MINNESOTA REDUCES YOUR PROPERTY TAX BY PAYING CREDITS AND REIMBURSEMENTS TO LOCAL 
UNITS OF GOVERNMENT." 

(b) The property tax statements for manufactured homes and sectional structures taxed as personal property shall 
contain the same information that is required on the tax statements for real property. 

(c) Real and personal property tax statements must contain the foHowing information in the order given in this 
paragraph. The information must contain the current year tax information in the right column with the corresponding 
information for the previous year in a column on the left: 

(1) the property's estimated market value as a~fiF\:ea iF\: under section 272.Qa, sl:-leai.isisR 8 273.11, subdivision 1; 

(2) the property's taxable market value after reductions under sections 273.11, subdivisions 1a and!.§L 

ill the property's gross tax, calculated by multiplying the property's gross tax capacity times the total local tax rate 
and adding to the result the sum of the aids enumerated in clause (3); 

(3) ill a total of the following aids: 

(i) education aids payable under chapters 124 and 124A; 

(ii) local government aids for cities, towns, and counties under chapter 477 A; and 

(iii) disparity reduction aid under section 273.1398; 

(41 ill for homestead residential and agricultural properties, the homestead and agricultural credit aid apportioned 
to the property. This amount is obtained by multiplying the total local tax rate by the difference between the 
property's gross and net tax capacities under section 273.13. This amoWlt must be separately stated and identified 
as ''homestead and agricultural credit." For purposes of comparison with the previous year's amount for the statement 
for taxes payable in 1990, the statement must show the homestead credit for taxes payable in 1989 under section 
273.13, and the agricultural credit under section 273.132 for taxes payable in 1989; 

f§1 ill any credits received under sections 273.119; 273.123; 273.135; 273.1391; 273.1398, subdivision 4; 469.171; and 
473H.1O, except that the amoWlt of credit received under section 273.135 must be separately stated and identified as 
"taconite tax relief"; 

(6j .0. the net tax payable in the manner required in paragraph (a); and 

f7t lID. any additional amount of tax authorized under sections 124A.03, subdivision 2a, and 275.61. These amounts 
shall be listed as "voter approved referenda levies." 

The commissioner of revenue shall certify to the COWlty auditor the actual or estimated aids enumerated in clauses 
(3) and (4) that local governments will receive in the following year. In the case of a COWlty containing a city of the 
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first class, for taxes levied in 1991, and for all counties for taxes levied in 1992 and thereafter, the commissioner must 
certify this amount by September 1. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 375.192, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. Upon written application by the owner of any property, the county board may grant the reduction or 
abatement of estimated market valuation or taxes and of any costs, penalties, or interest on them as the board deems 
just and equitable and order the refund in whole or part of any taxes, costs, penalties, or interest which have been 
erroneously or W\justly paid. The county board i§. authorized to consider and grant reductions or abatements on 
applications only ~ they relate to taxes payable in the ~ year and the two prior yearsj provided that reductions 
or abatements for the MO prior years shan be considered .Q!: granted only for ill clerical errors, 2!. @ when the 
taxpayer fails to file for S. reduction or .ill! adjustment due to hardship, as determined .!2y the county board. The 
application must include the social security number of the applicant. The social security number is private data on 
individuals as defined by section 13.02, subdivision 12. All applications must be approved by the county assessor, Of, 

if the property is located in a city of the first or second class having a city assessor, by the city assessor, and by the 
county auditor before consideration by the COtlllty board, except that the part of the application which is for the 
abatement of penalty or interest must be approved by the COlillty treasurer and COlU1ty auditor. Approval by the 
county or city assessor is not required for abatements of penalty or interest. No reduction, abatement, or refund of 
any special assessments made or levied by any municipality for local improvements shall be made unless it is also 
approved by the board of review or similar taxing authority of the mWlicipality. Before taking action on any 
reduction or abatement where the reduction of taxes, costs, penalties, and interest exceed $10,000, the county board 
shall give 20 days' notice to the school board and the mWlicipality in which the property is located. The notice must 
describe the property involved, the actual amount of the reduction being sought, and the reaSOn for the reduction. 
If the school board or the mWlicipality object to the granting of the reduction or abatement, the county board must 
refer the abatement or reduction to the commissioner of revenue with its recommendation. The commissioner shall 
consider the abatement or reduction under section 270.07, subdivision 1. 

An appeal may not be taken to the tax court from any order of the COWlty board made in the exercise of the 
discretionary authority granted in this section. 

The county auditor shall notify the commissioner of revenue of all abatements resulting from the erroneous 
classification of real property, for tax purposes, as nonhomestead property. For the abatements relating to the current 
year's tax processed through June 30, the auditor shall notify the commissioner on or before July 31 of that same year 
of all abatement applications granted. For the abatements relating to the current year's tax processed after JWle 30 
through the balance of the year, the auditor shall notify the commissioner on or before the following January 31 of 
all applications granted. The COWlty auditor shall submit a form containing the social security number of the applicant 
and such other information the commissioner prescribes. 

Sec. 32. [PENDING APPLICATIONS.] 

.ill). For applications under Minnesota Statutes, section 375.192, subdivision b pending prior to the effective date 
of this 2.f..t. the county board's current P..Q!ky ~ ratified £y this act. 

ill!!. !!!! applicant has filed ~ judicial action before January 1. 1993, for ~ reduction or abatement requiring the 
county to consider the application, paragraph W does!1Q!~ provided, however, that no reduction or abatement 
may be considered Qy the county board for mbre than three years. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 429.061, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!L [SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS; ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES.] Notwithstanding!!!!J: generalQ!: special law 
to the contrary, a municipality shall £EX. to the county auditor all administrative expenses incurred Qy the county 
Wlder subdivision ~ for each special assessment of .2!!Y.local improvement certified Ex. the municipality to the county 
auditor. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.040, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [STATEMENT FILED WITH ASSESSOR; PERCENTAGE TAX ON RENTALS.] Notwithstanding the 
provisions of subdivision 1, after a housing project carried on under sections 469.016 to 469.026 has become occupied, 
in whole or in part, an authority shall file with the assessor, on or before May-l April 15 of each year, a statement 
of the aggregate shelter rentals of that project collected during the preceding calendar year. Unless a greater amolU1t 
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has been agreed upon between the authority and the governing body or bodies for which the authority was created, 
in whose jurisdiction the project is located, five percent of the aggregate shelter rentals shall be charged to the 
authority as a service charge for the services and facilities to be furnished with respect to that project. The service 
charge shall be collected from the authority in the manner provided by law for the assessment and collection of taxes. 
The amount so collected shall be distributed to the several taxing bodies in the same proportion as the tax rate of each 
bears to the total tax rate of those taxing bodies. The governing body or bodies for which the authority has been 
created, in whose jurisdiction the project is located, may agree with the authority for the payment of a service charge 
for a housing project in an amount greater than five percent of the aggregate annual shelter rentals of any project, 
upon the basis of shelter rentals or upon another basis agreed upon. The service charge may not exceed the amolUlt 
which would be payable in taxes were the property not exempt. If such an agreement is made, the service charge 
so agreed upon shall be collected and distributed in the malUler above provided. If the project has become occupied, 
or if the land upon which the project is to be constructed has been acquired, the agreement shall specify the location 
of the project for which the agreement is made. "Shelter rental" means the total rentals of a housing project exclusive 
of any charge for utilities and special services such as heat, water, electricity, gas, sewage disposal, or garbage 
removal. "Service charge" means payment in lieu of taxes. The records of each housing project shall be open to 
inspection by the proper assessing officer. 

Sec. 35. Laws 1985, chapter 302, section 1, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SPECIAL SERVICES.] "Special services" means all services rendered or contracted for by the city for 
SRaH, iee, aHa litter reme. al a:J:.a eleaffiRg sf siae;:alhs, €l:l:res, gHtters, ana streets a:J:La fer BaIlFlers ar.a etRer 
aeEeratieRs te Be lise a te iaeFltifj: aRa flfOmete t'A€ e8ffi11:lerEial ar€a.~ 

ill snow, ice removaL and sanding of public areas; 

ill cleaning of streets, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, and alleys: 

ill watering, fertilizing, maintenance, and replacement of trees and bushes on public right-of-way; 

ill poster and handbill removal; 

ill cleaning and scrubbing of sidewalks; 

ill provision, installation, maintenance, removaL and replacement of banners and decorative items for promotion 
of commercial areaj 

ill repair and maintenance of sidewalks; 

ill installation and maintenance of areawide security systems; 

!2l provision and coordination of security personnel to supplement regular .Qtv. persolUle1i 

11Ql maintenance, repair, and cleaning of commercial area directories, kiosks. benches, bus shelters, newspaper 
stands, trash receptacles, information booths, bicycle racks and bicycle storage containers, sculptures, murals, and 
other public area art pieces; 

.ll1l installation, maintenance, and removal of lighting on commercial area treesj 

@ cost of electrical service for pedestrian and tree lighting; 

11ill. repair of low-level pedestrian lights and poles; 

M provision of comprehensive liability insurance for public space improvements; 

@ trash removal and recycling costs; and 

flQlprovision, maintenance, and replacement of special signage relating to vehicle and bicycle parking, vehicle and 
pedestrian movement, and special events. 

Special services do not include services that are ordinarily provided throughout the city from ordinary revenues 
of the city unless an increased level of service is provided in the special ,service district. 
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Sec. 36. Laws 1985, chapter 302, section 2, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ORDINANCE.] The governing body of the city may adopt aft efaiflaRE€ ordinances: 

ill establishing a special service district in the part of Minneapolis which is south of 28th Street, west of ff€m6Rt 

Dupont Avenue South, north of 31st Street, and east of Ihmtlgelat A. €tLl;l€ eSl:ltk East Calhoun Parkway and East Lake 
of the Isles Parkway; and 

.ilil establishing a special service district south of Sixth Street southeast. west of Sixteenth Avenue Southeast, north 
of a line parallel to and 200 feet south of University Avenue and east of Twelfth Avenue Southeast. 

Only property which is zoned for conunercial, business, or industrial use \lllder a municipal zoning ordinance may 
be included in a special service district. The ordinance shall describe with particularity the areas to be included in 
the district and the special services to be furnished. The ordinance may not be adopted until after a public hearing 
on the question. Notice of the hearing shall include: 

(1) the time and place of the hearing; 

(2) a map showing the bOlUldaries of the proposed district; and 

(3) a statement that all persons owning property in the proposed district will be given an opportunity to be heard 
at the hearing. 

Sec. 37. Laws 1985, chapter 302, section 4, is amended to read: 

Sec. 4. [ENLARGEMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICTS.] 

The boundary of a special service district may be enlarged, fa aR Mea Ref fe eHeeea eRe SEJ:l:iafe Pftile, within the 
part of Minneapolis described in section 2 only after hearing and notice as provided in section 2. Notice shall be 
served in the original district and in the area proposed to be added to the district. Property added to the district shall 
be subject to all taxes levied and service charges imposed within the district after the property becomes a part of the 
district. 

Sec. 38. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] 

Sections 35 to 37 take effect the f!ID: after the governing body of the .si!Y of Minneapolis complies with Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.021. subdivision 3. 

Sec. 39. [FLOODWOOD AREA AMBULANCE DISTRICT.] 

Subdivision 1. [AGREEMENT.] The.si!Y of Floodwood and one or more of the ~ of Floodwood. Van Buren, 
Halden, Cedar Valley, Ness, Arrowhead, Fine Lakes, and Prairie Lake, may ~ resolution of their £ilv. council and 
town boards establish the Floodwood area ambulance district. The town of Ness may provide that only .e. described 
part of its territory be included within the district. The St. Louis county board may Qy resolution provide that 
property located in W10rganized territory 52-21 may be included within the district. The district shall make payments 
of the proceeds of the tax authorized in this section to the £itv. of Floodwood. which shall provide ambulance services 
throughout the territory of the district and may exercise all the powers of the £ill and ~ that relate to ambulance 
service anywhere within its territory. Any other contiguous town or home rule charter or statutory.£!v. may i2!!!. the 
district with the agreement of the cities and towns that comprise the district at the time of its application to join. 
Action to join the district may be taken £y the .£i!y council or town board of the .£!.!y or town. 

Subd. ~ [BOARD.] The district shall be governed b: a board composed of one member appointed b: the 9!Y 
council 2! town board of each .9!v. and ~ in the district. f!. district board member may, but is not reguired ~ be 
~ member of a .£ilv. COlUlCil or ~ board. Except as provided in this section. members shall ~ two-year terms 
ending the first Monday in Ianuary and until their successors ~ appointed and qualified. Of the members first 
appointed, as far as possible, the ~ of one-half shall expire 2!} the first Monday in Ianuary in the first year 
following their appointment and one-half the first Monday in Ianuary in the second year. The ~ of those initially 
appointed shall be determined Qv. lot. .!f ~ additional member is added because an additional £ill or town joins the 
district, the member's term shall be fixed 22. that, ~ far as possible. the ~ of one-half of all the members expire 
on the ~ date. 
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Subd . .1. [TAX,] The district may impose a property tax on real and personal property in the district in an amoWlt 
sufficient to discharge its operating expenses and debt payable in each year, but!!.2!. to exceed $25,000 each year. The 
St. Louis county auditor and treasurer shall coned the tax and £ill:: i!. to the Floodwood area ambulance district. 

Subd.:L [PGBLIC INDEBTEDNESS.] The district may incur debt in the marmer provided for a municipality !2Y 
Minnesota Statutes, chapter 475, when necessary to accomplish a ~ charged to it. 

Subd.2:. [WITHDRAWAL.] Upon two years' notice, ~9!y or town may withdraw from the district. Its territory 
shall remain subject to taxation for debt incurred prior to its withdrawal pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 475. 

Subd. ~ [EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective in the Eity of Floodwood, and the towns of Floodwood, Van 
Buren, Halden, Cedar Valley, Ness, Arrowhead, Fine Lakes, and Prairie Lake the day after compliance with Minnesota 
Statutes, section 645.021. subdivision ~.!2Y the governing body of each. This section ~ effective for tmorgaruzed 
territory 52-21 the .9ill::.after compliance with MiImesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision1..!2Y the St. Louis COtmtv 
board. 

Sec. 40. [CITY OF DULUTH; SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT.] 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purpose of this section, the terms defined in this subdivision have the 
following meanings: 

ill SilL ~ the Eity of Duluth. 

ill "Special services" means all services rendered or contracted for .!2Y the ~ including but not limited to: 

..ill the construction, repair, maintenance, and operation of any improvements authorized Qy Minnesota Statutes. 
sections 429.021 and 469.126; 

llil the acguisition of property within a special service district including through the use of the power of eminent 
domain; 

iilil the sale .Q!. lease of property in the special service district .ill. 2!. below "market rate" for the promotion of 
development within the district; 

lli::l parking services rendered or contracted for Qy the s.!:!YL 

hl promotional services provided or contracted for h the flivL and 

.0:2l ~ other service provided to the public Qy the £!!y as authorized Qy law .Q£ charter. 

ill "Special service district" means E defined area within the .£!.!y in which special services are rendered and the 
costs of special services are paid from revenues collected from service charges imposed within the area as provided 
in this section. 

Subd. b [RELATION TO MlNNESOTA STATUTES, CHAPTER 428A.] The creation of", special service district 
tmder this section ~ be in accordance with the provisions of Minnesota Statutes. chapter 428A. 

Subd.1. [ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE DISTRICT; AREA.] The governing body of the Eity may 
establish a special service district in the.£!!L The district shall be bounded on the northwest Qy Interstate Highway 
~ on the northeast Qy the centerline of Sixth Avenue West and ~ the same is extended to the United States Harbor 
Line in St. Louis ~ on the southeast.Qy said Harbor Line and.Q!! the southwest.Qy the centerline of Ninth Avenue 
West and ~ the same !§. extended to said Harbor Line. 

Subd.:L [SERVICE CHARGES; DETERMINATION OF AMOUNT.] Service charges based on the net tax capacity 
of the property within the district shall be distributed in .e manner determined Qy the .9tv. cOWlcil to be .e fair, 
equitable, and reasonable method of determination, taking into account the character and impact of the services to 
be provided on each parcel in the district, provided, it shall not be necessary to establish a relationship between any 
special service charges on!!. parcel of property and the value of special benefits conferred upon that property. 

Subd.2,. [DELEGATION TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.] After the creation of", special service 
district, the .£i!v. council may. h resolution, delegate the operation of the district to !!!!. economic development 
authority created pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.090 to 469.108. 
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Sec, 41. [PROPERTY ACQUIRED FROM ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE.] 

Subdivision 1. IPROPERTI' EXEMPTION ,J Property owned Qy a cooperative association, as defined in Minnesota 
Statutes. section 273.40, that is purchased 12Y2. public utility, as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 216B.02, remains 
.exempt from property taxes, if the property: 

ill was exempt under Minnesota Statutes, section 272.02, subdivision .1. clause .ll§1..Q!: section 273.41 when i! was 
owned !!y the cooperative association; and 

ill ~ located in St. Louis, Koochiching. Itasca, and Lake counties. 

This exemption applies for three assessment years from the date of purchase. The tax Wlder Minnesota Statutes, 
section 273.41. continues to ~ during the three-year exemption period. The rates charged Qy the public utility 
must reflect the property tax exemption provided under this section. 

Subd. b. [LOCAL APPROVAL.] Subdivision 1 is effective in 51. Louis, Koochiching, Itasca, and Lake counties the 
£lID: after the governing body of the county complies with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec, 42. [REPORT TO LEGISLATURE.] 

~ February 1 of each year, the commissioner of revenue shall make a report to the legislature on the use of limited 
market value under section 273.13, subdivision § and the valuation exclusion under section 273.13, subdivision 16. 
For the limited market value provision. the report shall include the total value excluded from taxation Qy ~ of 
property for each Q!y and ~ For the valuation exclusion provision, the report shall include the total market value 
excluded from taxation for each Q!y and town, as well as a breakdown of the excluded improvement amounts £y ~ 
and value of the property being improved and the amount of the qualifying improvement. The county assessors shall 
provide the -information necessary for the commissioner to compile the report in .! manner prescribed Qy the 
commissioner. 

Sec. 43. [REPEALER.] 

W Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 272.115, subdivision §~ repealed. 

ill Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 273.124, subdivision ~ is repealed. 

!£l Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 383C.78, is repealed. 

Sec. 44. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Section' 1 is effective April L. 1994. 

Sections b ~ clause ~ and £ paragraph .021. ~ effective for ~ levied in 1993, payable in 1994, and 
thereafter. 

Section 2t clause ~ is effective for taxes levied in 1991, payable in 1992, and thereafter. Upon application to and 
approval Qy the cotmty auditor. the county treasurer shall refund to the taxpayer any taxes paid for 1992 that ~ 
exempt under section ~ clause (25). The refund shall be paid without interest. Each taxing jurisdiction must 
reimburse the COlmty for the refund in the same proportion as the taxing jurisdiction's kY.y bears to the total levies 
of all jurisdictions for taxes payable in 1992. The amount of the reimbursement may be deducted in the next 
distribution of tax proceeds to the taxing jurisdiction. 

Sections 4 to .z.1L. and £ paragraph ~ are effective the ~ following final enactment, except that section lZ. 
paragraphs i£.L and @ are effective for taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter. 

Sections 8 to M!t1b.~ 21 to ~ and 30 are effective for 1993 assessments for taxes payable in 1994 and subsequent 
years, except if provided otherwise. 

Section 11. clauses ill and ~ are effective for the 1992 assessment. taxes payable in 1993 and thereafter. Section 
11. clause Q1.~ effective for the 1993 assessment, taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter. 

Section 13 ~ effective for qualifying improvement:s made after Tanuary b 1993. 
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Sections 14 and 15 ~ effective for the 1994 assessment. payable in 1995, and thereafter. Notwithstanding 
MilUl€Sota Statutes, section 273.112. subdivision !hin order to ~for valuation under Minnesota Statutes, section 
273.112, for the 1994 assessment. the taxpayer of the property devoted to golf and operated Qy private clubs, that does 
not meet the reguirement of Minnesota Statutes. section 273.112. subdivision 2t. for the 1993 assessment year. must 
submit an affidavit or other written verification to the assessor showing that the bylaws in rules and regulations of 
the private club meet the eligibility requirements of Minnesota Statutes. section 273.112, Qy January.1. 1994. 

Sections 16 and 18 are effective for assessment year 1994 and subsequent years. 

Section 20 ~ effective for taxes payable in 1995 and thereafter. 

Section 28 ~ effective for taxes payable in 1994 and thereafter. 

Section 29 ~ effective for the 1991 assessment and thereafter, for taxes payable in 1992 and thereafter. For taxes 
payable in 1992 and 1993, ~ amounts paid.Q.y the property owner in excess of the amounts required Qy section 29 
shall be paid Qy the county treasurer to the property owner under the abatement procedures. 

Section 31 ~ effective for applications for reductions or abatements filed after the day of final enactment. 

Section 33 ~ effective for assessments certified after fu.!y,L1993. 

Section 40 ~ effective the day after compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision ~ Qy the 
governing body of the .9!v. of Duluth. 

ARTICLE 6 

PROPERTY TAX REFUND 

Section 1. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 290A.03, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [INCOME.] (1) "Income" means the sum of the following: 

(a) federal adjusted gross income as defined in the Internal Revenue Code; and 

(b) the sum of the following amoWlts to the extent not included in clause (a): 

(i) all nontaxable income; 

(ii) the amoWlt of a passive activity loss that is not disallowed as a result of section 469, paragraph (i) or (m) of 
the Internal Revenue Code and the amount of passive activity loss carryover allowed under- section 469(b) of the 
Internal Revenue Code; 

(iii) an amount equal to the total of any discharge of qualified farm indebtedness of a solvent individual excluded 
from gross income under section 10B(g) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

(iv) cash public assistance and relief; 

(v) any pension or annuity (including railroad retirement benefits, all payments received under the federal Social 
Security Act, supplemental security income, and veterans benefits), which was not exclusively funded by the claimant 
or spouse, or which was funded exclusively by the claimant or spouse and which funding payments were excluded 
from federal adjusted -gross income in the years when the payments were made; 

(vi) interest received from the federal or a state government or any instrumentality or political subdivision thereof; 

(vii) workers' compensation; 
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(viii) nontaxable strike benefits; 

(ix) the gross amounts of payments received in the nature of disability income or sick pay as a result of accident, 
sickness, or other disability, whether funded through insurance or otherwise; 

(x) a lump sum distribution under section 402(e)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

(xi) c0l1tributions made by the claimant to an individual retirement account, including a qualified voluntary 
employee contribution; simplified employee pension plan; self-employed retirement plan; cash or deferred 
arrangement plan under section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code; or deferred compensation plan under section 
457 of the Internal Revenue Code; and 

(xii) nontaxable scholarship or fellowship grants. 

In the case of an individual who files an income tax return on a fiscal year basis, the term "federal adjusted gross 
income" shall mean federal adjusted gross income reflected in the fiscal year ending in the calendar year. Federal 
adjusted gross income shall not be r:,educed by the amount of a net operating loss carryback or carryforward or a 
capital loss carryback or carryforward allowed for the year. 

(2) "Income" does not include 

(a) amounts excluded pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code, sections 101(a), 102, and 121; 

(b) amounts of any pension or annuity which was exclusively funded by the claimant or spouse and which funding 
payments were not excluded from federal adjusted gross income in the years when the payments were made; 

(c) surplus food or other relief in kind supplied by a governmental agency; 

(d) relief granted under this chapter; or 

(e) child support payments received under a temporary or final decree of dissolution or legal separation. 

(3) The sum of the following amounts may be subtracted from income: 

(a) for the claimant's first dependent, the exemption amount multiplied by 1.4; 

(b) for the claimant's second dependent, the exemption amount multiplied by 1.3; 

(c) for the claimant's third dependent, the exemption amount multiplied by 1.2; 

(d) for the claimant's fourth dependent, the exemption amount multiplied by 1.1; 

(e) for the claimant's fifth dependent, the exemption amount; and 

(f) if the claimant or claimant's spouse was disabled or attained the age of 65 pf'isf' t8 Jlffie 1 on or before December 
31 of the year for which the taxes were levied or rent paid, the exemption amount. 

For purposes of this subdivision, the "exemption amount" means the exemption amount under section 1S1(d) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31,1991, for the taxable year for which the income 
is reported. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290A.03, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [DEPENDENT.} "Dependent" means any person who is considered a dependent under sections 151 and 
152 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1991. In the case of a son, stepson, 
daughter, or stepdaughter of the claimant, amounts received as an aid to families with dependent children grant SfL 

allowance to or on behalf of the child", sUlplus food, 2! other relief in kind supplied Qy a governmental agency must 
not be taken into account in determining whether the child received more than half of the child's support from the 
claimant. 
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290A.03, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8, [CLAIMANT.} (a) "Claimant" means a person, other than a dependent, as defined under sections 151 and 
152 of the Internal Revenue Code of ]986, as amended through December 21.1992, disregarding section 152(b)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, who filed a claim authorized by this chapter and who was a resident of this state as 
provided in chapter 290 during the calendar year for which the claim for relief was filed. 

(b) In the case of a claim relating to rent constituting property taxes, the claimant shall have resided in a rented 
or leased unit on which ad valorem taxes or payments made in lieu of ad valorem taxes, including payments of 
special assessments imposed in lieu of ad valorem taxes/ are payable at some time during the calendar year covered 
by the claim. 

(c) "Claimant" shall not include a resident of a nursing home, intermediate care facility, or long-term residential 
facility whose rent constituting property taxes is paid pursuant to the supplemental security income program under 
title XVI of the Social Security Act, the Minnesota supplemental aid program under sections 256D.35 to 256D.54, the 
medical assistance program pursuant to title XIX of the Social Security Act, or the general assistance medical care 
program pursuant to section 256D.03, subdivision 3. If only a portion of the rent constituting property taxes is paid 
by these programs, the resident shall be a claimant for purposes of this chapter, but the refund calculated pursuant 
to section 290A04 shall be multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is income as defined in subdivision 3, 
paragraphs (1) and (2), reduced by the total amount of income from the above sources other than vendor payments 
under the medical assistance program or the general assistance medical care program and the denominator of which 
is income as defined in subdivision 3, paragraphs (1) and (2), plus vendor payments under the medical assistance 
program or the general assistance medical care program/ to determine the allowable refund pursuant to this chapter. 

(d) Notwithstanding paragraph (c), if the claimant was a resident of the nursing home/ intermediate care facility 
or long-term residential facility for only a portion of the calendar year covered by the claim, the claimant may 
compute rent constituting property taxes by disregarding the rent constituting property taxes from the nursing home, 
intermediate care facility, or long-term residential facility and use only that amount of rent constituting property taxes 
or property taxes payable relating to that portion of the year when the claimant was not in the facility. The claimant's 
household income is the income for the entire calendar year covered by the claim. 

(e) In the case of a claim for rent constituting property taxes of a 'part-year Minnesota resident, the income and 
rental reflected in this computation shall be for the period of Minnesota residency only. Any rental expenses paid 
which may be reflected in arriving at federal adjusted gross income cannot be utilized for this computation. When 
two individuals of a household are able to meet the qualifications for a claimant, they may determine among them 
as to who the claimant shall be. If they are unable to agree, the matter shall be referred to the commissioner of 
revenue whose decision shall be final. If a homestead property owner was a part-year Minnesota resident, the income 
reflected in the computation made pursuant to section 290A.04 shall be for the entire calendar year, including income 
not assignable to Minnesota. 

(f) If a homestead is occupied by two or more renters, who are not husband and wife, the rent shall be deemed 
to be paid equally by each, and separate claims shall be filed by each. The income of each shall be each renter's 
household income for purposes of computing the amount of credit to be allowed. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290A.04, subdivision 2h, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2h. (a) If the gross property taxes payable on a homestead increase more than 12 percent over the net 
property taxes payable in the prior year on the same property that is owned by the same owner in both years, and 
the amount of that increase is $80 or more for taxes payable in 1993, and $100 or more for taxes payable in 1994, 1995. 
and 1996. a claimant who is a homeowner shall be allowed an additional refund equal to 75 percent of the amount 
of the increase over the greater of 12 percent of the prior year's net property taxes payable or $80 for taxes payable 
in 1993, and 75 percent of the amount of the increase over the greater of 12 percent of the prior year's net property 
taxes payable or $100 for taxes payable in 1994.£ 1995. and 1996. TIlls subdivision shall not apply to any increase in 
the gross property taxes payable attributable to improvements made to the homestead after the assessment date for 
the prior year's taxes. 

In tfle ease sf re~as fSf pf9peffj fBJEeS payaBle in 1993 ar.a tflereafier, The maximum refund allowed under this 
subdivision is $1/500. 
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(b) For purposes of this subdivision, the following terms have the meanings given: 

(1) "Net property taxes payable" means property taxes payable after reductions made under sections 273.13, 
subdivisions 22 and 23; 273.135; 273.1391; and 273.42, subdivision 2, and any other state paid property tax credits and 
after the deduction of tax refund amounts for which the claimant qualifies pursuant to subdivision 2 and this 
subdivision. 

(2) "Gross property taxes" means net property taxes payable determined without regard to the refund allowed 
under this subdivision. 

(c) In addition to the other proofs required by this chapter, each claimant under this subdivision shall file with the 
property tax refund return a copy of the property tax statement for taxes payable in the preceding year or other 
documents required by the commissioner. 

On or before December I, 1993, 1994, and 1995, the commissioner shall estimate the cost of making the payments 
provided by this subdivision for taxes payable in the following year. Notvvithstanding the open appropriation 
provision of section 290A.23, if the estimated total refund claims for taxes payable in 1994L 1995, and 1996 exceed 
$5,500,000, for each of the three years the commissioner shall increase the $100 amount of tax increase which must 
occur before a taxpayer qualifies for a refund, and increase by an equal amount the $100 threshold used in 
determining the amount of the refund, so that the estimated total refund claims do not exceed $5,500,000 for taxes 
payable in 1994, for taxes payable in 1995, or for taxes payable in 1996. 

The determinations of the revised thresholds by the commissioner are not rules subject to chapter 14. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290A.04, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. £:. [INFLATION ADJUSTMENT.] Beginning for property tax refunds payable in calendar year 1995, the 
commissioner shall annually adjust the dollar amounts of the income thresholds and the maximum refunds under 
subdivisions 2 and 2a for inflation. The commissioner shall make the inflation adjustments in accordance with section 
290.06, subdivision ~ except that for purposes of this subdivision the percentage increase shall be detennined from 
the year ending on August R 1993, to the year ending.Q!!. August 31 of the year preceding that in which the refund 
is payable. The commissioner shall round the thresholds and the maximum amounts, as adjusted to the nearest $10 
amount. If the amount ends in ~ the commissioner shall round it.!:!£ to the next $10 amount. 

The commissioner shall annually announce the adjusted refund schedule at the same time provided under section 
290.06. The determination of the commissioner under this subdivision i§. not !!. rule under the administrative 
procedures act. 

Sec. 6. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 290A.23, is amended to read: 

290A.23 [APPROPRIATION.] 

Subdivision I, [RENTERS CREDIT "'HI) TARGETING.] For payments made before l!!!y, 1. 1996, there is 
appropriated from the general fund in the state treasury to the commissioner of revenue the amount necessary to 
make the payments required under section 290A.04, subdivisions 2a~. For payments made after Tune ~ 1996, 
the amount necessary to make the payments reguired under section 290A.04. subdivision ~ are appropriated to the 
commissioner of revenue from the local government trust fund. 

Subd,2, [HOMEOWNERS PROPERTY TAX REFUND AND TARGETING] There is appropriated from the local 
government trust fund to the corrunissioner of revenue the amount necessary to make the payments required Wlder 
section 290A.04, slc:lsaivisieR subdivisions 2 and Th. 

Sec, 7, [INCREASE IN PROPERTY TAX REFUNDS FOR RENTERS,] 

1& On the basis of the most recent forecast of local government trust fund revenues and expenditures. not including 
expenditures under this section. the commissioner of finance shall determine on or before l..!:!!y.1.1994, whether the 
local government trust fund revenues for fiscal year 1995 will exceed the amount appropriated from the fund. !f the 
amount of revenues are estimated to exceed appropriations, !!£. to the first $3,000,000 of the excess ~ appropriated 
from the local government trust fund to the commissioner of revenue to increase the payment of property tax refunds 
to renters under Minnesota Statutes, section 290A.04, subdivision ~ for claims relating to rent constituting property 
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taxes for rents paid in 1993. The commissioner shall proportionately increase each claimant's refund £y an amount 
the commissioner estimates is sufficient to m!.Y out the additional appropriation. The amount paid to a claimant under 
this appropriation is not subject to the limitations under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 290A. on the maximum amount 
of ~ refund. The additional refund under this section shall be included with the originally authorized refund and paid 
at the same time as prescribed for the original refund under Minnesota Statutes. section 290A,07. The commissioner's 
adjustments are final. .It. as ~ result of the commissioner's estimates the additional refund paid under this section 
exceeds the amount the commissioner originally determined as the available local government trust fund surplus, the 
~.!§. appropriated first from £!:!Y remaining local government trust fund surplus and then, if necessary, from the 
general fund. 

ill If an additional appropriation is made under the provision of paragraph fu1. the commissioner of revenue shall 
recommend modifications of the property tax refund schedule to the 1995 legislature to provide !!.!!. eguivalent 
permanent increase in the property tax refund for renters. 

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 is effective for refunds payable for rents paid in 1993 and property taxes payable in 1994, and thereafter. 

Sections 2 and ~ are effective for refunds payable for rents paid in 1992 and property taxes payable in 1993, and 
thereafter. 

Section i..!§. effective for refunds for property taxes payable in 1994, 1995, and 1996 only. 

ARTICLE 7 

TRUTH IN TAXATION AND LEVY LIMIT TECHNICAL 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 103B.635, subdivision 2, is amended to read; 

Subd. 2. [MUNICIPAL FUNDING OF DISTRICT.] (a) The governing body or board of supervisors of each 
municipality in the district must provide the funds necessary to meet its proportion of the total cost determined by 
the board" provided the total funding from all municipalities in the district for the costs shall not exceed !!!!. amount 
egual to .00242 percent of the total taxable market value within the district, unless three-fourths of the municipalities 
in the district pass a resolution concurring to the additional costs. 

(b) l't ffiuni€ifJ~ ffii:lY mise tRE! fufloeis By at\j H,eans that tRe FRow.ieif'alit"j has t6 false fw-.as. TILe Hl1ttPtiBpalities 
ma) eaffi levy a t6J( RSt ts eJt€eea .00:242: per€€nt sf limable maFi.et • alHe SA tRe taJ(aBle pFsperty loeateel ifl the elistriet 
fer fUnEling tl=te elisffiet. The leY) ffll.;lst Be v. itltiR all stfler limitatieAS pre. ieleEl B} law. 

(€1 The hmds must be deposited in the treasury of the district in amounts and at times as the treasurer of the 
district requires. 

Sec. 2. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 134.001, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!h [REGIONAL PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT.] "Regional public library district" means a governmental unit 
formed according to this chapter to operate multicounty public library services. 

Sec. 3. [134.201] [REGIONAL LffiRARY DISTRICT.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] Regional public library districts may be established under this section in the 
areas of the existing Great River Regional library system and the East Central Regional library system. The geographic 
boundaries shall 'be those established Qy the state board of education under section 134.34, subdivision 3. 

ill approval of a majority of the .9!y councils and boards of county commissioners of the cities and counties that 
finance regional public library system services and represent a majority of the population to be served; or 

ill a majority of those voting on the issue in the entire ~ to be served Qy the district in ~ referendum called after 
petitions for the referendum have been filed in each of the local governmental units. Petitions must be signed Qy 
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eligible voters in ~ number not less than five percent of the number of persons who voted in the last general election 
in each .Q!y and county that ~ ~ ~ to. the system contract or agreement. 

h. £i!y that ~ not participating in a regional public library system may join the district J2y majority vote of the .si!Y. 
council .Q!: Qy referendum under clause ill and with the approval of the board of the regional public library district. 

Subd. ~ [TERMINATION.] A regional public library district may be terminated at any time after the district has 
been in operation for three years. The procedure for termination is the same !!.§. that for creation under subdivision 
~clause~ 

Subd.1:. [BOARD.l.@l.li the district !§. formed under subdivision b clause i11. the board of the public regional 
library district shall be composed of one county commissioner or the commissioner's designee from each county in 
the district's service area and one elected member from each county for each ten percent or !! major fraction of the 
district's population. A majority of the members of the board must be elected members. 

ill !f the district ~ formed under subdivision b clause .G1. the board of the regional library district shall be 
composed of one member elected from each county in the district's service area and one member elected from each 
county for each ten percent 2!: £. major fraction of the district's population. 

i£l Elected board members shall be elected at large from £. county at a November election. Board members elected 
shall assume office on the following Ianuary 2. The term of a member shall be 'four years. with the terms of ~ initial 
board to-expire in two years for one-half of the members. The board shall organize itself under section 134.11, 
subdivision 1. The board has the powers and duties set forth in section 134.11. subdivision 2. 

Subd. ~ [GENERAL LEVY AUTHORITY.] The board may levy for operation of public library service. This ~ 
shall replace levies for operation of public library service Qy: cities and counties authorized in section 134.07. The 
amount levied shall be spread .Q!! the net tax capacity of all taxable property in the district at a uniform tax rate . 

.@l The maximum amount that may be levied .£v. 2. board under this section ~ the greater of: ill the statewide 
average local support ~ capita for public library services for the most recent reporting period available, as certified 
!!y the commissioner of education. multiplied Qy the population of the district according to the most recent estimate 
of the state demographer or the metropolitan council; or ill the total amount provided Qyparticipating counties and 
cities under section 134.34, subdivision ~ during the year preceding the first year of operation. 

ill For its first year of operation. the board shall ~ ~ amount not less than the total dollar amount provided 
.£y participating cities and counties during the preceding year under section 134.34, subdivision 4. 

Subd . .§, [BASIC SYSTEM SUPPORT GRANT.] A regional public ~ district that meets federal and state 
reguirements for a regional library basic system support grant .!§. eligible to receive! grant. f!. regional library basic 
system support grant shall not be made to ! regional public library district if the district board reduces its levy for 
operation of public library service below the amount of the ~ in the preceding year. 

Subd. Z. [LffiRARY BUILDINGS.] In addition to the ~ authorized in subdivision ~ and all other levies 
authorized for cities and counties. ~ .9!v. 2!: county served Qy ~ library district may kYv. 'for the construction. 
acguisition. maintenance. and utilities costs of library buildings. The board of ~ district may issue bonds. with ~ 
election. according to chapter 475 2!: levy under this section ~ special capital kYY. for capital improvements for a 
~ building. A district may purchase or lease a building to be used for library purposes from ~ £i!y or county. 

Subd. §:. [BORROW MONEY] The board of ~ district may borrow money and issue tax anticipation certificates 
as needed to provide library services or for library buildings. 

Subd.2" [TRANSITION PROVISIONS.]li i! regional public library system is reorganized into a regional public 
~ district there will be a transition period. The transition period shall ~ at the time the regional public 
~ system board adopts a resolution that recommends formation of a district to its participants and that sets ~ 
effective date for the establishment of the district. During the transition period participating counties and cities must 
fund public library services under their existing contracts. and planning for administrative changes may.2£.9!!:.: The 
regional public library system board shall continue until the district board members assume their duties, at which time 
the' transition period ends. 
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Subd. 10. [ASSUMPTION OF ASSETS, LIABILITIES, AND CONTRACTS.] Upon assumption of responsibilities 
Qy the regional public library district board, the regional public library system assets, liabilities. and existing contracts, 
including contracts negotiated under chapter 179A, shall become the assets, liabilities. and contracts of the regional 
public library district board. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 134.35, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GRANT APPLICATION.] Any regional public library system which qualifies according to the 
provisions of section 134.34 may apply for an annual grant for regionalli,brary basic system support. Regional public 
library districts under section 134.201 may not compensate board members using grant funds. The amount of each 
grant for each fiscal year shall be calculated as provided in this section. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 134.351, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [GOVERNANCE.] In any area where the boundaries of a proposed multicounty, multitype library system 
coincide with the boundaries of the regional library system Q!. district, the regional library system 2!: district board 
shall be designated as the governing board for the multicounty, multitype library system. In any area where a 
proposed multicounty, multitype library system encompasses more than one regional library system or district. the 
governing board of the . multicounty, multitype library system shall consist of nine members appointed by the 
cooperating regional library system 2!:. district boards from their own membership in proportion to the population 
served by each cooperating regional library system.Q!:. district. In each multicounty, multitype library system there 
shall be established an advisory committee consisting of two representatives of public libraries, two representatives 
of school media services, one representative of special libraries, one representative of public supported academic 
libraries, and one representative of private academic libraries. The advisory committee shall recommend needed 
policy to the system governing board. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 204D.19, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [PROHIBITION.] No special election shall be held under this section on the second Tuesday in December. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 205.10, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2:. [PROHIBITION.] No special election shall be held under this section on the second Tuesday in December. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 205A.05, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [QUESTIONS.] Special elections must be held for a school district on a question on which the voters 
are authorized by law to pass judgment. The school board may on its own motion call a special election to vote on 
any matter requiring approval of the voters of a district. Upon petition of 50 or more voters of the school district or 
five percent of the number of voters voting at the preceding regular school district election, the school board shall 
by resolution call a special election to vote on any matter requiring approval of the voters of a district. A question 
is carried only with the majority in its favor required by law. The election officials for a special election are the same 
as for the most recent school district general election unless changed according to law. Otherwise, special elections 
must be conducted and the returns made in the manner provided for the school district general election. A special 
election may not be held during the 30 days before and the 30 days after the state primary or state general electionL 

or on the second Tuesday in December. In addition, a special election may not be held during the 20 days before and 
the 20 days after any regularly scheduled election of a municipality wholly or partially within the school district. 
Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, the time period in which a special election must be conducted under 
any other law may be extended by the school board to conform with ~e requirements of this subdivision. 

Sec. 9. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 275.065, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE OF PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES.] (aJ The county auditor shall prepare and the county 
treasurer shall deliver after November 10 and on or before November 24 each year, by first class mail to each taxpayer 
at the address listed on the county's current year's assessment roll, a notice of proposed property taxes and, in the 
case of a town, final property taxes. 

(b) The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form of the notice. 

(c) The notice must inform taxpayers that it contains the amount of property taxes each taxing authority other than 
a town proposes to collect for taxes payable the following year and, for a town, the amount of its final levy. It must 
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clearly state that each taxing authority, stReF tHeFt a ts .. PI SF speeial ta)cil'lg aistfiet induding regional library districts 
established under section 134.201, and including the metropolitan taxing districts as defined in paragraph ll1. but 
excluding all other special taxing districts and towns, will hold a public meeting to receive public testimony on the 
proposed budget and proposed or final property tax levy, aT, in case of a school district, on the current budget and 
proposed property tax levy. It must clearly state the time and place of each taxing authority's meeting and an address 
where comments will be received by mail. For 1993, the notice must clearly state that each taxing authority holding 
~ public meeting will describe the increases or decreases of the total budget, including employee and independent 
contractor compensation in the prior year, current year. and the proposed budget year. 

(d) The notice must state for each parcel: 

(1) the market value of the property as aclifteti determined under section 272.03, sHBaj .. jsen oS 273.11. and used 
for computing property taxes payable in the following year and for taxes payable in the current year; and, in the case 
of residential property, whether the property is classified as homestead or nonhomestead. The notice must clearly 
inform taxpayers of the years to which the market values apply and that the values are final values; 

(2) by COlUlty, city or town, school district ~ referenda ~ remaining school district ~ regional library 
district if in existence. the total of the metropolitan special taxing districts as defined in paragraph ill and the sum 
of the remaining special taxing districts, and as a total of the taxing authorities, including all special taxing districts, 
the proposed or, for a town, final net tax on the property for taxes payable the following year and the actual tax for 
taxes payable the current year. In the ~ of the Ei!v. of Mirmeapolis, the ~ for the Minneapolis library board and 
the ~ for Minneapolis park and recreation shall be listed separately from the remaining amount of the city's kYV.:. 
In the case of a parcel where tax increment or the fiscal disparities areawide tax applies, the proposed tax levy on the 
captured value or the proposed tax levy on the tax capacity subject to the areawide tax must each be stated separately 
and not included in the sum of the special taxing districts; and 

(3) the increase or decrease in the amotmts in clause (2) from taxes payable in the current year to proposed or, for 
a town, final taxes payable the following year, expressed as a dollar amount and as a percentage. 

(e) The notice must clearly state that the proposed or final taxes do not include the following: 

(1) special assessments; 

(2) levies approved by the voters after the date the proposed taxes are certified, including bond referenda, school 
district levy referenda, and levy limit increase referenda; -

(3) amolUlts necessary to pay cleanup or other costs due to a natural disaster occurring after the date the proposed 
taxes are certified; 

(4) amOtmts necessary to pay tort judgments against the taxing authority that become final after the date the 
proposed taxes are certified; and 

(5) any additional amount levied in lieu of a local sales and use tax, unless this amount is included in the proposed 
or final taxes. 

(f) Except as provided in subdivision 7, failure of the county auditor to prepare or the COWlty treasurer to deliver 
the notice as required in this section does not invalidate the proposed or final tax levy or the taxes payable pursuant 
to the tax levy. 

(g) If the notice the taxpayer receives under this section lists the property as nonhomestead and the homeowner 
provides satisfactory documentation to the county assessor that the property is owned and has been used as the 
owner's homestead prior to June 1 of that year, the assessor shall reclassify the property to homestead for taxes 
payable in the following year. 

(h) In the case of class 4 residential property used as a residence for lease or rental periods of 30 days or more, the 
taxpayer must either: 

(1) mail or deliver a copy of the notice of proposed property taxes to each tenant, renter, or lessee; or 

(2) post a copy of the notice in a conspicuous place on the premises of the property. 

ill For purposes of this subdivision. subdivisions Sa and ~ "metropolitan special taxing districts" ~ the 
following taxing districts in the seven-county metropolitan ~ that kYv. ~ property tax for ~ of the specified 
purposes listed below: 
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ill metropolitan council under section 473.132, 473.167, 473.249, 473.325, 473.521, 473.547, or 473.834; 

ill metropolitan airports commission under section 473.667. 473.671. or 473.672; 

ill regional transit board under section 473.446; and 

ill metropolitan mosquito control commission under section 473.711. 

For purposes of this section, any levies made Qy the regional rail authorities in the county of Anoka, Carver, 
Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey. Scott or Washington under chapter 398A shall be included with the appropriate county's 
~ and shall be discussed at that county's public hearing. 

The notice must be mailed or posted by the taxpayer by November 27 or within three days of receipt of the notice, 
whichever is later. A taxpayer may notify the COWlty treasurer of the address of the taxpayer, agent, caretaker, or 
manager of the premises to which the notice must be mailed in order to fulfill the requirements of this paragraph. 

Sec, 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 275.065, subdivision Sa, is amended to read: 

Subd. Sa. [PUBLIC ADVERTISEMENT.] (a) A city that has a population of more than 1,000, county, a metropolitan 
special taxing district as defined in subdivision ~ paragraph fi1. ~ regional library district established under section 
134,20}' or school district shall advertise in a newspaper a notice of its intent to adopt a budget and property tax levy 
or, in the case of a school district, to review its current budget and proposed property taxes payable in the following 
year, at a public hearing. The notice must be published not less than tvvo business days nor more than six business 
days before the hearing, 

Fsl" a fit) fuat RaS a pspl:l:laasH sf mere tflaR I,GGG Isl;lt less fkaA 2,.399 tfte aa. ertisemeRt ml:l:st Be at least SI te ei~fltfl 
page iR siZ!:e sf a siaAaafa sii!:e sr a taelsia siZ!:e Ae IT sf9a!ger. Tl=te first fleaaliRe iR tAe aa. efasemeRt staaRg the Rsaee 
sf pfSpSSea prsrerly taHes er.s- tAe Reaee sf }9l:llsliE heariAg ffil:l:St Be iA a tytle RS smallel" tRaA 14 rSHtt, aRa the 
SeESAa heas-liRe ml:l:st Be iF. a type RS smallel" tP.ar. 12 FaHt!. The ie).t sf the aavertisemeAl ffil:l:St ae AS sH'\aHer tl-.8f1 

19 psmt, eHEEflt Hotet tRe prEl13€l"ty ta-H ame~s aRa }3ereePttages ffia) Be ifl 9 flsiflt type. 

Fsl" a sit) that flas a pspl:llatisH sf 2,0999 Sf StSFe, a ee\-:l:Alry' Sl" a seRssl aisffiet, tfle fil"st neaaline ift tfte 
ael. eFtisemeRt statir.g the HSHEe sf tlrspssea pfspeft:} ta;ces aRa tfle Raaee sf pl;llslie AeB:f'iF.g ml:lst Ise iA a ~"}ge AS 
SH'\allef tftaPt 39 PSiRt, ar-\el tP.e seesHa fleaelliA€ ffil:l:st a€ HI a t')'f'€ AS smadleF "fuar. 22 PSiRt. The teut sf the 
aavel"tiseffieAt HLl:ist Be HS smallef t!=tall 11 reiHt, e)(eept that tHe f'l"sf'eflry tan amsW"'.ts aRa p€reeRtages Bla, I:le iR 
1~ tlSiRt type. 

The advertisement must be at least one-eighth ~ in size of ~ standard-size or a tabloid-size newspaper. The 
advertisement must not be placed in the part of the newspaper where legal notices and classified advertisements 
appear, The advertisement must be published in an official newspaper of general circulation in the taxing authority. 
The newspaper selected must be one of general interest and readership in the cOnuTIWlity, and not one of limited 
subject matter, The advertisement must appear in a newspaper that is published at least once per week. 

For purposes of this section, the metropolitan special taxing district's advertisement must only be published in the 
Minneapolis Star and T ribWle and the St. Paul Pioneer Press. 

(b) The advertisement must be in the following form, except that the notice for a school district may include 
references to the current budget in regard to proposed property taxes, 

"NOTICE OF 

PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES 

(City /County /School District/Metropolitan 
Special Taxing District/Regional 

Library District) of ." ... ". 

The governing body of ... "." will soon hold budget hearings and vote on the property taxes for 
(city / cOWlty/metropolitan special taxing district/regional library district services that will be provided in 199_/school 
district services that wiJI be provided in 199_ and 199_). 
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NonCE OF PUBLIC HEARING: 

All concerned citizens are invited to attend a public hearing and express their OpInIOnS on the proposed 
(city /COWlty /school district/metropolitan special taxing district/regionallibrary district) budget and property taxes, 
or in the case of a school district, its current budget and proposed property taxes, payable in the following year. The 
hearing will be held on (Month/Day /Year) at (Time) at (Location, Address)." 

(c) A city with a population of 1,000 Of less must advertise by posted notice as defined in section 645.12, 
subdivision 1. The advertisement must be posted at the time provided in paragraph (a). It must be in the form 
required in paragraph (b). 

(d) For purposes of this subdivision, the population of a city is the most recent population as determined by the 
state demographer under section 4A,Q2, 

ill The commissioner of revenue, subject to the approval of the chairs of the house and senate tax committees, shall 
prescribe the form and format of the advertisement. 

ill For calendar year 1993, each taxing authority required to publish an advertisement must include on the 
advertisement a statement that information on the increases or decreases of the total budget, including employee and 
independent contractor compensation in the prior year, current year, and proposed budget year will be discussed at 
the hearing, 

W Notwithstanding paragraph i..!:k for 1993, the commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form, format, and 
content of an advertisement comparing current and proposed expense budgets for the metropolitan council, the 
metropolitan airports commission, the metropolitan mosquito control coirunission, and the regional transit board, The 
expense budget must include occupancy, personneL contractual and capital improvement expenses, The form, formaL 
and content of the advertisement must be approved Qy the chairs of the house and senate tax committees prior to 
publication. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 275.065, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [PUBLIC HEARlNG; ADOPTION OF BUDGET AND LEVY.] Between November 29 and December 20, 
the governing bodies of the city aftEiL countyL metropolitan special taxing districts ~ defined in subdivision 1. 
paragraph!i1. and regional ~ districts shall each hold a public hearing to adept discuss and seek public comment 
on its final budget and property tax levy for taxes payable in the following year, and the governing body of the school 
district shall hold a public hearing to review its current budget and aasflt its proposed property tax levy for taxes 
payable in the following year. The metropolitan special taxing districts shall be required to hold only!!. single joint 
public hearing, the location of which will be determined .£v. the affected metropolitan agencies. 

At tfle 9. subsequent hearing, the taxing authority, other than a school district, may amend the proposed budget 
and property tax levy and must adopt a final budget and property tax levy, and the school district may amend the 
proposed property tax levy and must adopt a final property tax levy. 

The property tax levy certified under section 275.07 by a city, county, metropolitan special taxing district. regional 
library district. or school district must not exceed the proposed levy determined lUlder subdivision 1, except by an 
amount up to the sum of the following amounts: 

(1) the amount of a school district levy whose voters approved a referendum to increase taxes under section 124.82, 
subdivision 3, 124A.03, subdivision 2, 1248.03, subdivision 2, or 136C.411, after the proposed levy was certified; 

(2) the amount of a city or county levy approved by the voters after the proposed levy was certified; 

(3) the amount of a levy to pay principal and interest on bonds issued or approved by the voters under section 
475.58 after the proposed levy was certified; 

(4) the amount of a levy to pay costs due to a natural disaster occurring after the proposed levy was certified, if 
that amount is approved by the commissioner of revenue Wlder subdivision 6a; 

(5) the amount of a levy to pay tort judgments against a taxing authority that become final after the proposed levy 
was certified, if the amount is approved by the commissioner of revenue lUlder subdivision 6a; and 
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(6) the amount of an increase in levy limits certified to the taxing authority by the e6mmissisn€F af Fe. eRtl€ Sf tRe 
commissioner of education after the proposed levy was certified. 

At the hearing under this subdivision, the percentage increase in property taxes proposed by the taxing authority, 
if any, and the specific purposes for which property tax revenues arc being increased must be discussed. At the 
hearing held in 1993 only, specific information for previous year, current year, and proposed budget year must be 
presented on: 

ill percent of total proposed budget representing total compensation cost; 

@ numbers of employees Qy general classification, and whether full or part time; 

1iill. number and budgeted expenditures for independent contractorsj and 

i!Yl the effect of budget increases or decreases on the proposed property tax ~ 

During the discussion, the governing body shall hear comments regarding a proposed increase and explain the 
reasons for the proposed increase. The public shall be allowed to speak and to ask questions prisT ts aesf!ssFl: ef any 
meaSl=lFeS by tfie ge; eFmng bee). At ~ subsequent hearing. the governing body, other than the governing body of 
a school district, shall adopt its final property tax levy prior to adopting its final budget. 

If the hearing is not completed on its scheduled date, the taxing authority must announce, prior to adjournment 
of the hearing, the date, time, and place for the continuation of the hearing. The continued hearing must be held at 
least five business days but no more than 14 business days after the original hearing. 

The hearing must be held after 5:00 p.m. if scheduled on a day other than Saturday. No hearing may be held on 
a Sunday. The governing body of a county shall hold its ~ hearing on the second Tuesday in December each yearL 

and may hold additional hearings on other dates before December 20 if necessary for the convenience of county 
residents. The county auditor shall provide for the coordination of hearing dates for all cities and school districts 
within the county. 

By August 1,31Q, each school board and the bGard of the regional library district shall certify to the county auditors 
of the counties in which the school district QE. regional library district is located the dates on which it elects to hold 
its hearings and any continuations. If a school board or regional library district does not certify the dates by August 
1,3 ill the auditor will assign the hearing date. The dates elected or assigned must not conflict with the county 
hearing dates. The cOW1ty auditor shall coordinate with the metropolitan special taxing districts as defined in 
subdivision ~ paragraph i!1. ~ date Q!l which the metropolitan special taxing districts will hold their joint public 
hearing and any continuation. By August 20, the county auditor shall notify the clerks of the citi_es within the county 
of the dates on which school districtsL metropolitan special taxing districts, and regional library districts have elected 
to hold their hearings. At the time a city certifies its proposed levy under subdivision 1 it shall certify the dates on 
which it elects to hold its hearings and any continuations. The city must not select dates that conflict with the county 
hearing dates,L metropolitan special taxing district dates, or with those elected by or assigned to the school districts 
or regional library district in which the city is located. 

The county hearing dates and the CityL metropolitan special taxing district regional library district, and school 
district hearing dates must be designated on the notices required under subdivision 3. The continuation dates need 
not be stated on the notices. 

This subdivision does not apply to towns and special taxing districts other than regional library districts and 
metropolitan special taxing districts. 

Notwithstanding the requirements of this section, the employer is required to meet and negotiate over employee 
compensation as provided for in chapter 179A. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 275.065, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. §.: [HEARING.J Notwithstanding ~ other provision of law, Ramsey COW1ty, the £!!v. of S1. PauL and 
independent school district No. 625 are authorized to and shall hold their public hearing jointly. The hearing must 
be held on the second Tuesday of December each year. The advertisement reguired in subdivision 5a may be ~ joint 
advertisement. The hearing is otherwise subject to the reguirements of this section. 
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Ramsey county is authorized to hold an additional hearing or hearings as provided under this section, provided 
that i!.!!Y additional hearings must not conflict with the hearing dates of the other taxing districts. However, if Ramsey 
county elects not to hold such additional hearing or hearings, the joint hearing required Qy this subdivision must be 
held in ~ St. Paul location convenient to residents of Ramsey county. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 276.04, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CONTENTS OF TAX STATEMENTS.] (a) The treasurer shall provide for the printing of the tax 
statements. The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form of the property tax statement and its contents. The 
statement must contain a tabulated statement of the dollar amount due to each taxing authority from the parcel of 
real property for which a particular tax statement is prepared. The dollar amounts due the county, township or 
municipality aftEi,L the total of the metropolitan special taxing districts ~ defined in section 275.065, subdivision ~ 
paragraph ll1. school district excess referenda levy, remaining school district ~ and the total of other voter 
approved referenda levies based Q!!. market value under section 275.61 must be separately stated. The amounts due 
all other special taxing districts, if any, may be aggregated. The dollar amounts, including the dollar amount of any 
special assessments, may be rounded to the nearest even whole dollar. For purposes of this section whole 
odd-numbered dollars may be adjusted to the next higher even-numbered dollar. The statement shall include the 
following sentence, printed in upper case letters in boldface print: "THE STATE OF MINNESOTA DOES, NOT 
RECEIVE ANY PROPERTY TAX REVENUES. THE STATE OF MINNESOTA REDUCES YOUR PROPERTY TAX BY 
PAYING CREDITS AND REIMBURSEMENTS TO LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT." 

(b) The property tax statements for manufactured homes and sectional structures taxed as personal property shall 
contain the same information that is required on the tax statement~ for real property. 

(c) Real and personal property tax statements must contain the following information in the order given in this 
paragraph. The information must contain the current year tax information in the right column with the corresponding 
infonnation for the previous year in a column on the left: 

(1) the property's estimated market value as defined in section 272.03, subdivision 8; 

(2) the property's gross tax, calculated by multiplying the property's gross tax capacity times the total local tax rate 
and adding to the result the sum of the aids enumerated in clause (3); 

(3) a lolal of the following aids: 

(i) education aids payable under chapters 124 and 124A; 

(ii) local government aids for cities, towns, and counties under chapter 477 A; and 

(iii) disparity reduction aid under section 273.1398; 

(4) for homestead residential and agricultural properties, the homestead and agricultural credit aid apportioned 
to the property. This amount is obtained by multiplying the total local tax rate by the difference betw"een the 
property's gross and net tax capacities under section 273.13. This amount must be separately stated and identified 
as "homestead and agricultural credit." For purposes of comparison with the previous year's amount for the statement 
for taxes payable in 1990, the statement must show the homestead credit for taxes payable in 1989 under section 
273.13, and the agricultural credit under section 273.132 for taxes payable in 1989; 

(5) any credits received under sections 273.119; 273.123; 273.135; 273.1391; 273.1398, subdivision 4; 469.171; and 
473H.10, except that the amount of credit received under section 273.135 must be separately stated and identified as 
"taconite tax relief"; and 

(6) the net tax payable in the manner required in paragraph (a);-ttft€l 

(7) &fly aeditiB:Aal antBtHtt Bf taH al::ltt-.sl"i;z;ee l::H\del" seeHoBf\5124A.Qa, sl:l:sdi.isis:A 2a, &fLe 27.9.61. These 8ft'lBI::lm:S 
shaH Be listed as "vater aflfJl'svea reFefe:ASa Ie des.". 

The commissioner of revenue shall certify to the county auditor the actual or estimated aids enumerated -in clauses 
(3) and (4) that local governments will receive in the following year. In the case of a county containmg a city of the 
first class, for taxes levied in 1991, and for all counties for taxes levied in 1992 and thereafter, the commissioner must 
certify this amount by September 1. 
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Sec. 14. [383A.75] UOINT PROPERTY TAX ADVISORY COMMITTEE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION.] There ~ created the joint property tax advisory committee. 

Subd. ~ [MEMBERSHIP.] The membership of the committee consists of the mayor and..!:!£. to three members of 
the sj!y council of the .Q!y of St. Paul; the county manager and !!£ to three members of the county board of Ramsey 
county; and the superintendent and !!£ to three members of the board of education of independent school district 
No. 625. The chair of the Ramsey county league of local governments shall be £! nonvoting ex officio member. The 
committee shall be convened Qy the mayor of St. Paul, and at_the first meeting, the chair for the first year must be 
determined Qy.!.2h and thereafter. the chair must annually rotate among the mayor or designee, the superintendent 
or designee, and the county manager or designee. 

Subd. J:. [DUTIES.] The committee i§. authorized to and shall meet from time to time to make appropriate 
recommendations for the efficient and effective use of property tax dollars raised Qy the jurisdictions for programs, 
buildings, and operations. In addition, the committee shall: 

ill identify trends and factors likely to be driving budget outcomes over the next five years with recommendations 
for how the jurisdictions should manage those trends and factors to increase efficiency and effectiveness; 

ill agree, Qy August 1 of each year. on the appropriate level of overall property tax kYv. for the three jurisdictions 
and publicly report such to the governing bodies of each jurisdiction for ratification or modification Qy resolution; 

ill plan for the joint truth-in-taxation hearings under section 275.065, subdivision.§.L and 

ill identify, Qy December 31 of each year, ~ of the budget to be targeted in the coming year for joint review 
to improve services or achieve efficiencies. 

In carrying out its duties. the committee shall consult with public employees of each jurisdiction and with other 
stakeholders of the ~ county, and school district. as appropriate. 

Subd.!, ISTAFF; FUNDING.} The committee must be staffed Qy employees as designated Qy each jurisdiction. 
The committee may also seek public Q!. private funding from ~ source to assist its work and may utilize volunteer 
help !!§. appropriate. 

Subd. ~ [RECOGNITION OF INNOVATIVE EFFORTS BY LOCAL EMPLOYEES.] The committee may use publiC 
Qr private funding to recognize or reward efforts Qy local government employees to restructure service delivery to 
improve efficiency or achieve cost savings. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.13, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [BUDGET.] On or before GetsBeF 1 December 20 of each year the council, after a the public hearing 
reguired in section 275.065, shall adopt a final budget covering its anticipated receipts and disbursements for the 
ensuing year and shall decide upon the total amount necessary to be raised from ad valorem tax levies to meet its 
budget. The budget shall state in detail the expenditures for each program to be undertaken, including the expenses 
for salaries, consultant services, overhead, travel, printing, and other items. The budget shall state in detail the capital 
expenditures of the council for the budget year, based on a five-year capital program adopted by the council and 
transmitted to the legislature. After adoption of the budget, an increase of over $10,000 in the council's budget, a 
program or department budget, or a budget item, must be approved by the council before the increase is' allowed or 
the funds obligated. After adoption of the budget and no later than Get-sBer 1 five working days after December £Q, 
the council shall certify to the auditor of each metropolitan county the share of the tax to be levied within that county, 
which must be an amount bearing the same proportion to the total levy agreed on by the council as the net tax 
capacity of the county bears to the net tax capacity of the metropolitan area. The maximum amount of any levy made 
for the purpose of this chapter may not exceed the limits set by sections 473.167 and 473.249. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.1623, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [FINANCIAL REPORT.] By Deeemlgef February 15 of even-numbered years, the council, in consultation 
with the advisory committee, shall publish a consolidated financial report for the council and all metropolitan agencies 
and their functions, services, and systems. The financial report must cover the calendar year in which the report is 
published and the ~ three years preceding and tffi:ee tvvo years succeeding that year. The financial report must 
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contain the following information, for each agency, function, or system, respectively, and in the aggregate, in a 
consistent format that allows comparison over time and among agencies in expenditure and revenue categories: 

(1) financial policies, goals, and priorities; 

(2) levels and allocation of public expenditure, including capital, debt, operating, and pass-through funds, stated 
in the aggregate and by appropriate functional, programmatic, administrative, and geographic categories, and the 
changes in expenditure levels and allocations that the report represents; 

(3) the resources available under existing fiscal policy; 

(4) additional resources, if any, that are or may be required; 

(5) changes in councilor agency policies on regional sources of revenue and in levels of debt, user charges, and 
taxes; 

(6) other changes in existing fiscal policy, on regional revenues and intergovernmental aids respectively, that are 
expected or that have been or may be recommended by the councilor the respective agencies; 

(7) an analysis that links, as far as practicable, the uses of funds and the sources of funds, by appropriate categories 
and in the aggregate; 

(B) a description of how the fiscal policies effectuate current policy and implementation plans of the council and 
agencies concerned; and 

(9) a summary of significant changes in council and agency finance and an analysis of fiscal trends. 

The council shall present the report for discussion and comment at a public meeting in the metropolitan area and 
request, in writing, an opportunity to make presentations on the report before appropriate committees of the 
legislature, 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.167, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. ISTATE REVIEW,] The commissioner of revenue shall certify the council's kYY. limitation under this 
section to the council Qy August 1 of the ~ year. The council must certify its proposed property tax levy to the 
commissioner of revenue by AHgli:st 1 September 1 of the levy year. The commissioner of revenue shall annually 
determine whether the property tax for the right-of-way acquisition loan fund certified by the metropolitan council 
for levy following the adoption of its proposed budget is within the levy limitation imposed by this section. The 
determination must be completed prior to September l- 10 of each year. If current information regarding market 
valuation in any county is not transmitted to the commissioner in a timely manner, the commissioner may estimate 
the current market valuation within that county for purposes of making the calculation, 

Sec. lB. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.249, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. The commissioner of revenue shall certify the council's kYY.limitation under this section to the council 
Qy August 1 of the kYY. year. The council must certify its proposed property tax levy to the commissioner of revenue 
by August 1 September 1 of the levy year. The commissioner of revenue shall armually determine whether the ad 
valorem property tax certified by the metropolitan council for levy following the adoption of its proposed budget is 
within the levy limitation imposed by this section. The determination shall be completed prior to September I10 of 
each year. If current information regarding gross tax capacity in any county is not transmitted to the commissioner 
in a timely manner, the commissioner may estimate the current gross tax capacity within that county for purposes 
of making the calculation. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.446, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. B, ISTATE REVIEW.] The board must certify its property tax levy to the commissioner of revenue by August 
1 of the levy year. The commissioner of revenue shall annually determine whether the property tax for general 
purposes certified by the regional transit board for levy following the adoption of its budget is within the levy 
limitation imposed by subdivision 1. The commissioner shall also armually determine whether the transit tax imposed 
on all taxable property within the metropolitan transit area but outside of the metropolitan transit taxing district is 
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within the levy limitation imposed by subdivision lao The determination must be completed prior to September l
ID of each year. If current information regarding market valuation in any county is not transmitted to the 
commissioner in a timely manner, the comm.issioner may estimate the current market valuation within that county 
for purposes of making the calculations. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.711, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [STATE REVIEW. J The commission must certify its property tax levy to the commissioner of revenue by 
August 1 of the levy year. The commissioner 'of revenue shall annually determine whether the property tax certified 
by the metropolitan mosquito control commission for levy following the adoption of its budget is within the levy 
limitation imposed by subdivision 2. The determination must be completed prior to September ± 10 of each year. 
H current information regarding market valuation in any county is not transmitted to the commissioner in a timely 
manner, the commissioner may estimate the current market valuation within that county for purposes of making the 
calculation. 

Sec. 21. Laws 1953, chapter 387, section 1, is amended to read: 

Section 1. [Library board, Minneapolis.] The library board of any city now or hereafter having more than 450,000 
inhabitants may levy annually on all real and personal property within such city a tax flot e)(eeeeiRg fOHr mills OR 
eaeR aollar of tfie assessee • alHaaoR of SlclEfi eit:y for the establishment, maintenance and government of the libraries 
of such city, and for the paym.ent of all other expenses proper and incidental to the establislunent, maintenance and 
government of such libraries. The tax AereiR atlthorized to Be Ie tied shall ROt at aR)' tiffie Be ifl e)(feSS of the maJ(imHHL 
rate of tmtation fi)(ee fo-r the :f'HFfloses hereiR meRfloRee B) any Board or departmeRt of ar.y sueR eity HpOR .. hom 
tPte eHt) of fi)dng tfle mm(ifflHffl -rate Elf taJEi;~tioR for the .a-riolcls Boares alta aerartm:eRts thereof is plafea B) the 
eRaFter of sHel=t eit). ¥o-r tPte :f'RFf:3ose of determining Sl:lfFt tal( liHtitatioRs tRe prope-rty elassified as Class 3e or as Class 
de B) SeeHoR 273.B M.S. may 13e €oB'l.fll:ltee at 331/3 pe-rfeRt aRa 49 rereeRt, resreeavely, of tfie full and trHe .alHe 
of sHeR feal prope-rt) is not subject to!!!!y limitations on levies in the.£i!y charter. 

Sec. 22. Laws 1969, chapter 561, section I, is amended to read: 

Section 1. [Minneapolis, city of; park improvement fund; tax levy.] The board of park commissioners of the City 
of Minneapolis may create a park improvement fund to be maintained by an annual tax levy on the real and personal 
property of the city ftst e)(eeesiFlg 5i)( teflfr.s sf a mill 8n eaefi sellar ef the assesses valuatioR of tfl:e eit). The amount 
of any such levy shall be subject to the supervision of any fiscal control agency which is now or hereafter provided 
in the charter of any such cityL but ~ not subject to ~ charter limitation on the amount of levies for this purpose. 

Sec'. 23. Laws 1971, chapter 373, section I, is amended to read: 

Section 1. [MINNEAPOLIS, CITY OF; TAX LEVY FOR PARK AKD RECREATION FACILITIES.] Subdivision 1. 
The park and recreation board of the city of Minneapolis may levy annually on the real and personal property of the 
city a tax Ret e)(Eeeding 8.7 mills OR ea€R eeIlar of fue assessee • aluation ef tAe eity for the purpose of acquiring, 
equipping, improving, maintaining, operating, and governing parks, parkways, playgrounds and other recreational 
facilities, and conducting recreational programs for the public use. 

Sec. 24. Laws 1971, chapter 373, section 2, is amended to read: 

Sec. 2. Any levy under this act shall Ret be in addition to any levy now authorized for any of such purposes by 
the charter of the city or by Laws 1969, Chapter 592; the amount of such levy shall be subject to the supervision of 
any fiscal control agency which is now or hereafter provided in the charter of any such city. All taxes so levied shall 
be certified to the county auditor on or before Oets13ef 19 September 1 each year, and shall be collected with, and the 
payment thereof enforced, in the same manner as the general tax and with like penalties and interest. 

Sec. 25. Laws 1971, chapter 455, section I, is amended to read: 

Section 1. [MINNEAPOLIS, CITY OF; PARKS AND PARKWAYS; MAINTENANCE FUND; CREATION OF FUND, 
TAX LEVY.} The park and recreation board of the city of Minneapolis may create a park rehabilitation and parkway 
maintenance fund to be maintained by an annual tax levy on the real and personal property of the city Ret e)(eeeaHLg 
1.1 mills 8ft eB€Pt dollar sf tfie assessee valuatioR of tRe eity. The amount of any such levy shall be subject to the 
supervision of any fiscal control agency which is now or hereafter provided in the charter of any such CityL but i.§. not 
subject to any charter limitations on the amount of levies for this purpose. 
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Sec. 26. [CANCELLATION OF LEVY LIMIT PENALTIES.] 

Any ~ imposed on ~ local government under MiImesota Statutes 1990, section 275.51, subdivision ~ i§. 
canceled provided that ill the ~ has !!Q! been collected from aid payments to the local government Qy the end 
of calendar year 1992 and ill the local government is not certified to receive any aid in 1993 from which the penalty 
can be collected. 

Sec. 27. [APPLICATION.] 

The provisions of this article relating to metropolitan taxing districts !!£Ely in the counties of Anoka, Carver, 
Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott and Washington. 

Sec. 28. [REPEALER.] 

Laws 1953, chapter 387, section b Laws 1963, chapter 603, section.1. and Laws 1969, chapter 592, sections.1.b. and 
~ are repealed. 

Sec. 29. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections.1.£ to ~~ 15 to~.fL. and 28 ~ effective for taxes levied in 1993, payable in 1994 and thereafter. 

Section 1. subdivision ~ and the provisions of sections 9 to 11 relating to regional library districts are effective for 
property taxes levied in 19941 payable in 1995. and thereafter. The other provisions of sections 9 to 11 are effective 
for property taxes levied in 19931 payable in 1994 and thereafter. 

Sections 12 and 14 ~ effective the day following final enactment and withouf local approvaL as provided in 
Minnesota Statutes, section 645.023. subdivision 1. clause hl and shall expire after December 21.1997. 

Section 26 is effective beginning with aids payable in calendar year 1993. 

ARTICLE 8 

INCOME TAX AND FEDERAL UPDATE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.09, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1. [FEDERAL ANNUITIES; TAX WITHHOLDING REQUEST.] The commissioner of revenue shall partiCipate 
with the United States Office of PersoIU1el Management in a program of voluntary state income tax withholding on 
the federal annuities of retired federal employees. Upon the reguest of the taxpayer to the conunissioner of revenue, 
and only 2!! reguest of the taxpayer, the commissioner shall provide for state income tax withholding 2!! federal 
annuities paid to the taxpayer. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.20, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [WITHHOLDING FROM WAGES, ENTERTAINER WITHHOLDING, WITHHOLDING FROM 
PAYMENTS TO OUT-OF-STATE CONTRACTORS, AND WITHHOLDING BY PARTNERSHIPS AND SMALL 
BUSINESS CORPORATIONS.] (a) A tax required to be deducted and withheld during the quarterly period must be 
paid on or before the last day of the month following the close of the quarterly period, unless an earlier time for 
payment is provided. A tax required to be deducted and withheld from compensation of an entertainer and from 
a payment to an out-of-state contractor must be paid on or before the date the return for such tax must be filed lUlder 
section 289A.18, subdivision 2. Taxes required to be deducted and withheld by partnerships and S corporations must 
be paid on or before the date the return must be filed lUlder section 289A.18, subdivision 2. 

(b) (1) lJ.Rless elaltse (2) at9J9lies, if el1:lFiFlg any ealeRelaF mSRth, stReF fl:taR the last msft-#t sf tfle ealeRsaF Et1:laJ.'feF, 
the aggregate afFIBtti:t sf tRe tTm l;-ilftAeJEl aHf'iHg tRat Ell:laFte:F l:tHSeF seeHsfl 29Q,92, sl:I:eai. isi8Fl 2a eF 2, SF 299.923, 
s1::ll3eii-visisFl 2, eJfeeeaS $;QQ, tRe elTl.fls; eF sRaIl aef3ssit the aggregate amsl:lFl:t "'litR the esft'l£flissisFleF ..... iti<'tiFl 1; says 
after fl:te elsse sf tfl:e eadeHaaF m8Pttl;. 

(2) If at the elsse sf aFl'j eigRfl=t fltSPttflly peFiea tRe aggregate amSl:H'l:t sf 1:l:IiseJ9ssiteel ta)(es is $2:,999 eF mere, fl:te 
eI:RfleyeF, SF JgerssFt difr_"1s1eiiig talE ltFtaeF seeHsR 299.92, sl:lBaivisieFl 2a SF 3, eF 299.923, sl:ll:3eli. isiefl2, sRall se~esit 
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tl;.€ I:iRae('l8sites. ta3E€S ,. itA the e8fFtRt1SsiOfl€f' 'i, itfliFl wee BarJ(ir.g ears after tfle elese af tk€ eightH ffiBRtltly p€Fiea. 
fer p~8ses of tRia ela'l:i5€, tR€ term "eigRtR Ffl9P1:~ peiea" n.€ffi9:S tRe first tfl"l"ee aerys sf a eaieflaar ffi8Rtft, tR€ 
fSl:lffft aa) f"lUBtlogR ~e sev€FI:t1=t €lay of a ealeflaaf maRth, the eigfltH aaj thf8\;lgR the lltR eay af a ealeFlaar mOFltR, 
Ifle 12t11 eo) Ifl[e"~fl Ifle l!itll ea) ef a .alenear men,tl-., tile 1.tII aa)' Iflre~~ Ifle 191fl ea) ef a .alenear n,entll, Ifle 
29t11 ea) tIIre"gh Ir.e 22ne ea) ef a .alenear mentll, tile 23re eay tr.re"gfl tile 29th ea) sf a .alenaar menlh, sr Ifle 
papt af a ealeRaaf ffiORtR fella diRg the 2§tR €lay of the ffi8lLtfl. An employer who, during the previous quarter, 
withheld more than $500 of tax under section 290.92, subdivision 2a or ~ or 290.923, subdivision b. must deposit tax 
withheld under those sections with the cOrrunlssioner within the time allowed to deposit the employer's federal 
withheld employment taxes under Treasury Regulation, section 31.6302-1. without regard to the safe harbor 2!. de 
minimus rules in subparagraph ill or the one-day rule in subsection i.£1. clause Q1 Taxpayers must submit a f.Ql2Y 
of their federal notice of deposit starns to the commissioner upon reguest Qv. the commissioner. 

(c) The commissioner may prescribe by rule other rernrn periods or deposit requirements. In prescribing the 
reporting period, the commissioner may classify payors according to the amount of their tax liability and may adopt 
an appropriate reporting period for the class that the commissioner judges to be consistent with efficient tax collection. 
In no event will the duration of the reporting period be more than one year. 

(d) If less than the correct amount of tax is paid to the commissioner, proper adjustments with respect to both the 
tax and the amount to be deducted must be made, without interest, in the manner and at the times the commissioner 
prescribes. If the underpayment cannot be adjusted, the amount of the underpayment will be assessed and collected 
in the manner and at the times the conurussioner prescribes. 

(e) If the aggregate amount of the tax withheld during a fiscal year ending }lU1e 30 Wlder section 290.92, subdivision 
2a or 3, is equal to or exceeds $240,000, the employer must remit each required deposit in the subsequent calendar 
year by means of a funds transfer as defined in-section 336.4A-104, paragraph (a). The funds transfer payment date, 
as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before the date the deposit is due. If the date the deposit is due is not 
a funds transfer business day, as defined in section 336.4A-l05, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment date must be 
on or before the funds transfer business day next following the date the deposit is due, 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.26, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [REQUIRED INSTALLMENTS.] (a) Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, the amolUlt of a 
required installment is 25 percent of the required annual payment. 

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this subdivision, the term "required annual payment" means the lesser of: 

(1) (i) fer tan years 1ge~RltHlg ir. ealeRaaf )eaf 1992, 96 97 percent of the tax shown on the return for the taxable 
year, orL if no return is filed, 93 97 percent of the tax for that year; 

~H) fsr ta?() eaTS 1ge~g after De€effi1ger ~1, 199-2:,93 pef€ertt sf tHe ta3( sfl6'i. A 6A iRe rettiFR fSF tRe ta){ahk year, 
SF if RS Fet1.:lm is ~lea 93 peFeeRt sf the talE feF that) eaf; or 

(2) 100 percent of the tax shown on the return of the entity for the preceding taxable year provided the return was 
for a full 12-month period, showed a liability, and was filed by the entity. 

(c) Except for determining the first required installment for any taxable year, paragraph (b), clause (2)1 does not 
apply in the case of a large corporation. The term "large corporation" means a corporation or any predecessor 
corporation that had taxable net income of $1,000,000 or more for any taxable year during the testing period. The term 
"testing period" means the three taxable years immediately preceding the taxable year involved, A reduction allowed 
to a large corporation for the first installment that is allowed by applying paragraph (b), clause (2), must be recaptured 
by increasing the next required installment by the amount of the reduction, 

(d) In the case of a required installment, if the corporation establishes that the annualized income installment is 
less than the amoWlt determined in paragraph (a), the amOWlt of the required installment is the annualized income 
installment and the recapture of previous quarters' reductions allowed by this paragraph must be recovered by 
increasing later required installments to the extent the reductions have not previously been recovered. 

(e) The "annualized income installment" is the excess, if any, of: 

(1) an amOlU1t equal to the applicable percentage of the tax for the taxable year computed by placing on an 
annualized basis the taxable income: 
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(i) for the first MO months of the taxable year, in the case of the first required installment; 

(ii) for the first two months or for the first five months of the taxable year, in the case of the second required 
installment; 

(iii) for the first six months or for the first eight months of the taxable year, in the case of the third required 
installment; and 

(iv) for the first nine months or for the first 11 months of the taxable year, in the case of the fourth required 
installment, over 

(2) the aggregate amount of any prior required installments .for the taxable year. 

(3) For the purpose of this paragraph, the annualized income shall be computed by placing on an annualized basis 
the taxable income for the year up to the end of the month preceding the due date for the quarterly payment 
multiplied by 12 and dividing the resulting amount by the number of months in the taxable year (2, 5, 6, 8, 9, or 11 
as the case may be) referred to in clause (1). 

(4) The "applicable percentage" used in clause (1) is: 

For the following 
required installments: 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 

fel tal! ) eafS 
eesiffi'l:it.g ill 
±99;! 

The applicable 
percentage is: 

24.25 
48.5 
72.75 
97 

for taJ( j eafS 
8€g:ift.Ti:r-tg a#ef 
Deeeffiee, 31, 1992 

(£)(1) If this paragraph applies, the amount determined for any installment must be determined in the following 
manner: 

(i) take the taxable income for the months during the taxable year preceding the filing month; 

(ii) divide that amount by the base period percentage for the months during the taxable year preceding the filing 
month; 

(iii) determine the tax on the amount determined Wlder item (ii); and 

(iv) multiply the tax computed under item (iii) by the base period percentage for the filing month and the months 
during the taxable year preceding the filing month. 

(2) For purposes of this paragraph: 

(i) the "base period percentage" for a period of months is the average percent that the taxable income for the 
corresponding months in each of the three preceding taxable years bears to the taxable income for the three preceding 
taxab,le years; 

(ii) the term "filing month" means the month in which the installment is required to be paid; 

(iii) this paragraph only applies if the base period percentage for any six consecutive months of the taxable year 
equals or exceeds 70 percent; and 

(iv) the commissioner may provide by rule for the determination of the base period percentage in the case of 
reorganizations, new corporations, and other similar circumstances. 

(3) In the case of a required installment determined under this paragraph, if the entity determines that the 
installment is less than the amount determined in paragraph (a), the amount of the required installment is the amount 
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determined under this paragraph and the recapture of previous quarters' reductions allowed by this paragraph must 
be recovered by increasing later required installments to the extent the reductions have not previously been recovered. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.50, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. [WITHHOLDING OF REFUNDS FROM CHILD SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE DEBTORS.] <a) If a 
court of this state finds that a person obligated to pay child support or maintenance is delinquent in making 
payments, the amount of child support or maintenance unpaid and owing, including attorney fees and costs incurred 
in ascertaining or collecting child support 2I maintenance, must be withheld from a refund due the person under 
chapter 290. The public agency responsible for child support enforcement or the parent or guardian of a child for 
whom the support, attorney fees, and costs are owed or the E.2.!..b:: to whom maintenance, attorney fees, and costs are 
owed may petition the district Sf E81±F."l=j court for an order providing for the withholding of the amount of child 
support, maintenance, attorney fees, and costs unpaid and owing as determined by court order. The person from 
whom the refund may be withheld must be notified of the petition under the rules of civil procedure before the 
issuance of an order under this subdivision. The order may be granted on a showing to the court that required 
support 2!:. maintenance payments, attorney fees, and costs have not been paid when they were due. 

(b) On order of the court, the commissioner shall withhold the money from the refund due to the person obligated 
to pay the child support or maintenance, The amount withheld shall be remitted to the public agency responsible 
for child support enforcement er-feL the parent or guardian petitioning on behalf of the child, 2!:. the ~ to whom 
maintenance is owed, after any delinquent tax obligations of the taxpayer owed to the revenue department have been 
satisfied and after deduction of the fee prescribed in section 270A,07, subdivision 1. An amount received by the 
responsible public agencYL or the petitioning parent or guardianL£!. the.E!!!:!Y to whom maintenance is owed, in excess 
of the amount of public assistance spent for the benefit of the child to be supported, or the amount of any support, 
maintenance, attorney fees, and costs that had been the subject of the claim under this subdivision that has been paid 
by the taxpayer before the diversion of the refund, must be paid to the person entitled to the money. If the refund 
is based on a joint return, the part of the refund that must be paid to the petitioner is the proportion of the total 
refund that equals the proportion of the total federal adjusted gross income of the spouses that is the federal adjusted 
gross income of the spouse who is delinquent in making the child support 2!:. maintenance payments, 

(c) A petition filed under this subdivision remains in effect with respect to any refunds due under this section until 
the support metter 2!:. maintenance, attorney fees, and costs have been paid in full or the court orders the 
commissioner to discontinue withholding the money from the refund due the person obligated to pay the support 
2!. maintenance, attorney fees, and costs. If a petition is filed under this subdivision concerning child support and 
a claim is made under chapter 270A with respect to the individual's refund and notices of both are received before 
the time when payment of the refund is made on either claim, the claim relating to the liability that accrued first in 
time must be paid first. The amount of the refund remaining must then be applied to the other claim. 

Sec. 5. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 290.01, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [RESIDENT.] The term "resident" means (1) any individual domiciled in Minnesota, except that an 
individual is not a "resident" for the period of time that the individual is a "qualified individual" as defined in section 
911(d)(I) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31,1991, .... ess, el",ing Ihall'erieel, 
a ~iinResefa Remesteas. applieaaeR is FileS. FeF pf'epeFE; ifl \tRiER tRe iRei:i. ial:ial has aR iLteFest if the qualified 
individual notifies the COtmty within three months of moving out of the COtmtry that homestead status be revoked 
for the Minnesota residence of the qualified individuaL and the property is not classified as ~ homestead while the 
individual remains a qualified individual; and (2) any individual domiciled outside the state who maintains a place 
of abode in the state and spends in the aggregate more than one-half of the tax year in Minnesota, unless the 
individual or the spouse of the individual is in the armed forces of the United States, or the individual is covered 
under the reciprocity provisions in section 290.081. 

For purposes of this subdivision, presence within the state for any part of a calendar day constitutes a day spent 
in the state. Individuals shall keep adequate records to substantiate the days spent outside the state. 

The term "abode" means a dwelling maintained by an individual, whether or not owned by the individual and 
whether or not occupied by the individual, and includes a dwelling place owned or leased by the individual's spouse. 

Sec, 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290,01, subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [NET INCOME.] The term "net income" means the federal taxable income, as defined in section 63 of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through the date named in this subdivision, incorporating any 
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elections made by the taxpayer in accordance with the Internal Revenue Code in determining federal taxable income 
for federal income tax purposes, and with the modifications provided in subdivisions 19a to 19f. 

In the case of a regulated investment company or a fund thereof, as defined in section 851(a) or 851(h) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, federal taxable income means investment company taxable income as defined in section 
852(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code, except that: 

(1) the exclusion of net capital gain provided in section 852(b)(2)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code does not apply; 
and 

(2) the deduction for dividends paid under section 852(b)(2)(D) of the Internal Revenue Code must be applied by 
allowing a deduction for capital gain dividends and exempt-interest dividends as defined in sections 8S2(b )(3)(C) and 
852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

The net income of a real estate investment trust as defined and limited by section 856(a), (b), and (c) of the Internal 
Revenue Code means the real estate investment trust taxable income as defined in section 857(b)(2) of the Internal 
Revenue· Code. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1986, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1986. The provisions of sections 10104, 10202, 10203, 10204, 10206, 10212, 10221, 10222, 
10223, 10226, 10227, 10228, 10611, 10631, 10632, and 10711 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987, Public 
Law Number 100-203, the provisions of sections 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1011A, 
1011B, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1018, 2004, 3041, 4009, 6007, 6026, 6032, 6137, 6277, and 6282 of the Technical and 
Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 1988, Public Law Number 100-647, and the provisions of sections 7811, 7816, and 7831 
of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, Public Law Number 101-239, shall be effective at the time they 
become effective for federal income tax purposes. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1987, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1987. The provisions of sections 4001, 4002, 4011, 5021, 5041, 5053, 5075, 6003, 6008, 
6011,6030,6031,6033,6057,6064,6066,6079,6130, 6176, 6180, 6182, 6280, and 6281 of the Technical and Miscellaneous 
Revenue Act of 1988, Public Law Number 100-647, the provisions of sections 7815 and 7821 of the Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1989, Public Law Number 101-239, and the provisions of section 11702 of the Revenue 
Reconciliation Act of 1990, Public Law Number 101-508, shall become effective at the time , they become effective for 
federal tax purposes. 

The Internal Revenue Code 011986, as amended through December 31, 1988, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1988. The provisions of sections 7101, 7102, 7104, 7105, 7201, 7202, 7203, 7204, 7205, 
7206,7207,7210,7211,7301,7302,7303,7304,7601,7621,7622, 7641, 7642, 7645, 7647, 7651, and 7652 of the Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989, Public Law Number 101-239, the provision of section 1401 of the Financial 
Institutions Refonn, Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989, Public Law Number 101-73, and the provisions of 
sections 11701 and 11703 of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990, Public Law Number 101-508, shall become 
effective at the time they become effective for federal tax purposes. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1989, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1989. The provisions of sections 11321, 11322, 11324, 11325, 11403, 11404, 11410, and 
11521 of the Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990, Public Law Number 101-508, shall become effective at the time they 
become effective for federal purposes. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1990, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1990. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1991, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December 31, 1991. 

The provisions of sections 1936 and 1937 of the Comprehensive National Energy Policy Act of 1992, Public Law 
Number 102-486, shall become effective at the time they become effective for federal purposes. 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December ;!1. 1992, shall be in effect for taxable years 
beginning after December a 1992. 
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Except as otherwise provided, references to the Internal Revenue Code in subdivisions 19a to 199 mean the code 
in effect for purposes of determining net income for the applicable year. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.01, subdivision 19a, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19a. [ADDITIONS TO FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME.] For individuals, estates, and trusts, there shall be 
added to federal taxable income: 

(1) (i) interest income on obligations of any state other than Minnesota or a political or governmental subdivision, 
municipality, or governmental agency or instrumentality of any state other than Minnesota exempt from federal 
income taxes ~nder the Internal Revenue Code or any other federal statute, and 

(ii) exempt-interest dividends as defined in section 852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code, except the portion of 
the exempt-interest dividends derived from interest income on obligations of the state of Minnesota or its political 
or governmental subdivisions, municipalities, governmental agencies or instrumentalities, but only if the portion of 
the exempt-interest dividends from such Minnesota sources paid to all shareholders represents 95 percent or more 
of the exempt-interest dividends that are paid by the regulated investment company as defined in section 851(a) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, or the fund of the regulated inveshnent company as defined in section 851(h) of the 
Internal Revenue Code, making the payment; and 

.ili.ll for the purposes of items ill. and i.li1. interest on obligations of an Indian tribal government described in section 
7871(c) of the Internal Revenue Code shall be treated as interest income on obligations of the state in which the tribe 
is located: 

(2) the amount of income taxes paid or accrued within the taxable year under this chapter and income taxes paid 
to any other state or to any province or territory of Canada, to the extent allowed as a deduction under section 63(d) 
of the Internal Revenue Code, but the addition may not be more than the amount by which the itemized deductions 
as allowed under section 63(d) of the Internal Revenue Code exceeds the amount of the standard deduction as defined 
in section 63(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. For the purpose of this paragraph, the disallowance of itemized 
deductions under section 68 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, income tax is the last itemized deduction 
disallowed; aftEi 

(3) the capital gain amount of a lump sum distribution to which the special tax under section 1122(h)(3)(B)(ii) of 
the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Public Law Number 99-514, applies; and 

(4) the amoWlt of income taxes paid or accrued within the taxable year under this chapter and income taxes paid 
to any other state or any province or territory of Canada, to the extent allowed as a deduction in determining federal 
adjusted gross income. For the purpose of this paragraph, income taxes do not include the taxes imposed by sections 
290.0922, subdivision 1, paragraph (b), 290.9727, 290.9728, and 290.9729. . 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.01 .. subdivision 19c, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19c. [CORPORATIONS; ADDITIONS TO FEDERAL TAXABLE INCOME.] For corporations, there shall be 
added to federal taxable income: 

(1) the arnOlU\t of any deduction taken for federal income tax purposes for income, excise, or franchise taxes based 
on net income or related minimum taxes paid by the corporation to Minnesota, another state, a political subdivision 
of another state, the District of Columbia, or any foreign country or possession of the United States; 

(2) interest not subject to federal tax upon obligations of: the United States, its possessions, its agencies, or its 
instrumentalities; the state of Minnesota or any other state, any of its political or governmental subdivisions, any of 
its municipalities, or any of its governmental agencies or instrumentalities; 8i' the District of Columbia; Q£ Indian tribal 
governments; 

(3) exempt-interest dividends received as defined in section 852(b)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code; 

(4) the amount of any windfall profits tax deducted under section 164 or 471 of the Internal Revenue Code; 

(5) the amount of any net operating loss deduction taken for federal income tax purposes lUlder section 172 or 
832(c)(10) of the Internal Revenue Code or operations loss deduction under section 810 of the Internal Revenue Code; 
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(6) the amount of any special deductions taken for federal income tax purposes under sections 241 to 247 of the 
Internal Revenue Code; 

(7) losses from the business of mining, as defined in section 290.05, subdivision I, clause (a), that are not subject 
to Minnesota income tax; 

(8) the amount of any capital losses deducted for federal income tax purposes under sections 1211 and 1212 of the 
Internal Revenue Code; 

(9) the amount of any charitable contributions dedu!:ted for federal income tax purposes under section 170 of the 
Internal Revenue Code; 

(10) the exempt foreign trade income of a foreign sales corporation under sections 921(a) and 291 of the Internal 
Revenue Code; 

(11) the amount of percentage depletion deducted under sections 611 through 614 and 291 of the Internal Revenue 
Code; 

(12) for certified pollution control facilities placed in service in a taxable year beginning before December 31, 1986r 

and for which amortization deductions were elected under section 169 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954', as 
amended through December 31, 1985, the amount of the amortization deduction allowed in computing federal taxable 
income for those facilities; and 

(13) the amount of any deemed dividend from a foreign operating corporation determined pursuant to section 
290.17, subdivision 4, paragraph (g). 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.0671, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CREDIT ALLOWED.] An individual is allowed a credit against the tax imposed by this chapter 
equal to teft 15 percent of the credit for which the individual is eligible under section 32 of the Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 31, 1991. 

For a nonresident or part-year resident, the credit determined under section 32 of the .Internal Revenue Code of 
1986, as amended through December 31r 1991, must be allocated based on the percentage calculated under section 
290.06, subdivision 2c, paragraph (e). 

For a person who was a resident for the entire tax year and has earned income not subject to tax under this chapter, 
the credit must be allocated based on the ratio of federal adjusted gross income reduced by the earned income not 
subject to tax under this chapter over federal adjusted gross income. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.091 r subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of the tax imposed by this section, the following terms have the meanings 
given: 

(a) "Alternative minimum taxable income" means the sum of the following for the taxable year: 

(1) the taxpayer's federal alternative minimum taxable income as defined in section 55(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue 
Code; 

(2) the taxpayer's itemized deductions allowed in computing federal alternative minimum taxable income, but 
excluding the Minnesota charitable contribution deduction and non-Minnesota charitable deductions to the extent they 
are included in federal alternative minimum taxable income under section 57(a)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code, and 
excluding the medical expense deduction; 

(3) for depletion allowances computed under section 613A(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, with respect to each 
property ~ defined in section 614 of the Internal Revenue Code},!Q. the extent not included in federal alternative 
minimum taxable income, the ~ of the deduction for depletion allowable under section 611 of the Internal 
Revenue Code for the taxable year over the adjusted basis of the property at the end of the taxable year (determined 
without regard to the depletion deduction for the taxable year)j 
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ill to the extent not included in federal alternative minimum taxable income, the amount of the tax preference for 
intangible drilling cost under section 57(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code determined without regard to 
subparagraph !.!ili. 

ill to the extent not included in federal alternative minimum taxable income, the amount of interest income as 
provided by section 290.01, subdivision 19a, clause (1); less the sum of 

(i) interest income as defined in section 290.01, subdivision 19b, clause (1); 

(ii) an overpayment of state income tax as provided by section 290.01, subdivision 19b, clause (2); and 

(iii) the amount of investment interest paid or accrued within the taxable year on indebtedness to the extent that 
the amount does not exceed net investment income, as defined in section 163(d)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code. 
Interest does not include amounts deducted in computing federal adjusted gross income. 

In the case of an estate or trust, alternative minimum taxable income must be computed as provided in section 59(c) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. 

(b) "Internal Revenue Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through 
December 31, 199± 1992. 

(c) "Investment interest" means investment interest as defined in section 163(d)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

(d) "Tentative minimum tax" equals seven percent of alternative minimum taxable income after subtracting the 
exemption amount determined under subdivision 3. 

(e) "Regular tax" means the tax that would be imposed under this chapter (without regard to this section and 
section 290.032), reduced by the sum of the nonrefundable credits allowed under this chapter. 

(f) "Net minimum tax" means the minimum tax imposed by this section. 

(g) "Minnesota charitable contribution deduction" means a charitable contribution deduction lUlder section 170 of 
the Internal Revenue Code to or for the use of an entity described in section 290.21, subdivision 3, clauses (a) to (e). 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.091, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [CREDIT FOR PRIOR YEARS' LIABILITY.] (a) A credit is allowed against the tax imposed by this chapter 
on. individuals, trusts, and estates equal to the minimum tax credit for the taxable year. The minimum tax credit 
equals the adjusted net minimum tax for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1988, reduced by the -minimum 
tax credits allowed in a prior taxable year. The credit may not exceed the excess (if any) for the taxable year of . 

(1) the regular tax, over 

(2) the greater of (i) the tentative alternative minimum tax, or (ii) zero. 

(b) The adjusted net minimum tax for a taxable year equals the lesser of the net minimum tax or the excess (if any) 
of 

(1) the tentative minimum tax, over 

(2) seven percent of the sum of 

(i) adjusted gross income as defined in section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code, 

(ii) interest income as defined in section 290.01, subdivision 19a, clause (1), 

(iii) interest on specified private activity bonds, as defined in section 57(a)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code, to the 
extent not included under clause (ii), 

(iv) depletion as defined in section 57(a)(1).L determined without regard to the last sentence of paragraph ill. of the 
Internal Revenue Code, less 
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(v) the deductions provided in clauses (3)(i), (3)(ii), and (3)(iii) of subdivision 2, paragraph (a), and 

(vi) the exemption amount determined under subdivision 3. 

In the case of an individual who is not a Minnesota resident for the entire year, adjusted net minimum tax must 
be multiplie9- by the fraction defined in section 290.06, subdivision 2e, paragraph (e). In the case of a trust or estate, 
adjusted net minimum tax must be multiplied by the fraction defined under subdivision 4, paragraph (b). 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.0921, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAXABLE INCOME.] "Alternative minimum taxable income" is Minnesota 
net income as defined in section 290.01, subdivision 19, and includes the adjustments and tax preference items in 
sections 56, 57, 58, and 59(d), (e), (f), and (h) of the Internal Revenue Code. If a corporation files a separate company 
Minnesota tax return, the minimum tax must be computed on a separate company basis. If a corporation is part of 
a tax group filing a unitary return, the minimum tax must be computed on a unitary basis. The following adjustments 
must be made. 

(1) For purposes of the depreciation adjustments under section 56(a)(I) and 56(g)(4)(A) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, the basis for depreciable property placed in service in a taxable year beginning before January I, 1990, is the 
adjusted basis for federal income tax purposes, including any modification made in a taxable year under section 
290.01, subdivision 1ge, or Minnesota Statutes 1986, section 290.09, subdivision 7, paragraph (c). , 

(2) The alternative tax net operating loss deduction under sections 56(a)(4) and 56(d) of the Internal Revenue Code 
does not apply. 

(3) The special rule for certain dividends under section 56(g)(4)(C)(ii) of the Internal Revenue Code does not apply. 

(4) The special rule for dividends from section 936 companies under section 56(g)(4)(C)(iii) does not apply. 

(5) The tax preference for depletion under section 57(a)(I) of the Internal Revenue Cocie. does not apply. 

(6) The tax preference for intangible drilling costs under section 57(a)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code must be 
calculated without regard to subparagraph ill and the subtraction under section 290.01,::subdivision 19d, clause (4). 

(7) The tax preference for tax exempt interest under section 57(a)(5) of the Internal Revenue Code does not apply. 

(8) The tax preference for charitable contributions of appreciated property under section 57(a)(6) of the Internal 
Revenue Code does not apply. 

(9) For purposes of calculating the tax preference for accelerated depreciation or amortization on certain property 
placed in service before January I, 1987, under section 57(a)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code, the deduction allowable 
for the taxable year is the deduction allowed under section 290.01, subdivision 1ge. 

(10) For purposes of calculating the adjustment for adjusted current earnings in section 56(g) of the Internal 
Revenue Code, the term "alternative minimum taxable income" as it is used in section 56(g) of the Internal Revenue 
Code, means alternative minimum taxable income as defined in this subdivision, determined without regard to the 
adjustment for adjusted current earnings in section 56(g) of the Ihternal Revenue Code. 

(11) For purposes of determining the amount of adjusted current earnings under section 56(g)(3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code, no adjustment shall be made under section 56(g)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code with respect to (i) 
the amount of foreign dividend gross-up subtracted as provided in section 290~O1, subdivision 19d, clause (1), (ii) the 
amount of refunds of income, excise, or franchise taxes subtracted as provided in section 290.01, subdivision 19d, 
clause (10), or (iii) the amount of royalties, fees or other like income subtracted as provided in section 290.01, 
subdivision 19d, clause (11). 

Items of tax preference must not be reduced below zero as a result of the modifications in this subdivision. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 290.191, subdivision 4, is amer:tded to read: 

Subd. 4. [APPORTIONMENT FORMULA FOR CERTAIN MAlL ORDER BUSINESSES.] If the business of.!!. 
corporation, partnership/or proprietorship consists exclusively of the selling of tangible personal property and services 
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in response to orders received by United States mail or telephone, and 99 percent of the taxpayer,'s property and 
payroll is within Minnesota, then the taxpayer may apportion net income to Minnesota based solely upon the 
percentage that the sales made within this state in connection with the its trade or business during the tax period are 
of the total sales wherever made in connection with the trade or business during the tax period. Property and payroll 
factors are disregarded. In determining eligibility for this subdivision: 

(1) the sale not in the ordinary course of business of tangible or intangible assets used in conducting business 
activities must be disregarded; and 

(2) property and payroll at a -distribution center outside of Minnesota are disregarded if the sole activity at the 
distribution center is the filling of orders, and no solicitation of orders occurs at the distribution center. 

Sec. 14. [INSTRUCTION TO REVISOR.] 

In the next edition of Minnesota Statutes, the revisor of statutes shall substitute the phrase ."Internal Revenue Code 
of 1986, as amended through December 21.1992" for the words "Internal Revenue Code of 1986, ~ amended through 
December J.1. 1991" where the phrase ~ in chapters 289A, 290, 290A. 291. and 297, except for section 290.01, 
subdivision ~ and for the words "Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 21. 1988," where 
the phrase occurs in chapter 298. In the next edition of Minnesota Statutes. the revisor of statutes shall substitute the 
phrase "Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through December 21. 1992," for references to the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954 Q£ the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended through dates set in sections 61A.276: 
82A.02: 136.58; 181B.02; 181B.07; 246A.23; 246A.26. subdivisions .1.b..1. and.t. 272.02, subdivision li. 273.11, subdivision 
§,2297 A.01, subdivision £297 A.25, subdivision.£L 352-.01, subdivision~ 354A.021, subdivision 2L 355.01, subdivision 
2; and 356.62. 

Sec. 15. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 2 is effective for payments received after December 21. 1993. 

Section .s!. is effective for tax years beginning after-December ~ 1993-. 

Sections 5 to 14 are effective for tax years beginning after December J.1. 1992. 

ARTICLE 9 

SALES AND SPECIAL TAXES 

Section 1. [17.451] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section.!!EE!Y. to sections 1 and b. 

Subd. b. [FARMED CERVIDAE.] "Farmed cervidae" means members of the cervidae family that are: 

ill raised for the purpose of producing fiber, meat, or animal by-products or as breeding stock; 

ill held in ~ constructed enclosure designed to prevent escape; and 

ill registered in a manner approved Qy the board of animal health and marked or identified with a unique number 
.Q£ other system approved Qy the board. 

Subd. J.:. [OWNER.] "Owner" means a person who ~ or i!!. responsible for the raising of farmed cervidae. 

Sec. 2. [17.452] [FARM-RAISED CERVIDAE.] 

Subdivision 1. [PROMOTION AND COORDINATION.].@} The commissioner shall promote the commercial raising 
of farmed cervidae and shall coordinate programs and rules related to the commercial raising of farmed cervidae. 
Farmed cervidae research. projects, and demonstrations must be reported to the commissioner before state 
appropriations for the research projects or demonstrations are encumbered. The commissioner shall maintain a data 
base of information on raising farmed cervidae. 
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ill The commissioner shall appoint a farmed cervidae advisory committee to advise the commissioner on farmed 
cervidae issues. The advisory committee shall consist of representatives from the University of Minnesota, the 
commissioner of agriculture, the board of animal health, the commissioner of natural resources, the commissioner of 
trade and economic development £. statewide elk breeders association, a statewide deer breeders association. ~ 
statewide deer farmers association, and members of the house of representatives and the senate. The conunittee shall 
meet .§!!. least twice £. year Q! the call of the commissioner of agriculture. 

Subd. b. [DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM.} The commissioner may establish £. Minnesota development and aid 
program that may support applied research, demonstration, financing, marketing, promotion, breeding development 
registration, and other services for owners. 

Subd . .1 IREPORT.] The commissioner shall include information on farmed cervidae in the department's statistical 
reports on Minnesota agriculture. 

Subd.1o [FARMED CERVIDAE ARE LIVESTOCK.] Farmed cervidae are livestock and are not wild arumals for 
purposes of game farm, hunting, 2E wildlife laws. Farmed cervidae and their products are farm products and 
livestock for purposes of financial transactions and collateral. a 

Subd. 5. [RAISING FARMED CERVIDAE IS AN AGRICULTURAL PURSUIT.] Raising farmed cervidae is 
agricclhJ.rai production and !!.!l agricultural pursuit. 

Subd. ~ [RUNNING AT LARGE PROHIBITED.] M An = may not allow farmed cervidae to run at large. 
The owner must make all reasonable efforts to return escaped farmed cervidae to their enclosures as soon as possible. 
The ~ must notify the commissioner of natural resources of the escape of farmed red deer if the farmed red deer 
~ not returned or captured Qy the ~ within 72 hours of their escape. 

ill An ~ is liable for expenses of another person in capturing, caring fu!L and returning farmed cervidae that 
have left their enclosures if the person capturing the farmed cervidae contacts the owner ~ soon as possible. 

i£l!f!!!!. owner ~ unwilling or unable to capture escaped farmed cervidae. the comnussioner of natural resources 
may destroy the escaped farmed cervidae under this paragraph if the escaped farmed cervidae are 2. threat to the 
health or population of native species. The commissioner must allow the ~ to attempt to capture the escaped 
farmed cervidae prior to destroying the farmed cervidae. Farmed cervidae that ~ not captured Qy 14 days after 
escape may be destroyed, 

@ The ~ must notify the commissioner of natural resources of the escape of farmed cervidae from 2-
quarantined herd if the farmed cervidae are not returned to or captured Qy the owner within 72 hours of their escape. 
The escaped farmed cervidae from the quarantined herd may be destroyed Qy the commissioner of natural resources 
if the escaped farmed cervidae are ~ threat to the health QE. population of native species. 

Subd. Zc [FARMING IN NATIVE ELK AREA] ~ person may not raise farmed red deer in the native elk ~ 
without written approval of the commissioner of natural resources. The native elk area i§. the ~ north of 
US. Highway 2 and west of U.S. Highway 71 and trunk highway 72. The commissioner shall review the proposed 
farming operation and approve with any condition or deny approval based on risks to the native elk population. 

Subd. ~ [SLAUGHTER,] Farmed cervidae must be slaughtered and inspected in accordance with the United States 
Department of Agriculture voluntary program for exotic animals, Code of Federal Regulations, title ~ part 352. 

Subd.2, [SALES OF FARMED CERVIDAE AND MEAT PRODUCTS.] Persons selling or ~ farmed cervidae 
sold as livestock, sold for human consumption, or sold for slaughter must comply with chapters 17 A, IL. 31A, 
and 31B. 

Subd. 10, [FENCING,].@l Farmed cervidae must be confined in a manner designed to prevent escape. Fencing 
must meet the reguirements in this subdivision lUlless ~ alternative is specifically approved.!?v. the commissioner, 
The board of animal health shall follow the guidelines established !!v. the United States Department of Agriculture 
in the program for eradication of bovine tuberculosis. Fencing must be of the following heights: 
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ill The farmed cervidae advisory committee shall establish guidelines designed to prevent the escape of farmed 
cervidae and other appropriate management practices. 

ill The commissioner of agriculture in consultation with the commissioner of natural resources shall adopt rules 
prescribing fencing criteria for farmed cervidae. 

Subd . ..!.L [DISEASE INSPECTION.] Farmed cervidae herds ~ subject to chapter 35 and the rules of the board 
of animal health in the same manner as livestock and domestic animals, including provisions relating to importation 
and transportation. 

Subd. 12. [IDENTIFICATION.] ill Farmed cervidae must be identified £y brands, markings, tags, collars, electronic 
implants, tattoos, or other means of identification approved Qy the board of animal health. The board shall authorize 
discrete permanent identification for farmed cervidae in public displays or other forums where visible identification 
i£. objectionable. 

ill Identification of farmed cervidae is subject to sections 35,821 to 35.831. 

ifl The board of animal health shall register farmed cervidae upon request of the owner. The ~ must submit 
the registration request 2!l forms provided Qy the board. The forms must include sales receipts or other 
documentation of the origin of the cervidae. The board shall provide copies of the registration information to the 
commissioner of natural resources upon request. The owner must keep written records of the acquisition and 
disposition of registered farmed cervidae, 

Subd. 13. [INSPECTION.] The commissioner of agriculture and the board of animal health may inspect farmed 
cervidae and farmed cervidae records. The commissioner of natural resources may inspect farmed cervidae and 
farmed cervidae records with reasonable suspicion that laws protecting native wild animals have been violated. The 
~ must be notified in writing at the time of the inspection of the ~ for the inspection and informed in 
writing after the inspection of whether ill the cause of the inspection was unfounded: or ill there will be an ongoing 
investigation or continuing evaluation. 

Subd.14. [CONTESTED CASE HEARING.] '&person raising farmed cervidae that is aggrieved with any decision 
regarding the farmed cervidae may request a contested case hearing under chapter l!. 

Sec. 3. [17.453] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section ~ to sections 3 and 1:. 

Subd. b. [OWNER.1 "Owner" means a person who ~ or i£. responsible for the raising of ratitae. 

Subd. J:. [RATITAE.] "Ratitae" means members of the ratitae family (including ostriches, emus, and rheas) that are 
raised for the purpose of producing fiber, meat. 2I animal by-products or as breeding stock. 

Sec. 4. [17.454] [RATITAE.] 

Subdivision 1. lRATITAE ARE LNESTOCK.] Ratitae are livestock and ~ not wild animals for purposes of 
hunting 2!. wildlife laws. Ratitae and their products ~ farm products and livestock for purposes of financial 
transactions and collateral. 

Subd. ~ [RAISING RATITAE IS AN AGRICULTURAL PURSUIT.] Raising ratitae is agricultural production and 
an agricultural pursuit. 

Subd. 2, [SALES OF RA TITAE AND MEAT PRODUCTS.] Persons selling 2!: ~ ratitae sold as livestock, sold 
for human consumption. or sold for slaughter must comply with chapters 17 A. 28A. J.1. 31A. and 318. 

Subd. 1:. [SLAUGHTER.] Ratitae must be slaughtered and inspected in accordance with the United States 
Department of Agriculrure voluntary inspection program for exotic animals. Code of Federal Regulations. title .2.t. 
part 352. 

Subd. ~ [DISEASE INSPECTION.] Ratitae ~ subject to chapter 35 and the rules of the board of animal health 
in the same manner ~ livestock and domestic animals, including provisions relating to importation and 
transportation. 
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Sec. 5. [J7.4SS[ [DEFINITIONS.[ 

Subdivision 1. [APPLICABILITY.] The definitions in this section ~ to sections 5 and .§.: 

Subd. b [LLAMA.] "Llama" means a member of the genus lama that.!§. raised for the purpose of producing fiber, 
meat or animal by-products or as breeding stock. 

Subd. ~ [OWNER.] "Owner" means ~ person who ~ 2!.!§. responsible for the raising of llamas. 

Sec. 6. [17.456[ [LLAMA.] 

Subdivision 1. {LLAMAS ARE LIVESTOCK.1 Llamas ~ livestock and ~ not wild animals for purposes of 
hunting Of wildlife laws. Llamas and their products are farm products and livestock for purposes of financial 
transactions and collateral. 

Subd. ~ [RAISING LLAMAS IS AN AGRICULTURAL PURSUIT.[ Raising llamas is agricultural production and 
an agricultural pursuit. 

Subd.;L [SALES OF LLAMAS AND MEAT PRODUCTS.] Persons selling or buying llamas sold ;!?livestock, sold 
for human consumption, or sold for slaughter must comply with chapters 17 A, 28A, .21. 31A, and 31B. 

Subd.!. [SLAUGHTER.] Llamas must be slaughtered and inspected in accordance with the United States 
Deparhnent of Agriculture voluntary inspection program for exotic animals, Code of Federal Regulations, title ~ 
part 352. 

Subd. ~ [DISEASE INSPECTION.] Llamas ~ subject to chapter 35 and the rules of the board of animal health 
in the ~ manner ~ livestock and domestic animals, including provisions relating to importation and 
transportation. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 17 A.03, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [LIVESTOCK.1 "Livestock" means cattle, sheep, swine, horses intended for slaughter, mules, farmed 
cervidae, as defined in section 17.451, subdivision b. llamas, ~ defined in section 17.455, subdivision b. ratitae, as 
defined in section 17.453, subdivision ~ and goats. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 31.51, subdivision 9, is amended to read: 

Subd. 9. "Animal" means cattle, swine, sheep, goats, farmed cervidae, as defined in section 17.451, subdivision b. 
horses, mules or other equinesL llamas as defined in section 17.455, subdivision b. and ratitae, as defined in section 
17.453, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 31A.02, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [ANIMALS.] "Animals" means cattle, swine, sheep, goats, farmed cervidae, as defined in section 17.451, 
subdivision b.llamas, as defined in section 17.455, subdivision b. ratitae.!!2. defined in section 17.453, subdivision ~ 
horses, equines, and other large domesticated animals, not including poultry. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 31A.02, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [MEAT FOOD PRODUCT.] "Meat food product" means a product usable as human food and made 
wholly or in part from meat or a portion of the carcass of cattle, sheep, swine, farmed cervidae, as defined in section 
17.451, subdivision b. llamas. as defined in section 17.455. subdivision b. ratitae, ~ defined in section 17.453, 
subdivision ~ or goats. "Meat food product" does not include products which contain meat or other portions of the 
carcasses of cattle, sheep, swine, farmed cervidae, llamas, ratitae, or goats only in a relatively small proportion or that 
historically have not been considered by conswners as products of the meat food industry, and which are exempted 
from definition as a meat food product by the commissioner under the conditions the commissioner prescribes to 
assure that the meat or other portions of carcasses contained in the products are not adulterated and that the products 
are not represented as meat food products. 

"Meat food product," as applied to products of equines, has a meaning comparable to that for cattle, sheep, swine, 
farmed cervidae, llamas, ratitae, and goats. 
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Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 3IB.02, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. ILIVESTOCK.] "Livestock" means live or dead cattle, sheep, swine, horses, mules, farmed cervidae, as 
defined in section 17.451, subdivision b. llamas, as defined in section 17.455, subdivision b. ratitae, as defined in 
section 17.453, subdivision ~ or goats. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 35.821, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [MARK] "Mark" means a permanent identification cut from the ear or ears of a live animal and for farmed 
cervidae, as defined in section 17.451, subdivision b.~!!.E.&. collar, electronic implant tattoo,.2!. other ~ of 
identification approved Qy the board. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 115B.22, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS.] After reimbursement to the department of revenue for costs incurred 
in administering sections 115B.22 and 115B.24, the proceeds of the taxes imposed under this section including any 
interest and penalties shall be deposited in the environmental response, compensation, and compliance account. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 239.785, is amended to read: 

239.785 [LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GAS SALES.] 

Subdivision 1. [LIABILITY FOR PAYMENT.} t!l The operator of a terminal tRat sells located in Minnesota from 
which liquefied petroleum gas fSF resale te Fetail eustoffieFs is dispensed for ~ 2!. sale in this state other than for 
delivery to another terminal shall pay a fee equal to one mill for each gallon of liquefied petroleum gas sols by tfte 
teFmiflal dispensed. 

ill Any person in Minnesota, other than the operator of a terminal, receiving liquefied petroleum ~ from ~~ 
outside of Minnesota for ~ 2!. sale in this state shall ~ ~ fee equal to one mill for each gallon of liquefied 
petroleum ~ received. 

Subd. ~ rOUE DATES FOR FILING OF RETURNS AND PAYMENT.] The fee must be remitted monthly Ie on i! 
form prescribed Qy the commissioner of revenue for deposit in the general fund. The fee must be paid and the return 
filed.Q!! or before the 23rd day of each month following the month in which the liquefied petroleum ~ was delivered 
2!. received. 

Subd'2: [PENALTIES.] An operator or person who fails to ~ the fee imposed under this section.§. subject to the 
penalties provided in sections 296.15 and 296.25. 

Subd . .!. [COMMISSIONER'S AUTHORITY,] The provisions of chapter 296 relating to the commissioner's authority 
to audit. assess, and collect the tax imposed Qy that chapter ill!J2.!y to the fee imposed .Qy this section. 

Subd . .2:. [INTEREST.] Fees and penalties are subject to interest g the rate provided in section 270.75. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.56, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [WITHHOLDING TAX, ENTERTAINER WITHHOLDING TAX, WITHHOLDING FROM PAYMENTS 
TO OUT-OF-STATE CONTRACTORS, ESTATE TAX, AND SALES TAX OVERPAYMENTS.] When a refund is due 
for overpayments of withholding tax, entertainer withholding tax, withholding from payments to out-of-state 
contractors, or estate tax, SF sales talE, interest is computed from the date of payment to the date the refund is paid 
or credited, For purposes of this subdivision, the date of payment is the later of the date the tax was finally due or 
was paid. 

For purposes of computing interest on sales and ~ tax refunds. interest is paid from the date of payment to the 
date the refund i§.paid or credited. if the refund claim includes a detailed schedule reflecting the tax periods covered 
in the claim. !! the refund claim submitted does not include a detailed schedule reflecting the tax periods covered 
in the claim. interest is computed from the date the claim was filed. 
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Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.63, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [SALES WITHOUT PERMIT; VIOLATIONS.] (a) A person who engages in the business of making retail 
sales in Minnesota without the permit SF peFFFlits required tmder chapter 297 A, or a responsible officer of a 
corporation who so engages in business, is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. 

(b) A person who engages in the business of making retail sales in Minnesota after revocation of a permit under 
section 297 A.07, when the commissioner has not issued a new permit, is guilty of a felony. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 296.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 33a. [REREFINED WASTE OIL.] "Rerefined waste oil" means waste lubrication oils that have been cracked 
and'CiiStii'ied to produce a petroleum distillate intended for use as a motor fuel in internal combustion diesel engines. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 296.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 38. [PASSENGER SNOWMOBILE.] "Passenger snowmobile" means 2, self-propelled vehicle designed for 
travelQ!l snow 2£~ steered!2Y skis or rUIIDers, with an enclosed passenger section that provides seating for not less 
than four nor ~ than twelve passengers. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 296.02, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [CREDITS FOR SALES TO GOVERNMENTS AND SCHOOLS.] A distributor shall be allowed a credit 
of 80 cents for every gallon of fuel grade alcohol blended with gasoline to produce agricultural alcohol gasoline which 
is sold to the state, local units of government, or for use in the transportation of pupils to and from school-related 
events in sefleel- vehicles owned !2Y 2!. under contract to a school district. This reduction is in lieu of the reductions 
provided in subdivision 7. 

Sec. 20. [296.035] [CREDIT FOR CERTAIN FUELS.] 

A licensed distributor or a special fuel dealer. either of which elects to ~ the tax under section 296.12, subdivision 
~ at the time special fuel is sold or delivered into the ~ tank of a licensed motor vehicle, is allowed a credit 
of ten cents ~ gallon for each gallon of rerefined waste oil sold or delivered into the ~ tank of a licensed motor 
vehicle. A credit of ten cents ~ gallon ~ allowed a licensed distributor or special fuel dealer for each gallon of 
rerefined waste oil delivered into the storage tank of 2, retail service station operated Qy the distributor or !! special 
fuel dealer, if either the distributor or special fuel dealer does not elect to ~ the tax under section 296.12, subdivision 
~ at the time special fuel ~ sold or delivered into the ~ tank of 2, licensed motor vehicle. Bulk purchasers are 
allowed a credit of ten cents ~ gallon for each gallon of rerefined waste oil that is purchased Qy them and used in 
i! licensed motor vehicle. 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes ]992, section 296.18, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CLAIM; FUEL USED IN OTHER VEHICLES.] Any person who shall buy and use gasoline for a 
qualifying purpose other than use in motor vehicles, snowmobiles except ~ provided in clause ill or motorboats, 
or special fuel for a qualifying purpose other than use in licensed motor vehicles, and who shall have paid the 
Mirmesota excise tax directly or indirectly through the amount of the tax being included in the price of the gasoline 
or special fuel, or otherwise, shall be reimbursed and repaid the amount of the tax paid upon filing with the 
commissioner a signed claim in writing in the form and containing the information the commissioner shall require 
and accompanied by the original invoice thereof. By signing any such claim which is false or fraudulent, the applicant 
shall be subject to the penalties provided in this section for knowingly making a false claim. The claim shall set forth 
the total amount of the gasoline so purchased and used by the applicant other than in motor vehicles, or special fuel 
so purchased and used by the applicant other than in licensed motor vehicles, and shall state when and for what 
purpose it was used. When a claim contains an error in computation or preparation, the commissioner is authorized 
to adjust the claim in accordance with the evidence shown on the claim or other information available to the 
commissioner. The commissioner, on being satisfied that the claimant is entitled to the payments, shall approve the 
claim and transmit it to the commissioner of finance. No repayment shall be made unless the claim and invoice shall 
be filed with the conunissioner within one year from the date of the purchase. The postmark on the envelope in 
which the claim is mailed shall determine the date of filing. The words "gasoline" or "special fuel" as used in this 
subdivision do not include aviation gasoline or special fuel for aircraft. Gasoline or special fuel bought and used for 
a "qualifying purpose" means: 
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(1) Gasoline or special fuel used in carrying on a trade or business, used on a farm situated in Minnesota, and used 
for a farming purpose. "Farm" and "farming purpose" have the meanings given them in section 6420(c)(2), (3), and 
(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 .. as amended through December 31, 1988. 

(2) Gasoline or special fuel used for off-highway business use. "Off-highway business use" means any use by a 
person in that person's trade, business, or activity for the production of income. "Off-highway business use" includes 
use of ~ passenger snowmobile off the public highways as part of the operations of !! resort as defined in section 
157.01, subdivision 1. "Off-highway business use" does not include use as a fuel in a motor vehicle which, at the time 
of use, is registered or is required to be registered for highway use under the laws of any state or foreign COlUltry. 

(3) Gasoline or special fuel placed in the fuel tanks of new motor vehicles, manufactured in Minnesota, and shipped 
by interstate carrier to destinations in other states or foreign countries. 

Sec. 22. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.01, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. "Use" includes the exercise of any right or power over tangible personal property, or tickets or admissions 
to places of amusement or athletic events, purchased from a retailer incident to the ownership of any interest in that 
property, except that it does not include the sale of that property in the regular course of business. 

"Use" includes the consumption of printed materials which are consumed in the creation of nontaxable advertising 
that is distributed, either directly or indirectly, within Minnesota. 

Sec. 23. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.01, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. "Agricultural production," as used in section 297 A.25, subdivision 9, includes, but is not limited to, 
horticulture; floriculture; raising of pets, fur bearing animals, research animals" farmed cervidae, as defined in section 
] 7.451, subdivision b llamas, ~ defined in section 17.455, subdivision b ratitaer ~ defined in section 17.453, 
subdivision ~ and horses. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297A.01, subdivision 15, is amended to read: 

Subd. 15. "Farm machinery" means new or used machinery, equipment, implements, accessories, and contrivances 
used directly and principally in the production for sale, but not including the processing, of livestock, dairy animals, 
dairy products, poultry and poultry products, fruits, vegetables, forage, grains and bees and apiary products. "Farm 
machinery" includes~ 

(1) machinery for the preparation, seeding or cultivation of soil for growing agricultural crops and sad, harvesting 
and threshing of agricultural products, harvesting or mowing of sod, and certain machinery for dairy, livestock and 
poultry farms; 

(2) bam cleaners, milking systems, grain dryers, automatic feeding systems and similar installations, whether or 
not the equipment is installed by the seller and becomes part of the real property; 

(3) irrigation equipment sold for exclusively agricultural use, including pumps, pipe fittings, valves, sprinklers and 
other equipment necessary to the operation of an irrigation system when sold as part of an irrigation system, except 
irrigation equipment which is situated below grolUld and considered to be a part of the rea] property; 

(4) logging equipment, including chain saws used for commercial logging; ilftd 

(5) fencing used for the containment of farmed cervidae. as defined in section 17.451. subdivision b. and 

ill primary and backup generator units used to generate electricity for the purpose of operating farm machinery, 
as defined in this subdivision, or providing light or space heating necessary for the production of livestock, dairy 
animals, dairy products, or poultry and poultry products. 

Repair or replacement parts for farm machinery shall not be included in the definition of farm machinery. 

Tools, shop equipment, grain bins, feed bunks, fencing material except fencing material covered Qy clause .lli1 
commlUlication equipment and other fann supplies shall not be considered to be farm m~chinery. "Farm machinery" 
does not include motor vehicles taxed under chapter 297B, snowmobiles, snow blowers, lawn mowers except those 
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used in the production of sod for sale, garden-type tractors or .. garden tillers and the repair and replacement parts for 
those vehicles and machines. 

Sec. 25. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.OI, subdivision 16, is amended to read: 

Subd, 16. [CAPITAL EQUIPMENT.l.w. Capital equipment means machinery and equipment and the materials and 
supplies necessary to construct or install the machinery or equipment. To qualify under this definition the capital 
equipment must be used by the purchaser or lessee for manufachIring, fabricating, mining, quarrying, or refining a 
pFsatJ:€t tangible personal property, for electronically transmitting results retrieved Qy !! customer of !ill on-line 
computerized data retrieval system, or for the generation of electricity or steam, to be sold at retail and must he used 
for the establishment of a new or the physical expansion of an existing manufacturing, fabricating, mining, quarrying, 
or refining facility in the state. For purposes of this subdivision, "mining" includes peat minin& and "on-line 
computerized data retrieval system" refers to ~ system whose cumulation of information is equally available and 
accessible to all its customers. 

ill Capital equipment does not include the following: 

(1) machinery or equipment purchased or leased to replace machinery or equipment performing substantially the 
same function in an existing facility,,, 

(2) repair or replacement parts, tlf including accessories, whether purchased as spare parts, repair parts, Q£ ~ 
upgrades or modifications, and whether purchased before or after the machinery or equipment is placed into service. 
Parts .Q!:. accessories are treated as capital eguipment only to the extent that they are ~ part of and ~ essential to the 
operation of the machinery or equipment as initially purchased; 

(3) machinery or equipment used to receive or store raw materials" 

ill building materials, including materials used for foundations that support machinery or eguipment; 

ill machinery 2!. equipment used for nonproduction purposes, including, but not limited ~ the following: 
machinery and equipment used for plant security, fire prevention, first aid, and litspital stations; machinery and 
equipment used in support operations or for administrative purposes; machinery and equipment used solely for 
pollution controL prevention, or abatement; machinery and equipment used for environmental controL except that 
when a controlled environment is essential for _ the manufacture of a particular product, the machinery or equipment 
that controls the environment can ~ as capital equipment; and machinery and equipment used in plant cleaning, 
disposal of scrap and waste, plant communications, lighting, or safety; 

ill "farm machinery" as defined Qy section 297 A.Ot, subdivision a "special tooling" as defined Qv. section 297 A.Ol, 
subdivision 1Z. and "aquaculture production equipment" as defined Qv. section 297 A.01, subdivision l2L Q£ 

o any other item that is not essential to the integrated process of manufacturing. fabricating, mining, quarrying, 
Q£ refining. 

i£l For purposes of this subdivision: 

ill the requirement that the machinery or equipment "must be used Qy the purchaser or lessee" means that the 
person who purchases or leases the machinery or equipment must be the 2!!!:. who uses it for the qualifying purpose. 
When ~ contractor buys and installs machinery or equipment as part of ~ improvement to real property, only the 
contractor is considered the purchaser; 

m the requirement that the machinery and equipment must be used "for manufacturing. fabricating, IDlmng, 
quarrying, or refining" ~ that the machinery QE. equipment must be essential to the integrated process of 
manufacturing, fabricating, mining, quarrying, 2!. refining. Neither legal requirements !!Q!. practical necessity 
determines whether or not the equipment is essential to the integrated process; 

ill "facility" means ~ coordinated ~ of fixed assets, which may include land, buildings, machinery. and 
equipment that are essential to and used in an integrated manufacturing. fabricating. refining, mining, or quarrying 
process; 

ill "establishment of ~ new facility" ~ the construction of ~ facility. Q£ the purchase !?v. ~ ~ ~ of ~ 
facility that was previously closed and not operational for ~ period of at least 12 consecutive months. Relocating 
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operations from ill!. existing facility within Minnesota.. to another facility within MilU1€sota does not constitute 
establishing a new facility; 

@ "physical expansion of !!!l existing facility" means adding ~ ~ production line, adding new machinery or 
equipment to an existing production line, new construction which will become part of the existing facility and which 
~ used for ~ qualifying activity, or conversion of !!!!. ~ in an existing facility from !!. nonqualifying activity to !!. 
qualifying activity; and 

@performing"substantiallythesame function" means that the new machinery or eguipment serves fundamentally 
2!. essentially the same purpose as did the old eguipment or that it produces the same or similar end product even 
though tt may increase speed. efficiency. or production capacity. 

@ Notwithstanding prior provisions of this subdivision, machinery and equipment purchased or leased to replace 
machinery and equipment used in the mining or production of taconite shall ~ as capital equipment regardless 
of whether the facility has been expanded. 

Sec. 26. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.04, is amended to read: 

297A.04 [APPLICATIONS; MEMBER; VENDINC MACHI~JES; FORM.] 

Every person desiring to engage in the business of making retail sales within Minnesota shall file with the 
commissioner an application for a permit aILS if Sl;lefl peIseR fias mere #taIL eRe plaee ef eHsiRess, an applieaFieR fer 
eaefi plaee ef easiness ffit:lst ee Rlee. A • eReffig'ftLaffiir.e epera-ter .. fis fias mere tfla:R eRe veRaing maefliRe leeaeeR 
sfiall Re. ertfieless 1ge eSRSiaeFEa ts fia. e HAl) eRe plaee ef eHsiRess fsr fll;lFflsses sf tRis seefieR. Ar:t applieaRt wfis 
has fie regHlar plaee sf esiRg e I;lsiRess alia Ii fis msves trem plaee te plaee sl=tall1ge eSILsiaerea ts have SRI)' eRe plaee 
ef Bl;lsiRess ffi.e shall attaeh sHeR pErntit te tRe applieaRt's eart, staRe, Hl:leh SF stl ef merefiafteisiRg ae/iee. The 
commissioner may require any person or class of persons obligated to file a use tax return under section 289A.ll, 
subdivision 3, to file application for a permit. Every application for a permit shall be made upon a form prescribed 
by the commissioner and shall set forth the name under which the applicant intends to transact business, the location 
of the applicant's place or places of business, and such other information as the commissioner may require. The 
application shall be filed by the owner, if a natural person; by a member or partner, if the owner be i§. an association 
or partnership;,by a person authorized to sigH file the application, if the owner be i§. a corporation. 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.06, is amended to read: 

297 A.06 [PERMIT.] 

After compliance with sections 297 A.04 and 297 A.28, when security is required, the commissioner shall isstte grant 
to each applicant a separate permit fer eaeh plaee ,ef e I:lsffiess .. ithiR ~,1iRfteseta. A permit shall se is valid until 
canceled or revoked but sfta:H i§. not be assignable and sRaIl-ge i§. valid only for the person in whose name it is isstteEl 
granted and for the transaction of business at the p1aee places designated tflereffi. It sfiall at all times Be eeRspiEH8Hsly 
eiisplayea at the plaee fer ,. hieR issHeei. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.07, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [HEARINGS.] If any person fails to comply with this chapter or the rules adopted under this 
chapter, without reasonable cause, the commissioner may schedule a hearing requiring the person to show cause why 
the permit ef PEfffi::its should not be revoked. The commissioner must give the person 15 days' notice in writing, 
specifying the time and place of the hearing and the reason for the proposed revocation. The notice shall also advise 
the person of the person's right to contest the revocation under this subdivision, the general procedures for a contested 
case hearing under chapter 14, and the notice requirement under subdivision 2. The notice may be served personally 
or by mail in the manner prescribed for service of an order of assessment. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.11, is amended to read: 

297A.ll [CONTENT AND FORM OF EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE.] 

The exemption certificate shall be signed by and bear the name and address of the purchaser, shall indicate the 
sales tax account number ef the pefffiit if any issued to the purchaser and shall indicate the general character of the 
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property sold by the purchaser in the regular course of business and shall identify the property purchased. The 
certificate shall be substantially in such form as the commissioner may prescribe. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.136, is amended to read: 

297A.136 [TAX ON 900 PAY-PER-CALL SERVICES.] 

Subdivision 1. [TAX IMPOSED.] A tax of $.50 is imposed for each call placed to a 900 service if the call for that 
service originates from aRa is ehargea to a telephone located in this state. 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] For the purposes of this section, the following definitions will !!£E!y:, 

ill "900 service" means pay-per-call 900 information services provided through a telephone exchange, commonly 
accessed by dialing 1-900, 1-960, 1-976, or other similar prefix in which the calling ~ receives information from 
the 900 information provider, and the calling ~i§. charged on!!~ call or ~ time basis for the information. The 
term does not include services provided through 1-800 service telephone numbers, information provided free of 
charge, or directory assistance service. 

ill "Calling ~ ~ the person originating the call to the information provider. 

ill "900 information provider" means the person being called £y the calling ~ and who provides information 
services to the calling ~ on !! ~ call or ~ time basis. 

@ "Person" shall have the same meaning as provided in section 297 A.OI, subd.i:rision 2. 

Subd.3. [PAYMENT; ADMINISTRATION.] Liability for the tax imposed by this section is on the "e£OaR maldRg 
tfte--€.all calling~. Liability for collection from the calling ~ is on the person ]3fsvi€liRg aeeess ts a €liar tSfie 
contracting with the 900 information provider to interconnect the information provider and the calling ~ if such 
person bills the calling ~ In all other instances, the person billing the calling ~ shall be liable for collecting 
the tax from the calling~. The tax imposed in this section must be reported and paid to the commissioner of 
revenue with the taxes imposed in this chapter. It is subject to the same interest, penalty, and other provisions 
provided for sales and use taxes under chapter 289A and this chapter. The commissioner has the same powers to 
assess and collect the tax that are given the commissioner in chapters 270 and 289A and this chapter to assess and 
collect sales and use tax. 

Subd . .i [EXEMPTION.] Pay-per-call information services provided through a 1-976 prefix are exempt from the 
tax imposed under this section if the charge for the call i§. less than i1. 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.14, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [IMPOSITION.} For the privilege of using, storin&. distributing, or consuming in Minnesota tangible 
personal property or taxable services purchased for use, storage, distribution, or consumption in this state, a use tax 
is imposed on every person in this state at the rate of tax imposed under section 297 A.02 on the sales price of sales 
at retail of the items, unless the tax imposed by section 297 A.02 was paid on the sales price. 

A use tax is imposed on every person who uses, stores, distributes, or consumes tangible personal property in 
Minnesota which has been manufactured, fabricated, or assembled by the person from materials, either within or 
without this state, at the rate of tax imposed under section 297 A.02 on the sales price of sales at retail of the materials 
contained in the tangIble personal property, unless the tax imposed by section 297 A.02 was paid on the sales price. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992~ section 297 A.25, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [MEDICINES; MEDICAL DEVICES.] The gross receipts from the sale of prescribed drugs, prescribed 
medicine and insulin, intended for use, internal or external, in the cure, mitigation, treatment or prevention of illness 
or disease in human beings are exempt, together with prescription glasses, fever thermometers, therapeutic, and 
prosthetic devices. "Prescribed drugs" or "prescribed medicine" includes over-the-counter drugs or medicine prescribed 
by a licensed physician. "Therapeutic devices" includes reusable finger pricking devices for the extraction of blood 
aft€lL blood glucose monitoring machinesL and other diagnostic agents used in !he tteatffieRt sf diagnosing, monitoring, 
or treating diabetes. Nonprescription analgesics consisting principally (determined by the weight of all ingredients) 
of acetaminophen, acetylsalicylic acid, ibuprofen, or a combination thereof are exempt. 

Q 
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Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A,25, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. IPETROLEUM PRODUCTS.] The gross receipts from the sale of and storage, use or consumption of the 
following petroleum products are exempt: 

(1) products upon which a tax has been imposed and paid under the provisions of chapter 296, and no refund has 
been or will be allowed because the buyer used the fuel for nonhighway use, 

(2) products which are used in the improvement of agricultural land by constructing, maintaining, and repairing 
drainage ditches, tile drainage systems, grass waterways, water impoundment, and other erosion control structures; 

"" 
(3) products purchased by a transit system receiving financial assistance under section 174.24 or 473.384~.Q!. 

ill products used in a passenger snowmobile, as defined in section 296.01, subdivision~ for off-highway business 
use as part of the operations of ~ resort as provided under section 296.18, subdivision L clause ill. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.25, subdivision 11, is amended to read: 

Subd.11. [SALES TO GOVERNMENT.] The gross receipts from all sales, including sales in which title is retained 
by a seller or a vendor or is assigned to a third party under an installment sale or lease purchase agreement under 
section 465.71, of tangible personal property to, and all storage, use or consumption of such property by, the United 
States and its agencies and instrumentalities, the University of Minnesota, state universities, community colleges, 
technical colleges, state academies, the Minnesota center for arts education, and school districts are exempt. 

As used in this subdivision, "school districts" means public school entities and districts of every kind and nature 
organized under the laws of the state of Minnesota, including, without limitation, school districts, intermediate school 
districts, education districts, educational cooperative service units, secondary vocational cooperative centers, special 
education cooperatives, joint purchasing cooperatives, telecommunication cooperatives, regionaJ management 
information centers, technical colleges, joint vocational technical districts, and any instrumentality of a school district, 
as defined in section 471.59. 

Sales exempted by this subdivision include sales under section 297 A.01, subdivision 3, paragraph (f), but do not 
include sales under section 297 A.OI, subdivision 3, paragraph 0), clause (vii). 

Sales to hospitals and nursing homes owned and operated by political subdivisions of the state are exempt under 
this subdivision. 

The sales to and exclusively for the use of libraries, as.seales ifi seefieR 134.001, of books, periodicals, audio-visual 
materials and equipment, photocopiers for use by the public, and all cataloging and circulation equipment, and 
cataloging and circulation software for library use are exempt under this subdivision. For purposes of this paragraph 
"libraries" means libraries as defined in section 134.001, county law libraries under chapter 134A, the state library 
under section 480.09, and the legislative reference library. 

Sales of supplies and equipment used in the operation of an ambulance service owned and operated by a political 
subdivision of the state are exempt under this subdivision provided that the supplies and equipment are used in the 
course of providing medical care; motor vehlele parts are Rot e)(emrt tlftser this prOT. isioR. Sales to !!. political 
subdivision of repair and replacement parts for emergency rescue vehicles and fire trucks and apparatus are exempt 
under this subdivision. 

Sales to a political subdivision of machinery and equipment, except for motor vehicles, used directly for mixed 
municipal solid waste collection and disposal services at a solid waste disposal facility as defined in section ll5A.03, 
subdivision ~ are exempt under this subdivision. 

Sales to political subdivisions of chore and homemaking services to be provided to elderly or disabled individuals 
are exempt. 

This exemption shall not apply to building, construction or reconstruction materials purchased by a contractor or 
a subcontractor as a part of a lump-sum contract or similar type of contract with a guaranteed maximum price 
covering both labor and materials for use in the construction, alteration, or repair of a building or facility. This 
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exemption does not apply to construction materials purchased by tax exempt entities or their contractors to be used 
in constructing buildings or facilities which will not be used principally by the tax exempt entities. 

This exemption does not apply to the leasing of a motor vehicle as defined in section 2978.01, subdivision 5, except 
for leases entered into by the United States or its agencies or instrumentalities. 

The tax imposed on sales to political subdivisions of the state under this section applies to all political subdivisions 
other than those explicitly exempted under this subdivision, nohvithstanding section 115A.69, subdivision 6, 116A.25, 
360.035, 458A.09, 458A.30, 458D.23, 469.101, subdivision 2, 469.127, 473.394, 473.448, 473.545, or 473.608 or any other 
law to the contrary enacted before 1992. 

Sales to other states or political subdivisions of other states ~ exempt if the sale would be exempt from taxation 
if it occurred in that state. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1-992, section 297 A.25, subdivision 16, is amended to read: 

Subd. 16. [SALES TO NONPROFIT GROUPS.] The gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal property to, 
and the storage, use or other consumption of such property by, any corporation, society, association, foundation, or 
institution organized and operated exclusively for charitable, religious, or educational purposes if the property 
purchased is to be used in the performance of charitable, religious, or educational functions, or any senior citizen 
group or association of groups that in general limits membership to persons who ~ either ill age 55 or older" 2!. ill 
physically disabled, and is organized and operated exclusively for pleasure, recreation, and other nonprofit purposes, 
no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholders, are exempt. For purposes of 
this subdivision, charitable purpose includes the maintenance of a cemetery owned Qv. a religious organization. Sales 
exempted by this subdivision include sales pursuant to section 297 A.01, subdivision 3, paragraphs (d) and (f), but do 
not include sales under section 297 A.01, subdivision 3, paragraph G), clause (vii). This exemption shall not apply to 
building, construction, or reconstruction materials purchased by a contractor or a subcontractor as a part of a 
lump-sum contract or similar type of contract with a guaranteed maximum price covering both labor and materials 
for use in the construction, alteration, or repair of a building or facility. This exemption does not apply to construction 
materials purchased by tax exempt entities or their contractors to be used in ,constructing buil,dings or facilities which 
will not be used principally by the tax exempt entities. This exemption does not apply to the leasing of a motor 
vehicle as defined in section 297B.01, subdivision 5. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.25, subdivisi"on 34, is amended to read: 

Subd. 34. [MOTOR VEHICLES.] The gross receipts from the sale or use of any motor vehicle taxable under the 
provisions of the motor vehicle excise tax laws of Minnesota shall be exempt from taxation under this chapter. 
Notwithstanding subdivision 11, the exemption provided under this subdivision remains in effect for motor vehicles 
purchased or leased by political subdivisions of the state if the vehicles are not subject to taxation under chapter 297B. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.25, subdivision 41, is amended to read: 

Subd. 41. [BULLET -PROOF VESTS.] The gross receipts from the sale of bullet-resistant soft body armor that is 
flexible, concealable, and custom-fitted to provide the wearer with ballistic and trauma protection are exempt if 
purchased by a law enforcement ~ of the state or a political subdivision of the state, 2!. ~ licensed peace officer, 
as defined in section 626.84, subdivision 1. The bullet-resistant soft body armor must meet or exceed the requirements 
of standard 0101.01 of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice in effect on December 30, 1986, 
or meet or exceed the requirements of the standard except wet armor conditioning. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297 A.25, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.52. [PARTS AND ACCESSORIES USED TO MAKE A MOTOR VEHICLE HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE.] 
The grossreceipts from the sale of parts and accessories that ~ used solely to modify ~ motor vehicle to make ll. 
handicapped accessible are exempt. Labor charges for modifying a motor vehicle to make it handicapped accessible 
are included in this exemption. 

Sec. 39. [297A.253] [SATELLITE BROADCASTING FACILITY MATERIALS; EXEMPTIONS.] 

Notvvithstanding the provisions of this chapter, there shall be exempt from the tax imposed therein all materials 
and supplies or eguipment used or consumed in constructing, or incorporated into the construction £..t.~ ~ facility 
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in Minnesota for providing federal commWlications commission licensed direct satellite broadcasting services using 
direct broadcast satellites operating in the 12-ghz. band Q!:. fixed satellite regional or national program services, as 
defined in section 272.02, subdivision ..L,clause!..1.§1 construction of which ~ commenced after Tune ~ 1993, and 
all machinery, equipment, tools. accessories, appliances. contrivances. furniture, fixtures, and all technical equipment 
or tangible personal property of ill!.Y other nature or description necessary to the construction and equipping of that 
facility in order to provide those services. 

Sec. 40. [297A.2545] [STEEL REPROCESSOR; EXEMPTION FOR POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT.] 

Notwithstanding the provisions of this chapter, the purchase of pollution control equipment Qy a steel reprocessing 
firm ~ exempt from the sales and use tax provided that the equipment is necessary to meet state or federal emission 
standards. For purposes of this section "pollution control equipment" means any equipment used for the purpose of 
eliminating, preventing, or reducing £i&.land, or water pollution during Q£ as a result of the manufacturing process. 
"Steel reprocessing firm" means a firm whose primary business is the recovery of steel from automobiles, appliances, 
and other steel products and the rerefining of this recovered metal into new steel products. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 298.75, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. If iffiY the county auditor has not received the ~ Qy the 15th day after the last day of each calendar 
quarter from the operator or importer fails ts Htake the F€J9SFt as required by subdivision 3 or ii-les has received an 
erroneous report, the county auditor shall aeteFmfHe estimate the amount of tax due and notify the operator or 
importer by registered mail of the amount of tax so aeteFffliHea estimated within the next 14 days. An operator or 
importer may, within 30 days from the date of mailing the notice, file in the office of the county auditor a written 
statement of objections to the amount of taxes determined to be due.' The statement of objections shall be deemed 
to be a petition within the meaning of chapter 278, and shal1 be governed by sections 278.02 to 278.13. 

Sec. 42. Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 298.75, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. Failure to file the report and submit payment shall result in a penalty of $5 for each of the first 30 days, 
beginning on the.f.4#:t 15th day after the Elate \,ReT't tfl:e eel:ffi4) al;lffiter Ra5 seffi: PtetiE€ t8 tfl:e eperatsF SF IDLpeftef as 
J9rs. ieee iR sl:l:sEli v'isisn 4, el:l:FhLg •• ffieh tl=te repsrt is e', eral:l:e aHa ns statemeFtt sf objeetioH Ras seen Alee. Per eaeh 
SHBS€EIl;leFtt aay el:l:fiHg last day of each calendar quarter, for which the report and payment is e. er61;le due and no 
statement of objection has been filed as provided in subdivision 1, and a penalty of $10 for each subsequent day shall 
be assessed against the operator or importer who is required to file the report. The penalties imposed by this 
subdivision shall be collected as part of the tax and credited to the county revenue fund. If neither the report nor a 
statement of objection has been filed after more than 60 days have elapsed from the date when the notice was sent, 
the operator or importer who is required to file the report is guilty of a misdemeanor. 

Sec. 43. [349.2115] [SPORTS BOOKMAKING TAX.] 

Subdivision 1. [IMPOSITION OF TAX.] An excise tax of six percent ~ imposed on the value of an bets received 
.£L recorded .£L accepted .£L forwarded .£L.Q!. placed with ~ person engaged in sports bookmaking. 

Subd. b. [BET DEFINED.] For purposes of this section. the term "bet" has the meaning given i! in section 609.75, 
subdivision 2. 

Subd.;h [SPORTS BOOKMAKING DEFINED.] For purposes of this section, the term "sports bookmaking" has the 
meaning given i! in section 609.75. subdivision 7. 

Subd. ~ [AMOUNT OF BET.] In determining the value .Q!. amount of any bet for purposes of this section. all 
charges incident to the placing of the bet must be included. 

Subd. ~ [TAX RETURNS.] !l person engaged in sports bookmaking shall file monthly tax returns with the 
commissioner of revenue, in the form required Qv. the conunissioner, of all bookmaking activity, and shall include 
information on all bets recorded, accepted. forwarded, and placed. The returns must be filed Q!lQ!.. before the 20th 
day of the month following the month in which the bets reported were recorded, accepted. forwarded. or placed. 
The tax imposed Qy this section ~ due and payable at the time when the returns are filed. 

Subd. ~ [PERSONS LIABLE FOR TAX.] Each person who ~ engaged in receiving. recording, forwarding, or 
accepting sports bookmaking bets is liable for and shall ~ the tax imposed under this section. 
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Subd. L UEOPARDY ASSESSMENT; JEOPARDY COLLECTION.] The tax may be assessed Qy the commissioner 
of revenue. An assessment made pursuant to this section sha-ll be considered a jeopardy assessment or jeopardy 
collection as provided in section 270.70. The commissioner shall ~ the tax based 2!l personal knowledge or 
information available to the conunissioner. The conunissioner shall mail to the taxpayer at the taxpayer's last known 
address, or ~ in person, ~ written notice of the amoWlt of ~ demand its immediate payment and, if payment 
is not immediately made. collect the ~ £y ~ method described in chapter 270. except that the commissioner need 
not await the expiration of the times specified in chapter 270. The tax assessed £y the commissioner is presumed to 
be valid and correctly determined and assessed. 

Subd. ~ [DISCLOSURE PROHIBITED.] ill Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, neither the commissioner nor 
~ public employee may reveal facts contained in a sports bookmaking tax return filed with the commissioner of 
revenue as reguired £y this section. !!Q!:~ ~ information contained in the report 2E. return be used against the tax 
obligor in ill1Y. criminal proceeding, unless independently obtained, except in connection with a proceeding involving 
taxes due under this section, or as provided in section 270.064, 

ill Any person violating this section!§. &!!illY of ~ gross misdemeanor. 

ill This section does not prohibit the commissioner from publishing statistics that do not disclose the identity of 
tax obligors or the contents of particular returns 2E. reports. 

Sec. 44. [NOTIFICATION BY COUNTY AUDITOR.] 

The county auditor shall notify each operator in the county who filed ~ report in the previous calendar year under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 298.75 of the changes made in sections 41 and 42 relating to the imposition of the ~ 
for late payment. 

Sec. 45. [COOK COUNTY; SALES TAX.] 

Subdivision 1. [IMPOSED.] Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 477 A.016, or any other contrary provision 
of law. ordinance, or resolution; Cook county may, .Qy resolution, impose an additional sales tax of !!£ to one percent 
on sales transactions taxable' pursuant to Minnesota Statutes. chapter 297 A, that.Q£9!.E within the county. 

Subd. b [USE OF REVENUES.] Revenues received from taxes authorized Qy subdivision 1 shall be used Qy Cook 
c'ounty to ~ the cost of collecting the tax and to ~ all Q!. ! portion of the costs of expanding and improving the 
health care facility located in the county and known as North Shore hospital. Authorized costs include, but !!!£ not 
limited !2.t. securing Q!. ~ debt service on bonds or other obligations issued to finance the expansion and 
improvement of North Shore hospital. The total capital expenditures payable from bond proceeds, excluding 
investment earnings on bond proceeds and tax revenues, shall not exceed $4,000,000. 

Subd.1. [EXPIRATION OF TAXING AUTHORITY AND EXPENDITURE LIMITATION.] The authority granted 
h subdivision! to Cook county to impose! sales tax shall expire when the principal and interest 2!!. any bonds or 
obligations issued to finance the expansion and improvement of North Shore hospital have been paid,.Q!. at!!!! earlier 
time M the county shalL .Qy resolution, determine. Any funds remaining after completion of the improvements and 
retirement or redemption of the bonds may be placed in the general fund of the county. 

Subd.!. [BONDS.] Cook county may issue general obligation bonds in an amount not to exceed $4,000,000 for the 
expansion and improvement of North Shore hospital, without election under Minnesota Statutes. chapter 475,.2!! the 
question of issuance of the bonds or ! property tax to EID: them. The debt represented Qv. bonds issued for the 
expansion and improvement of North Shore hospital shall not be included in computing ~ debt limitations 
applicable to Cook county. and the ~ of taxes required £y Minnesota Statutes. section 475.61, to ~ principal of 
and interest Q!l the bonds shall not be subject to any ~ limitation or be included in computing or applying any ~ 
limitation applicable to the county. 
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Subd. ~ [ENFORCEMENT; COLLECTION; ADMINISTRATION OF TAX.] A sales tax imposed under this section 
shall be reported and paid to the commissioner of revenue with the state sales taxes, and be subject to the same 
penalties. interest, and enforcement provisions. The proceeds of the ~ less refunds and a proportionate share of 
the cost of collection, shall be remitted at least quarterly to Cook county. The conurussioner shall deduct from the 
proceeds remitted an amolUlt that equals the indirect statewide cost as well as the direct and indirect department costs 
necessary to administer. audit, and collect the tax. ID:::. h!ly L. 1993. the commissioner of revenue shall provide to the 
governing body of the county ~ estimate of these costs. 

Subd. L [EFFECTIVE DATE:] This section ~ effective the day after compliance l2Y the governing body of Cook 
county with Minnesota Statutes. section 645.021, subdivision 3. 

Sec. 46. [CITY OF ST. PAUL; SALES TAX AUTHORIZED.] 

Subdivision 1. [TAX MAY BE IMPOSED.] Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 477A.016, or any other 
contrary provision of law, ordinance, or.9.tY charter, the city of St. Paul may, !!yresolution, impose an additional sales 
tax of!.!£ to one-half of one percent on sales transactions taxable pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 297 A, that 
occur within the ~ 

Subd. b [USE OF REVENUES.] Revenues received from the tax authorized l2Y subdivision 1 may only be used l2Y 
the £!!y to ~ the cost of collecting the .ill.&. and to £§.Y. for the following projects or to ~ Qf. ~ ~ principal, 
premium, or interest on bonds issued in accordance with subdivision 3 for the following projects. 

ill To ~ all QE.~ portion of the capital expenses of construction, equipment and acquisition costs for the expansion 
and remodeling of the St. Paul Civic ,Center complex. 

ill The remainder of the funds must b'e spent for capital projects to further residential, culturaL commerciaL and 
economic development in both downtown St. Paul and St. Paul neighborhoods. 

f!y Ianuary 15 of each odd-numbered year, the mayor and the £ill:.: council must report to the legislature on the use 
of sales tax revenues during the preceding two-year period, 

Subd.1. [BONDS.] The 9!v. may issue general obligation bonds of the 9!v. to finance all or .!! portion of the cost 
for projects authorized in subdivision b. paragraph fu1. The debt represented !!y the bonds shall not be included in 
computing any debt limitations applicable to the.f.!..!Y.:. The bonds may be paid from or secured £v.!!!Y funds available, 
to the .9.!L. including the tax authorized under subdivision 1. The bonds may be issued in one Qf. ~ series and 
sold without election on the question of issuance of the bonds or ~ property tax to ~ them. Except M otherwise 
provided in this section, the bonds must be issued, sold, and secured in the manner provided in Minnesota Statutes, 
chapter 475. The aggregate principal amount of bonds issued under this subdivision may!1Q! exceed $65 million, 

Subd. ~ [ENFORCEMENT; COLLECTION.]!l sales tax imposed under subdivision 1 may be reported and paid 
to the commissioner of revenue with the state sales ~ and be subject to the same penalties, interest. and enforcement 
provisions imposed under Minnesota Statutes, chapters 289A and 297 A, If the commissioner of revenue enters into 
appropriate agreements with the £!!.y to provide for collection of these taxes h the state £!l behalf of the .£!!L. the 
commissioner shall charge the Q!y a reasonable fee for its collection from the proceeds of any taxes 12. ensure that no 
state funds are expended for the collection of these taxes, The proceeds of the ~ less the cost of collection, shall 
be remitted monthly to the 9!v. and the 9!v. shall deposit such sums into .!! dedicated fund . .!ly h!!v..1. 1993, the 
commissioner of revenue shall provide the .£i!y an estimate of the cost of collection. 

Subd. i. [EXPIRATION OF TAXING AUTHORITY.] The authority granted l2Y subdivision 1 to the 9!v. to impose 
!!. sales tax shall expire when the principal and interest 2!! any bonds Qf. other obligations issued to finance projects 
authorized in subdivision ~ paragraph ill have been paid or at .ill!. earlier time ~ the £ily shalL £v. ordinance, 
determine. Any funds remaining after completion of projects approved under subdivision b. paragraph ful and 
retirement or redemption of any bonds or other obligations may be placed in the general fund of the ~ 

Subd. ~ [LOCAL APPROVAL; EFFECTIVE DATE.] This section is effective the day following final enactment, and 
after compliance !?y the governing body of the illY of S1. Paul with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021. subdivision 
.& with respect to that section, l! the St. Paul.£!!v. council intends to exercise the authority provided £v. this section. 
i! shall pass a resolution stating the fact before h!!v..1. 1993. 
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Sec. 47. [CITY OF GARRISON; SALES TAX.] 

Subdivision 1. [SALES TAX AUTHORIZED.[ Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 477 A.OI6, or -""y other 
contrary provision of law ( ordinance, or si!Y charter, the si!Y of Garrison may, .£y ordinance, impose ~ additional 
sales tax of .!!E. to one percent .2!! sales transactions taxable pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, chapter 297 A, that Q£9:!!: 
wi thin the .si!Y:. 

Subd. 2. [USE OF REVENUES.] Revenues received from taxes authorized under subdivision 1 must be dedicated 
Qy the £!!Y to ~ the cost of collecting the tax and to ~ all or part of the expenses of the construction of ~ sewer 
system in the ~ including payment of principal and interest on loans received £y the.9.!Y. to construct the sewer 
system. 

Subd.:h [ENFORCEMENT; COLLECTION; AND ADMINISTRATION OF TAXES.] ill The 3!Y may provide for 
collection and enforcement of the tax Qy ordinance or the si!Y may enter into .N!. agreement with the commissioner 
of revenue, providing for collection of the tax. 

ihllf the sl!Y enters an agreement with the commissioner of revenue for collection of the ~ the sales tax imposed 
under this section must be reported and paid to the commissioner of revenue with the state sales taxes, and be subject 
to the same penalties, interest. and enforcement provisions. The proceeds of the tax, less refunds and a proportionate 
share of the cost of collection, shall be remitted at least quarterly to the.fi.b:::. The commissioner shall deduct from the 
proceeds remitted an amount that equals the indirect statewide cost as well as the direct and indirect department costs 
necessary to administer, audit. and collect the tax. 

Subd.!. [EXPIRATION OF TAXING AUTHORITY.] The authority granted £y this section to the <j!y of Garrison 
to impose !!. sales tax expires when the principal and interest on any bonds or obligations issued to finance the 
construction of the sewer system have been paid, or at an earlier time as the.£!!v. shalL Qv. resolution, determine. Any 
funds remaining after completion of the improvements and retirement or redemption of the bonds may be placed in 
the general fund of the Q!Y:. 

Subd.2:. [REFERENDUM.} The sl!Y may impose the tax under this section only after approval Qy the voters in!! 
referendum held at ~ special 2!: general election in the £i!v:. 

Subd.2,. [LOCAL APPROVAL; EFFECTIVE DATE.]1his section is effective the day after final enactment, upon 
compliance with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, subdivision ;1. Qy the .9!v. of Garrison. 

Sec. 48. [CHARITABLE GOLF TOURNAMENTS,] 

The ~ receipts from the sale or use of tickets or admissions to a golf tournament held in Minnesota are exempt 
il. the beneficiary of the tournament's net proceeds qualifies as ~ tax-exempt organization under section 501(C)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code. 

Sec. 49, [ADVISORY COUNCIL; SALES TAX ON CAPITAL EQUIPMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION; MEMBERSHIP.] ill A state advisory council ~ established to study the sales tax 
exemption for capital equipment under Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 297 A.01, subdivision lli and 297 A.25, 
subdivision £ and to make reconunendations to the 1994 legislature. The study shall be completed and findings 
reported to the legislature Qy February 1. 1994. 

fhl The advisory council consists of 15 members who serve at the pleasure of the appointing authority as follows: 

ill six legislators; three members of the senate, including one member of the minority ~ appointed Qy the 
subcommittee on committees of the committee on rules and administration and three members of the house of 
representatives, including one n;-en1ber of the minority party, appointed Qv. the spe~ - - -- -

ill the commissioner of revenue or the commissioner's designee; and 

ill eight members of the public; two appointed Qy the subcommittee on committees of the committee on rules and 
administration of the senate, two appointed Qy the speaker of the house, and four appointed Qy the governor. 
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Subd. 2. ISCOPE OF THE STUDY.] ill In preparing the study, the advisory council shall examine, at least, the 
fol~g~ 

ill an overview of the purpose, intent, and application of the provisions of the present exemption, including the 
department of revenue's experience in interpreting and administering the provisions and the impact of the exemption 
on state tax collections; 

ill appropriate tax policy goals for the exemption of capital equipment from the sales ~ 

ill the effect of the exemption in encouraging new investment, increases in economic activity, and creation of new 
jobs in Minnesota or other appropriate economic development goals; 

ill analyses of alternative versions of the exemption, either expanding or narrowing it and specifically including 
the expansions contained in the administrative law judge's report. that will further the tax policy and economic 
development goals developed under clauses ill and.@1. In analyzing alternatives, the advisory council must consider 
alternatives that expand the exemption and offset the reduction in state and local sales tax revenues Qy expanding 
the sales tax base to include final consumption items that are ~ exempt from taxation. 

ill The advisory council's report to the legislature must include recommendations for modifying the exemption 
in light of the tax policy and economic development- goals. The recommendations must not provide for increasing 
or decreasing state revenues relative to the revenue department's estimates of the effect of applying the department's 
interpretations of present law. !f. the report recommends expanding the exemption, it must include recommendations 
to expand the tax base to offset the resulting loss of state and local revenues. 

Subd. ~ [STAFF.] The department of revenue and legislative staff shall provide administrative and staff assistance 
when requested Qy the advisory council. 

Subd . .£ [COOPERA nON BY OTHER AGENCIES.] The commissioners of the department of trade and economic 
development, the department of labor and industry, the department of jobs and training, and the pollution control 
agency shalL upon request Qy the advisory council, provide data or other information that is collected or possessed 
Qy their agencies and that is necessary or useful in conducting the study and preparing the report required Qy this 
section. 

Sec. 50. [REPEALER.] 

Mirmesota Statutes 1992, section 115B.24, subdivision ill ~ repealed. 

Sec. 51. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 1b~2L..2b the part of section 34 exempting certain chore and homemaking services, 44 and 49 are 
effective the day following final enactment. 

Section 13 ~ effective for taxes due on 2!. after h!lv.1. 1993. 

Section 14 ~ effective for fees due on 2!. after h!!v..1. 1993. 

Section 15 ~ effective for refund claims submitted on or after l!!!v.1. 1993. 

Sections.!§, 26 to ~ 36 to 22. and 43 are effective l.!!!Y :11993. 

Sections 17 and 20 ~ effective l!!!v.1. 1993, for deliveries of rerefined waste oil on and after that date. 

Sections 23 and 24 are effective the day following final enactment and ~ to all open tax years. 

Section 25 is effective for claims for refund filed after May ~ 1993, except that the extension of the exemption for 
capital equipment used to produce an on-line computerized data retrieval system and to replacement equipment used 
in the production of taconite is effective for sales after Tune ~ 1993. 

Section 30 ~ effective for sales of 900 information services made after Tune ~ 1993. 
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Except as otherwise provided, sections 34 and 35 ~ effective for sales made after Tune ~ 1993. The part of 
section 34 exempting sales of machinery and eguipment for solid waste disposal and collection is effective for sales 
made after May;u,. 1992. 

Section 40 is effective for pollution equipment installed after Tune ~ 1993. 

Sections 41 and 42 are effective for reports due after l!!!Y.L. 1993. 

Section 48 ~ effective for sales 2!: ~ of tickets or admissions occurring after December 1.1. 1992, and before 
l!!t: 1. 1993. 

ARTICLE 10 

COLLECTIONS AND COMPLIANCE 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60A.15, subdivision 2a, -is amended to read: 

Subd.2a. [PROCEDURE FOR FILING AND ADJUSTMENT OF STATEMENTS AND TAXES.] (a) Every insurer 
required to pay a premium tax in this state shall make and file a statement of estimated premium taxes for the period 
covered by the installment tax payment. Such the installment tax payment. Such statement shall be in the form 
prescribed by the commissioner of revenue. 

(b) On or before March 1, annually every insurer subject to taxation under this section shall make an annual return 
for the preceding calendar year setting forth such information as the commissioner of revenue may reasonably require 
on forms prescribed by the commissioner. 

(c) On March 1, the insurer shall pay any additional amount due for the preceding calendar year; if there has been 
an overpayment, such overpayment may be credited without interest on the estimated tax due April 15. 

(d) If unpaid by this date" penalties aRe iftterest as provided in section ~ 289A.60" subdivision 1, as i! relates 
to withholding and sales or use taxes, shall be imposed. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60A.15, subdivision 9a, is amended to read: 

Subd.9a. [FAILURE TO FILE; PENALTIES AND INTEREST.] In case of any failure to make and file a return as 
required by this chapter within-the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the commissioner of revenue in pursuance 
of law there shall be added to the tax penalties 8:Re iRterest as provided in section 289A.60, subdivision 2" as!!. relates 
to withholding and sales 2!: ~ taxes. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60A.15, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ge. [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.].!! there ~!!pattemQx 
~ person of repeated failures to timely file returns.Q! timely E!!Y. taxes, and written notice ~ given that ~ penalty will 
be imposed if such failures continue, a penalty of 25 percent of the amount of tax not timely paid ~!! result of each 
such subsequent failure ~ added to the tax. The ~ can be abated under the abatement authority in section 
270.07, subdivisions 1. paragraph hl and ~ 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60A.198, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING LICENSE.] A person licensed as an agent in this state pursuant to other 
law may obtain a surplus lines-license by doing the following: 

(a) filing an application in the form and with the information the commissioner may reasonably require to 
determine the ability of the applicant to act in accordance with sections 60A.195 to 60A.209; 

(b) maintaining an agent's license in this state; 

(c) delivering to the commissioner a financial guarantee bond from a surety acceptable to the commissioner for the 
greater of the following: 
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(1) $5,000; or 

(2) the largest semiannual surplus lines premium tax liability incurred by the applicant in the immediately 
preceding five years; and 

(d) agreeing to file with the commissioner of revenue no later than February 15 and August 15 annually, a sworn 
statement of the charges for insurance procured or placed and the amounts returned on the insurance canceled under 
the license for the preceding six-month period ending December 31 and June 30 respectively, and at the time of the 
filing of this statement, paying the commissioner a tax on premiums equal to three percent of the total written 
premiums less cancellations; aftEl. 

(e) annually paying a fee as prescribed by section 60A.14, subdivision I, paragraph (c), clause (10)" and 

ill.E.ill2!!g penalties imposed under section 289A,60, subdivision 1.!!§.!!. relates to withholding and sales 2!: use 
taxes, if the tax due under clause iill ~ not timely paid, 

Sec, 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60A.199, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [FAILURE TO FILE; PENALTIES AND INTEREST.] In case of any failure to make and file a return as 
required by this chapter within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the commissioner in pursuance of law 
there shall be added to the tax penalties and iRteFest as provided in section 289A,60, subdivision 2L !!§. i!. relates to 
withholding and sales 'or use taxes. 

Sec. 6, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 60A,199, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.6a. [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.].!f there ~il pattern Qy 
.§!. person of repeated failures to timely file returns or timely ~ taxes, and written notice !§. given that.§!. penalty will 
be imposed if such failures continue, a penalty of 25 percent of the amount of tax not timely paid!!§..§!. result of each 
such subsequent failure !§. added to the tax, The ~ gm be abated under the abatement authority in section 
270.07, subdivisions 1. paragraph i£1. and.2.:. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270.06, is amended to read: 

270.06 [POWERS AND DUTIES.] 

The commissioner of revenue shall: 

(1) have and exercise general supervision over the administration of the assessment and taxation laws of the state, 
over assessors, town, county, and city boards of review and equalization, and all other assessing officers in the 
performance of their duties, to the end that all assessments of property be made relatively just and equal in 
compliance with the laws of the state; 

(2) confer with, advise, and give the necessary instructions and directions to local assessors and local boards of 
review throughout the state as to their duties under the laws of the state; 

(3) direct proceedings, actions, and prosecutions to be instituted to enforce the laws relating to the liability and 
punishment of public officers and officers and agents of corporations for failure or negligence to comply with the 
provisions of the laws of this state governing returns of assessment and taxation of property, and cause complaints 
to be made against local assessors, members of boards of equalization, members of boards of review, or any other 
assessing or taxing officer, to the proper authority, for their removal from office for misconduct or negligence of duty; 

(4) require county attorneys to assist in the commencement of prosecutions in actions or proceedings for removal, 
forfeiture and punislunent for violation of the laws of this state in respect to the assessment and taxation of property 
in their respective districts or counties; 

(5) require town, city, county, and other public officers to report information as to the assessment of property, 
collection of taxes received from licenses and other sources, and such other information as may be needful in the work 
of the department of revenue, in such form and upon such blanks as the commissioner may prescribe; 

(6) require individuals, copartnerships, companies, associations, and corporations to furnish information concerning 
their capital, funded or other debt, current assets and liabilities, earnings, operating expenses, taxes, as well as all 
other statements now required by law for taxation purposes; 
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(7) summeR subpoena witnesses, at a time and place reasonable under the circumstances, to appear and give 
testimony, and to produce hooks, records, papers and documents for inspection and copying relating to any ~ matter 
which the commissioner may have authority to investigate or determine. PF8viaee, that a:F\) 51:lffiffi9RS,,-

!§l issue a subpoena which does not identify the person or persons with respect to whose f6* liability the Sl:URffi9FlS 

subpoena is issued ffia) Be servedL but only if (a) the Sl:lffi:ffi9RS subpoena relates to the investigation of a particular 
person or ascertainable group or class of persons, (b) there is a reasonable basis for believing that such person or 
group or class of persons may fail or may have failed to comply with any.ffi*: law administered by the commissioner, 
(c) the information sought to be obtained from the examination of the records (and the identity of the person or 
persons with respect to whose liability the StlftLffi:SHS subpoena is issued) is not readily available from other sources, 
(d) the StlmmSHS subpoena is clear and specific as to the information sought to be obtained, and (e) the information 
sought to be obtained is limited solely to the scope of the investigation. Provided further that the party served with 
a Sl:lffiHtSflS subpoena which does not identify the person or persons with respect to whose tax liability the SIffi'lffiSHS 

subpoena is issued shall have the right, within 20 days after service of the Sl:1ffifltSHS subpoena, to petition the district 
court for the judicial district in which lies the county in which that party is located for a determination as to whether 
the commissioner of revenue has complied with all the requirements in (a) to (e), and thus, whether the SHfltffiSRS 

subpoena is enforceable. If no such petition is made by the party served within the time prescribed, the SHffimSHS 

subpoena shall have the force and effect of a court order; 

f81 121. cause the deposition of witnesses residing within or without the state, or absent therefrom, to be taken, upon 
notice to the interested party~ if any, in like manner that depositions of witnesses are taken in civil actions in the 
district court, in any matter which the commissioner may have authority to investigate or determine; 

t91ll.Ql investigate the tax laws of other states and countries and to formulate and submit to the legislature such 
legislation as the commissioner may deem expedient to prevent evasions of assessment and taxing laws, and secure 
just and equal taxation and improvement in the system of assessment and taxation in this state; 

flG1l11l consult and confer with the governor upon the subject of taxation, the· administration of the laws in regard 
thereto, and the progress of the work of the department of revenue, and furnish the governor, from time to time, such 
assistance and information as the governor may require relating to tax matters; . 

t-±-B.!1ll transmit to the governor, on or before the third Monday in December of each even-numbered year, and 
to each member of the legislature, on or before November 15 of each even-numbered year, the report of the 
department of revenue for the preceding years, showing all the taxable property in the state and the value of the same, 
in tabulated form; 

fR1 @ inquire into the methods of assessment and taxation and ascertain whether the assessors faithfully 
discharge their duties, particularly as to their compliance with the laws requiring the assessment of all property not 
exempt from taxation; 

~ .ll1l administer and enforce the assessment and collection of state taxes and, from time to time, make, publish, 
and distribute rules for the administration and enforcement of state tax laws. The rules have the force of law; 

fl4) illl prepare blank forms for the returns required by state tax law and distribute them throughout the state, 
furnishing them subject to charge on application; 

~ i1§l prescribe rules governing the qualification and practice of agents, attorneys, or other persons representing 
taxpayers before the commissioner. The rules may require that those persons, agents, and attorneys show that they 
are of good character and in good repute, have the necessary qualifications to give taxpayers valuable services, and 
are otherwise competent to advise and assist taxpayers in the presentation of their case before being recognized as 
representatives of taxpayers. After due notice and opportunity for hearing, the commissioner may suspend and disbar 
from further practice before the commissioner any person, agent, or attorney who is shown to be incompetent or 
disreputable, who refuses to comply with the rules, or who with intent to defraud, willfully or knowingly deceives, 
misleads, or threatens a taxpayer or prospective taxpayer, by words, circular, letter, or by advertisement. This clause 
does not curtail the rights of individuals to appear in their own behalf or partners or corporations' officers to appear 
in behalf of their respective partnerships or corporations; 

fl61 i1Zl appoint agents as the commissioner considers necessary to make examinations and determinations. The 
agents have the rights and powers conferred on the commissioner to subpoena, examineL and £QEY books, records, 
papers, or memoranda, subpoena witnesses, administer oaths and affirmations, and take testimony. In addition to 
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administrative subpoenas of the commissioner and the agents, upon demand of the commissioner or an agent, the 
eleelE 8£ court administrator of any district court shall issue a subpoena for the attendance of a witness or the 
production of books, papers, records, or memoranda before the agent for inspection and copying. TIle eOHLHt:issioReI' 
ma) also iss1:le SI:lSpOeRas. Disobedience of sI±BpoeRas issl:l€Ell±l9:aer tRis Efia]3teF a court administrator's subpoena 
shall be punished by the district court of the district in which the subpoena is issued, or in the case of a subpoena 
issued by the commissioner 2!. an agent, by the district court of the district in which the party served with the 
subpoena is located, in the same malUler as contempt of the district court; 

f±-7j ilID. appoint and employ additional help, purchase supplies or materials, or incur other expenditures in the 
enforcement of state tax laws as considered necessary. The salaries of all agents and employees provided for in this 
chapter shall be fixed by the appointing authority, subject to the approval of the commissioner of administration; 

f±8:t .il2.l execute and administer any agreement with the secretary of the treasury of the United States or a 
representative of another state regarding the exchange of information and administration of the tax laws; 

fl9j .GQl administer and enforce the provisions of sections 325D.30 to 325D.42, the Minnesota unfair cigarette sales 
act; 

~ @ authorize the use of unmarked motor vehicles to conduct seizures or criminal investigations pursuant to 
the corrunissioner's authority; and 

~ (22) exercise other powers and perform other duties required of or imposed upon the commissioner of revenue 
by law. 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270.70, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY OF COMMISSIONER.] If any tax payable to the commissioner of revenue or to the 
department of revenue is not paid when due, such tax may be collected by the commissioner of revenue within five 
years after the date of assessment of the tax, or if a lien has been filed, during the period the lien is enforceable, or 
if the tax judgment has been filed, within the statutory period of enforcement of a valid tax judgment, by a levy upon 
all property and rights to property, including any property in the possession of law enforcement officials, of the 
person liable for the payment or collection of such tax (except that which is exempt from execution pursuant to section 
550.37 and amOlUlts received under United States Code, title 29, chapter 19, as amended through December 31,1989) 
or property on which there is a lien provided in section 270,69. For this purpose, the term "tax" shall include any 
penalty, interest, and costs properly payable. The term "levy" includes the power of distraint and seizure by any 
means;, provided, no entry ~ be made upon the business premises or residence of ~ taxpayer in order to seize 
property without first obtaining a writ of entry listing the property to be seized and signed Qv. ~ judge of the district 
court of the district in which the business premises or residence is located. 

Sec. 9. [270.7001] [CONTINUOUS LEVY.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The cOnunlssioner may, within five years after the date of assessment of the.E!..& 
2!:if~ lien has been filed under section 270.69, within the statutory period for enforcement of the lien, give notice to 
~ person, officer. or political subdivision or ~ of the state to withhold the amount of ~~ interest, or penalties 
due from ~ taxpayer. 2!. the amount due from ~ employer or person who has failed to withhold and transmit 
amounts due from ~ payments to the taxpayer, employer, or person. The amounts withheld shall be transmitted 
to the commissioner at the times the commissioner designates. 

Subd. b. [LEVY CONTINUOUS.] The ~ made under subdivision 1 i§. continuous from the date the notice ~ 
received until ill the amount due stated .Q!!. the notice has been withheld or ill the notice has been released Qy the 
commissioner under section 270.709, whichever occurs first. 

Subd.2,. [AMOUNT TO BE WITHHELD.] The amount required to be withheld under this section is the least of: 

ill the amount stated .Q!!. the notice; 

illil the taxpayer, employer, or person is an individual, 25 percent of the payment. 
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Subd. 1:. [PAYMENTS COVERED.] For purposes of this section, the term payments does not include wages ~ 
defined in section 290.92 or funds in ~ deposit account as defined in section 336.9-105. The term payments does 
include the following: 

ill payments due 'for services of independent contractors, dividendsr rents, royalties, residuals, patent rights, and 
mineral or other natural resource rights; 

ill payments or credits under written or oral contracts for services or sales whether denominated as wages, salary, 
commission, bonus, or otherwise, if the payments are not covered £y section 290.92, subdivision g and 

@ any other periodic payments or credits resulting from an enforceable obligation to the taxpayer, employer, or 
person. 

Subd. ~ [DETERMINATION OF STATUS; EFFECT.] Ii determination of.'! person's status ~~ independent 
contractor Wlder this section does not affect the determination of the person's status for the purposes of any other 
law or rule. 

Sec. 10. [270.78] [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO MAKE PAYMENT BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER.] 

In addition to other applicable penalties imposed Qy law, after notification from the commissioner of revenue to 
the taxpayer that payments for .!! tax administered Qy the commissioner ~ reguired to be made Qy ~ of 
electronic funds transfer, and the payments are remitted Qy~ other means, there ~ a penalty in the amount of 
five percent of each payment that should have been remitted electronically. The ~ can be abated under the 
abatement procedures prescribed in section 270.07, subdivision ~i! the failure to remit the payment electronically is 
due to reasonable cause. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 276.02, is amended to read: 

276.02 [TREASURER TO BE COLLECTOR.] 

The county treasurer shall collect all taxes extended on the tax lists of the county and the fines, forfeitures, or 
penalties received by any person or officer for the use of the county. The treasurer shall collect the taxes according 
to law and credit them to the proper funds. This section does not apply to fines and penalties accruing to municipal 
corporations for the violation of their ordinances that are recoverable before a city justice. The county board may by 
resolution authorize the treasurer to impose a charge for any dishonored checks. 

The county board may, Qy resolution, authorize the treasurer and! or other designees to accept payments of real 
property taxes!?y credit card provided that a fee is charged for its use. The fee charged must be commensurate with 
the costs assessed Qv. the card issuer. !f ~ credit card transaction under this section ~ subseguently voided or 
otherwise reversed, the lien of real property taxes under section 272.31 is revived and attaches in the manner and time 
provided in that section as though the credit card transaction had never occurred, and the voided or reversed credit 
card transaction shall not impair the right of !! lienholder under section 272.31 to enforce the lien in its favor. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 279.37, subdivision la, is amended to read: 

Subd. la. The delinquent taxes upon a parcel of property which was classified class ie f'l:tfStlatlt te Se€fieR 273.13, 
sHeai. isieII 9, Sf fBI' ffilCes assessecl in 19Be aRe iJu"i'eaitel', elassifiea elass 3a, for the previous year's assessment and 
had a total market value of less than $1QQ,QQg $200,000 for that same assessment shall be eligible to be composed into 
a confession of judgment. Property qualifying under this subdivision shall be subject to the same provisions as 
provided in this section except as herein provided. 

(a) The down payment shall include all special assessments due in the current tax year, all delinquent special 
assessments, and 20 percent of the ad valorem tax, penalties, and interest accrued against the parcel. The balance 
remaining shall be payable in four equal annual installments; and 

(b) The amounts entered in judgment shall bear interest at the rate provided in section 279.03, subdivision la, 
commencing with the date the judgment is entered. The interest rate is subject to change each year on the unpaid 
balance in the manner provided in section 279.03, subdivision 1a. 
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Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.18, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SALES AND USE TAX RETURNS.] (a) Sales and use tax returns must be filed on or before the 20th day 
of the month following the close of the preceding reporting period, except that annual use tax returns provided for 
under section 289A.l1, subdivision 1, must be filed by April 15 following the close of the calendar year. 1ft aElElitioR, 
en Sf l3efsF€ ]LclR€ 20 of a yeaf, a retailer ',\1"10 Ras a ~,4a) liasili17 of $l,§QO Of flH:1F€ ffi\d:st file a reR:tffi ., itA tHe 
EOfRmissioner fer SHe half of !:-he esamatea ]l±F.e liaBility, in a€h4itiofl to filing a remffl fer tRe Me) liaBility. OR Of 

eefore Al:lgl:lst 20 of a j ear, the retailer HUlst file a rehiFfl: SR8'ding fue aemal J\i:f\€ liaBility. 

(b) Returns filed by retailers required to remit liabilities by means of funds transfer under section 289A.20, 
subdivision 4, paragraph (d), are due on or before the 25th day of the month following the close of the preceding 
reporting pericxl. Returns Hlee ti:ltaeF the seEBRa senteREe of raffigFapfi (a) by a retailer reE{uireei ie remit b) means 
sf fl;lRas l=Fansfer are due 9n JtlRe 25 The return for the May liability and 75 percent of the estimated June liability h 
due on the date payment of the estimated June liability is due, and on or before August 25 of a year, the retailer must 
file a return showing the actual June liability, 

ill !! ~ retailer has ~ average sales and use tax liability, including local sales and use taxes administered .!2.y the 
commissioner, equal to or less than $500 ~ month in any quarter of a calendar year. and has substantially complied 
with the tax laws during the preceding four calendar quarters, the retailer may request authorization to file and ~ 
the taxes quarterly in subsequent calendar quarters. The authorization remains in effect during the period in which 
the retailer's quarterly returns reflect sales and use tax liabilities of less than $1.500 and there is continued compliance 
with state tax laws. 

@ If ~ retailer has an average sales and use tax liability, including local sales and use taxes administered Qy the 
commissioner, equal to or less than $100 ~ month during ~ calendar year, and has substantially complied with the 
tax laws during that period, the retailer may request authorization to file and ~ the taxes annually in subsequent 
years. The authorization remains in effect during the period in which the retailer's annual returns reflect sales and 
use tax liabilities of less than $1.200 and there ~ continued compliance with state tax laws. 

1rl The commissioner may also grant quarterly or annual filing and payment authorizations to retailers if the 
commissioner concludes that the retailers' future tax liabilities, will be less than the monthly totals identified in 
paragraphs ill and l.9l. An authorization granted under this paragraph is subject to the ~ conditions as !!!!. 
authorization granted under paragraphs ill and l.9l. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.20, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [WITHHOLDING FROM WAGES, ENTERTAINER WITHHOLDING, WITHHOLDING FROM 
PAYMENTS TO OUT-OF-STATE CONTRACTORS, AND WITHHOLDING BY PARTNERSHIPS AND SMALL 
BUSINESS CORPORATIONS.] (a) A tax required to be deducted and withheld during the quarterly period must be 
paid on or before the last day of the month' following the close of the quarterly period, unless an earlier time for 
payment is provided. A tax required to be deducted and withheld from compensation of an entertainer and from 
a payment to an out-of-state contractor must be paid on or before the date the return for such tax must be filed under 
section 289A,18, subdivision 2. Taxes required to be deducted and withheld by partnerships and S corporations must 
be paid on or before the date the return must be filed under section 289A.18, subdivision 2. 

(b)(I) Unless clause (2) applies, if during any calendar month, other than the last month of the calendar quarter, 
the aggregate amount of the tax withheld during that quarter under section 290.92, subdivision 2a or 3, or 290.923, 
subdivision 2, exceeds $500, the employer shall deposit the aggregate amount with the commissioner within 15 days 
after the dose of the calendar month. 

(2) If at the dose of any eighth-monthly period the aggregate amount of undeposited taxes is $3,000 or more, the 
employer, or person withholding tax under section 290.92, subdivision 2a or 3, or 290.923, subdivision 2, shall deposit 
the undeposited taxes with the commissioner within three banking days after the close of the eighth-monthly period. 
For purposes of this clause, the term "eighth-monthly period" means the first three days of a calendar month, the 
fourth day through the seventh day of a calendar month, the eighth day through the 11 th day of a calendar month, 
the 12th day through the 15th day of a calendar month, the 16th day through the 19th day of a calendar month, the 
20th day through the 22nd day of a calendar month, the 23rd day through the 25th day of a calendar month, or the 
part of a calendar month following the 25th day of the month. 

(c) The commissioner may prescribe by rule other return periods or deposit requirements. In prescribing the 
reporting period, the commissioner may classify payors according to the amount of their tax liability and may adopt 
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an appropriate reporting period for the class that the conunissioner judges to be consistent with efficient tax collection. 
In no event will the d uratian of the reporting period be more than one year. 

(d) If less than the correct amotmt of tax is paid to the commissioner, proper adjustments with respect to both the 
tax and the amount to be deducted must be made, without interest, in the manner and at the times the commissioner 
prescribes. If the underpayment cannot be adjusted, the amount of the underpayment will be assessed and collected 
in the manner and at the times the commissioner prescribes. 

(e) If the aggregate amount of the tax withheld during a fiscal year ending Jillle 30 under section 290.92, subdivision 
2a or 3, is equal to or exceeds $219,9Q9 $120,000, the employer must remit each required deposit in the subsequent 
calendar year by means of a ftmds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, paragraph (a). The funds transfer 
payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before the date the deposit is due. If the date the 
deposit is due is not a funds transfer business day, as defined in section 336.4A-I05, paragraph (a), clause (4), the 
payment date must be on or before the funds transfer business day next following the date the deposit is due. 

Sec. 15. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.20, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [SALES AND USE TAX.] (a) The taxes imposed by chapter 297A are due and payable to the commissioner 
monthly on or before the 20th day of the month following the month in which the taxable event occurred or following 
another reporting period as the commissioner prescribes, except that use taxes due on an ari'nual use -tax return as 
provided under section 289A.ll, subdivision I, are payable by Apri11S following the close 6f the calendar year. 

(b) A vendor having a liability of ~ $120,000 or more i:R Ma) ef during a fiscal year ending Tune 30 must remit 
the June liability for the next year in the following maIUler: 

(1) fffl--eF Two business days before June W 30 of the year, the vendor must remit~t}.e aetl:loal M:a) lialsilit) aRa 
eRe Ralf 75 percent of the estimated June liability to the conunissioner. 

(2) On or before August 2:{} 14 of the year, the vendor must pay"any additional amount of tax not remitted in June. 

(d) If tlte • eRa8r is feEtl;l;irea te l'ePfl:it ay meaRS sf htnels ffafl5€er as fJrevielea iR f3afagyaph (8:), the, eRaer may 
reffl:i:t tRe May liaailit) as rreviae8: fer iR psragfaf3h (e), aut FPtl:lost rePfl:it eRe Half sf tEte eSBfRatea JI:l:F.e liaailit), 8Ft sr 
aefere Jl;HI€ 11. The remaiR:iRg ame1:H,t ef tfle Jl:H'.e liaailit=y is a1:ie Sfl Aligl;l;St 11. 

(c) When a retailer located outside of a city that imposes a local sales and use tax collects use tax to be remitted 
to that city, the retailer is not required to remit the tax until the amount collected reaches $10. 

(d) A vendor having a liability of $219,999 $120,000 or more during a fiscal year ending June 30 must remit all 
liabilities in the subsequent calendar year by means of a ftmds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, paragraph 
(a). The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-,401, must be on or before the Elate the talE is Ellie 
the 14th day of the month following the month in which the taxable event occurred, except for tfle eRe fialf 75 percent 
of the estimated June liability, which is due \litH tHe ~ .. !a) liaeilit) eft two business days before June 14 30. The 
remaining amount of the June liability is due on August 14. If the date the tax is due is not a funds transfer business 
day, as defined in section 336.4A-10S, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment date must be on or before the funds 
transfer business day next following the date the tax is due. 

(e) If the vendor required to remit by electronic funds transfer as provided in paragraph (d) is tmable due to 
reasonable cause to determine the actual sales and use tax due on or before the due date for payment, the vendor may 
remit an estimate of the tax owed using one of the following options: 

(1) 100 percent of the tax reported on the previous month's sales and use tax return; 

(2) 100 percent of the tax reported on the sales and use tax return for the same month in the previous calendar year; 
or 

(3) 9S percent of the actual tax due. 

Any additional amount of tax that is not remitted on or before the due date for payment, must be remitted with 
the return. A vendor must notify the commissioner of the option that will be used to estimate the tax due, and must 
obtain approval from the commissioner to switch to another option. If a vendor fails to remit the actual liability or 
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does not remit using one of the estimate options by the due date for payment, the vendor must remit actual liability 
as provided in paragraph (d) in all subsequent periods. This paragraph does not apply to the June sales and use 
liability. 

Sec. 16. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.36, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [POWER TO COMPEL TESTIMONY.] In the administration of state tax law, the commissioner may: 

(1) administer oaths_or affirmations and compel by subpoena the attendance of witnesses, testimony, and the 
production of a person's pertinent books, records, papers, or other data for inspection and copying: 

(2) examine under oath or affirmation any person regarding the business of any taxpayer concerning any relevant 
matter incident to the administration of state tax law. The fees of witnesses required by the commissioner to attend 
a hearing are equal to those allowed to witnesses appearing before courts of this state. The fees must be paid in the 
manner provided for the payment of other expenses incident to the administration of state tax law; and 

(3) in addition to other remedies that may be available, bring an action in equity by the state against a taxpayer 
for an injunction ordering the taxpayer to file a complete and proper return or amended return. The district courts 
of this state have jurisdiction over the action and disobedience of an injWlction issued Wlder this clause will be 
punished as a contempt of district court. 

Sec. 17. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.36, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd.7. [APPLICATION TO COURT FOR ENFORCEMENT OF SUBPOENA.] The eSfflHtissisRef Sf the t."I'") ef 
may apply ts tHE eisi=Fiet eSI;l;f't sf tftE eSl;l;ftt) sf tHE taH}9ayef's f'Esieeflee, plaee sf Bl:-lsiRESS, Sf' eSl:-lflf} '\;flef'e tfiE 
sl;l;BpseRa eafl Be sErYEd as 'witH a:r.y stfief ease at 1a .. , fsr a:Jit sreer eSffi}gelliRg tHe aflpearaREe sf i:fle sl;l;spseflaee 
'i\'iffiess sr fue prsel;l;EfisR sf tRe sl;l;s}3seRaea reeen4s. If the Sl:-lBpSertaea part) fails ts ESffipl) "\,itl=t the sraer sf tHe 
eSl;l;rt, fue part" may Be }3Hnisfiea sy the ESl;l;ft as fSf eSl'1teffi}3t. Disobedience of subpoenas issued under this section 
shall be punished Qy the district court of the district in which the ~ served with the subpoena is located, in the 
same manner as contempt of the district court. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289AAO, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.1a. [INDNIDUAL INCOME TAXES; REASONABLE CAUSE,] lllli£ taxpayer establishes reasonable cause 
for failing to timely file the return required 12.x. section 289A.08, subdivision L. files the required return within ten years 
of the date specified in section 289A.18, subdivision 1. and independently verifies that an overpayment has been made, 
the commissioner shall grant .2. refund claimed .Qy the original return, notwithstanding the limitations of 
subdivision 1. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.60, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PAY TAX,] If a tax other than" withholding or sales or use tax is 
not paid SF am81±ltts fet]HiFea ts ee "itr~\ela afe Plst f'eMittea within the time specified for payment, a penalty must 
be added to the amount required to be sho\Vn as tax. The penalty is three percent of the tax not paid on or before 
the date specified for payment of the tax if the failure is for not more than 30 days, with an additional penalty of three 
percent of the amount of tax remaining unpaid during each additional 30 days or fraction of 30 days during which 
the failure continues, not exceeding 24 percent in the aggregate. 

If ~ withholding or sales 2!: ~ ~ i§.!!£! paid within the time specified for payment, a penalty must be added to 
the amount required to be sho\Vn as tax. The ~i2. five percent of the tax not paid on or before the date specified 
for payment of the tax if the failure i§. for not ~ than 30 days, with ~ additional penalty of five percent of the 
amount of tax remaining unpaid during each additional 30 days Q!, fraction of 30 days during which the failure 
continues, not exceeding 15 percent in the aggregate. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.60, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO MAKE AND FILE RETURN,] If a taxpayer fails to make and file a return 
other than an income tax return of an individual" a withholding return, or sales Q!: ~ tax return, within the time 
prescribed or an extension, a penalty is added to the tax. The penalty is three percent of the amount of tax not paid 
on or before the date prescribed for payment of the tax including any extensions if the failure is for not more than 
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30 days, with an additional five percent of the amount of tax remaining unpaid during each additional 30 days or 
fraction of 30 days, during which the failure continues, not exceeding 23 percent in the aggregate. 

If a taxpayer fails to file a rerum, other than an income tax return of an individual, within 60 days of the date 
prescribed for filing of the return (determined with regard to any extension of time for filing), the addition to tax 
under this subdivision must not be less than the lesser of: (1) $200; or (2) the greater of (a) 25 percent of the amount 
required to be shown as tax on the return without reduction for any payments made or refundable credits allowable 
against the tax, or (b) $50. 

If a taxpayer fails to file an individual income tax return within six months after the date prescribed for filing of 
the return, a penalty of ten percent of the amotmt of tax not paid by the end of that six-month period is added to the 
tax. 

If a taxpayer fails to file a withholding or sales or use tax return within the time prescribed, including an extension, 
£! ~ of five percent of the amount of ~ not timely paid .!§. added to the ~ 

Sec. 21. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.60, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.] If there j§. ~ pattern £y 
£! person of repeated failures to timely file withholding or sales 2!: use tax returns 2!: timely ~ withholding or sales 
2!: use taxes, and written notice i§. given that !!. ~ will be imposed if such failures continue, a penalty of 25 
percent of the amount of tax not timely paid as !!. result of each such subsequent failure is added to the tax. The 
~.f!!f!. be abated tmder the abatement authority in section 270.07, subdivisions 1. paragraph ~ and ~ 

Sec. 22, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 289A.60, subdivision IS, is amended to .read: 

Subd.15. [ACCELERATED PAYMENT OF JUNE SALES TAX LIABILITY; PENALTY FOR UNDERPAYMENT.] 
If a vendor is required by law to submit an estimation of Jtme sales tax liabilities and eRe 'RaH 75 percent payment 
by a certain date, aR8 the veFiasF fails te Femit t-Re saiffilEe el:le sy t'Re eate FeE]:l:liFee, the vendor shall pay a penalty 
equal to ten percent of the amount of actual June liability required to be paid in June less the amOunt remitted in June. 
The penalty must not be imposed, however, if the amotmt remitted in June equals the lesser of: (1) 4§ 70 percent of 
the actual June liability, (2) §G 75 percent of the preceding May's liability, or (3) §G 75 percent of the average monthly 
liability for the previous calendar year. . 

Sec. 23. Mi1U1esota Statutes 1992, section 289A.60, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.21. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO MAKE PAYMENT BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER.] In addition 
to other ®rlicable penalties imposed £y this section, after notification from the commissioner to the taWayer that 
payments ~ required to be made l2.v. ~ of electronic funds transfer tmder section 289A,20, subdivision b. 
paragraph ~ 2!:.i. paragraph iQ1. or 289A,26, subdivision § and the payments are remitted J2y some other means. 
there is a penalty in the amoWlt of five percent of each payment that should have been remitted electronically. The 
~ can be abated tmder the abatement procedures prescribed in section 270.07. subdivision ~ if the failure to 
remit the payment electronically is due to reasonable cause. 

Sec. 24. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 294.03, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. If any company, joint stock association, coparmership, corporation, or individual required by law 
to pay taxes to the state on a gross earnings basis shall fail to pay such tax or gross earnings percentage within the 
time specified by law for the payment thereof, or within 30 days after final determination of an appeal to the 
MiIU1esota tax court relating thereto, there shall be added a specific penalty equal to fefl five percent of the amount 
so remaining unpaid if the failure ia for not more than 30 days, with !ill additional ~ of five percent of the 
amount of tax remaining W1paid during each additional 30 days or fraction of 30 days during which the failure 
continues, !!Q!. exceeding 15 percent in the aggregate. Such penalty shall be collected as part of said tax, and the 
amount of said tax not timely paid, together with said penalty, shall bear interest at the rate specified in section 270.75 
from the time such tax should have been paid until paid. 

Sec. 25. Mi1U1esota Statutes 1992, section 294.03, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. In case of any failure to make and file a return as required by this chapter within the time prescribed by 
law or prescribed by the commissioner in pursuance of law, l:lil1ess it is SRBlffi that sl;le'R raill:H'e is Retel:le te Ii ilHul 
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REgleet, t-Aer€ skaUee aelel:eel te tRE tan in lieH sf t-l=te teR peffeRt speeiHE peflalty I9f8.iElea in sClsdi ... isisfl 1: teR 
I?€fE€Rt if tR€ failtH'€ is fer Ret ffisre I:.flar. 3G ela) 5 Ii ith aft aclditisRal H. e pefeERt fer eaei<t aclditisflal 39 days Of 
iFael.=isfl tR€reef ei1;lriRg II kiEl9: Sl:leR faill:lfE e8RRRtlES, Flet E)(eeediFlg 23 pefeERt ir. tRE aggregate !!. ~ of five 
percent of the ~ of ~ not timely paid. The amount so added to any tax shall be collected at the same time and 
in the same manner and as a part of the tax, and the amount of said tax together with the amount so added shall bear 
interest at the rate specified in section 270.75 from the time such tax should have been paid until paid unless the tax 
has been paid before the discovery of the neglect, in which case the amount so added shall be collected in the same 
manner as the tax. 

For purposes of this subdivision, the amotult of any taxes required to be shown on the return shall be reduced by 
the amount of any part of the tax which is paid on or before the date prescribed for payment of the tax and by the 
amount of any credit against the tax which may be claimed upon the return. 

Sec. 26. ~innesota Statutes 1992, section 294.03, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ If there i2.~ pattern Qy~ person of repeated failures to timely file rehlrns or timely ~ taxes, and written 
notice.i2. given that!! penalty will be imposed if such failures continue, a ~ of 25 percent of the amount of tax 
not timely paid as ~ result of each such subsequent failure i2. added to the tax. The ~ can be abated under the 
abatement authority in section 270.07, subdivisions.1. paragraph hl. and ~ 

Sec. 27. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 296.14, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CONTENTS; PAYMENT OF TAX; SHRINKAGE ALLOWANCE.] On or before the 23rd day of each 
month, every person who is required to pay gasoline tax or inspection fee on petroleum products and every 
distributor shall file in the office of the commissioner at St. Paul, Minnesota, a report in a manner approved by the 
commissioner showing the number of gallons of petroleum products received by the reporter during the preceding 
calendar month, and such other information as the commissioner may require. The number of gallons of gasoline 
shall be reported in United States standard liquid gallons (231 cubic inches), except that the commissioner may upon 
written application therefor and for cause shown permit the distributor to report the number of gallons of such 
gasoline as corrected to a 60 degree Fahrenheit temperature. If such application is granted, all gasoline covered in 
such application and as allowed by the commissioner must continue to be reported by the distributor on the adjusted 
basis for a period of one year from the date of the granting of the application. The number of gallons 6f petroleum 
products other than gasoline shall be reported as originally invoiced. 

Each report shall show separately the number of gallons of aviation gasoline received by the reporter during such 
calendar month. 

Each report shall be accompanied by remittance covering inspection fees on petroleum products and gasoline tax 
on gasoline received by the reporter during the preceding month; provided that in computing such tax a deduction 
of three percent of the quantity of gasoline received by a distributor shall be made for evaporation and loss; provided 
further that at the time of remittance the distributor shall submit satisfactory evidence that one-third of such three 
percent deduction shall have been credited or paid to dealers on quantities sold to them. The report and remittance 
shall be deemed to have been filed as herein required if postmarked on or before the 23rd day of the month in which 
payable. 

Each report shall contain a confession of judgment for the amount of the tax shown due thereon to the extent not 
timely paid. 

If the aggregate remittances made during a fiscal year ending June 30 equal or exceed $219,999 $120,000, all 
remittances in the subsequent calendar year must be made by means of a funds transfer as defined in section 
336.4A-104, paragraph (a). The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before 
the date the remittance is due. If the date the remittance is due is not a funds transfer business day, as defined in 
section 336.4A-105, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment date must be on or before the funds transfer business day 
next following the date the remittance is due. 

Sec. 28. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.03, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd.6. [TAX STAMPING MACHINES.] (a) The commissioner shall require any person licensed as a distributor 
to stamp packages with a heat-applied tax stamping machine, approved by the commissioner, which shall be provided 
by the distributor. The commissioner shall supervise and check the operation of the machines and shall provide for 
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the payment of the tax on any package so stamped, subject to the discount provided in subdivision 5. The 
commissioner may sell heat-applied stamps on a credit basis under conditions prescribed by the commissioner. The 
stamps shall be sold by the commissioner at a price which includes the tax after giving effect to the discount provided 
in subdivision 5. The corrunissioner shall recover the actual costs of the stamps from the distributor. A distributor 
having a liability of $240,000 $120,000 or more during a fiscal year ending June 30 must remit all liabilities purchased 
on a credit basis in the subsequent calendar year by means of a funds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, 
paragraph (a). The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before the date the 
tax is due. If the date the tax is due is not a funds transfer business day, as defined in section 336.4A-I05, paragraph 
(a), clause (4), the payment date must be on or before the funds transfer business day next following the date the tax 
is due. 

(b) If the commissioner finds that a stamping machine is not affixing a legible stamp on the package, the 
commissioner may order the distributor to immediately cease the stamping process until the machine is functioning 
properly. 

(c) The commissioner shall annually establish the maximum amount of heat applied stamps that may be purchased 
each month. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this chapter, the tax due on the return will be based upon actual 
heat applied stamps purchased during the reporting period. 

Sec. 29. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.07, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MONTHLY RETURN FILED WITH COMMISSIONER.] On or before the 18th day of each calendar 
month every distributor with a place of business in this state shall file a return with the commissioner showing the 
quantity of cigarettes manufactured or brought in from without the state or purchased during the preceding calendar 
month and the quantity of cigarettes sold or otherwise disposed of in this state and outside this state during that 
month. Every licensed distributor outside this state shall in like manner file a return showing the quantity of 
cigarettes shipped or transported into this state during the preceding calendar month. Returns shall be made upon 
forms furnished and prescribed by the commissioner and shall contain such other information as the commissioner 
may require. The return shall be accompanied by a remittance for the full Unpaid tax liability shown by it. The return 
for the May liability and 75 percent of the estimated June liability is due on the date payment of the tax ~ due. 

Sec. 30. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.07, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [ACCELERATED T AX PAYMENT.] Every distributor having a liability of $l-;§OO $120,000 or more iR-May 
1987 af in Ma) af eaffi Sl::lBseql:leRt during i! fiscal year ending June 2Q, shall remit the June liability for the next year 
in the following manner feqtlirea 13" tRis seetieFl.,! 

Gf\...ef ill Two business days before JHne 18, 1987, af June -l8 30 of eaffi sl::li3seq1::l:eFlt the year, the distributor shall 
remit the actual May liability and eRe Ralf 75 percent of the estimated June liability to the commissioner and file the 
return on a form prescribed by the commissioner. 

ill On or before July 18, 1987, 8F jl::lly August 18 of eaeR S1::l:Bseql::leRt the year, the distributor shall submit a return 
showing the actual June liability and paying any additional amount of tax not remitted in June. A penalty is imposed 
equal to ten percent of the amount of June liability required to be paid in June less the amount remitted in June. 
However, the penalty shall not be imposed if the amount remitted in June equals the lesser of (a) 4§ 70 percent of the 
actual June liability, or (h) §!l75 percent of the preceding May's liability, 

Sec. 31. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.35, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. On or before the 18th day of each calendar month every distributor with a place of business in this 
state shall file a return with the commissioner showing the quantity and wholesale sales price of each tobacco product 
(1) brought, or caused to be brought, into this state for sale; and (2) made, manufactured, or fabricated in this state 
for sale in this state, during the preceding calendar month. Every licensed distributor outside this state shall in like 
manner file a return showing the quantity and wholesale sales price of each tobacco product shipped or transported 
to retailers in this state to be sold by those retailers, during the preceding calendar month. Returns shall be made 
upon forms furnished and prescribed by the commissioner and shall contain such other information as the 
commissioner may require. Each return shall be accompanied by a remittance for the full tax liability shown therein, 
less 1.5 percent of such liability as compensation to reimburse the distributor for expenses incurred in the 
administration of sections 297.31 to 297.39. The return for the May liability and 75 percent of the estimated June 
liability is due on the date payment of the tax ~ due. 
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A distributor having a liability of $24Q,999 $120,000 or more during a calendar year must remit all liabilities in the 
subsequent fiscal year ending June 30 by means of a funds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, paragraph (a). 
The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before the date the tax is due. If 
the date the tax is due is not a funds transfer business day, as defined in section 336.4A-I05, paragraph (a), clause 
(4), the payment date must be on or before the funds transfer business day next following the date the tax is due. 

Sec. 32. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.35, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd.5. Every distributor having a liability of $-l-,-§OO $120,000 or more iR Ma) 1987 SF iR May sf ea€R su13seEtHeRt 
during Q. fiscal year ending Tune 2Q, shall remit the June liability for the next year in the following manner reEtuirea 
By tRis seetisR.: 

fffl-er ill Two business days before Jl:lfle 18, 1987, Sf June ±8 30 of eaeR suaseEtueRt the year, the distributor shall 
remit the actual May liability and SRe Ralf 75 percent of the estimated June liability to the commissioner and file the 
return on a form prescribed by the commissioner . 

.ili.l On or before Jul) 18, 1987, s£ JuI) August 18 of eaeR sUBseEtueRt the year, the distributor shall submit a return 
showing the actual June liability and paying any additional amount of tax not remitted in June. A penalty is imposed 
equal to ten percent of the amount of June liability required to be paid in June less the amount remitted in June. 
However, the penalty is not imposed if the amount remitted in June equals the lesser of fat ill 4§ 70 percent of the 
actual June liability, or tI>1 ill W 75 percent of the preceding May's liability. 

Sec. 33. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.43, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PENALTY ON UNPAID TAX.] If a tax imposed by this chapter, or any part of it, is not paid within 
the time required for the payment, or an extension of time, or within 30 days after final determination of an appeal 
to the tax court relating to it, there shall be added to the tax a penalty equal to tft.ree five percent of the amount 
remaining unpaid if the failure is for not more than 30 days, with an additional penalty of three five percent of the 
amount of tax remaining unpaid during each additional 30 days or fraction thereat not exceeding ~ 15 percent in 
the aggregate. 

Sec. 34. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.43, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO FILE.] If a person fails to make and file a return within the time required 
under sections 297.07, 297.23, and 297.35, there shall be added to the tax -tftree five percent of the amount of tax not 
paid on or before the date prescribed for payment of the tax if tl-.E' failurE' is fer Ret msre !fl:aA 3Q eays, 'with aR 
aaaitisflal fi. e pereeRt sf tke amsl:tAt sf ta3E remaiRiflg l:I:Apaia fef earn aaaitisffill3g clays SF kaefisft tReFesf Bl:lriRg 
h meR sHeR failHf'e e8RtiflHes, flet e3EeeeaiRg 23 fJeFeeftt ift tRe aggyegate. The amount so added to any tax under this 
subdivision and subdivision 1 shall be collected at the same time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax and 
shall bear interest at the rate specified in section 270.75 from the time the tax should have been paid, unless the tax 
has been paid before the discovery of the negligence, in which case the amount so added shall be collected in the 
same manner as the tax. 

In the case of a failure to file a return within 60 days of the date prescribed for filing of the return (detennined with 
regard to any extension of time for filing), the addition to tax under this subdivision shall not be less than the lesser 
of (i) $200; or (i-i) the greater of (a) 25 percent of the amount required to be shown as tax on the return without 
reduction for any payments made or refundable credits allowable against the tax; or (b) $50. 

Sec. 35. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297.43, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.4a. [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.]!i there.!§.,!! pattern EY 
!!. person of repeated failures to timely file returns or timely ~ taxes, and written notice !§. given that £. penalty will 
be imposed if such failures continue, a ~ of 25 percent of the amount of tax not timely paid ~ ~ result of each 
such subseguent failure ~ added to the tax. The penalty .9!!! be abated under the abatement authority in section 
270.07, subdivisions .1. paragraph hl. and .2:. 

Sec. 36. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.03, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [MANNER AND TIME OF PAYMENT; FAILURE TO PAY.] The tax on wines and distilled spirits 
on which the excise tax has not been previously paid must be paid to the commissioner by persons liable for the tax 
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on or before the 18th day of the month following the month in which the first sale is made in this state by a licensed 
manufacturer or wholesaler. Every person liable for the tax on wines or distilled spirits imposed by section 297C.02 
must file with the commissioner on or before the 18th day of the month following first sale in this state by a licensed 
manufacturer or wholesaler a return in the form prescribed by the cOmmissioner, and must keep records and render 
reports required by the commissioner. The commissioner may certify to the commissioner of public safety any failure 
to pay taxes when due as a violation of a statute relating to the sale of intoxicating liquor for possible revocation or 
suspension of license. The return for the May liability and 75 percent of the estimated Tune liability is due on the date 
payment of the ~ i§. due. 

A person liable for an excise tax of $24Q,QOO $120,000 or more during a fiscal year ending June 30 must remit all 
excise tax-liabilities in the subsequent calendar year by means of a funds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, 
paragraph (a). The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before the date the 
excise tax is due. If the date the excise tax is due is not a funds transfer business day, as defined in section 
336.4A-10S, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment date must be on or before the funds transfer business day next 
following the date the excise tax is due. 

Sec. 37. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.04, is amended to read: 

297C.04 [PAYMENT OF TAX; MALT LIQUOR.] 

The commissioner may by rule provide a reporting method for paying and collecting the excise tax on fermented 
malt beverages. The tax is imposed upon the first sale or importation made in this state by a licensed brewer or 
importer. The rules must require reports to be filed with and the excise tax to be paid to the commissioner on or 
before the 18th day of the month following the month in which the importation into or the first sale is made in this 
state, whichever first occurs. The rules must also require payments in June of 1987 and subsequent years according 
to the provisions of section 297C.05, subdivision 2. 

A distributor who has title to _or possession of fermented malt beverages upon which the excise tax has not been 
paid and who knows that the tax has not been paid, shall file a return with the commissioner on or before the 18th 
day of the month following the month in which the distributor obtains title or possession of the fermented malt 
beverages. The return must be made on a form furnished and prescribed by the commissioner, and must contain all 
information that the commissioner requires. The return must be accompanied by a remittance for the full unpaid 
liability shown on it. The return for the May liability and 75 percent of the estimated Tune liability is due on the date 
payment of the tax is due. 

A licensed brewer, importer, or distributor having an excise tax liability of $2iG,GGG $120.000 or more during a fiscal 
year ending June 30 must remit all excise tax liabilities in the subsequent calendar year by means of a funds transfer 
as defined in section 336.4A-I04, paragraph (a). The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, 
must be on or before the date the excise tax is due. If the date the excise tax is due is not a funds transfer business 
day, as defined in section 336.4A-105, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment date must be on or before the funds 
transfer business day next following the date the excise tax is due. 

Sec. 38. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.05, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [ACCELERATED TAX PAYMENT.] Every person liable for tax under this chapter having a liability of 
$l,§OO $120,000 or more iR lola) 1987 SF iR Ma, sf eae!>. .," .. e'l"e,,1 during!! fiscal year ending [une;!Q, shall remit 
the June liability for the ~ year in the following manner feEf:l:Hl'eel By this seetieR . .:, 

9ft--ef !ill. Two business days before Jl:I:F::e 18, 1987, eF June .J.S 30 of eaeh sttflseEj:tieftt the year, the taxpayer shall 
remit the actual May liability and eRe half 75 percent of the estimated June liability to the commissioner and file the 
return on a form prescribed by the commissioner. 

M On or before Al:igl:ist 18, 1987, or August 18 of eaelt sl:lbsEEf:l:iettt the year, the taxpayer shall submit a return 
showing the actual June liability and paying any additional amount of tax not remitted in June. A penalty is hereby 
imposed equal to ten percent of the amount of June liability required to be paid in June less the amount remitted in 
June. However, the penalty shall not be imposed if the amount remitted in June equals the lesser of tal ill 4!; 70 
percent of the actual June liability, or W ill §Q 75 percent of the preceding May's liability. 

Sec. 39. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.14, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [PENALTY ON UNPAID TAX.] If a tax imposed by this chapter, or any part of it, is not paid within 
the time required for the payment, or an extension of time, or within 30 days after final determination of an appeal 
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to the tax court relating to it, there shall be added to the tax a penalty equal to tftFee. five percent of the amotult 
remaining unpaid if the failure is for not more than 30 days, with an additional penalty of tffl.ee five percent of the 
amount of tax unpaid during each additional 30 days or fraction thereof, not exceeding ;!4 15 percent in the aggregate. 

Sec. 40. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.14, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO FILE.] If a person fails to make and file a return within the time required 
by this chapter or an extension of time, there shall be added to the tax #tree five percent of the amount of tax not paid 
on or before the date prescribed for payment of the tax if tfte faihu€ is fa! flet FRape than ag eays, .. itft aft aelelia8Ral 
f.i. e 13 €leeRt sf tAe affl8\:I"Rt s£ tffiE f€mair.iRg l:lF.]9aia fSF eaER aeiait=isRal 30 eiays SF ffaeti8R t-lLeFesf ei1::tf'iFlg .. , Rid,," Sl::iER 
failsFe EetltiFll:leS, Ret e~,eeeeiiRg 23 peFeef!:t if!: tRe aggregate. The amount so added to any tax W1der subdivisions 1 
and 2 shall be collected at the same time and in the same manner and as a part of the tax and shall bear interest at 
the rate specified in section 270.75 from the time the tax should have been paid, unless the tax has been paid before 
the discovery of the negligence, in which case the amount so added shall be collected in the same manner as the tax. 

In the case of a failure to file a return within 60 days of the date prescribed for filing of the return (determined with 
regard to any extension of time for filing), the addition to tax under this subdivision shall not be less than the lesser· 
of (i) $200i or (ii) the greater of (a) 25 percent of the amoWlt required to be shown as tax on the return without 
reduction for any payments made or refundable credits allowable against the tax; or (b) $50. 

Sec. 41. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 297C.14, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd . .2, [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.]!f there £!!! pattern £y 
!!. person of repeated failures to timely file returns Q!: timely Ef!Y taxes. and written notice ~ given that a penalty will 
be imposed if such failures continue, a ~ of 25 percent of the amount of tax not timely paid ~!!. result of each 
such subsequent failure ~ added to the tax. The penalty can be abated under the abatement authority in section 
270.07, subdivisions 1. paragraph ~ and ~ 

Sec. 42. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 298.27, is amended to read: 

298.27 [COLLECTION AND PAYMENT OF TAX.] 

The taxes provided by section 298.24 shall be paid directly to each eligible county and the iron range resources and 
rehabilitation board. The commissioner of revenue shall notify each producer of the amqunt to be paid each recipient 
prior to February g 15. Every person subject to taxes imposed by section 298.24 shall file a correct report covering 
the preceding year. The report must contain the information required by the commissioner. The report shall be filed 
on or before February 1. A remittance equal to 9Q 100 percent of the total tax required to be paid hereunder shall he 
paid on or before February M 24. On or before February 25, the county auditor shall make distribution of the 
payment received by the county in the manner provided by section 298.28. The 13a~e else shall ee r:'aiei eft SF eefflFe 
l'-..pFill§ fellewiftg the ]9feeiHeti9R )' eiH', aRa sRall Be elislfihHtea B) tl\e eel:lftty asaiteF as f3F8. ieiea iR seetieft 298.28 
B)' May 1§. Reports shall be made and hearings held upon the determination of the tax in accordance with procedures 
established by the corrunissioner of revenue. The commissioner of revenue shall have authority to make reasonable 
rules as to the form and manner of filing reports necessary for the determination of the tax hereW1der, and by such 
rules may require the production of such information as may be reasonably necessary or convenient for the 
determination and apportionment of the tax. All the provisions of the occupation tax law with reference to the 
assessment and determination of the occupation tax, induding all provisions for appeals from or review of the orders 
of the commissioner of revenue relative thereto, but not induding provisions for refunds, are applicable to the taxes 
imposed by sectiqn 298.24 except in so far as inconsistent herewith. If any person subject to section 298.24 shall fail 
to make the report provided for in this section at the time and in the manner herein provided, the commissioner of 
revenue shall in such case, upon information possessed or obtained, ascertain the kind and amount of ore mined or 
produced and thereon find and determine the amount of the tax due from such person. There shall be added to the 
amOWlt of tax due a penalty for failure to report on or before February I, which penalty shall equal ten percent of 
the tax imposed and be treated as a part thereof. 

If any person responsible for making a ~ tax payment at the time and in the manner herein provided fails to 
do so, there shall be imposed a penalty equal to ten percent of the amoW1t so due, which penalty shall be treated as 
part of the tax due. 

In the case of any Wlderpayment of the ~ tax payment required herein, there may be added and be treated 
as part of the tax due a penalty equal to ten percent of the amount so underpaid. 
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If 8:f\y PeJ:tiSR sf tfle taJE€S pre. it4ea fSF iF. seetieR 298.2:4 is Ret paiti adele tfle fifieeRth eay sf A_Pfil sf 1=fle ) eaF 
iFt "<'RiM atl€ aHa payaelE, a pefl:alty af refl P€f€€flt sf SHe}:} tlHpaia rSfFisH sfiall iffiffieaiatel} aeeHl€, al9:Ei tHEreaftef 
eRe pefeeRt }9€F msR-tt. sl-1all13e athiea 18 sHelt tali BRa penalty ' ... rule Sl;l:efl faH r€R.aiRs 1;:l:hj9aiel. 

Ii person having ~ liability of $120,000 or more during a calendar year must remit all liabilities £y means of!!. funds 
transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, paragraph..@1 The funds transfer payment date, ~ defined in section 
336A.4A-401, must be on or before the date the tax i§. due. II the date the tax!§. due is not a funds transfer business 
day, as defined in section 336.4A-lOS, paragraph lill.t. clause m the payment date must be on .2!. before the funds 
transfer business day next following the date the tax is due. 

Sec. 43. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.21; subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [ANNUAL RETURNS,] (a) Every insurer required to pay a tax under this section shall make and file a 
statement of estimated taxes for the period covered by the installment tax payment. The statement shall be in the 
form prescribed by the commissioner of revenue. 

(b) On or before March I, annually every insurer subject to taxation under this section shall make an annual return 
for the preceding calendar year setting fc;:>rth information the commissioner of revenue may reasonably require on 
forms prescribed by the commissioner. 

(c) On March I, the insurer shall pay any additional amoWlt due for the preceding calendar year; if there has been 
an overpayment, the overpayment may be credited without interest on the estimated tax due April 15. 

(d) If Wlpaid by this date, penalties ffila iFlteFest as provided in section 289AJ~O,_ subdivision 1, as related to 
withholding and sales or use taxes, shall be imposed. 

Sec. 44. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.23, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [FAILURE TO FILE; PENALTIES 1,HD INTBRB6T.] In case of any failure to make and file a return as 
required by this chapter within the time prescribed by law or prescribed by the commissioner of revenue in pursuance 
of law there shall be added to the tax penalties aHa iRteFest as provided in section 289A.60, subdivision 2L as related 
to withholding and sales or ~ taxes. 

Sec. 45. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 299F.23, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd,!h [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.].!!' there l!!!! pattern £y, 
~ person of repeated failures to timely file returns Q£ timely ~ taxes, and written notice ~ given that -a penalty will 
be imposed if such failures continue, a penalty of 25 percent of the amount of tax not timely paid ~!!. result of each 
such subseguent failure ~ added to the tax. The ~ ~ be abated Wlder the abatement authority in section 
270.07, subdivisions .1. paragraph ~ and ~ 

Sec. 46. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 349.212, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [PULL-TAB AND TIPBOARD TAX.] (a) There is imposed a tax on the sale of each deal of pull-tabs and 
tipboards sold by a licensed distributor. The rate of the tax is two percent of the ideal gross of the pull-tab or 
tipboard deaL The sales tax imposed by chapter 297 A on the sale of the pull-tabs and tipboards by the licensed 
distributor is imposed on the retail sales price less the tax imposed by this subdivision. The retail sale of pull-tabs 
or tipboards by the organization is exempt from taxes imposed by chapter 297 A and is exempt from all local taxes 
and license fees except a fee authorized Wlder section 349.16, subdivision 4. 

(b) The liability for the tax imposed by this section is incurred when the pull-tabs and tipboards are delivered by 
the distributor to the customer, to a conunon or contract carrier for delivery to the customer, or when received by the 
customer's authorized representative at the distributor's place of business, regardless of the distributor's method of 
accounting or the terms of the sale. 

The tax imposed by this subdivision is imposed on all sales of pull-tabs and tipboards, except the following: 

(1) sales to the governing body of an Indian tribal organization for use on an Indian reservation; 

(2) sales to distributors licensed under this chapter; 
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(3) sales to distributors licensed under the laws of another state or of a province of Canada, as long as all statutory 
and regulatory requirements are met in the other state or province; and 

(4) sales of promotional tickets as defined in section 349.12. 

(c) Pull-tabs and tipboards sold to an organization that sells pull-tabs and tipboards under the exemption from 
licensing in section 349.166, subdivision 2, paragraph (a), are exempt from the tax imposed by this subdivision. A 
distributor must require an organization conducting exempt gambling to show proof of its exempt status before 
making a tax-exempt sale of pull-tabs or tiphoards to such an organization. A distributor shall identify, on all reports 
submitted to the commissioner, all sales of pull-tabs and tipboards that are exempt from tax under this subdivision. 

(d) A distributor having a liability of $249,999 $120,000 or more during a fiscal year ending June 30 must remit all 
liabilities' in the subsequent calendar year by means of a funds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-104, paragraph 
(a). The funds transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, IIJ.ust be on or before the date the tax is due. 
If the date the tax is due is not a funds transfer business d;:~-y, as defined in section 336.4A-I05, paragraph (a), clause 
(4), the payment date must be on or before the funds transfer business day next following the date the tax is due. 

Sec. 47. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 349.217, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision L [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO PAY TAX.] If a tax is not paid within the time specified for payment, 
a penalty is added to the amount required to be shown as tax. The penalty is -t:ftree five percent of the unpaid tax 
if the failure is for not more than 30 days, with an additional penalty of #tree percent of the amount of tax remaining 
unpaid during each additional 30 days or fraction of 30 days during which the failure continues, not exceeding ~ 
15 percent in the aggregate. 

If the taxpayer has not filed a return, for purposes of this subdivision the time specified for payment is the final 
date a return should have been filed. 

Sec. 48. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 349.217, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [PENALTY FOR FAILURE TO MAKE AND FILE RETURN.] If a taxpayer fails to make and file a return 
within the time prescribed or an extension, a penalty is added to the tax. ~e penalty is #tree five percent of the 
amount of tax not paid on or before the date prescribed for payment of the tax if tfte faihiFe is fsf' nst mSf'e tflan 3g 
sa" 5, with ar. assitisR-al five pEfEeRt ef tfte am-Sl;iRt sf faJ( f'emaiRing U:fl)9ais StHi. ..... -g eaek aaaitisRad 3Q sa; 5 sr 
ffaetisR af 3Q days, a1:lf'ir.g ,.flieR the fail~E eSRtiRuEs, RSt E):EeeeaiRg 23 peffeRt iR fr.e aggIegate. 

If a taxpayer fails to file a return within 60 days of the date prescribed for filing of the return (determined with 
regard to any extension of time for filing), the addition to tax under this subdivision must be at least the lesser of: 
(1) $200; or (2) the greater of (a) 25 percent of the amount required to be shown as tax on the return without reduction 
for any payments made or refundable credits allowable against the tax, or (b) $50. 

Sec. 49. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 349.217, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Sa. [PENALTY FOR REPEATED FAILURES TO FILE RETURNS OR PAY TAXES.]lf there!§.!! pattern £y 
! person of repeated failures to timely file returns .Q!: timely ££Y taxes. and written notice !§. given that a penalty will 
be imposed if such failures continue. a penalty of 25 percent of the amount of tax not timely paid ~!!. result of each 
such subsequent failure !§. added to the tax. The penalty can be abated Wlder the abatement authority in section 
270.07, subdivisions 1. paragraph hl and.§:. 

Sec. 50. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 473.843, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [PAYMENT OF FEE.] On or before the 20th day of each month each operator shall pay the fee due under 
this section for the previous month, using a form provided by the commissioner of revenue. 

An operator having a fee of $2iQ,QQQ $120,000 or more during a fiscal year ending June 30 must pay all fees in the 
subsequent calendar year by means of a ftmds transfer as defined in section 336.4A-I04, paragraph (a). The funds 
transfer payment date, as defined in section 336.4A-401, must be on or before the date the fee is due. If the date the 
fee is due is not a funds transfer business day, as defined in section 336.4A-105, paragraph (a), clause (4), the payment 
date must be on or before the funds transfer business day next following the date the fee is due. 
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Sec. 51. [PENALTY FOR REPEATED NON-FILING; RULEMAKING REQUIRED.] 

Before imposing a penalty under section '&~l1.~~i1.~ or ~ the commissioner of revenue shall promulgate 
rules under Minnesota Statutes, chapter .HL that prescribe what constitutes "repeated failures to timely file returns or 
timely ~ taxes" for purposes of the penalty under each section and ~ other matters the commissioner determines 
appropriate. 

Sec. 52. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

For purposes of imposing the penalties under sections ~ ~ £h ~ 8 .11. ~ and !2t violations for late filing of 
returns or late payment of taxes can occur before or after Ianuary .1.1994, but no penalty may be imposed under those 
sections until final rules promulgated under the administrative procedures act satisfying requirements of section 51 
take effect. 

Sections Zr.. ~ 11. ~ and 17 are effective the day following final enactment. 

Section 9 is effective l!!.!Y.h 1993, 

Sections 10 and 23 are effective for taxes due on or after October 1. 1993, 

Section 12 is effective for confessions of judgment entered into after June ~ 1993, 

Section 18 is effective for returns due for taxable years beginning after December J1. 1982, 

ARTICLE 11 

ASSESSORS ADMINISTRATIVE 

Section 1, Minnesota Statutes 1992, seCtion 2708.12, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.2:. [COUNTY ASSESSORS.] !t. ~ ~ result of !!!. audit, the commissioner determines that ~ person ~ ~ 
Minnesota nonresident or part-year resident for income tax purposes, the commissioner may disclose the person's 
name, address. and social security number to the assessor of any political subdivision in the state, when there ~ 
reason to believe that the person may have claimed or received homestead property tax benefits for a corresponding 
assessment year in regard to property apparently located in the assessor's jurisdiction. 

Sec. 2, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.061, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [OFFICE CREATED; APPOINTMENT, QUALIFICATIONS.] Every county in this state shall have 
a county assessor. The county assessor shall be appointed by the board of county commissioners afta sftaIl be a 
l'esiaeffi at this state. The assessor shall be selected and appointed because of knowledge and training in the field of 
property taxation and appointment shall be approved by the commissioner of revenue before the same shall become 
effective. Upon receipt by the COWlty commissioners of the commissioner of revenue's refusal to approve an 
appointment, the term of the appointee shall terminate at the end of that day. Notwithstanding any law to the 
contrary, a county assessor must have senior accreditation from the state board of assessors by January 1, 1992, or 
within two years of the assessor's first appointment under this section, whichever is later. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.11, subdivision 13, is amended to read: 

Subd. 13. [VALUATION OF INCOME-PRODUCING PROPER.TY.] Beginning with the 1995 assessment, only 
accredited assessors or senior accredited assessors or other licensed assessors who have successfully completed at least 
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two income-producing property appraisal courses may value income-producing property for ad valorem tax purposes. 
"Income-producing property" as used in this subdivision means the taxable property in class 3a and 3b in section 
273.13, subdivision 24; class 4a and 4c, except for seasonal recreational property not used for commercial purposes, 
and class 4d in section 273.13, subdivision 25; and class 5 in section 273.13, subdivision 31. "Income-producing 
property appraisal course" ~ used in this subdivision means! course of study of approximately 30 instructional 
hours, with a final comprehensive test. An assessor must successfully complete the final examination for each of the 
two required courses, The ~ must be approved £Y. the board of assessors. 

Sec. 4. [REPORT ON COMPOSITION OF FARMS.] 

Before December .11993, each COWlty assessor shall provide 2. report to the commissioner of revenue Q!l the 
composition of farm homesteads within the county. The report shall document the size of farms in acres, the value 
of farms broken down into land value and building value, and such other information as the commissioner shall 
require. The report shall be in ~ form prescribed £Y. the commissioner with consultation from legislative staff. The 
commissioner shall make the information collected in the reports available to legislative staff. 

Sec. 5. [EFFECTNE DATE.] 

Sections 1 and 3 are effective the day following final enactment. 

Section ~ i§. effective for any appointment beginning Ianuary .11993 and thereafter. 

ARTICLE 12 

CONTAMINATION TAX 

Section 1. [270.91] [CONTAMINATION TAX.] 

Subdivision 1. [IMPOSITION.] A tax!§. annually imposed on the contamination value of taxable real property in 
this state. 

Subd.2. [INITIAL TAX RATES.] Unless the ~ under subdivision 3 .Q!:!.~ the tax imposed under this 
section equals 100 percent of the class Eili;, for the property under section 273.13. multiplied £y the contamination 
value of the property. 

RATES, NONRESPONSIBLE PARTY.] 

Subd. ~ [TAX RATES AFTER PLAN APPROVAL.] ill The tax imposed under this subdivision applies for the first 
assessment year that begins after ~ of the following occurs: 

ill a response action plan for the property has been approved Qy the commissioner of the pollution control ~ 
2!:£Y. the commissioner of agriculture for an agricultural chemical release or incident subject to chapter 18D and work 
under the plan has begun; Q!: 

ill the contaminants are asbestos and the property owner has in place ~ abatement plan for enclosure. removal, 
or encapsulation of the asbestos or! proactive. in-place management program pursuant to the rules, requirements. 
and formal policies of the United States environmental protection agency. To ~ under this clause. the property 
~ must ill have entered into !!. binding contract with ! licensed contractor for completion of the work ill have 
obtained a license from the commissioner of health and begun the work. or ill implemented a proactive. in-place 
management program pursuant to the rules, requirements. and formal policies of the United States environmental 
protection agency. An abatement plan must provide for completion of the work within ~ reasonable time period. as 
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determined Qy the assessors. An asbestos management program must ~ .@:. period of time and require such 
proactive practices as are required Qy the rules, reguirements, and formal policies of the United States environmental 
protection agency. 

ill To ~ under paragraph.ill1. the property owner must provide the assessor with a f.Q£Y of: ill the approved 
response action plan; ill~.£Q£Y of the asbestos abatement plan and contract for completion of the work or the owner's 
license to perform the work; Q£ ill.e:. fQ2Y of the approved asbestos management program. The property owner also 
must file with the assessor an affidavit indicating when work under the response action plan or asbestos abatement 
plan began. 

hl The tax imposed under this subdivision equals 50 percent of the class rate for the property under section 273.13. 
multiplied Qy the contamination value of the property. 

@ The tax imposed under this subdivision eguals 12.5 percent of the class rate for the property under section 
273.13. multiplied EY the contamination value of the property. The tax under this paragraph applies if one of the 
foHowing conditions is satisfied: 

ill the contaminants are subject to chapter l15B and neither the owner nor the operator of the taxable real property 
in the assessment year i2. ~ responsible person under chapter 115B; 

ill the contaminants are subject to chapter 18D and neither the ~ nor the operator of the taxable real property 
in the assessment year 1£ ~ responsible PE!rtY. under chapter 18Dj 

ill the contaminants ~ asbestos and neither the ~ nor the operator of the taxable real property in the 
assessment year is reguired to undertake asbestos-related work. but is implementing a proactive in-place management 
program. 

Sec. 2. [270.92] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE OF APPLICATION.] For purposes of sections 1 to ~ the following terms have the meanings 
given. 

Subd. b. [ASSESSMENT YEAR] "Assessment year" means the assessment year for purposes of general ad valorem 
property taxes. 

Subd. 3. [CONTAMINANT.1 "Contaminant" means ~ harmful substance as defined in section 115B.25, 
subC.livTSion 7a. 

Subd,4. [CONTAMINATED MARKET VALUE.] "Contaminated market value" b. the amount determined under 
section ~-

Subd . .2.:. [PRESENCE OF CONTAMINANTS.] "Presence of contaminants" includes the release or threatened release, 
~ defined in section 115B.02, subdivision ~ of contaminants on the property. 

Subd . .§.:. [RESPONSE PLAN.1 "Response plan" ~ ill ~ development action response plan, ~ defined in 
section 469.174, subdivision lZLill a response action plan under chapter 115B or a corrective action plan under chapter 
18Dj m~plan for corrective action approved Qy the commissioner of agriculture under section lSD.IOS; or ill~ plan 
for corrective action approved £y the commissioner of the pollution control agency under section 11SC.03. 

Sec. 3. [270,93] [TAX BASE; CONTAMINATION VALUE.] 

The contamination value of a parcel of property is the amount of the market value reduction, if any, that is granted 
for general ad valorem property tax purposes for the assessment year because of the presence of contaminants. The 
contamination value for a property may be .!!Q. greater than the estimated cost of implementing a reasonable response 
action plan or asbestos abatement plan or management program for the property. These reductions in market value 
include those granted Qy!!, court.!!v.~ board of review, Qy the assessor upon petition or request of a property owner, 
Q!.Qy the assessor. Reductions granted hv. the assessor are included only if the assessor reduced the property's market 
value for the presence of contaminants using an appraisal method or methods that ~ specifically designed 2!. 
intended to adjust for the valuation effects of the presence of contaminants. The contamination value for a parcel with 
a reduction in value of less than $10,000 i§. ~ 
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Sec. 4. [270.94] [EXEMPTION.] 

ill The tax imposed!2y sections 1 to 8 does not ~ to the contamination value of a parcel of property attributable 
to contaminants that were addressed Qy a response action plan for the property, if the commissioner of the pollution 
control agency, or the commissioner of agriculture for a release subject to chapter l8D, has determined that all the 
requirements of the plan have been satisfied. This exemption applies beginning for the first assessment year after the 
commissioner of the pollution control agency. or the commissioner of agriculture determines that the implementation 
of a response action plan has been completed. To.9.!:@.!i!y lUlder this paragraph. the property mvner must provide 
the -assessor with ~ .s..Q£Y of the determination Qy the commissioner of the pollution control agency 2!. the 
commissioner of agriculture of the completion of the response action plan. 

ill The tax imposed Qy sections 1 to .§. does not ~ to the contamination value of a parcel that is attributable to 
asbestos, if the work has been completed under an asbestos abatement plan and the property owner provides the 
assessor with an affidavit stating the work under the abatement plan has been completed and ill!Y other evidence or 
infonnation the assessor requests. 

Sec. 5. [270.95] [PAYMENT; ADMINISTRATION.] 

The tax imposed under sections 1 to 8 is payable at the same time and manner as the regular ad valorem property 
tax. The tax ~ subject to the penalty, interest, lien, forfeiture. and any other rules for collection of the regular ad 
valorem property tax. If a reduction in market value that creates contamination value is granted after the ad valorem 
property tax has been paid, the contamination tax must be subtracted from the amount to be refunded to the property 
~ 

Sec. 6. [270.96] [DUTIES.] 

Subdivision 1.:. [ASSESSORS.] Each assessor shall notify the county auditor of the contamination value under 
section 1 h the separate tax rate categories under subdivisions b. ~ and .1 for each parcel of property within the 
assessor's jurisdiction. The assessor shall provide notice of the contamination value to the property owner Qy the later 
of Tune 1 of the assessment year .Q! 30 days after the reduction in market value is finally granted. 

Subd. b. [AUDITOR.] The county auditor shall prepare separate lists of the contamination values for all property 
located in the county that are taxed under section .1. subdivisions b. ~ and.f:. The commissioner shall prescribe the 
form of the listing. The auditor shall inc1ude the amount of the contamination taxes 2!!. the contamination value for 
the assessment year on the regular ad valorem property tax statement under section 276.04, 

Subd. ~ [TREASURER.].@l The county treasurer shall ~ the proceeds of the tax imposed under section .1. 
subdivision .i. less the amotmt retained Qv. the county for the cost of administration under section ~ to the 
commissioner at the ~ times provided for the ad valorem property tax settlements. 

ill The county treasurer shall ~ the proceeds of the tax imposed under section.1. subdivisions 2 and 3 to the local 
taxing jurisdictions in the ~ manner provided for the distribution of ad valorem property taxes. 

Subd. i. [COURT ORDERED REDUCTIONS IN VALUE.] .!! !! court orders !! reduction in market value for 
purposes of the ad valorem property tax because of the presence of contaminants on the property, the court shall 
include in its order !ill. offset for payment of the tax Q!l contaminated value under section 1. 

Sec. 7. [270.97] [DEPOSIT OF REVENUES.] 

The commissioner shall deposit all revenues derived from the tax, interest and penalties received from the county 
in the contaminated site cleanup and development account in the general fund. 

Sec. 8. [270.98] [LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS.] 

The county may retain five percent of the total revenues derived from the tax imposed under section L. subdivision 
.t. including interest and penalties, as compensation for administering the tax. The county board may reimburse 
municipalities for the services provided Qy assessors employed hv. the municipality in administering sections 1 to 8. 
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Sec. 9. MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, section 273,11, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.15. [VALUATION OF CONTAMINATED PROPERTIES.] ~ In determining the market value of property 
containing contaminants, the assessor shall reduce the market value of the property Qy the contarrlination value of 
the property. The contamination value is the amoWlt of the market value reduction that results from the presence 
of the contaminants, but it may not exceed the cost of a reasonable response action plan .Q!. asbestos abatement plan 
or management program for the property. 

ill For purposes of this subdivision. "asbestos abatement plan." "contaminants," and "response action plan" have 
the meanings as used in sections 1 and b. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 275.065, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [NOTICE OF PROPOSED PROPERTY TAXES.] <a) The county auditor shall prepare and the county 
treasurer shall deliver after November 10 and on or before November 24 each year, by first class mail to each taxpayer 
at the address listed on the county's current year's assessment roll, a notice of proposed property taxes and, in the 
case of a town, final property taxes. 

(b) The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form of the notice. 

(c) The notice must inform taxpayers that it contains the amolUlt of property taxes each taxing authority other than 
a town proposes to collect for taxes payable the following year and, for a town, the amolUlt of its final levy. It must 
dearly state that each taxing authority, other than a town or special taxing district, will hold a public meeting to 
receive public testimony on the proposed budget and proposed or final property tax levy, or, in case of a school 
district, on the current budget and proposed property tax levy. It must clearly state the time and place of each taxing 
authority's meeting and an address where comments will be received by mail. 

(d) The notice must state for each parcel: 

(1) the market- value of the property as defined lUlder section 272.03, subdivision 8, fQ.r property taxes payable in 
the following year and for taxes payable the current year; and, in the case of residential property, whether the 
property is classified as homestead or nonhomestead. The notice must clearly inform taxpayers of the years to which 
the market values apply and that the values are final values; 

(2) by county, city or town, school district, the sum of the special taxing districts, and as a total of the taxing 
authorities, including special taxing districts, the proposed or, for a town, final net tax on the property for taxes 
payable the following year and the actual tax for taxes payable the current year. In the case of a parcel where tax 
increment or the fiscal disparities areawide tax applies, the proposed tax levy on the captured value or the proposed 
tax levy on the tax capacity subject to the areawide tax must each be stated separately and not included in the sum 
of the special taxing districts; and 

(3) the increase or decrease in the amolUlts in clause (2) from taxes payable in the current year to proposed or, for 
a town.. final taxes payable the following year, expressed as a dollar amount and as a percentage. 

(e) The notice must clearly state that the proposed or final taxes do not include the following: 

(1) special assessments; 

(2) levies approved by the voters after the date the proposed taxes are certified, including bond referenda, school 
district levy referenda~ and levy limit increase referenda; 

(3) amolUlts necessary to pay cleanup or other costs due to a natural disaster occurring after the date the proposed 
taxes are certified; 

(4) amounts necessary to pay tort judgments against the taxing authority that become final after the date the 
proposed taxes are certified; aft€! 

(5) any additional amount levied in lieu of a local sales and use tax, unless this amount is included in the proposed 
or final taxes.;. and 

@ the contamination tax imposed on properties which received market value reductions for contamination. 
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(f) Except as provided in subdivision 7, failure of the county auditor to prepare or the county treasurer to deliver 
the notice as required in this section does not invalidate the proposed or final tax levy or the taxes payable pursuant 
to the tax levy. 

(g) If the notice the taxpayer receives under this section lists the property as nonhomestead and the homeowner 
provides satisfactory documentation to the county assessor that the property is owned and has been used as the 
owner's homestead prior to June 1 of that year, the assessor shall reclassify the property to homestead for taxes 
payable in the following year. 

(h) In the case of class 4 residential property used as a residence for lease or rental periods of 30 days or more, the 
taxpayer must either: 

(1) mail or deliver a copy of the notice of proposed property taxes to each tenant, renter, or lessee; or 

(2) post a copy of the notice in a conspicuous place on the premises of the property. 

The notice must be mailed or posted by the taxpayer by November 27 or within three days of receipt of the notice .. 
whichever is later. A taxpayer may notify the county treasurer of the address of the taxpayer, agent, caretaker, or 
manager of the premises to which the notice must be mailed in order to fulfill the requirements of this paragraph. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 276.04, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [CONTENTS OF TAX STATEMENTS.] (a) The treasurer shall provide for the printing of the tax 
statements. The commissioner of revenue shall prescribe the form of the property tax statement and its contents. The 
statement must contain a tabulated statement of the dollar amount due to each taxing authority from the parcel of 
real property for which a particular tax statement is prepared. The dollar amOlUlts due the county, township or 
municipality and school district must be separately stated. The amounts due other taxing districts, if any, may be 
aggregated. The amount of the tax on contamination value imposed under sections 270.91 to 270.98. if any, must also 
be separately stated. The dollar amounts, including the dollar amount or any special assessments, may be rounded 
to the nearest even whole dollar. For purposes of this section whole odd-numbered dollars may be adjusted to the 
next higher even-numbered dollar. The statement shall include the following sentence, printed in upper case letters 
in boldface print: "THE STATE OF MINNESOTA DOES NOT RECEIVE ANY PROPERTY TAX REVENUES. THE 
STATE OF MINNESOTA REDUCES YOUR PROPERTY TAX BY PAYING CREDITS AND REIMBURSEMENTS TO 
LOCAL UNITS OF GOVERNMENT." 

(b) The property tax statements for manufactured homes and sectional structures taxed as personal property shall 
contain the same information that is required on the tax statements for real property. 

(c) Real and personal property tax statements must contain the following information in the order given in this 
paragraph. The information must contain the current year tax information in the rjght colunm with the corresponding 
information for the previous year in a column on the left: 

(1) the property's estimated market value as defined in section 272.03, subdivision 8; 

(2) the property's gross tax, calculated by multiplying the property's gross tax capacity times the total local tax rate 
and adding to the result the sum of the aids enumerated in clause (3); 

(3) a total of the following aids: 

(i) education aids payable under chapters 124 and 124A; 

(ii) local government aids for cities, towns, and counties under chapter 477 A; and 

(iii) disparity reduction aid under section 273.1398; 

(4) for homestead residential and agricultural properties, the homestead and agricultural credit aid apportioned 
to the property. This amount is obtained by multiplying the total local tax rate by the difference between the 
property's gross and net tax capacities under section 273.13. This amount must be separately stated and identified 
as "homestead and agricultural credit." For purposes of comparison with the previous year's amount for the statement 
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for taxes payable in 1990, the statement mllst show the homestead credit for taxes payable in 1989 Wlder section 
273.13, and the agricultural credit under section 273.132 for taxes payable in 1989; 

(5) any credits received under sections 273.119; 273.123; 273.135; 273.1391; 273.1398, subdivision 4; 469.171; and 
473H.I0, except that the amount of credit-received ill1der section 273.135 must be separately stated and identified as 
"taconite tax relief"; 

(6) the net tax payable in the manner required in paragraph (a); and 

(7) any additional amount of tax authorized under sections 124A.03, subdivision 2a, and 275.61. These amounts 
shall be listed as "voter approved referenda levies. '0 

The commissioner of revenue shall certify to the county auditor the actual or estimated aids enumerated in clauses 
(3) and (4) that local governments will receive in the following year. In the case of a county containing a city of the 
first class, for taxes levied in 1991, and for all counties for taxes levied in 1992 and thereafter, the commissioner must 
certify this amount by September 1. 

Sec. 12. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections 1 to 11 ~ effective beginning with taxes assessed in 1994, payable in 1995, and ~ to reductions in 
market value in effect for the year regardless of when they ~ granted. 

ARTICLE 13 

CONTAMINATION CLEANUP GRANTS 

Section 1. [116J.551] [CREATION OF ACCOUNT.] 

A contaminated site cleanup and development account is created in the general fund. Money in the accolUlt may 
be used, as appropriated !!ylaw, to make grants ~ provided in section 1. and to ~ for the commissioner's costs in 
reviewing applications and making grants. 

Sec. 2. [116).552] [DEFINITIONS. j 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE OF APPLICATION.] For purposes of sections 1 to Z. the following terms have the meanings 
given. 

Subd. b. [CLEANUP COSTS.] "Cleanup costs" or "costs" ~ the cost of implementing an approved response 
action plan. 

Subd.2:. [CONTAMINANT.] "Contaminant" means ~ hazardous substance or a pollutant or contaminant as those 
terms are defined in section l1SB.02. 

Subd.!. [DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.] "Development authority" includes a statutory or home rule charter £ity. 
housing and redevelopment authority, economic development authority, and a port authority. 

Subd. ~ [METROPOLITAN AREA.] "Metropolitan area" means the seven-county metropolitan area, as defined in 
section 473.121, subdivision 2. 

Subd. £:. [MUNICIPALITY.] "Municipality" means the statutory or home rule charter ~ town, 2!L in the ~ of 
unorganized territory, the county in which the site is located. 

Subd. Z, [PROJECT COSTS.] "Project costs" includes cleanup costs for the site and the cost of related site 
acquisition. demolition of existing improvements, and installation of public improvem~s-;;ece;,ary for the 
development authority to implement the response action plan. 

Subd. §" [RESPONSE ACTION PLAN.] "Response action plan" ~ a response action plan approved b: the 
commissioner of the pollution control ~ including ~ "development action response plan" that meets the 
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requirements of section 469.174, subdivision 1ZL and ~ "voluntary response action plan" under section 115B.175, 
subdivision 3. 

Sec. 3. [116).553] [GRANT APPLICATIONS.] 

Subdivision.l. [APPLICATION REQUIRED.] To obtain ~ contamination cleanup development grant. the 
development authority shall ~ to the commissioner. The governing body of the municipality must approve, £y 
resolution, the application. 

Subd. b. [REQUIRED CONTENT.} The commissioner shall prescribe and provide the application form. The 
application must include at least the following information: 

ill identification of the site; 

ill!!!!. approved response action plan for the site, including the results of engineering and other tests showing the 
nature and extent of the release or threatened release of contaminants at the site; 

ill!!. detailed estimate, along with necessary supporting evidence, of the total cleanup costs for the site; 

ill ~ appraisal of the current market value of the property, separately taking into account the effect of the 
contaminants .Q!l the market value, prepared Qy !!. qualified independent appraiser using accepted appraisal 
methodology; 

ill an assessment of the development potential or likely use of the site after completion of the response action plan, 
including any specific commitments fro~ third parties to constructimprovements on the site; 

ill the manner in which the municipality will meet the local match requirement; and 

ill any additional information or material that the commissioner prescribes. 

Sec. 4. (116).554] [GRANTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The commissioner may make!!. grant to an applicant development authority to £e.Y. 
for .!!E. to 75 percent of the cleanup costs for a qualifying site, except the grant may not exceed 50 percent of the project 
costs. The determination of whether to make ~ grant for ! qualifying site .!§. within the sale discretion of the 
commissioner, subject to the process provided Qy this section, and available unencumbered money in the 
appropriation. The commissioner's decisions and application of the priorities under section ~ are !1Q! subject to 
judicial review, except for abuse of discretion. 

Subd. b. [QUAUFYING SITES.] f!. site qualifies for a grant under this section, if the following criteria are met: 

ill the site i§. not scheduled for funding during the current or next fiscal year under the Comprehensive 
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, United States Code, title ~ section 9601, ~ seq. or under 
the envirorunental response, and liability act Wlder sections 115B.01 to 115B.24; 

ru the appraised value of the site after adjusting for the effect on the value of the presence or possible presence 
of contaminants using accepted appraisal methodology ill.!! less than 50 percent of the estimated cleanup costs for 
the site or !ill. i§.less than or equal to the estimated cleanup costs for the site and the cleanup costs equal or exceed 
iJ. ~ square foot for the site; and 

ill il the proposed cleanup is completed, it is expected that the site will be improved with buildings or other 
improvements and these improvements will provide a substantial increase in the property tax: base within a reasonable 
period of time 2!. the site will be used for an important publicly owned or tax-exempt facility. 

Sec. 5. [116).555] [PRIORITIES.] 

Subdivision 1. [PRIORITIES.].@l The legislature expects that applications for grants will exceed the available 
appropriations and the agency will be able to provide grants to only some of the applicant development authorities. 

ill If applications for grants for qualified sites exceed the available appropriations, the ~ shall make grants 
for sites that, in the commissioner's judgment, provide the highest return in public benefits for the public ~ 
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incurred and that meet all the requirements provided Qy law. In making this judgment, the commissioner shall 
consider the following factors: 

ill the recommendations or ranking of projects h the commissioner of the pollution control agency regarding the 
potential threat to public health and the environment that would be reduced or eliminated £y completion of each of 
the response action plans; 

ill the potential increase in the property tax base of the local taxing jurisdictions, considered relative to the fiscal 
needs of the jurisdictions, that will result from developments that will occur because of completion of each of the 
response action plans; 

ill the social value to the community of the cleanup and redevelopment of the site, including the importance of 
development of the proposed public facilities on each of the sites; 

ill the probability that each site will be cleaned.!:!£. without use of government money in the reasonably foreseeable 
future; 

ill the amount of cleanup costs for each site; and 

ill the amount of the commitment of municipal or other local resources to ~ for the cleanup costs. 

The factors ~ not listed in ~ rank order of priority; rather the commissioner may weigh each factor, depending 
upon the facts and circumstances, as the commissioner considers appropriate. The commissioner may consider other 
factors that affect the net return of public benefits for completion of the response action plan. The commissioner, 
notwithstanding the listing of priorities and the goal of maximizing the return of public benefits, shall make grants 
that distribute available money to sites both within and outside of the metropolitan area. The commissioner shall 
provide a written statement of the supporting reasons for each grant. Unless sufficient applications are not received 
for qualifying sites outside of the metropolitan area,!!! least 25 percent of the money provided as grants must be made 
for sites located outside of the metropolitan area. 

Subd. 1. [APPLICATION CYCLES; REPORTING TO LCWM.] .l;!l In making grants, the commissioner shall 
establish regular application deadlines in which grants will be authorized from all QI. part of the available 
appropriations of money in the account. 

ill After each cycle in which grants are awarded, the commissioner shall report to the legislative commission on 
waste management the grants awarded. and appropriate supporting information describing each grant made. This 
report must be made within 30 days after the grants are awarded. 

1St The commissioner shall annually report to the legislative commission on the status of the cleanup projects 
undertaken under grants made under the programs. The commissioner shall include in the annual report information 
.2!l the cleanup and development activities undertaken for the grants made in that and previous fiscal years. The 
commissioner shall make this report !!Q.later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal year. 

Sec. 6. [116).556] [LOCAL MATCH REQUIREMENT.] 

ill In order to ~ for ~ grant under sections 1 to Zr. the municipality must ~ for at least one-half of the project 
costs as ~ local match. The municipality shall ~ an amount of the project costs equal to at least 18 percent of the 
cleanup costs from the municipality's general fund, a property tax kY.v. for that purpose, or other unrestricted money 
available to the mWlicipality (excluding tax increments). These unrestricted moneys may be spent for project costs, 
other than cleanup costs, and ~ for the local match payment equal to 18 percent of cleanup costs. The rest of 
the local match may be paid with tax increments or any other money available to. the municipality . 

.ilil If the development authority establishes a tax increment financing district or hazardous substance subdistrict 
on the site to ~ for part of the local match requirement, the district Q!. subdistrict is not subject to the state aid 
reductions under section 273.1399. In order to ~ for the exemption from the state aid reductions. the 
rriunicipality must elect, Qy resolution. on QI. before the request for certification is filed that all tax increments from 
the district or subdistrict will be used exclusively to ~ ill for project costs for the site and ill administrative costs 
for the district or subdistrict. The district or subdistrict must be decertified when an amount of tax increments equal 
to no ~ than three times the costs of implementing the response action plan for the site and the administrative 
costs for the district or subdistrict have been received, after deducting the amount of the state grant. 
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Sec. 7. [116J.557] [COST RECOVERY ACTIONS.] 

Subdivision 1. [CAUSE OF ACTION.] The attorney general or a development authority or municipality that incurs 
cleanup costs to implement an approved response action plan pursuant to sections 216C.l1 to 216C.16, may bring.@!! 
action under section 115B.04 2!. other law to ~ the reasonable and necessary cleanup costs incurred hI. the 
development authority or municipality. The attorney general, development authority, or municipality may recover 
all cleanup costs incurred whether paid from the proceeds of a grant under sections 216C.l1 to 216C.16 or funds of 
the development authority or municipality. Recoverable costs include administrative and legal costs related to the 
development and implementation of the response action plan but do not include any cost associated with development 
or redevelopment of property. A development authority or municipality must have the consent of the attorney 
general to bring 2! settle an action under this subdivision to recover cleanup costs paid from the proceeds of ~ grant. 

Subd: b. IPROCEDURES.] The commissioner shaH notify the attorney general when !!. grant ~ awarded under 
sections 216C.11 to 216C.16. Upon request of the attorney general the development authority shall prepare and submit 
a certification of the cleanup costs and shaH cooperate in any cost recovery action brought ~ the attorney general 
under subdivision 1. Certification Qy the development authority of the cleanup costs incurred to develop and 
implement the approved response action plan ~ prima facie evidence that the costs are reasonable and necessary in 
any action brought under this section. 

Subd.lc [ ATTORNEY GENERAL ASSISTANCE AND COSTS.] M The attorney general may assist a development 
authority or municipality, if reguested to do ~ in bringing an action under subdivision 1 Qy providing legal and 
technical advice or other appropriate assistance. The attorney general shall not assess ~ fee to the development 
authority or municipality for the assistance but may recover the cost of the assistance as provided in paragraph .llil. 

ill !f the attorney general brings 2! assists in ~ action brought under subdivision .1. the reasonable litigation 
expenses or other costs of legal 2!: technical assistance incurred .£v. the attorney general must be deducted from .§!!!Y 
recovery and paid to the attorney general before proceeds of the recovery are otherwise distributed. The attorney 
general shall deposit ~ money so deducted in the general fund. 

Subd.:h [DISPOSITION OF RECOVERED AMOUNTS.] Amounts recovered from responsible persons, after any 
deduction under subdivision ~ and all other amounts otherwise received ~ the municipality. the agency, or the 
attorney general for the site shall be used to reimburse the municipality and the account in proportion to their 
respective payments for response costs. The amount of recovered costs apportioned to tax increments must be treated 
£v. the municipality and development authority as an excess increment under section 469.176, subdivision 2. 

Sec. 8. [ST. PAUL; ARLINGTON-JACKSON STUDY AREA; SPECIAL RULES FOR LOCAL MATCH.] 

ill The Q!y of st. Paul or any of its development authorities or agencies may 2.£P!y for .2!!!:. 2! more grants under 
this article for contamination cleanup in the area bounded on the south £v. Maryland Avenue, on the west '£v. Jackson 
Street. 2!! the north Qy Arlington Avenue, and Q!! the east Qy interstate highway 3SE. In applying the local match 
requirement under section ~ the .£!tv. may meet the requirement that an amount equal to 18 percent of cleaning costs 
be paid with unrestricted money (excluding tax increments) Qy including unrestricted money spent in the defined area 
for land acquisition, public improvements or other development costs which do not ~ ~ cleanup costs. 

ill Notwithstanding this exception, the Q!y must provide, at least, one-half of the project costs for the site for which 
the grant ~ made. The local share of the project costs may be financed wholly 2!: in part with tax increments. 

19. Unrestricted money spent for land acquisition or other costs and counted to meet the 18 percent match may be 
spent for costs anywhere with the defined area. regardless of whether they ~ for the specific site, but may only be 
used once in !ill application for ~ grant. if grant applications are made for two or more sites in the area. 

@ These special rules are provided to allow the .£!!v. to begin activities within the broader area before testing and 
assessment of the contamination has been done and still to be able to ~ for ~ grant with ~ eguivalent local 
match. The legislature shall study whether similar situations are common for other contaminated areas and whether 
the general law should be modified to provide for similar treatment for all comparable sites. 

Sec. 9. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$2.000,000 is appropriated to the commissioner of trade and economic development from the contaminated site 
cleanup and development account in the general fund to make grants under sections 1 to Z and to ~ the costs of 
administering the grant program. This appropriation is for fiscal year 1995 and remains available and does not cancel. 
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ARTICLE 14 

TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 

. Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1399, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section, the following terms have the meanings given. 

(a) "Qualifying caphlred net tax capacity" means the following amounts: 

(1.) the captured net tax capacity of a new or the expanded part of an existing economic development or soils 
condition tax increment financing district, other than a qualified manufacturing district, for which certification was 
requested after April 30, 1990; 

(2) the captured net tax capacity of a qualified manufacturing district, multiplied by the following percentage based 
on the number of years that have elapsed since the assessment year of the original net tax capacity. In no case may 
the final amolUlts be less than zero or greater than the total captured net tax capacity of the district: 

Number of Years 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 or more 

Percentage 

o 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100; 

(3) the captured net tax capacity of a new or the expanded part of an existing tax increment financing district, other 
than ~ qualified housing district. qualified hazardous substance subdistrict 2I an economic development or soils 
condition district, for which certification was requested after April 30, 1990, multiplied by the following percentage 
based on the number of years that have elapsed since the assessment year of the original net tax capacity. In no case 
may the final amolUlts be less than zero or greater than the total captured net tax capacity of the district. 

Number of Renewal and All other 
years Renovation Districts 

Districts 

o to 5 0 0 
6 12.5 6.25 
7 25 12.5 
8 37.5 18.75 
9 50 25 

10 62.5 31.25 
11 75 37.5 
12 87.5 43.75 
13 100 50 
14 100 56.25 
15 100 62.5 
16 100 68.75 
17 100 75 
18 100 81.25 
19 100 87.5 
20 100 93.75 
21 or more 100 100 

In the case of a hazardous substance subdistrict, the number of years must be measured from the date of 
certification of the subdistrict for purposes of the additional captured net tax capacity resulting from the reduction 
in the subdistrict's or site's original net tax capacity. 

(b) The terms defined in section 469.174 have the meanings given in that section. 
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(c) "Qualified manufacturing district" means an economic development district that qualifies under section 469.176, 
subdivision 4c, paragraph (a), without regard to clauses (2) and f4:t 12.1 for which certification was requested after June 
30, 1991, located in a home rule charter or statutory city that fl1 has a population under 10,000 according to the last 
federal census ana (2) is ,-<!:tsll) leeatea sli:tsiEle sf a metf8]gelitaFl: statistieal area as aeterfftiRea];1) t-l=te URitea gjtates 
OUiee e£ VlaflageHt€Rt aT.a Bli:Elget. 

@ "Qualified housing district" means a housing district for a residential rental project or projects in which the only 
properties receiving assistance from revenues derived from tax increments from the district meet all of the 
reguirements for a low-income housing credit under section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, i!§. amended 
through December J.1. 1992, regardless of whether the project actually receives a low-income housing credit. 

ill "Qualified hazardous substance subdistrict" means a hazardous substance subdistrict in which the municipality 
has made an election to make an alternative local contribution as provided under section 2:. 

Sec. 2. [272.71] [TIF PROPERTIES; NOTICE OF POTENTIAL VALUATION REDUCTIONS.] 

.@l The following officials shall notify the municipality of potential reductions in the market value of taxable parcels 
located in ~ tax increment financing district: 

ill for applications to reduce market value 2!. abate taxes .Q!. for applications to a local or county board of review, 
the assessor; 

ill for applications to reduce market value .Q!. abate taxes Qy the state board of egualization, the commissioner of 
revenue; 

ill for petitions to reduce market value 2!: object to taxes Wlder chapter 278, the COllllty attorney. 

The official shall provide the notice to the municipality in writing within 60 days after the petition or application for 
a reduction is made. 

ill This section applies only to reductions in valuation or taxes that are granted after certification of final values 
for purposes of certifying local tax rates. 

ill For purposes of this section, "municipality" means the municipality for the tax increment financing district, as 
defined under section 469.174, subdivision 6. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.012, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCHEDULE OF POWERS.] An authority shall be a public body corporate and politic and shall have 
all the powers necessary or convenient to carry out the purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047, except that the power 
to levy and collect taxes or special assessments is limited to the power provided in sections 469.027 to 469.033. Its 
powers include the following powers in addition to others granted in sections 469.001 to 469.047: 

(1) to sue and be sued; to have a seal, which shall be judicially noticed, and to alter it; to have perpetual succession; 
and to make, amend, and repeal rules consistent with sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(2) to employ an executive director, technical experts, and officers, agents, and employees, permanent and 
temporary, that it requires, and determine their qualifications, duties, and compensation; for legal services it requires, 
to call upon the chief law officer of the city or to employ its own counsel and legal staff; so far as practicable, to use 
the services of local public bodies in its area of operation, provided that those local public bodies, if requested, shall 
make the services available; 

(3) to delegate to one or more of its agents or employees the powers or duties it deems proper; 

(4) within its area of operation, to undertake, prepare, carry out, and operate projects and to provide for the 
construction, reconstruction, improvement, extension, alteration, or repair of any project or part thereof; 

(5) subject to the provisions of section 469.026, to give, sell, transfer, convey, or otherwise dispose of real or 
personal property or any interest therein and to execute leases, deeds, conveyances, negotiable instruments, purchase 
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agreements, and other contracts or instruments, and take action that is necessary or convenient to carry out the 
purposes of these sections; 

(6) within its area of operation, to acquire real or personal property or any interest therein by gifts, grant, purchase, 
exchange, lease, transfer, bequest, devise, or otherwise, and by the exercise of the power of eminent domain, in the 
manner provided by chapter 117, to acquire real property which it may deem necessary for its purposes, after the 
adoption by it of a resolution declaring that the acquisition of the real property is necessary to eliminate one or more 
of the conditions found to exist in the resolution adopted pursuant to section 469.003 or to provide decent, safe, and 
sanitary housing for persons of low and moderate income, or is necessary to carry out a redevelopment project. Real 
property needed or convenient for a project may be acquired by the authority for the project by condeIlUlation 
pursuant to this section. This includes any property devoted to a public use, whether or not held in trust, 
notwithstanding that the property may have been previously acquired by condeIlUlation or is owned by a public 
utility corporation, because the public use in conformity with the provisions of sections 469.001 to 469.047 shall be 
deemed a superior public use. Property devoted to a public use may be so acquired only if the governing body of 
the municipality has approved its acquisition by the authority. An award of compensation shall not be increased by 
reason of any increase in the value of the real property caused by the assembly, clearance or reconstruction, or 
proposed assembly, clearance or reconstruction for the purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047 of the real property 
in an area; 

(7) within its area of operation, and without the adoption of an urban renewal plan, to acquire, by all means as set 
forth in clause (6) but without the adoption of a resolution provided for in clause (6), real property, and to demolish, 
remove, rehabilitate, or reconstruct the buildings and improvements or construct new buildings and improvements 
thereon, or to so provide through other means as set forth in Laws 1974, chapter 228, or to grade, fill, and construct 
foundations or otherwise prepare the site for improvements. The authority may dispose of the property pursuant to 
section 469.029, provided that the provisions of section 469.029 requiring conformance to an urban renewal plan shall 
not apply. The authority may finance these activities by means of the redevelopment project fund or by means of 
tax increments or tax increment bonds or by the methods of financing provided for in section 469.033 or by means 
of contributions from the municipality provided for in section 469.041, clause (9), or by any combination of those 
means. Real property with buildings or improvements thereon shall only be acquired under this clause when the 
buildings or improvements are substandard. The exercise of the power of eminent domain under this clause shall 
be limited to real property which contains, or has contained within the three years immediately preceding the exercise 
of the power of eminent domain and is currently vacant, buildings and improvements which are vacated and 
substandard. Notwithstanding the prior sentence, in cities of the first class the exercise of the power of eminent 
domain under this clause shall be limited !Q. real property which contains, or has contained within the three years 
immediately preceding the exercise of the power of eminent domain, buildings and improvements which are 
substandard. For the purpose of this clause, substandard buildings or improvements mean hazardous buildings as 
defined in section 463.15, subdivision 3, or buildings or improvements that are dilapidated or obsolescent, faultily 
designed, lack adequate ventilation, light, or sanitary facilities, or any combination of these or other factors that are 
detrimental to the safety or health of the community; 

(8) within its area of operation, to determine the level of income constituting low or moderate family income. The 
authority may establish various income levels for-various family sizes. In making its determination, the authority may 
consider income levels that may be established by the Department of Housing and Urban Development or a similar 
or successor federal agency for the purpose of federal loan guarantees or subsidies for persons of low or moderate 
income. The authority may use that determination as a basis for the maximum amount of income for admissions to 
housing development projects or housing projects owned or operated by it; 

(9) to provide in federally assisted projects any relocation payr:nents and assistance necessary to comply with the 
requirements of the Federal Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, and 
any amendments o~ supplements thereto; 

(10) to make an agreement with the governing body or bodies creating the authority which provides exemption 
from all real and personal property taxes levied or imposed by the state, city, county, or other political subdivisions, 
for which the authority shall make payments in lieu of taxes to the state, city, county, or other political subdivisions 
as provided in section 469.040. The governing body shall agree on behalf of all the applicable governing bodies 
affected that local cooperation as required by the federal government shall be provided by the local governing body 
or bodies in whose jurisdiction the project is to be located, at no cost or at no greater cost than the same public 
services and facilities furnished to other residents; 

(11) to cooperate with or act as agent for the federal government, the state or any state public body, or any agency 
or instrumentality of the foregoing, in carrying out any of the provisions of sections 469.001 to 469.047 or of any other 
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related federal, state, or local legislation; and upon the consent of the governing body of the city to purchase, lease, 
manage, or otherwise take over any housing project already· owned and operated by the federal government; 

(12) to make plans for carrying out a program of voluntary repair and rehabilitation of buildings and 
improvements, and plans for the enforcement of laws, codes, and regulations relating to the use of land and the use 
and occupancy of buildings and improvements, and to the compulsory repair, rehabilitation, demolition, or removal 
of buildings and improvements. The authority may develop, test, and report methods and techniques, and carry out 
demonstrations and other activities for the prevention and elimination of slums and blight; 

(13) to borrow money or other property and accept contributions, grants, gifts, services, or other assistance from 
the federal government, the state government, state public bodies, or from any other public or private sources; 

(14) to include in any contract for financial assistance with the federal government any conditions that the federal 
government may attach to its financial aid of a project, not inconsistent with purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047, 
including obligating itself (which obligation shall be specifically enforceable and not constitute a mortgage, 
notwithstanding any other laws) to convey to the federal government the project to which the contract relates upon 
the occurrence of a substantial default with respect to the covenants or conditions to which the authority is subject; 
to provide in the contract that, in case of such conveyance, the federal government may complete, operate, manage, 
lease, convey, or otherwise deal with the project until the defaults are cured if the federal government agrees in the 
contract to reconvey to the authority the project as then constituted when the defaults have been cured; 

(15) to issue bonds for any of its corporate purposes and to secure the bonds by mortgages upon property held or 
to be held by it or by pledge of its revenues, including grants or contributions; 

(16) to invest any funds held in reserves or sinking funds, or any funds not required for irrunediate disbursement, 
in property or securities in which savings banks may legally invest hmds subject to their control or in the manner and 
subject to the conditions provided in section 475.66 for the deposit and inveshnent of debt service funds; 

(17) within its area of operation, to detennine where blight exists or where there is unsafe, unsanitary .. or 
overcrowded housing;· 

(18) to carry out studies of the housing and redevelopment needs within its area of operation and of the meeting 
of- those needs. This includes study of data on. population and family groups and their distribution according to 
income groups, the amount and quality of available housing and its distribution according to rentals and sales prices .. 
employment, wages, desirable patterns for land use and community growth, and other factors affecting the local 
housing and redevelopment needs and the meeting of those needs; to make the results of those studies and analyses 
available to the public and to building .. housing, and supply industries; 

(19) if a local public body does not have a planning agency or the planning agency has not produced a 
comprehensive or general conununity development plan, to make or cause to be made a plan to be used as a guide 
in the more detailed planning of housing and redevelopment areas; 

(20) to lease or rent any dwellings, accommodations, lands, building~, structures, or facilities included in any project 
and, subject to the limitations contained in sections 469.001 to 469.047 with respect to the rental of dwellings in 
housing projects, to establish and revise the rents or charges therefor; 

(21) to 0'WIl, hold, and improve real or personal property and to sell, lease, exchange, transfer .. assign, pledge, or 
dispose of any real or personal property or any interest therein; 

(22) to insure or provide for the insurance of any real or personal property or operations of the authority against 
any risks or hazards; 

(23) to procure or agree to the procurement of government insurance or guarantees of the payment of any bonds 
or parts thereof issued by an authority and to pay premiums on the insurance; 

(24) to make expenditures necessary to carry out the purposes of sections 469.001 to 469.047; 

(25) to enter into an agreement or agreements with any state public body to provide informational service and 
relocation assistance to families, individuals .. business concerns, and nonprofit organizations displaced or to be 
displaced by the activities of any state public body; 
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(26) to compile and maintain a catalog of all vacant, open and undeveloped land, or land which contains 
substandard buildings and improvements as that term is defined in clause (7), that is owned or controlled by the 
authority or by the governing body within its area of operation and to compile and maintain a catalog of all authority 
owned real property that is in excess of the foreseeable needs of the authority, in order to determine and recommend 
if the real property compiled in either catalog is appropriate for disposal pursuant to the provisions of section 469.029, 
subdivisions 9 and 10; 

(27) to recommend to the city concerning the enforcement of the applicable health, housing, building, fire 
prevention, and housing maintenance code requirements as they relate to residential dwelling structures that are being 
rehabilitated by low- or moderate-income persons pursuant to section 469.029, subdivision 9, for the period of time 
necessary to complete the rehabilitation, as determined by the authority; 

(28) to reconunend to the city the initiation of municipal powers, against certain real properties, relating to repair, 
closing, condemnation, or demolition of unsafe, unsanitary, hazardous, and unfit buildings, as provided in section 
469.041, clause (5); 

(29) to sell, at private or public sale, at the price or prices determined by the authority, any note, mortgage, lease, 
sublease, lease purchase, or other instrument or obligation evidencing or securing a loan made for the purpose of 
economic development, job creation, redevelopment, or community revitalization by a public agency to a business, 
for-profit or nonprofit organization, or an individual; 

(30) within its area of operation, to acquire and sell real property that is benefited by federal housing assistance 
payments, other rental subsidies, interest reduction payments, or interest reduction contracts for the purpose of 
preserving the afford ability of low- and moderate-income multifamily housing; 

(31) to apply for, enter into contracts with the federal government, administer, and carry out a section 8 program. 
Authorization by the governing body creating the authority to administer the program at the authority's initial 
application is sufficient to authorize operation of the program in its area of operation for which it was created without 
additional local governing body approval. Approval by the governing body or bodies creating the authority 
constitutes approval of a housing program for purposes of any special or general law requiring local approval of 
section 8 programs undertaken by city, county, or multicounty authorities; and 

(32) to secure a mortgage or loan for a rental housing project by obtaining the appointment of receivers or 
assignments of rents and profits Wlder sections 559.17 and 576.01, except that the limitation relating to the minimum 
amounts of the original principal balances of mortgages specified in sections 559.17, subdivision 2, clause (2); and 
576.01, subdivision 2, does not apply. 

Sec. 4. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 469.174, subdivision 19, is amended to read: 

Subd. 19. [SOILS CONDITION DISTRICTS.] (a) "Soils condition district" means a type of tax increment financing 
district consisting of a project, or portions of a project, within which the authority finds by resolution that the 
following conditions exist: 

(1) less tfla:f\ 7G pef'eeflt sf tRe ]3&Feels ffi tfte aistf"iet af'e eeel:i]3iea By Bl:lidaffigs, streets, l:ltilities, 8f' etheF 
ifPttJf8vements; 

~ unusual terrain" the presence of hazardous substances. pollution or contaminants. or soil deficiencies for 80 
percent of the acreage in the district require substantial filling, grading, removal or remedial action. or other physical 
preparation for use; 

fd1 ill the estimated cost of the physical preparation under clause ~ ill but excluding costs directly related to 
roads as defined in section 160.01 and local improvements as described in sections 429.021, subdivision I, clauses (1) 
to (7), (11), and (12), and 430.01, wfleR ae!e!ee! Ie Ir.e fai, ",a<l,el ,,.al~e ef the lane! "PeR ;"el~siefl iF. Ille e!islfiet exceeds 
the a:fI:tiei]3atea fair market value of the land t:tpefl: before completion of the preparation. 

The requirements of clause ill need not be satisfied. if each parcel of property in the district either satisfies the 
requirements of clause ill or the estimated costs of the proposed removal or remedial action exceeds $2 ~ square. 
foot for the ~ of the parcel. 
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(b) An area does not qualify as a soils condition district if it contains a wetland, as defined in section l03G.005, 
unless the development agreement prohibits draining, filling, or other alteration of the wetland or other binding legal 
assurances for preservation of the wetland are provided. 

(c) If the district is located in the metropolitan area, the proposed development of the district in the tax increment 
financing plan must be consistent with the municipality's land use plan adopted in accordance with sections 473.851 
to 473.872 and reviewed by the metropolitan council under section 473.175. If the district is located outside of the 
metropolitan area, the proposed development of the district must be consistent with the municipality's comprehensive 
municipal plan. 

(8:) Ns paFeel sflall ee ir.ell:laea iFt tRe aisffiet l:tR:less ll-.e al:l:"fueFity Ras €SFt€li:laea aFt a15FeemeFtt et agFeemeFlts fSF 
tRe ae. elspmeFlt sf at least §O pe£€eFtt sf tRe ae£eage ha'liFtg tAe 1:l:Fll:lsl:lal ssil S£ teffaiFt 8:efieieFteies. The ag£eemeRt 
must p£8\'i8:e FeeSli:fSe fey ERe al:ltRs£ity it ERe ae, elspmeflt is flet eSffipletea. 

Sec.S. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.174, subdivision 20, is amended to read: 

Subd.20. [INTERNAL REVENUE CODE.] "Internal Revenue Code" means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended through December 31, ±988 1992. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.174, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.27. [TOURISM FACILITY.] ''Tourism facility" means property that: 

ill ~ located in ~ county where the median income ~ no ~ than 85 percent of the state median income; 

ill .!§. located in ~ county in which, excluding the cities of the first class in that county, the earnings on 
tourism-related activities are 15 percent 2!. ~ of the total earnings in the county; 

ill ~ located outside the metropolitan area defined in section 473.121, subdivision b 

ill ~ not located in ~ £!!y with a population in excess of 20,000; and 

.llil ~ acquired, constructed, or rehabilitated for use as ~ convention and meeting facility, amusement park, 
recreation facility, cultural facility, marina, park hotel, moteL lodging facility, 2!. nonhomestead dwelling unit that 
in each case ~ intended to serve primarily individuals from outside the county. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.175, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [TAX INCREMENT FINANCING PLAN.] @ A tax increment financing plan shall contain: 

(1) a statement of objectives of an authority for the improvement of a project; 

(2) a statement as to the development program for the project .. including the property within the project, if any .. that 
the authority intends to acquire; 

(3) a list of any development activities that the plan proposes to take place within the project, for which contracts 
have been entered into at the time of the preparation of the plan .. including the names of the parties to the contract, 
the activity governed by the contract .. the cost ~tated in the contract .. and the expected date of completion of that 
activity; 

(4) identification or description of the type of any other specific development reasonably expected to take place 
within the project, and the date when the development is likely to occur; 

(5) estimates of the following: 

(i) cost of the project, including administration expenses; 

(ii) amount of bonded indebtedness to be incurred; 

(iii) sources of revenue to finance or otherwise pay public costs; 
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(iv) the most recent net tax capacity of taxable real property within the tax increment financing district; 

(v) the estimated captured net tax capacity of the tax increment financing district at completion; and 

(vi) the duration of the tax increment financing district's existence; 

(6) statements of the authority's alternate estimates of the impact of tax increment financing on the net tax capacities 
of all taxing jurisdictions in which the tax increment financing district is located in whole or in part. For purposes 
of one statement, the authority shall assume that the estimated captured net tax capacity would be available to the 
taxing jurisdictions without creation of the district, and for purposes of the second statement, the authority shall 
assume that none of the estimated captured net tax capacity would be available to the taxing jurisdictions without 
creation of the district; 

(7) identification and description of studies and analyses used to make the determination set forth in subdivision 
3, clause (2); and 

(8) identification of all parcels to be included in the district. 

1hl. For ~ housing district. redevelopment district, Q!: ~ hazardous substance subdistrict, the authority may elect in 
the tax increment financing plan to provide for the identification of ~ minimum market value in the plan, development 
agreement. or assessment agreement, and provide that increment is first received Qy the authority when ill the market 
value of the improvements as determined Qy the assessor reaches or exceeds the minimum market value, or m four 
years has elapsed from the date of certification of the original net tax capacity of the taxable real property in the 
district Qy the county auditor, whichever is earlier. -. 

Sec. 8. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 469.175, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. 2a. [HOUSING DISTRICTS; REDEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS.] In the case of a proposed housing district or 
redevelopment district in addition to the requirements of subdivision b. at least 30 days before the publication of the 
notice for public hearing under subdivision.& the authority shall deliver written notice of the proposed district to each 
county commissioner who represents part of the area proposed to be included in the district. The notice must contain 
~ general description of the bOlmdaries of the proposed district and the proposed" activities to be financed £y the 
district. !!!! offer Qy the authority to meet and discuss the proposed district with the county commissioner, and ~ 
solicitation of the commissioner's comments with respect to the district. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.175, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. ~ [HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SUBDISTRICTS; LOCAL CONTRIBUTION ELECTION.] The state aid 
reductions under section 273.1399 do not ~ to a hazardous substance subdistrict, if the municipality elects to ~ 
and ~ 18 percent of the cost of developing and implementing the development action response plan for the 
subdistrict and of any deposits to an indemnification fund out of its general fund, a property tax~ for that purpose, 
or other unrestricted money of the municipality (other than tax increments). The mlUlicipality must elect this option 
before !! requests certification of the original tax capacity of the subdistrict and must notify the commissioner of 
revenue of its election. The election is irrevocable. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.176, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DURATION OF TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRIC1S.] (a) Subject to the limitations 
contained in f'afa~f!ftS fl3) is (g) subdivisions la to 1t any tax increment financing district as to which bonds are 
outstanding, payment for which the tax increment and other revenues have been pledged, shall remain in existence 
at least as long as the bonds continue to be outstanding. The municipality may I at the time of approval of the initial 
tax increment financing plan, provide for a shorter maximum duration limit than specified in p8:fagl'ftl3RS fl3) is (g) 
subdivisions la to If. The specified limit applies in place of the otherwise applicable limit. 

(b) The tax increment pledged to the payment of the bonds and interest thereon may be discharged and the tax 
increment financing district may be terminated if sufficient funds have been irrevocably deposited in the debt service 
fund or other escrow account held in trust for all outstanding bonds to provide for the payment of the bonds at 
maturity or date of redemption and interest thereon to the maturity or redemption date. 
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(c) For bonds issued pursuant to section 469.178, subdivisions 2 and 3, the full faith and credit and any taxing 
powers of the municipality or authority sl=tall eSRtiRl:le te "Be are pledged to the payment of the bonds until the 
principal of and interest on the bonds has been paid in full. 

(4) Subd. 1a. [DURATION LIMIT; THREE-YEAR ACTIVITY RULE.] No tax increment shall be paid to an authority 
for a tax increment financing district after three years from the date of certification of the original net tax capacity of 
the taxable real property in the district by the county auditor, unless within the three-year period (1) bonds have been 
issued in aid of the project containing the district pursuant to section 469.178, or any other law, except revenue bonds 
issued pursuant to sections 469.152 to 469.165, or (2) the authority has acquired property within.the district, or (3) the 
authority has constructed or caused to be constructed public improvements within the district. 

(e) Subd. lb. [DURATION LIMITS; TERMS.] ill No tax increment shall in any event be paid to the authority 

(1) after 25 years from date of receipt by the authority of the first tax increment for a mined undergroWld space 
development district, Ieae. eleflRLeRt aistfiet, SF heHsiRg aistr=i-et, 

(2) after 15 years after receipt by the authority of the first increment for a renewal and renovation district, 

(3) after 12 years from approval of the tax increment financing plan for a soils condition district, ttPrEl 

(4) after eigM nine years from the date of the receipt, or left 11 years from approval of the tax increment financing 
plan, whichever is less, for an economic development district'L 

ill for a housing district or a redevelopment district, after 20 years from the date of receipt!2y the authority of the 
first tax increment Qy the authority pursuant to section 469.175, subdivision 1. paragraph .!Q..t..QL. if!!Q provision is 
made under section 469.175, subdivision.1. paragraph.G21. after 25 years from the date of receipt Qy the authority of 
the first increment. 

ill For purposes of determining a duration limit under this subdivision or subdivision 1e that ~ based Q!l the 
receipt of an increment. !!!!Y increments from taxes payable in the year in which the district terminates shall be paid 
to the authority. This paragraph does not affect !!. duration limit calculated from the date of approval of the tax 
increment financing plan or based Q!! the recovery of-costs Q!. to !!. duration limit under subdivision Ie. This 
paragraph does not supersede the restrictions on payment of delinquent taxes in subdivision If. 

Subd.1c. [DURATION LIMITS; PRE-1979 DISTRICTS.] For tax increment financing districts created prior to August 
1, 1979, no tax increment shall be paid to the authority after April I, 2001, or the term of a nondefeased bond or 
obligation outstanding on April I, 1990, secured by increments from the district or project area, whichever time is 
greater, provided that in no case will a tax increment be paid to an authority after August I, 2009, from such a district. 
If a district's termination date is extended beyond April 1,2001, because bonds were outstanding on April I, 1990, 
with maturities extending beyond April 1,2001, the following restrictions apply. No increment collected from the 
district may be expended after April 1,2001, except to payor defease (i) bonds issued before April 1, 1990, or (ii) 
bonds issued to refund the principal of the outstanding bonds and pay associated issuance costs, provided the average 
maturity of the refunding bonds does not exceed the bonds refunded. 

tit Subd. 1d. [DURATION LIMITS; EFFECT OF MODIFICATIONS.] Modification of a tax increment financing plan 
pursuant to section 469.175, subdivision 4, shall not extend the durationallimitations of this sHI3Eli. isisR subdivisions 
1 to If. 

W Subd. 1e. [DURATION LIMITS; HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SUBDISTRICTS.] If a parcel of a district is part 
of a designated hazardous substance site or a hazardous substance subdistrict, tax increment may be paid to the 
authority from the parcel for longer than the period otherwise provided by tffl:s sHeai. isisR subdivisions 1 to If for 
the overlying district. The extended period for collection of tax increment begins on the date of receipt of the first 
tax increment from the parcel that is more than any tax increment received from the parcel before the date of the 
certification under section 469.174, subdivision 7, paragraph (b), and received after the date of certification to the 
county auditor described in section 469.174, subdivision 7, paragraph (b). The extended period for collection of tax 
increment is the lesser of: (1) 25 years from the date of commencement of the extended period Q!. 20 years if the 
authority elects under section 469.175, subdivision 1. paragraph.G21. to defer receipt of the first increment; or (2) the 
period necessary to recover the costs of removal actions or remedial actions specified in a development response 
action plan. 
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fI>l Subd.!L [DELINQUENT TAXES AFTER TERMINATION.] If a parcel located in the district has delinquent 
property taxes when the district terminates under the duration limits W1deF tl:tis sHhdi. isieR, the payment of the 
parcel's delinquent taxes made after decertification of the district are tax increments to the extent the nonpayment of 
property taxes caused the outstanding bonds or contractual obligations pledged to be paid by the district to be paid 
by sources other than tax increments or to go unpaid. The county auditor shall pay the appropriate amount to the 
district. The authority shall provide the county auditor with information regarding the payment of outstanding bonds 
or contractual obligations and any other information necessary to administer the payment, as requested by the county 
auditor. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.176, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [LIMITATION ON USE OF TAX INCREMENT; GENERAL RULE.] All revenues derived from tax 
increment shall be used in accordance with the tax increment financing plan. The revenues shall be used solely for 
the following purposes: (1) to pay the principal of and interest on bonds issued to finance a project; (2) by a rural 
development financing authority for the purposes stated in section 469.142, by a port authority or municipality 
exercising the powers of a port authority to finance or otherwise pay the cost of redevelopment pursuant to sections 
469.048 to 469.068, by an economic development authority to finance or otherwise pay the cost of redevelopment 
pursuant to sections 469.090 to 469.108, by a housing and redevelopment authority or economic development authority 
to finance or otherwise pay public redevelopment costs pursuant to sections 469.001 to 469.047, by a municipality or 
economic development authority to finance or otttenvise pay the capital and administration costs of a development 
district pursuant to sections 469.124 to 469.134,'£y',!! municipality or authority to finance or otherwise ~ the costs 
of developing and implementing a development action response plan, by a municipality or redevelopment agency 
to finance or othenvise pay premiums for insurance or other security guaranteeing the payment when due of principal 
of and interest on the bonds pursuant to chapter 462C, sections 469.152 to 469.165, or both, or to accumulate and 
maintain a reserve securing the payment when due of the principal of and interest on the bonds pursuant to chapter 
462C, sections 469.152 to 469.165, or both, which revenues in the reserve shall not exceed, subsequent to the fifth 
anniversary of the date of issue of the first bond issue secured by the reserve, an amount equal to 20 percent of the 
aggregate principal amount of the outstanding and nondefeased bonds secured by the reserve. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.176, subdivision 4c, is amended to read: 

Subd.4c. [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS.] (al Revenue derived from tax increment from an economic 
development district may not be used to provide improvements, loans, subsidies, grants,.interest rate subsidies, or 
assistance in any form to developments consisting of buildings and ancillary facilities, irat least teR more than 15 
percent of the buildings and facilities (determined on the basis of square footage) are used for a purpose other than: 

(1) the manufacturing or production of tangible personal property, including processing resulting in the change in 
condition of the property; 

(2) warehousing, storage, and distribution of tangible personal property, lw-t excluding retail sales; 

(3) research and development at' related to the activities listed in clause ill or ill. 

ill telemarketing if that activity is the exclusive use of the property; ef' 

(4) ill tourism facilities, iftr.e tSl:u=ism faeilit} is ftst leeateel in a cle. elspmeflt regieft, as aefi. .... ea if!: seeaefl: 162:.384, 
"ith a flsJ3ulatisft ill e)EeeSS 8f l,9gQ,QQQi. Q!:. 

1§l space necessary for and related to the activities listed in clauses ill to ill. 

The pefeefltage sf l:l1:itileliftgs Mel faeilities tF.at ftla) ee usea fSF ftaftEJHalifyiftg fll::lFfeses is ifl:€:Feasea aeeve teft 
pefeeftt, e I:lt ftst S. eF 25 peFeeRt, ts tke eHtent tRe ftsltEJuali¥_.g sEJl::laFe fsstage is eliFeetl) Felateel ta afta ift Sl::lflp9Ft 
sf the fjl:laliIyiRS aetivity. 

(a) PSflHlatisA must Be aetermfReel HReler tke flFsvisiefls sf seetisR i77A.QII. TSI:lHSm faeilities are limitea ts flstel 
afta mstel pFBflerties, inelHe!HIg ar.eillary FestaHFants, eSR. eftRBR aILe! meetiRg taeilities, aRtUSem€Rt pa:fits, Fe€FeatiBR 
faeilities, €I::litrlf'al facilities, maflnas, afu~ rafits. The eil=} ffll:lSt Ma tflat the tsufism ta€i1ities ape iRteftaea primarily 
ts seF"< e iRa!. ie!t:l:als Butsiele sf the e1evelspmeftt regieR. 

(e) If the al::\I1;8£i\=) fhlafteeel the eBRsffHetien sf iRlpf8' emeftts •• itl; ifteFemeftt £eVeR\::IeS fer a site eft \o'ltiffi tfle 
authel'il) eJEpeetea EJl:faliry, iRg faeiJit=ies te Be €eRStFtl€tes ans RBR:EJ:l:ldlified fH'BjgeFl} ",as €6flsBol::lelea 8ft the site iF. 
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€lE€eSS of fue affiOl:ffit p€fA'l:ittea uflde£ paFagrapR (8) •• ithin fi. e ) eafS aftef the distfiet "'Ii as EFeatea, tRe ae. eloper of 
the ROREJ:~alifieEl flf6}3€rty R.l:lst flay to tRe 81:ltPtority ttPt amol;ult €EJ:l:lM to 90 peffeflt ef tne '\;JeReBt f€sul'EiRg kOHL t-fle 
iffi}3fth €HL€RtS. The amOH::ltt fequifea to be paid may Rot €lEE€€a the pF8f'8FtioRate Eost of the ilR'pFovemeRts, 
iAell:leiRg eapitalii'ieEi iflter€st, that was HflaReea "Nith IDeF€R.€flt Fe. €RUes. The pa) ftleRt ffil:fst "Be Hsed to prepa) Of 
elisffiarge BOREis \:Miele! seetieR 4e9.176, 5Hlsaivisiol 2, pa£agreph (8), elal:ls€s (1) to (~). If AO Bemis are o·utstaAdiRg, 
the paymeRt shaUse distfisHtea as aFt €)(eess iREFemeflt. "Bef\efit" Ras tRe ffI€aAiRg gil €R in ehaptef 429. 

f4t ill Notwithstanding the provisions of this subdivision, revenue derived from tax increment from an economic 
development district may be used to provide improvements, loans, subsidies, grants, interest rate subsidies, or 
assistance in any form for up to 5,000 square feet of commercial and retail facilities within the municipal jurisdiction 
of a home rule charter or statutory city that has a population of 5,000 or less. The 5,000 square feet limitation is 
cumulative and applies to all facilities in all the economic development districts within the municipal jurisdiction. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.176, subdivision 4e, is amended to read: 

Subd.4e. [HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SUBDISTRICTS.] The additional tax increment received by the municipality 
from a hazardous substance subdistrict as a result of a reduction in original net tax capacity pursuant to section 
469.174, subdivision 7, paragraph (b), or as a result of the extension of the period for collection of tax increment from 
a hazardous substance site or subdistrict provided for in subdivision 1, paragraph (g), may be used only to payor 
reimburse the costs of: (1) removal actions or remedial actions with respect to hazardous substances or pollutants 
or contaminants or petroleum releases affecting or which may affect the designated hazardous substance site; (2) 
pollution testing, demolition, and soil compaction correction necessitated by the development response action plan 
for the designated hazardous substance site; aru:l (3) purchase of environmental insurance or deposits to a guaranty 
fund, relating only to liability or response costs for land in the subdistrict; and ill related administrative and legal 
costs, including costs of review and approval of development response action plans by the pollution control agency 
and.litigation expenses of the attorney general. 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.176, subdivision 4g, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4g. [GENERAL GOVERNMENT USE PROHIBITED.] ill These revenues shall not be used to circumvent 
existing levy limit law. No revenues derived from tax increment from any district, whether certified before or after 
August 1, 1979, shall be used for the acquisition, construction, renovation, operation, or maintenance of a building 
to be used primarily and regularly for conducting the business of a municipality, county, school district, or any other 
local unit of government or the state or federal government. This provision shall not prohibit the use of revenues 
derived from tax increments for the construction or renovation of a parking structure, a commons area used as a 
public park, or a facility used for social, recreational, or conference purposes and not primarily for conducting the 
business of the municipality. 

illlf any publicly owned facility used for social. recreational, or conference purposes and financed in whole or in 
part from revenues derived from a district is operated or managed.£y~ entity other than the authority, the operating 
and management policies of the facility must be approved Qy, the governing body of the authority. 

Sec. 15. [469.1765] [GUARANTY FUND.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH.] An authority may establish and maintain a guaranty fund or funds. 
Money in the guaranty fund is available, lUlder the terms and conditions that the development authority establishes, 
to indemnify or hold harmless a person from liability for remediation costs under ~ state 2!. federal environmental 
law, regulation, ruling, order, 2!. decision. 

Subd.;h [ELIGIBLE PERSON.] The authority may agree to pledge money in the guaranty fund to indemnify a 
person whose liability arises out of use, ownership, occupancy, or financing of a property in the subdistrict or district. 

Subd.1. [TERMS OF INDEMNITY.] The authority shall determine £v: resolution or £v: agreement with the person 
the terms and conditions lUlder which money in the guaranty fund will be used to indemnify or hold harmless the 
person. The authority may not agree to indenmify a person from liability for contamination caused .£y the person. 
The maximum amount that may be paid from the guaranty fund with respect to properties within a subdistrict or 
district is one-half of the remediation and removal costs. The maximum duration of an indemnification agreement 
i§. 25 years. An indemnification agreement is subject to any other restrictions provided Qy this section or other law. 
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Subd . .i. [FUNDING.1 ill Revenues derived from tax increments and any other money available to the authority 
may be deposited in the guaranty fund. The municipality may appropriate money to the authority to be deposited 
in the guaranty fund. 

ill !f !!. guaranty fund is established that applies to property located in more than £!}£. tax increment financing 
district or subdistrict, the authority shall establish separate accounts for each subdistrict and district. The authority 
shall deposit all revenues derived from tax increments from a subdistrict or district in the account for that subdistrict 
or district, except the following amounts may be deposited in a general or other account: ill the portion of revenue 
derived increments from a district, subject to section 469.1763. that may be spent 2!l activities outside of the district, 
or ill~ to 25 percent of the revenues derived from increments from districts that are not subject to section 469.1763 
and which may be deposited in the guaranty fund under the applicable tax increment financing plans. Investment 
earnings of money in an account must be credited to that account . 

.{g The only money which may be pledged to iilderrmify or hold harmless a person from liability are amounts either 
in the account for the subdistrict or district in which the property out of which the liability arose is located Q!: in ~ 
account not dedicated to a specific subdistrict or district. 

Subd.2.c [LIABILITY LIMITED.] The authority and municipality is liable under a guaranty fund agreement only 
to the extent funds are available in the guaranty fund account or accounts available for the property. 

Subd.!!.,. [DEPOSITORY.] The authority shall provide for the guaranty fund to be held £X ll!: maintained with a 
financial institution or corporate fiduciary eligible for the deposit of public money.Q!. eligible to act as ~ trustee .Q!. 
fiduciary for obligations issued under chapter 475. 

Subd. 'L. [FINAL DISPOSITION OF FUNDS,] At the end of the period of the indemnification, all unencumbered 
money in the guaranty fund for the subdistrict or district must be treated ~ an excess' increment and distributed 
under the provisions of section 469.176. subdivisionb,paragraphll!1, clause i11 If the municipality contributed money 
to the account, other than revenues derived from increments, the authority may deduct and ~ to the municipality 
~ proportionate share of the lUlencurnbered money in the accolUlt before the money i§. distributed ~ ~ ~ 
increment. The proportionate share i§. determined based 2!l the amount of contributions of nonincrements to the 
account relative to total contributions, including increments, to the account. 

Sec. 16. [469.1766] [DEVELOPER PAYMENlS.] 

If the development agreement, other agreement. or arrangement provides for the developer to ~ all or part of 
the assistance provided that ~ financed, directly or indirectly, with revenues derived from tax increments, the 
developer payments are subject to the restrictions imposed .Qv.law on revenues derived from tax increments and may 
only be spent for the purposes for which increments may be spent. A developer includes any beneficiary of assistance 
financed with revenues derived from tax increments. 

Assistance includes sales of property at less than the cost of acquisition or fair market value, grants. grolUld .Q!. 
other leases at less than fair market rent, ~ rate subsidies, utility service connections, roads, Q! other similar 
assistance that otherwise would have been paid in whole .Q!. part Qv. the beneficiary. 

Sec. 17. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 469,177, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ORIGINAL NET TAX CAPACITY,] (a) Upon or after adoption of a tax increment financing plan, 
the auditor of any COlUlty in which the district is situated shall, upon request of the authority, certify the original net 
tax capacity of the tax increment financing district as described in the tax increment financing plan and shall certify 
in each year thereafter the amount by which the original net tax capacity has increased or decreased as a result of a 
change in tax exempt status of property within the district, reduction or enlargement of the district or changes 
pursuant to subdivision 4. 

(b) In the case of a mined underground space development district the county auditor shall certify the original net 
tax capacity as zero, plus the net tax capacity, if any, previously assigned to any subsurface area included in the 
mined underground space development district pursuant to section 272.04. 

(c) For districts approved under section 469.175, subdivision 3, or parcels added to existing districts after May 1, 
1988, if the classification lUlder section 273.13 of property located in a district changes to a classification that has a 
different assessment ratio, the original net tax capacity of that property must be redetermined at the time when its 
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use is changed as if the property had originally been classified in the same class in which it is classified after its use 
is changed. 

(d) The amount to be added to the original net tax capacity of the district as a result of previously tax exempt real 
property within the district becoming taxable equals the net tax capacity of the real property as most recently assessed 
pursuant to section 273.18 Of, if that assessment was made more than one year prior to the date of title transfer 
rendering the property taxable, the net tax capacity assessed by the assessor at the time of the transfer. If substantial 
taxable improvements were made to a parcel after certification of the district and if the property later becomes tax 
exempt, in whole or part; as a result of the authority acquiring the property through foreclosure or exercise of 
remedies under a lease or other revenue agreement Q!. as !!. result of tax forfeiture. the amount to be added to the 
original net tax capacity of the district as a result of the property again becoming taxable is the amount of the parcel's 
value that was included in original net tax capacity when the parcel was first certified. The amount to be added to 
the original net tax capacity of the district as a result of enlargements equals the net tax capacity of the added real 
property as most recently certified by the commissioner of revenue as of the date of modification of the tax increment 
financing plan pursuant to section 469.175, subdivision 4. 

(e) For districts approved under section 469.175, subdivision 3, or parcels added to existing districts after May I, 
1988, if the net tax capacity of a property increases because the property no longer qualifies under the Minnesota 
agricultural property tax law, section 273.111; the Minnesota open space property tax law, section 273.112; or the 
metropolitan agricultural preserves act, chapter 473H, or because platted, unimproved property is improved or three 
years pass after approval of the plat under section 273.11, subdivision 1, the increase in net tax capacity must be 
added to the original net tax capacity. 

(f) Each year the auditor shall also add to the original net tax capacity of. each economic development district an 
amount equal to the original net tax capacity for the preceding year multiplied by the average percentage increase 
in the market value of all property included in the economic development district during the five years prior to 
certification of the district. 

(g) The amount to be subtracted from the original net tax capacity of the district as a result of previously taxable 
real property within the district becoming tax exempt, or a reduction in the geographic area of the district, shall be 
the amount of original net tax capacity initially attributed to the property becoming tax exempt or being removed from 
the district. If the net tax capacity of property located within the tax increment financing district is reduced by reason 
of a court-ordered abatement, stipulation agreement, voluntary abatement made by the assessor or auditor or by order 
of the commissioner of revenue, the reduction shall be applied to the original net tax capacity of the district when the 
property upon which the abatement is made has not been improved since the date of certification of the district and 
to the captured net tax capacity of the district in each year thereafter when the abatement relates to improvements 
made after the date of certification. The county auditor may specify reasonable fonn and content of the request for 
certification of the authority and any modification thereof pursuant to section 469.175, subdivision 4. 

(h) If a parcel of property contained a substandard building that was demolished or removed and if the authority 
elects to treat the parcel as occupied by a substandard building under section 469.174, subdivision 10, paragraph (b), 
the auditor shall certify the original net tax capacity of the parcel using the greater of (1) the current net tax capacity 
of the parcel, or (2) the estimated market value of the parcel for the year in which the building was demolished or 
removed, but applying the class rates for the current year. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.177, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd.8. [ASSESSMENT AGREEMENTS.] An authority may enter into a written assessment agreement with any 
person establishing a minimum market value of land, existing improvements, or improvements to be constructed in 
a district, if the property is owned or will be owned by the person. The minimum market value established by an 
assessment agreement may be fixed, or increase or decrease in later years from the initial minimmn market value. 
!f ~ agreement is fully executed before I!!!y 1 of !!!!. assessment year, the market value as provided lUlder the 
agreement ~ be used !?y the COlUlty Q!. local assessor as the taxable market value of the property for that 
assessment. Agreements executed on or after.l!:!!y 1 of an assessment year become effective for assessment purposes 
in the following assessment year. An assessment agreement terminates on the earliest of the date on which conditions 
in the assessment agreement for termination are satisfied, the termination date specified in the agreement, or the date 
when tax increment is no longer paid to the authority lUlder section 469.176, subdivision 1. The assessment agreement 
shall be presented to the COWlty assessor, or city assessor having the powers of the county assessor, of the jurisdiction 
in which the tax increment financing district and the property that is the subject of the agreement is located. The 
assessor shall review-the plans and specifications for the improvements to be constructed, review the market value 
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previously assigned to the land upon which the improvements are to be constructed and, so long as the minimum 
market value contained in the assessment agreement appears, in the judgment of the assessor, to be a reasonable 
estimate, shall execute the following certification upon the agreement: 

The undersigned assessor, being legally responsible for the assessment of the above described property, certifies 
that the market values assigned to the land and improvements are reasonable. 

The assessment agreement shall be filed for record and recorded in the office of the county recorder or the registrar 
of titles of each county where the real estate or any part thereof is situated. After the agreement becomes effective 
for assessment purposes, the assessor shall value the property under section 273.11, except that the market value 
assigned shall not be less than the minimum market value established by the assessment agreement. The assessor 
may assign a market value to the property in excess of the minimum market value established by the assessment 
agreement. The owner of the property may seek .. through the exercise of administrative and legal remedies .. a 
reduction in market value for property tax purposes .. but no city assessor .. county assessor .. county auditor .. board of 
review .. board of equalization .. commissioner of revenue .. or court of this state shall grant a reduction of the market 
value below the minimum market value established by the assessment agreement during the term of the agreement 
filed of record regardless of actual market values which may result from incomplete construction of improvements, 
destruction, or diminution by any cause, insured or uninsured, except in the case of acquisition or reacquisition of 
the property by a public entity. Recording an assessment agreement constitutes notice, of the agreement to anyone 
who acquires any interest in the land or improvements that is subject to the assessment agreement, and the agreement 
is binding upon them. 

An assessment agreement may be modified or terminated 1!v. mutual consent of the current parties to the 
agreement. Modification or termination of an assessment agreement must he approved ~ the governing booy of the 
municipality. If the estimated market value for the property for the most recently available assessment is less than 
the minimum market value established Qy the assessment agreement for that or any later year and if bond counsel 
does not conclude that termination of the agreement is necessary to preserve the .tax exempt status of outstanding 
bonds or refunding bonds to be issued, the modification or termination of the assessment agreement also must be 
approved £v. the governing bodies of the county and the school district. A document modifying or terminating an 
agreement, including records of the municipality, COWlty, and school district approval, must he filed for record. The 
assessor"' s review and certification is not reguired if the document terminates ~ agreement. .&. change to an 
agreement not fully executed before .l!!!y 1 of an assessment year ~ not effective for assessment purposes for that 
assessment year. !! an assessment agreement has been modified or prematurely terminated. a person may seek ~ 
reduction in market value Q!: tax through the exercise of ~ administrative or legal remedy. The remedy may not 
provide for reduction of the market value below the minimum provided under a modified assessment agreement that 
remains in effect. In no event maya reduction be sought for ~ year other than the current taxes payable year. 

Sec. 19. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.1831, subdivision 4 .. is amended to read: 

Subd.4. [PROGRAM MONEY; DISTRIBUTION AND RESTRICTIONS.] (a) Neighborhood revitalization program 
money may only be expended in accordance with the program for a purpose listed in subdivision 3 or this 
subdivision. Program money may not be used in those project areas of the city where the city determines that private 
investment will be sufficient to provide for development and redevelopment of the projed area without public sedor 
assistance, except in cases where program money is being used to remove or rehabilitate structurally substandard or 
obsolete buildings. Revenues derived from tax increments may only be expended for the purposes otherwise 
permitted by law, except that notwithstanding any law to the contrary, the city must pay at least the following amount 
of program money .. including revenues derived from taX increments: (1) 15 percent to the school district, (2) 7.5 
percent to the county, and (3) 7.5 percent for social services. Payment must be made to the county and school district 
within 15 days after the city receives the distribution of increment revenues .. provided that the payment for calendar 
year 1990 may be made at any time during the year. Payment to the county for social services delivery shall he paid 
only after approval of program and spending plans under paragraph (b). Payment to the school district for education 
programs and services shall be paid only after approval of program and spending plans under paragraph (b). 

(b) The money distributed to the county in a calendar year must be deduded from the county's levy limit for the 
following calendar year. In calculating"the county's levy limit base for later years, the amount deducted must be 
treated as a local government aid payment. 

The city must notify the commissioner of education of the amount of the payment made to the school district for 
the year. The commissioner shall deduct from the school district's state education aid payments one-half of the amOWlt 
received by the school district. 
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The program money paid to the school district must he expended for additional education programs and services 
in accordance with the program. The amounts expended by the school district may not replace existing services. 

The money for social services must be paid to the county for the cost of the provision of social services under the 
plan, as approved by the policy board and the county board. 

(c) The city must expend on housing programs and related purposes as provided by the program at least 75 percent 
of the program money, after deducting the payments to the school district and county. 

(d) Notwithstanding any other provisions of law to the contrary, for a city of the first class qualifying under section 
469.1781, paragraph (a), program money and money described in Laws 1990. chapter 604. article Z. section ~ as 
amended. may be expended anywhere within the city by the authority for a purpose permitted by this section for any 
political subdivision without compliance with section 469.175. subdivision 1t. and such money shall be deemed to be 
expended for a purpose that is a permitted project under section 469.176 and for a purpose that is permitted under 
section 469.176 for the district from which the increment was received. 

Sec. 20. [MINNETONKA; SOILS DISTRICT.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORITY.] The Q!y of Minnetonka may create a soils condition tax increment financing district 
with .Q! without a hazardous substance subdistrict. covering all .Q! ~ portion of the following described property 
in the £ll:v. of Minnetonka. county of Hermepin. state of MiIUlesota: 

All that part of the east half of the northeast quarter of section ~ township 117 north, range 22 west, 1Yi!!g north 
of the Great Northern Railway right-of-way; 

The ~ half of the southeast quarter of section 11. township 117 north. range 22 west; and 

This district and a subdistrict may be created lUlder Minnesota Statutes. section 469.175. if the governing body of 
the ~ finds, Qy resolution. that establislunent of the district and a subdistrict will facilitate environmental response 
and provide for the settlement of pending litigation. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the provisions of 
Minnesota Statutes. sections 469.174 to 469.179, ~ to the district and ~ subdistrict. The fi!y may issue bonds or 
other obligations payable, in whole or in part, from increment derived from the district and a subdistrict. The request 
for certification of the district and a subdistrict must be filed with the county auditor before December .1. 1995. The 
~ may defer receipt of the first increment from the district Q!. from ~ subdistrict for .1!P. to three years following 
certification. Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.174, subdivisions.z. paragraph 1£1. and ~ clause !ill..@.t and 469.176, 
subdivisions .1. paragraph !f!1. ~ ~ & and Z. do not !!pp!y. to this district and subdistrict. Nothing in this section 
affects the liability of persons for costs or damages associated with the release of hazardous substances, the city's right 
to pursue responsible parties Q!. reimbursement under applicable insurance contracts, or the city's liability under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 115B.04, subdivision 4. The powers granted are in addition to other powers of the fi!L. 

Subd.2. [QUALIFICATION RULES.] Before creating a district or subdistrict under this section, the governing body 
of the £i.!:y of Minnetonka must find ill. that the response costs related to the district and subdistrict and deposits to 
the indemnification fund or premiums for the purchase of private environmental insurance necessary to develop the 
site exceed the estimated fair market value of the land in the district and ·subdistrict after completion of all necessary 
response activities and provision of indemnification under the plan and fill that independent of the environmental 
response costs, that the cost of correcting the unusual terrain and soil conditions materially impairs the ability of the 
owner to develop, selL or finance all or any significant portion of the district. This finding i§. in addition to the 
findings required under MiIUlesota Statutes, section 469.174, subdivision ~ paragraph ill1 clauses ill and f£1. in the 
~ of the district, and the findings required under Mirmesota Statutes. section 469.174, subdivision.z. in the ~ of 
the subdistrict. 

Subd.1. [LIMITS ON SPENDING INCREMENTS; POOLING RULES.] ill The provisions of Minnesota Statutes, 
section 469.1763, do not!!pp!y' to the district and a subdistrict created lUlder this section. Revenues derived from tax 
increments from the district and subdistrict may be spent ~m]y Q!!! 

ill response costs related to the area contained in the district and subdistrict including the activities outside of the 
subdistrict or the district but within the project, to the extent necessary to prevent contaminants moving to or from 
the contaminated parcels; 
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ill deposits to m indenmification fund or the purchase of environmental insurance, relating only to liability or 
additional response costs for contaminated parcels located in the district: 

o the costs of correcting the unusual terrain Q£ soil deficiencies and the additional costs of installing public 
improvements directly caused!:!y the deficiencies (except increments derived from reducing original tax capacity under 
Minnesota Statutes, section 469.174, subdivision L. paragraph.ili1. may not be used for this purpose); and 

ill administrative expenses and costs pennitted under Minnesota Statutes, section 469,176, subdivisions 3 and 1ht. 
including costs of review and approval of development response actions plans £y the commissioner of the pollution 
control agency and litigation expenses of the attorney general, if any. 

ill After sufficient revenues derived from tax increments have been received to ~ all remediation costs, deposits 
to an indenmification fund Q!. insurance premiums, and administrative and other qualifying costs, the district and 
subdistrict must be decertified. Minnesota Statutes, section 469.176, subdivision ~ paragraphs ill and lllli ~ to 
the district and subdistrict, except to the ~ limited ~ this section. 

Subd. 1:. IDEFINITION.] For purposes of this section, "response" means activity constituting "respond" Q!. 
"response" as those terms ~ defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 1158.02. Response costs include activities, 
including installation of public infrastructure, necessary to respond. 

Subd. ~ [STATE AID REDUCTION.] ill The state aid reductions under Minnesota Statutes, section 273.1399, do 
not ~ to the district or a subdistrict established under this section, if the 9!y elects to ~ and ~ 25 percent 
of the response costs and deposits to the indemnification fund out of its general fund, ~ property tax kTI. for that 
purpose, or other unrestricted.£i!.v. money (other than tax increments). The 9!Y must elect this option at the time of 
certification of the district and must notify the commissioner of revenue of its election. The election is irrevocable. 

ill!f the .£i!.v. does not elect to ~ for ~ portion of the cost as provided .£y paragraph !s1. the state aid reductions 
under Minnesota Statutes, section 273.1399,~ The qualified captured net tax capacity of the district or subdistrict 
or both must be calculated under Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 273.1399, subdivision.L paragraph ll!1. clause ill 
under the "All Other Districts" column. ' 

Sec. 21. [CITY OF HOPKINS; HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE SUBDISTRICT.] 

Subdivision 1. [AUTHORIZATION.] Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, section 469.175, subdivision L the.sllY of 
Hopkins or its housing and redevelopment authority may create one or more hazardous substance subdistricts within 
tax increment financing district No.ll or within ~ new or existing tax increment financing district encompassing 
~parcels located within township 117N, range 22W, sections 25 and 26 in the area bounded on the northQy CSAH 
No. 2L 2!l the south ~ the Hennepin County Regional Railroad Authority right-of-waYi on the west Qy the .£!!v. of 
Hopkins/city of MiIUletonka boundanri and on the east £y the existing parcel occupied.£y the £i!y of Hopkins Well 
No.1 Building. The £i!y Q!: its housing and redevelopment authority may issue bonds 2! other obligations payable 
in whole or in part from increment derived from the subdistrict or district upon ~ finding .£y .£!tv. resolution that 
establishment of the subdistrict will facilitate environmental remediation and further the objectives of the tax 
increment financing plan for the district. The request for certification of the subdistrict must be filed with the county 
auditor before December .1. 1995. The f!!v. may defer receipt of the first increment from!. subdistrict for!!£ to three 
years follOWing certification.' Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.174, subdivisions Z,paragraph!£1. and 1.fu. and 469.176, 
subdivisions .1. paragraphs @ and 1&1 ~ 2z. and L. do not ~ to the subdistrict. . 

Subd. b [PRESERVATION OF RIGHTS.] Nothing in this section affects the liability of persons for costs or damages 
associated with the release of hazardous substances, or the city's !igh! to pursue responsible parties Q!. to ~ 
reimbursement under applicable insurance contracts, or the city's liability under Minnesota'Statutes, section 1158.04, 
subdivision 4. The powers granted are in addition to other powers of the ~ 

Subd:~ [QUALIFICATION RULES.] Before creation of a subdistrict under subdivision L the.sllY of Hopkins shall 
determine that the existence of pollution or contamination of parcels within the subdistrict materially impairs the 
ability of the owners of the parcels to develop, sell. lease, Q!. finance all or ~ portion of the parcels. For purposes 
of detennining the original net tax capacity of the subdistrict under Minnesota Statutes, section 469.174, subdivision 
.z. paragraph ili1. the requirement that the authority enter into a redevelopment or other agreement or have in place 
a response action plan before reduction of the original tax capacity does not ~ The amount of the estimated costs 
of the removal or remedial actions may be based Q!!. -reasonable estimates prepared for the £i!v.:. 
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In addition, the £!!y shalL following review .£y the pollution control agency, prepare and adopt ~ report which 
delineates the maximum amount of money to be reserved for eligible expenditures. 

Subd. 1,. [ELIGIBLE EXPENDITURES.] Revenue derived from tax increments from the subdistrict may be spent 
only~ 

ill costs of investigating and remediating the pollution or contamination in the area contained in the subdistrict, 
including activities outside of the subdistrict to the extent necessary to prevent pollutants or contaminants moving 
to Q!. from the subdistrict; 

ill deposits to an indemnification fund to be used to indenmify existing or future owners, purchasers, lessees, or 
mortgagees of ~ parcel in the subdistrict against environmental liability and costs associated with the investigation 
and remediation of pollution or contamination in the subdistrict. or the purchase of environmental insurance relating 
only to liability or remediation costs for parcels located in the subdistrict; 

ill administrative expenses and costs, including those permitted under Minnesota Statutes, section 469.176, 
subdivision fu. and costs of preparation, review. and approval of .!!!!y response action plan or partial response action 
plan Qy the pollution control agency; and 

ill costs of actions. induding litigation. to recover investigation and remediation costs incident to the subdistrict 
from responsible persons. 

Subd. ~ [DECERTIFICATION.] After sufficient revenues derived from tax increments have been received to ~ 
all investigation and remediation costs. deposits to an indemnification fund, insurance premiums. and administrative 
and other qualifying costs, and in all events not ~ than 20 years from the date of receipt Qy the .9!v. of the first 
tax increment from the subdistrict, the subdistrict must be decertified. 

Subd. Q,. [REDISTRIBUTION.] When the .Q!y has received sufficient tax increment funds to Pi!Y all eligible 
expenditures, any funds received must be applied Qv. the .9!v. in the manner of excess tax increments under Minnesota 
Statutes. section 469.176, subdivision b and the Hennepin county auditor shall increase the original net tax capacity 
of the parcels in the subdistrict to the original net tax capacity that would prevail had no reduction been made. 

Subd. Z:. [DEFINITIONS.] For purposes of this section. "remediation" means activity constituting removaL remedy. 
remedial action, or response as those terms are defined in Minnesota Statutes, section IISB.OZ, including activities to 
develop and implement .a response action plan approved Qy the pollution control agency Wlder Minnesota Statutes, 
section 115B.17, subdivision .Ht. Q!. ~ partial response action plan approved £v. the pollution control agency under 
Minnesota Statutes. section 115B.175. Remediation costs include activities necessary to accomplish remediation. 
including installation of public infrastrucmre. 

Subd.!h [STATE AID REDUCTION.] The state aid reductions under Minnesota Statutes. section 273.1399. do not 
~ to ~ subdistrict established under this section,!! the.£!!y elects to lli!Y. and ~ Z5 percent of the response costs 
and deposits to the inderrmification fund out of its general fund, ~ property tax ~ for that purpose, Q! other 
unrestricted.9!y money (other than tax increments). The.£itt. must elect this option at the time of certification of the 
district and must notify the commissioner of revenue of its election. The election is irrevocable. 

Sec. 22. [INVER GROVE HEIGHTS.] 

Subd. b [BOND AUTHORIZATION.] .!f the .Q!y of Inver Grove Heights, the Minnesota department of 
transportation, and Dakota county agree to the planning, design, construction, and reconstruction of state. county, and 
Q!y highway, street. and bridge improvements that serve, among other areas, the area of tax increment financing 
district No. 3-2, the .£i.!y council may, £v. resolution, authorize. sell. and issue general obligation bonds of the .£!!y in 
a principal amount not to exceed $4,000,000 to finance part of the cost of the improvements to be paid for Qv. the state 
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under the agreement. The sl!Y shall issue the bonds only if and to the extent it estimate~ they are necessary to ~ 
costs of the improvements coming due for which state funds are not immediately available but will be received l?Y 
the fi!y under the agreement. The Ei!y shall pledge the state money to the payment of the bonds and after it receives 
the money shall ~ the bonds as ~ as practicable. The bonds shall be issued and secured under Minnesota 
Statutes, chapter 475, except no election is reguired to authorize their issuance. 

Sec. 23. [CITY OF MANKATO; DURATION OF TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT.] 

Nonv-ithstanding Minnesota Statutes, sedion469.176, subdivision.1. the duration of the ~ 9.!Y redevelopment 
project tax increment ,financing district, district AAl, located within the s.i!y of Mankato, may be extended ~ the 

, authority to August .1. 2009. Any increment received during the period of extended duration may only be utilized 
for payment of Qf. to ~ payment of debt service 2!l bonds issued after April.1. 1993, and before January.1. 1994, 
or bonds issued to refund those bonds. 

Sec. 24. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Sections .1..i..2t.1..1. § ~ and 16 ~ effective for districts and subdistricts for which requests for certification are 
made after August .1. 1993. 

Section ~ is effective for applications filed after the day of final enactment. 

Sections ~.z.~ and ~ subdivision lli clauses ill and 121lb and 14 are effective for districts for which the reguest 
for certification is made after May 21. 1993. 

Section ~ except subdivision ~ clauses ill and .ill1. is effective for districts for which'the reguests for certification 
were made after h!lv. 21. 1979. . 

Sections 17 and 18 are effective h!!Y .1. 1993, and ~ to all districts, regardless of when the request for 
certification was made, including districts for which the request for certification was made before August .1. 1979. 
Section 18 applies only to modifications of assessment agreements made after August.1. 1993. 

Section 19 i2. effective upon compliance Qy the £i!v. of Minneapolis with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
subdivision 3. 

Section 20 i2. effective upon compliance Qy the fll:v. of Minnetonka with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
subdivision 3. 

Section 21 i2. effective upon compliance Qy the fll:v. of Hopkins with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
subdivision 3. 

Section 22 is effective the day following final enactment without the approval of ~ local government. 

Section 23 is effective upon compliance .£v. the fll:v. of Mankato with Minnesota Statutes, section 645.021, 
su~n3.-

ARTICLE 15 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT EFFICIENCY AND COOPERATION 

Section L [465.795] [DEFINITIONS.] 

Subdivision.1. [AGENCY.] "Agency" means ~ department. agency, board, or other instrumentality of state 
government that has jurisdiction over an administrative rule or law from which ~ waiver ~ sought under section ~ 
1l£!Q specific agency has jurisdiction over such a law, "agency" refers to the attorney general. 

, 
Subd. b. [BOARD·1 "Board" means the board of government innovation and cooperation established.Qy section b. 

Subd. 3. [COUNCIL.] "Council" Qf. "metropolitan council" ~ the metropolitan council established .Qy 
section 473.123. 
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Subd.1:, [LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNIT.] "Local government unit" means a county, home rule charter or statutory 
city, school district, town, or special taxing district, except for purposes of sections 465.81 to 465.87. 

Subd. 2: [METROPOLITAN AGENCY] "Metropolitan agency" has the meanmg given in section 473.121, 
subdivision Sa. 

Subd.2.: [METROPOLITAN AREA.1 "Metropolitan area" has the meaning given in section 473.121, subdivision 2. 

Subd. Z:. [SCOPE.] As used in sections 1 to 2. and sections 465.80 to 465.87, the terms defined in this section have 
the meanings given them. 

Sec. 2. [465.796J [BOARD OF GOVERNMENT INNOVATION AND COOPERATION.J 

Subdivision 1. [MEMBERSHIP.] The board of government innovation and cooperation consists of three members 
of the senate appointed Qy the subcommittee on committees of the senate committee on rules and administration, three 
members of the house of representatives appointed Qy the speaker of the house, two administrative law judges 
appointed .£y the chief administrative law judge, the commissioner of finance, the commissioner of administration, 
and the state auditor. The commissioners of finance and administration and the state auditor may each designate one 
staff member to serve in the commissioner's or auditor's place. The members of the senate and house of 
representatives serve as nonvoting members. 

ill accept applications from local government units for waivers of administrative rules and temporary, limited 
exemptions from enforcement of procedural requirements in state law as provided in section ~ and determine whether 
to approve, modify, or reject the application; 

ill accept applications for grants to local government units and related organizations proposing to design models 
or plans for innovative service delivery and management as provided in section 4 and determine whether to approve, 
modify, or reject the application; 

.@l accept applications from local government units for financial assistance to enable them to plan for cooperative 
efforts as provided in section ~ and determine whether to approve, modify, or reject the application; 

ill accept applications from eligible local government units for service-sharing grants as provided in section 465.80, 
and determine whether to approve, modify, or reject the application; 

ill accept applications from counties, cities, and towns proposing to combine under sections 465.81 to 465.87, and 
determine whether to approve or disapprove the application; and 

ill make recommendations to the legislature regarding the elimination of state mandates that inhibit local 
government efficiency, innovation, and cooperation. 

The board may purchase services from the metropolitan council in reviewing requests for waivers and grant 
applications. 

Subd. J.: [STAFF.] The board may hire staff or consultants as necessary to perform its duties. 

Sec. 3. [465.797J [RULE AND LAW WAIVER REQUESTS.J 

Subdivision 1. IGENERALL Y.1 @l Except ~ provided in paragraph i!21. a local government unit may reguest the 
board of government innovation and cooperation to grant ~ waiver from ~ .QI more administrative rules .QI .e. 
temporary, limited exemption from enforcement of state procedural laws governing delivery of services Qy the local 
government unit. Two.QI ~ local government units may submit ~ joint application for a waiver .Q!. exemption 
under this section if they propose to cooperate in providing a service.QE program that is subject to the rule or law. 
Before submitting an application to the board. the governing body of the local government unit must approve the 
waiver .QI exemption reguest !2y resolution at ~ meeting reguired to be public under section 471.705. 

ill A school district that is granted a variance from rules of the state board of education under section 121.11, 
subdivision 1b need not ~ to the board for .e. waiver of those rules under this section. A school district may not 
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seek 2. waiver of rules under this section if the state board of .education has authority to grant a variance to the rules 
under section 121.11, subdivision 12. This paragraph does not preclude a school district from being included in a 
cooperative effort with another local government unit under this section. 

Subd. b. [APPLICATION.] A local government unit requesting a waiver of a rule or exemption from enforcement 
of 2. law under this section shall present !l written application to the board. The application must include: 

ill identification of the service or program at issue; 

ill identification of the administrative rule or the law imposing a procedural reguirement with respect to which 
the waiver or exemption is sought 

ill a description of the improved service outcome sought including an explanation of the effect of the waiver Q!: 

exemption in accomplishing that outcomej 

ill a description of the means .£y which the attainment of the outcome will be measured; and 

ill it the waiver or exemption is proposed Qy ~ single local government unit, a description of the consideration 
given to intergoverrunental cooperation in providing this service, and .en explanation of why the local government 
unit has elected to proceed independently. 

A.£QPY of the application must be provided Qy the requesting local government unit to the exclusive representative 
of its employees as certified under section 179A.12. 

Subd. ~ IREVIEW PROCESS.] Upon receipt of an application from a local government unit, the board shall review 
the application. The board shall dismiss or request modification of an application within 60 days of its receipt i!!! 
finds that ill the application does not meet the reauirements of subdivision b. or ill the application should not be 
granted because it clearly proposes a waiver of rules or exemption from enforcement of laws that would result in due 
process violations, violations of federal law or the state or federal constitution, or the loss of services to people who 
are entitled to them. If the application is submitted Qy ~ local govenunent unit in the metropolitan area or the unit 
reguests a waiver of ~ rule or temporary, limited exemptions from enforcement of a procedural law over which the 
metropolitan councilor a metropolitan agency has jurisdiction, the board shall also transmit a £Q£Y of the application 
to the council for revieW and comment. The council shall report its conunents to the board within 60 days of the date 
the application was transmitted to the council. The council may point out any resources or technical assistance it may 
be able to provide a local government submitting a request under this section. If i! does not dismiss the application, 
the board shall transmit a £QEY of i! to the commissioner of each ~ having jurisdiction over ~ rule or law from 
which a waiver or exemption is sought. The agency may mail a notice that it has received an application for a waiver 
or exemption to all persons who have registered with the agency under section 14.14. subdivision ~ identifying the 
rule or law from which a waiver or exemption is requested. !!!lQ ~ has jurisdiction over the rule Q!: law. the 
board shall transmit ~ .£QEY. of the application to the attorney general. If the commissioner of finance. the 
commissioner of administration. or the state auditor has jurisdiction over the rule or law. the chief administrative law 
judge shall appoint ~ second administrative law judge to ~ as a member 'of the board in the place of that official 
for purposes of determining whether to grant the waiver or exemption. The ~ shall inform the board of its 
agreement with Q!. objection to and grounds for objection to the waiver or exemption. request within 60 days of the 
date when the application was transmitted to it Interested persons may submit written comments to the board on 
the waiver or exemption reguest within 60 days of the board's receipt of the application. If the agency fails to inform 
the board of its conclusion with respect to the application within 60 days of its receipt. the ~ is deemed to have 
agreed to the waiver or exemption. !! the exclusive representative of the employees of the requesting local 
government unit objects to the waiver or exemption request !! may inform the board of the objection to and the 
grounds for the objection to the waiver or exemption request within 60 days of the receipt of the application. 

Subd. ~ IHEARING.]!! the ~ or the exclusive representative does not agree with the waiver or exemption 
request, the board shall set a date for a hearing on the application. which may be!!Q. earlier than 90 days after the date 
when the application was transmitted to the agency. The hearing must be conducted informally at a meeting of the 
board. Persons representing the local government unit shall present their ~ for the waiver Q!. exemption. and 
persons representing the ~ shall explain the agency's objection to it. Members of the board may reguest 
additional information from either ~ The board may also request, either before or at the hearing. information 
or comments from representatives of business, labor. local governments. state agencies. consultants. and members of 
the public. If necessary. the hearing may be continued at a subsequent board meeting. A waiver Q! exemption must 
be granted Qy ~ vote of ~ majority of the board members. The board may modify the ~ of the waiver Q!. 
exemption request in arriving at the agreement required under subdivision 5. 
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Subd. ~ [CONDITIONS OF AGREEMENTS.[!t the board grants" reguest for" waiver or exemption, the board 
and the local government unit shall enter into an agreement providing for the delivery of the service or program that 
i§. the subject of the application. The agreement must ~ desired outcomes and the ~ of measurement J2y 
which the board will determine whether the outcomes specified in the agreement have been met. The agreement must 
~ the duration of the waiver .Q! exemption, which may be for !!Q. less than two years and !!Q. ~ than four 
years, subject to renewal if both parties agree. f!. waiver of s rule under this section has the effect of !!. variance 
granted £y ~ agency under section 14.05, subdivision 4. A local unit of government that is granted an exemption 
from enforcement of a procedural requirement in state law under this section is exempt from that law for the duration 
of the exemption. The board may reguire periodic reports from the local government unit, or conduct investigations 
of the service or program. 

Subd.2,. [ENFORCEMENT,]!t the board finds that the local government unit is failing to comply with the terms 
of the agreement under subdivision ~ i!. may rescind the agreement. Upon the recision, the local unit of government 
becomes subject to the rules and laws covered .Qy the agreement. 

Subd. 'L.. [ACCESS TO DATA.] If a local government unit. through a cooperative program under this section, gains 
access to data collected. created. received. or maintained Qy another local government that is classified as not public. 
the unit gaining access is governed h the same restrictions on access to and use of the data as the unit that collected. 
created, received. or maintained the data. 

Sec. 4. [465.798] [SERVICE BUDGET MANAGEMENT MODEL GRANTS.] 

One Q!. ~ local units of governments. an association of local governments, the metropolitan council, or ~ 
organization acting, in conjunction with a local unit of government may ~ to the board of government innovation 
and management for a grant to be used to develop models for innovative service budget management. Proposed 
models may provide options to local governments. neighborhood or conununity organizations. or individuals for 
managing budgets for service delivery. A £QPY. of the work product for which the grant ~ provided must be 
furnished to the board upon completion, and the board may disseminate it to other local tm.its of government or 
interested groups. !f the board finds that the model was not completed or implemented according to the terms of 
the grant agreement. it may reguire the grantee to ~ all or ~ portion of the grant. The amount of a grant under 
this section shall not exceed $50.000, 

Sec, 5, [465,799] [COOPERATION PLANNING GRANTS,] 

Two or more local government units may ~ to the board of government innovation and cooperation for! grant 
to be used to develop .! plan for intergovernmental cooperation in providing services. The grant application must 
include the following information: 

ill the identity of the local government units proposing to enter into the planning process: 

m a description of the services to be studied and the outcomes sought from the cooperative venture; and 

ill ! description of the proposed planning process, including !!!l estimate of its costs, identification of the 
individuals or entities who will participate in" the planning process, and an explanation of the need for a grant to the 
extent that the cost cannot be paid out of the existing resources of the local government unit. 

The plan may include model contracts or agreements to be used to implement the plan. A £Q£Y of the work 
product for which the grant was provided must be furnished to the board upon completion. !t the board finds that 
the grantee has failed to implement the plan, II may require the grantee to ~ all or .! portion of the grant. The 
amount of a grant under this section shall !!Q!. exceed $50,000. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.80, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [SCOPE.] This section establishes a program for grants to €iRes, eSW1Hes, 8::1.8: ~8';I'fiS local 
government Wlits to enable them to meet the start-up costs of providing shared services or functions. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.80, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2, [ELIGIBILITY,] Any heme ."Ie chaftef e. slal~le.., cit;, ee_ty, e. Ie ... ' local government unit that 
provides a plan for offering a governmental service under a joint powers agreement with another sit;;, e81:i:f1:~, 8F ~8 • ,1ft 
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local government unit or with an agency of state government, is eligible for a grant under this section, and is referred 
to in this section as an "eligible local government unit." 

Sec. 8. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.80, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SUBMISSION OF PLAN TO DllPARTMENT BOARD.] The plan must be submitted to the elel'a.lme»1 
sf truae ana €e8R8Rl:ie ae. elepfR€f'lt board of government irulOvation and cooperation. fi:..£Q.E.Y of the plan must also 
be provided Qy the requesting local government units to the exclusive representatives of the employees as certified 
under section 179A.12. The eSHLffiissisf'l€F sf traae ana €e8flsfRie aevelepfttent board will approve a plan only if it 
contains the elements set forth in subdivision 3, with sufficient information to verify the assertions under clauses (2) 
and (3). The eSfftRl:i:ssisRel board may request modifications of a plan. If the €eH'lfflfSSiSREl board rejects a plan, 
written reasons for the rejection must be provided, and a governmental unit may modify the plan and resubmit it. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.80, subdivision 5, is amended to read: 

Subd. 5. [GRANTS.] The amount of each grant shall be equal to the additional start-up costs for which evidence 
is presented under subdivision 3, clause (3). Only one grant will be given to a local government unit for any function 
or service it proposes to combine with another government unit, but a unit may apply for separate grants for different 
services or functions it proposes to combine. If the amount of money available for making the grants is not sufficient 
to fully fund the grants to eligible local government lUlits with approved plans, the esft'tfllissieRel' board shall award 
grants on the basis of each qualified applicant's score under a scoring system to be devised by the esfftfftissisflEl board 
to measure the relative needs for the grants and the ratio of costs to benefits for each proposal. 

Sec. 10. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.81, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd. 2. [DEFINITIONS.] As used in sections 465.81 to 465.87, the words defin~d in this subdivision have the 
meanings given them in this subdivision. 

"Board" means' the board of government innovation and cooperation. 

"City" means home rule charter or statutory cities. 

"Ceff'lfl't-issisflEr" meaRS thE Esff'lft'tissisREr sf tfase aRs eesRsaL:ie se. EIspmEftt. 

"DeJ:3arfmeftt" meaf'tS the SeflarSiteRt sf traae 8::1ta e€Sflsm:ie se. elsJ:3flteRt. 

"Governing body" means, in the case of a county, the county board; in the case of a city, the city council; and, in 
the case of a town, the town board. 

"Local government Wlit" or "unit" includes counties, cities, and towns. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.82, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [ADOPTION AND STATE AGENCY REVIEW.] Each governing body that proposes to combine 
under sections 465.81 to 465.87 must adopt by resolution a plan for cooperation and combination. The plan must 
address each item in this section. The plan must be specific for any item that will occur within three years and may 
be general or set forth alternative proposals for an item that will occur more than three years in the future. The plan 
must be submitted to the sepal'tft:tERl sf Hase atla ee8flem:ie de. elepmeflt board of government iImovation and 
cooperation for review and comment. For a metropolitan area local government unit, the plan must also be submitted 
to the metropolitan council for review and comment. The council may point out ~ resources or technical assistance 
i!. may be able to provide a governing body submitting a .EJ2!! under this subdivision. Significant modifications and 
specific resolutions of items must be submitted to the aepartment board and council. if appropriate. for review and 
comment. In the official newspaper of each local government unit proposed for combination, the governing body 
must publish at least a summary of the adopted plans, each significant modification and resolution of items, and the 
results of each aeparaneR~ hoard and council, if appropriate, review and comment. 

Sec. 12. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.83, is amended to read: 

465.83 [STATE AGENCY APPROVAL.] 

Before scheduling a referendum on the question of combining local government units under section 465.84, the units 
shall submit the plan adopted under section 465.82 to the eeffiftlissisfler board. Metropolitan area units shall also 
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submit the plan to the metropolitan council for review and comment. The eeffl:fRissiSR€f board may require any 
information it deems necessary to evaluate the plan. The EsftlmissisHer board shall disapprove the proposed 
combination if tEte Esftlft'l:issisREP'it finds that the plan is not reasonably likely to enable the combined unit to provide 
services in a more efficient or less costly manner than the separate units would provide them, or if the plans or plan 
modification are incomplete. !f the combination of local government units ~ approved .£Y. the board under this 
section, the local units are not required to proceed under chapter 414 to accomplish the combination. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 465.87, subdivision I, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [EUGIBILIn'.] A local government Wlit is eligible for aid under this section if the eemfflissiefteF 
board has approved its plan to cooperate and combine under section 465.83. 

Sec. 14. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 465.87, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd. Ia. [ADDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY.] A local government unit ~ eligible for aid under this section if it has 
combined with another unit of government in accordance with chapter 414 and~.£Q£Y of the mlUlicipal board's order 
combining the two units of government is forwarded to the board. 

Sec. 15. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$1,200,000 .!§. appropriated from the local government trust fund to the board of government innovation and 
cooperation for the purpose of making grants under this article, including grants made under Minnesota Statutes, 
section 465.80, and aid paid under Minnesota Statutes, section 465.87. 

ARTICLE 16 

TACONITE TAX 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 298.227, is amended to read: 

298.227 [TACONITE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND.] 

An amount equal to 1QA eeRts reF tal(a131e teft that distributed pursuant to each taconite producer's taxable 
production and qualifying sales under section 298.28, subdivision 9a, taF rFeatleSSR } eal'S 1992 aRa 1993 shall be held 
by the iron range resources and rehabilitation board in a separate taconite economic development fund for each 
taconite producer. Money from the fund for each producer shall be released only on the written authorization of a 
joint committee consisting of an equal number of representatives of the salaried employees and the nonsalaried 
production and maintenance employees of that producer. The district 33 director of the United $tates Steelworkers 
of America, on advice of each local employee president, shall select the employee members. In nonorganized 
operations, the employee conunittee shall be elected by the nonsalaried production and maintenance employees. Each 
producer's joint committee may authorize release of the hmds held pursuant to this section only for acquisition of 
equipment and facilities for the producer or for research and development in Minnesota on new mining, or taconite, 
iron, or steel production technology. Funds may be released only upon a majority vote of the representatives of the 
committee. Any portion of the fund which is not released by a joint committee within hvo years of its deposit in the 
fund shall be divided behveen the taconite environmental protection fund created in section 298.223 and the northeast 
Minnesota economic protection trust fund created in section 298.292 for placement in their respective special aCCotUlts. 
Two-thirds of the unreleased funds shall be distributed to the taconite environmental protection fund and one-third 
to the northeast Minnesota economic protection trust fund. This section is effective for taxes payable in 1993 and 1994. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 298.28, subdivision 4, is amended to read: 

Subd. 4. [SCHOOL DISTRICTS.] (a) 27.5 cents per taxable ton plus the increase provided in paragraph (d) must 
be allocated to qualifying school districts to be distributed, based upon the certification of the commissioner of 
revenue, under paragraphs (b) and (c). 

(b) 5.5 cents per taxable ton must be distributed to the school districts in which the lands from which taconite was 
mined or quarried were located or within which the concentrate was produced. The distribution must be based on 
the apportionment formula prescribed in subdivision 2. 
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(c)(i) 22 cents per taxable ton, less any amount distributed under paragraph (e), shall be distributed to a group of 
school districts -comprised of those school districts in which the taconite was mined or quarried or the concentrate 
produced or in which there is a qualifying municipality as defined by section 273.134 in direct proportion to school 
district indexes as follows: for each school district, its pupil units determined under section 124.17 for the prior school 
year shall be multiplied by the ratio of the average adjusted net tax capacity per pupil unit for school districts 
receiving aid under this clause as calculated pursuant to chapter 124A for the school year ending prior to distribution 
to the adjusted net tax capacity per pupil unit of the district. Each district shall receive that portion of the distribution 
which its index bears to the sum of the indices for all school districts that receive the distributions. 

(ii) Notwithstanding clause (i), each school district that receives a distribution under sections 298.018; 298.23 to 
298.28, exclusive of any amount received under this clause; 298.34 to 298.39; 298.391 to 298.396; 298.405; or any law 
imposing a tax on severed mineral values that is less than the amount of its levy reduction under section 124.918, 
subdivision 8, for the second year prior to the year of the distribution shall receive a distribution equal to the 
difference; the amount necessary to make this payment shall be derived from proportionate reductions in the initial 
distribution to other school districts under clause (i). 

(d) On July 15, in years prior to 1988, an amount equal to the increase derived by increasing the amount determined 
by paragraph (c) in the same proportion as the increase in the steel mill products index over the base year of 1977 
as provided in section 298.24, subdivision I, clause (a), shall be distributed to any school district described in 
paragraph (c) where a levy increase pursuant to section 124A.03, subdivision 2, is authorized by referendum, 
according to the following formula. On July 15, 1988, the increase over the amount established for 1987 shall be 
determined as if there had been an increase in the tax rate under section 298.24, subdivision 1, paragraph (b), 
according to the increase in the implicit price deflator. On July 15, 1989, 1990, and 1991, the increase over the amount 
established for the prior year shall be determined according to the increase in the implicit price deflator as provided 
in section 298.24, subdivision 1, paragraph (a). In 1992 and 1993, the amount distributed per ton shall be the same 
as that determined for distribution in 1991. In 1994, the amount distributed per ton shall be equal to the amount per 
ton distributed in 1991 increased in the same proportion as the increase between the fourth quarter of 1988 1989 and 
the fourth quarter of 1992 in the implicit price deflator as defined in section 298.24, subdivision 1. On July 15, 1995, 
and subsequent years, the increase over the amount established for the prior year shall be determined according to 
the increase in the implicit price deflator as provided in section 298.24, subdivision 1. Each district shall receive the 
product of: 

(i) $175 times the pupil units identified in section 124.17, subdivision 1, enrolled in the second previous year or the 
1983-1984 school year, whichever is greater, less the product of 1.8 percent times the district's taxable net tax capacity 
in the second previous year; times 

(ii) the lesser of: 

(A) one, or 

(B) the ratio of the sum of the amount certified pursuant to section 124A.03, subdivision 19, in the previous year, 
plus the amount certified pursuant to section 124A.03, subdivision Ii, in the previous year, plus the referendwn aid 
according to section 124A.03, subdivision Ih, for the current year, to the product of l.8-percent times the district's 
taxable net tax capacity in the second previous year. 

If the total amolU1t provided by paragraph (d) is insufficient to make the payments herein required then the 
entitlement of $175 per pupil unit shall be reduced uniformly so as not to exceed the funds available. Any amounts 
received by a qualifying school district in any fiscal year pursuant to paragraph (d) shall not be applied to reduce 
general education aid which the district receives pursuant to section 124A.23 or the permissible levies of the district. 
Any amount remaining after the payments provided in this paragraph shall be paid to the commissioner of iron range 
resources and rehabilitation who- shall deposit the same in the taconite environmental protection fund and the 
northeast Minnesota economic protection trust fund as provided in subdivision 11. 

Each district receiving money according to this paragraph shall reserve $25 times the number of pupil units in the 
district. It may use the money for early childhood programs or for outcome-based learning programs that enhance 
the academic quality of the district's curriculwn. The outcome-based learning programs must be approved by the 
commissioner of education. 

(e) There shall be distributed to any school district the amount which the school district was entitled to receive 
under section 298.32 in 1975. 
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Sec. 3. MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, section 298.28, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

Subd. 7. [IRON RANGE RESOURCES AND REHABILITATION BOARD.] Three cents per taxable ton shall be paid 
to the iron range resources and rehabilitation board for the purposes of section 298.22. The amount determined in 
this subdivision shall be increased in 1981 and subsequent years prior to 1988 in the same proportion as the increase 
in the steel mill products index as provided in section 298.24, subdivision 1 .. and shall be increased in 1989, 1990, and 
1991 according to the increase in the implicit price deflator as provided in section 298.24, subdivision 1. In 1992 and 
1993, the amount distributed per ton shall-be the same as the amount distributed per ton in 1991. In 1994, the amount 
distributed shall be the distribution per ton for 1991 increased in the same proportion as the increase between the 
fourth quarter of!988 1989 and the fourth quarter of 1992 in the implicit price deflator as defined in section 298.24", 
subdivision I. That amount shall be increased in 1995 and subsequent years in the same proportion as the increase 
in the implicit price deflator as provided in section 298.24, subdivision 1. The amount distributed in 1988 shall be 
increased according to the increase that would have occurred in the rate of tax under section 298.24 if the rate had 
been adjusted according to the implicit price deflator for 1987 production. The amount distributed pursuant to this 
subdivision shall be expended within or for the benefit of a tax relief area defined in section 273.134. No part of the 
fund provided in this subdivision may be used to provide loans for the operation of private business unless the loan 
is approved by the governor and the legislative advisory commission. . 

Sec. 4. MilUlesota Statutes 1992, section 298.28, subdivision 9a, is amended to read: 

Subd.9a. [TACONITE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUND.] !i!.l10.4 cents per ton for distributions in 1993 and 
15.4 cents ~ ton for distributions in 1994 shall be paid to the taconite economic development fund. No distribution 
shall be made under this sl::lBai. isisl"l paragraph in any year in which total industry production falls below 30 million 
tons. 

ill An amount egual to 50 percent of the tax pellet chips 

and fines not exceeding ill inch in size and ~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~g~~ economic development fund. The amount paid shall "'-<";,,, !!-i':'~ amount to 
be paid to the fund exceeds this amount. not exceed 
$700,000. 

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 298.28, subdivision 10, is amended to read: 

Subd. 10. [INCREASE.] The amounts determined under subdivisions 6, paragraph (a), and 9 shall be increased in 
1979 and subsequent years prior to 1988 in the same proportion as the increase in the steel mill products index as 
provided in section 29824, subdivision 1. The amount distributed in 1988 shall be increased according to the increase 
that would have occurred in the rate of tax under section 298.24 if the rate had been adjusted according to the implicit 
price deflator for 1987 production. Those amoWlts shall be increased in 1989, 1990, and 1991 in the same proportion 
as the increase in the implicit price deflator as provided in section 298.24, subdivision 1. In 1992 and 1993, the 
amoWlts determined under subdivisions 6, paragraph (a), and 9r shall be the distribution per ton determined for 
distribution in 1991. In 1994, the amoWlts determined under subdivisions 6, paragraph (a), and 9, shall be the 
distribution per ton determined for distribution in 1991 increased in the same proportion as the increase between the 
fourth quarter of 1988 1989 and the fourth quarter of 1992 in the implicit price deflator as defined in section 298.24, 
subdivision 1. Those amounts shall be increased in 1995 and subsequent years in the same proportion as the increase 
in the implicit price deflator as provided in section 298.24, subdivision 1. 

The distributions per ton determined under subdivisions 5, paragraphs (b) and (d), and 6, paragraphs (b) and (c) 
for distribution in 1988 and subsequent years shall be the distribution per ton determined for distribution in 1987. 

Sec. 6. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section i!§. effective for production years beginning after December ~ 1992. 

ARTICLE 17 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16A.15, subdivision 6, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 192, section 
60, if enacted, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [BUDGET RESERVE AND CASH FLOW ACCOUNT ESTABLISHED.] !i!.l A budget reserve and cash flow 
account is created in the general fund in the state treasury. The commissioner of finance shall restrict part or all of 
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the balance before reserves in the general fund as may be necessary to fund the budget reserve and cash flow account 
as provided by law from time to time. 

f£.l The commissioner of finance shall transfer the amount necessary to bring the total amount of the budget reserve 
and cash flow account, including any existing balance in the account on Tune ill1. 1993, to $360,000,000. The amounts 
restricted shall remain in the account until drawn down under subdivision 1 or increased under section 16A,1541. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 16A.1541, as amended by Laws 1993, chapter 192, section 63, if enacted, 
is amended to read: 

16A.1541 [ADDITIONAL REVENUES; PRIORITY.] 

If on the basis of a forecast of general fund revenues and expenditures the commissioner of finance determines that 
there will be a positive unrestricted budgetary general fund balance at the close of the biennium, the commissioner 
of finance must allocate money to the budget reserve and cash flow account until the total amount in the account 
equals five percent of total general fund appropriations for the current biennium as established by the most recent 
legislative session. Beginning in Ne. effi13eF 1990 .h!!y.1. 1993, forecast unrestricted budgetary general fund balances 
are first appropriated to restore the budget reserve and cash flow account to $§§O,QOO,OOO $500,000,000 and then to 
reduce the property tax levy recognition percent under section 121.904, subdivision 4a, to 27 peFeeRt zero before 
money is allocated to the budget reserve and cash flow account under the preceding sentence. 

The amounts necessary to meet the requirements of this section are appropriated from the general fund. 

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97 A.061, subdivision 2, is amended to read: 

Subd.2. [ALLOCATION.] (a) Except as provided in subdivision 3, the county treasurer shall allocate the payment 
among the county, towns, and school districts on the same basis as if the payments were taxes on the land received 
in the year. Payment of ~ town's or ~ school district's allocation must be made Qy the county treasurer to the town 
Q!. school district within 30 days of receipt of the payment to the county. The county's share of the payment shall be 
deposited in the county general revenue fund. 

(b) The county treasurer of a county with a population over 39,000 but less than 42,000 in the 1950 federal census 
shall allocate the payment only among the towns and school districts on the same basis as if the payments were taxes 
on the lands received in the current year. . 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 97 A.061, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd.3. [GOOSE MANAGEMENT CROPLANDS.] (a) The commissioner shan make a payment on July 1 of each 
year from the game and fish fund, to each county where the state owns more than 1,000 acres of crop land, for wild 
goose management purposes. The payment shall be equal to the taxes assessed on comparable, privately owned, 
adjacent land. The county treasurer sh~ll allocate and distribute the payment as provided in subdivision 2. 

(b) The land used for goose management under this subdivision is exempt from taxation as provided in sections 
272.01 and 273.19. 

Sec. 5. Minilesota Statutes 1992, section 243.23, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [EXCEPTIONS.] Notwithstanding sections 241.26, subdivision 5, and 243.24, subdivision 1, the 
commissioner may promulgate rules for the disbursement of funds earned under subdivision I, or other funds in an 
inmate account, and section 243.88, subdivision 2, for the support of families and dependent relatives of the respective 
inmates, for the payment of court-ordered restitution, contribution to any programs established by law to aid victims 
of crime provided that the contribution shall not be more than 20 percent of an inmate's gross wages, for the payment 
of restitution to the commissioner ordered by prison disciplinary hearing officers for damage to property caused by 
an inmate's conduct, and for the discharge of any legal obligations arising out of litigation under this subdivision. 
The commissioner may -authorize the payment of court-ordered restitution from ~ inmate's wages when the 
restitution ~ ordered Qv. the court ~ ~ sanction for the conviction of £!!. offense which ~ not the offense of 
commitment, including offenses which occurred prior to the offense for which the inmate was committed to the 
commissioner. An inmate of an adult correctional facility under the control of the commissioner is subject to actions 
for the enforcement of support obligations and reimbursement of any public assistance rendered the dependent family 
and relatives. The commissioner may conditionally release an inmate who is a party to an action under this 
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subdivision and provide for the inmate's detention in a local detention facility convenient to the place of the hearing 
when the inmate is not engaged in preparation and defense. 

Sec. 6. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270.07, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. [ADDITIONAL POWERS OF COMMISSIONER.] Notwithstanding any other provision of law the 
commissioner of revenue may, 

(a) based upon the administrative costs of processing, determine minimum standards for the determination of 
additional tax for which an order shall be issued, and 

(b) based upon collection costs as compared to the amount of tax involved, determine minimum standards of 
collection, and 

(c) based upon the administrative costs of processing, determine the minimum amount of refunds for which an 
order shall be issued and refund made where no claim therefor has been filed, and 

(d) cancel any amounts below these minimum standards determined under (a) and (b) hereof, and 

(e) based upon the inability of a taxpayer to pay a delinquent tax liability, abate the liability if the taxpayer agrees 
to perform uncompensated public service work for a state agency, a political subdivision or public corporation of this 
state, or a nonprofit educational, medical. or social service agency. The department of corrections shall administer 
the work program. No benefits under chapter 176 or 268 shall be available, but a claim authorized under section 3.739 
may be made by the taxpayer. The state may not enter into any agreement that has the purpose of or results in the 
displacement of public employees by a delinquent taxpayer under this section. The state must certify to the 
appropriate bargaining agent or employees, as applicable, that the work performed by a -delinquent taxpayer will not 
result in the displacement of currently employed workers or layoff from a substantially equivalent position, including 
partial displacement such as reduction in hours of nonovertime work, wages, or other employment benefits. The 
program authorized under this paragraph terminates June 30, 199,'; 1998. 

Sec. 7. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270.66, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.!. [POLITICAL SUBDIVISION DEBTS.] !ill. As used in this subdivision, "political subdivision" ~ 
counties and home rule charter Q!. statutory cities, and "debts" means .e legal obligation to ~.e fixed amount of 
money, which equals or exceeds $100 and which i.§. due and payable to the claimant political subdivision. 

ill!f one political subdivision owes a debt to another political subdivision, and the debt has not been paid within 
six months of the date when payment was due, the creditor political subdivision may notify the commissioner of 
revenue of the debt. and shall provide the commissioner with information sufficient to verify the claim. !f the 
commissioner has ~ to believe that the claim ~ valid, and the debt has not been paid, the commissioner shall 
initiate setoff procedures under this subdivision. 

hl Within ten days of receipt of the notification from the creditor political subdivision, the commissioner shall send 
.e written notice to the debtor political subdivision, advising it of the nature and amount of the claim. This written 
notice shall advise the debtor of the creditor political subdivision's intention to request setoff of the refund against 
the debt. 

The notice will also advise the debtor that the debt £ill'l be setoff against .e state aid payment, and will advise the 
debtor of the right to contest the validity of the claim at a hearing. The debtor must assert this right Qy written request 
to the commissioner of revenue, which request the commissioner must receive within 45 days of the mailing date of 
the notice. 

@Ifthe commissioner receives written notice of a debtor political subdivision's intention to contest at hearing the 
claim upon which the intended setoff i§. based, the commissioner shall initiate ~ hearing according to contested case 
procedures established in the state administrative procedure act not later than 30 days after receipt of the debtor's 
request for a hearing. The costs of the hearing shall be paid equally £v. the political subdivisions that are parties to 
the hearing. The office of administrative hearings shall separately bill each political subdivision for one-half of the 
costs. 

ill I! the debtor political subdivision does not object to the claim, or does not prevail in an objection to the claim 
or at a hearing on the claim, the commissioner of revenue shall deduct the amount of the debt from the next payment 
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scheduled to be made to the debtor under section 273.1398 or chapter 477 A. The commissioner shall remit the amount 
deducted to the claimant political subdivision. 

Sec. 8, Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270A.03, subdivision 7, is amended to read: 

. Subd. 7. [REFUND.] "Refund" means an individual income tax refund or political contribution refund, pursuant 
to chapter 290, or a property tax credit or refund, pursuant to chapter 290A. 

For purposes of this chapter, lottery prizes, as set forth in section 349A,08, subdivision 8, shall be treated as refunds. 

In the case of!!. joint property tax refund payable to spouses under chapter 290A. the refund shall be considered 
as belonging to each spouse in the proportion of the total refund that equals each spouse's proportion of the total 
income determined under section 290A.03. subdivision 3. The commissioner shall remit the entire refund to the 
claimant agency, which shalL upon the request of the spouse who does not owe the debt, determine the amount of 
the refund belonging to that spouse and refund the amount to that spouse. 

Sec. 9. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270A.10, is amended to read: 

270A.10 [PRIORITY OF CLAIMS,] 

If two or more debts, in a total amount exceeding the debtor's refund, are submitted for setoff, the priority of 
payment shall be as follows: First, any delinquent tax obligations of the debtor which are owed to the department 
shan be satisfied. Secondly, the refund shall be applied to debts for child support based on the order in time in which 
the commissioner received the debts. Thirdly, the refund shall be applied to payment of restitution obligations. 
Fourthly, the refund shall be applied to the remaining debts based on the order in time in which the commissioner 
received the debts. 

Sec. 10. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 270B.01, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [MINNESOTA TAX LAWS.) For purposes of this chapter only, "Minnesota tax laws" means the taxes 
administered by or paid to the commissioner under chapters 289A (except taxes imposed under sections 298.01. 
298,015, and 298.24), 290, 290A, 291, and 297 A, and includes any laws for the assessment, collection, and enforcement 
of those taxes. 

Sec. 11. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 270B.14, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [EXCHANGE BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY AND REVENUE.] 
~Jet\liths~8:ltEling cmy law te the eSRftoaPji, The departments of labor and industry and revenue may exchange 
information eft a Feeif3fseal basis. );)ala: tkat may Be eliseleseEl Me limiteEl ts Elata 1:lSea in aetefmiffiR.g 'i hetkeF a 
BHsiRess is aft eftLflls) eF SF a eSRflaeang ageRt. as follows: 

ill data used in determining whether a business is an employer or So contracting agent: 

ill taxpayer identity information relating to employers for purposes of supporting tax administration and chapter 
176; and 

ill data to the extent provided in and for the purpose set out in section 176.181, subdivision 8. 

Sec. 12. MiImesota Statutes 1992, section 319A.ll, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] WA professional corporation may issue its stock only to and admit as a member 
only natural persons licensed to render a kind of professional service which the corporation is authorized to render 
or partnerships or professional corporations rendering the same kind of professional service. A person, partnership 
or professional corporation who becomes a shareholder or member of any such corporation may transfer its shares 
of stock or its membership only to a natural person, partnership or professional corporation to whom the corporation 
could have issued the shares of stock or membership. No proxy to vote any share in a professional corporation or 
membership may be given to a person who is not so licensed, nor may any voting trust be established with respect 
to the shares of the professional corporation unless all the voting trustees are natural persons so licensed. 
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ill Notwithstanding paragraph.fu1. a professional corporation may issue its stock under this section to an employee 
stock ownership plan, as defined in section 497S(e)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, if 

ill the voting trustees of the plan are natural persons licensed to render ~ kind of professional service which the 
corporation is authorized to render ( and 

ill the shares ~ not directly issued to ! person Q! entity not licensed to render ~ kind of advice which the 
corporation is authorized to render. 

Sec. 13. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 325D.33, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

ill a. retailer who engages in a plan. scheme. or device with a wholesaler to purchase cigarettes at a price which 
the retailer knows to be less than .e legal price may be assessed a penalty in the full amount of three times the 
difference between the actual purchase price and the ~ price under sections 325D30 to 325D.42 . .A retailer that 
coerces or reguires a wholesaler to sell cigarettes at a price which the retailer knows to be less than.e legal price may 
be assessed S. ~ in the full amount of three times the difference between the actual purchase price and the legal 
price. These penalties may be collected under the authorities given the commissioner in chapters 270 and 297. and 
the penalties shall bear interest at the rate prescribed £y section 270.75. subdivision 5. 

For purposes of this subdivision. a retailer ~ presumed to know that a purchase price i§.less than .e legal price if. 
any of the following have been done: 

ill the commissioner. has published the legal price in the Minnesota State Register; 

ill the commissioner has provided written notice to the retailer of the legal price; 

ill the commissioner has provided written notice to the retailer that the retailer is purchasing cigarettes for less than 
illegal price; 

ill the commissioner has issued a written order to the retailer to cease and desist from purchases of cigarettes for 
less than .e legal price; or 

ill there is evidence that the retailer has knowledge 2t. or has participated !n..c. efforts to disguise or misrepresent 
the actual purchase price !!§. equal to Q!. ~ than .e legal price. when it is actually less than .e legal price. 

In any proceeding arising under this subdivision. the commissioner shall have the burden of providing .l2v. ~ 
reasonable preponderance of the evidence that the facts necessary to establish the presumption set forth in this section 
exist, or that the retailer had knowledge that! purchase price ~ less than the legal price. 

r~~~~~~~~~~imay not assess penalties against any wholesaler. retailer, or combination of wholesaler and 
~ than tluee times the difference between the actual price and the legal price under sections 

Sec. 14. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 325D.37, subdivision 3, is amended to read: 

Subd. 3. Before selling cigarettes at a price set in good faith to meet competition, a wholesaler shall eeffi:ae.t notify 
the commissioner ts verit,. tl-.at a €smpet=.itsF Ras met t:fte FeEftHFemeR'B sf seefieR CJ2§D.32, sttBeivisisR lQ, SF fltat a 
eSffi13efitef RBS ESRtaetea. the €sfflffiissisFter tHLeef tftis seeei.isiHR iR feSf!sRse te a .. Rslesa:lef dRS RBS met t.fie 
feEtl::tiFeHLeRts sf seetisft 32eD.32, sl::iSeifvisieft lQ in writing that .i! intends to ~ ! competitor's legal price. A 
wholesaler filing the notice shall be allowed to meet the competitor's price unless within ~ days of receipt of the 
notice, the commissioner informs the wholesaler that the competitor's price.!§. an illegal price. 
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Sec. 15. [325D.371] [PUBLICATION OF CIGARETTE PRICES.] 

The commissioner shall publish in the State Register the presumed legal prices of aU cigarettes ~ calculated 
pursuant to section 325D.32, subdivision 10. The prices must be published within one month of each recomputation, 
but not less than ~ each year. 

Sec. 16. [383A.62] [ELECTIONS DEPARTMENT MERGER.] 

The £lly of St. Paul and Ramsey county may, £y agreement subject to this section, provide for the merger of the 
.£tly elections office with the COlUlty election office. The consolidation shall be set to begin at the beginning of a fiscal 
year. In the preceding fiscal year and each year thereafter the county shall provide a budget and levy a property tax 
for the merged office that will defray the ~ of the services provided throughout the county Qy the merged office. 
The county shall succeed to the obligations of the 9..tt. under any collective bargaining agreements in existence at the 
time of the merger. Nothing in this section or in an agreement for merger under this section shall diminish any rights 
defined in collective bargaining agreements. The merger must not occur 1.U1til bargaining units representing affected 
employees have completed negotiations on post-merger terms and conditions of employment. The county shall 
succeed to the other obligations and to the real and personal property of the merged s.i!Y offices. 

Sec. 17. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 429.061, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [CALCULATION, NOTICE.1 At any time after the expense incurred or to be incurred in making 
an improvement shall be calculated under the direction of the council, the council shall determine by resolution the 
amount of the total expense the municipality will pay, oth~r than the amount, if any, which it will pay as a property 
owner, and the amount to be assessed. If a county proposes to assess within the boundaries of a city for a county 
state-aid highway or county highway, including curbs, gutters, and storm sewers, the resolution must include the 
portion of the cost proposed to be assessed within the city. The county shall forward the resolution to the city and 
it may not proceed with the assessment procedure nor may the county allocate any cost under this section for 
property within the city unless the city council adopts the resolution approving the assessment. Thereupon the clerk, 
with the assistance of the engineer or other qualified person selected by the council, shall calculate the proper amount 
to be specially assessed for the improvement against every assessable lot, piece or parcel of land, without regard to 
cash valuation, in accordance with the provisions of section 429.051. The proposed assessment roll shall be filed with 
the clerk and be open to public inspection. The clerk shall thereupon, under the council's direction, publish notice that 
the council will meet to consider the proposed assessment. Such notice shall be published in the newspaper at least 
once and shall be mailed to the owner of each parcel described in the assessment roll. For the purpose of giving 
mailed notice under this subdivision, owners shall be those shown to be such on the records of the county .auditor 
or, in any county where tax statements are mailed by the county treasurer, on the records of the county treasurer; but 
other appropriate records may be used for this purpose. Such publication and mailing shall be no less than two 
weeks prior to such meeting of the council. Except as to the owners of tax exempt property or property taxes on a 
gross earnings basis, every property owner whose name does not appear on the records of the county auditor or, the 
county treasurer shall be deemed to have waived such mailed notice unless the owner has requested in writing that 
the county auditor or county treasurer, as the case may be, include the name on the records for such purpose. Such 
notice shall state the date, time, and place of such meeting, the general nature of the improvement, the area proposed 
to be assessed, the total amount of the proposed assessment, that the proposed assessment roll is on the file with the 
clerk, and that written or oral objections thereto by any property owner will be considered. The notice must also state 
that no appeal may be taken as to the amount of any assessment adopted pursuant to subdivision 2, unless a written 
objection signed by the affected property owner is filed. with the municipal clerk prior to the assessment hearing or 
presented to the presiding officer at the hearing. The notice shall also state that an owner may appeal an assessment 
to district court pursuant to section 429.081 by serving notice of the appeal upon the mayor or clerk of the 
municipality within 30 days after the adoption of the assessment and filing such notice with the district court within 
ten days after service upon the mayor or clerk. The notice shall also inform property owners of the provisions of 
sections 435.193 to 435.195 and the existence of any deferment procedure established pursuant thereto in the 
municipality. In addition, the notice mailed to the owner must ffieffiEIe state in' clear language the following 
information: 

(1) the amount to be specially assessed against that particular lot, piece, or parcel of land; 

(2) adoption £v. the council of the proposed assessment may be taken at the hearing; 

ill the right of the property owner to prepay the entire assessment and the person to whom prepayment must be 
made; 
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~ ill whether partial prepayment of the assessment has been authorized by ordinance; 

(41 ill the time within which prepayment may be made without the assessment of interest; and 

f91 ill the rate of interest to be accrued if the assessment is not prepaid within the required time period. 

Sec. 18. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 469.169, is amended by adding a subdivision to read: 

Subd.9. [ADDITIONAL BORDER CITY ALLOCATIONS.] In addition to tax reductions authorized in subdivisions 
Z and ~ the commissioner may allocate $1.100,000 for tax reductions to border .£i.!y enterprise zones in cities located 
Q!! the western border of the state, and $300,000 to the border .£i!y enterprise ~ in the .9..!y of Duluth, The 
commissioner shall make allocations to ~ in cities on the western border h evaluating which cities' applications 
for allocations relate to business prospects that have the greatest positive economic impact. Allocations made under 
this subdivision may be used for tax reductions as provided in section 469.171. or other offsets of taxes imposed on 
or remitted Qy businesses located in the enterprise zone, but only if. the mW1icipality determines that the granting of 
the tax reduction QI offset k necessary in order to retain ~ business within or attract ~ business to the zone. 
Limitations on allocations under section 469.169, subdivision L. do not ~ to this allocation. Enterprise zones that 
receive allocations W1der this subdivision may continue in effect for purposes of those allocations through 
December J.1. 1994. 

Sec. 19. [473.334] [SPECIAL ASSESSMENT; AGREEMENT.] 

Subdivision 1. [GENERALLY.] In determining the special benefit received.Q.v. regional recreation open space system 
property as defined in sections 473.301 to 473.351 from an improvement for which a special assessment is determined, 
the governing body shall not consider any ~ of the property other than as regional recreation open space property 
~ the time the special assessment is determined. The metropolitan cOW1cil shall not he bOWld !!y the determination 
of the governing body of the .9!v. but may ~ a lesser amount, as agreed upon Qy the metropolitan council and the 
governing body of the ~ as they determine is the measure of benefit to the land from the improvement. 

Subd.1. [EXCEPTION.] This section does not ~ to Otter-Bald Eagle lake regional park property in the town 
of White Bear, Ramsey county, which shall continue to be governed. Qy section 435.19. 

Sec. 20. Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 477 A.14, is amended to read: 

477 A.14 [USE OF FUNDS.] 

Forty percent of the total payment to the county shall be deposited in the county general revenue fund to be used 
to provide property tax levy reduction. The remainder shall be distributed by the county in the following priority: 

(a) 37.5 cents for each acre of county-administered other natural resources land shall be deposited in a resource 
development fund to be created within the county treasury for use in resource development, forest management, game 
and fish habitat improvement, and recreational development and maintenance of county-administered other natural 
resources land. Any county receiving less than $5,000 annually for the resource development fund may elect to 
deposit that amount in the county general revenue fund; 

(b) From the funds remaining, within 30 days of receipt of the payment to the county. the county treasurer shall 
E@Y each organized township SRall f'eeeive 30 cents per acre of acquired natural resources land and 7.5 cents per acre 
of other natural resources land located within its boundaries. Payments for natural resources lands not located in an 
organized township shall be deposited in the county general revenue fund. Payments to counties and townships 
pursuant to this paragraph shall be used to provide property tax levy reduction. Provided that, if the total payment 
to the county pursuant to section 477 A.12 is not sufficient to fully fund the distribution provided for in this clause, 
the amount available shall be distributed to each township and the county general revenue fund on a pro rata basis; 
and 

(c) Any remaining funds shall be deposited in the county general revenue fund. Provided that, if the distribution 
to the county general revenue fund exceeds $35,000, the excess shall be used to provide property tax levy reduction. 

Sec.21. [UNEMPWYMENT TAX ADMINISTRATION; STUDY.] 

The commissioner of revenue and the commissioner of jobs and training shall study the feasibility of transferring 
the responsibility for collection of unemployment taxes from the department of jobs and training to the department 
of revenue. The commissioners must present their report to the legislature Qy February 1. 1994. 
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Sec. 22. [ST. PAUL; SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS.] 

Subdivision 1. [POWERS.} The .sli.Y of St. Paul may Qy ordinIDce choose to exercise the powers provided Qy this 
section in place of those provided Qy Minnesota Statutes, section 429.101, subdivision 1. but in accordance with the 
provisions of MilU1esota Statutes, section 429.10}' subdivisions 2 and 3. In addition to ~ method authorized .hylaw 
or charter, the .si.tt may provide for the collection of unpaid special charges for all Q!:.~ part of the following costs: 

ill snow I ~ rubbish, or litter removal from public parking facilities; 

ill the operation, including maintenance and repair, of lighting systems for public parking facilities; or 

ill the operation, including maintenance and repair, of public parking facilities. 

Subd. b. [SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS.] The costs listed in subdivision 1 may be collected as a special assessment 
against the property benefited. 

Subd.2:. IREGULATIONS.] The council may.£v. ordinance adopt regulations consistent with this section to make 
this authority effective. including. at the option of the counciL provisions for collection of actual or estimated charges 
from the property owner Q!:. other person served before the unpaid charges are made ~ special assessment. 

Subd.1:. [ADJUSTMENT.] If estimated charges are collected and. based upon subsequent actual costs. found to 
be excessive or deficient. subsequent charges shall be reduced Qy the excess or increased.£v. the deficiency. 

Sec. 23. [ST. PAUL HOUSING LOAN AND GRANT PROGRAM.] 

Subdivision 1. [HOUSING REHABILITATION LOAN PROGRAM.] The 9!Y. of Saint Paul may develop and 
administer a housing rehabilitation loan program with respect to residential property located anywhere within its 
boundaries on the terms and conditions as it determines. In approving applications for the program. the following 
factors must be considered: 

ill the availability of other governmental programs affordable .£v. the applicant; 

ill the availability and affordability of private market financing; 

ill whether the housing is required. pursuant to an urban renewal program or a code enforcement program. to be 
repaired. improved. or rehabilitated; 

ill whether the housing is required, pursuant to ~.£Q!:!!.! order issued under Minnesota Statutes, section 566.25, 
clauses .lli1.~. and ~ to be repaired, improved, or rehabilitated; 

ill whether the housing has been determined to be uninsurable because of physical hazards after inspection 
pursuant to a statewide property insurance plan approved .£v. the United States Department of Housing and Urban 
Development under Title XII of the National Housing Act; and 

ill whether rehabilitation of the housing will maintain or improve the value of the housing and will help to 
stabilize the neighborhood in which the housing is located. 

All loans and grants shall be issued primarily for rehabilitating housing so that it meets applicable housing codes, 
building codes, and health and safety codes, and to make other necessary improvements. 

Subd.;h [NEW RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNITS.] A housing rehabilitation loan program undertaken under 
subdivision 1 may also provide for the.£!tv. to make or purchase loans made to finance the acquisition of single-family 
residences and multifamily housing projects that have been newly constructed in established neighborhoods on land 
owned Qy the .9tt.Q£ any agency of the fi!v:. For purposes of this subdivision, land shall be considered to be owned 
.£y the.£!tv. if. the £tv. or one of its agencies previously owned the land and conveyed it to an individual, partnership, 
.Q£ other entity under a development agreement in which the developer has agreed to construct single-family housing 
or one or more multifamily housing projects on the land. In approving applications for a loan to be made under this 
subdivision, the following factors shall be considered: 

ill the availability and affordability of other governmental programs or private market financing; and 
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ill whether the construction of the housing enhances the stability of the neighborhood in which ll. ~ located. 

Subd.1. [HOUSING REHABILITATION GRANT PROGRAM.] The 9Jy of SI. Paul may develop and administer 
~ housing rehabilitation grant program with respect to property within its boundaries, on the terms and conditions 
as· it determines. In approving applications for grants used under this program. all of the considerations and 
limitations enumerated in subdivision ~ for loans must be considered and the following factors must also be 
considered: 

ill whether the housing unit is a single-family dwelling, homesteaded unit, or multifamily housing project; and 

ill whether the applicant is !!. person of low income. 

The Q!y council shall Qy ordinance set forth the regulations for its grant program. The dollar value of grants made 
shall not exceed five percent of the total value of the bonds issued for both the loan and the grant programs. All 
grants shall be made primarily to rehabilitate housing so that it meets applicable housing codes, building codes, and 
health and safety codes or to make other necessary improvements. 

Subd . .1:. [ISSUANCE OF BONDS.] To finance the programs authorized £y this section, the governing body of the 
Q!y of Saint Paul may, £y resolution, authorize, issue, and sell general obligation bonds of the Q!y of Saint PauL with 
or without an election, and otherwise in accordance with the provisions of chapter 475. The total amount of all bonds 
outstanding at any time for the program authorized £v. this section shall not exceed $25,000,000. The amount of all 
bonds issued shall be included in the net indebtedness of the .£liY. for the purpose of .§!!!Y charter or statutory debt 
limitation. 

Subd. 5. [AUTHORITY MAY UNDERTAKE PROGRAM; AUTHORITY GENERAL OBLIGATION REVENUE 
BONDS.] The Saint Paul housing and redevelopment authority may exercise the powers of the.£liY. under this section, 
except that the regulations reguired Qy subdivision 3 must be enacted Qy an, ordinance of the £!v.:. To finance the 
programs authorized Qy this section, the authority may issue bonds and pledge the full faith and credit and taxing 
power of the 9!y ~ additional security for bonds payable from the income or revenues of a program Q!:. from the 
income or revenues of specific projects undertaken pursuant to ~ program, in the manner authorized Qy Minnesota 
Statutes, section 469.034, subdivision b. except that the program may consist of ~ program of loans .Q!. grants for 
single-family housing or multifamily housing projects, and except that in lieu of the limit stated in section 469.034, 
subdivision b. the maximum amount of bonds that may be outstanding at 2!!Y time under this subdivision, together 
with the principal amount of bonds outstanding at ~ time under subdivision 1L shall not exceed the amount stated 
in subdivision 4. Each residential dwelling unit must be purchased or occupied Qy the elderly, or !! person.Q!. family 
with income not greater than 175 percent of the median family income for the Minneapolis-Saint Paul metropolitan 
statistical area as estimated !2Y. the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

Subd . .Q, [POWERS SUPPLEMENTAL; OWNERSHIP.] The powers granted !!v this subdivision supplement the 
powers granted to the.Q!y or authority Qy any other general.Q!. special law. Notwithstanding any conti.-ary provision 
of ~ general.Q!. special law, single-family residences or multifamily housing projects financed Qy the.9!Y or authority 
pursuant to this subdivision may be owned Qy the Q!v. or authority or Qy!! private person or entity. Except for 
properties that are part of a lease purchase program, the .£!.tv. or authority shall not own projects financed under this 
section for .!!!2!:£ than two years. 

Sec. 24. [GOODHUE COUNTY; COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.] 

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHMENT.] The Goodhue county board may,!!v adopting a written enabling resolution, 
establish a county redevelopment authority that, subject to subdivision b. has the following powers: powers of ~ 
economic development authority under Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.090 to 469.1081, except for the authority to 
issue general obligation bonds under Minnesota Statutes, section 469.102; powers of ~ rural development financing 
authority under Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.142 to 469.151: and powers of a housing and redevelopment authority 
under Minnesota Statutes, chapter 462. 

Subd. b [ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY POWERS.] If the Goodhue county redevelopment authority 
exercises the powers of an economic development authority, the county may exercise all of the powers relating to an 
economic development authority granted to a £llv. under Minnesota Statutes, sections 469.090 to 469.1081. including 
!! tax ~ to support the activities of the authority. The authority may create and define the boundaries of economic 
development districts at any place or places within the county. Minnesota Statutes, section 469.174, subdivision ill 
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and the contiguity requirement specified under Minnesota Statutes, section 469.101, subdivision.1. do not ~ to 
limit the ~ that may be designated as county economic development districts. 

Subd. 3. [LIMIT OF POWERS.] hl The enabling resolution may impose the following limits Q!! the actions of the 
au thOrit)r7"" 

ill that the authority may not exercise ~ of the powers contained in subdivision 1 unless those powers ~ 
specifically authorized in the enabling resolution; and 

ill any other limitation or control established Qy the county board £y the enabling resolution. 

ill The enabling resolution may be modified at ~ time £y the written resolution of the county board. All 
modifications to the enabling resolution must be £y written resolution. 

ill Before the authority begins £. project, the governing body of the municipality in which the project i§. to be located 
2!: the Goodhue COW1ty board. if the project !§. outside municipal corporate limits. llll!§! approve the project .Qy 
majority vote as reconunended.hY. the authority. 

Subd.1,. [BOARD OF DIRECTORS.] hl The authority consists of '" board of ~ directors. The directors shall 
be appointed Qy the Goodhue county board. Each director shall be appointed to serve for three years 2!: W1til ~ 
successor is appointed. No director may serve mOre than two consecutive terms. The appoinhnent of directors must 
reflect representation of the entire county. The other two directors must be representatives of various county-based 
economic development organizations. 

ill Two of the directors initially appointed shall serve for terms of ~ year. two for ~ years. and three for three 
years. Each vacancy must be filled for the Wlexpired term. A vacancy occurs if a director no longer resides in the 
county. A director may be removed Qy the COW1ty board for inefficiency. neglect of ~ 2!: misconduct in office, 

ill The county administrator or the designee of the county administrator shall be the executive secretary of the 
county redevelopment authority. 

@ The directors shall receive no compensation other than reimbursement for expenses incurred in the performance 
of their duties, 

Sec. 25. [STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL.] 

Subdivision 1. IEST ABLISHMENT; PURPOSE.} A state advisory council on metropolitan governance is established 
to provide a forum at the state level for education. discussion. identification of emerging regional needs and 
appropriate responses. and advice to the legislature 2!! the present and future role of the metropolitan council. 
metropolitan agencies! and the local governmental units as defined in Minnesota Statutes! section 473.121. The 

. creation of the advisory council shall not affect any otherwise existing reporting relationships of the council, 
metropolitan agencies. or the local governmental units to the legislature. 

Subd. L [AUTHORITY; DUTIES.] hl The advisory council shall review and comment to the legislature on the 
duties and responsibilities of the counciL metropolitan agencies. and the local governmental units. 

ill The advisory council may gather infonnation, conduct research and analysis! and advise the legislature on 
matters related !Q. the council's charge. 

ill The advisory cOLUlcil may conduct public hearings to inform the public and solicit opinion. 

@ The advisory council shall consult with local governmental LUlits in making its reconunendations. 

Subd. 2.:. [MEMBERSHIP.] The advisory council shall consist of l2. members who serve at the pleasure of the 
appointing authority as follows: 

ill six legislators; three members of the senate appointed.Qv. the subcommittee on committees of the committee on 
rules and administrationj and three members of the house of representatives appointed J2v. the speaker; and 
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ill nine public members who are residents of the metropolitan area; two appointed Qy the subcommittee on 
committees of the corrunittee on rules and administration of the senate and rna appointed Qy the speaker of the house 
of representatives; and five appointed .Qy the governor. 

Subd. 1:. [CHAIRS.] The legislative appointing authorities shall each designate a legislative appointee to serve as 
co-chair of the advisory council. 

Subd. ~ [ADMINISTRATION.] Legislative staff, the metropolitan counciL and metropolitan agencies shall provide 
administrative and staff assistance when reguested h the advisory council. 

Subd. £. {EXPENSES.] The metropolitan council shall compensate the members of the advisory council. Public 
members ~ to be compensated in an amolU1t provided Qy Minnesota Statutes. section 15.059, subdivision ~ 
Members of the legislature are to be paid ~ diem and expenses in E!l amolU1t provided Qy Minnesota Statutes, 
section 3.099. The council shall adopt!!. budget of estimated expenses at its first meeting and provide a.£Q£Y to the 
metropolitan cOlU1cil. 

Subd.l. {APPLICATION.] This section applies in the counties of Anoka. Carver, Dakota, Hennepin, Ramsey, Scott. 
and Washington. 

Sec. 26. [APPROPRIATION.] 

$301.000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1994 and $119.000 is appropriated for fiscal year 1995 from the general fund 
to the commissioner of revenue for the purpose of meeting the cost to the department of revenue of administering 
the provisions of this act. 

Sec. 27. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 1992. section 325D.33, subdivision Z. is repealed. 

Sec. 28. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

Section 1 is effective Tune 2Q" 1993. 

Sections 1. ~ and 20 are effective for payments received 12Y. the COlU1ty after JlU1e ~ 1993. 

Section Z is effective for debts incurred after h!!Y. ~ 1993. 

Section.§. is effective for property tax refunds paid after December 21. 1992. 

Section 10 is effective retroactively to April ~ 1992. 

Section ~ paragraphs ~.ili1 and iQ1. are effective the day following final enachnent. Section ~ paragraph 1£1. 
is effective May ~ 1987. except that in ~ proceeding W1der paragraph ill that arises out of purchases that occurred 
prior to August .1. 1993, the penalties shall not exceed the difference behveen the actual purchase price and the legal 
price. 

Sections 14 and 15 are effective August.1. 1993. 

Sections lli~~ and 24 ~ effective the day following final enactment and without local approval. as provided 
in Minnesota Statutes, section 645.023, subdivision .1. clause ~ 

Section 25 is effective the ~ following final enactment and is repealed June ~ 1994. 

Section 27 is effective May 12,. 1987." 

Delete the title and insert: 

"A bill for an act relating to the financing and operation of state and local government; revising the operation of 
the local government trust fW1d; modifying the administration, computation, collection, and enforcement of taxes; 
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changing tax rates, bases, credits, exemptions, withholding, and payments; modifying property tax provisions relating 
to procedures, valuation, levies, classifications, exemptions, notices, hearings, and assessors; adjusting formulas of state 
aids to local governments; providing for the establishment and operation of special service districts; authorizing 
establishment of an ambulance district; modifying definitions in the property tax refund law and providing a source 
of funding for the refunds; authorizing and changing requirements for special assessments; modifying provisions 
governing the establishment and operation of tax increment financing districts; establishing a process by which local 
governments may obtain waivers of state rules and laws establishing procedures; establishing a board of government 
innovation and cooperation and authorizing it to provide grants to encourage cooperation and innovation by local 
governments; authorizing imposition of local taxes; imposing a sports bookmaking tax; changing certain bonding and 
local government finance provisions; enacting provisions relating to certain cities, counties, and speCial taxing districts; 
imposing a tax on contaminated property and providing for use of the proceeds; conforming with changes in the 
federal income tax law; clarifying an income tax apportionment formula; modifying taconite production tax provisions, 
and increasing the distribution of the proceeds to the taconite economic development fund; modifying the availability 
of tax incentives and preferences; providing additional allocations to border city enterprise zones; providing for a 
budget reserve and cash flow accoun~ transfer; revising penalty, notification, and publication prOVisions of the unfair 
cigarette sales act; defining terms and changing definitions; establishing advisory councils; requiring reports and 
studies; classifying data; making teduucal corrections, clarifications, and administrative changes to various taxes and 
to tax administration and enforcement; changing and imposing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, sections 16A.15, subdivision 6; 16A.1541; 16A.712; 17 A.03, subdivision 5; 31.51, subdivision 9; 31A.02, 
subdivisions 4 and 10; 31B.02, subdivision 4; 35.821 .. subdivision 4; 6OA.15, subdivisions 2a .. 9a, and by adding a 
subdivision; 6OA.198, subdivision 3; 6OA.199, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivision; 82.19, by adding a 
subdivision; 828.035, by adding a subdiviSion; 84.82, subdivision 10; 868.401, subdivision 12; 97 A.061, subdivisions 
2 and 3; 1038.635, subdivision 2; 115B.22 .. subdivision 7; 134.001, by adding a subdivision; 134.35, subdivision 1; 
134.351, subdivision 4; 204D.19, by adding a subdivision; 205.10, by adding a subdivision; 205A.05, subdivision 1; 
239.785; 243.23, subdivision 3; 256E.06, subdivision 12; 270.06; 270,07, subdivision 3; 270.071, subdivision 2; 270.072, 
subdivision 2; 270.41; 270.66, by adding a subdivision; 270.70, subdivision 1; 270A.03, subdivision 7; 270A.I0; 270B.01, 
subdivision 8; 2708.12, by adding a subdivision; 270B.14, subdivision 8; 271.06, subdivision 1; 271.09, subdivision 3; 
272.01, subdivision 3; 272.02, subdivisions 1 and 4; 272.025, subdivision 1; 272.115, subdivisions 1 and 4; 272.12; 273.03, 
subdivision 2; 273.061, subdivisions 1 and 8; 273.11, subdivisions 1, 5, 6a, 13, and by adding subdivisions; 273.112, 
subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 273.121; 273.124, subdivisions 1, 9, 13, and by adding subdivisions; 273.13, 
subdivisions 23, 24, 25, and 33; 273.1318, subdivision 1; 273.135, subdivision 2; 273,138, subdivision 5; 273.1398, 
subdivisions 1,2, 3, 5b, and by adding a subdivision; 273.1399, subdivision 1; 273.33, subdivision 2; 274.13, subdivision 
1; 274.18; 275.065, subdivisions 3, Sa, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 275,07, subdivisions 1, 4, and by adding a 
subdivision; 275.28, subdivision 3; 275.295; 276,02; 276.04, subdivision 2; 277.D1, subdivision 2; 277.15; 277.17; 278.D1, 
subdivision 1; 278.02; 278.03; 278.04; 278.08; 278,09; 279.025; 279.37, subdivision la; 287.21, subdivision 4; 287.22; 
289A.08, subdivisions 3, 10, and 15; 289A.09, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 289A.ll, subdivisions 1 and 
3; 289A.12, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14; 289A.18, subdivisions 1 and 4; 289A.20, subdivisions 2 and 
4; 289A.25, subdivisions 1,2, Sa, 6, 8, 10, and 12; 289A.26, subdivisions 1,4,6, and 7; 289A.36, subdivisions 3 and 7; 
289A.40, by adding a subdivision; 289A.50, subdivision 5; 289A.56, subdivision 3; 289A.60, subdivisions 1, 2, IS, and 
by adding subdivisions; 289A.63, subdivision 3; 290.01, subdivisions 7, 19, 19a, and 19c; 290.0671, subdivision 1; 
290.091, subdivisions 2 and 6; 290.0921, subdivision 3; 290.191, subdivision 4; 290A.03, subdivisions 3, 7, and 8; 
290A.04, subdivisions 1, 2h, and by adding a subdivision; 290A.23; 294.03, subdivisions 1, 2, and by adding a 
subdiVision; 296.01, by adding subdivisions; 296.02, subdivision 8; 296.14, subdivisions 1 and 2; 296.18, subdivision 
1; 297.03, subdivision 6; 297.07, subdivisions 1 and 4; 297.35, subdivisions 1 and 5; 297.43, subdivisions I, 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 297 A.Ol, subdivisions 3, 6, 13, 15, and 16; 297 A.04; 297 A.06; 297 A.07, subdivision 1; 297 A.11; 
297 A.136; 297 A.14, subdivision 1; 297 A.25, subdivisions 3, 7, 11, 16, 34 .. 41, and by adding a subdivision; 297B.01, 
subdivision 5; 297B.03; 297C.03, subdivision 1; 297C.04; 297C.05, subdivision 2; 297C.14, subdivisions 1, 2, and by 
adding a subdivision; 298.227; 298.27; 298.28, subdivisions 4, 7, 9a, and 10; 298,75, subdivisions 4 and 5; 299F.21, 
subdivision 2; 299F.23, subdivision 2, and by adding a subdivision; 319A.11, subdivision 1; 325D.33, by adding a 
subdivision; 325D.37, subdivision 3; 347.10; 348.04; 349,212, subdivision 4; 349.217, subdivisions 1,2, and by adding 
a subdivision; 375.192, subdivision 2; 429.061, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 465.80, subdivisions I, 2, 
4, and 5; 465.81, subdivision 2; 465.82, subdivision 1; 465,83; 465.87, subdivision 1, and by adding a subdivision; 
469.D12, subdivision 1; 469.040, subdivision 3; 469.169, by adding a subdivision; 469.174, subdivisions 19, 20, and by 
adding a subdivision; 469.175, subdivisions 1, 5, and by adding subdivisions; 469.176, subdivisions 1, 4, 4c, 4e, and 
4g; 469.177, subdivisions 1 and 8; 469.1831, subdivision 4; 473.13, subdivision 1; 473.1623, subdivision 3; 473.167, 
subdivision 4; 473.249, subdivision 2; 473.446~ subdivision 8; 473.711, subdivision 5; 473.843, subdivision 3; 473H.I0 .. 
subdivision 3; 477 A.Oll, subdivisions la, 20, and by adding subdivisions; 477 A.013, subdivision I, and by adding 
subdivisions; 477 A.03, subdivision 1; and 477 A.14; Laws 1953, chapter 387, section 1; Laws 1%9, chapter 561, section 
1; Laws 1971, chapters 373, sections 1 and 2; and 455, section 1; and Laws 1985, chapter 302, sections l,.subdivision 
3; 2, subdivision 1; and 4; Laws 1992, chapter 511, article 2, section 61; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota 
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Statutes, chapters 17; 116J; 134; 270; 272; 273; 289A; 296; 297; 297 A; 325D; 349; 383A; 465; 469; and 473; repealing 
MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.13, subdivision 1a; 1158.24, subdivision 10; 272.115, subdivision 1a; 273.124, 
subdivision 16; 273.1398, subdivision 5; 273.49; 274.19; 274.20; 275.03; 275.07, subdivision 3; 277.011; 289A.08, 
subdivisions 9 and 12; 297 A.258; 325D.33, subdivision 7; 348.03; 383C.78; 477 A.011, subdivisions 3a, 15, 16, 17, 18,22, 
23,25, and 26; 477A.013, subdivisions 2, 3, and 5; Laws 1953, chapter 387, section 2; Laws 1963, chapter 603, section 
1; and Laws 1%9, chapter 592, sections 1,2, and 3." 

We request adoption of this report and repassage of the bill, 

House Conferees: TED WINTER, ANN H. REST, DEE LONG, lRv ANDERSON AND TOM OSTHOFF. 

Senate Conferees: SANDRA L. PAPPAS, DoUGLAS J. JOHNSON, EMBER D. REICHGOTT, CAROL FLYNN AND 
WILUAM V. BELANGER, JR. 

Winter moved that the report of the Conference Committee on H. F. No. 427 be adopted and that the bill be 
repassed as amended by the Conference Committee. The motion prevai1ed. 

H. F. No. 427, A bill for an act relating to taxation; making technical corrections and administrative changes to sales 
and use taxes, income and franchise taxes, property taxes, and tax administration and enforcement; changing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82B.035, by adding a subdivision; 84.82, subdivision 
10; 86B.401, subdivision 12; 270.071, subdivision 2; 270.072, subdivision 2; 271.06, subdivision 1; 271.09, supdivision 
3; 272.02, subdivisions 1 and 4; 272.025, subdivision 1; 272.12; 273.03, subdivision 2; 273.061, subdivision 8; 273.124, 
subdivisions 9 and 13; 273.13, subdivision 25; 273.138, subdivision 5; 273.1398, subdivisions 1, 3, and 5b; 274.13, 
subdivision 1; 274.18; 275.065, subdivision Sa; 275.07, subdivisions 1 and 4; 275.28, subdivision 3; 275.295; 277.01, 
subdivision 2; 277.15; 277.17; 278.01, subdivision 1; 278.02; 278.03; 278.04; 278.08; 278.09; 287.21, subdivision 4; 28722; 
289A.08, subdivisions 3, 10, and 15; 289A.09, subdivision 1; 289A.ll, subdivisions 1 and 3; 289A.12, subdivisions 2, 
3,4,7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14; 289A.18, subdivisions 1 and 4; 289A.20, subdivision 4; 289A.25, subdivisions 1, 2, Sa, 
6, 8, 10, and 12; 289A.26, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; 290A.04, subdivisions 1 and 2h; 296.14, subdivision 2; 297 A.01, 
subdivision 3; 297B.01, subdivision 5; 297B.03; 347.10; 348.04; 469.175, subdivision 5; and 473H.10, ~ubdivision 3; Laws 
1991, chapter 291, article I, section 65, as amended; Laws 1992, chapter 511, article 2, section 61; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 273; 289A; and 297; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.13, 
subdivision la; 273.49; 274.19; 274.20; 277.011; 289A.08, subdivisions 9 and 12; 297A.258; and 348.03. 

The bill was read for the third time, as amended by Conference, and placed upon its repassage. 

The question was taken on the repassage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 119 yeas and 14 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Hugoson Krueger Munger Pugh Sviggum 
Anderson, I. Dawkins Huntley Lasley Murphy Reding Swenson 
Anderson, R. Dehler Jacobs Leppik Nelson Rest Tomassoni 
Battaglia Delmont Jaros Lieder Ness Rhodes Tompkins 
Bauerly Dempsey Jefferson Lindner Olson, E. Rice Trimble 
Beard Dom Jennings Lourey Olson, K. Rodosovich Tunheim 
Bertram Evans Johnson, A. Luther Olson, M. Rukavina Vellenga 
Bettennann Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Onnen Sama Vickerman 
Bishop Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Seagren Wagenius 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Sekhon Waltman 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Simoneau Weaver 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Skoglund Wejcman 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Smith Wenzel 
Clark Gutknecht Kinkel Milbert Pauly Solberg Winter 
Commers Hasskamp Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Sparby Woll 
Cooper Haukoos Knickerbocker Morrison Pelowski Stanius Worke 
Dauner Hausman Koppendrayer Mosel Peterson Steensma Spk. Long 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Asch 
Bergson 

Blatz 
Erhardt 

Farrell 
Gruenes 

MONDAY, MAy 17, 1993 

Holsten 
Krinkie 

Limmer 
Neary 

The bill was repassed, as amended by Conference, 'and its title agreed to. 

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

Opatz 
Perlt 

Van DeBen 
Workman 

4741 

The Speaker announced the appointment of the following members of the House to a Conference Committee on 
H. F. No. 1094: 

Stanius, Reding, Bertram, Osthoff and Farrell. 

Anderson, I., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair, The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the'Speaker. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE, Continued 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1749, A bill for an act relating to public administration; authorizing spending to acquire and ~o better 
public land and buildings and other public improvements of a capital nature with certain conditions; authorizing state 
bonding; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes, section 16B.24, by adding a subdivision; proposing 
coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 124C; and 137. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned _ to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 427, A bill for an act relating to taxation; making technical corrections and administrative changes to sales 
and use taxes, income and franchise taxes, property taxes, and tax administration and enforcement; changing penalties; 
appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 82B.035, by adding a subdivision; 84.82, subdivision 
10; 86B.401, subdivision 12; 270.071, subdivision 2; 270.072, subdivision 2; 271.06, subdivision 1; 271.09, subdivision 
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3; 272.02, subdivisions 1 and 4; 272.025, subdivision 1; 272.12; 273.03, subdivision 2; 273.061, subdivision 8; 273.124, 
subdivisions 9 and 13; 273.13, subdivision 25; 273.138, subdivision 5; 273.1398, subdivisions 1, 3, and 5b; 274.13, 
subdivision 1; 274.18; 275.065, subdivision 5a; 275.07, subdivisions 1 and 4; 275.28, subdivision 3; 275.295; 277,01, 
subdivision 2; 277.15; 277.17; 278.01, subdivision 1; 278.02; 278.03; 278.04; 278.08; 278.09; 287.21, subdivision 4; 287.22; 
289A.08, subdivisions 3, 10, and 15; 289A.09, subdivision 1; 289A.ll, subdivisions 1 and 3; 289A.12, subdivisions 2, 
3,4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,.12, and 14; 289A.18, subdivisions 1 and 4; 289A.20, subdivision 4; 289A.25, subdivisions 1, 2, Sa, 
6, 8, 10, and 12; 289A.26, subdivisions 1, 4, and 6; 290A.04, subdivisions 1 and 2h; 296.14, subdivision 2; 297 A.01, 
subdivision 3; 297B.OI, subdivision 5; 297B.03; 347.10; 348.04; 469.175, subdivision 5; and 473H.I0, subdivision 3; Laws 
1991, chapter 291, article 1, section 65, as amended; Laws 1992, chapter 511, article 2, section 61; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 273; 289A; and 297; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 60A.13, 
subdivision 1a; 273.49; 274.19; 274.20; 277.011; 289A.08, subdivisions 9 and 12; 297 A.258; and 348.03. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate File, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. No. 1642. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No. 1642, A bill for an act relating to legislative enactments; providing for the correction of miscellaneous 
oversights, inconsistencies, ambiguities, unintended results, and tec~ical errors of a noncontroversial nature; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 115A.9651, as amended; 116).70, subdivision 2a, as amended; 124C.62, 
subdivision 1, as amended; 148.181, subdivision I, as amended; 256.9353, subdivision I, as amended; 256B.0625, 
subdivision 32, as amended; 256B.0913, subdivision 5, as amended; 256D.02, subdivision 5, as amended; 256D.051, 
subdivision 6, as amended; 326.83, subdivision 6, as amended; 609.605, subdivision I, as amended; 609.67, subdivision 
I, as amended; 624.713, subdivision 1, as amended; Laws 1993, chapters 138, section 3; 145, section 5; 207, section 1, 
subdivision 1; 225, article 9, section 76; Senate File 1105, section 33; Senate File 1570, sections 2, subdivision 7; and 
75, subdivision 1; and by. adding a section; Senate File 1620, section 79, subdivision 6; House File 574, article 4, section 
55; House File 1585, article I, sections 3; 13, subdivision 1; and 35; and article 4, section 41. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota, Milbert moved that the rule therein 
be suspended and an urgency be declared so that S. F. No. 1642 be given its second and third readings and be placed 
upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Milbert moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that S. F. No. 1642 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No. 1642 was read for the second time. 

S. F. No. 1642, A bill for an act relating to legislative enactments; providing for the correction of miscellaneous 
oversights, inconsistencies, ambiguities, unintended results, and technical errors of a noncontroversial nature; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992/ sections 115A.9651, as amended; 116J.70, subdivision 2a, as amended; 124C.62, 
subdivision I, as amended; 148.181, subdivision I, as amended; 256.9353, subdivision I, as amended; 256B.0625, 
subdivision 32, as amended; 256B.0913, subdivision 5, as amended; 256D.02, subdivision 5, as amended; 256D.051, 
subdivision 6, as amended; 326.83, subdivision 6, as amended; 609.605, subdivision I, as amended; 609.67, subdivision 
I, as amended; 624.713, subdivision I, as amended; Laws 1993, chapters 138, section 3; 145, section 5; 207, section I, 
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subdivision 1; 225, article 9, section 76; Senate File 1105, section 33; Senate File 1570, sections 2, subdivision 7; and 
75, subdivision 1; and by adding a section; Senate File 1620, section 79, subdivision 6; House File 574, article 4, section 
55; House File 1585, article I, sections 3; 13, subdivision 1; and 35; and article 4, section 41. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 132 yeas and 1 nay as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dauner Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger Peterson Tomassoni 
Anderson, I. Davids Hausman Krueger Murphy Pugh Tompkins 
Anderson, R. Dawkins Holsten Lasley Neary Reding Trimble 
Asch Dehler Hugoson Leppik Nelson Rest Tunheim 
Battaglia Delmont Huntley Lieder Ness Rhodes Van Dellen 
Bauerly Dempsey Jacobs Limmer Olson, E. Rice Vellenga 
Beard Dom Jaros Lindner Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Erhardt Jefferson Lourey Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Evans Jennings Luther Onnen Sarna Waltman 
Bettermann Farrell Johnson, A. Lynch Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bishop Frerichs Johnson, R. Macklin Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Mahon Orfield Simoneau Welle 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mariani Osthoff Skoglund Wenzel 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis McCollum Ostrom Smith Winter 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McGuire Ozment Solberg Wolf 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso Milbert Pauly Sparby Worke 
Clark Gruenes Kinkel Molnau Pawlenty Steensma Workman 
Commers Gutknecht Klinzing Morrison Pelowski Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Perlt Swenson 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Stamus 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate accedes to the request of the House for the appoinbnent of a Conference 
Committee on the amendments adopted by the Senate to the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1094, A bill for an act relating to insurance; regulating fees, data collection, coverages, notice provisions, 
enforcement provisions, the Minnesota joint underwriting association, and the liquor liability assigned risk plan; 
enacting the NAIC model regulation relating to reporting requirements for licensees seeking to do business with 
certain unauthorized multiple employer welfare arrangements; making various technical changes; appropriating 
money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 13.71, by adding subdivisions; 45.024, subdivision 2; 59A.12, by 
adding a subdivision; 60A.02, by adding a subdivision; 60A.03, subdivisions 5 and 6; 60A.052, subdivision 2; 60A.082; 
60A.085; 60A.14, subdivision 1; 60A.19, subdivision 4; 60A.206, subdivision 3; 60A.21, subdivision 2; 60A.36, by adding 
a subdivision; 60C.22; 60K.06; 60K.14, subdivision 4; 60K.19, subdivision 5; 61A.02, subdivision 2; 61A.031; 61A.04; 
61A.07; 61A.071; 61A.073; 61A.074, subdivision 1; 61A.08; 61A.09, subdivision 1; 61A.092, by adding a subdivision; 
61A.12, subdivision 1; 61A.282, subdivision 2; 62A.047; 62A.148; 62A.153; 62A.43, subdivision 4; 62E.19, subdivision 
1; 62H.01; 621.02; 621.03; 621.07; 621.13, subdivisions 1 and 2; 621.20; 65A.Ol, subdivision 1; 65A.29, subdivision 7; 
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65B.49, subdivision 3; 72A.20, subdivision 29, and by adding a subdivision; 72A.201, subdivision 9; 72A.41, subdivision 
1; 72B.03, subdivision 1; 72B.04, subdivision 2; 176.181, subdivision 2; and 340A.409, subdivisions 2 and 3; proposing 
coding for new law in MiIU1€Sota Statutes, chapters 45; 61A; 62A; and 62H; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 
70A.06, subdivision 5; 72A.45; and 72B.07; Minnesota Rules, parts 2780.4800; 2783.0010; 2783.0020; 2783.0030; 2783.0040; 
2783.0050; 2783.0060; 2783.0070; 2783.0080; 2783.0090; and 2783.0100. 

The Senate has appointed as such committee: 

Messrs. Luther; Solon; Larson; Mses. Wiener and Berglin. 

Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRlCK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce that the Senate has concurred in and adopted the report of the Conference Committee on: 

H. F. No. 1529, A bill for an act relating to state government; reviewing the possible reorganization and 
consolidation of agencies and departments with environmental and natural resource hmctions~ creating a legislative 
task force; requiring establishment of worker participation committees before possible agency restructuring. 

The Senate has repassed said bill in accordance with the recommendation and report of the Conference Committee. 
Said House File is herewith returned to the House. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned, as amended by the 
Senate, in which amendment the concurrence of the House is respectfully requested: 

H. F. No. 984, A bill for an act relating to state government; modifying provisions relating to the department of 
administration; amending MiIUlesota Statutes 1992, sections 13B.04; 15.061; 168.06, subdivision 2; 168.17; 168.19, 
subdivisions 2 and 10; 168.24, subdivision 6, and by adding a subdivision; 168.27, subdivision 3; 16B.32, subdivision 
2; 168.42; 168.465, subdivision 6; 168.48, subdivisions 2 and 3; 16B.49; 16B.51, subdivisions 2 and 3; 168.85, subdivision 
1; 94.10, subdivision 1; 343.01, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; and 403.11, subdivision 1; Laws 1979, 
chapter 333, section 18; and Laws 1991, chapter 345, article 1, section 17, subdivision 4, as amended; proposing coding 
for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.3026; 16B.41, subdivision 
4; 16B.56, subdivision 4; Laws 1987, chapter 394, section 13. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Solberg moved that the House refuse to concur in the Senate amendments to H. F. No. 984, that the Speaker 
appoint a Conference Committee of 5 members of the House, and that the House requests that a like committee be 
appointed by the Senate to confer on the disagreeing votes of the two houses. 

A roll call was requested and properly seconded. 

The question was taken on the Solberg motion and the roll was called. There were 75 yeas and 56 nays as follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 
Asch 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 

Bergson 
Bertram 
Brown, C. 

Brown, K. 
Carlson 
Clark 

Cooper 
Dawkins 
Delmont 

Dom 
Evans 
Farrell 

Garcia 
Greenfield 
Hasskamp 
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Hausman Kalis Luther 
Huntley Kelley Mahon 
Jacobs Kinkel Mariani 
Jaros Klinzing McCollum 
Jefferson Krueger McGuire 
Johnson, A. Lasley Mosel 
Johnson, R Lieder Munger 
Kahn Lourey Murphy 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams 
Bettermann 
Blatz 
Carruthers 
Commers 
Dauner 
Davids 
Dehler 

Dempsey 
Erhardt 
Frerichs 
Girard 
Coodoo 
Greiling 
Gruenes 
Gutknecht 

The motion prevailed. 

Haukoos 
Holsten 
Hugoson 
Johnson, V. 
Kelso 
Knickerbocker 
Koppendrayer 
Krinkie 

Neary 
Nelson 
Olson, K. 
Opatz 
Orenstein 
Orfield 
Ostrom 
Pelowski 

Leppik 
Limmer 
Lindner 
Lynch 
Macklin 
Milbert 
MoInau 
Morrison 

Perlt 
Peterson 
Reding 
Rest 
Rice 
Radosovich 
Rukavina 
Sarna 

Ness 
Olson, E. 
Olson, M. 
Onnen 
Osthoff 
Ozment 
Pauly 
Pawlenty 

ADJOURNMENT 

Sekhon Tunheim 
Simoneau Wagenius 
Skoglund Wejcman 
Solberg Wenzel 
Sparby Winter 
Steensma Spk. Long 
Tomassoni 
Trimble 

Pugh Van Dellen 
Rhodes Vickerman 
Seagren Waltman 
Smith Weaver 
Stanius Welle 
Sviggum Wolf 
Swenson Worke 
Tompkins Workman 

Anderson, I., moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and the Speaker declared the House stands 
adjourned until i2:00 noon, Tuesday, February 22, 1994. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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AND NOT ACTED UPON 
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The following communications were received prior to adjournment and were not acted upon by the House: 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

April 15, 1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 28, House File No. 296jSenate File No. 276, a bill relating to financial 
institutions and credit unions. 

Chapter 28 would allow a further expansion of credit union activity and permit credit unions to bid for deposits 
of nonmembers. This expansion began with legislation passed in 1985 which was further amended in 1991. I am 
uncomfortable with this progression and base my veto of this bill on the principle of fairness and my concern for the 
continued survival and growth of small community banks who would be adversely affected by this legislation. 

Credit unions do not pay federal or state income taxes. In addition, credit unions are not subject to the 
requirements of the federal Community Reinveshnent Act, which obligates banks to serve all segments of their 
community. I am not convinced that yet another competitive advantage for credit unions is appropriate at this time. 

I believe that Minnesota consumers are best served by having both a strong credit union industry and a healthy 
bank system. State policymakers should avoid actions that upset the competitive balance between the two financial 
institutions. 

Warmest regards, 

A~'JE H. CARLSON 
Governor 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 153, House File No. 1735, the Omnibus Tax Bill. 

May 10, 1993 

H. F. No. 1735, the Omnibus Tax Bill is a unique piece of legislation in two important respects. First, it does not 
contain any major state tax increases. This is a positive. But second, it is not an Omnibus Tax Bill at all, as a 
fundamental tax provision which includes increasing income taxes by $227 million is currently proposed in another 
bill entirely - specifically the K-12 education funding bill. Departure from the worthy tradition of packaging our major 
tax provisions in the Omnibus Tax Bill will lead to political chicanery of the most devious sort and will establish a 
very poor precedent for the future. 

From the standpoint of presenting a truly complete tax bill, the Omnibus Tax Bill must be considered together with 
the K-12 education funding bill to which the income tax increase is currently attached. They are inseparable. I will 
veto the K-12 education funding bill because of the income tax increase provision, assuming it remains as proposed. 
A restructuring for compromise on K-12 will of necessity include parts of the Omnibus Tax Bill, so that, too, must be 
vetoed. 

First, the Omnibus Tax Bill provisions relating to establishing the state's reserve at $360 million violates two of the 
most fundamental principles of this administration - that we will fund our reserve at a level that avoids short term 
borrowing in the future and that at the end of fiscal 1997 the state will not be faced with an imbalance of resources 
and expenditures. We determined that a reserve of 500 million dollars was necessary to achieve those goals. A 
reduction in the reserve to the level set forth in the Omnibus Tax Bill is fiscally irresponsible and is therefore 
unacceptable. 

Second, this bill again adds significant complication to an already overly complicated property tax system. In a 
number of areas it moves the property tax system further away from a market value based tax system. Specifically, 
the limited market value approach can only cause future tax base problems and could cost the state additional 
resources. I would rather join with you in developing a comprehensive reform program. 

Third, once again the legislature has needlessly displayed its hostility to job development by denying corporate 
tax deductions for salaries over one million dollars. The meager revenue raised by this unprecedented meddling in 
the corporate affairs of our job producing businesses is the ,clearest signal of the foolish politics of this provision. Add 
to that the exemption for salaries paid to professional athletes and we can now cynically acclaim a new high water 
mark in tax policy absurdity. 

While the foregoing represents my principal concerns about the Omnibus Tax Bill requiring my veto, there clearly 
are elements of the bill that are important to the administration and I want to thank the tax conferees for their diligent 
work: 

The far-sighted treahnent of the capital equipment exemption from the sales tax. The conference committee 
appropriately protected the budget by adopting Department of Revenue language that will prevent a hemmorhage 
of state funds over the next year. At the same time, they established an Advisory Council to study the entire issue 
of taxation of capital equipment investments in the State of Minnesota. A rational policy of taxation that will satisfy 
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Minnesota's need to create and maintain jobs would result from such a study, and I sincerely hope that we end 
the session with this bipartisan effort in place. 

The truth in taxation language relative to employee compensation. This is a significant step toward fuller disclosure 
of local government costs and will result in greater property tax restraint. 

The removal of the early Tune sales tax payment for close to 14,000 small businesses. This sends a clear signal to 
the small businesses of Minnesota that we do care. 

The removal of the housing provisions from the Omnibus Tax Bill. I do support the broad housing goals, but I 
would like to take a more studied approach during the next year. 

The local government consolidation and cooperation initiatives. These are consistent with the Council on Innovation 
and I look forward to a coordinated effort. 

So while there are several serious flaws in the conference committee tax bill requiring my veto, there also are many 
well reasoned and appropriate provisions that indicate true co~promise is possible. I will do everything I can to bring 
about a speedy resolution of the state's tax program for the coming biennium. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 14, 1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 140, Hou~e File No. 1398, a bill relating to residential speed limits. 

This bill would authorize local governmental units to impose 25 mph speed limits on stretches of residential 
roadways that are 1/4 mile or less in length. It is in direct conflict with current law requiring the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation to conduct engineering and traffic investigations prior to establishing speed limits other 
than the 55 mph rural and the 30 mph urban limits. It would be unwise to grant local government the discretion to 
circumvent sound engineering and traffic safety policy and procedure. 

In addition, there is no data to correlate lower speeds with lower accident rates. In fact, Transportation Research 
Record No. 1281 reports that the highest accident rates and highest speed violation rates occur in statutory 25 mph 
zones. Accordingly, these zones should not be arbitrarily established without the thorough investigation that current 
law requires. 
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Finally, speed zoning can be an emotional issue that typically masks significant safety problems. The real safety 
problems can be overlooked because residents and local officials are pacified by lower speed limits. The consequence 
is that serious safety problems may never be adequately addressed. 

This bill is opposed by the Minnesota Department of Transportation, the League of Minnesota Cities, and the 
Institute of Transportation Engineers, all of whom have vested yet varied interests in this issue. I concur with their 
opposition. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 14,1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 174, House File No. 947/Senate File No. 896, a bill relating to the sale of 
tax forfeited land adjacent to public waters. 

Minnesota law clearly sets forth the procedure to follow when a jurisdiction desires to dispose of tax forfeited land 
adjacent to public waters. Minnesota Statutes section 282.081, subd. 1(d) clearly states that the authority must submit 
a proposa1 for disposition to the Department of Natural Resources, which shall then seek approval from the 
legislature. This procedure is intended to ensure that the public's interest in OUT natural resource is adequately 
protected. 

The disposition of Hubbard County land that is authorized in Section 2 of this bill is in conflict with the above-cited 
statute. The proposed disposition was never presented to or reviewed by the DNR before being acted upon by the 
legislature. The Department has evaluated several other land sale proposals and submitted recommendations to the 
legislature. There has been no indication that this statutory process is in any way flawed. 

The land transaction specified in Section 2 of this bill bypassed the review process that has been established. It 
is my firm belief that it is in the best interest of the resources and the people of Minnesota to allow sound policy to 
work as intended. This veto is intended to deliver that message. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 

Governor 
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The following communications and announcements were received subsequent to adjournment by the House: 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 14, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 43, relating to transportation; regulating the sign franchise program; allocating funding for town bridges 
replaced by culverts when replacement does not exceed $20,000. 

H. F. No. 554, relating to occupations and professions; authorizing actions against lapsed licenses; requiring roofers 
to be licensed by the state; providing for temporary licenses and fees. 

H. F. No. 1274, relating to veterans; authorizing the legislature to hear and determine claims by patients at the 
Minnesota veterans homes. 

H. F. No. 1402, relating to natural resources; defining as "repair" under the drainage code certain incidental 
straightening of tiles and use of larger tile sizes under certain circumstances; amending requirements relating to 
replacement of wetlands; modifying exemptions; requiring the wetland heritage advisory committee to meet at least 
twice per year; requiring a report. 

H. F. No. 964, relating to public safety; authorizing commissioner of public safety to apply for federal natural 
disaster assistance funds. 

H. F. No. 735, relating to highway traffic regulations; implements of husbandry; defining implements of husbandry; 
exempting trailers that carry dry fertilizer from vehicle registration tax; reducing the maximum speed limit for 
implements of husbandry to 25 miles per hour; clarifying the use of slow-moving vehicle emblem for implements of 
husbandry; requiring hazard warning lights on implements of husbandry; regulating brakes on implements of 
husbandry; imposing certain size and weight restrictions; requiring slow-moving vehicle safety to be included in 
driver examinations and driver education courses. 

H. F. No. 690, relating to retirement; public employees retirement association; disability benefits; reducing the 
reduction in benefits to coordinate them with amounts received under workers' compensation law for certain former 
employees. 

H. F. No. 546, relating to outdoor recreation; requiring legislative approval of development or operation of motor 
sports areas by commissioner of natural resources; prohibiting motor sports areas within the Dorer Memorial 
Hardwood Forest. 
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H. F. No. 643, relating to commerce; making technical changes in the department's enforcement powers; regulating 
cosmetology; prescribing powers and duties; setting fees. 

H. F. No. 1021, relating to state lands; exempting certain lakeshore lots from sale requirements; authorizing the 
commissioner of natural resources to acquire personal property. 

H. F. No. 1161, relating to retirement; public employees retirement association; permitting payment in lieu of salary 
deductions to obtain service credit notwithstanding a one-year time limitation. 

H. F. No. 299, relating to elections; changing requirements and procedures for maintaining precinct bOlmdary data; 
appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 608, relating to agriculture; exempting certain nonprofit organizations from the requirement for a nursery 
stock dealer certificate. 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 

No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

43 128 3:56 p.m. May 14 May 14 
554 145 1:25 p.m. May 14 May 14 

1274 155 4:04 p.m. May 14 May 14 
384 156 1:28 p.m. May 14 May 14 
521 167 1:29 p.m. May 14 May 14 
190 171 1:26 p.m. May 14 May 14 

1402 175 10:04 p.m. May 14 May 14 
964 176 3:50 p.m. May 14 May 14 

338 177 3:48 p.m. May 14 May 14 
1032 178 3:45 p.m. May 14 May 14 
283 179 4:05 p.m. May 14 May 14 
96 180 10:06 p.m. May 14 May 14 

1244 181 4:05 p.m. May 14 May 14 
1148 182 9:59 p.m. May 14 May 14 

589 183 9:58 p.m. May 14 May 14 
536 184 10:05 p.m. May 14 May 14 



S.F. H.F. 
No. No. 

1208 
735 

739 
690 

1087 
639 

1620 
1413 

490 
464 
174 

1380 
1400 
1101 
937 

546 
643 

1021 
1201 

1161 
299 
608 

692 
1184 
894 
902 
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Time and 
Session Laws Date Approved 
Chapter No. 1993 

185 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
194 
195 
196 
197 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 

10:09 p.m. May 14 
3:40 p.m. May 14 
9:59 p.m. May 14 
9:53 p.m. May 14 

10:07 p.m. May 14 
10:06 p.m. May 14 
1:30 p.m. May 14 
3:41 p.m. May 14 

10:06 p.m. May 14 
10:03 p.m. May 14 
9:56 p.m. May 14 

10:05 p.m. May 14 
10:00 p.m. May 14 
3:45 p.m. May 14 
9:59 p.m. May 14 

10:02 p.m. May 14 
10:03 p.m. May 14 
10:03 p.m. May 14 
3:44 p.m. May 14 
9:57 p.m. May 14 

10:02 p.m. May 14 
10:01 p.m. May 14 
10:04 p.m. May 14 
10:08 p.m. May 14 
10:05 p.m. May 14 
10:07 p.m. May 14 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 
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Date Filed 
1993 

May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 
May 14 

May 17, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 327, relating to motor vehicles; providing for free motor vehicle license plates for former prisoners of war. 

H. F. No. 199, relating to insurance; workers' compensation; regulating the state fund mutual insurance company; 
requiring the workers I cornpensa lion reinsurance associa lion to provide funds. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of MiIUlesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT . PAUL 55155 

May 17, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House File: 

H. F. No. 350, relating to education; prekindergarten through grade 12; providing for general education revenue; 
transportation; special programs; community programs; facilities; organization and cooperation; commitment to 
excellence; other education programs; miscellaneous provisions; libraries; state agencies; and realignment of 
responsibilities; mandate repeals; conforming references to repealed law; appropriating money. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 17, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House File: 

H. F. No. 1450, relating to game and fish; authorizing expenditure of RIM: funds for restoration of fish and wildlife 
habitat. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 
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May 17, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 50, relating to agriculture; changing the apiary laws, 

H. F. No. 864, relating to waters; inspection of watercraft for exotic harmful species; permit fee for aquatic 
vegetation control; authorizing civil penalties; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 948, relating to commerce; modifying the definition of business license; regulating residential building 
contractors and remodelers; providing licensing requirements; prescribing the powers and duties of the commissioner; 
establishing a contractor's recovery fund; appropriating money. 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to infonn you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 

No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

697 186 10:01 p.m. May 14 May 14 
327 214 10:55 a.m. May 17 May 17 

406 215 3:10 p.m. May 17 May 17 
441 216 11 :06 a.m. May 17 May 17 
826 217 3:12 p.m. May 17 May 17 

1141 218 3:13 p.m. May 17 May 17 
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S.F. 
No. 

229 
58 

1036 
141 
567 

1115 

64 
1290 

693 
832 

264 
340 
34 

162 
207 
235 
262 
560 
853 

782 
419 
948 

H.F. 

No. 

350 

1450 
199 

50 
864 

948 
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Session Laws 
Chapter No. 

Time and 
Date Approved 

1993 

219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 

lL04 a.m. May 17 
10:57 a.m. May 17 
11:08 a.m. May 17 
10:58 a.m. May 17 
3:11 p.m. May 17 

10:38 p.m. May 17 
10:55 a.m. May 17 
4:47 p.m. May 17 

10:53 a.m. May 17 
10:56 a.m. May 17 
3:14 p.m. May 17 
3:11 p.m. May 17 
4:50 p.m. May 17 
4:45 p.m. May 17 
4:45 p.m. May 17 
4:42 p.m. May 17 
3:09 p.m. May 17 
3:07 p.m. May 17 
3:08 p.m. May 17 
4:43 p.m. May 17 
3:08 p.m. May 17 
3:08 p.m. May 17 
4:40 p.m. May 17 
4:52 p.m. May 17 
4:44 p.m. May 17 
3:12 p.m. May 17 
4:42 p.m. May 17 
3:13 p.m. May 17 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Date Filed 

1993 

May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 
May 17 

May 18, 1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 234, House File No. 671, a bill relating to affordable housing and 
metropolitan governance. 

All Minnesotans should have access to affordable housing in the communities of our choice. We should be able 
to live near where we work, and we should be able to remain in our home communities despite economic changes 
that may occur during our lives. House File No. 671 does nothing to advance this ideal. 
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The bill requires the Metropolitan Council to adopt more rules. It directs the Council to allocate affordable housing 
needs among metro cities and towns, and to develop a formula for making those allocations. The Council is also 
directed to identify local barriers to affordable housing, to describe actions to eliminate any such barriers, and to 
establish procedures by which to cause the development of affordable hOUSing. The COlmcil currently has the 
statutory authority to engage in these activities. 

House File No. 671 is unacceptable for several reasons. First, it requires the Metropolitan Council to prioritize its 
allocation plan in inverse proportion to the percentage of affordable housing available. The Metropolitan Council has 
objected to this requirement, and for good reason. Instead of focusing its housing efforts on areas where jobs and 
transportation are available, the bill forces the Council to direct its resources into those areas with the least amount 
of low-income housing, which may also have the least number of jobs. The Council must have the flexibility to 
concentrate its efforts where it can achieve the best results. 

This bill is also premature. The Metropolitan Council is currently revising the Housing Chapter of its Metropolitan 
Development Guide. Local officials are actively involved in that process, which will be completed in the fall. This 
bill disregards that effort. In addition, the bill calls for a concurrent study of metropolitan governance (an arguably 
unrelated subject), which could significantly reshape the Metropolitan Council and its role in affordable housing. The 
Housing Chapter and any Council reorganization should be completed before the Council is directed to take on this 
additional authority. 

Instead of imposing housing quotas on local government, the Metropolitan Council along with the Housing Finance 
Agency should work with individual communities that have identified housing problems, to design programs 
specifically tailored to their unique needs and identify incentives to encourage the actual development of affordable 
housing. All of these things can be accomplished without additional legislation. 

My rejection of this bill should not be construed as a lack of support for affordable housing or the objectives 
identified above. In fact, I will be appointing a blue ribbon task force to study this issue over the next several months. 
The task force will be charged with conducting an inventory of existing affordable housing stock, analyzing unmet 
housing needs, identifying incentives for the development of affordable housing, and studying the interplay between 
housing, economic development, job creation, and transportation. Members of this task force will include 
representatives from the Housing Finance Agency, Metropolitan COlmcil, local government and HRAs, building trades, 
Regional Transit Board, local chambers and other organizations and individuals interested in this important issue. 
The task force will report its findings and recommendations by January 15, 1994, so that any necessary legislation can 
be enacted during the 1994 session. 

Finally, House File No. 671 would also create an advisory council on metropolitan governance. I agree that the 
current structure is in need of review, and possibly major overhaul. However, the bill does not require a balanced 
advisory council, leaving open the possibility of a report driven by party politics. This important issue must be 
addressed through a process that transcends any question of impurity. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 671 (Chapter 234), which was returned to the 
House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.} 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 262, House File No. 443/Senate File No. 607. 

May 19, 1993 

My message has been dear and unwavering throughout this biennial process. I will not accept a tax increase on 
the already overburdened taxpayers in Minnesota. 1t is my contention that our projected 10.4 percent increase in 
revenue for this budget period is adequate to fund the growth of state government. 

The personal income tax increase in this bill is particularly troublesome for the following reasons. First, I do not 
believe that this increase is limited to the top 1.7 percent of Minnesotans. The spending commitments exercised in 
this legislation will be built into the base of the FY96 and FY97 base. The impact two years from now is that this tax 
increase will then be extended down to the next level of taxpayers to meet this future obligation. This spiral will 
continue with additional unchecked spending. 

Second, it has been asserted that this segment of taxpayers have reaped the benefits of federal tax law changes. 
However, changes enacted in Minnesota have resulted in significant income tax increases for taxpayers with incomes 
over $100,000. The 1987 income tax refGlrms increased their annual taxes by an estimated $57 million; tax law changes 
in 1991 and 1992 further increased their taxes by a total of almost $50 million a year. 

Third, Minnesota's personal income tax is the fifth highest in the nation. Our current top marginal rate of 8.5 
percent is tenth highest in the nation. An increase in rate to 10 percent would raise our rank to fourth in the nation 
(tied with Hawaii). Obviously, our high tax ranking impedes OUT business competitiveness. In turn, this hurts our 
ability to maintain and create jobs which I will not tolerate. 

The educational spending items in this bill are acceptable and conceptually in concert with the prioritization of our 
children in my budget. I hope we can work together toward true education reform in the next regular legislative 
session. Our children deserve better than the treatment afforded to them in this political piece of legislation. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 443 (Chapter 262), which was returned to the 
House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.] 
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May 19, 1993 

J have vetoed and am returning Chapter 264, House File No. 571/Senate File No. 511, a bill relating to education. 

I support the intent of this bill but identical language is contained in the Omnibus Education Bill which I signed 
on May 17, 1993. The language dealing with this issue is in Article 9, sections 36, 43 and 55 line 29. 

Since this language is already in law, I see no reason to enact the same language again. This is redundant and 
unnecessary. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 571 (Chapter 264), which was returned to the 
House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.] 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 19, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H, p, No, 931, relating to motor fuels; increasing minimum oxygen content in certain areas at certain times. 

H, p, No. 1039, relating to auctioneers; prohibiting certain cities and towns from requiring additional licenses of 
persons licensed as auctioneers by a county, 

H. p, No. 454, relating to economic development; requiring a summary of performance measures for business loan 
or grant programs from the department of trade and economic development; creating a task force on the state's 
economic future and competitiveness. 
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H. F. No. 1151, relating to employment; requiring wage payments at certain times. 

H. F. No. 1133, relating to energy; directing the public service department to evaluate and implement a policy to 
promote the use of motor vehicles powered by alternate fuels; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 1259, relating to the city of Minneapolis~ extending authority to guarantee certain loans. 

H. F. No. 94, relating to motor vehides; exempting certain manufacturers of snowmobile trailers from being 
required to have a dealer's license to transport the trailers. 

H. F. No. 1436, relating to the environment; appropriating money from the metropolitan landfill contingency trust 
fund to the commissioner of the pollution control agency for reimbursement to the city of Hopkins for remediation 
of methane at the city landfill. 

H. F. No. 1205, relating to courts; making the housing calendar consolidation projects in the second and fourth 
judicial districts permanent law; changing certain definitions relating to housing; providing for changes in certain 
housing reports. 

H. F. No. 1114, relating to game and fish; funding for wildlife habitat; defining terms; possession of firearms in deer 
zones; stamp design; financing waterfowl development; shipment of wild animals taken in Canada; training of hunting 
dogs; transportation of firearms by disabled hun'ters; clothing requirements; firearms permits for disabled; taking of 
deer; nonresident fish house license fees; seasons for taking raccoon, muskrat, mink, otter, and beaver; seasons for 
and tagging of fur~bearing animals; ice fishing contests in conjunction with raffles; rough fish taking by nonresidents; 
importation of minnows; taking, possession, transportation, sale, and purchase of mussels; use of certain appropriated 
funds. 

H. F. No. 1524, relating to finance; providing conditions and requirements for the issuance of public debt and for 
the financial obligations of authorities; providing an exemption from the mortgage registration tax; providing an 
exemption from an ad valorem taxation for certain lease ptuchase property; providing a property tax exemption for 
certain property devoted to public use; regulating certain exempt securities transactions; changing the applicability 
of deductions from certain bond entitlement allocations. 

H. F. No. 988, relating to game and fish; allowing the taking of two deer in designated counties during the 1993 
and 1994 hunting seasons. 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article W, Section 23: 



S.F. 
No. 

1171 
1129 

413 
512 

236 

192 
1320 

880 
1367 

304 
1315 

273 

H.F. 
No. 

931 
1039 
454 

1151 
1133 

1259 
94 

1436 
1205 

1114 

1524 
988 
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Time and 
Session Laws Date Approved 
Chapter No. 1993 

250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
257 
258 
259 
263 
265 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
273 
274 
276 
279 
282 
283 
288 
289 

8:31 a.m. May 19 
8:33 a.m. May 19 
8:24 a.m. May 19 
8:23 a.m. May 19 
8:34 a.m. May 19 
8:23 a.m. May 19 
8:23 a.m. May 19 
8:26 a.m. May 19 
8:22 a.m. May 19 
8:34 a.m. May 19 
8:24 a.m. May 19 
8:28 a.m. May 19 
8:30 a.m. May 19 
8:22 a.m. May 19 
8:20 a.m. May 19 
8:21 a.m. May 19 
8:33 a.m. May 19 
8:26 a.m. May 19 
8:26 a.m. May 19 
8:30 a.m. May 19 
8:20 a.m. May 19 
8:27 a.m. May 19 
8:26 a.m. May 19 
8:25 a.m. May 19 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 
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Date Filed 
1993 

May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 
May 19 

May 19, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 287, relating to waste management; encouraging local government units to use purchasing techniques 
to reduce waste and develop markets for recycled products; prohibiting burning and burial of harmful materials on 
fanns; defining packaging and recycling facility; prohibiting disposal of unprocessed mixed municipal solid waste; 
extending the time to construct certain projects with grant money; authorizing counties to count waste reduction 
toward 1996 recycling goals; regulating management of certain automobile waste; providing for county management 
and service contracts; requiring local government units to separately account for all revenue and spending related to 
waste management; requiring collectors of solid waste to disclose where the waste is deposited; prohibiting fluorescent 
and high intensity discharge lamps in solid waste; clarifying that organized waste collection is one of several tools 
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for cities and counties to use to collect waste; requiring labeling of hazardous products; requiring reporting of tipping 
fee schedules at all waste facilities; requiring owners or operators of waste facilities that are publicly financed to 
account for charges and expenditures related to the facilities; regulating lamp recycling facilities; requiring electric 
utilities to encourage use of fluorescent and high intensity discharge lamps -and requiring certain utilities to collect 
spent lamps; requiring a study of collection of such lamps; extending by one year the solid waste field citation pilot 
program; clarifying the effects of the repeal of the metropolitan landfill siting process; requiring an environmental 
enforcement policy; providing for reports. 

H. F. No. 74, relating to local government; authorizing the city of Minneapolis, special school district No.1, the city 
library board, and the city park and recreation board to impose residency requirements. 

H. F. No. 1709, relating to the organization and operation of state government; appropriating money for the 
department of transportation and other agencies with certain conditions; modifying funds; creating a justice 
information policy group; providing for regulation of certain activities and praCtices; increasing fees. 

H. F. No. 584, relating to utilities; regulating telephone services to communication-impaired persons; requiring 
studies and reports. 

H. F. No. 208, relating to human rights; prohibiting discrimination against certain persons who have physical or 
sensory disabilities and who use service animals; clarifying certain language governing transportation of disabled 
persons; clarifying the commissioner's acceptance of charges. 

H. F. No. 994, relating to children; foster care and adoption placement; specifying time limits for compliance with 
placement preferences; setting standards for changing out-of-home placement; requiring notice of certain adoptions; 
clarifying certain language; requiring compliance with certain law; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 777, relating to consumers; requiring certain disclosures when consumer reports are used for employment 
purposes; providing for access to consumer reports. 

H. F. No. 1499, relating to consumer protection; providing for training requirements for manual or mechanical 
therapy; requiring diagnosis of a person's condition before therapy; providing for rulemaking; imposing a penalty. 

H. F. No. 251, relating to child abuse reporting; expanding the definition of "neglect" to include failure to provide 
a child with necessary education; creating a presumption for CHIPS purposes that the absence from school of a child 
under 12 years old is due to educational neglect. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 20,1993 

It is my honor to inform you that 1 have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1081, relating to commerce; regulating collection agencies; modifying prohibited practices; requiring 
notification to the commissioner upon certain employee terminations; repealing inconsistent surety bond and term 
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and fee rules; regulating credit services organizations; modifying registration and bond requirements; modifying 
enforcement powers. 

H. F. No. 1182, relating to state lands; providing for the release of a state interest in certain property in the city of 
Minneapolis. 

H. F. No. 1149, relating to the agricultural finance authority; authorizing direct loans and participations; increasing 
the dollar limit; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 1095, relating to insurance; regulating investments, assets and liabilities, and annual statements of 
companies; providing for continuance of coverage upon liquidation; modifying the definition of resident for purposes 
of the Minnesota insurance guaranty association; regulating dividends and other distributions of insurance holding 
company systems; regulating risk retention groups; enacting the NAIC model legislation. 

H. F. No. 574, relating to retirement; administrative changes, age discrimination act compliance, death-while-active 
surviving spouse benefit improvements by the Minnesota state retirement system, the public employees retirement 
association, and teachers retirement association; prOViding an open appropriation for payment of state reimbursement 
for supplemental retirement benefits paid to volunteer firefighters; making changes to Minneapolis employees 
retirement ftmd. 

H. F. No. 543, relating to state lands; authorizing the sale of certain tax-forfeited land that borders public water in 
Cook and Sherburne counties; correcting the legal description of the state land to be sold in Anoka county. 

H. F. No. 836, relating to game and fish; sale of licenses through subagents; taking deer of either sex by residents 
under the age of 16; defining certain terms; changing eligibility for certain permits. 

H. F. No. 519, relating to recreational vehicles; regulating registration and operation of off-highway motorcycles 
and off-road vehicles; setting fees and penalties; requiring reports to the legislature; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 531, relating to housing; requiring owner to furnish a tenant with a copy of a written lease; requiring 
disclosure of inspection and condemnation orders; modifying procedure for tenant file disclosure by tenant screening 
services; modifying definitions; requiring reports; providing penalties. 

H. F. No. 1523, relating to insurance; regulating life insurance and annuity contracts; establishing and regulating 
the life and health guaranty association; providing for its powers and duties; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, 
section 61A.02, subdivisions 2 and 3. 

H. F. No. 504, relating to housing; allowing a county authority to operate certain public housing projects without 
a city resolution; providing that a housing and redevelopment authority may make down payment assistance loans; 
changing minimum amounts for certain contract letting procedures; authorizing the Duluth housing and 
redevelopment authority to levy a property tax under general law; changing requirements for general obligation 
revenue bonds. 

H. F. No. 1585, relating to crime prevention; prohibiting drive-by shootings, possession of dangerous weapons and 
trespassing on school property, negligent storage of firearms, and reckless discharge of firearms; regulating the transfer 
of semiautomatic military-style assault weapons; prohibiting possession of a device for converting a firearm to fire 
at the rate of a machine gun; prohibiting carrying rifles and shotguns in public; increasing penalty for repeat violations 
of pistol carry permit law; providing for forfeiture of vehicles used in drive-by shootings and prostitution; revising 
and increasing penalties for stalking, harassment, and domestic abuse offenses; providing for improved training, 
investigation and enforcement of these laws; increasing penalties for and making revisions to certain controlled 
substance offenses; revising wiretap warrant law; providing for sentence of life without release for first-degree murder 
of a peace officer; increasing penalties for crimes committed by groups; increasing penalties and improving 
enforcement of arson and related crimes; making certain changes to restitution and other crime victim laws; revising 
laws relating to law enforcement agencies, and state and local corrections agenCies; making terminology changes and 
technical corrections related to new felony sentencing law; expanding scope of sex offender registration and DNA 
specimen provisions; requiring certain counties to establish diversion programs; increasing certain surcharges and fees; 
expanding community crime reduction grant programs; appropriating money. 

Wannest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 20,1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State Chapter 318, House File No. 201 (with the exception of Article 2, Section 37, subdivision 3(b) on Page 22, Lines 
7 and 8). 

I have line-item vetoed the open appropriation for the third-tier match program. House File No. 201 distorts 
Common Cause's match proposal by eliminating the requirement that private matching funds be raised from within 
a candidate's district. Also, in reality this program would result in a 2:1 public/private match, since the political 
contribution refund also applies to the private ma'tching funds, 

The match program would require that an additional $1.6 to $3.5 million of public funds be paid to politicians. 
While additional public subsidy may be justified to discourage independent expenditures by special interests, the 
third-tier match is an unnecessary hand-out, The public would be outraged at this abuse of public funds, 

Despite its shortcomings, this bill represents the beginning of campaign reform. The dissolution of "Friends of' 
committees, elimination of transfers, reduction in contribution limits, and elimination of public subsidies for 
unopposed candidates are encouraging first steps. The mechanism for dealing with independent expenditures and 
the aggregate limit on PAC contributions are incomplete solutions, and many critical elements, including term limits 
and ethics reform, have been totally ignored, Accordingly, I will proceed with the bi-partisan electoral reform 
commission that I previously announced, and I look forward to your support in these efforts to achieve complete 
campaign and ethics reform, 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSOJ>; 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H, Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article N, Section 23: 

Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

287 249 3:40 p.m. May 19 May 19 
1187 256 3:43 p.m. May 19 May 19 
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Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 

No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

74 260 2:55 p.m. May 19 May 19 
53 261 2:08 p.m. May 19 May 19 

1709 266 3:50 p.m. May 19 May 19 
584 272 10:30 a.m. May 19 May 19 

653 275 10:32 a.m. May 19 May 19 
208 277 10:27 a.m. May 19 May 19 

1624 278 10:40 a.m. May 19 May 19 
566 280 10:32 a.m. May 19 May 19 

1221 281 10:36 a.m. May 19 May 19 
1046 284 10:35 a.m. May 19 May 19 
1074 285 10:37 a.m. May 19 May 19 
1105 286 2:06 p.m. May 19 May 19 
1275 287 10:38 a.m. May 19 May 19 

994 291 3:46 p.m. May 19 May 19 
777 292 4:40 p.m. May 19 May 19 

1499 293 4:38 p.m. May 19 May 19 
1081 295 3:20 p.m. May 20 May 20 
251 296 3:42 p.m. May 19 May 19 

1182 297 3:22 p.m. May 20 May 20 
1149 298 2:17 p.m. May 20 May 20 
1095 299 2:17 p.m. May 20 May 20 

376 300 3:45 p.m. May 20 May 20 
1418 301 3:48 p.m. May 20 May 20 
452 302 3:21 p.m. May 19 May 19 
502 303 2:06 p.m. May 20 May 20 
334 304 3:21 p.m. May 20 May 20 
918 305 4:37 p.m. May 19 May 19 
981 306 2:12 p.m. May 20 May 20 

574 307 3:50 p.m. May 20 May 20 
543 308 2:16 p.m. May 20 May 20 

1000 309 2:13 p.m. May 20 May 20 
836 310 2:02 p.m. May 20 May 20 
519 311 2:10 p.m. May 20 May 20 

40 312 2:04 p.m. May 20 May 20 
1062 313 2:13 p.m. May 20 May 20 
1081 314 2:14 p.m. May 20 May 20 

580 315 3:47 p.m. May 20 May 20 
751 316 3:55 p.m. May 20 May 20 

531 317 2:15 p.m. May 20 May 20 
201* 318 10:58 a.m. May 20 May 20 

1523 319 2:25 p.m. May 20 May 20 
504 320 2:14 p.m. May 20 May 20 

1585 326 2:17 p.m. May 20 May 20 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

[NOTE: ,. Indicates line-item veto.] 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 
May 20, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that J have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No, 129, relating to the family; providing for suspension of a license for unpaid maintenance; clarifying certain 
language; modifying provisions for establishment of third-party visitation rights~ modifying time period for bringing 
certain paternity actions; permitting delinquent maintenance payments to be withheld from tax refunds; changing 
notices required in certain court orders; requiring certain terms in child support orders; providing for third-party 
compensatory visitation; providing for jurisdiction of certain domestic abuse actions; providing for pleadings to be 
forwarded; authorizing additional relief. 

H. F. No. 1325, relating to housing; modifying the definition of dwelling for smoke detection devices; regulating 
claims. 

H. F. No. 639, relating to insurance; Medicare supplement; regulating coverages; conforming state law to federal 
requirements; making technical changes. 

H. F. No. 1138, relating to agriculture; changing eligibility and participation requirements for certain rural finance 
authority programs; authorizing an application fee; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 1107, relating to waters; establishing a safe harbors program for Lake Superior; stating powers and duties 
of the commissioner of natural resources and local authorities in respect thereto; requiring the department of natural 
resources to recommend methods for control of Eurasian water milfoil in White Bear lake. 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article W, Section 23: 

Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 

No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

532 321 2:08 p.m. May 20 May 20 
129 322 2:10 p.m. May 20 May 20 



S.F. H.F. 

No. No. 

131 
1226 
1437 

869 
1325 

639 
1138 
1107 

The Honorable Dee Long 
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Time and 
Session Laws Date Approved 
Chapter No. 1993 

323 
324 
327 
328 
329 
330 
332 
333 

3:20 p.m. May 20 
4:22 p.m. May 20 
4:23 p.m. May 20 
2:10 p.m. May 20 
2:22 p.m. May 20 
2:17 p.m. May 20 
2:13 p.m. May 20 
2:18 p.m. May 20 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 
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Date Filed 
1993 

May 20 
May 20 
May 20 
May 20 
May 20 
May 20 
May 20 
May 20 

May 20, 1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 294, House File No. 623/Senate File No. 474, a bill relating to metropolitan 
transportation area goals and plans. 

This bill represents a classic case of the legislature micro-managing state agencies. It directs the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation and the Metropolitan Council to include certain specific items in their respective 
transportation plans. MnDOT and the Metropolitan Council are under extremely capable direction, and have 
professional staffs dedicated to resolving transportation issues. It is not necessary to enact legislation telling them 
how to conduct their business. In fact, both organizations have indicated that House File No. 623 adds nothing to 
their current transportation planning practice or authority. 

House File No. 623 would set an undesirable precedent for legislative micro-management of agency affairs, and 
is unacceptable for that reason. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 623 (Chapter 294), which was returned to the 
House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.] 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 20,1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 331, House File No. 1247/Senate File No. 867, a bill relating to motor 
vehicles. 

At the beginning of the 1993 session the key premise underlying my budget proposal was that state government 
was going to live within its means. That meant no new taxes, whether they are called fees, surcharges or other 
contributions from Minnesota taxpayers to their government in Saint PauL State revenues for the biennium will 
increase more than 9 percent. That is more than enough to fund existing programs and new initiatives deemed 
worthwhile. 

A surcharge on automobile insurance is a hidden tax on Minnesotans. While I am persuaded that the Michigan 
program is a good model to reduce auto theft I do not agree with asking taxpayers to pay more and hiding the cost 
in their insurance premiums. 

In addition, the bill creates yet another state board. I believe we have too many boards already and the mission 
of this board can and should be accomplished by the Department of Public Safety. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 1247 (Chapter 331), which was returned to 
the House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table. J 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24,1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 346, House File No. 373jSenate File No. 891, a bill amending the Public 
Employees Labor Relations Act (PELRA) and the laws governing private sector labor relations. 

This biB would allow the provisions of the first contract negotiated by a new bargaining unit in the public and 
private sector to be taken to binding arbitration. 
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I believe that this legislation would remove an important incentive for the parties to carefully negotiate the first 
contract, thereby leaving the standard contract language provisions to the arbitration process. I believe that these 
matters are most appropriately negotiated by the employer and employee because of their familiarity with the 
workplace. 

Further I believe this legislation is preempted by federallahor law. As a result, it may place an ill-advised obstacle 
to the collective bargaining process as envisioned under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA). Under current 
law, if employers go over board in their negotiating strategy, they will face severe legal liabilities and penalties. 
Possibly, the penalty or complaint process needs to be examined. However, we cannot upset the historic balance 
created over 50 years in the NLRA by the passage of this legislation. 

Finally, I object to creating additional negative signals to employers and entrepreneurs who are looking to expand 
or create jobs in Minnesota. 

Warmest regards, 

ARl'\E H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 373 (Chapter 346), which was returned to the 
House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.] 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24,1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 348, House File No. 1415jSenate File No. 1501, a bill relating to wheat 
and barley promotion orders. 

This bill would grant wheat and barley promotion councils the ability to levy assessments on wheat and barley 
grown outside Minnesota but sold within the state. Minnesota producers currently have the opportunity to gain 
refunds on their assessments but the proposed law would require grain companies, cooperatives, and producers from 
other states or Canada to pay the assessment without a feasible means of obtaining a refund. This acts as a tax on 
wheat and barley grown outside Minnesota and violates the principles of domestic interstate commerce as well as 
Article III of GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) and Article 105 of the U. S.-Canada Free Trade 
Agreement. 

Warmest regards, 

AR."IE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 1415 (Chapter 348), which was n;turned to 
the House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.} 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24,1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 355, House File No. 31jSenate File No. 17, a bill purporting to guarantee 
gender balance. 

This legislation is virtually identical to a bill I vetoed last year. This year's version does not address my concerns 
outlined in last year's veto 'message and the passage of time has only strengthened my feelings on this issue. 

First, this is clearly a quota bill. I strongly believe that appointments must be based on merit. If we begin to carve 
out exceptions to merit, there is no end in sight to the number of specific groups or classes who could argue that they 
deserve their apportionment on the state's boards and commissions. I will continue to make competence the sale basis 
for all appointments. 

Second, it is interesting to note that, once again, the legislature has exempted its own members from this 
requirement. This continues the trend of the legislature passing laws to cover everyone but the legislature. 

Finally, our record of appointments is exemplary. When Lieutenant Governor Joanell Dyrstad and I took office 
in January 1991, we gave the people of Minnesota an executive team that represented one of the strongest in the state's 
history in its inclusion of women, both in numbers and caliber. The extremely talented group of women we appointed 
brought the state of Minnesota national attention when I was recognized by the National Women's Political Caucus 
for appointment of women to top-level cabinet positions. 

As of the beginning of 1993, 48 percent of our appointments to boards and commissions have been women. I am 
also proud of our record for appointing minorities, which represent 13 percent of the appointments. I intend to 
continue this pattern of drawing on all of Minnesota's human resources and talents. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 31 (Chapter 355), which was returned to the 
House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.} 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24,1993 

I have vetoed and am returning Chapter 368, House File No. 1529jSenate File No. I, a bill relating to a study 
concerning reorganization of the environmental and natural resources agencies. 
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I am supportive of the concept of a legislative review of the proposals for reorganization of the environmental 
agencies proffered this legislative session, and my staff did work closely with the House authors to establish a 
structure for the proposed study which was acceptable to this administration. Unfortunately, the melding together 
in conference committee of the House and Senate versions took on many of the cumbersome provisions outlined in 
the Senate bill and would be untenable to implement. I might point out that the legislature does have the ability 
under current law to establish a legislative task force and conduct hearings during the interim. Perhaps that would 
provide a viable alternative to this legislation.' 

My personal commitment to reorganization of the state's environmental and natural resource agencies to provide 
for a better delivery of services to the public remains strong and perhaps is best reflected in the legislation introduced 
for this administration by Senator Morse and Representative Hausman. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

[NOTE: Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the above vetoed bill, H. F. No. 1529 (Chapter 368), which was returned to 
the House by the Governor with his objections was laid on the table.] 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1486, relating to libraries; requiring the metropolitan council to conduct a study of metropolitan area 
libraries and library systems and report to the legislature. 

H. F. No. 10, relating to education; establishing a comprehensive youth apprenticeship system; appropriating 
money. 

H. F. No. 1042, relating to human services; modifying provisions dealing with the administration, computation, and 
enforcement of child support; imposing penalties. 

H. F. No. 514, relating to the environment; providing for passive bioremediation; providing for review of agency 
employee decisions; increasing membership of petroleum tank release compensation board; establishing a fee schedule 
of costs or criteria for evaluating reasonableness of costs submitted for reimbursement; modifying petroleum tank 
release cleanup fee; modifying reimbursements; modifying consultant and contractor registration requirements; 
authorizing board to delegate its reimbursement powers and duties to the commissioner of commerce; requiring a 
report; authorizing rulemaking; notice of drain tile installation; petroleum tank release compensation board 
membership; liability of responder to oil discharges; oil spill response plans; assessment of damages; appropriating 
money. 
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H. F. No. 1060, relating to agricu]ture; making technical changes in eligibility for certain rural finance authority loan 
programs; authorizing an ethanol development program; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 555, relating to insurance; credit; permitting the sale of credit involuntary tmemployment insurance; 
appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 1387, relating to employment; requiring Occupational Safety and Health Act compliance by certain 
independent contractors; requiring certain studies and reports on independent contractors. 

H. F. No. 1178, relating to health; implementing recommendations of the Minnesota health care commission; 
defining and regulating integrated service networks; requiring regulation of health care services not provided through 
integrated service netwurks; establishing data reporting and collection requirements; establishing other cost 
containment measures; providing for classification of certain tax data; requiring certain studies; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 1245, relating to data practices; providing for the collection, classification, and dissemination of data; 
proposing classifications of data as not public; classifying certain licensing data, educational data, security service data, 
motor carrier operating data, retirement data and other forms of data. 

H. F. No. 570, relating to retirement; the public employees retirement association; changing employee and employer 
contribution rates; changing benefits under certain consolidations; increasing the pension benefit multiplier for the 
public employees police and fire fund. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24,1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House Files: 

H. F. No. 1063, relating to commerce; currency exchanges; changing the date for submission of license renewal 
applications; relating to notaries public; making various technical changes; providing for the appointment and powers 
of notaries; prescribing penalties. 

H. F. No. 1253, relating to energy; cogeneration and small power production; providing for establishment of prices 
paid for utilities' avoided capacity and energy costs; providing that the public utilities commission establish a 
preference for renewable resource energy production. 

H. F. No. 795, relating to insurance; no-fault auto; excluding certain vehicles from the right of indemnity granted 
by the no-fault act. 

H. F. No. 1658, relating to economic development; abolishing Minnesota Project Outreach Corporation and 
transferring its funds, property, records, and duties to Minnesota Technology, Inc.; providing for federal defense 
conversion activities. 
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H. F. No. 1225, relating to agriculture; providing for the continued use of unregistered pesticides; modifying 
procedures for the return of empty pesticide containers and unused portions of pesticides; changing the amounts of 
the ACCRA surcharges; authorizing use of money in the agricultural chemical response and reimbursement account 
for administrative costs; making changes in the laws on pesticides and agriculhu'al chemicals; changing provisions 
regarding the pricing of certain dairy products; repealing the hazardous substance labeling act; requiring studies; 
maintaining an agriculture education specialist; transferring certain funds; appropriating money. 

H. F. No. 1377, relating to public administration; making telephone records of public officials public data; providing 
oversight for administrative expenses; regulating administrative rulemaking procedures. 

H, p, No, 1749, relating to public administration; authorizing spending_ to acquire and to better public land and 
buildings and other public improvements of a capital nature with certain conditions; authorizing issuance of bonds 
and canceling previous authorizations; appropriating money, with certain co"nditions and reducing certain 
appropriations. 

H. F. No. 125, relating to education; making corrections to the 1993 omnibus education finance law; authorizing 
a levy in independent school district No. 256, Red Wing. 

H. F. N~, 427, relating to the financing and operation of state and local government; revising the operation of the 
local government trust ftmd; modifying the administration, computation, collection, and enforcement of taxes; 
changing tax rates, bases, credits, exemptions, withholding, and payments; modifying property tax provisions relating 
to procedures, valuation, levies, classifications, exemptions, notices, hearings, and assessors; adjusting formulas of state 
aids to local governments; providing for the establishment and operation of special service districts; authorizing 
establishment of an ambulance district; modifying definitions in the property tax refund law and providing a source 
of funding for the refunds; authorizing and changing requirements for special assessments; modifying provisions 
governing the establishment and operation of tax increment financing districts; establishing a process by which local 
goverrunents may obtain waivers of state rules and laws establishing procedures; establishing a board of government 
innovation and cooperation and authorizing it to provide grants to encourage cooperation and irmovation by local 
governments; authorizing imposition of local taxes; imposing a sports bookmaking tax; changing certain bonding and 
local government finance provisions; enacting provisions relating to certain cities, cOlUlties, and special taxing districts; 
imposing a tax on contaminated. property and providing for use of the proceeds; conforming with changes in the 
federal income tax law; clarifying an income tax apportionment formula; modifying taconite production tax provisions, 
and increasing the distribution of the proceeds to the taconite economic development fund; modifying the availability 
of tax incentives and preferences; providing additional allocations to border city enterprise zones; providing for a 
budget reserve and cash flow accoWlt transfer; revising penalty, notification, and publication prOvisions of the unfair 
cigarette sales act; defining tenns and changing definitionsi'establishing, advisory councils; requiring reports and 
studies; classifying data; making technical corrections, clarifications, and administrative changes to various taxes and 
to tax administration and enforcement; changing and imposing penalties; appropriating money. 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 24,1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
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of State Chapter 369, House I'ile No. 1650(Senate File No. 1557, (with the exception of Page 9, Lines 12-17; Page 10, 
Line 45; Page 16, Lines 27-38, and Page 113, Lines 11-13). 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Session of the State Legislature have 
been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article IV, Section 23: 

Time and 
S.F. H.F. Session Laws Date Approved Date Filed 
No. No. Chapter No. 1993 1993 

1486 334 6:06 p.m. May 24 May 24 
10 335 12:12 p.m. May 24 May 24 

625 336 5:46 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1054 337 12:22 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1077 338 12:10 p.m. May 24 May 24 
748 339 12:09 p.m. May 24 May 24 

1042 340 12:14 p.m. May 24 May 24 
514 341 5:50 p.m. May 24 May 24 

1060 342 12:15 p.m. May 24 May 24 
555 343 5:50 p.m. May 24 May 24 

1387 344 5:52 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1178 345 12:15 p.m. May 24 May 24 

694 347 5:46 p.m. May 24 May 24 
429 350 5:47 p.m. May 24 May 24 

1245 351 5:53 p.m. May 24 May 24 
570 352 12:03 ph. May 24 May 24 

414 353 12:05 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1063 354 6:27 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1253 356 12:18 p.m. May 24 May 24 

553 357 5:45 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1297 358 5:48 p.m. May 24 May 24 
176 361 5:44 p.m. May 24 May 24 

795 362 5:51 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1658 363 5:53 p.m. May 24 May 24 

663 364 12:08 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1368 365 12:12 p.m. May 24 May 24 
1642 366 5:46 p.m. May 24 May 24 
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Time and 

Session Laws Date Approved 
Chapter No. 1993 

367 552 p.m. May 24 
369 6:24 p.m. May 24 
370 12:20 p.m. May 24 
371 12:06 p.m. May 24 
372 5:49 p.m. May 24 
373 554 p.m. May 24 
374 12:13 p.ID. May 24 
375 5:54 p.m. May 24 

Sincerely, 

JOAN AXDERSO:J GROWE 
Secretary of State 

[NOTE: ,. Indicates line-item veto.] 

DISPOSITION OF BILLS UPON ADJOURNMENT 

REPORT PURSUANT TO HOUSE RULE 9.04 

4775 

Date Filed 
1993 

May 24 
May 24 
May 24 
May 24 
May 24 
May 24 
May 24 
May 24 

Pursuant to House Rule 9.04, the following bills were returned to the standing committee last acting on the bill: 

S. F. No. 238 to the Committee on Agriculture. 

H. F. Nos. 712, 738, 739, 879, 902 and 1511 to the Committee on Education. 

H. F. Nos. 250, 513, 763 and 1186 to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources. 

H. F. No. 390 to the Conunittee on Environment and Natural Resources Finance. 

H. F. Nos. 187 and 619 and S. F. No. 1333 to the Committee on Financial Institutions and Insurance. 

H, F. Nos. 323 and 377 to the Committee on General Legislation, Veterans Affairs and Elections. 

H. F. Nos. 132,506 and 598 and S. ENos. 409, 788, 860 and 1064 to the Committee on Governmental Operations 
and Gambling. 

H. F. Nos. 494 and 1496 to the Committee on Health and Human Services. 

H. F. No. 1608 to the Committee on Housing. 

H. F. Nos. 416 and 1495 to the Committee on Judiciary. 

H. F. Nos. 540 and 1184 and S. F. No. 225 to the Committee on Labor-Management Relations. 

H. F. Nos. 431 and 1435 to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs. 

H. F. Nos. 771 and 991 to the Committee on Regulated Industries and Energy. 

H. F. No. 467 to the Committee on Taxes. 

H. F. Nos. 815 and 1547 to the Committee on Transportation and Transit. 
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REPORT PURSUANT TO JOINT RULE 3.2(a) 

Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(a), H. F. Nos. 238, 1094 and 1311, which were being considered by a Conference 
Committee at the time of adjournment, were returned to the House, laid on the table, and the Conference Committees 
were discharged. 

REPORT PURSUANT TO JOINT RULE 3.2(c) 

Pursuant to Joint Rule 3.2(c), the following bills which were returned to the House by the Governor with his 
objections following adjournment were laid on the table: H. F. Nos. 31. 373, 443, 571, 623, 671, 1247, 1415 and 1529. 

CERTIFICATE 

I certify that the Journal of the House for Monday, May 17, 1993, including subsequent proceedings, has been 
corrected and is hereby approved. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

SPECIAL SESSION - 1993 

FIRST DAY 

SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA, THURSDAY, MAY 27,1993 

In obedience to the Proclamation of the Honorable Arne H. Carlson, Governor of the State of Minnesota, 
summoning the tvvo Houses of the Legislature to meet in Speci,al Session, the members of the House of 
Representatives assembled in the Chamber of the House of Representatives at the Capitol in Saint Paul on Thursday, 
the twenty-seventh day of May 1993, at 10:00 a.m. 

PROCLAMATION FOR SPECIAL SESSION 1993 

Whereas, The Seventy-Eighth Legislature adjourned without enacting essential legislation to provide for the orderly 
financial management of state government; and 

Whereas, The time permitted by law for passage of such legislation during the 1993 Session of the Legislature has 
expired, and an extraordinary occasion is thereby created; and 

Whereas, Article IV, Section 12 of the Constitution of the State of Minnesota provides that a special session of the 
Legislature may be called on extraordinary occasions; and 

Whereas, The people of Minnesota are best served by an orderly conclusion of legislative business, with a limited 
agenda and prior agreement on laws to be enacted; and 

Whereas, Elected leaders of the legislature have agreed on an agenda and procedures to complete a special session 
on May 27, 1993; 

Now, Therefore, I, Arne H. Carlson, Governor of the State of Minnesota, do hereby summon you, members of the 
Legislature, to convene in Special Session on Thursday, May 27, 1993, at 10:00 a.m. at the Capitol in Saint Paul, 
Minnesota. 

In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Great Seal of the State of Minnesota to be affixed 
at the State Capitol this twenty-sixth day of May in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ninety-three, 
and of the State the one hundred thirty-fifth. 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

At the hour of 10:00 a.m. and pursuant to the Proclamation of the Governor and pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 
1992, Section 3.073, the Honorable Dee Long, Speaker of the House, called the House of Representatives to order. 

Prayer was offered by Monsignor James D. Habiger, Executive Director, Minnesota Catholic Conference, St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 

The members of the House gave the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States of America. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE SPEAKER 

The Speaker annolU1ced that Wally Sparby in a letter addressed to the Governor resigned as State Representative 
from District IB effective May 18, 1993. 

The roll was called and the following members were present: 

Abrams Dawkins Holsten Krinkie Murphy Peterson Swenson 
Anderson, L Dehler Hugoson Krueger Neary Pugh Tornassoni 
Anderson, R. Delmont Huntley Lasley Nelson Reding Tompkins 
Asch Dempsey Jacobs Leppik Ness Rest Trimble 
Battaglia Dam Jaros Lieder Olson, E. Rhodes Tunheim 
Bauerly Erhardt Jefferson Limmer Olson, K. Rice Van Dellen 
Beard Evans Jennings Lindner Olson, M. Radosovich Vickerman 
Bergson Farrell Johnson, A Luther Onnen Rukavina Wagenius 
Bertram Frerichs Johnson, R. Lynch Opatz Sarna Waltman 
Blatz Garcia Johnson, V. Macklin Orenstein Seagren Weaver 
Brown, C. Girard Kahn Mahon Orfield Sekhon Wejcman 
Brown, K. Goodno Kalis Mariani Osthoff Simoneau Wenzel 
Carlson Greenfield Kelley McCollum Ostrom Skoglund Winter 
Carruthers Greiling Kelso McGuire Ozment Smith Wolf 
Commers Gruenes Kinkel Milbert Pauly Solberg Worke 
Cooper Gutknecht Klinzing Molnau Pawlenty Stanius Workman 
Dauner Hasskamp Knickerbocker Mosel Pelowski Steensma Spk. Long 
Davids Haukoos Koppendrayer Munger PerIt Sviggum 

A quorum was present. 

Bettermann, Bishop, Clark, Hausman, Lourey, Morrison, Vellenga and Welle were excused. 

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes 1992, Section 3.073, the Speaker declared the House of Representatives organized 
for the 1993 Special Session. 

Anderson, 1, moved that the Chief Clerk be and is hereby instructed to inform the Senate and the Governor by 
message that the House of Representatives is now duly organized pursuant to law for this Special Session. The motion 
prevailed. 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS 

The following House File was introduced: 

Greenfield and Anderson, R, introduced: 

H. F. No.1, A bill for an act relating to human services; appropriating money for human services; amending 
Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 62A.Q45; 116.76, subdivision 14; 116.78, subdivisions 4 and 7; 116.79, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 116.80, subdivisions 1 and 2; 116.81, subdivision 1; 116.82, subdivision 3; 116.83, subdivisions 1 and 3; 144.122; 
144.123, subdivision 1; 144.215, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 144.226, subdivision 2; 144.3831, 
subdivision 2; 144.802, subdivision 1; 144.8091, subdivision 1; 144.871, subdivisions 2, 6, 7a, 7b, 9, and by adding 
subdivisions; 144.872, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 144.873; 144.874, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
9, and by adding subdivisions; 144.876, by adding a subdivision; 144.878, subdivisions 2, 2a, and 5; 144.98, subdivision 
5; 144A.04, subdivision 7; 144A.071; 144A.073f subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 145.883, subdivision 
5; 147.01, subdivision 6; 147.02, subdivision 1; 148C.Ol, subdivisions 3 and 6; 148C.02; 148C.03, subdivisions 1, 2, and 
3; 14SC.04, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 14SC.05, subdivision 2; 14SC.06; 14SC.ll, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 149.04; 157.045; 198.34; 214.01, subdivision 2; 214.04, subdivision 1; 214.06, subdivision 1, and by adding 
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a subdivision; 245.462, subdivisions 4 and 20; 245.464, subdivision 1; 245.466, subdivision 1; 245.474; 245.484; 245.4871, 
subdivision 4; 245.4873, subdivision 2; 245.4882, subdivision 5; 245.652, subdivisions 1 and 4; 245.73, subdivisions 2, 
3, and by adding a subdivision; 246.0135; 246.02, subdivision 2; 246.151, subdivision 1; 246.18, subdivision 4; 252.025, 
subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 252.275, subdivisions 1 and 8; 252.41, subdivision 3; 252.46; 252.47; 252.50, 
by adding a subdivision; 252A.I01, subdivision 7; 2S2A.ll1, subdivision 4; 253.015, subdivision 1, and by adding 
subdivisions; 253.202; 254.04; 254.05; 254A.17, subdivision 3; 254B.06, subdivision 3; 256.015, subdivision 4; 256.025, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and 4; 256.032, subdivision 11; 256.73, subdivisions 2, 3a, 5, and 8; 256.736, subdivisions 10, lOa, 
14, 16, and by adding a subdivision; 256.737, subdivisions 1, la, 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256.74, subdivision 
1; 256.78; 256.9657, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9685, subdivision 1; 256.969, subdivisions 
1, 8, 9, as amended, 9al as amended, 20, as amended, 22, as amended, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9695, 
subdivision 3; 256.983, subdivision 3; 256B.04, subdivision 16; 256B.042, subdivision 4; 256B.055, subdivision 1; 
256B.056, subdivisions 1a and 2; 256B.0575; 256B.059, subdivisions 3 and 5; 256B.0595; 256B.0625, subdivisions 3, 6a, 
7, 11, 13, 13a, 14, 15, 17, 19a, 20, 27, 28, 29, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.0627, subdivisions 1, 4, and 5; 256B.0628, 
subdivision 2; 256B.0629, subdivision 4; 2568.0911, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.0913, 
subdivisions 4, 5, 9, 12, 13, and 14; 2568.0915, subdivisions I, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.0917, subdivisions 
1,2,3,4,5,11, and 12; 256B.093, subdivisions 1 and 3; 256B.15, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.19, subdivision 1b, and by 
adding subdiVisions; 256B.37, subdivisions 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 2568.431, subdivisions 2b, 20, 13, 14, 
15, 21, and by adding subdivisions; 2568.432, subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.47, subdivision 3; 
256B.48, subdivisions 1 and 2; 2568.49, by adding a subdivision; 2568.50, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 
2568.501, subdivisions 3g, 3i, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.01, subdivision 1a; 256D.02, subdivision 5; 
256D.03, subdivisions 3, 4, and 8; 256D.04; 256D.05, by adding a subdivision; 256D.051, subdivisions 1 and 6; 256D.35, 
subdivision 3a; 256D.44, subdivisions 2 and 3; 256F.06, subdivision 2; 2561.01; 2561.02; 2561.03, subdivisions 2, 3, and 
by adding subdivisions; 2561.04, subdivisions L 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.05, subdivisions I, la, 2, 8, and 
by adding a subdivision; 2561.06; 257.3573, by adding a subdivision; 257.54; 257.541; 257.55, subdivision 1; 257.57, 
subdivision 2; 257.59, subdivision 3; 257.73, subdivision 1; 257.74, subdivision 1; 257.803, subdivision 1; 259.40, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9; 259.431, subdivision 5; 273.1392; 273.1398, subdivision 5b; 275.07, subdivision 3; 
326.44; 326.75, subdivision 4; 388.23, subdivision 1; 393.07, subdivisions 3 and 10; 462A.03, subdivision 15; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.551, subdivision 5; 518.611, subdivisions 1, 2, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 518.613, subdivisions 
2,3, and 4; 518.64, subdivision 2; 525.539, subdivision 2; 525.551, subdivision 7; 609.821, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626.559, 
by adding a subdivision; Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, sections 54; and 57, subdivisions 1 and 3; Laws 1992, 
chapter 513, article 7, section 131; and Laws 1993, chapter 20, by adding a section-; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115C; 116; 144; 198; 214; 245; 252; 254A; 256; 256B; 256E; 256F; 257; 514; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 144C; and 2468; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116.76, 
subdivision 7; 116.79, subdivision 3; 116.81, subdivision 2; 116.83, subdivision 2; 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision 10; 
144.878, subdivision 2a; 148B.72; 214.141; 245.711; 245.712; 252.46, subdivisions 12, 13, and 14; 252.478; 256.985; 2561.03, 
subdivision 4; 2561.05, subdivisions 4, 9, and 10; 2561.051; 273.1398, subdivisions 5a and 5c. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article W, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of MiIU1esota, Greenfield moved that the rule 
therein be suspended and an urgency be declared so that H. F. No.1 be given its second and third readings and be 
placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. . 

Greenfield moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that H. F. No.1 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No.1 was read for the second time. 

H. F. No.1, A bill for an act relating to human services; appropriating money for human services; amending 
MiIU1esota Statutes 1992, sections 62A.045; 116.76, subdivision 14; 116.78, subdivisions 4 and 7; 116.79, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 116.80, subdivisions 1 and 2; 116.81, subdivision 1; 116.82, subdivision 3; 116.83, subdivisions 1 and 3; 144.122; 
144.123, subdivision 1; 144.215, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 144.226, subdivision 2; 144.3831, 
subdivision 2; 144.802, subdivision 1; 144.8091, subdivision 1; 144.871, subdivisions 2, 6, 7a, 7b, 9, and by adding 
subdivisions; 144.872, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 144.873; 144.874, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
9, and by adding subdivisions; 144.876, by adding a subdivision; 144.878, subdivisions 2, 2a, and 5; 144.98, subdivision. 
5; 144A.04, subdivision 7; 144A.071; 144A.073, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 145.883, subdivision 
5; 147.D1, subdivision 6; 147.Q2, subdivision 1; 148C.01, subdivisions 3 and 6; 148C.02; 148C.03, subdivisions 1,2, and 
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3; 148C04, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 148C05, subdivision 2; 148C06; 148C11, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 149,04; 157.045; 198.34; 214.01, subdivision 2; 214.04, subdivision 1; 214.06, subdivision 1, and by adding 
a subdivision; 245.462, subdivisions 4 and 20; 245.464, subdivision 1; 245.466, subdivision 1; 245.474; 245.484; 245.4871, 
subdivision 4; 245.4873, subdivision 2; 245.4882, subdivision 5; 245.652, subdivisions 1 and 4; 245.73, subdivisions 2, 
3, and by adding a subdivision; 246.0135; 246.02, subdivision 2; 246.151, subdivision 1; 246.18, subdivision 4; 252.025, 
subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 252.275, subdivisions 1 and 8; 252.41, subdivision 3; 252.46; 252.47; 252.50, 
by adding a subdivision; 2S2A.IOI, subdivision 7; 2S2A.UI, subdivision 4; 253.015, subdivision I, and by adding 
subdivisions; 253.202; 254.04; 254.05; 254A.17, subdivision 3; 254B.06, subdivision 3; 256.015, subdivision 4; 256.025, 
subdivisions 1,2, 3, and 4; 256.032, subdivision 11; 256.73, subdivisions 2, 3a, 5, and 8; 256.736, subdivisions 10, lOa, 
14, 16, and by adding a subdivision; 256.737, subdivisions 1, la, 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256.74, subdivision 
1; 256.78; 256.9657, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9685, subdivision 1; 256.969, subdivisions 
I, 8, 9, as amended, 9a, as amended, 20, as amended, 22, as amended, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9695, 
subdivision 3; 256.983, subdivision 3; 2568.04, subdivision 16; 256B.042, subdivision 4; 256B,055, subdivision 1; 
256B.056, subdivisions 1a and 2; 256B.0575; 256B.059, subdivisions 3 and 5; 256B.0595; 256B.0625, subdivisions 3, 6a, 
7, 11, 13, 13a, 14, 15, 17, 19a, 20, 27, 28, 29, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.0627, subdivisions 1,4, and 5; 256B.0628, 
subdivision 2; 256B.0629, subdivision 4; 256B.0911, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.0913, 
subdivisions 4, 5, 9, 12, 13, and 14; 256B.0915, subdivisions 1,3, and by adding subdivisions; 2568.0917, subdivisions 
1,2, 3, 4, 5, 11, and 12; 256B.093, subdivisions 1 and 3; 256B.15, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.19, subdivision 1b, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256B.37, subdivisions 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.431, subdivisions 2b, 20, 13, 14, 
15, 21, and by adding subdivisions; 2568.432, subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.47, subdivision 3; 
2568.48, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.49, by adding a subdivision; 2568.50, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 
256B.501, subdivisions 3g, 3i, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.01, subdivision 1a; 256D.02, subdivision 5; 
2560.03, subdivisions 3, 4, and 8; 2560.04; 256D.05, by adding a subdivision; 2560.051, subdivisions 1 and 6; 256D.35, 
subdivision 3a; 256D.44, subdivisions 2 and 3; 256F.06, subdivision 2; 2561.01; 2561.02; 2561.03, subdivisions 2, 3, and 
by adding subdivisions; 2561.04, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.05, subdivisions I, la, 2, 8, and 
by adding a subdivision; 2561.06; 257.3573, by adding a subdivision; 257.54; 257.541; 257.55, subdivision 1; 257.57, 
subdivision 2; 257.59, subdivision 3; 257,73, subdivision 1; 257.74, subdivision 1; 257.803, subdivision 1; 259.40, 
subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9; 259.431, subdivision 5; 273.1392; 273.1398, subdivision 5b; 275.07, subdivision 3; 
326.44; 326.75, subdivision 4; 388.23, subdivision 1; 393.07, subdivisions 3 and 10; 462A.03, subdivision 15; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.551, subdivision 5; 518.611, subdivisions 1, 2, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 518.613, subdivisions 
2, 3, and 4; 518.64, subdivision 2; 525.539, subdivision 2; 525.551, subdivision 7; 609.821, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626.559, 
by adding a subdivision; Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, sections 54; and 57, subdivisions 1 and 3; Laws 1992, 
chapter 513, article 7, section 131; and Laws 1993, chapter 20, by adding a section; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115C; 116; 144; 198; 214; 245; 252; 254A; 256; 256B; 256E; 256F; 257; 514; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 144C; and 246B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116,76, 
subdivision 7; 116.79, subdivision 3; 116.81, subdivision 2; 116.83, subdivision 2; 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision 1O~ 
144.878, subdivision 2a; 148B.72; 214.141; 245.711; 245.712; 252.46, subdivisions 12, 13, and 14; 252.478; 256.985; 2561.03, 
subdivision 4; 2561.05, subdivisions 4, 9, and 10; 2561.051; 273.1398, subdivisions 5a and 5c. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and. the roll was called. There were 102 yeas and 22 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Anderson, I. Dehler Jaros Lieder Olson, K. Rice Trimble 
Anderson, R. Delmont Jefferson Luther Opatz Rodosovich TWlheirn 
Asch Dempsey Johnson, A. Macklin Orenstein Rukavina Van Dellen 
Battaglia Dam Johnson, R. Mahon Orfield Sarna Vickerman 
Bauerly Erhardt Johnson, V. McCollum Osthoff Seagren Wagenius 
Beard Evans Kahn McGuire Ostrom Sekhon Waltman 
Bergson Farrell Kelley Milbert Ozment Simoneau Weaver 
Bertram Garcia Kelso Molnau Pawlenty Skoglund Wejcman 
Bro1!V11, C. Goodno Kinkel Mosel Pelowski Smith Winter 
Brown, K. Greenfield Klinzing Munger Perlt Solberg Wolf 
Carlson Greiling Knickerbocker Murphy Peterson Steensma Worke 
Carruthers Gruenes Koppendrayer Neary Pugh Sviggum Spk. Long 
Cooper Gutknecht Krueger Nelson Reding Swenson 
Dauner Huntley Lasley Ness Rest Tomassoni 
Dawkins Jacobs Leppik Olson, E. Rhodes Tompkins 
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Those who voted in the negative were: 

Abrams 
Blatz 
Commers 
Davids 

Frerichs 
Girard 
Hasskamp 
Haukoos 

Holsten 
Hugoson 
Kalis 
Krinkie 

THURSDAY, MAy 27, 1993 

Limmer 
Lindner 
Lynch 
Mariani 

Olson, M. 
Onnen 
Pauly 
Stanius 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Wenzel 
Workman 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS, Continued 

The following House File was introduced: 

Anderson, L; Long; Solberg; Sviggum and Rest introduced: 

4783 

H. F. No.2, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for replacement of a state airplane; providing 
for a budget contingency plan; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 360.024. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota, Anderson, I., moved that the rule 
therein be suspended and an urgency be declared so that H. F. No.2 be given its second and third readings and be 
placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Anderson, I., moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that H. F. No.2 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No.2 was read for the second time. 

H. F, No, 2, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for replacement of a state airplane; providing 
for a budget contingency plan; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 360.024. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 106 yeas and 18 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Commers Girard Johnson, A. Lieder Ness Reding 
Anderson, 1. Cooper Gooeino Johnson, R. Limmer Olson, E. Rest 
Anderson, R Dauner Greenfield Johnson, V. Lindner Olson, M. Rhodes 
Battaglia Davids Greiling Kahn Lynch Onnen Rice 
Bauerly Dawkins Gruenes Kalis Mahon Opatz Rukavina 
Beard Dehler Gutknecht Kelley McCollum Orfield Sama 
Bergson Delmont Haukoos Kelso McGuire Osthoff Seagren 
Bertram Dempsey Holsten Kinkel Molnau Ozment Simoneau 
Blatz Erhardt Hugoson Klinzing Mosel Pauly Smith 
Brown, C. Evans Jacobs Knickerbocker Munger Pawlenty Solberg 
Brown, K. Farrell Jaros Koppendrayer Murphy Perlt Stanius 
Carlson Frerichs Jefferson Krueger Neary Peterson Steensma 
Carruthers Garcia Jennings Leppik Nelson Pugh Sviggum 
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Swenson 
Tomassoni 
Tompkins 

Trimble 
Tunheim 
Van Dellen 

Vickerman 
Waltman 
Weaver 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Asch 
Dorn 
Hasskamp 

Huntley 
Krinkie 
Lasley 

Luther 
Macklin 
Mariani 

The bi1l was passed and its title agreed to. 

SPECIAL SESSION 

Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 

Olson, K. 
Orenstein 
Ostrom 

Worke 
Workman 
Spk. Long 

Pelowski 
Rodosovich 
Sekhon 

Skoglund 
Wagenius 
Wejcman 

[1ST DAY 

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS, Continued 

The following House File was introduced: 

McGuire and Blatz introduced: 

H. F. No.3, A bill for an act relating to crime; clarifying certain sentencing provisions relating to repeat violators 
of the domestic abuse or harassment crimes; correcting an erroneous cross reference; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 518B.OI, subdivision 14, as amended; 609.224, subdivisions 2, as amended, 4, as added; 609.748, 
subdivision 6, as amended; and Laws 1993, chapter 326, article 2, section 22, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article W, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota, McGuire moved that the rule 
therein be suspended and an urgency be declared so that H. F. No.3 be given its second and third readings and be 
placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. .1' 

McGuire moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that H. F. No.3 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

H. F. No.3 was read for the second time. 

H. F. No.3, A bill for an act relating to crime; clarifying certain sentencing provisions relating to repeat violators 
of the domestic abuse or harassment crimes; correcting an erroneous cross reference; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections S18B.Ol, subdivision 14, as amended; 609.224, subdivisions 2, as amended, 4, as added; 609.748, 
subdivision 6, as amended; and Laws 1993, chapter 326, article 2, section 22, subdivision 4. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 125 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams 
Anderson, I. 
Anderson, R. 
Asch 

Battaglia 
Bauerly 
Beard 
Bergson 

Bertram 
Blatz 
Brown, C. 
Brown, K. 

Carlson 
Carruthers 
Commers 
Cooper 

Dauner 
Davids 
Dawkins 
Dehler 

Delmont 
Dempsey 
Dam 
Erhardt 

Evans 
Farrell 
Frerichs 
Garcia 
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Girard Jennings Lasley Mosel Ostrom 
Goodno Johnson, A. Leppik Munger Ozment 
Greenfield Johnson, R. Lieder Murphy Pauly 
Greiling Johnson, V. Limmer Neary Pawlenty 
Gruenes Kahn Lindner Nelson Pelowski 
Gutknecht Kalis Luther Ness PerIt 
Hasskamp Kelley Lynch Olson, E. Peterson 
Haukoos Kelso Macklin Olson, K. Pugh 
Holsten Kinkel Mahon Olson, M. Reding 
Hugoson Klinzing Mariani Onnen Rest 
Huntley Knickerbocker McCollum Opatz Rhodes 
Jacobs Koppendrayer McGuire Orenstein Rice 
Jaros Krinkie Milbert Orfield Radosovich 
Jefferson Krueger Molnau Osthoff Rukavina 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

Sarna 
Seagren 
Sekhon 
Simoneau 
Skoglund 
Smith 
Solberg 
Stanius 
Steensma 
Sviggum 
Swenson 
Tomassoni 
Tompkins 
Trimble 

Tunheim 
Van Dellen 
Vickerman 
Wagenius 
Waltman 
Weaver 
Wejcman 
Wenzel 
Winter 
Wolf 
WorKe 
Workman 
Spk. Long 
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This is to notify you that the Senate is now duly organized for the Special Session pursuant to the MiIUlesota 
Constitution and Minnesota Statutes. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate File, herewith transmitted: 

S. F. No.2. 

PATRICK E. FLAHA YEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No.2, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for education and related purposes to the 
higher education coordinating board, state board of technical colleges, state board for community colleges, state 
university board, University of Minnesota, higher education board, and the Mayo medical foundation, with certain 
conditions; prescribing changes in eligibility and in duties and responsibilities for certain financial assistance programs; 
prescribing fees; adjusting certain duties and powers of the higher education coordinating board; prescribing certain 
changes for post-secondary systems; establishing an instructional telecommunications council; providing for grants 
from the higher education coordinating board for regional linkages and coordination; authorizing the state board of 
community colleges to use higher education facilities authority revenue bonds to construct student residences; creating 
three accounts in the permanent university fund and making allocations from the accounts; providing tuition 
exemptions at technical colleges for Southwest Asia veterans; establishing grant programs to promote recruitment and 
retention initiatives by nurses training programs directed toward persons of color; establishing grant programs for 
nursing students who are persons of color; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.9741; 16A.127, subdivision 
8; 126.56, subdivision 5; 135A.03, subdivision 7; 135A.06, subdivision 1; 135A.061; 136A.02, subdivisions 5, 6, and 7; 
136A.0411; 136A.08, subdivisions 2 and 6; 136A.lOl, subdivisions 1 and 7; 136A.121, subdivisions 6 and 9; 136A.1353, 
subdivision 4; 136A.1354, subdivision 4; 136A.1701, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.233; 136A.653, 
subdivision 1; 136A.69; 136A.87; 136C.13, subdivision 4; 136C.15; 136C.61, subdivision 7; 136E.03; 136E.04, subdivision 
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1; 137.022, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 141.25, subdivision 8; 141.26, subdivisions 1 and 5; and 583.24, 
subdivision 4; Laws 1986, chapter 398, article 1, section 18, as amended; Laws 1990, chapter 591, article 3, section la, 
as amended; Laws 1991, chapter 356, articles 6, section 4, as amended; and 9, sections 8 and 10; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 136A; and 137; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, 
subdivision 10; 136A.134; 136A.234; and 136A.70; Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 8, section 23. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota, Rooosovich moved that the rule 
therein be suspended and an urgency be declared so that S. F. No.2 be given its second and third readings and be 
placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Rodosovich moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that S. F. No.2 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No.2 was read for the second time. 

S. F. No.2, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for education and related purposes to the 
higher education coordinating board, state board of technical colleges, state board for community colleges, state 
university board, University of Minnesota, higher education board, and the Mayo medical foundation, with certain 
conditions; prescribing changes in eligibility and in duties and respo~ibilities for certain financial assistance programs; 
prescribing fees; adjusting certain duties and powers of the higher education coordinating board; prescribing certain 
changes for post-secondary systems; establishing an instructional telecommunications council; providing for grants 
from the higher education coordinating board for regional linkages and coordination; authorizing the state board of 
community colleges to use higher education facilities authority revenue bonds to construct student residences; creating 
three accounts in the permanent university fund and making allocations from the accounts; providing tuition 
exemptions at technical colleges for Southwest Asia veterans; establishing grant programs to promote recruitment and 
retention initiatives by nurses training programs directed toward persons of color; establishing grant programs for 
nursing srudents who are persons of color; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 3.9741; 16A.127, subdivision 
8; 126.56, subdivision 5; 135A.Q3, subdivision 7; 135A.06, subdivision 1; 135A.061; 136A.02, subdivisions 5, 6, and 7; 
136A.0411; 136A.08, subdivisions 2 and 6; 136A.I01, subdivisions 1 and 7; 136A.121, subdivisions 6 and 9; 136A.1353, 
subdivision 4; 136A.1354, subdivision 4; 136A.l701, subdivision 4, and by adding a subdivision; 136A.233; 136A.653, 
subdivision 1; 136A.69; 136A.87; 136C.13, subdivision 4; 136C.15; 136C.61, subdivision 7; 136E.03; 136E.04, subdivision 
1; 137.022, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 141.25, subdivision 8; 141.26, subdivisions 1 and 5; and 583.24, 
subdivision 4; Laws 1986, chapter 398, article 1, section 18, as amended; Laws 1990, chapter 591, article 3, section 10, 
as amended; Laws 1991, chapter 356, articles 6, section 4, as amended; and 9, sections 8 and 10; proposing coding for 
new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 136A; and 137; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 136A.121, 
subdivision 10; 136A.134; 136A.234; and 136A.70; Laws 1991, chapter 356, article 8, section 23. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 123 yeas and 2 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Brown, K. Dom Gutknecht Johnson, V. Lasley McGuire 
Anderson, I. Carlson Erhardt Hasskamp Kahn Leppik Milbert 
Anderson, R. Carruthers Evans Holsten Kalis Lieder Molnau 
Asch Commers Farrell Hugoson Kelley Linuner Mosel 
Battaglia Cooper Frerichs Huntley Kelso Lindner Munger 
Bauerly Dauner Garcia Jacobs Kinkel Luther Murphy 
Beard Davids Girard Jaros Klinzmg Lynch Neary 
Bergson Dawkins Goodno Jefferson Knickerbocker Macklin Nelson 
Bertram Dehler Greenfield Jennings Koppendrayer Mahon Ness 
Blatz Delmont Greiling Johnson, A. Krinkie Mariani Olson, E. 
Brown, C. Dempsey Gruenes Johnson, R Krueger McCollum Olson, K. 
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Onnen Pauly Rest Sekhon Sviggum Vickerman Wolf 
Opatz Pawlenty Rhodes Simoneau Swenson Wagenius Worke 
Orenstein Pelowski Rice Skoglund Tomassoni Waltman Workman 
Offield PefIt Radosovich Smith Tompkins Weaver Spk. Long 
Osthoff Peterson Rukavina Solberg Trimble Wejcman 
Ostrom Pugh Sarna Stanius Tunheim Wenzel 
Ozment Reding Seagren Steensma Van Dellen Winter 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Haukoos Olson, M. 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Bauerly moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

Dawkins was excused for the remainder of today's session. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby annmUlce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate File, herewith rransmitled: 

S. F. No.1. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No.1, A bill for an act relating to campaign finance reform; requITmg disclosure of certain campaign 
contributions made while campaign finance refonn legislation was pending; removing contributors of $100 or less 
from the definition of a "large giver"; increasing the public subsidy paid from the general account of the state elections 
campaign fund; eliminating the small donor matching program; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections lOA.27, subdivision 11, as added; and 10A.31, subdivisions 4, and 7, as amended; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 10A.312, as added. 

The bill was read for the first time. 
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SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article IV, Section 19, of the Constitution of the state of Minnesota, Lasley moved that the rule therein 
be suspended and an urgency be declared so that S. F. No.1 be given its second and third readings and be placed 
upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

Lasley moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that S. F. No.1 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No.1 was read for the second time. 

S. F. No.1, A bill for an act relating to campaign finance reform; requiring disclosure of certain campaign 
contributions made while campaign finance reform legislation was pending; removing contributors of $100 or less 
from the definition of a "large giver"; increasing the public subsidy paid from the general accOlmt of the state elections 
campaign fund; eliminating the small donor matching program; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 10A.27, subdivision It as added; and 10A.31, subdivisions 4, and 7, as amended; repealing Minnesota 
Statutes 1992, section 10A,312, as added. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage, 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called, There were 98 yeas and 26 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Davids Huntley Knickerbocker Mu,!,hy Perlt Stanius 
Anderson, I. Dehler Jacobs Krueger Neary Peterson Steensma 
Anderson, R Delmont Jaros Lasley Nelson Pugh Sviggum 
Battaglia Dempsey Jefferson Leppik Ness Reding Swenson 
Bauerly Dom Jennings Lieder Olson, E. Rest Trimble 
Beard Erhardt Johnson, A Luther Olson, K. Rhodes Tunheim 
Bergson Evans John';;on, R. Lynch Opatz Rice Wagenius 
Bertram Farrell Johnson, V. Mahon Orenstein Radosovich Wejcman 
Brown, C. Garcia Kahn Mariani Orfield Sarna Wenzel 
Brown, K., Greenfield Kalis McCollum Ostrom Sekhon Winter 
Carlson Greiling Kelley McGuire Ozment Simoneau Wolf 
Carruthers Gutknecht Kelso Milbert Pauly Skoglund Worke 
Cooper Hasskamp Kinkel Mosel Pawlenty Smith Workman 
Dauner Holsten Klinzing Munger Pelowski Solberg Spk. Long 

Those who voted in the negative were: 

Asch Girard Hugoson Lindner Onnen Tomassoni Walbnan 
Blatz Goodno Koppendrayer Macklin Osthoff Tompkins Weaver 
Commers Gruenes Krinkie Molnau Rukavina Van Dellen 
Frerichs Haukoos Limmer Olson, M. Seagren Vickerman 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

Anderson, I., moved that the House recess subject to the call of the Chair. The motion prevailed. 

RECESS 

RECONVENED 

The House reconvened and was called to order by the Speaker. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate. 
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MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following messages were received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No. I, A bill for an act relating to human services; appropriating money for human services; amending 
MilUl€sota Statutes 1992, sections 62A.045; 116.76, subdivision 14; 116,78, subdivisions 4 and 7; 116,79, subdivisions 
1 and 4; 116.80, subdivisions 1 and 2; 116.81, subdivision 1; 116.82, subdivision 3; 116.83, subdivisions 1 and 3; 144.122; 
144.123, subdivision 1; 144.215, subdivision 3, and by adding a subdivision; 144.226, subdivision 2; 144.3831, 
subdivision 2; 144.802, subdivision 1; 144.8091, subdivision 1; 144.871, subdivisions 2, 6, 7a, 7b, 9, and by adding 
subdivisions; 144.872, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, and by adding a subdivision; 144.873; 144.874, subdivisions I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
9, and by adding subdivisions; 144.876, by adding a subdivision; 144.878, subdivisions 2,2a, and 5; 144.98, subdivision 
5; 144A.04, subdivision 7; 144A.071; 144A.073, subdivisions 2, 3, and by adding a subdivision; 145.883, subdivision 
5; 147.01, subdivision 6; 147.02, subdivision 1; 148C.01, subdivisions 3 and 6; 148C.02; 148C.03, subdivisions 1,2, and 
3; 148C.04, subdivisions 2, 3, and 4; 148C.05, subdivision 2; 148C.06; 148C.11, subdivision 3, and by adding a 
subdivision; 149.04; 157.045; 198.34; 214.Dl, subdivision 2; 214.04, subdivision 1; 214.06, subdivision 1, and by adding 
a subdivision; 245.462, subdivisions 4 and 20; 245.464, subdivision 1; 245.466, subdivision 1; 245.474; 245.484; 245.4871, 
subdivision 4; 245.4873, subdivision 2; 245.4882, subdivision 5; 245.652, subdivisions 1 and 4; 245.73, subdivisions 2, 
3, and by adding a subdivision; 246.0135; 246.02, subdivision 2; 246.151, subdivision 1; 246.18, subdivision 4; 252.025, 
subdivision 4, and by adding subdivisions; 252.275, subdivisions 1 and 8; 252.41, subdivision 3; 252.46; 252.47; 252.50, 
by adding a subdivision; 252A.101, subdivision 7; 252A.111, subdivision 4; 253.015, subdivision 1, and by adding 
subdivisions; 253.202; 254.04; 254.05; 254A.17, subdivision 3; 2548.06, subdivision 3; 256.015, subdivision 4; 256.025, 
subdivisions I, 2, 3, and 4; 256.032, subdivision 11; 256.73, subdivisions 2, 3a, 5, and 8; 256.736, subdivisions 10, lOa, 
14, 16, and by adding a subdivision; 256.737, subdivisions I, la, 2, and by adding subdivisions; 256.74, subdivision 
1; 256.78; 256.9657, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 7, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9685, subdivision 1; 256.969, subdivisions 
I, 8, 9, as amended, 9a, as amended, 20, as amended, 22, as amended, and by adding subdivisions; 256.9695, 
subdivision 3; 256.983, subdivision 3; 256B.04, subdivision 16; 2568.042, subdivision 4; 256B.055, subdivision 1; 
2568.056, subdivisions 1a and 2; 256B.0575; 256B.059, subdivisions 3 and 5; 2568.0595; 2568.0625, subdivisions 3, 6a, 
7,11,13, 13a, 14, 15, 17, 19a, 20, 27, 28, 29, and by adding subdivisions; 2568.0627, subdivisions 1,4, and 5; 256B.0628, 
subdivision 2; 256B.0629, subdivision 4; 256B.0911, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.0913, 
subdivisions 4, 5, 9, 12, 13, and 14; 256B.0915, subdivisions 1, 3, and by adding subdiviSions; 256B.0917, subdivisions 
1,2,3,4,5,11, and 12; 256B.093, subdivisions 1 and 3; 256B.15, subdivisions 1 and 2; 2568.19, subdivision 1b, and by 
adding subdivisions; 256B.37, subdivisions 3, 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.431, subdivisions 2b, 20, 13, 14, 
15, 21, and by adding subdivisions; 256B.432, subdivision 5, and by adding a subdivision; 256B.47, subdivision 3; 
256B.48, subdivisions 1 and 2; 256B.49, by adding a subdivision; 256B.50, subdivision 1b, and by adding subdivisions; 
2568.501, subdivisions 3g, 3i, 12, and by adding a subdivision; 256D.Dl, subdivision 1a; 256D,02, subdivision 5; 
256D.03, subdivisions 3, 4, and 8; 256D.04; 256D.05, by adding a subdivision; 256D,051, subdivisions 1 and 6; 256D.35, 
subdivision 3a; 256D.44, subdivisions 2 and 3; 256F.06, subdivision 2; 2561.01; 2561.02; 2561.03, subdivisions 2, 3, and 
by adding subdivisions; 256104, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, and by adding subdivisions; 2561.05, subdivisions 1, la, 2, 8, and 
by adding a subdivision; 2561.06; 257.3573, by adding a subdivision; 257,54; 257.541; 257.55, subdivision 1; 257.57, 
subdivision 2; 257.59, subdivision 3; 257.73, subdivision 1; 257.74, subdivision 1; 257.803, subdivision 1; 259.40, 
subdivisions 1,2,3,4,5,7,8, and 9; 259.431, subdivision 5; 273.1392; 273,1398, subdivision 5b; 275.07, subdivision 3; 
326,44; 326.75, subdivision 4; 388.23, subdivision 1; 393.07, subdivisions 3 and 10; 462A.03, subdivision 15; 518.156, 
subdivision 1; 518.551, subdivision 5; 518.611, subdivisions 1, 2, 6, and by adding a subdivision; 518.613, subdivisions 
2,3, and 4; 518.64, subdivision 2; 525.539, subdivision 2; 525.551, subdivision 7; 609.821, subdivisions 1 and 2; 626.559, 
by adding a subdivision; Laws 1991, chapter 292, article 6, sections 54;' and 57, subdivisions 1 and 3; Laws 1992, 
chapter 513, article 7, section 131; and Laws 1993, chapter 20, by adding a section; proposing coding for new law in 
Minnesota Statutes, chapters 115C; 116; 144; 198; 214; 245; 252; 254A; 256; 256B; 256E; 256F; 257; 514; proposing coding 
for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapters 144C; and 246B; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 116.76, 
subdivision 7; 116.79, subdivision 3; 116.81, subdivision 2; 116.83, subdivision 2; 144.8721; 144.874, subdivision 10; 
144.878, subdivision 2a; 148B.72; 214.141; 245.711; 245.712; 252.46, subdivisions 12, 13, and 14; 252.478; 256.985; 2561.03, 
subdivision 4; 2561.05, subdivisions 4, 9, and 10; 2561.051; 273.1398, subdivisions Sa and 5c. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No.2, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing for replacement of a state airplane; providing 
for a budget contingency plan; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, section 360.024. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned: 

H. F. No.3, A bill for an act relating to crime; clarifying certain sentencing provisions relating to repeat violators 
of the domestic abuse or harassment crimes; correcting an erroneous cross reference; amending Minnesota Statutes 
1992, sections 518B.OI, subdivision 14, as amended; 609.224, subdivisions 2, as amended, 4, as added; 609.748, 
subdivision 6, as amended; and Laws 1993, chapter 326, article 2, section 22, subdivision 4. 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

Madam Speaker: 

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate File, herewith transmitted: 

S, F, No, 5, 

PATRICK E. FLAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS 

S. F. No.5, A bill for an act relating to legislative enactments; providing for the correction of miscellaneous 
oversights, inconsistencies, ambiguities, unintended results, and technical errors of a noncontroversial nature; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 16B.42, subdivision 1; l1SC02, subdivision 14, as amended; 116.76, 
subdivision 1, as amended; 116.77, as amended; 116.82, subdivision 3, as amended; 124.914, subdivision 4, as added; 
256,969, by adding subdivisions, as amended; 2568.057, subdivision 1, as amended; 256B,0625, by adding a 
subdivision, as amended; 2568.0913, subdivision 5, as amended; 2568.0915, subdivision 3; 2568.0915, subdivision 3, 
as amended; 256D.02, subdivision 5, as amended; 256D.051, subdivision 6, as amended; 257.071, subdivision I, as 
amended; 260,191, subdivisions 3a and 3b, as added; 295,50, subdivisions 3 and 4, as amended, and by adding 
subdivisions; 295.51, subdivision I, as amended; 295.52, by adding a subdivision; 295.53, subdivision 3, as amended, 
and by adding a subdivision; 295.54, as amended; 298.28, subdivision 4, as amended; 477 A.013, subdivision 1; Laws 
1992, chapter 549, article 9, section 19, as amended; Laws 1993, chapter 206, sections 8, subdivision 1; 25; chapter 340, 
section 60; chapter 345, article 1, sections 2, subdivision 2; and 8, subdivision 1; article 2, section 5, subdivision 2; 
chapter 372, section 8; 1993 Special Session H.P. No. I, article 3, section 29, subdivision 1; article 4, sections 4, 
subdivision 5; 6, subdivision 6; repealing Laws 1993, chapter 224, article I, section 31; and chapter 337, section 16. 

The bill was read for the first time. 

SUSPENSION OF RULES 

Pursuant to Article N, Section 19 t of the Constitution of the state of MilU1esota, Milbert moved that the rule therein 
be suspended and an urgency be declared so that S. F. No.5 be given its second and third readings and be placed 
upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 
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Milbert moved that the Rules of the House be so far suspended that S. F. No.5 be given its second and third 
readings and be placed upon its final passage. The motion prevailed. 

S. F. No.5 was read for the second time. 

S. F. No.5, A bill for an act relating to legislative enachnents; providing for the correction of miscellaneous 
oversights, inconsistencies, ambiguities, unintended results, and technical errors of a noncontroversial nature; 
amending Minnesota Statutes 1992, sections 168.42, subdivision 1; l1SC.02, subdivision 14, as amended; 116.76, 
subdivision 1, as amended; 116.77, as amended; 116.82, subdivision 3, as amended; 124.914, subdivision 4, as added; 
256.969, by adding subdivisions, as amended; 256B.057, subdivision 1, as amended; 256B.0625, by adding a 
subdivision, as amended; 256B.0913, subdivision 5, as amended; 256B.0915, subdivision 3; 256B.0915, subdivision 3, 
as amended; 256D.02, subdivision 5, as amended; 256D,051, subdivision 6, as amended; 257.071, subdivision 1, as 
amended; 260,191, subdivisions 3a and 3b, as added; 295.50, subdivisions 3 and 4, as amended, and by adding 
subdivisions; 295.51, subdivision I, as amended; 295.52, by adding a subdivision; 295.53, subdivision 3, as amended, 
and by adding a subdivision; 295.54, as amended; 298.28, subdivision 4, as amended; 477 A.013, subdivision 1; Laws 
1992, chapter 549, article 9, section 19, as amended; Laws 1993, chapter 206, sections 8, s~bdivision 1; 25; chapter 340, 
section 60; chapter 345, article 1, sections 2, subdivision 2; and 8, subdivision 1; article 2, section 5, subdivision 2; 
chapter 372, section 8; 1993 Special Session H.F. No. I, article 3, section 29, subdivision 1; article 4, sections 4, 
subdivision 5; 6, subdivision 6; repealing Laws 1993, chapter 224, article 1, section 31; and chapter 337, section 16. 

The bill was read for the third time and placed upon its final passage. 

The question was taken on the passage of the bill and the roll was called. There were 120 yeas and 0 nays as 
follows: 

Those who voted in the affirmative were: 

Abrams Dehler Huntley Leppik Olson, E. Rice Van Dellen 
, 

Anderson, I. Delmont Jacobs Lieder Olson, K. Rodosovich Vickennan 
Anderson, R. Dempsey Jaros Limmer Olson, M. Rukavina Wagenius 
Asch Dom Jefferson Lindner Onnen Sama Waltman 
Battaglia Erhardt Johnson, A. Luther Opatz Seagren Weaver 
Bauerly Evans Johnson, R. Lynch Orenstein Sekhon Wejcman 
Beard Frerichs Johnson, V. Macklin Orfield Simoneau Wenzel 
Bergson Garcia Kahn Mahon Ostrom Skoglund Winter 
Bertram Girard Kalis McCollum Ozment Smith Wolf 
Blatz Gamino Kelley McGuire Pauly Solberg Worke 
Brown, C. Greenfield Kelso Milbert Pawlenty Stanius Workman 
Brown, K. Creiling Kinkel Molnau Pelowski Steensma Spk Long 
Carlson Gruenes Klinzing Mosel Perlt Sviggum 

, Carruthers Gutknecht Knickerbocker Munger Peterson Swenson 
Commers Hasskamp Koppendrayer Murphy Pugh Tomassoni 
Cooper Haukoos Krinkie Neary Reding Tompkins 
Dauner Holsten Krueger Nelson Rest Trimble 
Davids Hugoson Lasley Ness Rhodes Tunheiro 

The bill was passed and its title agreed to. 

There being no objection, the order of business reverted to Messages from the Senate, 

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE 

The following message was received from the Senate: 

Madam Speaker: 

This is to notify you that the Senate is about to adjourn the Special Session sine die. 

PATRICK E. F'LAHAVEN, Secretary of the Senate 
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MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Anderson, I., moved that the Chief Clerk be and he is hereby authorized to correct and approve the Journal of the 
House, 1993 Special Session, for today, Thursday, May 27, 1993, and that he be authorized to include in the journal 
for today any subsequent proceedings. The motion prevailed. 

Anderson, 1., moved that the Chief Clerk be and he is hereby instructed to inform the Senate and the Governor by 
message that the House of Representatives is about to adjourn this 1993 Special Session sine die. The motion 
prevailed. 

MOTION TO ADJOURN SPECIAL SESSION SINE DIE 

Anderson, I., moved that the House adjourn sine die for the 1993 Special Session. The motion prevailed and the 
Speaker declared the House stands adjourned sine die for the 1993 Special Session. 

EDWARD A. BlJRDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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COMMUNICATIONS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS RECEIVED 
SUBSEQUENT TO ADJOURNMENT OF THE 1993 SPECIAL SESSION 

PETITIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS 

The following communications were received: 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

4793 

May 27, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State Chapter 1, House File No.1 (with the exception of Article 1, Page 26, Lines 24-37). 

The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 

May 27, 1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House File: 

H. F. No.2, relating to state government; providing for replacement of a state airplane; providing for a budget 
contingency plan. 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 
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The Honorable Dee Long 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
The State of Minnesota 

Dear Speaker Long: 

SPECIAL SESSION 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

SAINT PAUL 55155 
May 27,1993 

It is my honor to inform you that I have received, approved, signed and deposited in the Office of the Secretary 
of State the following House File: 

H. F. No.3, relating to crime; clarifying certain sentencing provisions relating to repeat violators of the domestic 
abuse or harassment crimes; correcting an erroneous cross reference. 

The Honorable Dee Long 

Warmest regards, 

ARNE H. CARLSON 
Governor 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

ST. PAUL 55155 

Speaker of the House of Representatives 

The Honorable Allan H. Spear 
President of the Senate 

I have the honor to inform you that the following enrolled Acts of the 1993 Special Session of the State Legislature 
have been received from the Office of the Governor and are deposited in the Office of the Secretary of State for 
preservation, pursuant to the State Constitution, Article N, Section 23: 

S.F. H.F. Special Session Laws 
No. No. Chapter No. 

l' 1 
2 2 
1 3 

2 4 
3 5 

5 6 

[NOTE: 'Indicates line-item veto.] 

Time and 
Date Approved 

1993 

4:22 p.m. May 27 
4:23 p.m. May 27 
4:25 p.m. May 27 
4:26 p.m. May 27 
4:23 p.m. May 27 
4:25 p.m. May 27 

Sincerely, 

JOAN ANDERSON GROWE 
Secretary of State 

Date Filed 
1993 

May 27 
May 27 
May 27 
May 27 
May 27 
May 27 
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Jennings submitted the following statement to be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmative on Thursday, May 27, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of Special Session 
H. F. No.2." 

Milbert submc'ied the following statement to be printed in the Journal of the House: "It was my intention to vote 
in the affirmativ€ on Thursday, May 27, 1993, when the vote was taken on the final passage of Special Session 
H. F. No.2." 

CERTIFICATE 

I certify that the 1993 Special Session Journal of the House for Thursday, May 27, 1993, including subsequent 
proceedings, has been corrected and is hereby approved. 

EDWARD A. BURDICK, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives 
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